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DECIDE ON FINAL PHASES IN EQUITY CASE
Paramount to Release 22 Before Sept. 1 — Reagan
"Two Years Before Mast'
On Nov. 22 Is the First
Of Films Tentatively Set
Paramount has tentatively scheduled 22 features for release between
Nov. 22 and Sept. 1, 1947, Charles
M. Reagan, distribution head, revealed yesterday
at the start of a
series of home
office confabs
with district and
branch heads,
called to consider
equity decree
sales problems.
Reagan, in making the disclosure,
said Para, would
release as many
pictures "as the
company
could
successfully
CHARLES M. REACAN
handle and the
market was capable of absorbing."
First of the releases, which will
bt Para.'s Thanksgiving holiday pic,
(Continued on Page 8)

v. S. and Dutch Reps Draft Convention
For Avoidance of Double Taxation
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Representatives ^f the United
States and the Netherlands
have completed discussions in the Hague exploring the possible bases for conventions for avoidance of double taxation with respect to income taxes and
estate taxes, the State Department announced yesterday.
As a result of these discussions, there has been drawn up a draft convention
which is being submitted to both governments for consideration with a view
to signature.

Official Scrutiny for
ilms for UNESCO!
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Sees Pix Factor in
U. S. Prestige Loss

DAILY

By JOSEPH BmSTEIN
Washington — While emphasizing
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
American
prestige
abroad
has
it is opposed to censorship "at all
times," the National Commission for taken a no-edive, Richard de RocheUNESCO, in its final i-eport sub- mont, producer of the March of
mitted to Secretary of State James
Time, told a press
Bvrnes, firmly stated that the "qualconference yesity" of mass media, including motion
terday, upon his
return from a
pictures, should come under the official scrutiny of the international
four-week tour of
organization.
England and
By inference indicating that some
France.
pix and other mass media fall short
De Roche m on t
of promoting international goodwill
said he got the
(Continued on Page 8)
impression that
Hollywood films
Balaban, Nizer at Hub
were largely responsible for this
Jewish Appeal Dinner
state of affairs,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
after having
Boston — More than 300 motion
Washington — Although falling off
slightly from the previous month, picture exhibitors and distributors
£pokendreds of people
to hunin
the admissions tax collection for from Greater Boston will attend a
all walks of life.
August, on July business, continued special kick-off dinner tonight at R. DE ROCHEMONT
As one friend told
reassuringly high. The drop was the Hotel Bradford to inaugurate
(Continued on Page 9)
their participation in the 1946 him, "Americans are agreeable rich
Greater Boston Combined Jewish
The film is the one direct contact
Appeal campaign. Guest of honor half-wits."
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued
on
Page
3)
JVo Cinecolor for

Tax Collections for
July $39,537,980

Low-Budget

Pix

West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Crespinel,
president of Cinecolor, announced a
new policy which will prohibit future commitments to producers of
low-budget pictures which he figures
are those under $250,000. The figure is flexible, depending on story
materia! and production.
"We find that it is financially impossible for a producer of a lowbudget film to provide proper lighting, make-up and color harmony in
these
pictures,"
said
Crespinel.

CSV Charges ^^Conspiracy
Files With NLRB

Against 10 Studios, lATSE

"Outlaw" Brings Demand
For N. J. State Censors
Atlantic City, N. J. — A resolution
calling for a state board of censors
as the result of the recent Atlantic
City controversy over Howard
Hughes' "The Outlaw," was adopted
unanimously Saturday by the New
(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
r/yDAILY

Hollywood — Seven Conference of
Studio Union locals Monday filed
charges with NLRB claiming that
10 major studios and the lATSE conspired to deny them their legal
rights and that the studios refused
to bargain with them collectively
since Oct. 24, 1945.
j
M-G-M(Continued
yesterday
again10)
bore the ''
on Page

Court to Hear Intervention Motion on Oct. 21;
Findings of Fact Oct. 22
Procedure for the final phases of
the New York equity suit was determined yesterday at a meeting attended by Federal Judges John
Bright and Henry W. Goddard, Robert L. Wright, special assistant to
the Attorney General, and three attorneys for the distributor defendants. They were Whitney North
(Continued on Page 3)

Must Keep Product
Rolling— Balaban
Distributors must keep product
rolling to the theaters, Barney Balaban, Para, prexy, yesterday told
special field reps, and home office
and department heads at the meeting
(Continued on Page 10)

Bragg, Canadian Odeon
Exec. Dies; Rites Today
Toronto — Funeral services will be
conducted
this afternoon
at St.
Michaels and All Angels Church for
Thomas J. Bragg, executive of the
(Continued on Page

10)

International Airing
Set for Jolson Dinner
it looks like SRO for the AVC
Jolson testimonial at the Astor towith morea big
than
you cannight, shake
stick"names"
at present.
Sale of tickets has been stopped to
prevent overcrowding. Novelty of fna
night will the three-way international broadcast, with pick - up cf
tributes from New York, Hollywood
and London from 10:30 to 11:30
over Mutual. George Jesrei will emcee the Coast portion of the broadcast. Anne Neagle and Charles
Cochrane will broadcast from London. Hildegarde, Perry Como and
Martha Raye will be picked up here,
and Bob Hope, Eddie Cantor, Dinah
Shore, Frank Sinatra, Burns & Allen
and Mitchell Ayers and ork from
Hollywood.
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MANNY REINER, Latin-American manager for
Vanguaid Films and Selznick-lnternational. arrived in Buenos Aires yesterday, for a month's
survey of the film market in Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay.

JOHN bALABAN returned to Chicago today
from New York.
CHARLES RYAN returned to Chicago yesterday
CHESTER
B. BAHN
Editor from Hollywood.
MACK CORDON, 20th-Fox producer, arrived
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays yesterday from the Coast with MRS. GORDON
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, Xew York 18, for a three-week stay.
MRS. BILLY GRADY, wife of the M-C-M
N. Y.. bv Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and Publisher; casting director, is here from the Coast. She is
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer ; staying at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second
LOUIS NIZER flies to Boston today from New
class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at York.
Xew York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
KATHARINE HEPBURN is visiting her parents,
1879. Terms (Postage free) United States Dr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Hepburn at Hartford,
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year; Connecticut.
6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
DAVID MATE, manager, the Embassy Theater,
$15.00. Sub.^cribers should remit with order. has returned to Newark, N. J. from a business
Address all communications to THE FILM
trip
to Connecticut.
D.-MLY. 1501 Broadway, New York 18. N. Y.
SIDNEY FRANKLIN, owner, the Little Theater,
Phone BRvai>t 9-/117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120.
Newark, N. J., has returned from a trip to Bos9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New York. ton.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollvwood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older. 6417 Dahlonega Road. Wash. 16. D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. XW. Phone. Hobart 7627.
6*41 "
Esler,LONDON
Joseph 7441.
45, 111.—
CHICAGO,
Oaklev
Ave.. Phone
Briareate
— Eri^eM W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. M.\NILA— Homer
Stuart, Hjtel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Snffar. Filmafric. 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv
iplan
-30.g. CITY—
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Brien.
\rEXTCO
Airi Andrade.
Mexico
f
feraia. Colon L4^D.._F., _ MONTREAL— Ray
,!;annichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
>. VANCOUVER — Tack Droy. 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY — Bowdin Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone.
UL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jesn Pierre Meys,
]in Rue dps Paqiierettes; MOSCOW — Raymond A. Dnvies. Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Lpese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
^;openhagen-Van
.'.
F Van Os.s. Ruhensstraat 80.
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NEW YORK
" ■

STOCK MARKET
Nat
High
Low
Close
Chg.
A-n. Seat
ZOVj
ZO'/j
2O1/2 —
Vz
Bell & Howell
.:.... 2OV2
ZOVj
20 '4 —
Vg
Columbia Picts
25'/2
2434
2434 —
34
Columbia Picts. pfd.
83
- 83
83
East. Kodak
211
210
211
—1
Cen. Prec. Eq
Z5Vs
ZSVs
ZSVs
Loew's, Inc
28
273',
28
—
Vs
Paramount •
313/8
3OV5
313fe—
i,
RKO
171/4
1634
17
—
1/2
Republic
Picts
SVs
8I/2
83/4
Republic Picts. pfd.. 15
15
15 —
V4
20»h Century-Fox . . . 4234 42'/, 4234 —
l/,
20'h Century-Fox pfd. 52^'a
5234
5234 —
S/j
Universal Pict
325/8
32
32S'g —
3^
Ur-iversal Picts. pfd.
88
861/2
8714 + 1
Warner Bros
IS^'g
18 14
187/8 —
14
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monog'am Picts
63/g
61/5
63^ —
¥4
Radio-Keith cvs
6I/2
534
5'/? —
V4
67/8
Sonotone Corp
334
334
33^
734

Technicolor
Pathe

. OVER

Industries

Cinecolor

16V,

THE

16'4

COUNTER

I6I/4
Bid

Asked

63^

63,3

Johnston Deoarture for
Europe Off Till Saturday
Eric A. Johnston and his MPAA
party will leave LaGuardia Field
Saturday morning for London, their
departure deferred because of .Johns^'on's particination in continuing
Washington meetings of the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion advisory committee.

ANNE JEFFREYS will leave Hollywood on Sunday for New York.
STANLEY HIGGINSON, managing director for
Warner Bros, in Australia, is due here Monday for
a series of home office conferences.
HERMAN GOLDBERG, purchasing agent and
supervisor of maintenance for Warners' exchanges, will be in New Haven for the next
few days.
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and her writer husband, MARCUS GOODRICH, are honeymooning
in Eufaula, Ala., where they are the guests of
Comer Jennings, textile magnate.
ANN V. O'DONNELL, in charge of branch
operations for Screen Guild Productions. Detroit,
is back from a 10-day vacation in New York
City.
JOSEPH CALLAHAN, of Paramount's home office exploitation department, is back from a
Coast vacation.
JERRY COOPER, of Paramount's home office
exploitation staff has returned from a Canadian
vacation.
WALTER PIDCEON returned to the Coast from
Dallas at the week-end, following a premiere
showing of M-G-M's
"Holiday in Mexico."
ELLA RAINES, screen actress, arrived here by
plane from the Coast
Sunday.
CATHERINE McLEOD, star of Republic's "I've
Always Loved Ycu." arrived in St. Louis yesterday by olane from New York.
BETTY SMITH, author of "A Tree Grows In
Brooklyn," is en route to Switzerland where
she will write a motion picture which she will
also direct.
AUBREY BLACKBURN, English theatrical agent,
arrived in New York to confer with Leah Salisbury regarding the English production of "Deep
AreGEORGE
The Roots."
K. SIDNEY, M-G-M director and
his wife, are in Chicago for a few days.
SAM KATZ, M-C-M studio executive, returns today to the Coast after 3 visit to his
mother's home in Chicago where his brother
Harry, head of Monarch Theaters of Indiana,
suffered a heart attack and is now recuperating.
WILLIAM G. BRENNER, head of M-G-M's
checking department, is slated to leave Kansas
Citv today for New York.
lUDY GARLAND, M-G-M star, and VINCENTE
MINELLI. director, are back on the Coast
after a two-week vacation in New York.
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ize the operating program for
-i-l
The three-day
sessions being d:
rected by President J. J. Fitzgibbon:
Assisting
in the discussions
ar
Morris Stein, Eastern general mai

BEN BERGER. president of North Central Allied, is in Washington for the ClEA meet.
EMA FENSKE, cashier at M-G-M exchange,
Minneapolis, is vacationing at Croton, S. D.
HANNAH SUNDLOFF, booker at M-G-M exchange, Minneapolis, is vacationing at Paynesville, Minn.
E. J. McERLANE, booker at Warner Bros..
Minneapolis, is vacationing in Oklahoma.
BURGESS MEREDITH is scheduled to arrive
in New York from Hollywood today.
PAT O'BRIEN, RKO star, is stopping at the
Sherry Netherlands.
GEORGE RAFT is at the Gotham Hotel.
DOUGLAS BECK, RKO exploiteer. is in Atlanta from Washington to help with the premiere of "Song CUMMINGS
of the South."
ROBERT
is due to arrive in
Washington by air today to address the "kickoff"
luncheon
of the women's committee of the
National
Symphony.
ANDREW STONE arrived in New York from
Hollywood
yesterday.
E. L. SCHMMIEL, export manager of Bell &
Howell, has returned to Chicago from an overseas business trip.
BUFORD STYLES, office manager for U-1 in
Atlanta, is vacationing in Miami.
WILLIAM RICHARDSON, head of Astor in
Atlanta, has been combining a business and
pleasure trip in South
Georgia.
EMORY AUSTIN, M-G-M's press chief in Atlanta, is back from a business trip to New
York.
HOWARD WALLACE, branch manager of Sack
Amusement, has returned to Atlanta after a tour
of the Carolinas.
EDWARD L. HYMAN, vice-president of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., and SI SIEGAL
and JOSEPH J. DEITCH left by air for an extended business trip covering Minneapolis, Kansas City, Phoenix and Salt Lake. They will be absent from New York for about two weeks.

ager and L. I. Bearg, who is Wes*
em general manager.
From distar
zones are R. S. Roddick, Halifa: \
Eddie Zom and Harold Bishop, Wii
nipeg, Frank
Gow
and Maynai
Joiner, Vancouver, and T. R. Tul
man, Ottawa.

Ohio Co-op Closes Deals
For UA, Columbia Films
Cleveland,
O. — Moe
Dudel =
United Artists, district manager
William S. Shartin, Cleveland brar..
manager, have closed approved dea
with
MiltonTheatres
A. Mooney,
head Moont
of C '
operative
of Ohio.
also reports that he has closed
aeal with Sam Galanty, Louis Asti
and Lester Zucker, for Columb
product.
Co-operative Theatre;
Ohio serves over a hundred theatin the northern Ohio area.

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributor;

Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St., New

REX TAYLOR, Eastern pictorial co-ordinator
for Paramount, was back at his desk yesterday
after a studio visit.

York 19, N. Y.

Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIE

M-G-M TRADE SHOW
NEW

HAVEN

TERRITORY ONLY

"IT HAPPENED AT
(French Version)

YORK

REEVES
SOUND

CHARLES K. STERN, Loew assistant treasurer,
is due back from Chicago on Thursday.
MAX WOLF, head of M-G-M and Loew purchasing, leaves St. Louis today for Nsw York.
MAURICE SMILAY, JR., assistant manager of
the Highland Park Theater, Highland Park.
Mich., and nephew of Harold H. Smilay, partner
in Associated Theaters Circuit, Detroit, has left
for Denver, where he plans to go into business
for himself.

CO.

MEMBERS
New YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
MEW
YORK
CURB
EXCHANGE
(ASSOCIATE)
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAM
TaUphone: HAnover 2-3050

61 BROADWAY

Toronto — District managers f:
all parts of Canada arrived yestercie
at the Royal York Hotel for confe
ence with home office executive.Famous Players Canadian to orga
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Decide on Procedure
In N. Y. Equily Case

a. Cities May As!(
usement Tax Riglil
Harrisburg, Pa. — A proposal that
he State Legislature
be asked to
Ikuthorize a theater and amusement
ari;tax for the benefit of cities of the
•^•jphi^'^^lass
discussed
here during )s 47thwasannual
convention
of

"Jfihe League of Third Class Cities.
m
The proposal would
authorize
a
uritax on "all public amusements, en-

(Continued from Page 1)
Seymour, George Raftery and Max
Rose.
Harold
Lasser
of the New

Tuesday's Tattlings
• • • CUFF NOTES: James M. Cain's proposal for an American
Authors Authortiy is slapped down editorially by Editor & Publisher
in the current issue
Fourth Estate's trade journal fears that if the
Coin Plan goes thru, next move will be to control syndicated material
The New York Daily News editorially blasted ths proposal yesterday Among other things, the News sold it failed to see how
politics and ideology could be kept out of the Authority. ... • Annual photo exhbit of the Press Photographers Association of N. Y. opens

"{tertainments or exhibitions" at not
' inore than 5 per cent per admission,
-'"'and in no case less than one per cent.
i;; lAnother proposal suggested that the
J, legislature be asked to authorize the
.taxation of juke boxes, pinball maI,.chines and vending machines, which
j.;|would
include
candy
machines
in
itheaters.

on the 12th in Radio City's Museum of Science and Industry. . . .
• B. G. De Sylva has presented his famed collection of French Im-

1 1Iment
Referring
espe'-ially
the Lichtenamusetax, Ren.
Franklinto H.
i'walter, Lehigh
County,
Republican
floor leader in the state house, declared at a dinner
meeting
that
I there was too much tendency on the
|. part of State and Federal Govern:'iment agencies to usurp the powers
hof local government to levy
taxes.

pressionist paintings to the. Los Angeles County Museum: it's the
Museimi's largest art gift to date. ... • Daniel T. O'Shea, Vanguard's
prexy, is a New York visitor. ... • The Veterans Administration holds
authority to acquire, without cost, any film ecjuipment owned by the Red
Cross in Army and Navy hospitals turned over to the VA. ... • Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA prexy, speaking at a Waldorf-Astoria dinner
last night marking his 40 years in radio, forecast radio mail delivery

I Such revenue, he declared, should
J be reserved
for local taxing
pur^ poses, rather than to aid state or
' national treasuries.
y; Wao-e
increase to city employes
'land increased
costs were
cited as
I■' reasons
zations. for the proposed tax authori-

and "push-button" weather control. ... • The Venice Film Festival
gave the palm to "Paisan," produced by Rod E. Geiger, a New Yorker,
in collaboralion with an Italian group, OFI
Geiger, now in Rome,

"Outlaw" Brinas Demand
For N. J. State Censors
(Continued from Page 1)
■ Jersey Conference of the Methodist
Church at Ocean City.
The resolution was presented by
the Rev. G. F. McLeave of Medford,
Pa., and was drawn at the suggestion of BishoD Fred P. Corson, the
presiding officer of the conference.
A copy of the action was ordered
sent to all legislators of the state.
It stajl-ed "recent pictur
shown
in New Jersey have been es
of an immoral nature and it is a known fact
that motion pictures have a great
psychological and moral effect upon
people," and went on to say that
at present there is no ?tate machinery to prevent the showing of
such pictures.

The city was restrained from interfering with the showing of the
picture by a temporary restraining
order.

Albert Schultz Dead
Newark, N. J. — Albert Schultz,
operator at Loew's State Theater for
16 years, died at his home after a
short illness.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 1
M. E. A. Tucker
Laura LaPlante
Ernest Rovelstad

is coming home this Fall and wU be accompanied by Roberto Rosselini, who directed "Paisan" as well as "Open City.". . . • Claire
Trevor is an added attraction at today's Ampa limcheon at Sardi's
T
▼
T
• • • WRONG-NUMBER-CAN-BE-FUN DEP'T.: A Paramount staffer
in quest of two stuffed owls for display at Paromount's exploitation confab next week as a gag pointing up the importance of wide-awakeness
in film promotion was on the phone talking to what he thought was a
taxidermist
Over the phone came a voice with a German accent,
saying:
"We have stuffed duck and stuffed turkey, but we have
no stuffed owl
This is a delicatessen"
T
T
T
• • • ODDS AND ENDS: Louis Prima ork has been set to headline
the Chicago RKO Palace's 20th cmniversary stage show the week of
Oct. 24. . . . • Any medium of the graphic arts will be eligible for the
New York SPG's forthcoming Art Show. ... • Swamped with phone
calls seeking show time info., Interstate's now using a display space box
giving house opening hours and feature starting times in San Antonio
dailies. . . . • Add Things to Think About Dept.: The California
Supreme Court unanimously has held that the State's own anti-trust
law, passed in 1907, is constitutional
Since the U. S. Supreme Court
knocked out a similar Colorado statute some years ago, the California
act had been regarded as a dead letter, ... • Didja know that more
than 1,000 special trailer ideas have appeared in the pages of the NSS
publication. Mister Showman, since its inaugural three years ago?
That's service! ... • Publishers' stocks of newsprint in the U. S. ore reported at their lowest recorded levels. ... • Local 110, Operators, in
Chicago, already has 75 members who have graduated from a Windy
City tele school, and 100 more members are now taking the tele course
That's preparedness, boys. ...
• Approximately $7,000 worth of
motion picture equipment, including 22 portable projectors, has been donated to the Veterans Administration hospitals in Texas, Louisiana and
Mississippi, by the Variety Club of Texas
T
▼
T
• • • ADD FAMOUS QUOTATIONS: "I want to be the bad boy of
the motion picture industry, and so, in spite of attractive offers from
Hollywood, I could not fit into o large organization"
That's by
Gabriel Pascal, as quoted by Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., in the N. Y. HeraldTribune

Yoi'k Department
of Justice
office
also was present.
Motions for intervention in the
case by American Theaters Association and Confederacy of Southern
Associations will be heard by the
three-judge court on Oct. 21, as well
as the motion by Sidney Lust, Washington circuit operator, to have a
decision of the arbitration appeals
board set aside.
On Oct. 22, the court will hear the
defendants' arguments on their findings of facts and cnn'^lusions of law
and the "Big Five's" and Government's proposal for a final decree in
the case. These hearings are expected to take "several days," according to the attorneys, as voluminous findings have been submitted
by Hear
all parties.
Intervention Pleas Today
Today, Federal Judge Francis G.
Caffey will hear applications for
leave to intervene by the ATA and
CSU and will refer them to the
statutory court which will hear the
arg-uments on the motions Oct. 21.
Objections to the interventions have
been submitted by the Denartment
of Justice in a letter to the court.
R is understood that the "Big Five"
glso are opposed to intervention on
the part of ATA and CSU. although
officially.
they have not expressed themselves
The court is expected to enter its
final decree in about a month after
the oral arguments.

Balaban. Nizer at Hub
Tewish Appeal Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)
will be Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount, who is servinon as national chairman of the motion picture division of the $100,000,000
United .Tewish Fmer<:^ency csmDais-n.
Louis Nizer will be the guest speaker. Samuel Pinanski of M and P
Theatres, chairman of the Greater
Boston motion picture d'vision. has
announced a goal of $250,000 for
this film group.

SICK REPORT
E. S. OLSMITH, branch manager of
Universal, Dallas, Tex., is recovering from a
lieart attack, in the Baylor Hospital, but is
sxpected to be confined for abcut eight
weeks.
JACK ANDREWS, Paramount salesman at
Omaha, took ill while rn the territory and
now after recovering sufficiently to return
home is resting before returning to work.
G. E. McGLYNN, M-G-M Omaha branch
msnager, has left the hospital after an
operation for appendicitis.
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"Undercurrent"
with Katharine Hepburn, Robert Taylor

M-G-M
116 Mins.
SET OUT THE ROPES TO HOLD THE
LINES THAT WILL FORM FOR THIS
SPLENDID DRAMATIC OFFERING.
All the superlatives and very probably
a batch of new ones will be called upon
to give praise to "Undercurrent." In a
season that started in a whirl of lightness
and color "Undercurrent" arrives to stir
profoundly and provide an emotional impact seldom encountered in the artificiality
of the film medium.
Katherine Hepburn has a role that lines
her up for unquestioned leadership in her
chosen line of endeavor and when the conclusion rolls past, the viewer will be limp,
exhausted, stirred. 'Undercurrent" for exhibitor and patron is one of those all too
rare events.
From the outset a scheme of suspense is
created in the direction of Vincente Minelli
that moves and builds to quite unbearable
heights and there is a fairly hair-raising
scene most certainly not for the impressionable and thin-skinned.
As the story is the thing and as each
new role enhances a player's estimation and
adds to stature of indicated potentialities
so will this film set laurels f:r Robert Taylor, Robert Mitchum and the supporting
cast that includes Edmund Gwenn, Marjorie
Main, Jayne Meadows, Clinton Sundberg
and Dan Tobin.
The story is a beautiful example of screen
writing; intelligent, warm, inventive and
given the limit in interpretation. Edward
Chodorov has done handsomely and creditably by Theima Strabel's original. On the
music side a Brahms piano concerto tinges,
emphasizes, heightens and sets off the dramatic content and in this respect, for his
taste and contribution to the whole, Herbert
Stothart rates special consideration in the
distribution of laudatory remarks.
Miss Hepburn is a young girl swept off
her feet by a rapid marriage to Taylor, a
rich, renowned manufacturer, and set down
amid the glamor of capital society and the
country life of aristrocratic Virginia. And as
marital life settles upon her she becomes
aware of something not entirely right in
her husband's action. His brother is relegated to chance remarks, abrupt dismissal.
He speaks little of his family.
There's a murder in the background of
Taylor's career and a subtle hatred in his
business and social life. Miss Hepburn by
following instinct and emotion takes up the
trail of confusion and without being aware,
falls in love with Taylor's brother whom
she has never wittingly seen. He's Mitchum.
At length Taylor is. shown up and he attempts to kill Miss Hepburn. He fails, however, and is killed himself. Miss Hepburn,
recovers and finds a new life with Mitchum.
This is one of the best.
CAST: Katharine Hepburn, Robert Taylor,
Robert Mitchum, Edmund Cwenn, Marjorie Main,
)ayne Meadows, Clinton Sundberg, Dan Tobin,
Kjthryn Card, Leigh Whipper, Charles Trowbridge, James Westerfield, Bill McLain.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director. Vincente Minelli; Screenplay by Edward
Cnodcrcv from an original story by Theima Strabel; Cameraman, Karl Freund; Film Editor, Ferris Webster; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Art Director,
Ce^ric CiSbons; Set decorations, Edwin B. Willis,
Jack D. Moore.
D RECTION, Supert!. PHOTOCRAPHV, Excellent.

"Gentleman Joe

with Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwocd, Guy Kibbee,
Elyse Knox and Lionel Stander
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
70 Mins.
ABLE CAST, GOOD STORY, DIRECTION
AND PRODUCTION ADD TO VALUE OF
SECOND OF NEW SERIES.
The second Hal Chester offering, based
on the well-known comic strip, has been
given good production, direction and acting.
It has wider appeal than the first picture
of the series and does nst depend on fisticuffs alone to create interest.
Leon Errol scores as the manager of Joe
Kirkwood, who plays the title role, while
Lionel Stander is splendid as a sports writer.
Guy Kibbee is another important factor in
the cast and Elyse Knox is appealing in her
rcle.

Palooka"

In addition to doing a good job of directing, Cyril Endfield wrote the screenplay. Bernard W. Burton functioned as associate producer.
Kibbee sees in Kirkwood, the popular
fight champion, a chance to dupe the public
and federal government and pull an oilland steal. The unwitting Kirkwcod addresses various youth and other groups and
gains strong support for the move to have
the federal government relinquish certain
land to K.bbee's state.
Kibbee feels he can control the state
legislature and get the oil rights to the
land. However, Errol learns of the scheme
and enlists the aid of Stander in exposing
Kibbee and his associates.
CAST: Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood, Guy Kibbee,
Elyse Knox, Lionel Stander, H. B. Warner, Stanley Prager, Warren Hymer, Richard Lane, Cliff
Nazarro, Fritz Feld, Sarah Padden, Louis Jean
Heydt, Freddie Steele, Tommy Harmon, Roy Atwell, Ian Wolfe, Sam McDanlel, Eddie Cribbon,
Roger Daniel, Marie Blake, William Forrest,
Dick Fishell, Jack Ro'per, John Indrisano.
CREDITS: Producer, Hal E. Chester; Associate Producer, Bernard W. Burton; Director,
Cyril Endfield; Screenplay, Cyril Endfield; Cameraman, William Sickner; Art Director, Dave Milton; Musical Director, Edward J. Kay; Editor,
Ralph Dixon.
DIRECTION, Good.
iPHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Guehl Named Universal
Pittsburgh Branch Head
Pittsburgh — Francis Guehl, city
saleiman for Universal, has ibeen
named branch manager to succeed
Pete Dana, now Universal's district
manager for the Cleveland-Pittsburgh area, it was reported yesterday. Guehl has been with the company for over 22 years in the local
exchange, and has held every position possible in the branch before
reaching his current assignment.
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tlaw of the

"Below
the Deadline"
with Warren Douglas, Ramsay Ames

Monogram
65 Mins.
PROBLEM OF RETURNED VETERAN BECGMtS FAIR DRAMATIC STORY; DIRECTION IS EcFECTIVE.
While this is not probably the ultimate
treatment of the problem of the returned
veteran who finds himself covered with
glory but otherwise neglected in terms of
re-acceptance in business and social life,
it does hwwever send home its moralizing
points and attempts a solution.
In this case the story involves itself with
a racketeer who was formerly a piloi. He returns to take up the business of his murdered brother which is a slightly illegal dice
game set up in cafes and niteries. To remain
in his business he requires the benign attitude of the local mayor's oj^fice and contributes to political campaign collections.
In assuming the job, Warren Douglas
starts out with more than the usual bang,
hie doffs his uniform and immediately slugs
a couple of birds who were getting out of
line. Next he takes up with Miss Arnes,
who handles the game in a joint. Trouble
looms when an investigator brings word
that the girls in the business are underage. Douglas tries to remedy this and in
so doing gets more or less romantically involved with Miss Ames. His former commanding officer appears with a scheme
for an airplane business. Douglas finances
it but the money is optimistically diverted
to land a reform mayoralty candidate in
office. The rival racket interests learn this
and make an attempt on Douglas' life which
leads up to a moralistic and romantic climax.
The telling is effective and the production
hclds up. William Beaudine's direction
blends the required elements neatly.
CAST: Warren iDouglas, Ramsay Ames, Jan
Wiley, Paul Maxey, Philip Van Zandt, John
Harmon, Bruce Edwards, George Meeker, Cay
Forrester, Alan Bridges.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director,
William Beaudine;; Screenplay, Harvey Gates,
Forrest Judd; Original story, Ivan Tors; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Film Editor, Richard CurKay. rier; Sound, Frank McWhorter; Music, Edward J.
DIRECTION, Effective,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Republic Pix to Play
130 Theaters of FPC
Toronto, Canada — Republic has
closed a deal for its 1946-47 program
with Famous Players Canadian operating 130 theaters in Canada.
James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president and general
tales manager, flew to Canada to sit
in with A. W. Perry, president of
Empire Films, Ltd., distributors of
Republic product in Canada; John J.
Fitzgibbons, circuit president; and
Ben Geldsaler, chief film buyer.

Hollywood — Henry Stern, formerly
Eastern district manager for PRC, is Maynor Short by Yorke
entering independent production and
Over the week-end at Fox Movietone Studios, Emerson Yorke Studio
will make a picture to be called "Imperial Valley" based on an original completed shooting on "A iMessage
.jtory by Gordon Rigby.
from Maynor," starring the concert
soprano, Dorothy Maynor, assisted
Pix in Clinton Heights
by a group of male singers from the
Albany — Norman Pratt, exhibitor, Hall Johnson choir. Burgi Contner
handled
the cameras on the film
has opened a film theater in Firewhich was directed by Yorke.
men's Hall, Clinton Heights.

J

with Buster Crabbe, Al St. John
PRC
56 Min j
RELIABLE And
BLEND
OF GAGS,FOR
A'^'^IOhi
OUTDOORS
bRAWLINo
'Sfj

ERN FANS.

'

I

The western, being staple gcods in tKi
screen fare market, can always be g>v^
an additional shot in the arm by the intn
duction of a novel twist into the piot. Tn
and happy.
one
has that novel twist and by virtue
it should send the audience away pieasi

Plains"

Probably theforprime
the
becomes

first time
spiritualsaci ,
mover
of western

tion in a boots and saddles cpus. Al "Fu:
zy" St. John dabbles in the occult. He h.
a crystal. Gazing into it he summons h
spirit guide — a defunct
Indian — or so !
believes. Actually the voices St. John hee
come from a rubber tube-funnel arrangi
ment rigged up by a couple of smart coi
nivers who are set to do the local rancne
cut of a fair sum of moola. There's a go!
claim involved
in the telling which
is
plant for the suckers.
St. John desires Crabbe to share in t
portending good fortune. Crabbe arrives
the scene and immediately the spirit co
trol goes haywire and the culprits are so
getting tough. Crabbe uncovers the ru;
The crooks get the dough and make for t
border but are overtaken and taken, tc
The money is returned. Justice triump
and everyone is happy again. Crabbe riu
off to further adventures.
While the humor is primitive it nev«
theless will find an audience which v,
appreciate its ramifications. It is play
to advantage by all concerned.
i
CAST: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Patti 1/
Carty, Charles King, Jr., Karl Hackett, J:
O'Shea, Bud Osborne, Budd Buster, Roy Bie
Slim Whitaker.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Din
tor, Sam Newfield; Original stoiy, E.mer Clirtc
Screenplay, A. Fredric Evans; Cameraman, J;
Music, 1Greenhaigh;
Zahler;
Him Sound,
Editor, E!den
HolbrookRuberg'
N. Todd.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Go

Youngstein's Eagle-Lion
Appointment Confirmed
E. Youngstein's
appointme
as Max
director
of advertising
and pi.
licity of Eagle-Lion Films was £
nounced yesterday by A. W. Schw
berg,
vice-president and gene:
sales manager.
Youngstein recently was gene
manager of Story Productions, Irj
and vice-president and general ma^
ager of Richard Condon, Inc. Youn
stein stants work immediately j
completing advertising, public
and exploitation campaigns for "I
a Joke," starring Kenny Delmar.

Wallis's First for 1947
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI,

Hollywood — Hal Wallis has plat
"The Life of Tchaikovski" at ^
head of his 1947 schedule and pU
to make it in Technicolor with a c
industry.
to
be drawn from top names in i

BUUKEU IN
TOP THEATRES
EVERYWHERE
APOLLO
CRITERION
MALCO

CHICAGO
NEW

MEMPHIS

SAENGER
UPTOWN
ALDINE
BROADWAY

NEW ORLEANS
SALT LAKE CITY
PHILADELPHIA

Portland, ore.

CAPITOL

CINCINNATI

STATE

CLEVELAND

AMBASSADOR

st. louis

PALACE

DALLAS

METROPOLITAN
Houston
PARAMOUNTS
HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood
AND
AND

REPUBLIC PICTUHES

FRANK BORZAGE'S

Always lo¥ED You
m ROMANTIC TECHMCOIOB

YORK CITY

,^

Philip DORN-CatherineMcLEOD
William CARTER
Mme. MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
FELIX BRESSART • FRITZ FELD • ELIZABETH PATTERSON
VANESSA BROWN • LEWIS HOWARD

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
Screen Play by BORDEN CHASE • Adapted from his American Magazine Story •'CONCERTO'

Piano Recordings by ARTUR RUBINSTEIN, Worlds Greatest Pianist

DOWNTOWN LOS angeles
INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS
RIALTO
LOUISVILLE
MAYFAIR
BALTIMORE
FULTON
PITTSBURGH
UPTOWN
TORONTO
FOX
WARNER
OKLAHOMA CITY
ATLANTA

WARNER
MILWAUKEE
UNITED ARTISTS
DETROIT
BUFFALO
20TH CENTURY
DENVER
DENVER
STAn
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
PARAMOUNT
LOEWS STATE and
BOSTON
ORPHEUM
WARFIELD

SAN prancisco i
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Fifth Ohio Variety Club
fent Sought in Toledo

Offidal Scrutiny for
Films for UNESCO!

RKO
DistrictHere
andto Branch"
Managers
Confer

David Prince, RKO Radio Southeastern district manager and capcam of the 1946 Ned Uepinet Drive,
by a group of 11 men, R. J. O'Don- lieads a delegation of branch mannell, national chief barker, repox'ted
agers who arrived here yesteraay
yesterday. This will make the fifth
tent in the state when the applica- tor h. 0. talks with Robert Moclu'ie,
vice-president in cnarga of domestic
tion is approved.
Temporary headquarters wall be in distriDucion. Those aitenamg ai'e H.
the Willard Hotel and membership M. Lyons, Atlanta; R. F. Branon,
will include eligible applicants from Charlotte and J. R. Lamantia, iNew
Ben Y. Cammack, SouthLucas County to be resident mem- Urleans. western
district manager, heads a
bers.
The application was signed by similar group consisting of S. M.
Dallas; A. M. Avery, MemHoward Feigley, Rivoli Theater; ijachs,
City.
Marvin Harris, Paramount Theater; pnis and R. B. Williams, Oidanoma
Ted Teschner, Valentine Theater;
Jack Lykes, Colony Theater; Jack
Armstrong, State Theater; Jiles Press Photogs. Prexy
Robb, Princess Theater; Steve Toth,
Esquire Theater; James Dempsey, Ampa Speaicer Today
Telegraph Drive-In; Jack O'Connell,
Joe Costa, president of the NaLoop and Ohio Theaters; Milt Tarloff, Home & Sports Show, and
Press Pnotographei*s
Associationtional
of America,
will be the
main
Mitch Woodbury, Toledo Blade.
speaker on "How Press Photograpners Work With You," to highlight
San Antonio Theaters
Ampa's first opening meeting of ttie
new season which will be neld at
A charter for a Variety Club tent
in Toledo, 0., has been applied for

(Continued from Page 1)
and creating an understanding of
this country, the Commission's report said "serious study" should be
given to the "means by %Yhich the
mass media may be of more positive and creative sei'vice to the cause
of international understanding and
therefore of peace."
The Commission tempered its allout backing of proposals for removal of obstacles to the free flow
of information recommended by its
committee of consultants, by calling
for
close watch over "quality" of
massa media.

Para, lo Reiease 22
Before Sept. 1 Next
(Cont-inueci from Page 1)

is "Two Years Before the Mast,
set for Nov. 22. It will be follows

on Dec. 27 by "Blue Skies." Other
among the tentative 22 nan- :. b
Reagan are:
"I Cover Big Town," "Cross M
Heart," Hal Wallis' "The Perfec
Ivlarriage," "California" in Techn:
color; "Seven Were Saved," "Dea
Ruth," "Ladies' Man," "Dange
Street," Hope Enterprises' "M
Favorite Brunette," ''The Troubl
By its reservations, the CommisWith Women," "Calcutta," "Eas
sion noted that it "differed" from its
Come, Easy Go," "Welcome Strar
committee of consultants. This comger," "Perils of Pauline," in Techn:
mittee consisted of Col. John Hay
color; "Jungle Flight," "The Impei
Whitney, Edward W. Barrett, Thurfeet Lady," Wallis' "Desert Town,
man L. Bernard, Don Francisco and
"Suddenly It's Spring," "Adventur
Ferdinand Kuhn.
Island," and "Variety GirL"
The final report was submitted to
Reagan explained that Paramour
Secretary Byrnes by Assistant Sechad deferred drawing up a compre
retary of State William Benton, who Escape Flood Damage
hensive release scheduled for the ne12:30 p.m. today at Sardi's Res- selling
taurant.
season until the company
termed the national commission's
distribution department was able t
recommendations "bold and conMorris
Leftoff,
member
of
Ampa
San Antonio, Tex. — Local theaterstnictive."
goers were marooned and were and the Press Photographers Asso- thoroughly familiarize itself with thciation, will be guest emcee, with new selling procedure, grasp its im
forced in many cases to stay at local
hotels and office buildings when William Finn, president of the Pir-A plications and understand the prol
Maude Jeffries Dead
caught by the flash .flood which of N ew York City introducing the lems to be met and overcome.
Memphis, Tenn. — Maud Jeffries, struck here following a heavy deluge
speaker.
77, one of America's outstanding of rain, last week. None of the
Criterion Will Produce
dramatic actresses at the turn of the houses suffered damage, although
Walpole,
Mass.,
Theater
Visualized
Annual Report
century, formerly of this city, died water flooded many of the basements
of the downtown houses.
Friday in Sydney, Australia.
Files Clearance Squawk
Criterion Pictures Coi"p., heade
Charging unreasonable clearance, by M. J. Weisfeldt, former Colun
Robert Kurson, operating the Elite bia Pictures executive, as presiden
Theater, Walpole, Mass., has filed a will be introduced formally at th
complaint in the Boston arbitration annual Oscars of Industry Aware
tribunal against the five consenting dinner in the Waldorf-Astoria H<;
companies.
tel Friday as a new project whic^
Kurson claims that Loew's and will "humanize corporate activities
20th-Fox grant a 30-day clearance through the medium of films to suj
to the Norwood and Guild Theaters plement the publication of annu;;
m Norwood over the Elite and that reports. These films, in addition t
RKO, Paramount and Warner Bros. being designed for distribution 1
grant a 21-day clearance. Complaint
asks that the cljavaace be reduced ments andcolleges,
television
will find
a ne,
establisl'
business
schools,
to 14 days.
outlet, the brokerage office.
Criterion's ofl^ices are located j.
1600 Broadway; and Dean Alfana
Complaint Withdrawn
The clearance complaint filed by has been engaged as counsel, wit
the Lee Theater Corp., operating the Marc T. Statler, sales manager, an
day. R. Thoma. formerly of Warner
Hill Theater in Balt"imore has been Paul
witlidravvTi.
as producer, Weisfeldt said yestei

AMPA

OPEN MEETINQ

TODAY

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 12:10 P.M.
SARDi'S (Upstairs)
RESTAURANT
Guest

Paul Robeson to Star in
Fast's "Freedom Road"

Speaker

COSTA

JOE

?res., Nail.

Press

Photographers

Assn.

will give us some interesting information on
"HOW

PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS
For Reservations

GEORGE

GOMPERTS,

WORK

WITH

Call —

MUrray Hill 3-1093

YOU"

Howard Fast's best-seller novel,
"Freedom Road," will be filmed by
Freedom Road Films, Inc., new producing unit headed by Paul Robeson,
who will be starred. Fast is a vicepresident of the new company, as is
Leo Hurwitz, who will direct the
film. Picture will be produced on
location and in an Eastern studio,
with camera work scheduled to be
started in April.

Mike Godshaw

Retires

Chicago — Mike Godshaw has retired as Chicago manager of the
Screen Guild exchange.

From Gem to Casino
Kimball, S. D.— Lloyd Kingsbui
has changed the name of the ri
modeled Gem here to the Casino.

Another

Shortage?

What with a meat shortage and
milk tough to get, another shortage
has come to mind. Joe Roberts,
Vanguard publicity manager, bought
some cigars at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel and found out they were sufI fering from a match shortage. But
nothing stumps Joe — and now all
Waldorf patrons are supplied with
— oh yes, the "Duel
matches
plenty
In
The of
Sun"
matches.
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CHARTERED

iscuss Post-War
ulch Pix Problems

^Post-war problems in Holland f oli):Kving the rigors of the German
fcupation were discussed yesterday
|.i ^iincheon in the Waldorf-Astoria
i|v
i. L. Woltersom, head of the
:pttv,idamsche Bank, by the Motion
llljcture Export Association. Francis
(4 Harmon, of the MPAA, presided.
:;, It was during a recent visit to
''"'■^rsom
JoUand and
that the
Harmon
interested Bank
WolRotterdamsche
'h filing a successful bid for the Asta
lilheater in The Hague. The Asta is
'I former German property which
! as offered for sale by the Alien
loperty Custodian of the Nethernds. The theater is owned by a
' utch-American syndicate now in
■ :i-oc€ss of organization.
[li iWoltersom will be here three
' Lonths. He also represents the 50
%r cent Dutch interest in the N. V.
siiational Cinema Enterprises, the
T\;her half being held by the MPEA.
'oltersom will leave for the Coast
' aturday.
4 Also present at the luncheon were:
I'larney Balaban, Spyros P. Skouras,
£i3hn Whitaker,
John J. O'Connor,
ouis Lober, Arnold Picker, Emanuel
iiiverstone, Morton Spring, George
.'eltner, R. K. Hawkinson, Joseph
jisidelman, Wolfe Cohen, Joseph
, Pummel, Arthur Loew, Stanton Grif.s, Will H. Hays, John Blynn, Fran*LS S. Harmon, Gerald Mayer, George
''orthwick, Carl E. Milliken, Irving
' [aas, Robert Vining and Theodore
^^ope.

MURPHY-LILLIS, INC., New York City, motion pictures, capital 100 shares no par value
stock, 53 shares subscribed. Incorporated at
Albany by Owen Murphy, James M. Lillie, Hector
R. Vioni, directors and subscribers.
GLOBE FILM DISTRIBUTORS, INC., New York
City, distribute motion pictures and television,
capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany with
H. C. Kcsch. Michael Hyman, Joseph Green as
directors and H. G. Kosch, F. Dobrins, R. Berkowitz, subscribers.

INTERNATIONAL THERAFILM CORP., New
York City, theatrical business, capital 200 shares
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated atAlbany with William Henry, Windimar Lubersky, George Ginsburg, directors and
subscribers.
LUDAR FILMS INTERNATIONAL CORP., distribute motion picture films with capital of 200
shares no par value stock, six shares subscribed.
Incorporated at Albany by Hiram C. Shields,
George Mandelbaum, Harold W. Grubart, directors and subscribers.

Warner Club Will Hold
Annual Meeting Oct. 19

Nomikos to Fight Suit
Over % Pix Returns

Annual meeting of the Warner
Club, Inc., welfare organization for
Warners employes, will be held at
the home office on Oct. 19, it is announced by Stuart H. Aarons, seci-etary. Election of a new president, to succeed Martin F. Bennett,
who has left Warners for a post
with RCA Victor, will be part of
l:he business of the session.
Delegates elected to attend the
annual meeting include Phil Abrahams. Ted Bodwell, W. V. Brooks,
R. W. Budd. Frank E. Cahill, Jr.,
Hershey Cohen, John Fekner, John
T^oy, Lee Goldberg, L. B. Griffin, Leo
Haas, Samuel R. Kahn, Frank J.
Kieran, Charles Contulis, Walker R.
Koppe. Louis Levine, Barry O'Connor. Agnes Quierley, Lee Redfield,
Will'am Schoenfelder, Elsie Torbach
and Jack Wuhrman.

Chicago — ^Van Nomikos, head, of
the Nomikos Circuit, stated here that
he will fight the suit instituted
against him and the companies controlled by his organization brought
by several of the majors charging
fraudulent returns on percentage pictures. He denies any fraudulent reports were made and said he would
select within a few days attorneys
to represent him.

Dick Wriaht Again Heads
Cleveland's Warner Club

Cleveland, C— Dick Wright, .Warner assistant zone manager, has been
elected to serve the Warner Club as
i^-s president fnr the second year.
Marvin Samuelson, theater booker,
was
elected vice-president. Other
" Without
the British
loan
"we
light no longer have been able to officers are: Marjnrie Streib, memhershin chairman; Lou Ratener, condmit your films," Hugh
Dalton,
tributions and loan chairman; Floriritish Chancellor of the Exchequer,
ence Henning, welfare; Bob Cox,
Did a nation-wide
radio audience
ver the week-end.
Speaking
on treasurer; Marcella Grosse, secrehe recovery progress of the British,
tary; Harold tertainment
"Bud" chairman.
Friedman,
enThe club
-Dalton said that without the passage
sponsored six parties last year.
"iisit
Summer
byloan Congress
of the
13,750,000,000
trade between
is country and the U. S. would be
B & K Morning Price
, mere trickle today.
As a consequence
of the loan,
Chicago — Balaban & Katz has
owever,
"we
buy
more
United changed the morning admission
>tates products
in the aggi'egate prices at its Loop theaters to 54
;han any other country on earth," cents, plus tax, making a total of 65
cents and 95 cents in the afternoons,
'e said, "and are still your largest with night prices unchanged.
ingle buyer of films."

TK Largest Purchaser
Of
U. S. FUms— Dalton
p

4

^

Bruce-Winston Dead
Charles Bruce-.Winston, 67, British
actor, producer and scenic designer,
who appeared here in such films as
"The Thief of Bagdad," ''Children of
Dreams," and "The Private Life of
Don Juan," died aboard the liner
John Ericsson which docked here at
the week-end.

PICTURES, Inc.

rt
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VACATION IN RENO

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

RKO PROJ. ROOM,

630 NINTH

9, at 2:30 P. M.
AVE., NEW

YORK, N. Y.

only about $700,000— from $40,248,043 to $39,537,980.
That the 1946 box office take is
far outdistancing the 1945 revenue
is again demonstrated by the fact
that ithe August collection was more
than six million better than that for
August, 1945 — when the total was
$33,289,381— a near record at that
time.
Collections from the third New
York collection district (Broadway)
were considerably better than a
month earlier — $6,559,140 compared
with $5,667,933— although far below
the $9,652,350 collected from that
area in August, 1945. The huge
total for August, 1945, however, was
accounted for largely by payment
of an accumulaition of cabaret accounts — with theater admissions
bringing in only $4,068,071, compared with $5,782,028 in August of
this year and $5,074,116 in July of
this year.
Nation-wide receipts for the first
two months of the current fiscal
year stand at $79,786,023, more than
$13 million above the $66,621,960
collected in the first two months of
the last fiscal year.

New York
Production
Facilities
RKO Pathe's motion picture studios at Park Avenue and
106th Street, New York, are ready for occupancy.
SHOOTING
DUBBING

STAGES

SCORING

STAGES

OFFICES

ROOMS

CUTTING

PROJECTION

NEW YORK TRADE SHOWING

(Continued from Page 1 )

RKO PATHE
STUDIOS

DRESSING

RKO RADIO

Tax Collections for
July $39,537,980

ROOMS

STAGES
ROOMS

THEATRE

RKO PATHE, Inc.
New York
625 Madison Avenue
PLaza 3-4400

105 East 106th Street
ATwater 9-6833
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Must Keep Product
Rolling— Balaban
(Continued from Page 1)
at the Hotel Warwick to re-orientate
Para.'s machinery of publicity, advertising and exploitation to meet
the new selling- method set forth in
rhe court's opinion in the New York
equity case. While the decree, in
its present form, is burdensome,
Balaban said, due to its calling for
a complete change in the methods of
selling pictures, there can be no letup in production.
The most vexing problem facing
the distributor is that of trying to
set tentative selling plans that may
have to be scrapped when the decree
is handed down in its final form,
Balaban said. "But we are going
to do the best we can under the
circumstances," he assured the meeting, which will run for four days,
with Curtis Mitchell, national director of publicity and advertising, presiding.
Industry Must Go Forward
The industi-y is forced to go forward, Balaban said, but to go forward it must exercise a maximum of
promotional effort. The greater promotional drive thrown behind pictures will have the dual purpose of
enlarging the audience for screen
entertainment and of stimulating
added exhibitor interest in the product offered.
Balaban voiced the belief that the
proper exploitation of pictures under
the new sjystem of selling will have
the effect of bringing to the film
theaters a vast new audience drawn
from the ranks of the 10 to 15
millions that attend motion pictures
only sporadically.
Aim at Largest Audience
Balaban maintained that by continuing to turn out good pictures
and aiming for the largest possible
audience with the help of the greatest exploitation effort possible, the
industry ought to be able to meet
the problem of increased production
costs and find its salvation.
The Paramount president expressed
confidence that the problem could be

CSV Charges ^^Consplracy'
Files With NLRB

Against
10 Studios, lATSE
l
m

(Continued from Page 1)

brunt of picketing with 300 pickets
at the studio in the morning. However, when deputy sheriffs appeared
and read a restraining order, the
pickets were removed to a distance of
200 feet from the plant as prescribed
in the order.
A brief sit-down strike followed
with 10 pickets being arrested for
an ordinance violation. Strikers then
started a "shuttle" changing of eight
pickets legally permitted at the main
studio gate which would cause a
changing
of pickets four times every
minute.
Three pickets were hurt at Columbia with one suffering a broken
nose. A generator man walked out at
the Hal Roach Studio and a small
number of pickets picketed the Roach
studio from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Producer representatives said normal production is proceeding at the
seven major studios and that 37
pictures are before the cameras.
David 0. Selznick's Vanguard
Films has postponed production on

"Little Women," Technicolor film
which was scheduled to start today
and "The Paradine Case," which was
to have started Oct. 15. Pictures
would have represented a cost of
more than $6,250,000. Selznick will
continue his regular payroll despite
this postponing of production. Vanguard has been compelled to lay off
some of the personnel, but the studio
has not heen closed.
In connection with major studio
strike, Byron Price, chairman of the
board of AMPP, said: "Without exception the studios involved in this
jurisdictional strike reported shooting in progress today on every picture scheduled for production. The
«even studios had 37 pictures before
the cameras, one more than a week
ago, before the strike began.
"The unions supporting the strike
represent about 15 per cent of the
struck studios' employes. It seems
evident that the great majority want
to stay on their jobs and are opposing this outlaw strike."

Four Majors Aqree to New Bragg, Canadian Odeon
Meeting on SOPEG Pact
Exec, Dies; Rites Today
Exchange employes of 20th-Fox,
UA, M-G-M and Columbia have
okayed another meeting set for
Friday, at which the negotiating
committee of the SOPEG and film
company reps, will attempt to reach
an agreement.
Previously workers in the four exchanges following a membership
meeting had authorized SOPEG to
take a strike vote.
licked with the greater production
of quality pictures and increased effort in selling and exploitation. He
termed the meeting the company's
"most important in 10 years" because of problems raised by the new
decree and the mounting costs of
conducting the business.
Rebirth of Showmanship

Charles M. Reagan, vice-pi*esident
of Paramount in charge of distribution, told the field men that the
new selling system made a rebirth
of the showmanship of old vitally
important. "The comoanv that does
San Antonio, Tex. — James Herman the best exploitation job is the company that is going to get the most
Sollock, assistant manager of the
Majestic Theater is the father of a out of a picture at the box office,"
he
asserted,
adding that a greater
baby boy.
increase in sales is in the hands of
San Antonio, Tex. — LeRoy Hand- the field men, demanding a new approach to the exploitation of films.
ley is the father of a third .5on, to
Among other sneakers were Adolph
be named Lynn. Father is district
rep. for the Interstate Theaters Zukor, Curtis Mitchell, Claude Lee.
Osfar Morgan. Stanley Shuford, Al
merchandising department.
Wilkie, and Sid Mesibov.
Folio wine: the afternoon session a
Russell Stewart of the M-G-M publicity department became a father cocktail party was given at Monte
for the third time last week when Carlo in coniunction with a shorts
eight-pound, six-ounce, daughter was screening, with Morgan nlaving host.
born to Mrs. Stewart at Physicians
A screening of "Suddenly It's
Hospital, Jackson Heights, Queens. Spring" was held at Monte Carlo in
the
evening.
The new arrival's name is Kathleen,
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Canadian Odeon companies.
Bragg,
who had been ill since Summer, died
Sunday at his residence here.
At the time of his death he held
several important posts, including a
vice-presidency of Odeon Theaters of
Canada; president of General Theaters Investment Co.; secretarytreasurer of General Theaters, Ltd.;
treasurer of Empire Universal Films,
Ltd., and director of theater properties for Hamilton, Ltd. He was connected with other enterprises under
the direction of J. Arthur Rank, of
England, and J. Earl Lawson, of
Toronto.
Braag had been identified with
Canadian theaters since 1921 when
he joined N. L. Nathanson in the
formation of Famous Players of
Canadian Corn. He resigned from
FPC with Nathanson and others to
start the Odeon srroup, playing a
prominent role in its development.
He was an official of the Argonaught Football Club, a oast president of the Dufferin Old Bovs Association, and a member of the Toronto Board of Trade. Sui'vivors include his widow, a son Thomas F.
Bi'agg, a daughter, and a brother and
three sisters.

B & K Advances Salaries
Of Theater Employes
Chicafifo — Cashiers and candy girls
of the B & K circuit are reported
receiving a 10 per cent wage increase, while the managers and the
assistant managers have received
increases from 3 to 10 per cent, depending on their length of service,
it was understood.

ees Pix Fador in
U. S. Prestige Loss
(Continued from Page 1 )

that exists between America an'

Europe,
the producer.
"Tocj
often newssaid
is twisted
and distortec
to suit the needs of the govef i^n
in power," declared de Roch. ont
"but when we export nine reels o
film,
are shown."
"It nine
is notreels
sufficient
to depict Amer
lean life in terms of luxury, opulenc !
and frivolity.
Agreeable
as thes
things are from the entertainmen
point of view, they are leaving a ba
impression on the European publi
which deduces from them that Amei :
leans have no serious outlook on lift :
liO real concern with the major prol
lems which are tearing Europe apar
and no basic long-range program t
oppose to the highly articulate
Communist program," de Rochemoi
explained.
To view
counterbalance
cocleyed
of America Europe's
is Hollywood
responsibility. Documentaries an
newsreels are not enough. Beside
added de Rochemont, Europeans hav
come to feel that short subjects ai
mostly propaganda. Newsreels, fc
the most part, consist chiefly of loc;
material.
While referring to Hollywood
culpability, de Rochemont admitte
that the March of Time was n(
blameless either, in spreading erroi
eous
impressions
America.
Tl"
producer
felt thatof the
MOT ree
'Night Club Boom," certainly did m
help to dispel the illusion that Ame
ica was swimming in money ar
champagne.

Projector Parts Shortaae
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

BAIL

Washington — Despite increase
production of fractional horsepowi
motors, key parts in projection equi'
ment. Civilian Production Admini
trator Jack Small told the Kilgo
Committee of the Senate that tl
shortage is becoming increasir
serious.

WEDDING BELLS
Houston-Springer
Chicago — Jack Springer, Allian
theater circuit, and Elaine Houst
of Kenosha, Wise, were married.

Yates-Pendleton

Omaha — Pauline Yates of t
RKO-Brandeis
Theater
staff, w
married here to Dale Pendleton, al
of Omaha.

Faulker-Bornes
Chicago — James Barnes, Warn
Theaters' Memphis
zone manag i
cago.
married Margaret Faulker of C"
Winokur-Zinunerman
Detroit — Molly Winokur was m;
ried to Milton Zimmerman,
c
salesman for Universal.

WITH their fine grain, their similar rates
of development, and their speed relationship that permits apertures of the same
order for both exteriors and interiors, these
two films form an ideal team for production
work ...
. . . Eastman Plus-X . . . for general studio
use.
. . . Eastman Background-X . . . for exterior
use, under good lighting conditions.
And when little light is available . . . when
there's a need for increased depth of field
without undue increase in illumination . . .
Super-XX, another member of the Eastman
family of films, gives this team added versatility and usefulness.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER

COMPANY

4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

OUR

FAVORITE

MOTION

PICTURE!"

Just as it took 104 days of creative effort to bring THE
STORY

JOLSON

to its final stage of perfection, just so painstakingly is the foundation being laid for the successful distribution of this great motiun .-.

picture.
In a sense, the drama implicit in the production of the picture will
repeat itself in the steady movement
distribution and exhibition job.

toward your goal and ours — a great

Our ultimate object can be even more simply stated: to prove beyond
any doubt the truth of this slogan:

The JOLSON STORY IS THE FAVORITE
MOTION PICTURE OF EVERY TOWN IT PLAYS!
To that end, a cross-continental pattern involving ... to begin with
...a few engagements, has been set.
In this drama of distribution, which has its beginning in October,
New York will be the background of Act I, with Radio City Music
Hall the precise locale of the World Premiere. Three thousand miles
westward, Act II will be played. For the first time in the history of
San Francisco a motion picture will play day and date in the United
Artists, Esquire and Tivoli Theatres, and across the bay at the Roxy
in Oakland. The scene will shift rapidly to the Palace, Cincinnati, the
Lafayette, Buffalo, and the Hill street and Pantages, Los Angeles.
Then comes the intermission . . . with the curtain rising on the final
act in January, 1947, when THE JOLSON STORY will penetrate
the highways and byways of the nation, to establish itself conclusively as

THE

FAVORITE
MOTION
OF EVERY
TOWN
IT

PICTURE
PLAYS!
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Of Motion Pictures
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^timate
in Character
international in Scope
dependent in Thought
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pIEA OPPOSES INTERVENTION IN DECREE
j^orld-Wide 16iiim. Distribution for WB
'Overseas Theater Expanion to be Talked at Humlel Conferences on Coast
I

By JOSEPH

BmSTEIN

f FILM DAILY Staff Writer
li_Warners will embark on a worldide 16 mm. distribution network as
l^on as possible, predicted Joseph S.
ummel,, vice'esident of Warsrs' Internaonal, in charge
f Continental
urope and adjafnt countries. At
tsterday's indus•y press interew, Hummel deared that WB
IS already orinized a 16 mm.
stribution sys3m in Latin
raerica and the
lilippines, and
at it's simply a JOSEPH HUMMEL
atter of ironing
-t a few wrinkles before WB's 16
(ConMnued on Page 11)

60LDWYN AND ROACH OUST CSU MEN
Walsh Arrives; 15 Arrested, 19 Hospitalized in Picket Clashes;
Flayers Threaten Libel Action Against Woll
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Goldwyn Studios
yesterday afternoon joined the major
plants that had discharged Conference of Studio Unions members — five
carpenters and a painter — for refusing to work on "hot" sets. No picketing resulted, however. CJSU members were also discharged at the Hal
Roach studios.
Richard F. Walsh, lATSE presi-

dent, arrived here yesterday but was
not immediately available for comment on the studio situation.
lATSE announced that its members would not work on sets where
CSU members were employed, and
Roy M. Brewer, local LA. rep.,
planned to confer with independent
producers to protest employment of
CSU carpenters, painters and others
(Continued on Page 11)

ATA's Intervention
Appeal Talked If
Unnecessary— D of J Intervention Denied

Near

Sessions
"Exploratory/'
With
No Final
Decision.
Allied Counsel Reports
By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — ^Sharp opposition to
direct intervention in the New York
equity case was expressed here as
delegates to the Conference of Independent Exhibitors opened a twoday stand to pool recommendations
of its nation-wide units.
Following a day-long meeting,
Abram F.(Continued
Myers, Allied
genon Page States
6)

Sf. Cloud Sells Out
To Intercounty Circuit

Jollywood Pix Most

Objections of the Department of
Justice to intervention by American
Theaters Association, Confederacy of
Southern Associations, Southern California Theater Owners Association
and individuals in the New York
equity case are said to be based on
Che premise that the D of J func(Contlnued on Page 6)

Intercounty Circuit, Inc., headed
B. Newins, theater specIf the Statutory Court should deny by Harvey
yesterday bought up the entire
motions for intervention in the New stock ialist,
of the St. Cloud Amusement
York equity suit on Oct. 21, the
$475,000. This sum reprepetitioning associations may appeal Corp. for
the good will and a 30-year
to the U. S. Supreme Court. Paul lease onsents 15
theaters operated in SusWilliams, counsel for the Southern
(Continued on Page 3)
California Theater Owners Association, said here yesterday that it was
20th-Fox Ad Convention
(Continued on Page 3)

''opular in LaL-Amer.

New Univ. Managers for
Cincy, Memphis, Dallas

MPAA Countersuit Against
Hughes Makes 3 Demands

To Follow Skouras Drive

Deferment of the scheduled national advertising convention of 20th'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fox exploiteers, home office ad staff
Washington — "Certain United
Promotions involving Universal
The Motion Picture Association of and studio reps, until the close of
branches in Cincinnati, Memphis
lates
films"andcurrently
being shown
America yesterday made three de- the present Spyros Skouras Sales
I Central
South America
con- Dallas were announced yesterday and
(Continued on Page 6)
mands in its counter claims and
by
lue "to leave a derogatory impres- William A. Scully, vice-president and amended answers to the suit brought
pn of our country in the minds of general sales manager.
against the MPAA by the Hughes
W. G. Carmichael has been named Tool Co., parent company of Hughes
|any Latin-Americans," according
Intervention Motion
Richard T. Smutge, special assis(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 11)
nt at the U. S. Legation in San
Is Made by Seymour
ilvador, El Salvador, in comments
IJ
Federal Judge Francis Caffey yes(Continued on Page 3)

U^^ on a Showcase

British Producers to
Mull Lumber Shortage
London (By Cable) — Producers
are meeting today to consider the
serious lumber situation. With set
construction already hindered by lumber shortages, a threatened further
severe cut in timber allotments is
causing much concern among film
makers.

Survey

Hub Given O-O by O'Connor; to Visit Keys
Universal is reported to ibe quietly
Expect 1.200 at TBA
looking over the first-run theaters
Conference Next Week
in key cities with the view of acquiring showcases for its product. John
With 525 paid reservations already
in, the second annual TBA television J. O'Connor was in Boston two weeks
conference and exhibition at the ago looking over the theater situation and during the next year is exWaldorf-Astoria, Oct. 10-11, is expected to roll up an attendance of
pected to make a survey of theater
between 1,000 and 1,200, it was an- possibilities in every key city in the
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 11)

terday referred the motion of three
exhibitor associations and individuals for leave to intervene in the New
York equity suit to the Statutory
Court for hearing on Oct. 21. The
motion was made by Whitney North
Seymour, counsel for Paramount, inasmuch as the associations are not
parties to the suit. The exhibitor
groups are American Theaters Association, Confederacy of Southern Associations and Southern California Theater Owners Association.
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The annual Harvest Dinner of the
Picture Pioneers will be held Wednesday evening, Nov. 20, at the Starlight Roof, Waldorf-Astoria. The
dace was confirmed at a meeting of
the Executive Committee held yesterday. .Jack Cohn presided and present were Harold Rodner, Sam Rinzler, Red Kann, Hal Hode and Gilbert
Josephson.
Frederick Mercy, Jr., of Yakima,
Waihmgton, the first son of a Picture Pioneer to qualify for membership, was also the first whose application was accepted at yesterday's
meeting. Other applications accepted
were: Abraham tsernstein, Boston;
Josh Binney, New York; Frank
Chippani, New York; E. ,Myer Feltman, Boston; Louis Goldstein,
riuenas Aires; Meyer Gruber, Boston; William H. Gueringer, Blowing
Rock, N. C; Henry C. Kauiman, New
York; Sam Lefkowitz, New York;
William Mancuso, Boston; Jack
Meyers, Boston; Louis Phillips, New
York; E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City,
Mo.; Arthur Robinson, Detroit; John
J. Scully, Boston; Harry F. Shaw,
Boston; Samuel J. Switow, Louisville; Joseph A. Tanney, New York;
Abe L Weiner, Boston, Robert B.
Wilby, Atlanta; Harry Zeitz, New
Bedford, Mass.

Organizing 16mm. Weekly
United Nations Newsreel

Wednesday, October 2, 194f

DAILY

Annual Odeon Profit
Put at £3,000,821
London (By Cable) — Gross annual
profits of Odeon Theaters, Ltd., was
reported yesterday at £3,000,821,
with provision for taxation at £1,948,916. In his annual report, J. Arthur
Rank, Odeon chairman, noted that
entertainment, income and excess
profits tax take nine shillings, seven
pence of every
box office.

pound

paid at the

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film company dividend payments fell off sharply in
August to a mere $428,000, the Department of Commerce reported this
morning. Three-month total, however, was a very healthy $9,149,000.
August is customarily a light
month for film dividend payments,
with the 1945 figure only $531,000.
The corresponding three-months figure was $5,872,000. Large Warner
Bros, payments accounted for a major portion of the increase, with no
Warner dividends reported last year.

Mrs. Jenkins Here on
Expansion of Mex. Circuit

Mrs. Elizabeth Jenkins, operator
of
more than 50 per cent of Mexico's
A 16 mm. weekly United Nations theaters, met here yesterday with
Alstock, foi-merly chief of
newsreel, reporting on the activities Francis
the motion picture division of the
of the UN and recording the high- Office of Inter-American Affairs, and
lights of its meetings is now in the
Leo Morrison, Hollywood theatrical
process of organization, it was an- agent, who arrived here from the
nounced by Marion Dix, chief of the Coast with Alstock, to formulate
UN newsreel section, at a meeting
with all the newsreel editors this plans for the expansion of her circuit throughout Mexico and Latin
week.
Amex'ica.
Each of the member nations will
{Tues., Oct. 1)
;
have a special representative in the Rites for Mrs. Brenon
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
— Vi respective countries to establish disLast rites for Mrs. Algernon St.
Net
tribution outlets, and cameramen
John Brenon, mother of Aileen BreChg.
High
Low
Ctcse
contacts
will
be
set
up
in
all
counnon (Mrs. Thomas Craven), who is
—
+— 1 V2
tries to channel footage to the UN
Am. Seat
21
203/4
21
— 2%
in charge of magazine publicity for
Bell & Howell ptd.. .108
1071/2 lOT'/z +
headquarters
here
which
will
be
%
Columbia Picts
251/2
25
25'/2
will be held this aftermade available to 'the newsreel com- Paramount,
East. Kodak
210
209V2 210
noon at the M.A. Gleason Funeral
—
5/8
panies. This footage will also be Home, Whitestone, L. L Cremation
do pfd
200
200
200
used by the delegates to highlight will follow. Mrs. Brenon was widow
Gen. Prec. Eq
251/8
243/4
242/4
Loew's, Inc
273/4
271/4
273/8
their
sembly.talks before the general as- of Algernon St. John Brenon, noted
Paramount
321/4
3I1/2
3134
+ %
RKO
171/2
167/8
173/8 + 5/8
music critic and author, and had herRepublic Picts
83^
SS/g
8^4
self enjoyed a wide reputation as
Republic
Picts. pfd.. 15
15
15
Grace Damian, an English contralto.
20th Century- Fox ... 427/8
421/4
421/4
"Night
of
Stars"
Group
Another
surviving daughter is Mrs.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 523/8
523/8
523/8
Meets on Production
20th Century-Fox ppt.104
104
104
Cleon Throckmorton, wife of the
Universal Pict
321/4
32
32
scenic designer.
Universal
Picts. pfd.. 86I/2
86I/2
861/2
The production committee for this
Warner Bros
18%
I81/2
185/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
year's "Night of Stars" benefit show Jackson Decision Due Soon
at Madison Square Garden, Tuesday
Monogram Picts
61/8
6
6
Chicago — Film circles are awaitRadio-Keith cvs
6
53^
6
evening, Nov. 12, held its first meeting a decision by Judge Michael L.
Sonotone Corp
33^
33^
3i/*
77/8
ing
yesterday
in
chairman
Marvin
Igoe in the Jackson Park clearance
Technicolor
163/8
161/4
I6I/4
67/8
Trans-Lux
43/4
43^
43^
H. Schenck's office. Among those case. The case closed a number of
who attended the meeting for the weeks ago.
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked
big show whose proceeds will go to
Pathe Industries
6%
the UJA to further the work of the
Cinecolor
6%
Joint Distribution Committee, United
Palestine Appeal, National Refugee
Service and Jewish Welfare Board,
Show "Deception" Oct 18
Warner's "Deception" will be na- were Arthur Knorr, Lester B. Isaac,
tionally tradeshown on Oct. 18. Pic Max Wolff, Jesse Kaye, Hai-ry Kalwill have it.s pre-release world pre- cheim, Nat Kalcheim, Sidney Piermiere at the Hollywood Theater, mont, Robert M. Weitman, Leonard
ARI ^OR. mERTISING
New York, on Oct. 17, with general Romm, Arthur Weill and David A.
t(S «E$ ' «(■. ST. K. V C. Pllth iB.u. MIS3-4
Werblin.
release scheduled for Oct. 26.

FINANCIAL

w

STEVE BRCIDY, Monogram president, has let
for the Coast, and EO MO;?EY has left for Ne^
York following meetings at the Drake in Chi
cago.
CDS EYSSELL, president and managing di
lector of Radio City Music Hall, has just re
turned Irom the West Coast.

NORMAN

ELSON,

vice-president of J/ans j

in
on Friday.
LuxWashingto
Theatersn Corp.,
will be in Boston tc

" v,'

EDWA,\D M. SCHNiTZER UA Eastern sale*
manager, will leave New York for Detroit o-j
Sunday to hold a series of sales conterencel
with the Central district.
i
SAM LtFKOWnZ, Eastern district
for Warner Bros., will be in Albany today managJ
WALT
DiSNEY will leave New
YcrK by boa'
for Ireland
Nov.
14, accompanied
by writ^
associar
HItRCE,
and PERCE
BATTLE
)CHN

August Pix Dividends
Just a Mere $428,000
Washington

COMING and GOING

producer.
JOHNNY JONES, president of Screen Cuil
Productions, is due in Chicago from the Coa<
for meetings at the Blackstcne.
ROBtRT COYNE, executive director of AT/
will arrive in Kansas City today from New Yorl
RUSShLL BlKLWtLL will leave the Coast Fr
day for London conferences with JlHN SUTK
where they will co-produce a film autobiograph
cf Gertrude Lawrence to be titled "A St.'

BUkCESS MEREDITH, who has arrived froi
the Coast, is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
PHILIP WAXMAN, producer of the forth j
coming Broadway presentation, "Strange Bee Danced." is en route to the Coast to
fellows,"
:
with the authors, Florence Ryerscn and confc
Coli t

Clements, and to arrange several casting assign '
ments.
iNGRID
BERGMAN
will arrive, here Sund; f
from
the
Coast
to begin
rehearsals
for hs
Broadway
appearance
In Maxwell
Anderson ;
"The Girl From Lorraine."
JACK HARRIS, manager for the Fanchon ■
Maico Circuit, will leave here Oct. 25 aboar •
the Queen Elizabeth for a visit to his mothuj
in England.
RALPH AUSTRIAN, president of RKO Tele
vision, leavfcs for Mexico City on Oct. 12, an
from there will go to Hollywood for the SMP
convention
before returning to New York.
GEORGE SLEEPER, of Color Television, Inc.,
set at the 'Biltmore from the Coast.
MACK GORDON, 20th Century-Fox produce
has arrived in New York from the Coast wi(
MRS. CORDON for a three-week stay.
ANN PETERSON, inspectress at the M-C-l
Chicago exchange, left yesterday for the Wine
City after spending a few days vacation in th;
BigM.Town.
L. SIMONS, editor of the Distributor
M-C-M sales organ, has arrived on the Coa: '
for a two-week stay.
WALTER
BROOKS
assistant to H. M. Riche
head of M-G-M's exhibitcr relations, arrived
Kansas City yesterday by plane to speak befoi
the KMTA.
AUDREY TOTTER, M-C-M featured playe
is here from the Coast for a vacation.

CAPITALTOINVEST
ATTENTION
16MM DISTRffiUTORS
OR PRODUCERS
Responsible individual interested in
making moderate size investment.
Prefer capital to be used for sales
expansion purposes or for enlarging
present scope of films. Active participation preferred. Replies confidential.

BOX 18,

FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
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SI. Cloud Sells Out
To Intercounly Circuit

ollywood Pix Most
opular in Lat.-Amer.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
the pix situation in that area
.'jested and released this morning
='. Nathan D. Golden, Department
Commerce Pix Chief. Smutge
Alfr\ also for Spanish-language
^? and trailers for American

PHIL M. DALY
A Grand Show for a Grand Guy
• ..•..• ..MOST OF the show-wise people in New York, biggest oi
the show-wise cities, got together lost night to cheer a gu7 who is recognized as the leader oi them all
Al Jolson
And the? sta7ed
to keep on cheering as Al was presented with a citation from the AVC.
sponsors oi the aiiair at the Astor Hotel, all wrapped up in an hour
broadcast that showed what show biz thought oi the Mommy singer
AVC threw the dinner ior Al as a gesture for his work in entertaining troops overseas and in this country during the war
But
the. show folk
most of them old enough to be big brothers, ii not
fathers of the sponsors, came to cheer for another reason
Al always
has been a credit to his chosen profession since the days when he was
singing with the minstrels
T
T
T
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• SO THEY turned out the town for Al last night
For

;. 'Films exhibiting a lavish display
i: wealth, suggestions of immoraland alcoholic excesses implant a
■:se and lasting impression on the
£,Lnds of the unsophisticated public,"
MLiording to Smutge, who suggests
"lit "films otherwise slanted would
poy greater success."
•I
Hollywood Pix in Lead
I Hollywood productions are far and
ni-ay the most popular in San Salvaiif and several other countries for
'dch information is given today by
'ilden. Latest compilation of films
Dwn in these countries, by country
I. origin, show 77.6 per cent United
ates for El Salvador, 70 per cent
[Ir Nicaragua, 80 per cent for
iiLatemala. In all three countries,
iiexican and Argentine product rate
'(aind the Hollywood films in that
j.ler.
illhere are 29 theaters in El Saldor, with yearly attendance es tinted at about 7,000,000; 37 theaters
^, Nicaragua and 39 in Guatemala,
!;th yearly attendance having leaped
Dm 1,660,935 in 1936 to 2,480,400
•1942.
II Spanish Dubbing Proposed

one hour, radio, represented by the coast-to-coast Mutual network, devoted its time to Al ..... . Dinah Shore, Hildegarde, Perry Como, Martha
Raye, George Jessel, Bob Hope, Eddie Cantor. Frcmk Sinatra. Bums and
Allen
all of them joined to praise Al and to entertain his guests
on the radio from both New York and Hollywood
And just so
no one could miss it, Charles Cochrane. Britain's producer who brought
Bea Lillie. Gertrude Lcrwrence and a host of others to fame, and Anna
Neagle were picked up from London
T
▼
T
• • • FESTIVITIES STARTED with the singing of the Star Spcmgled
Banner by Paul Allen, ex-serviceman who really appreciated everything Jolson did during the war
Then, following dinner, Walter
Brown, chairman of the dinner, welcomed the guests and introduced

j!W. C. Bridgett of the U. S. Lega'n in Guatemala suggests that
Banish-dubbed
Hollywood
product
uld mean a sizable jump in at(.idance at U. S. films.
tCrolden reported also that there is
rgood market for new and reconioned booth equipment in Guatej!ila, Honduras, Panama and Haiti.
nerican manufacturers have comI^Bte control
of the market there,
^d there is apparently no strong
' sire on the part of any exhibitors
break
away
to foreign-made
uipment from any other country,
.jospects for the sale of new equipbnt in Guatemala and Honduras
Ip especially good.

the evening's toastmaster, former mayor James J. Walker
Jimmy,
who remembers Al from 'way back
First entertainment of the evening followed, with Phil Silvers giving out with the brand of comedy that
has made him tops on the screen and in night clubs
T
T
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• THEY WERE all there
movie men, theater men, radio
men
and, to Al the most important of all. entertainers
Dick
Powell, June Allyson. Adele Jergens. Gene
Autry. Sidney Skolsky,
Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Milton Berle, Joe E. Lewis
Also present
for the nostalgic touch was Harry Askt, pianist for the entertainer
OS well as Louis Sobol and Al's wife
The dens itself was an imposing sight
Those who sat up there with Al were Zeb Epstein,
Joy Emanuel, Roger Lewis, John W. Alicoate, Ashley Trimble Cole,
Abel Green, Matt Shelby. Louis Bernstein. Eugene Picker. Leo Lindy,
Rocco Vocco. Robert D. Swezey, Robert Weitman. Hal Home. M^miiam

oscou's Father Dead

Paul Moscou,
father
of Joseph
iscou, house counsel for Confidenil Reports, died at the age of 58
1^Memphis, Tenn., over the week"d.
The
body
is enroute
from
;mphis.
Funeral services will be
!d at the Park West Chapel when
arrives.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 2
Ann Rutherford Charles Kenyon
James Dunn
Terry Ramsaye
Lee eonnell
Mabel Julienne Scott
Richard Walsh

j
I
'
!
'

Morris, Jr., John J. O'Connor
Also Malcolm Kingsberg, Maj. Albert
Warner, Charles C. Moskowitz, Abe Montague, Herman Robbins, Harry
Brandt, Jack Cohn, Al Jolson, James J. Walker, Walter Brown, S/Sgt.
Oretsky, Charles Bolte. Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick. Joseph R. Vogel. Wm.
Brandell. Si Fabian
Not forgetting Lee Shubert, A. J. Balaban. Ben
Ealmenson. Jack Mills, Oscar Doob, Gus Eyssell, Manie Sacks, Alcm
Corelli, Emil Friedlander, Jack Bregman, Joseph Mahoram, Dave Ferguson,
I. Lubin, Jack Robbins, Maurice Kann. Lionel Toll, Charles E. Lewis,
James Jerrauld ......
T
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• IT WAS a grand show for a grand gtry
And no one
appreciated what had been done more than Al himself, who has done
so much for so many
With the Astor festivities going off the air
at 11:30 Al himself took over to sing such nostalgic hits as "California
Here I Come," "April Showers," "Brother. Can You Spare a Dime" and
for the grand finale the unforgettable "Mammy"

▼

▼
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sex, Warren and Hunterdon Counties
ill Northwestern New Jersey. Aggregate rent payable over the 30-year
period exceeds $5,000,000.
Newins, who has long been associated with George Skouras of the
Skouras Circuit, scotched the rumor
that Skouras was interested in Intercounty or St. Cloud. Newins said
that as soon as building materials
axe available, he expects to erect theaters in Sparta and Lambertville,
where he has already acquired suitable sites.
Although disposing of his entire
stock, Cluton E. Smith will continue
his long association with the St.
Cioud circuit by remaining as film
buyer.
The deal -was negotiated directly
between the principals. No brokers
were involved in the transaction.

Appeal Talked If
Intervention Denied
(Continued from Page 1)

his opinion and that of the other
attorneys for the prospective interveners that denial of the application
would
action. constitute an "appealable"
Meanwhile, Thurman Arnold, counsel for the ATA, and Williams are
preparing a brief to be filed prior to
the (Jet. 21 hearing. John G. Jackson, counsel for the Southern group,
also is preparing a brief. Both briefs
will be submitted within the next two
weeks.
Principal reason for the intervention moves is to have the court's
recommendation for competitive bidding set aside.

"Nocturne" Tradeshow Oct 14
RKO Radio will hold a tradeshowing of "Nocturne" at the Normandie
Theater on Monday, Oct. 14, at 10:30
a.m.

WEDDING BELLS
Gillespie-Corrin

Atlanta, Ga. — Patricia Gillespie,
daughter of Jimmie Gillespie, 20thFox publicist for the Southern division, was married at Sacred Heart
Church here yesterday to Harry Corrin, formerly Army counter intelligence corporal. Couple will reside
in Hollywood.
Melchisedeck-Baker
Minneapolis — Helen Melchisedeck,
stenographer at National Screen
Service here, is engaged to Richard
Baker. No wedding date has been
set.
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CIEA is Opposed to
Decree Intervention

TeUing About Tele

AN
agreement has been signed between
Philco and NBC to exchange commercial
(Continued from Page 1 )
and sustaining programs between their stations, WPTZ and WNBT, respectively.
eral counsel, said tne sessions were
the first regular two-way television relay service in the history of the industry
"expioraLory" and no nnai aecisions It will Inbe accord
witn this agreement, WNBT
which has obtained exclusive rights to
hau Decn leacned. Ji^eis nincea
tnat tne group wouid "worK televise the St. Louis-Dodger playoff from Ebbets Field, and will feed it to WPfZ in
• The FCC has granted a construction permit to the William Penn BroadtniougU" the jje^^artmenc of Justice Philly. ...
casting Co. for a new commercial television station in Philadelphia. This grant brings to
ra.neiuian loiiowing
incervention
mecnoa. AiA's direcc- 37 tne vioeo stations either licensed and operating, or recipient of cp's. ... • Vera
xne group was expected to present Allen, acting chairman of the board, will be the guest star in the opening television
Cliiiii. s Qecree recommenaacion
to- proQuction on Friday of the professional veterans' course of the American Theater Wing,
day to JXouert Li. wrignc, special as- scheduled over Du Mont's WABD and WTTG. The veterans expect to telecast three
sistant to tne Attorney Ueiieral.
stage hits, "Angel
Street," "t-ersonal Appearance"
and "The
Vinegar
Tree.". . .
• More than 3UU members of the Appliance Dealers Association and tne Retail Record
(jO Along \> itn Axueo
While tne group aeciined to com- Dea.ers Association have shown interest in WrEN's recently announced television instruction course which covers technical service information, installation factors, and
ment on progress oi tne sessions
yesteruay, it appeared tnat tne aeie- sales procedure. ... • WRGB, the General Electric station in Schenectady, has renewed its relationship with the Television Workshop of N. Y. for a continuation of the
gaces Wuuia go aiong wicn most oi
tue recommenuations maae by Ailiea weekly series of haif-hour live studio programs which consist of a dramatic series, a
ijtates.
dance series, a variety series, and a children's program series. ... • Ford is spon•"•spokesman" for the group was
WiJKti's telecasts of Northwestern University football games. ... • Patrick
Myers. Utuers in tne group tnat MicnaelsoringCunning
has not only completed an article on television for the Saturday
met orierly witn tne trade press were Evening Posr, but is also giving a series of talks on television before various
Jesse is tern, cnairman of tne con- Los Angeies clubs. ... •The United States Television Manufacturing Corp. has anlerence, ana isianey &amueison anu
nounced that it plans to reach a production rate of $10,000,000 yearly in 1947. . . .
Aatnan iamms, DOtn representing • WABD telecasts boxing and wrestling matches three times weekly from the Jamaica
Allied.
Arena. ... • WBKd is seriously considering extending its existing schedule in the
Ine meeting will resume today at near future since all its available commercial time has now been sold and several nathe notei cjtatier and will contmue
tional sponsors are anxious to participate. ... • One of the featured rooms in New
in ciusea sessions all aay,
York's
^loane s, a famous furniture store, is a living room in which one end contains
Ine coiuerence was attended by a teievision-radio-phonograph
unit, record cabinets and a motion picture screen — home
13 ueiegates representing ao spates entertainment in the future, eh! ... • Lou Little, famed Columbia football coach, is
and one territory, in aaaition to
tnose aireaay mentioned, tne group oack for a second year on WNBT sponsored by the U. S. Rubber Co. His "Friday Night
trogram" features films of the outstanding games of the previous week, and
inciuaea tne loiiowing: representing aQuarterback
sports writer who will prognosticate the outcome of the next day s games. . .
tne jracmc Ouast uonterence oi rn- • prominent
While 78 commercial television stations have been licensed by the FCC, only six
aepenueUt 1 neater Owners, Hugn
An additional 31 new television stations have been granted construc\v. jDruen, \v metier, Cam.; kotus are operating
iiarvey, iJan l^rancisco; Geraia cision.tion permits and 14 applications have been designated for hearing and are awaiting deiiaruy, San i?rancisco; L,. O. LuKan,
•beattie; rioDcrc n. Pooie, Los Angeles; representative oi incermoun- 20th-Fox Ad Convention
Costa, Press Photo Head,
tam ineacre Associacion, sum (jii- To Follow Skouras Drive
Addresses
Ampa Meeting
lecce, bait i^aiie Uicy.; representing
Aortn central Aliiea, Jtrnest f-eas(Continued from Page 1)
lee, ticiuwacer, Minn.; representing
Joseph Costa, president of the Naz8, was announced yesIowa-i\eiirasKa Ineaters, L,eo Woli- Drive onterdayDec.
tional Press Photographers Associby
Cliarles
Schlaifer,
ad-pubcotc, Jciaora, Iowa, and Howard
ation, was the principal speaker at
licity chief. Drive bookings for SepJbrookmgs, president of Iowa-x\etemoer and October already have set yesterday's meeting of Ampa. WilbrasKa ineater Owners.
a new record, it was said at the home
liam Finn, president of the Press
ottice yesterday.
Photographers
Association of New
New Univ. Managers for
Schlaifer said that with pre-re- York, spoke briefly. Morris Leftoff
Cincy, Memphis, Dallas
lease dates in October for "My served as member emcee, Arnold
Darling
Clementine"
andthe"Margie,"
ooth >;ovember
releases,
heaviest Stoltz conducted the meeting in the
(Continued from Page 1)
in
20th-Fox
history,
it
had
been absence of Rutgers Neilson, presibranch manager in Cincinnati and
impractical to hold the fourwho was confined to his home
R. f. Dawson has been appointed ^ound
day convention this month as with adent,leg
injury. Plans for a big
iiemphis excnange manager. Both
planned.
Both
pix
are
slated
for
inbenefit
to
be held in the near future
men were formeny salesmen in the
tensive
ad-publicity
campaigns
in
all
Aiemphis othce.
were
briefly.announced. Nancy Carroll spoke
engagements.
J. A. Pricnard, former branch head pre-release
"Clementine"
will
have
its
world
in Mempnis, has been transferred to
Dallas wnere ne will function in the premiere at the Fox, Frisco, on Oct. Silver Box for Depinet
16, with director John Ford and
same capacity.
London — Ned E. Depinet was prestars -from the studio attending.
George Jessel will emcee the festivi- . ented with a silver box from RKO's
Cassville Hall Bows
ties. Following the Frisco debut, pic United Kingdom organization on the
Cassville, Mo.— The new Hall The- jpens day-and-date in 100 Western occasion of his first visit to Britain.
ater has opened under the manage- keys.
The RKO Radio top executive outment of Glen Hall.
Schlaifer disclosed he will visit a l.ned the company's expansion program at a meeting held in the Dornumber of ke"- situations around the
chester Hotel. Ptiil Reisman, vicecountry to diicuss with exhibitors
new and streamlined methods of ad- president in charge of foreign operations, was presented with an envertising, exploitation and publicity
graved fruit stand as a birthday rewhich 20th-Fox has outlined for its membrance.
future releases. Ad and exploitation
Lucy Nathanson, second daughter campaigns already have been finalof Mort Nathanson, Eastern publicized on "The Razor's Edge," "The to preparing for the localization of
ity rep. for Liberty Films, arrived Shocking Miss Pilgrim," '13 Rue .hese campaigns to achieve greater
Monday night at Polyclinic Hos- Madeleine," "The Late George b. 0. returns, Schlaifer aho will dispital, weighing in at seven pounds, Apley," "Carnival in Costa Rica" and
cuss with theatermen the company's
nine and a half ounces.
"The Brasher Doubloon." In addition plans for exploiting its 1947 releases.

STORK REPORTS

ATA's Intervention

J

Unnecessary— D of J
(Continued from Page 1)
tions in the interest of the public
and that such intervention is uanecessary.
Robert L. Wright, special assistant

ter
to the
Statutory
Court,inoppc
^j =
to the
Attorney
General,
hi.'^^*\the motion to intervene, is reported I
tO have pointed out that the court ■
denied a similar motion by the American Civil Liberties Union when the
anti-trust trial opened last Oct. 8.
At that time, Wright
objected to
ACLU intervention oecause he said
.ne D of J was protecting the pubnim. lic's interest. Tne court sustained

Expect L200 at TBA
Conference Next Week
nounced

(Continued from Page 1)
at a TBA press luncheon

at thepresident
hotel yesterday.
J. R. Pop- '
pele,
of TBA, presided.
More
than
half
of
the
states will . be represented nation's
at the
conference by top execs, in radio,
films, advertising and other fields,
it was said by Ralph B. Austrian,
prexy of RKO Television, who is
general chairman of the two-day assembly. Conference is designed to
spark a concerted industry drive to
create a national television service.
More than 80 important papers on
various phases of tele will be presented at the general sessions and
panel meetings, while latest in tele
equipment will be exhibited.
All principal sessions of the conference are to be televised on the
Schenectady-New York-PhiladelphiaWashington net. Image Orthicon
cameras will scan the proceedings
in the main ballroom of the Waldorf,
pick up events at the luncheons and
banquets and also move into the exhibition rooms to televise the display of video receivers and transmitters.
Highlights of the two-day program include presentation of a scroll
to the United Nations on Oct. 10,
during which Benjanrtn Cohen of
Chile, UNO's assistant secretarygeneral, W'ill speak; and presentation
of the annual TBA Awards of Merit
by Paul Raibourn, vice-president of
Paramount and president of Television Productions, Inc., at the conference banquet Oct. 10.

CHARTERED
VIKINC FILMS, INC., New Ycrk City, deal in
motion films, machines, etc., capital 200 shares
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Louis J. Meriell, Joseph
Smith, Sidney M. Wittner.
TELECITY, INC., New York City, with capital
of 2,000 shares preier,ed stock $100 par value,
1,000 shares common stock no par value, three
shares common stock subscribed. Incorporated at
Albany to operate television and motion picture production center by David H. Jackman,
Harry B. Davis, Norman Merino.

coming up with a
brand new Box-Office
surprise . ... . .
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are carrying ads on this swell show, including Life
(6 insertions) — Woman's Home Companion (5 inser^tions) — Look (5 insertions) — Saturday Evening Post
DUFF • Directed by EDWIN L. MARIN

• screen Play by LYNN root and FRANK FENTON

Cosmopolitan — Redbook — Liberty — Collier's ~
*ic — Esquire — True Story — Tri^^^^PH^ Pan List.

n
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oldwyn, Roach Join Little Headlines:
DasI Labor Crisis

AMERICAN FILM PRODUCERS has been formed here with offices in the Empire State
Bidg. The company will proouce industrial, training, sales and information films. Srudio
facilities in the local area will be rented. Lawrence A. (alesnes and Robert Gross are
executive producers.

•

(Continued from Page 1)

»o, Brewer said, in turn helped
|ance their jurisdictional row with
fe lA and the major studios.
Most bitter fighting to date ocV-'^d yesterday at the M-G-M stu,| id resulted in 13 men being
lijmcled and 19 hospitalized. Fight\g started as deputy sheriffs atMpted to force the pickets away
am the studio gate. Despite the
jpketing attempt,
producer
reps.
production was unnormal
that
Ifd
r way.
It is reported that the District
jtorney's office plans to prevent
burrence of the episode at M-G-M
d to arrange for mass arrests if
pessary.
lii

oil "Warning" Brings
\mials by SAG, SWG
\st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Indignant denials
be evoked by various actor-writer
kanizations here over the recent

yarning" of bythe Matthew
vice(fisident
AFL, thatWoll,
an indigfct public would commence pickets' of theaters showing films in
Ikich "treasonable stars" performed
^d whose written content stemmed
bm alleged Communists.

jWoll's charges appeared in a
|;ned editorial in The American
HiOto Engraver. He urged the in■istry take action and create a
j'eague for Political Decency."
jiThe SAG called attention to its
!claration last June that it would
igorously oppose any Communist
i Fascist influence in the motion
4ure industry or the ranks of lar."
Emmet Lavery, president of the
,,,V'G, unaffiliated with either the
^L or CIO, observed: "We take
\i
thatnota the
man's
politics
d position
religion are
concern
of

ild or union. If it's true that
Dversive people are employed, the
ue is: what pictures and what
idios?"
t was said the high command
che AFL had been goaded into the
lunciation of players by recent
ivities in the current AFL juristional dispute here. Players have
n outspoken in their demands the
L institute positive machinery to
oice decisions in jurisdictional
I iuroversies.

FEMME TOUCH
ITH LINDMARK, acting secretary to Emil
Stern, Essaness circuit general manager.
LY MICKLE, clerk, 20th-Fox, Omaha.
VLE SELLINCER, information girl. Paramount,
Omaha.
AiLYNN HENDERSON,
mount, Omaha.
Zi IBUTIER,
iCY
PERI,

i Omaha.

contract clerk, Para-

filing clerk, Columtus, Omaha.
stenographer,
Warner
Bros.,

j/E LAWRENCE, assistant secretary to Ralph
Maw, <M-C-M district manager, Minneapolis.

THE
MONOGRAM
DENVER
EXCHANGE
is moving to 2144 Champa, former Civic
Theaters headquarters.
C.vic m.ves temporarily to Monogram offices, 2147 Broadway,
until tney can build own office building, for which they have Obtained priority, at 2046
Broadway.

•

ANOTHER JACKRABBIT CIRCUIT has been started giving Mesa, Grand
Carbondale, Coio., films a day a week.
The owner is Norval I. Foster.

Valley and

Universai on a
Sliow-Case Survey
(Continued from Page 1 )

country
in the search
The Winter
Gardenfor on"showcases."
Broadway
passed to full Universal control early
in Septem/ber and that house is the
lead-off theater in a group slated to
be acquired.
No closed.
deals for other theaters have been

.
INAUGURAL
DINNER
for the National • Arthritis
Research
Foundation's $2,500,000
fund-raising campaign has been postponed until Oct. 14 in order that Bob Hope may act
as emcee.
Spyros P. Skouras will preside at the dinner, at the Hotel Astor.

MPAA Countersuit Against
Hughes Makes 3 Demands

WB Going 16mm. World- Wido

(Continued from Page 1)

Hummel

to Talk Overseas Theater Expansion
(Continued from Page 1)

mm. product will be shown in Africa,
Asia and Europe.
Hummel is heading Coastwise
where he will confab with company
oiggies on development of 16 mm.
plans, as well as the possibility of
(.neater expansion wherever WJ3 is
not getting proper representation. A.
C. Brauninger is the manager of all
i6 mm. pix distributed under the WB
banner.
After spending more than 20
months in Western Europe, Scandinavia, and Africa, Hummel was convinced more than ever that the war
had made the whole world motion
picture conscious.
"Unfortunately," he declared, ''the
motion picture industry is tied up
with the political situation. All govarnments realize the power of the
motion picture as a force in education as well as in propaganda and
entertainment."
Disagrees With de Rochemont
Hummel disagreed with Richard de
Rochemont's recent pessimistic report on the fall of American prestige
abroad. The WB-Int. vice-prexy
ended further discussion of the maccer by declaring, "Look at the comingence
elections
in France."
The inferwas that
if the Communists
showed a decrease in strength, then
the MOT producer was wrong.
Americans were much more jittery
over the international situation than
the Europeans were, observed Hummel. "Our ibig problem over there is
the high taxes. Of course," he added
drily, "I understand it's a problem
here,
too."
In France,
taxes on box office receipts run about 45 per cent. Hummel said there was a good possibility
that admisiion prices would be increased almost everywhere across the
Continent.
Although most foreign governments are subsidizing or protecting
their own film producers. Hummel
showed small concern over that sort
of competition, emphasizing that the
only competition Hollywood had to
fear was the competition of quality.
"A good American picture will do
terrific business. Any good picture
will
sisted.do terrific business," Hummel inPraises the State Dept.
In motion pictures there is no sub-

stitute for mediocrity. Nor does
patriotism pay the bills. That was
Hummel's capsule criticism of Governmenc paternalism. He believes
that the State Department is doing
a good job in protecting American
films against excessive discrimination abroad. He said it would be interesting to watch developments in
the case of the Blum-Byrnes agreement, whereby the French government guarantees American films at
least tour weeks playing time out of
every la. Hummel pointed out that
this agreement does not prevent
American iilms from .being shown
more than the guaranteed minimum.
He believes that superiority of product plus the possibility of greater
profits can usually overcome any
lingering chauvinism on the part of
Eui-opean exhibitors.
Comparative figures on Paris firstrun pix since Juiy 1, when the B-B
agreement went into effect, might be
misleading ibecause French producers
steer clear of Summer playing time,
particularly in Paris wnere the
weather can get very uncomfortable.
From July 1 to Sept. 1, the French
films had 22 per cent pictures
against i;3 per cent playing time;
American films had 73 per cent pictime. tures against 76 per cent playing
But with the return of cooler
weather. Hummel feels that the ratio
of first-run pix in Paris, for the 26week period ending June 18, will be
more characteristic of what American producers can expect: The
French had 54 per cent pictures
showing against 51 per cent playing
time; Americans, 32 per cent pictime. tures against 26 per cent playing
Sees Overall Improvement
But Warner's veepee feels that despite forebodings, like the figures
just cited, and the fact that raw
stock is difficult to get in France,
he is looking to the future for a great
overall improvement. The spirit of
the people all over Europe is wonderful. Hummel said. And that's
what counts.
After Hummel's Coast conference
with his boss, he expects to stay in
the States only a short while, returning to his Paris office about
Oct. 17.

Productions, producer of "The OutThe MPAA asked (1) dismissal of
the suit, (2) an order directing the
removal of the seal of approval from
"The Outlaw," and (3) the enjoining
and restraining of the plaintiffs from
distributing prints of the picture
containing
the seal during the penlaw."
dency of the action.
In its amended answers, the
MPAA claimed that Hughes Productions was continuing to show "The
Outlaw" in certain cities with the
defendants' seal of approval and that
if it continued, it would cause "irreparable" damage to the association and its members. Pointing out
that the MPAA had voided the certificate of approval for failure to
submit advertising copy and for using unapproved ads, the answers
state that the MPAA gave written
notice of the action on Sept. 6, 1946,
and demanded that the seal be returned pursuant to the agreement.

Top Magazine Campaign
For Para/s "Blue Skies"

The largest magazine advertising
budget in the history of Paramount
has been set for Irving Berlin's
"Blue_ Skies," Stanley Shuford, advertising manager, disclosed yesterat the second day's
of
field dayrepresentatives,
homemeeting
office and
studio heads. Camnaign will exceed that of "For Whom the Bell
Tolls," the previous record holder.
"Two Years Before the Mast" also
gets a big magazine campaign.
Advertising on "Blue Skies," Shuford said, provide for 25 insertions
in 13 national magazines, plus 14
fan magazines. The ads will appear
in publications with a total circulation of 77,284,594, with an estimated
150.000,000 readers.
"Blue Skies" also will get twice
the radio time of any previous
Para, pix, Shuford added.
George Weltner and Sid Mesibov
speak at today's sessions.

SICK REPORT
RUTGERS NEILSON, RKO Radio publicityinjury.
manager, is confined to his home due
to a leg
NAN SUNDERLAND, wife of Walter
Huston, is recovering from an emergency
appendectomy performed at their ranch
40 miles from Hollywood.
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[OUSE COM. ASKS DATA ON FILM TRUST SUITS
krike Causes Johnston to Defer European Trip
PAA Head Expected
Fly to Hollywood;
I Ask Green's Help
shington Bureau of THE

FILM

Worhings of Wehh-Pomerene Act May Cotne
Under Scrutiny by House Monopoly Group
DAILY

V'ashington—
to take
an
I ive
part in Prepared
the current,
bloody
i Ijrwood strike, MPAA President
c A. Johnston yesterday "postI ed indefinitely"
his projected
:opean trip pending settlement of
labor dispute.
n a terse, two-sentence statement,
, 'AA said:
Eric Johnston has decided to
I
(Cantinued on Page 11)

ll-Eledronic Color
sle System Ready

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A complete report of its anti-trust activities of the last 10
years has been asked of the Federal Trade
Commission
by Chairman
Estes
Kefauver of the Monopoly subcommittee of the House Small Business CommitA monopoly study now ^oing on in that committee, as well as similar investee.tigations being carried on in the Senate may lead to revision of the new antimonopoly bill introduced in the Senate last Summer by a bi-partisan group including Sens. Wayne Morse, Ore., Rep., and Harley Kilgore, W. Va., Dem.
Although a questionnaire sent the FTC does not refer specifically to the
Webb-Pomerene Act., which pr.vides authority for the organization of the Motion Picture Export Association, committee aides believe the working of this
law will also come in for scrutiny.

Skouras Names Koegel Columbia 1946 Net
20-Fox Chief Counsel Hits $3,450,489

Ln all-electronic system of color
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
!vision is being offered by Color
evision. Inc., of San Francisco. 20th Century-Fox, yesterday announced the appointment of Otto E.
)rge Sleeper, head of the comKoegel as chief
ly, said here yesterday that his
counsel of the
a's method involved stationary
corporation and
j^rs, whereas Columbia Broadcastits subsidiaries.
I
(Continued on Page 11)
Koegel tinue
will
to becon-a
member of the
adios to Increase Radio
firm of Dwight,
le for Location Shooting
Harris, Koegel &
Caskey, general
Wshington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
counsel of
20th-Fox; but will
jVashington — Hollywood studios
1 lect to make increased use of ramaintain an office
I during shooting of pix on locain the corpora(ConHnued in Page 6)
tion's office building. Since 1930 he
has devoted a
large part of his
St. Louis Star-Times
OTTO E. KOEGEL
time to the affairs
Starts iVewj Directory
of the corporation.
Post of chief counsel is a new one,
j St. Lruis — What is claimed to be
(Continued on Page 3)
the first daily cross-indexed directory of theaters and attractions
started Monday in the Star-Times,
whose predecessor, the Star, ran the
First film theater directory in Si.
Louis in its April 14, 1916 edition.
Directory is in two sections, one
isting all films showing currently,
iwith the names of theaters showing
^he pictures, the other listing paid
advertisements of theaters, arranged
alphabetically by theaters. Of the
no film theaters in St. Louis and
)t. Lcuis County, 94 took space in
Monday's directory.

SAG Caravan

Probe of "Effectiveness"
Of Government's Program
By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Chairman Estes Kefauver, of the monopoly sub-committee of the House Small Business Committee, announced yesterday that the Committee has called
on Attorney General Tom C. Clark
to furnish full information on the
"scope and success" of the Department(Continued
of Justice'son anti-trust
diviPage 12)

CIEA Withholds
Decision on Decree
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Wasnington — jarring last-minute
'Columbia yesterday announced developments,
the Conference of Inthat tion
gross
of for
the the
corporadependent Exhibitors Assn. will keep
and its earnings
subsidiaries
fiscal
its specific recommendations in the
year ended June 30 last were $7,000,- New York equity case under wraps
489.94. After deducting Federal in- until oral arguments are heard become and excess profits taxes
fore the three-judge Federal Court,
amounting to $3,550,000, the net delegates
decided here yesterday folearnings were $3,450,489.94, equal
lowing a three-hour session with
(Continued an Page 12)
alter deducting dividends on preferred stock, to $5.25 per share on
(Continued on Page 12)

KMTA's ATA Affiliation
Awaits Finalized Decree

13 20th-Fox Trainees
Assigned to Overseas

Following an intensive training
course in all phases of selling, showmanship and distribution in the forKansas City — The annual convention of the Kansas-Missouri Theater
eign field, Murray Silverstone, 20thAssn. at its closing session here late Fox International president, yester(Continued on Page 11)
yesterday withheld decision on affiliation with ATA, adopting these two
resolutions:
1. Authorizing the officers of
CIEA Chairmen to
KMTA to request the board of Kan(Continued on Page 11)
Rotate; Yamins Next

io AFL

Meei

Washington Bur., THE
Washington —

Will Urge Machinery to Settle Coast Strikes
Loew's Execs. Criss Cross
Globe to Spur Foreign Biz

To Be Used as Part of

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Screen Actors
Guild announced that the organization is sending a flying caravan to
Loew's
home
office biggies are attend the AFL convention in Chicago Monday in its campaign to urge
criss-crossing the globe, preparing to
rejuvenate
the overseas
markets. the AFL to set up machinery for the
of all jurisdictional disArthur M.
Loew, onprexy
of Loew's arbitration
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued
Page 6)

FILM

DAILY

The Conference of

Independent Exhibitors' Associations
will rotate its chairmen, it was decided yesterday at the second day of
parleys of the organization. Nathan
Yamins of Boston was voted to serve
as chairman of the CIEA until and
during the next meeting, as yet not
scheduled. Jesse Stern of New York
has been chairman since the CIEA's
inception and presided at the meetings during the last two days.

e
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"Wilson," First U. S. FUm
Under New Czech Pact

cominG nno come
JOHN

W.

DONALD
CHESTER
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HARRY GOLDSTEIN, Paramount's Cleveland
district manager, and SAUL FkIFILLD, branch
manager
fice talks.there, have been in town for home of-

E.
sales
home
night

Maggie" in the forthcoming "Maggie and
,iggs
film, will arrive in her trailer Monday.
lOM BRtNhMAN, originator of "Breakfast in
Hollywood,"
is visiting
New York from the
-oast with MRS.
BRENEMAN.

MAX WOLFF, Loew and M-G-M purchasing
head, returned yesterday from St. Louis and
Chicago.

SAM ISRAEL, director ot publicity for Eagletion studios in Hollywood, will leave here to.norrow for the West Coast after one week of
conferences with A. W. Schwalberg, Max Youngjtein, Arthur Jeffrey, Jock Lawrence and Arnold
itoltz.
ED BLUMENTHAL, Monogram franchise holder,
IS a Chicago visitor from Dallas.
EDWARD ZORN, UTO president, and his
/^ife are spending their vacation on the West
Coast from Chicago.
BLANCHE LIVINGSTON, of the RKO home office, is having a look-see at the RKO-Schine
nouses in Syracuse, N. Y.
J. REAL NETH, Columbia Theater operator,
and
his wife are on a several weeks' vacation
in Mexico.

Short for UN Delegates
Shows N. Y. Value as Home

+
+

Rninrn

CORPlI

U w II If h il
ISflOB'WAY, H.Y.C- CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

/8

Columbia
Picts
Columbia
Picts.
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq

STORAGE

EUGENE
ZUKOR, accompanied by MRS.
ZUKUK, leaves the Coast by train en Saturday
tor New York.

EliWA.\U L. WALTON, Republic assistant gen.ral saies manager, is visiting the company's
jKiahoma City Branch, and wid make a stopjver at Daiias prior to his return to New York
on Oct. 14.
G. L. CARRINCTON, president and general
• iianager ot Aitec, is a New York visitor.
WALTER L. TITUS, in charge of Republic
jrancn operations, is now in New Orleans, on
■ ne first stop or a branch tour which win take
.iim to the Charlotte, Atlanta, Dallas, ana
.v^emphis branches.
TED O'SHEA returned yesterday from the
Coast.
JOSEPH H. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and
.;asiern studio rep. of 20th Century-tox, leit
New York yesterday for the Coast. He was ac.ompanied by LlW SCHREIbER, ot the studios.
DUKOlHY MANNtKS, sciecn columnist, arived in New York yesterday from the Coast for
J one-month
vacation.
RENIE RiANO, Monogram player, who is

A documentary film, now being
produced for exclusive presentation
to United Nations delegates, and
designed to show the potentials of
—
1/2 New York as a permanent home for
— Chg.1/2
Net
all of the UN meetings, is being
sponsored by the sub-committee's
funds of the Mayor's Committee on
UN, of which Nelson A. Rockefeller
+ 3/4
5/8
—
1/4 is vice-chairman.
1/8
+ %
Wallace
K. Harrison, prominent
New
York
is also reported
++ 2 % to have an architect,
interest in the film which
—
1/4
is being produced at the RKO-Pathe
+
5/8 Studios. Robert Moses as well as
+
1/8
Mayor O'Dwyer have already been
included in the footage, delivering
special messages to the delegates.

261/4
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20
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271/2
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423/8
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Universal Pict
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Bell & Howell

■ rriLM

bciiY MILLER, Pittsburgh correspondent of
iHt nLM wAiLt, is a New YorK visitor.
jANt rROMAN is a guest at the McAllister
rluiej, Miami, Fla.

CLAUDE LEE, Paramount director of public
relations, is in Kansas City for the KansasMissouri Theater Association convention.

TbD WEBER, manager of the Chicago Sun
amusement advertising department, has lerurncd
from a Florida vacation.
RALFH COHN, Comet Prods, executive, left
New Yoik for Hollywood yesterday while Coproducer BUDDY ROGERS win leave for tne
Coast today to join Cohn in Hollywood.

Eight major film studios, members >
of MPEA, have just completed negotiations with Lubomir Linhart
president of the Czechoslovakia! ■
hibit
Motiona Picture
to pi|
ex"
total ofAssociation,
80 American
each year.

W. AARON, M-G-M assistant general
manager, and HERBERT NU^tAUM, 0. the
office legal dept., left Kansas City last
for Denver.

CLYDE branch
GOODSONmanager
and AL and
DUREN,
Paramount's
Atlanta
sales
manager,
respectively, are in town.
IRVING BERLIN is back from Great Britain.
CHARLES K. STERN, assistant treasurer for
Loew s, returned
yesterday
from Chicago.
WILLIAM
BRENNER, got
headback
of yesterday
M-G-M's
field
auditingG.department,
from a Kansas City and Chicago.

]\. Y. THEATERS
_RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL_
Rockefeller

Gary

GRANT

Midwestern M-G-M
Chicago Oct. 10.

Ingrid

BERGMAN

with CLAUDE
RAINS
An RKO
Radio Picture
SPECTACULAR

Hollywood.
PANDRO BERMAN, M-C-M producer, will
arrive on the Coast tomorrow after a two-week
visit to New York.
TCNY MARTIN, M-G-M star, was scheduled
to arrive in New York from the Coast yesterday.
E. FLYNN,
is due from

•

in Alfred Hitchcock'i "NOTORIOUS"

GEORGE K. SIDNEY, M-G-M director, left
Chicago yesterday for the Coast.
LILI PALMER is due in New York today from
the Coast.
EVE ARDEN has arrived in New York from

JOHN
manager,

Center

STAGE

PRESENTATION

B WAY &
47th St.
ROSALIND
RUSSELL and
ALEXANDER KNOX

sales

"SISTER
An RKO KENNY"
Picture

WILLIAM
ZOELLNER, department,
head of M-G-M's
reprints
and B.importations
leaves
today to visit the Seattle and other Western exchanges.
EDDIE SONZ, formerly with National Screen
Service is in Chicago from Miami Beach, Fla.,
for a visit.
FLOYD FITZSIMMONS, Albany and New Haven;
BERT McKENZIE, Boston- JAMES ASHCRAFT
and ED GALLNER, Philadelphia; and TOM
BALDRIDCE, Washington, M-G-M exploiteers,
have returned to their respective territories
from New York.

'HOLIDAY

OM SCREEN

'l^u^^

v^

TECHNICOLOR
MUSICAL
M-G-M'S

Film Buying A Topic at
N. J. Allied Meeting

■5

Am. Seat

{Wed., Oct. 2)
YORK

jAMcS R. CRAiNCER, Republic executive vice^resiuent and general saies manager, le.t for
j,/srun yesterday and will return to New York on
Monday.

Films and film buying will be a
principal topic for discussion by
Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey at its organization meeting
scheduled for next Tuesday at the
Tracy-Trent Hotel in Trenton.
Ed Lachman, president, will give
a detailed report to the membership
on the national
vention in Bostonorganization's
last month.con-It
will be a state-wide meeting.

MEXICO'
1 inH0P6
BOB

"Monsieup-i ««^«^£
BeaueaXm"\?iG^
Ma

PATRIC KNOWLES

\ FEATUSt! rf

-pAf^/IMOC/AfTiZ.

"TWO YEARS
U

Paramount's

ITUDIO THEATRE

starring
BEFORE THE MAST"
.4iLAN LADD . BRI.4N DONLEVT
WILLI.4M BENDIX
BARRY FITZGERALD

86 East Van Buren Street, Chicago 5
Presenting the best pictures
from all over the World

RIVOLI. B'woy at 49th St.

+'
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"Wilson" will be the first Amer:
can film to be shown in Czechoslc
vakia for the first time in six yearsj;
The Prague premiere of the 20thFox film will coincide with thi
Czechoslovakian Independen- Oal|i
which
falls on Oct. 28.
^

Extends

congratulations

to America's Talkie Pioneers
WARNER

BROS.

20th Century-Fox Presents

"Three IN
Liftle
Girls in Blue'
TECHNICOLOR
Mary

Plus on Stage —
Raye

&

Naidi

.

BEATRICE
Extra!

KAY

Maurice

Roc«

WJTIl»w7(OH

lite'
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WangerloMaliel
PixAnnualiyforUA

oath's UAPix to
e Quality Comedies

Describing comedy as the "scarcest
mmodity," Hal Roach said yester.|,y he planned to produce the highj}l---Mality comI -^)roduct for
jrl^E^d Artists
ilder his recently
i)nipleted
ar'ngement. At an
dustry
press
^incheon at 21
•ub, Roach said
'' had completed
Tee of the six
• the feature
medies in Cine|lor.
Roach said that
.5 productions
Duld not be of
HAL ROACH
Le "B" category
Iit would
be of
[^e highest quality and produced at
!p-budget scales. Lengths of the
3tures, he said, would be based on
e footage necessary to tell the
3ry, but he indicaied that they
)uld be on the "streamliner" plan
. under 60 minutes in i'unning- time.
Roach said that as the result of
etween
Army's
of his
nineoccupancy
and 16 acres
hadstudio,
been
ded to his lot. He pointed out
at Walter Wanger would be the
le other tenant of the studio. Apoximately 30 members of the press
tended the luncheon. Paul Lazarus,
_., introduced
Roach
and Walter
-anger.

kouras Names Koegel
20-Fox Cliief Counsei

'

(Continued from Page 1)

^ was said, and does not alter the
itus of the company's legal de'rtment.
William
T. Powers
is
th-Fox general counsel, and Ed'n P. Kilroe is in charge of producjin and copyright legal matters.

fill Introduce Bill
apealing Ala. Sales Tax

iMontgomery, Ala. — As soon as the
fiw session of the State Legislature
Ijiets, Senator-nominee C. J. Owens
ill introduce a bill abolishing the
lite's two per cent salei tax, and
' bstituting a gross receipts levy
:5tead. Theater men are strongly
■posed
to the sales tax because of
inconvenience.

Walter Wanger will produce from
two to four pictures
a year for
United Artists over an unannounced

**Sister Kenny''': Entertainment Plus
•

•

•
ENTERTAINMENT
IS THE FIRST DUTY
of the producer
Occasionally a picture comes along which not only possesses this
potent quality to a marked degree but also presents a thrilling and inspiring message
Such a picture is RKO's "Sister Kenny" which
soon will be showing
throughout
the country
There is intense
drama in the Hie story of a woman who has brought countless children
back to health and laughter by her persistent fdith and courage
This at the personal sacrifice of all things that most women hold
dear
RKO Radio is to be admired for its couroge in filming the
great story of Sister Elizabeth Kenny
Dudley Nichols deserves high
pia'se for an understanding and brilliantly conceived production
Rosalind Russell, in the title role, has caught the spirit of a great
woman and has made it live and glow through the medium of the
screen
the word

"Sister Kenny" is family entertainment in every sense of
It is a picture which reflects credit on the motion picture

industry
Like the well-remembered
"Blossoms
in the Dust" and
"Madame Curie," it is on attraction of the highest order and one vrhich
any exhibitor can be proud to show

• • • JUST AS PHIL M. was cussing the current shortage of
matches at cigar stores yesterday, in came an envelope from Bernie
Estes, the tub thumper for Confidential Reports, with an initialed cigarette lighter
It seems that Bernie wanted to tie up the gift with
Dr. Lubin's return to CRI or Jack Levin's 30th anniversary in the film
industry or a couple of other reasons, including objections to local
checkers
But he finally settled on the premise of the gift being
"purely in the spirit of good whimsy"
which is reason
Now, who wants to provide the cigarettes???

Oct. 3
Paul Panzer
S. S. Braunberg

would occupy half
of the Hal Roach
studio
where
he
^ would add an adand bun^M mbuilding
inistration
^.'.'.t-X'A'.
g|.jjj j^^g three pic, r||| galows for writ'M^0-^Wanger, who

to
Universal
unto deliver
tures
WALTER WANGER
der a non-exclusive deal, said that
by tenanting the Roach studio he
would be able to produce the highest quality product without the extra
costs. He paid tribute to UA for its
showmanship in promoting "Henry
V," describing it as the most "important promotion in the last year."
Such pictures, he said, should be
handled by different types of exhibition methods as it was designed to
reach different types of audiences.
As an example, Wanger referred
to Mark Hellinger's "The Killers,"
which, he said, had no "names" and
a new director and yet was doing a
tremendous business.
Wanger introduced David Tannenbaum, his partner and attorney.

Organize Symphony Films
•

•

•

CUFF NOTES: That neat tribute paid Paul Lazarus, Jr., for

his special handling of J. Arthur Rank's "Henry V" by Walter Wanger
at yesterday's "21" press luncheon is richly-deserved
And here's
why: To date, it has brought UA exactly $500,000 in American film
rentals, a figure rolled up in just eight cities
The Boston engagement accounts for one-iilth of the total
Now in its 26th week in the
Hub, current biz is running ahead of that in the L8th week
Nor is
the end of the Boston engagement anywhere in sight
In Chicago,
the lease on the Civic has been extended for another eight weeks, ossuring a run there of at least 16 weeks
Give Paul sufficient prints,
and there's no telilng what he may achieve with "Henry V"
At
present, he has just 14 prints at his disposaL ... • More than $125,OOO was raised at the Greater Boston Combined Jewish Appeal dinner
of the motion picture division at which Barney Balaban and Louis Nizer
spoke and for which Sam Pinanski was toastmaster. ... • The Wall
St. Journal reported yesterday that elimination of the remaining 230,000
shares of $1.50 cumulative convertible preferred stock of 20th-Fox is regarded as a distinct possibility. ... • Joseph Gould, former SPG
prexy, is leaving UA's ad-publicity dept. on Nov. 1 to join Freedom Road
Films, Inc., new producing unit headed by Paul Robeson ......
T

' SEND BiRTHDAY
I GREETiNGS TO:

enough

period, ducer the
prosaid yesterday at a trade
press
tenderedluncheon
by UA.
It
was
pointed
out that Wanger

▼

▼

• • • THE QUESTION BEFORE THE HOUSE, it seems to Phil M. is
not so much whether distributors and exhibitors can reach on agreement
upon so-called trade reforms (there was UMPI, you may recall), as it is
whether such agreement, if, as and when, will be sanctioned by the
Government (andi remember, the D of J killed UMPI)

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — ^Benjamin Glazer and
Nat W. Finston have organized Symphony Films and will produce "The
Tragic Symphony" based on the life
of Tchaikovski as their initial production for Monogram release. Two
unknowns will be given an opportunity to attain stardom in the film.

Urges Tele Industry
To Curb Commercials
Philadelphia — Television set manufacturers and broadcasters were
urged to take steps to set up an industry-wide committee to draft a
code of ethics against excessive commercialization oftelecasts.
ing that commercial
television Pre-^'ctwill be
a reality within a year Joseph Lie, I,
president of Sonora Radio & Televisi n Corp., told a meeting of the
Poor Richard Club that unless such
a code is drawn, "there is a danger
that television may turn out to be
nothing but a complicated mechanism
operated for the sole purpose of
sellingis mouth
washof and
deodorants."
Gerl
a director
the Radio
Manufacturers' Association and a me-^ber
of the Television Broadcasters' Association.

On the next page you'll see why Mr. M-G-M

Exhibitor enjoys sweet

dreams. Variety's Survey, which it states has been "checked and doublechecked" is further incontestible evidence of M-G-M Leadership. There
are constant and understandably sincere claims of leadership in the industry,
but to showmen all that matters is the final accounting at the end of each
year— year after year! M-G-M's Friendly Customers know the score from
their own records, now verified by Variety's report. We list on the next
page some of the M-G-M
and rest easy!

Top Hits of the Future. Stick with M-G-M

TALK ABOUT FACTS!
(FROM VARIETY, ISSUE OF SEPT. 25, 1946)
ff

OUT OF HOLLYWOOD'S
33 TOP HITS-"
M-G-M HAS 13
II

NEXT

COMPANY ■

It

II
II

II
II

ti
11

•.

.

.

.

4
4
4

.
Total

Yes! Only One Company

Can Be First. And by such a margin. Almost 3 times as many

top hits as the runner up.

AND

LOOK

AHEAD

A WOMAN
GREER

Almost 40 per cent of the entire industry's Top Hit Total !

TO M-G-M

THE
YEARLING (technicolor)
PECK, JANE WYMAN, Claude Jarman, Jr.

GREGORY

GARSON,

OF MY OWN

Robert

Mitchum,

Richard

Hart

THE SEA OF GRASS
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN,
Melvyn Douglas, Robert Walker

TOP HITS TO COME:
TILL

THE

HEPBURN, ROBERT
Robert Mitchum

TAYLOR,

SUMMER
ROONEY, Walter

MICKEY

"Butch"

ROONEY,

JOHNSON,

THE
MARGARET

O'BRIEN,

UNFINISHED

TENTH

MY
•♦BUTCH"

BROTHER
JENKINS,

WALLACE

TALKS

AVENUE

LIFE'S FOR
GENE

Beverly Tyler

KELLY,

ANGEL

McGURK

TIME

FOR

Charles Winninger

KEEPS (Technicolor)

WILLIAMS, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante,
Johonie Johnston, Xavier Cugat

LADY
ROBERT

THE LOVING

Marie MacDonald,

THIS
ESTHER

TO HORSES

PETER. LAWFORD,

ALLYSON

BEERY, Dean Stockwell, Edward Arnold, Aline MacMahon

IN BROOKLYN

SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON,
Jimmy Durante, Peter Lawford

JUNE

MARGARET O'BRIEN, Angela Lansbury,
George Murphy, Phyllis Thaxter

(Technicolor)

Cyd Charisse, Karen Booth, Danny Thomas

IT HAPPENED
FRANK

DANCE

PIDGEON,

OR THE END

THE MIGHTY

Thomas Mitchell, Marilyn MaxweU

HEART

WALTER

THE BEGINNING

BARBAREE

JUNE ALLYSON,

HOLIDAY (TechnicoM
Huston, Gloria De Haven,

BRIAN DONLEVY, ROBERT WALKER,
Tom Drake, Beverly Tyler, Audrey Totter

Lewis Stone, Sara Haden, Lina Romay

HIGH
VAN

BY (Technicolor)

Jenkins, Frank Morgan, Marilyn Maxwell,
Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle

COLBERT,

ANDY HARDY COMES BACK
MICKEY

ROLL

THE SECRET
CLAUDETTE

FIESTA (Technicolor)
WILLIAMS, Akim Tamiroff, Ricardo Montalban,
John Carroll, Mary Astor, Cyd Charisse

ESTHER

CLOUDS

(Cast alphabetically) JUNE ALLYSON, LUCILLE BREMER, JUDY,
GARLAND, KATHRYN GRAYSON, VAN HEFLIN, LENA HORNE,
VAN JOHNSON, TONY MARTIN, DINAH SHORE,
FRANK SINATRA, ROBERT WALKER

UNDERCURRENT
KATHARINE

3
33

IN THE LAKE

MONTGOMERY,

Audrey Totter, Uoyd Nolan
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SAG Flying Caravan
To Attend AFL Confab
(Continued from Page 1)

putes and "the settlement of the
present studio strike." Among those
who will make the trip are Walter
Pidgeon, Robert Taylor, Edward Arnold, President Robert Montgomery,
Gene Kelly, George Murphy, Dick
Powell, June Allyson, Ronald Reagan
and Jane Wyman.
Republic has laid off seven foremen who refused to work on "hot"
sets and is not employing any CiSU
carpenters or painters. Despite this
action, no picketing has taken place
at the Valley plant. CSU set designers and machinists are still working
at Republic which iast night started
production on "Outlaws of Sioux
City."
Picket Parade at M-G-M Studio
Eight hundred pickets paraded
around the M-iG-M studio yesterday
morning and then dispersed, using
but the legal number of pickets before the gate. There was no violence.
One hundred and fifty deputy
sheriffs were at the studio to maintain order.
At the Goldwyn staaio yesterday
21 plasterers and five painters were
laid off. No OSU memlbers are now
working at the plant.
Memb-ers of the Screen Writers
Guild adopted a resolution calling on
writers to abide by the anti-strike
clause in their contract with the studios, but reserving the right of its
members to work at home to avoid
possible injury by entering the struck
studios. Full legal support is promised any member refusing to cross
picket lines. A resolution approving
the August AFIi directive was defeated.

Loew's Execs. Criss Cross
Globe to Spur Foreign Biz
(Continued from Page 1)
International, will fly to Paris on
Oct. 8 to check on market conditions and to mesh international policy matters.
Now touring the Continent are:
George Muchnic, vice-prexy of
Loew's Int'l; David Lewis, regional
director for Europe, the Middle East
and Europe; Wladimir A. Pozner,
general manager of M-G-M International Films, and Seymour Mayer,
sales manager of the 16 mm. department.
Pozner will stop off in Paris and
Rome to make a synchronization
survey, among other things. Mayer
is preparing an analysis of the first
year's 16 mm. planning and operation.
Dave Blum, Loew's Int'l director
of advertising, publicity, and exploitation, has just returned from a twomonth tour of the Continent, North
Africa, and the Middle East.
Charles Goldsmith, co-6rdinator
for the British Empire, will fly to
Hollywood on Oct. 7, and then hop
to Sydney, Australia, four days
later. On his way back to Sydney,
Goldsmith expects to stop off at the
Fijis and New Caledonia.
Eddie F. O'Connor,
regional di-

i^^REVIEUI OF THE nEUI flLfnSi:^
"Accomplice"
with Richard Arlen, Veda Ann
PRC
SUITABLE MURDER, MYSTERY
TION FARE FOR THE DOUBLE

Borg
67 Mins.
AND ACBILLS.

The Welldigger's

Siritzky

122 Mins.

Daughter"

Arlen's services are engaged by Veda Ann
Borg when she reports her husband, a
banker, missing. Arlen is an old flame. He
suspects something amiss in the wind and
investigation uncovers another woman. When
he learns the case borders on divorce he is
about to quit when information concerning
the missing man — he's murdered — arrives.
A provincial sheriff intrudes and suspects
Arlen. Meanwhile a brunette is murdered.
Arlen gets a line on a mysterious woman in
the case and an auto chase follows. Clues
lead him out into the Mojave Desert where
at a strange castle he meets up with a complete set of characters who make things hot
for a short while. At length Arlen gets
the upper hand and brings about the solution cf the case which is given an assist
by the suicide of the guy who was supposed
to be dead in the first place.
Walter Colmes' direction will keep the
audience properly guessing as to whodunit.
The important characterizations are convincingly enough performed. Productionwise it is well handled.
CAST: Richard Arlen, Veda Ann Borg, Michael
Branden, Earle Hodgins, Edward Earle, Tom
Dugan, Marjorie Manners, Francis Ford, Herbert
Rawlinson.
CREDITS: Producer, John K. Teaford; Director, Walter Colmes; Screenplay, Irving Elman,
frank Cruber; Original, Frank Cruber; Cameraman, Jockey Feindel; Music, Alexander Laszlo;
Film Editor, Frank Webster; Art Direction, frank
Dexter.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Broadened Vacations in
New Eastman Kodak Plan
Rochester — Under an extension of
Eastman Kodak's yearly vacations
with pay plan, all people on an hourly basis
weeks' vacationwill
insteadreceive
of one, two
it is announced.
Employes will qualify for three
weeks'
years' service andvacation
workers after
with15 between
five
and 15 years of service will receive
two and a fraction weeks, based on
length of service. Plan affects all
full-time employes at Kodak plants,
subsidiaries, stores and branches, or
a total of approximately 40,000 men
and women in many parts of the
country.

(HOLLYWOOD

with Raimu, Fernandel

With Richard Arlen in the main role, this ! FINE FRENCH COMEDY-DRAMA,
BE A LONG TIME LITTLE THEATER
ANT.

adaptation of Frank Gruber's story, "Simon
Lash, Detective," is to be recommended
chiefly for its action elements and some
fine chase sequences. These two items
alone should please the audience. Additionally there's a couple of murders and a
sheeting match to perk things up.

'Belo
w the Deadl
ine'
with Warren Douglas and
Ramsay Ames

WILL
TEN-

With two of France's finest in the cast
"The Welldigger's Daughter" has everything
audiences are accustomed to expect from
French films. Basically the early stages of
the story are strictly very old hat but when
the Gallic flair for dissection, comic analysis
and logic is applied to the unfoldment, then
it becomes a very superior film played to artistic perfection.
As serious as the fundamental intent of
the story seems there is nevertheless wry
humor to the tale and the late Raimu's
talent for this needs no retelling here.
In high fidelity to the real life people
and their surroundings the scenario deals
with the parental troubles of Raimu, the
welldigger, when his daughter is seduced
and becomes an unwed mother. The man in
the case is a pilot. He is called to the wars.

PREVIEW)

FIRST WARREN DOUGLAS
Monogram

STARRER
65 Mini'

SHOULD DO WELL IN ITS MARKr
^
This offering, which gives Warrei. ^uglas his first starring role, holds the interest nicely and should do well in its market
Douglas gives a splendid performance and it
certain to attract favorable attention.
William Beaudine turned in a good
of directing, while Lindsley Parsons handled
the production chores. Ramsay Ames and
Jan Wiley do well in the femme leads. Paul
Maxey, a newcomer, will bear watching,
Philip Van Zandt is prominent in the supjj
porting cast.
jjl
Following
the slaying ef his brother,
George Meeker, a gambling racketeer, by i
Van Zandt, a rival gang leader, Douglas,
just out of the army as a flyer officer, takes
over.

Douglas^ former commanding officer,
George Eldredge, starts an airport, and
Douglas loans him $50,0(X). Eldredge is
anxious to get Douglas to quit the rackets
and quietly turns over the money to elect [
a reform candidate for mayor.
||

Raimu confronts the man's parents and they
are apathetic. Rather than face the townsDouglas is injured in a gun battle with
people he sends the girl to her aunt to Van Zandt, and the picture closes with the
bear the child. Later the pilot is reported former as a partner in the airport and outij
killed and there is some effort to reconcile
the two families. Fernandel turns up, he is
CAST:
Warren
iDouglas,
RamsayAmes,s. IJ
a soldier, and brings word the pilot is alive. Wiley, Paul Maxey, Philip Van Zandt, John
The pilot marries the girl at the conclusion. Harmon, Bruce Edwards, George Meeker, Clancy
Cooper, Gay Forrester, Alan Bridges, George
Now that is not very much a new story. Eldredge, William Ruhl.
But here all the film's merit lies in the
telling and Marcel Pagnol has seen to it in
his direction, that the warm, human aspects
of simple people with their comic insight in
dealing profundities and frailties become a
moralizing entertainment.
Josette Day is effective as the girl in the
case. Other Gallic worthies in the cast include Charpin and Milly Mathis. The sets
are simple, real and a good deal of the story
is shot outdoors. An "original" by Pagnol,
the production is realistically mounted and
convincing all the way.
CAST: Raimu, Fernandel, Josette Day, Charpin,
George Grey, Milly Mathis, Line Noro, Tramel.
CRiEDITS, Producer, Director, Author, Marcel
Pagnol; Film Editor, Charles Clement; Music,
Vincent
Weinberg. Scotto; English subtitles, Herman C.
DIRECTION,

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fair.

Encyclopaedia Britannica
Leases Wilmette Building

CREDITS:
Producer,
Lindsley Parsons;
Director, William Beaudine; Author, Ivan Tors; Screen- )
play, Harvey
Gates,
Forrest Judd; Cameraman, [
Harry Neumann; Editors, Richard Currier and Ace
Herman; Musical Director, Edward J. Kay.
11
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good. [

Studios to Increase Radio
Use for Location Shooting
(Continued
from Page yesterday
1)
'
tion, the
FOC indicated
in announcing revised allocations for
various non-Government fixed and
mobile services.
Although the war curtailed this!
activity by pix companies, inquirie||
to the Commission indicate that sti

of
near "considerable
future.
diosradio
plan intothemake
use'
At the present time, Starr Soun^
Systems, which services the major
companies, has a total of 20 units,
with more expected to be put in use
within the next few months.
Vanguard Films also has asked
the FCC for further information oi
the subject.
H
Motion picture radio stations arlf
used for communication with parties
on location in isolated areas where
no other communication facilities
are available and "for communications pertaining to the co-ordination and direction of activities of
various units in the filming of moj
tion pictures."
|
Motion picture radio services
share a total of 14 frequencies with
other services under the revised
I'ules listed by the Commission.

Chicago — Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., has leased the First
National Bank Bldg., Wilmette, 111.,
for
by the offices,
company's
and use
production
now research
located
in New York, E. H. Powell, president, announced. Company will take
possession on December 1 and the
rector for the Far East, starts on a building is scheduled to be ready for
six-month tour of his territory just occupancy by February 1.
as his assistant, Maurice "Red" Silverstein, returned from an extended M-G-M Records Account
tour through the same area.
Richard J. Brenner, assistant re- Goes to Donahue & Coe
gional director for Latin America,
will be touring that area for the next
Donohue & Coe, Inc. have been apfew months. Orton H. Hicks, dipointed advertising counsel for together with extensive dealer aids
rector of the 16 mm. department, M-G-M Records. Immediate adver- and point-of-sale material. A national magazine color campaign will
might bump into him when he leaves
tising plans call for newspaper, spot
for the same territory by November. radio, and trade paper campaigns, run in 1947.
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FRANK BORMGE'S

l/EAlways Loved Yol
A Republicin
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FRANK BORZAGE'S

PRODUCTION

of

IvE Always Loved YoD
A Distinguished Motion Picture in Romantic TECHNICOLOR

PHILIP

DORN • CATHERINE
WILLIAM CARTER
MME.

MARIA

McLEOD

OUSPENS-KAYA

Felix Bressart • Fritz Feld • Elizabeth Patterson
Vanessa Brown • Lewis Howard

Directed by FRANK

BORZAGE

Screen Play by Bordon Chase
Adapted from his American Magazine Story "Concerto"

Piano Recordings by Artur Rubinstein
World's Greatest Pianist
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

,
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rVE ALWAYS

LOVED

YOU "is beiii

to tl^nation by an extensive advertisinj
and promotion campaign utilizing ^v^§0^^
imaginable type of media!

to 36,857,044 people through full page ads in
46 national publications including LIFE,
AMERICAN
WOMAN'S

WEEKLY,
HOME

COSMOPOLITAN,

COMPANION,

LOOK.

to 20,000,000 people through extensive radio
advertising in every key city!
to MILLIONS

MORE

through billboards and

other types of outdoor advertising!

&\^i^twMC'

n:

to 75,000,000 people through a tremendous list
of tie-ups headed by RCA-Victor and including
scores of others . . . featuring nation-wide advertising in newspapers and magazines, plus store
windows and displays!

udio strike Defers Little Headlines:
ohnston Trip Abroad
•

PITTSBURGH THEATERS, which have continued to operate during the nine-day power
strike, were dealt a new blow yesterday when a steam heatmg company shut off service
to downtown houses, along with hotels, etc.

I (Cantinued from Page 1 )
iptpone indefinitely his trip to
l|.rope. He does not wish to be out
l^'^ (;ountry while there is a juris|; ^-yl strike in Hollywood."
ft "was
expected
that touch
Johnston
[o
has kept
in constant
with
e situation by telephone, will fly
!Hollywood to be on the scene until
s tension eases in the jurisdictional
Ireup.
Johnston has discussed the situation on an informal basis with
Government officials and is exbected to call on AFL President
^Villiam Green to assist in settleIment of the strike. Last week
Johnsion conferred briefly with
pichard F. Walsh, lATSE president, now on the Coast, although
JVIPAA spokesmen denied any
concrete conclusions had been
reached.
JDespite the brief announcement of
jhnston's deciiion to remain in this
Untry, it was obvious that the
jiPAA chief was gravely concerned
!;th the present Hollywood difficulj^s.
I Europe Trip Long Prepared
Johnston had long prepared his
iropean trip and expected to visit
ip foreign officials as well as motn picture representatives and
iropean labor leaders.
The visit and its cancellation
iought into sharp focus what the
'X mduscry considers its two top
'oblems: foreign business and stu(} labor troubles.
APL Prexy Green was in Washigton yesterday but up to a late
l;ur had not met or communicated
th Johnston.
Johnston was scheduled to leave
turday on his trip lor Europe. He
ts to be accompanied by Joyce
Hara, Gerald Mayer and Gerald
bvius.
Strike Getting Out of Hand
!Up lo yescerdray, when it appeared
"vious that the strike may
be
;ting out of hand, Johnston had left
atters in the hands of MPAA's
3or committee and Byron Price.
Johnston took an active part in
5t year's strike settlement.
I MPAA would not say when Johnj )n would leave for the Coast, but
jIless there is a sudden change in
ijosrress of the strike, he is expected
-' leave within the next few days.

SICK REPORT
tVILLIAM E. LaNOUE, and FRED POLKA,
inagers for the Clifford Porter circuit at
t Worth, Tex., are recovering from inies suffered when run over by a truck
front of the Ideal Theater there.
3ENE BAILEY, manager of the Lo-Net
leater, Wellington O., and father of
orge Bailey, M-G-M booker, was oper•d on at St. Vincent Hospital in Cleve-

id.

u
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CHICAGO

CENSOR

BOARD

September report shows 19 cuts made in the 112 films

examined, with s.x pictures "pinked" for adults only and cne French film, "Amok," rejected.
•
IN A COMPLAINT

FILED with the Minneapolis arbitration board by Lyie Carisch,

indie exhibitor of Watertown, Minn. Metro is charged with giving "unfair clearance" to
Clem Jaunich, Delano, Minn., who has a house eight miles away. This is the first case
filed with the Minneapolis board in two years.

•

ZACK SCHWARTZ AND DAVID HILBERMAN, formerly president and vice-president,
respectively, of United Productions of America, have organized Tempo Films. Aside from
me proauction ot animated cartoons and slide films tor theatrical and non-theatrical
fields, Tempo Films will establish a film consulting service for sponsor, advertising
agencies, and other producers of animated cartoons.

•

VANGUARD FILMS has cpened a new Boston office in the Metropolitan BIdg. with
Tom Duane, formerly Republic branch manager, in charge. Duane will be division manager covering New England and Canada. Herbert Schafer, brother of Gus Schafer, RKO
district manager, will fill Duane's vacant post at Republic. Schafer was recently a salesman at the UA branch there.

KMTA's ATA Affiliation
Awaits Finalized Decree

13 20th-Fox Trainees
Assigned to Overseas

(Continued from Page 1)
sas City area WAC
to turn over
<i)l,500 remaining in its treasury to
aTA to be used in its activities.
2. Giving KMTA directors the
authority to accept or reject memoership in ATA after the final Govdrnment decree in the anti-trust case
has been decided on and the court's
action has been taken.
Homer Strowig, Abilene, Kan.,
was elected president succeeding
Tom Edwards of Eldon, Mo.; Elmer
Bills of iSalisbury, Mo., was elected
/ice-president, and C. D. "Doc" Cook,
Maryville, Mo., secretary, succeeding George Baker of Kansas City,
Kan. Fred Meyn of Kansas City,
Aan., was re-elected treasurer.
The following were elected directors: E. C. Rhie, C. Rhoden, Clarence
Schultz, Frank Plumlee, and Herman
illmer, all of Kansas City; Dale Danlelson, Russell, Kan.; Dick Biechele,
George Baker, Kansas City, Kan.;
Ralph Larned, Lacrosse, Kan.; J.
Pennington, Topeka; J. A. Becker,
independence. Mo.; Earl Jameson,
ueei Summit, Mo.; Frank Weary,
Richmond, Mo.; Mrs. Fred Sqothjwer, Wichita.
Closing speakers included Robert
W. Coyne, ATA; 0. F. Sullivan,
\Vichita; Larned, Finton Jones, theater insurance expert, and W. Hardy
deiidren, president of United Film
Corp. of Kansas City.

(Continued from Page 1)
day announced foreign appointments
for 13 student veterans
who will
leave for their territories within
two weeks.
Soon to leave are Thomas Sibert,
Mexico; Richard Fleming, Italy;
John Finder, Switzerland; Oscar
Lax, Belgium; Bertrand Obrentz,
South Africa; William Lampros, India; Donald McAfee, France; Herbert Lightfoot, Argentina; Seymour
Brown, Peru; Vincent Milligan,
Brazil; Joel Hart, Chile; John Tassos, Colombia; Andrew Jaeger,
Puerto Rico.
Previously three other men were
trained and upon completion were
assigned to posts in Panama and
the Dominican Republic. Alan Silverbach was assigned to assist the
supervisors of foreign sales at the
home office. The others are Jerome
Weisfeldt and Howard DeTamble,
respectively.
The project, enthusiastically sponsored by Spyros P. Skouras, was
initiated by Silverstone last January. Leslie Whelan, International
director of advertising and publicity, was co-ordinating director of the

Correction

The men spent four months in the
project.
company's exchanges, Skouras Theaters, Movietone News, Terrytoons,
the March of Time and in the foreign
versions department. Students lacking specific language requirements
were enrolled in special courses.
In appraising results, Silverstone
yesterday said the school far extions. ceeded the most optimistic expecta-

In yesterday's Hummel interview,
it was noted that under the BlumByrnes pact American films exhibited in France were guaranteed a
four-week minimum out of every 13. Alabama Exhibs. To Fight
The guarantee is just the other way
around: The French producers are Theater Tax of 1 Cent on 12
guaranteed a showing of four weeks
out of every 13. This is one of the
Bay Minette, Ala. — Theater operators here propose to fight the new
measures devised by the French government to bolster the growth of the theater tax imposed by the Town
French film industry.
Council. Local lawmakers have imposed an amusement tax of one cent
Deuth Acquires Jasper
for every 12 cents admission price
Jasper, Minn. — Fred Deuth has on all movie and amusement spots.
purchased the Jasper Theater here. Tax went into effect Oct. 1.

Ail-Electronic Color
Tele System Ready
(Continued from Page 1)

ing System's method involved rotating filters. Patents were issued a
year
ago. said that his company
Sleeper
would make its patents available for
licensing, although it was not pushing deals. He pointed out that its
color process offered a much simpler
technique. Sleeper said he was in
New York principally to purchase
black-and-white television equipment.

Stone Picks Buchanan
The Buchanan agency has been appointed tohandle the advertising f or
Andrew Stone Enterprises. John
Hertz, Jr., has appointed William
ijasheff as account execucive.
STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.
REQUIRED
BY
THE
ACTS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, and MARCH
3, 1933.
OF THE FILM
DAILY, published daily
except Saturdays,
Sundays
and Holidays
at
New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1946State of New York
) „ .
County of New York. J
Before me, a notary public, in pnd for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared John W. Alicoate, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the publisher of
THE FILM DAILY, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933 embodied in Section
537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form to wit :
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manager are :
Publisher, John W. Alicoate, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Editor, Chester B.
Bahn, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ;
Managing Editor, None ; Business Manager,
Donald M. Mersereau, 1501 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
2. That the owners are: Wid's Films
& Film Folk, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New
York, N. Y. ; John W. Alicoate, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Edna Sussman, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given, also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds or other securities than as
so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid ingsubscribers
months' precedthe date shownduring
abovetheis 125,127.
JOHN W. ALICOATE,
Publisher
S\yorn to and subscribed
before me this
30th day of September, 1946.
(Seal)
HENRY R. DANSIGES
My commission expires March 30, 1948.
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House Asks Data on
Pix AnIi-TrusI Suits
(Continued from Page I)
sion, including records of all motion
picture suics and patent investigations.
Kefauver said the data would be
used as part of the Committee's
over-all investigation of the "effectiveness" of the Government's program in combating the growth of
economic concentration in American
industry.
Committee
members
have
made it plain that the extensive
probe will include close scrutiny
of the motion picture industry
and whether the Department of
Justice has effectively combated
growth of monopoly in various
branches of the industry.
Daca sought by the monopoly subcommittee will include records, and
"results achieved" on the New York
equity case, the Scophony case, the
Government's probe into Technicolor, the patent holdings of General
Aniline and Film Corp., formation
of cartels before the war and a complete report of the Department of
Justice's activities over the past
eight years in "carrying out its antitrust responsibilities."
Public nearings on the committee's
monopoly investigation are scheduled to start on Oct. 15.
There was some indications
the Committee will make an investigation of the operation of
labor unions and their effect on
mononoply or concentration of
power. Committee spokesmen
declined to state that this phase
of the probe would include the
current Hollywood labor tension,
but from other statements it was
indicated that the Committee
may well take this under consideration.
Although the Committee is anxious to get all pertinent records of
the anti-trust decision, members
made it clear that the hearing itself
will not concern itself with cases
still before the courts.
"There will be no attempt to
try present cases before this
Committee," one member said.
The Committee will, however, look
into block-booking and other phases
of the motion picture industry.
No
industry members
will be "asked"
to testify before the Committee, although such witnesses may present
themselves if they desire.
For the
most part, the Committee will call
Government witnesses.

NEW POSTS
ICHN MOORE,
Vt.

JR., house staff, Burns, Newport,

). R. KELVIE, booker at Warner Bros.' exchange,
Minneapolis.
DALE C. COHN, manager, Superior Theater,
Superior, Wis.
ROBERT MANS, manager. Harbor, Two Harbors Minn.
PERRY SMOOT,
Minneapolis.

salesman. Monogram

exchange,

THE SPECIAL PURPOSE
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Production — Distribution — Equipment
A

16 mm. projector made by the Northern Tool and Gauge Co. Ltd., Ottawa, Ont. is
finding a ready market not only in Canada but in many countries of South America,
according to David S. Rubin, sales manager for Audio Visual Educator, Ltd
More than
500 have been sold since February. ... •To inform foreign audiences of American
political, social and economic thcught, the State Dept. has contracted with United Productions of America for two animated films. First will show how public opinion polls
exert influence on national and international issues, and the second will depict the position of labcr unions in American life
Same company has been making a series of
pix for the Flight Safety Section of the U. S. Navy, which are shown chiefly to Navy
aviators
The three latest are "After the Cut," "Landing Accidents" and Emergency
Landings.". . . • Three new 16 mm. releases in their Cultural Series have been announced bySimmel-Meservey. Titles are: "Let's Give A Tea," "Arranging the Tea Table"
and "Arrang.ng the Buftet iupper.". . . • Knowledge Builders Classroom Films has
just developed a new series under the general heading, "Plane Geometry," which deal
^ith ail angles (no pun iniendea) ot thar mathematical phase. ... • I ne Co-operative
Film Library of Central Missouri State C:llege provided modern audio-visual education
for 20 Missouri schools during 1945-46 and will extend its services even further during
the new school year. ... • Academy Award winner Paul Smith has been assigned to
do the original score for "Expanding World Relationships," a UPA release for the government. ... • Under expansion plans calculated to make the studio one of the largest
in the 16 mm. field, directors of Telefilm, Inc. of Hollywood have approved a $1,500,000
stock issue
Telefilm
studios now occupy
two buildings in Hollywood
and gr-ss
ousiness this year is double that of 1945
On schedule for Telefilm's 1946-47 expansion is a new recording stage, shooting stage, cutting rooms, additional laboratory
space and equipment and an enlarged animation department.

•

•

CHANCELLOR ROBERT HUTCHINS of Chicago University is on leave until next
^^June to work with Encyclopedia Brittanica Films. ... • Margaret Macsay, Republic head booker in Cleveland, has resigned to become office manager and booker
for Visual Communications,
Inc., there
Company
deals in 16 mm.
films and
equipment. ...
• Chicago public sch:ols film library has added 60 new films. . . .
• Wayne L. Pratt, manager of the J. G. Kretschmer & Co., has been appointed visual
education
consultant
in Iowa for
the
Encyclopedia
Bri'annica
Films. . . .
• McGraw-Hill
Book Co. is now including lists of correlated
visual materials in a
number of its new textbooks and revised editions
Twenty-three already have been
published, 18 more are now in the hands of the printer. ... • Norman L. Gill has
been appointed director of the newly-established audio-visual dept. of the Mississippi
School Supply Co., Jackson, Miss. ... • Warren F. Redden heads the industrial
motion picture department of Physioc & Merckle, new N. Y. C. public relations firm.
Redden was technical consultant for the FSA under direction of Pare Lorenz, producer

[ton. Ctiairmen for

H

"Niglit
of Stars"
The annual "Night of Stars"

bene- .
fit
for will
the be
United
Ap-'^|
peal,show
which
held Jewish
at Madison
Sq. Garden, Nov. 12, will have Bar- '
ney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberr^
, ok
Cohn, N.as Peter
Rathvon
and '.on /ert
Warner
honorary
chairmen
the
producing
committee,
it was announced by Marvin
H. Schenck
chairman.
In addition to the honorary chair
men, other prominent members o
.he motion picture industry and alliei,.^
entertainment fields, who will also ■
serve
clude: on the producing committee in-

i

Co-chairmen, Louis K. Sidney, Ed
Sullivan, Robert M. Weitman; vicechairmen, Ai-thur Knorr, Lester B.
Isaac, Jesse Kaye, Max Wolff, Milton Berger, F. William Boettcher,
i^en Boyar, Leo Cohen, Alan Corelli
John Dugan, Ernest Emerling, Gus
^yssell, rienry Frankel, Moe Gale.
John Goodson, Abel Green, Harry
Kalcheim, Nat Kalcheim, Ben Kuchuk, Abe Lastfogel, Leon Leonidolf,
Harry Levine, Harry Mayer, Cliarles
^vtiiler, Solly PernicK., Sianey H. Piermont, Larry Puck, Sam Rauch, Frank
Roehrenbeck, Leonard Romm, Herbert I. Rosenttial, Hari-y Ruom, Mannj
Sacks, James E. Sauter, Robert K
onapiro, John Shubert, Michael Todd
James
J. Walker,
FredA. Waring,
ctiur Weill
and David
Werblin. Ar- -

"Goodbye" For Release Nov. 9
"Never Say Goodbye" has bee*
set
by Warners
for national release'
on Nov.
9.

would follow many of the recommendations previously proposed bj
Allied States in general ana Myer; is
in particular.
Cnairman of the corference here
was Jesse Stern. Myers
said ih(
group had decided against having s*
permanent
ctiairman
in lavor oirotatmg the chairmanship.
The group elected Nathan Yamins
of yUlied asNext
the meetmg
conierence's
ciiauman.
will benexlr,
ali
(Continued from Page 1)
the call of Yamins.
(Continued from Page 1)
^
Alunough oppo.:ing direct interven-,
310,349 shares of outstanding com- Robert Wright, special assistant to
the Attorney General.
tion in tne equity case, Myers
mon.
Abram F. Myers, Allied States stressed that CIEA mignt cnange its
For the prior fiscal year which general
s.,rai,egy
at any time.
counsel and spokesman for
ended June 30, 1945, the gross earn- the conference, said the group's
The court will hear oral argument
ings were $3,648,855.07. After de- "specific recommendations" to make on tile case beginning Oct. 2ii.
ducting Federal income, excess the court's opinion 'workable" will
be sent to the Department of Justice
profits and capital stock taxes tomorrow.
amounting to $1,703,687.50, the net
Pointing out that the tiieater-ownearnings were $1,945,167.57, equal ing defendants have not yet preafter deducting preferred dividends
sented their decree proposals, Myers
10 $4.43 per share on 393,902 shares said CIEA must be ready "at any
LOU
SCHOCK,
switchboard
operator al
of common outstanding at that time, time" to change its strategy. Wright MARY M-C-M
exchange, Minneapolis.
or $2.85 per share if computed on the and Myers both declined to comment CORRINE BUTtNHOrF, bookkeeper at Nationa
increased number of common shares on details of the lengthy pow-wow.
Screen bervice, Minneapolis.
presently outstanding.
CEORC.A
ALLEN, clerk at Universal exchange.
Following
CIEA's
tv/c-day
meeting here, attended by 13 delegates
Columbia's balance sheet shows
Minneapolis.
current assets of $32,776,000 and representing 30 states and one terri- MARGIE ERICKSON, switchboard operator al
Haramount
excnange,
Miniieapolis.
current liabilities of $7,231,000, retory, Myers said the group had
sulting in working capital of approx- agreed on specific proposals which SHIRLEY
cashier, PRC. Detroit.
N. J. NIEMl,
imately $25,545,000.
would be presented to the court JOAN HENRY, cashier. Treat Theater, Newark
Figures are submitted subject to through the Department of Justice.
completion of the audit of the acUPTON,
N. J. cashier, the Treat Theater, New'
Lead group EVA ark,
It May
was Follow
believed Allied's
that the
counts of the English subsidiary.
of "The River." He has been associated with Al Christie, Keller-Dorian Corp., Ben
Hecht and Charles McArthur, and Audio Productions, Inc. New firm is headed by
Joseph A. Physioc and Harold Merckle.

Columbia 1946 Net
Hits $3,450,489

CIEA Witliliolds
Decision on Decree

m\M TOUCH

M. F. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
Nev York
N. Y.
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IPTOA FOR ALL-EMBRACINC EQUITY APPEAL
o Propose French
Gov't Body to Handle
Films
Constituent Assembly to
Independent Members

Reeling 'Round
WASHINGTON
^^

By ANDREW

H. OLDER

=

I you are inclined to regard tne impendng inquiry or tne monopoly suo-c.mtee or tne Hjuse ^moii ouSiness Com■ ee as just one ot tnuse rmn^s, it
,iic be a good luea to tamiiiarize yourwirn tne material tne suo-comm.iree
requesred rrom Artorney oenerai I om
Clark.
f siiould be borne in mind, cf course,
t mqiiiry coming
up is nor specifically
eu ac tne motiun p.cture inuusiry, bnu
t it is aesignea
to tit into tne com-

[ tee s over-aii investiganon
ot tne "etHiveness
ot tne (3.<ve(nmeni s program
gcomuarting the growth ot economic c.nrratiun
in American
inousrry — a fact
! en was pointed out in yesteroay s FiLM
''ii.Y oispatcnes.
BSu, — ana this is important — past exi: .ence nas taught that wnen a monopoly
:esrigation (or any Feoerai investigat.on,
tnar matter) is undenaken, the probers
I actually aware ot tne Page One vaiue
;i tne moti.n picture. There already is
pie reason to be!. eve tnat Chairman
jcs Kefauver and h.s fellow committee'pn propose to follow that line.
i!
•
•
O read over the material sought of the
■ Attorney
General
rmtttee.
then fiie
ure reference:

by the
it away

HoUse
subf.r possible

-'I. A lisi of all investigations made in the
'+ eignt
years covering
the
following
DJects:
Cartels,
price-fixing,
patents,
ae association devices, mergers, distribur cases, Miller-Tydings law abuses, ex.rf cases. Please include the following for

'^:h investigation:
'la) Daie of filing.
ih) Date of final court decision.
^c)
Results, including
brief statement
|»w!ng manner in which investigation reited in retarding m.nopoly or concentrar.

2. Information
concerning
each of the
lowing special subjects:
,a) Copy of the special report prepared
your claims division on war-time Govern!nt research.
lb) Your experience with the misuse of
tents as a means of promoting mon poly.
-'c)
Recent
dissolutions;
How
many?
ngth of time involved. Results in terms
- increased competition
in the industries
^ected.
'd) Record of the formal requests filed by
lustries wishing to be exempted from the
erman Act.
e)

To what extent have your investi(Coivtinued on Page 3)

Pass on Measure; Consider
Naming Director-General

Paris (By Air Maill — ^A Government body for the control and administration ofall matters concerning the film trade will he proposed
during the meeting here of the Constituent Assembly. It will be a semistate setup with two sections. One
part will generally supervise trade,
production, financial matters and statistics while the more official section will deal with censorship, propaganda, administration and the
(Continued on Page 12)

MPTOA TO OFFER
AUCTION SYSTEM

To Suggest Methods If Told
Bidding to be Enforced

If convinced that the competitive
bidding recommendations of the
Statutory Court in the New York
equity case will "stick," MPTOA
leaders next week will seek to propose a system that will be workable.
The MPTOA officers and heads of the
state and regional units will meet
in Washington next week and will
confer with Robert L. Wright, special
assistant to the Attorney General,
who tried the anti-trust case for the
Government.
Morris Loewenstein, MPTOA treasurer and an Oklahoma City exhibitor, said here yesterday that the
organization
leaders would submit
Funeral rites for Dennis F. O'Brien,
(Continued on Page 3)
70, a partner in the law firm of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, widely
known in theatrical and motion
picture circles,
will be held at 11
j'clock tomorrow
morning at St.
Dennis' Church in
Yonkers. Burial
JOSEPH BIRSTEIN
FILMBy DAILY
Staff Writer
will follow a requiem mass.
Television's
crying
need is a dipO'Brien died Wedlomat and mediator, a man of vision
nesday after a and understanding
who can end the
long illness.
bickering, jealousy and suspicion to
Closely associ- be found in the industry, according
ated with the film to Patrick Michael Cunning, partner
DENNIS F. O'BRIEN
industry, O'Brien of the Bergen-Cunning Television
at one time was Studios, who is in New York from the
vice-president and general counsel of Coast to attend the TBA tele confer(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 12)

Dennis F. O'Brien
Rites Tomorrow

Cunning Says Teie
In Need of Mediator

D oil Appeal ^All Inclusive^
To Single Out No One Decree Obiective
Eastern Pa. Allied Will
Hold Five State Parleys

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Department of Justice appeal in the New York equity
case will be "all inclusive" rather
A series of five state meetings than singling out divorcement or any
has been scheduled by Allied Inde- other major section of the court's
pendent Theater Owners of Eastern decree, a Government spokesman indicated yesterday.
Pennsylvania at which only memWhile terming any plans at this
bers and their managers will be admitted. Film and how it is to be time "obviously tentative," since the
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 9)

Hit Auction Selling
In Letter to Wright

In a preliminary statement to the
Department of Justice, the MPTOA,
through its counsel, Herman M.
Levy, urges the Government to take
an "all-embracing" appeal from the
court's opinion in the New York
equity case so that the Supreme
Court "may have an opportunity to
review all aspects of the decision and
of the final decree." It is pointed out
that "this is not to be considered
directly or indirectly an endorsement
of The
the principle
divorcement."
statement, ofmade
in the form
(Continued on Page 8)

CSU Appeais to U. S.
Conciiiaiion Director
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Conference of Studio
Unions has wired the U. S. Director
of Conciliation, Edgar
L. Warren,
urging him to "use the maximum
governmencal powers to prevent furAer unprovoked attacks upon lockedout studio workers, including many
war veterans
and to achieve the
equitable settlement outlined above."
The proposed
(Continuedsettlement
on Page 8) was em-

Para, to Concentrate Pix
Exploitation in 114 Cities
Paramount has prepared a list of
114 cities in which its pictures will
receive concentrated exploitation efforts, Sid Mesibov, assistant exploi(Continued on Page 8)

Files Injunction on
Race Trach Lights
Portland, 0;e. —

Phil L. Polsky,

operator,
Portland's
Amphitheater
near Meadows
Race Track,
featuring
night horse racing, filed an injunction against Portland Meadows Track
to force installation of hoods en
floodlights. Glare from the lights
made satisfactory projection of motion pictures impossible.

V*\

FWC Attorneys Claim
Managers Are Executives
^Vest
Vol. 90. No. 68
JOHN
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Perretz in Filmack Post
Chicago — Irving Mack, president
of Filmack Corp., has just announced
the appointment of Al Perretz as
sales manager of the newly-organized prevue service. Perretz has
been in the trailer field for 20 years,
and was until recently with the
Alexander Film Co. In his new post,
he will alternate his time between
the Chicago and New York offices.
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Hollywood — At a hearing on the
Associated Theater Operating Managers union, Fox West Coast attorneys contended that the managers
and managers' assistants should not
De regarded as employes but as executives and as such are not eligible
for organization privileges. They
also insisted that the area considered as a bargaining unit for managers and their assistants included
ail of Southern California instead of
just Los Angeles County, the district specified by ATOM in its petition to be named bargaining agent.
in answering this claim, Henry
Pines, president, claimed that a precedent had already been set in as
much as contractual agreements
were already in effect with Local 105,
projectionists, and the building service employes of Los Angeles County.
Quincon Ogren represented the
NLKB at the hearing.

Dominion-Wide Expansion
For Sourkes Checking
Toronto — A plan to extend the
Irving Sourkes Audit Checking
Agency service to other parts of the
jJominion was discussed with discrioutor representatives during Sources' recent visit here. Agency, the
mitial theater checKing company in
CaL>-da, has been operating in the
jr'rovince of Quebec for several
months. Firm used the name Confidential Reports earlier in its career,
out it has no connection with the U.
S. company.

Toll Leaves Editorship
Of the Independent Dec. 1
Lionel J. Toll, vice-president and
editor of the Independent Film Jour-lal since its inception, has relin..^uished his interest in the publication
and has resigned etiecave Dec. i.
Toll, who rejoined the paper following a tour of Army service, said
yesterday that he expected to sec
nis future activities within a week
or two, with a project in the negotiating stage.
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RKO Theaters Fete
Cassidy on Anniversary

COMING and GOING

Members of the RKO Theatres
publicity department tendered a
luncheon yesterday, at the Russian
Tea Room, to John A. Cassidy, on
the occasion of his twenty-fifth anniversary with the company.
Cassidy joined RKO in October,
'21, to work with Mark A. Luescher
on the "Third of Century" publicity
campaign.
Harry Mandel, national director of
advertising, publicity, and exploitation, presented Cassidy wdth an inscribed silver gift, and congratulated
tiim on his 25 years of service.
Attending
luncheon
were:Peggy
Herman Barnett,theElinor
Cohen,
Foldes, Pat Grosso, Fred Herskowitz, William KasKoun, George Kessier, nldward Kescenbaum, Vincent Liguori, Blanche Livingston, Ray Malone, Ira Morals, Kuth Newman,
•James
Procaccini,
and
Alvin
Sussman. Edward O'Brien

Zoellner Off for Tour
Of Seven Metro Branches
William B. Zoellner, head of
Zvl-G-M's reprints and importations,
has completed his itinerary on his
third and final tour of exchanges.
He left last night for Seattle, first
leg on the seven-exchange tour, by
plane and will remain there three
days and then proceed to Portland,
where he will spend two days.
From Portland he will head for
San Francisco where he will remain
Oct. 9-10; then to Los Angeles for
four days; then to Salt Lake City
for two days; Denver for two days,
and Omaha for two days. He is
due back in New York on Oct. 22.

ji-iR.L/i P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox piexy, i
companied by LtM juNcS, nis assistant, piar.
to tne Coast from New York yesterday. bKoji
leturns next week.
ALFRED CROWN, foreign sales director I
Samuel Golowyn froductions, will leave he
Monaay
viaContinent
"I WA forandfans
a two-men
tour
or the
CireatonBritai(
,t
TCM CONNORS, vice-president ipn t|,3,
of distribution tor 20rh-rox, lett New tc
yesterday tor the Coast.
REX HARRISON arrived in New York vf
(^rday witn MkS. HAKKbuN from the Coast, I
a 10-day visit.
LOUIS CALHERN is due in New York fn
riie Loast over the week-end.
CAROL REED, British director, will leave t
nignt via c.ipper tor London. He win reft
.lext month to direct "r-ortrait in Black" I
jKirbaii-Manning
Productions.
jACK
CAnD.PF,
ace British cameraman,
i
.ived in N=w
York yesterday,
accompanied
riis wife and child, tor a 10-day stay.
JOHN J. JONES, Screen Guild Prods., pre)
Jwives in Chicago today to arrange for t
Jet. 11 board meeting and the stockholdi
...eeting wnich will follow on the 12th.
SUSANNA FOSrtR leaves Hollywood Nov.
]0r New York from where she win sail I
curope to study voice tor at least a year, t
City.
J-1 studio making this possible tinancia.ly.
LEON J. BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales pi
notion manager, has returned from Kans
PAUL MUNI will leave New York for Ht
lywood today.
GEORGE
ROUVIER,
UA managing director
France, is scheduled
to arrive toaay by pl3
tiom Paris for home office conferences.
A. R.manager,
TAYLOR,is Paramount's
Los Angel
branch
in town conierring
wi
George A. Smith, Western division sales man
ger of the company.
H. NEAL EAST, Paramount's San Francis
branch manager, has returned home after ho:
o.fice conferences.
HARRY HOPKINS, M-G-M St. Louis salesmj ,
and his wife are in town for a vacation.
H. E. STUCKEY, branch manager for Pal.
mount in Detroit, arrived in New York yesterij _
for three days of home office conferences.

RKO 4th H. O. Confab Call
Central, Prairie Execs.

Emanuel Morici, Veteran
Exhibitor, Dead at 75

RKO
Radio's East Centi-al ai
Prairie districts will be represent! i:
at the fourth of a series of home o
fice discussions
called by Robe .
Emmanuel Morici, 75, an exhibitor Mochrie, vice-president in charge t
domestic
distribution.
for 25 years and who operated theaters in Manhattan, Bronx and New
Arriving will
Monday
for the
Jersey, died yesterday in French conclave
be Ray
V. two-dt
Nola
Hospital. Since his retirement a few Prairie district manager; .Jami
years
M-G-M. ago, he was a checker for Lewis, Kansas City; M. M. Rose;
blatt, Des Moines; T. B. WilliamsQ
Services will be held Monday at St. Louis; A. A. Renfro, Omah;
Walt Disney Execs. Here
Eric Lifner of the Walt Disney Piro's funeral parlor, 153 Park Ave.,
studios has arrived here for a series Brooklyn, and requiem mass at St. trict
Miltonmanager;
Cohen, Eastern
Hatton Central
Taylor, di"
D
of advertising and publicity confer- Regis Church, 259 Essex St., Brook- troit; Al Kolitz, Cleveland; S. "
ences with RKO Radio and New York
Jacques, Cincinnati; Russ L. Bren«,
representatives for Disney on the lyn.A son-in-law is his sole sui-vivor. linger, Indianapolis.
forthcoming world premiere of the
Technicolor live-action musical drama, "Song of The South." Also participating will be Vern Caldwell
and William Walsh, Disney Public
Relations head and studio publicity
66 East Veen Buren Street, Chicago 5
representative, respectively, who arrived here several days ago.
.
Presenting the best pictures

ITUDIO THEATRE

9^L

SOMETHING SPECIAL
COMING UP?

FOR

1335 S.WABASH
CHICAGO S, ILU

SPECIAL
TRAILERS

from all over the World
Extends

congratulations

to America's Talkie Pioneers
WARNER

BROS.

f.
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MPTOA to Suggest
Bidding Proposals

'Round' -

ffee/ingr

WASHIMGTOM
(Continued from Page D

^ns cf monopolies disclosed conlroj of
jmonopolies by large financial groups?
^ur investigations have shown this probata be important, please furnish informaon the most significant cases.
hich of the cases handled by you
st eight years are considered
to
een
most
significantly
successful
the standpoint
of actually breaking
opolies
and
retarding
concentration?
se explain the significance in terms of
effect on the practices of particular
'stries.

)PEG Contract is Signed;
change Meeting Today
,1

^lontract between film company
le office employes affiliated with
Screen Office and Professional
ployes Guild, Local 109, CIO, and
managements of the various com'[ies was signed yesterday in the
re of Major Leslie E. Thompson,
5K0.
Signatories for the companies were
!k Lang, 2 0 t h - F o x ; Charles
rien, Loew's; John Kane, Colum; George Barry, Paramount; Rob: Goldfarb, UA; Joseph McMann,
iiublic and Garrett Van Waggoner,
■0. The union was represented by
'^ employes from each company.
"he terms of the contract call for
ary increases, a shorter work
Jek, preferential shop and severe pay. It will run for two years
ijh
r. a re-opening on wages after one

V meeting between company rep'entatives and a union committee
i resenting exchange personnel who
L'e rejected the terms of the con"pt will be held today. The exnges involved are 20th-Fox, UA,
-M and Columbia.

nni "Magic Town" Oct. 21

;,-jf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

llollywood — Despite rumors to the
Itrary, Robert Riskin will start
i initial production, "Magic Town,"
Oct. 21. The strike has curtailed
i work, but Director William A.
^ llman says he will be ready to
1.ot by that date. RKO will release
11 pic.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
i

Oct.

j Sam D. Palmer
C3orge
A. Hickey
;Wm. H. Workman
Gig Young
David A. Levy
llcseph S. Hummel
Oct.
Jcel MeCrea
Helen E. Hughes
Eddie Edelson
Dona Drake

Don Alvarado
Dixie Lee
William
Hedwig
John Kane
Saul Shernow
Arnold
Stoltz

5
Will H. Hays
Roy Rogers
George J. Schaefer
Theodore V:n Eitz

Oct. 6
H. M. Wilcox
June Marlowe
Paul Ellis
Ruth Selwyn
David L ipton

(Continued from Page 1)

▼
Box Office Red Meat

▼

T

© « • SAILING ON A WAVE: The cnnazing account that "Two
Years Bsiore the Mast," Paramount's film version of the Richard Henry
Dana sea classic, is giving of itself in its first American engagement
at the Rivoli here is the subject oi considerable eye-brow lifting in film
circles
The record-smashing
attributed to the production at that
New York theater has given rise to lively speculcrtion
Many reasons
are being advanced
and examined
for an explcmation
In some
quarters it is wondered whether the vivid realism of the Dana saga as
placed on film by Paramount undsr the direction of John Farrow fits in
with a ne'w trend in public taste, so far as screen entertainment is concerned In these days of shortages, it may well be the fact that
it's red meat
Other speculative minds credit the film's
showing at the Rivoli to the strong and heads-up exploitation
put on by the company in advance of the opening
The
the Dana tale of the high seas has on the imagination of the

surprising
campaign
hold that
American

people, the story's appeal to the new spirit of adventure born of the war
and the popularity of Alan Ladd with the femmes are among other possibilities suggested to explain the fact that the picture has kicked in with
the biggest opening week's gross in the history of the Rivoli, the figure
topping the former record holder, Hal Wallis' "Love Letters," by some
$12,000, or 15 per cent

▼
©

•

•

TV

CUFF NOTES: Personal memo to Ben (Columbia) Ssrkowich:

That's a mighty fine "Jolson Story" teaser campaign that's been running in the N. Y. met. dailies
It's attracted attention in other
home offices. ... • Aldo M. Ermini has joined Harold Young Prods,
as vice-president and associate producer. ... © Didja knovr that 90
per cent of the pix shown in South African theaters are made in Hollywood? ... • Current issue of Technicolor News & Views reprints
that excellent article wrhich Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus wrote expressly for
THE FILM DAILY'S recent
Russian p'x were shovm
■with police and military
thing French censorship

"Pictures of Tomorrow" edition. ... • When
at the Cannes Film Festival, riots broke out,
called out to restore order
That's somekilled out of dispcrtches filed by foreign cor-

respondents. ... • Radio was represented on the speakers' program
at the American Lsgion Frisco convention by Prexy Justin Miller of the
NAB
Hov7 come, no one was invited to speak for the film industry?
Respectlully referred to the MP A A. ...
• "Something new has
been added
to" — exhibitor
association
programs
The
AIJO
of
Iowa-Nebraska has scheduled a fcishion parade for its Oct. 28-29 Des
Moines conclave
It's to catch the eye of exhibs.' wives
Want
to bet that the boys won't outnumber the ladies at the show. . . .
9 Milton Sperling, president of United States Pictures, has opened
negotiations with F. Rupert Crew, a leading British literary agent, for
several important properties
.Sperling also is concluding arrcmgements for a London office for USP. ... • Charles Lam Markmann is
now covering the New York film front for Scmedi-Soir, Parisian weekly.
V

▼

▼

• • • IF IT'S SPECIAL EFFECTS you want, better get in touch
■with Ray L. Daniels, manager, E, M. Loew's Drive-In on the PawtucketProviderce (R. I.) city line
Just as the big outdoor screen flashsd
the title of the feature "Fog Island" recently an Autumn fog rolled in
and blotted out the big sheet
Performcmce had to be called off on
account of visibility — or rather invisibility — alter the second reel
Not too long ago patrons of the open-air theater watching news shots of
the bombing o' Bikini A'.oH saw an abandoned house burst into flcnnes
just behind the screen at the moment the film bomb struck

their ideas as to how auction selling
should function. There appeared to be
some apprehension over the possibility that the distributor defendants
would try to dominate the proposed
methods for competitive bidding. The
independent exhibitor members of
the MPTOA will endeavor to get
over their recommendations for a
simplified system to Wright, who, in
turn, will pass the su7f?estions on to
the court, if the ideas meet with his
It is alio expected that some action
approval.
will be taken on President Fred
Wehrenberg's proposal for an industry forum on industr" problems,
with Eric A. Johnston as moderator.
Between 15 and 20 representatives
are expected at next week's sessions.

Foreign Screen Corp. to
Handle 15 for Latin- Am.
Foreign Screen Corp. will distribute 15 features throughout LatinAmerica during 1947, it was announced by H. Alban-n'Mestanza, president. Included in the line-up are
six Pathe of London features, "African Vengeance," F'SC's own production; "Arenes Joyeuses," one of four
Andre Algazy P'rench productions;
"The Crimson Deity," "I'll Give You
The Moon" and two yet to be named
Hollywood films.

George Fleischman,

Sr. Dead

Toledo, O. — George Fleischman,
Sr., 84, retired theater operator,
died here. He was vice-president of
the Fleischman Kroetz theater enterprises, and was instrumental in
building the Atlas Theater 38 years
ago, and held interests in the State
and World Theaters until he retired.

WEDDING BELLS
Chandler-Lynn

Marriage of Jeffrey Lynn and
Robin Chandler, fashion editor of
The New York Journal-American,
takes place at 4 p.m. tomorrow in
St. Bartholomew's Church on Park
Avenue. Ceremony will be followed
by a reception in the Perroquet Suite
of the Waldorf-Astoria.

Stewart-McLucas
Omaha — D. V. McLucas, United
Artists branch manager, here, and
Eleanor Stewart will be married
Oct. 11 at St. Paul's Methodist
Church.

Jones- Jackson

lVes.t^Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Virginia Jones, Warners' studio hairdresser, and Or!n
Jackson,
technician, were married in LasfilmVegas.

^ad Chermg...ifs tAe
BFSTtAing t/iaf ever
'atftfened...

ADVERT
BEST T H
EVER HA

FACmrADSf
tfou'// have the time of your
life watching Myrna Loy and
Fredric March fall in love
all over again, and Dana
Andrews and Teresa Wright
fall in love at first sight. It's
a gay and heart warming
story with Virginia Mayo
and Hoagy Carmichael (who
thrills you at the piano), ana
you'll meet Cathy 0'Donne II,
a new personality you'll love
,,,all in Samuel Goldwyn's
"The Best Years of Our Lives"

ENTERTAINMENT

ZnATllNA
BOX OFFICE

SING THE
VG THAT
PPENED7

and if happens to you in
ii

TH E BEST
YEARS
OF OUR

.
, LIVES"

a fruly great motion piciure

ffILL APPEAR

Muced by SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Directed by WILLIAM WYLER
Screenplay by ROBERT [.SHERWOOD
\m the Novel m MACKINLAY KANTOR

Olteclir of Pholograplif GREGG TOLAND
Releaseil thru HKO Radio Pictures

MAGAZIHES
HERE'S WHERE
IT HAPPENS!

i

\u

/

jimM^^i

* MURDERSwith^lJiKEay
fiiniA K^^€i^ C0f%&n

*M

• KENT TAYLOP- SHEILA RYAf
Blqijr -Leslie Vincent • Edward

^0d]|. Gilbert
• Emdiy Parnell
• Directed by JAMES
TINUNG
' Original Stor
\tm^ C^^mmm^tt^' A SOL M, WURTZEL Production -Released by 20

JEROME

COWAN

rid Screenplay b^
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MPTOA Asks Appeal
Of Equity Opinion
(Continued from Page 1)
of a letter to Robert L. Wright,
special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General, was requested by the
unaffiliated members of the MPTOA.
"Unequivocal" Opposition
Opposition to the auction selling
plan is "unequivocal," Levy told
Wright, asserting that the independent exhibitor members believe
it to be economically unsound and
that "it does not have to be tried
to be found wanting." Levy said
under such a system, film rentals
would increase and that higher admission prices would result, causing
an additional burden to fall on the
"consumer," the very person whom
the Sherman Act was intended to
protect.
Contending that auction selling
means greater profits for producers
and distributors. Levy said the "independent exhibitor, the forgotten middle-man, will have to spend his time
and energy trying to keep his profits
at its former level without increasing admission prices to a point where
his patronage will start a downward
curve."
Referring to the fact that competitive bidding was an alternative to
divorcement. Levy asked: "Why may
it not be the alternative of enjoining the defendants from indulging in
any of the practices
complained
against by the Government
(and
found by the court to be unlawiul)
and permitting negotiation for film
to go on in a free and open market
wicnout compulsory competitive bidding? It was not so much that the
defendants
in this suit operated
theaters that prompted the litigation
by the Government.
It was rather
the indulgence by the defendants in
the unlawful practices referred to.
"Once these will have been
eliminated
by injunction," he
continued, "why may not the industry then go on as any other,
wherein the keener, better, more
resourceful (whether they be exhibitors, producers or distrib-

I/. S, Coin Reappears
In Maritimes' Tills
St. John, N. B. — After seeing
very little or no U. S. currency bills
or silver, since 1939, there has been
a deluge of both at theater box offices through the maritime provinces
since the Canadian government lifted
Canadian money up to the level of
U. S. cash. With the 10 per cent
premium no longer availabi?, vacationists from the U. S., chiefly New
England, New York, New Jersey, are
putting hundreds of thousands of
dollars in bills and silver in circulation in the provinces. During the
war years,
dollar in U.
out paying
little even

a theater wouldn't get a
S. money in a week withthe 10 per cent and very
at that.

Para, to Concentrate Pix
Exploitation in 114 Cities
(Continued from Page 1)
tation manager,
said yesterday
at
the final session of the conferences
of field representatives, home office
and studio department heads.
Mesibov said the plan was intended as a test of the company's new
exploitation procedure. Forty-one
of the cities are in the Eastern and
Southern division, 20 in the Central,
28 in the Mideastern and 25 in the
Western.
Mesibov said that the streamlining
of Paramount's promotional machinery to meet the requirements of
the new method of merchandising
screen product would entail a heavy
increase in the exploitation budget,
with a better break expected for the
exhibitor.
The field men left for their respective homes last night.

Sackett to Manage Defender

Friday, October 4, li
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Decree Appeal of

NEW POSTS
CHARIES
BAKER,
house staff. Treat
Newark, N. J.
ED.
KENNELY,
assistant
manager.
Theater, Chicago.
RALPH
KETTERING,
manager,
Civic
Chicago.

Theater,
Oriental
Theater,

SAM

CASCIO,
personnel director, Halllcrafters
Co., Chicago.
ROBERT SIDENSTECKER, shipper, PRC, Detroit.
ROBERT
booker. Universal, Salt Lake
City. BRAM,
)AY

FRANK,
film talent
agent.
McConkey
Agency,
Hollywood.
Ind.
RICHARD JUNK, manager, Emboyd, Fort Wayne,

(SU Appeals to U.S.
Conciliation Director

(Continued from Page 1)
Wilmington — Frederick B. Sackett
of Parlin, N. J., was appointed man- bodied in a telegram to the producers
ager of the Defender plant of the and asked the return to work, the
Du Pont Photo Products Depart- acceptance by all parties of the AFL
ment in Rochester, N. Y., it was an- directive and the immediate completion of contracts.
nounced yesterday by James S. DenPickets Switched to Republic
ham, general manager of the departPickets were switched from other
ment. Sackett succeeds L. Dudley
Field, who takes over as the depart- studios to Republic early yesterday
morning with several hundred pickets
ment's adviser on paper products.
massed at the plant. However, by 11
utors) prosper, others just suro'clock production had been resumed
vive and the remainder unforon two pictures, "Hit Parade of
tunately perish? The survival of
1947" and "Outlaws of Sioux City."
the fittest is as sound a business
A producer representative said that
after lunch the pickets began dwindlaw
it is biological."
Levy asinsisted
that the independent
ling and by mid-afternoon only 20 to
exhibitor could not survive and pros- 25 pickets were left at Republic.
per "even with these unlawful prac"Vote by actors on whether observtices removed, if he has to buy his
ance of picket lines should not be
merchandise item by item in a hotly continued will be counted today or
contested auction mart." That sys- tomorrow, but a heavy majority of
tem, he said, was a "potential breeder "show of hands" at a SAG meeting
of bankruptcy,
ill will and bitter- Wednesday night, which defeated a
motion of Karen Morley that memLevy further said that a proAasion oers remain away from the studios
against over-buying should be in- till the AFL convention, indicatea
ness." cluded as part of the final decree, as the actors will vote to cross picket
well as a guaranty of some run. He lines. Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan
said that arbitrators, in the event of and Lloyd Nolan voted in favor of
arbitration, should be men with
crossing picket lines. Recommendation of the SAG executive committee
active industry background and experience and that cancellation privi- chat actors go through the lines was
leges should be 20 per cent, to be read at the meeting, and the memexercised in a 10-day period from oers informed that the Guild would
the time the picture has been made protect any actor staying away from
available for booking and not from work through physical fear. The
the time of the tradeshowing.
'Guild counsel, Larry Beilenson, said
Asks Bid Inspection
that the fear had to ibe real and not
imaginary.
Finally, Levy proposed for the
MPTOA members that the highest
Protection from Police
bid, if auction selling becomes effecWard Bond submitted a resolution
tive, be made available for inspection demanding protection from city,
to every exhibitor in the same comstate police, but the meapetitive area who entered a bid on countysureand
was lost wnen it was pointed
the particular picture in question. out that
officers
could not he called
Levy, said the highest price bid
against fellow unionists.
should not be the only deciding fac- upon
Report of the executive board said
tor in determining the successful
licensee; there should also be the William Hutcheson, international
of the Carpenters Brotherexhibitor's reputation for fair deal- president
hood, had used power politics to
ing, the theater's service to the com- force the AFL arbitration committee
munity and its value in the industry.
to change the award made last DeThe rights of an old customer also cember.
should be recognized, he said.
A final statement will be made by
Byron Price, MPAA's Hollywood
the MPTOA general counsel after representative, said: 'It is a great
next week's meeting in Washington pity that the faction which is striking against its sister AFL union has
and after "final proposals have been
seen fit to involve some war veterans
filed by the distributor-defendants.

D of J 'inclusive'
(Continued from Page

1)

theater-owning defendants have
submitted their decree proposals
full, spokesmen said such an -^l-i
bracing
appeal probably ' -^J
Department sources also indica
that the near-industry-wide''^-^sto
made.
over
the auction-selling provisi(
of the court's opinion will wind
as a first-class example of a temp
in a teapot, since the court
doubtedly will grant a stay on t
and other major sections in disp
pending appeals to the U. S.
preme Court.
Competitive
Bidding
Recalling that the court stated
its June opinion that such stays \
be granted, spokesmen said that
"chances are excellent that no ct
petitive bidding will be done on
"Whatever
auction
selling
court order."
done,"
one Department official st
"will be by the defendants on th
ownThe
— not
by order of
court."h(
Department
of the
Justice,
ever, probably will not include a
tion selling in its final decree p
posals, on the theory that since t
feature was the court's "own bab
any final decree issued will incl;
this form of selling.
Department spokesmen insist
though, that the Government ;
the defendants were in substam
tions
of the decree
proposals.
Spok ; ^
agreement
on many
"major"
men, however, would not detail th
"agreements." .
Majors' Proposals Incomplete
From
industry
sources, it \
learned
that
the
"Big
Five's" ten,
tive and incomplete
proposals
a final decree have thus far left
several
major
portions, includ
mention
of auction selling.
Department
is now preparing
final decree proposals, which shobe ready within about two weeks..,
Except for top-level consultatl
which must be held on import
cases.
Attorney
General
Tom
Clark has placed direction of
of Robert
Wright.
equity
casesL. completely
in the ha;'
Clark previously had told 1
Film Daily that "whatever 1
Wright does is all right with n!
While opposed to direct interv
tion by exhibitors, Wright has c
sistently fought to assure that
court will be informed of views ;
objections of all exhibitor groups
in its savage use of physical fo
against brother unionists and offic
of the law.
"In justice to veterans in gen(
the public should know that veter.
who still are working in the stuc
in defiance of physical threats c
number many times over the c(
parative few who have refused,
work. A survey of 10 major stuc
today showed that 4,031 veterans
World War II are going throi
picket lines and working at tl
jobs to help keep the studios o;
and protect their jobs."

?
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nning Says Tele
Need of Mediator
I

(Continued from Page 1 1
at the Waldorf-Astoria

Hollywood- Vine Yard
.By RALPH

IVtit Ctart Bur—H

HOLLYWOOD
CTUDIO

aleviiion is a threat to the mopicture industry, he admitted.
Revision will nibble away at the
lies and radio," Cunning pre^d. When people can see and
" a good show at home, why
;ald they go to the movies? he
id.
ijut teleyision is also a threat to
>(.f, he emphasized. He pointed
lithe various pitfalls, among them
perfectionist zeal of television
larchers. "That's wrong. Tele■■^n is sufficiently developed to gc
'ad. We shouldn't wait for color.
j' movie industry didn't wait for
[r in order to produce and disute pictures," he commented,
limning differentiated between the
i for perfection in studio produc• and in studio transmitters. 'It
■iiore important that we develop
s'ision stock companies, and good
='a'tainment. Technical improve;ts will grow with the industry."
jlits Haphazard Programming
•e warned against haphazard pro^"nming. Just because a station
; a franchise to telecast four or
hours daily is no reason for it
3o so. It's much better, he as;»ed, that a station transmit 30
utes of good entertainment than
• hours of mediocre stuff. "Poor
^tvs will sour the public, and set
K television another five years."
alf hour of successive entertain-

■;sounder
t from NBC,
CBS, and
television
policyDuMont
than
• hours of competitive entertaind from these same stations, he
'u-ted.
There isn't enough talent to proe a daily four-hour show," Cunr said. There is a terrific need
an overall training program. He
gested the possibility of some
■on toward this end between Govnent and the industry,
iinning termed Edgar Bergen, his
;ner, "a bug on experiment," and
..ained that each works independ„|y of the other. Cunning's specy is the programming of live
ijvs;
Bergen'sthere
telescreening.
believes
never canBerbe
!jgh first-rate talent to provide
telecasting of 100 per cent live

BARTERED
CONCESSIONS

&

Ft Lit DAILY

next

^e should be an interchange of
ichnics, information,"
Cund The Film Daily yesterday,
brtant thing is, we must get
ited. There must be unity. Once
i/ision gets into stride, then we
iget
as competitive
Sees
Tele Threat astohell."
Pix

IVERSAL

WILK^

•/ THB

PROGRAMS,

'. New
York City, operate
concessions
in
iers, capital $20,000 in $100 shares, three
]5 subscribed.
Incorporated
in Albany
by
.' A. Landow,
Alexander
E. Lewis, Samuel
don.

news roundup: M-G-M

has

bought

the

screen

rights to Irv.ng

Swiss Would Reduce
Foreign Pix imports
Berne, Switzerland (By Air Mail)
— Gradual restraint in the admissionlandof foreign
films
Switzer-of
due to the
lowinto
number

Stone's biography cf Van Gogh, "Lust For Life," and will make it next
year with Spencer Tracy starred and Sam Zimbalist
producing.
Richard
Llewellyn is in Amsterdam writing the treatment
.There seems to be

houses and seating capacity in relaamount of product enterbere.ingtiontheto the
country is seen by the trade

a dispute between
nounced plans to film
tions Benjamin
and Nat W. F.nston,

Distributors have been cenferring
with Government agencies to take
appropriate measures to decrease the
number of imports. This country has
350 theaters with a seating capacity
of 128,000. Prior to 1945 600 feature
films were imported.
The matter was brought up before
the Chambre du Cinema Suisse during a recent annual general meeting.

Para, and Monogram brewing since both have anthe life of Tchaikovsky and both have started preparaGlazer, Monogram
scenarist has completed
a script
of the same studio has prepared musical score f.r the

film, titled, "The Tragic Symphony," which goes before the cameras in
Nov. On the other hand, Hal Wallis, Para, producer, announced pians for
such a pix in 1945 and scheduled it for '47 shooting, w.th Walter Abbott
and Ayn Rand doing the screenplay
Onio State beauty contest winner,
Jane Peters, will debut in Twentieth-Fox's, "The H.llywood Story," which
wi.l star V.ctor Mature
and Cathy
Downs
Same
studio has added
Margot Grahame to "Forever Amber"
rights to the life of Gus Kahn, song

That lot
writer, which

has also bought the
will revolve around

New Jersey Allied Will
Battle Censorship Move

Chicago's tin pan alley and will be titled, "Wabash Avenue"
Argosy
Pictures, the John Ford-Merion C-oper producing company, has signed a

Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey will combat a proposal by a
group of Methodist ministers for a
state censorship board. The issue
will be discussed Tuesday at a memnovels, which they own. Tim Holt has been signed, by them, to a new
bership meeting in Trenton. The
contract, under which he will make a series cf these westerns
proposal was made in the form of a
resolution passed at a meeting of
in Ocean City. The resoEastern Pa. Allied Will
lution was sent to the Governor.
Metro's Bess Seeing Mich.; ministers
Ohio
Towns
to
Follow
Hold Five State Parleys
Other subjects on the agenda include taxation, product shortage, in(Continued from Page 1)
crease in percentage demands on reLansing,
Mich.
—
M-G-M's
horse
sold will be the principal subject.
issues and a report by Irving Dollinstar, Bess of the Cinecolor attracMeetings will be held Oct. 8,
tion "Gallant Bess," is due here to- ger on the latest developments in
Broadwood Hotel, Philadelphia; Oct.
day from Battle Creek and Grand national Allied's plans to sponsor a
9, Americus Hotel, Allentown; Oct. Rapids, the fir.it two stops in the De- series of pictures.
14, Wyalusing Hotel, Wyalusing;
troit area tour. From here the gelding Will head for Saginaw and then AVC's M.P.
^cc. lo, tokening notel, WiikesChapter
Barre, and Oct. 16, Hershey Hotel, to Detroit, which will wind up tht
Hershey.
appearance tour for this territory. To Nominate Oct. 16
From Detroit the horse will visic
In an organization bulletin, Sidney Samuelson, general manager, Toledo, Oct. 9; Cleveland, Oct. 10;
The Motion Picture Chapter of the
said the subjects would cover what Akron, Oct. 11; Canton, Oct. 12; and American Veterans Committee will
independent exhibitors can do under Voungstown, Oct. 14, with the pic- nominate officers at a meeting to be
the new system of selling and what
ture opening in the first four towns held Oct. 16. Election will be held
the distributors cannot do.
jn Oct. 17 and in the last nam-jd Nov. 13 and the new officers will i
Oct. 24.
serve for one year.
Take Schoenstadt Depositions
While touring in the Michigan terA full report on the Al Jolson dinner was given at a meeting held
Chicag'O — Aaron Stein, attorney in
ritory, William Green of M-G-M's
the Schoenstadt Piccadilly Theater Cnicago exploitation staff is assist- Wednesday, the day after the baning.
In
the
Cleveland
area,
Charles
case, will take depositions today
quet. Monroe Goodman, vice-chairC. Deardourff will take over the pubman, presided in the absence of
from Sam Shirley, M-G-M district -icity
reins. Howard Herty of the Walter T. Brown, president.
manager, and Doc Bamford. The
case is now before Federal Judge Los Angeles office is in advance by
Phillip iSullivan. It is scheduled for several weeks in all areas.
After the Detroit visius, the horse
a November hearing.
will head for Pittsburgh and neighshows. And so he concentrates on iDoring towns, with Charles Baron in
charge of the publicity setup.
developing telescreen technics, conJAMES S. BURKETT, Monogram producer
vinced that regular 35 mm. film does
not give satisfactory results via tele. Gov't Petrillo Brief
of the Charlie Chan series, is in St. John's
Cunning, former actor, entered the
Hospital, Santa Monica for observation,
uurkett has been suffering with a sacrovideo field seven years ago, experi- Calls AFM "Monopoly'
iliac condition.
menting and working alone until his ;, Chicago — In its brief in the James
recent partnership with Bergen.
HARRY GOLSON, veteran Chicago theC. Petrillo suit under the Lea Act,
ater owner, is ill at the Mount Sinai Hssthe Government calls the American
Airplane Crash Victim
Federation of Musicians a monopoly, pita! in that city.
VERA WILLIS cashier and former assistRichmond, Va. — John Simmons, and goes on to say that no other
ant manager of the Highland Park Theater,
who was among the 39 who lost; union president has such unfettered
their lives in the crash yesterday of powers to coerce employers. Gov- Highland Park, Mich., is recuperating at
the American Overseas Airliner
ernment attorneys filed the 63-page her home following a serious operation.
LUTHER STONE, RCA service engineer,
DC-4 near Stephenville, Newfound- brief in Judge Walter Labury's
with headquarters in Carbondale, III., was
land, was an usher at the Byrd The- court.
Navy. ater here, before enlisting in the
Petrillo contends the 'Lea Act is critically injured when his auto sideswiped
anrther car.
unconstitutional.
four-picture deal with RKO for distribution. First is "The Fugitive," taken
from Graham Greene's novel, "The Labyrinthe Way," and starr.ng Delores
Del Rio
RKO
has finally decided
to make
use of the Zane Grey

SICK REPORT

//

FILM MAKING
^nj?

Magnificent!

Inspirit

M ITS FINEST!
|! Truly

Memorable!''

says Rose Pels^ck/

N.Y. Jourri^i»i^merican

^^ExceSlent! A motion picture of great emotional appeal!
Both entertoining and significant!^'
— Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post
''Sheer entertoinment...well worth seeing. Excellent drama.
By far Miss Russell's best screen portrayal!"
— Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun
"An enlightening and heart-warming experience! Miss
anda genuine!"
Russell's performance astonishingly honest
— Ceceli
Ager, PM
"An exciting event! Stupendous! One of the most important films of our time!" ^lee Mortimer, N. Y. Mirror

''Absorbing and moving! Superbly entertaining! Emerges
with tremendous force and feeling!"
— Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
"Rich and inspiring! Miss Russell plays with tremendous
vitality and vs^armth! Inspirational entertainment in the
high-powered class!"

—Bosley

Crowther, N. Y, Times

"An important picture as well as touching drama! Miss
Russell is tender, radiant!"
— Wanda Hale, N. Y. Daily News

W'A
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Saga Films Building
Studios in Iceland
Reykjavik, Iceland (By Air Mail)
— Saga Films is constructing modern
film studios near this city and has
scheduled production of a series of
historical pictures based on subjects
1 elating to the famous Icelandic
sagas.
At present while studios are under
construction interiors are being shot
on the stage of a local theater.
This project marks the first attempt in Iceland of large-scale feature production. Previously production was confined to shorts and films
for the tourist trade. Icelanders are
keenly film-consciouj. Theaters report capacity attendance and there
are a number of new houses projected. Audiences favor American
films with Swedish and Danish offerings next in favor.

Big Demand for Low-Price
Tele Sets Shown by Survey
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FAiile Headlines:
NORTH CENTRAL ALLIED'S BOARD at a meeting called for Minneapolis on Monday
may vote on affiliation with national Allied.

Radar Pictures Will
Build Cuban Studios

PARAMOUNT'S
TELEVISION
DEPT. held a luncheon at Monte Carlo yesterday in
conjunction with Du Mont f.r film reviewers and critics of national magaz.nes,
the
metropolitan
dailies and members
of the trade press. The guests then viewed
the
Cardinal-Dodger game on a Du Mont machine set up in the restaurant.

Havana (By Gable) — Plans for the
construction of new studios to be
known as Estudios Cubano Radar,

•

•

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. theater managers have resorted to increased radio advertising
and are advertising in the fi.lyoke Transcript-Telegram, which is publish. ng a special
Springfield page for the remainder of the time that the four daily Springfield papers are
on strike.

•

THE 20TH-FOX FAMILY CLUB will hold its final Gin Rummy Tournament of the
year, on Tuesday night, Oct. 22, in the North African Room of the Henry Hudson Hotel.
Leo Israel is in charge. Family Clubs in the trade are invited to register for a possible
inter-industry tournament, to be held in the early Spring. Address inquiries to Israel at
20th-Fox's advertising department.
•
THE BRAZILIAN
CENSOR
BOARD, following a screening of "To Each His Own,"
set a precedent by extending its congratulations to Paramount, terming the picture the
finest submitted to them this year.

O'Brien
F. rrow
DennisTomo
Rites

for
production
of both
and the
Spanish
language
films,Enr'"'--}!
\n *'«
been drawn and plant will be erected -I
on recently acquired property here
as soon as all the equipment purchased in the United
it
was revealed
to TheStates
Film arrives,)'
Daily
Corp.
at a press dinner Iby Charles Ginart,
ViCe-president of Radar Pictures

Detroit Operators Offer
Wage Hike Compromise

French Gov't Body to
Handle Film Trade!

Detroit — ^^The theater front is still '
calm here after meeting
the operators'
union
membership
yesterday
morning, despite the strike scare
previously roused by newspaper
(Continued from Page 1)
stories.
(Continued from Page 1)
Projectionists have offered to setmaintenance of a central film library.
tle for a 20 per cent increase in place
the Douglas Fairbanks Pictures
Currently a committee represent- of the 25 they originally demanded
Corp. and was active in the formation
ing
all
phases
of
the
film
industry
is
of United Artists Corp. Edward
as compromise, and Roger M. KenRaftery, a partner in the law firm, considering nominations for the post
business agent, indicated they
of director-general. The appointment would nedy,
is president of UA.
will he confirmed in a decree to be cent. be willing to consider 15 per
O'Brien's clients included many top
iMegotiators still far apart as the
issued
the has
Ministers'
Council.
naines in the amusement field, among The
newbytoody
been tentatively
them the late George M. Cohan, Mary named Administration Generale du exhibitors in their second counteroffer suggest an increase of about
Pickford, Irving Berlin, Sam HarHs, Cinema Francais.
three to four per cent only.
Arthur Hopkins, Channing Pollock
and others. He was a former trus- Boteman Returns to Coast
Toronto Film Board
tee of Brown University, of which
PVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
he was an alumnus.
Re-elects
Cass Prexy
Hollywood — Francis A. Bateman,
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs.
general
sales
manager
of
Screen
Denise Shay; three sons, Paul D.,
Toronto — ^Abe Cass, of Columbia,:
Guild Productions, has returned from
Robert D. and Kenneth A. O'Brien.
a series of sales conferences in the was re-elected president of the Toronto Film Board of Trade. Harry 1
Rocky Mountain, Midwest and Eastern territories. While in the East Bailey, 20th-Fox, succeeds Mark
Set $250,000 Ad Budget
he opened New York offices which Plottell, Empire-Universal, as vicesecretary. while Ed Wells remains as
will
be in charge of Nat Beier, East- president,
For Mono.'s "5th Avenue'
ern district sales manager.

Millions of dollars are dammed up
waiting to be spent when and if
manufacturers of television sets get
their product on the market. The
American Magazine revealed yesterday, as a result of market research
conducted by the Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., that 67 per cent of the
families subscribing to the magazine
expect to buy television sets if these
are put on the market at a price they
can afford.
Eighty per cent of the 16-25 age
group showed keen interest in_ the
prospect of owning a tele set. Fiftytwo per cent in the 46 plus age group
showed that they also intended buying sets.
Of 1,921 families, four said they
would buy sets if the price ranged
from $50-99. At the other extreme
were two families who would pay
from $500 to $999 for a set. More West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Largest advertising
than 800 families, in the sample survey, did not state how much they ex- appropriation ever set for a single
Monogram picture was voted at the
pected to spend.
Chicago meeting
the company's
franchise
holders, of
it was
announced
Form Minitoons to Handle by President -Steve Broidy. A total
ojf $250,000 will be spent on a nationBrief Color Cartoon Ads
wide campaign for "It Happened on
Avenue," being produced and
Minitoons, a new company to pro- Fifth
directed by Roy Del Ruth.
duce and distribute advertising via
Newspaper advertising on a nathe screen in brief color cartoons has
tional scale will be utilized by the
been formed by Robert G. Leffing- company for the first time, and other
well, Wilbur Streech and Joseph
to 'be used are national, fan
Magro, who were formerly in the media
and trade magazines, and radio.
Army attached to the Signal Corps.
Distribution will be chiefly in
England where screen advertising
overcame newsprint shortage during Jerry Pickman to Join
the war and audiences were exposed Selznick Publicity Staff
to the medium to advantage. The
Minitoons will be dubbed in five lanJerry Pickman, who has resigned
guages. They will be aimed at audi- as publicity manager for Hal Home's
ences in Great Britain, France, Bel- Story Prods., a post he took over
gium, Holland and Italy. Leffingwell last December, is vacationing for
will leave for a survey tour of several weeks and then joins Sid
Europe next month. Eventually the Alexander's Eastern publicity setup
firm plan.-; to expand in India and for David 0. Selznick. Pickman':
China. An experimental distribution first Selznick chore will be general
plan will shortly be launched in field and local work on "Duel in the
Latin-American countries.

Sun."

i

.it still means a lot to him!
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ONLY Wo OF CARPET DEMANDS NOW MET
i|

.

$0 TechnicaB Papers on SMPE Conclave Program
Old Theaters Reported to
!Hew Sound Recording and
Be
Replacements
ABOUT THE TRADE On Making
leproduction Development
a Piecemeal Basis
ilate Principal Attention

fmore than 50 technical papers
yi
With
jlready scheduled and several more
;;b come, the lineup of topics for dis•usiion at the 60th semi-annual con,;ention of the SMPE to be held Oct.
•,1-25 at the Hollywood Roosevelt
jj[otel, Hollyvi'ood, will be one of the
njin-fyest and most varied in the hisbry of the organization, according
[0 Charles R. Daily of the Paramount
[ tudios who is chairman of the
■'apers Committee.
Principal attention will be focused
(Continued on Page 15)

At Peak— McMasler

A NSCO division of General Aniline and Maurer, engineering vice-president of the
■'* Film has perfected a new color devel- society. ... • Oliver Theater Supply Co.
oping agent for color films which is said to will distribute Viking Popcorn machines in
be no more toxic than developers used in the Cleveland film area. ... • In a manner especially appropriate to the subject,
ordinary black-and-white photography. . . .
9 Ampro's new 8 mm. projector, Model Bell & Howell Company's new booklet on
A-8, features 500 watt illumination, still the Filmosound projector employs pictures
)icture and reverse operation, and flicker- prominently in presenting 37 specific features which characterize the equipment. . . .
iess pictures at slow speed. ... ©As another step in its industry-wide program of
engineering and standardization, the SMPE
IA' addition to the ever increasing sales
will soon have ready the first comprehensive
"Glossary of Terms Dealing With the Motion Picture Art," it is announced by J. A.

of Altec Lansing "Voice of the Theater" loudspeaker systems
throughout
(Continued on Page 14)

Columbus, O. — This metropolitan
community of 409,000 souls — according to a 1946 Chamber of Commerce
esdmate — will increase its reputation of being one of the most overseated cities in the nation when construction iscompleted on six new theaters and three new drive-ins. If
(Continued on Page 14)

Optical Society Hears
i^ell-Howell Engineers

Aimont, Mich., Will Get
First Pix in 20 Years

The second television conference
and exhibition of the TBA, which
opens next Thursday at the WaldorfAitoria, will be marked by 14 exhibits of television equipment, including transmitters, receivers and
other displays. Exhibits will be
(Continued on Page 16)

Medal of Merit Goes
To StoU and Buckley

Considerable interest surrounds
Clarence G. Stoll, president of
Detroit — Charles J. Tesluck, a
he presentation of three scientific
Western Electric and Oliver E. Bucknewcomer
to
show
business,
will
open
lapers by Bell & Howell engineers
the new Almont Theater, at Almont,
ley, president of Bell Telephone Lab■efore the 31st annual meeting of Oct.
15.
oratories, have received the nahe Optical Society of America
The new house, giving Almont its
tion's highest civilian award — the
I
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 15)

Grenoble, France (By Air Mail) —
The Merlin-Gerin Laboratories here
have developed a motion picture
camera capable of taking 100,000 exposures a second. The new camera,
it was stated, surpasses speeds
achieved by American and Russian
apparatus. Equipped with what is
called an "optical compensator disk,"
the instrument can take 750 photographs with one revolution and with
proper lighting can film a bullet leaving a gun and the breaking of a glass.

Coupled with these a: 3 the demands of many new theaters started
before building restrictions were put
into effect. Dealei's are doing their
best to meet orders placed toy both
old and new theaters, many of them
(Continued on Page 15)

Nine New Houses for Show Tele Equipmenf New Change Making
Overseated Columbus At TBA's Conference
quipment Due Soon

Rochester — The greatest demand
sbr photographic goods in history ex;ts today at Kodak, Ltd., British
absidiary of Eastman Kodak at Harow, England, according to Donald
IcMaster, deputy chairman of the
(Continued on Page 16)

iVeuj Speed Camera
Developed in France

Only 20 per cent of theater carpet
demands are being satisfied at present, a survey indicates. A combination of circumstances, including wardelayed replacement orders, and replacements with inferior materials,
caused the 80 per cent shortage,
dealers say.

NewlGmm.KodachroMue

Film

Designed to Produce Low Contrast Original
Rochester — A professional 16 mm.
Hunt Heads 16mm. Sales
Kodachrome film, designed to proFor RCA in Chi. Territory
duce a low contrast original from
Appointment of Eobert H. Hunt
as regional sales manager for RCA
16 mm. equipment in the Chicago
area, and Elmer H. Beneke to a
similar position in the Atlanta
region, is announced by 0. V.
(Continued on Page 15)

which release prints can be made,
is announced by Eastman Kodak Co.
Designated as Kodachrome Commercial, the new color stock is said to
yield release prints of improved
color quality, at the same time offering greater exposure latitude than
that of existing Kodachrome films.
Prints made from the new original
''
(Continued on Page 14)

Chicag.o — New change making
equipment has been announced by
ihree companies, two here and one
in Watertown, Wise. Latter is a new
change maker being manufactured by
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co., which
will be distributed through the company's branch offices shortly.
Other devices are change makers
(Continued on Page 16)

Ruby Co. Demonstrating
Zoomar Varifocal Lens
Ruby Co., Inc. is demonstrating
the new Zoomar Varifocal lens for
16 mm. photography. Lens can be
mounted on any camera but Ruby has
it on a Eastman Cine Special for
demonstration purposes. New Zoo(Continued on Page 14)

Refreshment Supplies
Delivered With Film
Chicago — Popcorn and candy have
joined film cans en film delivery
trucks. Koerner Film Motor Service
reports that many down state theaters are utilizing the film delivery
trucks in order to get quick service
on poocorn and candy supplies. Sales
are on the upgrade in many of the
houses, Koerner notes.
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(Continued from Page 13)
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every Inc.,
second 1501
week Broadway,
by Wid's New
Films York
and
Film Folks,
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and Genera! Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Holb-wood,
Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Nine New Houses for
Overseated Columbus
(Continued from Page

13)

construction plans are not halted,
these new theaters and drive-ins will
add by this time next year 13,642
seats to the present total of 36,243.
Metropolitan Columbus now has 51
theaters, including two open-air theaters, There is now one seat for
every 11 persons in the area. The
new construction will reduce that
figure to one seat for every eight
persons. As a comparison, Toledo,
Ohio, and Jersey City, N. J., with
populations comparable to Columbus,
have only 17 theaters each. That figures out about one seat for every 23
persons.
The new theaters, now in various
stages of planning or construction,
include: Esquire, 1,000 seats; University, 1,200; Livingston, 1,042;
Colonial, 2,000; two additional Neth
theaters at about 1,700 seats each
and three drive-ins each with a capacity of 500-600 cars with 1,500 persons (figuring three persons to a
car).
In addition the present Olantangy
Theater will be enlarged and virtually rebuilt, boosting its present
capacity of 350 to 750.

the country which have now passed the has joined Cine Supply as a salesman and
2,000 mark, Altec Service reports recent will make the Southern Illinois territory. His
installations of Altec Lansing Public Ad- father will continue in the repair field. . . .
dress Systems replacing exisiing equip- • "Pict-0-Screen,'' a basically new idea in
ment at the Hershey Auditorium, Her- projection screens developed by Radiant
shey. Pa., Atlantic City Auditorium, At- Manufacturing Corp., Chicago, combines a
lantic City, and The Gardens at Pitts- lithographed painting and an invisible projection screen. Concealed in the upper secburgh In all three places the imtion of the frame is a specially designed
provement in distribution and quality
has been so marked as to elicit special
screen incorporating the "Hyjomments jrom the patrons as well as projection
Flect" glass beaded screen surface that
the owners.
reflects rather than absorbs light. This
screen is instantly raised or lowered, easily
and evenly, by a parachute-nylon cord. . . ,
XCM FLANNERY, president of Chicago's • Celotex Corp. has purchased control of
' Whiteway Electric Co., returned recently El Rey Products Co. of Los Angeles for an
from a visit to his Florida orange grove. . . . estimated $1,300,000, giving the company
9 The Schines will erect a modern theater
a Western
factory and distributing plant.
jn the site of the Milford, Del., Flaza,
• More than 300 inventions and improvewhich was destroyed by fire. ... • Ray
ments in chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics and
Jolvin, of the TEDPA, says that Sylvannia,
photographic fields have resulted from the
0., is on his off the limits list
.beems work of the Central Research Laboratory of
as he was driving through the sleepy Ohio General Aniline & Film Corp. since it was
fown with Roy Boomer and passed a school established at Easton, Pa., in 1942, George
Dus
The local cop stopped him and as
W. Burpee, president, disclosed in announca result it cost Ray $15.10 for Ohio school
ing the appointment of Dr. Arthur L. Fox
Dus law violation, or something like that. as director of the laboratory.
9 Sam Levinsohn of the Cnicago Used
Chair Mart, has returned from an Atlantic
ATTENDANCE of more than 400 is
City vacation and business conferences
in
New York City
Plans for early open- '* now anticipated for the equipment
mg of New York offices are being formu- dealer - manufacturers' convention which
lated
opens at the Toledo Commodore Perry

Ruby Co. Demonstrating
Zoomar Varifocal Lens

exactly as it is being photographed.

Pittsburgh — James H. Alexander,
veteran of the film distribution industry in this territory and now
"ambassador of good-will" for the
AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania,
has taken over distribution of the
Viking Pop Corn machines in this
territory.
HELP

STOP

Use FORT-A-CIDE

POLIO
ODORLESS

NOW!
GERMI-

CIDE, FUNGICIDE (SCALP "RING
WORM" ON SEATS) and DEODORANT
IN REST ROOMS. Ask Your Jobber or
Write FORT-A-CIDE CORPORATION, 160
E. ILLINOIS
ST., CHICAGO
11, ILL.

'Continued from Page 13)
provide color contrast equal to tr
of good originals
made
on oti!
types of Kodachrome.
At the sai;
time, the film's increased la:it
sures proper gradation of hi£
and shadows.
New film is &-?>()
signed for projection as is the cfi
with other Kodachrome stock, a;
editorial work is to be done on
print, with the original cut to mal
when a picture is completed,
facilitate this, Kodachrome Comm
cial
is edge-numbered at 40-fra:
intervals.
Xew film is supplied only w
perforations on both sides, so
cording must be done an a separ;
film. Kodachrome Commercial
color-balanced for use with lam

has ahascolor
of 3200'
and
the temperature
same speed as
Type
Kodachrome. For meters using 1
A.S.A. exposure indexes, the reco
mended settings are 16 Tungs:
and 10 Daylight. With older t\
Weston or GE meters the settir
are 12 and 20 Tungsten and 8 and
Daylight. The new Wratten Fil
Xo. 83 is recommended for daj^lic
Film is available only in 16 m:
use.
in
rolls of 100 and 200 feet, fr<
and Secor Hotels on Nov. 8. . . . • Aft^r J. E. Bruatour, Inc. Cost of proce
33 years service with Eastman Kodak,
to be done at the Kodak labs
TWO W'estrex Master Sound Systems Juan de Julian has resigned as manager ing,
Rochester, Chicago, Los Angeles a
' were chosen by the first post-ivar InXew York, is included in the pi
ternational Film Festival in Cannes, of Eastman's Spanish subsidiary, and chase
price.
Angel Herranz takes over as Madrid

France, to equip tuo auditoriums of the
Cannes Casino, where outstanding film
productions of 20 participating countries
are being shown before an international
jury, according to J. L. Monnerot-Dumuine, W'estrex manager in Paris. . . .
• Distribution of Germicidal Rad-i-Air
L . R. C. conditioner in the Minneapolis
film zone has been taken over by the
E. G. Clinton Company here with J. E.
Lovelett in charge of sales
Loveleti
recently resigned from the Minneapolis
jjonogram exchange sales staff. . . .
9 Ivan Genit, son of J. H. Genit, head
of DeVry Perana, Ltd., Lima, Peru, distributors ofDeVry equipment for that
(Continued from Page 13)
mar has an aperture range of F 2.9, country, has arrived to attend Iowa
with a focal distance of 17 mm. to iVeslyan College at Mount Pleasant, la.
106 mm. Zoom movement is con- 9 Lavezzi \lachine Works has moved
trolled by finger pressure on a bar. to its new factory at 4635 W. Lake St.,
A finder is coupled to the lens so that Chicago, where it has 15,000 square feet
the photographer can see the image oj Jloor space on one floor

Pop Com for Alexander

ProfessionaM6mm.
Kodachrome Film

chief. ... • Roy Shook has installed
Magnarc lamps and a Hertner transverter in his Shores Theater at St. Clair Rebuild Reynolds' Family
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Fariiily Tl
Shores, Mich. Equipment ivas supplied
by National Theatre Supply, Detroit. . . . ater, nabe owned by Howard R<
nolds,
destroyed by fire about a ycj
9 John S. Boyer of Illinois Tech. College, will discuss use of the wire re- ago, has re-opened.
corder, before the mid-West chapter of
SMPE at its meeting Oct. 10, at the Chicago Engineers Club. ... • Sam Levinsohn of the Chicago L sed Chair Mart,
reports shipments of 300 theater chairs
to Newberry, Fla., for the new Capitol
Theater, owned by W. Lee, and another
shipment of 600 chairs to the newSmyrna Theater, l\ew Smyrna. Fla..
ouned by Louis Muskoiilz

*^^*
yOMMY BOSTELMANN, formerly asso' ciated with his father, Mack Bostelmann,
in film equipment repair work in St. Louis,

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs
Any Quantity
We have the Cream of the Crop
Write or wire for exact photo
CHICAGO

USED

CHAIR

IF YOU
STADIUM,

CONTACT

BUY

AMUSEMENT

PARK

INTERNATIONAL

OR

TICKET!

ffiHBiBHIiB
Your

needs
supplied
efficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

i Samples,
!; :¥ quest.

prices

on

re-

MART
Sam Levinsohn, Owner
829 So. State Street, Chicago 5

INTERNATIONAL
52 GRAFTON

AVE.

Ticket co.
NEWARK

4. N..J.

Sales offices in New ITork and
Principal Cifies

■■

THEATRE

PROJECTORS

AND SOUND SYSTEMS
, . , built to specifications that far exceed
generally
accepted
comxnercial
standards. . . Learn
how you
get so mnch
foe
so litde when you buy DeVRY. . . . Write
DeVR Y CORP., 1 1 1 1 Armitage
Avenue, ^-llMfc
Chicago WINNERl
14, Illinois.
DeVRY
has earned fire
.-onsecutiTe
Ana; - N«T7
"E's"
for excellence
in
iroductioo of Motion Pie-
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0 Technical Papers
II SMPE's Program
(Continued from Page 13)

new developments in sound reding and reproduction, with more
y^ a dozen papers in this category
'
agenda.activities of the 16 mm.
,_ <|(anding
Jd are reflected in at least half a
cen topics along this line slated
presentation and discussion at
if convention.
' Tele to be Highlighted
ifelevision and radar developments
;'ithe past year or so will be highhted in another half dozen papers,
'lile lighting and projection, color,
|i preservation, standards a.nd
iker vital subjects are down for attion.
■in order that all the valuable infortion brought out in discussion may
■ preserved for future reference by
I entire SMPE membership, a
'taotype operator will record all
-se discussions for the Society's
:|irnal.
^Three of the evening sessions will
;^held at studios, including the Re"alic lot on Oct. 21, Paramount Stu': on Oct. 22, and Walt Disney
;iidio on Oct. 24. Wednesday eveV, Oct. 23, is the occasion of the
, iquet and ball, with Donald E.
'ndman,
Society,
J siding. president
Highlight of
of the
the banquet
1.1 be the presentation of citations
l scrolls to Bell Laboratories, Dr.
s de Forest, General Electric,
G-M, RCA, 20th Century-Fox,
stern Electric and Westinghouse
ll'ctric.

i

— '

Process Widens Use
Of Luminous Paint
Toledo — A new process for night
display advertising has been developed here by Herbert C. Widener,
deaf-mute artist, and Wesley G.
Watson, show card painter. The pair
have devised a method of spraying
"black light" paint, employed extensively in theaters, so it can be
used in quantity on automobiles and
other products for advertising purposes.

Hunt Heads 16 mm. Sales
For RCA in Chi. Territory
(Continued from Page 13)

Swisher, manager
of the RCA
16
mm. equipment section.
Hunt will represent RCA in the
12 mid-Western states, replacing H.
E. Erickson, who has been promoted
to assistant manager of the education and sales department at the
Camden office. Beneke is replacing M.
N. Heidenreich, who has been transferred to the Dallas regional office,
in the same capacity.

Sees Popcorn Acreage Drop
Chicago — C. D. Potter, a leading
popcorn broker, says that acreage
this year will only be 40 per cent of
the previous year, according to latest
reports.

Optical Society Hears
Bell-Howell Engineers
(Continued from Page 13)
which opened yesterday at the Hotel
Pennsylvania.
One, by Research Physicist Doris
L. Caballero, covers the subject of
multiple-layer lens coatings. Multiple
layers have unique optical properties;
but the mathematics for predicting
properties of new combinations is a
highly complex affair because the
multiple reflections must be taken
into account. Miss Caballero has developed a new method fo" making
these calculations, with positive and
accurate results for any number of
coating layer'- involved.
Second in the Bell & Howell papers
is one concerning the interchangeability of lens elements " and components. This interchangeability of
glass and metal components is a
necessity in mass production of precision optics, and has been the subject of intensive study by Chief
Optical Engineer Paul Foote and his
assistant. Dr. R. A. Woodson.
Still another monograph has been
prepared by Chief Research Engineer Malcolm G. Townsley, in collaboration with Foote, the subject being
the construction and use of a device
for measuring precisely the focusing dimensions of camera lenses.

EQUIPMENT
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Only 20% of Carpet
Demands Now Met
(Continued from Page 13)

older customers, but most will have (
to be satisfied with partial deliveries.
As a result old theaters are making their replacements piecemeal,
doing a balcony, or a couple of aisles
as material is delivered. Some new
theaters, it is thought, will have to
get along without carpeting, or with
substitute floor coverings.

Cortes Builds Outdoor Voude.
San Antonio, Tex. — Ramiro Cortes
is building a 1,000-seat outdoor theater. The Follies, which will feature
acts and musical shows from Mexico,
Cuba and the U. S.

■—

\mont, Mich. Will Get
rst Pix in 20 Years
(Continued from Page 13)

t pix in 20 years, will be managed
Harold Muir, who has worked out
Imlay City for 16 years, handling
'ertising and exploitation for the
rry Hobolth Circuit.
N^ational Theatre Supply Company
furnishing practically all the
ipment for the new $100,000 house
ng erected by the Johnston Conuction Co. of Birmingham, includSimplex DeLuxe projectors, Alexler Smith carpets, American seatand a Wagner sign.

irry Lahman Launches
rvice Confections, Ltd.
oronto — Service Confections, Ltd.,
V company believed to be an
?nment of several formerly comitive candy distributors, will be
ded by Harry Lahman, who is
3 head of Canadian Automatic
ifections, Ltd. New company will
'e branches in Vancouver, Winni■ and Calgary.

AMAZING
IMPROVEMENT
ALL TYPES OF
TH
WI
SOUND SYSTEMS

bufld Albany Colonial
t-lbany — The Colonial Theater,
ed by fire last February, will be
*ned on Sept. 27-28 after extensive
'airs and re-decorations.

• 1^
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New Change Making
Equipment Due Soon
Continued from Page 13)
for use near coin operated devices,
such as candy machines or soft drink
dispensers. Johnson Fare Box Co.
here is manufacturing one that is
being installed in drink vending machines by Westinghouse. At the
present time they are going into
Coca Cola equipment but they will
be available for other soft drink manufacturers and for theater installations.
A new coin changer made by the
Vendo Co. is being tested in some of
the Walgreen Co. New York and Chicago stores. Machine exchanges
nickles for dimes and quarters. Device, it is understood, will receive a
theater tryout shortlj*.

UK Eastman Demand
At Peal(-M(Master
iContinued from Page 13)
board of directors and joint European
general manager for Kodak, now here
for a short stay.
The Harrow works is operating 24
hours a day, seven days a week to
meet the demand, but despite the fact
that production has reached an alltime high for peacetime, McMaster
predicts that it will be several years
before production catches up with
demand.

Forman Group to Build
Tacoma, Salem Drive-ins
Seattle — United Theaters, a group
headed by William Forman of
Seattle, has purchased a 54 acre
tract of land just out of South Tacoma, for a Community Center development, vnth a new theater as the
keystone. The site is known as the
Tacoma Rodeo grounds, owned by
Ron Schlager. The development wii
incluae s.orez and a drive-in theater
for which plans are now being drawn.
The approximate cost ^vill be §300,000. Construction will start, Forman
said, as soon as materials are available.
Forman al;o announced plans for
the construction of a 600-car MotorIn theater near Salem, Ore.

Popcorn Ass'n Admits
Three to Membership

THEATER
Elwha Thealer to Shearer

DEALS
Harris Opens the Lake

Show Tele Equipment
At TBA's Conference

Detroit — Bud Harris, Jr. is opening
(Continued from Page 13)
his fir^t indepenuent venture, the housed in the Jade, Basildon
Lake Theater, at Walled Lake. Prior As tor galleries of the hotel.
to this, he managed and booked the
American
f
Exhibitors
includeTelephone
RCA, G'""
Keego Harbor and Drayton Plains Electric,
Lneaters for his father.
graph
.:
i^ision Company,
& Radio, Farnsw^orth'^
Philco,
Teii::
Evans Purchases the Swea
Sonora Radio & Television, Cros.;
Swea, la. — Tyndall Evans has pur- XBC and Belmont Electric.
chased the Swea Tneater here from
Televiiion receivers being insta Fred Thacker.
at the exhibition Will be fed thro: ,
a special distribution system kny.,
Steams Sells to Evans
as Intra-Video, developed by Tel
Paul Sells the Seabreeze
Hurley, S. D. — Darwin Evans has con, headed by Solomon Sagall.
Morehead City, N. C— The Sea28 and 30 different model ■
purchased
the State here from Herb- of Betw'een
breeze, Beauford, has been purchased
tele receivers will be displayed b
ert I. Stearns.
trom Raymond Paul for a reported
ohe set manufacturers exhibiting,
^^o,U00 by the Scewart Everett Co., Rockford Rock Sold
is announced.
oi Dunn. Ernest Guthrie, Beaufort,
i
Rockford, la. — Donald Bowlin has
who has been assistant manager of
the Rocic here to Mrs. C. Lee
tile City and Royal, has been named sold
Dr.
Wasley
to
Fill
Schmidt.
manager of the Seabreeze. Sammy
Ansco Research Post
Daniels, who has been associated Drew Sells to Gorden
with the Stewart-Everett chain for
Binghamton— Dr. F. W. H. Mue
Edinburg, III.— The Edinburg Thethe past year, succeeds Guthrie.
ater has been sold by Russell Drew ier, director of research at Anse
announced
yesterday the appoin
10 Haidon Gorden.
Buys Spring Valley House
ment of Dr. William L. Wasle
IViarcin Scnwartz, formerly presi- Conners Sells to Son
:'ormerly assistant professor i
dent of the Cross 1 heater Corp., has
hemistry at Washington Universit
purchased the Parkw^ay Theater,
Dawson, Tex. — The Ritz, operated St. Louis, in the capacity of resean
located in Spring Valley, N. Y., from by W. A. Conners, has been sold to
Max Freedman. Some improvements ilarry Conners, a son. The younger
Otherleader.
personnel changes includf
are being made and Schwartz plans Conners was recently released from group
the Army,
to open the house in December.
Hoerlin
as manager
physi
che promotions
of of
Dr.theHermai'
research laboratory and of Dr. Frai
Sebring Circle Leased
Lyric in Le Center Sold
J. Kaszuba as manager of the chei
Sebring, Fla. — Paul Vinson, owner
of the Circle, has leased it for five
Le Center, Minn. — Bill Wood and IS try research laboratory.
Promoted to the rank of researi
years to Jack Burkette of Fort Clem Jaunich have sold the Lyric to
specialists: Dr. Gustav A. Wiesehal,
Myers. Theater, closed for some Arthur Wood.
and Ronald H. Bingham. Dr. Benj
time, is undergoing extensive remin R. Harriman, Dr. Thomas
Southern to Mrs. Jackson
Thompson, and Monroe H. Swe
pairs.
Springfield, 0. — Mrs. George Jack- were promoted to the rank of i
Abilene Walker Purchased
son has taken over the Southern search group leaders.
Abilene, Tex.— The Bobby Walker
Theater, owned and operated by from George Drewison,
Medal of Merit Goes
Phil Isley of Dallas, has been pur- Boda Leases the Hartman
chased by Tom Griffing. Griffing
Columbus, O. — Robert F. Boda, To Stoll and Bushley
also owns and opera :es the local
manager of the Hartman, has leased
Texas.
(Continued from Page 13)
the theater for a five-year period to
start June 1, 1950. Maribel and Medal for Merit — conferred by Pr(
Van Sickle ^ells to Lee
Manchester, Mich. — Roland M. Lee, Regan Hughston are owners of the ident Truman for "exceptiona
meritorious conduct in the perfor;
a newcomer to show business, is tak- property.
ance of outstanding services to t
ing over the Manchester Theater
from Edwin Van Sickle, who plans on Buys Nora Springs Fox
Presentation
acquiring another house after taking
Nora Springs, la. — Alfred Rich- United
States." of the Medal a
a vacation.
ardson of St. Paul, Minn., has pur- accompanying citation was made
chased the Fox from M. J. S. Powell. Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles, Ch
Iowa Park Parkway Sold
The house will be managed by Rich- S-gnal Officer, U. S. Army, at br
Iowa Park, Tex.— W. E. Guest of
ceremonies in Stoll's office at TV
ardson's son, Larry, a war veteran.
Fort Worth has sold his Parkway
and in Dr. Buckley's office at the B
Labs. Col. Grant A. Williams, Sigi
Thea:er to .J. B. Boyce of Sherman Bolton Buys from Lee
for an estimated price of §30,000.
Trenton, Fla.— C. E. Bolton has Officer, First Army, Governo
Deal also included real estate. Boyce purchased the Capitol Theater from Island, read the citations, signed:!:
was formerly with the Interstate W. Lee. Lee plans to open a new President Truman.
Cotton Oil Co.
house in Newberry.
Seattle — B. F. Shearer, of the B.
F. Snearer Co., Seattle, has taken
over, on long-term lease, the operation of tne iiilwna Theater in r'ort
Angeles, Wasn. Itie theater is owned
by Jlenrv Davidson and associates,
iiie nouse is modern and seats 750.
bnucK Uharies, who recently rejoined the Shearer organization after several years in business of his
own in San Francisco, has been installed as manager.

Chicago — National Association of
Popcorn Manufacturers has admitted House to Open 14 Months
Bryant Theater Supply Co. of Char- After Building Started
lotte, N. C, Cinema Distributing Co.
of Pittsburgh and the Connection
Cleveland, O. — Scoville, Essick and
Cabinet Co. of Chicago, to member- Reif circuit announces that its new
ship.
i,600-seat deluxe Vine Theater in
nearby Willoughby, will definitely
Monahans Palace Bums
open between Oct. 1 and 15. All building and labor difficulties have finally
Monahans, Tex. — Fire originating
in a second floor office destroyed the been overcome and the theater,
Palace Theater here. John Scott, Jr., started Aug. 23, 1945, is now almost
operator, suffered minor burns.
completed.

Mid-West Acoustical
Warehouse for Akron
Akron, 0. — The Mid-West Acoustical & Supply Co. has opened offices
and a warehouse at 419 Locust St.,
Akron, for servicing the Akron, Canton, and Youngitown area. The office
will be managed by Robert R. Elliott,
vice-president
ing company. of the sound condition-

'Ribbon Frame" Film
Camera Report Ready
Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI

Washington — The office of T&
nical Services of the Department i
Commerce announces that a re.ea;
report
on a new
'ribbon
cion picture
camera
with frame"
a speed r
120 frames per second and exposi
time from .0001 to .0006 seconds
now available.

a

M. F. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
N. Y.
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EA FAVORS APPEAL TO RULE OUT % DEALS
:ril<e Showdown
lish Threatens to Take
3E Out of AFL and Or.ze Amuse. Industry

on AFL

Convention Floor?

PHILIPPINES RECOVERY RAPID

Paramount's Perkins Tells of Swift Job Accomplished
In Reconstruction of Theaters
cago— With Richard F. Walsh,
■ £ president, voicing the hope
^.he AFL "won't make us take
The Philippines have shown the forms of amusement has not kept
yrafts
the stormy
Holly-is
studio out',"
jurisdictional
dispute
most rapid business recovery in any pace with the swift job accomplished
Ijted to reach the showdown country formerly occupied by the in the reconstruction of theaters
i at the AFL convention, which enemy, accoi'ding to Robert V. Per- damaged by the war, Perkens said.
kins, Paramount manager in Manila, Approximately 300 theaters are in
" today at the Drake Hotel.
i, Federation's Executive Coun- who is the first American manager in operation and business in Manila is
the islands to arrive in New York far ahead of pre-war averages, he
is said
the lATSE
to since the re-establishment of the U. added. The OWI, with carefully
1("hich
reversed
its bydecision
of last
Liber which the lA accepted as S. motion picture business there.
selected subjects, provided excellent
(Continued on Page 6)
The revival of facilities for other
I,: its members the right to build
iS slated to be on the receiving
i''
a verbal barrage from Walsh
thers.

ore leaving the Coast for the
^intion sessions, Walsh said that
\ (Continued on Page 4)

$1,500,000 In Danisli Competitive Bidding
Coin for U. S. Firms
Nixed in MPTOAPoli

Reported Willing to
Accept Cross-Licensing
Ban In Lieu of Divestiture
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Department of
Justice was weighing over the weekend proposals by the CIEA that the
New York equity court be petitioned
to rule out percentage deals on films.
This was the most important variation from the Allied proposals of last
(Continued on Page 6)

Exiiibs. Wind Up Ail
Proposals Tliis Weel(

Further developments leading to
the framing of a final decree in the
New York equity case are scheduled
The final cumulative results of for this week as preparations get
Copenhagen (By Air Mail) — Earnings of films shown in Denmark prior MPTOA's poll of exhibitor reaction under way for the court hearings
to the war, totalling $1,500,000, have to the court's recommendations in on Oct. 22.
been released and will soon be trans- the New York equity case showed
While favoring the abolishment
mitted to the accounts of American that 276 exhibitors were opposed to of the recommendation for competifilm companies.
the competitive bidding proposal,
(Continued on Page 4)
Denmark is said to be the first while 20 exhibitors were in favor of
,ublic Pictures Corp. and its
it.
country
on
the
continent
to
take
liaries for the 13 weeks ended
It is reported future
The poll, launched six weeks ago, Scully Picks Marriott
27 reports net profit of $717,- such a step.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
To Head "U" L. A. Office
]' before
provision
for Federal
Estimated
Federal
normal
NCA
Regional
to
be
urtaxes are $272,710.67, makAppointment of L. W. Marriott as
Asks Harriman's D of C
Inet after taxes, $444,949.00
. Held in Duluth Oct. 14
Universal's
Los Angeles branch manEconomic Control Policy
ager was announced Friday by William A. Scully, vice-president
and
y to Replace Zucker
Minneapolis — A regional meeting Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 4)
of North Central Allied for all indeWashington — ^Rep. Estes Kefauver
,CoI. in Cleveland
pendent exhibitors in the area will of Tennessee, chairman of the
be held in Duluth at Hotel Duluth on monopoly sub-committee of the
^ar Ruby, Columbia's Milwaukee Oct. 14, Don Swartz, NCA executive House Small Business Committee,
^o Early Tax Relief,
|h manager, is slated to replace secretary, disclosed at the week-end. said over the week-end he had writAussie^s Trade Told
;• Zucker, resigned, as the com- Both Swartz and Ben Berger, NCA
ten W. Averill Harriman asking
j3 manager in Cleveland, it was
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)
'id over the week-end. Ruby
Sydney (By
Air ofMail)
G.
Menzies,
leader
the— Robert
opposition
?athe's branch chief in Clevein
the
Australian
Parliament,
has
at one time and subsequently
advised the film industry that he
3lere.
as salesman in Columbia's of-

lublic Quarterly
tit At $444,949

WB Sues CSUfor $3,000,000

Charges Property Damage, Prod. Stoppage

idtttg Scale Marks
•It? Italian Seat Tax
tome (By Air Mail) — The Goviment has imposed a new seat tax
a sliding scale. It consists of a
per cent levy on 20 lire seats; 30
cent on 20 to 60 lire locations
40 per cent on seats costing
r 60 lire.

Crown Sets World-vnde
Release of Goldwyn Films
The world-wide release schedule
for Samuel Goldwyn pictures currently in release was announced by
Alfred Crown, foreign sales rep.,
yesterday as he left for Paris.
"Wonder Man," "The Princess and
(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner
Bros, has
filed in the ^Superior Court against
Conference of Studio Unions a suit
for $3,000,000 charging damage of
property and holding up production.
The producers made no comment
on the CSU's settlement proposal,
but a producer representative said
that the offer was but a restatement
(Continued on Page 7)

sees no immediate prospect, should

his party be returned, of a reduction in amusement tax. Menzies
said: "We believe a reduction in
direct taxation is first essential to
stimulate production, particularly income tax. When production increases substantially we can review
other forms of taxation."
The Prime Minister had previously announced that he did not intend
to reduce amusement tax for some
time.
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HUGH DALTON, Britain's Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and former president of the Board
of Trade, was in New York Friday from Washington.
DR. MAX HERZBERGER, supervisor of optical
research at Eastman Kodak, planes out today
for Paris to attend the 25th anniversary of the
French
Institute
d'Optique.
THOMAS ]. SHEA, assistant to the president
of lATSE. will return Wednesday from a trip
to Chicago.
GEORGE BROWN, Paramount's Coast publicity
director, TEET CARLE and MARTIN LEWIS,
left New York for the Coast at the weekend.
CLYDE COODSON, Paramount's branch manager in Atlanta, and AL DUREN, sales manager there, have returned after home office
conferences.
CLAUDE LEE, Paramount director of public
relations, is back from Kansas City.
ED GERSHMAN, treasurer and business manager of United Productions, returned to the
Coast studio after a tour of the East and Middle West.
MOREY MARCUS, Paramount Int's. district
manager for India, was due to arrive in New
York
end. from Bombay, via Cairo, over the weekLINDA SALZBERCER, assistant to Paul Ackerman, director of advertising and publicity for
Paramount International, is vacationing at Leominster, Mass.
RAY COLVIN of the St. Louis Exhibitors Supply Co. and national president of the Equipment Dealers Protective Association, and MRS.
COLVIN, and ). K. BAKER of the St. Louis
Theatrical Scenic Studios, and MRS. BAKER
will attend the SMPE convention in Los Angeles, Oct. 22-24.
E. N. RAULAND of the 'Rauland Corp., Chicago accompanied by DR. C. S. SZEGHO. chief
of research division and DR. HENRY MARCY
chief of the television department, arrive early
this week to attend
the TBA
tele conference.
JOHN HERTZ. JR., board chairman, Buchanan
& Co., arrived at La Guardia airport on Saturday from the Coast, accompanied by MARTIN
JONES,
the agency's
radio department head.
ROY HAINES, Western division sales manager for Warners, returned to New York over
the week-end from a four-week tour of his
territory.

ROBERT ALDA, left New York on Saturday
1
for the Coast/4 after a series of Eastern pa's and
press interviews.
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters executive, will 7/be
in Cleveland this week.
8
CHARLES RICH, Warner district manager, is
spending the
week
in the Indianapolis and Louis3/8
ville area conferring
with circuit theater owners,NORMAN H. MORAY, short subject sales
{Oct. 4)
manager for Warners, arrives at the Burbank
studio today for a series of conferences on
Hig
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HY CHAPMAN, branch manager of the Columbia exchange, Minneapolis, is on a business
trip in Northern Minnesota.
HENRY GOLDBERG, Paramount travelling auditor, is at the Minneapolis exchange.
RAY BURGESS, director of Motion Picture Division of the Cigar Institute of America, Inc.,
left New York Saturday for Hollywood where
he'll stop at the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel.
RICHARD F. WALSH, lATSE prexy, WILLIAM
RAOUL, secretary, and TOM SHEA were due in
Chicago
Saturday
for the AFL
convention.
MARTIN SPITZER, Liberty Films' story editor,
planed
to
New
York
at
the
week-end
for a threeweek
business
stay.
J. E. ANDERS, of the Droll Theater Supply Co.,
has returned
to Chicago
from a three-week
vacation
at Three
Lakes. Wise.
A. J. HOLMES, Holmes Projector Co. prexy, is
vacationing in New
York.
HERBERT BENNIN, acting branch manager
for
M-G-M
in
St.
Louis,
is back after a brief
visit to Kansas
City.
WALTER BROOKS, assistant to H. M. Richey,
M-C-M exhibitor relations head, has returned
from Kansas City. He will be in Oklahoma City,
Oct. 28-29, and in Pittsburgh
Nov. 4-5.
EDWIN W. AARON, M-G-M assistant general sales manager, is in Seattle for several days
and will be in San Francisco on Wednesday.
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-Ms
reprints and importations division, is in Portland on a two-day visit.
JOHN E. FLYNN, Midwestern sales manager
for M-G-M, will arrive from Chicago on Thursday and will return to the Windy City on Oct.

VICE
NEW

SER
ART
^
^^
2 BROADWAY

CORP
YORK

CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and
treasurer of Loew's left for the Coast over the
weekend.
the

WILLIAM POWELL,
Coast
Oct. 15.

4-5131.2.3-4-5

M-C-M

Write— Calf— Vi«lt—Ci*)le Traneoivfljni

ton, Oulahan joined Paramount tl '
years later.

Townsend-Glover Head
N. Z. Odeon Operations
Wellington, N. Z. (By Air Mail
Bob Kerridge announces that T
Townsend and N. -J. Glover have b
appointed joint general manager
the Rank-Kerridge Odeon theater
cuits in New Zealand.

]\. Y. THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller

ICary

GRANT

•

HALL

Center

[ngrid

BERGMA

In Alfred Hitchcock'. "NOTORIOUS

star, is due from

with CLAUDE
RAINS
Ar RKO
Radio Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIOH

FRANCES
MORRISON,
cashier here.
at M-G-M's
Atlanta
exchange,
is vacationing
CHARLES FOGEL, field maintenance man for
M-G-M exchanges, is back in town after touring various branches.
RENIE RIANO, the Maggie in Monogram's
"Bringing Up Father," was guest of honor Friday as Monogram entertained the Washington
press corps at a luncheon at the Carlton Hotel.

ROSALIND
RUSSELL and
ALEXANDER KNOX

'SISTER
An RKO KENNY"
Picture
^■■^1

XECUTIV

WANTED

^

IN PERSOI
ON
Van SCREEN
JOHNSON

I

We

invite applications for an important executive position with a large
Motion Picture Company.

Esther WILLIAMS

The qualifications are:

In Technicolor

contracts. Play-dates and Statistics.

3. Experienced administrator of
large personnel.
This position offers an excellent
salary and an unusual
opportunity.

1501

BOB HOPE
and Joan Caulfield in
with "Monsieur
PATRIC KNOWLES Beaucaire"
A Paramount Plel
In Person:
CHARLIE
SPIVAK
and Bl
BOB
EVANS.
JOHN
and
RENE
AttHA
Extra! PEGGY
LEE
MIDNIGHT
FEATURE
NIGHTLY

=

PARAMOUNT^
"TWO YEARS
Paramount's
starring

.\LAN
18,

N.

Y.

DANNY

gm!w

BEFORE
L.iDD

Box 24
FILM
DAILY
Broadwoy,
New York

O'NE

Il
RIGGS
TOMMY

'Easy to Wed'

1. Considerable Exchange and
Home Office experience with

N. Y.

Exclusive Foreign Distributors
Features, Westerns, Specialties

Oulahan
will supervise
the'
shii
ton,
Philadelphia,
FittsLru^H
Cincinnati territories, with temt
ary headquarters
in the UnivJ ,
exchange in Philadelphia. 1
Starting with the Pioneer FilnJ
in 1920 as a salesman in Wasm

JOHN MURPHY, in charge of Loew out-of-town
theater operations, is due back today from a
visit to several Pennsylvania
towns.

2. Forceful personality, with ability to make decisions and secure
results.
4

added
the special
sale= of the to
-J. Arthur
Rankfield
Organ:;
it was announced Friday by V\
J. Heineman, general sales^^anaj

15. HARRY HOPKINS, St. Louis M-C-M salesman,
has returned to the Mound City with his wife
after a vacation here.

OFFSET

■FCOLORCHROME
[PRESS

I A LL

The six COLDWYN Girls touring Great Britain
have concluded their first week in London and
will leave for Manchester.

All replies treated in strictest confidence.
Write
full details to

TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FILMS, INC.
243 West 56th St., New York
Circle 5-4151-2

PHOTO

J. J. Oulahan, former ParamJi
manager
in Cincinnati, has | ;

THE MAST"

. BRIAN DONIEV?
WILLI-AJI BEXDIX
BARKY FITZGERALD

RIVOLI. B'way at 4gth St

I
U:NIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
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n/2oii?ices

o^DARK
that "THE

MIRROR"

and "TEMPTATION"

are

now completed.
Prints are available
for screening
exchanges.
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Strike Showdown
May Come Today
(Continued from Page 1)
in the bitter dispute with the carpenters' union and the Conference
of Studio Unions, he considered the
AFL executive council "the greatest
villain of all" because of its so-called
clarifying directive which switched
jurisdiction from the lA to carpenters insofar as set construction was
concerned.
Amusement
Organization Threat
Asserting that the lATSE "likes
the AFL" and hopes that the AFL
"won't make us take our crafts out,"
Walsh warned flatly that "if they
do, we'll organize the amusement
industry as it has never been organized."
"We'll have 200,000 members instead of our 60,000," said Walsh, indicating that if the lA broke with
the AFL, it would use the moneys
paid the Federation as dues for organization purposes.
Walsh and his executive board
will be bolstered by the appearance
of a "Flying
of the
Screen
Actors
Guild Caravan"
which will
consist
of
Robert Montgomery, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Kelly, Edward Arnold, George
Murphy, Ronald Reagan and Jane
Wyman, among others.
SAG Demands Steps to End Strike
The SAG delegation is coming on
to demand that the Federation take
steps to end the jurisdictional strike
which has been marked by picketing
and outbreaks of violence. The SAG
members are not observing the CSU
picket lines.
It is considered possible that Eric
A. Johnston, president of MPAA,
will be at the convention. Johnston
has postponed his European survey
trip because of the current strike
situation at the studios.

NCA Regional to Be
Held in Duluth Oct. 14
(Continued from Page 1)
president, will attend and will report on the recent national Allied
convention in Boston. Local checkers
and the recent Statutory Court in regard to auction selling also will be
discussed at the meeting.
The board of North Central Allied
will meet today at Hotel Nicollet in
Minneapolis to hear a report iby
Swartz and Berger on the Boston
convention.
NCA plans to have a semi-annual
convention in Minneapolis in November.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 7
Alice Day
Joe Cobb
Mona Maris
Herman J. Mankiewicz
Reinhold Schunzel Margaret Morris
Lois Ranson
Edward Sedgwick
E. J. Werner

Exhibs. Wind Up All
Proposals This Weeli
(Continued from Page 1)
tive bidding, the MPTOA

PHIL M. DALY
T

T

T

Opportunity Knochs Again
• • • THURSDAY AND FRIDAY are destined to be significant
dates, for they mark the first post-war Conference and Exhibition of the
Television Broadcasters Association at the Waldorf Astoria
In film
circles there has been a great deal of conversation about television
There is no unanimity of opinion
Will television have an amplifying
or modifying effect on the motion picture industry? ...... There's the
rub
A great many have seen the small pre-war televison image.
but they should not condition their post-war thinking by what they
saw
The new sets, which will be on display and in operation, provide images many, many strides closer to motion picture standards
Toppers in the production, distribution, end exhibition branches at the
TBA conference will have a golden opportunity to learn what television
has accomplished in the past several years and what it proposes to do
in the immediate future
The visit will go far to aid them to properly
evaluate this burgeoning new industry

T
•

•

•

THE PERSONAL

▼
TOUCH:

▼
Ernest W. Fredman, managing

editor of Britain's Daily Film Renter, and Mrs. Fredman will be coming
over on the first voyage of the SS Queen Elizabeth
It will be the
first American visit in 14 years for the indefatigable and erudite
Freddie
After a stay here, the, Fredmans will be off to give Hollywood the double-o. ... • To Wayne G. Norton, Eastman Kodak's
sales engineer, went the Optical Society of America's Adolph Lomb
award on Friday night
It was given in recognition of war research on fire-control instruments. ... • A doff of Phil M's chapeau to
Maurice Bergman, et al, of Universal for that corking page ad for "The
Killers" which caught — and held — the eye in Friday's N. Y. Daily
News
Ad reproduced favorite "Killers" scenes of five Broadway
celebs ... a helluva effective splash. ... • Arthur Green, Chicago
film financier, heads for Hollywood shortly to finalize new producing
deals. ... • Sydney Toler and the missus will be sailing this month
for a short holiday in England. ... • Eugene Rosenbluth, owner of
the Stork Theater, Cleveland, who had four sons in service during
World War II, now is represented by a fifth son, Eddie, in the Army. . . .
• Cpl. Sol B. Abroms, who was with Universal's home office publicity
department before he entered the Army, has been awarded the Army
Commendation Ribbon, peace time equivalent of the Bronze Star, by Brig.
Gen. B. M. Hovey, commanding general of Bowling Field, where Abrams
is a public relations specialist. ... • It vras Goodbye Mary Fiiuierty
at Monogram International Friday when Norton Ritchey's secretary bowed
out of the industry to go into the fruit and vegetable business in Freeport, L. I

T

T

• • • CUFF NOTK: The Financial
corporate annual reports found Universal,
honors in that order in the motion picture
Argus and General Aniline dittoing in the

T

World's yearly survey of 1945
Parcmiount and RKO taking the
industry, and Eastman Kodak,
photographic industry
In-

cidentally the Golden "Oscar" of Industries award went to the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway whose chairman happens to be Robert R. Young, a
gent, not exactly unknown in film biz. ... • When the sedate WaldorfAstoria sends out a press release noting the arrival there of a Hollywood
star "and his bodyguard," you begin to wonder if the Coast studio strike
has spread to New York. ... • Metro's William Ferguson pulled an
exploitation nifty when Leo's hoss star, Bess, made a p.a. at the Grand
Rapids Variety Club dirmer

▼

TV

le;-.

tomorrow
will meet
y^^'Miig i
to draft their
own inideko^jf
auction selling should functior
that method is to be required of
industry by the court. The MPTO
recommendations will be submit
to Robert L. Wright, special as
tant to the Attorney General. 1
will wind up exhibitor moves
changes in the decree recommen
tions.
Recommendations on the propo
final decree, especially as they re!
to competitive bidding, were j
pared last week by Abram F. Mj
for the Conference of Independ
Exhibitors'
Associations. The j
morning.
posals were given to Wright Fri
Meanwhile, the decree draft
the "Big Five" was scheduled to
sent at the week-end to the Dep;
ment of Justice, although there v.
reports that the document was
ready on Friday.
The decree hearings by the co
slated for Oct 22, will last two d;
it was said last week. It previoi
had been reported that arguir
might last three or four days.

Scully Picks Merriott
To Head "U" L. A. Offic(
(Continued from Page 1)
general
sales
manager.
Mariil
formerly was with Republic Pictu
He succeeds Foster Blake, who
cently was promoted to district n .
ager.

WEDDING BELLS
Lockwood-WUson
Portland, Ore. — Ray 0. (Sli
Wilson, local bratich manager
Universal, announces his marriag
Lillian Lockwood, for many y
owner - manager

of Irvinglon '

Lanfz-Evan
ater.
Elkhart, Ind. — Michael Evan,
manager for the Elkhart Amusei
Co. and manager of the Elco 1
ater, was married to Margaret Li
Welker-Mosely
San Antonio, Tex. — A. W. M(
and Mary Houston Welker were :
ried here. Bride is assistant si
tary in the Interstate city office
Kendall-Stevenson
Florence M. Kendall, daughte:
Messmore Kendall, executive of,
Capitol Theater on Broadway, w|
married early next month to S\
Davis Stevenson, it was announc^
the week-end.

■

RKO RADIO
PICfURES

!NWY
i^ T

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY
MYRNA DELL
Produced by JOAN HARRISON
Directed By EDWIN L. MARIN
Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER

Monday,

DAILY

Philippines Recovery
Rapid, Perkins Says
(Continued from Page 1)

screen fare for the movie-starved
Philipinos, Perkins said. After eight
months, the OWI was liquidated and
the American companies took over
last Nov. 15 with most of their
former personnel rehired.
Theaters "Mushrooming"
Theaters began mushrooming in
December and theater re-building
was among the first reconstruction
to get under way. The burned-out
Avenue Theater re-opened in August
with the latest equipment.
American troops in the Philippines
put considerable money in circulation in the islands, Perkins said. This
coin helped the theater boom at the
outset. The Army has since moved
out of the bigger towns like Cebu
and Davao, Perkins continued, affecting business seriously in tho;-e localities, where grosses fell oif as much
as 50 per cent.
Perkins stated that the Philippine
exhibitors were expecting considerable product from all American companies. At least 450 features will
have been released there in the first
vear, he said. He believes that the
number of features that will be required annually will fall off to about
350 when things settle down to norm.al.
Inter-Island Shipping by Air
Air transportation is used exclusively for inter-island shipping of all
film and accessories, Perkins pointed
out, and were it not for these facilities the remarkable recovery of business could not have been accomplished.
Perkins, himself, holds a pilot's
license and uses a personal plane for
business purposes when gasoline is
available. In one instance he used
his plane to drop leaflets over
Manila, heralding the opening of
"Salty O'Rourke" at the Globe Theater.
Perkins revealed that first-run admission scales in the islands range
between .3.30 pesos top and 1.10 pesos
minimum, or $1.65 to 55 cents, and
grosses there have been running
high. With an eye on the box offices,
the Philippines Congress has undertaken legislation to levy a 30 per cent
tax on gross receipts. The bill passed
both houses of the new republic's
government and now rests on the
desk of President Roxas, where it is

IN CIVVIES
i(

Honorably Discharged

i^

)OHN PAUL JONES, from the Navy, to treasurer
ot the Uptown Theater, San Antonio, Tex.
)OHN P. LOWE. Northampton, Mass., former
manager in the Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. chain, from the Army.
)ACK O'BRIEN from the Army, manager, O'Brien,
Tracy, Minn.
THAD SHERIDAN, from the Marines, Monogram
salesman, San Francisco.

IX XEW

INDUSTRY
THfi

SIDNEY O'CONNOR, advertising manager, Quimby Theaters, Fort Wayne, Ind.
WILFRED (BILL) DORNELL, manager, Grande
Theater,
Detroit.
EDWARD

OPPENHEIM, manager. Majestic Theater, Wyandotte, Mich.
DONALD VERLA, assistant manager. Highland
Park Theater, Highland Park, Mich.

POSTS

ALVIN CROSS, office manager M-G-M, Denver.
PETE
NICHOLAS,
manager,
Rex, Chicago.
JAMES S. LOCKE, sales manager, air condiChicago. tioning sales, Minneapolis Honeywell Co.,
W.LL

COLE,

EUGENE

manager.

LANGENFELD,

Embassy,

Chicago.

manager, Lake, Chica-

CLARENCE H. MOSS, assistant to Eph Charninsky, in charge of all suburban Interstate Theaters in San Antonio, Tex.
TOMMY POWERS, treasurer, Laurel Theater,
San Antonio, Tex.

LEONARD UTECHT, manager. Southern, Chicago.
JAMES
CURRANT,
manager,
Byrd, Chicago.
KENNETH SCHULTZ, purchasing agent. Sterling
theaters, Seattle.

HUGH McKENZIE, RKO district advertising and
publicity representative, St. Louis.

ZOLLIE

M. VOLCHOK,
ters, Seattle.

executive. Sterling thea-

go.

1,500,000 In Danish Competitive Bidding
Coin for U. S. Firms
Nixed in MPTOA Poll
(Continued from Page 1)
remittances will be paid in install- brought answers from exhibitors repments.
resenting 961 theaters in 43 states.
The agreements were negoflated
On the question of theater divorcement, the final tabulation revealed
by Fayette W. Allport, MPAA representative in London, who recently that 185 answers favored divestiture,
toured the Scandinavian countries 108 were opposed and nine exhibitors
and concluded the monetary negotia- did not answer the question. As to
tions with Danish authorities.
the court's recommendations for arbitration covering disputes as to bids,
It was also learned a new agreement concerning the issuance of new clearances, runs, whether the bidder
import licenses to American film com- has a theater adequate for a run for
which he bids and similar matters,
panies was reached.
217 exhi,bitors were opposed and 66
were in favor, with 14 not answering
Fete Miller and Zucker
In Cleveland on Oct. 28
the question.
On the subject of non-industry
40 registered in favor of
Cleveland, O. — A double feature arbitrators,
testimonial dinner will be held Oct. them and 250 voted in the negative.
28 at the Statler Hotel for Dave Mil- Nine did not answer the question.
ler, Universal district manager transferred to the Buffalo - Albany - New
Haven territory and for Lester Crown Sets World-Wide
Zucker who resigned as Columbia Release of Goldwyn Films
branch manager to join the J. Arthur
(Continued from Page 1)
Rank-Universal organization as field
representative.
the Pirate" and "The Best Years of
Our Lives" will be shown in Latin
America during the first six months
To Show "Mast" Tomorrow
Paramount will trade screen "Two of 1947. "The Little Foxes," "Wonder Man" and "The Princess and the
Years Before the Mast" in all key
cities, except New York, tomorrow. Pirate" will circulate in Continental
Europe during the same period.
hoped it will get a veto, Perkins
"The Kid From Brooklyn," with
said.
the Goldwyn Girls appearing perOther Legislation Pending
sonally at the premiere, will open in
Other legislation, which he said London in mid-Autumn. The same
was pending, includes one bill to re- picture
plus 'Wonder Man" will
duce theater admission price by 50 be available at the same time in the
per cent, and another to force the Far East and Australia. "Wonder
has just been released in
closing' of all theaters from 8 a.m. Man"
to 4 p.m.. The former of these two Scandinavia.
probably will be passed by both
houses, but it is hoped that it also It's Ccrtching! ! !
will be vetoed. The latter has not
Evelyn Goldin and Sally Rubenyet had a hearing, Perkins said.
stein, both members of the trust deDuring the 1946-1947 season Parapartment staff at the Warner Bros,
mount will release 26 to 30 features home office, recently became brides.
for first-run houses in the territory, Their respective spouses are Adolph
Perkins revealed.
Meirowitz and George S. Schmidt.
Perkins will remain in New York
for about three weeks, during which
time he will confer with Paramount Dinner for Tom O'Brien
International President George WeltChicago — The Chicago operators'
ner. F. C. Henry, district manager union
will give a dinner this week
for the division embracing the Phi- for Tom O'Brien, general secretary
lippines, isin charge of Paramount of the British Theatrical and Kine
Union, who is coming for
operations
in Manila during Perkins' Employes
absence.
the AFL convention.
(Continued from Page 1)

October

7, 19

CIEA For Appeal to
Rule Out % Deals
(Continued from Page 1 )

month which the CIEA ag^.^d uj
in its two-day session here
^ we
It wasconfirmed,
reported that
here,thebir>-.i'ot
initely
CIEA i
indicated complete willingness
accept a flat ban on cross-liceni
in lieu of divorcement. This decij
among the CIEA organizations i.5
ported to be not unanimous.
The suggestions were included
a letter given Robert L. Wright I
day by Abram F. Myers, Allied z
eral counsel, but not released t«j
industry press as yet.
Wright Non-Committal
Wright had refused to com
himself for or against the propc
during a three-hour session with
CIEA leaders here last week. I
known that the proposal origina
with members of the PCCITO, \
formed the largest portion of
CIEA group here. Jesse Stern, h
of Unaffiliated Exhibitors, Inc
also believed to have supported
The exhibitors told Wright it i;
possible to reach any formula t(
termine, on the basis of a percen
plan.
deal, who the highest bidder f
film is because of differences in i
ing, run, clearance, and other : i
rers. Recognizing that bidding oi
flat sum basis might be discrin
torv in some cases, the Westei
held that it would be both easi(
enforce and less discriminatory ii
long run than any other propos
Against Auction Selling
At the same time, CIEA p
tered its strong opposition to
auction selling proposal — but Wri
reminded them, as he has oth
that the idea originated with
court and that the Departmenr
no power to rule it out.
R. H. Poole, PCC leader, stayei
Washington through Friday and (
ferred at some length Fridav \
regarding
PCC co-operation
Arch
A. Mercey,
OWMR film" inelshowing of special shorts offered
Government agencies thro
OWMR. PCC agreed in August 1
it would recommend films to its in
bership which its reviewing conn
tee has first okayed.

SICK REPORT
L. C. GRIFFITH, president of Gri
Amusement Co. and Griffith Consolic
Theatres, has shown only slight impi
ment in the past week, it was stated a'
week-end by hospital attendants,
circuit president suffered a severe si
two weeks ago.
JERRY
the flu.

PICKMAN

is bedded down

W. S. POWERS, owner of the Rex
ater, Gienwcod,
la., has
been
conl
due to illness.
JOE MEYER, owner of an Omaha
advertising agency, will undergo a
bladder

operation

at St. Joseph's

Hosj

I

lay. October 7, 1946

rner, Para. Stock
|nges Hands
^gton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

.shington — Several large blocks
prner and Paramount common
"^hands in late August and
Jtember, according to a
Inent issued over the week-end
^ie SEC. In addition, SEC reil the sale of 400,000 shares of
■jdollar par common by the Atlas
'1. which retained 920,000 shares
rarrants for another 327,812.
j<lerick Ehrman, through Leh|;3ros., was reported to have ex•jd 1,776 warrants for common
purchased another 36,074 shares
le stock, 'then sold the entire
jnt within two days in early
Imber.

,i:,tock split-up brought 215,000
(3 of Warners $5 par common
■}ik L. Warner, 214,500 to Albert
\\ev and 150,000 to Harry M.
iier. The three brothers now hold
30, 429,000 and 300,000 shares
Jttively in their own names. Six
.and shares each were turned
rjjto trusts for Albert and Jack
;4jer, with each trust now contain12,000 shares, and 6,700 to a
'jcredited to Harry Warner. The
!'> Warner trust now contains
lilJ shares.
;Dther WB Stock Changes
i.i- Warner stock division also
iht 100 shares to Samuel Car;i600 to ,S. P. Friedman and 100
krles S. Guggenheimer. As was
(Use with the three Warner broj each of these men received
gh the split-up the identical
(dty of the stock he held already,
^plit of Paramount dollar par
on doubled the stock holdings
I C. Goodyear and Duncan G.
ijs. This split which occurred in
Ihrought 4,100 shares to Good'-180
2,100to to
a trust in his name,
Harris.
■holas M. Schenck and J. Robert
were both reported in gifts of
s common,
Rubin giving 100
5 and
retaining
6,040,
and
ick giving 1,300 and retaining
J.

Ijhn Disposes of Some Stock
''■ry Cohn was reported disposf ' 10,000
shares
of Columbia
on,
retaining
135,934
and 100
js of the $4.25 preferred. AbraSchneider was reported drop,400 warrants for the common,
;:ing 11,018.
jrge D. Burrows, in a correction
' July report, was shown exerhis options for 4,500 shares of
?ram par common.
Burrows
.olds 4,533 shares of the stock,
arrants for another 3,000.
'•ther correction to the July rehowed Herbert J. Yates pickjo 10,000 shares of Republic 50Dar common — half in his (5wn
S and half for his Onrud, Inc.
j holds 8,000 shares personally,
through
Onrud
and 14,685
?h the Antonsen Realty Co., as
J'S 12,300 shares of the Republic
ative preferred
through
the
sen Co. SEC also reported Ar^tr. Miller acquiring 100 shares
common.

I3i^
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REViEuis Of ncui HLms
"Driftin' River"

"The Dark Mirror"

with Olivia de Havilland, Lew Ayres,
Thomas Mitchell
Universal-International 85 Mins.
MASTERFUL
DIRECTION, EXPERT
SCREEN WRITING, AND A BOX OFFICE
CAST PUTS THIS PSYCHOLOGICAL MURDER MYSTERY INTO THE BONANZA
CLASS.
That Robert Siodmak is an artistic, yet
commercial interpreter of screenplay entertainment isestablished anew by the superb
direction of his latest murder mystery picture.
Nunnally Johnson deserves two pats on
fhe back for his expert adaptation of a
story which was featured in Good Housekeeping Magazine, and for the effective
productive quality.
Paralleling the technical accomplishments
is Olivia deHavilland'sintriguingdua! role portrayal of identical twins, and Lew Ayres'
delightfully charming manner as a young
psychologist who aids in the solution of a
murder. Thcmas Mitchell also merits special
acclaim for pitching his role of detective
with honesty and sincerity of purpose.
Dimitri Tiomkin's musical score offers a
flavored background to the moods which
Siodmak has a knack of achieving through
lights and shadows.
The absorbing story deals with an attempt by Ayres and Mitchell tD help solve
the mysterious stabbing of a prominent
physician by breaking through some foolproof alibis offered by identical twins, one
of whom might easily have committed the
crime.
Ayres, who had acquired a fondness for
one of the twin girls before discovering
she had a sister, offers them a salary to become the subjects of a special study he is
making on twins. Through a series of tests
he discovers one of them is slightly insane
and extremely
mantic interests. jealous of her sister's roA trap is set whereby one of the girls
shows herself to be the killer, and Ayres is
then
likes. "doubly" sure of the one he really
CAST: Olivia de Havilland, Lew Ayres, Thomas
Mitchell, Richard Long, Charles Evans, Carry
Owen, Lester Allen, Leia Bliss, Marta Mitrovich,
Amelita Ward.
CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson; Screenplay, Nunnally Johnson; Original story, Vladimir
Pozner; Director, iRobert Siodmak; Cameraman,
Milton Krasner. Duncan Cramer; Sound, Fred
Lau, Arthur Johns; Set Decorator, Hugh Hunt;
Film Editor, Ernest Nims; Music, iDimitri Tiomkin.
DIRECTION,
ceJIent.

Superb.

PHOTOORAPHY,

Ex-

with Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates
PRC
55 Mins.
ADEQUATE, EFFECTIVE AND SUITABLE WESTERN FARE WITH MUSIC AND
ROMANCE TO SET OFF ITS ACTION
CONTENT.
Effectively varying the story content
from the usual literary effort applied to the
run of the mill western, this one deals
with the depredations of a gang of outlaws
who are playing havoc with the construction of a railroad in the early days of the
The bringing of law and order to Dow
City is a prime motive. Eddie Dean and
his partner, Roscoe Ates, enter the scene
in search of remounts for a cavalry squadron
whose duty it
is run
to protect
railro~ad
construction.
They
counter the
to the
dirty
work of Lee Roberts and his gang of pluguglies.
Dean makes a deal with Shirley Patterson for the purchase of her horses and
there is jubilation. Lee Bennett, on« of
Miss Patterson's hands, informs the Roberts
gang. Next night the horses are stolen.
The army is informed. A detail is sent to
investigate. The soldiers are killed in a
raid by the outlaws. The decent element
in Dow City is aroused and William Fawcett is elected sheriff. Dean comes on the
scene and is mistakenly adopted into the
gang. There follows clues and gunfights
and plenty of riding which ultimately make
for the rousing finish in which the crooks
are rounded up and Dean disposes of the
chief bad man in a hand-to-hand brawl.
The horses are returned to their owner
and the deal with the army proceeds. Dean
and Ates retire to their army post once
more for another assignment.
There are a couple of songs involved in
the telling which manage to relieve the
tense moments of the plot. Dean has a
new horse, "Flash." Miss Patterson is one
of the more convincing western heroines
and an optic pleasure.
CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley
Patterson, Lee Benrlett, William Fawcett, Lottie Harrison, Lee Roberts, Dennis Moore, The
Sunshine
Boys, Den Murphy.
CREDITS: Produced and directed by Robert
Emmett Tansey; Screenplay, Frances Kavanaugh;
Cameraman, Marcel Le Picard; Art Director, Edward C. Jewell; Sound, Buddy Myers; Film Editor, Hugh Winn.
DIRECTION, Effective.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Asks Harriman's D of C
Economic Control Policy
(Continued from Page 1 )

80 Manufacturers Will
Attend Equip. Conclave
Toledo — More than 80 manufacturers will meet dealers, theater
owners, managers, projectionists,
architects, and maintenance engineers at the Nov. 8-11 dual convention of the Theater Equipment and
Supply 'Manufacturers Association
and the Theater Equipment Dealers
Protective Association.
TEiSMA's Secretary Roy Boomer
confabbed with TEDPA's President
Ray Colvin to arrange for additional
exhibit space and more hotel accommodations. So far, more than 50
booths have been reserved. Room
reservations exceed anticipated convention invasion.

whether the policy of the Department
of Commerce regarding concentration of economic power would be
changed under his leadership.
Last week Kefauver called on Attorney General Tom C. Clark to furnish the committee with full information on the "scope and success" of
the Department
of Justice's
antitrust campaign, including
all records
pertaining to motion picture suits.
Under the leadership of former
Secretary Henry Wallace, the Department ofCommerce had played an
active role in fighting so-called concentration ofeconomic control.
In a letter to the new Secretary of
Commerce, Kefauver said that the
committee had sent a detailed questionnaire to Wallace requesting extensive material on the Department's

Warner Bros. Sues
(SU for $3^0,000
(Continued from Page 1)
of former GSU demands
and does^
not make any concessions.
There was heavy picketing Fridayl
at the Republic studio which had 300
pickets. Goldwyn Studio had its first
picketing Friday
with about
100
pickets participating.
'Observers believe that the vote of
Screen Actors 'Guild members, which
is expected to be announced today,
will run about 10 to one in favor of
members passing throuigh picket
lines.
Representative John S. Wood of
the U. S. House Un-American Activities (Committee, who conferred with
Mayor Fletcher Bowron Friday, said
an investigation of the film strike is
planned by his committee. He said
he believed the strike was inspired
by subversive groups.
Ernest Adamson, counsel for the
committee, plans to return in November and then will serve subpoenas
and question witnesses on the strike.
policies as part of the monopoly committee's investigation of the effectiveness of the Government's activity
in combatting
the growth of economic concentration.
"A reply to the questionnaire was
received during the final days of
Wallace's tenure of office, stating in
considerable
detail theinDepartment's
policies
and activities
dealing with
this problem," the letter said.
"The committee would very much
appreciate an expression from you,
at your convenience, as to whether
that earlier reply still will represent
the position of the Department in regard to its responsibilities for
strengthening the position of the independent business man and for helping to preserve
terprise economy.the competitive en-

Trinity Seehs Funds
From Film Old-Timers
Ciiffside Park, N. J.— Trinity Episcopal Church is conducting a $10,000
fund-raising campaign within the motion picture industry as part of a
drive to free the Church from debt
and to permit its consecration. Many
of the industry's old-timers attended
services at Trinity when there was
active production in the Fort Lee
and local studios. Church was closed
two years because a $63,000 mortgage on an original $180,000 cost.
Some $53,000 has been collected
from sources outside the industry
and Charles E. Burden, on behalf
of the rector, Rev. Richard P. Pressey,
is conducting a drive within the industry for the balance needed. Burden reports that a number of contributions have been made by oldtime actors and producers. It is
hoped to raise the full amount by
October 15.

IT'S A BULLSEYE for The PRIZE BABYJ
. . . another direct hit for more patrons
and Bigger Receipts.. .the kind
of shooting that comes from.
knowing his target... and how
to ring the bell!
The PRIZE BABY never
misses... because... he always
aims at the BOX OFFICE [
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OV'T ASKS BIDS ON EXCLUSIVE RUNS ONLY
I

^^" Myers
Short
^'Fall
Proposals
Decree
J
of
'reamlined" Biddi
Ban on Cross-Licensing Recommended by the Gov't
ng
1 on Cross-Licensing
»w Gov't Tightening Up'
FILM

DAILY

Lashington — Lauding the GovI lent's staunch stand that comdivorcement is the only adee relief in the equity
case,
im F. Myers, Allied States' gencounsel and OIEA spokesman,
(Continued on Page 7)

, Bell & Howell
New 16 mm. Deal
deal between Universal and Bell
owell's 16 mm. projects was reed yesterday to be close to the
ummation stage. Deal is said to
,ilve Bell & Howell's vast 16 mm.
iiry, which Universal will acquire
;|l

In Its Proposed Judgment Submitted Yesterday To
The Court; Proposed Ban To Remain For 10 years
By AL STEEN

By MANNING CLAGETT
I ■jngtoii Bureau of THE

PROPOSED D OF J
DECREE CHANGES

1. Consent decree standards for determining unreasonable clearance have
been discarded and the continuance

of existing clearance in favor of affiliated theaters is enjoined in toto.
2. The method of licensing films to
be pursued by the defendants in the
future has been modified by providing
for compulsory licensing of some run
or reasonable terms and limiting auction
selling to exclusive runs.
3. Provisions have been added to
prohibit the licensing of more than
six month";' releases at one time and to
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

m Deals Valid Until
|h Court Acts — Myers
idianapolis — Abram F. Myers,
pnal
counsel, that
has
|sed Allied's
the ATO general
of Indiana
and three-year deals which ex(Continued on Page 6)

lOtva Taxpayers Urge
City Amusement Tax
Des Moines, la. — An amuselent admittance tax to provide revlue for cities, counties and school
iStricts is being suggested by taxjByers organizations with the posbility the next State Legislature
ill 'be called upon to approve the
an.
J. L. Barclay, executive secretary
■ the Woodbury County Taxpayers
anference of Sioux City, proposes
iiat cities be permitted to charge
(1 amusement tax on each ticket
»ld for any amusement enterprise
r the rate of two cents each. Barlay suggests the revenue from the
IX be distributed 20 per cent to
se county, 40 per cent to the
thools and 40 per cent to the city.

Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Competitive bidding would be used only where an exhibitor
Six main differences between the Gov- desired an exclusive run, according to the proposed judgment in
ernment's final proposed judgment, sub- the New York equity case which was submitted by the Governmitted yesterday, and previous tentative
ment to the court and the distribuproposals are noted in the documents.
tor-defendants yesterday. Where an
The differences are as follows:
exclusive run is not wanted, the pic-

ThoseBills
'Capital
Gains'
Tax
Are Hear
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Bureau of Internal Revenue is "nearly ready" to
star "billing" movie stars and producers, for allegedly illegal use of
-apital gains taxes, it was indicated
yesterday as a top Treasury expert
n-iticized use of capital gains taxes
to avoid the stiffer income levies.
Noting the "temptation to frame
transactions" so that they will come
(Continued on Page 4)

Proposed Judgment
Gets MPTOA Okay

ture must be offered to all theaters
in a competitive area on reasonable
terms, according to the document.
The Government
still wants
complete divestiture of theaters,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
but as that order appears now to
be remote in the present StatuWashington — Yesterday's proposed judgment, submitted to the
tory Court, the Department of
(Continued on Page 5)
New York court by the Department
of Justice, was held satisfactory by
MPTOA President Fred Wehrenberg,
who declared that fundamental issues
discussed in General Counsel Herman
Levy's letter to the Department of
Justice "had been adequately pro-

Court to Pen Hew
Arbitration Setup!

vided for."same time. Levy and WehrAt the
enberg both pointed out that the
(Continued on Page 7)

Borkin, Trust Buster,
Resigns from D of J
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Vote was 2,748 for to 509 Against
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Allied May File Info, on
Hollyw^ood — By a Vote of 2,748 to
509 the members of the Screen
Parties "Back Of" ATA
Actors Guild voted to ignore picket
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Allied States may
file an information calling the New
York court's attention to the parties
'back of" ATA in case the court upholds ATA's petition to intervene
(Continued on Page 8)

Pittsburgh Strike Cuts

Washington — Attorney General Week-end Biz Up to 80%
Tom C. Clark yesterday announced
the resignation of Joseph Borkin,
Business in downtown Pittsburgh
chief economic advisor and attorney was off over the week-end from 40 to
in the anti-trust division and head of as much as 80 per cent depending
the
Department's important policy upon the attraction and the length
committee.
(Continued on Page 4)
Borkin, who has been in charge of
(Continued on Page 6)

SAG Will Cross Picket Lines

Washington Bureau of THE

Liquidation of the present arbitration system is provided for in the
Government's proposed judgment in
the New York equity case, and, while
a new system is not suggested, it
(Continued on Page 4)

lines. In commenting on the result
of the formal mail vote, Franchot
Tone, first vice-prexy, said:
"The actors have served notice on
all concerned that they will not allow the studios to be closed
by
(Continued on Page 8)

Aronson Aide to
MaaSf MPEA Manager

Alexander S. Aronson was made
assistant to Irving Maas, vice-prexy
and general manager of the Motion
Picture Export Association, it was
announced yesterday. A veteran of
more than 30 years in film sales and
distribution, Aronson was engaged
in export operations of American
film throughout Europe, with headquarters in London, since the early
1930's. Prior to that, he was general representative for M-G-M in
charge of Continental distribution.
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Hollywood — Thomas D. Soriero,
58, managing- director of the UA
Theater, Los Angeles, for several
years, was killed in a fall from the
ninth floor of a Los Angeles office
building. He was an industry veteran and opened a nickelodeon in
Providence, R. I.
In 1915, Soriero became general
manager of the Louis B. Mayer Theaters in New England. Later was
general manager of the Charles
Whitehurt Theaters in Baltimore.
He was also general manager of
Universal Theaters.
Later he was with the Comerford
Circuit and at one time was MidSouth division manager of RKO Theaters. He j'oined the Skouras Brothers in 1932.
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Hollywood — Retroactive pay increases averaging about 30 per cent
were approved by the Screen Extras'
Guild over the week-end in a 2,605 to
151 vote. H. O'Neil iShanks, secretary of the group, an AFL affiliate,
said the contract between the Guild
and the major producing companies
also provides for another pay increase if the official living-cost index shows more than a 5 per cent
rise in the current July 1-Jan. 1 period. Back pay due extras, retroactive
to Jan. 1, is estimated between $750,000 and .$1,000,000.

Ohio Governor Names
Advisory Censor Board
Columbus, O. — Appointment of a
three-member advisory board to sit
in on controversial motion pictures
is announced by Gov. Frank J.
Lausche.
Those named to the advisory board
include Mrs. Lester M. Merritt, president of the Women's State Committee of Women's Organizations; Dr.
Anne B. Whitmer, instructor in
English at Ohio State University
and Rabbi Samuel M. Gup of Bryden Road Temple.

73^

6'

Indianapolis — Jack Kirsch, Abram
F. Myers, William Ain-worth and
Sidney' E. Samuelson, all execs, of
national Allied, will come hei-e Nov.
19-20 to attend the annual convention of the ATO of Indiana.

Hollingshead Back on Job
West

MERVIN

DAILY

National Allied Officers
At Indiana ATO Conclave

—-L-
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Defer Adion on
Skouras St. Louis Bid

TOM

St. Louis — Directors of the Ambassador Co. and the Missouri Theater Corp. adjourned yesterday subject to call after considering the
offer of Charles P. Skouras, president of Fox West Coast Theaters
Corp., made personally and individually to purchase at 100 cents on the
dollar all of the outstanding funds
ing.
secured by the Ambassador, Grand
Central and Missouri Theater Build-

CONNORS

planed out of Hollywood

night for his desk at 20th-Fox.
JULES LAPIDUS, Warner Northeast div
manager, will be in Cleveland tomorrow, ret
ing the following day to New York.
BART
SHERIDAN,
magazine editor for <
guard in Hollywood, has arrived here iof
weeks.
MEL
FERRER,
writer, director
and pT<
under
contract
to David
0. Selznick,
an
yesterday
from the Coast. He will take in
opening
of "Cyrano
de Bergerac,"
stage
starring Jose Ferrer, which he directed.
JAY COVE, head of sales development
M-C-M, is back from a vacation at Nassau
AMY hasSINCLAIR,
office
returned toof her M-G-M's
post after Kansas
vacatio
in the East.
TOM GRADY, M-G-M field auditor, has
turned from Boston.
ANITA
LOUISE
arrives in New York toi
MARK HELLINCER has returned to the C
ASHER SHAW, former supervisor of t
ciated Theaters Circuit, Detroit, is movini

Skouras, with his brothers Spyros
P. Skouras and George P. Skouras
and Clarence Turley, manager of the
California.
WOOD SOANES, film and drama critic of
buildings, and secretary-treasurer of Oakland,
Calif., Tribune, is stopping af
the St. Louis Amusement Co., guaranteed the firm at the time they Algonquin.
RICHARD F. WALSH, lATSE prexy, WILL
were issued. The original issues RAOUL, TOM VINCENT GREENE, MIKE MO
lA delegates, are in Chicago for
were underwritten by the S. W. GOVAN,
AFL convention.
Strauss Co. and went into default in
PAT SOMERSET, of Hollywood, and P
of New York, are in Chicago
the AFL convention.
1932. The properties were re-organ- DULLZELL,
ized in July 1934, by the bondholders'
protective committee after foreclosure proceedings against the St. Century Execs. Will Attei
Louis Properties Corp. Two separate "Extra Profits Conventior
companies were organized to operate
the buildings and the bondholders
Possibilities of extra profits
were given income bonds and voting chain theater operation will be c
trust certificates representing their lined today to home office execs.,
share in the ownerships.
trict managers and theater manag
of the Century Circuit, Inc., by L
lie R. Schwartz, head of Andre
Intem'l Tele Coverage
Inc., Century's added-income d
Through Use of Films
sion, in a full-day session at
Announcement that NBC has made Waldorf-Astoria.
A. A. Hovell, Century prexy, ii
a deal with the British Broadcasting
the group to the "Ex
Co. for an exchange of newsreels for welcome Convention,"
and will int
international television coverage Profits
duce Vice-prexy Fred J. Schwa:
gives impetus to the eventual tele
who will explain how Andrews' pi j
coverage of the world. John Royal, its
will figure in employe bonuses!
tele chief at NBC, conducted the neJ. R. Springer, general thea
manager, will show how extra pro i
gotiations while in Europe.
First film exchange is expected to act as a "competition equalizer," ;
cover the inaugural voyage of the
correlate such a view with "supei
Queen Elizabeth from SouthampAlso slated
to address the gr(
operation."
ton to New York on Oct. 16. BBC theater
camera crews will film the events of are: Martin Newman, Century cor
the sailing, broadcast them in Lon- troller; I. Shaffer, president of M:
don and then send them to New lard Corporation, and regional m(
ber of the National Council
York.
Candy; Philip Rubinstein, aide
the president of Coca-Cola, K
O'Hare Rites in Baltimore
and Jack Stamaton, head
Baltimore — Funeral services were York,
the National Merchandising Corf I
held here yesterday for Lawrence J.
O'Hare, one of Baltimore's best
known film operators who died sudLoetBarnstyn Distributing Cor|!
denly while vacationing in Massachusetts on Oct. 2. At the time
Exporters — Independent Distributors
of his death, he was employed with
Major Company Releases for Europe
the Maryland Theatre, and previ141 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.
ously had been with the Stanley
Theater and the National Theatre
Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSU
Supply Co.

DAILY

Hollywood — Gordon Hollingshead,
chief of short subject production at
Warners studio, returned to his desk
yesterday after three weeks in St.
Joseph's Hospital, Santa Ana, recovering from burns received when
his home caught fire. Mrs. Hollingshead remains in the hospital for at
least another week.

COMING and GOINl

OVERWORKED?
Are you a busy executive looking for a
capable assistant or secretary? If so, I'm
ycur man. over 16 years of varied experience in film industry. Seekine; oppo'tunity
with good future — Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
— ^Write — call or wrire —
1501

BOX 14, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
13,

N.

Y.

REEVES
SOUND
BROADWAi-

STUDIOS,
N

Y

INC.

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording FacilitiL-s

[HE BIG ADVENTURE "CLOAK AND DAGGER" COMES FROM WARNERS!
UNITED

STATES

PICTURES

PROD.

f''^
fHE BIG DRAMA "NOBODY LIVES FOREVER" COMES FROM WARNERS!
I

I THE BIG MUSICAL "NIGHT AND DAY" COMES FROM WARNERS!
IN TECHNICOLOR

BIG COMEDY "TWO GUYS FROM MILWAUKEE" COMES FROM WARNERS

THE BIG MYSTERY "THE BIG SLEEP" COMES FROM WARNERS!.

r

»l

%

Jock

L. Warner,

Executive Prodtuer
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(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

under the capital gains rates, Stanley
S. SuiTey, tax legislative counsel of
the Treasury, said:
"One aspect under the present
favorable capital gains rate— certainly highly favorable in comparison
to the regular tax rates — is the temptation to frame transactions, ordinarily resulting in fully taxable income, so that they will instead fall
within the capital gains provision.
"Where the law provides a 'basket'
offering a special tax rate lower by
far than the generally prevailing
rate, a taxpayer's exercise of ingenuity to come within that basket is
understandable.
"We see movie stars going into the
motion picture business and organizing their own companies, with — we
suspect — the chief motive of converting ordinary compensation into capital gain."
While admitting that "in some instances" that some income might
merit some relief, Surrey stated that
for the most part this should not include the "over-generous relief of the
capital gains rate."
"The presence of that low rate as
the sole alternative to the high regular rate," he said, "forces the all
or nothing choice."
Surrey's address was made before
the American Institute of Accountants.
Meanwhile a BIE spokesman admitted that the Bureau was "nearly
ready" to start billing stars and producers for allegedly illegal use of
capital gains taxes.

Proposed D of J
Judgment Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

From Lincoln to Lenox
O. — The Lincoln
the Lenox.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Ted Hadley

Oct. 8
James M. Brennan

Tuesday's Tattlings

• •
•
THE PERSONAL
TOUCH: Ned Depinet left Paris Sundoy
lor Switzerland
He returns to Paree later in the week, leaves again
on the 13th for a motor trip thru Northern France, Luxembourg, Holland
and Belgium, and flies home from Brussels on the 16th
Neil Agnew and Sam Dembow are now in Paris
And Nate Spingold and
Joe McConville have just departed from there. ... • Ernesto Lecuona,
foremost Latin-American composer of the day, will be guest of honor at
a cocktail party hosted by Edward B. Marks Music Co. in Louis Sherry's
Gold Room on Oct. 17. . . . • Hal Home returns to Hollywood in the
next few days to orgcmize a second unit ■which will shoot location footage
for Story Prods.' "This Side of Innocence" in the vicinity of Buffalo. . . .
• Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett train out for the Coast on Thursday, return here on the 20th to sail on the Elizabeth for London on the
24th
Oversees trip is to participate in the British Dramatic Trade
Benevolent Fund conunand performcmce. ... • Sam Wood would
seem to have something in his proposal to the Academy that it establish
an "Oscar" for the person making the outstanding contribution to the
cause of good Americanism, either thru writing, directing, producing,
acting or specialized work. ... • Delmor, Del., folks still talking about
Robert Cummings' p. a. there last week when he served as a groceryclerk lor a day
Seems as how he was "won" in a radio contest.
T
T
T
• • • WISE AND SMART CENTURY CIRCUIT, which has developed the movie-guide weekly mailing piece into something cd a fine
art, has added something new in the way of text, a mighty readable
and interesting column, 'The Century Plcmt"
It's credited to Senn
Shuree, which, if Phil M. is not mistaken, is a literary alias adopted
by the ciruit's new advertising-publicity chief, Ed Schreiber
New
column has exactly the right touch — cmiusing, light
Adroitly designed to tighten the liaison between Century and the cash customers,
Phil M. has a hunch it will not only do that but more
Incidentally,
it might be pointed out that program columns such as "The Century
Plcmt" upon occasion can do a whale of a public relations job for the
industry
Which undoubtedly occurred to Ed, erstwhile WAC publicist
T
T
T

prohibit licensing for exhibition
more
than 30 days after availability.
4. Future expansion of major defendants' theater interests is unconditionally prohibited as is their acquisition of independent theater interests
upon dissolution of existing pools.
5. Major defendants would be forbidden to license films to an from each
other for a 10-year period.
6. Arbitration as a method of a decree enforcement has been omitted.

Springfield,
been renamed

PHIL M. DALY

has

• • • GIGGLE OF THE WEEK: Catch "A Bit of Blarney," of Universal's Sing and Be Happy short series, now at the Loew's Criterion
and don't miss the list of names used for the characters
Incidentolly,
Phil M. caught the short at the first showing on opening day, and when
audiences applaud and laugh at that time of the morning — you can say
it again Mr. McEvoy

▼

▼

, ▼

• • • INDLANA COUNTRY COUSIN?: Looks as though Jim Mason,
the exhibitor sage of Cherry Valley, whose letters add spice to Pete J.
Wood's Ohio ITO bulletins, has a country cousin in IncUana
Current ATOI bulletin starts off with a letter from Abner Poppin of the
Little Theater, Pinhook, Ind., in which Abner drows a verbal bead on
a "feller named

Johnston"

who
T

addressed Allied's Boston
T
T

convention.

• • • IT'S A NEW SHOW BE DEPT.: Waller Reade's new Park
Ave. Theater will have a becrutician on duty in the ladies' lounge, which,
by the way, -will be done in a pink motif, with dusty rose carpeting and
pink leatherette walls

▼

▼

▼

• • • WHAT'S IN A NAME DEPT.: The cashier of the Mayfair.
Miami, who has been held up three times in less than nine months is
JOY Rodney

T

▼

T

was learned yesterday that the co
may draft a new method of arbit
by
York the
consent
deci^ "'
tionthe
to New
supplant
one estal^
It was pointed out by the i3

ernment tothat
the "Little
Three" i1
refused
submit
to arbitration
the "Big Five" allegedly are will
to continue its financing of the s
tem in order to avoid "drastic relit
"Under these circumstances," :
Government wrote, "there was '
occasion for the submission of '
arbitration proposal by us and ■
have accordingly provided for '
decree-enforcing
liquidation
of the device.
present system £ '
■'In our view, no arbitration sysl '
may serve as the means of enforc |
a final decree in this case in ; j
event.
Arbitration
might
well
adapted to the administration of
established system of trade prac
control, but it does not appear to
to be an admissable solution to
problem posed by this suit since
illegal system outlined in the cou
opinion may be terminated only b
drastic
elimination
of establis
trade practices."

Pittsburgh Strike Cuts
Week-end Biz Up to 80%
(Continued from Page 1)
of run, due to the current strik(,
the Employes Independent Unioi.
the Duquesne Light and Power
it was reported here yesterday i
circuit heads operating theaten
that area.
Although the transportation st
has effected a loss in business
wages of approximately $1,000 ,
daily, the neighborhood theaters
i-eported to be holding their c.
Theater and exchange employes
managing
to get to their P;
through
car pooling arrangeme.
It is expected ttiat the strike ibe settled within the week, ace
ing to a wire received here yes
day by one of the theater executi

SICK REPORT
HERBERT CROOKER, publicity msr
for M-G-M, is recuperating at St. C
Hospital following an emergency appert
tomy over the week-end.
GEORGE W. ERDMANN, secretar,
the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhit
Ass:ciation, who is ill at Sunny t
Sanitorium, is re|>orted on the mend.
LOUIS FAVA, 20th-Fox shipper, Da
is recuperating following an operatici
stomach ulcers.
HARVEY SUMMERS, Paramount em
at Omaha, has entered the hospital
lowing a heart attack.
ARTHUR D. KNAPP, 20th-Fox D<
salesman, is recuperating at White i
Hotel, Gainesville, Fla., from a serious
condition.
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Objections
Gov^t Distributors
forVeda? Chief
jivestiture Cure Who's
Enjoined
Who's Vesta? ?

hplete Divorcement
a Harsh and Unneciary for the Present
IN (Continued from Page 1)

I -ice asks for a ban on cross■^msing; that is, one defendant
uld be prohibited from licens• its product to a theater of
other defendant.
his memoi-andum, Robert L.
'ht, special assistant to the At"y
General,
told thethecourt,
in
lance,
that without
ban on
i-licensing the present alleged
ipolistic situation would be united by the court's recommendae Government
asked that the
Five" be enjoined from licensDroduct in each other's theaters
period of 10 years, starting one
after the entry of the final deAt the end of the 10-year pethe defendants could move for
dification.
e Government proposed that the
idants be enjoined from praccontained in 11 points.
They
■lid be enjoined, the Government
[fnds,
I. From granting any license
which minimum
prices are
ed.
12. From agreeing with each
filer or exhibitors er distribu•s to maintain a system of
l^arance.
3. From granting any clearce between theaters not in
bstantial competition.
4. From granting clearance
: ainst theaters in substantial
mpetition with theaters receiv? the license for exhibition in
=cess of what is reasonably
^cessary to protect the licensee
' the run granted.
5. From enforcing existing
reements which grant clearce to any theater not its own
which a defendant owns a di:t or indirect financial interest
more than five per cent.
16. From further performing
^y existing franchise to which
) is a party and from making
jy future franchises.
7. From further performing
Irmula or master agreements
cept such agreements as may
;ve been made after the dendant had offered films li'nsed to theaters operated in

A twin picture is not a double bill. It's like "Dark Mirror." So when you
got a twin picture you gotta get twin press agents. For that purpose you get,
like Universal-international, Veda and Vesta Ryker, identical twins from
Hollywood, fly them to LaGuardia and have 10 pairs of identical twins greet
them while fotogs blaze away without double exposure, like the wag says.
Then they'll probably send them around to confound editors.
But befcre that you think up a gimmick like the New York Society of
Identical Twins and while the idea smoulders under the scalp you also spot
a couple of hot ads in the daily press and comes Monday morning the U-l
switchboard is swamped with calls from look-alikers. The first half hour 300
calls. Then they came in a flood. You have to change your number when it
catches on.

competition with those covered
by the agreement in a manner
which permitted such theaters
on a theater-by-theto compete
ater basis with theaters covered
by these agreements for the
privilege of exhibiting such
films and from such future deals.
8. From performing licenses
conditioning one picture on another. If the pictures have not
been tradeshown prior to a deal
for more than one picture, the
licensee is to be given the right
to reject 25 per cent of the pictures not tradeshown prior to
the licensing, to be exercised in
the order of release within 10
days after there has been an opportunity for the licensee to inspect it.
9. From licensing any film
more than six months in advance of its release.
10. From offering films for license in any theater not its own
in any lowing : manner except the fol-

.eveland — Jack Sogg, M-G-M
■ich manager, became a grander when a six-pound son was
. to his daughter, Mrs. Gloria
'S Albert, at Mount Sinai Hos-

(a) A license to exhibit each
film released for public exhibition shall be offered upon reasonable terms for some run to
the operator of each theater
which desires to exhibit it;
(b) Where a run is desired
upon terms which exclude simultaneous exhibition in competing
theaters, it shall be offered to
the competing exhibitors involved having a theater adequate to show the picture upon
such a run and granted to the
highest responsible bidder, provided that such exclusive run
does not unreasonably restrict
competition in the area covered.
(c) Each license shall be
granted solely upon the merits
without discrimination in favor
of afiiliates, old customers or
any person whatsoever.
(d) Each license is to be
taken theater-by-theater and
picture-by-picture.
(e) Each license s'hall specify
a date of availability of a print
for a run licensed and provide
that such run shall commence
within 30 days after such availability.

(eveland — Heni-y Barden, owner
he Superior Theatre and Mrs.
den have announced the arrival
i son, Bryan Stanford Barden.

11. From combining, conspiring or agreeing with each other
or with any exhibitor or distributor to eliminate
competition
among themselves or with others

STORK REPORTS

in any manner whatsoever.
The "Big Five" would be enjoined
1. From making or continuing
pooling agreements; (2) from making or continuing to perform agreements that the parties may not acquire other theaters in a competitive
area where a pool operates without
first offering them for inclusion in
the pool; (3) from making or continuing leases of theaters under
which it leases any of its theaters
to another defendant or to an independent operating a theater in the
same competitive area in return for
a share of the profits; (4) from continuing to own or acquiring any beneficial interest in any theater where
such interest shall be greater than 5
per cent, unless such interest shall
be 95 per cent or more. An existing
relationship which violates this shall
be terminated within two years and
shall be dissolved by the sale of the
defendant's interest to a non-defendant. One defendant may acquire an interest of another if the
court first finds that the acquisition

From Expanding Present Theater Holdings

will promote
competitionshall
in exhibition. Each defendant
submit
to the court within 90 days a statement outlining the extent to which
it has complied or intends to comply.
Expansion Enjoined
(5) From expanding present holding in any manner; (6) from operating, booking or buying for any
of its theaters through any agent
also actingfor other exhibitors,
affiliated or independent,
and (7) from
cross-licensing for a period of 10
The Government pointed out that
the provisions of the consent decree
years. expired, except to conclude
had
pending arbitration and financial
obligations of the defendants and the
American Arbitration Association.
Existing awards and those made pursuant to the pending proceedings
should continue in force if consistent
with the decree. The Government
further said that for compliance
of the decree only, the D of J should
have reasonable access to the defendants' books and be permitted to
intei'view their officers.
The proposed findings follow the
pattern of previous findings of the
Government, involving price fixing,
maintaining high prices in the defendants' theaters, unreasonable
clearance and restraining trade in
As :to divorcement, the D of J
wrote
general.
"Divestiture, while not ipso facto
(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M TRADE SHOW
BUFFALO AND CHICAGO TERRITORIES ONLY
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Borkin, Trust Buster,
Resigns from Dot J
(Continued from Page 1)
the Government's Scophony television case and who was largely instrumental inthe department filing a
new suit in the New York equity
case, will open his own offices in
Washington as economic consultant.
In a letter accepting Borkin's
resignation, Attorney General Clark
lauded the attorney's anti-trust work
and recalled the "high praise bestowed on you by President Roosevelt" several years ago.
Close advisor to many of Washington's Government leaders, Borkin
acted as liaison to then Senator
Truman when the Truman Committee was created. Borkin organized
and took charge of the presentation
of the international cartel evidence
before the committee.
Known as a top expert in the television and motion picture fields, Borkin also was in charge of the precedent-making ERPI investigation
several years ago.
Borkin entered the anti-trust division in April, 1938, as chief of the
patent unit. In this position he initiated and took charge of the investigation ofpatent abuses and cartels.
In May, 1939, President Roosevelt
recognized his work in this field and
in a letter to Borkin said: "A large
part of credit for the success of the
glass patents and beryllium (carte)
hearings before the Temporary National Economic Committee is due to
the enthusiasm and energy of a
group of really young men working
under your direction."
Borkin is co-author of "Television,
a Struggle For Power," a book
analyzing the problems of the motion picture, radio and newspaper interests in television; co-author of
"Germany's Master Plan."
Among his monographs are "Patent Abuses, Compulsion to License
and Recent Decisions," Columbia
Law Review, July, 1943, and "Patents
and New Trust Problems," Law and
Contemporary Problems, Duke Uni-

Announce Tele Me
REVIEUJS Of SHORT SUBJECTS Awards
on Tliursdi
"Out of the Ruins"
"World Food Problem"

NFB of Canada
29 Mins.
Timely and Vital
During World War II, Greece became abattleground for the Western
powers and was devastated. The
film depicts how Greece, with the
held of UNRRA, is slowly finding its
way back to peace and a normal
existence. How the organization is
combating hunger, disease and how
they are trying to bring about economic and political rehabilitation is
also shown. A timely, vital problem
handled in a factual, informative
way and highlighted by a few extraordinary montages, it should be interesting to any adult audience.
"Fliclcer Flashbaclcs"
(No. 1)
RKO
9 Mins.
Very Funny
Clever narration by Knox Manning
is only half the fun in this burlesque
of the oldies. Footage from two pictures is dealt with: first is "Wages
of Sin" or "Hounded By Fate." Second, featuring Lionel Barrymore,
Henry B. Walthall and Mae Marsh is
called "The Wanderer." While the
principals in both cases give out with
all sorts of emotionalism, quips are
flying through the sound track which
should please any audience.

Horne Signs Bercovici
To Script "Innocence"
Leonardo

Bercovici has

been

(March of Time)
20th-Fox
17 Mins.
Provokes Thought
Despite post - war rehabilitation,
many countries of the world are famine and pestilence ridden. This MOT
brings into focus the important work
of UNRRA, whose chief aim is to
combat and solve these problems. A
proportionate chart of individual
countries' contributions is shown, besides an insight into the American
food conservation program which
was highlighted by the "Chiquita
Banana" song. A subject of international importance adequately packaged and presented for theatergoing
consumption.
Okay
"Mr. Wright Goes Wrong"
Columbia
19 Mins.

Important contributions to tl
velopment of television as a s(
and commercial utility will be i
nized officially by the Tele
Broadcasters Association Thi
night at a banquet highlightir
two-day conference at the Wai
Astoria. A series of Awards of
will be presented by the awards
mittee of which Paul Raibourn,
ident of Television Productions,
and vice-president of Paramoun
tures, is chairman.
The conference opens Thu]
with a full program of events c
terest to the television indv
Problems which a new tele b
caster must face in establishin
operating organization will be
cussed by Theodore C. Strei
president of Bamberger Broad
In the face of the present hotel ing Service, who will serve as
room crisis people try anything to
get a room. Sterling Holloway takes erator.
over a friend's identity to get his, Division
RCA, will
Dan D.of Halpin
of talk
RCA on ^'
but such troubles as a charge for
hitting a cop, several c.o.d. packages, Opportunities
Television,"ma
Houston,in personnel
and a jealous husband come with it. Harry
of the Allen B. DuMont Laborat
After many situations, some fun,
is to speak on "Where to Find
some com, the mix-up is straight- Personnel."
James
D. McLeai
ened
out.
Should
rate
as
average
enGeneral Electric Co., is slated to
tertainment.
on "Equipment Today and To:
row." F. J. Bingley of Philco i;
Term Deals Valid Until
to speak on "Relaying Problem
Television." Helen Rhodes of WP
High Court Acts — Myers
Schenectady, will give her view
(Continued from Page 1)
"Studio Audiences in Television.
A first-hand account of the
hibs. in this territory entered into in
1945 with Universal and Columbia vision installation at Bikini 1are valid "until the pending Govern- during the atom bomb tests wil
ment suit goes through the wringer given at Thursday's opening ses
by Arthur F. Van Dyke of RCA 1
of the Supreme Court."
oratories, who witnessed the ins
lation.

signed by Hal ' Horne to do the
screenplay on "This Side of Innocence" for Story Productions of
which Horne is board chairman. Bercovici recently completed the script
on "The Bishop's Wife" for Samuel
Goldwyn and, in collaboration, on Brandt, Slate, Brody
"Moss Rose," the book for which
Darryl Zanuck is reported to have Join Stoltz PRC Staff
paid the highest price in picture annals.
Arnold Stoltz, PRC's national
Horne is now in New York to com- director
of advertising and publicity,
plete a distribution deal and will announced yesterday the appointreturn to Hollywood in the next few
ment of Leon Brandt who will be in
days to huddle with Bercovici.
charge of exploitation in the Chicago
area. Brandt for the past two years
versity Law School, Winter, 1940. was UA's exploitation man in charge
Borkin contributed to "Stock Market of all New York openings and premieres. Lige Brien is in charge of
Control" and "The Security MarPRC's
national
exploitation.
kets,"
two
volumes
published
by the
Twentieth Century Fund.
Marie Slate, formerly of Universal
In a letter to Borkin, Assistant At- and 20th Century-Fox, and Leo
torney General Wendell Berge said Brody, for five years with Paramount, have joined PRC's publicity
he learned of the attorney's resigna- department
under George Eraser,
tion with the "deepest regret."
publicity manager.
"I also want to tell you," Berge
Miss Slate will write newspaper
wrote, "how much I have appreciated and syndicate features and handle
the signal contribution you have contacts. Brody will be assigned to
made to the work of the Department, fan magazine contacts.
Grismer-Carlson
Minneapolis — Elnora Grismer, in- and your loyalty and devotion to the
spectress at M-G-M, will be married cause for which we have been fight- Fred Boyd Dead
ing. Ishall always especially recall
to Harold Carlson here on Oct. 26.
Indianapolis — Fred Boyd. 60
your unusually able analysis of the
relationships between patents, car- manager at the Ritz, dropped dead
McGregor-Corrow
tels and anti-trust laws. The initial in his home. Death was caused by
heart disease.
Detroit — Edward C. Carrow, own- studies which you made in this field
er of the Lyons Theater at South some years back form the basis of
Lyons, and Ruth McGregor of Na- much of our work, and your conclu- Sebring Dixie Sold
sions have been strongly supported
Sebring, Fla.— The Dixie, a Negro
tional Theatre Supply staff', have
announced their approaching mar- by the court decisions in this field in theater, has been sold by Gerald Bee
riage.
to Morris Frindlin, who will operate.
recent cases."

WEDDING BELLS
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Managers of seven television
tions Schenectady,
now operating
in New "ii
City,
Philadelphia,
cago and Los Angeles will par
pate in panel discussions on "Sti
of
Station Operations'
the Television
Friday afternoon
session. T
will describe their present activi
and will tell of future planning
network operations become a c
mercial
nationally.reality regionally and If
A top speaker at one of the :
sions will be Merlin H. Ayleswo
former president and co-foundei
National Broadcasting Co., a j
chairman ofandthe board
of RKOof Rs'
Pictures
executive
Scripps - Howard
newspapers
will
on "The Effect
visiontalk
on Newspapers."

of T.'

De Rochemont to Speak
At First Film Forum
John Gassner, author and f
critic, will preside over the series
Film Forums for pix persom
starting tonight, at the Barbiz^
Plaza Hotel. Meetings will be c
tinned for six consecutive Tuesda
Louis de Rochemont, 20th-Fox p
ducer, will be the first speaker.

Hay, October 8, 1946

posed Judgment
Is MPTOA Okay
I

(Continued from Page 1)

i}A, in its sessions here today
iiomorrow, will re-examine the
}:ement question. In June and
i\^th board meetings decided to
itgr in opposition to a Govern:!drive for divorcement, but Levy
:j;d out yesterday that the presisssion is a much larger and
jimportant meeting.
■ Wehrenberg Gratified
prenberg expressed his gratifij that the Department meets
'iroblems of overbuying, over■g and operation at a loss — all
ij'le under the originally pro-| auction - selling suggestions.
"lobjections, prohibition
he said, are against
met by
"proposed
\ng films more than six months
*i and for licensing more than
bs after availability.
lis letter of last week Levy had
^jhat the proposed auction bidi plan would mean "greater
i for producers and distributors
iiigher admission prices for
is. The independent theater
or, the forgotten middle-iTian,
ave to spend his time and enjjrying to keep his profit at its
ij;r level without increasing adiln prices to a point where his
i|.age will start a downward

f

"I "Some Run" Covered
pfther objection in Levy's letter
hat the court's decision in\', no guarantee of "some run,"
I:' been provided in the old cont lecree. Yesterday's proposals
1-1 Government cover this point,
jinberg said, referring to the
jial that "a license to exhibit
!i;lm released for public exhibifliall be offered upon reasonable
jifor some run to the operator
kh theater which desires to exit."
I Government proposal of a 25
ent cancellation clause was
jitly satisfactory to -MPTO'A,
toberg said -— recalling that
iiad asked in his letter for only
(er cent clause.
'question of cross-licensing and
new decree proposals will be
"1 during the two-day
meet,
flnberg said, with his comments

lARTERED
FILMS,
INC.,
New
York
City,
dismotion
picture
films, capital $20,000
shares, three
shares
subscribed.
Ina at Albany
by John |. Tarpey,
jr.,
A. Dunn, Leonore Jacobson.
.A. C. ENTERPRISES,
INC.,
Baldwin,
iital of 200 shares no par value stock,
:p3res subscribed,
to produce
theatrical,
operatic,
moving
pictures,
etc.
ind at Albany
by Anna
Poltronieri,
Edoltronieri,
Raymond
J. Poltronieri.
i 3 FILM
CORP.,
New
York City, with
■f $20,000 in $100 shares, three shares
i, to distribute motion pictures. Inkl at Albany by Fred C. Sanders, Naomi
Hleonard Daniels.

"U", Bell & Howell
Doil Proposals '^Fail Short^^
In New 16 mm. Deal
But Myers Sees Gov^t ^'Tightening Up''
(Confinued from Page 1)

yesterday had general praise for the about the clearance of his competiDepartment of Justice's new decree
proposals although terming them
Exclusive Runs Not Essential
still
"far
short"
of
an
equitable
soluHe
said the D of J's proposals
tion.
could be called "sharing the
He singled out features of the D rightly
run." He agreed with the Governof J's "streamlined" bidding suggesment's position that exclusive runs
not essential to the industry.
stions, the inclusion of "some run" are tor."
guarantees and the ban on crossMyers said compulsory licensing
licensing as examples of a "tighten- of "some run" on reasonable terms
ing up" of the Government's decree actually would mean more money to
distributors.
proposals.
At the same time, Myers revealed
He backed Government proposals
details of CIEA's letter urging At- for a ban on cross-licensing, comtorney General Tom C. Clark to
menting that "if we have to put up
"insist" that bidding be on a flat with auction
selling, the feature must
rental basis.
CIEA Will File Brief
be In
included."
CIEA's letter to Clark, the
Myers also stated that CIEA will
file a brief amicus curiae with the group said the ban on cross-licensing
is a "necessary safeguard to any
court by Oct. 21.
system of competitive bidding."
Still sticking to its total divorce"If the Statutory Court," CIEA
ment guns, CIEA, in its letter to said, "shall remain adamant that
Clark said, "We can see no injustice competitive bidding is an adequate
to the defendants in requiring an all substitute for total divestiture, then
dollars and cents basis instead of a the way is open for the Attorney Genpurely speculative basis.
eral to propose safeguards and
"Any attempt at awarding films to amendments to the court's plan
the highest bidder by pre-determin- against the possibility, however rethat the plan may pass muster
ing the distributors' share on a per- in the mote,
Supreme Court and some day
centage engagement will pave the
way for the defendants to continue
operative."
Commenting
on the flat rental
the discriminatory practices in favor become
of the affiliated theaters which the
court has condemned," CIEA said.
Commenting on the Government's
new decree proposals, Myers said the
new bidding suggestions were a "considerable" improvement over those
contained in the court's opinion. He
said in general limiting auction selling to "exclusive" runs would "help
break down the lazy practice of
many exhibitors who seem to want
to forget .showmanship and oldfashioned exploitation methods and
run to the distributor and complain

(Continued from Page 1)

or operate jointly with the Chicago
company.
& Howell's personnel
will remain Bell
intact.
It was reported that a new company to operate the new enterprise
would be formed and that E. L. McEvoy, short subjects sales manager,
would be in charge.
method, CIEA said:
"The decision will at once make
unnecessary certain qualifying provisions which are pertinent only to
percentage deals and which afford
the opportunity for the practice of
discrimination in the granting of
licenses. Since no fiduciary relationship is created and the fixed rental is
payable on the barrel-headj there will
be no occasion to weight the 'responsibility' of the bidders and it no
longer will be necessary to consider
whether the bidder has a theater
'adequate to show a picture on such
"While the court condemned and
ordered the termination of the joint
ownership of theaters between the
defendants and other exhibitors, it
failed to take note of the partnerships with independent exhibitors
(Continued on Page 8)
run.'

to be withheld until after board discussion.
No Highest Bid Specifications
On the question of auction-selling,
Wehrenberg said it was his opinion
the Department of Justice refused to
specify means for determining which
are the highest bids in order to leave
the entire question up to the distributors. With the distrib. proposals
before them, he added, it will then
be up to the Department to indicate
its attitude toward these proposals.
"The distributors have their 11point plan, and I can't discuss it in
detail now," he said, "but I can tell
you one of those points has got to be
consideration of the reputation and
standing of men in the business
Queried about the CIEA proposal
that
the auction-selling be on the
now."
basis of a flat sum only, with no
formula for balancing seating capacity, prices, run, etc., against percentages, Wehrenberg snorted, "We
intend to confine ourselves in these
deliberations to fields of reasonable
accomplishment."

DIEHL • HUGH PROSSER • LEONARD PENfi
and a cast of hundreds

H COLUMBIA SERIAL

Original Screen Play by George PlymptoR, Harry Fraser and Lewis Clay
Produced by SAM KATZMAN

• Directed by DERWIN ABRAHAMS
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Reds Boycott U. S.
Pix at Cannes Fete
Cannes, France (By Cable) — Soviet-American tension spread from
the Paris Conference to the French
government-sponsored International
Film Festival.
The Russians not only boycotted
U. S. films, but even showed open
American animosity at the festival.
Breach was broadened further when
Ru5sian delegates deliberately arranged banquets timed in opposition
to showings of American pictures.
The French press, noting Russianinstigated dissension, ad\ised readers to stay away from Russian films.
American reps, forwarded their protests to the general director of the
festival.
"The Lost Week-End" was judged
as best American film for the past
year. Star Ray Milland received
special honors. Walt Disney's "Make
Mine Music" won a prize for animated films.
Though no award — for diplomatic
reasons — was given for the single
best film, by common accord a grand
international prize was granted to
the French production, "The Battle
of the Rails," story of French railroad workers' resistance during Nazi
occupation.
Michele Morgan won individual
honors for her role in the French
film, "Pastoral Symphony."
Other prize winners: Noel Coward's "Brief Encounter" as best
British film of the year; "Maria
Santelaria,"
Mexico's
skov took honors
for best.
RussiaM. asThirthe
author of the best scenario, "Decisive
Turning." First prize for film composing went to Frenchman Georges
.\uric, who composed music for English-made "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
and for tw-o French productions,
"Pastoral Symphony" and "Beauty
and the Beast."
Nineteen countries were represented at the Festival.

3t air ship Aids Police
In Hunt for Lost Boy
Once again M-G-M's Mairship
has proved its worth far above the
advertising it has been doing on
"The Yearling."
Co-operating with Police Chief
Arthur Temple, the crew of the
Mairship yesterday joined in the
hunt over New Jersey's Sacaucus
swamps searching for two-year-old
Douglas K ensmund, lost for four
days. Mairship's radio kept in constant touch with the police while
flying over swamps inaccessible by
foot.
Only five weeks ago, Sept. 2 the
Mairship rescued eight passengers
aboard the helpless 32-foot cabin
Tuiser Man-Pat-Jim, six miles off
Sjndy Hook.

tJ tile Headlines:
AT LEAST 50 PER CENT of Mark Heliinger's next pic for Universal-International will be
shot in New York, with many scenes taken directly in the police department's homicide
squad. The squad, its offices and files have been made available to Heilinger by Mayor
0 Dwyer and Cmmissioner Wallender to provide a pic which will be a crime deterrent.
j Maivin Wald, who will do the story, arrives this week
from the Coast for research

I work.

•

"CLOAK
AND
DAGGER,"
first United
States Pictures
production
for Warners,
equalled the all-time house record in its opening week-end at the New York Strand.

•

TWENTIETH -FOX'S three releases for November will embrace "My Darling Clementine," "Margie" and "Wanted For Murder."
ERIC A. JOHNSTON, MPAA president and a member of the OWMR advisory board,
directed by the President to study the whole wage-price policy, over the week-end
called for the end of Government contrcls, and said, "the Wage Stabilization Board is
dead. It needs only to be buried."
•
MEMBERSHIP
OF THE
AUTHORS
LEAGUE
OF AMERICA
and non-member
professionals have been invited to attend a special discussicn meeting at the Cort Theater,
Oct. 20, to discuss various plans which have been submitted to correct existing abuses in
the disposition of literary work.

•
•

FOUR 20-FOX TOPPERS — Spyros P. Skouras, Tom Connors, Joseph M. Schenck and
Darryl F. Zanuck — huddled at the studio at the week-end on distribution plans, both
in the U. S. and India, for "The Razor's •Edge."
RAYMOND

MYERSON

succeeds Allan Brill as Natco general sales manager.

SAG Votes to Cross
tudio Piclcet Lines
(Continued from Page

1)

Gov't Asl(s Bids on
Exclusive Runs Only
(Continued from Page 5)

picket lines in jurisdictional dis- preventing price-fixing agreements
putes. Closing of the studios would or unreasonable clearance, would
not solve the jurisdictional quari'el. terminate the Government's most
The Guild will continue its deter- urgent objections to present methods, but would also withdraw the demined campaign to have the AFL
fendants from competing in the exset up arbitration machinery for the
hibition field." The Government said
quick settlement of jurisdictional
it
v/ould
create
a new set of theater
quarrels between unions before such
quarrels result in work stoppages owners which would not be likely to
give as good a sei-vice as the previforces were maintained at
ous owners, but "the opportunity of
or Token
strikes."
all studios except Republic where the independents to compete under
200 strikers gathered at the two the bidding system for pictures and
entrances. Later in the day the Re- runs renders such a harsh remedy
public pickets had dwindled to less as complete divestiture unnecessary.
than 150.
at least until the eflnciency of tha+
system has been tried and found

AFL Ruling May Stymie

wanting."
Hearing
Actors "Caravan"
Allieci May File Info, on
Chicago — It is understood that all

resolutions to be considered by the
American Federation of Labor convention here must be presented in
writing 30 days before the convention meets. If this is correct, the
movie "caravan" which came on
from Hollywood to urge the AFL to
set up machinei-j' to settle jurisdictional disputes may have difficulty
in getting their appeal heard.
Richard F. Walsh, lATSE prexy,
here for the convention, and the lA
delegates attending — William Raoul,
Gene Atkinson, Tom Vincent Greene
and Mike Manogovan — said the lA
would not leave the AFL unless
forced to do so by the AFL itself.
They expressed the belief that such
action by the AFL was improbable.
Pat Somerset of Hollywood and
Paul Dullzell of Actors Equity are
here for the convention, as is Bob
Montgomery. Holly^vood stars here
include Walter Pidgeon, Robert Taylor, Gene Kelly, George Murphy,
Alexis Smith, Ronald Reagan and
Jane Wvman.

Parties "Back Of" ATA

(Continued from Page 1)
directly in the equity suit, a responsible source indicated yesterday.
While emphasizing that there is
"little possibility" that the court
will uphold A'TA's petition, this
source indicated that Allied attorneys may file such an information
"if by any chance" ATA's position i?
upheld. The information, this source
said, will charge that "many of the
parties back of ATA's petition are
parties to the very contracts con-

D of J Proposals
'Fall Shorl'-Myer]
(Continued from Page 7)
which result from the defe I
insistence upon percentage ]
Inclusion in the order of th
gested provision will strength
against effective
joint ownership
by el
make
the court's'
ing defendants' partnership
aters which are attained with(
investment in such theaters.
Eliminate Monopolistic Pra<
"In addition, it will elirni
number of monopolistic and
tious practices which the defc
have imposed upon the indep
exhibitors as adjuncts of tl'
centage system as the checi
theaters and the auditing of
tors' books and records."
Myers recalled that the TN
port of several years ago cas
the Department for "specific;
signing its powers"
"enforcement"
to and
an turnii
arbi
board.
"I agree with the TNEC r
Myers
said, abdicated
"that theits Depa
had clearly
juris
and farmed out this responsib ;
arbitration boards."
He also expressed the opini
the Government feared inclu ■
arbitration would endanger t
partment's appeal plans.

Display Old Pix Biz Co
At PP's Harvest Dinnc

What are probably two of t 1
est business cards in the film I
try turned up in an envelo
dressed to Jack Cohn, as hea :
Picture Pioneers.
The first bears the insig
"The Music House Of Lae
then located at 67-37 S. Cla
Chicago. It bears a picture of
young Carl Laemmle and at t
torn is contained the name of ^
Howard as general manager,
ever, written in pen and ink
the top and bottom of the cai
neat Spencerian script is the 5
"Whistling
Will, with N. Y.

The second card is of a son
1367 B'way."
later
vintage. Printed on s
colored stock, it bears the i:
"Independent Moving Pictui
of America, 102 W. 101st St
York. Carl Laemmle, pres
In smaller letters, as one of
salesmen,
the the
nameleft
"Julius
In
a panelis at
side ■
card
is
the
IMP
trademark,
J i
in its day.

Both cards have been frara
by the court."
This demned
source
said upholding of will be displayed
at the
ATA's petition would have a vital Harvest Dinner of the Picti
oneers,
Nov.
20.
effect on future suits for triple damages.
Thurman W. Arnold, ATA attor-

St. Louis Newsreel Exits

ney, previously had scoffed at reports that ATA, by inteiwening,
St. Louis — The Hollywood
would become a partv to the case reel Theater has changed it?
and would be responsible as defend- and policy. Now known as the
ants in any decree handed down.
it will specialize in foreign fil

M. P. Production Dist.floor
28 W. 44th N.St.Y. 21st
Nev' York
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iSTRIBS. AND D OF J FAR APART ON DECREE
'!

tPTOA

to Offer Counter-Proposals on Decree

!Td Votes to Appear
Amicus Curiae; Against
illusive Run Bidding
By AL STEEN
Lbiatte Editor,
THE FILM

liWashington — The
ilrd of directors and
^•^ leaders yesterday
y to appear as amicus

DAILY

DISTRIBUTOR
PROPOSALS

Any doubts that the New York equity suit will wind up in the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Supreme Court were dissipated by the "Big Five" defendants yesterday with the submission to the three-man court of their set
Washington — The following are

MPTOA
of the distributors' proregional highlights
posals for a final decree in the New
York
equity
case:
voted
curiae to
in

i';jew York equity case and will ofitiQunter-proposals to the Govemlji;'s recommendations for a final
ie. Approximately 20 assoeia(G>nHnued on Page 12)

[iv'lDeaf to Pleas
r Roadshowing Pix
Ungton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sashing-ton — The Department of
^ce will not yield to distributor
"osals to permit roadshowing of
- ted features, The Film Daily
'.:told
flatly yesterday.
Departof Justice
spokesman A said
this
(Continued on Page 7)

1. Factors other than price
should be considered under competitive biddingi.
2. Terms for reasonable clearance are outlined.
3. Pictures would not necessarily go to the highest bidder
if minimum terms meet the other
requirements.
4. Distributors would be permitted to require exhibitors to
state their admission prices in
their bids.
5. Defendants agree to injunc(Continued on Page 9)

Mulli-Unit Operation
For Century Circuit

Multi-unit theater operation, embracing tidbit bars, soft drink lounmersall, Scully's Aide;
ges and donut shops, which ultimately will be integrated into each
!|is "U" Sales Cabinet
of the Century Circuit's houses, was
Universal - International plans to described yesterday by Leslie
j.e a definite policy on each indi- Schwartz, chief of Andrews, Inc.,
.,al picture and then to have its
Century's extra-profit division, at
j^ office sales cabinet visit the "Extra Profits Convention," held
^jiches and implement the policy, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
I
(Continued on Page 7)
Speaking of the tidbit bar, Leslie
(Continued on Page 10)
'2,255,877

Roxy

Gross in 26 Weeks

Roxy Theater, Inc., controlled by
Oth-Fox, reports a gross of $2,255,77 for the 26 weeks ended July
of this year. In the fiscal year
ided Jan. 1, 1946. the theater cornany reported a gross of $4,153,467.
iterest requirements on the theair's first mortgage were covered by
wide margin and after ail charges
nd taxes, net income amounted to
118,339. This compares with a net
come for the preceding 12-month
3riod of $110,608.

Want Bidding System Based on "Other Than Price";
Wide-open
Definition
of "Reasonable
Clearance"
And
Stipulation
by Exhibs.
of Price to be
Charged

Coast Striice in AFL
Lap, View of USCS
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Howard Colvin, associate director of the U. S. Conciliation Service, yesterday said the
"proper place" for settlement of the
Hollywood jurisdictional strike is the
AFL convention, now meeting in
Chicago.
The Conciliation Service acknowledged receipt of a wire from the
Conference of Studio Unions requesting Government
(Continuedintervention
on Page 7) to "pre-

Walter Reade Circuit
To Bar Local Checkers

Allied Feeling Out
Members on Prod'n

'Pursuant to a move iby the Allied
States Assn. to be prepared against
any future product shortages, a
special pledge form will be sent out
within 10 days to exhibitors through(Continued on Page 12)

New Stands Little Affected
By Drive-in Restrictions

Walter Reade circuit theaters will
not "tolerate" local checkers, city Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
managers of the circuit were inWashington — Further restrictions
formed by Walter Reade, Jr., at a
on the construction of Drive-In themeeting
held
yesterday
at
the
chain's
New York offices.
aters and cutbacks expected to have
Reade called on the managers to little effect on building of new
(Continued on Page 10)
plan and stress children's shows in all
their situations, and announced the
appointment of Murray Meinberg as
Metro Dropping AR;
(Continued on Page 7)

AFL May Grant SAG a Hearing
Expect Sorreil to Present His Side
Chicago — It was stated here yesBenson to Head Para.
terday by Matthew Woll, chairman
Branch in Cincinnati
of the American Federation of LaPromotion of Albert C. Benson
from Paramount sales manager in
Washington to branch manager in
Cincinnati, where he will succeed J.
J. Oulahan, who has resigned, effective Oct. 14, was announced yes(Continued on Page 10)

of proposals for the forthcoming decree. These proposals were as far
out of line with those submitted a
day earlier by the Department of
Justice as the two parties were
nearly three years ago when the
Government refused to renew the
New York consent decree.
Entire burden of devising a decree
(Continued on Page 11)

bor resolutions committee, that when
his committee meets again tomorrow the delegation from the Screen
Actors Guild may be heard. It had
previously appeared doubtful if the
actors' "caravan" would be heard at
all due to
a rule on
requiring
(Continued
Page If) 30 days'

To Expand Research
Loew's-Metro is discontinuing its
deal with Dr. George Gallup's Audience Research and will expand its
own Motion Picture Research Bureau,
headed by Dr. Leo Handel, it was
yesterday
learned with
. Loew'sAR- Metro
about
the Gallup
started
six months ago, but during that interval, had continued to operate its
own research setup which Dr. Handel
has headed since 1942 except during
the time he was in Army uniform.
Currently, Dr. Handel's bureau is
making a survey of re-print preferences for Metro.
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FINANCIAL
(Tues., Oct. 8)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg
Am.
Seat
1978
19^4
1974
..
.
Bell & Howell
I81/2
18
18
—
Vj
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
25
24V2
24V2 —
14
Columbia
Picts. pfd. . 89
89
89—2
East. Kodak
205
20312 205
Gen. Prec. Eq
26' 2 25
26' s —
'Loews,
Inc
2738
263^
2634—
ig
Paramount
.... 31 1^
30
30
— 1
RKO
1678
16',4
161/4—
1.4
Republic Picts
8l8
8
'8
—
Vs
Republic
Picts. pfd.. 1434
^'^5/g
145^ —
34.
20fh Century-Fox
... 437',
42
42
— 1 1/4
Universal
Pict
31 li
3OI2
3O1/2 —
'/j
Universal
Picts. pfd.. 871/4
8714
871/4 +
V.Warner Bros
18T8
I8I4
18% —
l/g
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
Picts.
...
6
6
6
Vq
Radio-Keith
cvs.
. . . 5%
5'/2
SVi —
Vs
Sonotone Corp
33^ 334
33^
Technicolor
153,4 151/2
^5V,, —
i/,
Trans-Lux
434
434
43^
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
Pathe Industries
63,^
73,
Cinecolor
6%
6%

IfcOOB'Wir, N.Y.C-ClflCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

Clark Again Chairma:
Film Carriers Conferen

STANLEY W. HIGGINSON, general manager
for Warners, in Australia, is due in New York
at the end of the week from Sydney, He remains
in the U. 5. three months.
MARiAN SPITZER, story editor for Liberty
Films, Inc., is in New York for a three-week
business visit.
EDWARD SUTHERLAND leaves New York
today for the Coast, with a Chicago stopover

N. PETER RATHVON, president of RKO Radio,
and MRS. RATHVON, left Hollywood yesterday
via air to spend a week in Mexico City. They
will then come to New York tor two weeks.
HAMILTON MacFADDEN, of the film division
of the U. S. State Department, has arrived in
Hollywood to confer with Stephen Bosustow, on
a forthcoming film on public opinion
polls.
LEONARD COLDENSON, Paramount vicepresident in charge of theater operations, will
return today from Toledo.
NEIL ACNEW, Vanguard vice-president in
charge of distribution, flew from London to
Paris yesterday,
ROBERT L. LIPPERT, vice-prexy in charge
of distribution for Screen Guild Productions,
and SAM DECKER, treasurer, planed out of
Hollywood yesterday for Chicago to attend the
Isoard of directors and stockholders' meetings
of SGP.
BOB MONTGOMERY returned yesterday from
Chicago.
WALTER PIDGEON and ALEXIS SMITH today
leave Chicago, where they went for the AFL
convention,
on their return to Hollywood.
GEORGE ALLEN, Scundies proxy, is here on
a business trip.
H. A. BUCKLEY has returned to his UA desk

MARY KAY DODSON, Para, studio stylist,
planned.
will leave Hollywood Monday for New York Cit/
on a combined business and vacation trip. She
will be here for three weeks.
SAM BURGER,
regional director for Loew's
International,
Mexico
City. leaves today for a short trip to
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head
reprints and importations, arrives
cisco today from Portland.
EDWIN W. AARON, assistant
manager of M-C-M, is due in
today from Seattle.

of M-C-M's
in San Frangeneral sales
San Francisco

RENIE RIANO, Maggie Jiggs in Monogram's
"Bringing Up Father," has arrived from the
Coast for a two-week visit.
ED department,
HINCHY, head
of the
Warner
Bros.' playdate
leaves
tcday
for Chicago
and
Milwaukee. He returns to New York the early
part of next week.
HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Theaters, was in
today,
Albany yesterday and will be in New Haven

after
Chicago attending
exchange.a conference at the company's
HERBERT K. SORRELL. CSU proxy, is in
Chicago for the AFL meeting.
KFITH ANDES, Selznick player, who returns
to Hollywood tomorrow, was interviewed on
Paula
Stone's WNEW
program
yesterday.
EDWARD L. HYMAN, vice-president of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., and SI SIEGEL.
Paramount Theater executive, are in Detroit
after an extended Western business trip.

NATtive, D.
Theaters' execureturnsFELLMAN,
from New Warner
Haven today.
HARRY M. KALMINE. president and general
manager of Warner Theaters, left last night
for Chicago and Milwaukee, where he will hoH
meetings of local zone executives. He returns to
New York at the end of the week.
ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD is driving to
New York from the Coast and arrives here early
next week.
ARNOLD PRESSBURCER, producer, whose Regency Productions will soon film Somerset
Maugham's "Then and Now," will arrive here
today from the Coast.
IRVIN SHAPIRO, film distributor, will arrive
in Paris today by Clipper from New York to begin a tour of European caoitals for the ouroose
of acquiring additional product and establishing
outlets for bis current lineup.
PETER LORRE and MRS. LORRE have arrived
here from the Coast and are staying at the
WaWorf-Astoria Hotel.

Meet Today on Talent
For "Night of Stars"

Industi-y -leaders in the entertainment field will meet today at 4:30
p.m. in the offices of Marvin _H.
Schenck, chairman of the r)roduction
committee for the 13th annual
"Nigrht of Stars," to discuss the
availability of stage, screen and
radio stars for the mammoth show
REX HARRISON. English actor, will arrive
Nov. 12 which will be held at Madi- here from the Coast to act for the "Theater
Guild on the Air" presentation of "Berkeley
son Square Garden. The benefit pro- Square,"
Sunday, 10 p.m. over the ABC netceeds will go to the United Jewish jwork.
Appeal.
those,
are expected
theAmong
meeting,
are:whoRobert
M. Weit-at
man, Arthur Knorr, Lester B. Isaac,
Max "Wolff, John Dugan. Harry Kaleheim. Nat Kalcheim, Sidney Piermont, LaiTy Puck, Sam Rauch, Leonard Rnmm, Frank Roehrenbeck.
John Shubert, Arthur Weill and
David A. Werblin.

'

DAVE EPSTEIN leaves the Coast today for
a business trip to New York.

Hutchinson Sales Director
Para, in Great Britain

1For

London (By Cable) — Appointment
of F. E. Hutchinson as managing
director of sales for Paramount in
Britain and his election to the board
of the company's British subsidiary
was announced here yesterday. At
"U"
ing Play
kindce Leav
Good
To
Produ
Stage
the same time, it was announced tha'Tony C. Redding had been aupointed
Lamey Goodkind. story and play managing director of the Plaza and
editor for Universal, tendered his Carlton theaters.
resignation after having been affiliated with the company for nine Lapidus, Lefkowitz on Trip
years, to produce a new play on
•lules Lapidus, Eastern division
Broadway. He will be succeeded by sales manager for Warner Bros., and
James Poling, formerly associated Sam Lefkowitz. Eastern district
with Doubleday & Co., publishers, manager, are in Buffalo. Lapidus
for 10 years.
goes from there to Cleveland, while
The script, recently acquired by Lefkowitz returns to New York toGoodkind, who also served as talent morrow.
executive with the company, is reported to be a Tiost-war story of a
GI bride and her newly-acquired^
AVAILABLE
American family.
■!
Goodkind returned to Universal
SECRETARY— 10 Years' Experience, three
last Fall after bein? with the miliyears with motion picture chain — also
tary intelligence of the Army, where
hoiking exoerience
Attractive — capable —
h-» wr^te. directed and acted in i S50 to start. Write Box 75. Film Daily.
I 1501 Broadway. New York 18. N. Y.
plays designed for instructing the
personnel.

Chicago— J. P. Clark of Hi.
Express,
rechairman Philadelphia,
of the Film was
Carrier
ference at the Sherman Hotel
Vickers, Charlotte, N. C, was e
vice - chairman. General pro
affecting operations and distrit
services were under discussion.
Among the carriers attendizi*' i
Clint Weyer,
Harold Sherts^i^ :
Adleman of Philadelphia; Hard
Kinny and Charles lies, Des M
Earl Goldberg, Los Angeles;
Jameson, Kansas City, Mo.; I
Smith, Syracuse, and Harry Bi
man, Washington, D. C.

Roach Motion Denied
In Film Classics Suit
Federal Judge George Caffe;
terday denied a motion by Hal J
Studios to restrain Film Ci.
from taking further steps in
cuting an arbitration which th .
sticuted in 1945 relative to -So
damages.
The court, in its denial, stated
the plaintiff's remedy lies in ai
plication
to N.sought.
Y. Supreine
for
the relief
The pis*
is seeking to retrieve $55,000
by Film Classics to Edward Pe
Roach's fonner representative
also a cancellation of the cont
made by him.

RKO Execs, to Mexico tc
Inspect Churubusco Plo
Two delegations of RKO e:
tives will converge on Mexico
this w-eek for the purpose of in;
ing the recently-completed C::
busco Studios in which the coir.
has a financial interest.
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO pre:-i
in charge of production in H
wood, will fly today from the c
with Mrs. Rathvon.'
New fli"!
delegation
will leave The
in two
and
will
include
John
M.
"WTiite
Frederick and Mrs. Ehnnan;
Lawrence Green and Mrs. Gr
George A. Shaw and Mrs. Shaw,
Harry M. Durning.
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ma

ast Strike in AFL

Gov't Deaf to Pleas
For Roadshowing Pix

p,Viewo[USCS
I
(Continued from Page 1)
.; further
unprovoked
attacks
1 locked-out studio workers."
nee
the
Conciliation
Service
(r^-Uy handled employe-employer
■;— s, it is thought
that
the
-lyvvood
jurisdictional
squabble
jild be left in the hands of the
., convention.
ijvernment spokesmen admitted,
;ever, that should the AFL fail to
decisive action, the situation
yet be dumped into the Govemt's conciliation lap.
le Government's
position
thus
has followed
that of MPAA
ident Eric A. Johnston.

l\nston Not Going to Coast;
'f.ke
Situation
Up to
AFL
ihington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
iashington — MPAA President
j! A. Johnston has no intention
'purneying to Hollywood or mixinto the current labor dispute in
3|way at this time, he said yesterf Asked what he has done about
Isituation since cancelling his trip
lurope twice, Johnston smilingly
': "Nothing."
Mution to the recurrent jurisdic'al disputes is a matter for the
Ij leadership, Johnston said. "I
^jk it's something they will have
.ake up at their Chicago conven. and I think it's likely that they
lie MPAA head said he is receivconstant
bulletins
on developts in the strike-bound studio city,
has not been "quarterbacking"
of the studio moves. He made it
a that he feels it is not a matter
solution by the industry, but by
AFL leaders.

xlter Reade Circuit
Bar Local Checkers
(Continued from Page 1 )

llager of the Plainfield Strand and
lay Penbarn at the Paramount
lie same town.
plection of Universal's "The Kilas the
picij' for
the November
circuit wascontest
disclosed.
my Mullens, Freehold manager,
last month"s exploitation award,
pic being "To Each His Own."
lete Gage, Jim Watson, Steve
aer, and Jack Harris from the
lie office, and David Kearney,
lager of the new Park Ave. Thej which opens shortly, particiI'd
in the meeting with the city
agers.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 9
ohn P. Medbury
Hedy LaMarr
J. J. Bowen
John Miljan
Jack Pyser
Forrest Halsey

(Continued from Page 1)

IfMid-Week
•

•

•

Memits

DURING

THE COURSE

OF THE YEAH, many a volume of

trade interest finds its way to Phil M.'s receptive desk
But none
received this year rates higher with Phil M. than a mimeographed
tome, "A Course in Motion Picture Theater Management," by Sam Carver, who, when
he isn't operating Detroit Consolidated
Theaters, is
guiding the destinies of the Michigan Independent Theater Owners
The Carver book was compiled from a series of lectures which Carver
gave earlier in the year
For them. Carver drew on the "know
how" which is his after 30 years in show biz
The result is a common sense presentation, in simple language, of what experience has
taught, not only about management itself but about advertising, publicity and exploitation as well
Essentially designed lor the newcomer to the field,' the basic information set down by Carver should
prove invaluable
in the schooling of new
staff personnel
The
larger circuits, of course, are alert to that, but too many of the smaller
operators are not
•

•

•

YOU

And that's where Carver's book comes in
T
T
T
CANT BLAME A GUY FOR TRYING DEFT.: Unable

lo obtain sufficient prints of "Hangmen Also Die" for the Detroit Broder
circuit houses until two dcrys after the scheduled Oct. 16 execution of
Goering and Co., Harold Sandelman, Broder circuit, is reported to have
cabled Nuernberg requesting a two-day postponement
T
▼
T
• •
•
ERNIE (LOEW) EMERLING'S friends were told that he could
receive visitors and unveil his appendectomy on Thursday
So late
Monday, in the company of Art Schmidt, Sid Schaefer, Harry McWilliams, Leo Pillot, and some more boys from Columbia, Ben Serkowich
went over to St. Clare's Hospital to call on him
Reports Ben: . . .
"We brought along some gifts, particularly a talking dog
This
animal when seated on a glass containing cubes of ice over which
Scotch has been poured will speak English, Scotch and Gaelic
The same dog also speaks German, Yiddish, French, and Italian when
the contents of the other bottle we had were poured on the ice
We Tvere all prepared to make Ernie happy with a demonstration, and
we went over there in the full belief that we were going to bring some
brightness into his hospital life
To our dismay, we were told
that he had recovered and had gone home the day before
There
we stood on the sidewalk in front of the hospital with a talking dog
What would you have done in a case like that?
T
T
▼

We did"

• • • ODDS AND ENDS: The SPG's "Screen Publicists in Art—
1946" exhibit opens a 15-day run at the Barbizon-Plaza on Nov. 1. . . .
• Didja know the Air Force Association has picked Gene Autry's boss.
Champion, as its official Pegasus?
Well, at least that's a switch,
isn't it? . . . • Not only will Walter Reade's new subscription theater,
the Park Ave., boast of a ladies' lounge replete with beautician, but it
will also have a snack bar, a game room, a bi-weekly art exhibit, "love
seats" in the smoking
mezzanine
and DuMont
tele
What,
no
barber shop for the masculine trode? ... • Charlie Niles, theater editor
of the Hartford (Conn.) Times is crusading against theater collection
drives
▼
▼
T
•

•

•

FORTITUDE

DEPT.: Ward

Farrar, UA

field man in Cin-

cinnati, is a very worried man. He's afraid the 250 heralds from the
home office will be late in arriving for his next campaign. Anyhow,
that's what he writes Mori Krushen, his exploitation boss, from the
lewish Hospital in Cincy where he's recovering from the effects of a recent robbery in Covington, Ky. Ward was slugged six times with a
monkey wrench, required 100 stitches to lace up 16 head lacerations.
Yeah, he's certainly worried about those heralds!
▼
▼
▼

question had been discussed within
the Department following receipt
last month of tentative and partial
proposals from the defendants, which
included a proposal for exceptions
to the ban on establishment of
minimum admission prices to permit roadshowing of a few high-cost
features.
The same answer was also given
a spokesman for David 0. Selznick
who conferred with Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, in an attempt to
win Wright's sanction for plans to
roadshow Selznick's forthcoming
"Duel in the Sun." While Wright
made it plain that he will not step
backward from his "no exception"
position, it is pointed out that "Duel
in the iSun" may be roadshown if it
is programmed in the near future.

GomersalL Scully's Aide;
Joins "U" Sales Cabinet
(Continued from Page 1)

it was disclosed yesterday by William A. Scully, vice-prexy and general sales manager.
Decision, said Scully, resulted
from the complexities of the present market and the necessity for
flexible methods of selling, which,
he feels, demand more direct contact
on the part of home office sales
execs, with the entire field sales
organization.
As a step in this direction, and
following a series of sales department realignments during the last
two months, Scully announced the
appointment
of E. T, and
"Peck"
Gomersall
as his assistant
his addition
to the sales cabinet.
Gomersall, more recently Enterprise general sales manager, who returned to "U" as a sales exec, following the dissolution of the Universal-Enterprise deal, joins A. J.
O'Keefe, Charles Feldman, F. J. A.
McCarthy, and Fred Meyers, in the
sales cabinet.

STORK REPORTS
Charles E. "Chick" Lewis publisher of Showmen's Trade Review,
became the father of a girl, weight
eight pounds, born to Mrs. Lewis
yesterday at Doctors Hospital. The
child is his second daughter.
Denver — Charles Gilmour, president of Gibraltar Enterprise Theaters, entered the grandfather class
with the birth of Dianne Kathleen
at La Grange, 111., to Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Prise, his son-in-law and daughter.

im
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DRILV REVIEIU5 OF REUI PICTURES
"Fool's Gold"
"Gas House Kids"
with

Victor

William

Boyd, Andy Clyde and
Brooks

Rand

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
United Artists
63 Mins.
SECOND OF NEW HOPALONGS IS A
MONEY PICTURE DESERVING FULL EXPLOITATION.

SIDE DRAMA IS WELL-PRODUCED, PLAYED AND WRITTEN FOR
Mature
GOOD POSSIBILITIES IN DOUBLE BILL
20th -Fox
97 Mins.
PRESENTATION.
The sextet of youngsters who motivate
OUTSTANDING SUPER - WEST ERN ,
'^CLtMtiNimE SHOULD PROVE HIGH"Fool's Gold" is a money picture for this drama of the lower east side in New
LY E^^ECTIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT THE
every exhibitor who will give it exploita- York turn their attention to the rehabilitaNATIONS BuX OFFICES.
tion of a wounded veteran via their own,
tion to let his patrons know "Hoppy" is albeit fairly unlawful methods, and before
coming
to
town.
It's
the
second
in
the
new
If "My Darling Clementine" does not
the end rolls around they are in and out
prove to be the very pinnacle of western
"Hopalong Cassidy" series and has William
proauction and direction it may be only Boyd giving his usual winning performance. of jail and hot water, but plenty. Billy
Because tne next one to surpass it will be Andy Clyde, who supplies the lighter Halop gets involved in a murder and at
length proves of assistance in rounding up
trom rne directorial talents of John Ford.
moments, and Rand Brooks are Bcyd's coma bank robber and his gang.
Ford has taken every trick in the book, panions.
From the standpoint of acting and diGeorge Archainbaud, who has directed
poiisned, sharpened, honed and curried them.
rection the film has a good deal on the
I he resultant tale of the Earp Brothers is several "Hopalongs," turned in an excellent directorial job, while Lewis J. Rach- merit side and there are no rough edges
something erudite critics will dissect for
finer nuances of cinematic criticism. And mil again delivers as the producer. Mack to the production. It is a smooth job
throughout in all departments.
those hyper-critics, the western fans, whose Stengler, who is photographing the new
The plot gets into its stride when Robert
diet has been the ham and eggs of the in- series, caught many beautiful exteriors.
At the request of Forbes Murray, a Lowery comes home from the wars, a cripdustry, Will be impressed by its near-zenith
ple. He is a former cop in the neighbordevelopment.
cavalry colonel, Boyd seeks out Murray's
hood. A prior scheme to ridicule him as
You sit back and watch this one and son, Stephen Barclay, a cavalry lieutenant,
who is about to join a gang of outlaws, a war-winning copper falls flat when
while doing so you are alternately stirred,
the gang learn of his injuries. He is en
thrilled, on the edge of your seat, laughing, rather than face a court-martial. Barclay
crutches. His pre-war romance almost goes
viewing profundities and switched from one is in love with Jane Randolph, who is un- on the rocks but with understanding on the
aware that her father, Robert Emmett
complete emotional or visual delight or
part of his former friends and neighbors he
Keane, is the real leader of the outlaws.
gripping scene to another, completely delinbears up. The gang would like to finance a
eated to the last frame.
Members of Keane's gang don cavalrymen's uniforms and ride out to meet an chicken farm for him but there's no money
Photographically "Clementine" impresses oncoming wagon train carrying $200,000 in or indication of it until Halop stumbles on
as just about the best black and white gold bricks. The wagon train is guarded a windfall. He banks it and makes a down
treatment from Hollywood this year and
payment. The money stems from a murdered
will stand to be a keen contender for camera by cavalrymen, and Keane's men carry rent collector.
counterfeit gold bricks and plan to dupe
honors. The application of dramatic light them, B:yd learns of the plot and thwarts
Halop is kidnapped and while en route
flexibility to heighten and depress dra- the would-be swindlers.
for a "ride" wrecks the car and winds up
matic scenes is an achievement.
CAST: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand in a hospital. He has the right information
Brooks, Jane Randolph, Robert Emmett Keane,
The story has a historical background be- Stephen Barclay, Harry Cording, Earle Hodgins, and tipping the cops off he is responsible
ing the interpretation of Wyatt Earp, played Forbes Murray, "Wee Willie" Davis, <Ben Corbett, for the gang's capture and the collection of
a reward. It all works out well and the
Fred "Snowflakes" Toones.
by Fonda, and his brothers, Tim Holt, Ward
CREDITS: Producer, Lewis (J. Rachmil; DirecBond, who come to Tombstone and pacify
tor, Ceorge Archainbaud; Original story and conclusion sees the youngsters "paroled"
screenplay, Doris Schroeder, based on characters in Lowery's custody, working on the farm.
the cattletown while they seek the murderers of another brother, Don Garner. created by Clarence E. Mulford; Cameraman,
Sam Newfield's direction keeps things
Mack Stengler; Film Editor, Fred W. Berger;
Fonda takes the marshal's jcb. The town
Music, David Chudnow; Art Direction, Harvey from the lethargic and the story's lighter
side is made to balance the moralizing.
quiets under his ministrations, Victor Ma- T. Gillett.
CAST: Robert Lowery, Billy Halop, Teala
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ture, a consumptive renegade doctor from
Loring, Carl Switzer, David Reed, Rex Downthe East, runs Tombstone and has a reputaSplendid.
ing, Rocco lanzing, Hope Landin, Raloh Dunn,
Paul Bryar, Nanette Vallon, Charles Wilson.
tion as a killer. But at first sight he and
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; DiFonda hit it off, becomes friends. Miss
Darnell is Mature's mistress. Cathy Downs
comes from the East to rehabilitate Mature.
But he thinks different.
In due time Miss Darnell furnishes the
clues for the real culprits. She dies. Holt
is killed. Next mcrning the Walter Brennan
family is wiped out. Mature dies. There's
a great deal more to it than that but space
limits detailed telling.
Ford's direction permits each player from
leads to supporting character parts, to give
telling exhibition of capabilities. Alan Mowbray has a sequence that will strongly reinforce his stature. The writing is clever,
intelligent and its every facet heightened
by direction.
'Clementine" will probably become a
gallery piece for the present, and for
future profitable replaying.
CAST: Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell, Victor
Mature, Walter Brennan, Tim Holt, Ward Bond,
Cathy Downs, Alan Mowbray, John Ireland, Roy
Roberts, lane Darwell, Grant Withers,- J. Farrell Macbonaid, Russell Simpson, Ben Hall,
Francis Ford, Arthur Walsh.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel C. Engel; Director, John Ford; Screenplay by Samuel C Engel,
Winston Miller- Based on a story by Sam Hellman from a book by Stuart N. Lake; Music,
Alfred Newman; Cameraman, Joe MacDonald;
Art Directors, James Ba(evi, Lyie Wheeler; Film
Editor, Dorothy Spencer; Sound, Eugene Crossman, Roger Heman.
DIRECTION,
Aces,
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.

Quarters of Mexican V.C.
In Residential Section

Mexico City — Luis R. Monies,
chief barker of the Variety Club of
Mexico, has just announced that the
newest of the International Tents
will be housed in a 13-room home,
located at the comer of Sena and
Paseo
de residential
la Reformasection.
in this city's
exclusive

SHORTS

with Robert Lowery, Billy Halop
PRC
68 Mins.
EAST

rector, Sam Newfield; Camera, lack Creenhalgh. Music, Leo Erdody; Sound, Charles Kenworthy; Film Editor, Holbrook N. Todd; Art Director, Frank Sytos.
DIRECTION.
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Doubt D. C. Ticket Tax
Bill Can Be Passed
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ^Although it is likely
The club will be completely re- that a District of Columbia tax bill
decorated in time for its formal inby the D. C. Corporaauguration some time in November. will betiondrafted
Counsel to include a local adMontes is now sending out invitamissions tax, exhibitor leaders here
tions for the inaugural ceremonies are confident
that no such levy will
to the chief barkers, national canvas- actually be passed. On the other
men, and national officers of the
Loew's division chief, Carter
Variety Clubs, as well as to promi- hand,
Barron, said yesterday, it is likely
nent distributors and exhibitors.
Officers of the Mexico Tent are: that "our industry as well as other
Luis R. Montes, chief barker; Max business hese will have to pay more
Gomez, first assistant chief barker; of the upkeep of the District govJ. B. Urbina, second assistant chief
The draft will be submitted to the
barker; Cesar Santos Galindo, dough
ernment."of Columbia Commissioners,
guy; Roiberto Cervantes Casasus, District
property master; Arcade Boytler, and it is held likely that they will
Antonio de G. Osio, and Guillermo not retain the admissions levy. On
A. Carter, delegates and alternates. the other hand, Barron believes that
R. J. O'Donnell is the national a stiffer licensing fee — possibly on a
chief barker of the Variety Clubs graduated scale based on seating
of America.
capacity — will be imposed.

"Hot
Water'
Average
Columbia

18»y"i™

Gus Schilling and Dick Lane
over household
duties while
wives vacation. The unexpectec
lijlm
"-urn of their spouses necessitat
hasty cleaning of the apartment,
blonde, next door, lends them
vacuum cleaner and while in t
apartment
"hot" jew
Needless toleaves
say, some
the blonde
is t
first removal problem, the jew.
their second. The cops enter in
i;o help them with their latter troi
Aentertainment
few good laughs
value. contribute t'
"Sure Cures"

M-G-M
Very

10 '/2 ]y

Good

Satirizing the home remedy }
Bessie tells you always works, is
main concern
of funnyman
I
O'Brien, whose
gyrations
pro^
laughs from the laughterless.
ills he tries to do away with
Insomnia, hiccups, a shiner and ;
ing hair. Being ailments commo
many, this Pete Smith dilly is
tain to find a large and sympath
audience.
"Steeplechasers"
RKO
Jumpers

8 M

Concluding with an actual stee
chase race at Delaware Park,
sportscope takes you through
care, training and feeding of a p
pective jumper, and the patienc
requires to handle him correc
Should
prove excellent fare for sp'
enthusiasts.
Columbia
"Mysto Fox"
Good

7 M;

When the crow learns that M>
Fox is looking for a rabbit fori
act he masquerades as someth
that looks very much like B
Bunny,
job. Thewii •
antics ofandthe lands
crow the
completely
Mysto's act to the extent where
crow is sawing him in half. She
have a good effect on any bill.
RKO

'Skating Lady"

9 M

Ice Tricks

Featuring Gretchen Merrill, lad
amateur figure skating champion
the U. S., this footage covers
homelife and other activities besi
showing her at practice and exk
tion in the skill she has perfect
Her beautiful ice-work give this i
a general appeal.

Virgil Brown Dead
Decatur, 111.— Virgil Brown, 1(
associated with Gus Constant, lo
theater operator, is dead.
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(obin Opens in North Tarryton

IDavid Dubin opens his new Strand
Ijieater in Nortii Tarryton tonight
;lth special dedication ceremonies.

Airdrome-Type Lake Bows

San Antonio, Tex. — The Lake Theater, an airdrome type house, has
been opened here by Betta WoKe,
former manager of the Interstate
iponta Neely Operating
Theater's Circuit Broadway here.
.p^onta, Ala. — Lester Neely, Miss Wolfe will manage and operate the house. Both American
i^er of a small Alabama circuit,
Ided a new one with the opening and Spanish language products will
ire of the Neely. Constructed of be shown.
jck, with modern cooling system
d heating equipment, the three- Negro House for Port Arthur
}try house seats 900, including 600
Port Arthur, Tex, — The $100,000
bhestra seats and 300 on the bal- Hollywood Theater being built here
:iyby Lawrence Fontana is scheduled to
be completed and open soon. The
|>ungs Open the Mcaimee
1,000-seat house will be for colored
Maumee, O. — The Maumee The- patronage
in this area.
:,;r, a 954-seat house of modem
'dgn, built by Rufus and Donald Greenfield Weil Ready
ung, has opened in Maumee, near
Greenfield, Ind. — The new 750-seat
ledo. Donald, son of Rufus, who
0 operates a theater in nearby Weil Theater is ready.
rrysburg, is manager of the new Alexis Fern To Seat 270
jater, located at Conant Street
Alexis, 111. — Lou Dykeman
is
id Anthony Wayne Trail. House
s fluorescent lighting.
opening the 270-seat Fern.

fy

THE SCREEN
"^

^

WITH THE MIGHTY FORCE
OF EXCITEMENT
FURY
AND
ROMANCE
OF
i AMERICA'S EARLY FRONTIERS

ORY'S
ST
HIST
OF ATE
ONE GRE
Il
THRILLER"S

ighlights of Distrib. Gov't Sends 12 to
Study German Trade
ecree Proposals

k
(Continued from Page 1)
I'lion against formula deals, master agreements, but reserve right
0 designate runs and to decide
whether a theater is suitable ;
if;eek right to reject offers which
ire the result of collusion among
; ixhibitors and to designate type,
i lumber and sequence of runs.
i^ 6. Distributors agree to cani ellation where pictures are sold
Ptefore tradeshowing, the court
' o decide cancellation percentage.
7. They favor arbitration of
omplaints with arbitrators auhorized to impose penalties up
\ o $500 in some instances and to
;5,000 in others.
S 8. They agree to injunctions
ti 0 prevent pools, but ask for two
h ears to dissolve present ones.
Il 9. Expansion of circuits would
be limited.
p 10. Roadshows would be perI tiitted on "such terms and conitions as may be negotiated by
uch defendant."
11. Distributors would be pernitted to license pictures to
heir own theaters on any terms
hey see fit.
12. The Department of Jusice would be authorized to exmine company books.
13. Applications for future
hanges would be permitted if
onditions warrant them.
14. The effective date of the
ecree would be stayed pending
ppeaL
15. The consent decree would
•€ kept in force until a final deree was handed down by the
Supreme Court.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM
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\ ^mt'

DAILY

Washington — A group of 12 high
Government officials left yesterday
for Germany, where they will make
a study of German trade possibilities expected to have an important
impact on the U. S. pix industi-y.
The group, headed by Assistant
Secretary of War Howard C. Petersen and George E. Allen, RFC director, also includes other representatives of the War Department,
RFC, and State, Commerce and
Treasury
Departments.
Preliminary studies of the possibility of allowing the U. S. pix industry to build studios and trade
directly with German manufacturers
have been made by the American
Military Government, the State and
Commerce Departments.
Prime purpose of the study to be
made by the group of Government
officials is to "assist in the revival
of the German economy to the extent
that Germany may be able to export goods in an amount sufficient
to pay for her essential imports."

BROUGHT
BACK IN
ALL ITS
FEVER
PITCHED
EXCITEMENT
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Televise L. A. Football Games
Hollywood — Television Productions, a service of Paramount Pictures, will cover all the home football games via television over
W6XYZ of the Los Angeles Dons.
The first game is set for Oct. 27.
Klaus Landsberg of the television
company and Slip Madigan of the
football team signed the deal.

New
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Tasmanian Branch

Sydney (By Air Mail) — ^Warners,
which has previously handled Tasmanian business from the Melbourne
office, has opened a branch in Launceston with George Prince as manager.
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Multi-Unit Operation
For Century Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)

TH£AT£U
US'

Chamness Sells Two

Eldorado, 111. — The Nox, a 650Schwartz said, "The important fact seater, has been sold by M. Chamness
about this bar is that it won't he of Carrier Mills, 111., to D. Wagner.
tacked on to a theater, but will be Chamness also sold his Nox in Kar111., to Earl Stout of the Stout
an integral part of the construction, nak,
Circuit with headquarters in Cairo,
figuring in the architect's plans, and 111. Chamness, who still owns the
will actually improve the appearance Nox in Carrier Mills, 111., plans to
enter the popcorn growing field on a
of the theaters."
More than 100 stores adjoin Cen- large scale.
tury theaters. Schwartz expects to
have Andrews, Inc. absorb them all. Shearer Gets the Elwha
The first to come under the multiPortland, Ore. — B. F. Shearer of
unit plan is the Donomat which the H. F. Shearer Equipment Co., has
opened about six weeks ago in taken over a long-term lease, operation of the Elwna Theater at Port
Brooklyn's Rialto Theater Building.
Another type of business will be Angeles, Wash. He has installed
known as the Stardust Shops, which •"Cnuck" Charles as manager.
will be swank soft drink and snack
lounges, so designed that theater Buys Columbus Theater Bl'g.
Columbus, O. — J. Walter Jetfrey,
patrons can enter without going into the street.
member of the family that founded
the Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., has
Joseph R. Springer, Century's
the Olentangy Theater
general theater manager, told the acquired
convention that while foodstuffs building.
around a theater presented difficulAccjuires Drive-in
ties, "to the aggressive showman, Bowman
Beeville, Tex.— The Drive-In Thewho knows what he's working with,
ater has been reopened here by F.
and who anticipates, food in a theater will never reach the status of E. Bowman of Corpus Christi, who
took over from C. A. Blount.
a With
problem."
the competition offered by Second House for McEenzie
radio, 16 mm., sports events, and
Detroit — Donald J. McKenzie,
television not too far off. Springer
owner of the Star at Flint, has taken
said everything must be done "to over the Richard from William
make an evening at a Century the- Clark.
ater more rounded and pleasanter,
particularly, if by so doing, we can New Stands Little Affected
help cancel our increased theater
operating costs, increase bonus By Drive-in Restrictions
checks to personnel, and create a
(Continued from Page II
margin of profit safety for a possible depression period."
stands
wei'e
yesterday by
Fred Schwartz, circuit vice-prexy, CPA. Broughtannounced
under controls for the
in an examination of the "extra first time are concrete surfaces for
work that extra profits entails" for Drive-In theaters. Construction on
managers declared a survey showed the concrete surfaces cannot be
that no additional hours at the the- planned or started without specific
ater were involved.
authorization unless the cost is unOther execs, attending were:
der $200, CPA ruled. In addition,
Comptroller Martin Newman; Sam no repairs or alterations may be
Goodman, film department head; Ed- made without a permit if the cost is
ward Schreiber, advertising and pub- above $200.
licity director; Leonard Satz, MyCPA also listed a switch in qualiron Siegel, and Harry Schwartz.
fications under so-called "small
District Managers included William
Previously, construction of
Applegate, Jack LaReaux, Leonard jobs."
.mall jobs costing under $15,000 was
Freund, Emanuel Friedman, and
allowed without a permit for indusJack Weinstein.
trial, utility and transportation
buildings. Under new regulations,
buildings must contain 10,000 or
more square feet to qualify under
the $15,000 exemption.

WEDDING BELLS

Rose Mellville Dies

Lake George, N. Y. — Rose MellGott-Korl
ville, in private life Mrs. Rose MinDetroit — Josephine Gott, 20th-Fox zey, 68, died at her home here yesad sales manager, Detroit, is to be \
terday. She played in "Sis Hopkins" on the stage from 1900 to 1918,
married Oct. 19 to Leroy Kai'l.
appearing more than 5,000 times.

Fein-Mack

Chicago— Bernard Mack, secretary
of Filmack, has become engaged to
Dorothy
Fein of New York City.
The couple plan a February wedding.
He is the son of Irving Mack, sales
manager of Filmack.

|Albert P. Kaye Dead

New Tele Equipment
At TBA Conference

DEALS
Merson Into Exhibition
Detroit — Samuel Merson of the
Detroit Blue Print Co., long a key
figure on Film Row, has taken over
the Amsterdam, northwest nabe
from Leonard Soskin, who will devote his full time to his theatrical
insurance business. L. M. Levin,
a brother-in-law of Merson, vdll
manage.

New

television equipment, f r

huge
to ultra-new
ceivers,transmitters
will be exhibited
at the S
ond Television Conference and I
hibition Association,
of the Television
Becasters
Inc., opfini
tomorrow in the Basildon rooms ^
toria Hotel.
Astor
Gallery at the Waldorf-i

built ofboo-st
willFourteen
house thespecially
tele products
manufacturers as RCA Victor Di
Kaufman, Tex. — The Plaza and
Uptown Theaters have been sold by sion. General Electric Co., Allen
John N. Stewart to E. L. and J. 0. DuMont Labs, Farnsworth Te
Harris, operators of the Buddy Har- vision & Radio iCorp., Telicon Coi
ris Theaters Circuit. Deal included Crosley Corp., Sonora Radio & Te
sale of Plaza Theater building ana vision Corp., American Telephone
Co., and Belmont EL
lease of the Uptown Theater building. Telegraph
trie Co.

Stewart Disposes of Two

Cattleman Buys Theater
St. Jo, Tex.— E. L. and J. 0. Harris
have sold their Texas Theater here
to Ralph Donnell, local cattleman.
Mrs. Donnell has been manager ol
the house for the past several
months.

Swartz Sells to Eraines
Minneapolis — Don Swartz, executive secretary of North Central
Allied, has sold the 240-seat Loop
Theater to M. Kraines.

Portland Rex to Gamble
Portland, Ore. — Ted Gamble has
purchased Sam Fleishman's Rex here.

Film Companies Ask
Dismissal of L'ville Suit
The major film company defendants in the anti-trust suits filed by
the Fifth & Walnut, Inc., and Albert
J. Hoffman, lessees and owner, respectively, of the National Theater,
Louisville, Ky., have asked for dismissal of the complaint in answers
filed yesterday in New York Federal
Court. The action seeks triple damages for the alleged failure of the
plaintiff to obtain first-nin showings of the major companies' films.
IVest Coast
THE FILM DAILY
ixqn
NaishBureau
ior of"Fugitive"
Hollywood — J. Carroll Naish has
been signed to play one of the featured roles in "The Fugitive" which
John Ford will direct for the newlyorganized Argosy Pictures for release by RKO Radio. On Nov. 10,
Ford plans to leave for Mexico where
all exteriors will be filmed. Dolores
Del Rio vdll play the top feminine
role.
Dudley Nichols wrote the
screenplay.

Nebezal Signs Michele Morgan
IVest Coast Biireaxi of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seymour Nebenzal
has signed Michele Morgan to a
term contract. He also has Jorja
Curtright under exclusive contract.

[
ChL Tribune Asks Tele Station
j Washingtonville, N. Y. — Albert P.
Chicago — WGN, radio station of
Kaye, 68, veteran actor seen on the
stage for 50 years, died yesterday the Tribune, has asked the FCC for
at his home here. His widow sur- a construction permit for a new commercial tele station.
vives him.

More than 1,200 persons, inch
ing many execs, from pix, radio, i
vertising, and allied fields, are (
peeted to attend this first post-v.
meeting of the video industry.
Television stations in New Yc
City, Schenectady, Philadelphia, a
Washington, D. C. will carry ma
of the sessions. Image Orthic
cameras will transmit the vario
programs on the four-city netwo]
More than 80 speakers will
dress the panel meetings on almc
every conceivable phase of televisi(
from problems confronting bro£
casters, station managers, produce
advertisers, and ad agency repi
sentatives to those confronting ec
cators, publicists, and statemen.

Benson to Head Para.
Branch in Cincinnati
(Continued from Page 1)

terday by Charles M. Reagan, t
company's
vice-president in char
of distribution.
Benson joined Paramount as
accountant in 1920, becoming si.
cessively
chief
accountant,
offi"
manager and
salesman
in the Phil
delphia branch, from where he we
to Toronto as branch manager.
1941 he was appointed short su
jects sales rep. in the Philadelpt
district. His designation as Was
1943.
ington
sales manager took place

NEW POSTS
|ACK MARTIN, Republic salesman, St. Louis. ;
BILL SHARPE, Paramount salesman, St. Louis..
NELSON
TOWLER,
branch
manager,
PRC, X
lanta. iBEY,
EDWARD

manager.

Fowler,

Fowler,

Iw

SIDNEY
O'CONNOR,
JR., advertising
manag
Quimby theaters,
Fort Wayne,
Ind.
RICHARD JUNK, manager, Emboyd, Fort Wayi
Ind.
TOD KUNTZELMAN, booker, 20th-Fox, Omal
PAT HALLORAN, salesman, 20th-Fox, OmaJia.
VINCE
HELLING,
resident
manager,
frisi
Amusement Co., St. Charles, Mo.
HOWARD
HERY,
LEW CARROLL,
C.

0.

RKO exploiteer,
RKO exploiteer,

DONALDSON,

temporary

Detroit.
Milwaukee.
manager,

Ide
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)istrlbs. Reserve the Right to Designate Runs
1M<

,gree to Cancellation
Tien Pix Are Sold
efore Being Tradeshown

Governments Proposed Equity Suit Judgment
Branded as "A Form of Political Expediency^'
The

Government's

proposed

judgment

in the New

York

equity case

was

I
(Continued from Page 1)
described as "a form of political expediency" by one of the attorneys representing the major companies yesterday.
' Humped back in the lap of the
The distributor counsel said that the Department of Justice's request fcr a ban
l==York court, with the two paron cross-licensing was a Government move to effect complete divorcement,
L to the case together on not a
which the Statutory Court has refused to grant.
igle key issue.
"The Department knows," the legalite commented, "that if cross licensing is
The distribs. proposed a bidwiped out. at least certain of the major companies' theater affiliates will lack
ding system based on "other
sufficient product to operate."
J:han price," a wide-open defini:ion of "reasonable clearance,"
and a requirement that exhibthe distributor-defendant's feature have so changed as to warrant modi,!tors stipulate admission prices
on the run in question.
ihey will charge. In addition,
Full Roadshowing Rights
3. The effect which the exhibi,i;hey go all-out for continued artion of the feature in each of the fication."
Also
sharply opposed to the D of
bitration, proposing also that
theaters would have upon other exirbitrators be entitled to make
J's position was the "Big Five's"
hibitions
of
the
feature.
proposal that defendants should have
ijash awards.
The "Big Five's" wide-open defi- full "roadshowing" rights to any
iFo determine which exhibitor ofnition of "reasonable clearance" in-'s are best under a competitive
feature, including prices and "such
cludes the following factors:
terms and conditions as may be ne, litem, the big five outlined the fol1. Admission price of the theding criteria:
gotiated by such defendant."
aters
involved,
including
size,
'1. The film revenue which the
Also opposed to the D of J's views,
type of entertainment, appointwere the "Big Five's" proposals for
jtributor-defendants will derive
ments, transit facilities, etc.
expanding theater holdings.
'|m the exhibition of such a fea2.
The
policy of operation of
il'e on the run in question and upon
Defendants, the "Big Five" said,
the theaters involved, such as
should be enjoined from expanding
aii terms offered by the distributhe showing of double features,
their theater holdings except "in the
course of acquiring the interests of
gift nights, giveaways, premiI Estimation of Film Revenue
ums,
cut-rate
tickets,
lotteries,
co-owners in jointly owned theaters
etc.
.In estimating such film revenue,
pursuant to the provisions of su^bi! distributor-defendants should
division 3 or 4 above; provided,
3. The rental terms and li"lie into consideration, among
cense
fees
paid
by
the
theaters
however,
that nothing herein conSjer things:
involved and the revenues detained shall prevent an exhibitordefendant from acquiring theaters or
; 'A. The number of days for which
rived by the distributor-defendants from such theaters.
'l the particular days of the week
interests therein in order to protect
4. The extent to which the
its investment or in order to enter
■'year, or other playing arrange'nts, upon which each exhibitor
theaters involved compete with
a competitive field; if, in the latter
ns to play the feature; the type
each other for patronage.
case, this court or the district court
j entertainment which each exhibi5. The fact that a defendant
of the U. S. for the district in which
or
an
independent
circuit
of
i ' intends to present with the feathe theater, or theaters, are located,
theaters has an interest in one
jes involved and which the exshall approve the acquisition after
j itor in the past has customarily
or more of the theaters involved
due application is made therefor.
■ ;red the public; the appointments
and should be disregarded.
I '. equipment of each theater trans6. There should be clearance
Three Aussie Execs, of
I acilities; the admission prices of
of theaters not in substantial
, h theater as set by each excompetition.
U.
S. Companies Resign
[itor for the period of the exFive's" arbitration proposals
ition of the feature; the distribu- call"Big
for arbitration on a variety of
Sydney (By Air Mair) — Resignamatters, with fines ranging from
'defendants'
experience
tions of three widely known execuh each of the actual
exhibitors
in ful$250 to $500 for "conditioning" to
tives after long careers in the inPng its obligations in past con- $100
to
$5,000
for
licensing
violadustry are announced. Percy Curtis,
its; each exhibitor's reputation tions.
after eight years as director of ad■erally in the industry and in the
Arbitration Proposals
vertising for RKO, leaves on Oct. 19
imunity for honesty, fair dealing
In arbitration proceedings involv- and plans to visit Canada.
showmanship and the financial
Fred Gawler, NSW branch maning clearance violations, the "Big
sensibility of the exhibitor opager for Paramount, with whom he
ting each of the theaters in- Five" proposed:
That the power of the Arbitrator has been since 1929, has retired and
'ed."
in each of such controversies shall is succeeded by Charles Hale who
. The comparative suitability of
has been assistant manager.
] theaters for the exhibition of be limited to the making of an
John Scully, after 17 years in the
award fixing the maximum clearance between the theaters involved industry, has resigned from West
which may be granted in licenses Australian manager for Columbia.
Formal Attire for
thereafter entered into by the disiJohanneshtirg Movies
tributor-defendant which is a party
Coast"Flying
Bureau ofDutchman"
THE FILM DAILY
to the arbitration, or, where the ToWestFUm
I Cedar Rapids, la. — The cinema in
Hollywood — Hal Chester, Monoarbitrator finds that the theaters in'louth Africa is a sellout every pervolved are not in substantial comgram producer, will film "The Flyormance,
with
patrcns
purchasing
ing Dutchman" based on the famous
petition, prohibiting the granting of
eserved seat tickets in advance,
legend.
He is now negotiating for
clearance between theaters in li,»ean Herrick, organist at the 20tha color commitment for his new
censes thereafter entered into.
ientury theater, Johannesburg, and
ft
(ormer
Cedar
Rapids
youth,
stated
In addition, the "Big Five" proposes property.
wring a visit here. Herrick said
that any distrib. defendant or any Wrcrther Signs Benny Berk
exhib. may institute a further arbi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jhat for Saturday movies tickets
Hollywood — Benny Berk has been
tration proceeding for a "modifica'']re usually
booked
by
the
presding
Monday.
Week-end
movietion" of the clearance decision on signed by Jack Wrather Productions
aers are always in formal attire he
the grounds that "since the making
be production manager on "The
dded.
of the award the conditions with re- to
Guilty" which goes before the cameras Nov. 4 at Monogram.
spect to the theaters involved therein

AFL May Grant
SAG a Hearing
(Continued from Page 1 )
notice in writing of intention to appear. The actors came on to urge
the AFL to set up at once machinery
for the speedy settlement of jurisdictional disputes at the studios.
Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy,
arrived here yesterday to attend the
AFL convention and he and his assistants may be heard also at tomorrow's meeting of the resolutions
committee. Richard F. Walsh, lATSE
prexy,
several has
days.been on the ground for
Woll's office said yesterday that
Joseph Padway, AFL attorney,
would defend Woll in the $1,000,000
damage suit instituted against him
by Myrna Loy and Orson Welles for
his alleged communist articles.
W. H. Strafford of the lATSE
Photographers Local 666 filmed the
opening of the AFL convention.
Through the courtesy of William
Green, AFL prexy, the film was
televised last night over Station
WBKB.

Court Restrains Picketing
At
Republic's Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — ^Superior Court Judge
Henry Willis issued a temporary restraining order on behalf of Republic limiting the number of pickets at
all gates at the Republic studio to a
A film worker was slugged and
total ofstrikers
25.'
three
arrested as pickets
massed forces at the gates of Columbia's studio. The brief fracas was
witnessed by 12 members of the new
citizens' committee, sponsored by
Carey Mc Williams, scattered through
the area.

Named to ATS Program Com.

Bruce Robertson, senior editor of
Broadcasting Magazine, and Charles
A. Alicoate, special rep. of The
Film Daily, have been appointed to
serve on the program committee of
the American Television Society by
Frederick Kugel, chairman, it was
announced yesterday.

CHARTERED
GARY WAGNER ASSOCIATES. INC., New
York City, motion pictures, capital 200 shares
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Gary Wagner, Irving
Maenes, Aaron L. Moses, Daniel A. Regan, |r
GRAND OPERA ASSOCIATES, INC., New
York City, with capital of 100 shares no par
value stock, three shares subscribed, to engage in motion picture business, deal in operettas, musicals, etc. Incorporated at Albany
by Fred C. Sander, Naomi Kaplan, teonard
Daniels.
MICHAEL TODD PRODUCTIONS, INC., has
been incorporated in the State of Delaware to
produce films and legitimate shows, with headquarters at 33 North LaSalle Street, Chicaeo.
John Gottlieb is chairman of the board; Mike
secretary.
Todd,
president; and attorney Harry N. Wyatf,
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More British Circuit Time for U. K. Indie Film
Major Chains to Each Take
Up to Six Beyond Quotas;
Selection Board Named
By EARNEST W. FREDMAN
London (By Cable) — Britain's
three major theater circuits, Odeon,
Associated British Cinemas and Gaumont-British, have agreed with the
Board of Trade to each give screen
time to a maximum of six British
indie pictures beyond their commitments under the Quota Act, it
was announced yesterday.
The agreement, it was said, operates pending the enactment by Parliament of new quota legislation in
1948.
An official selection board is established to select films which will be
productions not made or financed by
associates of J. Arthur Rank or
Associated British Cinema groups or
sponsored by American companies.
In effect, this makes 18 additional
British pictures which the three
major circuits will play.
Appointed to the selection board
are Lord Drogheda, chairman; David
Bowes Lyon, Mrs. Alan Cameron,
Charles Dukes, Mrs. Max Nicholson,
R. C. G. Summervell, John Davis,
Jack Goodlatte, Mark Ostrer, the
last three being circuit representatives.

Allied Feeling Out
Members on Prod'n
(Confinued from Page 1)

out the U. S. by Irving Dollinger,
Allied regional vice-president and
head of a committee to bolster new
sources of product, it was reported
by Ed. Lachman, president of New
Jersey Allied, yesterday following
a membership meeting in the TracyTrent Hotel, Trenton, N. J.
Based on the pledges, which will
be returned within 30 days from
date of mailing, Allied will then
make a commitment to a group
which is ready to start immediate
production of four features. This
group is gearing itself to deliver 12
films within a year provided the
quality of the first four is acceptable to Allied.
Since the original announcement
of Allied's intention in this regard,
many offers from Hollywood producers have been pouring in to Dollinger's office.
Questioned regarding a distribution setup. Lachman said that every-

SICK REPORT
MAX SWETT, Stewart, Chicago Variety
Club, is in Michael Reese Hospital for surgery.

WHO'S WHO

IN PRODUCTION

pHIL L. RYAN. Producer. Born in Muscatine, Iowa, June 7, 1893. First film
' job as Paramount salesman. District sales manager for Universal at Kansas
City and seven other cities. Vice-President and general manager Standard Film
Corp., Chicago and middle west. Assistant to sales manager fcr Pathe, and then sales manager. General manager
of Associated Exhibitors distributing Harold Lloyd films.
Liquidated exhibitor's interest in the Associated Exhibitors and then organized and became vice-president
and general manager of Capitol Enterprises, a theater
circuit in the Middle West which was later sold to
Universal. Became West Coast general manager of Pathe
Productions and vice-president of Metropolitan Picture
Ccrp., and Metropolitan Studios where he operated and
supervised production. Then produced two-reel Chester
Conklin comedies for Paramount-Publix. Organized and
became president of Phil L. Ryan Productions, producing comedies for Paramount release. Left this to become production manager in direct charge of production
for Selznick International. Served as an executive with
Myron Selznick Agency, and then organized Terneen
Productions starring Pat O'Brien and releasing through Columbia. Now producing at RKO Radio. Stands, five feet, 8 inches. Weight, 170 pounds. Eyes,
brown. Hair, black.

Little HeadUn€is:
WITH AN INFORMAL UNDERSTANDING already reached that the first president of
the United Nations Educaticn, Scientific and Cultural Organization will be the American candidate, it is reliably reported here that that candidate will be former Attorney
General Francis Biddle. Biddle, now in Nuremberg where he has served on the War
Crimes Tribunal, is reported to have agreed to overtures fom the White House that he
accept the post.
•

MRS. BETTINA GUNCZY, council secretary of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, visited the District of Columbia Motion Picture Council at the opening
at Washington's Hotel Willard. She had
meeting of the season, yesterday, at a luncheon tell
members about current community
been invited by Mrs. Linzel, the president, to
motion pciture activity of other Councils.

THE PARAMOUNT PICTURES CLUB (formerly the Paramount Pep Club) will stage
25. The
its annual shindig in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor on Friday, Oct.
theme.
barnyard
a
have
will
Festival,"
"Harvest
the
as
known
affair to be
"BATTLE OF THE RAILS," French film w hich has just been awarded the Grand InFilm Festival, has been acquired by Metro
ternational Prize at the Cannes International
for distribution in the U. S.

thing was still in a fluid stage and
would depend upon the report after
the pledges are in.

Mis-Allocation of Films
Discussed by N. J. Allied
A practice of mis-allocating films
due to the current shortage of prodwas termed
uct, which discussion
was under
by "artificial"
more than
60 exhibitor-members of N. J. Allied
Tracy-Trent Hotel, Trenton, N. J.,
yesterday.
The allocation of films into higher
brackets, which ordinarily would be
set in the lower ones, was attributed
to a total expectancy of 300 films
this year as against 761 released in
1939, it was pointed out by Ed
Lachman, president, in an interview
following the two-session meeting.
The 300 figure which includes westemsmoffers a burdensome outlook
to Ifbuses with more than three
changes weekly, he added.
The group went on record approving the five resolutions passed at the
national
organization's
convention
in
Boston last
month, and
also voice
its disagreement with the percentage
increases on re-issues which exhibi-

tors are forced to play due to the
product shortage. Lachman also reported on the feeling that New Jersey should not be forced to institute
censorship laws, now under proposal
Methodistof ministers,
of showing
a group
by
one film,
of the
because
namely "The Outlaw." There are
whoplayhave_
enoughcated exhibitors
their refusal to
film
this indiin their communities to offset any
sorship. for establishing State cenreason
In addition to the discussion and
protest against the increase of license fees as exemplified in the recent rise from 25 cents to $1 per seat
in Morristown, N. J., the group
voiced its sentiments against the
overlapping sales drives running
concurrently among many of the
major companies,
exhibitors into ruinous"sandbagging"
prices and play-

MPTOA Will Offer
Counter-Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)

tion leaders are here for twoCn)
of conferences during which the>
discuss both the plaintiff's and
defendants' proposals.
The association executives
ii
cated that they were not in ace
with several of the Governmei
recommendations, especially the :
posal for bidding only on exclu:
runs and the suggestion that arbit
tion be eliminated. The MPTOA t^
the position that no action would
taken on divorcement,
circuit
pansion and cross-licensing on
premise that those issues were
Government concern and not th
tions.
of
independent exhibitors or assoc
Doesn't Help "Fluid" Distributi
Herman Levy, counsel for the
ganization and spokesman for
meetings, said the Government's p
posals
set up exclusive
secoi
third- and fourth-runs,
which,
said,
did not add to the ' f luidi
of distribution.
The leaders voted unanimously
oppose the arbitration
Government'sand,
proposai
eliminate
in tu
made a counter-proposal.
Opposition to industry arbitrat
was expressed on the grounds t
such arbitrators could tend to
biased. Therefore, it was propo
that on complaints the distribut
defendant select an arbitrator i
che exhibitor do likewise. In
event that no agreement \
reached, then both arbitrators wo
select a third arbitrator.
The opposition to competitive t
ding, previously expressed
by
MPTOA, remains unchanged, it v
said.
Kaymann Elected to Board
Clarence Kaymann was elected
the board of directors for East
Missouri and Southern Illinois, s
ceeding Fred Wehrenberg who y;
elected president last June.
The directors and officers w<
into a night session last night
continue their discussions. They i
pected to complete their delibe
tions today when a session with R
ert L. Wright, special assistant
the Attorney General, is schedulThe proposed forum on indusi
day.
problems also will be considered

r

RE-OPENINGS

off periods.

Metro \o Show Two
M-G-M will tradeshow "The
Mighty McGurk" and "My Brother
Talks to Horses" Nov. 18 in all exchanges except Washington where
the screenings will be held Nov. 21.
No release dates have been set.

DIXIE THEATER, Athens, Tex., after remodel
DRIVE-IN THEATER, Bcevllle. Tex.
TEXAS THEATER,
Cunther, Tex.
VICTORY,
Louisville, Ala., after renovation.
ing. iManchester, N. H.. after Summer c
CROWN,

M. F. Production Dist.
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.
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IRIFFITH FOUND NOT^UILTY
of J Offers Trade on Decree to New York Court
.1 Support Auction
|ng in Exchange for
I on Cross-Licensing
' By ANDREW H. OLDER
ington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

lashington — The
Depart;it of Justice will not support
tion selling proposals unless

Jew York court will also grant
[1 on cross-licensing among the
iidants, MPTOA leaders were
(Continued on Page 10)

I Coaxial Cable
lenslon for Tele

Proposal Gap Said
Lihe Equator, Pole
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The contrast between the defendants' proposals f r
a final decree and those of the Government isabout as sharp as that between the weather at the North Pole
and the Equator, Abram F. Myers,
Allied
terday. general counsel, said here yes"The defendants' proposals," Myers told THE FILM DAILY, "would,
in my judgment, permit them to continue to license films and operate
their theaters just as they have in
the past and without regard to the
reforms which the court said should
be instituted."

Auction Selling to
Be Benefidal— Day

>ic position of the Bell System
Lie vision, and plans for expanI :)f its coaxial cables and relays
rmit, eventually, Coast to Coast
programs, are expected to be
sed tomorrow when L. G. Woodgeneral manager of the long
Exhibitor opposition to auction
dept. of American Telephone & selling on the ground that theater
operators cannot compete for pro; (Continued on Page 6)
duct against the larger resources of
the major circuits and their affiliates
'is Sails Oct. 25 for
is largely unjustified, it was con-

\rof Europe for MPEA

ing Maas, vice-president and
'a\
managerwillof sail
Motion
-rt Assn.,
Oct. Picture
25 on
jirst voyage out of the Queen
(Continued on Page 6)

|S Programs in IGnttn
Already Set by WB
-Under its plan for supplying 16
ji. films to the foreign field, Waris is releasing the pictures in
"•bination
of
eature and programs
a short, cons'sfing
with 18 such
(grams already completed for dis•ution in Latin-America, where
company's 16 mm. activities
re launched recently,
'tistributirn of 16 mm. versions by
■rners, under the supervision of
C. Brauninger. is expected to be
:ed on a world-wide basis in the
ir future. European plans in this
^^nection are now being worked

(Continued on Page 11)

Isidore, Maurice Ostrer
Form New Producing Co.
London
(By Cable) — Isidore Ostrer, former chairman of GaumontBritish Picture Corp., with his brother, Maurice, also long identified with
(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA

No Evidence to Prove Buying Po"wer of Defendants
Was Used to Stifle Competition; Holds Gov't Failed
To Prove Over-buying or Distributor Coercion
By LORETTA G. BRADLEY

FILM DAILY, Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City — Griffith Amusement Co. and related circuits,
with approximately 40 houses in eight states, yeterday were
found not guilty of anti-trust violations in a far-reaching opinion handed down by Judge Edgar S.

AFL Planning End of
Jurisdidional Rows

Vaught
in Western
eral District
Court. Oklahoma FedJudge Vaught's 38-page opinion,
in effect, broke sharply with a ruling made by a New York court in
the Paramount anti-trust case. The
suit was filed April 28, 1939, and
Chicago — Despite the long-stand- until shortly before the trial last
ing rule not to accept resolutions year defendants also included five
unless filed 30 days before conven- major and three minor distributors.
tion time, the AFL convention, by
Belief was expressed that, in
(Continued on Page 10)
unanimous consent, accepted the
SAG resolution yesterday afternoon.
President William Green, referring
to the SAG resolution, said that AFL
would set up within the motion picture industry and other industries
means for considering and setting up
machinery to ensure peaceful settlement, without work stoppage, of all West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued on Page 6)
Hollywood — A move is in progress
for the reorganization of Film Classics, Inc., which would switch its
MPTOA's Indies Okay
policy from re-issues to the distribuAn All-Industry Fonmi
tion of new films, it was learned here
yesterday. Negotiations are under
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
way for the purchase of a studio, in
Washington^ — Leaders in the inde- line with plans for establishing the
(Continued on Page 3)
pendent ranks of the MPTOA yesterday gave their approval to the
proposal for an All-Industry Forum. Michael Curtiz Prods.
The plan was advanced by Fred
Wehrenberg, president, following the To Release Through WB
Allied convention which he attended
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in Boston last month. The forum
Hollywood — The newly formed
(Continued on Page 3)
Michael Curtiz Productions will produce 14 pictures which Warner Bros,
will release, according to the terms
(Continued on Page 10)

Hear Film Classics
in Swllch fo New Pix

^Okays^ Arbitration

Accepts Distrib. Proposal With Exceptions
Price Film Rep. at NAB
Freedom of Speech Panel
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The MPTOA board
of directors and regional unit leaders, following an entire morning
session devoted to consideration of
the distributor decree proposals, revealed yesterday that the national

Washington — Byron Price, MPAA
vice-president, will represent the motion picture industry before the 24th
annual convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters in a exhibitor organization "welcomes"
proposals on arbitration,
panel discussion
"Do 3) We Have the distrib.
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on
on Page

Warners to Re-issue
''Kings Row'* in iVov.
"Kings Row," Warners' big grosser
of the 1941-42 season, will be reissued next month. It has been tentatively set for its New York return
run srme time in November at the
Victoria Theater. Several other pix,
not yet announced, are skedded for
national re-issues.
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SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president of 20th-Fox,
retuined from tne Coast yesierday. He was accompanied by his assistant, Li.M jOhcS.
JOHN
W. ALICOATE~
': ': ': Publisher
NcD E. DEPINET arrives in Brussels SaturDONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
day in company with PHIL REISMAN, to confer
and General Manager
thire with KOPeit b. Woiff, kKO managing director in the United Kingdom, before rerurning to
New York by Trans-Atlantic
plane Oct. 16.
CHESTER
B. BAHN
Editor
DAVID NIVEN will visit England with his two
sons before returning to star in Samuel GoldPubliabed daily except Saturday!, Sunday* wyn's "The Bishop's Wife."
SAM LEcKOWllZ, WB Eastern district manaand Uolidayi at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
ger, and JULES LAPIDJS, Eastern division sales
N. Y., by Wid't Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and Publisher; manager, "planed in and planed out" of Albany after a stop at Film Row on trips to AlUonald M. Menereau, Secreiary-Trea^urer ;
bany and Buffalo.
Al Stcen, Associate Editor. Entered as second
HARRY K. McWILLIAMS, Columbia exploiclass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at
tation manager, took oft yesterday for Cincy to
New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,

1879. Terms
(Postage
free)$10.00
L'nited
outside
of tireater
New York
one States
year;
i months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Forei^,
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120,
9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New York.
RepresentatiTts : HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Are., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDOM
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stasrt, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charrat.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarvsplan 30.g. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY— Airi Andradi-. M-tiVo r-fv
Heraia. Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— R»y
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavicr
St. VANXOUVER- Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowdin Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UL iSlO. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys,
no Rue des Paquerettes: MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM — Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.

FINANCIAL

set up the local campaign on "The Jolson
Story." He returns tomorrow.
WiLLIAM Z. PORTER, Monogram auditor,
left the Coast for Salt Lake City yesterday on
the start of a checkup tour of several branches,
and will return to Hollywood for the Christmas holidays.
kDDiE ClINE, director of Monogram's "Bringing Up Father," will arrive here at the end of
the mcnth from the Coast to attend a special
opening of the picture.
HAKkY HOfKiNi, M-C-M St. Louis salesman
and his wife are in New York on a vacation trip.
NICK TRONOLONE, Pathe Lab vice-president,
will leave for Hollywood today. After a few
days on the Coast he will proceed to the
Churubusco Studios near Mexico City to inspect the laboratory being erected there by
Pathe for RKO.
WILLIAM PiZOR, foreign manager for Screen
Guild Prods., left New York yesterday for Chicago executive conferences.
MAURY GOLDSTEIN, Monogram's director of
sales, returns today frcm a quick trip to Philly.
J. E. manager,
FONTAINE,
branch
has Paramount's
arrived for Washington
conferences
with Earle W. Sweigert, Mideastern division
sales manager.
HARRY HAAS, Paramount's branch manager in
Charlotte, is in New York conferring with Hugh
Owen, Eastern and Southern division sales manHENRY W. HAUSTEIN, Paramount's Portland
ager.
branch manager, is in town for conferences
with George A. Smith, Western division sales
manager.

SWG Again Bids Johnston
Explain French Film Pact
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

D.4ILY

Hollywood — A second invitation
has been extended Eric A. Johnston,
—
(Wed., Oct. 9)
^__
president of the MPAA, to come
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
— 3
here and appear before a meeting
Net
Chg.
High
Low
Close
of The Screen Writers Guild and ex— 4
Am.
Seat
201/4
19%
19% — 11/2
Bell & Howell
.18
18
18
plain in detail all phases of the
— 1
film agreement.
Columbia
Picts
241/4
22
23
— % French
Columbia Picts. pfd.
86
86
86
Emmet Lavery, president of SWG,
East. Kodak
203
201
201
— 1% has reaffirmed the stand of his ordo pfd. .
194
194
194
— IIA
Gen. Prec. Eq
26
24%
2454 —
ganization that the agi-eement im3/8
Loew's,
Inc
26%
26
26
—
posed upon the French government
— 25/8
Paramount
295/8
^81/2
285/8
was
unfair
to
the French film indusRKO
I6I/4
ISVj
151/7 — IV2
Republic
Picts
BVs
7Vi
75/^
try and not of a character to create
P»iublic Picts. pfd. 141/2 14
14
—— l'/2% international good will or help
20th Century-Fox ... 4134 40
40
American prestige abroad.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 51%
5134
51 3/4
Universal
Pict
303^
29
29
Lavery specifically called John+
V4
Universal Picts. pfd.. BB'/a
871/2
87V2 —
ston's attention to the recent report
Warner Bros
I8V4
171/2
171/i —— 3^
Va by William Wells, UNRRA
3/„
film
N^W YORK CURB MARKET
— Vi
Monogram Picts
6
55/8
55/8 ■ —
Va chief, who has gone on record dePadio-Keith
cvs.
. SS/g
5'/?
SVn ■
claring the State Department policy
Sonotone Corp.
334
3',4
314 ■
Technicolor
15%
15
15
of seeking favorable agreements for
Trans-Lux
434
41/,
4Vi •
the American film industry abroad
OVER THE COUNTER
Asked
was creating resentment and animosity against the U. S.
P'the Industries
6'/i
BiH
Cinecolor

5%

GEORGE WEISS, of the 20th-Fox studio publicity staff, arrived from the Coast yesterday for
a week's stay.
LlUA KAjcR, head of RKO Radio's Eastern
Story Department, has returned from an assignment to London.
MAX GRttNWALD, secretary - treasurer of
The ResTt Theaters Co., Cleveland, and MRS.
GREENWALD, leave this week to spend the
Winter in Dallas, Tex.
MR. and MRS. TED CAMPIS, owners of the
Priscilla Theater, Detroit, are driving to Floiida, en route to a six-month vacation in California.
HARRY HILLIER, operator. Strand, Detroit, is
moving to Florida permanently on account of
his health.
MOLLY DAVIS, of the M-C-M Cleveland, 0.,
office staff leaves tomorrow for a two-week
vacation trip to the Coast.
EDWARD NORRIS, co-star of Monogram's
"Decoy," has returned to Hollywood from Chicago conferences with his partners in North
American Airlines.
W. C. DeVRY, president of DeVry Corp., will
attend the 60th annual SMPE convention in
Hollywood
Oct. 21-25,
from Chicago.
FREDERICK BRISSON, president of Independent
Artists, Inc., producing firm, arrived on the
Coast yesterday.
JOHNNY MACK BROWN, Monogram western
star, who has been appearing as guest of honor
day.
in Portland, Ore., at the Paci'ic International
Livestock Show, returned to Hollywood yesterIRENE DUNNE has arrived in New York from
the Coast.
RUDY BERGER, M-C-M Southern sales manager, is due from New Orleans in about 10 davs.
JOHN E. FLYNN, M-G-M Midwestern sales
manager, arrives from his Chicago headquarters
today for a five-day visit here.
AL 0. BONDY. G. E. film distributor, will
leave here today on tour of Albany, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

With the exception that an
meeting will be held tomorrc
continue talks on rejected cot i
terms applying to four exchangi
tween Screen Office and Profes;
Employes Guild representative:
major company
officials, no :
ment was issued relative to y<
day's meeting.
SOPEG reption in the talks will be n'
down to one employe from eac
change and a union official.

Ascap to Report Finances
The president's and treasurer
ports for the first six months o
year semi-annual
will be given
at Ascap':
eral
meeting
in the
Carlton Hotel today at 2:45 p.rr

IV. Y. THEATER
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL
Rockefeller

with LARRY

PARKS

in Technicolor
SPECTACULAR

• EVELYN

KEY

• A Columbia

Pictu

STAGE

ROSALIND

PRESENTATiC

RUSSELL

ALEXANDER

and

KNOX

"SISTER
KENNY'
An RKO Picture

Zimbalist to Leave FC ^
To Edit PRC Press Book^
Al Zimbalist will leave his position as advertising and publicity director of Film Classics, Inc., Oct. 21
to become press book editor of the
New PRC Pictures, Inc., it was announced yesterday by Arnold Stoltz,
national director of advertising and
publicity.
Prior to his current affiliation
Zimbalist spent four years in the
publicity and exploitation department of RKO Theaters, and was associated with Warner's Philadelphia
theaters as publicity manager for
five years. He also operated the Ritz,
Lindhurst, N. J., and the Regent
Theater, Kearney, N. J.; and is the
author
of "Sweet
now being
producedGeorgia
by RKO.Brown,"

Center

"THE JOLSON STORY

EARLE BEATTY, of M-C-M's home oHice
legal staff
leaves
week
business
trip.today for Seattle on a threeHERMAN RIPPS, M-G-M district manager,
has returned to his Albany headquarters after
a home office visit.

'HOL
IDAY
SCRECN
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MILT
INBRITTON
PfRSO
EDITH
AND HIS cAN

TECHNICOLOR
MUSICAL
M-G-M's

FELLOWS
Erl'at

^^^
HAAKON
PAUL

in MEXI

CO'
BOB sieu
HOPe
'Mon
r- {-»'^^,^^:,
Beaueaire'\PE^[^
PATRIC KNOWLES

-p/^^/^tMOCZ/vr .

"TWO YEARS

European Film Mart Today
De Rochemont Ampa Topic

Paramnnnt'i)
StarrinK

BEFORE
LADD

ALAN

Richard de Rochemont, March of

Time producer, will speak on ''The
European
Film Market
the
next luncheon
meetingToday,"
of Ampaat
to
be
held
next
Thursday
at the
Chicago
—
Trial
of
James
C.
PeWilliam Zimmerman, RKO Radio
trillo, AFM prexy, under the Lea Town Hall Club, 123 W. 43rd St.
sales exec, will be honored by his
associates at a cocktail party in the Act has been set for Nov. 4 by Fed- Rutgers Neilson will preside in comeral Judge Walter J. Labuy. U. S.
pany with Phil Williams.
Ritz Carlton today upon the occasion of his approaching: marriage. Attorney Albert Woll says that the Bettis Dies on Visit
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vice- American Civil Liberties Union committee wants to intervene in the
president, heads the committee which
El Paso, Tex. — Frank Bettis, manalso consists of Walter Branson, Nat case, claiming that the Lea Act atager of the Crawford, died while on
tacks freedom of speech.
a visit to Alamagordo, N. M.
Levy and D. J. Loventhal.

Zimmerman to be Hosted

SOPEG Meeting Continued

THE MAS

T" f
. BRIAN
DONXBVT
WII-MAM
RRNDIX
\
BARKY FITZOERAI.n

RIVOLI. B'way at 49th St.

Petrillo Trial Nov. 4

20th Century-Fox Pretenti

'Three INLittle
Girls in Blue'
TECHNICOLOR
Mary

Plus on Stage —
Raye

BEATRICE
Extra!

KAY;.

M auric* I
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Hear Film Classics
In Swilch lo New Pix

& to Release Seven
»iore Year's End

(Continued from Page 1)

I J. Unger,
UA's yesterday
genex-al sales
iUger,
announced
that
^^mpany will release seven pic1 between now and the end of the
I,'thus fulfilling the promise made
jrust.
UA's
sales
convention
last
jhe seven new features, added to
two already
released,
namely
jrew Stone's 'Bachelor's
,'" and Charles R. Rogers'
[My
make
line Shoulder,"
for the finalwill
quarter

Daugh"Angel
total
ofa 1946.

'mty-seven other releases will
r!id out the season's program with
jroximately nine pictures scViedI quarterly from January through
tember, 1947.

•'he seven pictures that will be
'lased before year's end are:
iiiet Productions' "Little Iodine,"
■t Stromberg's "Strange Woman,"
j along Cassidy Productions' "The
'lil's Playground," Seymour Nejjial's "The Chase," Preston Stur61 "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock,"
riiet Productions' "Susie Steps
.|," and Bing Crosby Producers'
~j\e's Irish Rose."

PHIL M. DALY
Thursday's TattUngs
•

•

0

CUFF

NOTES:

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, will

launch the Greek War Relief Association's $12,000,000 fund-raising campaign at a two-day convention which opens at Chicago's Palmer House
on the 19th. ... • J. Robert Rubin, vice-prexy and general counsel
for Loew's, is vacationing in Durham, N. C. . . . • Culver City expects
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's prexy, in for his periodic visit at the month
end. ... • Four magazines in the Hillman Detective Group will inaugurate a new dept.. "Best Motion Picture Mystery of the Month," with
the issues for January next
Two top mystery pix of the month
will be reviewed. ... • Bernard Payne, Jr. of Visual Communications,
Inc. and Modern Talking Pictures, Cleveland, has acquired a large slice
of a salmon fishing camp at Rogue River, Oregon, where the guests
not only catch the iish, but the nearby canneries put up their catch in
monogrammed and dated cans. ...
# Mildred Horn has completed
the script for a sequel to Hygienic Productions "Mom and Dad"
It was written under the title of "Only Heaven Knows," but it seems
Al Rogell claims the same title
So it's a matter for the lawyers to
decide. ... # Joseph Edward, who is hearing the Oriental Theater
case in Chicago as special master, has been appointed permanent

iport UA Board Okay
r Pickford-Cowan Pix

master in chancery. ... • Harold
mount breezed into town in his brand
• Dave Dubin threw a big shindig
boys at the grand re-opening of his

'mited Artists board at a meeton Tuesday is reported to have
i/ed a distribution
deal for the
-to be made jointly by Mary Pickand Lester Cowan.
Number of
ures, however,
remains
to be
• rmined.
oard is reported at the session
'Iso have discussed several names
the post of executive vice-presik, among them that of Arthur W.
y, a former UA vice-prexy.

Dubin used to run the Grand Central Newsreel Theater in N'Yawk.
• Called upon to speak at a recent UA luncheon in his honor. Producer Walter Wanger,
notified beforehand
that Grad Sears and Ed
RaJtery would be absent because of a board meeting, craoked

bian Signs for UA's
idre 1946-47 Lineup
^in Juan, P. R. (By Cable)— RaCobian, leading P. R. circuit opor, has closed a deal for UA's
re line-up for the 1946-47 season,
pal assures UA's product of exiled runs in Cobian's two key thein San Juan, the Paramount
the Metropolitan,
as well as
ijierred playing time in his entire
n of 23 houses.

Iialter Gould, UA foreign m;inI, confirmed the deal here yes-

iSEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 10
homas J. Martin
Claude Rains
ISunset Carson
Edwin H. Wolk
IWilliam Henry
T. Kennedy Stevenson
Estlier Dale
Irving L. Cillman

Greenberg of Poughkeepsie's Paranew special ultra Packard job. . . .
last night for exchange and sales
Strand Theater in North Tarrytown

"Sorry to see that the boys couldn't join us
But, then, I suppose,
they've got more important business up at those Nuremburg fiials"
T
▼
▼
• • • THIS AND THAT: Don't be surprised if a met. area theater
circuit acquires its own candy factory. ... • Motion picture advertisers using one-minute radio spot announcements, who have films
breaking between now and Nov. 5, will be wise to reserve tho time desired immediately, in order to counter the air time demand by political
parlies during this period. ... • That Washington report to the effect
workings of the Webb-Pomerene Act may go under scrutiny by the
House Small Business Committee's monopoly subcommittee reminds
that the D of J's anti-trust division has long been skeptical about the
Federal Trade Commission's administration of the Webb-Pomerene export corporate groups, such as the MPEA
T
▼
▼

• • NEW YORK
ater management doesn't
who servea^as instructor
servations during the last
•

UNIVERSITY'S course in motion picture thenecessarily attract newcomers. . . .Michael Zala,
of the course, has made some interesting obMost students enrolling or
academic year

writing for information from all over the globe are working theater managers According to Zala, this emphasizes the need for theoretical
training which, he says, the industry has neglected to provide
He
asserts that most of the managers "feel frustroted due to the ever-growing centralization of managerial duties to home office experts"
Newcomers, he adds, can't acquire more than a superficial knowledge
of duties formerly performed by old-timers
Consequently, a drop
in business will find theater executives frantically searching for box
office builders with very lit-tle success, Zala contends
Surprising
and encouraging was the response by personnel from branches of the
industry closely allied to exhibition
Recognizing
the need for
knowledge of exhibitors' problems, bookers, salesmen, secretaries, projectionists, publicists and attorneys journeyed weekly to the classrooms.

company'snationaldistribution
on an interbasis.
Joseph Auerbach, holder of a
large block of FC stock, will place
three new film;, which will be produced shortly, into the new setup
for distribution. Auerbach is reported to own three studios and two
railroads in Czechoslovakia.

MPTOA's Indies Okay
An All-Industry Forum
(Continued

from Page 1)

would not be put into operation until after the final decree has been
entered
in the New York anti-trust
case.
Under the plan, representatives of
all exhibitor as;ociations would
meet periodically with heads of the
distributing companies to discuss
and settle, if possible, various industry problems. Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA prexy, has agreed to serve as
moderator.
MPTOA leaders expressed the
opinion here yesterday that such
forums, if entered into sincerely,
house. save many trips to the court
would

Price Film Rep. at NAB
Freedom of Speech Panel
(Continued from Page 1)
Freedom
of Speech
in president
the U. S.?"
With Edgar
Kobak,
of
the Mutual Broadcasting System as
moderator, the panel discussion will
be held on Oct. 23. In addition to
Price, the panel will include John S.
Knight, president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors, and
A. D. Willard, Jr., executive vice-

Isidore,
Ostrer
president ofMaurice
NAB. '
Form New Producing Co.
(Continued

from Page 1)

^he Gaumont interests, have organized an indie film producing company, Premiere Prods., Ltd.
Tha Oscrers expect to start their
first feature shooting in June next.
As its first star. Premier has
signed Michael Rennie.
Guy W. Morlin Dies
South Bend, Ind — Guy W. Martin,
56, city manager for the Balaban &
Katz theater chain, which operates
the Colfax, Granada, State and Palace theaters here, died in St. Joseph
hospital where he had been ill for a
week following an appendectomy.
Death was caused by pneumonia
which developed after the operation.
Mich. Variety Club Moves
Detroit— Variety Club of Michigan
will hold a private housewarming in
its new quarters on the Hotel Tuller
on Saturday, with a public housewarming to follow later.
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AFL Planning End of
Jurisdidional Rows
(G}ntinued from Page 1)

jurisdictional disputes between vari|)us unions involved in such disputes.
Pat Somerset of SAG, Paul Dull'.ell of AAAA, George Heller of
?lFRA, all delegates to the convendon, introduced the SAG resolution
sponsored by the Hollywood committee headed by Robert Montgomery
and George Murphy.
The resolutions committee will report next Monday on the SAG resolution.
Edward Ernold, Gene Kelly, Dick
Powell, June Ally; on, George Murjhy, Pat Somerset, Buck Harris and
>thers will remain on the job to see
<;he resolution through the convention proceedings.

Temporary Order Limits
Pickets at Columbia to 25
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Superior Judge Henry
Willis has issued a temporary restraining order on behalf of Columbia limiting the number of pickets
to 25 overall, returnable on Oct. 18.
The pickets used new tactics yesterday, snarling traffic so that nonstrikers could not enter the lot at
Columbia. However, the pickets, who
have used a line of 40 or 50 automobiles and double-parked on Peachwood Ave., were dispersed and four
autos taken away for impounding.
Twenty-five drivers were cited for
creating a traffic hazard.
Shortly after 7 a.m. most of the
400 pickets moved to the Gower St.
entrance to the Columbia studio
where buses unloaded passengers but
created no disorder.
A rumor that the strike would be
settled by tomorrow was said by a
CSU spokesman to be without foundation.

American Theaters, Inc.
Add Watervliet Grand
Albany — The fourth theater of the
American Theatres, Inc., circuit will
be opened to the public Friday when
the Grand, Watervliet, re-opens.
Samuel E. Rosenblatt, president, acquired the 480-seat house a year ago.
It has been re-equipped. Edward
Christie will manage.

$200,000
"Chase" Budget
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seymour Nebenzal has
set a $200,000 advertising budget for
the Robert Cummings starrer, "The
Chase," which will be released in
December.

SICK REPORT
JOHN RADZICKI has resigned as manager of the Ol.ver Theaters, Detr'it, and
will take an extended vacation because of
poor health.

Bell Coaxial Cable
Extension for Tele

TelliuiS About Tele
/^BS' campaign to put color television on the commercial map was stepped up yester^-^ day when the FCC scheduled a hearing on the subject begmning December 9. . . .
• Outlining the new system of airborne television and fM transmission being developed by Westinghouse Eiectric Corp. and Glenn L. Martin Co., Cnaries E. N-bles,
Westinghouse engineer, declares a Stratovision Coast-to-Coast hook-up is capable of
broadcasting four television and five FM network programs simultaneously to 78 per
cent cf the population of the U. S. . . . • Dr. Feter C. Goldmark, director of en'the statement that pogineering research and development of CBS is the authority for
^ 11 t.mes over that in
tential brilliance of color television pictures has been increased
January, due to the development and use of a new set of color filters and an increase
in the number of frames per second. ... • William B. Lodge, CtJS director cf general
engineering affir.Tis that seven months' intensive scientific exploration of the ultra-h.gh
frequencies justifies the conclusion that they provide a technically sound transmissi-n
medium for a television broadcasting service for three major reasons; 1, a radiated power
-f 10-Kilowatts from an antenna in the Chrysler BIdg. will prov.de satisfactory televisicn reception for more than 90 per cent of those living within 50 miles, with hopes
for future improvements increasing these figures; 2, the ultra-high frequencies permit
control of the "ghost" problem; 3, the u-h f band is virtually free cf man-made interference and completely free of natural static. ... 9 A post-war RCA television transmitter, completely new in design, has been placed in production. It is the first designed
for use on all 12 channels assigned by the FCC to commercial television in metropolitan
areas. ... • Joseph E. Bayne, general sales manager cf the Plymouth d. vision of
Chrysler Corp., told a WRGB audience that television would do much to augment automobile advertising and that an interesting possibility of the future would be automob.le
shows via telecast which would enable millions simultaneously to see new models. . . .
OThe BBC's m.bile television unit will cover the Ascot race track Saturday for the inWABD, which already telecasts
auguration of the King George VI Stakes. ...»
thrice weekly boxing and wrestling from Jamaica Arena and the games of the football
Yankees from Yankee Stadium, has been granted exclusive coverage of all attractions
from Uline Arena, Washington, D. C, whose almost nightly attractions include professional and amateur icehockey, professional and amateur basketball, icecapades,
boxing, wrestling, the rodeo and the circus. ... •The silent continuous INS tape
on Du Mont television is virtually an instantaneous broadcast of the news as it is received
and easily beats the radio networks in their news broadcasts which are quiet from
Paula
three to five. ... • Raymond Bud Gamble, Du Mont televisicn producer, and
." on atomic
Seligman have just completed a script for television, "Wide is the Gate . .
State
energy with elements cf entertainment and satire ala the current Broadway play,
script for
the
in
of the Union " Several of the film companies have already shown interest
Teleran (Television-Radar-Air Navigation) is being developed
motion pictures. ...»
the largest single deby RCA scientists and engineers in co-operation with the AAF. It is
While the system makes use of the years of
velopment project in progress at RCA
behind the development was
experience of RCA in televisi:n and radar research, the idea
nt projects m the endevelopme
and
research
of
manager
Jones,
F.
Loren
by
originated
N. J.
gineering product department, RCA Victor Division, Camden.

PRC Will Use New Sneak
Preview Techniques
Harry H. Thomas, president and
general sales manager of the New
"
preview
"sneak tion
ing exploita
introduc
PRC,
field,
to the
techniqisues
Stoltz, PRC's
to Arnold
accordingdirector
national
of advertising, publicity, and exploitation.
Careful sampling of audience reactions to quality pix, plus boxoffiee
returns, will serve as gauge of the
various campaigns. Survey results
will be available to all exhibs. playing PRC product.
First trial campaign was held in
Atlantic City. Medium budget was
set up on "Her Sister's Secret,"
using press book ads, radio spot announcements, and a newspaper contest tie-up with a leading florist.
Campaign's efficiency was borne out
by two and a half times normal busiweather in the outbad town.
ness, dezpite
of-season
resort
Campaigns will also be tested at
Warner's Metropolitan, Washington,
D.
C. today,on and
Cincinnati
Oct.at18.RKO's Grand in

House Opens

Two-day conference's jam-pack
system.
agendum
includes a roster of
speakers, representing all phase^
che industry. More than 1,200 ex
i;ives from many fields, as well :
large delegation
of educators t
expected to attend the sessions.
"Is Television Necessary?" i;
title of Edgar Kobak's speech, sc
uled for
today's
opening ses.Kobak
is head
of MBS.
Others to be heard during the
day
session:
President
ErnestFarnsworth's
H. Vogel, who ^
speak on "Television, a New P'
Service"; Newark University's foer president. Dr. Frank Kingdon v
speak on 'Good Taste in Televisi
Programming"; U. S. N. Commanc
Bonny Powell will discuss another i
pect in "What
Can Documema
Programs Do for the Student a
How Kaltenborn
Television will
Can Contribute."
V.
serve as mc
erator of the Educational Panel.
In another panel meeting tomorr

afternoon,
ad various
agency representati's
will cover the
phases of vid
commercials. John Allen of M;
schalk & Pratt will talk on "T
Film Approach to Preparing a Te
vision Commercial." Other top
are: "The Live Talent Approach
|Maas Sails Oct. 25 for
Building a Television Commercia
Tour of Europe for MPEA
by K. A. L. Foster of William E;
(Continued from Page 1)
& Co.; 'Six Years Experience w
Client's Commercials," by D
Elizabeth
on a six-week
tour of One
McClure of N. W. Ayer Co.
Europe.
Conference banquet will be h(
Maas will hold a four-day meet- tonight when the annual TI
ing in Paris with MPEA managers Awards of Merit will be forma
Arnold C. Childhouse, Holland; Mor- presented by Paul Raibourn, pre
ris Goodman, Germany; Wolfgang dent of Television Prods., Inc., Pai
WoK, Austria; Louis Kanturek, mount affiliate.
Czechoslovakia; Dr. Nicholas Palugyay, Hungary, and Nicholas Cazazis,
Rumania. The meetings are scheduled for Nov. 3-7. There will also
be meetings in Paris with European
managers of MPEA member com-

WEDDING BELLS

Following the meeting-s Maas will
panies.
go to Amsterdam, Prague, Budapest and Bucharest to co-ordinate
and integrate MPEA activities. He
will also visit the American-occupied
zones of Austria and Gemiany to
survey military government control
of film release and distribution.

Seeks Carnera-Galento
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Chester is negotiating with Primo Camera and
Waco, Tex. — The new Melrose The- ■Pony Galento for roles in "A Guy
ater at 12th and Spreight Sts. in Named Joe Palooka" which Chester
South Waco, has opened.
will produce for Monogram.

South Waco

(Continued from Page 1)
Telegraph
addresses the TBA
conference which opens today s
Waldorf-Astoria.
Both in tele industry and Wall
circles, there is strong belief tithe coming AT&T
financing
linked to its television program, i
pected to embrace, among otb
things, extension of the coaxial cal

Shortin-Goldstone

Cleveland, 0.— William S. Shi
tin, UA branch manager, and il
Shartin, have announced the enga|
ment of their daughter. Iris, •
Howard Goldstone of Chicago. Th
are holding an engagement rece
tion at their home, 2563 Femvi
Road, University Heights, on Oct.
Evcms-Planert
Chicago— "Chick" Evans, UA pj ;
licity rep. here, announces that | '
daughter,
Shirlie, will be marri
Saturday,
St. Jerome's
ChuP
to
Edward atPlanert,
Jr.
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The Dark
t Ob \ '"f rc

; A^roP4

[ Universal-International ]

I '

THE
first contribution of Leo Spitz and William Goetz to the
Universal-International program should get the new combine off
to a Hying start at box-offices. Beyond living up to the highest

f

lite ill Jolson
pjerTices In Yi

ici was z
^^ fhrenberg. RolH-rt
|;resider t l
1
\
Picture Theatre
Ow"f
An I L<i, on
the
subject
of
MF10\ brief to be filed in the ^v
York anti-trust decree case.
Senn
opened

a

Lawler
of
Fox-Midweit
discitssioiJ on high local

(Continued .«»!• page 10)

most penetrating study of twins and, beyond that, as a heart-breaking'
.^
^^
exposition of human jealousy. Thus, all sorts of audiences, attracted by
^iHUU®
the drawing power of Olivia de Havilland and Lew Ayres, undoubtedly j
will find this a good film to shudder through, to weep at and to' discuss
c
^V;0, Oct.

1.--E.

after seeing.
11'' "^ '^ ''' ^'^^^^ "-"""' uiger
\^ e- rotue Ea'
Nunnally Johnson's screenplay and production are almost impeccable, i '
breathing simplicity and warmth at every turn into what might have
(_^, ^ q> ^^ -

|E ltcrv4 1
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^

,1 ^omii rn-! re ^ i
Ibon 1 let 5-f rl T ^
|\''e£erd i-,
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Allen
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th?

fortwo weeks

been pretty academic material. And Robert Siodmak's talent for directing j car re
t .. >
^
"^
-!'^«"* vears.
focus
throughout. His
this sort of thing
,is imprinted
.....
, cameras
,
. , most. of, i■ r.iore
the time upon the two prmcipals, playmg three roles, with occasional
o'Shea spid he

(
* c

srty

standards of psychological mystery melodrama, it emerges as the screen's \ x OIJ

'etc

iter.
Paul

xN-^'i.s City, Oct. 1. — The k
o <"in sec
Theatre
c
retary Associatiun.
•iS convention here today, 'c
\Vs,i can -\T
Theatres
Assoc! n>on
A, ar

i
T!r=^k^n;5l

^
«n

support from Thomas Mitchell, but they turn out an unlimited range of, c^^^ ""f^Q, "•'It's a expected • Litn^rty'-s
to be ready for exhibition by the end
hcenic and emotional variety.
of December.
Current
plansi are_
to
Life"
Wonderfo
{Continued

on Pagf 3)

All movie

audiences

will see and read about
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Produced and written for the screen by NUNNALLY JOHNSOK
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Original story by VLADIMIR POZNER
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Court Holds Griffiths Modernized
Distribs. Not Overreached
In Dealings With Defendants, the Court Asserts
(Continued from Page II
of the Government's
victory in the New
York equity
suit, the Department of Justice
would quickly move to appeal
the trial court's adverse decision in the Griffith case.
Judge Vaught
said he had followed "patiently" all the proceedings of the much-involved litigation,
"but there is nothing in the evidence to justify the conclusion
that any buying power possessed
by the defendants was ever exerted to secure contracts for
view

Litile Headlin0»s:
BARNEY BALABAN will be tendered a testimonial dinner Oct. 15 by the Joint Defense Appeal of the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith. Plans will be completed
Astor .n Oct. 18.

at a luncheon

•

meeting

Exhibitioi
D of J Offers Trade
On Decree fo Court

of industry execs, at the
(Continued

from Page

1)

told yesterday by Robert L. Wris
As he has done in conversations \v
HUGH McGINNIS of the Chicago theater is the new president of the B & K Emother exhib. groups, Wright m;
ployes Association. Other officers: Will Holden, Jack Garbers, Jack Wiggins, vicepresidents; Ruth McLean, secretary; Sam Stott, treasurer.
it plain during a brief session tl
he feels any decree arrived at
facts not supported by the evidence. any buying power they possessed." the New York court cannot be i
than an interim matter, with
There are no master deals or franAppeal Held Certain
to come in the L,
chises between any distributor and
U. S. District Attorney Charles adjudication
the Griffiith circuits shown in the Dierker withheld comment on an Supreme Court.
evidence.
The
Government
attorney
a
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Com-t, made it plain that he has rearl
"The master deals," he stated,
but this is held certain. Henry Grif- no decision on specific proposals
fing, chief Griffith counsel, said he auction bidding.
"and franchises in their final
He told the e;
had not had an opportunity to read
analysis are between a distribugroup
that
his
present
tor and each of the four corpothe opinion or the voluminous find- exactly as put forth in thepositio
prop vrate defendants, or between a
ings of the fact accompanying it.
HISTORY
early this week.
He
distributor and some individual
The Griffith anti-trust suit,
Suit was filed against the Griffith judgment
mitted
that
consideration
is b»i
filed in the Western Oklahoma
exhibitor who is not a party deAmusement
Co.,
Briffith
Consoligiven the CIEA proposal for flat ]
fendant here.
Federal district on April 28, 1939,
dated Theaters, Inc., Wes-Tex Theteas the first of three to be filed
rentals
only, but will
said adopt
any guess
"That such franchises were
aters,
Inc.,
and
R.
E.
Griffith
Thethe Department
this :'
by the Government against large
considered as a part of the
aters, Inc., as well as against the
posal
as
its
own
is
"purely
s]m;
indie theater circuits. Subsequent
three Griffith brothers. The latter
ordinary method of contracting
suits were filed on Aug. 7 and 11
two circuits are headquartered at
for moving picture films by all
D of J Final Draft Next Week
of that year. The first, brought
Dallas.
the trade is borne out by secA spokesman for the Departnif
in the Western New York Federal
tion of the consent decree which
Individual defendants were H. J. later remarked that there will be
district, named the Schine circuit,
further statements regarding t
Griflfith, Kansas City; L. C. Griffith. lative."
provides: 'The provisions of this
the second, originating in the Middecree shall not apply to any
Oklahoma City, and R. E. Griffith, distrib. proposals or other aspects
dle Tennessee Federal district,
franchise which was signed prior
who before his death two years ago the case until the filing next we
made the Crescent Amusement
resided in Dallas. L. C. Griffith re- of a final draft with the New Yo
to June 6, 1946.'
Co., headed by the late Tony
mains critically ill in a local hos- court! "Any comment on the d
"During the time covered by
Sudekum, defendant. While the
tributor draft, the CIEA, t
the complaint, the defendants
Griffith action ivas the first to
BACKGROUND
did not have franchises in effect
MPTOA or any other proposals
be docketed, the decisions in the
with more than two distributors
Theaters operated by Griffith
us will be implicit in this documen
two later cases came doivn earlier.
he said.
Amusement Co., Consolidated
Both favored the Government.
during the season."
The almost complete turnabout
Theaters, Inc.. Westex Theaters,
In filing the Griffith action,
Over-Buying Not Proved
the Government position on aucti
Inc., and R. E. Griffith Theaters,
the Department of Justice styled
selling was first forecast by T
"The Government," Judge Vaught
Inc., which were named as deFilm Daily in early July, and
it "an essential complement to
fendants in the Oklahoma City
said, "failed to establish by a fair
the pending equity suit in New
that time drew denials from bo
preponderance of the evidence that
anti-trust action, totalled 149 at
the defendants have purchased or
the
time
the
Government
filed
in
industry
and Government sources.
York."
contracted for more moving picture
1939. Griffith Amusement and
films
that
they
believe
were,
or
in
Consolidated operated 43 and ,S0
exhibition rights to the films of
Michael Curtiz Prods.
the major distributors which
houses, respectively, while the
fact were, reasonably necessai*y to
supply themselves. Competition was
Westex chain comprised 34 houses
To Release Through WB
gave the defendants an unreafair under the circumstances of each
and the R. E. Griffith group. 22.
sonable control in licensing such
situation
involved.
The
defendants
(Continued from Pa?e 1)
film to others in the various
Griffith Amusement and Conwent into the open market and
solidated operate in Oklahoma
towns in the territory covered
it
a
contract
expected to be sign'
last night.
bought their product from the disby the complaint. There is nothand Texas, Westex and R. E. Griftributoi-s in the same manner as was
ing in the evidence that would
fith in New Mexico and Texas.
Curtiz is president, with majori
open to all competitors. The dejustify the conclusion that the
Frank Murphy, now an associ•control, of the new company,
ate
justice
of
the
U.
S.
Supreme
buying power of the defendants
fendants were alert and progi-essive
which Warners will have a niinori
and took such advantages only as
was used to absorb or otherwise
Court, was attorney general at
Interest. With Curtiz on the boa;
were natural in the industry.
the time the suit was instituted,
eliminate a number of actual
of directors will be Bess Meredi '
and Thurman W. Arnold, assis"There is nothing in the evidence
and potential competitors."
(Mrs. Curtiz), Margaret Ettingc
tant attorney general, was in
The Government, Judge Vaught to justify the conclusion that the disand Bros.
two representatives from Wa
ner
tributors were overawed or oversaid flatly, has assumed a state of
charge
of
the
D
of
J
anti-trust
division.
rpached in their dealing's with the
First three pictures under the a
defendants; or that the distributors
were compelled or coerced into en- pital after suffering a stroke two rangement will be "Victoria Grand
let," "The Unsuspected" and "^Ve
tering- into any contract with the de- weeks ago.
Winds." Joan Fontaine is under coi
fendants bv reason of the buving
Distributor
defendants
also
in^deration for the stellar role i ^
power of the defendants, or from
cluded
in
the
original
action
were
any
other
cause.
There
is
no
evidismissed after the Paramount case "Victoria Grandolet." Humphre '
RUSSELL HOCUE, manager, frisina Amusement
dence that would iustifv the concluCo.. Litchfield, ML
Bogart will likely be starred in "Tl
wound up in a consent decree.
Unsuspected," with Robert Your
sion
that
any
combination
or
agreePAT COCCIN, manager, Valley City, Wahpeton
Griffiths Modernized Exhibition
N. D.
and Ann Sheridan set for the v.es
ment of anv character existed between the defendants and the disSAM CHER^40FF, country sales staff, NSS, ChiJudge
Vaught
found
that
the
decago.
tributors that had for its purpose the
fendants have brought moderniza- ern, "West Winds."
JOHN
HUGHES,
UA home office sales dept.
tion to the exhibition field in the
stifling of competition in, or monoply good theater operators, keep|i
HOWARD HENCSTLER, playdate manager, UA
olization of,the exhibition of moving Southwest. He reviewed the hising consistently abreast of the .
home office.
picture films, or the unreasonable
tory of the circuits involved, stating
developments
of the rapidly- ,..
WILLIAM
H. ELDER, manager, Loew's Penn, restraint of trade or interstate comPittsburgh.
that they had specialized in imgrowing
industry.
Their accounts
naturally
were coveted
merce
in
such
exhibition
of
moving
provements which insured their sucJOHN DRADDY, student salesman. United Arcess
in
business.
tists, Boston.
picture films, that had been occaby the producers and distribusioned or brought about bv the man"The
Griffith
brothers
are
SAUL SAXON, manager, Rainbo Theater, Detors of moving
pictures," the
troit.
ner in which the defendants used
shown to have been exceptionalJudge said.
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ludion Selling to
e Beneficial-Day

MPTOA

! FEMME TOUCH
COREN, general clerk, 20th-Fox, Omaha.
S CHRISTENSEN, stenographer, United Arsts, Omaha.
IE DECKER,
a.
L HOLDEN,
,3olis.
|:LY DAVIDS,
yolis.
, STERLING

stenographer, Columbia, Oma-

STl>RTEVANT,

' Productions

of

secretary

at

M-C-M,

secretary, at M-C-M,
America,

Sees U. S. Prestige
Loss Due to Films

'Okays'

Accepts Distrib. Proposal With Exceptions

(Continued from Page 1 )
Wed yesterday by Bernard P. Day,
i)Kident of Joseph P. Day, Inc.
ay, whose real estate auctioneer
'ranization
hasJ and
submitted
to disbs., the D of
the Statutory
art a plan under which it would
lablish nation-wide facilities for
:tion bidding, safeguarded to inre open and impartial operation,
erted that auction selling will
ninate inequitable practices in
idreds of situations and make it
;sible for indie exhibt. to obtain
pix for the first time.
Fadeout For Buying. Combines
Disappearance of buying combines
5 further seen by Day as an imtant by-product of the intensified
ipetition thus effected. Day fur'r asserted that
the Statutory
'art's proposed findings of fact had
jarly disclosed that the major
ins do not have any monopoly of
'.ibition facilities in the country
, discussing
: are indeed thefar from
doing that
so.''
inequities
aid be removed by auction selling,
y said:
.Every exhibitor knows of certain
riations where chains have been
'3 to buy films at lower rentals
[m competing exhibitors were willto pay, sometimes paying as lit) as 9 per cent of their gross, or
i.O for a film a nearby exhibitor
!lid gladly pay $300 for. Such cont(ons will not l3e possible under
pition selling.
i There are many good operators
i'l have nice houses with a fair
: mnt of seats who have been play'(■B, C, and D product for years beI se they couldn't get anything
. Auction selling will make top
Lluct available to these exhibitors,
f before could not compete with
I rcuit operation.
Wouldn't an exhibitor who has
ci paying $700 weekly for his
bill and grossing between $1,600
;i $1,700, gladly pay $1,400 if his
ike went up to $3,000?"
Needn't Fear Combines
This single theater exhibitor
Id no longer have to fear the
I €r of a buying combine of which
1, nearest competitor is a member.
■| buying combine has been able to
in product this exhibitor wanted
use the distributors found it
e advantageous to sign up 100

MinneMinne-

artist.
Hollywood.

United

(Continued

although it is not in full agreement
with them.
Withholding comment on the discussion of other key parts of the
distrib. proposals, the MPTOA group
also expre.ssed its feeling that the
distrib. suggestion that roadshowing
be permitted
is not objectionable
"provided
the roadshowing
of the
picture
was a national
policy."
Indications
from the
meeting
were that the MPTOA
amicus
curiae brief, to be prepared by
general
counsel
Herman
M.
Levy, will concern itself in great
part with MPTOA objections to
auction bidding, arbitration and
other minor points in both decree proposals. It was decided
Tuesday that MPTOA
will not
comment in its decree upon Government proposals for a ban on
cross-licensing or theater expansion by the defendants.
The brief will contain the results
of the MPTOA poll, although how
much
stress Levy will lay upon
MPTOA's
rejection of divorcement
as a remedy to industry evils in the
light
of the overwhelming
prodivorcement vote by exhibitors participating inthe poll was not clear.
Flat Sum Rentals Not Discussed
Levy said the group did not discuss
the CIEA proposal that auction bidding be implemented by a stipulation that flat sum rentals be the
basis for judgment. It is reported
here that the Department of Justice,
having scanned the complicated procedure offered in the distrib. brief,
has decided to adopt this proposal as
the simplest means of implementing
auction selling.
It was made apparent to the
group yesterday afternoon, during a meeting with Robert L.
Wright, assistant to the Attorney General, that the Department, while trying, to win as
many of its ideas as possible
from the New York Statutory
Court, is really looking to the
theaters at a time instead of one.
The buying combine, which could
threaten distributors with a ban on
their product unless satisfactory
terms were reached, will be without
purpose when pictures must be bid
on individually.
"The exhibitor will be competent
singlehandedly to make any deals he
wants for any and all product manufactured by Hollywood. The buying
combine will no longer exist as a factor preventing non-members from
getting real box-office attractions.
"Moreover, the exhibitor will be
protected against circuits making unwarrantedly high bids and getting
product even at a loss so that their
competitors would not get the pictures. Some circuits might do this,
figuring to make up the losses elsewhere. Through arbitration, the exhibitor would be able to get fair
dealing in such cases."

from Page

1)

Supreme Court as the final voice
in the case.
They told Wright again of their
strong opposition to any form of
auction bidding. President Fred
Wehrenberg declared that "auction
bidding is so vicious that all exhibitor attempts to influence the court
to discard it should be approved by
all other exhibitors. The approach
to the problem and the methods employed may differ, and there is room
for honest disagreement as to approach and methods. The end, however, isthe same — the elimination of
auction
bidding."
As for
arbitration, MPTOA reaffirmed its support for the procedure. "Common law" arbitration
will be proposed in the amicus curiae,
brief, with one arbitrator chosen by
the exhibitor, one by the distributor
and an umpire chosen by these two if
they fail to agree. Stress will be laid
upon the MPTOA conviction that
arbiters must be men versed in the
industry — whether presently employed in the industry or not.
Divide Arbitration Costs
Costs of arbitration should be
divided between both parties, they
said, instead of being borne entirely
by the distribs., as now. If the
MPTOA proposal were accepted,
however, costs would be down because no appeal, involving costly
records, would be permitted.
Levy said he doubted that
AAA would agree to be responsible for such arbitration, since
its practice is to assign arbiters
not identified with the industry
in which the case lies. If, however, AAA would agree to set up
a panel of industry-versed people for assignment, MPTOA
would be pleased to have AAA
handle arbitration.
Present at the meeting were the
following officers:
R. R. Biechele, Kansas City, Mo.;
Harry Loewenstein, Ardmore, and
Morris Loewenstein, Oklahoma City,
Okla.; Mack Jackson, Alexander
City, Ala.; Oscar C. Lam, Rome, Ga.;
Edward A. Fay, Providence, R, I.; J.
A. West, Memphis, and William F.
Ruff in, Covington, Tenn.; Clarence
Kaimann, St. Louis; W. S. Taylor,
Laurel, Miss.; Attorney Thomas F.

RKO

11

RADIO

Although Europeans derive tremendous enjoyment from American
entertainment films, there is grave
danger that the U. S. will suffer in
prestige, because of the prevalent
opinion overseas, based on Hollywood product, that Americans are
thrifts.
heedless,
pleasure - loving spendSo declared Jan Read in addressing the first of six Film Forums at
the Barbizon-Plaza under the chairmanship of John Gassner. Read
subbed for Louis de Rochemont, who
cancelled out because of production
snarls in the shooting
of 20th-Fox's
"Boomerang"
in Stamford,
Conn.
Read came on New York about
three weeks ago, under a fellowship
of the Commonwealth Fund of New
York, to spend a year in the study
of American film production and
technics. He studied and worked in
Europe with Paul Rotha, documentary film writer-producer-critic.
It is important, Read said, that
more pix be sent to Europe depicting ordinary Americans in ordinary
surroundings. It would counteract a
great many misconceptions just to
show some back streets, paint peeling off walls, shabbily dressed peoWallace Ford will be the guest
ple, etc.
speaker
at next
Tuesday
night's
second session
of the
Film Forum.

Virginia Grey Signed
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Virginia Grey has
been signed for the leading feminine role in the Cinecolor feature
comedy,
'Doc' Robbin?"
for
Hal "Who
Roach Killed
Productions.

Chicago V. C. Moving
Chicago — The Chicago Variety
Club will move to new quarters in the
Continental Hotel, the Congress
Hotel lease not having been renewed.
J. Friday, Scranton, Pa.; Fred Wehrenberg, president; Sidney Lust and
A. Julian Brylawski, Washington, D.
C; James Shanklin, Ronceverte, W.
Va.; Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia,
chairman of board; Merritt A. Kyser,
East Aurora, N. Y.; A. S. and S. J.
Hyman, Huntington, W. Va.; Albert
Pickus, Stratford, Conn.; Harold Eskin. New York, and Herman M. Levy,
general counsel.

PICTURES

Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO
TRADE SHOWING
ki
RKO

VACATION IN RENO
THURSDAY,
PROJ.
ROOM,

»f

OCT. 17, at 10:30 A.M.
251
Hyde
St., San
Francisco

Alfred Hitchcock
^^The Nation^s Number One Director^'
Polled by THE FILM DAILY, the Motion
Picture Critics of all American newspapers,
magazines, syndicates, news services and radio
have voted Alfred Hitchcock's skillful direction
of David O. Selznick's
ng
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The Outstanding Directorial Achievement of i^/fyic)^6
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V'T WIU APPEAL GRIFFITH ACQUITTAL

opose Congressional Action to End Music Fees
ITOA Would Line
Dther State Exhibitor
for United Attack

By H. F. REVES
joit — The Michigan ITOA is
'g a drive against music fees
sessed
against
theaters
by
and seeking to establish con()r a concerted move by other
f;or groups, including local oritions in Michigan and state
: elsewhere. The plan is to
emedy through congressional
to prevent
alleged double
')n.
A further attacks recent price
ilses in film rentals, charging
''ajor increased prices 50 per
■ver any former features to
\ (Continued on Page 6)

lo Press Drive
:'Hot" 16mm. Pix

Nine Individuals Are Honored For Their Contributions At
Banquet on TBA's Second Tele Conference

ing of "The Verdict" for genilease Nov. 23 will give Wares, seven new pictures in the
[uarter of 1946-47, compared
(Continued on Page 7)

*tv It's Official
We're An Industry
lontreal — Protests were heard
n several delegates at the conince here of the International
3r Organization
over the wordof a report cf the Committee
the Protection of Children and
ng Workers which declared that
' work was not an "industry" in
sense of the committee's ruling
mst night work. A modifying
•mdment was carried.

Washington Bureau of THE

Nine awards of merit were presented to individuals for their contributions to the progress of television as a science and as a commercial utility at a banquet last night
highlighting the second tele conference and exhibition by the Television
Broadcasters Association at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Attendance at the banquet was
1,200.
The presentations were made by
Paul Raibourn, president of Televi-

sion Productions, Inc., vice-president
of Paramount Pictures and a director of TEA.
Three experts of the RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., were recipients of awards in Group 1, representing outstanding technical contributions to television. They were
Dr. Albert Rose, Dr. Harold Bell
Law and Dr. Paul Kessler Weimer.
Awards in Group 2, individuals
responsible for the outstanding pro(Continued on Page 6)

Eastern Film Labs
Gets U-l Contract

No Tele Compromise
With Decency

An exclusive contract for all film
processing and printing has been
a the sentencing Wednesday of consummated by Universal-Interna1 Bitto of Brooklyn on his plea
tional and Eastern Film Laboratories, a Pathe subsidiary. The deal
ilty to a charge of criminal
jement of copyright in 20th was announced yesterday by Robert
7y-Fox's "Song of Berna- W. Purcell, chairman of the board of
Industries, Inc.
' it was revealed that a deter- Pathe
Eastern Film Laboratories has
drive was being made by the
3 stamp out any possible illicit
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

n W6 Releases In
1946-47 Quarter

"A Certainty," U. S. View?
Circuit's Counsel Sees a
Tremendous D of T Setback

AWARDS FOR TELEVISION PROGRESS

ITOA Com. Will Study
Affiliation With Allied

The ITOA of New York yesterday
voted unanimously to make a study
of various propositions for affiliation
with a national organization, it was
reported following a membership
(Continued on Page 6)

Television broadcasters attending
the second annual TEA conference
and exhibit at the Waldorf-Astoria
were warned yesterday by President
J. R. Poppele that "there can be no
compromise
with as
decency."
Registration
of last night
totaled 769.
Poppele, speaking at the opening
(Continued on Page 7)

DAILY

Griffith Decision
Perplexes Myers
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel and board
.hairman, commenting on the Govarnment's defeat in the Griffith
anti-trust suit in Oklahoma, said yesterday that while he had not seen
i,he opinion
in theon case,
(Continued
Page 7)"the Gov-

Author's Authority Hit
Labor Dept. Rep. to Confer Sy Pen Women's League
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
On Coast Strike With AFL
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^After listening to the
reading of a temporary restraining
order limiting pickets at the Columbia studio, 150 pickets in the CSU
(Continued on Page 6)

Copyright Clearance

Delayed

Less Than 20 of 500 Army-Made Pix Freed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Seattle Anti-Trust Trial
Washington — Congressional efMay Span 10-Week Period
forts to clear more than 5,000 warSeattle— Trial of the $500,000 antitrust action of the Theater Investment Co. and the Venetian Theater
against 13 distributors, exhibitors
and producers now being heard before Federal Judge John C. Bowen
(Continued on Page 6)

FILM

Washington — That the Department of Justice will appeal the Griffith decision is considered a virtual
sertainty by top attorneys there,
although the text of the decision had
not been received from Oklahoma
City yesterday.
A Department
spokesman
admitted that he had not
known of the
decision until The Film Daily reporter called, but when told briefly
of the court's
finding,
(Continued
on Pagehe3) made it

made pix from copyright red tape
were
further
delayed
yesterday
when it was disclosed that only a
scant handful of the films were made
by MPAA and SIMPP member companies.
Spokesmen for the Surplus Prop(Continued on Page 6)

Washington — The National League
of American Pen Women has joined
the writer-ranks fighting the allegedly "dictatorial" plans of the American Authors Authority, Mrs. Robi(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Field Reps. In
Drives for Men^bers
A majority of the Allied regional
units are employing field men for the
purpose of increasing membership in
their respective territories. Membership is reported to have skyrocketed
as the result cf the personal calls
by the field representatives, especially inTexas, Eastern and Western Pennsylvania and Indiana. The
New England unit is said to be the
next to send out a contact, while
other units plan to follow suit.
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ROLAND CULVER, British actor featured in
ERIC A. JOHNSTON flew here from Washington yesteroay morning for conttrences at Paramount's "The Empeior's Waltz," Is en
ihi MPAA offices and flew back again last route to New York trom the Ccast to sail for
night.
[Eng.and
on the Queen Elizabeth Oct. 24.
WiLLIAM PINE and WiLlIAM iHO.VAj
ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO Radio vice-presi- ;
dent in cha.ge of domestic diitribuiion, in Paramounr prcducers. a.rive today on a twoweek business nip to New York.
company witn NAT LhVf ana WAliEK BRANGEORGE A. H.CKtY, Coast salesmanager for
jON, eastern and Western division managi:is,
M-G-M; E. W. AAkON, assistant gene.al sal-s
ennain tor Hollywood tooay for producticn conrerences
and to look over new
product.
manager; WlLLIAM b. ZOELLNER, head of reprints and importations, and HcRB NUSbAjm
AL DArF, general foreign sales supervisor
for Universal, tiies to London today on the of the home office legal sta.f, arrived in San
Francisco
yesterday from Seattle.
.irst leg of a business trip to Europe.
JOHN P. BYkNc, Eastern M-G-M sales manaEDWA/<D L. HYMAN, vice-president of Parager, and his assistant, PAUL RiCHa.AIM, uave
•nount I heaters bervice Corp., Si S.EClL and
iunday night tor Boston to spend a week there
,«;AX FELLEkMAN, Paramount executives, re- conferring with Tom Dona.dson, local manaturned he:e yesteroay from Detroit after a two./eek Western
trip.
M. L. SIMONS, editor of M-G-M's sales
, , pub^
the Distributor, will return from
the
filAURlCE MAjRER, managing director of the Coast Oct.lication,21.
Astor and Victoria theaters on Broad/^ay, will
.eave here today for the West Coast on a onocase, of Vanguard's New York ofLlCNARD
..eeK business trip.
fice, has leit for Paris.
LcO M. DtVANEY, RKO Radio Canadian diARTHUR JARRATT sails for New York on
vision sales manager, is in New YorK for home
ger.
the maiuen voyage of the SS Queen Elizabeth
office conferences.
next week.
NANCY WALKER, M-C-M star, arrives from
STANLEY HIGCINSON, managing directcr for the Coast next week.
Warner Bios, in Australia, arrived in New Yo.k
CEDRIC GIBBONS, head of the M-G-M studio
,esterday by plane irom Sydney via San Franart depaitment,
is slated to arrive from Hollywood Tuesday.
cisco. He was delayed a few days by bad i lying weather.
WILLIAM GREEN, M-G-M exploiteer in ChiCOL. C. LAWTON CAMPBELL, chairman of
ant
on "Gal.
completed
Bess" cago,
inhas the
Detroit his
areaassignment
and returned
to the
the board of the National Theater and Academy,
Windy City.
will leave he^e tonight by piane for Columbus,
ABE BLANK, MYRON BLANK and RALPH
0., to add;ess the Ohio State Convention of
BRANTON, Paramount Theater pa.tners, enspeech and Drama Teachers en the establishtrain for their Des Moines headquarters tomor..lent of regional, professional theaters.
'■ row.
ation.
DAVID HOkNE, assistant treasurer and diNICK
JOHN
MATSOUKAS,
director of adverrector of Monogiam-lnt., leaves Monday for
Theaters Corp., will be in Chi.he Coast to confer with executives on com- I tising, Skouras
] cago Sunday,
in connection
with the national
.jany's foreign expansion plans, including the convention
of the Greek
War
Relief Associopening of new branches.
LEON NETTER, vice-president of Paramount
GEORGE
ad-pub.
for Loew-tc
Theaters Service Corp., leaves tomorrow on a j Lewin
planed GLASS,
out from
the director
Ccast yesterday
.rip to New Orleans, Beaumont (Tex.) Mem- ' confer with UA officials on the ca.npaign
for
-his, Atlanta, and Jacksonville. He is due to
"The Affairs of Bel Ami."
eturn to New York on Oct. 25.
H. J. YATES, WILLIAM SAAL, his exec, assistant, and HY CLICK, treasurer, leave the
JOHN BALAEAN, MORRIS LEONARD and ELMER UPTON of Balaban & Katz return to ChiCoast Sunday for New York via American Air
Lines.
cago tomorrow.
KEITH ANDES, under contract to David 0.
KICHARD MOkCAN, of Paramount's home
today.
office
legal department, departs for Seattle
Salznick, le.t yesterday on the Ccnstellation
for Hollywood.
1/4

Loew'si/i 16mm. Program
Starts in U. K. Monday

FINANCIAL
;
11/2

Chg.
High
Net
Close
Low
131/4
173/4
20
20
Am.
Seat
20
2272
Bell & Howell
I8V4
231/2 +
Bell & Howell
pfd. .105
105
85
105
— 1V
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 2372
a
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 85
24%
1%
East. Kodak
2023^
3
20072
201%
-I251/4 191
85 —
do pfd
191
253/4
251/4 —-f %
71/4 191
Gen. Prec. Eq
26
V2
30%
75/8
29
'8 +
Loew's,
Inc
27
Pa amount
15% —+
151/8 253/4
13%
16
RKO
411/2 39%
Repub'ic
Pictures
14
14
7% •+
403.4
¥4
Reoub'ic Pictu-es pfd
20'h Century-Fcx
...
281/4 50
—
13/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
16%
31
50
31
+2
Universal
Pict.
50
87
Universal
Picts
871/2
pfd.
871/2
...
17%
Warner
Bros.
17% -f
3/3
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts.
. . . 534
51/2
5%
51/2 +
3/8
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...
51/2
5
31/2
Sonotone
Corp.
....
3%
31/2
+
'A
Technicolor
1574
l''3/4 151/2
41/2
Trans-Lux
41/2
41/2
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
Pathe
Industries
6
7
Cinecolor
5'/2
5%

+

%

Nelson Services Sunday
Funeral services for Louis Nelson,
veteran exhibitor and charter member of the ITOA, will be held Sunday
at the Park West Memorial Chapel.
Nelson died Thursday morning. He
was at one time connected with the
Endicott Circuit in Brooklyn.

Quebec Exhibs. Attend
QATI Convention Banqu

Following
approval by the Kine1/4
matic
Renters Society and the Cinena Exhibitors Association who have
adopted a set of principles govern"ng 16 mm. exhibition in the British
^sles, Loew's International on Moniay will launch its narrow gauge
program in England.
The initial group will consist of 12
programs of shorts and features. The
schedule for Ireland will begin Nov.
i. F. D. Russell-Roberts is in charge
Df all 16 mm. activities in Great
Britain under the direction of Sam
Eckman, Jr.
The first group will consist of
"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,
"Madame Curie," "Two Girls And A
Sailor," "Pride and Prejudice,"
■ Maytime," "Waterloo Bridge,"
"Treasure Island," "Mutiny on the
Bounty," "Tarzan's Secret Treasure," "Captains Courageous," "Lost
in a Harem" and "A Night at the

Granet Leaving ior Europe

Opera."
Hollywood — Bert Granet planes
out Sunday for Chicago on the first
leg of a journey that will take him
to Europe in connection with the
filming of "Berlin Express" which
he will produce for RKO at the
RKO-Pathe studios in Paris starting early in the Spring.

8 Stars Selected for
FILM

QATI.
Netter
to Head PRC's
Non-Theatrical Dep't

Douglas Netter, formerly assista
manager
of the has
NewbeenPRC's
Yovk exchange,
namedXe
.lead a newly-organized departme
handling non - theatrical accoun;
prexy Harry H. Thomas announ:i
yesterday.
Netter will be in charge of saL
and distribution for such accoun
as the Army, Navy, educacionai :
stitutions, organizations and t€l
vision. They previously were handk
through the company's regular sal<
department.
Netter in November,
joined PRC's
Yoi
branch
1945, New
as a sales
;.he Navy.
man,
following his discharge froji

Detroit Projectionists,
Exhibs. Near Agreement

London's Royal Show
West Coast Bureau of THE

Montreal — Quebec Allied Thea
cal Industries, Inc. concluded
cne-day convencion with a dinnei
the Mount Eoyal, attended by sc.
of out-of-town exhibitors as well
Montreal cinema owners. P
Beaulieu, Quebec Minister of Tra
and Commerce, was guest speak
and Irving Sourkes, veterar
Row manager, also spoke.
At the head table were Earl La
son, head of Odeon in Canac
Philippe Brais, President of Ode
in Quebec; Alban Genest of Frar
Films; J. Arthur Hirsch, preside
Consolidated Theaters, and of Qi
bee Allied Theatrical Industries, a
William Lester, director of Unit
Amusement and treasurer of t

DAILY

Hollywood — Ray Milland, Pat
O'Brien, Maria Montez, Jean Pierre
Aumont, Reginald Gardiner, William Eythe, Georgia Malone and
Joan Bennett have been selected to
represent the American film industry
at a command performance before
the King and Queen of England in
London on Nov. 1. The royal show
will take place at the Empire Theater with the proceeds going to the
British Cinematographic Trade Benevolent Fund.
Several of the stars will sail from
New York aboard the Queen Elizabeth on the ship's maiden voyage to
England Oct. 25.
Miss Bennett will be accompanied
by her husband, Walter Wanger, who
will be the official representative of
the M. P. Academy.

Lamantia to Rank Org.
As Special Field Rep.
Nick Lamantia, formerly with
Universal, has joined the J. Arthur
Rank Organization as a special field
rep. to supervise the Southern
branches of Dallas, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Memphis, Charlotte and
Oklahoma City.

Detroit — Local labor negotiation*
between exhibitors and projectionist
are approaching an agreement ac '
wording to indications. No fina
terms are yet available, but som ;
action is anticipated in the next fevj
days.
1
Conferences
have
been
handicapped by absence of exhibitor rep
resentatives who have been out 0; ,
sions.
town individually on various occa

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 11
Edwin
Knopf
Pat O'Brien
Raquel
Torres
Dave
Weshner
Bruce C. Coleman
Roland Young
Robert Ryan
Oct. 12
Kim Hunter
Edward
Durst
Joseph

Jack Oakie
Cwen Lee

L. Lee
Jacques
Paul Walker

Oct. 13
Nicola Napoli
Edward
Robert Sterling
Eddie
Donald Duck
Gertrude
Daun
Kennedy
H. C.
Jane

Harker

Tourneur
Alperson
Buzzell
Olmstead
Potter
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alaban Testimonial
1AstoronNov.21
Plans
for the dinner
honoring
irney Balaban, president of Paraijunt Pictures, to be held at the
tor Hotel, Nov.
under
the
s 0 r s h i n of
notion
pica n d enter:inment division
the Joint Deinse Appeal,
Jill be discussed
ad outlined at a
incheon T u e s j»y in the Astor,
I was announced
)r Jack
Cohn,
^ni Einzler and
feonard
Goldenn, chairmen of
1.6 effort.
BARNEY BALABAN
Explaining that
.e Joint Defense Appeal is the fi-

of the A'nti-Defamation
;i.ncial arm
■feague
of B'nai
B'rith
and
the
.Tierican Jewish Committee, Cohn,
oldenson and Rinzler added that
■■le work of these two national agenss in combating anti-Semitism _ is
ade possible by the annual Joint
defense Appeal campais-n. The 1946
^aal of the JDA
is $5,000,000— a
km 43 per cent more
than
the
■kiount raised last year.
'The
chairmen
pointed
out that
•alaban has been spearheading the
otion picture effort in past years
jlr communal, philanthropic and
LJitriotie endeavors. "We want to
r:'ake our dinner to Barney Balaban
mething better than the ordinary

I sHmonial," they stressed. "Now,
' last, we have the opportunity to
ly him our tribute and we want to
ijke advantage of the occasion by
■ranging an affair that Barnev will
j;ierish forever in his memory."
1' An executive committee is in the
i -ogress of organization to lead the
:dustry-wide campaign which supn-ts the Anti-Defamation League
I B'nai B'rith and the American
•wish Committee.

STORK REPORTS
Joe Vergesslich, short subject sales
anager in Warner's New York
etropolitan branch, is a grand-ther for the second time. A daughr, Caroljm, was born to his daughr, Mrs. William Zipp, in Mercy
ospital, Roekville Center, L. I.
A six pound, 15 ounce daughter,
indra Joan, has been bom to Mrs.
obert Ferguson, wife of Columbia's
■essbook editor at the Lenox Hill
ospital. The Fergusons have one
her daughter, Carole, aged two
id a half.
Chicago— Charles E. Blanton, B &
art department, is the father of
boy, bom at the Oak Park Hos-

tal.

DAILY
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Gov't Will Appeal
Griffith Acquittal
plain

Gallant Bess Over America
• • • HORSEMEAT BEING A TOPIC of considerable conversation
these days, Phil M. is taking time out this Ayem to articulate about Bess,
the star of M-G-M's "Gallant Bess"
There's a horse that's got plenty
on the ball and he's on a nation-wide p.a.
The first stunt of its
kind M-G-M has sponsored in more than 15 years
And all under
the direct supervision of Howard Dietz, Leo's v.p. and director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, with Bill Ferguson
handling
all
arrangements
Capt. Volney Phifer of Ferguson's staff is iii charge
of the three-car unit as it rounds out its tour and trainer Joe B. Atkinson
is right there with Bess to engineer his paces
The horse does a
lot of things in "Gallant Bess" and Atkinson has added another bag
ol tricks for the tour
Such as telling time by a big Waltham watch
on his right leg
Turning out lights and then going to bed as he
pulls a blanket over his chestnut body
Delivering press copy to
editors right out of a specially made brief case
and answering
questions by the mere shake of his head
▼
T
▼
• • • IN ALL THE CITIES where he has visited Bess has met the
nicest reporters and editors and publishers and made friends with them
all
He has been interviewed
and photographed like all famous
stars
Badio interviews are included in the local programs
and
where elevators are wide enough Bess has been a passenger
He
has had to walk up three and five flights of stairs where he couldn't
fit into the lift, but Bess didn't puff or fume; he just took it in his stride
Bess has visited hospitals for veterans and disabled children and
put on some swell performances for those who have to depend on
their entertainment to be delivered to them in person
He's even
been the principal guest at organizational meetings such as the Humane
Society in Columbus where he vras given a plaque
At the Knothole Club in Cincinnati, and many more
In each town he visited
Bess has presented the mayor with a gold key to the M-G-M studios
at Culver City
In some towns as many
as 20,000 people have
turned out to see Bess perform at the City Hall or Court House steps
▼
T
T
• •
• MAPPING OUT A P.A. TOUR for a horse is anything but
a cinch, as Messers Dietz and Ferguson will testify
It took a lot
of time and labor but the efforts are worth it as the grosses will indicate Each exchange area is broken down so that six or seven
appearances for Bess can be arranged ahead of the opening of the
picture in each of the towns to be visited
Rain or shine the schedule must be adhered to religiously, once it is set down on paper
▼
▼
T
• •
•
LEST WE FORGET, M G-M's bulwark of field reps working
under Ferguson have piched in wherever Bess has visited
Howard
Herty of the Los Angeles office is traveling a few weeks in advance of
the caravan
J. E. Watson handled the Cincinnati situations
Hal Marshall and Norman Linz the Indianapolis cities
Bill Green
pinch hit for Charles Dietz in the Detroit towns
Charlie Deardourff
was in all his glory insofar as the Cleveland towns were concerned
and in Pittsburgh, Charlie Baron has plans in high gear for the
visit to the six towns out of his bailiwick
Then, for the week of
Oct. 22, Jack Gilmore will be in command for five towns lined up
T
T
T
• •
• THAT THE IDEA IS A NATURAL
is evidenced by the
reams of front pages stories literally pouring into Leo's lair
And
the columnists who have turned over their entire space for the day to
cheer Bess
And the radio plugs resulting from the air interviews
And the goodwill the stunt has created for the Friendly Company
with its customers
Which all goes to prove that when Dietz and
Ferguson put their fertile minds together they come up with something
that is a bellringer in more ways than one

(Continued from Page I)
that an appeal is to be

ex-

pected.
Oklahoma Ci*y — Henry Griffing,
attorney for the acquitted Griffith
anti-trust suit defendants, commented yesterday that Judge Edgar
S. Vaught's
decision
was "a tremendous setback
for Department
of
The lawyer said the veteran jurist
had taken the position that the
Sherman
Act fortifies free competiJustice."
ti.n
and free enterprise.
Meanwhle, local U. S. Dis*-rict
Attorney Charles Dierker said a decision on whsther to appeal ruhng
would be made in Washington. In
acquitting the four circuits an l two
surviving individual defendants,
Vaught gave defense coun.ei 15 uays
in which to prepare a judgment consistent with his opinion.
L. C. Griffith, one of the brothers
exonerated by Vaught, remained too
ill in St. Anthony's Hospital here to
be informed of the decision.
Griffing said he gathered from
Vaught's opinion that the Fedbelieves
power eralto judge
restrain
tradethat
does "the
not,
in itself, mean that a firm holding such power is guilty."
Vaught's ruling lathed at Govei-nment prosecutors indirectly when it
seated: "che attitude of Government
is one of suspicion.
Many
of the
normal and natural occurrences and
situations
are
given
a
sinister
from
that
meaning
and
argued
"The proposition of
what 'could
standpoint."
be
done' or 'might be done' under
given situations is argued vigorously. But we are not concerned with
The approach."
judge said he had been interthat
ested only in the intent of the defendant, and what the testimony
proved they actually had done.

Miss Odets, Poling Aide
Florence Odets, formerly Para's
West Coast story editor, has been
named assistant to James Poling,
U-I's Eastern story editor, it was
announced today.

RKO Australasian Meet
RKO's Australasian sales convention gets under way in Sydney
Oct. entire
14, withAustralasian
Ralph Doyle sales
presidm"*.
The
staff,
headed by Sales Chief David Locnerington, will attend.

It's An III Wind, Etc.
Miami, Fla. — During the recent
pre-hurricane winds which kept
things stirred up in Miami, a news
photo was taken in front of the
O'ympia Theater. The picture showed
flapping skirts and skittering hats
on women as they passed beneath
the marquee advertising "The Search-

ing Wind."

^

I

Edward L. Alperson Presents "BLACK BEAUTY" by Anna Sewell with Mono Freeman • Richard
Denning
• Evelyn Ankers • Charles Evans • J. M. Kerrigan
• Moyna Macgill • Terry Kilburn
And Highland Dale as "Black Beauty" • Directed by MAX NOSSECK • Screen
Play by Liliie
Hayward and Agnes Christine Johnston • Based on the Novel by Anno Sewell
An Alson production . Released by 20th Century-Fox

#

ATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
&>ORTS: " BLACK BEAUH IS
NE OF THE NATION'S 12 TOP
9X0FFICE HITS!"
^jj.v •>«-»,

ff

w

.**^9!

}S ANGELES -HELD OVER 3 THEATRES!
JNSAS CITY- HELD OVER 2 THEATRES!
EW YORK -HELD OVER 3 WEEKS!
UD OVER SPOKANE, SAN FRANOSCO,
fNVER! AND PACE-SETTING FIGURES
^ SAN DIEGO, SEATTLE, CINCINNATh

(!■

l^*t!
New Delay in
Clearing Copyrights
(Continued from Page 1)

erty Sub-committee of the Senate
Military Affairs Committee indicated
that an inquiry will be made to determine whether "stalling tactics"
were being used by some Army and
pix industry officials. After more
than three months, the committee is
little closer towai'ds clearing the
pix than when it started.
Prodded by the Senate committee,
the Army several weeks ago started
classifying about 3,000 of the pix
to determine which of the films were
made by MPAA and SIMP? member
companies.
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston
had told the committee that he could
not assure "blanket" clearance of
the pix and asked for a breakdown
of them. The Army's "breakdown"
revealed that only 84 of the Signal
Corps' 3,000 pix were made by
MPAA member companies and 40
were inade by SIMPP members. With
the exception of about 30 other pix,
the rest of the 3,000 were made by
the Signal Corj)s itself. Committee
reps, said, "somewhere along the
line, the Ai'my neglected to ask the
Air Corps for a similar breakdown."
The Air Corps, it is believed, has
most of the rest of the 5,000 pix
amounting to about 2,000 films.
Adding to Confusion
Adding further to the confusion,
committee spokesmen said, is the
fact that many of the pix actually
made by the Air Corps and the Signal Corps contain stock footage supplied by Hollywood companies, which
also must be cleared.
Following a conference with committee reps, yesterday. Library of
Congress officials said they v/ould
submit next week a plan to classify
the 3,000 Signal Corps-made pix in
an attempt to discover what copyrights are concerned.
Less than a score of the more than
5,000 films made have been freed
from copyright restrictions and
passed on to the public for educational use. And none of those released, it was said, have ' been
through the efforts of the pix industry.

Tellin:« About Tele
INFORMATION
garnered
at the TBA
Waldorf-Astoria
convention
American
' Telephone & Telegraph has extended its original network plans for an additional
three thousand miles. ... • The Hotel Pennsylvania has a big deal pending with oae
cf the major companies to install tele sets in every room. Still very hush-hush but our
bet is RCA. ...
• If plans materialize,
the New
Yorker
may follow suit. . . .
• One of the most crowded spots in the tele exhibit was in front of the RCA Field
Television Camera which was picking up passers-by and telecasting it over a camera right
next to it
Sort of a tele screen test for anyone
interested. ...
• Incidental
intelligence: During the war RCA manufactured over 4,000 tele cameras for the Army and
Navy
250 were the Image Orthicon
variety. ...
• Companies exhibiting set
models are RCA, Farnsworth, Belmont Electric, Telicon, GE, Phiico, DuMont and
Sonora. ... ©A Farnsworth plastic table model (strictly for the exhibit) caused plenty
of comment. ... • Bell Telephone exhibited a scale model of a tele relay station on
Jackie Jones Mt., in upper N. Y. It is one of seven intermediate stations between
N. Y. and Boston which
will be initially equipped
with two-way
transmission.
. . .
• A little less technical was the broklet Allen B. DuMont had printed for the meeting
which contains the most of the best cartoons having to do with television that have
appeared during the last year. ... • Another humorous note was the NBC brochure
to explain many of the terms used in tele which tend to confuse; i.e. blizzard head
— any blonde, j.i.c. — just in case, wook — :kay and goodbye. ... • Companies expand the probable market for tele receivers in proportion to the number of telecasting
stations. By the latest count, there are nine operating stations, 29 construction permits
granted for stations and 41 applications pending before the FCC
Within the year
it is expected that we shall have staticns in 38 cities, covering an area which embraces
45 million people.
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Nine Awards Given
For Tele Progress
(Continued from Page 1)

grams of the past year, were prt
sented to John Royal, vice-presider
of NBC, for its special events pre
gram; Donovan B. Stetler, advertif
ing
of Standard Brandf~-i.
the director
best
entertainment
prof
J;(,

PaulStation
Belanger,
direcxo '
at
WCBW,a television
for the outstanc
ing artistic
program,
and
Klau
Landsberg of Station W6XYZ, fo
the best public service program.
Recipients of awards for outstand
ing contributions to the field of tele
vision (Group 3) were Dr. Oliver I
Buckley, president of Bell Telephon
Laboratories, and Keith S. McHugl
vice-president of American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co.
Media for Unbiased Info
In , making the awards, Raibour
commented on the fact that telev'
sion as compared with other medi
afforded an unbiased method of dis
seminating information.
"Spoken or written words," Rai
bourn said, "are colored by the mind
of the men through which they ar
transmitted, while television is th ■
first instrument which makes it pes
sible for a distant citizen to atten
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
(C-ntinued from Paae 1)
a Presidential speech or closel
meeting
held at the iHotel Astor.
exhibitors. Unit senti- watch the strife on an industria
A committee is to be appointed to independent
ment, according to President Sam picket line without the interventio
meet with a similar committee pre- Carver, is that some distributors are of another and perhaps biased mine
viously named by national Allied for
The awards presented tonight wer
the purDose of discussing affiliation. "getting cocky" in the matter of basically judged on whether the
The Allied committee consists of prices.
"We are not going to do anything help to make realization of tfe
Irving Dollinger and Ed Lachman,
on rentals," said Carver,
New Jersey; Nathan Yamins, New collectively
"but individual exhibitors have dream possible."
England; William Ainsworth, Wis- reached the point where they will
consin, and Sidney Samuelson, East- seek product from independent dis- Authors Authority Hit
ern Pennsylvania.
tributors rather than pay the high
The possibility of ITOA affiliation
By Pen(C'ntinued
Women's
League
with Allied originated in Boston last prices for major products."
from Page 1)
month when the national body held
son Higbee, president of the womei
its first post-war convention. While Seattle Anti-Trust Trial
group, said yesterday.
the two associations were apart on
"We feel," Mrs. Higbee said, "th
certain industry issues, they ap- May Span 10-Week Period
every writer should have the pri\
peared to be seeing eye-to-eye on a
(Continued from Page 1)
lege of marketing his own materi
number of other problems of mutual
interest and a preliminary session here is expected to last 10 weeks.
to any publisher he chooses. We al
The complaint, filed last Novem- believe that any publisher shou
between an ITOA committee and the
ber,
names
as
defendants:
Columbia
Allied board was held following the
have the right to bargain with ti %
RKO Radio, Warners, Universal writer without having to pay ai
convention.
The ITOA affiliation committee is Film Exchange, Loew's, Paramount. percentage of his gross to a clos
20th-Fox, United Artists, National shop organization which defeats i
to be appointed by Hai-ry Brandt,
Theaters, Evergreen Theaters, Cas- principles of freedom of the press )je
president.
cade Theaters, Evergreen State
At the meeting yesterday a life
Mrs. Higbee said her group won
membership scroll was presented to Amusement Corp. and Fox Theaters join with the American Writers' A
These
defendants
are
accused
of
Abraham H. Eisenstadt, veteran
Authority.
sociation in fighting the Authoi
New York exhibitor. New members conspiring to monopolize interstate
include the Embassy Newsreel The- distribution of film, of suggesting
The pen women's stand was tak iaters, Midway Theater, Laffmovie admission price policies and of rea meeting
fusing to distribute film to any not at
and Cedarhurst Playhouse.
board
here. of the group's nation^
adhering to these policies. The plainLabor Dept, Rep. to Confer t-iffs charge the defendants with refusing to lease film to them until
On Coast Strike With AFL same had
Jenkins-Pasto
been shown in a theater
Orange, N. J. — Announcement is
operated by one of the defendants.
(Continued
from
Pa?e
1)
made of the marriage of Rosalie
Testimony yesterday dealt in part
dispute with the lATSE
Jenkins, cashier, Pix Newsreel The- iurisdictional
over set construction moved to the with the deposition of Herbert Kauf- ELIZABETH CARVER, manager. New York oftic
ater, to John Pasto, projectionist.
United States Pictures Corp.
nearby Paramount studio laboratory mount. man, branch manager for ParaM-C-M, Omaha.
and formed a line there.
LORRAINE
WALDMAN,
information
dcsi
The defendants, denying charges,
Congres=!man Ellis E. Patterson
Russell-Hersholt
MARGARET
CACNON,
secretary,
Warners,
OmJ
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
notifipd CSU officials th^t Secretary will endeavor to show that the plainha.
tiffs have participated in the formaHollywood — Publicist Allan Her- of Labor Lewis Schwellenbach was
CONNIE N. AUSTIN,
cashier, Pic Theat
J.
tion, maintenance and continuance MRS. Newark,
.-^holt, son of Jean Hersholt, and sending one of his Chicaeo representatives to meet with AFL execu- of the practices they now hold un- MELBA
Janet Russell, radio actress, will be
ark, LEVY,
N. |. relief cashier, Pic Theater, Ne*
married this month.
tives on the studio strike situation.
lawful.

iTOA Com. to Study

Adion by Congress
To End Music Fees!

WEDDING BELLS

FEMME TOUCH

I
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10 Tele Compromise Little MeadUnesz
fith Decency

YESTERDAY was an important day in the life of Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Paramount board of directors. It marked the coming-of-age of his grandson, Adolph Zukor II,
whose father is Eugene Zukor, presently in town from the studio. The younger Adolph

(Continued from Page 1 )
jision of the two-day meeting, de|j.red that he was certain that
ilore care and attention must be
rto television program quality
standards than in any other
of entertainment."
'If television is to succeed as the
iatest means of mass communican yet conceived, and as a monu,ntal contribution to public sei-v', it must
be clean and wholesome,
npletely tolerant, fair in all public
ues and a welcome visitor to the
lerican home," Poppele asserted.
Inxiety over the future of tele,ion was expressed by Dr. Frank
igdon in his address befoi'e the
ining session.
'Societies for the Suppression of
t:e, and Societies for the Suppres•n of Thinking will interfere," Dr.
'igdon stated.
'What the industry needs is ex•imentation. Experiment, experi• i\t, experiment," he urged.
Thousand Attend

lalph B. Austrian, president of
;.0 Television Corp., and general
iurman of the Conference, opened
■ meeting which officially launched
mmercial tele on a national basis,
i welcomed more than a thousand
s, of video, radio, pix, advertis- and other fields.
The history of tele during the past
years was reviewed by Dr. Alfred
dsmith, vice-prexy of the Instie of Radio Engineers. Unity was
ential, he said, for the industry's
■ cess.

is employed in the company's home
the business from the ground up.
TWENTIETH-FOX

office international department

SUSSMAN,
manager, Joy Theater,
Detroit.
ATKINSON,
from Americus,
Ca., to FlorAla. as manager cf the Strand.
1Y ALLARD,
manager,
new Wilshire Theater, Dallas, Tex.
LEVINE,
;ago.

manager,

Biograph Theater,

Chi-

. YOUNG,
manager, Clayton Theater, Clayi, III.
Theater, Clifford Porter circuit, Fort Worth.
Tex.
JK

RENO,
assistant
ater, Detroit.

WESTFALL,
It ro It.

staff.

manager,

Strand

The-

Center

Theater,

De-

he's learning

will be staging two

world premieres

next Wednesday,

one at the

Roxy in New York for "Margie" and one at the Fox Theater in San Francisco for "My
Darl.ng Clementine." Record advertising campaigns in newspapers and on the radio will
nerald the events on both Coasts.

•

MARY

PICKFORD

AND

LESTER

COWAN

will host an informal cocktail party this

afternoon in the Waldorf-Astoria's Jensen Suite for the 25 editors who are here from
various parts of the country to participate in the current seminar of the American Press
Institute.

•

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL will hon r William Dazier, vice-president and production executive, and James W. Poling, nevy Eastern story director, with a luncheon at
"21" next Thursday.
MRS. HAL HORNE, wife of the b ard chairman of Story Prods., will be guest of honor
at a luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria Monday, the occasion marking her retirement
after fcur years as president of the New York division of the National Jewish Hospital.
Mrs. Home will be presented with a golden disc.

Griffith Decision
Perpiexes Myers
(Continued

from Page

astern Fiim Labs
Gets U-l Contract
1)

arnment's brief indicates the proof
included exclusive, preferential and
restrictive contracts similar to those
condemned in the Crescent and
Schine decisions, and hence I am at
a loss to account for failure to con-

Myers added:
"Recalling the story about Dinty
invict."
the parade, I can only conclude
chat all the courts are out of step
out the district court in Oklahoma.
If the Government appeals, as I assume it will, the Supreme Court at
>)escribing video's role during the „he present term will be largely ocS. Navy's A-bomb tests in his
cupied with the motion picture in- ech, "Television at Bikini," RCA's
dustry, with the 'Big Five,' Schine
|-:hur Van Dyke emphasized, "The
uon of Bikini is that the best serv- and Griffith cases all on the docket."
f: of television, the one wherein it Friedman, Feldmctn Quit Metro
[ no competition, is that of bringChicago — Joe Friedman and Joe
h to people, sights which otherwise
My could not see at all, rather than Feldman of Metro's country sales
f. of bringing to them imitations force have resigned.
[the theater and motion pictures.
Need Real Life Programs
the valuable public service of which
is capable, and it alone."
The sooner and the faster we ap- it Austrian
doubled later as panel
'efforts toward finding interesting
for GE's v.-p. Robert S.
gram material outside the studio, moderator
irelatively low cost, the sooner Peare, who was unable to attend the
ivision will get out of the labora- opening session. Other speakers at
the opening session were: Edgar
r aspect and into the delivery of Kobak,
proxy of Mutual, who spoke

NEW POSTS

where

•

on "Is Television Necessary?" and
Paul F. Douglass, president of American University, who discussed "Television in Education."
Immediately after the luncheon in
the main ballroom. Chairman Austrian presented a scroll on behalf
of the TBA to Benjamin Cohen, assistant Secretary-General of UN.
Cohen spoke briefly. "Your industry
and our international organization,"
he said, "should work together and
grow
together."
Yesterday
afternoon was devoted
to four panel meetings covering various phases of television. Production, station management, equipment
-and tele's role in education were
among the subjects under discussion.

(C.ntinued from Page 1)
been operating as a division of Pathe
Industries since 1935. The plant is
located at Bound Brook, N. J. It
was extensively remodeled• ' last year.
It has been operating at over-peak
capacity. To relieve this, a new building located at 106th Street and Park
Ave. will be constructed by Pathe.
It is adjacent to the newly-opened
Pathe Studios.
It was also announced that both
Eagle-Lion Films, Inc., and EagleLion Studios have been organized as
Pathe subsidiaries. Arthur Krim,
formerly an executive of National
Screen Service, has been named president of both companies. A. W.
Schwalberg, former vice-president of
Warners and United World, has been
appointed vice-pi-esident and general
sales manager of Eagle Lion Films,
Inc. Bryan C. Foy continues as vicepresident in chai'ge of production for
Eagle-Lion Studios.
Purcell revealed Pathe Industries
had earned $831,604 for the 32 week
period ending Aug. 10 and estimated
that the earnings for the 36 week
period ending Sept. 7 were about
$960,000. At this rate, earnings for
the full year would be about $1,390,000, Purcell said.
The corporation paid the regular
quarterly dividend of one dollar to
cumulative preferred stockholders
on Oct. 1, to holders of record,
Sept. 20.

Seven WB Releases in
First 1946-47 Quarter
(Continued

from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
traffic
in "hot"
it became
serious.16mm. prints before
Bitto's was the first sentence in six
ciiminal cases resulting from extensive arrests by the FBI last Api'il.
Judge Grover Moscowitz in Brooklyn
placed Bitto on probation for 18
months, fined him $250 and suspended
a six-month jail sentence during
good behavior. Bitto was charged
with having rented the picture to an
individual on or about March 21,
1946, but he was not charged with
being involved with the theft of
the film.
Many Arrests Last April
Numerous arrests were made in
New York in April by FBI agents
following an extensive probe of illicit 16mm. prints, in co-operation
with thetection
industry's
Copyright
ProBureau. Sources
of supply
and possible thefts of Government
property were told by Assistant U.
S. Attorney Matthew F. Fagan to
the court, pointing out that prints
turned over to the Army by the industry were found to have been
stolen from the Signal Corps plant
in Astoria, L. I.
Edward A. Sargoy, of the law
finii of Sai-goy & Stein^ which supervises the Bureau activities for the
industry, said the illicit traffic in
16mm. prints was of major concern
to the companies. He described the
industry's contribution of prints for
GI use overseas and said some of
the prints were turning up in various parts of the country, sometimes
in competition with showings of the
same pictures in regular theaters.
Many Prints Recovered
Commenting on the conviction of
Bitto, Sargoy said the FBI already
had recovered many prints of important pictures, warning that anybody who acquires a picture by sale
or lease should first be sure he was
dealing with an authorized distributing agent. Insofar as some companies are concerned, he said, there is
no such thing as an authorized
16mm. print of their pictures.

Scellen is Canadian Rep.
Janet Scellen has been placed in
charge of the New York office of the
National Film Board of Canada. Offices are at 620 Fifth Ave. Miss
Scellen was formerly secretary to
John Grierson and worked on Canadian film problems in England.

iN CIVVIES
•tr Honorably Discharged -ir

1)

with four in the corresponding three
months of the preceding year.
Other releases previously scheduled for this year include "The Big
Sleep," "Shadow of a Woman,"
"Cloak and Dagger," "Nobody Lives
Forever," "Deception" and "Never
Say Goodbye."

FBi to Press Drive
On "Hot" 16mm. Pix

FRANK MATARAZZO, Army, to relief manager,
Midwest
Tlicaters circuit, Detroit.
WAITER PATE, Navy, returned as manager of
Majestic
Theater,
Detroit.
WILLIAM BUTLER, Army, formerly of Colonial
Theater, Detroit, returned as manager of
Garden Theater, Detroit.
RALPH LACER, from the Army, advertisingpublicity department. Century Theater circuit. New York.

A Team for
Production Work
WITH their fine grain, their similar rates
of development, and their speed relationship that permits apertures of the same
order for both exteriors and interiors, these
two films form an ideal team for production
work ...
. . . Eastman Plus-X . . . for general studio
use.
. . . Eastman Background-X . . . for exterior
use, under good lighting conditions.

And when little light is available . . . when
there's a need for increased depth of field
without undue increase in illumination . . .
Super-XX, another member of the Eastman
family of films, gives this team added versatility and usefulness.
EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER

COMPANY

4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE
CHICAGO
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INDIES DIVIDED ON DECREE PROPOSALS
Baird Tele Into First American Theaters in Year
Commer'l Operation Due
in '48, Says Rauland, Who
Controls American Rights
Experimental large screen television, using the British Baird patents, will get under way in about a
year, with operations on a commercial basis to start a year later, according to R. N. Rauland, president
of the R. N. Rauland Co. of Chicago,
Avhich owns the American rights to
the Baird system patents.
j Rauland,(Continued
who attended
on Page the
3) Televi-

Top Hollywood Talent Will Aid the Navy
In Producing Series of Five Morale Pix
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Top Hollywood talent will collaborate with the Navy in the
production of a series of five "morale" pix, sponsored by the Navy's Chaplain
Crrps, and pointed towards Navy personnel but expected to be available for
general release, it is revealed by Chaplain Monroe Drew, USNR, recently returned from a conference with Hollywood writers, producers and actors.
Although coming under the Navy training film program, the pix will be shown
during Navy personnel's film entertainment time.
Budget, not yet assigned, is expected to run into several hundred thousand dollars.

U. S. to 'Commenr on Cowan-Pickford Pix
Two More N. Y.-D. C.
Companies
Proposals ViaThereTwo
Tele Circuits in 1947 Distribs.'
is no rift between United
Washington — A separate comment
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Court Expected to Find
Split Industry When It
Hears Argument Next Wk.
The industry may take on the apof a "houseprovisions
divided" for
nexta
week when pearanceproposed
final decree in the New York equity
suit are to be argued before the Statutory Court. Whether the court
grants the various associations their
motions to intervene or not, it is
apparent that the three judges are
aware of the fact that even the independent exhibitors are not lined
up solidly behind the Depai'tment of
Justice's proposals for a decree.
The Government's recommendation for the elimination of arbitra(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

SAG-AFL Tali( Direct
On Ending Stril(e!

Artists and Mary Pickford, founderowner of the company, since UA and
Mary Pickford ax-e synonymous, it
was pointed out Friday by Lester
Cowan and Mary Pickford, who recently entered into partnership.
The existing releasing agreement
Chicago — Screen Actors Guild
between UA and Pickford is ade- members, hei'e to urge the AFL to
quate for their next year's program; set up machinery for ending juris(Continued on Page 6)
dictional strikes at the studios, are
reported negotiating directly with
Dinner Tonight Opens
AFL oflficials for a settlement of
Regular Industry Channels the
current studio strike.
The
Arthritis
Campaign
smith and Howell Rate
The SAG resolution, which was
Will
Release
Gov't
Films
(Continued on Page 3)
Spyros P. Skouras, president of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
iearing Set for Friday20th-Fox, will launch the $2,500,000
Washington — - Arch A. Mercey
Albany — The Public Service Com- fund-raising campaign at tonight's OWMR pix chief, announced Friday Five New Drive-In Cos.
nission will hold a hearing at the formal inaugural dinner of the Na- that Government motion pictures Incorporated in Texas
tional Arthritis Research Foundastate Office Building here next Friwill be distributed through regular
tion, at the Hotel Astor.
lay on rates and charges of Smith
Austin, Tex — W. G. Underwood,
ind Howell Film Service, Inc. The
Si H. Fabian, president of the Fa- industry channels.
Claude C. Ezell and R. Stout have
Agreement to distribute the Govbian Circuit, is co-chainnan with
tearing will relate to increased
ernment pix to exhibitors was made incorporated five drive-in theater
(Continued on Page 6)
Skouras, of tonight's inaugural dincompanies to operate in Texas as
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)
follows :
Winkler Drive-In Theatre Corp. at
(Continued on Page 3)
Prepare Foreign Pix

ll As of Oct. 1, more than 2,700 miles
af coaxial cables were in the ground
and construction will approach a
rate of 3,000 miles in 1947, L. G.
Woodford, general manager of the
Long Lines Department of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., said
Friday at the Television Broadcasters Association conference.
Outlining the Bell System coaxial
(Continued on Page 3)

3Iart Reference

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — M'PAA researchers
are working overtime to complete an
exhaustive loose-leaf reference on
foreign pix markets. Under the directi"n of Robert W. Chambers, the
MPAA plans to issue the most complete and inclusive survey of foreign
exhibition, production and other pix
aspects ever put out. Survey is to
Include six major headings — geography, exhibition, native production, product requirements, legislation and censorship.

on the distributor judgment proposals will be filed with the New
York Statutory Court this week —
perhaps tomorrow — a Department of
Justice spokesman said yesterday.
This comment will be apart from
the amended proposals to be filed by
the Department. In the meantime,
(Continued on Page 6)

Good Pix Year in India

Despite Drop in Receipts, Marcus Reports
Austrian Centralized
While receipts in India are off,
1945-46
is nevertheless considered a
Dubbing Plan to MPEA

good year in that territorv and Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Singapore, Malaya
Vienna (By Air Mail) — A proposi- and Java, it was said Friday by
tion for the dubbing in this country Moi'ey Marcus, Paramount manager
of all American films imported for for Southeastern Asia, who is here
playing in Austria, Germany and for conferences with George Weltner, president of Paramount Interother German - speaking countries, national.
Business in the teiTitories is off,
has been submitted the headquarters
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Gl/r

(Ranh-Rydge)
Gets Clifford's 20

Sydney
(By Air
Union
Theaters
wonMail)
out— Greater
in the
bidding for the Clifford Theater
circuit in Adelaide which controls 20 theaters. Price is in vicinity
of $1,000,000 according to Norman
Bede Rydge, GUT chairman of directors who also announced plans
for the erection of new suburban
theaters probably costing $650000.
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Moscowitz on Coast on
New Metro Music Firm
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N. PcTER RATHVGN will follow his current
inspection trip of the RKO Churubusco studios
in Mexico City with a two-week visit to New
York.
S.D BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploitation
manager of 20th-Fox, left New York Friday tor
San rrancisco, in connection with the world
premieie
Oct. 16. there of "My

Darling Clementine"

on

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
BEN BLOTCKY, Paramount branch manager,
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, Minneapolis, is in New York for conferences on
X. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. new product.
J. W. Alicoate, President and Publisher;
NCcL NEILL is in Minneapolis visiting her
Donald JI. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
Al Steeu, Associate Editor. Entered as second parents and making p.a.'s.
class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at
ALLEN USHER, Paramount district manager,
.\ew York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
1879. Terms (Postage free) United States .eft for the Windy City at the week-end after
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year; nome office conferences. J. H. STEVENS, Chicago branch manager,
accompanied
him.
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manager, is due here tomorrow with FRED
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Queen Elizabeth Wednesday.
SAM PALMER, editor of Paramount Sales
News is on vacation.
WILLIAM PINE and WILLIAM THOMAS,
Paramount producers, arrived in New York from
ihe Coast over the week-end.
AL M. KANE, Paramount's Boston district
manager, and JOHN MOORE, Albany branch
manager of the company, are in town.
MRS. ALEXANDER B. ALEXANDER (Pearl
Haas), of Paramount's stenographic dept., has
left on a three-week Miami vacation with her
husband.

Three Added by Bergman
To "U" Publicity-Ad Staff
Indicative of continued expansion
of the h.o. ad-publicity dept., Maurice Bergman, Eastern ad-publicity
director of Universal - International
Friday announced three additions to
the staff, along with certain departmental realignments.
Newcomers embrace Maria Van
Slyke, formerly with International
Pictures, who will do general contact
work; Milton Livingston, formerly a
staff writer for Motion Picture Daily,
who .joins the general publicity staff
with special assignments in trade
paper publicity, and William Kernan, recently with Donahue and Coe,
who will specialize in the placement
of exhibitor advertising.
Phil Laufer, formerly doing general publicity, has been transferred
to the Winter 'Garden as publicity
rep.

Rites Held for Dunn
Funeral services were held over
the week-end for J. Malcolm Dunn,
veteran stage, radio, and film actor,
who died at his home in Queens. He
was 70. Dunn created the missionary
role in "White Cargo." He was born
in England. He appeared with John
Barrymore in the silent version of
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Surviving are his widow and a sister.

Alex Rosenberg Critically 111
Portland — Alex Rosenberg, secretary of Evergreen Theater Corp.,
official of .several allied companies,
and member of the Washington State
Horse Racing Commission, is in a
critical condition at the Providence
Hospital, Seattle, with a heart condition. He collapsed last week.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FILMS. INC.
243 West

56th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-4151-2

Exclusive Foreign Distributors

Features, Westerns, Specialties
Writ»— Call-^ltlt— Cabk

TrMconfllm

ROBERT
BRANSON,
LEO

West

MOCHRIE, NAT LEVY and WALTER
lett for Hollywood
Friday.

M. DEVANEY, RKO Radio Canadian division sales manager, is in New York.

WILLIAM LOSS, Cinecolor v.-p., has reern trip.turned to the Coast from an eight-week EastNANCY KAY DODSON, Para, studio stylist,
leaves the Coast today for New York to look
over the new fashions and see the new shows.
SIDNEY HERMAN, of Paramount's shorts
N. J. a week's vacation at Atlantic Highdept. islands, on
REGINALD WHITLEY, motion picture editor
wood.
of
the London Daily Mirror, is visiting HollySID CAESAR

will come

to New

York as soon

as his role in Columbia's "The Guilt of Janet
Ames" is completed to accept one of three
p.a.'s he has been offered.
MAX ROTH, Eastern sales manager for the
New PRC Pictures, arrived here over the weekend from Chicago for conferences with Harry
H. Thomas and Lloyd L. Lind.
JOHN J. FRIEDL, president of Minnesota
Amusement Co., left Minneapolis Saturday tor
a two-week visit in New York.
ACNES MOOREHEAD, who has just been
signed to a multiple-picture contract by Warners, arrives in New York tomorrow from the
Coast.
CHARLES GOLDSMITH will arrive in Sydney,
Australia, Saturday by plane from San Francisco
to attend M-C-M's annual convention there
Oct. 21.
HOWARD J. LONDON, director of radio and
motion pictures for the National Foundation of
trip.
Infantile Paralysis, will arrive in Hollywood tomorrow from New York on a two-week business
LLOYD C. OWNBEY, manager of the Los
Angeles branch of National Theatre Sup'ply,
is spending
office
in Newa week
York.

in the company's

general

OSCAR OLDKNOW, vice-president of National
Theatre Supply, is returning to the Coast
after a short visit to New York.
MAX ROTH, Eastern sales manager for the
New PRC, arrived in New York from Chicago
over the week-end for a series of sales conferences with home office execs.

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Charles D. Moskowitz
of Loew's is here conferring with
Louis B. Mayer and other studio
execs. He was accompanied by Abe
Olman, general manager of the company's music publishing enter]
s.
During his stay Moskowitz wi. aid
in setting up the details of the
company's new music publishing
house, Harry Warren, Inc. Moskowitz will be president, Warren vicepresident, and Leopold Friedman of
Loew's, secretary. Olman will add
the duties of general manager to his
presentmusic
similar
post with
other
publishing
firms. M-G-M's
Charles
Warren will be professional manager.
Dinner
for Ed Heiber
Chicago — Fifty friends of Ed Heiber gave a farewell dinner for him
last week at the Drake Hotel. Heiber
was recently promoted to Universal
district manager in Kansas City.

X. Y. THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor • A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR

STAGE

PRESENTATION

Dave Home to Coast
David D. Home, assistant treasurer and a director of Monogram
International, will leave here today
by plane for the Coast to confer with
executives on general policy, in keeping with the rapid expansion of
Monogram in the foreign field, and
regarding the opening of a number
of branches throughout the world,
it was announced by Norton V.
Ritchey, president.
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my only handicap! Personable college grad
(B-BA), veteran, seeks position requiring
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Iwo More N. Y.-D. C.
jTele Circuits in 1947

(Continued from Page 1)
cable program, Woodford said the
ico|*Bny expected also to make
iav^^)le two additional television
icircuits between New York and
[Washington next year. In 1947, it
will push westward towards Pittsburgh and hopes to be able to connect such cities as Cleveland, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis
:by the end of 1948 or shortly thereafter. Other cities in this general
area probably can be connected not
piuch later than this, he said.
i "In addition," Woodford continued,
■'we expect the Southern trans-continental route through Washington,
Dallas and El Paso to Los Angeles
to be completed by the end of 1947,
as well as an extension along the
Atlantic Seaboard to Miami. This
ioes not mean that a coast-to-coast
relevision circuit will be available
oy that time, although the basic coFaxial facilities will be installed and
m operation for telephone service.
; "One aspect of the situation which
[v/e expect will be present for the
jnext couple of years is that the num.oer of television network facilities
;we can make available between these
najor cities generally will be lim,.ted to one in each direction. This
means that the several broadcasters
may have to share the use of these
networks."
ij Terry Ramsaye, editor of the Motion Picture Herald, speaking at the
•morning session Friday, said there
for all branches
of amuseijl'wvas
TientI'oom
in television.
He said
he bei ieved motion picture people would
Ipontinue to operate their industry,
ij:he radio people would keep on conip-olling radio and that the television
ipeople would continue operating
|.;heir industry after tele was an ac|:epted and universal form of enter- ainment. In other words, each would
: ceep its identity.
j Approximately 1,000 attended the
inal luncheon Friday which was folowed by panel discussion. Basil
^thbone served briefly as master
f ceremonies, cutting his chore
.hort because of a rehearsal. Selma
^ee of the William Morris office
arried on. Entertainers included
Vorman Gordon, Metropolitan Opera
inger, and IMildred Clinton, who told
tories in dialects.

Jhow "The Verdict" Nov. 4

National tradeshowing of "The
/erdict"
has been set by Warners
or Nov. 4.

SENDBiRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. H
'Doris Anderson Nicholas M. Schenck
Carson ICanin
John iMoynilian
Veronica Lal(e
Eugene
O'Brien
|ohn Shaw
Betty
Caldwell
Xen Carson
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TBA CONFERENCE ECHOES
1,000,000 RECEIVERS IN 1947: "We must set an objective for our industry to produce not less than 750,000 and if possible 1,000,000 television receivers in the calendar
year 1947. 1,000,000 receivers, if we make a low^ estimate of a fair market average
list of $200. each, would mean a 200 million dollar retail business for the television
industry in 1947. There is some question whether $200. will be a realistic average price
projected at today's production ccsts. It may be higher, particularly when installation
costs are added, so that 200 million dollars would seem a realistic and readily attainable
objective." — ERNEST

H. VOGEL, Farnsworth v.-p. in charge of sales.

•

COMMERCIALS ON FILMS: "Putting ... a commercial on film has both advantages
and disadvantages. For a one-time one-station shot, it's pretty ccstly. If you try to beat
that by using the same strip of film time after time without change, you get viewers
in a mood to throw rocks through the set — or more reasonably, to turn down the audio
and chat until it's ever. I have seen that happen literally scores of times. In the future,
when an advertiser may be on many stations, a library of commercial film shorts be valuable, for these can be conveniently sent from station to station and the cost per showing
can be brought down."— C. J. DURBAN,

U. S. Rubber Co.

•

TELEVISION SELLS: "Television has already proved to GinVbels its Importance in selling merchandise, combining the best features of radio and space advertising with motion. ... If the effectiveness of any form of advertising is to judged by sales, the
Gimbel programs have been highly successful even though the expense is high in terms
of consumer coverage." — DAVID

ARONS.

Gimbels, Philadelphia.

•

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS: "It took years to develop the radio commercial to
its zenith of repulsiveness. If this same thinking carries on in television, then if the industry survives, which in my opinion it could not, the television audience may expect
intermittent periods of one to five minutes duration throughout the television broadcast day devoted it will seem to the sole purpose of insulting public intelligence. If one
picture is worth a thousand words, then one visual commercial can be a thrusand times
4S bad as the most objectionable aural message. On the other hand, properly handled, a
brief but well integrated visual commercial will sell a thousand times as well as the best
aural one." — LEONARD

F. CRAMER,

Allen B. Du Mont Labs, executive v.-p.

•

FILM SEQUENCE PRODUCTION: "While at the moment we do not have what may be
called an organized motion picture secti''n, we are equipped to produce incidental sequences which our scripts may require. Recently we have filmed numerous public events
and this type of service will be extended as early as practicable." — G. Emerson Markham, Station WRGB, Schenectady.

•

FILM APPROACH TO COMMERCIALS: "1. Keep each scene simple and its content
large. 2. Narrate only what you show. 3. Create picture continuity that by itself tells
your story. 4. Every picture should contain motion. 5. Use superimposed lettering and
art w-rk to sell your main points. 6. Make free use of wipes and dissolves." — JOHN
ALLEN, Marschalk & Pratt.

•

A CHALLENGE

TO ADVERTISERS: "Entertainment adds to the palatability of ESSO
(Continued on Page 6)

SAG-AFL Talk Direct
On Ending Coast Strike

Dinner Tonioht Opens
The Arthritis Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)
ner. Daphne Skouras is chairman
of the junior committee. David
Weinstock, president of Raymond
Theaters, is chairman of arrangements. Bob Hope, flying in from
the Coast, will act as toastmaster.
Special committee directing the
inaugural dinner includes, in addition to Skouras. Fabian and Jack E.
Flynn. Loew's Western division sales
manager, who is national chairman
of the Amusement Division, and
many film names, amone them:
Tom J. 'Connors, Ned E. Deninet.
Ted Gamble. TLeonard H. ^Goldenson.
36 Arrests in Fight at
Stanton Griffis, John TiPTt?.. Jr.. MalTechnicolor Laboratorji
'•olm Kine-sberg, E. K. "Ted" O'Shea,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
H. M. Richey, Herman Rnbbins.
Hollywood — A free-for-all fight Samuel Rosen. George J. Schaefer
with the picket line at the Techni- and David Weinstock.
color Laboratory Friday morning
Lionel Barrvmore. who will not be
resulted in the arrest of 36 persons. able to attend tonie-ht's dinner, is
Of those arrested, two women and chairman of the national board of
seven men were charged with dis- sDonsors. A. B. Frev. of St. Louis,
turbing the peace while 26 men were is the president of the Foundation.
accused of parading without a license.
vestraininar order limitine the numat the Technicolor
Superior Judge Henry Willis Fri- Lab. bertoof pickets
25.
day afternoon issued a temporary
(Continued from Page 1)
accepted by the AFL resolutions
committee, is expected to be presented on the convention floor either
today or tomorrow. It is predicted
here that the convention delegates
will approve the resolution.
George Murphy, Gene Kelly, Ronald Reagan and Dick Powell returned to Hollywood over the weekend. Edward Arnold, Pat Somerset
and Buck Harris remained over to
continue . SAG activities in connection with a settlement of the strike.

Baird Tele Into
New York Theater
(Continued from Page 1)
sion Broadcasters Association conference here last week, said the experimental broadcasts would be undertaken in order to get public reaction and to show the trade "how
it is done." Installations may be
made in a theater in Los Angeles,
another in Chicago and another in
New York City.
While J. Arthur Rank, who owns

—

FULL PHILCO LINE —

Philadelphia — The Philco Corp.
will offer a complete line of postwar black and white television
receiverswinteratdealer
a convention.
forthcoming MidThe
sets will include table and console models. The company plans
large-scale production of sets in
1947 in its new plant here. Over
$3,000,000 has been invested in
research and equipment.
the British Baird company, has no
interest in the Rauland organization, Rank and Rauland are understood to have an agreement whereby they exchange engineering information.
Rauland said that despite reports
of insufficient lighting to make large
screen tele possible, the Rauland
method
had "plenty
light"
that installations
wouldof be
made and
in
theaters, schools and clubs. He said
"dozens of theaters" throughout the
country had been offered for the
initial installations. Rauland uses
the Baker-Czegho- Schmidt system,
which is a refinement of the Schmidt
optical system. Rauland currently
is making equipment for home receivers and is the owner of the rectangular tube.

Five New Drive-in Cos.
Incorporated in Texas
(Continued from Page 1)
Houston, $37,000 capital stock.
Circle Drive-In Theatre Corp. at
Waco, $21,000 capital stock.
Cactus Drive-In Theatre Corp. at
Pharr, $9,000 capital stock.
Trail Drjve-In Theatre Corp. at
San Antonio, $12,000 capital stock.
Shepherd Drive-In Theatre Corp.
at Houston, $11,000 capital stock.

'Tain't So. Says Hal

Hal Home Friday denied a Hollywood report that he was seeking
Wall St. backing for the purchase of
Monogram Pictures. There is no
basis for the report, Home
said.

WEDDING BELLS
Eckstein-Fishbein
Hannah Eckstein, New York and
Brooklyn booker for Republic Pictures, will be married to Herman
Fishbein Dec. 25.
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RHYS WILLIAMS . Produced by JACK CHERTOK
Directed by EDGAR ULMER-Screenplay by HERB MEADOW
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Independents Split
On Decree Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)
tion was condemned by the independent members of the MPTOA, while
the GIEA and Allied leaders have

TBA CONFERENCE ECHOES
(Continued from Page 3)
commercials. As a matter of fact, a recent survey showed that most people viewing our
program rated our commercials as more interesting than many of the newsree! pictures
in the program itself. Surely this is an interest in commercials that it is a challenge to
all advertisers to maintain." — R. M. GRAY, Standard Oil of N. J.

•

indicated that they don't like the disFEMININE CAMERA OPERATORS: "We are using a young lady as a camera operator
tributor-defendants' suggestions for at the present time, and the quality of her work is beyond reproach. It follows that If
the arbiti-ation of disputes. From women can be taught to operate typewriters, comptometers and switchboards — a teleinformal comment, indications are
vision camera is no insurmountable problem."
• — ^ROBERT F. JAMIESON, Station WABD.
that the indies are not completely in
accord with the idea of scrapping
SET GUARANTEES, MAINTENANCE: "Some manufacturers are guaranteeing their
arbitration and they may come up sets for a year against possible breakdown. Others are using the 90-day RMA Guaranwith some thoughts in their briefs on
tee for the electronic parts, and a year's guarantee for the cathode-ray tube. The ultimate decision as to which of these procedures will survive, is largely a matter of exintervention.
Split on Divorcement
The independent ranks also appear
to be split over the issue of divorcement. Indie members of the MPTOA
have gone on record in the past that
divestiture is not the answer to the
problems, although they implied in
Washington last week that divorcement and cross-licensing were matters of greater concern to the defendants and the plaintiff than to
independent associations. Allied and
CIEA are backing the Department of
Justice to the hilt on that issue.
All exhibitor groups appear to be
opposed to the proposal for competitive bidding, although a modified method may meet the approval
of some groups. It is on that score
that the associations will seek to in
intervene next Monday.
With the Government and the "Big
Five" on the one side far apart on
all the issues, including divorcement,
auction selling, circuit expansion,
clearance, pooling agi-eements and
arbitration, and the exhibitor ranks
in disagreement on some of the
issues on the other, the court apparently will have a problem if it hopes
to write a decree that will be equitable for all parties.

Regular Industry Channels
Will Release Gov't Films
(Continued from Page 1)
at a meeting last week between representatives ofATA and a committee of distributors and representatives from MPAA. No other exhibitor group was repi'esented at the
meeting, which was held in MPAA
offices in New York.
Details and procedures governing
release of a "reasonable number" of
the films will be worked out by the
distributors' committee. Mercey said
he expected a decision would be
reached this week.
No final decision has been made on
what Government-made film will be
offered for distribution. The first
film, "Seeds of Destiny" was turned
down by ATA. A second film, "Message on Famine," was approved by
exhibitor groups, but may be outdated now.
In addition to ATA, three other exhibitor groups have pledged co-operation with OWMR in the Government film program. These include
Allied States, MPTOA and PCCITO.

perience and competitive approach, and it is somewhat early to predict them. The same
holds true of the amount of money it will cost the average set-owner to maintain his
set in good-working condition over a period of time. But at this point it is interesting to
note that many of our early sets are still in daily use after eight years, and the cost
of their upkeep has been relatively insignificant, considering the length of time they
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Cowan-Pkkford Pix
Via Two Companies
(Continued from Page 1)
and beyond that, Pickford, under he
franchise, is guaranteed the 'ir*
rights and terms as the oth, . J A
owners, Selznick and Chaplin.
The negotiations for distributioi
through another company, whicr
Cowan had under way before his de&.
with Pickford, will be concluded
Cowan reserved the rights to conclude such arrangements in hi^
agreement with Pickford; and sevnew partnership's
film;
will eral
beof the
released
through another

company, to be announced shortly.
Latter may be Columbia, it was rehave given service." — ERNEST A. MARX, Allen B. Du Mont Labs.' general manager.
ported at the week-end.
Questioned regarding his deal for
production at the Hal Roach Studios, Cowan said he had been assured
by Roach that his agreement to
make two films per year for the next
two years at the studios vnll be carried out, there being ample space to
(Continued from Page 1)
take care of his requirements a?
(Continued from Page 1)
due to the evacuation of troops and well as those of Walter Wanger.
the Department will make no com- the recent political disturbances
Among those who attended were:
ment upon the distributor proposals.
Arthur W. Kelly, Gradwell L. Sears,
It is not likely that there will be which have resulted in rioting in
Calcutta and the impo- Paul N. Lazai-us, Jr., Joseph Bernany separate Government comment Bombaysition and
of a curfew that has halved hard, Roy Howard, Irving Greenfield,
on the various proposals from exhib.
A.1 Margolies, Arthur Unger, A. L.
groups received in the past few playing time, Marcus said.
India absorbs all American pro- Berman, Jack Cohn, Lillian Gish,
weeks. It was pointed out that such
ducers' product, Marcus reported, Dana Andrews, Martha Sleeper,
comment would be in order — aland also about 20 British films an- Harry Buckley, Herman Shumlin,
though not necessary — only when
nually. There are 2,400 theaters in Tom Waller, Hortense Schorr, Joseph
written proposals were submitted to
India and Ceylon. Of these, 600 and Samuel Siritsky and representthe Court, and that none of the ex- play U. S. and British films, while
atives of the trade and metropolitan
hib. groups with the exception of
si
ATA has yet filed a brief with the 1,800 play Indian product. Indian press.
production, Marcus said, totals about
Coui't. It was believed, too, that 250 features a year. There are 80 Pickford-Cowan Entertain
I
none of the amicus curiae briefs
\
looked for from at least two exhib. producing companies, 20 of which Editors Here for Seminar
associations will be filed long enough are considered majors. The latter
Leading newspaper editors from
from six to 12 a year.
before the actual hearing to permit produce
across the country who are in New
Tax Removal Boosts Grosses
York to participate in the current
the Government to prepare comRecent removal of the excess prof- seminar of the American Press Inments for filing with the Coui't.
its tax, a war measure, has boosted
stitute at Columbia University were
"Our ideas on these things will be
apparent from the judgment we grosses. The admission tax is 20 guests of honor Friday at a cocktail
per cent. First runs charge admis- reception tendered by Mary Pickford
propose next week," a spokesman
sions ranging from 25 cents to a Astoria.
said.
and Lester Cowan at the WaldorfThere is also no certainty that the dollar. Good product gets as many
as
four
runs
in
big
cities
at
higher
Government will argne orally against
the ATA intervention, on which the scales, Marcus revealed.
"Lost Weekend" was responsible Austrian (I^ntralized
Court will be verbally petitioned
for an unusual releasing event. It
Oct. 21. It is believed hei-e by Gov- was rebooked in a first-run house, Dubbing Plan to MPEA
ernment lawyers that the interven(Continued from Page 1)
tion will be turned down, but that six months after original release, according to Marcus, at the request
ATA will be certain to put forth the of local authorities. He predicted of the U. S. forces in Austria by
evidence and arguments it would
the possibility
of a second repeat. government officials.
The offer stems from the dearth of
present as an intei'venor while
U. S. Pix in One Burma Theater
pleading for the right to intervene.
currency
exchange in Austria and ir
Burma has only one theater playing American films, Marcus re- is thought monies deriving from
ported. Plans for construction in dubbing costs would be applied to
March of Time Placed
scale film distribution plans.
his territoi-y depend on availabilitv larger
The plan will be turned over to
of
short
building
materials.
RanOn SAG's Unfair List
goon was severely bombed. The Wolfgang Wolf, acting films officer
on the Military Government staff,
The March of Time has been Carlton, in Rangoon, reports business 40 per cent better than pre-war who is expected to foi-ward it to the
placed on the unfair list of The averages.
Motion picture Export Association.
Screen Actors Guild and the organiMarcus has been in the territory
zation has instructed its members to
a year. He served in the Navy Smith and Howell Rate
refrain from accepting engagement more
than three years. Previously, Hearing Set for Friday
by the unit.
for nine yeai-s, he had been in the
It was stated MOT refused to sign film business in the Far East.
(Continued from Page I)
the SAG's standard contract because of the possibility the former panies on the Coast and here.
"commodity" rates on film and thewould lose its status as a newsreel
atrical advertising matter, also canRichard de Rochemont, MOT producer, up until a late hour Friday
cellation of reduced rates on film recompany. The contract is identical
turned
to distributor.
with pacts signed by all film com- night, was unavailable for comment.

'Take' Off in Malaya,

U. S. to 'Comment' on
Distribs/ Proposals India Butjfear Good
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MONOGRAM^S GOLDEN BEES ARE ENTERTAINMENT HONEYS!
AUDimS

RIOTS FROM START TO fINISH! ASK THf MtN WHO PLAY '£«/

LEO

GORCEY,.«i

THE BOWERY
with HUNTZ

HALL*

BOYS

r

Bobby Jordan

Gabriel Dell • Billy Benedict
JAN

GRIPPO

PRODUCTIONS

FOR 17 YiARS THE MOST POPULAR MYSTERY SERIES ON THE SCREEN!

CtfARlfi CilAN
starring

SIDNEY

TOLER

Based on the character created by Earl Derr Big^ers

Prodwced by JAMES

S. BURKETT

HIS NAME ON THE MARQUEE STANDS FOR ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE!

a

starring

i

GILBERT ROLAND
Based on the character created by O. Henry

Produced by SCOTT R. DUN LAP

THE SWING SET ON PARADE! CO-ED CUTIES! HIT SONGS!

i^ lien Aijevs
W

with

FREDDIE

STEWARD

IN

<

JUNE

PREISSER

Ann Rooney • Warren Mills • Noel Neil!

E
EVERY RElE/iS

Frankie Darro, • Jackie Moran

Produced by SAM

KATZMAN

U. p. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.
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PROPOSAL
) OF J CRITICAL OF "BIG 5 V
ndie Brief Claims Right to Sell on Own
lever Tried to Restrain
-ade. Says Brief; Claims
idies Will Be Harmed

tl. S. REVIVALS CLICK DOWN UNDER
Many Better Grossers Now

Than When

Says it Would Prefer
Dismissal to Granting
Of Distribs/ Decree

First

Released, Says Warners' Higginson
Because the proposed final decree
the New York equity case will
ecessarily serve as a blueprint for
By JOSEPH BmSTEIN
cessful as re-runs, and early Errol
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Flynn pix are bigger grossers than
; operation of the industry," indeTident producers will be affected
American pix are .still tremendous- ever, he added.
iversely^ the court was told yesterly popular down under despite rising
B. 0. "take" is very good, paraly in a petition for leave to file a competitivequalityof Englishproduct,
doxical conditions to the contrary.
For instance: large unemployment
tef of amicus curiae by the So- Stanley
Higginty of Independent Motion Picture
and high demand for labor; general
son, managing, dioducers.
business is 20 to 30 per cent down
rector for WarThe SIMPP said it believed that
ners in Australia,
from war levels, but theaters are
i granting of the relief suggested reported ^t yesbreaking b. o. records that have
stood for more than 20 years.
(Continued on Page 7)
ter day's
trade
Government income tax rake-off
press interview.
is highest in the world, Higginson,
Their popularpointed out. Amusement tax, abity can be meassorbed by the customers, averages
ured by the fact
about 25 per cent.
that many reviPrice
controls are still very rigid;
vals are much
better grosser?
'axes helped reduce inflation, which
now than when
is almost nil compared to America's
first released
ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cost of living, the Warner exec, asserted.
vears
ago,
said
IWashington — Irked by the copyNo Price Hike in Decade
! 'ht red tape which has snarled
"It's Stanley h.ocinson
Higginson.
I arance of more than 5,000 war- Love
I'm After"
Most amazing
of all, he commented, was the fact pix admission
1.de pix, the Army and Navy have and "Viennese
(Continued on Page 6)
j-ced a flat ban on use of any Nights" have been particularly sue
jjllywood material in training films
ijich would restrict their showing rriirr
[■ educational
purposes,
it was
rned yesterday.
This will include a ban on Holly(Continued on Page 8)

trmy and Navy Ban
lenes from H'd Pix

U" 39 Weeks Net
Up to $3,206,354

lew's Files Fraud Action
gainst Stamatis Houses
Lioew's yesterday filed a fraud
4on suit in Federal Court against
orge Stamatis, Argosy Amusent Corp., Apollo Theater Corp.,
mart Theater, Inc. and Alda Their Corp., owners of the Apollo, Mort and Lvric Theaters in Brooklyn,
(Continued on Page 3)

FederhaVf New Prexy
Of Akron, O., TOA
Akron, 0. — Max Federhar, owner
ind manager of the Cameo, has been
elected president of the Akron Theater Owners' Association, succeeding
John Polles, former manager of the
jSpicer. 0^her officers are Frank Hen:n, manager of Loew's, treasurer;
and Clarence Smeltzly, manager of
t-he Ideal, secretary.

Universal yesterday announced
that consolidated, net profits of the
company for the 39 weeks ended
August 3, last, aggregated $3,206,354 after all charges, including Federal taxes based on income. This
compares with $2,955,829 for the
corresponding period of the preceding fiscal year.

Monogram

Term^

Screen Guild lipping

25-100 <>
Budgets
Pix
Chicago
— Budgets of future films

The Department of Justice expressed sharp criticism of the "Big
Five's" proposals for a final decree
in the New York equity case yesterday when it filed its comments of the
distributors' recommendations.
.' .
"If forced to choose between the
decree proposed by the major defendants and a decree of dismissal,
we would cast our vote for dismissal
without hesitation," the D of J
wrote, adding that "in that case the
suit might be said to have failed ae
a means (Cantinued
of applying
the4) Sherman"
on Page

China to Pay U. S.
Oistribs. $4,000,000
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Chinese government has agreed to immediate settler
ment of its 1945 remittance agreement with U. S. picture companies,
it was learned yesterday.
The Chinese
Central Bank will
nay the U. S. companies a total of
$4,000,000,
the State Department
said.
The

announcement was

made

to be produced by Screen Guild will *>hubert<5 Sue Columbia
be increased from 25 to 100 per cent
Robert Liupert, vice-president and Over Winter Garden Shots
general sales manager, reported following a meeting of franchise holdLee and Jacob Shubert yestejsday
ers and executives. Linnert said tha>
four district offices will be opened by filed suit against Columbia to restrain the latter from exhibiting
(Continued on Page 3)
scenes of the interior and exterior
nf the Winter Garden in "The Jolson
Story." Plaintiffs charge that no
(Continued on Page 4)

Net Up 129.76%

Assets $5,747,941; Working Capital $2,108,162
All Coast Labs Except
Para/s Closed by Strike

to

(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

ttollvwood — Steve Broidy, president of Monop-ram announced that
gross profits of the comnany, before
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Onlv one major studio. prbvision for Federal income and
Paramount, was able to operate its g'-oss nrofits taxes, amounted to
as compared with $401,764
film lab yesterday morning. Con- $779,315,
solidated Film Industries, which does for the previous year. Net profits,
work for RKO, Samuel Goldwyn and after all charges, including provision
Republic, closed down when only a for Federal income and excess profits
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)

CJeveHand First-Runs
In Second Price ttifee
Cleveland, 0. — Downtown firstrun houses have upped their week-,
end admission prices to 75c. This is
the second hike within the past four
months. Prior to June, top admission
for straight movies downtown was
65c.
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NEIL AGNEW, Vanguard vice-president in
charge of distribution, returned by air yesterday
trom a five-week trip to Europe.
J. J.' FITZGIBBONS, president of Famous Players Canadian Corp., left here last night for his
Toronto headquarters after -home office conferences.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
GEORGE HARVEY, Paramount's press book
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York 18. editor,
returned . to the home office from a
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. York.
T. W. Alicoate, President and Publisher; week's trip through Pennsylvania and New
Uonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
DONALD M. MERSEREAU, associate publisher
M Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second
tJass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at and general manager of THE FILM DAILY, arrived in Chicago yesterday from the Coast, en
Now York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
1879. Terms (Rjstage free) United States route to New York.
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year;
ROBERT BLUMOFE, a member of the Para6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
mount studio legal staff, has returned to the
Coast from a New York visit.
$15.00.
Subscribers
should
remit
w^th'
order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
KIM HUNTER, American actress, who plays
daily; 1501 Broadway, New York 18. N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119. 9-7120. the lead opposite David Niven in the Powell9-71?l.
Cable address Filmday,
New York. Pressburger Technicolor film, "Stairway to
Heaven," will arrive here from the Coast Oct.
21, en route to London by air to attend the

Repreaentktives : HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. Royal Command Performance of the film.
--Ralph Wilk,' 6425 .Hollywood Blvd., Phone
MARY KAY DODSON,^ Paramount studio stylist,,
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 64)7 Dahlonega Rbsd. Wash. 16. D; C. New
'eft the
Coast yesterday,
for a. two-week
York.
,
.
■
. trip to
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. NW^.-JEbone. Hobart 7627.
■). J. MILLER, PRC district manager in Albany
CHICAGO,. 45, .111.— Joseph Esler. 6241 N. returned to his upstate office yesterday after a
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
five-day visit here.
-" .
.
— Ernest. W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127- JOHNin CORFIELD,
producer
of "Bedelia,"
i33>AVardour-St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer irrive
New York on
the maiden
voyage of will
the
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA ^ Mary S. S. America, leaving Southampton Nov. 1.
Louise BUnco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY^
The film will be released here by Eagle-Lion.
ALGIERS —
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg.
ROSE WEINBERG, secretary to Adolph Zukor,
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras. returned
to the Paramount home office.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, JaktyarvlOHN E. FLYNN, M-C-M Midwestern sales
O'BH'^iEileeti
—
HONOLULU
30.g.
splan
City
ATexico
manager,
leaves for Chicago tomorrow after five
MEXICO CITY — Airi Andrade.
Ray days here for home office conferences.
Herald. Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL—
Xavier
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis
GEORGE SCHNEIDER, of M-G-M's studio music
St VANCOUVER — Tack Droy, 411 Lyric department,
is due from the Coast in a few
Fletcher, days.
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden
Phone,
W.
S.
N.
Punchbowl,
Ave.,
Moxon
19
DOROTHY BLANCHARD, of M-G-M's studio
UL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys, •Publicity
department, arrives today from California.
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW— RavCOPENMetropole.
Hotel
mond A. Davies,
J,
No.
JOHN P. BYRNE, M-G-M Eastern sales manaHAGEN—John Lindberg, Jembanealle
ger, and his assistant, PAUL RICHRATH, left
Loese. AMSTERDAM— Br. "lere yesterday to spend the week in Boston and
Copenhagen-Van
T. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
New

flNANCIM
;

:
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NEW YORK ^STOCK MARKET
Am.

Seat

.High.
-2203A
51/2
I8V4

Bell & Howell
Columbia Picts.^ . .-. ■8526 1/. 2
Columbia Picts..pfd.
East. Kodak
...
212
Gen. Prec. Eq
273/4
Loew's,
Itic
313/4
Paramount
1785/8
1/4
RKO
141/4
Republic Picts
Republic Picts. ptd.
431/4
20th Ccntury-Jox .
20th Century Fox pfd . 531/2
31 1/2
Universal Pict.
1/4
Universal- Picts. p>fd. 86
191/8
Warner Bros.

Low
20
243/4
18
85
210

—

Close
■251/2.201/4
181/s
'

ASH

+ %

261/4

V

+ 1
+ 7

8 1/4
315/8

17

,14

141/4

521/8
42

311/2
531/2
421/,

.86

—

• 35/8

&

l-

+ 1

63/8
Asked
7

CO.

MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
NEW YORK
CURB
EXCHANGE
(ASSOCIATE)
CHICAGO
BOARD .OF TRADE
TaUphont:
HAnovcr 2-3050

$} UOADWAY

HARRY C. ARTHUR. )«., is on a buslnesj
•■rio to Boston, Mass. He returns to St. koiris in
10 days. .
^ .
ORVILLE CROUCH, St. Louis resident manager
'or Loew's the9ters, was called to Indianapolis
by the death of his mother.
SAM LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district manager
'''r Warner Bros., leaves today for New Haven.
He goes -from there to Boston, returning to
New York at the end of the week.
ZASU PITTS, who recently completed work in
"Life With Father" at the Warners' studio, has
arrived in New York.'
.
ISOLDE DENHAM, English actress, is en
route to the Coast for a reunion with her sister,
Angela Lansbury. M-C-M actress, and their
mother,
Moyna MacCHI, also a British actress.

18%

18%
31 86

~ NEW YORK CURB MARKET
55/,
Monogram Picts
53/^
55/8
51/4
Radio-Keith cvs.
.. . 6
- SV,
53',
Soirttone
Corp.
35/a
35^
16
Technicolor
I6V2
16
Trans-Lux
514
5
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Rathe Industries
6
Cinecolor
6 .

MERVIN

1/2

Net
Chg.

85 _ —
•212
271/4

. 27^8
8 1/4
303/4
167/,

Haven.

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER. head of M-C-M's
-eprinfs and importations, left Los Angeles yes'erday for Salt ake City where he will spend
*oday and tomorrow before proceeding to Denver on his return trio East.

NEW

YORK

JACK COOCAN and MRS. COOCAN, arrived
here from Hollywood and are guests at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
LLOYD L. LIND, vice-president and assistant
sales manager of the new PRC, leaves New
York today for Canada to hold a series of sales
conferences on 1946-47 product. He will rechange.
turn on Monday after a visit to the Buffalo exGEORGE DEMBOW; NSS vice-president and
general sales manager, and district manager
lACK COHEN, have returned to New York from
Cleveland.
IRVING BERG, NSS service supervisor, who
has been in Cleveland the past three months,
has returned to New York.
MORRY BRODSKY, exploiteer for the Adams
and Downtown Theaters, Detroit, leaves Oct.
23 to handle publicity for El Rancho Vegas at
Las Vegas, N. M., and Hotel Del Mar at Del
Mar, Cal., for Jack Broder, Detroit circuit
owner, and Sanford Adler, partner in the
Parkside Theater, Detroit, who have just
bought the Western interests.
JOHN E. RYDER, Paramount, who wa,s acting
branch manager in Detroit during the waf, is
leaving for Florida to spend the Winter.
BARBARA HALE and BILL WILLIAMS, TSKO
stars, go to Duluth for the world premiere of
"Lady Luck" Oct. 24.
A. E. MEYER, manager of the projection
equipment department of National Theatre Supply, is en route to the SMPE Convention
^n the Coast, and will visit NTS branches in
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Des Moines and Toledo before returning on
Nov. 12.
EDWN W. AARON, M-C-M assistant general sales manager, and HERBERT NUSBAUM, of
the home office legal deoartment, have arrived
in Los Angeles after making a tour of the eomoany's Coast offices. GEORGE A. HICKrr, West
Coast sales manager, accompanied the home office duo on the tour.
GENE RAYMOND has come to New York to
aopear in a Broadwav play after completing
his co-stellar role in RKO Radio's "The Locket."
lAMES A. MULVEY, president of Samuel
Coldwyn Prods., left yesterday for Hollywood
for a week's visit with Coldwyn.
DAVE EPSTEIN has arrived from the Coast
and is stopping at the Belmont Plaza.
HOUSTON
wood.

BRANCH

has arrived from Holly-

DANNY KAYE Is In Chicago to attend the
nress partv B & K is throwing for him tonieht.
His pic, "The Kid frorn Brooklyn" opens Friday
night at the Chicago Theater and he will attend
on
thatChicago
night Theater.
the circuit's silver anniversary
of the
lOCK LAWRENCE returns from the Coast by
air either today or tomorrow.
AUDREY TOTTER, M-G M star who has been
vacationing in the East, leaves for Hollywood
the latter part of the week.
RUDY. BEPCER, M-C-M Southern sales manager. Is in Atlanta, having arrived there yesterday from h!<! headquarters in New Orleans.
FRANK ARTICOLA, of M-C-M's sa'es dept.
returned yest"eritay'"aft'er a week in Baltimore.

^I Health Forcee Rvon
To Leave ChL WB Post

Chicago — Charley: Ryan, assistant
zone manager her6 for Warner theaters, is■ retiring from active service, on Nov.. 2, owinsr to ill health.
Rvan has been associated with James
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM -DAILY
Coston, Warner zonf> manager, for
Hollywood — Robert P.' Ableson, the nast 20 years in the management
Film Classics
local branch manager,
4has been named supervisor of the of the Warner theaters in the Chicago area. Ryan mav go to Calicompany's
in Portland,
tle. Denver offices
and San
Francisco.SeatHe affairs fornia
to live, after he settles his
here.
will headquarter here. Edward E.
Spiers, Milwaukee branch manag'er,
will take over the Chicago supervis- Krim to Coast Four Weeks
Arthur B. Krim, president of
ory post to be vacated by Harry L.
Eagle-Lion
Films, has arrived on the
Mandell, Nov. 1. Ableson's promoCoaat
for.
a
four-week stay in Hollyfrom the'Theresignation
wood where he will discuss forthof L. tion
E. resulted
Goldhammer.
company
coming
product with Bryan Foy,
is currently negotiating with Edward Small and Alexander Korda on vice-president in charge of production.
a re-issue deal.

Film Classics Advances
Ableson and Spiers

bitemational Copyright
Up at CISAC Meeting
Matters
pertaining copyright,
to the pr'tion
of international
the
copyright
situation
bet,
member nations will be discusse'
the 15th annual meeting of the C
federation Internationale de£
tes
d'Auteurs
et
Compc
c
(CISAC)
which
will be held
Washington, Oct. 21-26, in the
brary of Congress, with Ascap g
ing as host to a United Nations
the world's leading composers, dra
atists and authors. This is the fi
annual meeting since 1938 and
first time in the Confederation's \
tory that a meeting has been held
the United States.
Facilities of the Library of Ci
gress iswillthebefirst
loaned
the CIS.-'
This
timeto that
such
courtesy has been extended to
private organization.-

20th-Fox Set for Biggest
Billboard Campaign
Twentieth-Fox will inaugurate !
largest billboard campaign in
history covering key cities from B(
ton to Los Angeles, it was disclo;
yesterday by Charles Schlaifer, t
company's advertising and public
chief.
Tied in with the Skouras Sa
Drive, the campaign will consist
the distribution of 24,-319 posters
•The Razor's Edge," "Margie" a
'My
Darling
Clementine."
Special
emphasis
in the billboa
campaign will be made in the Nt
York area for "The Razor's Edg
with 18,600 to be posted and t
utilization of a giant size 48-she<

Bergman Will Address
Va. Circuit Managers
Maurice A. Bergman, Universe
International's Eastern advertisii
and publicity director, tomorrow w
address the managers of Neighbo
hood Theatres at a meeting at tl
Hotel John Marshall in Richmon
Va., in connection with preparatioi
for the circuit's 20th anniversai
celebration
will be held du'
ing
the monthwhich
of November.
Bergman's topic will be "Sellin
The Show." He will outline ain
vertising.
and purposes of today's theater 2a

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributors

Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54fh St., New York 19, N. Y.
Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIE
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Screen Guild Upping

Ihina to Pay U. S.
Oislribs. $4,000,000

Pix Budgets 25-100 %

(Continued from Page 1)

ihe^^merican
Consul
General
in
l^bMpiai, thus virtually
ending a
on^squabble with the Chinese govimment during which major U. S.
iompanies threatened to withdraw
iroin distribution in China.
. The Chinese apparently repudiated
Jie 1945
agreement
in August,
ilthough the State Department has
isisted that the terms
would
be
aet. U. S. companies have not been
laid remittances since July 1945.
Still to be settled, however, is a
1946 or subsequent agreement.
NelOtiations are now going on between
lie U. S. picture representatives and
18 Chinese officials.
State Dept. Aided Negotiations
The U. S. State Department was
ctive in negotiations which led to
16 settlement of the 1945 "agreejient." This Government, however,
nil take no official part in discusons concerning subsequent agree^lents, although the State Department has made clear that an equitble agreement should be made.
Settlement of the 1945 agreement
•as made on the basis of 15 per cent
jif remittances
at a rate of 20
jlhinese dollars to one American dol,iir. At the time of the agreement
-He rate of exchange was approxmately 2,000 to 1 and subsequently

(Continued from Page 1)
Screen Guild before the end of the
'
i
I

I
I
j
j
|

1
j
1
'
;

Following the Chinese governmentsported
repudiation
of the 1945
^reement,
the major
U. S. comanies threatened
to pull out of
'hina and remained adamant until
;PAA
and the State Department
Dnvinced them to hang on.
't U. S. companies, however, are still
Dt satisfied with the Chinese situa.ion. Chinese have slapped a footle quota on U. S. pictures and have
it to come through with any equitole remittance agreement for 1946.

•

•

•

CUFF NOTES: ▼ When the
Ranks come over, eorly
▼ .J. Arthur
-▼-;■'...
y y

next Spring, they plan to spend a month to six Weeks in' Holly wood. . . .
• The Chick Lewises have elected to call the new arrival Judith

ising the greatest program the Pioneers ever have had
.You'll read
the details later. ... • The NAVED will hold seven regiondls during
the next few months. ... • Observing "We are living in d machine
age," Theater Facts, published by the ATQ of Indiana, observes that
maybe it won't be so far in the future, but what theaters can eliminate,
through the installation of coin-operated automatic, ticket-sellers, checkers,
cashiers and doormen at one sweep. ...
• The Little Carnegie run of
Prestige's "Brief Encounter" is expected to roll up $35.000
That's
biz, pal
T
▼
T
• •
•
THIS AND
THAT:
Lauritz Melchior has inaugurated the

for p.a.'s, returning to New York in time to attend a cocktail party to be
given by Monogram in her honor at the Warwick Hotel Friday. . . .
• Of 42 story properties assigned to seven Warner producers by Jack
L. Warner, to be launched in the coming year, 22 are published novels,
six ore plays and 14 are originals. ... • A wit writes in to say

Irs. Flossie Staley Dead

Oct. 15
Samuel Ornitz Herbert Rawlinson
Joseph Patrick Reddy
Irving L. Cillman
Hal Danson
Lewis Stone

siastically about RKO's British production venture^ now writes- in kind
from Paris of preparations for the shooting of Rene Clair's first RKOPothe pic, "Golden Silence"
That's the story in which Maurice
Chevalier will be seen
"I know enough about Clair's plans to. predict that the showmanship company will startle .you again/' indites
Ned
"It is said that silence is golden, but I cannot be silent about
'Golden Silence' "......

new M-G-M Records Division of Loew's, Inc., with four recordings
Discs are "Without a Song," "For You Alone," "Yours Is My Heart's
Desire," and "Lenz" (Spring). ... • Renie Riano, Monogram's
"Maggie" in "Bringing Up Father," who has been in New York for
several weeks, left last night for Richmond, Va., and Washington, D. C,

I'hinese
had failedto toQuit
live China
up to it.
Threatened

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

• • • RKO'S NQ> E. DEPINET. if be doesn't watch out, is going
to find himself drafted by Ye Editor as a roving reporter when be again
travels overseas
Ned, who not so Ipng ago was vj^iting enthu-

Ellen. ... • Warners' "Nobody Lives Forever" follows "Cloak and
Dagger" into the New York Strand, opening Nov. 1. ... • The
Premiere of Warners' "Deception" af the Hollywood has been set bacic
one day to Oct 18. ... • The Dinner Committee for the armual Harvest Dinner of the Picture Pioneers at the Waldorf on Nov. 20, is prom-

i,as soared to around 3,500 to one. '■
^.;he Chinese had protested that the
[Bte of exchange and the settlement
[ gures were too far apart.
U. S.
t )rapanies,
however,
stressed
that
[ lis was
the agreement
and
the

■ Detroit — Mi-s. Flossie Staley died
her home recently following a pro•acted illness. She was the wife of
illiam J. Staley, for many years
Duse manager of the Stratford The':res, and mother of Shirley Staley,
tratford cashier. Interment is in
^oodmere Cemetery.

Tuesday's Tidings

\
j
!
i
I
I

it's a darned good thing Paramount's "The Big Haircut" isn't being
made hereabouts
It might've been halted by the barbers' strike.
• Add signs o' the Times Dept.: The Chicago Herald-American in the
first eight months of the year showed a gain of 218,260 in amusement
lineage. ... • RCA Victor marked the pressing of its one billionth
record with a cocktail party Friday in the north lounge of the Rockefeller
Center Luncheon Club. ... • Elmer C. Rhoden of Fox Midwest has
arranged for 20th-Fox filming of the American Royal Live Stock and
Horse Show in Kansas City, Oct. 21-23. ... • Singer Ronnie Gibson,
sister of Florence Gribetz, secretary to Stanley Shuford, Paramount's advertising manager, has started an engagement at La Conga
Piclure-goers will remember her as one of the performers in Universal's
"On Stage Everybody.". . . • Ted Baldwin, promotion-exploitation
manager for Vanguard Films promoted the first Chrysler convertible
car off the production line for himself (at OP A prices of course!!!)
which he tied in with a beauty and fashion campaign for Selznick's
"Duel In The Sun.". . . • Bernie Kamber, who represents Carl Lesserman, associated with the Hopalong Cassidy series, is holding his head
after seeing the latest Bill Boyd flicker, "Fool's Gold".
"They're
spending too much money," Bernie moaned. "Why there's $200,000
worth of gold alone in the picture"

New offices will be on the West
Coast, in the Mideast, the South and
the East. He reported a harmoniyear. ous meeting and said that the company is ahead of its production
schedule.
Sam Decker, Film Guild treasurer,
reported company finances in good
condition, with a budget of $1,500,000 ready for studio executives as
needed. Lippert and Al Grubstick,
San Francisco franchise holder, flew
to the West Coast after the sessions.

Loew's Files Fraud Action
Against Stamatis Houses
(Continued on Page 2)

New York. Suit against George
Stamatis as an individual was
brought as owner and .controller of
the major share of the above corporations.
The defendants were charged in
the complaint with making false box
office returns on percentage pictures
beginning in January of 1941 and
continuing up to the present day.
The defendants are also accused of
conspiracy to defraud the plaintiff.
Loew's complaint asserts that in relying on the exhibitors' false returns
it was induced, to lower fees on flat
rentals as well as percentage pictures. The defendants are also
charged with falsifying their books
and records and of bribing checkers.
Suit was filed by Louis Nizer of
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krira,
attorneys for lioew's. The company
asked "exemplary or punitive" damages and that the defendants "be
restrained from destroying, concealing, altering or otherwise disposing
of their books and records" pending
final determination of the action.
Plaintiff
also filed for a money judgment.
Complaints for RKO Radio, Warners, Paramount and 20th CenturyFox will also be filed.

All James Dead

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alfred
P. (Alf)
James, 81, retired character actor,
died at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital after a long illness.

Merger I 11
Indianapolis —

The

Ambassador

and Alamo, formerly operated ^ as
separate houses by the Marcus Enterprises, have been combined into
one under the name of AmbassadorAlamo, to be located at the site ofthe former. The move results from
the recent sale of property in whicH
the Alamo was located, and the
theater management was forced to
vacate.

^•X

D of J Is Critical
Of Distribs.' Decree
(Continued from Page 1)

Act to the defendants, but it could
not be said to immunize them from
future applications of the act."
The distributors' proposed decree,
it was said, would "permit continuance of the unlawful control of the
film market which the court's opinion condemned in a form which gives
only lip service, and partial lip service at. that, to prohibitions which the
opinion suggested might make that
market free."
Sees No Power Surrender
In short, the D of J contends, the
ma;jor
proposals that
simply
reflect defendants'
a firm conviction
no

«

HtVltUll»
The Unose'

with Robert uuuiiiiiii^s, iviicucle Morgan
UA
tto Mins.
UNUSUAL fSYCHOi-OGICAL tLtivic.iii
V3IVC. mil)
I CINCI.

UlMi/C^WOivl.i;

irlMi-LCK

tKJ-

Wane "The Chase," both in title and
i.uncet>( IS as tunuaniencai as tne original
t/iuc in moiiun pictures, it nas eiemems
^r Deing oinmeni, and cons.uerauiy s^,
■ roiii auyrn.n^ uiierea in recent tunes. It
i» dn unusual uraiiia or a memai conuition.
Haieu un tne Cornell Wuoiricn novel,
ine CiacK ham or t-ear, ' tne turn treatnienc nas oeen erreciiveiy transi.r<bea to
cinematic terms oy Annur Kipiey and tne
le^uicanr onermg snuuiu give me auuience
d run quuta or su:>pense, meiourama anu
more tiidn a passing ^nmpse into tne unu:iuai. It IS nut a veiy picasant excursion.
I iitf gury eiemcnrs weie given rne reansric

DAILY;

Ealing May Make Six
More In Australia
Sydney, By Air Mail) — Ealir.g has
secured options on six stories for
production in Australia but future
plans hinge on the oegree of success wnich
meets 'production
Overlanders,"of
This first
Australian
Ealing Studios cost $360,000 the,
the highest for any pix produced
here.

Shuberts Sue Columbia
Over Winter Garden Shots

(Continued on Page 2)
permission was given to reproduce
scenes of the theater which tney own.
Tne suit asKS $500,000 damages
and
an injuncuon irom leasing or expower or competitive advantage need
niDitmg me picture and advertising,
be surrendered by them merely to nurKS.
it
also
aslts tor an accounting o±
riuin the outset a grim atmosphere is
give effective Sherman Act relief in
the
profits.
createa
ana
it
soon
is
aj^parent
tnat
tnings
this case.
"Although repeatedly convicted of die nappenmg, are aouut lO nappen ana uo Kraska Into Toy Business
.•dppeii. Une is Kept guess.ng more tnan
violating that act," the court was •idit
tne way. Inen a nuM revelation resets
Boston — George Kraska has retold, "they conceive the duty of the •lie stage ror anotner version ot wnat
signed as publicity and advertising
court in this case, where the na- ■iiignt Hdve happened.
tional scope and basic character of
director ol Loews State and Urme scene is nurioa where Robert Cum- pheum to enter the toy business with
their violation are dealt with for the
Leonard.
first time, to erect a structure of ■ngs, a oischargea and broKe veteran, be- nisJoeson,
i>i Pesa succeeds in the theater
cumes invwiveu in tne bieve Cocnran-Perer
affirmative sanction which will per- Lorre menage. Iney nave some sort ot
mit them to continue profitable ex- idcKet. He is given a joo driving. Cocnran
ploitation of their superior comto puiiing rancy stunts wniie driv- run of the picture basis noted above,
petitive position and maintain the is given
ing via a set or controls in ttie back ot
also expressly authorized as a
substance of the illegal trade prac- tiie car. He likes to race tra>ns ana stop is
means of expanding the control over
post.
tices which protect it, subject only
at crossings. Micnele Morgan is some- exhibition now possessed by the ma• to further litigation under rules iiead
iiiing ot a captive in Cochran s house and
jor defendants. The only limitations
favorable to them in tribunals of jiie puts with Cummings to run away to
are that the expansion must occur in
their own selection. In other words, Cuba.
the course of acquiring the interest
they are confident that a suit which
rrom that point on the story has a night- of an existing partner or to protect
they ostensibly lost has now conmare quality. Cummings is drugged and
structed for them a more profitable lails to make tne boat. He comes to in a defendant's investments or to enter a competitive field. Since any exmethod of doing business than they time with a weird understanding of what
pansion in a competitive field where
.s about to take place and manages to make
have heretofore enjoyed."
Significant paragraphs of the D of ott with Miss Morgan before sne is kihed they now operate would apparently
jy Cocnran. Cochran and Lorre die in a protect any existing investment,
J's comments follow:
motor crash.
Control Said Further Assured
there appears to be no form of expansion which is prohibited.
away the plot in its entirety would
"The distributor control of the run notTobegive
playing fair. The facets of the story
Proposal of Auction Selling
and clearance structure is further
nave fine realism in strange quarters ot
■'While the defendants' auction
assured by protection of the 'licens- riavana and wnat actually takes place is
or's revenue' as an alternative to the [WO stories. The second takes up where selling proposal is to be implemented
by rules devised by the defendants
licensee's protection specified in the the first is completed. It is an interesting at
some late date, the reasonableness
opinion mentioning clearance and study of a neurotic condition.
the runs' bids are to be only those
Cummings, Miss Morgan, Cochran and of which, we assume, would ultimately be subjected to further litiga'designated by the distributor.' Runs Lorre are highly effective performers in
tion, the defendants are obviously
may be awarded not only by the
ihis story and Ripley's direction takes the not disposed to adapt the one simple
highest bidders, but such other per- audience
into strange places where more
rule under which auction selling
sons as the distributor may select stranger things happen.
CAbT:
Robert
Cummings, Michele Morgan, would ibe fairly conducted without
under criteria not yet recognized by
Cochran, Peter Lorre, Lloyd Corrigan, elaborate administrative superthe opinion, in accordance with such Steve
,ack Holt, Don Wilson, Alexis Minotis, Nina
visions, that the requirement that all
rules and regulations as they may Koshetz Yolanda Lacca, Shirley O'Hara.
CREDITS: Producer, Seymour Nebenzal; Di- bids be in terms of a flat sum. Under
adopt. No penalty for non-complirector,
Arthur
Ripley;
Screenplay
by
Philip
ance is contemplated in any event, fordan trom the novel by Cornell Woolrlch; such a system there could be no
other than an award for such com- Cameraman, Franz Planer; Music, Michel Miche- question as to whose was the high
Film Editor, Ed Mann,
bid and all other factors would be
pensatory damages as the exhibitor .et;DIRECTION,
Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, eliminated. If there were any doubt
rate.
may win in an arbitration proceeding First
on the score or ability of exhibitors
to be financed by and established for
the benefit of the . . . defendants to exploit a film at advanced admis- to pay, the print could be delivered
sion prices set by it, in advance of C.O.D.
oyer the objection of the Government. No matter how flagrant a general release, it is free to do so,
"Alternative to a flat rental system of auction selling is a public
clearance violation may be, the rem- provided only that the form of agreement used is one which grants the audit of the receipts of the winning
edy is a mere direction as to how
to avoid a penalty in the future. distributor the use of an exhibitor's bidder. While their decree does not
Even these remedies are withdraw- theater for the run of the picture so specify, we assume the defendable at the option of the defendant instead of the conventional license by
ants' rules would make available to
should the defendant be subject to which the distributor grants the ex- the losing bidders inspection of the
divestiture, relief denied here, by
hibitor the right to use the film for winning bid, but if it were stated in
legislation or litigation.
the same period.
percentage terms, the losers would
"Whenever a distributor-defendant
"Acquisition of theaters, on a per- still not have sufficient information
believes that it will be advantageous
manent, as distinguished from the to know whether the bid was actually
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All Coast Labs But
Para. Are Closed
(Continued from Page 1)

few of its staff crossed the oick'
lines. Pathe Industries, Ij i.al.
reported its lab closed.
picketsplant
were but
in they
front a<
theTwenty
Technicolor
rived there after the first shift hj
reported for work and producti(
was not stopped.
Officials of Cinecolor
conferri
with CSU reps., and it will not pp
cess any film for studios involved
the strike until a settlement
reached. Cinecolor officials persona
ly handed out coffee, smokes, eti
to the pickets.
683's Action "Void and Unlawful"
Roy M. Brewer, lATSE interni
tional rep., following a telephoi
conversation with Richard F. Wals
lATSE prexy, in which Walsh d
clared the action of Film Techniciar
Local 683 in voting to respect pick(
lines was "void and unlawful an
must be ignored," sent a telegrai
to each
Local
683 you
to "rij;
port
for member
work. Inof the
event
fav
to do so you will be subject to di^j
ciplinary
the lATSE."
John R. action
Smith, bybusiness
agent f< ;
Local 683, said he understood that
local of the IBEW, which is a part (
CSU, had made an offer to 683 I
divorce itself from the lATSE ar
to accept a charter from the IBEV
Martin said that this proposal w!
unsolicited and "we have no intei
tion of withdrawing from the lATS
Major
at this
time."Still Depts. Affected
Local 683 has 1,683 members
the 10 major studios and appro
mately 600 at Technicolor and 3(
at other labs.
Action of Local 683 affected tl
still departments at all the maj
studios, and a showdown is expecti
tomorrow following Brewer's tel
gram to the individual members.
Approximately 200 men and J
women pickets were arrested at Cd
umbia yesterday morning by poli'
enforcing
ord
restricting the
the Superior
number Court's
of pickets
20.
Bail in each case was fixed at $5C

AFL Resolutions Com. Okayn
SAG Jurisdiction Strike Men
Chicago — It was reported he
last night that the resolutions coi
mittee of the AFL has okayed t
resolution on jurisdictional strik
offered by the iSAG delegation, ai
that it will
vention
today.be reported to the co
Edward Arnold of SAG is expect!
to address the convention tomorrc
on the Hollyiwood jurisdiction
strikes.
the high bid. Only when the run hi
been considered and the final sett}
ment made, would anyone know whi
the winner paid in film rental and
make this information available, I
competitors would necessarily be i
formed as to precisely what his i
ceipts were."
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Amerkan Revivals
Clicking Down Under
(Continued from Page 1)
prices have not gone up in 10 years,
not counting the wartime imposed
tax, of course. Minimum admission
is one shilling (about 23c); usual
maximum is 5s 6%d; with tax it
comes to 7s 7d. Nor is there any
possibility of tax relief in the near
future, Higginson thought.
WB still has the plot of ground on
which the showplace of Australia
was to be built. It is impossible to

10,000 FOR 16 MM.- —
Sydney (By Air MaU) —
M-G-M's chief of 16 mm. dotvn
under, Sidney Cecil Gidley, states
that there are at least 10,000 different places in Australia, New
Zealand and the Pacific Isles
where 16 mm. pix can be profexploited.
Metro's
mm.
productitably
will
not be
shown16 until
the 35 mm. versions have been
in distribution for at least a year,
according to Gidley. First M-G-M
travelling unit in the Southern
Hemisphere is skedded sometime
before Christmas.
tell how soon plans can be put into
action, Higginson said. "Terrific
shortage of material. Labor shortage, too. Homes are getting priority," he explained.
Though there is strong interest in
16 mm., the actual thing is "quite
unknown down under," Higginson
added. So far, he said, he doesn't
know what WB's plans are, regarding 16 mm. for Aiistralia.
Other curious info that Higginson
brought over: New Zealand is a
single-feature country; Australia,
double-feature; a featTire will leave
the Queensland branch for a twoyear run, playing house after house
without once being returned to the
exchange in all that time; and the
feature seldom gets lost.
From 1,100 to 1,400 theaters are
in
territory.
for
theHigginson's
wide estimate
is .that Reason
200 or 300
halls are hired for once-a-week runs
and for travelling shows.
19 WB Pix for Aussies
WB will release about 19 pix in
Australia for the next season, slightly below last year's output. Censorship troubles are practically zero.
Sometimes, however, censors, down

J^EW THEATERS
Dallas Wilshire Opens
Dallas, Tex. — Interstate Theaters,
Inc., has opened its Wilsnire Theater.

Rodell Opens the Rodeo
New Berlin, III. — ^Rodeo Theater,
under management of W. J. Rodell,
has opened here.

Greenleas' Essex Opens

Essex, Mo. — The Essex, a 250seater erected here by Greenlea
Brothers of Canalou, has opened.

To Submit Skouras Offer
for St. Louis Properties
St. Louis — Directors of the Ambassador Building Co. and Missouri
Theater Building Corp. have voted
to submit oflBcially to the holders of
their income bonds and voting trust
certificates the offer of Charles P.
Skouras to buy, at 100 cents on the
dollar, any and all of these securities
aggregating $3,468,200 of the Ambassador and $1,379,000 for the Missouri company. Official notices go
out early this week and the owners
have 30 days from notice date in
which to accept the Skouras price.
The Ambassador company, which
owns the Ambassador and Grand
Central theater buildings, also controls all of the common stock of the
Ambassador Investment Co., owner
of 52 per cent of the St. Louis
Amusement Co. stock. No action has
been taken relative to further extension of Ambassador or Missouri
Theater leases or St. Louis Amusement Co. management contract with
Fanchon and Marco interests, pending final results of Skouras deal.

Rank's John Davis Flies
Here from London Today
John Davis, managing director of
the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
arrives today by air from London. Davis, who describes his visit
as "business routine," will spend
several days here before going to
Canada for a week.
Returning to New York from Canada, Davis will fly back to England
on the 28th.
under, delete scenes of "excessive

brutality."
Right now there's a cycle on heavy
drama. Good light action is also
very popular right now. "No Westerns," Higginson explained. Latest
favorites among WB pix, he said, were
"Casablanca," "Yankee Doodle Dandy," and "Kings Row."
There's a possibility that native
Chicago — Jack Wohl, of the Great production
might go to six features
States Theater circuit booking de- during the coming season. WB has
partment, is the father of a baby no plans for producing in Australia,
boy, bom at the Norwegian Hospital. although there are other American
companies that are slated for Aussie
Arthur Tourtellot, executive as- production.
sistant of the March of Time, beHigginson expects to stop off in
came the father of a son, Jonathan California during his six-week visit
Bemon, bom Ost. 8 at Harkness before flying home just in time for
Pavillion.
the Australian Summer.

STORK REPORTS
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fiJken Opening in Norcross

ARC Seized Properly
includes 45,000 Pix
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI I

Norcross, Ga. — Bill Aiken, formWashington — Alien Properl^n. Cu
erly is
manager
of Loew's
Grand
in torian James E. Markham y* id:
Atlanta,
opening
the
new
Norcross
informed
the President that n.^ jffi
this month.
has seized property valued at $30(
000,000, which gives it direct or i
New Sioux Rapids House
direct control over assets valued
Sioux Rapids, la. — The Grans have nearly half a billion dollars.
opened the new Sioux Theater here.
These figures are contained in x]
terminal report of the Office of Alic
Mack Opens Pliunmer Grand
Custodian which has bei
Plummer, Minn. — F. J. Mack has Property
submitted to the President. The r
opened the new Grand Theater here.
port was made public in connecti(
with the transfer of the functions
Loss Says Cinecolor Con
the office of Alien Property Cust
Get Sufficient Raw Stock
dian to the Department of Justice.
APC Controls 45,000 Pix
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The custodian explained that tl
Hollywood — William Loss, vice- office also controls 45,000 pix ar
president and general manager of other patents and inventions,
Cinecolor, has returned after eight least half a million copyrights ai <
many
valuable ininterests
cannot other
he appraised
dollars. whi^
Mo •
of this property, Markham said, wi
seized during hostilities but son
has been seized since as a part of ti:
agency's program to eliminate f*
mterests in property in the sun
owned by hostile German and Japa
ese nationals.
Most of the patents seized fro I
Loss also gained specific information that will be helpful in further enemy owners have been made avai i
able for licensing on a royalty fre
year.
developingOther
the conferences
company's three-color
process.
were with non-exclusive basis for an admini i
Eastman Kodak execs, to work out trative charge of $15 each, Markha
details of the Cinecolor expansion
program and its increased needs in
Seeks Modified Act
raw film stock. Loss said the raw said.
To accelerate sales and to preve
stock situation looked very good and
the possibility of any American i
that Cinecolor would obtain a suffi- dustries
returning to the control
cient amount of stock to take care
the enemy or their foreign affiliate
of its requirements for the coming Markham
said the office had r
quested modification of the Tradii
With the Enemy Act so that f oreij
Chouinard Leaving UA
nationals could not sue for return >
year. Join Buying Combine
To
property but only for compensatio
The present legislation which pr
Minneapolis — Casper Chouinard, vents sale of property against whi(
city salesman for United Artists foreign nationals with alleged tit
here, has resigned to become buyer claims have filed suits or are threa
ening to sue is in large measure r
for Independent
Theaters'
Association, effective today.
Chouinard
will sponsible for forestalling the sa ik
buy for 25 theater firms in the of $200,000,000 worth of unliquidati
Twin Cities and suburbs.
property, the custodian explained. 1
Previously, Tom Burke had re- date, he added, $102,000,000 of vest(
signed as manager of the Monogram
has been converted to cas
exchange here to become buyer for property
Shortly after officially acceptir
Theater Associates, Inc., another
Markham's resignation yesterda
President Truman signed an exec
buying combine.
tive order turning over the duties i
the Alien Property Custodian to tl;
To Host Tom O'Brien
Chicago — Richard F. Walsh, Department of Justice.
lATSE prexy, and Gene Atkinson
of
local operators'
the the
committee
that willunion,
host head
Tom

weeks in New York. Primary purpose of his trip was to make a thorough survey of developments in
various Eastern labs with the view
of keeping Cinecolor abreast of new
techniques discovered in the past

O'Brien, secretary of the British
Assn. of Theater and Kinema Employes, at a Watson,
dinner tonight.
and Sam
of the O'Brien
British
Miners Union, are delegates from
England to the AFL convention.
O'Brien will leave for Washington
at the close of the convention.

Emmanuel Quits GAFC Board
Victor
Aviation
the board
Corp. and

Emmanuel, chairman of
Corp., has resigned from
of General Aniline & Film
General Dyestuffs Corp.

SICK REPORT

FRED
E. BUCKHOUT,
manager of I
Rouge
Theater,
River Rouge,
Mich.,
Associated
circuit, is recovering
front
throat infection
which
necessitated
si

gical treatment.
ROBERT GOULD, of the Chicago Theat
in the Windy City, is recovering from f(
operation at Wesley Memoria! Hospital.
ARCH TREBOW, B & K buying supervifl
is convalescing at his home after an Ed{ :|
water Beach Hospital operation.
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CWlduiv

(dies Claim Righl to Ititite HeiBdlines:
^11 On Own Terms

(Continued from Page 1)
-Vlq, hriof would both avert uninjH|bnd grave injury to the inde•^^a producers and at the same
:e give real assistance to the court
its efforts to create an open com:;tive market for pictures in the
-rest
lie. of the nation's consuming

■hree Points Raised by SIMPP
; hree points are raised in the
•f. They are:
1) "Being innocent of any at? pt to restrain trade or foster
.lopoly, the independents under
: authorities have a clear right to
jose of their products upon such
ns as they see fit, and the court
uld so declare.
.2) "The independents' right to
Dose of their products upon such
ns as they see fit should not be
ddged because as a matter of
lomic necessity, they are com■ed to use the defendants as disutors — retaining to themselves,
-ever, control over the terms and
, ditions of contracts made with
; ributors.
3) "In the event this court makes
::ific provision for roadshows in
; decree, or fails to make any proion therefor, it should make clear
li: the rights of the independent
"iucers with respect to roadshows
not interfered with."
Takes No Stand on Divestiture

'he brief points out that the So'y at this time takes no position
[the question of divorcement or
[the dissolution of affiliated cir1- s. The SIMPP is more concerned
[1 the problems "which will be
iited by any decree entered in
fformance with the court's opinion
tch is not written with full protec2 of the independents' situation in
f industry." It is further asserted
h the independent producers are
r parties to the case, are not
Uated with them except as pro^2r and distributor and "were not
!■ could not be found to be guilty
my of the practices which gave
^ to the law suit and were conjmed in sweeping terms by the
grt.
he SIMPP declares that if the
rt doesn't clarify its rulings,

NEW POSTS
KL JULIAN, from Army, to Beverly, Detroit,
IS- assistant manager.
©EWERSDORF.
from Navy, to operator,
Strand, Detroit.
NOEL, special rep., Retiscope Screen Co.,
Senver.
I ■B. FAULKNER,
3ora, Fla.
I SHAW,
head
and.

manager.
booker,

Princess,

Mount

Republic,

Cleve-

■H M. FOLEY, booker. Monogram, Omaha.
rON
EICHENBERC,
JR., salesman, PRC,
>maha.
'EY SHAPIRO, assistant tnanager, Cranaiia
'heater, Chicago.

WITH THE AID OF INDUSTRY NOTABLES, the $2,500,000 fund-raising campaign
of the National Arthritis Research Foundation got off to a good start at last night's inaugural dinner, at the Hotel Astor. Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, was chairman of the dinner and Si H. Fabian, president of the Fabian circuit, co-chairman.
David Weinstock, president of Raybcnd Theaters,- was in charge of arrangements.

ADDITION OF VIRGINIA MORRIS to Paramount's publicity-advertising staff was
made public today by Curtis Mitchell, the company's national publicity and advertising
director. Miss Morris will work on Paramount advertising projects under Stanley Shuford
adv. manager. Before her association wifh Paramount, which became effective yesterday,
• .
Miss Morris was in charge of trade paper advertising for 20th Century-^Fox for two and
a half years.

■
• ,-■■

ADVANCE EXPLOITATION FOR "The Razor's Edge" currently on view in the
rotunda of the Roxy Theater features what is said to.be the largest animated book display ever attempted. Operated mechanically, the "book" containing six pages, measures
14 feet at its base. Pages are four by six feet. They are turned every 15 seconds. The
display was built by the Weinreich and Neuman Manufacturing Co.
ASSOCIATED MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES, INC., chartered under Delaware
laws, with capital of $100,000 in one dollar shares, has certified to the Secretary of
State it will conduct business in New York at 63 Wall St., New York City. Frederick R.
Ryan is president of the corporation.

Blum Fxolains Barrina
BBC Critic from Metro Pix

A.ustrian
FJre«5 to Mexico
• ■
To Inspect RKO Studios

Report from London that the British Broadcasting Co. and its radio
film critic, E. Amot Robertson, were
considering bringing: a suit against
M-G-M and Dave Blum, Loew's International advertising, publicity and
exploitation manager, has aroused
much interest in film circles here.
The threatened suit would be based
on the fact that M-G-M barred Miss
Robertson from attending press previews of Metro pictures.
Blum complained that in recent
vears, most of London's critics have
been trying to outdo each other in
wisecracks about pix. Reviewers
hardly take into account the movie
fans' viewpoint.
Temnest came to a head with
M-G-M's barring of Critic Robertson
from press pre-views because of her
unfavorable attitude toward the comoany's films. Miss Robertson said
she had been harmed by M-G-M's
request that BBC bar her from
broadcasting her views.
BBC's reply was: "The corporaHon does not accept the views of
Miss Robertson's criticisms expressed by M-G-M. It feels confident in her ahility and integrity as

Ralph B. Austrian, president of
RKO Television Corp., arrived in
Mexico City yesterday by air from
New York. While there, he will inspect the new RKO Mexican studio?
as well as several television enterori'es which are under, way there
From Mexico.
Austrian
p-rvesFaPtf"
Hollvwood
to attend
the SMPE

broadcasts."
Blum pointed out that since BBC
is a monopolv radio listeners tend
to get the idea- that comment expressed by BBC reviewers renresents the opinion of the corporation
Blum recently returned from a
two-month tour of Europe, Africa
and the Middle East.

f-here is serious danger that exhibi'-ors, out of caution, may decline to
-^^al with independents on any basis
different from that allowed bv the
"ourt in dealings between exhibitors
and "guilty defendants."
Freedom to Establish Terms
It is contended that, judging by
■■he court's opinion, the independents
who have not been judged guilty of
"onsniracy should be free to contract
for the exhibition of their own films
on such terms as they may individually establish. This would include
nrovision for the maintenance of
minimum admission prices, showing
♦■heir own films in theaters which
*-hey may own or lease, or owned or
leased by defendants. The independ■^nts may, if they choose, disregard
auction and insist upon minimum admission prices, clearances, etc., not
necessarily in conformance with the

restrictive rules laid down for -the
defendants as licensors, it is claimed
in the brief.
The court should, the SIMPP asserts, "make clear that the restraints
imposed on the defendants as licensors do not aonly to the independents
marketing their own films regardless
of whether the defendants are used
bv the independents as instrumentalities for such marketing."
As to roadshow films, the SIMPP
declares that if the indie producers
are denied the right to such policies,
they "will simply refuse to risk
their money in these ventures," as
they are the expensive editions of
the screen and are likened to rare
and costlv books.
The brief was prepared by Loyd
Wright, counsel for SIMPP, and
James M. Barnes and Morris L.
Ernst, of counsel.

Conferencp and will deliver a nane-^
entitled. "The Showmanshin Side of
Theater Television." He nlans to r^tnrn to New York around Nov. 1?
wi+h stons enroute to address A '^ver
tisino- Clubs in several large Westem cities.
a critic, and
agreeco-onerate
to M-G-M'--ir
nronosal
thatcannot
it should
nlacing restraint on her freedom f
review narticular films in future

Monogram Hel Up
129.76% Over 1945
(Continued from Page 1)
taxes, amount to $379,474, as compared with net profits for previous
year of $165,161. This represents an
increase of 129.76 per cent over the
previous year.
- Consolidated net profit for the
fiscal year ended June 29, 1946, computed without any deduction for
payments of dividends on 5V^ per
cent cumulative convertible preferred stock (all of which stock was
retired during the year), amounted
to approximately 52 cents per share
on 721,118% shares of common
stock outstanding at June 29, 1946.
This compares with earnings of 33
cents per share on 500,000 shares
of common stock outstanding the
previous year.
Common Stock Increased
Conversion of preferred stock increased outstanding common stock
from 500,000 shares at June 30, 1945,
to 721,118% shares at June 29, 1946.
Gross income of the company for
the period ended June 29, 1946, after
deduction of distributors' commissions
and agents'
commis-as
sions,
amounted toselling
$6,235,228,
compared with $4,807,445 for the
previous year. This represents an
increase in gross income of 29.7 per
cent at June 29, 1946.
The consolidated balance sheet
shows current assets of $5,747,941,
and current liabilities of $3,639,779,
resulting in a net working capital
of $2,108,162. This compared with
a net working capital of $1,842,868
for the previous year.
Mono. Int'l Expands
Monogram International Corp., a
subsidiary which handles the company's
foreign operations,
has With
continued
to expand
its business.
the close of the war, the Monogram
product is again being distributed in
Italy, Belgium, Holland, France.
Czechoslovakia., the Philippines, China and other countries.
In order to facilitate expansion in
foreign territories, subsidiaries of
Monogram International Corp. have
been formed in Brazil, Argentina,
Panama, Cuba, India and Malaya.
"During past fiscal year," continues President Broidy's statement,
"your company produced its first
million;is dollar
which
now inpicture,
release 'Suspense,'
and being
sho-WTi throughout United States in
many large first-run theaters which
had never before shown a Monogram

WEDDING BELLS

picture."

Jansen-Compbell

Denver — Howard Campbell, office
manager, Warners exchange, and
Kay Jansen were married in Iowa.
They will make their home in Denver.

^

Army and Navy Ban
Scenes from H'd Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
wood-made stock footage and any
other use of talent or material unless contracts contain "unrestrictive" clauses which would permit the
pix to be shown by educational and
other institutions.
With both Army and Navy expected to produce more than 1,000
pix a year in their expanded peacetime motion picture program, this
crackdown is expected to have farreaching effects.
The decision to produce "unrestricted" pix was made by ranking
Army and Navy officials following
consultation with representatives of
the Surplus Property Sub-committee
of the Senate Military Aifairs Committee.
Forrestal Approves
Although he has taken no official
stand, it is known that Secretary of
the Navy James Forrestal approves
of the general setup.
Answering the flood of requests
from educational institutions the
Senate Committee for more than
three months has attempted to obtain copyright clearance on the 5,000
pix which were made during the
war. Most of the pix contain stock
footage or other copyright material
obtained through Hollywood studios.
Up tobeen
nowin the
have
vain.committee's efforts
Although Army and Navy officials
admit that the heaviest demand is
for these war-made pix, they are
determined that the situation will
not be duplicated during peace time.
In addition to the contracts for
many of the pix made with Hollywood studios during the war, separate written agreements restricting
showing of the films to service purposes were made.
Navy Produced 500 Pix
Most of the pix made during the
war, of course were made for or by
the Army. The Navy, however, produced more than 500 pix during the
war which are not bound by copyright restrictions. With the exception of a handful of other films,
these Navy pix are the only ones
now being shown to civilian audiences, despite the reported heavy
demand from educational institutions.
The Navy alone plans to produce
more than 300 pix a year under the
new "unrestrictive" showing program, with the Army
expected to

IN CIVVIES
if Honorably Ditcharftd if
MARTY BRAVERMAN, from Army, to laleiman
for Independent Poster Service, Minneapolis.
STANLEY ANUSHKO, former manager of Grant,
Detroit, returned from Army, now manager
of Casirra. Detroit.

THEATER
Takes Over Hiisbcmd's Interest

Detroit — Mrs. Katharine Johann,
widow of Joseph Johann, has formally taken over her late husband's interest in the Midway Theater in the
suburb of Dearborn, and signed a
continuation of the 10-year partnership agreement with Victor Retty,
which has about eight years to run.

Kalama, Wash. — The Monroe Theater, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Olsen, has been sold to Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Reck. Plans for improving
the theater are being drawn.

3-Thecrter K. C. Debut for
"My Darling Clementine"
Kansas City— 20th-Fox will launch
"My Darling Clementine" here at
thel Uptown, Fairway and Esquire
with a Hollywood-type premiere on
Oct. 18. This follows the world premiere in San Francisco, Oct. 16.
The initial showing will be tied in
with the current American Stock
Show. Cathy Downs, Vivian Blaine,
Peggy Ann Garner, Kurt Kreuger,
Lon McAllister and Phil Silver will
come from Hollywood to participate
in the proceedings and there will be
a 25-piece band and male chorus of
80.
Opening festivities are being
eruided by Elmer C. Rhoden, Fox
Midwest Theaters chief, and Sy
Preedman and Robert Kaufmann of
the 20th-Fox exploitation department.

Frank Cromer Dead
Fort Worth, Tex. — Frank Cromer,
52, theatrical decorator and head of
the Dallas stage hands union, is dead.
make several times this number.
Navy reports service demands for
about 800 pix a year but budget requirements have whittled this to the
300 figure.
Under congressional law the
Library of Congress will serve as
central clearing agency and renosi"■ory for Government-made films.
The library, however, cannot touch
any of the pix with copyright restrictions.
Library of Congress to Classify
The library this week is expected
to inform the Senate Committee of
its plan to classify the war-made pix
in an effort to discover what copyrights are involved. The Armv Signal Corps, holders of about 3,000 of
the films, recently completed a breakdown of the films which showed that
only about 100 were made by MPAA
and SIMPP member companies. The
Senate Committee pointed out that
"somebody" neglected to have the
Army Air Corps, which has about
2.000 pix. do the same thing. Many
of the films not actually made by
Holljrwood companies, however, contain stock footage which must be
cleared of copyright restrictions.
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DEALS
Take Over ChL Chopin

Mono. Sto(k Increase
Before Stockholders
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAlf.

Chicago — Lou Zittenfield and E.
— Aboard
recommenda;*:^—
R. Austerlade have taken over the theHollywood
Monograzn
of dire< <»< bt]'
Chopin Theater from John Gordon.
increase
the from
company's
capital stock
1,000,000authoi'ize
to 1,500
000
shares
of
?1
par
common will b
Rubin Acqiiires the Era
Chicago — S. Rubin has acquired considered by stockholders at the ar
the Era Theater, Harvey, 111., and nual meeting to be held at the hom
on Nov. 13, it is revealed by th
will operate the hou^e with Sam office
of annual meeting.
Chernoff of the Hawthorne Theater, notice
Shareholders
will also elect
Cicero.
board of 10 directors and considei
Pederson Purchases Gully
the board's action in conferring upo
Maurice
Goldstein,
general
sale
Gully, Minn. — H. J. Pederson is
manager, the benefits of the existin
new owner of the Gully here.
executive bonus plan which former!
accrued to Harry Thomas, one-tinr
Hirsch Heads Quebec
Eastern sales manager.
Theatrical Industries
Nominate Ritchey to Board
Management
has nominated Noi
Montreal — Officers elected at the
V. Ritchey to fill out the board c
annual meeting of the Quebec Allied ton
directors, now comprised of W. Ra
Theatrical Industries are the fol- Johnston, Samuel Broidy, George I
lowing: Hon. president, B. E. Norrish. Associated Screen News; pres- Burrows, Howard Stubbins, Charle
ident, J.Arthur Hirsch, Consolidated Trampe, Herman Rifkin, Williai
Hurlbut, Arthur C. Bromberg an
Theaters; first vice-president, Edward
Morey. Ritchey, who ha
George Ganetakos, United Amusebeen with isthe
companyof since
193'.
ment Corp.; second vice-president, currently
president
Monograr.
Edouard Gauthier; secretary, Eugene
Heulac; treasurer, William Lester.
On the executive committee are International.
Notice of meeting revealed thai',
shares cf
Hirsch, Ganetakos, Gauthier, Alban Johnston owns 17,611%
Janin of France Films Co.; C. Bour- common stock and has options t '■
assa, William Lester, Gordon Dann, purchase
12,500 additional shares
holds
7,799
shares,
wit
Eugene Beaulac, B. C. Salamis, Mau- Broidy
rice West.
options for 10,000; Burrows, 4,53 ^
Directors include A. Adelman, St. =hares, options for 3,000; Morey, 90
Agathe, Albert Bey, Thetford Mines, shares, options for 600; Rifkin, 16.
C. Bourassa, C. H. Brock, Leo Cho- 585 shares; Stubbins, 228 shares
quette, O. Cote, Gordon Dann, George Trampe, 8,353 shares; Hurlbut, 4,02
Ganetakos, J. E. Ganetakos, Gau- shares; Bromberg, 1,086 shares, an
thier, Hirsch, Janin, Lester, Elvear Ritchey, 5,254 shares, and optio:i
Cote, C. A. Magnan of Malartic, I. for 2,500. Liberty Theaters, Inc.,
B. C. Salamis, Thomas Trow, Three Boston, of which Rifkin is presiden.
owns 11,825 Monogram shares, an
Rivers, and West.
Monogram
Southern
Exchanges
Inc., Atlanta, headed by Bromberg,
ACLU Intervention Plea
holds 15,372 shares.
In Petrillo Suit Denied
Directors' Remuneration
Chicago — Plea of the American
Civil Liberties Union to intervene in
the trial of James C. Petrillo, AFM
prexy, was denied by Judge Walter
J. Labuy. Trial is set to start on
Nov. 4.

Remuneration
directors
w'
served
during theby year
ended Jui
29, or candidates for the new boar!l!
was listed as follows: Johnston, $71 t:
607.24; Broidy, $78,342,15; Burro-wil h
$34,932.90;
Trem
Carr,
Stubbins,
$1,300;
Rifkin,$71,607.24'
$400
Morey,
$26,691.45;
Trampe,
$400
Hurlbut,
$300;
Bromberg,
$300
Paul Porzelt, $300, and Ritchey, $2n.
141.45.

Joseph Padway, counsel for Petrillo, charges that the Lea Act,
under which the Government brought
suit against the AFM head, is unconstitutional.
Company employes who receive
Judge Labuy said he would give in excess of $20,000 during the fisca
both defense and prosecution half a year include: Roy Del Ruth, $42,500
day each to present their arguments. Leon Errol, $21,000; Leo G. Grocej
$40,000; Eugene Pallette, $25,000
Ira Schuster Dead
Phil J. Regan, $26,562.53; Belita Jep
Ira Schuster, 57, composer of such son Turner, $69,999.80; Everet
Freeman, $24,000; Scott R. Dunlap
hit songs as "Only a Shanty in $32,482.90, and Maurice Goldstei ,
Old Shantytown" and "I Am an
American," died here. He was associated with Leo Feist, Inc.
$24,716.45.

From Star to the Ohio
Antwerp, O. — J. A. Cromley has
sold his Star Theatre to Ted Karageorge. New owner has changed
the name of it to the Ohio.

Alice Sliwinsld Dead
Detroit — Alice Sliwinski, 28, fo
merly Alice Shimkus, is dead froi
uremic poisonine. She was on tl
office staff of Wisper and Wetsms
Theatres for about six years.

ion Dist.
M. F. Prod-uct
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor
N. Y.
New York
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&SKS ROADSHOW EXEMPTIONS IN DECREE
SAG

Move for Settling Strikes Okayed by AFL

Convention Acclaims SAG
iesolution and Arnold's
*lea for Arbitration

' Chicago — In a double-barrelled
^fiove of major strategic value, which
"lay have a far-reaching effect in
eaching a quick settlement of the
'ictors
resent Guild
Hollywood
strike,won
the acclaim
Screen
yesterday

ff the national convention of American Federation of Labor
which
nanimously approved a SAG resoation for the establishment of imi^artial arbitration machinery to
jorestall any future jurisdictional
strikes in film studios,
p, Edward Arnold, one of the Guild's
Oi

(Continued on Page 14)

ndependenf Artists
10 for RKO Release

French to Duh 15 Features into German
In Studios in American Occupation Zone

Alternatives in Defense
Of Roadshows Offered

Berlin (By Cable) — An agreement has been reached on U. S. -French film
activities here and in Munich. Eric Pommer and Colin Reval, French cinema
chief, have approved a deal whereby 15 French films will be dubbed into German in Munich and the local Tempelhcf Studios, both in the U. S. occupation
zone.
A sound studio in Fribourg, in the French zone, started operating Sept. 1.
Another studio at Remagen started operations yesterday. First French product
to be handled in Germany includes "Children of Paradise," "The Nightingale
Cage," "The Eternal Return" and "The Wiot."

By Vanguard Films

Guarantee Minority
Riglils-Hays to ADL

MPEABreal(sWilii
liief Jap Circuits

An exception in the final judgment of the court in favor of the
roadshowing of unusual and expensive pictures is recommended by
Vanguard Films in a petition for
leave to file a brief as amicus cimae
in the New York equity case. The
petition was filed yesterday by David
0. Selznick through his attorneys,
Samuel S. Isseks and Milton A.
Kramer.
In order to prevent possible evasions of the injunction against the
fixing of admission prices and other
(Continued on Page 12)

Termination of a distribution
Will H. Hays former MPPDA
agreement
between the Motion Picprexy, told a luncheon, group yesture Export Association and the
terday at the Astor Hotel: "Minority Toho and Shoehiku Circuits in Japan
rights should be guaranteed by the
was announced yesterday by Irving
majority." Hays underlined the pat- Maas, vice-president and general
riotic purpose of the Anti-Defamation League, spearhead organization manager of MPEA.
" N. Peter Rathvon,
president of
The two circuits are also involved
combatting bigotry and intolerance.
":KO-Radio,
and
Frederick
Brisson,
production. The deal was called
resident of Independent
Artists,
Joint Defense Appeal which fi- in
off due to the failure of Toho and
ave consummated
a deal for the
nances ADL's activities held a spe(Continued on Page 13)
i.KO release of pictures produced by
(Coiitinued on Page 10)
:A., it was announced last night.
Day Says Bidding Will
h Member producers of the independ- 150 Easterners to Coast
ilat outfit are: Rosalind
Russell,
F'udley Nichols, Frank Vincent and For SMPE's Convention
Add to Distribs/'Take"
(red Brisson.
The Statutory Court's proposed
Terms of the agreement are that
The biggest Eastern delegation of auction selling plan will mean a
(Continued on Page 14)
SMPE members ever to attend a "considerable" increase in distribumeeting on the Coast will be on hand
tors' revenues, but not necessarily
for the 60th semi-annual convention from a general overall rise in film
iOew's, Metro to Start
at the Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel, rentals to all theaters, it was said
lasses in Languages
Hollywood, Oct. 21-25, according to yesterday by Bernard P. Day, president of Joseph P. Day, Inc.
Don E. Hyndman, president of the
Employes
of Loew's
Int'l and organization. Up to yesterday more
"The increase in film rentals,"
(Continued on Page 14)
[-G-M Films will soon begin the
(Continued on Page 10)
as the
y foreign languages
of
ud
Ii
2sult of an idea suggested by Dave
lum, Loew's Int'l publicity direc3r, to George Muchnic, v.-p., and
pproved by Arthur Loew, prexy,
Their Importance to Grow, U. S. Mission Says
(Continued on Page 12)

See Pix as Nazi Re^educators

E. itf . Loew Circuit
Joins Allied*s IE
Boston — The E. M. Loew circuit
has joined Independent Exhibifrs,
Inc., of New England a unit of NaI tional Allied. The E. M. Loew circuit
comprises 40 theaters situated
throughout New England.

H'wood Talent to Co-op
In Navy's Morale Films
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Top Hollywood talent will collaborate with the Navy
in the production of a series of five
"morale" pix, sponsored by the
Navy's Chaplain Corps, and pointed
towards Navy personnel but ex(Continued on Page 12)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Motion pictvires must
play an increasingly important role
in the re-education of Germany, the I
U. S. education mission to Germany
recommended
for
additional yesterday
supplies ofinrawcalling
film '
stock and picture equipment for the
former Nazi nation.
The mission also recommended the
creation in this country of a volun(Continued on Page 14)

lo Huddle Tuesday
A committee representing the Independent Theater Owners Association of New York will meet with a
national Allied committee on Tuesday for the purpose of discussing an
ITOA-Allied affiliation. Session will
be in the form of a luncheon meeting at the Hotel Astor.
The two committees will "endeavor
(Continued on Page 9)

To Publish Findings of
Business Com'tee
Small
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Findings of the
House Small Business Sub-committee on monopoly and the anti-trust
enforcement policy will be published,
even though the hearings themselves
were called off, it was learned here
(Continued on Page 10)

Televise Truman
Over Station WNBT
Films of President Truman as he
addressed the nation Monday night
on the meat and stabilization problems were taken in Washington by
cameramen of NBC's Television station WNBT, flown to New York and
presented over the station last night.
WNBT is normally off the air Tuesday evening.
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FINANCIAL
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NEW

Am. Seat
Bell & Howell

Columbia
East.

Gen.

Kodak

Prec.

Picts
Eq

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
221/4
1934

261/4

220

271/3

Low
21
19V2

251/2

214

26I/2

Net
Close
Chg.
22 1/4 -|- 2
'^^Vz -f IJs

261/4 + JA

220

-|- 8

267/8 +

%

Loew's,
Inc
28%
28
283/8 + IVb
Paramount
321/2
32
32
-f- %
RKO
..*.
18
175/8
173/4-43/4
Republic
Picts
9'/2
85/8
91/8 -!- Vs
Republic Picts. pfd.. I51/2 ISVs ISVs + Vs
20th Century-Fox . . . 443,4 435/8 445/8 + IVg
20th Century-Fox pfd. 55
541/4
55
-I- 1 1/7
Universal
Pict
32
31
32
-|- Vl
Universal
Picts.
pfd. 88
88
88-1-2
Warner
Bros
20
I91/2
1934 -f
'/a
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
Picts. . . . 61/3
53/4
6
-(- %
Radio-Keith
cvs. ...
61/2
6
6i/4 -f
5/8
Sonotone
Corp
33/4
354
33/4 -|- 1/8
Technicolor
IS'/a
16%
16%+
%
Trans-Lux
51/4
SVs
S'/g —
V&
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked
Pathe
Industries
. Cinecolor

6%
6'/^

73/,
63^

pinrn
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■#
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h
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E. DEPINET, RKO executive vice-president, accompanied by PH.L REISMAN, RKO
Radio vice-president in charge of foreign operations, will return to Ne.v York after five
weeks ab:oad, leaving London via Pan A.-nerican plane today .
PHIL GERSDORF, publicity rep. from RKO
Radio's Hollywood studios, returns to London
today from Paris.
ALLEN GREEN is expected to arrive in New
York today for a stay of several weeks.
PAUL JONES will leave Hollywood Nov. 1 for
a month's vacaticn in Arizona and later San
Francisco.
A. ]. O'KEEFE, Universal-International assistant general sales manager, will leave New
York
today by plane for Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
JOHN E. FLYNN, Midwestern sales manager
for M-C-M. leaves today for Chicago, his headquarters.
WILLIAM
B. ZOELLNER,leaves
headSalt
of Lake
M-C-M's
reprints
and importations,
City
today for Dsnver.
JOHN I. MALONEY, Central sales manager
for M-G-M, will arrive today from his Pittsburgh headquarters.
FRANK J. DOWNEY, Detroit M-G-M manager, is due today for home office conferences.
WILLIAM POWELL, the M-C-M star and his
wife DIANA LEWIS are in New York for a
vacation. Powell will make several radio broadcasts whi'e here.

G. L. CARRINCTON,

president of Altec, has

returned
the Coast
ness trip to New
York. after a two-week

busi-'

HARRY
GOLDBERG, and
Warner
Theaters'
director of advertising
publicity,
left last
night for Chicago and Milwaukee. He goes
from there to Cleveland and Pittsburgh, returning to New York at the end of the week.
LEONARD S. SCHLESINCER, president and
general manager of Warner Service Corp., is
on a trip to Chicago, Milwaukee, Oklahoma
City and Memphis.
NAT D. FELLMAN, Warner circuit executive,
is in Cleveland today. He is due back in New
York tomorrow.
HAROLD POPEL, executive of
ger Theaters, and ISABEL KELLY,
ners' sales department, married
leaves
this week-end for Buffalo
Falls.

Scheftel-Berof the Warhere Oct. 5,
and Niagara

JOE SLOAN, who has been acting as relief
manager in Loew's Midwestern theaters, is now
in New
York for reassignment.
EDWARD HORWITZ. independent film distributor, arrived here from Los Angeles to negotiate for films for his West Coast organization.
AGNES

MOOREHEAD,

palace by "a wide margin."

Deny Report Thomas
To Headquarter on Coast

who recently completed

SHARA^F. costume designer under contract to
Samuel Gcldwyn, arrived in New York today.

an
role York
in "Summer
Holiday" for
M-G-Mimoortant
is in New
for a vacation.
BERT GRANET. RKO Radio producer, leaves
New York via CMoper for London on Friday.
A'ter visiting England. France and Germany.
Cranet will return to the United States late in
November.

Kentucky ATO Will Hear
Paramount's Claude Lee

Cinema Lodge to Salute
UN at Meeting Oct. 29

Claude F. Lee, Paramount's public
relations director, will speak on the
value of exhibitor groups as agencies through -which the individual
-howman can cope with public affairs
■^nd legislative problems, at the
Kentucky Association of Theater
Owners annual banquet tomorrow
nis-ht in Louisville, Ky.
Lee. invited bv Guthrie F. Crowe.
'11-esirlent of the association, will
also discuss how a co-ordinated plan
if good community relations is the
foundation for constructive statewide defense aeainst unsound regulation or discriminatorv tax burdens:
■^nd how the public relations of the
whole industry must rely heavily
unon the theater's direct contact
with the people.

United Nations will be saluted by
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, at the
Hotel Astor, Oct. 29, Jack H. Levin
Cinema president, has announced.
Benjamin Cohen of Chile, UN's assistant secretary general, will receive the lodge's tribute to the world
organization. Also expected to attend are: ,Dr. Isidore Lubin, U. S.
member of the economic and social
council of the UN economic and emof UN. _ ployment commission, and Christopher Cross. U. S. radio liaison officer
Marvin
Kirsch, Cinema
program chairman.

v. -p.,

Reports that Harry H. Thomas
president of the New PRC, woulc
transfer his headquarters from Nei
York to Hollywood, are completelj
erroneous, according to the com^
pany's home office.
Thomas will leave for Holly^voo<
shortly
fora afewroutine
to th(
studio and
of the -visit
Western
es
changes. Upon his return he wil
continue to headquarter in Nei
York.

D. C. Board of Trade
Honors John J. Payette
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAL

Washington — A personal cita:
honoring John J. Payette, War:
Circuit zone manager in this tei:
tory, "For his foresight and enic
prise in introducing talking pictir.
Washington,"
is included in
is to
scroll presented by the local Boa
of Trade to Warners.

Olsham to Milwaukee for Col.

Addison Joins PRC in Atlanta

Harry Olsham, New Haven salesman for Columbia, has been appointed branch manager in Milwaukee, succeeding Oscar Ruby who has
been transferred
to Cleveland.

H. Theaters
M. Addison,
-witi
Loew
and aformerly
district man
ager for the Schine circuit, has hee\
named to handle exploitation fo
PRC in Atlanta under Lige Brien.

Net
125,000 'U' Com.
For of
International
Pix
Philadelnhia — The Universal Pic■■ures Comnany, Inc. will acouire the
iroopr+v and as~ets of the Tnterna'ionnl picture'' Corporation for a ne^
->f 125,000 shares of its common
-tock. accordino- to a r)osl--effec*"ivp
THioTirirnent to the res-'^'-ration filed
bv TTniversal with the SEC.
TTnder an agrp'^ment ma-^e Aug
^1 Universal would a"nnii-p Interna■■ional 'ub.iect to the liabilifips of the
^qtter in exchanee for 280.000 common sliarps. It is antir-inated that all
•^bp 280.000 shares will be issued for
Tntemati^nal and th^t unon liauidation of tho letter Universal would
iret back 1.5.5.000 shares of its own
common in exchange for its holdings
in International.

Holljnvood's producers are doini
as well as they can .considering hof
they cun-ently are hamstrung bfl
jurisdictional strikes and other head
aches, Gus Eyssell, president an
managing director of the Radio Citl
Music Hall, told The Film Dail|
yesterday.
Eyssell returned from tf ^es
Coast
in time
for last week*!
preeming
of "The Jolson
Stoi
which, he says, is doing "very wellj
at the box office.
Music Hall's Christmas pic has no
as yet been selected, it was state
Columbia reported yesterday tha
"The Jolson Story" in its first fou
days at the Music Hall broke all pre
vious records for its pix at that shon

We are pleased to announce that

MR. WILLIAM

KLINE

formerly in charge of outside producer accounting
at First National and Columbia
has joined our staff in the, capacity of
SUPERVISOR OF DISTRIBUTOR AUDITS
FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
HACKER and JARVIS
Certified Public Accountants
iO Hoc

Members American Institute of Accountants
efeller Plaza
New York 20. N. Y.
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as she brings back romantic memories
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of the hey-hey days when America sang-

'TLL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS"
'
"WONDERFUL ONE"
hm SHE SWEET"
"3 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING"

* "MY TIME IS YOUR TIME"
"COLLEGIATE"
"APRIL SHOWERS"
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CENTURY-FOX

Every day
Enhances the
Greatness of . . .

^

Produced by

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

Directed by

EDMUND

GOULDIN

Screen Play by
LAMAR TROTTI
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Hayer Gels Medal;
[o Europe for R.C.
ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

_J

DAILY

OSoyiqi^l '\

For "Outstanding Services"
The
citation
accompanying
the
vard read in part:
'Arthur L. Mayer, for exceptionly meritorious conduct in the perimance of outstanding services to
le United States.
Mr. Mayer, as
ecial consultant to the Secretary
War from Jan., 1944. until Sept.,
44, was
largely
responsible
for
e great and successful expansion
the War Department's motion picre service to industry, by which
rnerican
management
and
labor
re informed of their vast and imtant parts in the war effort, and
ich proved so effective in stimuing the production of supplies and
ateriel essential to victory.
His
idance, judgment and constructive
2as, drawn from a long and varied
perience in the motion picture initry, were invaluable in improyg the quality of films produced, in
forming industry of the existence
^d most effective use of the _ proams
available,
and in obtaining
these programs the wide distrition necessary to the accomplishE-nt of their purposes."

ngo Back in Minneapolis
Minneapolis — The Lake Theater,
nabe, has revived Bingo and will
onsor
the game
every
Tuesday
ght.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 16
Bruce Mitchell
Mm lordan
Judith Ann Rosenberg

Lawrence TIbbett
Corinne C if Ith
Eugene Picker

Oct. t9: Warner
home office.
21:

Washington — The Medal of Merit,
16 nation's highest civilian award,
las presented yesterday to Arthur
J. Mayer,
manging director of
he.'
The. t =ri-^Ito
n New
M„
' * \
fork, for his war
lei-vices with the
led Cross and as
civilian motion
icture consullant to Secretary
|f War Patterson,
ho made
the
resentation.
Mayer
leaves
•hortly for a sur3y of American ' ,■
instal- ^ '
ed Cross
itions
and activ.ies in Europe, ARTHUR L. MAYER
ith the possibility that he later will
sit Japan and General Douglas
acArthur on a similar mission. It
ill be his fourth foreign trip in
e interest of the Red Cross.
Mayer again will serve as assisnt to Basil O'Connor, chairman of
ie American Red Cross, and will
ake his headquarters in Berlin.

DATE

V

'

""^ PHIL M. DALY

Happy Birthilayf Bob!
• • • PHIL M.'S CONGRATS TODAY to Bob Weilman, and his
aides, as the New York Paramount starts its 20th birthday celebration
with the opening of "Blue Skies"
Since it bowed in with "God
Gave Me Twenty Cents" in November, '26, the house that Adolph Zukor
built has played 675 screen crttractions, to an estimated aggregate attendance of more than six and a half million
The Paramount, celebrating, can look back on some hectic moments
It was there 10
years ago that swing became a vogue and jitteibugs started dancing
in the aisles, led by that pied piper of the panty-waists, Benny Goodman
It was at the Paramount that the bobby-soxeis first squealed as
they worshipped at the shrine of their Frankie. . . . . .As one of Paul
Whiteman's "Rhythm Boys" Bing Crosby played the Paramount shortly
after the theater opened for $100 a week
A few years later Bing
was booked as a single at $1,000 a week
Other stars who got
their first start here include Ginger Rogers, Ethel Merman, Rudy Vallee,
Danny Kaye, Cass Daley, Red Skelton, Betty Hutton, Gertrude Niesen,
Hazel Scott, the Andrews Sisters, the Ink Spots, Rub'noff, Ruth Etflng, and '
such band leaders as Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Harry James,
Charlie Spivak and the talented Major Glenn Miller, lost in action over
Europe
Until three years ago, only one screen attraction had
played live consecutive weeks at the theater
Then Bing Crosby,
in "Holiday Inn" played six weeks and set a new attendance record
of 132,000 in its first week
The longest run was scored by "Going
My Way," which played 10 straight weeks and went on to win the
Academy Award two years ago

▼

•

▼

▼

O • WITH MORE PRODUCT than any other company to publicize between now and Jan. 1, the United Artists publicity boys, as re-

sourceful and competent a band as you'll find in filmdom, are still
reeling imder impact of a flattering assignment handed them Friday
Howard Hughes then decided he wants them to handle the mulhad

tiple New York opening of "The Outlaw"
The boys
a big campaign lined up for a visitation here by

last January
Jcme Russell

but the Hughes' interests ploughed over the spade work
But they
didn't plough it under because the lads were able to fly in from the
West Coast a totally unknown stenographer who had just finished her
initial bit part in another picture for another UA producer and give her
the benefit of all their Russell thinking
Other outside press agents
that Hughes subsequently hired later brought Russell to Manhattan
and she returned to the Coast a couple of weeks later with the reading
public none the wiser
Hughes' return to the home plate department, while flattering to the boys, finds them without tools
Most
of the copy they are attempting to re-write was written five years ago
Hughes, 'tis said, won't bring any one to town to help them angle
stories
He doesn't even want his pic shown to the met. critics in
the projection room
Despite it all, however, the boys are going to
town with their bare hands
They all know that story about the
surgeon who operated without a scalpel
T
T
T
• • • CUFF NOTES: Arthur W. Kelley is hosting a luncheon at
the Gotham Friday to introduce Alexander Lasar Kipnis cmd Ludwig
Berger, who are launching an important industry project. ... • John
Donnelly & Sons, large New England outdoor advertising compcmy, which
is mulling over television on billboards, has named Alfred Pote, of
Harvard University, as television consultant. ... • Dee Lowronce has
resigned from M-G-M's home office publicity dept., effective Friday, to
complete a novel she has been working on. ... • Charles F. Fitzgerald, assistant manager of Fabidn's Proctor, in Troy, and the Missus
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on the 23rd

Cincy

BOOK
Club, Inc., annual meeting,

Variety

Club

testimonial

for

Jack
22:

Bannon.
Annual
meeting,
Motion
Picture Theaters Association of Ontario, Toronto.
Oct. 25: Paramount Pictures Club dance. Hotel
As tor.
Oct. 28: Dave Miller-Lester Zucker joint testimonial, Statler Hotel, Cleveland,
0.
Oct. 28-29: Allied Independent Theater Owners
of Iowa and Nebraska convention, Des
Moines.
Oct. 28-29: Allied Theater Owners of Texas
convention, Dallas.
Nov.

1-15:
"Sc;een
Publicists
in Art— 1946
exhibit,
Barbizon-Plaza
Hotel.
Nov. 8-11: Joint convention of the Theater
Equipment Dealers Protective Association
and the Theater Equipment and Supply Managers Association, Commodore Perry and
Secor Hotels, Toledo, 0.

Nov. 11-13: Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel
Bock Cadillac, Detroit.
Nov. den.
12: "Night of Stars," Madison Square CarNov. 13: Monogram stockholders annual meeting, Hollywood.
Nov. 18: North Central Allied mid-year convention. Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.
Nov. 19-20: ATO of Indiana annual Fall convention, Severin Hotel, Indianapolis.
Nov. dorf-Astoria.
20: Picture Pioneers Harvest dinner, WalNov. ner.
21: Barney Balaban JDA

testimonial din-

Nov. 22-23: Independent Theater Owners of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan convention,
Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee.
Nov. 23: Canadian Picture Pioneers ball and
carnival. Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Nov. 25-26: Allied MPTO of western Pennsylvania
convention, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Nov. 30: Cleveland Salesmen's Club Thanksgiving dinner-dance, Statler Hotel.
Jan. 28: Board meeting to elect officers of the
Allied Independent Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
Feb. 3-5: National Electric Sign Association
convention and exhibition. Congress Hotel,
Chicago.
Aug. Hotel
4-7, 1947:
NAVED
convention and exhibit,
Sherman,
Chicago.

ITOA, Allied Corns.
To Huddle Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)
to reach an understanding on various issues upon which they are not
in complete accord and to find "common ground" upon which they hope
to work harmoniously.
The ITOA committee consists of
Leon Rosenblatt, chairman; Robert
Goldblatt, Rudy Sanders, John C.
Bolte and Harry Brandt. The Allied
committee includes Irving Dollinger,
chairman; Ed Lachman, Nathan Yamins. William Ainsworth and Sidney Samuelson.

CHARTERED
FRENCH-AMERICA FILM CENTER. INC., New
York City, to deal in motion picture films,
capital 100 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by
Elliott L. Biskind, Rosalind Rock, Leona M. Atkins.
BROADCAST PICTURES, INC., New York
City, deal in motion picture films, capital 100
shares no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Mildred
Lebon, Theresa Powers, Adolph Lund.

'lit.
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Guarantee Minority
Rigf!ts-Hays to ADL
I Continued from Page 1)
cial luncheon-committee meeting to
further plans for the dinner honoring Paramount's
President
Balaban,
to be held
at the Barney
Astor
Hotel, Nov. 21.
Para's Lou Novins asserted:
•'The
Anti-Defamation
and
the American
Jewish League
Committee
seek not to serve the self interest of
Jews." He traced the divisive tactics used by the Nazis against
democratic governments here and in
Europe.
Nazi War-Provoking Methods
Novins pointed out that despite
Germany's defeat, forces are still
abroad using the same Nazi technics
for the purpose of provoking another war. Future armed conflict,
he warned, would result in ruin for
all mankind, not alone the Jews.
ADL's purpose was to check antidemocratic bigotry.
Pre-campaign pledges totalled
more than $50,000,
pledged
b'y the
seventy-odd
leaders and
representatives who responded to Chairman
Jack Cohn's invitation. Joint Defense Appeal's budget for the coming year is $5,000,000, 43 per cent
increase over last year's.
Members of publicity committee
for the industry division are: Chairman, John Hertz, Ji\: Maurice Kann
and John W. Alicoate, publisher of
The Film Daily and Radio Daily.
Those Attending
Those attending the luncheon
were: Henry R. Arias, George Barnett, Sam Berns, Rabbi Bernard Birstein, Joseph Birstein, Max B. Blackman, Harry Brandt, William Brandt,
Leo Brecher, Alfred. G. Burger, Philip Chasin, T. J. Connors, William D.
Cope, L F. Dolid, Benjamin R. Epstein, Carl Erbe, Leopold Friedman,
Louis Frisch, Herman Gelber, W. J.
German, Harry Goldberg, Robert
Goldblatt, Bernard Goodman, Irving
H. Greenfield, Philip Hodes, Walter
Hauser, Arthur Israel, Jr., Saul Jaffee, Harry M. Kalmine, Red Kann,
Moe Kerman, Sherman S. Krellberg, Marvin Kirsch, and
David A. Levy, Charles E. Lewis,
Harry Mandel, William C. Michel,
Harold J. Mirisch, Charles Miller,
Saul Mills, J. J. O'Connor, Harry A.
Post, Henry Randel, Charles M. Reagan, Bernard Relin, Saul E. Rogers,
Harry Romm, V. Roudin, Lew Sarnoff, Herman Schleier, Abe Schneider,
Max Schosberg, Alfred W. Schwalberg, Sol A. Schwartz, W. H. Scully,
Max Seligman, Al Senft, Sam Shain,
Samuel Strausberg, Morton Sunshine, Rudolph Sanders, Al Steen,

IN CIVVIES
ic Honorably Discharged if

REVIEIUS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
THE'

"I'll Build It Myself"

RKO
15 Mins.
Good Slapstick
This Edgar Kennedy footage concerns Edgar and the rest of his
eager tribe building an addition to
their house after Edgar has refused
to pay a contractor to do it. It is by
far one of the most slapstick of his
latest offerings for everyone in it,
including a helpless housing inspector gets dunked, hit, buried in debris,
knocked down, and generally mauled.
Quite a few laughs over the antics
of this group of bird-brains.
"Brooklyn, I Love You"10 Mins.
Paramount
Fan-antics

Revolving around the Brooklyn
Dodger ball club, this footage at:empts to show the feelings of the
fans for the boys on their good and
oad days. Brooklynites may think
ch-ey've been belittled, but the rest
of the theater going public should
get a big bang out of this Para.
pacemaker, which has a timely appeal as well as plenty of laughs.

"Deep Sea Fishing" 9 Mins.
Columbia
Fish-story

150 Easterners to Coast
For SMPE's Convention
(Continued from Page 1)
than 150 members from the East had
signified their intention of attending,
Hyndman stated.
SMPE officers enroute today to the
Coast sessions include Hyndinan;
John A. Maurer, engineering vicepresident; Earl I. Sponable, treasurer; M. R. Boyer, financial vicepresident; William C. Kunzmann, convention vice-president; A. C. Downes,
editorial vice-president, and the following members of the board of governors: Paul J. Larsen, John I.
Crabtree, Frank E. Carlson, Clyde R.
Keith and Abe Shapiro.
Harry Smith, Jr., executive secretary of the Society; Boyce Nemec,
engineering secretary, and Harold
Desfor, convention publicity chairman, also are Coast-bound.
Harry Thomas, David Weinstock,
Edwin L. Weisl, Milton C. Weisman,
Robert M. Weitman, Leslie Winik,
Edmund Waterman.
On the dais were: Jack Cohn, Max
A. Cohen, Leonard H. Goldenson,
Will Hays, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Louis A. Novins, Samuel Rinzler,
Spyros Skouras.

Conferences on the new sales p
cedures for Paramount are currer.
being held with branch managers
the home office, it was announ^
yesterday.

"Son Of The Guardsman"

(Outlaws of Sherwood Forest)
Columbia
28 mins.
Great For Youngsters
This is the first chapter of a 15part serial. Sid Edgar Bullard and
Lord Markham, two feudal barons,
are waging war on each ocher. Bullard, W'ho we come to know as the
viilian, kills the family of Roger
Mowbry who then joins Allan Hawk
and his band of free men who try
to outwit the evildoers. Bullard captures Markham's daughter, and his
nephew, David Trent, not knowing
ner identity helps her to escape.
While fleeing two men row them
across a lake. The men turn out to
be robbers and the boat is overturned in their ett'orts to attack
Trent. They all sing beneath the
water, and we have a quick fade-out
until the next chapter. In the final
episode, Trent and Miss Markham
take to the altar and Roger turns
out to be Prince Richard, heir to the
throne.
K your customers go for serials,
they wall probably enjoy this Robin
Hood sort of tale. Youngsters
should eat it up.

Sailing through Florida waters in
search of the big ones is the subsi-ance of this footage, narrated by
Bill Stern. Sailfish, dolphin and
Of special interest to fisherkingfish are reeled in under the ex- atta. men,
with general appeal for all.
pert eye of Commander Vernon Juan-

Hugh Owen, Paramount's ^Agtt
and Southern
Earle W.division
Sweigert,
and
sales mrai_.
n(H^
em division sales manager, are me
ing respectively with branch m^
agers: E. W. Ruff, Boston; D. Ki
raelman, Pittsburgh; and R.
Copeland, Kansas City, who is hi
dling %vith George A. Smith, Weste
division sales manager.
Maurice
Schweitzer
will arri;
here today from St. Louis for ec
ferences with Smith; and M.
Brown, of Buffalo, is also due at
same time for talks with Owen.
M. R. (Duke) Clark, Dallas
trict manager,
and Fred Lari.
oranch manager of that city, arri"
here yesterday for conferences v;:
James J. Donohue, Central divi;;
sales manager, and Ulrik F. Smi:
Philadelphia
branch manager,
v.
meet with Sweigert tomorrow.

To Publish Findings of
Small (Continued
Businessfrom Com'tee
Page 1 )

,

yesterday. The group, chaired 1 1
Rep. Estes Kef auver of Tennesse i
has received replies from both tl J
Federal Trade Commission and tl i
Department of Justice to lengtl i
Jack Barnstyn Forms
questionnaires sent both agencies r '
Cinema Export Corp.
garding the current status of indu
Cinema Export Corp. has been trial monopoly and their combati^ >
formed by Jack Barnstyn to handle efforts.
The current pix situation r
U. S. and Latin-American distribution of French films and to engage in thoroughly laid out in the Depart
exportout ofEurope.
American product through- ment of Justice reply, although it '■'
unlikely that there will be any con'
The company has about 50 French ments in the reports which have ni
films some of which will be sold to already been made elsewhere by tl 1
Department on the pix situatio/i
exhibition outlets locallj-. Twentyfour were made during the German Kefauver said it is his feeling thLj.
occupation of France and obtained this is one of the most interesting ( .,
from the French Custodian of En- the various industry cases spelle^
mittee.
emy Property. The remainder w^ere out in the replies filed with the coni|
completed since the liberation.
Kefauver said likewise that Ix
For American release the firm has
"Macadam" and 'Agonie des Aigles," hopes to schedule the hearings — o:j
which were recently completed. It iginally to have gotten under wa't.
— for early in the new sei
is handling Canadian sales on "Sym- yesterday
sion of Congress. This means ths
phonie Fantastique," based on the whether the hearings are schedule;
life of Hector Berlioz.
The company will also sell re-make depends largely upon the makeup c '
rights of various French films. It the new Congress.
also has a collection of shorts among Theater Bobber Slain
J
them "Rodin" and "Les Chars des
Chicago — Pete Sarelli, motion pir
Dieux." The latter has been held
up by the customs. Barnstyn stated I ture operator of the Haii'ison Stat|
he has appealed to Washington to i Theater, killed an unidentified X(
release the film which deals with na- I gro, who tried to rob the box officij
tive African tribal customs and j Sarelli said the same man robbe,
I the house of $25 some weeks ago.
dances.

Providence Uptown Burns

Providence, R. I.— Fire, believed
Chris ty-Hurrell Prods., Inc., is to be of incendiary origin, caused
starting production on a series of extensive damage to the Uptown
shorts in collaboration with the Em- Theater. Matthew lannotti owns the
house.
ily Post Foundation, Inc.

Emily Post Shorts
JOSEPH
V. MORIN,
former Warners' salesman,
Detroit,
from Army.
)0HN YELLICH, from Army, to operator, Stanley Theater, Detroit..

SERIALS

Para. Brancli Heads
Sn Procedure Taiks

SICK REPORT
ALEX
KALAFAT,
Ciiurubusco,
ind. ex
hibitor is confined to his iiome by illness.

branch Heads Depose
n Seattle Suit

^ REVIEUI Of THE hEUi "Shfado
ILfllS
ik
ws on the
'Margie"

I Seattle — Depositions of seven Se- with Jeanne Grain, Glenn Langan, Lynn Ban
Lttle branch managers of the major 20th-Fox
94 Mins.
ilm distributing' corporations with
A
COLOR
DELIGHT,
NOSTALGIC
exchanges in Seattle have been in"MARGIE,"
THE GlRL THEY
jroduced and read to the jury hear- TREAT,
THINK
ABOUT
WILL
BE A MENTAL
ing/he $5J0,000 damage action of STIMULUS TO AUDIENCES, EXHIBITORS
ijhe' satreTheater
Investment
Co. and
the ALIKE.
yeiTTTTan
against
13 dis-iributors and exhibitoi's charging
There's more to "Margie " than immedijonspiracy to monopolize distribuately meets the eye. If the present seascn
produces more films in the nostalgic line
:jion of pictures.
I Through these obviously hostile — and this has been the season in which
vitnesses the plaintiff's are attempt- musical nostalgia has come into its own —
ing to show discrimination in cleariinces and bookings against the Bag- they will really have to be the cat's pajamas to beat "Margie." For she's the
tad and Venetian Theaters as comcat's whiskers, as we used to say, and that's
pared with the Egyptian and Nep- jut about unbeatable.
iune Theaters controlled by certain
This film is not a musical in accepted
>f the defendants.
terminology. It is light, comical, refreshing.
I Complete Depositions Today
In the sense of recalling the past when the
[| Depositions of Herbert Kaufman, flapper held sway, when the Charleston
i,Paramount; Neal Wapton, Colum- was the thing, necking prevailed, girls
bia; Vete Stewart, Warners; Arthur rouged their kneecaps and raccoon coats
.;D'Connell, Universal; Frank Drew, hid masculinity, the film has historical
.;Oth Century-Fox, and A. J. Sulli- fidelity as it sketches biographically the
iran. United Artists, have been com- adolescence of the girl of the title.
7,ileted and today that of Ed Lamb,
The light touch prevails. Looking at the
^KO, will complete the list.
film optically and recalling mentally, it all
This afternoon Frank L. Newman, looks very humorous now, but thoroughly
oresident of Evergreen State The- enjoyable.
iters, the first witness to give direct
A new note in comic relief and a rather
lestimony, will take the stand.
business of comedy will sell this
It is the contention of the defense daring
picture all down the line. Back in the dear,
hat by virtue of physical character- dead days when girls wore bloomers, said
sties and location, the Bagdad and bloomers were held up via elastic. The elastic
l/enetian Theaters, as compared with had tendencies to break at the most awk[;he Egyptian and Neptune Theaters, !
ward, inopportune moments. "Margie's"
I'lre der
not entitled to exhibit.
pictiu-es \!does. And Director Henry King has made
ilm the same run
capital in delineating the hilarious possibili!
Attorneys in the Case
ties of snapping elastics where they concern her best, beribboned, embroidered pair.
! Attorneys
representing
the disAnd not once, but quite a few times. Such
, ributors
and
exhibitors
include ' stuff will rock the house.
riarence E. Innis, Frank P. Helsell, j
Arthur E. Simon, Seattle- Eichard 1 Miss Grain is aptly cast in the title and
klorgan. Paramount, New York, and her talents give the role every bit of what
it requires. One of the finer jobs of writing
ilarl Beatty,
Inc., New
The
court isLoew's,
in session
only York.
four |and cinematic invention, the film's supiays a week and yesterday was in
porting cast of Langan, Miss Bari, Hobart
idjournment due to a sinus infection Cavanaugh and Esther Dale are given first
'suffered by one of the jurors.
The rate parts which they play to top effect.
J, rial will resume this afternoon
at The production in toto has much to recommend it in relation to high fidelity to the
.wo ailing,
o'clock his
andalternate
in case will
the be
juror
still
used.is '
The case is expected to run for ; period.
,hree more weeks.
Briefly "Margie," plotwise, dissects the

jSovacs Forms H'wood
ocreen Test Corp.
Hollywood Screen Test Corp., with
^m office in Hollywood and one here
it 100 W. 42nd St., has been formed
;y producer Edward Kovacs and his
irother, Gary,as towell
'specialize
in 16 mm.
icreentests
as three-minute
ind six-minute musical shorts for
uke boxes.

Mochrie Will Preside at
RKO Western Sales Meet
Eobert Mochrie, EKO Eadio vicepresident in charge of domestic dis':ribution, will preside at a Western
district sales meeting in San Fran:isco, Oct. 23-24; and William Zimmerman, home office sales executive,
Will act as chairman.
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flapper age and evolves as an understanding
of what made the people tick then. Someday someone will do it about today.
The thick thread of the story involves

'Miss Grain's heavy crush on Langan, her
high school French teacher. Against the
interruption of proms and other scholastic
divertissements she gets her man as we see
in the beginning, and the end, for the whole
j tale is revealed as she tells her bobby soxer
daughter all about it. Darryl Zanuck has
given it the production works. Said works
have a jeweled movement.
"Margie" went places in her day and
she's still going places.
CAST: Jeanne Grain, Glenn Langan, Lynn
Bari, Esther Dale, Hobart Cavanaugh, Ann Todd,
I Hattie McDaniel,
Alan Young,
Barbara
Lawj rence, Conrad Janis, Hazel Dawn, Warren Mills,
Richard Kelton, Don Hayden, Vanessa Brown.
i CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco; Director,
Henry King; Screenplay by F. Hugh Herbert;
Based on stories by Ruth McKenney and Richard Bransten; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Music,
' Alfred Newman; Set Decorations, Thomas Little,
Frank E. Hughes; Film Editor, Barbara McLean.
DIRECTION, Excellent.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"Bringing
Joe Yuie, Renie UpRiano,Father"
George
Mc-

with
!

Manus, Tim Ryan

(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

Monogram
68 Mins.
LOW, LUSTY COMEDY SHOULD PLEASE
THE JIGoS AND MAGGIE CARTOON
FANS AND ALSO ATTRACT OTHERS.
This initial offering produced by Barney
Gerard and directed by Eddie Cline, should
please the Jiggs and Maggie cartoon fans
and also attract others. It has low, lusty
comedy, and Joe Yule and Renie Riano are
excellent choices for the George McManus
characters.

with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
57 Mins.
ADEQUATE WESTERN FARE FOR THE
ACTION
BILLS. BROWN, HATTON DELIVER.

Range"

Again we have the agent from the Cattlemen's Association working his way into
the good graces of a gang of connivers,
murderers and rustlers and then in one fell
swoop rounding them ail up and del.vering
up
to the local representative of law enforcement.

Here a gal, Jan Bryant, falls heir to
Tim Ryan does well as Dinty Moore,
j
while the amiable McManus appears from her father's property when he is killed in
a stagecoach ambush. She is advised to sell
time to time. One of the best laugh-get- her inheritance because the local b-ys
ters in the cast is Pat Goldin, who never
i
don't think she is capable of handing
I utters a word. A bit of inspired comedy is
his work in a scene in which four barroom rustling problems. She can't handle them,
either, as the footage works out, and soon
|characters are singing "When The Mush Johnny Mack Brown is on the scene to lend
a hand.
BeginswasTowritten
Rush byDown
which
Gerard.Father's Vest,"
The local sheriff plays a stupid caf to
Although Yule has become a wealthy throw the gangleaders off the trail. Brown
contractcr and lives on Park Avenue, he
is a clever "plant" and soon is boss man of
likes to visit his old haunts, especially Ry- the crooks. He works things h !s way until
an's saloon on the East Side. However, he the ripe moment comes along and with the
is duped into circulating a petition, which aid of Raymond Hatton, Miss Bryant and t,.e
he induces his old cronies to sign. The pe- aforementioned, stupid-appearing sner.ff,
tition serves to close up Ryan's saloon, and
he settles the score all around to everyone's
Yule loses favor with his old friends. Mat- satisfaction.
The required elements of madly dashing
ters are finally righted, and Yule is restored to his old standing.
horses, brawling, gunplay and outdo r scenIn addition to directing and co-authoring
ery have been included in the telling and
the original story with Gerard, Eddie Cline the connoisseur of the western scene and
also wrote the song, "Corned Beef and
Cabbage," with Edward J. Kay.
CAST: )oe Yule, Renie Riano, George McManus, Tim Ryan, June Harrison, Wallace Chadwell, Tom Kennedy, Laura Treadwell, William
Frambes, Pat Coldin, Jack Norton, Ferris Taylor,
Tom Dugan, Joe Devlin, Fred Kelsey, Charles
Wilson, Herbert Evans, Dick Ryan, Mike Pat
Donovan, Bob Carleton, George Hickman.
CREDITS: Producer, Barney Gerard; Director,
Eddie Cline; Authors, Gerard and Cline; Based
on comic strip by George McManus; Screenplay,
lerry Warner;
L. W.Editor,
O'Connell;
Musical
Director,Cameraman,
Edward J. Kay;
Ralph
Dixon.
DIRECTION, Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Rabinovitch Producing Pix
For Columbia Exclusively
Gregor Eabinovitch will produce
continental productions for Columbia Pictures exclusively, it was announced yesterday. Eabinovitch currently isin Europe arranging details
for his forthcoming pictures. Under
the contract, which is on a straight
partnership basis, Columbia holds
world distribution rights, including
the United States, to all productions.
Six pictures are planned starring
such personalities as Danielle Darrieux, Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth. First will be "Manon Leseaut," starring Danielle Darrieux.

Trailers As Aids to Vets

story
be pleased.
capableshould
directorial
hand isLambert
evident. Hillyer's
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Jan Bryant, Marshall Reed, John Merton, Steve
Clark, Terry Frost. Jack Perrin, Cactus Mack.
Pierce Lyden, Ted Adams.
CREDITS: Director, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay by Jess Bowers; Cameraman, James S.
Brown,ward Kay.
Sound, L. John Myers; Settings, Vin
Taylor; Film Editor, Ted Maguire: Music, EdDIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Gcod.

Extras Refusing $5.50 Calls
Not Entitled to Benefits
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The District Court of
Appeals in Los Angeles has determined that nine major motion picture companies were entitled to a
writ of mandamus ordering the
California Employment Stabilization Commission to vacate its decigrantingtounemployment
insui'ance sion
benefits
11 extras. Decision
involved the question of whether the
extras could refuse to accept $5.50
calls and still obtain unemploj'ment
insurance benefits.
The Court determined these extra =
had not alone restricted their acceptable employment to intermittent
work in the film industry as extras
but had placed future restrictions on
that kind of work to the amount of
compensation acceptable to them.
The Court stated that in view of
the earning record of the individual.^
and the restriction which they placed
upon employment they were unavailable for work within the meaningof unemployment insurance and were
not entitled to benefits.

In a program instituted to alleviate employment and the housing
shortage of all veterans, the Motion
Picture Chapter of the AVC, of
which 'Walter T. Brown is chaimian,
will distribute two trailers through
National Screen Service to co-operating theater owners and theater managers. The trailers are titled "Jobs the local A'VC chapter supplying personnel necessary for an efficient adand Homes
and
will
be givenforfreetheto 'Veterans,"
theaters, with
ministration ofthe community pro-
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xempt Roadshows,
elznkk Asks Court
(Continued from Page 1>
portions of the judgment, Vanguard
suggests that in exempting
roadshows it be provided that four condi Lions be required. They are:
(1) A feature picture to be
roadshown should have a negative cost of at least one and onehalf times the average negative
cost of "A" features (excluding
roadshows) for the previous
season;
(2) The admission price
charged while the picture is being roadshown should be at
least one-third more than the
admission price customarily
charged by the exhibitor for
first-run exhibition of other "A"
feature pictures;
(3) No producer should be permitted to roadshow more than
two motion pictures produced
directly or indirectly by him
during any consecutive 12-month
period;
(4) The picture should not be
exhibited, while roadshown, with
any other feature film.
The brief lists three alternative
suggestions for exempting roadshows. The simplest method, it is
contended, would' be to follow the
l>jocedure under the consent decree
a~id
except
from the
the final
judgment
all provisions
roadshows of
of
any features distributed by any defendant, subject to the four conditions named above.
Exempt
Minor Defendants
If the court concludes that this
first suggestion is inadvisable, a
second alternative would be to exempt from the provisions of the
judgment roadshows distributed by
the three minor defendants or produced by an independent producer
and distributed by one of the minor
defendants. Such an exemption, it is
claimed, would tend to equalize the
competitive advantage which the
judgment would otherwise grant to
the five major defendants since the
court has already held in effect that
they can fix the admission prices in
their own theaters and, if they can
do that, "they can raise the admission prices of their expensive pictures in their own theaters for roadshow purposes."
If the court is unwilling to adopt

NEW POSTS
ARCHIE
PEARSON,
assistant
manager,
Chicago
Theater,
Chicago.
WALTER
LYONS,
temporary
manager,
Coronet
Theater,
Chicago.
SOL HORWITZ,
B & K booking dept., Chicagc*
FRANK
BACH MAN,
staff,
Branford
Theater,
Newark,
N. J.
ANTHONY
BARELLA,
staff, Branford
Theaters,
Newark, N. ).
DAVID
KANE,
manager.
Pic Theater,
Newark,
N. J.
MELVIN
PIPER, assistant
Newark,
N. J.

manager.

Pic Theater,

DAILY

THEATER
Downtown to Blumenield

DEALS

BOOK REVIEUI

Hintze Buys Out Walla

San Francisco — Blumenfeld TheDetroit — Herman Hintze, a former
ater Circuit has acquired the Downtown Theatre from 0. J. Grover and silent pai-tner with Paul Walla in
Max de Hes. Irving C. Ackerman, the Alvin, has been operating it himself after buying the entire business
long linked with the theater's activity, retains his partnership. The
Downtown, under a long lease from from his partner. John Colorite,
the Hibernia Savings and Loan So- formerly with various Detroit theaters, is managing.
ciety, seats 2,000.

H'wood Talent to Co-Op
In Navy's Morale Films
(Continued from Page 1)
pected to be available for general release, it was revealed yesterday by
Chaplain Monroe Drew, USNR, recently returned from a conference
with Hollywood writers, producers
and actors.
Chaplain Drew said the decision to
make the series grew out of studies
which indicated that about 50 per
cent of American youth receive no
"ethical" training whatever.
Although coming under the Navy
training film program, the pix will
be
during Navy
film shown
entertainment
time. personnel's

Loew's, Metro to Start
Classes in Languages
(Continued from Page 1)
both

of

Loew's

Int'l

and

M-G-M

Participation in the lingo course
Int'l.
is wholly voluntary. Neither attendance or grades will be permanently
recorded, but students with two successive unexplained absences, or
those not seriously applying themselves will be dropped by the instructor.
A minimum of eight students will
be necessary to form a class in any
one language. Classes will be limited to a maximum of 10 students.
So far, preference has been expressed for Spanish. Other choices
Budget, not yet assigned, is ex- haye been Arabic, French and Engpected to run into several hundred lish.
thousand
dollars.
Desire to study English comes
mostly from employes engaged in

1,000 GI's Will See
'Night of Stars' Show

"THE BRITISH FILM." A ye
Book 1946. Compiled by Peter Not
with foreword by Sir Alexand
Korda and introduction by J. Arth
Rank. With 80 illustrations. Publish
by British Year Book, Lond^as2
pages. Price 21 shillings. ^K
Sir Alexander Korda in hi^Tor
word to this volume says Brita
has as yet no film industry — that
few good films that have been pr
duced in the past 15 years do n
make a film industry. Korda hir;
self, and J. Arthur Rank have mac
a good start this year to build up
film
for that
country.
in hisindustry
introduction,
asserts
that Ran'.
whi
Hollywood has something "technici
we could learn, we undoubted!
possess resources for building up
British industry which could produc
films while retaining the spirit ai.
eharacter of our country, would y^
lemain international in appeal
Plans are already in process of real
zation for such a program, he state
The body of the book contains
brief historical survey of the Britis
film industry, including its collaps
during the late war, with a chapte
on the post-war period, the quota ac
"quota quickies," the infiuence o
the slump.
Korda
on production, the boom an
A chapter is devoted to the Britis
documentary film and its future
John Grierson and the marketin;
board; the color film and films o
Scotland. A special chapter deal
with British films during the waif
with an entire chapter devoted ti
"The Rise of J. Arthur Rank."
The value of the book is enhancec
by a bibliography, giving a list o:
books and publications with ref
erences or sections devoted to mo
tion pictures in England; a biograph
ical index with brief biographies o:
British actors, writers, producers
directors and technicians. Listed art
British pictures produced during tht)
war, another of producers and stu

pix
synchronization
for einployes
M-G-M's
int'l Films,
as well as from
of Loew's Int'l's Spanish publicity
At least one thousand G.I.'s will department.
Lessons will be given after office
be able to see "Night of Stars" bene- hours, at company expense, except
fit show, which will go on Nov. 12, for the purchase of required textat Madison Square Garden. Since
books. Courses will start in about
"Stars" is an annual sell-out, Frank two weeks, two sessions a week.
Weil, chief of Jewish WeKare Board,
Dave Blum was surprised at the
obtained support from sponsors to unusual number of applicants.
pay for ducats which will be distributed to Uncle Sam's boys stationed at posts and hospitals around Benny's Father Dead
111. — Funeral services
New York. No color-creed line in- forWaukegan,
Mayer Kubelsky, 77, father of
fluences distribution.
Jack Benny, will be held here todaj'.
Benefit funds are used to further Kubelsky died at the Chicago resiwork of Joint Distribution Commitdence of a daughter, Mrs. Florence dios.
The 80 illustrations are mainlj.
tee and the National Refugee Fenchell. Benny is here for the
rites.
stills from British films and por-^
Service.
traits of stars, with a sprinkling od,
either of the first two alternatives and other producers may be in a producers and directors. The bool<^
— L.H.M.
suggested — and it is urged upon the like position, the brief declares.
is a handy reference volume
of tht^i
court the need for adopting one of
The brief points out that -Selznick state of the industry in England.
them "in the public interest and in had spent more than $5,500,000 on
order to avoid economic disad- "Duel in the Sun" and most of this
vantage to independent producers expense was incurred prior to June
11. It further contends that imless
and the three minor defendants" — motion pictures worthy of being
then Vanguard suggests a third
alternative.
roadshown are permitted to be roadshown, there is the grave . danger
Offers Third Alternative
that producers will be deterred from MRS. ater,
THOMAS
house staff. Pic The- j
Newark,FARLEY,
N. J.
It is proposed that the court making pictures that contribute to ANN CLAUSI, house staff. Pic Theater, New
ark, N. J.
"should except from the judgment the advancement of the motion picture art. A prohibition against the BONNIE
the roadshowing of any costly picLYNCH,
head
contract
clerk^
Para-J
mount,
Minneapolis.
ture, the substantial expense of fixing of admission prices, it is
which was incurred by any producer claimed, if applied to the exceptional PATRECE SNYDER, publicity dett., Eagle-Lionj
Films.
prior to June 11, 1946, the date of type of picture would in effect
LAWRENCE
BERNARD,
cashier.
Palace*
throttle inventive genius. It also MRS. Theater,
San Antonio, Tex.
this court's opinion." Such an ex- would create a restricted internaemption, it is claimed, would avoid
FRIEDA COLD, typist, PRC exchange, Indianapotional market for American pictures
undue hardships on such producers.
secretary,
M-G-M
exchange.
Vanguard, prior to June 11, had spent because of the advancement of pro- BETTYDes ARENDS,
Moines.
duction in other countries, the brief
lis.
TERRY
IROEAN.
booking
clerk, Warners,
Des
vast sums of money on "Duel in the
Sun" with roadshows contemplated declares.

FEMME TOUCH

Moines.
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NIPEA Breaks With
Chief Jap Circuits
(Continued from Page 1)

NEW

THEATERS

New Cape Girardeau House

Cape Girardeau, Mo. — The 750Ihochiku to provide a sufficient num- seat $100,000 Esquire will be opened
ber of release outlets for newly- about Oct. 15 by the Esquire Theater, Inc., headed by the Wilmore &
jontracted U. S. product. The cirjuits took the stand that additional Roth interests of Memphis, Tenn.
m^' for U. S. product would have The building is being erected by the
lee. - A the expense of the native Cape Amusement Co., Inc., and
industry. The combined studio out- leased to Enquire Theater, Inc. Furlut of the two companies average
nishing and equipment are being fur■bout four pictures a month. It is
nished :by the National Theatre Sup(xpected they will keep their houses
ply through its St. Louis office.
unning with re-issues. The looming famine of raw stock, critical Campbell Opens Charleston
jow, is expected to keep local proCharleston, Mo. — Selmer Campbell
'luction
a minimum.
has opened his new 350-seat theater,
Willat Help
Japanese Indies
the
Charleston, which will cater to
The break with MPEA is expected
the Negro trade.
D have a salutary effect on inde*,endent Japanese circuits and ex- Collins Theater for DeSoto
hibitors who now have the opporDeSoto, Mo.— William A. Collins,
■anity to show the MPEA lineup, head of the Collins Circuit, hopes to
.'harles Mayer, MPEA managing di- open his 619-seat Collins in about
Ector in Japan, has already eom- another month. He has given the Naleted release deals with a number
tional Theatre Supply Co. of St.
f "lesser circuits throughout the Louis a contract for the complete in'ountry. The^e include Shubaro, Toterior equipment. Collins also has
,oko, and Yoshimoto and Nikkatsu.
the DeSoto, a 638-seater.
?,'he last named has 45 houses and is
^jurrently showing MPEA films in Fort Worth TCU Opens
.1 of them. A new realignment will
Fort Worth, Tex.— Clifford Porter
Don place MPEA films in all. _ Al- Circuit has opened its new TCU Theready many requests for exhibition
ater, adjacent to the campus of the
••anchises are coming in from indie Texas Christian University. W. V.
xhibitors.
Adwell and A. J. Wylie originally
, The American Military Control in started construction on the house
jiapan has evinced little or no con- when Porter purchased the theater.
irol on Japanese production, distri,'iution and exhibition. Producers are
Supreme Court Refuses
andicapped only by shortages. Adi;iissions are controlled by the Home To Hear Lorenfz Appeal
linistry. Theaters operate today exi.ctly as in 1941. This control is in Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
[jharp contrast to the attitude of
Washington — The Supreme Court
,;i.MG in U. S. occupied zones of Ger- has refused to accept jui'isdic,[iany and Austria where U. S. prod- •"ion over two suits aorainst major
jfCt has wide and favored distribu- Hollywood' studios which had previ((ion as part of the re-education pro- ouslv been turned down in lower
gram.
"ourts. In both cases the court held
^hat there was no important quesHon of law on which it might overjlorrectioii
rule the lower courts.
;lorted
Yesterday's
issue mistakenly
The apneals were from Pare Lorthat British
film critic reE.
f.rnot Robertson was also suing -^-ntz against RKO and from Mrs.
Marie Dickhaus
asrain^t 20th-Fox.
<;'ave Blum, Loew's International adLorentz, now film chief for the
f'ertising, publicity and exploitation A.rmv's re-orien+ation program for
j'lanager, as well as M-G-M. Blum "onquered
nation's, had hroup-ht
'. in no way involved. His state- charges against RKO for alleeedlv
lent yesterday concerned the unlir attitude of most London critics reneginsr oi^ a co-ntract for him to do
two pix at $50,000 each. The conr)ward American films.
trai^t wa'5 cnncellpd after the first.
Mrs. Dickhaus has sued 20th-Fox
alles'ins' plagiarism in co-nnec^-ion
with the film "Alexander's Ragtime

^^

^

^^^'''«f'-^/

L
^

%

Band." to Hear Cillie
SMPE
F. S. Cill'e. associate di'i'ector for
Fn^vnlopedia Brittanica Films. Inc.,
will discuss the u-nique charactpri=;tics developed by the classmnrn film
in the 20 vopT-s since the advenf of
sound at SMP"P"s first of the 194R-47
series of monthly meeting's, toriiq'lit
in tho Hotel Pennsvlvania. Frank
F. Cahill. Jr., director of sound for
Warner theaters, and chairman of
the Atlantic Coast Section of the
society, will preside.

5?^

Frisina for Taylorville

NCA Regional Firm
Against Checicers

Duluth, Minn. — Twenty exhibitors,
including three board members, attended the regional meeting of North
Central Allied at Hotel Duluth Monday. At the meeting were Clarence
Kaake of this city, Roy McMinn of
Superior, Wis., and Sim Heller of
Grand Rapids, Minn., as well as NCA
President Ben Berger and Executive
Secretary Don Swartz.
The problem of local checkers, allocations of certain pictures and the
Conyer House Nearly Ready
recent Statutory Court decision were
Salem, Ky. — The new 450-seat discussed at the meet. The group
a firm stand against checking
Conyer will open early in Novem- took
ber, according to the owner, L. Con- and will be backed up by the entire
NCA organization in its fight. The
meeting also went on record that certain distributors are putting too
Meier Completing the Cinema
many pix in the percentage bracket,
Gerald, Mo.— The Cinema, a 300- many which they claim should be
seater, is being completed here by sold flat.
yer.
Adolph P. Meier.
In another action, NCA changed
the date of the mid-year convention
New Clayton Bows In
at
from Nov. 13 to
Nov.Minneapolis
18.
Clayton, Ala.— The New Clayton,
a 650-seater, fireproof, air-condi- Still Another SOPEG Meet
tioned house, has been opened here
Still another meeting will be held
by the Fred T. McLendon chain.
tomorrow
or Friday between repreCamden House Bows Oct. 15
sentatives of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild and
Camden, N. J. — Abe Rovner's Roxy the four major film companies inwill open here Oct. 15. The house
volved in the exchange dispute over
is situated on the site of the old
Garden. Leonard Hetelson is man- rejection of terms of the recentlyaging director and Dave Supowitz is signed contract as it applies to exthe architect.
change personnel.

Taylorville, 111.— The new 550-seat
Frisina here will be ready for opening about Oct. 15. The complete
equipment including projection and
sound devices, seats, carpeting,
drapes, etc., has been furnished by
the National Theatre Supply of St.
Louis,
here. Mo. The Frisina circuit also
has the Capitol and Ritz Theaters

/I. M. P. A. Open Meeting
TOWN

HALL CLUB (Upstairs)

123 West 43rd Street (West of 6th Ave.)
Thursday, October 17, 12:30 Noon

Principal Speaker

RICHARD de ROCHEMONT
Producer, March of Time
"The European Film Market"

Claire Trevor — Rhondda Kelly ("Miss Australia")
Rutgers Neilson, Presiding
Phil Williams, Member, Guest MC
Luncheon

$1.75
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Day Says Bidding Will
Add to Distrib. 'Talce'
(Continued from

Page 1)

Day declax-ed, "will come principally
from approximately 3,000 Class 'A'
independent theaters which have
been unable to get Class 'A' product
against the competition of volume
buying by circuit theaters and buying combines.
Restore Free Competition
••The U. S. District Court found
that free competition does not exist
in this area and its decree proposes
to restore such competition. Through
volume buying, chain theaters and
buying combines have been getting
Class 'A' product at prices much below what these, 3,000 Clais 'A' independent theaters' would gladly have
paid.
"What progressive exhibitor, who
in the past saw his opposition play
a much finer quality of product not
available to him at any price, would
not willingly pay more to get more,
when better pictures mean an increased gross and increased profits?
Distribs. Increased Revenue
■•The increase in distributor revenues will arise from the now nonexistent competition in bidding for
'A' pictures between these 8,000
Class 'A' independent theaters, the
theater circuits and buying combines.
Furthermore, the increased prices
offered bj' the independent theaters
for 'A' product will cause the chain
theaters and buying combines to
boost their offers. This is where the
rise in distributor revenues will come
from.
"This competition will be healthy
and beneficial to the entire industry,"
Dav asserted.

WEDDING BELLS

DAILY ;
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Little Headlines:
FLOYD B. ODIUM'S investment trust, Atlas Corp., is acquiring a financial interest in
the Jefferson-Travis Corp., headed by Irving M. Felt. Jefferson-Travis owns 100 per
cent of the capital stock of Musicraft Records, Inc., one of the larger indie phonograph record companies. Jefferson-Travis stockholders on Oct. 21 will vote on changing
the corporate name to Musicraft Recording Corp.

•

IT TAKES TWO CHAIRMEN to handle the double feature testimcnial dinner planned
for Dave Miller and Lester Zucker in Cleveland on Oct. 28. They are Tony Stern of
Warner Bros, and Joe Lissauer of the Skirball circuit.

•

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA will sponsor the American presentation of "Les Enfants du
Paradis" (Children of Paradise) sometime this year, his New York office announced
yesterday. This is the first French picture to be made since the liberation cf France. JeanLouis Barrault is the star; Marcel Came, director; Jacques Prevert, scripter. Pic will be
released by Tricolore Films.

•

RICHARD

DE ROCHEMONT,

producer of The

March

of Time, will discuss The

European Market Today," as guest speaker at the Ampa luncheon tomorrow in the Town
Hall Club, 123 W. 43rd St. Phil Williams, advertising-publicity director of MOT, and
vice-president of Ampa, will act as guest chairman. "Miss Australia," currently visiting
the United States will be a dais guest.

•

NOMINATION OF OFFICERS for the Motion Picture Chapter, AVC, for the cming
year will be held tonight on the fifth floor of the Film Center Building, 630 Ninth
Ave., at 7:30 p.m., it was announced by chairman Walter T. Brown. Elections are scheduled for Nov. 13.

•

LOEWS ORPHEUM, St. Lcuis, this week raised its scale of prices for adults from
50 cents to 75 cents, conforming to the scales of local first-runs.

•

WILLARD VAN DYKE, who directed the documentaries, The City" and "Valley
Town," was the guest speaker at the Professional Film Fcrum last night in the Salle de
Musique of the Barbizon-Plaza. He spoke on the function of the director. Technicians who
worked on the two films joined in the discussion.

AFL Oicays SAG Move Independent Artists
to for RKO Release
For Settling Stril(es
(Continued from Page 1)
delegation to the convention, received
an ovation in the afternoon when he
told the delegates that the "principle of arbitration" of jurisdictional
disputes "is an American principle"
and must be canied out by AFL because "we do not want Government
referees nor Government regulation
of Arnold,
our ownwho
family
quarrels."
has been
working for

days behind the scenes in conferences with leaders of opposing factions in the film strike, talked to
the convention at the request of
President William Green and other
officials and delegates.
Cooper-Abrohomson
Arnold cited the record of the
Minneapolis — Marion Cooper, bil- Screen Actors Guild as a hard-workler at Universal, was married to
ing AFL union which has won the
Eldred Abrahamson.
respect of labor and management,
and he took excentions to the small
Coppell-Roth
minority of Communists in Hollywood unions with the remark that
Muriel Cappell, Harry Newman's
can take a jurisdicsecretary at UA's N. Y. exchange, "those comrades
tional quarrel between two AFL
will be
Oct.
20. mai-ried to Philip M. Roth, unions and develop it into a major
Rugaard-Grunow
St. Louis — Jessie Rugaard, private
secretary to Lou Ansell of the Ansell
Brothers Circuit, will become the
bride of Charles Grunow, auditor of
the University of Wisconsin, here
on Dec. 3.

Arnold told the convention that
screen actors have the power of the
limelight
to reach the American pubwar."
lic at all times, and that the actors
stand ready to use this power to
advance the cause of organized
labor.

Greene-Martin

Local 683 Officials Relieved
Of Posts by Walsh for 48 Hours

Angela Catherine Greene, Warner
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Bros, starlet, became engaged to
Hollywood — Richard F. Walsh,
.Stuart WaiTen Martin, and will be lATSE president, has declared a
:narried here in , December, after "state of emergency" in Film Techvhich the couple will reside in Bevnicians Local 683, and has set a hearing for tomorrow in HollyAvood before
c-rlv Hills, Calif.

(Continued from

Page 1)

See Pictures As
Nazi Re-educators
(Continued from Page 1)

tary body which would serve aclearing house for information t
as a "recruiting agency" for tea
ing
and other personnel to sej^e
Germany.
^^L
The mission, headed by B^fvVj
liam Zook, president of the Amei
can Council on Education, made i
recommendations in a report su
mitted to Assistant Secretary f
State William Benton, Secretary
War Robert P. Patterson, and Lj
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, deputy milita]
governor. Office of Military Goveri
Germany.
ment
for the United States zong :

Show German Pix Here
Noting the dearth of informatic
in this country on the German edi
cational situation, the mission alrecommended that German docume:
tary films should be made availab
to the American public.
War and its aftermath destroy^
moi'e than 50 per cent of the filn
and picture equipment in German
the mission reported.
"In view of the present abnorni,
shortages of instructional material
types of visual aids, including film
assume more than their usual inportance," the report stated.
"The Government of the Unitef
States should continue its preseif
program of educational aid to Gei'
many carried on by the War Depar |
ment. The budget for this prograiV
should remain at least at its preser r
size, for U. S. publications and doci*.
mentary films, the dispatch of Unite;States experts to Germany, and th!
information centers.
|
Increase German Documentaries J
"The documentary
films alreadjl
being produced
in Germany
on ^
large
scale
should
be continuecj
These films will portray democratij]
relationship
in classrooms,
yout,
groups
and community
activitiei
Others should also be made depicting]'
significant educational
experimeni
under the difficulties of post-war r
construction.
films ofshou'4'
be
adapted toStill
the other
interests
chi

RKO will supply studio space and
other necessary facilities for the
production of lA pix; two pictures a
year will be supplied by lA; a total
of 10 pix are to be ready within a
five-year period, after the first picture has been produced; and four pix
are to be started before* 1949.
No definite date has been set for
the first lA production, which will
be a vehicle starring Rosalind Russell. Seventeen million dollars have
been earmarked for the production
of the 10 films.
Brisson and his staff will move
over to the RKO lot on Oct. 25 to get
started on two features skedded for
dren
and Germans,"
youth and adult
groups."con
early production.
"The
the report
mented,
"are
stai-ved
for
informatic
Crawford Theater Operating
as to what has been going on :
CraAvford, Tex.— L. A. Allen, W. other parts of the world during the (|
H. Anderson and S. H. England have intellectual imprisonment. They ail
opened the Craw^ford, a 500-seater.
Allen will be manager.
eager to learn."
an lA hearing ofiicer as yet to be Bob Gross on His Own
Robert Gross of Sid Rechetnik
named.
Officers of the Local are automati- press book department at Warnei
cally relieved of their posts and the has resigned to enter business
Local prohibited from officially doing his own in the export-import field
business for the next 48 hours.
Walsh informed Roy M. Brewer, international rep. of lA, that the officers would be individually charged
with conspiracy to ignore lA orders.
The M-G-M lab. resumed operations yesterday while still work was
resumed at Paramount, 20th-Fox,
Chicago — Sam Lesner, film critji
M-G-M and RKO but with reduced on the Daily News, is the father of
personnel. Pickets who lined up at daughter bom at the Presbyteria
the Technicolor lab. carried banners Hospital.
Child was named
Jud
reading: "We want contracts."
Sue.

STORK REPORTS

M. F. production Dist.
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor
^ew York N. Y.
:\ V
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HE A Makes 3 Proposals on Auction Bidding
gainst Auction Sales,
Dr Cross-License Ban;
rong for Divorcement
I

By ANDREW

H. OLDER

kshington Bureau of THE

FILM

REHABILITATE THEATER ADVT.

Igoe Decision in Jackson
Park Case Kills Clearance
System; Appeal is Planned

Maurice Bergman Tells Virginia Circuit Parley that
Amusement Pages Generally hook the Same
DAILY

Washington — Agreeing subRichmond, Va. — Maurice A. Berg- is to be as entertaining as the com'antially with the Department
man, Universal-International's Eastmodity you are advertising, but un; Justice position, the Conferern ad-publicity chief, speaking on
fortunately we have failed in this
ee of Independent Exhibitors As- "Selling
the

•iations yesterday sent the New
■ rk Statutoi'y Court a brief as
[icus curiae in the pending equity
,t against the major distributors.
e brief, prepared by Abram F.
/ers, general counsel for national
[•'led,
submitted
for national
Al^i and isaffiliated
groups
which make
; CIEA.
- Although
declaring
itself
(Continued on Page 3)

Show" at a meeting of hood
NeighborTheaters
managers at the
John Marshall Hotel here yesterday,
called for a rehabilitation inthe
point of view on
ing.
theater advertis-

.— ^-. — —.

=

luford to Para. Studio
Ir Advertising Talks

Doi J Standing Pat on Distribs. to Seeic
Proposed Judgment 1946 (liinese Coin
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Industry representaWashington — The Department of
nitiation of advertising plans for
tives in China are preparing now to
a. pix now in production or re- Justice will stand pat on its proposed judgment of 10 days ago, an begin discussions with the Bank of
tly completed awaits the weekarrival on the Coast of Stanley authorized spokesman told The Film China looking toward an agreement
No new version for remittance of 1946 earnings of
^ord, the company's advertising Daily yesterday.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

%ree-foIcI Jump in
Automatic Sales
Chicago — A three-fold
jump
in
he next 10 years in sales through
lending machines was predicted here
ly Robert Greene, prexy of the Na1 0 n a I Automatic
Merchandising
BusiAssn. at a conventicn banquet.
I
'ess done today by vending machines
|s $500,000,000 annually, he said, a
'-laterial part of the intake coming
rom the nation's theaters.

here yesterday when Federal Judge
Michael Igoe signed an injunction of
sweeping effect in the so-called Jackson Park Theater
anti-trust case.

Rebel Against Stereotype
"You
Appeals
from distributors
the trial court's
respect." gentlemen in the theater,"
cision by both
and deafBergman continued, "should rebel
filiated circuits affected will be filed,
against the stereotype. To sell the it was learned authoritatively.
show, you must have imagination.
You must repudiate the cliche in
By the terms of Judge Igoe's order, the (Continued
five majoron distributor
dePage 8)
advertising."
The U-I ad-publicity expert told
the circuit managers, meeting to
plan for NT's 20 th anniversary celebration next month, that there was
no time like the present for the rehabilitation that he proposed. "Business is good," he pointed out, "and
we can afford to be experimental and

"The creative
advertiser knows
the value of an
interesting format," declared
do Bergman
different things."
MAURICE A. BERGMAN
stressed
that, having
Bergman,
"but
unfortunately
the
gained
new
audiences,
the question
'hicago — ■ Tom Murtha has been
ned by Richard F. Walsh, lATSE amusement pages generally look the arises whether or not the theaters
can hold these new patrons when
rXj, to conduct the hearing of the same all the time.
(Continued on Page 8)
"The first requisite of advertising
:ers of the Hollywood technicians'
on for their refusal to cross Conjence
of studio
Studiostrike
Unions'
picket
j!s
in the
to work
in
(Continued on Page 3)

urtha to Hear lA's
[lion vs. Local 683

Chicago film
— This
city'ssystem
longexistant
clearance
was dealt a legal knockout blow

Indie Offers Decree

Auction No Remedy,
Interveners Claim

Declaring that the auction sellingrequirement of the court's decree is
not an appropriate remedy for industry problems, W. C. Allred, et al,
petitioners for intervention in the
New York equity case, have filed a
brief in support of their motion for
leave to intervene. The Allred group
(Continued on Page 3)

100 Coast Showings for
"My Darling Clementine"
San Francisco — Following the
world premiere yesterday at the Fox
Theater of 20th-Fox's "My Darling
Clementine," it was announced that
the pic would have 100 West Coast
showings within the next 10 days,
(Continued on Page 2)

Soluiion

Would Combine Bids and Cross-Licensing Ban
The combination of an auction
Calls for Better Balanced
bidding system and a ban on crossPolicy for Mass Media
licensing among the five major de-

fendants in the New York equity
Floyd Brooker of the U. S. Office case, as now proposed by the Government, would enable an indepenof Education, called for a better balanced policy by the Department of
dent exhibitor to have a "fighting
State, in regard to mass media, with competitive chance" in most competitive areas. On that premise, the
recommendations that the present
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

LasUy-MacEwen
3-Pix RKO
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

in
Deal
DAILY

Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky-Walter MacEwen Prods, has signed a
new releasing deal with RKO Radio
for three top-budget pix to be delivered within 18 months. In preparation are Vincent Lawrence's "Intermission,'' John Galsworthy's "The
Apple Tree" and Dorothy Caruso's
"Caruso Sings Tonight."

-nsi
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NED

E. DEPINET, RKO executive vice-president, and PHIL REI^MAN, KKO Radio vicepresident in charge of toreign operation, return to New York today via Pan American
plane today, instead of yesterday as scheduled.
in charge
Loew's
in MIKE
brazil,SMITHr
has arrived
in Newof York
for theaters
a stay
of several weeks.
MR. and
in England.
in

MRS.

DAVID

AOSE

ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia
Chicago yesterday.

have

arrived

sales chief, was

Uonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
JACK ECKHARDT, chief booker of 20lh&1 Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second
class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-oflice at Fox's Chicago branch, has gone to the Coast
New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 10 visit iii^ rarner, Ciyue cc«.nardt, manager
1879. Terms (ftjstage free) United States of the 20th-Fox exchange there.
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year;
William B. levy, wait Disney-s Interna6 months, $5.00 ; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
tional saies supervisor, lett New York yester$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. aay for
Atlanta, in company with ifeKKf
Address all communications to THE FILM
luKNbK, KKO Radio exploitation manager.
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. Levy
will return to New York Saturday.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120
9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New York.
LEO SAMUELS, of Walt Disney's New York
oftice, has lett on a two-week

trip to RKO

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. Kaaio branch offices in Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Inaianapoiis and Chicago.
— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
JACK SAGE, .manager. Vogue Theater, DeOlder, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett, diana. troit, has lett for a vacation trip through In2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
RUDY BERCER, Southern M-G-M sales manCHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
ager, arrived in Jacksonville late yesterday.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127JOAN FONTAINE will return here today
133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer from Boston atter viewing Helen Hayes in
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary "Happy Birthday," and will leave tor the
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Coast at the week-end with her husband, producer WILLIAM DOZIER, to begin preparations
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
lOr her forthcoming role In Samuel Coldwyn's
STOCKHOLM -,- Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv- "Earth and High Heaven."
iplan
30.g. CITY
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Brien
MEXICO
— Airi Andrade,
Mexico
City
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
(G>ntinued from Page 1)
UL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW — Ray- all benefiting from the fanfare of the
mond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3, San Francisco campaign.
The San Francisco debut of the
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. f. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
pic was handled in lavish fashion by

100 Coast Showings for
"My Darling Clementine"

FINANCIAL
iWed., Oct. 16)
NEW

YORK STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
221/4
221/4 221/4
.....
Bell & Howell
20
19% 193/8 —
1/8
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 261/2
26
26
—
1/4
East. Kodak
218
213 213
— 7
Gen. Prec. Eq
271/2
267/8 27
+
1/8
281/4 281/4 —
Vs
Loew's,
Inc. ...;... 287/8
Paramount
32
311/2 315/8 —
%
RKO
18
173/4
173/4
Republic
Picts
91/8
87/8 9
—
1/8
Republic Picts. pfd.. 151/2
15
15
—
Vs
441/8 441/8 —
1/2
20th Century-Fox . . . 45
55
55
20th Century-Fox pfd. 55
Universal
Pict
321/2 311/2 311/2 —
Va
Universal Picts. pfd.. 90
89
89-1-1
Warner Bros
197/8
191/4 191/4 —
1/2

Charles Schlaifer, ad-pub. head of
20th-Fox and the exploitation staff
headed by Eddie Yarbrough and
Frank Jenkins with Fay Reeder of
FWC assisting. Stars making personal appearances during the opening day included George Jessel,
Linda Darnell, Victor Mature, Cathy
Downs, Nancy Guild, Vivian Blaine,
Lon McAllister, Peggy Ann Garner
and Kurt Krueger.
Pic's premiere hroke all box office
records of the Fox Theater during
che 18 years of its existence, it was
reported by company reps.

SMPE Hears Cellier Talk
On Schoolroom Pictures

A detailed analysis, interspersed
by screenings, of the problems, technique and practices prevailing in the
field of the educational film was presented before the SMPE last night
by Frank S. Cellier, associate direcBid Asked
tor of Encyclopaedia Britannica
Pathe
Industries
7
8
Films. He read a paper titled "BlueBononova to Mexico City
printing the Classroom Film."
Cellier described the need for perH^'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sonnel with proper qualifications
Hollywood — Fortunio Bonanova
will leave Hollywood today for along producer-teacher and educator-technician lines. He compared the
Mexico
City to picture
star in with
"Lowland,"
an
American
Maria theatrical film with its schoolroom
counterpart and the careful planning
Felix opposite him. Also on Bona- which went into the latter where
nova's schedule in the Mexican capiconcerned and its relatal are "Heman Cortes" and "Eve- budgettion to was
the rental market.
ning in Mexico."
NEW

YORK

CURB

E. T. "PECK"
William A. Scully,
saies manager ot
New York yesterday

COM'ERSALL, assistant to
vice-president and general
Universal-International, lett
tor Chicago and Minneapolis.

E. 0. WILSCHKE, Altec's assistant to the
vice-president, is on a two-week trip thru
the South during which time he will visit the
Altec district ottices at Atlanta and Dallas.
EDWARD ARNOLD, PAT SOMERSET and
BUCK HAKRIS lett Chicago yesterday for Hollywood.
MARY KAY DODSON, Paramount studio
stylist, is due from the Coast today.
RAY MILLAND is leaving Hollywood this
week-end for Europe.
F. J. A. McCarthy,
Toronto.

returned yesterday from

ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eastern publicity manager for International Pictures, has returned
irom Chicago and Detroit on "The Stranger"
openings.
SID MESIBOV, Paramount assistant exploitation manager, is in Cincinnati.
JOHN MILLS will pay his first visit to
America in November to attend the Broadway
premiere of "Duet for Two Hands," London
stage hit authored by his wife, Mary Hayley
Bell.
NORMAN MORAY, Warner Bros.' sales manager for short subjects, atter two weeks of
conferences in Hollywood, will return to New
York tomorrow.

Toronto — Ben Kalmenson, ■
president and general sales manaj.
of Warners, and Jules Lapidus, Ea
ern and Canadian division sales ma ,
ager, are here for a conference anc,
Haskell Masters, Canadian diach
manager, and other Dominion sal
executives. The two home office el
ecutives expect to return to Nt
York tomorrow.

X. Y. TBOSATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor ' A Colum'bia Picture

23

SPECTACULAR

ROSALIND RUSSELL and
ALEXANDER KNOX

"SISTER
KENNY"
An RKO Picture

St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,
president of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern iMissouri and Southern Illinois, has announced that the owners
of a majority of theaters in St. Louis
have indicated that they will pay
the city their deductions from employes under the one-quarter of one
per cent municipal income and withholding tax law which became effective on Oct. 1.
Exhibs. advocated the tax as a
substitute for a threatened 5 per
cent amusement tax. A test case,
brought by other local interests, is
now pending in the St. Louis Circuit
Court.

m
ON

61/3
6Vb
4
163^
514

+
—
+
-|-

1/8
Va
'A
Va

VANStrange
HEFLIN
'The
Love of

A. Johnston and his MPAA staff
has been placed on the "indefinite"
list it was learned yesterday. Previously Johnston stated he would
not go abroad while the present labor dispute prevails in Hollywood.
LOS ANGELES
HOME
YORK
APARTMENT

SUSANixtral
MILLER

IVERS'

FRED

Starring
BING
CROSBY
ASTAIRE • JOAN CAULFIELD
A Paramount Picture

In Person

Stan Kenton and His Orchestra
plus Dean Murphy — The Lane Bros.
EXTRA!— The King Cole Trio

PARAMOUNT

•

TIMES

SQUARE

"TWO YEARS
Paramonnt's
starring

MAST"

BEFORE
AI^N
L.ADD . THE
BRIAN DONUJVX
WILLIAM BENDIX
BARRT FITZGERALD
RIVOLI. B'way at 49th St.

CRAIN

as

"MARGIE"

FOR

Furnished 3 bedrooms, maid's room, 31/2
baths heart of exclusive Beverly Hills,
Calif. Exchange for furnished 2 or 3 bedroom Manhattan apt. 3 months to 1 year —
starting Ncvember 1. Phone: TRafalgar
7-1027 between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.

JOE SMITH and
CHARLIE DALE

MARTHA
"BLUE
Irving SKIES"
Berlin's
in Technicolor

JEANNE

EXCHANGE
NEW

PERSON

HAL LeROY

Jury Trial in Bercovici Suit

Johnson
Trip "Indefinite"
The projected
European trip of Eric

SCREEN

BARBARA
STANWYCK

MARKET

Monogram
Picts.
. . . 6I/4
eVs
Radio-Keith cvs
63^
61/8
Sonotone
Corp
4
37/8
Technicolor
17
165/8
Trans-Lux
51/4
5i/8
OVER THE COUNTER

PRESENTATION

B47th
WAY St.
& i

Theaters Complying With
it. Louis Income Tax Law

Federal Court, upon re-argument
of a prior decision refusing a jury
trial to the plagiarism suit instituted
by Konrad Bercovici against Charles
Chaplin over "The Great Dictator,"
granted the plaintiff the right of
trial by jury. Bercovici and his atattorney have retained Louis Nizer
as trial counsel when the suit is
heard.

STAGE

A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor\
Plus

On
ION

Stage— FRANCES
LANCFORD
HALL - CARL RAVAZZA
HARMONICA
RASCALS
Extra!
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trtha to Hear lA's

CIEA^s 3 Auction Proposals

dion VS Local 683

for Indies' Ills
t BestfromCure
Holds Divorcemen(Continued
Page 1)

against competitive bidding, the
CIEA made three proposals regarding such bidding, if ordered
by the court: That sealed bids
be submitted
within 10 days
after the offer and opened on the
pcd Picketing Prevails
11th day and be held for inspecStudios; Work at 3 Labs
tion by bidders; that distributors
jt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
be directed to set national reHollywood — There was little
lease dates on all pix and offer
inge in the studio strike situation
them
in all territories "within a
jterday. Paramount has 79 of its
definite period thereafter," and
•aboratory workers at work, while
that "no offer on the next suc- light amount of work is being
ceeding run be made until a li]e at the Columbia and Warner
cense has been granted on the
is. studio laboratories. Legal
immediately
At the same preceding
time, Myersrun."
told the
'fceting is prevailing at the 10
for studios involved in the strike. court CIEA believes that imposing
a competitive bidding system upon
dis for Better Balanced
the industry — with indies thereby
forced
under it— ispower
"an
iicy for Mass Media
exercise to ofoperate
the legislative
'(
.(Continued from Page 1)
^^bs.- Local 683 union
of Film
Tech.
H5 is an lATSE
ring is set for today.

(Continued from Page 1)
i^t of theatrical and commercial
I'trests
in films,with
radioanandeducational
the press
.augmented
!gTam when the U. S. representa|S of the United Nations Educaial. Scientific and Cultural Oriization meets next month in
iis.
jrooker, in an informal talk at a
-iheon
meeting
the New
York
n Council
in theof Hotel
Sheraton
' :erday posed this challenge fae\. the UNESCO to work with the
I'rted Nations
in developing interlilonal
co-operation.
Ijilms are needed to combat the
i arse teachings of peace and unIstanding among a whole genera\ abroad to offset the worst kind
^ juvenile
delinquency,
Brooker

;[f we permit the present recomi idations to serve as the basis of
jcy for our representatives, our
I )e will be perforce limited. We
ft have a free flow of mass media
fjworld round, but, if this is domNed iby commercial interests with( the balance of educational repre;ation, shall we not lead with our
s?" Brooker viewed.

ijier to Present Poling
''^illiam
Dozier, executive
Universal-Interfonal
production
associfl with William Goetz, head of
1 luction, will introduce James W.
ling, the company's newly-apijited Eastern story editor, to
:|nbers of the industry oress at a
l;heon at "21" today.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Frank
Fay
Sara Haden
Ella Neal
Wilma
Freeman
Charles Kemke
Mischa Auer

Oct. 17.
John R. Freuler
Samuel
Goldstein
Eddie Baker
Edna Murphv
Milton H. Feld
Crane Wilbur

Jerry Sager

rather for
than a the
power,"
called
flatjudicial
prohibition
by and
the
court on putting any such system
into operation prior to appeal from
the decision. While the brief is submitted as a friend of the court, Myers pointedly remarked that if "any
exhibitor
organization
which
includes affiliated exhibitors in its
membership
should be allowed to
intervene, the conference
may be
impelled to seek that privilege in
order that the independent
exhibitors
may
be
pi-operly
represented."
His reference obviously was to ATA

Auction No Remedy,
Interveners Claim

taken as an admission (1) of the
(Continued from Page 1)
magnitude of their distribution
is composed
of exhibitor-members
monopoly and (2) the feebleness
of the Confederacy of Southern Asof the competition offered by the
sociations.
independent first-runs in metroThe brief principally amplifies the
politan areas who rarely have
points raised in the petitioners' original motion to intervene. It conmore than one of the 'Big Five'
tends that the directions as to aucproducts and often have none."
CIEA's brief includes also the Contion selling are not authorized under
ference's belief that flat rentals are
Sherman Act and that "no case
the only possible offers which can the
is found in which the court, for the
fairly be judged from the competi- purpose of implementing its decree
tive standpoint.
In addjtion, the in an anti-trust case, has directed
brief holds, flat-sum rentals would that this particular mechanism of
end "forced partnerships with indebe used
by a defendant."
pendent exhibitors resulting from saleWill
Not Settle
Run Question
It is asserted in the brief that
defendant's insistence upon percentauction selling will not settle the
"Some Run" Offerings
run and clearance status, but will
age playing."
Support was expressed also for "further the monopolistic practices
the Department of Justice proposal injurious to smaller exhibitors." It
that bookings must be offered any is claimed that under the proposed
independent exhibitors "upon reason- system, defendant exhibitors will
able terms for some runs." But have additional advantage over exhibitors subject to the bidding recalling again for divorcement, CIEA
quirement, and so, the brief asks,
held that "'it is without precedent
for the court in a contested case to "Why punish independents in order
defendants?" The adminisimpose a complicated and burden- to reach trative
complications make the plan
some method of business upon an
impractical,
it is charged, because
entire industry as a means of preventing law violations by only one there appears to be no yardstick to
determine whether a theater is adehi anch of that industry.
quate to the bid.
"Since the independent exhibitors
Calls Elimination Justified
are not parties and have not been
found guilty of any law violation,
The unanimity of exhibitor objections to competitive bidding justifies
and consequently are not subject to
the
elimination of the system, the
jurisdiction of the court, the grave
question arises whether the proposed brief asserts, adding that it will be
bidding system, if embodied in the injurious to both exhibitors and the
oi'der, would constitute an exercise public. The petitioners say they do
not seek to avoid the effects of the
of the legislative power rather •han
the judicial power.
proposed decree so as to obtain undue advantages; they merely seek
"In view of the serious impact of
an opportunity "to conduct their
the court's plan on the independent businesses
and deal with the producexhibitors, and the grave legal quesers and distributors in a normal,
tion inherent in it, we feel justified
in again voicing our view that total legal and economic manner and to
divestiture is not only sanctioned by prevent the destruction of the good
the precedents but is the only effec- will built up over a period of years.
tive and enduring remedy that can It is submitted that they are also
be applied in the peculiar circum- entitled to become parties so that
they may present evidence if the
stances of the case."
allegations of the petition are controverted, so that they may be able
Shuford to Para. Studio
to appeal, participate in the future
in the formulation of administrative
For Advertising Talks
provisions and, if necessary, apply
(Continued from Page 1 )
for modification of the decree in the
manager, who leaves for the studio
tonight.
Shuford, who will be on the Coast PRC H.O. Conference
for several weeks, will hold a series
William Nesbitt, Pittsburgh salesof conferences with Henry Ginsberg future."
man for PRC and originator of the
vice-president in charge of producBook of Salesmen's Drives, arrives
tion and studio operations, George here
today for conferences with the
Brown, studio publicity director, and home office sale.5 department.
other executives.
Among the films that will occupy
Shuford's attention will be "Desert
Town," "Unconquered," "Golden
Earrings," "The Big Haircut,"
"Variety Girl," "Blaze of Noon,"
"Dear Ruth," "The Emperor Waltz,"
THOMAS FARLEY, house staff, Pic Theater,
Newark,
N. /.
and "My Favoi'ite Brunette."

which seeks to int;ei*vene.
Supports Cross-Licensing Ban
Myers declared, in support of the
Department of Justice proposal for
a ban on cross-licensing, that "so
long as the defendants retain their
theater chains and are permitted to
cross-license each other, no bidding
system can possibly serve to restore
competition.
"In situations where one of the
defendants has all of the theaters
which can reasonably aspire to a
particular run, the condition would
remain unchanged.
"In situations when two or more
of the defendants have all the theaters eligible for a particular i*un, it
cannot be expected that they will
suddenly detjart from their longe<-ntinued behavior pattern and begin competing for runs.
"In situations where there are independent theaters which might wish
to bid for a run, the affiliated theaters with their backlog of parent
company products will be in such a
strong position that the independents cannot successfully compete
with them.
Defendants Can Overbid Indies
"The defendants, when threatened
with independent comnetition, can
overbid for films and the losses so
incurred can be recouped at points
where they have a mononolv. Snch
losses also can be offset bv the simple expedient of iackins: up the price
of pictures to the independent exhibitors.
Milford Shore Bows on 29th
"Anv claim bv the theaterMilford, Del.— The Shore Theatre
ownine defendants that t'hev
cannot ooeratp their theaters
will open on Oct. 29, Shore Amusement, Inc., will operate.
without cross-licensing must be

NEW POSTS

JOSEPH

ark, N. J.
DURR,

CALVIN

HECHT,
ark, N. J.

house staff, Pic Theater, Newhouse staff, Pic Theater, New-

)OHN KENNEDY, house staff. Embassy Theater,
Newark,
N. j.
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M-G'M Presents
The Topper To The Great
Van Johnson Musical Hits!

NO

starring

LEAVE. NO

LOVE

VAN JOHNSON
with

KEENAN

WYNN

PAT KIRKWOOD
XAVIER
CUGAT
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

• GUY
LOMBARDO
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

EDWARD ARNOLD
• MARIE WILSON
• LEON AMES
Original Screen Play by Charles Martin and Leslie Kardos
Ohecled by CHARLES

MARTIN

Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Picture
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Chi. Loop First-Runs
Cut to Two Weei(s
(Continued from Page It
fendants, RKO, Loevv's, Paramount,
20th-Fox, and Warners, and the circuit defendants, B & K, Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Coi-p. and
Warner Bros. Theaters, are restrained from exhibiting first-run
films in theaters leased or operated
by them for more than two weeks in
Loop houses or more than one week
in subsequent-runs.
Accepts McConnell Proposal
In so directing, the court accepted
the decree proposal of Thomas McConnell, counsel for the Jackson
Park Theater, which was submitted
to Judge Igoe in August last.
The Court also went along with
McConnell in ruling that there must
be no "dead" or waiting time between Loop runs or subsequentinins.
The Igoe decision bans any uniform plan of releases or clearances
by the defendant distributors and
circuits.
"Reasonable"
Rentals
By another provision of the decision, the Jackson Park Theater, in
earlier playing time, is to be given
"reasonable" film rental over B & K's
Maryland Theater.
Defense counsel were reported in
the wake of the court's decision to
be working on a new distributors'
plan to replace the outlawed longstanding Chicago clearance system.
Plaintiffs in the suit were Mrs.
Florence B. Bigelow, Mrs. Marion
Kerber, John E. and William C.
Bloom, all children of Edward Bloom
who built the Jackson Park Theater
in 1917. Suit was originally filed
in 1942 for $360,000 which was
awarded them in full in March, 1944,
with interest to accrue at the rate
of 5 per cent.
A rehearing was denied. In April,
1946, the plaintiff's asked for an additional $200,000.

REHABILITATE THEATER ADVT.
Maurice Bergtnan Tells Virginia Circuit Parley that
Amusement Pages Generally Look the Same
(Continued from Page 1)

strong competition develops for the
entertainment dollar.
The industry is now entering the
era of public service, culture and information as its fourth important
era, Bergman asserted. He characterized the three previous stages as
the storeroom era, the ballyhoo era
and the boom era.
"Theater advertising must keep
ahead of the public taste since ours
is the responsibility to educate the
public as well as to sell," Bergman
emphasized.
Theater Adv. Objectives
He outlined the 10 objectives in
theater advertising as being to get
advertising back into the theaters
where it belongs; to localize its point
of view; to create an institutional
pattern; to abandon the common denominator and the superlative; to
keep the advertising on a family or
cultural level; to make the theater
the focal point of the advertising;
not to be afraid to be different; to be
truthful and reveal what the picture
is about; not to let our prejudices

Distribs. to Seel(
1946 Chinese Coin
(Continued from Page 1)
American pix in China, it was
learned here yesterday. Successful
conclusion of the long struggle to
win Chinese compliance with a 14month old agreement on 1945 remittances was revealed earlier this
week.

Although the 1945 agreement provides for conversion of 15 per cent
of earnings at a 20 to 1 ratio, there
is little chance that a rate nearly
so favorable will be reached for
Ramsey Leaving Holbrook 1946. The Chinese inflation is not
abating — with the market rate of
To Revive Old Company
exchange now better than 3,360
Chinese dollars to one American.
Arthur B. Ramsey, executive viceAmerican diplomatic officials, in
president of Holbrook Microfilming
Service, Inc., has resigned, effective their negotiations for settlement of
Nov. 1, and will return to Dallas in the 1945 agreement, were careful to
January to revive Ramsey Pictures. keep away from the problem of 1946,
Latter operated for 12 years in Okla- feeling that their chances of suchoma City prior to World War II.
cess on last year's agreement would
be hurt if they tried to win any
commitments for 1946.

^^Glass Menagerie's"
Rights to Feldniun
Tennessee Williams' "The Glass
Menagerie," produced on Broadway
by Eddie Dov/ling and Louis J. Singer,
has been purchased for the screen by
Charles K. Feldman, it was reported
here yesterday. The deal is said to
involve a cash payment of $400,000
against eight and two-thirds per cent
of the film's net profits, plus one
and one-third per cent of the gross
over $400,000.

lATSE Pin for Tom O'Brien
Chicago — Tom O'Brien, secretary
of the British Kinema Employes
Benevolent Assn., was presented
with a diamond-studded lATSE pin
by Richard F. Walsh, lA prexy, at
the dinner tendered to O'Brien and
Sam Watson, British miners' chieftain, at the Morrison Hotel Tuesday
night. William Green, AFL prexy,
presented both guests with gold
watches from American unions for
their work in organizing international unity.

influence our advertising; and to contures. dition the community to better pic-

Indie Offers Decree
Solution in Brief
(Continued from Page 1)
Mosque
Theater,
an indepen
Newark, N. J., house, has
amicus curiae brief with thelfVi

The Mosque, owned by Radio C
"Where to sell the picture is just tre. Inc., is the only individual
^^^'t
Court.
toi-y to
ater
seek leave to file a brief
as important as how to sell it," Bergman maintained. "Theatermen should the case. It was submitted "in
start selling a picture with the der to give the court the point
screen and the lobby, advancing the view of a single independent thea
institutional factors of the motion operator who is believed to be t^
cal of many of those who have bi
picture
"The industry."
manager's personality must prevented from entering or who hi
be reflected in the theater. We are been squeezed out of the motion j
exhibiting field," according
the original personality business," ture
the petitioner.
Bergman reminded.
Theater a "White Elephant"
Other guest speakers at the conThe alleged inability to obti
vention, at which Morton S. Thalfor the 3,365-seat thea
himer presided, included Col. Rob- product
ert T. Barton, counsel of the MPTO has made it virtually impossible
of Virginia; C. E. Peppiatt, 20th- operate it as a picture theater, it
Fox district manager; Joe Brecheen, claimed, and as a result "Newar
RKO Radio Washington manager; finest theater has been for year;
elephant and an economic 1(
John Allen, M-G^M district manager; v/hite
to its owners and to the community
Eddie Fontaine, Paramount WashThe petitioner favors the instii^^
ington manager; Robert Smeltzer,
Warners district manager; Harry tion of free competition under
auction system
provided that t
Martin, Universal Washington man- major
theater-owning
def endai :.
ager, and Sam Galanty, Columbia are not permitted,
through their tl ;
district manager.
ater ownership, to enjoy an unfi
competitive
advantage.
An impc
tant advantage, it is claimed, is
the backlog of first-class picturi :
produced by the companies ownir
the theater, and for which the tli
ater does not have to compete.
Able to Outbid Indies
It is pointed out that a produce!
(Continued from Page 1)
owned first-run, having a single-fe
will be submitted, he said, nor is ture
policy with a normal run I
there any strong likelihood that one week, would be able to fill \
any amendments will be offered.
substantial portion of its annui
At the same time, it was felt playing time with its own pictuK
likely that a comment on the dis- It is claimed that this would me<[
tributordefendants'
supplementary that in competing with an indepe;
findings of fact, submitted last week, dently-owned theater for the produ \
will be tendered the court. The of other producers, the produce ;
spokesman would not reveal just
owned theater
afford pi'
where the Department would differ outbid
them forcould
suchclearly
additional
from the defendants, but the impli- tures as it needed, even taking a lo;
cation was that the Department law- on top quality product of other pr
yers will challenge some of the state- ducers in order to deprive indepei
ments set forth.
dent competitors of them.
The brief asserts that where
No comment was forthcoming on
area conta:
the proposal of the SIMPP that inde- first-run competitive
pendents' films not be bound by the several producer-owned theaters,
provisions of any forthcoming decree competing independents could eas:
even though they are distributed by be deprived of all but "B" grade pi( j
defendant companies. It was appar- of
the and
market.
might Divorcement
well be forcedwou)ov''
ent that the Department sees no way tures
such an end could be accomplished, be the sure cure, the petitioner cor
but there was no other comment. As tends, but, lacking that, the Govern,;:
proposed cross-licensing ba ,
revealed here last week, the Depart- ment's
ment does expect to comment upon would be effective without deprivin;
all amicus briefs, but the comment the major defendants of their show
cases. That proposal, if put into ef
may be simply verbal before the feet,
"is both necessary and prope
court.
to restore the normal
competitive
conditions in the motion
pictur
5 Ask Pioneer Membership
Five applications for membership business," it is claimed.
will be passed upon by the executive
committee of the Picture Pioneers
when it meets at the Waldorf-Astoria at noon today. The applicants are Philip Abrahams, William
H. Fass, Harry Lawrenson and Leon- Asmus Buys in Norwood
ard Schlesinger, all of New York,
Denver — Charles Asmus hRsj
and Harry E. Weiner of Philadel- bought the Mesa, in Norwood, from
Boyd Buss.
!
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MPTOA QUESTIONS COURT'S AUCTION ORDER
_

I

Major Defendants Interpret Decree Proposals
i)efendants File Their
Pomments
on All Recomi
endations
With Court
|i
'i|The five major distributor defendnts in the New York equity case
lesterday filed their comments with
jae court on the court's opinion, their
Vn proposed decree and the plain'i|ff's proposed judgment.
I The document appears to have
^2en designed to clarify the defendants' position and to give their in„srpretations of the plaintiff's propsals. The initial comment on their
(Continued on Page 7)

943 Industry Gross
|lt$1,387,540,000

Court Suspends Jackson Park Theater Case
Decree 30 Days for Preparation of Appeal
Chicago — Federal Judge Michael Igoe yesterday granted counsel for defendant film distributors and affiliated theater circuits 30 days suspension of
the Jackson Park Theater case decree which he handed down on Wednesday.
Suspension order was granted to enable defense counsel to consult with New
York home office executives in preparation for an appeal from the decree killing
the Chicago clearance system and cutting loop first-runs to two weeks and
subsequent runs to one week.

U. S. Pix Lose Lead
Local 683 Facing
To Mexican— Palados
by Inl'l
Seizure
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Hollywood — Only two
By JOSEPH

West Coast Bureau of THE

BIRSTEIN

American films have lost their
lead to Mexican competition in the
Latin-American market, The Film
Daily was told yesterday by Jose
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Gustavo Palacios, who just arrived
I Washington — A 1943 industry from
South America.
fross of $1,387,540,000 was reported
Citing the bookings in his 16-the["om 4,067 tax accounts in the in- ater
chain in Caracas, Venezuela, as
'astry by the U. S. Treasury this
;iorning.
Net income was reported an example. General Manager Pala(Continued on Page 7)
y 2,897 firms, and no net income by
^008.
Of those reporting
income, 277 Universal in Market for
ere listed as producers, with a
ross of $608,574,000, compared with 20 to 25 Stories a Year
gross of $712,962,000 reported by
Universal is in the market for the
,j
(Continued on Page 3)
best stories available to supply the
demand for between 20 and 25 pic;ob Savini to Coast for
tures a year, William Dozier, viceroduction Conferences
president and assistant in charge of
production, said yesterday at a trade
Robert M. Savini, president of press luncheon at 21 Club.
!■ stor Pictures Corp., will leave for
Dozier introduced James W. Polollywood next Tuesday or Wednesing, new Eastern story director, and
ly to confer with Jack Elliott who
(Continued on Page 7)
ill produce the first of a series of
feature stunt productions for
(Continued on Page 3)

FILM

Abbeville, Ala. — This city has
levied a new tax of three cents on
each 35 cents or fraction thereof
and two cents on each 20 cents or
fraction thereof for tickets to theaters and other places of amusement
operating for profit within the
corporate limits.

DAILY

Netherlands East Indies

DAILY

DeRochemont Offers Plan

Monogram International has closed To 'Sell' America Abroad
a deal with the Netherlands East
Indies government for a group of its
Richard de Rochemont, March of
films it was announced yesterday by Time
producer,
recently returned
Norton V. Ritchey, president. Wil- from a six-week European trip, yesterday outlined to Ampa
members
liam E. Osborne, Monogram's Far
(Continued on Page 6)
Eastern rep., left iSingapore for
Batavia on a short visit to the Dutch
(Continued on Page 3)

Louis A. Valente to appear in Part
Three, Supreme Court, Manhattan,
Hollywood — The recently formed on Monday to show cause why they
Allied 'Studios, Inc., has acquired a have refused to exhibit Howard
25-year lease from the U. S. Govern- Hughes' controversial pic, "The Outment of the plant at Henderson,
Order was secured yesterday by
Nev. Its three large buildings will
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 7)
FILM

New Distrib. Cos.
Decree Outcome!

of Film
Technicians Local 683's 16 officers
and members of the board of directors, Paul Jaffe, vice-president,
and Melvin Young, a member of the
board, appeared at the hearing at
which Local 683 reps, were charged
with disobeying the orders of lATSE Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
President Richard F. Walsh that lA
Washington — "The desire of independent producers to distribute their
members should cross the picket
lines established by the Conference product without being subject to the
curbs which may be placed on the
(Continued on Page 6)
majors by the New York court may
lead to the formation of new distrib(Continued on Page 6)
Monogram Pictures for

UA Sues Brandt-Mayer; Clty^s Threat Bared
Harry Brandt and Arthur Mayer
Allied Studios Leases
were directed yesterday in an order
signed by Supreme Court Justice
Gov't Plant in Nevada
West Coast Bureau of THE

Independent exhibitor members of
the MPTOA do not believe that the
court intended to restrict competition to the point of requiring pictures to be sold at auction to the
highest bidder and to bar all other
methods of competition, when it
offered
titure. an alternative plan to divesThat theory was advanced yesterday when the MPTOA indie members
filed an a/mieus curiae brief in the
New York equity case through their
(Continued on Page 6)

Fight ^^Outlaw^^ Cancellaiions

Municipal Admission
TttA; for Abbeville

Believes Court Did Not
Intend to Restrict Competition as Interpreted

France Releasing
Blocked Pix Funds

Paris (By Cable) — The American Embassy has been informed by
the Ministry of Finance that instructions have been given for the release of all blocked funds to U. S.
film companies. The remittances will
be made shortly, it was reported.
The amount is said to be considerable because the funds include prewar deposits, revenue from OWI
pictures and grosses from pictures
released during the two years since
the liberation.
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T. O'SHEA. Vanguard
for the Coast.

president, left

CHARLES GOLDSMITH. co-ordina!or f;r the
British Empire for Loew's Internatio .al, arrived in Sydney,
Australia,
yesterday.
CHESTER B. EAHN. tditor of THE FILM
DA.LY. is in Boston today.
COL. JACK VDTICN, head cf RKO Radio producticn activities in Eu.ope, has arrived in
Pa:i5 from London to confer with Kene Clair
ANITA LOUISE is in tcwn on a short vacation.
ICHN BERGIN. Paramount Philadelphia salesman, is in New York for ho.ne office sales conferences.
EMERSON
YORKE
leaves today for '.he Coast.
LEONARD SATS, director of purchasing and
maintenance for Century circuit theaters, will
leave here by plane tomorrow to attend t,ie
S.VFE ccnventicn
in Hollywood,
)ACK
studio

LLOYD, Brcadway and radio actor, returned here yesterday via Constellation from
conferences on the Coast.

BETTY

CCMDEN

and ADOLPH

GREEN,

re-

Kepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28. Calif.
cently signed by M-G-M to write a musical
—Ralph Wilk.. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone which Arthur Freed will produce, will leave
Granite 6607. WASHIXGTOX— Andrew H. ,n = re Monday for the coast, and will return upon
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C. completion of their commitment to finish work
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett. en their first dramatic play.
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
PAT O'BRIEN will leave here Oct. 25 on the
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 X.
Queen Elizabeth's maiden voyage as a passenger
Oaklev Ave.. Phone Briargate 7441. LOXDOX
ship for England.
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127
A. W. COOK, member of the Board of Gov133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
ernors of the SMPE. left Binghamton yesterday
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
for
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAYtion. Hollywood to attend the Society's convenRam L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
HANK LINET, Universal-International Eastern
Paul Saftar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charr;.s
advertising manager, will leave New York today
<^TOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud. Jaktvarv
ioy plane for Chicago to set the opening of
=p'an 30.g. HOXOLULU — Eileen O'Brif
MEXICO CITY^Airi Andrade. Mexico City
■The Dark Mirror" at the Woods Oct. 26.
HeraM, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— B^
WILLIAM DOZIER, Universal - International
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier production executive will Uave New York over
St VAX'COUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric the week-end for Hollywood with a stop-over in
Theater Bldg.; SYDXEY—Bowden Fletcher, Omaha.
CHARLES LAUGHTON returns to New York
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N". S. W. Phone,
CL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys, from the Coast in mid-November, following
110 Rue des Paquerettes ; MOSCOW — Raycompletion of his role in "Arch of Triumph."
mond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COFEXWILLIAM WOLFSON, city manager, Alabama
HAGEN — John Lindberg, Jemhanealle No. 3,
Theaters. Inc., Montgomery, Ala., has returned
Loese. AMSTERDAM— Df. from a vacation trip to Denver, Colo.
Copenhagen-Van
T. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
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Net
2
25
19
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Am.
Seat
21
19
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Bell & Howell
19V4
Columbia
Plots
251/2
East. Kodak
212
191
211
251,4
211
do pfd
191
2614
277/8 191
Gen, Prec. Eq
27
31Vb
8 1/2
28
3118
167/8
Loew's,
Inc
ZSVi
171 g
87/8
Paramount
31 '/a
RKO
175/8
15
1513
Republic Picts
ST-'g
4214
Republic Picts. pfd. ISVs
42V4
311/2
20th Century-Fox . . . 435.8 311
871,24 871/i
Universal
Pict
3134
88
1834
Universal
Picts. pfd..
19Va
Warner
Bros
18i.i
3%
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
37/8
6
6534
6
Monogram
Picts.
6
37/8
Radio-Keith
cvs.
161/i
16 1/2
Sonctone
Corp.
5 ''2
17
Technicolor
51/8
5
5
Trans-Lux
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Pathe
Industries
730

in

GIBBONS,
head POWELL
of M-G-M
StudiosartCEDRIC
department:
WILLIAM
and ROBERT
MONTGOMERY, stars, are in town from the
Coast.
HERBERT
NUSBAUM,
M-C-M's
fice legal staff
is due of
back
Mondayhome
fromof-a
Coast trip.
JOAN FONTAINE is expected back over the
week-end in Hollywood.
WILLIAM
LYON,
of town
M-C-M's
studio after
publicity department
is in
on vacation,
a brief visit to Philadelphia.
WILLIAM
BRENNER, leaves
head of
M-C-M's
field
auditing G.department,
today
for a
Chicago. trip to -Minneapolis, Milwaukee, and
week's

ROACH
deen, S. D.

^ 000 on a reconversion progi'as ft-hici
will include the erection of tthei^ing
to house administration offices, dressing rooms, shops, mills, etc. The
company plans to go into production
in January. It will also rent stage.to other producers.
Joe Rock is vice-president ■ ir
charge of production and Leon Lee
one of the officers. Names of the
other officers will be announced
shortly. The company has plans to
produce 20 pictures.

Zukor, Weltner Sail for
Europe on Queen Elizabeth

JOHN J. MALONEY. M-G-M Central sales
manager, leaves today for his Pittsburgh headquarters after a two-day home
office visit.

Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
chairman, will make his first trip to
Europe since 19-39 when he sails on

CHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ,
Loew's
vice-president and treasurer,
is scheduled
to return
from
the Coast Monday,
i

M. L. SIMONS, editor of the Distributor,
M-G-M s sales publication, is due to return
Monday from a three-week visit to the company's studios.
JOHN E. FLYNN, M-G-M Midwestern sales
I manager, has returned to Chicago after several
; days at the home office.
' FRANK C. HENSLER. M-G-M district manager and FRANK ]. DOWNEY, branch manager,
leave tomorrow
for their Detroit headquarters.
CATHERINE CRAIG returns to Hollywood at
the
Ind. week-end from a vacation in Bloomington,
I
MARIE
■ morrow,
Hollywood

WILSON
aboard

the accompanied
Queen Elizabeth
Oct. 25. Weltner.
He wil".
be
by George
president
of
Paramount
International.
Zukor will go to London and Paris
where
he will personally
install
James
E. Perkins
company'.^
managing
director as
for the
Great
Britair.
and John B. Nathan as division manager for continental Europe, North
Africa and the Middle East. Both
men were recently appointed. Henry
Ginsberg, vice-president in charge of
production,
scheduled
to go
to
sage.
Europe also, has cancelled his pas-

will arrive in New York from
the TWA
Constellation
to-

MAURY ORR. UA Western sales manager, has
returned to the home office following a threeweek
tour of Western
exchanges.

is hunting pheasants near Aber-

8 Out-of-Town Delegates
To Attend WB Club Meet

Allied Studios vnW spend $1,600.

WILLIAM
B. ZOELLNER,
head back
of M-C-M's
rep.int
and importation,
is due
from a
tour of Western exchanges on Tuesday.

WILLIAM
SATORI,
Monogram's
Continental
: European
Representative,
has just returned
to
[ London after a trip to the Continen*
where he
visited
the
Monogram
distributors
in
Holland,
WALTER HOFFMAN, 20th-Fox exploiteer at
Minneapolis,
is pack from Los Angeles.
Belgium and France.
RAY MILLAND and his wife will visit five
JACK LORENTZ. 20th-Fox Central division
countries
on the European continent following
drive leader for the Skouras drive, and ANhis
command performance before the King and
NAMAE SUFFERN, 20th-Fox women's drive
Queen
in London on Nov. 1.
leader, are at the Minneapolis
exchange.
HAL

;

XAVIER CUCAT and his orchestra will be
Minneapolis
Monday
for a p. a.
WALTER PIDCEON, M-C-M star, expected
from the
Coast
this
week,
has delayed his arrival for two weeks.

(Continued from Page 1)

be converted into nine stages an
used.
Western Electric equipment will b

Rank Cos. to Make 25%
Of Pix in Technicolor

Eight delegates from out of town
London (By Cable) — Film comv\'ill attend the annual meeting of i panies associated with J. Arthur
the
Warner
Club
tomorrow
at
the
' Rank Organization are producing 25
1%
WB home office. They include Leo' per cent of their output in Technicolor despite shortage of color camRosen, Albany; Richard Barry, Chicago; Francis Flood, Xew Haven; J. jeras, lack of studio space, and the
- Vz
- 1'/2
Brodsky, Philadelphia; S. Bragin, I"austei'ity" program.
- Vi Pittsburgh; S. Hoffman, WashingColor-pix in current production
ton; Richard Wright, Cleveland, and
are: "Stairway to Heaven," "My
- Vs Arthur Manfredonia, Newark.
3/8
Heart Goes Crazy," "This Happy
- 1/4
Va
Breed," "Men of Two Worlds,"
Cinecolor Gets 491 Print
"Black Narcissus," "The Man Within," "Jassy," "Blanche Fury," and
Asked
Order on "Gallant Bess"
"Christopher Columbus."

!

Also sailing on the first West-East
voyage
of the Elizabeth
be
Frank
LaGrande,
chief
at -^-ill
Para; mount's Long Island lab.; Ray Mil: land, Maurice Ne-R-ton, a member of
I the board of directors and Roland
Culver.

4 SGP Sales Districts;
5- Year Pact for Jones
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

\ Hollywood — Screen Guild Productions' expansion plans call for the
immediate establishment of four
major sales districts throughout the
country with a district manager in
i charge of each sector under the suI pei-vision of F. A. Bateman, general
sales manager.
New five-year contracts have been
handed President John J. Jones and
Robert L. Lippert, vice-president in
charge of distribution.
All original
! stockholders
and franchise holders

the original
Chicago stock
meeting
to in\Ivoted
crease attheir
purchases
Coast B-.irca:'. of THE FILM DAILY
Hollj'wood — Cinecolor has received
by
50
per
cent
to
provide
the
necesEarl Champion Dead
an order from M-G-M for 491 prints "Carnegie Hall" Shooting
, sarj- capital for the company's ex.Minneapolis — Earl Champion, pro- i of "Gallant Bess." A record order Finished Ahead of Sked
jectionist at the Nokomis, a nabe, |for the Burbank plant, the prints
I Berco•^^ci
pansion program.
In Ne'w York
and former business agent for the \are scheduled for domestic use only
Leonardo Bercovici, screenplay
with
further
orders
expected
for
Shooting
on
'
Carnegie
Hall"
was
operator's union here, died.
completed yesterday one day ahead writer, arrived from the Coast yesoverseas prints.
Nomikos Retains Simon
of the 55-day schedule. Cutting will
terday to confer with Taylor Caldcommence immediately in the East,
Chicago — Seymour Simon has been Rodell Opens in Ne-w Berlin
well on the film version of "This Side
it
was
stated
by
Boris
Morros.
Pic
New Berlin, 111.— W. J. Rodell has
retain°d by Van Nomikos to defend
of Innocence," novel, which will be
the percentage fraud actions filed opened the new Rodeo here. He form- will
produced by Hal Home for Story
Artists.be released through United Prod.
erly
resided
in
Athens,
111.
against him by distribs.
West

83'8
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1943 Industry Gross
At $1,387,540,1

Danz on Stand at
Seattle Trust Trial

(Continued from Page 1)
2,620 exhibitors.
Net income figure

Seattle — John Danz, president of
the Sterling Theater circuit, testifying in the anti-trust suit of the Theater Investment Co. and Venetian
Theater against 13 exhibitors and
distributors for $500,000 damages,
told the Court that his Granada and
Admiral Theaters in West Seattle in

for t^°se two groups were $126,090,[)00
) $136,843,000 respectively— a
^otafbf $262,933,000. $56,664,000 of

:he producer take was reported subject to excess profits taxation, and
;70,831 of the exhibitor income —
vith the two groups giving Uncle
3am $45,693,000 and $56,935,000 in
ixcess profits taxes respectively,
rotal tax bill for both groups was
;147,380,000 — of which the producers
laid $69,002,000 and the exhibitors
;78.377,000.
Dividends of $53,571,000 were relorted for the two groups — $22,256,'00 and $31,315,000 respectively,
stock dividends were not included
n this tally.
Of the firms reporting no net inome, 244 were in the production
i>ranch and 764 in exhibition. Their
'toss
was
listed
at
$66,014,000.
15.842,000 and $50,172,000 respecIvelv.
Overall deficit was reported
t $5.382,000— $3,084,000 for the prouction end and $2,298,000 for the
xhibitors.

Job Savini to Coast for
'roduction Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)
.stor. Bud Pollard, who will direct
nese pictures, has already arrived
n the Coast, where studio facilities
ave been engaged and the scenario
Readied. Announcements as to the
ast of the first pic will be made
lortly.
Savini while on the Coast will also
pnfer with various producers who
ave major company productions in
3 mm. and also 3.5 mm. available
Dr re-issue. He will headquarter at
le Hollywood "Plaza.
From Hollywood, Savini will visit
stor exchanges in the Northwest,
•-opping at San Francisco and Port.nd and then work his way South
) visit the Southern offices at Dallas,
ew Orleans and Atlanta. He expects to return in time for the Pic,ires pioneer Dinner.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 18
Claude Macgowan
Roy H. Haines
Frances
Marion
Setli Raisler
Margaret
Seddon
Lou Formafo
Eugene Gilbert Artliur H. Schwartz
Oct. 19
William Massce
Ralph Cervers
Natalie Thompson
Louis Graff
R. P. Hagen
Nancy Carroll
Gene Tierney
Wallace
Sullivan
Lynn Merrick
Oct. 20
Richard Fiske Robert W. Armstrong
Evelyn Keyes
Elsa Benham
Judy Canova
Rosita
Delmar
Bert Morehouse

The New PRC
• • • THE NEW PRC: If you've been intrigued by PRC's recent
adoption without fcmiaie of publicity trumpets, of the prefix. New and
have been led to speculate as to the reason and what it portends, you
and Phil M. possess the some lively bump of curiosity
So, across
the luncheon table yesterday, there was verbal give-and-take with the
New PRC's mighty able prexy, Harry H. Thomas, and what you are
about to read thus may be said to bear an official stamp of sorts
First, the introduction of the New
PRC does not presage
corporate
changes
The use of the prefix, says Harry frankly, is essentially
for psychological
effect
Obviously, it points up the New PRC's
change of pace during the last eight or nine months, and, as well, what
that change of pace has meant in the way of orgcmizational and program development
Harry feels that the New PRC in that comparatively brief period actually has made progress equal to that which
is normally achieved in three years' time
And the company ledgers
bear him out
The New PRC todcry is getting terms far ahead of
those to which PRC was accustomed in the nof-too-long ago
That
in part explains why the company's production outlay for eight pictures for 1946-47 approximates the aggregate spent on some 26 features
distributed in 1945-46
You gather from Harry's enthusiastic table
talk that there is financial magic in the resources at the disposal of the
New PRC
Which isn't exactly surprising, considering that the resources are those of Robert R. Young, one of the foremost industrialists
of our time
Young's interests are multiple, of course
But vrith
Pathe Industries and American
Eagle-Lion, in addition to the New
PRC, he has something more than just a toehold in film biz
Which
is something to remember, surely
Meanwhile, this:
Three cenanswer

turies ago, Avon's Bard queried, "What's in a name?"
A
to that could be
"Plenty, if the name is the New

1946
PRC

or Harry Thomas"
•

•

•

T
T
T
CUFF NOTES: Ernest W. Fredman, managing editor of Bri-

tain's leading industry daily, the Daily Film Renter, who is among those
arriving on the S.S. Elizabeth Mondcry mom, will be staying at the Drake
Hotel for the first seven days of his American sojourn, after which he
will be at the Sherry-Netherland, until he departs for Hollywood on Nov.
8
The very able Freddie is going to find himself swamped by
American hospitality, upon his arrival. ... • That striking photo of
the Hotel Astor roof fire on Page 1 of the New York Daily News was
taken from the FILM DAILY offices by Don Mersereau, associate publisher and general manager. ... • Don't be surprised if Maurice B.
Bergman, Universal's ad-publicify director, fills a succession of speaking engagements, before exhibitor and other organizations, during the
next few months. ... • And don't discount the box office importance
of newspctper film reviews, despite what that public opinion poll purported to establish
For instance, the Chicago Tribune reports that
in 1935 its movie reviews were factors in 10,203 comments or inquiries
from readers
Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the total
Trib. reader response, for both drama cmd music. . hit 9,986. ... • The
J. Arthur Rank-Wesley Ruggles pic, "London Town," will be re-titled
"My Heart Goes Crazy" for American distribution by Universal-Infl. . . .
• Newest typing service in town
and one that should be a success is Central Service with offices in the Belasco Theater Building,
115 West 44lh Sf
Trio of owners are three former typists and secretaries from Hortense Schorr's publicity department at Columbia Pictures. ... • Max Brock, Lawton, Okla. thecrter owner, will head the
city's Community Chest campaign. ... • Some new sort of a record for
loyalty to a film must have been established in St. Louis recently, where
Alice Ugarde, music teacher, went to see "A Song To Remember" 95
times
Clarence Hill, Columbia's brcmch head, heard of it cmd gave
Miss Ugarde a fitting reward
a 96th and private screening

August, 1945, were raised to thirdrun status after he had agreed to
the price scale in effect at the
Egyptian and Neptune Theaters.
Testimony was also introduced by
the plaintiffs hearing on the relationship between the National Theaters
Corp., Evergreen Theaters Corp.,
Evergreen State Amusement Corp.,
Cascade Theaters Corp., and Fox
Theaters, Inc. These companies are
charged with conspiring to control
interstate distribution of film
through the force of their purchasing power and dictating admission
Frank L. Newman, Sr., president
prices.
of the last four named companies,
testified he had been brought to
Seattle by the Skouras brothers.
The deposition of Al Rosenberg, secretary of these companies, with the
exception of Cascade Theaters, was
next introduced to establish the exclusive third-run bookings in effect
for theatersEgyptian
and1945.
Neptune Thefrom 1939 to

Monogram Pictures for
Netherlands East Indies
(Continued from Page 1)
East
Indies, and will leave
•shortly for Manila.

there

James

J. Tierney, a former executive of Ritchey International, has
been appointed service manager of
Monogram International to guide the
prints and advertising matter
abroad.

STORK REPORTS
It's a 7-pound, 8-ounce girl at the
Bob- Weitmans. Pop is manager of
the New York Paramount Theater.
It's their third child, the other two
being a girl and boy. Mother is at
the Williamsburg Maternity HosA baby girl was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Carlton, Sunday, at
pital.
Women's Hospital. Father is assistant to Melvin L. Gold, advertising
and publicity director of National
Screen Service.
Chicago — Tom Burke, president of
the local theater janitors' union, became a granddaddy with the birth of
a son to his daughter, Mrs. John
Cosgrove, at the Illinois Central
Hospital.
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The Sweetheart of 1946'' raves the
N. Y. Daily News- and the Boxoffice!

Roxy opening tops 20th's
Biggest Technicolor Hits-

Dolly Sisters,"
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EVERY RECORD

IN THE HISTORY OF THE
TREMENDOUS
FOX THEATRE,
SAN FRANCISCO!
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MPTOA Questions
Court's
Bid Order
(Continued from Page 1)
attorney, Herman M. Levj^ The
MPTOA pointed out that parties to
:he suit and exhibitor applications
)efore the court had indicated the
same interpretation of competitive
oidding, adding that "since such a restricted arena of competition would
oe contrary to the basic philosophj'
of the Sherman Act, your petitioners
do not believe that that was the
court's intention."
"Auction Bidding" Not in Decision
The MPTOA declared that nowhere in' the decision did the court
use the words "auction bidding" or
■•auction selling" and yet "industrywise that is the exclusive label given
:o the particular words of the decision."
The petitioners then asked a
Jefinite
question:
is there
about this
industry""RTiat
different
from
any other which requires that it be
singled out and impressed with a
restricted system of auction selling,
whether that be only one method of
competition or the only method of
competition?"
Continuing, the brief said:
"Your petitioners, too, hold no
brief for divorcement. They do not
feel that that remedy will cure the
evils complained of, but, quite on
the contrary, will create a new set
of them. But why, they ask, must
rhe alternatives be a restricted system of competition in the form of
auction selling or divorcement? What
is there inherent in the motion picture industry which calls upon the
court to order an affirmative plan, a
code, for competition, rather than
the customary prohibitions against
the indulgence in unlaw^ful practices
and the opening of the market thereupon to competition?"
Over-buying, "Backlogging"
The MPTOA backed up the proposal of Robert L. Wright, special
assistant to the Attorney General,
on the matter of over-buying and
"backlogging." The Government had
proposed that "each license shall
specify a date of availability of a
licensed and proprint for the run
vide that such run shall commence
within 30 days after such availability." It was pointed out that
this should be read with another
provision which, in effect, would prevent any exhibitor from having a
longer
hand. than six months' supply on
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IN IVEW INDUSTRY

POSTS

RICH, manager, Teitel's Asfor Theater,
Chicago.
CRAYDCN MATTHEWS, manager. Monogram
exchange,
Toronto.
CHARLES BRAUNCH, manager, Ridge, Breckridge. Minn.
GERALD J. YANISCH, manager, Chief, Red
Wing, Minn.
CURTIS E. (JEAN) WEISER, operator, Alvin
Theater,
Detroit.

DANTE DEL CROSSO, manager, Alden Theater,
Detroit.
THORNE NOCAR, operator, Imperial Theater,
Detroit.

JOHN COL&RITE, manager, Alvin Theater, Detroit.
KY ROSSMAN, manager, Carlton Theater, De
troit.

EVERETT LOVELETT, salesman, Columbia, Minneapolis.
BILL WOOD,
booker.
Paramount,
Minneapolis.
BRUCE SCHUBERT, office manager, Paramount,
Minneapolis.

M.

HAROLD

E. WELCH, operator, Oal<land Theater, Highland Park, Mich.

n tooad'Seil'
Offers
ricaPlaAbr
Ame

troit.HUNT,
jCSEPH
B. E. POOL,
ater,
ROBERT C.
ater,

BILL

Seizure by Int'l

(Continued from Page 1)
of Studio dictional
Unions in strike.
the Coast-^^a.
juris-

manager. Imperial Theater, De-

operator. West Side Drive-In TheDetroit.
MCESTA,
operator, Stratford TheDetroit.

CHAlKEN,

Local 683 Facing

PRC

Hollywood

publicity staff.

New Distrib. Cos.
Decree Outcome!

Thomas Mui-tha, business ^het-j of
the stagehands local of Brooklyn.
N. Y., presided at the hearing. Local
68.3 officers charged that the hearing
would
a "cut-and-dried
lATSEbe officials
said that ifaffair."
Murtha
finds the charges are true, the officers of 683 will have 48 hours to

-MOVIE SETS TO L-^.
' West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollyuood — It was disclosed at
a meeting called Wednesday night
by Roy M. Brewer, Hollywood
rep. for the lATSE, that the three
AFL labor arbitrators who settled
last year's strike had said that they
had meant all along that movie
set erection should belong to the
lATSE. Disclosure was made at
the meeting by Ronald Reagan,
third vice-prexy of the Screen
ing.
Actors
Guild. Local 683 officials
said that less than one-tenth of
683 members attended the meet-

(Continued from Page 1)
I Continued from Page 1)
at their luncheon meeting in Town i uting companies — which is just what
Hall Club, an immediate solution to ; this business needs," a prominent
the urgent need of "selling" America exhibitor leader said here yesterday.
abroad. De Rochemont proposed that
Opinion that the Xew York Statuthe industry select 10 of its top
tory Court has the power to direct
men to work with an advisory board, sales methods of distribs. over indemade up of a -cross-section of the
pendent product ■ as well as their
American people, to choose from own, Abram F. Myers, general counnearly 2,500 feature pix not yet
sel for national Allied, said the inshown abroad, a selection which will deiDendent producers cannot expect
give Europeans a truthful presenta- to "have their cake and eat it too."
It was recalled that in 1944 an show cause why lA should not sution of American life. These 10 men
persede them. If they fail to so
and the advisory board would work Arbitration Appeal Board ruled that
convince lA they will be ordered to
in co-operation with a friendly for- RKO was within its rights in refus- turn over their books and records to
eign group to make the selection.
ing a New England exhibitor an In- the International. If they refuse,
ternational feature for showing in
William Benton, of the U. S. State
the Intei-national will go to court to
Department is ready to supply such one of his smaller theaters, even
carry out the seizure of the local.
a group with available information though it was ready to book into one ' Officials of 683 expect an adverse
which will be helpful in making the of his larger houses. The distribu- ' decision and will appeal from any
tor was upheld on the ground that
selection, de Rochemont declared.
had nixed the less de- injunction issued against the local
Offered as a general concept International
sirable booking.
and carry the matter to the highest
abroad, de Rochemont declared "we
court.
At that time, exihibitors were preReps, of Local 683 said that at a
are too rich to be loved." American
pared to challenge the appeals board, joint meeting with reps, of the Lab.
films are setting up an impossible
conception of American luxury and but decided not to go to the trouble Technicians Union, lA Local 702
frivolity. The foreign audiences want because they were certain that the of Xew York, held in Chicago in
consent decree under which the in- July a full explanation of plans and
not only entertainment but a feeldustry was still operating could not actions of mutual concern relating
ing of closer kinship to the Amer- last much longer.
ican masses, he added; and cited as
to employers was agreed upon; notification of employer trouble of any
an example a backdrop impression
created in films when a stenographer abroad," the MOT producer empha- kind which required the assistance of lab. unions to solve; agreegoes home from work to living quar- sized.
De Rochemont further stressed the
ment not to do each other's work
ters that only a black marketeer
need for projecting Americanism in the event of stoppages over barcould support.
disputes; joint action on
"We cannot establish ourselves through features, since shorts, in- wage andgaining
condition drives in the
cluding documentaries, have lost
with the rest of the world unless we
can admit through films that we have their place on current programming future; equal wage rates and workingcians
conditions
forthefilm
lab. technithroughout
country.
a cross-section of people in America abroad. The great boom in European
who may find direct relationship to film attendance has caused the foreign exhibitor to confine his show to
similar people in other countries
a feature and newsreel only, in order
spectfully pray that they receive to get the turnover.
As a closing note, de Rochemont
favorable action by this court and be
said that the industry has reaped a
included in the final decree." It was
suggested, however, that the 30-day valuable hai-vest in the past five
"As to both of these provisions," provision be changed to read 45 days, years and will be wise to support
Reaves-Gomto
the brief states, "your petitioners re- since the shorter period might act to such a move to spread Americanism
Winter
Haven,
Fla. — Myrtle
keep the exhibitor from fulfilling all throughout the world.
Claire Trevor and Rhonda Kelly Reaves and James W. Gamto were
of his commitments and to prevent
married in Valdosta, Ga. Both are
him from properly varying the type (Miss Australia) together with A. G. on the staff of the Ritz.
Hard
and
Harold
W.
Eather,
of
the
of pictures played.
The MPTOA also asked that Australian Trade Commission, were
Scrtterfield-Miner
seated at the dais together with
HERBERT CROOKER, publicity manager
Wright's guarantee of some run be Rutgers Neilson, Ampa president,
Ridgeway,
111. — Clyde Miner, manincluded in the final decree, as well
for M-G-M, will be discharged today from
ager and part-owner of the Strand,
and
Phil
Williams,
vice-president,
as
the
25
per
cent
cancellation
was
married
to Mabel Satterfield,
St. Clair Hospital where he has been reprivilege. The association asked for a who acted as member-emcee and in- an employe of the Gallatin County
cuperating following an emergency appentroduced the guest of honor.
simplified system of arbitration.
dectomy.
Bank.
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lajor Defendants
ubmit Comments

Fight ^^Outlaw^^ Cancellations U. S. Pix Lose Lead
UA

Sues Brandt-Maycj7Jit/s

(Continued from Page 1)
United Artists,
of the
distributor
a mandatory
in
^l proposed decree and the plain- pic, which is asking
junction requiring the two defend
F's proposed judgment reads:
ants to exhibit "The Outlaw" in the
'•f .er the opinion nor the sug- Rialto,
Republic
and
Gotham
on
sti^^for a decree by this court Broadway Oct. 26 as scheduled.
lates each violation of the Sherman
Affidavit of Edward C. Raftery,
;t found to have existed to any
ecified section of that Act. It UA president, which accompanies
the show-cause order, discloses that
erefore seems appropriate to have
he was first notified of the Brandt2 decree provide that the defend- Mayer intention not to play the film
ts have violated the Sherman Act
on Oct. 11. At that
the respects specified in the by Harry Brandt to
Raftery, he reinion. That is the suggestion of time, according
ceived a letter from Brandt which
ese defendants.
The proposal of read:
3 plaintiff that the decree recite
"I have been served notice in
at the defendants 'were found to
person by the License Commisve violated Section 1 and 2 of the
^REVOCATION
erman Act' carries the erroneous
Drafting of a city ordinance is
plication that each of the violans found by the court constituted
now in preparation which will
broaden the powers of the New
violation of both Sections 1 and 2."
York City Department of License,
Enjoins Minimum Admissions
enabling the license commissioner
s
The comment point out that the
to revoke the license of any thedecree enjoins
lintiff's proposed
ater whose advertising of an atadmission
3 fixing of minimum
traction he may deem salacious,
fees by certain specified means and
it was reported yesterday.
1 any other wise," whereas the desioner of the City of New York,
'dants in their proposed decree en■n the fixing of minimum admisthe Honorable Benjamin Fieldi.n prices "in any manner or by
ing, and by the Assistant Corporation Counsel in charge of
y means." Continuing on this subCriminal Prosecutions, Mr. Dan
-■X, the defendants say:
Rosen, acting on behalf of the
decree
'The plaintiff's proposed
Police Department of the City
-=s not, by express language, recog>,e the right of a distributor to
of New York, that if 'The Outlaw' is shown in the Rialto, Gothjuire knowledge of the admission
am and the Republic Theaters,
.ces which the exhibitor intends to
action will be taken first by the
irge for the exhibition of a parLicense Commissioner for the
•ular feature. Defendants' proposal
violation of 1140A of the Penal
:ognizes this right. This right is
Law, which will then result in a
:essary to enable a distributor to
presentment of an indictment by
ermine which exhibitor has offered
the Grand Jury, and with the
■ ! best terms," and for other reapermanent revocation of the lils stated by the court.
censes of these three theaters to
•This does not in any respect redo business in the City of New
j iet the freedom of the exhibitor
York,
I determine for himself the admis"Sgt. Quinn, of the Police Deto
he intends
which
1 price
partment, has notified the Corpirge," it is stated.
oration Counsel's office that if
j Would Permit Clearance
Universal in Market for
fi.5 to clearance, the five major de- 20 to 25 Stories a Year
dants declare that their proposal
lould permit clearance, but pre(Continued from Page 1)
iits any agreement between
two
more distributors to maintain a Florence Odets, assistant to Poling.
tem of clearances." It is pointed Poling said that New York was the
that under the plaintiff's pro- most important cog of the story desal, an agreement between Distrib- partment.
jir A and Exhibitor B for reasonIt was revealed that Bob Golde clearance over competitive theC. D and E might be claimed
stein's new post would be Eastern
constitute a violation of this production
executive, co-ordinating
ree because Distributor A agi-eed studio activities with New York.
jh an exhibitor to maintain a sys|i of clearances. Obviously, it is show where the plaintiffs and deed, "such a proposal ignores the
fendants differ and agree on the
clearance." various proposals of the court for a
reasonable endeavors
of a document
lidityentire
The
to final decree.

BARTERED
^TISCOPE SCREEN
CORP.,
New York
City,
capital of $20,000 in one dollar shares, 30
subscribed,
to deal In motion
picture
.ns. Incorporated at Albany by Warren Mil: Salvador Nelson, Morris L. Singer.

Threat Bared

(Continued from Page 1)

Carl Danahey Stricken
Carl Danahey, a member of the
Warner home office tax department,
died suddenly yesterday of a heart
attack he suffered while in an elevator. Danahey had been with the company for over 25 years.

in these
'ThewillOutlaw'
we show
be in violation
s we
theater
Law and the Adof the Penal ministrative
Code.
"Having been served notice by
accredited representathe fully
tives of the City of New York,
I have no alternative but to
that I cannotify United Artists
not run this picture in these
three theaters."
m a statement yesterday
Kaitery
said that UA could not agree to
cancellation of the exhibition con"no eex-a
contende
tracts,
repudiat
rightd tothat
hibitor hasandthe
contract because he is threatened by
some public official who is in no way
connected with the State Board of
"The State Legislature, having
vested censorship in the Board of
Education, in effect took all powers
of local censorship away from any
or county officials," Raftery ascity
serted.
"This incident is an unprecedented
attempt on the part of the Commissioner of Licenses, the Corporation Counsel and the Police Department of the City of New York to
a new form of censorsuperimpose
ship on the already existing state
censorship. The Supreme Court of
the U. S. and the Courts of the State
of New York have already passed
upon the New York State Censorship law and have certified to its
Brandt said yesterday he would
validity."
subpoena
citythat
officials
involved
in order to show
he did
not initiate
the cancellation because of possible
riots and local objections.
Hughes Prods., through former
Gov. Charles Poletti, yesterday returned to the MPAA the original
PCA certificate of approval issued
for "The Outlaw," and instructed
UA to substitute in each print the
new credit title prepared to elimi inate the facsimile seal.

Steiner Closing Deal
For Studio Space Here
Deal for Eastern studio facilities
for the production of Broadcast Pictures' first feature, ' Rhythm Rhapsodies," is reported in the closing
stage. Broadcast, headed by Joseph
Steiner, has already closed with DeLuxe Labs, to handle the lab. work
on the pic, first of four Steiner has
scheduled to be made at the rate of
one a year.
"Rhythm Rhapsodies," according
to present plans, will be sent before
the cameras in early 1947, with
Steiner aiming for a January start.
Pic is budgeted at $1,500,000. Lined
up for the cast so far are Eleanor
Powell, Norma Terriss, Gwen Barrie
and Ann Lief. Harry Sosnick will
write the music.
Steiner, who will produce, has
Russell Markert signed as co-producer. Others on the production side
include Max Ree, William J. Kelly,
Walter Hicks and Max Rothstein.

fo Mexican— Palacios
(Continued from Page 1)
cios — he is also a partner in the firm
— pointed out that during the past
three years
ratio of
exhibited were: the
American,
40 films
per cent;
Mexican, 50 per cent; Argentine, 10
per cent.
Before Cines
1943, Unidos,
films exhibited in his chain,
were
75 per cent American. Palacios
said there were several reasons for
the drastic drop; most important
was the fact that Mexican producers
have a better understanding of the
Latin temperament: Venezuelans and
their neighbors prefer films that tell
a story; most of the fans like heavy
drama; they detest love stories with
saccharine endings; story should be
logical in its development.
Fed Up with War Stories
Though Latins insist that films be
earthy, real, and sometimes tragic,
they are fed up with the flood of
war pictures in recent years. On
the other hand, our Good Neighbors
strongly endorse nationalistic pictux'es, provided
they Mexican
are aboutfilm
South
America.
Recent
on
Simon Bolivar was enthusiastically
received all over Latin America.
Increasing preference for Mexican
product has no bearing on Venezuelan attitude toward Americans. Palacios insisted that his countrymen,
as well as other South Americans,
had a strong affection for their
neighbors to the North.
Two film companies have recently
been formed in Venezuela: Atlas
Films, a Mexican outfit; and Bolivar
Films, a native outfit organized by
Venezuelan financiers. So far Bolivar has pi'oduced three films, mostly
of a documentary nature. Palacios
did not show any of these, although
they did prove popular in smaller
theaters, and in the hinterland.
Palacios exhibits product exported
by M-G-M, 20th-Fox, WB and UA.
Films with titles are usually shown
in metropolitan areas; dubbed films
in rural districts.
Palacios' Own Complaint
Palacios' own complaint against
American films was mostly from
the exhibitor's viewpoint. Since his
theaters have three two-hour showings nightly, Monday through Friday, any feature over 100 minutes
long plays hob with his schedule.
On Saturdays, his theaters open at
three o'clock; Sundays, the doors are
open at nine in the morning. Palacios said there was no opposition
from the clergy on the latter score.
Top admission price at any of the
theaters in the Cines Unidos circuit is four bolivars (about $1.25)
for premiere showing. Average admission is about fifty cents, 10 per
cent of which goes to the government. Latter, harried by newspapers, attempted to reduce admission
prices but relented when exhibitors
retorted that rental is 50 per cent of
gross, taxes 10 per cent, leaving exhibitor only 40 per cent for overhead
and profit. Rental is same for
American or Mexican product. Exhibitors also argued that admission
prices flated
were
proportionately
into rest not
of the
economy.
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RIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION !
.oviE-GOERS come back
M,
theatre, large or small, that

more often to the
has High Intensity
Projection ! Because they appreciate the brighter screen . . . the sharper black-and-white images
. . . the richer color scenes.
This has been the experience of theatre managers throughout the country. In fact, so effective is this tyiDC of projection in boosting admissions that no theatre can afford to be without it.

NATIONAL
Unit

of Union

Carbide

and

Carbon

For example, consider what One -Kilowatt
High Intensity Projection means to even the
smallest theatre ! It means prestige . . . admission . . . profits. Its cost ? Even if it fills but a
few extra seats a day, High Intensity Projection
will pay for itself.
Start your modernization program with Simplified High Intensity lamps. Get in touch today
with your supply house.

CARBON
Corporation

■■ ■

COMPANY,
■ .

The word "National"
is a registered trade-mark
11 1 i^ ^
of National Carbon Company, Inc.

30 E. 42nd St., New

INC.
York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Chicago,
Dallas,
Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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SEE HIGHER EQUIPMENT PRICES COMING
SMPE to Hear of Projection, Lighting Advances
ABOVT THE
TRADE

Motiograph's
Professional 35 mm. New
Projector
to
Be Discussed by Weinke
By RALPH

4/ILLIAM
ij

C. STAHL, with National The-

atre Supply for the last four years, is

|9ving to become sales manager of Thejier Specialties, Inc., of Los Angeles, manuturers of Bevelite, plastic marquee lets. . . . • Irving Davis Co., Chicago,
Inding
machine,
has
added
popcorn
iuipment
to its sales department.
. . .
Merrill F. Hanna,
who has taken over
le

distribution

cofing

in

litallations

of

Michigan,
in

Detroit,

Guaranteed
reports
at

the

Flametwo

major

Hollywood

'^ Mayfair
Theaters.
...»
!)well special reps, thruout
the

Bell &
country

\'i sponsoring free movie shows for Vet■jSns Hospitals. ...
• W. G. Milwain,
'"merly sales manager
of National
The'e Supply's Charlotte
Branch, has been
iinsferred to Kansas City, where he will
yer Missouri and Eastern Kansas as sales
gineer. ...
• Bert Fisher, Milwaukee
libitor,
has purchased
Delafield, Wis.
iiperty for a new
theater for fiis son,
liter. ...
• The American
Legion is
[tailing projection equipment in the Bison,
, 'D. Legion Hall and plans to give shows
ularly.

'HE Krispy Korn Co. of Chicago has
closed to install dry popping equipnt in a national theater circuit, but
mager Bill Jacobson is mum about
• latter's identity. ... • /?. T. Arid, who is building a new 450-scater
Mulberry, Fla., has revised the plans
eliminate a balcony. ... • The
ke Theater, Michigan City, hid., will
tall a new glass front. ... • The
fth Florida CPA advisory committee
given the Florida Theater in Hollyod, Fla., the green light for installa\i of a new $20,000 air conditioning
tern. ...
• Tri-States has opened
own candy shop in a location next
•>r to its newly-remodelled Strand
'flater in Des Moines . .. .It is handling
|s. Stevens line of candy. ... • VicI E. Olson has been appointed sales
nager of the Receiver Sales Depart;it of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
. it was announced by Ernest A.
Tx, general manager of the Television
<ision. . . .Before assuming his new
t with Du Mont, Olson was Eastern
•s manager of the Meissner manufacng division of Maguire Industries.
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Hollywood — ^Improvements in projection and lighting- will come in for
considerable attention at the 60th
semi-annual convention of the SMPE
starting Monday and continuing
through Friday, at the HollywoodRoosevelt Hotel.
Among
the most interesting
papers in the group will be "The
Motiograph A A Projector," by Emil
J. Weinke of iMotiograph, Inc., Chicago. This 'firm is marking its
(Continued on Page 12)

B & H 16 mm. Equip
At Medical Conclave
Chicago — The American Academy
of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
employed only Bell Cr Howell 16
mm. equipment for sh:wing medical films during its annual 5-day
conclave which closed last night at
the Palmer House in Chicago, in addition to the Filmosound and Filmoarc projectors (plus a Filmo Slide
Master for 2 x 2 transparencies) in
use in the general sessions, a total
of 18 additional Filmosounds and 28
37 X 50" Radiant pr:jection screens
were employed during the 212 instructural sessions held between
times.

Australia to Waive
16 mm. Professional
Equip. Import Levies! Camera by Mitchell
Sydney (By Air Mail) — The
Australian government, which was
returned to power at the elections,
will give "sympathetic consideration" to any proposal to assist local
film production by waiving or reducing import tariffs on essential equip(Continued on Page 12)

Victor's Canadian Disti'ib.
Expands Regina Hdqts.
General Films, Ltd., Canadian distributors ofVictor Animatophone 16
mm. projectors and equipment, has
recently expanded their Regina, Saskatchewan, headquarters. The company was organized in 1919, as the
(Continued on Page 12)

Hollywood — The Mitchell Camera Corp.'s new six-acre Glendale
plant opened last night, with the
event of the evening the unveiling
of Mitchell's new 16 mm. professional
camera.
Mitchell's plans for producing 35
mm. and 16 mm. professional projectors, and a line of cameras and
projectors for home imovie makers,
were also disclosed.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The accelerated falling away of price controls means
little immediate change in the price
structure on new booth equipmant,
according to Government expert.;
here, although prices are bound to go
up in the general trend now getting
under way. It is not possible to guess
at this point how much the prices of
equipment items will be afi'ected —
especially since tight controls are being maintained on a number of raw
materials
and parts for the time
being.
Just about all items of exhibitor
(Continued on Page 12)

Projector Is Ready
Minneapolis — Industrial Tool and
Die Works, Inc., of this city, is making a new 16 mm. sound projector for
visual education, selling and for
communities where full-size theaters
are impractical. Tests in the projection room' of the firm show that synchronization between sound and ac(Continued on Page 12)

Strong on Arrangements
For Toledo Equip. Parleys

Ansco Introduces New
Indiatone Portrait Paper

Toledo, O. — Harry H. Strong, president of the Strong Electric Co., has
been
named
chairman
of a local
(Continued on Page 12)

Binghamton
— A new Indiatone
portrait
projection
paper with extraordinary latitude and
unusual
warm-tone
characteristics
is an(Continued on Page 12)

Materials Handling Expo, Set
Exhibits to Include Film Industry Systems
New Super-Snaplite Lens
Achieves Speed of F/1.9

Removal of Stabilization
Lids, End of Wage Controls to Force Advances

Methods of materials handling in
the amusement industry will be on
exhibit at the first national Materials
Handling Exposition to be held at
the Public Auditorium, Cleveland,

Wider - angle projection, higher
magnification and utmost image
quality are said to be provided by the Jan. 14-17.
Systems and machinery for renew f/1.9 iSuper-Snaplite projection
ceiving, loading, warehousing and
lens developed by Kollmorgen Optical Corp of Brooklyn. Super-Snap- shipping scenery, equipment, film
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

Zion to Get Movies
After Long, Long Wait
Zion, III. — The Dunes Theater,
owned by Joe Sikes, will open this
month. This city, home of the
Zionists, for many years refused to
allow a theater. A referendum, howthe 750-seat
"go ahead"
signal
Sikes ever,
forgavethe
house,
whichto
is National Theatre Supply-equipped
and also has American BodiForm
seats.

1^
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DAILY

Weinke

to Address SMPEMeet New ITDW 16 mm.

Projector Is Ready

Will Discuss New Motiograph Projector
(Continued from Page 11)
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every second
week Broadway,
by Wid's New
Films York
and
Film Folks,
Inc., 1501
City. John W. Alicoate. Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollvwood Boulevard,
Hollywood,
Cal., Ralph Wilk. Bureau
Chief.

End of Controls to
Up Equipment Costs
(Continued from Page 11)
equipment for projection and sound
projection are now free from price
controls. The supply situation on most
35 mm. booth equipm.ent is considered fairly good in comparison with
many other types of industrial equipment.
Definitely looked for is a rise in
booth equipment price schedules as
soon as the stabilization lids on steel
and other basic materials are removed, and as soon as the expected
relaxation of wage controls becomes
official.

Ansco Introduces New
Indiatone Portrait Paper
(Continued from Page 11)

nounced by the Ansco Division of
General Aniline and Film Corp.
Initial shipments of the new Indiatone in popular sizes and packed in
one-half gross and 500-unit lots have
already been shipped to the division's
branch offices throughout the United
States and Canada. Dozen-size packages will be available later in the
Fall when production of this new
material will have been stepped up,
sales officials said.
Although the new Indiatone is an
enlarging paper intended primarily
for portrait use, it also can be used
for contact printing.

Strong on Arrangements
For Toledo Equip. Parleys
(Continued from Page 11)
arrangements committee for the
joint convention of the Theater
Equipment & Supply Manufacturers
Assn. and the Theater Equipment &
Supply Dealers Protective Assn., to
be held here Nov. 8 to 11. Headquarters and sessions will be in the
Commodore Perry and Secor Hotels,
across the street from each other.
An exhibit of post-war theater equipment will be held in the Secor Hotel
ballroom during the convention.
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fiftieth anniversary by offering a
completely new professional 35 mm.
projector mechanism design based
on half a century of experience plus
careful studies of all previous designs and a comprehensive field survey of the features desired by projectionists and theater owners.
New Design Features
Prominent design features of the
new machine are the cast streamlined housing with integral center
frame, the twin-rotor double rear
shutter within the housing cutting
the light beam simultaneously from
top and bottom only two inches from
the aperture, a new oil-less lubrication system requiring only semiannual attention, a newly designed
film gate assembly opening forward
a full inch for easy threading and
with an instantly adjustable ifilm tension control, an illuminated secondary threading aperture, and an extremely rigid and accurately aligned
lens mount easily adjustable for
precision focusing.
The intermittent movement is
quickly movable from the operating
side and a new taper pin and steel
ball sprocket anchoring system permits all sprockets to he easily reversed or replaced without mechanism dis-assembly. Film tension
shoes, tracks and aperture are likewise almost instantly removable for
cleaning. The intermittent movement shafts vertically in a V-rail
supporting carriage for framing and
the control carries a dial to indicate
framing position. Liberal use of the
latest and best steel and aluminum
alloys for parts and precision machining throughout the mechanism
insure excellent and efficient perfoi'mance, low operating cost and
long life. Weinke will deliver his
paper on Monday afternoon.
Arc Lamp Developments
Another paper, "Recent Developments of Super High Intensity Arc
Lamps," by F. C. Coates and M. A.
Bankings, Mole - Richai'dson Co.,
Hollywood, will define the terms used
to describe various arc lamps, such
as flame arc, low intensity arc, high
intensity arc and super high intensity arc. It will cover the requirements of the industry which call for
the development of new super high
intensity arc lamps and will descr-ibe

Rooms

USED CHAIR
MART
Sam Levinsohn, Owner
829 So. State Street, Chicago 5

the experimental arc lamp on which
the preliminary development work is
carried forward. It also will cover
the results of various experiments
and tests of super high intensity
carbons using both water-cooled and
air-cooled lamp heads for the positive and negative carbons, as well as
give a description of the lamp developed for background projection
work and the new 225 ampere lamp
sets.
to be used for photography on the

(Continued from Page 11)

tion is perfect. Amplification is mc
auditorium.
The complete
u(g(. ,vi
than
that required
for a 4,(^"'^-se
speaker and case weighs le^J. th<
50 pounds. The firm has enten
into a contract with a national! j
known concern which will put tl
projectors on the market in quantit ,

Materials Handling

Other lighting and projection top- Exposition Jan. 14-17
ics on the SMPE schedule include
(Continued from Page 11)
"Screen Illumination With Carbon prints and the like will ba shown.
Arc Motion Picture Projection SysA program of prepared papers ai
tems," by R. J. Zavesky, C. J. Ger- panel discussions will be feature
tiser and W. W. Lozier of National On exhibition will be hoists, hoi
Carbon Co., Fostoria, 0.; "A Pro- mountings, cranes, derricks, conve;
jection Reel of Improved Design," by ors, hand and power trucks, skic
Ellsworth S. Miller, Detail Produc- and pallets, tractors and trailers.
tion Co., Detroit; "Calculation of
Scanning Loss Resulting From Depature From Correct Focus," by E. Aussie Gov't to Waive
W. Kellogg, RCA Victor, Camden,
and a few more.
Equip. Import Tariffs
Austrian on Tele
(Continued from Page 11)
Also of particular interest to the
exhibition field will be the paper, ment,
learned.
po"
icy willitbeis laid
down No
but general
each prop<
"The Showmanship of Theater Tele- sition will be dealt with on ii
I
vision" to be presented Thursday merits.
night by Ralph B. Austrian of RKO
Television Corp., New York. He will
discuss the possibilities of theater New Super-Snaplite Lens
television strictly from the box-office Achieves Speed of F/1.9
viewpoint. A compilation of the
(Continued from Page 11)
'
many events which would piake good
box-office fare will be cited.
lite lenses are made in focal lengtl
from 2" through 5" mVi" steps. TH
speed of f/1.9 is main
Victor's Canadian Distrib. exceptional
tained in all these sizes, it is said,

Expands Regina Hdqts.

(Continued from Page 11)
Regina Photo Supply, Ltd., a small
photo-finishing shop, by the late H.
A. Atkinson of Regina. It is now the
largest company of its kind in
Canada.
Under the direction of S. C. Atkinson, son of the founder, General
Films has offices also in Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal and
Moncton.
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ars, Kuykendall was elected president of
3en in the motion picture theater business

Columbus,
Miss. — huneral services will be \\e\d here
president of the MPTOA, who died Saturday morning
MPTOA in 1933 and remained at its helm until last June
for 35 vearsjn.d-aiso was BUtitiaii^i^^ fairs, carnivals,

today tor hdward
L. Kuykendall,
t)^, former
after a long illness.
An exhibitor leader for
when he retired because of his health.
He had
circuses and minstrels.
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^TAGE SET FOR FINAL EQUITY PROCEEDINGS
Day Co. Files to Appear In Court on Bidding Plan
l^ounsel for Day Sets
forth Five Results the
Ian Would Bring About
Notice of intention of" asking
armission to appear in Federal
ourt as amicus curiae was filed
ff attorneys Friday in behalf of
oseph P. Day. Inc., the auctioneerig firm which recently outlined a
.Lan by which it would conduct the
jjction bidding for motion pictures
s enunciated in the court's opinion
the New York equity case.
The petition sets forth a five-part
■ogram in connection with its pro(Continued on Page 3)

lew Firm to Make
;iperali( Classics

CLAIMS 3RD DIMENSIONAL PROCESS
Netherlands Inventor Contends Device is Adaptable To
Natural Color Films and Television

The New York equity case moves
into its final phases this week when
the Statutory Court hears motions
Stanislav Burianek, Netherlands
The device, as now developed, is to intervene by exhibitor associainventor, has perfected a new appa- evidently installed on the back of
tions and arguments on the proposed
ratus for the exhibition of motion each seat in the theater auditorium. final decree.
picture films in three dimensions, This arrangement, the inventor
Today,
organizations
individaccording to information received claims, eliminates the need for exuals will move
formalb' and
for leave
to
intervene
and
enter
the
case
via
from the American Embassy at The
pensive apparatus and devices, such
Hague. The apparatus is said to be as colored glasses, prisms, mirrors, amicus curiae. These groups include
adaptable to natural-color films and and visors, which the spectator would American Theaters Association, Confederacy of Southern Associations,
television and, according to the in- otherwise have to hold before his
of Independent Exhibitors
ventor, its simple design keeps con- eyes. Another advantage claimed for Conference(Continued
on Page 3)
struction costs at a minimum.
(Continued on Page 6)

Film Service Co.
Asks 25% Rate Jump

'Opera Film Company has been
rmed for the sole purpose of filmAlbany — Smith & Howell Film
g the operatic classics, it was an- Service, Inc. is seeking authority
unced Friday.
from the public service commission
Arthur W. Kelly, long-time v.-p. to increase its commodity rates on
UA, and now producing on his film deliveries by 25 per cent.
/n is a board member of the new
The change of program rate would
ganization. Other members of the
ard are: Lasar Kipnis, continental be increased by this amount, and the
of the used film by a coroducer: Henri Leiser, French pro- return rate responding
percentage.
(Continued on Page 6)
Francis E. Smith, traffic manager
of the film delivery concern, preounter Suit is Planned
sented evidence of increased costs of
operation to justify the increases
Y Nomikos in Chicago
requested.
Chicago — Van A. Nomikos anNo representative of any film exunced Friday that he had rechange or motion picture theater or
ined Seymour Simon, formerly of
(Continued on Page 6)
2 Department of Justice, to defend
i suit brought against the Nomis circuit on percentage fraud
(Continued on Page 3)

Morros and Le Baron ZOth-Fox Buying Into
For Eastern Studio
Jenkins Mex. Houses
Encouraged by the availability of
production facilities and skilled technical workers in New York, and
mindful of a delay which their forthcoming musical production, "Carmen
From Kenosha," may encounter if
the shooting schedule were set up
for "strike-ridden" Hollywood, Producers Boris Morros and William Le
Baron, of Federal Films, Inc., are
now seeking permanent studio quarters here.
Morros and Le Baron have just
completed
their "Carnegie
Hall,"
which
was produced
in its entirety
in -New York 'City. With the exception of certain key executives, no
(Continued on Page 6)

No IT. JiT. Interest in Rank Cos,

Ash Aid in Shipping
Of Filnts in Europe
State Department aid in transporting film in European countries
may be aslced by American film companies. Difficulties in transportation
have prevented efficient distribution.
It was learned that the British had
overcrme transportation problems by
I including films in diplomatic pouches.

Prospective Intervenors
To Be Heard Today; Decree Arguments Tomorrow

Except as They Give Work, Add to Taxes
By MANNING CLAGETT
C. Scott Fletcher Heads
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Britannica Films, Inc.
Washington — Sharply disclaiming

any direct Government interest in
the film enterprises of J. Arthur
C. Scott Fletcher, executive direc- Rank, the British Embassy Friday
tor of the Committee for Economic
any forecasts reDevelopment, and former general refused togardingmake
the future for Ameiican
sales manager of the Studebaker films in Britain.
Corp., has been elected president of
A series of five questions regardEncyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.,
ing British-American pix relations
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Mexico City — Deal under which
20th-Fox will purchase a partnership
in Guillermo Jenkins' 80 theaters in
Mexico will be consummated when
Charles Skouras, head of National
Theaters, arrives in this city next
month, it was revealed by Joseph M.
(Continued on Page 3)

Overwhelming Opposition
To Auction in ATA Poll
The American Theaters Association announced Friday the final tabulation of its poll of exhibitors on'
approval
. of ATA'^ intervening on
"auction selling."
ATA canvassed
be(Continued 16,000
on Pagetheaters
7)

Expect Green Light
For ''The Outlaw'*
Belief that the New York Supreme
Court will give the green light to
the showing of "The Outlaw" today was expressed in industry circles\ at the week-end. Harry Brandt
and Arthur Mayer are scheduled to
.appear this morning before Justice
Louis A. Valente to show cause why
they cancelled the showing of the
picture in three Broadway houses.
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P. SKOURAS, president of 20th Century-Fox, left Friday for Chicago.
HARRY H. THOMAS, president of PRC, will
leave New York for Hollywood tomorrow, on
a routine visit to the West Coast studio.
JOSEPH M. MOSKOWiTZ returns today from
the Coast and leaves shortly for Europe.
NORMAN H. MOPAY, WB short subject
sales manager, left Hollywood yesterday for
Warner meetings in San Francisco, Portland
and Seattle exchanges. He will visit Canadian
branches en route East.
CHARLES C. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president
and treasurer of Loew's is due from the Coast
today
as is M. sales
L. Simons,
editor of M-C-M's
The Distributor,
publication.
GEORGE CENERALIS, trade paper contact at
20th Centurv-Fox, left New York over the weekend for Chicago. He will return to the home
office on Tuesday.
MAX ). ROSENBERG and JOSEPH E. LEVINE,
of Motion Picture Ventures, Inc., are proceeding
from Texas to San Francisco and subseauently
to Los Angeles before returning to New York.
PAT WALLACE, daughter of the late Edgar
Wallace, and wi'e of A S. Frere, chairman of
the British publishing firm, Heinemann's, was
due to arrive in New York bv air frcm Lon•^nn yesterday by Amcican Ove-seas Airlines.
She will spend several weeks in this country on
-. f-.ip-t !..,-(■ ,5 representative for the J. Arthur
Rank Oreaniration.
K'M HUNTER, the first Hollywood actress
to make a picture in England under the new
lend-lease
agreement
between
J. Arthur
Rank
^n-^

A-^e'ir^n

today en
command

nrrH-'ro.'c

ar-iyoc

in

N-^'v

Y«r'-

route to London to attend the Royal
performance of "Stairway to Heaven."

^eidelmon to HoUvwood
En Route to Far East

JACK KIRSCH will address the Allied meeting in Des Moines Oct. 28-29. SID SAMULLSON
will accompany him.
GEORGE SHARE, of M-C-M's legal departOrleans. ment, returned over the week-end from New
HERBERTpartment isdue
NUSBAUM,
M-C-M's
to return oftoday
from alegal
visitdeto
Milwaukee, Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
FRANK C. HENSLER, M-G-M district manager, and FRANK J. DOWNEY, Detroit manager,
have fice
returned
conferences.to the Auto City after home ofJOHN J. MAIONEY has returned to his Pittsheadquarters after a series of home officeburgh
conferences.
JOHN P. BYRNE, Eastern M-G-M sales manager, and his assistant, PAUL J. RICHRATH, return today from a week's trip to Boston and
New Haven.
JUNE LOCKHART has arrived in New York
from Hollywood after completing her top romantic role in Eagle-Lion's, "It's a Joke, Son!"
FRED LARNED, Paramount's Dallas branch
manager, returns home over the week-end after
home office sales conference.
RALPH AUSTRIAN president of RKO Television Corp., left Mexico City yesterday for
Hollywood.
BOB ENCEL, general sales manager for the
DeVry Corp., has returned from a three-week
business trip to the Pacific Ccast.
RICHARD BRADY, manager of East Coast Division of motion picture film department. Eastnan Kodak Co., left by air Friday for Hollywood
*o lonl< over production operations and attend
the ?MPE convention.
ARTHUR LEAZENBY, manager of the Cinema
Theater, Detrcit, is spending a four-week
vacation in California.
Saturday.
MARIE WILSON arrived in New York by plane

PAT SOMERSET. SAG reo. at the AFL conS. L. Seidelman. foreio-n departvention, Chicago, has returned to the Coast.
ment hoqd for the New PRC, has left
J. C. WILLING and A. GROVES, of Confiden■•'or Hollywood en route to the Far
tial Reports, were in Chicago for week-end
East, on his first tour of inspection conferences.
of that part of the world since joinJANE WITHERS is in New Orleans to open a
I'nor the company early this past p. a. tour.
Summer.
Seidelman will spend a few dav= Depinet to Meet Trade Press
at the studio, and on Oct. 24 will
Ned E. Depinet, RKO executive
leave from S^in Francisco, bounrl
for the Philinnine Islands. Bangkok vice-prexy, and Phil Reisman, vice*-he Federa<-ed Malqy S<-ates and prexy in charge of foreign distributhe Dutch East Ind'ps. He will be
tion, will discuss the foreign situation with members of the trade press
Tone annroximatelv fivp weeks, durins: which time he will investisrate today at 11 a.m.
r-ondiHons in th° film industry in the
Far East and will ensaee in discussions rf^o^ardine distribution of the

New_
PRC's product.
Seidelman
recentlv returned from
^'■• a six-wpek trin tr> Europe, where he
I/4 engaged in a similar survey.

1/4
u
y4
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%
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634

Columbia Dividend
Columbia Pictures Corp. announced
Friday that the board of directors at
its meeting held Thursday, declared
a quarterly dividend of $1.06i/i per
share on the $4.2.5 cumulative preferred stock of the company, payable Nov. 15, 1946. to stockholders
of record Nov. 1, 1946.

Mriver Metro Studio Head
While Schenck is Prexy
fVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

TRANS-CONTtNENTAL
FILMS. INC.
243 West 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-4151-2

Forfitn

novel, tentatively titled, "The Raiders," Novelist Frank Waters i^xMllaborating with Branch. L<nterp'.s
itinerary includes stops at Jfi\!hmond, Va. and Nassau.
Branch, who authored the original
story, "The Big Hair Cut," which
Paramount is now filming a; one or
their biggest productions on this
year's
yesterdayon disclosed
that heprogram,
is also working
a play,
"Feather In Her Crown," which he
plans for a Broadway production
sometime next year.

E-L Names Mandell in Chi.
Chicago — Harry Mandell, formerly
of Film Classics, has been appointed
district manager for Eagle-Lion in
the Chicago area.
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Hollywood — Speaking at a lunchpi^n in ^"■"or of Charlps Mosk'^witT:
vice-nresident of Loew's, Inc., Loui'
B. Mayer reiterated that he would
remain studio head as long as
Nicholas M. Schenck is president
and that he had no intentions of
quitting.

Exrluxii'4'

Novelist Houston Branch, who habeen here for the past two weeks
conferring with his publishers Farrar and Strauss, leave; for Boston on
Monday
continue for
his his
quest
fo)data and to
information
current

Exfra.'
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ilage Set for Final
iquity Proceedings

Day Files to Appear
In Court on Audion
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Associations,
Southern
California
"heater Owners
Association,
■IPTOA, Mosque Theater and others,
.^ appeared to be nothing to inthat the court would grant
he motions but it is generally
nown that the three judges are
ware of the opposition to the proosed competitive bidding system.
Tomorrow the judges are to hear
rguments by plaintiff and defendiits on the proposed decree which,
nless appealed, will set up the patern for the future operation of the
lodon pictui-e industry.
Supplemental Col. Memorandum
A supplemental memorandum by
olumbia was filed Friday. In this
ocument, Columbia takes exception
3 the Government's proposal to re:rict selling to individual pictures
nd the 25 per cent cancellation provisions, claiming that the smaller
ompanies like Columbia will be afected adversely.
Meanwhile,
the Government filed
.jmments
on the defendants'
pro.osed findings, asserting that the
-lajor defenaants had restated find;>gs unfavorable to them and "cal■alated to make judgment easier to
Ittack on appeal."
I
Code's Primary Purpose
E Arguing that the primary purpose
'i an anii-trust proceeding is not to
[\.y down a code for innocent parties,
-at to enjoin the illegal practices of
rongdoers, Thurman W. Arnold, of
le Washington firm of Arnold and
ortas, and Paul Williams, of Los
r.geles, today will file a brief on
ihalf of the American Theaters As)ciation and the Southern Califora Theaters Association, with the
. S. District Court.
Brief objects only to the portion of
le Statutory Court's opinion which
ifoposed that defendant
distriburs must sell all their pictures on
Impetitive bids submitted by exIbitors.
Holding that the sugges^Dn of competitive bidding violates
lis fundamental
principle,
brief
faims that in effect it would set up
Iji administrative code to regulate
Ve business of innocent independent
:hibitors in a way to primarily
!nefit the major producers
who
ere found guilty of violating the
iiti-trust laws.
Competition Among Indies
Such a code would compel indemdent exhibs. to compete among
emselves, bidding against one anher in order to enhance the prices
[lid to major
producers,
it is

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 21
Eleanor Powell
Walter
Branson

James
Cardwell
Vivian Blaine

Here & There —

• •
• SOCIAL NOTE: Monogram tossed another smasheroo oi a
reception for Renie Riano on Friday
Renie is the Maggie oi
"Bringing Up Father" and in keeping with the Jiggs and Maggie tradition, each guest was presented with a corned beef sandwich and a
miniature rolling pin
We understand the Warwick Hotel kept two
scouts busy combing the meat markets ior enough oi the required corned
beef
and that was no easy task,.... The roster oi guests looked
like the Who's Who of the New York joumolistic fraternity and the old
expression "a good time was had by all" was right on the nose
They'll be talking about this one for a long time to come and TubThumper Madeleine White rates an orchid ior a swell show. . . .
• The Capitol Theater on Broadway this week is celebrating its 27th
anniversary
In fact, it was on Oct. 24, 1919. that the theater
opened its doors ior the first time
Tempus fugit. ...
• Brandt's
Atlantic Playhouse in Brooklyn will play host to delegates of the United
Nations general assembly which has been invited to attend a UN film
festival scheduled ior three days starting Tuesday
A iour-hour
program vtrill include films from England, Russia, France. China and the
United States. ... • First public performance oi the musical score oi
"Carnival in Costa Rica" was rendered Friday at a cocktail party ior
Ernesto Lecuono who wrote it for Fox — Shindig was at Sherry's. . . .
• Ernest Hemingway caught a glimpse of "The Killers," which he
wrote, in Idaho last week
Said Hemingway: "I was thrilled with
'The Killers' and am proud of the way Mark Hellinger has brought my
original story to the screen"

Counter Suit is Planned
By Nomikos in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

posal, and states the Day Co., in conjunction with persons familiar with
the film industry, has made a careful study of the court's auction-selling opinion.
The petition to appear before the
court sets forth that this study resulted in a plan which, proponents
believe, will adequately and sufficiently carry out the purposes of the
court as set forth in its opinion of
June 11 last.
The plan, as previously published,
proposes the establishment of a nation-wide organization for the fair
and impartial licensing of motion
pictures upon the basis of accepted
principles of distribution.
Five-Part Program
It is anticipated, specifically, that
the plan, if and when it is put into
operation, would bring about the
following five results:
"(1) In conjunction with the existing or newly organized methods
of arbitration, it would result in
supervision over qualified persons
purchasing license rights for the exhibition of motion pictures, over
terms of the contracts of sale thereof, and over the property of the
offering.

"(2) The elimination of the price
fixing which has been condemned by
the court.
"(3) The control and/or elimination of clearances as each situation
lATSE to Take Over
may require, in accordance with the
Technicians Local 683
formula laid down by the court.
"(4) The elimination of formula
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
deals, 'pooling' agreements and discrimination among licensees.
Hollywood — With the hearing of
officials of Film Technicians Local
"(5) In conjunction with duly
683 resulting in the union being or- constituted arbitration authorities, it
dered taken over by lATSE, John would also eliminate the evils of
Martin, 683's business agent, said, block-booking."
"the decision has not changed the
situation in any respect. Local 683
still is functioning at the same stand.
The membership is solidly behind its

charges by six major companies and
-hat lie had instructed Simon to prepare a complaint against the companies on the grounds of illegal restraints allegedly imposed on exhibi.ion in Chicago.
Prior to his service in the U. S.
Navy, Simon was a special attorney
.n the motion picture section of the
Anti-Trust Division of the Depart- ownRoydecision."
M. Brewer, lATSE internament of Justice.
tional representative here, this afternoon said: "Local 683 now is under
"Clementine" Scores in S.F.
the supervision of lATSE. All funds
San Francisco — An 18-year box- are automatically frozen and any
office record for the Fox Theater was use of such funds by former officers
set by 2Qth Century-Fox's "My is illegal and accountable to President Richard F. Walsh and the
Darling Clementine," John Ford's
western, which had its world pre- lATSE. Wahh shortly will appoint a
miere here Thursday. On opening permanent officer to take charge of
day the picture grossed $10,242, sur- the local. At that time formal notice
passing greatly any other figure on will be given former officers."
Situation at the Labs.
such top pictures as 'Anna and the
Laboratory situation Friday was
King of Siam," "Nob Hill" and "Sarareported to be as follows: Columbia
toga Trunk."
claimed. Situation is aggravated, laboratory is working; 20th-Fox is
again; M-G-M, which ordinbrief points out, by the fact that open arily
has about 165, has over 100
there are not enough pictures to go
people back on the job, with more
around, creating a seller's market.
in; Consolidated opened FriIn this situation, brief holds, com- coming
day with 30 people on the job, and
petitive bidding can only result in
destroying the weaker independents more coming back; Paramount processing is 100 per cent; Technicolor
and compelling the formation of
chains with adequate bargaining had about 60 technicians back, only
power to meet the situation. In this working on black-and-white; Pathe
way, it is argued, competitive bid- and Consolidated were working with
ding would create more discrimina- 5'0 per cent of employes back on the
tion and greater monopoly.
job; Warners is working.

20lh-Fox Buying Into
Jenkins Mex. Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck, 20th-Fox executive production head, on his arrival. Schenck
refused to say how much capital the
deal involved.
Jenkins' theaters are located in
Mexico City, Vera Cruz, Puebla,
Guadalajara and other Mexican cities.
About a year and a half ago, 20thFox purchased a partnership in the
circuit of theaters operated in Monterrey by the Rodriguez Brother;.

WEDDING BELLS
Dowdell-Eelliher
Portsmouth, N. H. — Eleanor T.
Dowdell, daughter of Harry L. Dowdell, local theater manager, became
the bride of Sgt. Gerald P. Kelliher,
USA.

RAFT ON A
RAMPAGE
of blasting action and tough-guy
loving — to pin the murder rap
on one of the ten beautiful
brunette suspects in sensational playboy slayings!

RKO
PRESENTS

GEORGE RAFT
LYNN BARI

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY
MYRNA DELL
Produced by JOAN HARRISON

.

Directed by EDWIN L. MARIN

Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER
RKO
RADIO
PICTURES

V

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED UPMU^XJ IT WILL
DO YOU THE MOST GOOD ... mJ
IT
b 54,225,tj totJthe
201 CIRCULATION of fifty Detective, Mystery,
**Pulp" and Men's Magazines . . . Sunday Newspaper Comic Sections . . . Life, Look, Liberty,
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, and Fan List.
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Fletcher President
Of Britannica Films
(Continued from Page 1)

CLAIMS 3RD DIMENSIONAL PROCESS
Netherlands Inventor Contends Device is Adaptable To
Natural Color Films and Television
(Continued from Page 1)

it was announced at the week-end.
Fletcher succeeds E. H. Powell, he apparatus is that it rectifies
president since 1943, who is now jrrors caused by color blindness.
chairman of its board of directors.
The Embassy reports that BuriPowell is also president of the Enanek is prepared to demonstrate his
cyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.
Other executivej of the instruc- nvention to experts and other intertional films company will continue ,'sted persons in the film industry in
their present duties. The are: Dr. V. he United States and in order to
C. Arnspiger, ex- display it to the best advantage, he
ecutive vice-pres- proposes to adapt it to a series of
ident; Dr. Melvin latural "stereofilms" showing such
Brodshaug, vicep resident in
charge of re' search; James A.
Brill, vice - president in charge of
production; H. R.
Lissak, vice-pres(Continued from Page 1)
ident in charge of
lucer;
and
Alexander S. Basil, exdomestic sales,
ecutive officer of U. iS. Hubber Co.
and Dr. Theodore
Alexander Kipnis, president of
M. Switz, vicep resident in Jpera Film, explained, "We are not
charge
of over- planning, in any sense, a photoseas sales.
graphed opera. The music will be
C. SCOTT FLETCHER
reed from the crippling limitations
Under Fletchand fixed patterns of the traditional
er's presidency Encyclopaedia Britannica Films plans a large-scale pro- jperatic stage form."
Dr. Ludwig Berger, who was a
gram of expansion and intensification of all its visual educational
.eading producer-director for preactivities. The impetus given to vis- .^lazi UFA, will serve in the same
ual education by the Army and Navy
apacity on Mozart's "Don Gioduring the war have effectively /anni,"
company's first production,
shown the great po-sibilities of mo- oudgeted at $2,000,000.
tion pictures for instructional purBerger did "The Vagabound King"
poses, Fletcher said.
_'or Paramount and "The Thief of
While Encyclopaedia Britannica 3agdad" for UA. Producer-director
Films already has the largest library -s also noted for having devised trick
of instructional films in the world, it of using sound track playback while
plans as the first point in its ex- shooting.
panded program to increase its
yearly rate of production of nBw
teaching films from the present 24 Will File to Lift Ban
films a year to between 42 and 52
annually, Fletcher announced. This On French Pic "Amok'
increase in production will be linked
Distinguished Pictures, distribuwith programs to boost the actual
of "Amok," French film, will
uiilization of instructional films in ale an torsappeal
in N. Y. Supreme Court
grade and high schools and in uni- early this week in an effort to have
versities.
the ban of the N. Y. State Board
of Regents lifted.
Carnow UA Press Book Ed.
The Regents Board after viewing
Howard N. Carnow, a member of the' picture reported it to be "inWai'ners' press book stafi" since 1940,
decent, immoral" and "would tend to
has been appointed press book ed- :orrupt morals and tend to incite to
itor for United Artists, succeeding crime." The film is based on a story
Leon Roth, promoted to promotion by Stefan Zweig.
manager, it is announced by Paul N.
A representative of the American
Civil Liberties Union attended a
Lazarus.
Appointment
is
eff'ective
Nov. 4.
screening last Friday'and stated that
Morris Ernst, president of the organization, was interested in the
case
and aswould
thecourt.
Union's
facilities
a friendoffer
of the
He
also said the Union would take the
ca^e
to the U. S. .Supreme Court if
necessary.
DONALD LEWIS. )R., operator, Rosedale Theater, Detroit.
The film has been passed by the
0. N. BARD, manager of the Rialto and Rex Boston cen;ors and is now showing
Theaters,
for Hall lndust:ies,
Sinton, Tex.
there. It has also been presented
VINC NT TRIPODI, from student assistant at
without censorial interrnption in
Lcew's Esquire. Toledo, to assistant Loew's
various cities of Ohio. Bookings are
Valentine, Toledo.
SAM CASCIO, personnel director, Hallicrafters
the Herbert Bosereportedof for
also Circuit
Co., Chicago.
ner
California.

New Firm to Make
Operatic Classics

NEW POSTS
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subjects of natural beauty as Yellowstone National Park, the Grand Canyon, and Niagara Falls.
According to the inventor, Russian
experts have made considerable
progress in developing three-dimensional projection. However, he claims
that the simplicity and adaptability
to large scale projections of • this
method make it superior to Russian
techniques.

Morros and Le Baron
or Eastern Studio
(Continued from Page 1)

help was imported from Hollywood,
making it the first important motion
picture to be made here in a decade.
The film editing is now being done
in local laboratories, an important
factor since the Hollywood laboratory technicians are the latest screen
workers to remain outside the picket
lines, making impossible the development, printing or editing of Hollywood produced films.
"We have learned through our experience inproducing
-hat motion
picture 'Carnegie
making isHall'
no
longer an exclusive Hollywood under.aking," Producers iMorros and Le
Baron said. ' We found here every
requirement for our work in the way
of skilled technicians, available exa'a and acting talent and the finest
photographic and sound recording
equipment. In addition to that, there
is a wealth of new location sites on
cap within a short distance of New
York
and infactor
the city
Another
in itself."
the decision of
Morros and Le Baron to move their
activities to New York is the recent
3xpansion of independent production,
which has overtaxed all existing
rental studio facilities in Hollywood.
Morros and Le Baron have already
started surveying several large
warehouse buildings and former war
plants on and near Manhattan with a
view of converting one or more into
sound stages. Since no structural
changes would be necessary and any
alterations would be concerned with
installation of lighting- equipment,
which is already available, they expect to encounter practically no decays. This would mean that their
"Carmen From Kenosha" production
could go before the cameras in a
matter of weeks.

Film Service Company
Asks 25 P.C. Rate Jump
(Continued from Page 1)

circuit was present at the hearing.
Hearing was held by V. M. Par;hall, hearing examiner. Decision of
the commission was reserved.

Int
Ran'tk Cos.
DirstectinGov
No ere
(Continued from Page 1)

had been prepared by this reporter
for Sir Hugh Dalton, Chancellor of
the Exchequer and former head of
the British Board of Trade. Pulton
excused himself from answerritei^
OflScials of the British InfornfS«on
Service
explained
that
Dalton
claimed films were not his field.
Unofficial Replies
Replies to three of the five questions were prepared last week, with
an explanation that they may not be
"ascribed to any official authority,"
just an expression of the best opinion available.
The first question was, "In
general, what is the future for
United States motion pictures in
Great Britain? Will there be more
or less restrictions on the showing
of United States pictures, more or
less taxes on United States compaThe siblereply
"it is not
posto makewasanythatdefinite
forecast
on the future for American motion
pictures in Great Britain. Nothing
can be said about possible change.?
in restrictions and entertainment
nies?"in Britain. These are largely
taxes
a matter of the fiscal policy of successive annual finance acts."
No reply
received
to the following was
questions,
specifically:
(1)
"Do you anticipate any change in',
exhibitors' quota now in force when
the present law expires in 1948, or
before the law expires? (2) Do
you foresee abolition within the next
three years of Great Britain's quota
for distributors, which thus far has*
promoted United States production,
in Great Britain, or any change in
Value ?to
presentOf quotas
" the Nation
A reply was given to the next
question:
the British
government, "Does
either directly
or indirectly,
have any financial interest in the J.
Arthur
Rank organization?"
"The British
Government has no
direct interest in the Rank organithe Embassy
"Theirof
indirect zation,"
interest
is inwrote.
the value
the organization to the public wellbeing; i.e., in the employment it
gives, the taxable earnings it distributes, the opportunity for public
revenue it affords, and the great importance of increased exports from
the United Kingdom in easing the^
exchange position and so putting the
United Kingdom in a position to
maintain or increase imports from
abroad, including films."

FEMME TOUCH
ROSEMARY
MAZZA,
Des Moines.

stenographer,

Columbia,^

BARBARA ROGERS, secretary to Art Stolte, TriStates district manager,
Des Moines.
VIRGINIA
BUELL,
from
Republic's
dept.,
C eveland,
to secretary
to
N.
bia J.branch manager Oscar Ruby.

booking
Colum-|

ELIZABETH

Newark.

OCHS,

cashier,

Court,
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Name Bennin Metro Mgr.
Of St. Louis Exchange

IMPE Opens Coast
onvention Today
finest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — The scientific and tech|.cal brains of the motion picture
idustry assembled here this morn;i.g for the opening of the first Pal^'viast
of the Society
K — ^ion convention
Picture Engineers
since
18 close of the war.
The convention, which is the six€th
semi-annual
gathering
of
MPE and, according to William C.
unzmann,
convention
vice-presiBnt, the richest and most varied in
rogram material that the society
as ever held, will open at 12.30
-clock this afternoon with a get-toether luncheon
in the California
oom of the Hollywood-Roosevelt
ptel, convention headquarters.
: Bryon Price, wartime chief of the
government's
censorship
.nd chairman of
the board program
of the
ssociation of Motion Picture Pro,:jcers as well as vice-president of
'le Motion Picture Association
of
merica, will be guest of honor and
idncipal speaker at the luncheon,
avid Street, Twentieth Century-Fox
neing star, will be guest vocalist.
: The ini^ial technical session, start;,.g at 2 o'clock, will feature a report
;.sf Lt. Col. Richard J. Cunningham,
/'i.e., USAAF
in the important role
: motion pictures in the recent
-omic bomb tests at Bikini, and a
scussion of national and interna,;ional standardization programs of
\[ie American
Standards
Associaon by J. W. McNair, of ASA. Other
,,apers at this session will deal with
?reen illumination, sound recording,

William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager for
M-G-M, has announced the promotion of Herbert J. Bennin, who has
been with the company in various
capacities for the past 18% years, to
'he post of manager for the St. Louis
branch. He succeeds J. Frank Willingham who has been given a leave
of absence due to illness.
Bennin started in 1928 as a pos':er clerk in the company's Chicago
exchange and subsequently was promoted to short subjects booker and
assistant cashier. In December,
1932, Bennin was transferred to the
Milwaukee office as booker, this promotion being followed by another
four years later when he was moved
':o the St. Louis branch as salesman.
Tn 1943, he entered the service and in
September 1944, was honorably discharged and returned to his St. Louis
Tost as salesman. In June, this year,
le was named acting branch manager
^or this exchange when Willingham
lecame ill. He supervised operations
if the St. Louis branch until his offinal appointment as branch manager.
and projection.
Papers on tonight's program include "A Preliminary Report from
the Academy Research Council SubCommittee on Blue-Sensitive Photocells" by L. T. Goldsmith, chairman,
and "A Combination Scoring, Re-re-

DAILY

Process Rep. Trucolor
On Safety Film
Herbert J. Yates, president of Republic Pictures Corp., announces an
additional appropriation of $1,600,000 for immediate laboratory expansion inRepublic's Fort Lee, N. J.,
and Hollywood plants, to handle the
printing of its perfected Trucolor
process on a new type of safety film.
The processing of all Trucolor
prints on safety film is an important
advance in Trucolor research, Yates
stated, and will allow greater latitude in the handling and projection
of Trucolor prints.
Yates also reported that the Trucolor process is owned exclusively
by Republic, and that patents have
been applied for in all countries
where American copyrights are recognized.
He announced also that the increased laboratory facilities will
permit expansion of Trucolor productions on Republic's 1946-47 program, with at least 18 features
and six short subjects scheduled to
be processed in the new Trucolor on
safety film.

NO^
V

~iXZMif

cording, and Preview
Studio"
by D.
J. Bloomberg
and W. 0.
Watson,
of
Republic Studios, and Michael Rettinger, of the Hollywood engineering staff of RCA Victor. Others
present new color film techniques
and special effects.

i,)verwhelmino Oonosition
o Auction in ATA Poll

s
(Continued from Page 1)
Inning Sept. 15 and the final result?
■^present approvimately a 25 per
I'ent return, indicating an aroused
;:pinion on the part of exhibitors

[-•iroughout the country.
i, A total of 3.878 cards were
iijrned with 3,689 approving and
[■isapproving ATA's action — 95
Bnt for interventir'n and 5 ner
ijgainst, or approving "auction

■•ig."

re189
per
cer +
sell-

l;'
cards only
p Of
per the
cent3,878
were returned
ATA member;.
The
jiiajority
of ATA's
members
assumeri
pat
the action
having
been approved
f^nd started there was no need for
l,i€m to reply.
The view of ATA's
membership
lus the expressed position of nonlember exhibitors indicate that the
nown opposition to "auction sell)!ig" would extend to at least 9,989
jieaters.
ATA officials stated that the rejjrn of 3,878 cards out of the 16,000
jiailed is, in the opinion of promaent poll takers, an extraordinarily
'igh
;ates percentage
fever heat ofofreturns
interestandin indithe
ubject.

'ilmack Gets Fox Music

, Filmack Trailers of Chicago has
Jst signed a new contract with the
■am York.
Fox Music Publishing Co. of
lew
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COURT HINTS AT AMICUS CURIAE ACCEPTANCE
EuropeanBJ.o„ Upgrad^Depinet,^ersman Find
IHigh Theater Grosses in
Key Spots Said Comparable to Receipts in the U. S.
By JOE C. PRIORE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
First year following the war has
been one responsible for high theater grosses in key European spots,

CSV introduces ^^Area'* Picheting at
Technicolor; To Pichet hy *''Iftilitary Strategy**

Judges
Prefer "Friends
Court" Procedure
to In- of
tervening as Parties

fiollywood — "Area"
picketing was introduced
yesterday
at the Technicolor
Lab. Five-hundred pickets, including women and children, made
a peaceable
demonstration and after demonstrating dispersed on the order of the police.
Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the CSU, tcid a mass meeting Sunday night
that he and other CSU reps, were unable to obtain any action from the AFL
convention in Chicago. He said that officers of IBEW are ready to offer charters
to lATSE unions, including cameramen, projectionists, sound men, electricians
and laboratory wcrkers.

The three- judge expediting
court in the New York equity
case yesterday indicated that it

West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Sorrell announced that picketing would now be conducted in accordance to
"military strategy precepts" and said "we will try to comply with the law if the
police stop being mob-busters."

Deny Lust Move to
Set Aside Award
The Statutory Court yesterday
denied the application of Sidney Lust
to review and set aside a decision of
the arbitration appeals board and to
PHIL REISMAN
NED E. OEPINET
stay the effective date of the award.
comparable
to receipts prevailing Lust, Washington circuit operator,
here, it was reported yesterday by won an appeal decision involving
clearance but the decision was re(Continued on Page 6)
versed on appeal.
In denying the petition, the court
said:
"The decision of the appeal board
was invoked by the moving party
(Continued on Page 6)

Eled Loren Ryder
SMPE President
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Pittsburgh Biz Rebounds;
Strike Loss, $1,000,000

Hollywood — At the opening session of the semi-annual convention
of the SMPE announcement was
Pittsburgh — Theater biz returned
made of the election of Loren L. to nearly normal yesterday in the
Ryder, supervisor of the Para, studio wake of the end of the four-week
power strike which, it is estimated,
(Continued on Page 6)
cost local film theater operators and
owners approximately $1,000,000.
(Continued on Page 6)
Norway to Curtail

hove in Films

Oslo (By Air Mail)— While love is
net out in Norway it is about to be
curtailed insofar as films are concerned. Intensification of censorship
here will eliminate I'Amour unnecessary to the course of action. The
long kiss is out. The long embrace,
ditto. Films dealing with sex problems will not be admitted. Themes
of miscegenation will be barred. The
new, severe restrictions are expected
to handicap the film import business.

Col. to start Prod.
In Britain In June
Columbia plans to get under way
with production in England in June,
Nate Spingold, vice-president, said
yesterday upon
his arrival from
England on the
S.S. Queen
Elizabeth. Spingold
said the company
now was clo;ing
a deal for studio
space, clinedbut
he deto comment
on its location
and identify the
tive.
top studio execuTwo pictures
are planned for
the initial British program. The
NATE SPINGOLD
first will be "The
First Gentleman.."
second production has not been The
selected.
Spingold went to England
pri(Continued on Page 6)

Rank Alter Canadian PixTime

Will Release 35 Features There in a Year
Toronto — J. Arthur Rank, bidding for increased Canadian playing
time, will jump the number of his
British pictures distributed in the
Kansas City — William G. Formby, Dominion market from the present
veteran trade paper editor, was 18 to 35 within a year's time, it was
killed in a fall from the eighth floor disclosed here yesterday by John
of the Hotel Phillips here early yes- Davis.
Davis stated the Rank group was
terday. His body struck a ledge on
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)

William Formby Killed
In Fall in Kansas City

would admit all prospective intervenors as amicus curiae and that it
preferred amicus curiae to intervention as parties to the suit.
Attorneys yesterday presented
their arguments as to why their association clients should be granted
leave to become "friends of the
court" and the judges took the motions under advisement.
Speaking for American Theaters
(Continued on Page 7)

ilish i>ix
on

The maiden voyage of the S.S.
Queen Elizabeth brought over a number of top industry executives of
England and the United States yesterday when the largest ship made
its initial appearance here as a luxury liner.
Among those on board were Ernest
Fredman, editor and publisher of The
(Continued on Page 7)

Court May Rule Today
On "Outlaw" Injunction
United Artists yesterday in New
York Supreme Court asked Justice
Carroll Walter for an injunction to
compel Harry Brandt and Arthur
Mayer to show "The Outlaw" in the
three theaters for which it was contracted
and at the same
(Continued
on Pagetime
4) Corpor-

In Two Days
at Roxy
$53,186
for ^'Margie'*
Twentietii - Fox's "Margie" toppled
the
Roxyrecord,
Tiieater's
"take"
the all-time
pic, whichweek-end
opened
to met. critic huzzahs, rolling up the
unparalleled figure of $53,186 Saturday and Sunday. Saturday gross was
$27,482, while Sunday biz hit $25,704.
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ARNOLD STOLZ, PRC national ad-publiclty
chief, accompanies HARRY THOMAS to the
Coast today; they will return in two weeks.
SAM BEKERIS, UA general manager in Argentina, arrived in New York by plane at the
week-end for home office conferences.
GEORGE JENKINS has arrived in New York
from Hollywood to spot background shots for

Editor
the next Goldwyn production, "The Bishop's
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
Wife." Jenkins will be here two weeks.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
WILLIAM B. DAVID, producer is In Mexico
N'. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. City on a business trip.
J. W. Alicoate, President and Publisher ;
DON HAYNES, manager of Tex Beneke and
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
the Glenn Miller orchestra will plane back to
Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second
New York Friday from the Coast.
flass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at
ANDREW STONE will sail from New York
New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3
Friday for London to arrange distribution for
1879. Terms (Ptostage free) United State'
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year;
"Bachelor's Daughters" and "Nip and Tuck."
6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00 Foreign.
Stone will return to Hollywood early in December.
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order
Address all communications to THE FILM
F. A. BATEMAN, Screen Guild's general sales
DAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York 18. N. Y
manager, returned to Hollywood by plane yesPhone BRvant 9-7117, 9-7118. 9-7119. 9-7120
terday from Albuquerque, N. M., after other
9-7121.
Cable
address
Filmday,
New
York.
stops in Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Chicago and
Kansas
City.
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STOCKHOLM
— Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv
— Eileen O'RrieHONOLULU
30. g. CITY
.plan
MEXICO
— Airi Andrade. Mexico City
Mernl.l, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Rhy
Tarmichael. Room 9. 464 Francis Xavier
St VANCOUVER
— Tack Drov. 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bnwden Fletcher.
19 Mnxon Ave., Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone.
I'l. 2=;i0. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys,
I in Rue ries Paquerettes ; MOSCOW — Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— Tohn Lindberg, Ternhanealle No. 3.
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss. Rubensstraat 80.

LILLI PALMER has returned to the Warners'
studio following a New Ycrk visit.
IRVING RAPPER, Warners' director, Is due
to arrive in New York tomorrow by plane from
a foreign trip that included France, England,
Belgium and Switzerland.
HERMAN GOLDBERG, purchasing agent and
supervisor of main'enance for Warners' exchanges, is in N;w Haven, where a new branch
office building is nearing completion.
SABU
Airways

is vacationing at Miami Beach following his return via a Pan American World
Clipper from Belem,
Brazil.

NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of TransLux Theaters Corp., left Saturday for Miami on
a 10-day vacation.
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, Technicolor films
prexy, is a Chicago visitor.
ED HINCHY, Warner playdate department
head, is in Cleveland.

Wanger-Goetz Plan Series
For U-I from Street Novels
IVcst Coast Bureau
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BOB ENGEL, general sales manager for the
DeVry Corp., just returned from an extended
three-week business trip to the Paciric Coast.
J. S. JOSSEY, of Hygienic Prods., Cleveland,
flew cut to the Coast over Ihe week-end to
confer ceded
wilh
him. Kroger Babb, his partner, who preDOROTHY FREEMAN, of Cleveland, secretary
to Loew theater division manager, Charles Raymond, is spending a two-week vacation in Birmingham, Ala.
BEN HENRY, general rep. for Universal-International inGreat Britain, has arrived In New
York from London.
WiLLIAM LYON, of M-C-M's studio pub:icity
department, has returned to the Ccast after a
vacation in the East.
MALVIN WALD will arrive In Hollywood today from New
York.
JED HARRIS returned to New York from
Toronto
yesterday.
MARY CHASE, author of "Harvey," her husband and three sons sail on the Anerica tomorrow for London.
C. H. (BUCK) WEAVER, Oklahoma City
branch manager for Paramount, has arrived In
town for home office sales talks.
SID MHSIBOV, Paramcunt's assistant explo:tation manager, is back from Cincinnati.
. MARY
K. DODSON,
Paramount studio stylist,
has arrived in town Irom the Coast.
ULRIK F. SMITH, Paramount's Philadelphia
branch manager, has returned to his home
territory after home office sales conferences.
ROSE KLEIN BELL, cf M-G-M's hon-e office
sta;istical department and her husband, CHARLES
BELL, field auditor for the company, are vacationing in Florida.

Jack Cohn to be Guest at
Col. Int. S. A. Convention
Mexico City (By Wire) — Ja
Cohn, exec. v.-p. of Columbia, w
be guest of honor at Columbia Pi
tures InternationalCorp., here, wh'
it holds its first regional Lati
American convention, starting t'
morrow.
Joseph A. McConville, Y^-^^ c
Columbia Int.., will greet tLt.ej^ek
gates meeting in executive sessio
and discuss new season distrib. plan
Otherthe
execs,
here fromwill
the includ
U. '
for
convention
Arnold M. Picker, Bernard Zeemai
Sigwart
Kusiel,
A. O'Mallej
Ben Astor
and David
Alexander
Lapinei

Benjamin Levin, Industry
Pioneer in N. Y., Dead
Funeral services were held at th
Park West Chapel yesterday after
noon for Benjamin Levin, industr
pioneer, whose death occurred at hi
home here Saturday. Interment foi
lowed in Riverside Cemetery.
Father of Jack H. Levin, vice-pres
ident and general manager of Con
fidential Reports, Levin operated th
Lenox Film Exchange here in 1912

Edward Moyse Dead;
Funeral Rites Today
Private funeral services will b(
held this afternoon for Edwan
Moyse, 78, president of Peerless Filn
Processing Corp. Moyse died Sun
day, at his home in Manhasset, L. I
Survivors are his widow, Mrs. Carrii
Moyse; his son, Lt. Kern Moyse; i
sister and two brothers.

DAILY

WILLIAM
ZOELLNER, returned
head of yesterday
M-C-M's
and B.importations,
Hollywood — Walter Wanger and reprints
William Goetz, Universal-Interna- from a tour of West Coast exchanges.
tional production chiefs, are curCHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ,
dent and treasurer,
got backloew's
from vice-presithe Coast
rently discussing- a production plan yesterday.
which calls for the same stars and
M. L. SIMONS, editor of M-C-M's Distributor,
returned yesterday from a three-week Coast
supporting cast for three, and pos- visit.
sibly four, pictures based on a sei'ies
AL SCHILLER, assistant to Walter L. Titus,
of novels by James Street. "Tap Jr., in charge of Republic branch o::erations, is
Roots" is the name
of the work. currently visiting the Chicago branch and will
Wanger owns film rights to the later visit Denver, Salt Lake, Portland, Seattle,
original novel. He plans to pur- San Francisco, Los Angeles and Kansas Cily.
chase the remaining two of the trilogy. "Oh, Proinised Land" and Defendants Will Appeal
"By Valour and Arms." A fourth,
untitled sequel, is now being written Jackson Park Decision
by Street. If the deal is consummated itwould require placing playChicago — Despite rumors to the
ers under contract for a period to contrary, Myles Seeley, attorney for
cover all four pictures. Wanger the film distributor-defendants in the
plans to do the stories in Technicolor. Jackson Park Theater case, will appeal the decision of Judge Michael
The
covershistorical
1857-65. period of "Tap Roots" Igoe to the Appellate Court just as
soon as the necessary papers are
completedy.
Al Rosenberg Is

Dead in Seattle

Sitton Opens in Dove Creek
Dove Creek,
Colo. — Noel Sitton
has opened the new Empire here.

MERVIN

of THE

ARTHUR SACHSON, general sales manager,
Samuel Goldwyn Prods., returned to New York
yesterday from a two-week field trip, visiting
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
PEGGY ANN GARNER, 20th-Fox star, arrived
in New York yesterday from the Coast.
REGINALD GARDINER, RAY MILLAND, PAT
O'BRIEN, DOROTHY MAGUIRE, JOAN BENNETT and WALTER WANGER will leave Friday
on the first Eastward voyage of the Queen
Elizabeth. They will take part in a command perfcrmance in England.
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Callahan Named Aide to

Seattle — Al Rosenberg, 53, vicepresident of Evergreen Theaters, D. John Phillips at Para.
Inc., and secretary of Evergreen
State Amusement Corp., died here
Joseph Callahan succeeds Stanley
of a heart attack in Providence Hos- Hode as assistant to D. John Philpital after an illness of several days.
publicity head
of Para.'s
shorts
Rosenberg, identified with theater and lips,
newsreel,
Oscar
A. Morgan,
interests in Minneapolis before com- sales chief of shorts and news, aning to this area, is survived by his
nounced yesterday. Hode resigned
widow. Sue; a son, Robert; his sis- to join the Myer P. Beck Organizater, Lillian Goldsmith; and three events.tion, where he will handle special
brothers, Mike, Louis and Jack.

KATO Against Local
Checkers, Percentage Pix
Louisville — Resolutions opposing
local checkers and percentage pictures were passed unanimously by
KATO at its final business session
attended by 75 members.

Schuttenhelm Dies on Coast
IVest Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William E. Schuttenhelm, who retired a year ago as a
Detroit theater manager to make his
home on the Coast, is dead from a
heart attack. Body is enroute to
Detroit for interment.

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributors
Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIE
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Kuykendall Funeral
Rites Held In Miss.
Columbus. Miss. — With the funeral
rites and burial yesterday of Ed
Kuykendall, the industry lost one of
its most colorful
figures. Kuykendall rose from a
destitute orphan
to one of the most
important men in
the industry. At
the time of his
death he was
president enieri tusoftheMPTOA.
having served as
president from
1933 until last
June. Services
were held from
his residence and
ED KUYKENDALL
burial followed at
Friendship Cemetery.
Kuykendall was born in 1887 at
Red Banks, Tenn., where he attended
school until he was 12. For nine
years before coming to Columbus, he
worked in all phases of show business, playing dramatic roles and performing in carnival sideshows. He
naarried Ophelia McGee in 1924. He
formed the first Southern theater
owners Association in 1913 and later
headed the Tri-States Theater Owners Association.
Prominent in civic and financial
circles in Columbus, Kuykendall
-erved for many years as a director
of the National Bank of Commerce,
was a past president of the Rotary
Club and Chamber of Commerce and
was active in other civic i^rojects. He
was awarded a silver cup by The
Commercial Appeal for having rendered the most meritorious service
to his community.
In addition to his widow, he leaves
a son, Ed. Jr., and a daughter, Mrs.
Ed. Keeton.
West Coast
PCCITO

Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Wir^s~Sympathy

Hollywood — All of the officers of
the PCCITO yesterday wired Fred
Wehrenberg, pres. of the MPTOA,
expressing their deepest sympathy
for the MPTOA and the loss of its
long-time leader, Ed Kuykendall.

Leslie, Curliz General Manager
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Michael Curtiz has
signed .Jacques Leslie as general
manager of Michael Curtiz Prods.
Leslie has been legal adviser to the
Feldman
Agency.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 22
Constance
Bennetr
Mitzi Green
Joan Fontainp
Bela Lugosi
John Sutton
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Skouras Will Head
Greek Relief Board

ALONG

' capacity v^^j
Chicago — Spyros P.
Skouras hd
resigned from the presidency of tli
Greek War Relief Association aft^

Tuesday's TattUngs

serving
2: rs,*'hi
las
t six yea
- was announced. thl
the annual meeij
' ing of the organ
' ization
at th|

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Gens. Curtis E. LeMay and Emmett "Rosy" O'Donnell are sponsoring a special press screening of the
Warner-distributed "The Last Bomb" this olternoon. at the WB home
office. ... • William Goldman is reported purchasing WDAS, Philadelphia, for S400,000. ... • Sir Alexander Korda will donate the

Palmer
Hous(
Skouras, who wil
become chairmaj

American Premiere of "Children of Paradise," which opens at the Laurel
in Hollywood Nov. 15. to a fund for the rebuilding of Calais. . . .
• Nat Wolf, Warner Cleveland zone mnaager, has been selected as the
Man of the Week by the Carter Hotel there, and his photo currently
graces the lobby.
He is the first industry-ite to be so honored. . . .
• Nina Foch is quitting Hollywood to make her Broadway debut, in
the femme lead of "The Whole World Over," which Walter Fried will
produce. ...
• The Ricketts family is certainly represented on the
Des Moines Film Row
The new secretary for PRC is lean Ricketts,
wife of Jimmy Ricketts, the Republic booker .... Daddy Jimmy Ricketts, Sr.
is a salesman for Universal. ... • Dorothy Malone will cover the
British Command Performance for Screen Guide. ... • Ed Fischer,
Loew's theater publicity director in Cleveland, is working on the script
based on the life of Annette Ksllermon, with Esther Williams in m'nd to
play the famed Australian swimmer. ... • Send congrats. to UA's
trade contact,
Lou Barasch
It's a new Pontiac, which arrived yesterday

Stuart Aarons Elected
Warner Club President
Stuart H. Aarons, member of
Warners legal staff, was elected
president of the Warner Club at the
annual meeting of the organization
held Saturday at the home office.
Other officers elected include Robert A. McGuire, vice-president; Bernard Rosenzweig, vice-president in
charge of membership; Ruth Weisberg, vice-president in charge of
welfare; Fred Stengl, vice-president
in charge of claims; Harry Mayer,
vice-president in charge of social
activities; Robert iSalomons, treasurer, and Theodore R. Kupferman,
secretary.

Court May Rule Today
On "Outlaw" Injunction
(Continued from Page 1)
ation Counsel Bennett asked for the
revocation of the license for "The
Outlaw" because of the nature of the
advertising on the picture. Specific
objection was to an advertisement
of the picture in the New York
Journal American on June 15.

Judge Walter granted License
Commissioner Fielding the I'ight to
file a brief of amicus curiae. The
judge withheld a decision until today
to give Fielding an opportunity to
The new executive committee con- prepare and submit the brief.
sists of Phil Abrahams, Frank E.
Edward Raftery, president and
Cahill, Jr., W. V. Brooks, R. W.
Budd, Zeb Epstin, Syd Goldberg, Joe counsel for UA, said the entire action
Goldstein, Bernard R. Goodman, Leo insofar as the company was conHaas, Sam Kahn, L. J. Kaufman,
cerned was to compel the theaters to
Frank Kiernan, Charles Kontulis, T. proceed with their contract.
J. Martin, W. Stewart McDonald,
A petition for a review of the case
Mollie Negri, Elkan Reiner, Harold was submitted hy Fielding to the
Rodner, Bernard Rosenzweig, Sam- Board of Regents, the Motion Picuel Schneider, William Schoenfelder,
ture Division of the State DepartJoseph Spray, Joe Tisman, Ruth
ment of Education and the Attorney
Weisberg, Jack Wuhrman and the General of the state.
following past-presidents: Max B.
Blackman, Nat D. Fellman, Ed Robert Young Dead
Hinchy, John Holmes and Jules
Levey.
Columbus, O. — Robert Young, 83,
I. H. Birnbaum is administrative veteran showman, died after a long
illness. Pioneer in the exhibition
secretai-y of the club.
field. Young opened the Princess
Theater in 1906 and at various times
Mandell to Eagle-Lion
operated the Victoria, in the Board
Chicago — Harry Mandell, who re- of Trade building; the Broadway;
cently resigned from Film Classics, the Priscilla, Cleveland; one in
has returned from a plane trip to Youngstown, and opened the first
""fiami, and takes over the Eagle- film house in West Jefferson. He
built the latter.
Lion here on Nov. 11.

of the board, wil

SPYROS

P. SKOURAS

] be succeeded
bj
t\Heliso^
J William
New
Orleans
magnate.
A dinner ii
honor of Skoural
was proposed hi
acclamation
a\

$1,000 per plate, for the Greek Wal
Relief. It is planned to take place ii
New York around the first of thi
year, simultaneous with the start ol
a new $12,000,000 drive by the asso|
ciation.

William Formby Killed
In Fall in Kansas City
(Continued from Page 1)

the fifth floor, where it lay until
noticed by occupants of a room oi
that floor. He had been dead apl
proximately an hour when found|
the coroner reported.
Formby, who recently held an edi-l
torial post with Motion Picturd
Herald, had been in Los Angeles!
He arrived Saturday in Kansas Cityl
where he was well-known as a for-f
mer long-time employe of Boxofficel
He formerly was editor of BoxofRcq
in New York.
He is survived by his wife, AnneJ
and a daughter, Barbara Ann.

lATSE Locals Merge
Peoria — Local
75, Pekin,
about
to be merged
with
Local 43.

HI., is*]
Peoria

WEDDING BELLS
Rosenberg-Evans
Jerry department
Evans of Universal's
special
events
will be married
to Ina D. Rosenberg of Brooklyn, on
Sunday, at the Ambassador Hotel,
in New York. Dr. Joseph Zeitlin of
Temple Ansche Chesed will officiate.
The couple will spend their honeymoon in Miami Beach and Havana.

Borton-Thorman
Marion Barton and William Thorman, both members of RKO Theatres' publicity department, were
married Saturday at the Trinity
Baptist Church. The couple will
honeymoon in the Poconos.

TOPPING EVERY RADIO CITY
MUSIC HAli GROSS IN
' COLUMBIA'S HISTORY!
/

CONGRATULATIONS TO COLUMBIA. T^HE EXTRAORDINARY APPLAUSE ACCORDED THE JOLSON STORY
BY CAPACITY RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL AUDIENCES
IS AN ELOQUENT TRIBUTE TO A GREAT PICTURE.
YOU HAVE A NEW STAR IN LARRY PARKS. THANKS
FOR A TRULY REMARKABLE ENTERTAINMENT.
GUSEySSELl
hAonog\r\g Director

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALI
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European Biz on
Upgrade— Depinet
(Continued from Page 1) ^^
Xed E. Depinet, executive vice-president of RKO, and Phil Reisman,
vice-prexy in charge of foreign relations for RKO Radio. They returned
last Friday from a European tour.
Revenue is on the upgrade, they
agreed, and predicted monies would

I

WELL

REMEMBERED—

"Well, boy s^ just so it. won't be
a total loss — you re coming up
here this morning, here's a couple
of books," said !\ed E. Depinet
terminating
yesterday's
industry
press interiieic.
The tomes
were
"So Well Remembered/' by James
Hilton and "The White Tower,"
by James Ramsay Lllman. RKO
is making film versions of both.
"If we were selling Scotch,
you'd each get a bottle," injected
Phil Reisman, who was sitting
across the room.
soon start flowing here when blocked
currency restrictions are lifted.
The boom in France is emphasized
in the mushroom growth of 16 mm.
locations, Reisman said. There are
over 3,Q00 such installations in
France. As a natural outgrowth of
post-war exhibition in France, Reisman predicted once normalcy returned 16 mm. would fade somewhat.
Its present popularity is due to the
construction problems confronting
the French exhibitor.
Depinet and Reisman visited Ireland, England, France, Belgium,
Italy and Switzerland.
English Face Gigantic Task

Bank After Canadian

PixTime Eiect Loren Ryder

Will Release 35 Features There in a Year
(Continued from Page 1)

producing 17 features in the U. S.
at present time, while other suitable
product was being bought.
It was Rank's desire to produce
features in the Dominion with Canadian background, Davis declared,
and he referred to forthcoming product from Australia.
With regard to talent, the Rank
exec, said some Hollywood stars
want to go to England because of
personal freedom enjoyed by stars
there.
Odeon 4-Year Building Plan
Dealing with Canadian situation,
it was stated that Odeon Theatres
of Canada had drawn up a four-year
construction program calling for 64
new theaters, the cost aggregating
$6,000,000. The circuit is already
operating 105 theaters in the Dominion, Davis said, adding that 15
units were actually under construction, including a principal first-run
house in Toronto which is scheduled

for completion early in 1948. Other
large Odeons are being built in
Montreal, Ottawa, London and Vicunder toria,
way.with others of suburban t>T)e
So. Amer, Rank Revenue
Davis said while there are no
Odeon theaters in South America,
revenue from distribution of Rank
product in that continent was excellent. British pictures were playing throughout British zone in Germany and elsewhere in Europe, with
Rank exchanging six features yearly with Russia.
One Odeon theater has been
started in Lisbon. Portugal, and
further expansion outside of the
British Empire was being dealt with,
it was said.
Davis added that Rank was not
forcing British product on any country' and that the industrj' in Britain
was free of political pressure from
the government.

Col, to start Prod.
In Britain in June

Deny Lust Move to
Set Aside Award

(Continued from Page 1)

marily to set the premiere of "The
Jolson Storj'" in London. Picture
opens at the Tivoli and New Gallery
on Nov. 10.
Refuting reports that the British
oress was prejudiced against American pictures, Spingold said he found
"he London papers to be fair, praising the good pictures and criticising
the poor ones.

(Continued from Page 1)

voluntarily as a part of the industry
arbitration system set up by consent.

The moving
party was
in no •nise
required to submit
its rights
to the
arbitration tribunal, but having invoked it, is bound by the result which
under the terms of the arbitration
rules adopted pursuant to the terms
of the decree must be accepted afinal and, therefore, cannot be received by application to the U. S.
Tower," which the company is also District Court.
"Irrespective of the foregoing, the
It was Depinet's first trip abroad. to release.
iurisdiction of the court is limited to
He found Paris a delight. "People
Finds Encouraging Sign
a consideration of the %iolation of
are glum in England," he said and
An encouraging sign in European ^he Sherman Anti-Trust Act by the
attributed this to the gigantic task
confronting them in their applica- •rrade and life was discovered by -iefendants named as set forth in
Oepinet in Belgium where the
tion to post war problems. "Italy has
pleadings and remedies therefore,
damn fine food," he said. It was not borders linking Holland and Luxem- and cannot be regarded as extending
expensive either, lie added.
bourg have been opened giving busi- to an attempted proceeding in the
nessmen and travelers opportunity
In Paris Depinet and Reisman atfor free trade and the minimum of -listrict court by indi^^duals and detended a reception on the "Golden
tape which was prevalent before
Silence" set at the Joinville Studios '•ed
the war.
fendants."
where Rene Clair is directing the pic"We're in the entertainment busi- Pittsburgh Biz Rebounds;
ture and Maurice Chevalier is the
ness, not propaganda," Depinet said, Strike Loss, $1,000,000
featured player. It is being protopic of possible resentduced by RKO as is "So Well Re- when mentthe
by Europeans, particularly the
(Continued from Page 1)
membered," featuring Martha Scott, French, of our way of living is shown
Richard Carlson and two prominent
Loss
was
largely confined to the
British players in the Denham Stu- on the screen. "I found no ill feel- down town theaters, nabe business
■ng toward our films. Instead they
dios, near London.
marked successes and the peo- holding well during the strike
Depinet and Reisman held meet- were
nle were very enthusiastic about such
Downtown biz during the strike
ings with the company's personnel
in the larger cities on the Continent. films as 'Bambi,' *Pinocchio,' 'The period.
was off up to 60 per cent.
In Switzerland they met the troupe Bells
St. Mary'
and 'Fantasia'."
Films of
playing
the foreign
market, he
Indie union employes of the Dushooting exteriors for "The White Dointed out, were carefully selected ouesne
Light Co. voted Sunday
not to offend anybody. He granted afternoon to submit the dispute to
"here were isolated instances but arbitration. .Arbitration motion was
self-imposed limitations by Amer- carried by a two-thirds vote.
ican distributors kept this aspect to
a minimum and thei-e was no need by American war dead at Chateau
OUR TOWN FILM STUDIOS, INC., New York
European exhibitors to rent second- Thierry. In Reim* he and Reisman
City motion picture business with capital of rate films.
"i ited a French family with whom
200 shares no par value stock, three shares SMbDepinet motored from Paris to Phil Reisman, Jr. was billeted for
scribed. Incorporated at Albany by Isidore Levine,
Brussels.
He saw the memorial
to six months after he was wounded.
Lilian Portn<;ff
Betty Brenner.

CHARTERED

SMPE President
(Continued from Page I)

dubbing dept., as president; Earl .j
Sponable, exec. v.-p. of C. R. Keith
editorial v.-p.; W. T. Kunzmar. ^:>or
vention v.-p.; G. T. Loranc^^^'^ :r'
tary; E. A. Bertram, treasurer.
The East Coast is represented o
the board of directors by David I'
Joy, R. M. Corbin; the West Coast
represented by. C. R. Daily, H. \^
Moyse, and John W. Boyle.
Capt. John G. Bradley, director C'
the motion picture division of thi
Library of Congress, said in an in
terview that the library has 46,000.
300 pieces of film in its collection
including the famous Ufa collectioi
of 26,000,000 pieces.
Life of Acetate Film
Capt. Bradley also said that tht
safety acetate film has a ilie of f ron
300 to 500 years and can be duplicated and perpetuated from 3,000 t^

"PARA. NIGHT"

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollyioood — Wartime technical
devices recently adapted for use
in film production
demonstrated forthe firstwill
time betonight
at a "Paramount Night" of the
60th semi-annual convention oj
the SMPE. Dr. C. R. Daily of
the studio's engineering department is chairman of the session.
Participating in the symposium
will be G. L. Stancliff, Jr., J. A.
Whit°, Gordon Jennings, G. S.
Perkins, Farciot Edouart, R. C.
Kupfer, Ivyl Burks, C. E. Sutter,
Fred Geiger and Hal Corl.

5,000 years. While here he will confer with key men of the industry.
Capt. Bradley said a bill will be.
submitted to the coming session off
Congress calling for a budget of::
?o, 000, 000. The outlay, among other i,
things, will be for an elaborate vault i:
system and a laboratory.
;t
Incidentally, in discussing work of fl'
the Army Air Force covering theatom bomb tests at Bikini, Lt. Col. !
Richard
J. Cunningham,
of the f
Wright
Field,
Dayton,
0.,
disclosed
.hat 328 cameramen were used in the '
air alone; that 366,000 feet of m.p.
film was exposed by the Army Air ^
Forces
the two explosions
with a 'total ofin 1,500,000
feet in practice
missions and general ground and air ^
coverage of the operations.
Nathan D. Golden, chief m.p. counsel of the Department of Commerce
is attending the convention as web _^

as Chester
of the "^
m.p.
division Ljmdstrom,
of the Dept. chief
of Agricultu
Among the papers read was one on
"The 3Iotiograph Double A Projector" by Emil J. Weinke, of Motiograph, Inc., Chicago.

Rovenstein Opens Comet
Bourbon, Ind. — Gene Rovenstein
has opened his new Comet Theater
here. House seats 400.

m
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Uicus Aneptance
by Court
jidkated
(Gintinued from Page 1)

Mexico io ^^Protect' industry
Aleman

I Herman
Levy, representing
thp
,[PTOA, attacked auction selling anc'
jdded that the court should not denv
, aehinery for arbiti-atio'n.
He said

NEW POSTS
E
'

TAYLOR,
Tampa.

'.ENtroit.
RAMSEY,
MRLES
dale

PRC exploiteer, Dallas ter-

manager,

the

manager,

Rosedale Theater,

WHITAKER,
assistant
Theater,
Detroit.

Springs

Theater,

manager,

May Ask Laws to Restrict U. S. Pix

By lOSEPH

Bsociation,
Thurman
W.
Arnold
,jld the coui't the independent ex'jbitors did not have adequate repre!int
n and that "legal rights were
Ike.
.vay" by the proposed decree.
e said the Grovernment's proposals
tould compel indies to bid against
jch other and that the court had
I'tempted to introduce competition
17 telling innocent parties that they
pd to compete. He said the burden
•uld not be put on the independents
ig-ally to furnish competition. When
pups are unequal, he said, and
•pply is limited, there can be no
jue competition. Arnold insisted
lat results of the court's errors
ould destroy the protection of the
dependent operators. Competitive
idding does not create a competive market, he said; instead it will
eate a monopoly in a situation of
ai-city.
Williams Concurs With Arnold
. Paul Williams,
representing
the
puthern California Theater Owners
ssociation, concurred with Arnold,
Iding
that
competitive
bidding
ould remove every element of staility and declaring that Califoraia
■dependents were selling their the:ers for fear that auction would be
le new sales policy of the industry.
e said Congress
not the courts
lould make the regulations.
Louis Frohlich, speaking for Coliibia, said he had no objection to
itervention by the associations and
Sat he believed the associations
lould be heard and should have such
andin? as to be heard in the Sureme Court.
Morris Ernst, speaking for the Soty of Independent Motion Picture
'roducers, told the court that the
idependent producers could not con['■ol
that the
SIMPP
iiouldthe be market
exemptedand from
rul;-gs. Attorney for Vanguard Film?
nid that Vaneuard would be harmed
■In-iously if "Duel in the Sun" were
tevented from being roadshown.
: Mosque Affainst Cross-Licensing
- Attorney for the Mosque Theater
u Newark said the five major comiianies should not be permitted to
|-oss-license their product
^on selling should be ordered.if auc-

jILRON OVERMAN,
ritory.

OUULY

DeRose-

CK SAGE, manager, Vogue Theater,
Detroit.
:ORCE
SIECEL,
Metro
salesman,
transferred
to Albany exchange from New
Haven.
RRY
RANSDELL,
operator.
Fordson
Theater,
Dearborn,
Mich.

BmSTEIN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Eestrictive legislation aimed
against Hollywood product in Mexico
is possible because incoming President Aleman is strongly interested in
developing and protecting the Mexican film industry, Gilberto Galindo,
intimate of the president-elect, told
The Film Daily.
Galindo is visiting the States for
the purpose of buying color as well
as black-and-white film. With Columbia Sileo of New York he recently
organized the Inter-Continental Co.
to produce documentaries and other
shorts to be distributed by the Mexican government at home and abroad.
Also scheduled for I-'C's production
is Mrs. Sileo's first-hand account of
■'Tiajuana Susie," story of the
hieroine's 17-year struggle to regain
and grabbed by the Mexican govarnment. Oddly enough, Mexican
authorities are eager for its filmizacion.
Enjoy Present Advantages
Galindo admitted that American
llm companies organizing now in
Mexico would enjoy several advantages; any future restrictive
legislation would not affect them;
for the first five years of business,
here would be no levying of income
axes; excellent labor-management
relations exist.
Galindo strongly favors formation
of an American-Mexican producers'
association. "Competition and co-op-

War Dept. Certificate
To Alan Freedman
Alan E. Freedman, president of
De Luxe Laboratories, received the
War Department Certificate of Appreciation yesterday, at a ceremony
held at the Signal Corps Photographic Center in Long Island City.
A
luncheon,
in Freedman's honor,
ollowed the ceremony.

New Wael-Tex Operating
Waelder, Tex. — Lynn Smith and L.
J. Piwetz have opened the Wael-Tex,
a 400 seater. A J. Blanton has been
named manager.
arbitration was preferred to litigation.
Abram F. Myers, speaking briefly
on behalf of the Conference of IndeDendent Exhibitors' Associations,
=;aid that auction bids should be on a
flat rental basis and agreed that
-•ompetitive bidding should be combined with a ban on cross licensing.
Most of the oral argument was
based on the printed briefs submitted by the associations. The court
today will hear arguments on the
proposals for a final decree.

Girls End Tour
Birmingham, England — The Goldwvn Girls wound up their remarkable 1,200-mile good-will tour
■^hrough the British provinces here
Thursday before the largest crowds
of their entire trip so far.

British Pix Notables
Arrive On Elizabetli

eration should go hand in hand," he
said. "With an interchange of infor(Continued from Page 1)
mation and technics, both should
benefit," he averred. Galindo said Daily Film Renter, and Mrs. Fredthere was a present dearth in Mex- man; Sir Arthur Jarratt, managing
ico oi American-trained film tech- director of British Lion; Nate Spinnicians.
gold, vice-president of Columbia
He explained that among the rea- Pictures; David Rose, producer and
sons why Mexico grabbed the Latin former Paramount managing director in England; Lady Annie Yule,
film market was that "Hollywood fell fonner
of British National
asleep." Also, Mexican producers and stillchairman
a director of the company;
know that the Spanish-speaking nations prefer heavy drama, realism,
Holman, Paramount's Eastand musicals with a South American Russell
ern production head; Cecil Bernstein,
or Mexican background. Latins head of Granada Theaters; Ben
don't care for sophisticated comedies. Henry, European representative for
Mexicans still prefer American films, Universal; Ben Goetz, Loew's top executive in the United Kingdom, and
though the native product has been
gaining ground in the past five years. Robert Goldstein, Universal liaison.
Movie admission prices range from
Fredman's First Visit in 14 Yrs.
two to six pesos (from 42 cents to
Fredman is here for his first visit
$1.25). Amusement taxes, paid by in 14 years. He reported theater
the exhibitor, are 15 per cent of the business still at peak attendance in
gross to the Federal government,
and 13 per cent of the 15 per cent to London, although a slight drop-off
had ^ been
in the provthe state government.
inces, but inexperienced
all places patronage
was
well above that of 1939. Fredman,
Suggests Industry Liaison
Galindo suggested that in view of who is accompanied by Mrs. Fredthe rising Mexican competition, the
man, is stopping at the Drake.
Jarratt said he was here for a
American industry should have a
broad-visioned liaison man in Mexico general survey of the American
who
could mediate for the American market. He said British Lion would
industry.
distribute 10 pictures this year, five
Galindo had high praise for Holly- of which were in production, two in
wood'.s sympathetic portrayal of Technicolor. Herbert Wilcox will
Latin types. He illustrated ' Easy to contribute two; Orson Welles, one;
Wed" and "Perilous Journey" as and others from Edward Black, Anfilms that were favored by his
thony Kimmins, George King, Carol
countrymen.
Reed and Harold Frank. Each picture is to be budgeted at from £100,Century Circuit Will Base 000 to £400,000. Jarratt brought
over a print of the French film
Campaigns on Polls
"Children of Paradise" which will be
Future advertising, exploitation released under the auspices of Alexander Korda's Tricolor Films, Inc.
and publicity campaigns of the CenTwo Rose Deals Pending
tury Circuit will be based upon
David Rose reported that he had
opinion polls and customer research
two deals pending for distribution by
to be conducted by the circuit's own
opinion research and survey depart- American companies of pictures to
be produced in this country. He said
Fred J. Schwartz,
company's he held James Mason under an exveepee ment,announced
yesterday.
contract although Mason may
On the agenda for the new depart- make anclusive
outside deal.
ment will be such chores as locating
Ben Goetz said Metro studio would
the potential "feed" of an existing
theater, or a new one; travel routes; be ready for operations at the end
assays of advertising media; reac- of this year.
Russell Holman returned from
tions to theater service, entertainment preferences, admission price England where he conferred with
levels, etc.; as well as population
Paramount's
producbreakdowns throughout the circuit FranktionFarley,
representative
in Great Britain.
for income, occupation.
He said Hal Wallis' first British
"I believe that the new depart- picture, "For Her to See," would
ment will be anti-hunch and anti- start between May 15 and June 1.
guesswork, and who knows, may next year.
Robert Goldstein said he had apeven do away with the 'crystal-ball'
pointed Robert Lantz to take charge
type
added. of show business," Schwartz
of Universal's stories and talent activities inEngland and to serve as a
Research department, housed in
the offices of the Gentury Building liaison with the studio.
off Times Square, will collaborate
with Opinion Research Corp., of
Princeton, N. J.

FEMME TOUCH

Ampa Benefit Party
Ampa will hold a benefit theater
party Nov. 21 at the Ambassador
Theater with UA's "Abie's Irish
Rose" as the attraction.

DOROTHY HARTKOPF,
Minneapolis.
BERNICE

apolis.

ROBECK,

Inspectress at M-C-M,

filler, at 20th-Fox. Minne-

DOES IT AGAIN!
IN TECHNICOLOR!

THE BIGGEST NONHOLIDAY WEEK IN
20 YEARS AT THE
ROXY,N.Y.C.!

11

■i

I*

Darryl F. Zanuck Presents JEANNE GRAIN in "AAARGIF' in TECHNICOLOR with GLENN LANGAN
• LYNN
BARI • ALAN YOUNG and Barbara Lawrence • Conrad Janis • Esther Dale • Hobart Cavanaugh • Ann Todd
Hattie McDaniel • Directed by HENRY KING • Produced by WALTER MOROSCO • Screen Play by F. Hugh
Herbert • Based on Stories by Ruth McKenney and Richard Bransten

n

IT'S A FACT:
No company ever had such a line-up as

Century- Fox

''My Darling Clementine"
• ''Anna and the King of Siam" • "Three Little
Girls in Blue" in Technicolor • "Claudia and David" • "Smoky" in Technicolor

New Yorl^

St.
K. Y.

2lBt

liUV
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tternational in Scope
idependent in Thought
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IISTRIBS. PROPOSE BIDDING ALTERNATIVE
I

(athvon Sees No Adverse Legislation In Mexico
to Prexy Challenges
ilindo View; Says Mex.
Jiibs. Oppose a Quota
By JOSEPH

WRIGHT
OKAYS "DUEL" ROADSHOW
Because Production was Started Before Court Handed
Down Opinion Has No Objection

BIRSTEIN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
There is no likelihood of adverse
Robert L. Wright, special assistant
xican legislation being directed
dnst American films, asserted N. to the Attorney General, told the
cer Rathvon,
court yesterday that he was willing
•sident of RKO
to allow David 0. Selznick's "Duel
a RKO -Radio,
in the Sun" to be roadshowed, despite the fact that his proposed final
yesterday's in;try press condecree
would prohibit the roadshowence.
ing of pictures. Because production
ilathvon difhad started on the picture before the
ced with Gilcourt's opinion had been entered and
because of the high budget, he said
I'to Galindo,
lose views on
it might
be possible to eliminate
e future of
lerican films in
xico were re:ted exclusively
yesterday's
.M Daily. Mexm producer
lindo predicted N. PETER RATHVON
it since PresiToronto — Immediate abolition of
it-elect Aleman is keenly inter- price controls affecting theater oper(Continued on Page 6)
ations and a return to free enterprise throughout the Canadian film
field was demanded here yesterday
by J. E. Lawson, president of Odeon
Theaters, in an address delivered at
(Continued from Page 8)

Ask Canadian Price
Controls Be Ended

)und on Screen
^Film Projector
■St Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Offer Guarantee of Some
Run; Court Indicates a
Modification of Auction

DAILY

lollywood — One of the highlights
the second day of the SMPE conation was a paper on "Magnetic
and
in Motion
by MarCamras
of the Pictures"
Armour Research
(Continued on Page 3)

Form Para. International
Theaters Corporation
Paramount International Theaters
Corp., to be a wholly owned subsidiary of Paramount
International
Films, Inc., is being organized and
(Continued from Page 8)

By AL THE
STEEN
Associate Editor,
FILM DAILY

"Duel" by specific mention in the decree. He was non-committal on the
future of other prospective roadshows.
Wright protested the intervention
move by the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, declaring
that its members were independent
in production only and that they distributed through the defendants. He
defined a roadshow picture as one
supported by higher admission prices
and greater clearance.

Day Brief Outlines
Auction Bid Method
In an amicus curiae brief filed yesterday by Joseph P. Day, Inc., a
plan was outlined whereby the distributors could carry out the competitive bidding method proposed by
the Statutory Court.
The adaptation of the auction
(Continued on Page 3)

Mono. Int. Foreign
"Take" at $1,365,089
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following conferences
with David D. Home, assistant treasurer and director of Monogram International Corp., President Steve
Broidy announced that Monogram
(Continued on Page 7)

jAIIieil, ITOA Meet
On Affiliation

Scouis Argentine

Committees representing the ITOA
and Allied met yesterday en the possibility ofaffiliation. While no statement w.as given cut following the
meeting, reliable sources indicated
that both sides appeared desirous
of getting together. ITOA representatives reportedly asked questions
relative to affiliation and the Allied
men agreed to submit the questions
to the Allied board for the answers.

No Restrictive Action in Prospecf—Bekeris
B7 lOE C. PRIOBE
Free Discussions Only
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Way to End Strikes
Squelching rumors current in
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Actors Guild
has invited leaders of all AFL unions
and guilds in the Hollywood studios
to attend a round-table conference
(Continued on Page 7)

Impori Cui

film
export' circles here of a dra-tic limitation on the number of foreign films
to be imported into Argentina this
yeai',
Samin Bekeris,
United territory,
Artists'
manager
the Argentine
(Continued on Page 7)

What might be considered a
move for the Statutory Court
to modify its opinion in regard

to competitive bidding was proposed
late yesterday by Whitney North
Seymour, trial counsel for Paramount, at the decree hearings in
Federal Court. While Seymour asserted that his proposal was not
necessarily an alternative for the socalled auction selling, the recommendation could strike out the com(Contlnued on Page 8)

Decision Reserved on
"Outlaw" Injunction
Decision was reserved yesterday
by Justice Carrol Walter in N. Y.
Supreme Court on a motion for an
injunction brought by United Artists
oo compel the management of three
Broadway theaters to present "The
Outlaw." The film is scheduled to
open Oct. 26.
The court took the case under ad(Continued on Page 6)

Waxman to Film
Story of Lambs Club
Hollywood — A. P. Waxman, Broadway producer, was notified by Raymond Peck, Shepherd of the Lambs,
that its council has approved a contract authorizing him to produce a
(Continued on Page 6)

U.K. Granada Circuit
Enters 16 mm. Field
London (By Cable) — Granada
Theaters, operated by Sidney Bernstein, will enter the 16 mm. exhibition field next week with seven
mobile units. Granada is planning
a

country-wide network of substandard shows. Three mile bar on
existing theaters will be observed.
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JOSEPH S. HUMMEL, vice-president of Warner inteinationdi in cnaige of Continental
Lurope and aojacent coumi.es, conciuoes his
nome ottice con.eiences lomo.row and planes
back to Paiis.
JIMMYcan.eranian,
HODGSON, hasMarch
of in
Time's
Bntisn
atr.ved
N^w senior
York
tor a lefresner period in the Ne<v Yurk MOT
jitic^s. He will le.Uin on the Queen bii.:.abeth Nov. 14.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York It,
RAY MiLLAND and MRS. MILLAND have arrived In Ne<v loik irom Bevjriy ni.iS, and aie
N.
Y., by
Wid's Films
and Film
Inc.
I. \V.
Alicoate,
President
and Folk,
Publisher;
guests at I he Waidotf-Astoiia.
Uonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
WILLIAM CARTER, and MRS. CARTER are
Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second vacationing in Miami.
»lass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office «t
Kew York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
FRED MEYEi^i, Universal's Eastern division
1879. Terms (F^^stage free) United States sales manager, is making the loun^s of Fnliaoutside of Greater New York $10.00 one year; jciphia ana Washington
this week.
6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00, Foreign,
LEON BAMBtKGER, kKO sales promotion
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. manager, wi.i attend ihc annual meeting of
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y tne
0,vneis
ti
luwa independent
ana Nebraska Allied
in Des Tneat'er
Moines, Oct.
28-2^.
Phone BRvant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-712U
9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New
York.
RICHARD MAIBAUM has returned to HolRepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calil
—Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phon.
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON— Andrew H
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash
16, D. C
Phone
Wisconsin
3271.
Manning
Clageti
2122 Decatur St. NW.
Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO,
45, III.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDO.N
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127
133 Wardour
St. W. K
MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila.
HAVANA
— Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214.
BOMBAYRara L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul
Saffar,
Filmafric,
8
Rue
Charras
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar
Ruud,
Jaktvarv
splan
30.g. CITY
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Hrie.
MEXICO
— Airi Andrade.
Mexico
City
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Rij
Carmichael,
Room
9, 464
Francis
Xaviet
St. VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater
Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden
Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
UL 2510.
BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue des Paquerettes;
MOSCOW — Ray.
mond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole.
COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen-Van Loese.
AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
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NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
23
227/8
227/8 —
Vs
Bell 0 Howell
I8I/4
I8I/4
18>/4 —
Vl
East. Kodak
210
210
210
— 1
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
25'/2
251/2
251/2—
1/2
Loew's,
Inc
28
273/s
271/2 —
%
Paramount
313/4
301/2
313/4 +
s/g
RKO
167/g
I61/2
165/8—
1/4
Republic
Picts
&%
8
83/8 +
%
Republic
Picts. pfd.. 15
141/4
141/4 —
Vs
20th Century-Fox ... 431/2
42
427/8 +
'A
Universal
Pict
301/2
301/2
301/2 —
1/2
Universal
Picts. pfd.. 871/2
871/2
871/2 —
Va
Warner
Bros
185/8
18i'8
I81/8 —
5/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
Picts.
..
5%
53/4
Sya
Radio-Keith
cvs. . . . 53/4
SVi
55/8 —
Vs
Sonotone
Corp
334
3%
i^A —
Vs
Technicolor
ISVs
155/8
157/8—
1/8
Trans-Lux
47/3
45/3
45/8—
1/3
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
Pafhe
Industries
Cinecolor

71/4
6%

lywooa

from

New

YorK.

L500 to Participate
in "Night of Stars"

Yoik fiom Least conteitnces on "Li.e Witn
tather,"
just completed
at Wa.ners'
stud.o.
W.LL.AM C. GtHRlNC, 20th-Fox Central
saies manager, ariivej in Cinciiinati yesteraay.
He will be there tne re.nainaer or the week.
REC.NALD GARDINER and his wife, and
DOt\Uinr MA.uNc, Warner player, arrive^
on the Centuiy yei.erday. iney win sail F.iaaj
on tne Qjeen kii.auetn fcr a command peitormance in London.
EDIiH HtAO, Paramount studio fashion designer, will leave Hollywood today for a twoweek stay in New YoiK.
JACK rLYNN, M-C-M Western manager, Is
vacationing at Mt. Ciemens, Mich.
IHjk MAflHtWi, of the Moticgraph Co.
is in Hol.ywood wnere he will leaj a pape.
on new Motiograph pro.ector mcdels bcioie
ihe SMPE meeting.
S. L. SEIDELNrtAN, foreign sales manager for
PRC, has e.TibarKed Irom San trancisco on a
tour of the Far East for the company. He wi.l
je gone five weeks.

Harold Young, president of He
Young Prods., will discuss '
Functions
the Producer"
_econd of aof series
of industryin
;ures at the Museum of Modem
next Monday night. Series has
arranged by the MPAA, with ed;
aonal, religious and civic leadei;
/ited
sit in.
The tofollowing
week, Howaia '
/ice-president of Loew's, Inc.,
speak on the problems involve ,
.naKing films for the mass audit

John T. Doran Stricken;
f uneral Rites Friday
John T. Doran, 63, production
at Film Art Studios in the Bi
pital yesterday
of a cerebral
died
at St. hemorrh
Clair's '.
Doran was well known in Eas

Norris
Fairbanks'
Brother Wilcox,
Dies; Rites
Friday

More than 1,500 stars, technicians
and musicians will participate in the
annual '"iNight of Scars" benefic show
for the Uniced Jewisn Appeal, which
will be held at Madison square Garden, Nov. 12.
Talent acceptances received include those of Mickey Rooney, Milton
Berle, the De Marcos, Perry Como,
Harvey Stone, the Ink Spots, Betty
Garrett, Kate Smith, Diosa Costello,
Jo scattora, Carole Landis, Frances
Langford, Jon Hall, Dean Murphy,
the King Cole Trio, Johnnie Johnson
-tna yutniin Reynolds.
Also: the Music Hall Rockettes,
the Roxy Gae Foster Girls, Fred
Waring and his glee club, the Music
Hall Glee Club, Stan Kenton, Les
Brown, Al Bernie, Sophie Tucker and
Lew Parker.
Marvin H. Schenck is chairman
of the producing committee which
will meet with agents and theatrical
managers this afternoon to discuss
the timing of the huge show. Sitting
in will be Robert M. Weitman, Sidney Piermont, Larry Puck, Nat
Kalcheim, Harry Kalcheim, John
Dugan, Arthur Knorr, Max Wolff,
Sam Rauch and Leonard Romm.

Chi. Thumpers Elect Lear
Chicago — Les Lear has been
elected president of the Tub Thumpers of Chicago, succeeding Bill Green
of the M-G-M publicity department.

of the Motion HePicture
Assistant '
production.
was vice-presi
rectors' Union, lA, Local 161. I:
Norris Wilcox, 66, an early figure in survived by his widow and a brol
Funeral services will be held Fr
the motion picture industry, and bro- at Cook's Funeral Parlor, 15
ther of the late Douglas i?'airbanks, Northern Blvd. wi.h intermen
Sr., died early yesteraay at his home, Flushing Cemetery.
229 E. 79ch St.
Requiem mass will be said at St.
Ignatius Loyola Roman Catholic Eric Fredman Elected to
Church, 84th St. and Park Ave., at
Imperadio Pictures Boar
10
tery.a.m. Friday, with interment following in the Gate of Heaven CemeLondon has
(By been
Air Mail)
— Eri
Fredman
elected
to
Wilcox began his career at Para- board of directors of Herbert
mount in 1917, as office manager,
leaving there in August, 1925, to cox's Imperadio Pictures and wi
in charge of sales and publicity,
join United Artists. Serving first as
UA sales manager in Brazil, and peradio is now associated with ]
Lion.
later as New York office manager ishFredman
is the son of Ernes) and personnel director, Wilcox re- Fredman, managing editor and
tired from active service six months lisher of the Daily Film Renter,
ago, to become company advisor, on presently is visiting the U. S.
semi-active duty.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Frances Wilcox, and a brother, Rob- Discuss
Para. between
Sales Method
Conferences
Hugh 0^' ;
ert P. Fairbanks.
Paramount's Eastern and Sout ;;
division sales manager, and Hi.
Chicago Press to Meet
Randel, New York branch mana,
PRC Execs. Today
and Myron Sattler, local sales r
ager, on the new method of sel
Chicago — Leon Brandt, newly ap- screen product started yesterda
pointed PRC -Eagle -Lion branch the home office.
manager, has invited the press to
meet Harry Thomas, PRC president,
Arnold Stoltz, publicity and advertising head, and Arthur Jeffrey,
Eagle-Lion director, this afternoon
at the Ambassador Hotel.
IF YOU BUY
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Para. Promotes Zigmond

OF

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

iSunk of Jktntvitn
NATIONAL
FEDERAL

MEMBER

AMUSEMENT

PARK

OR

invites the accounts of all

in the entertainment industry — workers, actors,
stars, technicians, producers and business concerns

8I/4
6%

Jerry I. Zigmond, long-time employe of Paramount, has been promoted to an executive post in the
theater department, to assist Edward L. Hyman, who is contact on
operations for the Paramount partners and associates in its Northern
group of theaters, it was announced
yesterday.

HOWARD LINDSAY, RUSSEL GROUSE and
MkS. i.lAi<ENCE i-Af, have letur.iej to New

Young, Dietz to Lecture
At Museum of Modem

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL TICKCti
Your

needs
supplied
efficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.
' quest.
Samples,
prices
on
re-

^
^-j

sav^n'gs
ASSOCIATION
INSURANCE CORPORATION

DEPOSIT

INTERNATIONAL Ticket u
•
When

California's statewide bank ... 23 conveniently located ,^^
branches in the nation's motion picture and radio center ^
you

travel carry Bank

of America

Travelers

Cheques

52 GRAFTON AVE.
NEWARK 4, N. J.
Sales offices in New York and
Frineipal Cities
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Sound on Screen
By Film Projector

Brief Outlines
klion Bid Method

^

(Continued from Page 1)

Jjiod of procedure to the sales of
ses of pictures would be accomled briefly as follows:
il. An existing organization or
»e to be formed should be placed
"'liarge of the procedure; the
^ization to be approved by
'b court.
2. The organization should
Ive branches in each of the 31
(change cities, with an office
anager who would be a linsed auctioneer.
Ijie seller would offer his product
iugh the local office and give a
of qualified bidders. Buyers
id be advised of the date and
: of the sale with a description
te product and a statement of the
■jitions of the sale. The sale
;i.d be conducted by open or sealed
All bids would be forwarded
iihe auctioneer to the seller who
[Id have the right to accept or
ji:t bids within five days of the
The seller would then advise
iBuctioneer of his decision. And
pe would be sent to qualified
ers.
ae Day company told the court
it could not conceive
of any
Cksition to the basic plan from the
[istry itself in the light of the
t's requirement
that free and
bidding
be permitted
in the
of motion pictures,
'nef was filed by Jennings & Kenattorneys for Joseph P. Day,

ft Test Equipment
Speed Tele Sets
'licago — Accelerated mass manuire of tele sets and transmitters
uniform standards are assured,
jl test equipment now being made
;[able by RCA,
W. W. Watts,
■pre:ident in charge of RCA en"ering
products at department
aniced yesterday
the 24th annual
f'ention of the National Associa1^of Broadcasters, meeting here.
,ie test equipment
is composed
ntiree inter-related units: a synjnizing generator, timing center
'ntial in all studios and in the
bfacture of television equipment;
Dno:cope camera, which delivers
■st picture;
and a distribution
:lifier, which amplifies and mixes
iciming pulses of the synchroniz1'
generator and impulses of the
oscope camera for delivery to the
ral test positions on the producJ line.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 23
Sally O'Neil
Harry Cahn
Sarnie Zieman
'^ Fred Datig
Sim E. Morris

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL M. DALY
A Salute to Capra
• •
• PHIL M.'s BATTERED OLD CHAPEAU is dolfed today in
snappy salute to Frank Capra, and here's why
It's just 2D years
ago today, Oct. 23, that the first Capra-directed pic, "The Strong Man,"
starring Harry Langdon, was released under the First National banner,
with its prem'ere at the Mark Strand Theater on Broadway
In
the two decades that have elapsed, the industry has watched a truly
remarkable artistic grcw'Ji and, moreover, owes a debt of gratitude to
Copra for the kind oi films he has made ...... Such pix as "Lady For
A Day," "It Happened One Night," "Mr. Sm"th Goes To Washington,"
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town," "Mset John Doe" and others have brought
to audiences throughout the world the spirit and flavor of American life
As a director, too, Capra has not only advanced his own career
but has also he!ped bring cb:ut a greater appreciation of the director's
contribution to the making of good films
A founder of the Screen
Directors Guild, he has striven consistently to improve standards for
those of his croft
T
T
T
•

•

•

WHEN

CAPRA

WENT

INTO SERVICE, the armed forces

had o major prob'em — that of "selling" the men in uniform on why
they were in uniform
Copra helped m'ghtily to solve this problem
with his intelligent program of subj3cts ranging frcm "Prelude To War"
through the "Why We Fight" series and others made by him, or
under his supervision
Now offer five years away from the business of making films for the theater. Copra has joined William Wyler,
George Stevens and Samuel J. Brisk'n in Liberty Films
His first
post-war feature "It's A Wonderful L'fe," starring Jmmy Stewart, will
be released by RKO Radio
Probably what is most typicol of the
man's zeal and industry is the manner in wh'ch he hos chosen to celebrate his 21th onniversary
Today
will be spent in the cutting
room finishing the iosk of editing this first Liberty production
T
▼
T
• • • CUFF NOTES: Denold M. Nelson, SIMPP prexy, will be
the principal speaker at tonight's "Business Speaks" dinner of the New
York Board of Trade, at the Waldorf. ... • Mrs. Claude Eiell and Mrs.
Hiram Pa-ks are visiting Gotham for a wee bit of relaxation and a buying spree
Claude
Ezell heads
the Underwood Ezell circuit in
Texas; Hircm Porks o''so has a theoter cha'n in the Lone Star State. . . .
• West Side vandals robbed and wrecked the house trailer in which
Renie Riano, Moncgram star of "Maggie and Jiggs," drove here from the
Coast two weeks ago
In addition to looting the vehicle of $5,000
worth of clothing and jewelry, they mode off with mementos collected
during many years and many m'les of show b:z. ... • "Blue Skies,"
in its first week at the New York Paramount, rolled up a record ottendance of 156,000. ... • Earl Loyton, treasurer of the Earle Theater in Washington, is flying here week'.y to take the motion pxture
theater management course at NYU
His lore, during the course
period, will opproximote 10 times the tuition fee. ... • Metro is now
listing its cartoons in two categories: M-G M "Tom and Jerry" Cartoons, and M-G M Technicolor Cartoons. ... • With the end of the
Pittsburgh trolley strike, theaters in the Smoky City ore returning to
first-runs
During the last three weeks, with business down 40 to 50
per cent, programs were largely re-issues and repeats. ... • Miltcn
Berle, Henny Youngman, and Harvey Stone will judge the Press Photographers' annual exhibit tonight, to select the best lough-producing
picture of the show
r
W
T

Foundation of Chicago. He demonstrated that good magnetic sound can
be placed on the screen by actual
motion picture projectors. This is
made possible by the new magnetic
powder incorporated with the binder
on the film.
Instead of the standard emulsion,
a thin layer incorporating this powder is used on the sound track area.
Camras developed the magnetic powder. It is practical for motion pictures but its immediate application
is in the amateur field.
Commander E. Nell of the U. S.
Navy, disclosed that the Navy is
making available to the public
through educational, research and
motion picture organizations, its vast
library of combat films. The Navy
now has on file 25,000,000 feet of
combat film and in addition more
than 1,000,000 still and aerial negatives and prints covering various
combat activities. The motion picture, film library has been organized
as a unit of the U. S. Naval Photographic Center at Anacostia, D. C.
Primary function of the film library
will be for the use of the Navy's
post-war program.
The establishment of an annual
award, sponsored by Warner Bros.,
to be presented by the SMPE to an
individual film company for outstanding contribution to the motion
picture art and industry, was announced by Donald E. Hyndman,
president of the SMPE.
An addition to the SMPE honor
roll for distribution, primarily in the
motion picture field, went to the late
Sam Warner. E. B. Craft and Theodore W. Case also disclosed that
SMPE voted to establish chapters in
universities and colleges.
RCA film recording section is giving a luncheon today for the sound
directors of RCA sound-licensed studios— Columbia, Walt Disney, Warner Bros., RKO and Republic — at_
which
en-'
gineersRCA
willadvance
disclosedevelopment
new developments in film recording equipment.

Tele Assist Again To
Aid Press Cover IJN
Television will offer an assist to
newspapermen for the second time
today when the General Assembly
of the United Nations convenes at
Flushing Meadows.
Reporters put television to profitable use last Spring when the security council met at Hunter College. One half of the more than 700
reporters covering the event utilized
tele broadcasts as their on-the-spot
recorder of the sessions.
The RCA Victor Division will
supply pickup equipment including
the new supersensitive Image Orthicon
camera, in conjunction with NBC
facilities.
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Decision Reserved on No Adverse Mex, Legislation
"Outiaw" Injunction
(Continued from Page 1)

visement after License Commissioner
Benjamin Fielding and Police Commissioner Wallander joined with William Brandt and Arthur Mayer in
seeking to halt local showing of the
film.
In his affidavit, Fielding revealed
he had instituted proceedings with

,

THE GREEN

LIGHT

London
{By Cable) — Howard
Hughes' "The Oiitlaiv" has been
[ passed
by the Censor
Board
I for shouing universally, it was
! learned yesterday.
Sydney (By Cable) — The Australian Commontcealth censor has
passed
exhibition"The
only.Outlaw" for adult
the Motion Picture Division of the
State Department of Education, and
with the Chancellor of the State
Board of Regents to revoke the
license granted last February to UA
to exhibit the film.
Censorship on Censorship
Edward C. Raftery, UA president
and counsel, arguing for the injunction, stated the three theaters refused to show the film after being
advised by Fielding their licenses
would be revoked.
Raftery said: "What we have here
is an attempt to impose on top of a
state censorship, a local censorship."
Arthur Sheinberg, attorney for
Brandt, in opposing the UA motion
stated:
the becourt
this
motion we"Ifwould
forcedgrants
to exhibit
this film. If we exhibit the film we
will then face the prospects of having our theaters closed. It seems
that we are the real sufferers, not
the plaintiff."
Claims of Corporation Counsel
It was pointed out by Charles
Preusse and David Rosen of the
corporation counsel's office, in opposing the UA motion, that:
1. A court of equity should not
issue a mandatory
injunction
where compliance will result in
the
commission
of a crime

WEDDING BELLS
Posha-Lavoie
• Indianapolis — Virginia Posha, Columbia office staff, and Rene Lavoie,
were married in Martinsville.

Brazili-Fascmo
Fitchburg, Mass. — Francis Fasano
of the Cumings, Fitchburg, was married to Corinne Brazili. Groom is a
son of Michael Fasano, owner of the
Cumings.
EaUman-Cohen
Detroit — Rita Sue Kallman was
married to Elliott Cohen, oldest son
of Lou Cohen, Detroit circuit operator.

U.S. Producers Need Have No Fear--Rathvon
(Continued

19^^

Waxman to Film
Lambs Club Story

from Page 6)

While the RKO studio head was in
Mexico City, he witnessed the completion of the 24th picture made in
;he Churubusco Studios. Mexican
shooting schedules are from four to
six weeks. These studios are open to
American and Mexican companies
under noi*mal arrangements, for
service purposes.
John Ford has already made arrangements toproduce dual language
versions of a story, tentatively
iitled, "Fugitive," using a Mexican
and American cast, for RKO release.
In January, RKO will bring down
an American cast to Mexico for the
Technicolor-shooting of a feature
:emporarily
titled, "Tycoon."
Rathvon was rhapsodic
about Mexican
landscapes, which were more suitable
— MEX. RADIO CITY —
ihan California's for certain types of
Emilio Azcarraga, principal
backgrounds.
partner of the Mexican group,
sharing ownership with RKO of
3 RKO Spanish-Language Fix
the Churubusco Studios, is one
By the end of this year, RKO will
of the most progressive business
have produced three Spanish-lanmen he's met, N. Peter Rathion
guage pictures made with Mexican
told the industry press boys yes"asts only for distribution in the
terday. Azcarraga not on'y has
Latin-American market. RKO will
holdings in radio and theaters,
also release "The Pearl" based on
but he fervently believes that
John Steinbeck's story, and co-protelevision will get off to a faster
duced with a Mexican unit. Though
start in Latin America than it
English version was also made, the
will elsewhere. The Mexican magSpanish version will be released first
nate is completing plans for the
throughout South America, Mexico
building of a Mexican Radio City,
and Central America.
where the latest in video, films
A curious trade practise among
and radio will vie with America's
first-run houses — which small thebest.
ater oiJerators oppose — is the reduction of admission prices, when a fearange from four to six pesos, a lot
ture's drawing power begins to wane.
60% of "Take" in Mexico City
of
money added.
for the relative income,"
Rathvon
Mexico City area provides 60 per
Rathvon reported that the Churu- cent of the total theater receipts in
busco Studios in Mexico City under all of Mexico. Movies are more
construction for the past two years popular than ever. Building is going
are complete, with the exception of on apace, though a great deal could
the laboratories and a few minor be done by improving the run-down
details. RKO and several Mexican appearance of many movie houses.
RKO's chief admitted that 16 mm
businessmen have a 50-50 joint interest in the Churubusco plant. The distribution should make great headstudios, Rathvon declared, have
way in all under-developed countries,
everything and 10 of the 12 stages especially in rural areas Avhere theaters are non-existent.
are as big as Hollywood's.
Though Mexican film -production is
Rathvon said though Churubusco's
laboratories will be well-equipped, momentarily on the down-grade,
processing and printing will be done Rathvon expects an upsurge in activity as soon as Aleman assumes
only for product released to Latin
America.
office Dec. 1.
ested in developing the Mexican film
industry, there was a possibility that
legislation might be introduced to
protect cinematic interests below the
Rio Grande. •
The RKO head, just in from a Mexican trip, insisted that despite some
pressure for such legislation, American producers need have no fear.
Besides, he said, the Mexican exhibitors are opposed to any quota system, simply because American films
are highly popular; particularly,
heavy dramas and musicals.
Show 50% Mexican Films
As it is, Rathvon pointed out, overall first-runs are 50 per cent Mexican. "Admissions for
first-runs

and/or offenses by the defendant and in effect restrain public
officials from prosecuting for
violation of the law.
2. A court of equity is not compelled to aid one whose appeal
to it offends its conscience.
.3. The issuance of the license
by the State Board of Education
does not preclude Police Commissioner or Commissioner of
Licenses from prosecuting violation of laws in conjunction with
the exhibition and advertising of
the licensed film.
4. A court of equity should not
interfere with public officials in
the performance of their duties
in matters I'equiring the exer-

Wednesday, C. joer "

cise of discretion unless it can
be shown that their acts are
arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious.
5. A proceeding pursuant to
Section 1090 of the State Education Law is now pending before
the State Board of Education
which seeks revocation of the
license issued by the motion picture division authorizing the exhibition of"The Outlaw."
In Case of a Legit Theater
Raftery cited the law which governs legitimate theaters, pointing
out the license commissioner must
get a conviction to revoke a license.
In the case of a film theater, however, the Commissioner can revoke a

(Continued from Page 1)
picture based upon the organizati':
and its celebrated members.
Waxman,
who is in HoUywoc
from New York, will make the pic
ture independently, for a major copi
pany release, on a $2,000,000 bud{
starting this Winter.
V .
Harry Brandt, New York circui
owner, and Frank Satenstein, wh'
represents Brandt's legitimate the
ater interests, will be associated witl
Waxman. Picture will be filmed ii
London, where the Lambs originated
and in New York and Hollywood
Its story will cover the history an(
will include
various Lambs.
stage, screen
lesends
of colorful
' Cas
radio and musical stars.
license
added. without a conviction, it was
Fielding's affidavit stated he cams
into the action "By reason of th<
long, unfavorable record of 'Th(
Outlaw' throughout the country an
by reason of the obscene, lewd, sala
cious,
indecent,
immoral
adver
ising
matter
displayed."
Fieldin'.
ordered a private screening Oct. i
which he attended with other offi:ials, including Sergeant James H
Quinn, of Wallander's legal staff.
It was reported to him at the con2lusion of the showing that 'It wahe unanimous
opinion
that
the
character of the exhibit witnesseri
was an offense against morality. .
decency and public welfare. The con- ■
elusion reached by me is that the
exhibition of the film would be detrimental to the best interests of the
people of the City of New York andj
more narticularly to the public wel-Attacks "Outlaw" Advertising
The Fielding report went on: "The.
very nature of the advertising is '
intended to give some minds &•
'echerous impulse for the corruptionl
offare."
the moral tone of susceptiblei
members of the community and to,
incite in them a lustful and lecherous ,
desire."
'i
Police Commissioner Wallander's
affidavit stated: "I admit that the'
facts and circumstances disclosed to'
me by responsible persons who have
viewed the screening of 'The Outlaw,' in its lewd, lascivious and
obscene portions is sufficient to be'
a contributing factor for juvenile'
delinquency."
I
Corporation counsel declared theli
plaintiff seeks to invoke the aid of|'
the court to compel the public ex-jl
hibition
obscenity. of a film which portrays »

SICK REPORT

I

VICTOR BURKLE, who operates the Ri-{
alto Theater, Fortville, Ind., is slowly re-'
covering from a recent heart attack. '

m
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free Discussions Only Scouis Argentine Import Cut
No Restrictive Aition in Prospecl—Belieris
IVay to End Stril(es
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
pmorrow at which Guild reps, will
lake known what took place at the
-IFL convention in Chicago.
;i "It is our belief that only by free
'|_i frank discussion can the present
l^e be settled and future juris-

yesterday told The Film Daily that
as late as his departure from Buenos
Aires last Friday, he knew nothing
of such restrictive action. This year,
he indicated, will £ee the normal flow
of films from the U. S. to Argentina,
supplementmg native production
which plays 20 weeks out of 52.
NO VISITORS
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
There's a good future for 16 mm.
exhibition in Argentina, Bekeris
Hollywood ■ — Complete ban on
said. The vast distances of the counfilm studio visits has been put in
try and wide separation of centers
effect at all major studios as a
of population otter opportunity for
result of the current strike, and
exploitation of the portable unit to
the no-visitor policy ivill be conbring entertainment where there is
tinued for the duration of the
no permanent setup.
inter-union trouble. Studios reported that before the strike beBiz Outlook Bright
gin, the volume of sight-seers on
Argentina has been exporting
tha sound stages had grown into
more than she has been importing
a serious production problem.
during and since the war's end,
rieKer.s reported, and the country is
enjoying
a high level of prosperity
pactional
battles
be averted," the initation said
in part.
with the development of new indusPicketing at the major studios
tries and general all 'round increased
esterday was limited to the lawful circulation of money.
;umber of pickets. A meeting of the
The general scheme of presenta^locion Picture Costumers Local 705,
tion in the large situations of Argenumbering 1,300 members, has been
tina, he said, was two shows a day
,alled for tonight when the contract with three
on week-ends. There are
h dispute with the producers will double feature;.
The mode of con-e discussed. It is reported the memtinuous performances is slowly comership may bring pressure by vot:ig on the lATSE directive and vote -ng to the fore. The average Argentinian program runs three-and-oneiD respect picket lines.
half hours.
The audience in the second largest
■MPE In Drive to Get
country in South America has an in(lore Sustaining Members
cernational selection of films from
H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Italy, Germany, France and
Hollywood — A drive to enlist the- Spain,
the U. S., among others, to suit their
'ter circuits, industrial and educa- fancies, according to Bekeris.
onal film producers, laboratories
Italian Distrib. Active
nd other allied companies as susWhile American films get the
aining mambers of the SMPE is beig launched by the organization.
greatest amount
of audience play

among the lineup of foreign offerngs, a few outstanding Bricish films
-lave had marked success. It is
thought French and Italian product
vill catch on once an outstanding
.lumber breaks the ice. Minerva
/ilms, an Italian company, has set
jp offices in Buenos Aires and is
readying plans for the distribution of
iO-50 pre-war films, including "The
Open City." A French firm is also
working along similar lines in the
Argentine capital.
UA will distribute about 20 films
in Argentina this year, Bekeris
said. Admissions in first-runs ana
large downtown houses average
around three to four pesos or 75
cents to a dollar. American methods
of exploiting new films with special
publicity men assigned to openings
with advance campaigns has been
showing fine results, Bekeris said,
and the idea has registered soundly
with the public as indicated by their
response.
Bekeris will be here about three or
"our weeks before he retui'ns to his
Buenos Aires office.

Proffers' New Roxy Open

Ramsey, 111. — The New Roxy Theatre, sea.ing 300, has been opened
by Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Proffer.

Mono. InL Foreign
"Take"at$1,365,0S9
(Continued from Page 1)
will be in a position to more than
iouble its revenue from foreign mar-cets during the coming year.
Monogram's foreign income for the
year ending June 29, 1946 was
^1,365,089,
compared
for
the previous
year. with $824,601
Home, representing Norton V.
Ritchey, president of Monogram In;ernational, and Broidy have been
discu-sing Monogram's expansion in
.he foreign field for the past week.
Decision was reached to increase personnel by 50 per cent in exchanges
which recently renewed operations in
Italy, Belgium, Holland, France,
Czechoslovakia, Philippines and
China. Offices will be opened in
Latin and South American countries
as well as in the Far East to handle
Monogi'am product.
Home left yesterday via plane for
New York, where he will remain for
several weeks before starting a tour
of Monogram branches throughout
the world.

Miss Allen, Story Editor
Adianne Allen has 'been appointed
story editor of Jack H. SkirballBruce Manning Prods. Miss Allen
will make her headquarters in New
York.

By order of

THIRD RUEnUE TRRHSIT CORP.
Victor McQuistion, President

9 SURPLUS PROPERTIES
in GREATER NEW YORK
Entire block, block fronts and large units,
suitable for Theatres, Hotels, Department
Stores, Apartment Houses, Business Bldgs.
To be sold separately at

AUCTION
Information

WED. NOV. 20,
""'"'^HOTEL,
2 P.M. COMMODORE
d^^ N. Y
^^r.

re

brokers participation furnished on request

FIRST TIME THESE PROPERTIES
HAVE BEEN OFFERED FOR SALE

OnMortgagf,

5I<IYEAR 1946

^[f^n 2.5000

sfARRif/o aAupefTf ooiwkuxA motAs^omRm-mmA

w^xSS
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Bidding Alternative Proposed by Distributor
MPTOA Counsel Asserts
Auction Selling Opinion
Has Been Misinterpreted
(Continued from Page 1)
petitive bidding provision and add
another injunction to the proposed
decree.
Seymour proposed an injunction
against "arbitrarily refusing to license any feature on a run (designated by the distributor) which is requested by an exhibitor who operates in competition with a theater not owned by that distributor.
In each case, the license must be
negotiated theater by theater and
feature by feature. The license must
be granted solely upon the merits
without discrimination between competitors in favor of theater affiliations, circuits
anyone."
Evidence
of ordiscrimination
would
be subject to arbitration.
Wright Strongly Opposed
Seymour's proposal did not meet
with the approval of Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, nor did it get any
cheers from independent exhibitor
representatives contacted when
court was adjourned. They took
the position that the proposal was
designed to avoid the proposed ban
on cross-licensing;, and Wright appeared to be particularly opposed to
any move toward arbitration.
That the court may do something
about the competitive bidding proposal was indicated yesterday by
Judge Augustus Hand, presiding
judge of the Statutory Court. Judge
Hand said that he and the other two
judges, John Bright and Henry W.
Goddard, in effect, were "shaken"
by the pleas of the intei-vening associations against auction selling.
Without committing themselves, they
indicated that the attacks against
the proposed auction system had had
some effect upon them and there
was a hint that something might be
done about it.
Auction Selling Misinterpreted
On the other hand, there were indications that the court had not
meant that competitive bidding
would take the form as interpreted
by the industry at large, thus confirming the stand advanced by Herman Levy, counsel for the MPTOA,
who, in his brief, said the MPTOA
independent members did not believe the court intended to restrict
competition to the point of requiring pictures to be sold at auction
and to bar all other methods. That
theory also was expressed in court
by Wright who admitted that auction selling as interpreted would
create an unwieldy administrative
system. However, he appeared to
favor some sort of a bidding system
which would be linked up with a ban
on cross-licensing.
The hearings yesterday were devoted principally to the expressed
views of the plaintiff and the defendants as to what should be incoi-porated in the final decree.
The

Mowrey of American Broadcasting Sees Tele
Drantatic Shows Held to 30'Minute Maxintutn
Detroit — Televisi.n, employed as a promotional medium, may be an aid to the
film inoustry, insteaa or tne rnreat tnat many exnibs. have teared, faui Mowrey,
Ditector or leiev.sion tor tne American tiroaocasrmg Co., toid THt: FiLM uAiLf
Predicting tnat dramatic shows will not run over iO minutes in television,
because that is the maximum the home audience will ordinarily stand, Mowrey,
pointed out that such a snow will not cfter a threat to the feature-length motion picture.

Form Para. International
Theaters Corporation

Demonstrate New Screen,
Color Process Tonight

(Continued from Page 1)
will soon oe registered wich the Secretary 01 totate at Aioany.
New corporation wm acquire
future theater investments ift loreign countries.

New-type curved screen of fiberglass wnicn, it is said, eliminates ali
aistortion, and a new color process
for films, will be demonstrated
tnrougn the courtesy of Advance
Research Corp. to tne International
Assemoly of Women from 54 nations, tonignt at a buffet supper
tendered in honor of the Assemoly
by the International Film Foundation.
Guests will be asked to appraise
sucfi documentaries as, "Smaiitown,
U.a.A." and "Peoples of tne Soviet

GPE Reports 3-Month
Proiit oi $349,408
General Precision Jtilquipment Corp.
reported cunsoiiuateu hcl operaLing
prorit lor inrte montns enaiiig cep-.
60, of $i)4y,4u8, axter provision lor
i^ederai income faxes aua ^uoject xo
year-ena aujustmeiit. in auuicion,
sales 01 inveoLnients realized i>i44,oll.
Last year's three-month period
enumgdated netSept.
'60, snowed
consolioperating
pront ofa $iioo,&4i.

/oseph Diener Dead

Cleveland — Josepn Diener, one of
the pioneer independent distrioutora
of Cleveland, aieu last ween, tie was
aniiiated witn toam sctiacntei's Universal exchange, later to become a
linK in tne national Universal excnange system. He is survived Dy
nis wife, unarlotte; a daughter, iViro.
iJiossom BerKe, and four orotners,
one 01 whom, Bert, is a local theatei
manager.
briefs of both sides were analyzed
by the defendant attorneys, tne
findings of each taken point oy point.
There was some doubt by Judge
Hand as to whetner such finding-oyfinding study would do any gooa and
even suggested that the study be
made in private chambers, but tht
attorneys asserted that oral argument would be more helpful.
Attacks Ban on Cross-Licensing
James M. Proskauer attacked
Wright's proposal to prohibit theater-owning defendants from licensing pictures
to each
kauer contended
that other.
such aProsban

would amount to divestiture, declaring that under such a prohibition
the producer-owned theaters would
be closed 65 per cent of the time. In
other words, he said, "we can keep
ourConsiderable
theaters but time
can't was
operate
them."to
devoted
a discussion of the clearance recommendations of both sides, especially
the factors in determining clearance
as outlined by the defendants' briefs.
John Caskey, counsel for 20 th Century-Fox, asked that the Government's proposal to prevent enforce-

Ask Canadian Price
Conlrois Be Ended
(Continued from^Page 1)

the annual meeting of the MPT(7^V
Ontario.
In this stand, Lawson had the u
qualified support of President J.
Fitzgibbons of Famous Playe
Canadian Corp., who said that wi
:osts going up and profits shrinkin
delay.
.omething had to be done witho

Fitzgibbons referred to the uncoi
fortable position of the film indus
in the U. S. through
Governmt
moves and urged all trade forces
Canada
to unite to meet attac
:rom outside the industry.
Both speakers stressed the des;
ability of conciliation principle wic
in film business, Lawson adding th
free enterprise carried an obligatii
.or film men to settle problems ai
differences among themselves.
Both spoke in opposition to revisi
in new film rental agreeme
dUdge Richard S- Hartshome of clause
the rsoard ox Trustees oi tne Daveila covering distributors percentage (
participating films and suppo
mills
Ij'oundation will preside.
Union."
against the rental contract was al
presented by Charles Bourassa
Organizes Starr Soles
Montreal who was delegate fro
Chicago — Leon Weingarden of the sister association in Quebec Provinc
Columoia and Flint Tneaters in
The large gathering took conside
J^'iint, Mich., lias organized The Starr able interest in a short address I
Sales Co. in Chicago to distribute John Davis representing England
package premium deals.
J. Arthur Rank, who told of progre
with British films saying, "we fe
ment of any existing agreement we
are playing a part in wor
wnich grants clearance to any theater not its own in which a defendAnnual
reports showed
membe
ant owns a direct or indirect financial interest of more than five per ship enrolment of 306 theaters :
cent be excluded from any decree. Ontario out of a possible 414, mal
affairs."
the Ontario organization by f<
Wright, on the other hand, declared ing
that tne defendants' suggestions for the largest exhibitor body in Cardetermining reasonable clearance ada. Secretary Arch Jolley spoke h''
fore 53 public and club gatherings i;
were "picked out of the air."
35 cities and towns
around
it
Agreement Essence of Clearance
during the year. The ass(
Caskey said he did not believe the Province
elation closed the fiscal period wi^3
court meant to condemn clearance
^3,975 surplus.
m
but
in the
opinionin
the that
essence
of defendants'
clearance was
With one exception, the board (i
agreement, but it should not be be- directors was re-elected, the onl
tween two or more distributors to newcomer being H. C. D. Main Cmaintain a system. The question of
who replaced Jack Allen < '
••system" was dealt with m lengthy Listowel,
Therold, in a close vote. Retirini:
argument and, as with the other President Morris Stein was in tb"
points in argument, were taken un- chair and also officiated as toasl,.
der advisement by the court.
master Edward
at the Hotel
annual which
luncheon
The defendants took the position King
was &\i.'"
that there was nothing in their pro- tended by more than 200 trade mei
posals for a final decree that was not The new board will choose 1947 offit
grounded in the court's opinion. They cers at an early board meeting.
asserted,
however, for
the aGovernment's
recommendations
final judgment had no resemblance to the
court's decree. They pointed to the
suggestion ban on cross-licensing as
an example. They said that the court
had found the defendants guilty of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIU
certain illegal practices which would
be remedied, but beyond that they
Hollywood — A daughter, RachelU
should not be accused of guilty acts was born to Mrs. Martin Kaliski, wif
and new restrictions should not be
of Screen Guild Productions' prin
putTheon hearings
them.
department head, at St. John's Ho3
resume tomorrow.
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DISTRIBS. READY WITH AUCTION SUBSTITUTE
Price Asks United War on Peacetime Censorsliip
MPAA Warns of Dangers
In NAB Address; Cain Plan
for Authors Authority Hit
Chicago — Urging that all agencies
of public expression — press, radio
and motion pictures — fight all attempts at govlernmental regulation in peacetime, Byron
Price, vice - president of the Motion Picture Association, told the
National Association of Broad/casters last nigh:
that efforts oJ
some governmental forces tc
impose
potenti
I ally permanen
shackles on freeBYRON PRICE
pdom of expression
^in the United
gStates were "real and unmistakable"
during the war.
At the same time Price, -who was
(Continued on Page 5)

South Korea Seen as
Pix Export Area by MPEA
ji

Cuban Exhibitors Raise Adntission
Prices as Island's Pix Business Bootns
Havana (By Air Mail) — In the midst of a new boom which is generally expected to grow increasingly greater in the next three years, Cuban exhibitors
have radically increased box office scales in order to meet current wage hosts.
Prices for first-runs, for example, are now one dollar instead of 60-80c,
children 50c instead of 30, night and day. Second-run prices are now 50c,
compared to previous 40. Sundays rate 60: admission, with children 30 against
previous 20. On the subsequents, 30-40c evenings for adults, with a few at
25c. The 20-15-10 scale is now a thing cf the past.
Films formerly running a week are now being exhibited three weeks. Improvement inreplacement parts, new equipment and renovation have aided the
surge in business, hlowever, Cuban exhibitors say they are unable to pay 50
per cent for a class A product.

UA Loses Fight for
"Outlaw" Injunction

Carney to Produce
Film in Arlington

Arlington, Mo. — R. E. Carney,
Ozarks theater owner who bought
this community three months ago
at auction "iocic, stock and barrel"
for $10,000, will produce a myshere. tery thriller, "Arlington's Secret,"

FILMBy DAILY
JOSEPH Stajf
B'RSTEIN
Writer
Labor must avoid tyrannical abuse
of power lest the public rebel,
warned Donald M. Nelson, president
of the SIMPP, issued at last night's
"Business Speech" of the New York
Board of Trade, held in the grand
(Continued from Page 8)

State Censor To Hear

Johnston Heads Industry
Toppers Taking Elizabeth

"I tried to interest Hsilywood
producers in making a film about
Arlington," Carney says, "but they
didn't seem to want to get in on
it. So I'll go it alone. There's a first
time for everything."

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Emergence of
schools abroad as greater audience
centers for 16 mm. feature pix than
commercial theaters was seen as a
possibility(Continued
yesterday
by Haven
Falon Page
5)

SMPE Annual Awards
Announced Last Night
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Society of Motion
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA and Picture Engineers
last night presented their Journal Award to Ralph
MPEA prexy, heads the roster of
U. S. industry leaders who will sail H. Talbot, a chemical engineer at
(Continued on Page 4)
tomorrow on the SS Queen Elizabeth for Europe. Johnston's decision to make the long-planned trip,
several times deferred, was reached
Quintby Circuit Will
(Continued on Page 5)
Build 7 in Ft. Wayne

1946 Film Revenues Up 10'
Theater Attendance to Exceed 1945 Level

General over-all increase in film
company revenues for this year is
tentatively estimated at 10 per cent,
although the showings of individual
London (Via Air Mail) — The Brit- distribs. will vary to some extent in
ish Government has awarded the either direction, according to the new
Medal of Freedom to Joseph FriedStandard & Poor's indusman, European supervisor for Col- quarterly
try analysis just released.
umbia, in recognition of his warWith
theater
attendance respondtime work as industry chairman of
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

British Gov't Honors
Columbia's Friedman

Counsel for the defendants in the
New York equity case will be prepared today to present a concrete
proposal petitive
that bidding
might
replace the com-in
recommendation
the final decree. Attorneys met yesterday with lawyers for the variotis
exhibitor associations in an effort to
formulate a provision that would be
agreeable to all.
Lawyers for the associations
(Continued on Page 9)

Nelson Lashes Out at Big 16 mm. Audience
"Collective Bullying' In Schools Abroad

Justice Carroll Walter in New
York Supreme Court yesterday denied United Artists' motion for an
injunction to compel Harrv Brandt
and Arthur Mayer to exhibit "The
Outlaw" in three Broadway theaters, opening this week-end.
Because of threatened prosecution by police authorities if
(Continued on Page 9)

I Following a survey of the South
Korean market, Charles Mayer, manpaging director of the Motion Picture City Plea "Outlaw" Ban
License Commissioner Ben FieldExport Assn. in Japan and Korea,
ing tomorrow, at a special hearing,
^has reported that the prospects for
'increased distribution in the terri- will present evidence and argument
Jbory loomed as an early probability. in support of his petition for the
revocation of the New York State
'
(Continued from Page 8)
i
license for "The Outlaw." Fielding
(Continued on Page 4)

Indies Reported Not
Entirely in Favor of
Defendants' Suggestions

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Plans to
construct seven community -type
theaters through Fort Wayne have
been announced by Mrs. Claude W.
Quimby, president of Quimby Theaters. Design for the first one,
completed by A. M. Strauss, local
architect
calls for
"stadium"
type structure
with a
2,000
seats,
all on the main floor.
All of the sites will include at
least 10 acres, to provide space for
shopping centers and ample parking
directly adjacent to the theater.
Fort Wayne now has 16 theaters.
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McCORMICK, RKO Radio advertising-publicity director, arrives in Hollywood
from Hawaii today, en route to the home office.
SCOTT R. DUNLAP, is on a two-week vacation In South Dakota, where he will spend his
time hunting and fishing.
BYRON PRICE, v.-p., MPAA; JOHN KNIGHT,
Daily News owner; EDGAR KOBAK, Mjtual
Broadcasting System and A. D. WILLARD, JR..
NAB executive were heard on free speech
panel discussion last night at the Palmer House
dinner meeting.
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tive, is visiting Chicago headquarters.
LARRY STRONG, Essannay Electric prexy, is
in Lcs Angeles attending SMPE.
NORMAN SIEGAL. of Paramount
licity dept., is a Chicago
visitor.

studio pub-

C. H. WEAViR, Paramount's Oklahoma City
branch manager, has left for his home territory
after home office conferences.
L. W. McCLINTOCK, Paramount's Memphis
branch manager, has arrived in New York for
conferences.
He leaves for home on Sunday.
HUGH OWEN, Paramount's Eastern and Southern division sales manager, leaves for Atlanta
on Sunday on the first lap of a two-week tour
of branches in the South under his jurisdiction. From Atlanta he will proceed to Jacksonville, New Orleans and Charlotte.

To "Madame

ELMER HOLLANDER, head of the new PRC's
playdate department, will leave New York for
Philadelphia
for acity.
visit He
to will
the company's
branch
officetoday
in that
return to
New York on Saturday.
HARRY C. ARTHUR, Fanchon & Marco's
president and general manager, has returned
to St. Louis from a business trip to Boston and
New York.
RUDY BERCER, M-G-M Southern sales manager, will today arrive in Atlanta from Jacksonville. He Is due in Charlotte Saturday.
iRUSSELL TRADO, secretary to S. Barret McCormlck, leaves for Bermuda Saturday.
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA Eastern sales
manager, left New York last night for Scranton,
to confer with executives of the Comerfcrd
circuit.
PHIL REGAN will be In Chi. Nov. 15 to start
p.a.'s at the Chicago Theater.
TYRONE POWER and CESAR ROMERO accompanied by JIM DENTRON, press representative of 20th-Fox, are visiting Havana on
a good-will tcur.
ROY HAINES, WB Western division sales
manager, left yesterday for Chicago.
RICHARD H. LEWIS and PAUL J. BURKETT.
producers of 16 mm. films, leave the Ccast tomorrow by automobile for New York to arrange for distribution of their short subjects.
They are bringing with them 12 completed
films.

to the opera "Madame Butterfly
United Artists announced yesterda: :
It was also announced that' th
producer had purchased a :
r
screen play based on the opera ar
written by Carmine Gallone, Italia
producer, director and writer.
The production will get the gree
light next Spring.

IV. Y. THEATERS
RADIO

Columbus — Hopes for a settlement
in the transit strike, which has kept
street cars and buses off city streets
since Oct. 1 and seriously dented
theater grosses, were dashed when
officials of the Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Co. rejected the
citizens' committee proposal which
the striking union members had
previously accepted.

Omaha B. O. Biz Rises
As Packing Cos. Resume
Omaha — Employment in Omaha's
packing houses returned to near normal this week as livestock poured
to market. More than 5,000 laborers,
laid off since September 1, were back
on the job, with theater receipts
climbing as a result.

Features with Burlycue
Chicago — Star and Garter theater,
and
formerly
playing
burlesaue
shorts, has added feature films
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HALL

"THE JOLSON STORY" I
with LARRY

PARKS

• EVELYN

KEYES

in Technicolor • A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

Col. Draws $150,000 Suit
Alleging Contract Breach

18 Truecolor Pix for
Republic Next Year

CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller Center

ROSALIND RUSSELL and
ALEXANDER KNOX

A $150,000 damage action for alleged breach of contract was filed
in New York Supreme Court yesterday by the Hollywood Plays, Inc.,
H. J. Yates, Jr., Joins
Hopwood Plays and Myra Wood
Hillcrest Productions
against Columbia Pictures.
The actioi) charges that Columbia
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herbert J. Yates, Jr., on Aug. 6, 1943, breached an alleged contract entered into on May
who recently resigned as treasurer
of Republic, will be associated with 12, 1943, for the purchase of the
James S. Burkett and Sam Decker play "Good Night Ladies," which
the company was supposed to proin Hillcrest Productions.
duce as a film. The complaint claims
Hillcrest will make six pictures Columbia
was to have paid $150,000
this season for Screen Guild Produc- for the pix rights. The plaintiff
tions release, first being "Bells of asks for the examination, before
San Fernando," scheduled to start trial of the suit, of Columbia through
Nov. 10 with Terry Morse directing. its president, Harry Cohn.

Columbus Trolley Strike
Settlement Hopes Fade

Butterfly"

Seymour Nebenzal has purcha.sf
the world-wide motion picture righ

'SISTER
An RKO KENNY"
Picture

ON

SCREEN

1st N. Y. Showing
'TheCOCKEYED

FRANK
KEENANMORGAN
WVNN
AUDREY TOTTER

IN PERSON

STAR AND
GARTER REVUE
f=*ef^^Of^

LOVELIEST
24 of GIRLS
AMERICA'S

TK/O

THE LANE BROS

*^^ in Technicolor

MIRACLE'f

IHyifG BERUfi'S

DAILY

Hollvwood — - Roy Rogers' next
Republic starrer, "Bells of San Angelo," will be made in Trucolor. Originally scheduled to produce 12
Trucolor features on its 1946-47
schedule. Republic will up this to 18
as well as six short subjects.
Rogers was originally set to make
only two films in Trucolor this year
but with the success of his first,
"Apache Rose," President Herbert J.
Yates has decided to add another film
to his schedule.

mEDMIAM

jomauimu) i

fOfring

"TWOmr'
YEA
^ RS
T^fsmm
Paramnnnt's

RIVOLI, B'way at 49th St.

Award Films Co. Will
Distribute 1 6mm. Pix
Milton Goldstein and Robert Snyder, president and vice-president, respectively, have formed Award Films
Co. with offices at 381 Fourth Ave.,
which will distribute 16 mm. pix.
Award Films also will offer an
advisory service to community, educational and religious groups.

Starrlne
THE MAST"
. UKIA.N DOXLEVT
WILLIAM
RRNDI.X
RAKKY FITZGEKALD

BEFORE
LADD

ALAN

JEANNE

CRAIN

as

"MARGIE"

A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
Plus

On
ION

Stage— FRANCES
LANCFORD
HALL - CARL RAVAZZA
HARMONICA
RASCALS
Extra!
AL BERNIE
7th Ave. &
iOih St.

I
will sweep al! records away at Thanksgiving

M-G-M

presents The Top Mystery Romance

KATHARINE

HEPBURN

of the Year!

ROBERT
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...ROBERT MITCHUM^
?f
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Screen Ptay by Edward Chodorov • Based Upon a Sfory by Thelma Sirabel

Produced by PANDRO

S. BERMAN

• Directed by VINCENTE

A Melre-Goldwyn-Mayw
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Stale Censor to Hear

$200,000 Added Seen
For Columbus In Tax

City's "Outlaw" Plea
(Continued from Page 1)
will appear before Dr. Ward Bowen,
acting director of the motion picture
division of the State Education Department, and George Brind, counsel
for the department.
Fielding will contend that the adverrising on "The Outlaw" violated
Section 1090 of the Education Department Code. Section 1090 provides for the revocation of a picture's
licence if the advertising on the picture is "improper."'
It was pointed out yesterday that
few persons were aware of the section's provisions until ' The Outlaw"
controversy arose.

SMPE Annual Awards
Announced Last Night

I

I Continued from Page 1)

Kodak

Park, for his paper on "Projection Life of Film." This marks
the third consecutive year that the
coveted SMPE Journal Award has
been presented to a member of Kodak
Park.
Talbot, winner of the Journal
Award, joined Kodak in 1927 and
worked in the synthetic organic plant
there before leaving for Kingsport,
Tenn., where he organized and
equipped a control laboratory. In
1930 he returned to Rochester and
has since been associated with the

Park's department of manufacturing
experiments.
Receiving honorable mention were:
D. W. Epstein and R. J. Maloff, for
their paper on "Projection Television"; E. W. Kellogg's "ABC of
Photographic Sound Recording;" H.
M. Sweet's "Densitometry of Modern
Reversible Color Film."
A fellowship was awarded to
Ralph B. Austrian of RKO Radio
Television Corp.; EdAvard A. Bertram, De Luxe Laboratory, New
York City; John W. Boyle of M-G-M;
Thomas T. Moulton, 20th CenturyFox; William H. Offenhaus, Columbia Broadcasting System; Lawrence
T. Sachtleben, RCA, and A. Shapiro
of Ampro Corp.
Scrolls of achievements granted at
the banquet last night were to Bell
Telephone Co., Dr. Lee De Forest,
General Electric, M-G-M Studios,
RCA, 20th Century-Fox, Western
Electric and Westinghouse.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 24
Josef Zimanick Arthur W. Stebbins
Mary Lee
Byron Morgan
John Alvin
Dan J. Smolen
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Columbus, O. — This city could col
lect $200,000 per year in admissiontaxes if the State would vacate ihit

Mid-Week Memos
•

•

•

ODDS

AND

ENDS: You can wholly discount that London

rumor which has another U. S. major buying into Warners' holdings
in Associated British. ...
•By Presidential invitation. Drew Eberson,
of the firm of John and Drew Eberson, is in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, lo
assume for the firm the architectural and engineering responsibilities
for a hotel, casino, theater and housing project. .... .Eberson returns
to New York in about a week. ...
• Harry C. Arthur, Jr., has resigned
from the board of the St. Louis Browns because of the press of other
business activities. ...
• With Odeon Theaters in Canada planning
to erect 64 theaters, at an aggregate cost of $8,000,000, in the next four
years, and Famous Players Canadian planning to construct 50 across
the Dominion, within the next few years, there is certainly no pessimism
in the industry across the border. ...
• John Roseniield, of the Dallas
Morning News, phrased it very neatly when, in commenting on Metro's
reprint policy, he observed
"Actually the screen is doing something
that the stage has not yet got oround to
It is building repertory,
a system that understands that an audience will enjoy a good show more
than once"
•

•

•

▼

T

T

of taxation, legislative
it was estima*
afield
recommended
pro, "r
!r
endorsed by the eight candidates fo:
County. Assembly from Frankthe lin
General
The eight candidates, in a joini
statement, suggested that the state
withdraw from certain fields of taxation and auihorize cities to levy
taxes "within fixed brackets and in
a uniform
in those
fields.''
In
addition manner
to the three
per cent
admissions tax, the candidates suggested that the state could withdraw
from the following fields: utility excise tax, with an estimated annual
yield for the city of Columbus of
$900,000; cigarette license fees,
$35,000 and a two cent cigaret tax.
$730,000.
Columbus during 1947 will need
an estimated $1,000,000 in additional revenue because of the State Supreme Court decision which in effect invalidated the city's three per
cent tax on utility bills.

THIS AND THAT: Picture Pioneers annual Harvest Dinner,

at the Waldorf-Astoria, on Nov. 20, will be highlighted by a Fun Fest,
and House Manager Jack Cohn promises the greatest array of laughing
talent lo ever grace a PP event. ... • "Margie," which opens a
Chicago Loop engagement Thanksgiving day, in the Essaness OiientaL
will be the first 20th-Fox picture to play that indie house. ... • 20thFox's "My Darling Clementine," incidentally, starts at the B & K loop
Garrick Nov. 1. . . . • F. E. Williamson, of the Winter Haven, Flo.
Riiz, has presented the theater's $20,000 pipe organ to the First Christian
Church there. ... • Take it from Steve Broidy, Monogram's "Dillinger" is mopping up in South America, with extended runs the rule.
• Zero Mostel will emcee the auction sale of paintings by New York's
motion picture artists and press agents, on the last day of the "Screen
Publicists In Art — 1946" exhibition at the Barbizon-Plaza, on the night
of Nov. 15. . . . • Don't be surprised if the world premiere of "The
Private Life Of Bel Ami" is held in Paris, Tex., rather than Paris,
France

▼

▼

▼

• • • CUFF NOTES: Wall Street circles won't be surprised if
RKO earns aroimd $3.50 a share on the common this year. . . .
• Didja know that a 16 mm. short will be included in each show at
Walter Read's new Park Ave. Theater? ... • Dorothy Kilgallen, who
noted recently that there was a definite shortage of elephants in
Hollywood, will be interested to learn that the first shipment of Indian
elephants in seven years arrives at Boston on the 27th, destined for the
film capital. ... • What's this about PM sending out a press release
on the Hollywood studio strike? ... • Radio City Music Hall will
salute the United Nation's first General Assembly on U. S. soil with a
new pageant
"United We
Stand" today
Charles
Previn,
Music Hall music director, has composed and arranged the score for the
spectacle, produced by Leonidoff. ... • Gertrude Tracy, the only
femme ever to manage a Cleveland, O., first-run, has resigned as manager of Loew's Ohio there. ... • "Billie" Cooper, who owns a Lyric
in Praltville, Ala., heads the newly-organized Autauga Canning Co. there.
• Bob Desberg, son of Fred Desberg, who headed Loew's Ohio theaters,
when that circuit was locally owned, has joined Metro's Cleveland office as a student-in-training for foreign Service
Before entering the
Army in World War 11, Desberg was a practising attorney in Cleveland.
• The nylon situation Phil M. takes it is much
improved ......
Barielstein's Ridge Theater in Chicago has reintroduced nylon giveaways lo bolster Monday nights biz.

Larry Blake Organizes
Screen Test Company
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In order to aid actors
in "de-typing" themselves, Larry
Blake is forming Career Development, Inc., a company which will
make screen tests of players who
wish to be presented to producers
in roles other than the ones they
ordinarily
play. Application for a
terday.
charter was filed in Sacramento yesThe concern will be non-profit in
character and will make such tests
running 500 to 1,000 feet at a minifilms. mum cost. Blake will direct the

"Bel Ami" to Fertig Agency

Lawrence Fertig & Co. has been . I
handed the advertising account f or rin
"The
Private production
Affairs of for
Bel United
Ami," "
Loew-Lewin
Artists release.
The producers havfallocated $300,000 to be spent.

l/iV Site Report
Takes Film Form
For perhaps the first time in
film history, a technical report to
an international body has been prepared in film form. Entitled, "A
Headquarters for the United Nations," the film illustrates the report of the Headquarters Commission to the UN General Assembly,
which opened yesterday.
Directed by Victcr D. Solow of
Unity F.ims, Inc., the film presents
an analysis of five different sites,
using 75 per cent animation and
25 per cent live action. Animation
was done by Minitoons, Inc.
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Ihnston Sailing
iiQueen Elizabeth
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Fight PBBcetiiae Censorship
TUfl

Price Asks United Pix, Press, Radio Opposition
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page II

pia confei-ence at the MPAA offices
lit-p ^terday.
kf)c<Ji^on's
found in
;}: fact that significance
the several is
deferments
f.ji been occasioned by the seriousj;s of the Hollywood jurisdictional
iike situation.
It was obvious that
Ij-esterday's huddle here, Johnston
ally resolved to give the trip the
;lht of way.
British disappointBint over the recent cancellation of
[inston's visit to London was evi\h\.
jfohnston's
party
will include
i!
M. Mayer,
Gerald
Movius Gerand
;fce
O'Hara,
the
latter
his
execuiie aide.
'rving Maas, vice-prexy and genii manager of the MPEA, also will
1 on the Elizabeth for a six weeks'
ir of European countries.
Others going over as the British
lat makes its first return civilian
[p include Walter Wanger,
Joan
Lnnett,
Ray
Milland
and
Pat
"Brien, who will appear
in the
mniand
Performance
before the
lag and Queen in London on Nov.
,i Adolph
Zukor, George
Weltner
(3 James E. Perkins, Para, execs.
j Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan.

*IB Delegates View Chi.
)oceedings Via Video
(.Thicago — Delegates and guests at
,^ National Association of Broad:.ters convention at Palmer House
■{'. disproving the old adage which
Is you "you can't be in two places
. once."
3y means of television receivers
ti Image Orthicon pickup equipnt, the ovei-flow audience that
.mot ge- into the crowded Red
icquer Room are able to view and
ir the proceedings as they occur
20 R(5a Victor video sets on
play in the hotel's exhibition hall.
e convention ends today.

)ilene House Renconed
\bilene, Tex. — Name of the Bobby
ilker Theater, recently purchased
Tim Griffing from Phil Isley, has
?n changed to the Linda.

WEDDING BELLS
Hautch-Donnelly
I^leveland — Jackie Hautch, secrey to RKO theatre district manBr Harry Schriber, and Bill Donlly, RKO Palace assistant maner, will be married Nov. 14 in Our
dy of the Angel's Church, Rocky
ver.

Recker-Bey
Fowler, Ind. — Edwin L. Bey, Jr.,
w manager of the Fowler Theater,
d Marjorie Recker were married
re.

director of censorship during the war
and former executive editor of the
Associated Press, castigated the socalled Cain Plan for the establishment of an American Actors Authority, a proposal supported by the
SWG.
Price said he doubted if many
Americans fully understood the peril
that confronted free press and free
radio during critical stages of the
war. Speaking from first - hand
knowledge. Price said that some of
those in places of importance "not
only insisted that voluntary censorship never would succeed but were
drafting bills for submission to Congress." He added that some urged
that the broadcasting industry not
only could but should be taken under
compulsory control under existing
statutes in a manner which might
easily have amounted to Government
operation.
Coercion Policy Defeated
■'Fortunately," Price continued,
"the advocates of these measure,
were unable to convince the President over the opposition of others in
the Government who refused to go
along with a program of coercion
and seizure. But if the eff'ort had
succeeded, I am wondering where
press and radio would be today."
With the ending of the war, the
media of expression was handed back
the same freedom they had had, despite efforts to continue pres and
radio under a curtailed voluntary
code "for the time being," Price
said. "But what would be meant by
'the time being'?" the film industry
leader asked. "Once even a little
censorship was permitted in peacetime, no man could foresee the day
when the Government would be willing to surrender it, or any limit to
which it might not be expanded on
one pretext or another.
In appealing for a united fight by
the press, radio and films against
governmental regulation. Price
warned that present Federal legislation would permit radio censorship
to become a reality "if administration of the Communications Act were
to fall into the wrong hands."
Power to License is Power to Censor
"Make no mistake about it," Price
said. "We learned in wartime that
the power to license is the power to
censor.
"So long as radio stations must go
back to Washington at short intervals for a renewal of license, just
so long free speech on the radio will
standEight
in jeopardy."
states and a number of
municipalities have peacetime
censorship of motion pictures,
Price said.
"The very existence of such
agencies of suppression, even in
a minor number of localities,
should be a cause for wonder and
apprehension," he continued.
"These local censorships constitute aliving contradiction of the

doctrine of free expression and
furnish a precedent for those
who would like to put all our
thinking
into the
a straightjacket."
Assails
Cain Plan
Threats do not always come from
Government, Price said. He pointed
to a recent proposal from a writers
group for creation of an American
Authors Authority "to license and
control use of the written word, and
of the spoken word also in the case
"Thus no writer could hope
acceptance of his manuscript
radio."
of for
unless he first made a deal with
the Authority, precisely as German writers were required to do
under Naziism, and as Russian
writers must do under Communism," Price added. "Of course,
no such ambitious plan could
have succeeded without invading
the right of free press."

Stoltz Presides at Chi.
PRC Exploitation Meet
Chicago — Arnold Stoltz, national
director of advertising and publicity
for the PRC Pictures, presided at the
first joint meeting
of the
company'sat
exploitation
men here
yesterday
which "Her Sister's Secret" was
screened.
Later in the day, a press cocktail
party was given for Harry H. Thomas, president of PRC and Stoltz.
Thomas and Stoltz leave today for
Hollywood, while Lige Brien, exploitation manager for PRC, and other
exploitation men, rej^ort to their
stations.

With Aniline
Under
Gov't
Control
Sees Pix
Suffering
Unless the Government severs its
control of the General Aniline and
Film Corp. of New York, the future
of the film, dye and chemical industry in America will be adversely affected, George W. Burpee, president
of the company, told James E. Markham, retiring Alien Property Custodian. The Government seized General Aniline from its German owners
in 1942.

Motiograph at Ky. Meet

Big 16 mm. Audience
In Schools Abroad
(Continued from Pa^ II
of Loe\V's International. FalConner told
conner
a meeting of /Washington
16 mm. .workers that ;Loew's has
already found this to hk true in the
Union of South Africa ahd that there
are signs that the same/ pattern may
develop in other countries.

Loew's
s ofdeclared
activitieer
ional,
ng the Falconn
Internat
Discussi
that his company is "leaning over
backwards to avoid forcing America
down the throats of bther people."
In other words, the! prime objectives are the development of 16 mm
theatrical distribution and the
spreading of 16 mm. educational prothroughlatter.
gramsthe
the world.
Falconner
works on
,
Huge So. America Backlog
He described, country by country,
the prospects of increased 16 mm.
business. In South America, he said,
there is a huge backlog of films
brought in by CIAA and the State
Department, with t}ie result that demand there is not 'yet developed for
new product — especially commercial
First 16 mm. features for British
product.
schools will be released next month —
including "Good-bye Mr. Chips" and
"David Copperfield." In addition, 16
mm. newsreels specially made to include more feature material than the
ordinary theatrical reel are also being made available there. One problem faced in Britain is the objection
of the British to the American version of the English language — with
Loew's deciding to dub American
films into English for the United
Kingdom market.
Face Quota Kestriclions
Falconner said the 16 mm. distributors are facing quota restrictions and other trade barriers as
serious as those in the way of 35 mm.
distributors. MPEA is now considering a planinfor Central
the off'ering
of 16 mm.
service
Europe,
and
Loew's is awaiting replies to proposals to Spain and Russia.

Anoka Green Hikes Prices
Anoka, Minn. — Adult prices have
been raised five cents and children's
prices, two cents to 40 and 14 cents
at the Green Theater here.

STORK REPORTS

Chicago — Fred Matthews, Motiograph Co. exec, and J. E. Huckleberry of the sales department have
returned from the Kentucky the- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ater owners' meeting at Louisville,
Hollywood — David Loew, EnterKy, where, through the Falls City
prise executive, became a grandfaTheater Supply Co. Motiograph disther for the second time with the
tributors, they exhibited the latest
birthertatMarcus
St. Loew,
John's whose
Hospital
of RobMotiograph model — Double AA.
parents
are
Marcus Loew II and the former
Ethel Snyder. The young father is
Howard Huntington Dead
Chicago — Howard Huntington, a production clerk at Entei-prise.
Maurice Lev, general manager of
former B&K employe and brotherin-law of Harry Lustgarden, B&K Western Hemisphere Films, is the
booking manager, died from heart father of a son, Norman, born at
attack.
Beth Israel Hospital.

This 2-page advertisement, appearing in the current
issue, is the first of a series of 2 -page advertisements
to appear this fall in TIME.
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South Korea Looms
As Pix Export Area
(Continued

from Page 1)

Mayer's report disclosed that 98
per cent of the theaters, formerly
Jap owned, had been taken over by
the U. S. Army custodian and Korean
managers placed in charge. The
Korean managers are inexperienced,
Mayer wrote from Tokyo headquarters, adding that many of them
resorted to questionable business
practices. In Fusan, managers of
eight theaters fonned a "society"
which demands a lucrative split of
the receipts as a condition to their
purchase of film.
While MPEA is distributing films
on a limited basis, Mayer found that
the majority of the pictures now in
circulation in that territory comprised an amazing potpourri of subjects, new and old pictures obviously
smuggled in from Japan, as well as
a number of silent films.
Mayer revealed that there were
96 theaters in South Korea, many in
bad physical shape. Despite adverse
conditions, the demand for American
pictures is intense, he said. United
Xewsreel with native commentary is
playing in the country and a number
of features are in preparation which
MPEA will release with Korean subtitles.

REVIEUIS OF neiU
"Nocturne"
with George Raft. Lynn Bar:
RKO
88 Mins.
GOOD DETECTIVE-MYSTERY ITEM FOR
THE RAFT FANS HAS ALL THE NECESSARY BLENDED INGREDIENTS.
To the gallery of hard guy Los Angeles —
screen detectives add "Joe Warne" as
played effectively and fairly convincingly
by George Raft, aided and abetted by Lynn
Bari. It has all the necessary, blended ingredients, and on the basis of past performances of a similar nature, the exhibitor can gauge its potentialities.
A Hollywood compossr-lady killer is
bumped off in the first scene and in addition to angered females he leaves behind a composition — hence the title. Also
a gallery cf female photos. Raft gets involved in the case and via clues, stray bits
of identification and contributing items,
gets

in deep

and

to

Victor D. Solow, who received the
Legion of Merit for editing and
writing the commentary for "Burma
Road," Army pic, has organized
Unity Films, Inc.. with offices at 1627
Broadway. Xew company will be
active in the documentary field.

annoyance

of

where they're shooting "Sinbod. " but actually. And numerous other locations before
things begin to shape up in the way of
who put the slug on the songwriter. Raft
gets his killer.
The telling is in fair style. The audience
v/ill have a field day locating clues for
much that is misleading is put in their way.
Edwin L. Marin directed. The plot has a
decent pace and the screenplay introduces
many characters, many places which all
manage to sustain an
interest.

Solow Forms Unity Films;
Will Make Documentaries

the

headquarters who
don't like his technique.
The finger points and Raft follows. In
and out of niteries, into the RKO studi s

e'ement

:f passing

The film has a couple of songs which fill
in the gaps where
the melodrama
falters.
CAST: George Raft, Lynn Bari. Virginia Huston, Joseph Pevney, Myrna Dell, Edward Ashley,
Walter Sande. Mabel Paige Bernard Hoffman,
Queenie Smith.
CREDITS: Produced by Joan Harrison: Director, Edv/in L. Marin: Screenplay by Jonathan
Latimir: Based on a story by Frank Fenton. Rowland Brown: Cameraman. Harry J. Wild: Art
Director, Albert S. D'Agostino: Film Editor,
Elmo Williams: Sound, Jean L. Speak. Terry
Keilum:
Music.
Leigh Harline.
DIRECTION.
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

with

fILmSNelsonLasliesOutal

"Deception"

Bette Davis. Claude Rains, Paul

Henreid
Warners
TRIANGLE
ED TO THE
STAND-OUT.

112 Mins.

DRAMA EMINENTLY SUITDAVIS TALENTS; RAINS A

The well known three-cornered plan for
dramatic situation, involvement, unfoldment and tragic consequence is offered in
this version of Louis Verneuil's play and it
is played to ultimate satisfactory acceptance
by the audience.
Bette Davis handles her role with ease,
finish. Claude Rains easily triumphs in his
part as a musical genius, a gourmet, bon
vivant and insanely jealous former lover.
Henreid fills the requirements as a confused victim of Miss Davis former life
which she never reveals truthfully but
withal marries him and leads him to depths
of unbelief.
Set in New York music circles the story
brings Henreid and Miss Davis together at
a concert following the war. Henreid has
had a hard time of it in Europe. He is
making his way as a concert cellist. He
marries Miss Davis and immediately the
Machiavellian influence of Rains is sifted
into the plot.
Rains previously was Miss Davis' mentor
and Svengali. He does not like the marriage. In his subtle way he introduces one
element and another to cause Henreid consternation. Meanwhile he is deaf to Miss
Davis who wants her husband to have a
chance.
Rains writes a cello concerto

and plans to

have Henreid play the solo part. There are
rehearsals. Following one preliminary session.
Rains lets drop to Miss Davis the information he will inform Henreid of the true
nature of his former relations with her.
The night of the big concert Miss Davis
visits Rains at his home. They have it out.
Rains is adamant in his scheme to tell
Henreid. Miss Davis kills him. Later after
Henreid
triumphs,
she goes
to the police.

Takes L. A. Downtown
which
has just' completed
Irving Rapper has effectively directed
i;sUnity,first pic,
a documentary
for the Pink
this translation from the stage play and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
United Nations Headquarters ComHollywood — Sidney Pink, operator Henry Blanke's production is tasteful and
mission on contract from the State
Dept., has five other subjects now of the Melvan Theater, Los Angeles, artistic. The music is splendid and the
will take over the Mayan Theater in special orchestral number will be fancied
in production.
Los Angeles and inaugu- by the serious music minded.
Solow's "Burma Road" was the Downtown
rate a day-and-date first-run policy
CAST: Bette Davis. Claude Rains, Paul Henonly GI film produced and processed for the
reid. John Abbott,
Benson
Fong.
two houses. Initial program
in the CBI Theater. Newsreels drew
CREDITS: Produced by Henry Blanke; Direcwill
launch
the
West
Coast
premiere
on it for several sequences.
tor, Irving Rapper: Screenplay by John Collier
and Joseph Than: Based on a play by Louis
of PRC's "Strange Holiday."
Vemeuit: Cameraman, Ernest Haller: Film Editor,
Pink's
lease
on
the
Mayan
runs
Win Gin Rummy Prize
Crosland: Sound, Dolph Thomas; Music by
for 10 years if he picks up options. Alan
Erich Wolfgang
Korngold.
Ted Shaw and Harry Spencer won
In addition to PRC. Pink has comDIRECTION, Very good. PHOTOGRAPHY. Exthe S50 cash prize in 20th-Fox Fammitments for United Artists product cellent.
ily Club's final gin rummy tourney and is currently negotiating with
of the year, held Tuesday night at other companies.
the Henry Hudson Hotel. Loser's
'Goldhammer Appointed To
purse of $2.5 was shared between Henry Bergman Dies
Anne Fishman and Betty Reinis. Leo IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Eagle-Lion Coast Post
Hollywood — Henr^- Bergman, 78.
Israel,
Bullock
Marion
Murphy Fred
were in
charge "and
of arrangeL. E. Goldhammer. recently rewho appeared in Charlie Chaplin
ments.
signed Western sales supervisor of
comedies for more than .30 years,
died Tuesday night. For several Film Classics, has been appointed
years he operated Henry's restau- special sales rep. of Eagle-Lion
eatery.rant which was a popular Hollywood Films, Inc., it was annouiiced yesterday by A. W. Schwalberg, vicepresident and general manager.
Rites for William Formby
Goldhammer will have headquarWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ters in Los Angeles and will superANN
MARCY.
cashier
at RKO
Schine-Eckel.
Hollywood — Private funeral servvise exchanges in Salt Lake City,
Syracuse.
ices will be held Saturday morning Denver. Poi'tland, Seattle and San
VIRGINIA
DARLING,
cashier at Loew's
Strand.
at Inglewood Cemetery chapel for Francisco. Previously Goldhammer
Syracuse.
William G. Formby who was killed was connected with RKO for 14
LOIS
E. CLARK,
manager.
Lake Theater.
Gary.
Ind.
in an accident in Kansas City.
years in various sales capacities.

FEMME TOUCH

I"Collective Bullying'
(Continued

ballroom

of

from Page 1)

the

Waldorf-A^tor

The former chairman of tht f' /PB.
Hotel.
■
then lashed out that American man
agement has learned to accept co]
lective bargaining but resents "cn^
lective
Xelson,bullying."
who was the chief speak
for business at the dinner, went eve
further and said: "Right now :
Hollywood a vicious strike is goir. .
on between two unions — both men:
bers of the AFL — who can't agre*
on the classification of only 35i
workers. Many thousands of otherare partly or wholly out of work a;
a result of the purely inter-unioy
dispute in which management is onl}
a helpless by-stander. They are
breaking open each other's head;
in
streets and spreading ten-oi
and the
intimidation.
"The producers are trying feebly
to co-operate toward a settlement
although they are threatened by both
sides of the argument. This strike
went on for nine months last year,
and unless something is done abou:
it, it may go on for another nine
months, while the producers and the ,
employes of the industry suffer to ;
the extent of millions of dollars.
]
"1 doubt if there is a logician in ■ fj
existence
out the"
flimsiest who
excusecould
for.ferret
jurisdictionaL
strikes of this sort. Nor could mosi i
labor leaders, as they themselves adDinner was attended by 1,200.

Brewer Fails In Attempt
To Take Over Local 683
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

H o 11 y w o o d — Roy M. Brewer,
lATSE
Hollywood
representative,
late yesterday
afternoon
made an
unsuccessful
attempt to take over
film Technicians Local 68-3. and lA
representatives
announced
Brewer
would mit."
now use legal channels to
enforce the order issued by Richard
F. Walsh, lATSE prexv, to assume
control of 683.
Members of Local 683 had been
ordered by Brewer to repoii; to work
no later than 6 p.m. Thursday or become ineligible for work until Brewer clears each individual case.
Following Brewer's unsuccessful
attempt, between 50 and 60 members of 683 picketed his Hollywood
Blvd. office for a short time.

NEW POSTS
BILL

CADDONl, country sales force. M-C-M
exchange. Chicago.

CHARLES

MILLER.

Southside rep. for PRC. Chi-

H. C.cago.
DeBERRY, Paramount salesman. New Orleans.
JAMES
LAWS,N. theater
staff. Court Theater,
Newark.
).
CHARLES
theater staff. Congress Theater.
Newark,ELLIS,
N. J.
NICHOLAS STANZIONE.
Newark,
N. J.
JOHN

P. KELLY,

house staff. Congress,

house staff.

Empress, Detroit.
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1946 Film Revenues
Theater Attendance

putlaw"
(Continued Injunction
from Page 1)
le picture opened, the judge
"quite
him should
appeared
irlid itkable
that atocourt
r6<^the defendants to do an
ict which almost certainly will
ubject them to criminal proeedings and may cause them to
e convicted of a crime."
iidge Walter
pointed out that
director of the motion picture
ision of the Department of Edu»on had issued a license for the
;ture and had found the picture to

Ji

UA TO APPEAL?

'i Although Edward C. Rajtery,
'president and counsel for United
Artists could not be reached for
.1 statement, it was reported reliably last night that UA may apveal Justice Walter's denial of an
injunction to compel the showing of "The Outlaiv" in three
Broadway theaters. However, UA
\esterday cancelled all advertis^ing on the picture.

unobjectionable. But, he conned, "that does not prevent local
ice authorities or the County Dis]:t Attorney from prosecuting a
lation of the law and of course
aid not prevent a court or jury
Jra convicting the defendants; and
'the defendants should be coni^ted of violation of any law by
\ibiting the picture, the Educa1 Department's license would be
) facto revoked."
Continuing, Judge Walter said:
lilt seems somewhat remarkable
i.t the State Education Departi nt and the New York City officials
Iculd arrive at such diametrically
^josite conclusions in respect to the
t,ture. But the fact remains that
liy have done so and it's not my
Liction to say which official is right.
^'There
the Commissioner
slightest eviliice that isthenotPolice

t^the Commissioner of Licenses is
(iing arbitrarily or capriciously or
I liciously in saying they will proId against the defendants if they
Lliibited the picture or that they do
i seriously mean what they say.
fOn the contrary, they formed
i announced their opinions of the
cture only after seeing the same
iia private, official showing thereof
|ii they reiterated their views and
!^ir determination in affidavits upon
j! motion."

to Exceed 1945 Level

(Continued from Page 1)
Stocks at Spring Highs
ing strongly to the impetus of large
consumer incomes, greater leisure
The survey finds film stocks outperformed the market from the end
time and the return of GI's, the of the war to the Spring highs, more
average weekly attendance for 1946
should exceed the 100,000,000 mark than doubling on the average. The
estimated for last year, Standard & group declined more sharply in the
Poor's believes.
subsequent drop reflecting the relatively volatile nature of film stocks.
Since national income and industrial
On the subject of higher producactivity are expected to hold at relatively high levels, despite possibility
tion costs, Standard & Poor's says:
of moderate recession, leading film
"Eeflecting the higher costs of
companies are favorably situated to stories, talent, labor, materials, and
enjoy record revenues and profits the longer average shooting time of
over the near term, the analysis production, costs have risen well
says.
above pre-war levels. Furthermore,
there has been a tendency to cut
Foreign Expansion Promising
the less expensive B pictures,
The outlook for expansion in for- down
eign markets is promising notwith- and concentrate more on feature
standing keener competition from films, which if successful, are more
England. As rapidly as restrictions lucrative to the producer.
are eased, new markets, particularly
"The full effects of higher overall costs will not be felt immediately
in South and Central America and
since feature pictures now in producAsia are being exploited.
tion may not be released for a year
Sizeable reduction in taxes is to be
an important contributing factor for or two and will not enter the income
increased gains in pre-tax earnings. account until then."
voke licenses of the three theaters ever, agreed to write a letter to operators of the two drive-in theaters,
scheduled to show "The Outlaw."
In a joint statement issued yes- asking them not to show pictures
terday by Roger Baldwin, director of banned in Spokane proper.
the American Civil Liberties Union,
and Playwright Elmer Rice, chairman of the National Committee on ATO of Indiana Okays
Freedom from Censorship, Fielding's 5 Allied Resolutions
threat was denounced as "a most
vicious attempt at pre-censorship
Indianapolis — The Board of Dimade in this city in the last 20
rectors of the ATOI, Inc., at its regular monthly meeting, unanimously
The joint statement called atten- approved the five resolutions passed
tion to the fact that since "The
years." was approved by the New by National Allied at its recent BosOutlaw"
ton convention.
York State Board of Regents for
public showing, then the extra-legal
action on the part of the License
Commissioner sets a dangerous precedent for the censorship of any film
passed by the State Board, but not
satisfactory to the License Commisity.
sioner's personal concepts of moralBaldwin and Rice expressed the
hope that Fielding would abide by
legal procedure and refer all charges
of law violations to the District Attorney for prosecution and trial by
jury
to determine the alleged obscenity.

RE-OPENIHGS

Dislribs. Ready Willi
Auction Substitute
(Continued from Page 1)

agreed to take up the proposal with
their clients last night, but indications were that independent exhibitors were not entirely in favor of the
defendants' suggestion which would
include a guaranty of run to an exhibitor. It was said, however, that
chey preferred the recommendation
to the auction-selling method.
The text of the proposal differs in
language from the one submitted to
the court on Tuesday but the thought
remains unchanged, it was said.
Hearing before the Statutory
Court resumes this morning after a
one-day recess. It is believed that
the arguments on the final decree
will be concluded this afternoon.

British Gov't Honors
Columbia's Friedman
(Continued from Page 1)

the London WAC. Presentation ceremonies took place at the American
Embassy, wi.h Maj. Gen. Clayton
Bissell acting for the British realm.
Award recognized the contribution
of all American film distribs. to the
work of the London WAC.

Rogell Gets New RKO Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Executive producer
Sid Rogell, has received a new RKO
Radio contract. With 13 feature
films, including a number of top budget pictures, already in preparation
and nearing the production stage, his
unit currently- is one of the busiest
on the company's lot.

M G M TRADE SHOW

NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY TERRITORIES ONLY

The ACLU is seeking a conference with Fielding regarding "The
Outlaw."

Spokane
Censors' Move
to
Extend Jurisdiction
Nixed

Spokane, Wash. — Spokane County
Commissioners have declined to give
the Spokane Censor Board authority
to ban showing of "The Outlaw" in
Liicense Commissioner Benjamin drive-in
theaters outside the City
Iding was accused of abusing his of Spokane.
thority when he threatened to reThe request for censorship authority over theaters in the county's
jurisdiction was made in a letter
from W. P. Payne, Spokane Commissioner of Public Safety, under whose
office the Censor Board operates.
Payne mentioned specifically the
iND THEATER, Aurora, Ind.
movie "The Outlaw."
On motion of Commissioner John
THEATER, Eustis, Fla.
NjlC THEATER, Lake Wales, Fla.
T. Little, the Commissioners, how-

Jost Vicious Attempt at
e-Censorship in 20 Years"

Up MO'

TILL THE
CLOUDS ROLL BY
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28
2:30 P.M.
M-G-M SCREEN ROOM
630 NINTH AVE., N. Y. C.
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Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" in Technicolor starring Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Joan Caulfield with Billy
De Wolfe, Olga San Juan and The Blue Skies Beauties, Lyrics and Music by Irving Berlin, Produced
by Sol C. Siegel, Directed by Stuart Heisler, Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman, Adaptation by Alien Scott

reatest Musica
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20th DOES IT AGAIN!

SMASHES EVERY RECORD IN
THE HISTORY OF THE FOX
THEATRE. SAN FRANCISCO!
Darryl F. Zanuck Presents JOHN FORD'S "MY DARLING CLEMENTINE" Starring HENRY FONDA • LINDA
DARNELL • VICTOR MATURE with WALTER BRENNAN • TIM HOLT • CATHY DOWNS • Ward Bond • Alan
Mowbray • John Ireland • Roy Roberts * Jane Darwell • Grant Withers • J. Farrell MacDonald • Russell
Simpson • Directed by JOHN FORD • Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL • Screen Play by Samuel G. Engel
and Winston Miller • Story by Sam Hellman • Based on a Book by Stuart N. Lake

IT'S A FACT:
No company ever had such a line-up as

Century-Fox

• "Three Little
• "Anna and the King of Siam"
"Margie" in Technicolor
Girls in Blue'' in Teclinicoior * "Claudia and David" • "Smoky" in Teclinicolor

n

M. F. Production Dist. r
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floo
N. Y.
New York
ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
ndependeni in Thought
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EQUITY DECREE NOW UP TO THREE JUDGES
State Film Monopoly in Bulgaria Starts Nov. 14
I. S. Negotiators Seek to
istablish Contacts With
jour European Monopolies
(ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington - — A new state film
onopoly will get under way in Buliria Nov. 14, it was learned here
isterday, with the Governmentlionsored organization to take over
e entire film distribution job in
jat country. This will be the fourth
mplete monopoly in the Eastern
dropean area in addition to that of
e USSR. Poland, Czechoslovakia
(Continued on Page 3)

Statutory Court to Receive
Final Documents in Case
Within the Next 10 Days

SEE FINAL DECREE BY DEC. 5
All Remaining Proposed Decrees, Findings of Facts,
Etc., Ordered Submitted in Ten Days

The New York equity case was
wrapped up and delivered to
the three-judge Statutory
Court observers yesterday pre- decrees, findings of fact and other Court yesterday when arguments on

dicted that the final decree in the papers were ordered submitted in
New York equity case would be 10 days. That would mean Nov. 3,
handed down by the Statutory Court which is a Sunday. Nov. 4 is elecabout Dec. 5. They based their pretion day, which means that everydiction on the premise that the Court
thing must be in by Nov. 5. It was
would require 30 days to write the estimated that the judges would enter the final decree 30 days later.
decree after all documents were submitted.
Each side will have 60 days in
The various remaining proposed which to appeal.

|.S.Distribs.toBill
Coming Metro Pix
'olish Film Monopoly Strongly Literary
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Theater Television
No Worry— Austrian
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

the final decree were completed. Ex^
cept for some documents, including
proposed decrees by Universal, Vanguard and United Artists and a
formula for regulating roadshows,
all of which are to be submitted to
the court within 10 days, the case is
completed. The judges now are
(Continued on Page 8)

lATSE Rep. Gives
Strike Peace Offer

DAILY

The U. S. Embassy in Warsaw has
vised that American film distribors will be invited to bill the Polish
Im Monopoly for revenues due
em from the showings of a group
about 100 old films which were
/ated in Poland after its liberation.
S. D. Zagorski of the Warsaw Em(Continued on Page 8)

Hollywood — Recent best-selling
Hollywood — Speaking on "Showliterary works and a number of clasmanship Side of Television" at an
sics highlight the near-future releas- SMPE meeting, Ralph B. Austrian,
ing plans of M-G-M. This trend does President of RKO Television Corp.
not confine itself to the dramatic said he was not worried about what
but also includes musicals.
any engineer or group of engineers
Currently before Culver City cam- had to say about the commercial
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

erious Lack of Dubbed
ilms Seen in Panama

Maas Sails Today For
Europe On MPEA Survey

Court Denies Petition

ashington Bureau of THE

With the film export business
swinging into high gear in the
European theater of operations and
the resultant problems arising from
the distribution of pictures in
Europe due to the establishment of
(Continued on Page 3)

Detroit — A petition for an injuncThe Chinese Nationalist Governtion against William Schulte, largest
ment at Chungking has okayed the
independent circuit owner in the remittance to U. S. distribs. of
state, and Hygienic Productions $3,800,000 for 1945, it was disclosed
against the exhibition of "Mom and yesterday.
Dad" at the Majestic Theater in
Four companies.
War(Continued onParamount,
Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

FILM

DAILY

ashington — Increased competim from Mexican and European
tns for the Panamanian market
ly result from the failure of some
nerican distributors to provide suf(Continued on Page 3)

Johnston to Curtail
His Stay in Europe
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA prexy, sails today on the
Queen Elizabeth for an abbreviated
European tour. Because of the strike
situation in Hollywood he has cut
his itinerary down from six weeks to
ab'ut one month, planning to omit
visits to the Scandinavian countries
and pretty much ending all possibility of an extensive
Balkan trip.

To Enjoin "Mom and Dad'

Renial Plan for AUied's Pix
Base Prices on Those of Specified Major Films
Strike of TWA Pilots
Film rentals for the group of 12
features contemplated in national
Delays Hummel, Rapper
Allied's production-distribution plans

Joseph S. Huimmel, vice-president will be the prices paid by the indiof Warner International who was
vidual exhibitor for either "Maisie,"
scheduled to fly back to his Paris (Metro); "Hold That Blonde,"
headquarters yesterday, had to post- (Para.) or "Abilene Town," (UA),
pone his departure due to the strike it is learned.
In the event that these pix were
of TWA pilots. He is now booked
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — At a meeting attended by representatives of several
guilds and unions including four
lATSE locals. Film Technicians,
Cameramen, Film Editors and Costumers, Ted Ellsworth business man(Continued on Page 3)

Chinese Gov't Okays
$3,800,000 Remittance

^^Sinhad the Sailor''
]%ext at JV. Y. Astor
RKO's "S'nbad the Sailor," will
go into the New York Astor in early
November, folhwing "Caesar and
Cleopatra,"
current occupant, it
was learned the
yesterday.
Original plans, it is unders*:ood,
called for Selznick's "Duel In the
Sun" to take over the Astor screen,
but it is believed the print situation,
partially a result of the studio strike,
made this impossible.

i
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Allied Announces
Pix Rental Plan

commc nno come
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L. P. MOYER, advertising manager of the
Mazda Division of General E!ect:ic, left here
last night for Cleveland.

SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploitation
manager at 20th-Fox, has returned frcm San
Francisco where he handled details for the

: Associate Pubisher
and General Manager

JACK ELLIS, UA district manager, has returned from a three-day trip to Oneida and
Cioversville.

Editor

M,R, and MRS. JERRY FAIRBANKS are en
route back to California, flying iheir own
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Beechcraft. )ACK PECLER, Fairbanks' Eastern
rep. accompanies.
JOHN R. CLARK, assistant to Dr. Herbert T.
Kaimus, president and general manager of
Technicolor, leaves Hcllywood today for Rochester, arriving in New York next Thursday.

opening of "My Darling Clementine."
ROBERT PERKINS, Paramount manager for
the Phi.ippines arrived in Hcllywood from New
York yesterday en route to Manila.
trip.
JOSEPH J. DEITCH, Paramount Theaters
Service Corp. executive, is back from a Western

ICHN

W.

DONALD
CHESTER

ALICOATE
M. MERSEREAU
B.

BAHN

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28. Calif
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phon.
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road. Wash 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone. Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127
133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAYRam L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarr
splan
30.g. CITY—
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'RnVMEXICO
Airi Andrade.
Mexico
City
Herald, Colon 14. D. F. MONTREAL— Riy
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St. VANCOUVER — Tack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone.
(TL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Meys.
no Rue des Paqnerettes; MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— Tohn Lindberg, Jemhanealle No. 3,
Copenhageti-Van Ix>ese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.

FINANCIAL
(Tlwrs., Oct. 24)
NEW

Bell & Howell
Bell & Howell
Columbia
Picts.
East. Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's.
Inc
Paramount
RKO
Republic Picts
Republic
Picts.
20th Century-Fox
Universal
Pict
Universal
Picts.
Warner Bros
NEW

YORK

pfd.
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pfd..
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High
Low
Close
I8V4
W4
18V4
107
107
107
24
24
24
208
206
207
25
25
25
27'/2
27
27V,
31 V^
30V,
SOV4
165/,
163/,
16V,
8V4
SVs
8V4
143/,
14V,
143/,
42 V4 41 V,
415/,
3OV4
301/8
BOV,
891/2
89
891/2
1814
18
18
CURB MARKET

HARRY D. BUCKLEY, United Artists' executive, left New York yesterday for Hollywood
to represent the company in forthcoming
negotiations with the Office Employes International Union (A. F. of L.) concerning a new
contract covering white collar workers.
KIM HUNTER flies to London today to be
present at the Royal Command performance
on Nov. 1.
C. I. WOODHAM-SMITH, executive associate to J. Arthur Rank, who has been in New
York for the past month on company business,
sails today en the Queen Elizabeth for London.
are

MICKEY ROONEY, EDGAR
Chicago
visitors.

BERGEN

has

cancelled

plans

JOSEPH SOMLO, deputy managing director
of Two Cities Films, accompanied by MRS.
SOMLO, leaves on the Queen Elizabeth after a
two-month vacation in America.
JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern and Canadiin
division sales manager, and BERNARD R. GOODMAN, supervisor of exchanges, are in Pittsburgh
today, and will bs back in New York tomorrow.
IKE and HARRY KATZ, heads cf Kay Film
Exchanges, Atlanta, Washington, Charlotte New
O'leans and Memphis, are registered at Hotel
Astor for over the week-end.
HERMAN COHEN, Columbia booker, has reYork City.
turned to Detroit after a short vacation in New

and wife,

Two-Day Hullabaloo
For "Razor's Edge" Debut

Rep. Pacts Miss Fanchon
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Miss Fanchon, one of
the founders of the Fanchon &
Marco stage troupe, has been given a
Twentieth-Fox finalized plans yes- long-term contract by Republic as an
terday designed to make the world associate producer. "Books are
Lighter than Rifle?," a novel bought
premiere of "The Razor's Edge" at by
Republic for $25,000, will be her
the Roxy, Nov. 19, an outstanding initial
assignment.
event in the history of the city. A
two-day program of events will start
Nov. 18 with the arrival of Tyrone
Power and Gene Tierney heading a
contingent of Hollywood notables
who will be on hand for the initial
showing. The doings will wind up
with a reception for Darryl F. Zanuck, producer.
Clifton Webb will suspend his performance in"Present Laughter," for
the opening night. Also scheduled to
be on hand are Edmund Goulding,
director, Lamar Trotti, Jane Wyatt,
Dana Andrews and June Haver,
Net
Chg.
among many others. Invitations
have been extended the delegates to
+— 'AVi the United Nations General Assem— 1 ¥8 bly.
Vs
3/,,

+

+

3/,

Bloomfield to Advance
Theater Licenses 50%

Bloomfield, N. J.— The Bloomfield
Town Council has agreed to a tentaYORK
tive 50 per cent raise in theater licenses, based on seating capacity.
Monogram
Picts. . . . S'/s
534
S''^^ +
Va This vvould make fees for the Royal
RKO
55/8
53/,
55/8
+
rs
Technicolor
I6I/4
15%
161/4
65/8
Theater, $750, $450 for the Center
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
and $300 for the Savoy. The counAsked
cil has been considering a $500 fee
8
Pathe
Industries
7
Cinecolor
for
theaters having less than a
63/a
thousand capacity and $750 for any
over that number. Owners countered
Chicago Trib Cuts Film Ads
with a proposed tax based on seating capacity.
Chicago — The Chicago Tribune, in
ordei' to conserve nev/xprint. is leaving film theater ads out of their first
LIGHTING CONTROL
two editions, allowing theaters a 20
Our enrineering staff will
per cent reduction in their stategladly assist m designing
ments for omissions. C. W. StefTens,
your dimmer control for intensity and color efTectt.
manager of the paper's amusement
advertising, says this i.- a temporary
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
measure which will be lifted as soon
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
as more paper is available.
pfd.

MARLENE DIETRICH
for a trip to New York.

Vi
+++ n/,
lA
y»
-f Va

(Continued from Page 1)
played on percentage, Allied me
bers in finalizing the film subscri
tion agreements may either enty; tL
percentage terms, or, if they .e
use the average cost as a flat rent
The Allied plans call for $250,0(
production
budgets for each of tl
price.
proposed 12 pix. First features coi
templated are of the Nick Carter (
the Goldbergs type, plus a pic calk
"The Hambletonian."
Ask Commitment on 4 Pix
Subscription contracts now bein
circularized to members of Allied
regionals reveal that exhibs. are bi
ing asked to make a definite commi
ment for only the first four of th
12 features; after delivery of th
initial octet, the exhib. may eliminai
any or all of the remaining pix, i
his discretion.
The agreements are between nal
tional Allied and the theater ownehj
and are so set up that each agree]
ment can
be totransferred,
thus pes
en'
abling
Allied
make the best
sible deal. Allied, with an eye t :
the coming New York equity decree f
i3 requiring separate agreements fo
each theater a member may operate

;i?
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Theater Television

|tate Film Monopoly
^ Bulgaria Nov. 14

m Page 1)
( Continued fro
i
id Yugoslavia
already have comete monopoliitic setups with semiit.onopolistic control in Hungary and
ij-ii^fcriia.
1=^. industry negotiators are re'jDrted
seeking
establish
Dntacts quietly
with the
state to
monopolies,
although at first the American int'jstry voiced and practiced a handsff policy, it has been decided that
lie best thing to do is to get into
iie mai'kets, even if not on the best
bssible terms.
Johnston Talks With U. S. Officials
ji Important in the reaching of this
,pcision was a recent meeting of
j^reign department heads with
,[PAA President Eric A. Johnston,
phnston stressed both the import(Qce from a business standpoint of
Jetting into these countries before
le market is entirely dominated by
j)mpetitors and the importance from
jie patriotic standpoint, of getting
[merican pix before the people of
kese countries. It is no secret here
jiat the State Department has often
jPged upon Johnston all possible
ttort to get American pix into the
ijbviet zone.
Harbinger of Future Pacts
The recent agreement
with the
[zech state monopoly is seen here as
j harbinger of fucure agreements. If
I le same pattern can be followed,
j le industry will feel that it has not
ione too badly. From the State DeI'ircment viewpoint, the Czech agreement is most fortunate — since the
st picture to open there under
e agreement was Darryl Zanuck's
I VVoodrow Wilson."
Czech response
'as extremely enthusiastic.
Industry feeling has been that by
! -fusing to deal with the monopolies
mighc be possible to smash them —
It on the other hand the risk of
sing the market
and failing to
iinasn the monopolies is consiaered
'' o great a chance. It is furthermore
)inced
out that
boycotting
the
jnopolies mignt mean that if they
jj)fall the entire exhibitor structure
Might go also.

filler Leaving Ore. ITO
Portland, Ore.— 0. J. "Banjo" Milr, executive secretary of Indepen■nt Theater Owners of Oregon, has
'■signed, effective Nov. 1.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Sol M. Wurtzel
Heib berg
Polly Ann Young
Frank Drumm

Sid Kramer

Oct. 25
Paul A. Bray
Charles
Ein.eld

Billie

Benne:t

Fred J. McConnell
Eugene J. Zukor

Oct. 26

Jackie Ccogan
kalph Ravenscroft
Buddy Messinger Edward Seifert
H. iB. Warner
Faye Marlowe

No Worry— Austrian
PHIL M. DALY
A• Reporter's
Report
• • CUFF NOTES: Didja

know that Hal Home has purchased

Artie Shaw's Beverly Hills mansion as a Coast home for a reported
$100,000? ... • Boris Morros and William Le Baron, irom the footage
L>.ot for "Carnegie Hall," have compiled a film biography of Walter
Damrosch, first conductor of the New York Philharmonic and the man
who induced the late Andrew Carnegie to construct the Hall, which
will go into the Philharmonic's archives. . . . • That Medal of
Freedom presented in London the other day to Joseph Friedman. Columbia's European supervisor, actually is an American decoration, and
not a British one
It was bestowed upon Friedman by order of
Mai. Gen. Edward S. Witsell, the Army's Adjutant General, in recognition of his "meritorious achievement" while serving as chairman of
the London branch of the industry's WAC. a post he filled for three
years
Quite obviously, of course, the honor reflects the Army's
appreciation of the entire U. S. film industry's war role in the British
theater of operations. ... • Wonder whether License Commissioner
Ben Field'.ng has caught the billing on the Squire Theater's marquee.
which happens to read
"The Housekeeper's Daughter — Who Did
Things She Hadn't Oughter"? ... • The U. S. Noval Acodemy's
Foreign Language Club has asked Sir Alexander Korda's New York
office to book "Children of Paradise," French p:c. into the Annapolis
academy's theater pronto. ... • The Paramount Pictures Club takes
over the Astor's grand ballroom tonight for its annual shindig which
this year has a rustic theme

Sails Today on lATSE Rep. Gives
Foreign Survey Strike Peace Offer
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

various state monopolies in certain
sections of the continent, Irving
Maas, vice-president and general
manager of the Motion Picture Export Association, will sail today on
the first eastward voyage of the
Queen Elizabeth on a six weeks survey of the various territories in
which MPEA does business.
Maas expects to make visits to
the various Balkan countries where
MPEA as yet has no representation
and where recent state legislature
has placed obstacles in the path of
open trade in the film export business. It is expected he will visit
Poland at the invitation of Film
Polski which, according to recent
diplomatic advice;, is keenly interested in obtaining a new selection of
American product.

ager of studio Costumers Local 705
submitted a proposal for settlement
of studio strike.
He proposed that all Hollywood
unions immediately take joint action
for the purpose of obtaining contracts. He said that the CSU and the
lA have already agreed in principle
on the establishment of machinery
for the purpose of settling future
jurisdictional disputes. He urged that
this machinery be established at
once. Ellsworth said that the test of
the good faith of both parties of
their willingness to utilize such machinery is whether they will accept
it for the settlement of the current
dispute. "Under my proposal both
sides will submit to arbitration machinery all of their contentions, including the contention of both sides
that there is already an arbitration
worth.
award in their favor," said Ells-

Court Denies Petition
To Enjoin "Mom and Dad"

ever, other reputable witnesses testified it would tend to build up morals,
Richmond was denied yesterday by including Mt. Clemens minister, Reverend Kennedy.
Macomb County Circuit Court at
When the case opened in the
Mt. Clemens. A priest testified that
he thought the pic was not obscene morning, the defense had only two
or immoral as charged in the in- witnesses, both having a financial
junction, but that youngsters and interest in film exhibition, and asked
teenagers should not see it. How- time to secure others.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
future of theater television but declared he is worried ' about the men
who have charge of putting entertainment of one kind or another inside the motion picture theaters of
He said English showmen seem to
be much more alert to the possibiliAmerica."
ties of theater television. He pointed
out that at present there is a delein thisexecutive
country of
six ofmembers gation
of the
staff
one
of the large British picture companies, who also operates many theaters, for the purpose of finding out
all we know about theater television.
"So long as I am connected with the
American motion picture industry it
is my aim to keep the subject of theater television constantly in the
minds of the American theater
owner," Austrian emphasized.
"And I think I can prove that there
are enough events
of public interest
to make
the-a
ater television

LOREN

L. RYDER

tion to proposithe thepaying
Loren L. Ryder,
of Paramount,
ater owner."
newly elected
president of the
Society, and his
oflScial staff will
assume office on
Jan.
1, the present
administration,

headed by Don E.
Hyndman of Eastman Kodak, holdmg over for the remainder of 1946.

Serious Lack of Dubbed
Films Seen in Panama
(Continued from Page 1)
ficient dubbed features for Panama
and elsewhere in Central America,
according to John Goodyear, American vice-consul in Panama.
Goodyear's report, digested by Department ofCommerce pix chief Nathan D. Golden, says U. S. supremacy in films such as musical revues
IS not likely to be seriously challenged, but that the language question is becoming important in connection with other types of features.

SICK REPORT
JOSEPH I. BREEN. Production Code chief
and M'PAA vice-prexy, is coming along okay
after a gall bladder operation at the Hollywood Hospital.
LOUIS FAVA, 20th-Fox head shipper,
Detroit, has returned to work following a
com'bined attack of malaria, incurred in the
service, and stomach
trouble.
D:ANA LYNN has entered California
Lutheran Hospital, Hollywood, for an operation for an ear infection.

OF FICTS

•

CENTURY-FOX
During the Spyros P. Skouras Drive, 20th Century- Fox
has presented a succession of triumphs unprecedented in
boxoffice annals!

"MARGIE^^ in Technicolor— Biggest non-hoHday week gross
in 20 years at the Roxy!
*^MY DARLING
CLEMENTINE^^-New-all-time
records in San Francisco and 100 day-and -dates!
^^3 LITTLE

GIRLS

IN BLUE^^

inT.chnicninr- Variety's

National Boxoffice Survey says: "Heading the list . . . grabbing first money!*'
"ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM"-Winner of
Boxoffice magazine Blue Ribbon Award!

"SMOKY" in Technicolor -Motion Picture Herald Boxoffice
Champion!
"CENTENNIAL

SUMMER"

Picture Herald Boxoffice Champion!

in Technicolor - MotioU

Never in the history of the Industry has anv company
delivered so many great attractions!
Never in history has any company such great attractions
coming!

•

•

Tyrone Power • Gene Tierney • John Payne
Anne Baxter • Clifton Webb • Herbert Marshall
Darryl F. Zanuck's production of
W. Somerset Maugham's

THEJZKEDGE
James Cagney

13 m MflPELEIWE
CiNIVflL IN ra RICfl

Betty Grable • Dick Haymes

THE SHOCKING
iING MISS
Ml! PILGRIM
in Technicolor

Ronald Colman

THE m GEORGE flPLEy
ntroducing Peggy Cummins

THE BRASHER DOOBLOON
George Montgomery • Nancy Guild

in Technicolor
Dick Haymes • Vera- Ellen • Cesar Romero • Celeste Holm
Dana Andrews

Gene Tierney • Rex Harrison

THE GHOST OND MBS. MOIII

Cornel Wilde • Maureen O'Hara

THE HOMESTRETCH
in

echnico

or

WONDERHERWHO'S
NOW KISSING
In Technicolor
June Haver • Mark Stevens

BOB, SON OF BATTLE
in Technicolor with

Lon McCallister • Peggy Ann Garner • Edmund Gwenn

Jeanne Crain • Henry Fonda • Maureen O'Hara

CHICKEN EVERY SONDAY

John Payne • June Haver

THE ENCHANTED VOYAGE
m echnico

in Technicolor
Linda Darnell • Cornel Wilde

or
Betty Grable

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS
in Technicolor

WALLS OF lERICHO
The February, 1947, Literary Guild Selection!
Tyrone Power

CAI^AIN FROM ICASTILE
in Technicolor

The greatest story by one of today's most popular authors!

THE SNAKE pFt
"
e
s
o
r
MOSS

Read by 20,000,000 in Readers Digest!
Book-of-the-Month!

in Technicolor
At the top of all best-selling lists today!

FIRST TRULY PROIESSIONAL 16mit

in the great Mitchell Tradition

*

The Mitchell 16 mm Professional Camera is now in full production.
Soon it will be available to 16 mm producers and cameramen,
helping to bring to 16 mm

productions a new standard of technical

perfection. The Mitchell ''16** is a milestone in the development
of the 16 mm field. The Mitchell ''16" is virtually identical to the
famous Mitchell "35", now used by every major studio throughout
the world. Behind it lie 25 years of experience in building
motion picture equipment to the most exacting requirements.
When you own a Mitchell, you own one of the world's great cameras

tion pictures

shown

in theatres throughout

the world ore filmed with a Aflitchell

W
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U.S.Distribs.toBiil
Poiisli Fiim Monopol

Coming Metro Pix
Strongly Literary

Equiiy Decree Up to Judges

(GinHnued from Page 1)
eras is "Green Dolphin Street," film
version ofGuild
Elizabeth
Goudge's
novel,
Literary
selection
and winner

(Continued from Page 1)
a system of competitive bidding, the
members would choose arbitration. bassy staff, has reported that
He said a number of ATA members copies were made of these films a:
would approve of arbitration as a they are being shown until they ai
practical solution in a confused situation. On the other hand, he said, no
so worn
tly^^*")
longerandpassdamaged
throughthat
a pri
Jf.o
a number of its members would opA
record
of
showings
in
va'noi
pose the incorporation of any such theaters is being kept of when ar)
provisions in the decree. Their po- where they are being played so thj
sition, Arnold explained, was that American
distributors
can
pla<^
no concerted plan of arbitration
claims for payment.
It is offere
jointly conducted by the defendants that this will be a proper subject fc
and approved by the Court could
possibly be voluntary in any sense, discussion when export-import reh'
since the arbitration of the run of tions are re-established between Fili
any one theater would affect all Polski and Motion Picture Expoi
Association representatives.
others in a competitive position.
In Yesterday's Spotlight
Probably Recovered Films
"If the defendants desire to
It is believed it was these r(
Arbitration, cross-licensing and
try out a scheme of arbitration,"
roadshows, as well as the defendant's
covered films which kept Polish the"
proposal for a possible substitute for
Arnold said, "we think they
aters open in the post-liberatio
should
do so by making arrangecompetitive bidding held the spotperiod.
It is reported none of th
ments within the industry and
40 OWI films sent over at the clos
of yesterday's
hearings.
without seeking the sanction of
ert light
L. Wright,
special
assistantRobto
of the European war went to Polam
this court. This, we realize, will
the Attorney General, continued to
Theaters in the Polski Film setu,
be
difficult.
]My
clients,
however,
hold to his opposition to arbitrabefore
the war played four America;
would, I am confident, be unanition as proposed by the defendants.
films out of five. The state monopol;mous in their willingness to parIn effect, he held that the defendis of the opinion that the percentag
ticipate in an industry conferants' proposals on that subject would
ence and negotiations to bring it
permit them to dictate the type and
of American
filmsshould
playing
th '
future
in Poland
not bein ove..
extent of arbitration. It appeared
50
per
cent
and
the
balance
shouli
to be the consensus that the SuConfederacy of Southern Associacome from other countries, thus giv
preme Court would declare such a
tions appeared to agree with Seytheatergoers
a mon
about."
mour on the subject, while Allied ing Polish
system illegal.
Joseph M. Proskauer. counsel
and other independent elements ap- varied selection, Zagorski stated.
Zagorski made the flat statemen
for Warner Bros., made a strong
parently don't like the proposal. . ,
plea for arbitration, asserting
that
' Polish
state
film interest|
The hearings yesterday got
would be glad to see representative^
that unless arbitration was proback to the subject of roadof American
producers
to discus
vided for in the final decree, t^^e
shows. It was proposed by Edcourts would be besiesed with
post-war co-operation. It is believe i
ward Raftery, president and
the Polish market could absorb 15
applications for injunctive relief.
counsel for United Artists, and
He said that the arbitration as
elaborated upon bv George Leisprovided in the consent decree
to 200 films annually."
ure, counsel for RKO, that each
was a great advancement in
Strike of TWA Pilots
company be allowed to present
anti-trust procedure in estabone roadshow a year. In order
Delays Hummel, Rapper
lishing a system for settling disfor a picture to be eligible for
roadshowing, it would have to
putes. Some Run Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)
have a negative cost &f at least
S.3,000,000. Samuel S. Isseks,
Whitney Seymour, counsel for
to sail today on the Queen Elizabeth (
counsel for Vanguard Films, and
Paramount, on the behalf of the
Ii-ving Rapper, Warner directo:
Raftery were authorized by the
who has been on a tour abroad, als(
major defendants, submitted a rehas been delayed in getting back am
vised proposal for guaranteeing some
court to draw up a formula covering those points with the view
run to exhibitors. This was preis expected to an-ive in Xew York
sented in rough form on Tuesday
of
cree.its possible entry into the deover the week-end.
and was desisn^d to renresent a subLaw
Firm Name Changed
stitute for auction selline. S°vmour
Proskauer asked that the District
"ontended that the p^an offered a Court for the Southern District of
Industry law firm of O'Brien, Drisbasis uuon wh'ch an exhibitor would Xew York retain jurisdiction of the
coll & Rafterj- has been changed it
be assured of a run if r^nnested. case.
He
further
asserted
that
conO'Brien,
Driscoll, Raftery & LawArbitration would bo urovided.
sent decree was in full effect until ler. Paul O'Brien succeeds his
Independent ex^ibi'toi- renresenta- modified by the Court.
father, Dennis J. O'Brien, senioa
tives were somewhat d'vide'^ on the
member who died recently. T. New-lj!
The comments on the proposals man
subject. Thui-man W. Arnold, counLawler has been with the fimlc
for
a
decree
by
the
plaintiff
and
the
sel for American Theaters Ass^r'iafor several years. UA Prexy Edward
defendants
were
taken
up
point
by
tion. told th° court that if thp ATA
C. Raftei-j' and Arthur Driscoll arcj
were compelled to makp a choice be- point and taken under advisement the other partners.
tween a system of arbitration and by the Court.
!

of M-G-M's annual $175,000 novel
contest. The cast includes Lana Turner, Donna Reed, Van Heflin, Richard Hart and Frank Morgan.
Van Johnson will star in the recently completed "High Barbaree,"
based on an air-sea story by Charles
Nordhoff and Xorman Hall. Xow
editing is "Sea of Grass," Conrad
Richter's novel, featuring Kathrine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy. Soon
to be finished is "The Romance of
Rosy Ridge," Mackinlay Kantor
novel, and a musical version of
Eugene O'Xeill's "Ah, Wilderness,"
re-titled "Summer Holiday." Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings' "The Yearling," in Technicolor, will be released in 1947. Production is planned
next year on "Before the Sun Goes
Down,"
Elizabeth Metzger Howard's
book.
Other Book Properties
The company's other book properties include: "Cass Timberlane,"
by Sinclair Lewis; "The Hucksters,"
by Frederic Wakeman; "East River,"
by Sholem Asch; "Chimes of Bruges," bv Georges Dodenbach; "Green
Mansions." by W. H. Hudson; "The
Fortunes of Richard Mahony," by H.
H. Richardson; "B. F.'s Daughter,"
by J. P. Marquand; "The Burning
Secret," by Stefan Zweig; "If Winter
Comes," by A. S. M. Hutchinson;
"Black Oxen," by Gertrude Atherton; "Christian of the Bounty," by
Xordhoff and Hall; "Along the Mississippi," by Mark Twain; "The
Forsyte Saga," by John Galsworthy;
"Robinson Crusoe," by Daniel Defoe;
"A Love Story," "Return to X'lght"
and "Scaramouche."
M-G-M has contracts and options
on forthcoming works by Carl Sandburg, Marcia Davenport, Louis
Bromfield, Clemence Dane, Sidney
Kingsley.
X"'.
Behrman, Samson
Richard Raphaelson.
Llewelljm, S.Paul
Osborne, Ferenc Molnar, Robert X"^athan, Paul Gi'een, John Balderston
and Donald Ogden Stewart.

To Release Italian "Seville"

Distribution rights to the film
version of the opera, "The Barber
of Seville" have been acquired by
Excelsior Pictures Corp., it is announced by Walter Bibo, president.
The film, produced in Italy, will be
released shortly on a special engagement basis.

NEW POSTS
JIM

BENNETT,
general manager,
Ellul Theater
circuit. Detroit.
JACK PERSHING, manager.
Empress, Detroit.
IRA

CROSS,
formerly
of Warners'
exploitation
dcpt., to handle exploitation
for the New
PRC in the Pittsburgh area.
JACK
MEADOWS,
office manager.
UA Boston.

Fjnal Documents

to be Submitted in 10 Days
'Continued from Page 1)

equipped to write the final decree.
The status of the proposed competitive bidding system is speculative, although Judge Augustus Hand
made one significant statement as
adjournment time neared late yesterday. Judge Hand said that the
court had contemplated a procedure
whereby if operation under the decree were found to be impracticable,
the Government could come into
court and ask for divestiture. Whether Judge Hand referred solely to
auction selling's failure or to the
workings of the entire decree was
not clarified.

Cbinesp Gov't Okays
$3,800,000 Remittance

Robbins Prods, to Make
Poetry Pix for Schools

Experimental program, designed
(Continued from Page 1)
to put poetry and poets on film for
ners, RKO and Columbia, however, classroom use. has been inaugurated
are asking an additional $600,000 by David Robbins Prods., 420 Madison Ave., new 16 mm. outfit.
aggregate for earnings in the ShangFirst in series is a Kodachrome
hai district. This claim, however.
.
one-reeler with sound on William
was filed too late for inclusion m \ Rose Benet, directed by Marie Menthe authorized payoflF.
ken.

WEDDING BELLS
Skouras-Root
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy.
and Mrs. Skouras announce the enpaffement of their daughter. Daphne
Dolores Mercedes Skouras to Oreii
Root, Jr., son of Oren Root and Mr^
Henry Breckenridge of New York.
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SU, lATSE AGREE ON ARBITRATION AWARD
Early High Court Ruling Due on Schine Review
J of J Brief Holds
ppeal Premature Bere Final Judgment
By ANDREW H. OLDER
_ i^nngton Bureau of THE FILM

Metro's "Rage in Heaven" will open at the New
was learned over the week-end.
DAILY

Washington — D e c i s i o n is due
(irtly from
the U. S. Supreme
art on the petition of the Schine
i cuit for review by it of the Buflo District Court's decision in the
solution case brought against
iiine by the Department of Juse. A brief from the Department
Justice declares that the appeal
(Continued on Page 101

rr

A Appeals "Outlaw
ijundion Denial
jUnited Artists has appealed from
! :lge Walter's denial of an injuncn to compel
Harry
Brandt
and
ihur Mayer to show ''The Outlaw"
their Broadway
theaters.
The
■■peal was filed on Friday, following
j' denial of the United Artists mo^n in New York Supreme Court on
jidnesday.
tfudge
Walter
took the position
(Continued on Page 10)

exico's President-Elect
ated to Visit Hollywood
'resident-elect Aleman of Mexico
1 visit Hollywood, where his host
1 be Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox
iduction executive, now visiting in
xico City, it was learned in the
(Continued on Page 19)

Stone to Talk Deal
For 17. K. Production
London (By Cable) — Andrew
jStone on arrival here Oct. 31, via
Stockhclm, will open offices and
talk a deal with British interests
for production and direction of a
film in England. Stone will also confer with United Artists' officials
jconcerning British distribution of
(his two latest pictures, "Bachelors'
Daughters" and "Nip and Tuck."

York Capitol on Nov. 7, it
West

Pic will be the first Metro "reprint" to go into the Broadway house, and the
engagement is being styled a "re-presentation" to wholly get away from the
re-issueterion angle.
Originally,
"Rage in Heaven" was scheduled to play the Crion this time
out.

File Final Equity
Documents This Week Force Legislation

Harris Replaces Hanson
In Gaumont-Kalee Post
Toronto — Ed. J. Hari'is has been
named general manager of Gaumont-Kalee, Ltd., which was formed
here some months ago as Canadian
distributor of British equipment and
supplies. Harris, who is a brotherin-law of the late N. L. Nathanson,
succeeds 0. R. Hanson in the Kalee
position.

Rush MPTOA
Want

Members'

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

To Pre-War Level

London (By Air Mail) — After a
ju stingsues,such
is- seven-year lapse of operations due
Eric A.
to the outbreak of war in Europe,
Johnston, president of the Mo- BBC's Television Service has returned to full-time large-scale opertion Picture Association, said
ations to the point where it can begin
(Continued on Page 10)
Friday prior to
his sailing on the

Picker, Goldsmith Signed
By Eagle-Lion as Producers

S.S. Queen Elizabeth for England.
Johnston said
that similar ma-

West

( Continued on

Page

DAILY

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Leonard Picker, formerly executive producer at Columbia,
has been signed to a long-term contract as a producer by Eagle-Lion.
(Continued on Page 7)

ERIC A.JOHNSTON
„+„ u i• u j
established
m
cDir- . '
.^u^.r-rr.^,
chinery had been
England through the Trades Union
Congress and that he was interested
in studying its operations. The juris10)

Opinion on Distrib. Plan

Hollywood — Motion picture cameras which will be able to road map
stratosphere at rocket and jet speeds
are being blue-printed for Army Air
Corps, it was revealed at final session of Society of Motion Picture
(Continued on Page 19)

r\»
L/I8S:

Unleis the unions can settle jurisdictional disputes among themselves,
the public will be interested in legislation which
would set up the
machinery for ad-

Public Relations Rep.
For MPAA in London?

Decree Canwass

Cameras of Tomorrow
Blue-Printed for Army

DAILY

up
onelabor
of strikes,
Hollywood's
mostat
serious
it appeared
press time that both the lATSE
unions and the CSU have finally
agreed on the decision handed down
by the arbitration committee, which
award gave the erection of sets on
the stages to the lATSE.
The strike started in March, 1945,
(Continued on Page 19)

Metre's "Undercurrent," co-starring Katharine Hepburn and Robert Taylor,
will be the Capitol's Thanksgiving attraction.

All remaining documents in the
New York equity case will be submitted to the Statutory Court this
week as the judges prepare to write
the final decree.
Additional findings of fact and
conclusions of law are to be offered
by some of the major defendants.
Although Columbia will not submit
a proposed decree, United Artists
(Continued on Page 10)

RALPH
WILK
Coast By
Bureau
of THE
FILM

Hollywood - — Except for the
legal technicalities left to wind

j

A canvass of MPTOA's independent board members and regional unit
leaders for opinions on the distributor-defendants' proposed alternative
for auction selling is being rushed by
Herman M. Levy, general counsel.
Results of the poll are expected to be
filed with the Statutory Court by ,
Nov. 5. A poll of the entire membership would be impossible because
(Continued on Page 19)

Foreign managers, meeting at the
MPAA on Friday, discussed the advisability of designating a public
relations representative, to be located in Lcndon, it is learned.
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA prexy,
who sailed on the Queen Elizabeth
for Europe on Friday, is expected
to further discuss the proposal with
London
Fayette exec.
W. Allport, the MPAA's
For some time, certain British
critics have been gunning for U. S.
pix in general and specifically.

Jules E. Brulatour, 76, president of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., distributor of Eastman motion picture films, died
Saturday after a brief illness. An organizer and first president of Universal Film Co., Brulatour was a
|:er of the industry. Funeral rites will be held tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock from the St. Ignatius Loyola Church, Park Ave. at 84th St.
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Hollywood Strike End in
Sight as Unions Favor
Arbitration Decision

Metroes ^'^Rage in Heareii" into the Capitol
Nov. 7 as Broadivay House^s First Reprint
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C. ]. LATTA, Warner circuit zone manager
in the Albany area, was a weak-end visitor in
New
York,

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD,
28, Calif
—Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phon.
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett.
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDO.X
— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127
133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA- Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA
— Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst BIdg. ALGIERSPaul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras
STOCKHOLM
— Gunnar Ruud. Jaktvarv
iplan 30. g. HONOLULU—
Eileen O'Hr,
MEXICO CITY— Airi AnHrad- \fp-ripo r;tv
Herald, Colon 14. D. F. MONTREAL — Riy
Carmichael, Room 9. 464 t-rancis Xavicr
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— lack Drov. 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
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UL 2510. BRUSSELS — Jean Pierre Mevs.
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Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM — Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.

OTTO KRUGER arrives in New York tomorrow to start rehearsals
in a new Broadway play.
EDWIN W. AARON, assistant general sales
manager for M-C-M, is due back tiom the
Coast
Nov, 4.

ED TERHUNE,
RU5S MORGAN,

A.
York

RKO exploiteer, Dallas.
RKO exploiteer, Oklahoma

City.

J. O'KEEFE. Universal-International assistant general sales manager, returned to New
over the week-end
from Los Angeles.

HERBERT NUSBAUM, of the M-C-M home
office legal department is due back from a tour
of Western exchanges tomorrow.
BEN MELNIKER and GEORGE SHARE, of
M-G-M's legal
department left yesterday for
Louisville,
Ky.
WALTER BROOKS, assistant to H. M. Richey.
exhibitor relations head for M-C-M, left yesterday for Des Moines to attend the mid-year
convention of the Allied Independent Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska. He will return
Wednesday.
SAM LEVINSON, Chicago used-chair company prexy, left Chicago for New York and
Rochester conferences regarding new Eastern
offices.
ARTHUR GREENE, film financier is in New
York for conferences.

George W. Peters Named
To Canadian Odeon Board

FINANCIAL

Toronto — George W. Peters was
elected to the directorate .;f Odeon
^^^
(October 25)
^^
- % Theatres of Canada to fill vacancy
by death of T. J. Bragg in
- 5 -■ caused
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
%
September
at a board meeting here
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Reagan Closes Confabs
On Para. Sales Policies

WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, head of M-G-M's
reprints and importations, left Friday for Atlanta and will spend a week en the road befo.e returning
to his headquarters
here.
HARRY McWILLIAMS, Columbia exploitation
chief, returns today from Cincinnati where he
set up the campaign on 'The Jolson Story."
JOAN HARRISON plans to leave Hollywood
by air on Nov. 7 for her first visit back to her
native England in seven years.
RUSSELL HOLMAN, Eastern production head
of Paramount, is due on the Coast on Nov.
11 to submit a detailed report to studio heads
on the results of his European trip. Holman
will remain on the Coast for about two weeks.
BOB LISSNER, of Andrews, Inc., Century
Theaters' Extra Profits Division, attended the
City.
recent Dairy Industries Exposition in Atlantic
MAURICE NEWTON, a member of ParamouTit's board of directors; FRANK LA GRANDE,
head of the L. I. laboratory, and ROLAND CULVER, of the cast of "To Each His Own " were
among the Paramount personnel to sail on the
Queen Elizabeth, bound for Europe, Friday.
HARRY ROSS, head of Monogram's makeup
department, is in New York on a two-week
vacation.
MICHELE MORGAN was due at LaGuardia
Field from Paris over the week-end.
FERRUCIO CARAMELLI, chairman of the
board of Artisti Associati, UA distributing
agency in Rome, was among the passengers
who sailed last Friday on the Queen
Elizabeth.
LEO MORRISON will arrive on the Coast from
New York tomorrow by plane after stopovers in
Chicago and Kansas City.
WILLIAM WELLS, UNRRA film chief, returned
to Washington Friday from New York.
CATHY O'DONNELL, new
arrives in New York today.

screen personality,
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Exclusiie Forpign Distributors
Series of Paramount home-office
Feafures, Westerns, Specialties
conferences initiated on Sept. 30 by
Write — C4II— Visit— Cable Tranconfllm
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president I
B & H Declares Dividend
in charge of distribution, to consider
Chicago — Bell and Howell direc- problems presented by the new methtors declared a regular dividend on
od of selling screen product ended
their preferred stock and 12 1^ cents at the weekend.
on their common stock payable DeHenry Randel and Myron Sattler, {
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of November 1.5.
manager, respectively; R. W. McClintock, Memphis branch manager,
Charleston Liberty Opens
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X. Y. THEATERS

SPECTACULAR

J. R. Springer, general theater
manager of Century Circuit Theaters, has announced the following
personnel changes, appointments and
realignment
in the
circuit'sFreeport,
houses:
William May,
manager,
to the Grove in the same capacity;
James Matthews, manager of the
Grove, to the Freeport, replacing
May; Louis Hartman, manager of
the Park, to the Freeport post vacated by Matthews; Edward Cline,
relief manager, to the Park as manager; Joseph McGovern, assistant
manager to the Freeport, becomes
relief manager; Arthur S. Gundersen, named assistant manager at the
Franklin; Alfred Cohn is the new
assistant manager at the Nostrand
and Wilfred Park is now assistant
manager at the Lynbrook.

56th St., New York
Circle 5-4151-2

privilege
of using
picture in various
typestheof winner's
exploitation

with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor • A Columbia Picture

J. R. Springer Realigns
Managers of Century

243 West

Detroit — A new suit was filed
the Wayne County Circuit Court
Detroit against Mayor Jeffries, r
City of Detroit, and other officii
seeking an injunction against nrost,
cution or threatened
revoc,■ney^ 0'
theater
licensecircuit
by Foto-Pay
Paul Broder,
manager,it^/on an.
bej
half of the Rex, Kramer, and Tim
theaters, where he has had Foti
Pay.
Police action was threaten*on the ground that it was a lottery
while the plaintiffs maintain it is
legitimate
advertising
scheme
m
stead.
Foto-Pay was used in other Michi
gan theaters, apparently without in
terference.
Is is said to have beei
used by one theater for four year.s
The plan gives each patron as h( ,
enters an envelope containing one
penny.
Some envelopes contain i'
contract for various larger amount.?
offering larger payments
for th(
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Charleston Liberty Opens
Charleston,
S. C
The
Liberty,
new Negro hou.se, has opened here.

Clintock, Memphi.s branch manag'er,
and J. T. McBride,
Omaha
branch
manager, were the last of the branch
sales execs, to confer.
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Vational Magazine Ads i
will reach more than
50,000,000 readers of
2 issues of LIFE . .
2 issues of LOOK . . ^
SAT. EVE. POST, COLLIERS
...GOOD HOUSEKEEPING!
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tagle-Lion Signs
Two As Producers
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Harriet Lubin to Head
entury Circuit Research
Harriet Lubin has been appointed
lead of the opinion research and
urvey department of Century Circuit, it was announced Friday by
?red J. Schwartz, circuit vice-prexy.
\riss Lubin recently did Government
esearch work in Washington.
r\Iiss Lubin will spend the first few
A'eeks visiting Century houses in
Brooklyn and on Long Island, before
-eeking
[answers to a series of exlibitor Questions.

Nat^HAllied Treasurer
Texas Convention Speaker
Dallas — William L. Ainsworth, of
Fond Du Lac, Wis., treasurer of Naional Allied, will be among the
speakers at the two-day convention
of Allied Theater Owners of Texas
which opens today at the Hotel
Adolphus.
More than 100 indie theater op«rators are expected to attend the
sessions at which Col. H. A. Cole
will preside.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct.

REViEUJS Of neuj fiims
"Notorious

1)

Picker for several years was resiJounsellor for Columbia PicIn New York, later was excuiive assistant to B. B. Kahane,
|uce-president of Columbia Studios,
j'icker was executive producer on
[The Bandi
ia. t of Sherwood Forest" at
Columb
jl Eagle-Lion has signed Isidore
iJoldsmith, European producer to
lian-dle the reins on the production,
lOut of the Blue." Goldsmith, orItanizer of Grafton Films in England,
produced "Bedelia," "The Stars
jjook Down," "Hatter's Castle" and
jither;. Signing of Goldsmith is in
accordance with the reciprocal deal
iliiade with J. Arthur Rank.
1 Vera Caspary, author of "Laura"
iimd ' Bedelia," has been signed by
Sagle-Lion
to adapt her recently
ompleted novel "Out of the Blue,"
k'hich has not been published as yet.
Richard Basehart, Broadway actor,
;ias been signed on a long-term conract by Eagle-Lion. His first aslignment will be an important role
n the $2,000,000 production "Kenny,"
\Louis Bromfield's story. Bromfield
lai been signed to work on adapta!;ion of his story.
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Walter L. Titus, Jr.
John Boles
Beatrice Ross
Rollin C. Hamilton
Bruce C. Andrus
A. Montague
Akim Tamiroff

UllV

with

Rex

Harrison,

Lilli

Gentleman"

"Vacation
in Reno"
with
Jack
Haley, Anne Jeffreys
Palmer

Universal-Rank
108 Mins.
ADULT DRAMATIC FARE WITH POSITIVE BOX OFFICE TREATMENT:
HAS
EVERY
CLICK
POTENTIALITY AND
CHALLENGE.
Here

we

have

a fine study of a scoun-

drel. He's a scoundrel till almost the very
end. His adventures, amours, t;iriness, lack
of morals, and spendthrift ways are of the
stuff that makes one sit up, take notire
and evince thorough interest. He is almost
without moral sense and only at the very
conclusion does he give evidence of a
change in ways iind then to top it all he
becomes aware of his old nature coming
back and rather than be responsible for
further confusion and hurt, he goes off to
war and is killed. He dies with a champagne bottle in his hand, complaining of the
year of vintage.
This is all very handsomely delineated
by Rex Harrison who plays the part to
telling perfection and conviction. The lines
are bright and as the cast mouths the dialogue the spectator is aware of a superior
task of writing, understanding and experience plus thorough knowledge of story
backgrounds.
In the sense of entertainment once the
tale takes off in its analysis of a rake, it
becomes gripping and audiences will drool
from sequence to sequence wondering what
he will be up to next. It is a good job,
well done and creditable to the British
production staff of Individual Productions,
one of the J. Arthur
Rank group.
Expelled from Oxford for his student
pranks, Harrison, a disappointment to his
father, Gcdfrey Tearle, is sent to South
America to engage in the coffee business.
He gets drunk, tells his boss off, is dismissed. He returns to London, meets a
school friend, seduces his wife and that's
another debacle. Then a session of international auto racing which lands him in
Vienna one day, broke. Lilli Palmer, daughter of half-Jewish parents, beggingly convinces him to marry her so she can escape
the Nazis. He does. !n Lrndon he runs
through her money. At his father's home
in Cornwall Miss Palmer attempts suicide
when she learns Harrison is dallying with
Margaret Johnston, his father's secretary.
She's saved, divorces Harrison. Harrison is
responsible for his father's death in a
motor crash. Shortly after he finds real
love with Miss Johnston and they prepare
to wed. But he knows himself better and
jcins up to be killed in France. It's told in
the flashback manner sharply and coherently. Sidney Gilliat's direction is keenly
knit. The Cornwall episode is striking.
CAST: Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer, Godfrey
Tearle, Griffith Jones, Margaret Johnston, Guy
Middleton, Jean Kent, Marie Lohr, Garry Marsh,
David Home,
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Sidney Cilliat: Screenplay, Sidney Gilliat and Frank Launder from original story by Val Valentine; Cameraman, Wilkie Cooper; Art Director, Norman
Arnold; Film Editor, Thelma Myers; Sound,
Brian Sewell;
Music, William
Alwyn.
DIRECTION, Excellent.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Motiograph Execs, to Toledo

RKO
SNAPPILY
SHOULD
GO

PACED
OVER

60 Mins.
FARCE COMEDY
SATISFACTORILY.

A good deal on the slapstick side and enlivened by slick handling in the pace division, "Vacati n in Reno " offers Jack
Haley in a rounded exercise for his zany
talents. It has laughs and material to keep
the audience entertained.
Starting off as a domestic comedy with
the humor drawn from man-wife verbosity,
it is routed in and out of bedrooms in a
Reno hotel and concludes with a chase a
la stagecoach with the
take
the bankrobbers.

cops

arriving t:

Haley is obsessed with buried treasure.
On his vacation he goes to Reno to look up
some buried loot. He runs into a bank robbery, later uncovers the moola and thinks
he has found an historic treasure. The bank
robbers and their moil keep Haley in a
constant daze and a sheriff's assistant adds
to the confusion.
Haley's wife arrives. There's some comic
business in a blonde's bedchamber. Haley
hides under the bed when the husband
comes home and during the night escapes.
The crooks recover their loot and make off.
Haley's wife. Miss Jeffreys, takes up the
chase in an amphibious jeep and with Haley
firing a rocket-signal gun at a stagecach
carrying the crooks into the desert, settles
their hash and collects the reward. Haley
retires to a rabbit farm.
Something is doing all the time and for
audiences not hard to satisfy in the line
of laughter this one will prove satisfactory.
Leslie Goodwins'

direction

brings to the

fore
snappy
c"mic
situation.
CAST:
Jack pace
Haley,and
Anne
Jeffreys,
Iris Adrian,
Morgan Conway. Alan Carney, Myrna Dell, Matt
McHugh,
Claire Carleton,
Jason Robards.
CREDITS: Producer and Director. Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay by Charles E. Roberts and Arthur Ross; Cameraman, George E, Diskant;
Music. Paul Sawtell; Set decorations, Albert
S. D'Agostino; Film Editor, Les Millbrook' Sound,
Francis M. Server, Roy Granville.
pIRECTION,
Snappy.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Roosevelt's Costume Show
Draws 500 Youngsters
Upwards of 500 exuberant kids
flocked to the annual Hallowe'en
costume parade and show at the
Skouras Roosevelt Theater, in Flushing, Saturday morning. Judges
drawn from the New York trade papers awarded prizes for the most
original costumes. Films of the
pageant were taken and will be
shown at the theater at a later
date. Mildred A. FitzGibbons, manager of the theater, emceed.

Felix Adler's Mother Dies
Chicago — Mrs. Emma Adler, age
101, is dead at her home here. Two
sons survive, Felix Adler, Hollywood
screen writer, and her son Clarence
of Chicago.

Chicago— Fred Matthews, H. T. Finnegan Funeral Held
and W. D. Matthews, Jack Behlke,
Springfield, Mass. — Funeral services were held for Gerald E. Finneand J. E. Huckelberry will represent
gan, 25, former house manager at
Motiograph at the Toledo equipment
convention next month. Their lat- the local Court Square Theater and
est Motiograph Double AA model more recently manager of the Plywill be exhibited.
mouth, 'Worcester.
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a tru/y great motion piciu.
Produced b> SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Directed by WILLIAM WYLER
Screenplay by ROBEJITE. SHERWOOD a
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^appeal of The Best Years
iof Our Lives' reveals that
this title is in the top 5% of
all titles ever tested by ARF'
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Schine Petition Ruling Nears
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British Tele Back

Dof J Holds Review
by High Court ^Premature^ Jq Pfg-^gf LeVei
(Continued from Page 1 )
(Continued from Page 1)
dictional problem, he said, was not
only a serious one for the film industry but for all industries. Johnston said that he understood the
British system was working successfully and that he wanted to know
more about it.
All-Industry Forum Waits
The MPAA president said he did
not believe anything- could be done
on the proposed all-industry forum
until the jurisdictional problem had
been settled. He said the einployers
in the film industry were helpless in
.-ettling the matter as it was strictly
up to the unions to iron out the
difficulties. Johnston said that while
he intended to be in Europe for five
weeks, he was prepared to fly back
to the United States on 24-hour notice if his presence were needed here
on the strike situation.
Discussing other domestic problems, Johnston said he shared the
view of an important American industrialist who said that the OPA
had done a good job in forcing American manufacturers to become more
efficient. He asserted that "we are
pricing ourselves too high" and that
the most important reason for high
prices over here was "inefficiency in
management."
Look Into Expansion Abroad
Johnston said he was making the
trip abroad at the request of the
company presidents in order to "look
into the expansion of the U. S. film
industry abroad" and to study recent
changes and their impact on the
future. He said he hoped to confer
with leaders of government, business
and labor on various problems upon
which ,he had an open mind. Johnston said he planned to visit the
principal European countries
although he probably would not
reach Russia on this trip. He was
undecided as to whether he would go
to Yugoslavia and Bulgaria where
U. S. pictures are now barred. He
said indications were that restrictions were lessening.
This is Johnston's first trip to
Europe in two years.

Edmonton Gem

Sold

Edmonton, Alta.— The Phillit Circuit has sold the Gem, a suburban
house, to Mike Ruotash.

Gntnt, Lot/, Temple
In '46 Seal Trailer
Produced in Hollywood by RKO,
with Dore Schary directing a new
trailer starring Cary Grant, Myrna
Loy and Shirley Temple will promote
the sale of Christmas Seals in the
40th annual drive of the National
Tuberculosis Association. Trailer
running time is one minute, 10 seconds. Approximately 6,500 prints
will be screened during the seal
sale from Nov. 23 to Christmas Day.

is premature because final judgment
had not come from the Buff^alo Court
at the time the appeal was entered.
As for the injunctive section of the
Court's opinion, the Department
argues that while it may also be
premature on the basis of the Crescent Amusement Co. decision by the
Supreme Court, the high tribunal
could properly affirm the injunction.
"We know of no instance in which
a Sherman Act defendant has sought
to appeal from a judgment of divestiture or dissolution pending adoption by the District Court of a plan
to
put Init addition,
into effect,"
the Government
said.
it added
that there
is a possibility of appeal from the
final judgment by either or both
parties, and that the present appeal
should not be considered separately.
Appeal from District Court
Lawyers for Schine, however, hold
that the appeal is from the entire
District Court judgment. The first
sec;ion, setting forth that the defendant has violated the Sherman
Act "constitutes the very foundation upon which the. entire judgment
must stand or fall," they argue.
Schine also argued that since Section
I is the basis of the case, the Court
cannot properly affinn the injunctive
relief unless it has previously affirmed the Court's finding of Sherman Act violations. Judge Knight's
findings in this respect are all challenged by the defendant, and "a determination ofthe meri's of this appeal can be arrived at only after a
careful examination of the entire
record in this case, and full opportunity for argument."
Two Basic Issues Raised
The Schine lawyers declared that
"the pending appeal raises two
basic issues: (1) Was the Court cor-

rect in determining that defendants
had violated the Sherman Act, and
(2) If the first point be resolved
against the appellants, is the relief
granted proper? The mere statement by the Government that i:
knowns of no case in which a Sherman Act defendant has sought to
appeal from a "judgment of divestiture" pending adoption of a plan to
put
it into
In the
firsteff'ect
placehasit no
is weight
improperhere.to
characterize the judgment here as
a "judgment
of divestiture."
The
appellee
has consistently
contended
that this case is on all fours with
U. S. vs. Crescent Amusement Co.,
and yet no question was ever raised
in that case, but that the judgment
of the District Court was a final and
appealable judgment without awaiting any further action on the part of
the District Court looking toward
the formulation of a plan. Obviously in cases where the original judgment in terms provides for the submission and approval of a plan or
plans, there may be some logic in
arguing that the appeal should await
the adoption by the District Court of
a plan.
Argue Judgment Not Final
It was for this reason, among
others, that the appellants made no
effort to procure the allowance of
the appeal which they filed on Dec.
28, 1945, pending the determination
of that motion the Court signed a
judgment which had been physically
prepared by the appellee which judgment eliminated, at the instance of
appellee, any provision for the submission or approval of a plan. It
can now be argued that this judgment is not final and appealable because a former order in the case
contained reference to the preparation of a plan.

rr
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(Continued from Page 1)
that Brandt and Mayer should not
be ordered to do an act that might
subject them to criminal procedure.
Meanwhile, a hearing scheduled
for Friday before the film dividon of
the New York State Department of
Education, relative, to the revocation
of the license for "The Outlaw" was
adjourned until next Friday on the
motion of Edward Raftery, president
and counsel for UA.

200 Premieres Set
For "The Last Bomb"
"The Last Bomb," Warners featurette produced in co-operation with
the Army Air Forces and scheduled
for general release Nov. 2, has been
set for apnroximately 200 day-anddate openings. All net profits from
"The Last Bomb" will be turned over
by Warners to the AAF.

(Continued

from Page
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produced
1939.
to
comparein favorably
with prograi
^^
Development at this point is^Bi.
by a permanent television ac^Kop
committee independent of BBC b
the latter is represented on it. T
committee advises BBC on planiii:
future service including standard.be adopted; also co-ordination
a
initiation of research and encouray
ment of "pooling television patent
in addition to investigation of
video
at home
ai '
abroad. developments
Follows Hankey Report
Meanwhile, British television is e
pected to develop along the lines la
down by the Hankey committee th
service would be resumed
on tl|
original standards of 405 line defii
tion; that television be extended
possibly the six most populous pr'
vincial centers; that improved
nc
service .be aimed
at with high
definition and possible incorporatii
of color and stereoscopic effects; th
major manufacturing
firms be e
couraged to pool video patent;; aij
that a special television license
introduced for domestic viewers
an additional fee of one pound ($4.2
yearly.
BBC, meanwhile, has promis
manufacturers that within thr
years there will be no technical d
velopment to make present receive
obsolete. Programs are constantly
the process
of new One
and more
sive
development.
major inte
pi '
gram development i; the proce^
which
now permits
a "cleanwhere
cut" frc
one camera
to another
pri
to the war this could be achiev!
only by "mixing" one into another.
BBC is also now using an improv|
lighting system, in addition to
more widespread concept of speci
events programming. "Outside broa
casts" are gradually being handli
on a larger scale.
It is authoritatively indicated th;
the British television service

• Continued from Pa'^e 1)
and Universal will file individual proposals this week. Any other additional briefs will be accepted by the
day. if presented before next Tuescourt

"always depend mainly on live pi'
grams," but it has its own film ui
which has recently negotiated an e:
change of video films with the Amt
ican Broadcasting Company and t
National Broadcasting Company
the United States.

Results of MPTOA's poll of member
reaction to the some run guaranty,
offered by the defendants as an alternative to auction selling, will be sent
to the court by the end of this week.
It is possible that the Conference of
Independent Exhibitors' A.-sociations
; will file a memorandum of some kind
! on their attitude toward the substitute.
A new provision which would regulate road shows is being prepared
by Edward Raftery and Samuel S.
Isseks. This, too, will be received by
the court this week.

WEDDING BELLS
Capell-Roth

Miriam Capell of UA's N. Y. e
change, was married to Max Rot
last Saturday.

Ristig-Hillinger
Chicago — Grayce Ristig of t
B&K Harding Theater, was marri
to John Hillinger of the Chica
police department.

""CARNEGIE HALU
Boris Morros
;_

and

WIIIiMitt

LeBaron

Shatter

the Decade

Old

Myth That a Top-Notch^ High^Budget Picture Cannot
Be Made in Its Entirety Atvay from Hollytvood

THE
ALMOST HERCULEAN task of filming
"Carnegie Hall" is completed and Boris Morros
and William Le Baron, partners in Federal Films,
Inc., are so enthusiastic over the smooth production
path they found in New York that they are already
contemplating further pictures of the first magnitude
which can be made in Manhattan.
Not only have Morros and Le
Baron shattered the decade old myth
that a top notch, high budget picture
cannot be made in its entirety away
from the Hollywood scene, but they
have given new heart to the hundreds of men and women who,
through choice or circumstance, have
been loyal to the production of
Gotham.
And, ironically, it was these same
people, most of whom have been in
the production "game" since the days
before Astoria joined the Army and
BORIS MORROS
the Biograph plant in The Bronx
took its place as a bat harbor, who made it possible for
Morros and Le Baron to turn out the picture, which is
certain to have a vast influence on the future of motion
picture production in New York. It was their knowledge and enthusiasm which enabled the producers to go
ahead with their project, which involved $1,500,000 in
cold cash and which could have been dissipated very
quickly in the hands of unskilled or untrustworthy
people.
THE story of "Carnegie Hall"— the production, that
is— began three years ago with Morros and Le
Baron, old friends from the years when Le Baron was
head of production at Paramount Studios and Morros
was in charge of all Paramount inusical activities.
They came up with the idea of immortalizing on the
screen the real story of New York's famous shrine of
music, Carnegie Hall. It was a "natural," since the
actual story of the great auditorium at 57th St. and
Seventh Ave. is as progressive as it is steeped in classical
accomplishments. Here the names of Whiteman and
Ellington were mentioned in the same breath with
Beethoven and Stokowski. Not only that, but they
knew
Hall"
blend
.screen

that the almost legendary background of "The
was drenched in rich story material that would
well into a highly romantic and captivating
story.

mam

That was three years ago. Since that time, Morros
and Le Baron have practically lived with "Carnegie
Hall." They spent months in New York working over
the story potentialities, since both were convinced that
an airtight screen story would be the first requisite for
success, far and above the importance of whatever
great names they might subsequently sign for appearances in the picture. They found that
story in Carnegie Hall itself— the
story of people who actually lived,
people who breathed the very air of
Carnegie Hall most of their lives.
This story they had converted into
an "original" by Seena M. Owen
and subsequently into a screenplay
by Karl Kamb.
It took almost three years to sign
all the great artists whose names
adorn the cast sheet of "Carnegie
Hall." That was because personal
appearance bookings on outstanding
le baron
of W-Liam
a couple
artists areIn set
musical
years
in advance.
addition
to that,
it was necessary
to secure the exclusive rental of Carnegie Hall for
almost three months and that had to be arranged a
couple of years ahead, since summer symphonies have
become tremendously popular in New York.
FINALLY,ducersafter
threeLe years
constant
effort.
Morros and
Baronof made
a deal
for Prothe
appearance of the New York Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra in the picture. It would have been practically impossible to have taken the orchestra intact to
Hollywood for filming there, since the involvement
would have been not only the 103 musicians who play,
but for secretaries, arrangers, copyists and other retainers who swell the total to 150 persons. Annd all of
these would have had to be transported to and from
Hollywood and provided witli living quarters on the
West Coast.
With

the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra definitely "in the bag," Morros and Le Baron
pulled a master stroke aimed at the world-wide appeal
of the picture. With the good offices of Francis Cardinal Spellman, Morros went to Rome for an audience
with the Pope and came back with permission to use
the famous Vatican Choir in the picture. This was an
authentic touch, since the Vatican Choir sang in
(Continued on Next Page)
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Shatters a Myth
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Carnegie Hall in 1928, when it
toured part of the United
States. It marked the first time
the Vatican had ever directly
cooperated with the producers
of a United States-made motion
picture and the gesture was
heralded as a fine omen for
future relations between the
Church and the great motion
picture industry.
Back in the United States,
Morros and Le Baron soon
delved into the work of signing
famous artists who would live
up to the reputation of the picture's title, "Carnegie Hall."
They got the great conductors,
Leopold Stokowski, Bruno Walter, Fritz Reiner, Artur Rodzinski and Charles Previn. For
vocalists they settled for none
less than Lily Pons, Rise Stevens. Ezio Pinza and Jan Peerce.
From among the world's greatest instrumentalists, they picked
Jascha Heifetz, the violinist;
Gregor Piatigorsky, the world's
greatest 'cellist, and Artur Rubinstein, pianist supreme. They
brought in the aged Walter
Damrosch to play his own life
role, since it was Damrosch who
induced Andrew Carnegie to
build "The Hall" back in 1891.
And, to hue to the record, they
signed Olin Downes, the noted
music critic and lecturer, to
play the role he made famous as
the commentator on the Sunday
Symphonies for so many years.
"pEALIZING
that Carnegie
-*-^
Hall has symbolized
the
ever advancing trend of music
along "modern" lines and that
today there is an intermingled
appreciation of both classical
and modern music, Morros and
Le Baron set out to balance
their program in keeping with
the great history of "The Hall"
itself. They brought into the
picture Vaughn Monroe and His
Orche.stra, currently the top
band with the younger generation, and Harry James, whose
(Continued in Column Four)
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TWO

VERY

TIRED

Fulfilled

PRODUCERS,

WilUam

Le Baron and

Boris Moiros, will sit back today in the splendor of their Hampshire
House suite and take a day of rest between the completion of shooting
and
the editing on their all star musical
extravaganza.
"Carnegie
Hall"
The last scene is "in the can"
The last recording has
been made
And LeBaron and Morros have definitely broken the
myth that Hollywood is the only place in the United Slates where
big time motion picture can be produced in its entirety ......

a

• •
•
"CARNEGIE
HALL"
fulfiUs a 10-year
dream
by LeBaron
and Morros
Actually, they started three years ago on preparations
for the film, the first to be made under the banner of their new Federal
Films, Inc
It took that long to co-ordinate the booking dates of
the many famous musical artists who appear in the picture with the
Hollywood cast, headed by Marsha Hunt, William Prince, Martha O'DriscoU, Frank McHugh
and Hans Yaray
Not to mention the months
of work that went into the job of clearing rights to the music used in
the picture
Plus the tremendous job of converting Carnegie Hall,
perhaps the world's best known
studio

▼

shrine of music, into a motion picture

.

T

T

• •
•
NEW YORK HAS REAL REASON to be proud of "Carnegie
Hall"
It is the first big time motion picture produced here in its
entirety in almost a decade and is a tribute to the skill and co-operation
of the artists and technical workers to be found in Manhattan
For,

with

the

exception of

a handful of key

executives,

every person

employed
on the production of the picture was a New
Yorker
It is also highly significant, too, that while studios in Hollywood

were

plagued by strikes and workers were being intimidated against crossing
picket lines with a subsequent slowdown in camera work, "Carnegie
Hall"
proceeded
serenely
to its conclusion
Not only that, but
Producers LeBaron and Morros point out that it came in right to the
minute
on schedule
When
shooting started on Monday,
Aug.
5.
the schedule
called for completion
when actual shooting stopped

T
•

•

•

on

T

Thursday,

Oct.

17

That's

T

ALL OF THIS has a great significance in these days when

Hollywood is overloaded with independent producers, many of whom
cannot even find office space, not to mention studio quarters and sound
stages

truthfully say, of course, that there is an over-abundance of stage space
going
for the asking
in New
York
However,
as LeBaron
and
Morros have pointed out in recent statements, there are many huge
warehouses and former war plants that could be converted into sound
stages with practically no work
ment

T
•

•

LeBARRON

AND

that all the skilled motion
As

a

Column One)

operation.
Mayor
William
O'Dwyei;
sensing the importance of "Car
negie Hall" particularly witj
an eye to the future, became a
enthusiast over the picture anr
ordered complete cooperatioj
from all city authorities wher
ever such cooperation woulj
help. To top this fine coopers
tion, the Mayor himself accepfl
ed an honorary membership i:
the Screen Directors Guild f ror
Director Edgar G. Ulmer ami
directed the first scene Aug. £

Several big independents vrho have in the past contributed

a healthy share of the big budget pictures to the over-all program, are
today unable to get their pictures before the cameras
Nobody can

•

from

trumpet accomplishmenj^h
already earned him a nWl'
music's hall of fame.
With the casting out of tl
way, there came the big pro
lem of production. Samu
Rheiner. vice-president ar
general manager of Feder
Films, was the first to arrive
New York, two months befo:
production started. Rheine
fortunately, had the bac
ground of an early career
legitimate stage work in Ne
York, when he was an assistai
to Boris Morros, then head
the vast Paramount Theatr*
operations throughout the coui
try. Rheiner smoothly pav(
the way for future operation
He assured labor leaders th{
there would be no wholesale in
portations from Hollywood an
that local workers would a
ways get the preference. Tl
result was a wholehearted sui
port from the many lATS!
unions and from the New Yoi
branch of the Screen Actoi
Guild. The musicians unioi <
realizing the importance of tli
picture, gave every possible d

matter

of

fact,

other than the installation of equip-

▼
MORROS

T
also laugh off the old bugaboo

picture help is cornered in Hollywood

in producing

"Carnegie

Hall"

(Continued on Next Text Page)

they

had

to

use

rpHE
importations
-■- lywood
were very from
few — Hoi
fa
in the minority. The acting cast
selected with a view of fiUini
the various highly dramatic
roles in the picture, brough
from the West Coast onh
Marsha Hunt, William Prince
Martha O'Driscoll and Franl
McHugh. In New York the pro
ducers (Turn
found
such sterling per'
to Next Text Page)
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Brooks Costune Ccmpany
1150 Avenue of the ^Vmerioas
ITen York 19, N.''.
Attention:

Messrs. Blurtberg and Stroook

Gentlemen:

CflRflEGI[ HALL

I want to express ny thanks anfi appreciation to you
for your wonderful cooperation in the handliii!- of oil
of our costume requlreir.ents for our production "Carnegie
Hall" .
Your costiimes were beautiful, and better yet, your service was prompt.
Therefore, it gives ne great pleasure
to write this to you after our manj- years of association
in the Industry.
Yery sincerely yours,
FILMa

SR:p

1 Rheiner
President
and
General Manager

^CARNEGIE

Management
Danny M. Winkler
Hollywood
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is the
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INC.

S2nd STREET
(Sole Eastern Distributors of Mole Richardson Equipment)

NEW

YORK

Complete
Responsibility

To Boris Morros and William Le Baron
AND

THEIR ASSOCIATES

SAMUEL RHEINER and JOHN ZMN
SINCERE APPRECIATION

FOR SELECTING THE

Reeves Sound Studios is proud

MAX RICHARD AGENCY

to have had the complete responsibility forsound recording
the Federal Films production,

1776

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY,

N. Y.

as the iNew York casting office for their
MAGNIFICENT
MUSICAL PRODUCTION

"CARNEGIE HALL

"Carnegie Hall."

rr

..MAX RICHARD

Due to the magnitude of the
sound recording job, it was
necessary to develop and adopt
special sound equipment capable
of recording with highest fidelity
the elaborate musical effects in
this production, the largest ever
filmed in New York.

"CARNEGIE

HALL"

IS ONE
MORE
MILESTONE
ENVIABLE CASTING RECORD.

We

IN

A

TRUL

acknowledge with grateful

appreciation the outstanding
publicity and exploitation
achievements accomplished by
"ril Tell The World" Dave Epstein and his associate, Murphy

The Reeves staff — specialists in
sound — offers producers the
finest in equipment and facilities

McHenry, in behalf of

"CARNEGIE

HALL"

including their new studio building at 304 East 44th Street.
REEVES

SOUND

STUDIOS

1600 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Boris Morros, William Le Baron
and Cast

i

''Carnegie Hall"
Side Glances

"Carnegie Hall"
Shatters a Myth
I Concluded from Lost Text Page

formers as Hans Yaray, Joseph
Buloff, Eola Galli. Jackie Ayres.
Harold Dyrenforth, Emile Boreo.
Joyce others.
Slattery, D'Artega
and many
General
first
step inManager
New YorkRheiner's
was to
build up a solid block of key
men, all drawn from Manhattan's cinematic ranks. For his
production manager, he got
George Ackerson, Jr. The deal
for sound recordings on the
new, vastly improved Western
Electric equipment, had been
made with the Reeves Sound
Studio and Walter Hicks was
signed as the sound recording
supervisor, while the cinematographer honors went to William Miller. Sal J. Scoppa, Jr.,
was assigned the job of assistant
director and Jack Delacy was
taken on as second assistant.
Fred C. Ryle was installed as
director of makeup. Casting of
"bits" and extras was entrusted
to the Max Richard agency.

Maxd Ree
HOUGH
ALTfrom
Hollywoo
as artcame
di-'
rector and costume supervisor,
he surrounded himself with
New York assistants and entered into a deal with the
Brooks Costuming Company
for the creation of all special
clothes and the rental of period
apparel. By the same token,
Fred Feitshans came from Hollywood as supervising film editor, but he engaged his entire
staff in New York and made his
headquarters at the De Luxe
lab. Ed Bagley, a veteran of
motion picture work, was signed
on as still cameraman and the
work of printing, retouching
and processing the stills was
assigned to Harold Burla's ,
Film Fotos, Inc.
|
"Carnegie Hall," the most
pretentious and exjDensive motion picture ever made in its
entirety away from Hollywood,
now awaits the public's verdict
of the faith of Boris Morros
and William Le Baron to film
the entire production in its native locale, New York.

and executives
brought
HOUSING
the stars,
playert.Concluded

from

Last Text

Paget

hundreds of extras and scores of bit players

They had no trouble

in locating them
When
they had the tremendous
"calls"
ior
audiences in the Hall, there were plenty of makeup experts and hairdressers available
They had all their costuming done in Manhattan and the lighting equipment — far more than required for any
normal Hollywood picture — was supplied by Charles Ross
When
a huge demand was made for D.C. electricity, the Consolidated Edison
had great transformers installed in a matter of hours

•
•
•
BOTH
LeBARON
AND
MORROS
are most high in their
praise of the labor union men and women who worked for them
Not once during the long period of production was there a ripple of
trouble — not even when the elevator operators in Carnegie Hall conveniently picked noon time on a day when more than 100 musicians
were working to call a jurisdictional strike and throw pickets across
the doors through w^hich everybody working on the picture would have
to pass on return from lunch
LeBoron
and Morros recount how
a call to union headquarters brought the 'Tsig boys" hurrying to Carnegie Hall and when it was discovered that the strike was jurisdictional
and unauthorized, shooting went right stroight ahead

New York
"Carnegie
Hall'
proved
one for
of the
biggest Jj^blems facing the producers. ^P.vever, they enjoyed fine cooperation from various hotels, with
the result that their people wer.
scattered to the Hampshir*:
House. Essex House, Grea:
Northern Hotel, St. Moritz Hotel and several others.

that proble
offeredm difficul
ivas ah-eating
rHEother
ties. In Holly ivood studios hav'
their oicn restaurants in order
to afford quick luncheon servict
and not prolong the noon houi
So Producers Le Baron an>
Morros made a deal with tht
Casino Russe, adjoining Carnegie Hall, for a special dining
room there. When shooting wa^
moved to Movietone Studios.
sandwiches and coffee icert
brought in each noon.
^

•

•

•

IF THERE WAS

ANOTHER

of "Carnegie Hall," it was that this is the first time in the history of
motion pictures that a major production has been made on a five-day
week
Hollywood people said it would be "too expensive" — would
add too many days of shooting to the already lengthy schedule
LeBoron and Morros decided to find out
Today they are firm believers in the five-day week and do not hesitate to say that it adds to
the general efficiency of the entire organization and makes for a much
more contented group of workers
In addition to that, it gove Producers LeBaron and Morros and their key executives a full Saturday in
which to map the next week's work, instead of having to resort to
hasty Sunday afternoon confabs

• •
history

"CARNEGIE HAIL" IS CERTAIN to make motion picture
It is without doubt the most pretentious musical undertaking of its kind in the history of the theater, since the cast, in addition fo the Hollywood players, encompasses such outstanding names as
Leopold Stokowski, Jascha Heifetz, Rise Stevens, Lily Pons, Gregor
Piatigorsky, Artur Rubinstein, Fritz Reiner, Ezio Pinza, Jan Peerce, Bruno
Walter, Charles Previn, Olin Downes, Artur Rodzinski, Walter Damrosch. The Vatican Choir, the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Vaughn Monroe and His Orchestra and Harry James

•

•

•

•

IF THE PICTURE IS GREAT~and

those who hcve been

fortunate enough to see the "rushes" say it is — it is a lasting tribute to
the foresight and determination of William LeBaron and Boris Morros
in their three years of tireless work which preceded the first "shot"
on August 5, a shot, incidentally, which literally was heard around the
world because it was directed by none other than New York's popular
mayor, William O'Dwyer

«

«

«

^

^

significant factor in the making

»

»

»

vJ ros made 18 Boris
round Mortrip
pO-PRODUCER
flights from Hollywood to New
York making arrangements for
"Carnegie Hall" in the three
years of preparation before the
actual filming
^ started.
^ ^

/CONSOLIDATED EDISON
U COMPANY, getting a belated order for the heavy extra
D.C. poiver needed for shooting,
put 112 ynen to ivork in three
shifts during a 24 hour period \
to bring in * the *needed
* juice.

THREE
different birthday ]
parties were held during the
filming. The first was for Direc- '
tor Edgar G. Ulmer, the second
for Marsha Hunt and the third
for Vaughn Monroe.
:»:

^

^s

rriHE acoustics in Carnegie
1. Hall were declared by sound
experts to be the most remarkably perfect of any found anywhere, with the possible exception of the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City. With
the Hall completely empty, a
pin dropped on the stage floor
could be heard in the last row
[of the gallery, a distance of
almost a full city black.

•raE»«e
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P'wood Unions in
loint Agreement

)
(Continued from Page 1)
13 a jurisdictional dispute between
'le Conference of Studio Unions and
•ihe ^^ernational
>ina_—
fried on amidAlliance
picketingLocals
and
ijiass demonstrations for nine
■jionths when an arbitrational deci|on was handed down in favor of
"he lA. After a short period of peace
•jie CSU again weni out on strike
jgainst the studio. However, the
jurtain on this strike may be rung
'^^iown
over thea week-end.
Following
telephone conference
l-ith AFL arbitrators, W. C. Birthlight, speaking from Indianapolis
'.nd Felix Knight, speaking from
I|lansas City, the following statement
ii^as issued by the representatives of
,iie unions and the Screen Actors
'l-uild, who participated in the con'ab.

DAILY

SOPEG-Distrib. Salary
Negotiations Broken Off
Extended negotiations concerning
salary increases for employes in the
front" offices of the Loew's, United
Artists, Columbia and 20th-Fox exchanges were reported ,to have broken off between Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild representatives and company officials.
Previously the front office employes had rejected an offer of a
five per cent increase. Following
this move they voted authority to the
SOPEG executive board to call a
strike when negotiations collapsed.
In subsequent :alks the companies
doubled their offer. It, too, was rejected. T-he wage issue is the sole
factor in the negotiations.
A complete report on the situation
will be given the entire SOPEG
membership at a meeting to be held
Wednesday at the Capitol Hotel.

Texas Critics to Attend
Disney Atlanta Premiere

!| Decision in Favor of lATSE
uj "As a result of this telephone conference it is felt that many misunDallas — Clay Bailey, amusements
lerstandings have been cleared up editor of the Dallas Daily Times
^ind that progress has been made to- Herald, will attend the premiere of
,rard the settlement of the jurisdic- the Disney-RKO Radio "Song of The
South" in Atlanta Nov. 12. Also
' resent
onal issue
the from
strike. whichThe precipitated
two arbitrators
Texas will go Ida Belle Hicks,
motion
picture editor of the Ft.
^-rformed the group in Hollywood
slinat they had not issued a clarifica- Worth Star Telegram; Mildred
Lon statement
in August,
1946, Stockard of the Houston Chronicle
^hich in any way changed their orig- and Paul Hochuli of the Houston
lal award of Dec, 1945.
Press, both motion picture editors
of their papers.
[• "In answer to a direct quesL tion, the arbitrators said that
Charles M. Hellig Dies
r their award gave the erection of
^ sets on the stages to the lATSE.
Chicago — Charles M. Hellig, former veteran theater owner is dead.
^ In answer to repeated questions
His wife and six children survive.
^ the arbitrators stated that sets
I built or erected on stages come
Burial was at Waldheim Cemetery
last Friday.
1 within jurisdiction of the lATSE.
"The participants
at Hollyattended the AFL convention in
wood read to the arbitrators the
Chicago working for the arbitration
so-called clarification as received
of the strike.
in Hollywood from the headquarters of the AFL. The arbitrators
W. C. Doherty, the 3rd AFL arbi[ said that this was not their
trator was unable to participate in
' clarification and the arbitrators
the conference, having to fly to
Europe on governmen: mission. The
' read
over
the telephone
the
representatives of the various unions
I complete minutes of their com1^ mittee meeting
of August
16,
that met Thursday night and sponi 1946, which differed in many desored the telephone conference held
a meeting Saturday.
j tails from the clarification as
L received in Hollywood. The minCSU still Wants Contract
1; utes of the arbitrators' meeting
It was not know as yet Friday
1^ made
clear
to all they
had
night whether a demonstration
i( awarded
jurisdiction over the
scheduled for Saturday morning would
ii erection of sets on the stages to
proceed. Originally planned for the
demonstration were the District Cart lATSE."
'f Those signing the statement were
penters Council, which has 30,000
i erbert J. Sorrell, president of the
members, the District Painters Coun^:SU; Roy Tindall, of the IBEW;
cil with 16,000 members and the Conframes Skelton, representing
studio
ference of Studio Unions with 7,000
Arnold,
Edward
and
Sarpenters union
members to report at 5 a.m. opposite
ene Kelly, George Murphy and the Gower St. entrance of Columbia
onald Reagan of the SAG, who had studios. The Gower St. point was to
serve only as an assembly point and
CSU leaders had refused details of
where the demonstrators would go
from there.
Prior to this telephone conference
VIRGINIA
BRUCE
is getting penicillin CSU officials indicated they would
ots against possibility of pneumonia
in still demand adequate arbitration
machinery being set up to settle all
John's Hospital. Santa Monica, Cal.
future jurisdictional disputes and a
CAROLE LANDIS is a patient in St. John's contract between their union and the
ospital, Santa Monica, Cal., suffering from
acute abdominal condition.
No surgery producers be signed before their
members returned to the studios.
indicated.

SICK REPORT

Cameras of Tomorrow
Blue-Printed for Army
(Continued from Page 1)
Engineers convention by H. H. Warcomair material
ren,
mand atrepresenting
Wright Field,
Dayton, 0.,
who declared that aerial cameras of
the future must be able to stop effects of supersonic speeds and be
carried in rocket or projectile as well
as aircraft.
War-developed cameras, Warren
said, as technically advanced as they
; are, will be outmoded as new equipment is developed to meet needs of
increasingly faster aircraft reaching into stratosphere. A camera of
tomorrow, he declared, based on
present S-7 continuous strip camera,
will provide color pictures which
will divulge product of a manufacturing plant by its smoke, residue or
raw products. This camera will
chart heights and depths of world
in color.
Warren disclosed the existence of
a camera for jet-propelled aircraft
which, when used almost six miles
up, can take a picture covering 100
square other
miles
on'e exposure.
Ancamera ondescribed
was stereoscopic in type, provides an exposure
200 feet long by nine inches wide
without break in continuity. Used
to photograph beaches at Okinawa
and around Normandy, resultant color exposures proved invaluable in
charting the invasions there.
"While the Air Corps and entire
photographic industry may be proud
oi tnese cameras, tney are smaply
crude, experimental models of tomorrow's photographic equipment," he
said. "Research and research alone
will get our cameras into stratosphere to road map future at super-

Rushing Canvass
On Distrib. Alternate
(Continued from Page 1)
of the time restrictions, but Levy
expressed the opinion that the board
members and the unit leaders would
represent
a fair cross-section.
While MPTOA
leaders apparently
prefer the defendants' proposal, involving the guarantee of some run,
to competitive bidding, their first
choice would be to have the court
eliminate the unlawful practices
complained of and then permit the
industry to go on as any other business, developing lawful systems of
competition. That recommendation
was made in the MPTOA brief filed
on Oct. 17.
"In my opinion as a lawyer," Levy
said Friday, "the MPTOA _ plan of
open-door competition, discarding
auction selling and enjoining unlawful practices found by the court,
would rid the industry of the evils
complained of. Thereafter, parties
could evolve all legitimate methods
of competition that are customary in
all other fields of industry. If an
illegal system of competition should
result, then the Department of Justice could step in again."

Mexico's President-Elect
Slated to Visit Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)
wake of a foreign managers meeting at the MPAA on Friday.
The Aleman visit to the American
film capital is regarded as both important and significant. Recently,
been conflicting statespeeds."
C. sonic
Kunzmann,
convention vice- there have
ments as to the policy which the
president, reported an attendance of new Mexican national administration
almost 400, highest of any society
would adopt
American
meeting on the West Coast.
tribution toward
below the Rio
Grande. disAmerican production activities in
Mexico have shown an increase during the past year, and if normal
conditions prevail will be further
expanded in 1947.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
American penetration of the Mexican exhibition field is also expected
Hollywood — Theaters equipped
with television and offering visual to be stepped up. Trans-Lux, which
programs of important news and has been eyeing the potentialities,
sports even.ts as they happen, as well is understood to have acquired the
as film fare, are foreseen by Ralph Prado, now nearing completion in
the Mexican capital. House will be
B. Austrian,
vision Corp. president of RKO Telea first-run.
"Theater television will make it
possible for theaters to become an
amusement and cultural center of
the neighborhood,"
declares. Under one roof,Austrian
patrons can

Austrian Sees Tele
In Major Theater Role

STORK REPORTS

get movies, music, current happenings, radio, sporting events, plays,
and personal appearances.
Research scientists and engineers,
he holds, will make this possible by
developing a technically feasible theater television system for the motion picture and television industry.
As an instance of entertainment possibilities of theater television, Austrian points out that the Kentucky
Derby, which is now seen by a
capacity crowd of 65,000 can be telecast to theaters throughout the country,
an eye-witness
trackproviding
view to over
eleven million.race-

Henri Michaud, Paramount's assistant general manager f^r Continental Europe, North Africa and
the Middle East, is passing out bottles of champagne, in celebration of
the recent arrival of a son to Mrs.
Michaud in Paris.
Dave Bader, publisher of the 16
Millimeter Reporter, became a father
when a six-pound daughter, Ellen
Pauline, was born to Mrs. Bader
Thursday at Woman's Hospital. This
is their first child.

He interprets with iigiit,
• This scene, from the moment of its conception, had dramatic possibilities. But it
was the director of photography who made
them more than possibilities.
His was the creative skill, the spectacular, interpretive use of light that produced
actual drama, vivid, gripping . . . his the
perceptive use of photography that made
the scene an intense moment of visual
reality.

EASTMAN

E. BRULATOUR,

FORT

LEE

under which he's working. That's why he
so often prefers Eastman Plus-X for general studio and outdoor use . . . and why
he turns to Eastman Super-XX for use
under adverse lighting conditions.

KODAK

ROCHESTER
J.

To get the utmost from his special skill,
his creative ability, the director of photography naturally wants a superior film, one
on which he can depend, one perfectly
suited to the conditions and circumstances
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NDIES FAVOR ROUNDTABLE ARBITRATION
■I'woocl Strike End Blocked by lATSE Dispute

orrell Respects Picket
lines Thrown Up by lA
m Technicians Local

P

rest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Requiem Mass at St. Ignatius Loyola Church This Morning
To be Widely Attended by Industry Reps.

DAILY

Hollywood — Newest obstacle in
ians to settle the studio strike is
ie fight between Film Technicians
;')cal 683, lATSE, and Roy Brewer,
ternational representative of the
^TSE.
fiHerbert K. Sorrell, president of
fe Conference of Studio Unions,
'id that the CSU had pledged sup.rt to Local 683 and if 683 pickets
mmercial laboratories or studios
Hintaining their own laboratory,
(Continued on Page 4)

Funeral services for Jules E. Brulatour will be held this morning at
the St. Ignatius Loyola Church, 84th
St. and Park
Ave., and sentatives
repreof the

film industry, including Eastern
toppers, are expected in large
numbers to pay
their last respects
to one of the
pioneers of motion pictures. The
president of Jules
E. Brulatour, Inc.,
distributors of
Eastman motion
rashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The September ad- picture film, died
issions tax collections, on August Saturday after an lULES E. BRULATOUR
of a few
isiness, continued to run at the illness
weeks.
cent high levels of from six to ten
Born in New Orleans, Brulatour
illion above the corresponding fig•€ of a month ago. While the tally
om Broadway showed a to-be-ex?cted Summer slump, nationally the
ake" was even higher than a month
I
(Continued on Page 4)

38,559,484 August
licket Tax Yield

Cole Sees Ultimate
Theater Divorcement

on Herberg on Stand
1 Seattle Trust Suit
Seattle— Plaintiffs in the $500,000
;amage action of the Theater Investent Co. and the Venetian Theater
?ainst 13 distributors and exhibil<rs, chargkig conspiracy to monopize distribution of pictures, will
(Continued on Page 7)

WB ''Big Sleep'' Sets
Playing Time Record
In its first 800 bookings, WB's
"The Big Sleep," was held over for
more than the normal playing time
in 788 situations, a new record for
Warner releases. Pic also played
day-and-date in two to four theaters
in more spots than any previous
production.

Overtures Would Have To
Come From Distributors,
Exhibitors Contend

PIX TOPPERS AT BRULATOUR RITES

Dallas — Col. H. A. Cole, president
of Texas Allied, yesterday predicted
Governmental restrictions on crosslicensing and the ultimate divestiture
of theaters by major distributors.
Speaking at the 27th annual conven(Continued on Page 7)

came to New York in 1898 after being associated with the Mnahattan
Optical Co. and Lumiere North
American Co., he became president
of Motion Picture Sales Co., which
consisted of a group of independent

the distributor-defendants in the
New York equity case, provided the
distributors make the overtures. This
was indicated yesterday by several
independent theater men who asserted that any arbitration system
would have to come from outside the
For expressions of grief by trade final decree, pointing out that arbitration would have to be voluntary.
leaders, East and West, on the death
The independents, according to a
of Jules E. Brulatour, turn to Page 5.
(Continued on Page 6)
producers. He was an organizer of
Universal Film Co. and was elected
its first president. In 1912 he
acquired the United States disti'ibution rights to Eastman motion .picture film. From then on he was active
in various motion picture companies
Whether the Department of Jusand svadios in the East. For his
tice will appeal from the acquittal
efi:"orts in the first World War he of Griffith Amusement Co. and rewas awarded the Ribbon of the
lated circuits on charges of anti(Continued on Page 5)
trust law violations may be determined this week. Robert L. Wright,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, is taking a brief vacation
(Continued on Page 6)

D of J's Decision on
Griffith Appeal Near

AITO Drops ATA With
No Consideration

Metropolitan MPTA to
Elect Directors Friday
Des Moines — The ATA has been

dropped by the Allied-Independent
Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska and failed to reach the floor
for consideration at the mid-year
meeting held in Des Moines. Al(Continued on Page 7)

4,000 Pix Nmt in '43
$250,86
Reported Before Taxes by 3,572 Companies
Washington

SWG Proxy Bids Price
To Debate Cain Plan
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Byron Price, vicepresident of MPAA, who assailed
"thought control" angles of the Cain
Plan at the recent NAB convention
in Chicago, has been invited by Em(Continued on Page 2)

Independent exhibitor interests appear to be willing to discuss arbitration procedure with

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Treasury today
reported that 3,572 pix firms filing
1943 tax returns showed a net income of $250,864,000 before taxes.
The reports included 2,714 showingnet income of $255,027,000 and 838
with no net income reporting a net
loss of $4,163,000.
Compiled net profit less total tax
(Continued on Page 7)

Directors of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theaters Association
will be elected Friday at a membership meeting in the Century Bldg.
The association was formed to
(Continued on Page 4)

Netv Kahane Pact
Adds To Authority
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— ^Columbia's
newKahane,
longterm
contract
gives B. B.
veepee of the company for the past
10 years, broadened powers. He will
take ever supervision of all production matters not personally handled
by Prexy Harry Cohn. Before joining Columbia in August, 1936,
Kahane was president of RKO-Radio.
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MOREY GOLDSTEIN, Monogram sales manager, is spending the week in Boston.
W. F. KRUSE, manager of the Bell & Howell
film department, in New York today for conferences.
ROY ROGERS planed out to Hollywood
day, after run at the Stadium.
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Am. Seat
Bell & Howell
Columbia
Picts
Columbia Picfs. pfd..
Gen. Prec. Eq

221/2
18
231/4
851/4
24

221/2
17
23
851/4
231/2

221/2 —
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851/4 —
231/2 —
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Chg.
1
%
%
1/4
II/2

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
Republic
Picts
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26
26
—
%
301/4 291/8 29% — 1
161/8 15% 15%—
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8%
8
814 —- 11/4Vz
%
Republic Picts. pfd... 143^ 14% 143^
20th Century-Fox ... 41
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Universal
Pict
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-— '4
Warner
Bros
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3/%8
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Monogram
Picts.
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5V8 5%
Radio-Keith
cvs.
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51/4 51/4
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Sonotone
Corp
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3%
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AGNEW, Vanguard vice-president, returned yesterday from the Coast.
HYATT DAAB, a member of the Vanguard
publicity staff on the Coast, arrived here yesterday from England on the Franconia.
PAUL GUSDANOVIC, Cleveland theater circuit owner and MRS. GUSDANOVIC, leave
Nov. 16 to spend the Winter in Miami, Fla.
SAM SEPLOWIN, Republic district manager,
is in Cleveland, 0., meeting with branch manager Norman Levin and salesmen Tom Alley
and
1946-47Irving
salesShiftman
policy. to discuss the company's
GLENN COOK, production manager at Monogram, is on a two-week vacation in Tucson.
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK will arrive in New
York from the Coast tomorrow. He will be
accompanied by MRS. FITZPATRICK and will be
stopping at the Hampshire House.
MILTON J. SALZBURG, president of Pictorial Films, Inc., is on a month's sales trip
which will finally take him to Hollywood for
one week before returning to New York.
BEN H. ADLER, M. H. REHAUT, H. P. BROOKS
and A. R. STRAUSS, of the Adier Silhouette
Letter Co., Chicago, will attend the equipment
manufacturers and dealers joint convention in
Toledo
Nov. 8-11.
BETTE DAVIS and her husband, WILLIAM
GRANT SHERRY, arrive in New York on Friday
en route to New
Hampshire.
PAT DUCGAN, Samuel Coldwyn veepee, arrives today with his wife, LIBBE BLOCK, author
of "Wild Calendar." Duggan is here to confab
on plans for New York preeming of "The Best
Years of Our Lives."
DONALD HYDE, vice-president of United
States Pictures, arrives in New York on Thursday from Warners'
studio.

200 at Zucker-Miller
Cleveland Testimonial

JOHN J. FRIEDL, president of Minnesota
Amusement Co., Minneapolis, is vacationing in
Texas.
BEN MARCUS, Columbia Midwest division
manager,
is at the Minneapolis exchange.
WILLIAM G. BRENNER, head of the M-G-M
field
auditing
department,
back Minneapolis.
from a week's
trip to
Milwaukee,
Chicago isand
E. M. SAUNDERS, assistant to William F.
Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager of M-'C-M, is in Seattle and will return
sometime next week.
CAROL BRANDT, Eastern story head for
M-G-M, will sail from London on the Queen
Elizabeth Nov. 11 after approximately two
months in Europe.
BEN

ROSE sails for London on Nov.

14.

THOMAS J. BRANDON, prexy of Brandon
Films, returned to New York yesterday after a
three-month
industry
survey in Europe.
6DWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA Eastern sales
manager, and ABE DICKSTEIN, his assistant,
have
returned from a week-end business trip
to Scranton.
ROSELLA

CALLAHAN,

syndicate contact at

UA, has returned from a week's honeymoon
trip to the Mountain Top Club in Chittenden,
Vt.
DAVID GOULD, UA manager in Puerto Rico,
arrived yesterday
for home
office conferences.
MARGARET ETTINGER arrives today from
the Coast via Chicago.
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal-International
Southern and Canadian sales manager, left
New York yesterday for Dallas.

Cleveland, 0.— More than 200
tended the Lester Zucker-Dave IM
ler testimonial dinner at the Stat
Hotel last night.
the for
prominent
filmAmong
men here
the eventout-of-tc
were Fi
Myers, Universal Eastern div-isi.
manager; division
Sam Galanty,
Mid-East
manager;Co' Bo
Kranze, assistant general sales m:
ager for J. Arthur Rank Prodi
tions; Maurice Bergman, head
Universal publicity and advertisi
in the East; John Osborne a
George Otte, Wheeling, W. Vii
Jerry Spandau, Elmo Lux, Richa
Walsh, Constantine Basil, Geor.
MacKenna, Sam Yellen, Max Yelk
Robert Murphy, all of Buffalo; He
man Stahl, Oil City; Harry Stal
Sharon; William Weiss, McKee
port; Francis Guehl, Pittsburg
Harry Feinstein, Pittsburgh;
Prinsen, Youngstown; Martin
Smith,Armstrong,
Nat Charnas,
Jack A.O'Conne
Jack
Toledo;
G. Co
stant, Chris Velas, Leon Veli
George Delis, Nat Walkin.

LOUIS J. KAUFMAN, Warner circuit executive, is in Cleveland for a few days.

Frank
Vincent,
Talent W.
Agent
Dead H'woc
at 64

Pictorial Films Will
Release Yorke Shorts

IVest Coast Bureau

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pictorial Films, subsidiary of Pathe Industries, will release for 1947-48 an undisclosed number of information and entertainSWG Prexy Bids Price
ment shorts produced by Emerson
To Debate Cain Plan
Yorke Studios of New York.
While attending the SMPE con(Continued from Page 1)
vention here, exec, producer Yorke
met Lavery, president of the Screen consummated deal with Milton SalzWriters Guild, to publicly debate the
burg of Pictorial.
issue. The telegraphed invitation
pointed out the SWG at the first your suggestion that as a reporter
meeting on the plan unanimously I omitted any pertinent fact. I am
voted a special guarantee as to free- aware that the sponsors of the plan
dom of thought in all scripts to be are on record as saying they do not
handled by it.
intend to exercise censorship. Doubtless this is a sincere expression of
The vsrire went on: "I ask you now,
in .justice to the whole industry and good intentions, but surely you know
to the Screen Writers Guild, to give that in its climb to power every
both sides of this story to the public totalitarian undertaking in history
without delay. I propose that you has left the stairway strewn with
meet lue and discuss this issue in similar expressions.
"You must know also that in spite
public before any forum of your
choosing. I feel that the last para- of a specific congressional prohibition against censorship contained in
graphs of your speech in Chicago
convey such a gross misrepresenta- the existing communications act,
tion of what American writers are many broadcasters are deeply conafter in the AAA that we both owe
cerned at this moment over what
it to the industry to clarify the par- they regard as censorship. The power
ticular issue of control without to license is the power to censor and
what I sought to emphasize was the
The following telegram was sent great danger involved in the erection of such a power regardless of
yesterday
to Emmet Lavery, presidelay."
dent of Screen Writers Guild, by good intentions of the architect.
Byron Price, chairman of the board of
"I am glad to give you this explaAssociation of Motion Picture Pronation of the views of one American
ducers, in an-swer to a previous wire because you asked for it. However, I
from Lavery:
see no reason why I should enter into
"Dear Emmet: In my brief Chi- a public debate with you, nor would
cago reference to the Authors Au- it be proper for me to do so since
thority Project I made no pretense ultimate position of the Screen
of telling the whole story in detail. Writers Guild is one for determinaHowever, I disagi'ee completely with
tion solely by its members."

of THE
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Hollywood — ^Frank W. Vincent, 6
who was a leading Hollywood agei
for 14 years and who was operate,
on last week, died Sunday. He wi
for many years an executive i
vaudeville and at one time vie
president of the RKO circuit.
He was an officer of the recently
formed Independent Artists Corp
and as an agent represented man
stars, such as: Gary Grant, Edwar.
Marshall,
Rita Joel
Hayworth
and Herbe'
othe:
G.
Robinson,
McCrea,
His oldest brother, Walter W.,
the Wilmer & Vincent circuit, aii
rives tonight. The funeral service
are tentatively set for Friday after
noon at the Forest Lawn cemetei-j
The Vincent agency will continu
to function under the guidance o
Frederick W. Brisson, E. T. Somyl
and Leonard Gesas as office manage
and Donald Sharpe in charge of ra
dio operations.

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributors

Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St.. New York 19, N. Y.
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"THE VERDICT" COMES FROM WA^If^

DAILY

D of J's Decision On
Griffilii Appeai Near
(Continued from Page 1)
following the termination of hearings on the New York equity case
and during his holiday he expects to
read the decision of Judge Edgar S.
Vaught, of the U. S. District Court
for the Western District of Ok ahoma, who found the Griffith company not guilty.
Wiight was unable to lead tne_ de
cision while finishing up the U. S.
Depar+.vs. Paramount case. o.jThe
days, from
ment of Justice has
Oct. 9, to file an appeal. Sources
close to the D of J are of the
opinion that the Goveriiment will
appeal from the verdict.

L, C. Griffith Improves;
Condition Still Serious

INDUSTRY MOURNS FOR BRULATOUR
'
(Continued from Page 5)
^^— ^— ^— ^^
I have not only lost a close personal friend of many years' standing, whose
advice andneip nas always oeen an inspiration .lo me, but tne industry
has lost one oi its foremost constructive personalities. The loss of the
vision, the charitable impulses, and tne Keen unaerstanfling of Jules
iirulatour will be lelt for a long time to come."
JACK COHN, executive vice-president, Columbia:
"ine deach oi Jules E. Brulatour is a very great shock and a true
bereavement to all wno knew nim m a personal or a business way. 1 was
fortunate in counting liini among my ciose personal frienas. He was one
of the first men i met m early motion pictures. That was back in 19uy,
when he sold us tne nrst piece ot raw scocK we could duy in America. Uur
association througn all tnese years, tnougn, was closer than one of mere
business. Few knew mm for so long as i did; I watched his upward career
to the heights of success with admiration and atfection. He was a real
pioneer in thought and deed — truly, a wonderful man whose passing is an
irreparable loss."
GRADWELL L. SEARS, vice-president. United Artists:
"iViy deepest sympathy goes to the family of Juies Brulatour in their
hour of bereavement. Ihey, as well as his wide circle of friends in the
motion picture industry, have lost a tx'ue and courageous Iriend. His
resourceiulness, his genial manner and radiant charm will be sorely

missed by all."
EUGENE ARNSTEIN,
secretary-treasurer. Film Classics:
Oklahoma City — L. C. Griffith,
"The great contributions that Jules Brulatour made in philanthropy,
cirstern
Southwe
president of two
cuits, is considerably better but still society and industry will be greatly missed."
after a month's ROBERT L. LIPPERT, executive vice-president. Screen Guild Prods.:
in serious
in St. nAnthony Hospital
ment conditio
confine
"The industry as well as America has lost a great pioneer. My hearthere, attendants said yesterday.
felt sympathies go out to his family."
nment's WILLL4M M. PIZOR, foreign manager, Screen Guild Prods.:
e int Gover
decreagains
final suit
A rust
him and his
anti-t
"Jules Brulatour was one of the industry's greatest figures. His loss is
companies was entered late last week
by Federal Judge Edgar S. Vaught NED
truly
grievous."
E. DEPINET, executive vice-president and vice-chairman, RKO:
here. Judge Vaught earlier had
found defendants not guilty.
"Jules Brulator was both a pioneer and a friend of this great business.
He entered the industry at a time when it took courage and foresight to
see its possibilities.
His pioneering spirit was an inspiration for many
Q-Hut
Denver Suburb Gets
who climbed the ladder of success. His loss is a great one."
Fox Intermountain House
J. J. O'CONNOR, vice-president. Universal:
"The passing of Jules Brulatour removes an important figtue from the
Denver — Post-war adaptation of motion picture industry, one who will be difficult to replace."
construc- C. D. PRUTZMAN, vice-president, Universal:
the Quonset Hut to theater
tion will be unveiled tomorrow at
"The community and the motion picture industry have lost a real friend
suburban Aurora, by Fox 670Interand with the death of Jules Brulatour."
mountain. The house seats
W. A. SCULLY, vice-president. Universal:
Steel Diviwas built by the Stran Steel
"The motion picture industry has lost one of its most important pioneers
Corp.
Lakes
sion of the Great
in the death of Jules E. Brulatour.
Like the others in the industry, I feel
Fire"40."
Quonset
It is a standard
a
great
personal
loss.".
proof, and utilizing a minimum of
materials, the unit was made into a NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president, Loew's, Inc.:
"Jules Brulatour was a friend of mine for 40 years. He was a part of the
theater by the addition of a brick industry
and loved by all. His passing is a great loss to me and to those
insulaof
application
the
and
front
in the motion picture business."
tion having acoustical properties.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK, vice-president, 20th Century-Fox:
"Jules Brulatour was one of the industry's pioneer men of vision."
lA State Group in Kcaisas
STEVE BROIDY, president, Monogram:
Topeka, Kan.— Fifteen local lATSE
"Jules Brulatour is gone but what he stood for as a man and accomunions in Kansas have organized a
plished as an executive will continue to live in the industry to which he
state association. Charles H. Gresty
of Arkansas local 641 was elected contributed so much."
secretary. Vice-President Felix D HENRY GINSBERG, vice-president. Paramount:
"The motion picture industry lost one of its most beloved leaders and
Snow presided at the Topeka meet- pioneers
with the death of Jules Brulatour.
I was fortunate to be one of
ing.
his friends for more than a quarter of a century and I, with those other
friends, mourn his passing."
LEO SPITZ, chairman, Universal-International:
"It was with deep regret that I learned of the death of Jules Brulatour.
As a pioneer in the motion picture industry, he contributed a great deal
to the development and progress of the industry.
His passing will be
mourned by all of us."
Vanderpant-Shelly
WILLIAM GOETZ, president, Universal-International:
Vancouver — Catherina Vander"The motion picture industry has lost a valued friend and co-worker in
pant was married to Leon Shelly, the death of Jules Brulatour.
His sei-vice to the industry was long and
president of Vancouver Motion Pic- valuable, and his passing will be deeply felt by those who knew and worked
tures. They are honeymooning in
California.
LOUIS
B. MAYER, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer:
with him."
"In the passing of Jules Brulatour, the motion picture industry bows in
Feddun-Blomey
sorrow before a pioneer leader whose vision and creative energy will ever
a monument in his memory. Mr. Brulatour saw the early flicker
Vancouver — Oily Feddun, Sover- remain
eign Films cashier, was married to upon the screen and lived to behold the achievement to which he conEric Blarney of the RCAF.
tributed so greatly."

WEDDING BELLS

Tuesday, October 29,

Arbitration Huddle
Favored by Indies
(Continued from Page 1)
checkup, appear to be receptiveround-table discussion on all
ters relating to arbitration, pre
the meetings
were held witJ
company heads rather than
torneys.. While the major dd
outlined arbitration rules in
proposed
decree, bythethe
indiethat rules final
provided
del
ants would not pass the court. Tl
fore, effective arbitration mus
worked out between the exhib
and the defendants.
Speaking only for himself anc
for the Conference of Indepen
Exhibitors' Associations, Jesse
said that if the major defend
would invite all independent ii
ests
to a indie
meeting,
he didn't
that any
association
wouldbe
down the bid. Stem said he beli
the time was ripe for such a
ference and that he hoped the (
panies would start the ball m
for intra-industry unity. He sai
arbitration forum, called by the
tributors, would be a proof of thi
serted good will claimed by the
fendants during the trial.

Von Herberg on Stand
In Seattle Trust Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

finish the introduction of their t<
mony this week. The trial is
pected to continue for another mo^
On the witness stand at the W'
end adjournment was J. G. Von 1.
berg of Jensen & Von Herberg
he will continue his testimony ■w,
court resumes today. Von Herl.
testified at length regarding his 1
experience of 35 years in Seattli
a picture exhibitor with all type,
theaters. He dwelt on the prac
of clearances prior to 19-34, and
inability clearances
of the plaintiff's
oh
uniform
with theto def<
ant Neptune and Egypt Thea
since 1935 and 1936. He asserted t
the
haveEgypt
done
much Neptune
business could
as the

Neptune
Theaters under day-a
date release.
In all probability, Leroy V. Jo
son, general manager of Jenser
Von Herberg, will follow Von E
berg on the stand, and two or tl
other witnesses will complete
testimony of the plaintiffs.
Arriving in Seattle over the we J
end to attend the hearing -wi
George A. Hickey, West Coast ss^
manager for Metro from CalifoD]
and Edward Saunders, assistant gfi

eral
New sales
York. manager for M-G-M ft"'

STORK REPORTS

Six and one-half pound baby 1
was born to Mr. and Mrs. G. W. H
wig
of Nu-Art
Films.II, after
Son's his
najj
is Gordon
William,
ther.

V^
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|0 Drops ATA With
Consideration
(Continued from Page 1)
igh the trade press and evJne except independent exhib!. were barred from attending the
ness sessions, it was learned that

Minneapolis
Nahes*
Grosses Hit
Peah
Minneapolis — Double bills are
on the decline in Twin Cities nabes,
as single bills are drawing big grosses.
Nabes are reported recording the
highest b.o. takes in history, although
loop theater grosses are off slightly.

'.f^O had decided the ATA a
I *^ue and so far as the Iowa
Nebraska exhibitors were conled could remain that way.

$250,864,000 income

p'jention
was brought
up atSummer
the annual
held this
but
:'shifted to a committee for furstudy and at the mid-year meetthe committee was still studying
;iquestion.
Ue to the censorship established
;|;he new- officers of the associa: actual details of what tran:9d at the session board meetings
i; withheld. Handed out instead
a a group of objections of the
iinization.
was reported that one of the
iions for the exclusion of the press
fi the meetings was due to
eged" opposition by one of the
e papers which was said to be
'iir to independent theaters. Offi|. however, denied this was the
(»n, that the speakers had asked
the press to be excused.
j was announced that the annual
I ention of the association would
leld May 5 and 6 at Omaha,
raska. It was also announced
' regional meetings would be held
A^orfolk, Neb., Nov. 5; Wahoo,
., Nov. 12; Red Oak, la., Nov. 18;
•jrah, la., Nov. 19; Mt. Pleasant,
p. 25 and Iowa City, Nov. 26.
■ ave Palfreyman, of the Motion
I'ure Association, attended the
haon and declared he had attended
|-meeting to find out what was
p.g on in the Middle-West. When
Kd what he had found out, he reII that the exhibitors were comI ling about the checkers more
[■; anything else.
palfreyman and Jack Kirsch, NaLal Allied president, addressed the
[ness session and later spoke bey the members at the banquet in
ntion to Gov. Eobert D. Blue,
|!ide Lee of Paramount and Leon
Jiberger of RKO.
.be objections of the organiza3 as released included opposition
•ppressive monopoly and inequi!i adverse legislation and untjOnable taxation, and to protect
ibitors from any and all abuses
;a within or without the industry.

Firms in '43
By 3,572
(Continued from Page 1)

Odium to Oak Ridge
Asst. Theater Director
'eorge B. Odium
has been apj.ted assistant to Walter L. MorI director of theaters for Oak
,?e, Tenn. The so-called "Atomic
]■"
has four
theaters,Government
totalling
0 seats,
all under
ration. Profits from the theaters
-o provide free recreational activifor the citizens.
I!dlum for many years has been
I she distribution and production
i iches of the industry.

was reported at $108,697,000— $112,860,000 for those reporting income.
Dividends paid by those reporting net income included $53,377,000
in cash or assets other than own
stock and $1,610,000 in the corporation's own stock.
These same firms reported total
assets of $1,354,410,000 accounts
payable at $96,892,000; bonds, notes
and mortgages payable at $248,870,000; other liabilities at $127,948,000;
capital stock prefen-ed at $63,460,000; capital stock common at $237,141,000; surplus reserves at $127,495; surplus and undivided profits at
$482,041,000.
They reported the cost of goods
and operations for the year at $550,970,000 and compensation of officers
at $21,539,000.

Coie Sees Uilimate
Tlieater Divorcement
(Continued from Page 1)
tion of the association at the Adolphus Hotel, Col. Cole attacked the
proposed auction selling of pictures
and asserted that under prevailing
conditions, there was a "potential
law suit in every picture sold or reCol. Cole reported that 50 new
members had been- added to the organization inthe last six months and
that he expected to enroll 150 more
sold."
within a year. Maurice Wolfe, M-G-M
district manager in Boston, spoke to
the convention, advocating a slow
change in new methods and urging
a "give and take" attitude of industry problems.
Rental terms, co-operative booking and product shortage are subjects on today's agenda. A cocktail
party and banquet will wind up the
convention tonight. Seventy-one exhibitors registered yesterday.

Jerry Finnegan Dead
Portsmouth, N. H. — Jerry Finnegan, manager of the Civic, died of
a rheumatic heart. Burial was in his
home town of Springfield, Mass.

Tremann Circuit Sells One
Howard Lake, Minn. — David Byll
has purchased the Howard from the
Tremann circuit.
j
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hen it comes to bringing forth

a CHEER ... for your attractions . . . you can't
top The PRIZE BABY! His lusty voice arrests
ATTENTION

. . . and his showmaniike way of per-

forming makes him the center of ATTRACTION !
...He's HEARD!... He's SEEN!... He's PERSUASIVE!
. . . and when he goes into his act . . . it's a
lead-pipe cinch . . . that he'll have the crowd
CHEERING with him ... as he leads them . . .
right up to your BOX OFFICE!
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Old

TEN CENTS

DEW MIDWEST EXHD. CONFERENCE OKAYED

Ehallenge

State
Censorship's Constitutionality
Would Be Patterned on
]%orge Banh Refuses to Permit Remittances

Regents'
PowersfromUnrY.Fire
in Appeal
fcm on "Amok/' French Pic

challenge of the constiA gener
I
lityalof the censorship powers
tiona
the New York State Board of
jgents arising out of the board's
tion in banning "Amok," French
m distributed here by Distinlished Films looms with the filing
an appeal today in N. Y. Supreme
ourt, in Albany, by Melvin Albert,
torney for the film company.
A spokesman for the American
ivic Liberties Union yesterday deared that the organization would
I Continued on Page 10)

olish Pix Industry
ises Phoenix-Like

s ,

But Ohays Further Accumtilation of Kroner
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although refusing to permit withdrawal of more than the
1,500,000 kroner agreed upon for the latter half of 1945 some time ago, the
Norge Bank, official bank of Norway, has notified American distribs. they
may accumulate an additional 450,000 kroner during the remainder of this
year. This permission was granted, it is believed here just in time to prevent
either a fold-up of American distribution in Norway or "in-the-red operation."
The Norse are extremely short en dollar exchange, and have had to keep
conversion to an absolute minimum. Result has been a squeeze, making it extremely difficult for American distribs. even to break even on their operations
in Norway. Although the additional 450,000 kroner accumulation does not by
any means solve the problem, it does at least offer assurance that eventually
this sum may be converted into dollars.

Watcii % Returns,
St. Louis MPTO Told

(SU standing Firm
In Studio Dispute
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Holly WOO d — There was little
^Polish film industry has risen change in the strike situation yesterloenix-like from Nazi-made ashes,
day with Herbert K. Sorrell, presid is flourishing with amazing
dent of CSU reiterating that his
gov, it was said yesterday by Thomas members would not return to work
Brandon, head of Brandon Films, until the membership of Local 683
ic, just back from a three-month had signed a contract with the prorvey of the film industries in the ducers.
(ConHnued on Page 11)
He emphasized that CSU con(Continued on Page 11)

ank Will Place Tele
H U. K. Theaters in '47

Kina Bros, to Make Six
$1,000,000 Pix for Mono.

St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg, at a
meeting of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, warned exhibitors to watch
carefully their returns on percentage
pictures, calling their attention to
the legal steps being taken by the
distributors against theater owners
in other sections for alleged short(Continued on Page 11)

British Trade to Honor
Eric Tohnston on Nov. 7

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
London (By Cable) — Major Britink disclosed yesterday that he will West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
bodies will join to honor
Hollywood — Under a new program Eric ishA.trade
augurate large screen television in
Johnston, MPAA and MPEA
of
expansion,
Steve
Broidy,
presi(Continued on Page 7)
dent of Monogram, announced the president, at a Dorchester Hotel
signing of the King Brothers to a luncheon on Nov. 7, it was announced
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)-

Metro Kern Musical
Into M. H. for Xmas

Texas Allied Widens Scope

Metro's Jerome Kern musical biog., "Till the Clouds Roll By" has
been selected as the Music Hall's
Christmas attraction, Gus Eyssell,
managing director, announced yesterday.
Another M-G-M production that
will have its premiere at the Music

Boosts Budget and Fees; Cole Re-elected
Dallas — In a move to strengthen
Pathe Will Distribute
and expand the activities of Allied
British National Films
Theater OviTiers of Texas, the con-

Hail is "The Yearling," which will
be an early 1947 offering.
Also slated for Radio City presentation is 20th Century - Fox's
"The Late George Apley."

London (By Cable) — British National Films, heretofore distributing
through Anglo-American Film Corp.,
is switching over to Pathe Pictures,
Ltd., it was learned authoritatively
here yesterday.

vention here yesterday voted to increase the operating expenses of the
Dallas office from $10,000 to $20,000
a year and to increase membership
fees 25 to 33% per cent to provide
for the budget hike.
The office
will be onequipped
(Continued
Page 7) to sei-ve

PCC; Iowa-Nebraska Votes
Affiliation With Allied
Des Moines — Creation of a Midwest exhibitor organization, patterned after the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater Owners,
at Independent
the closingsession was
of approved
the Allied

Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska
convention here yesterday. The new
conference would include exhibitor
organizations in the Middle Western
and some of the Western states not
now associated with the PCC,
The convention yesterday also
(Continued on Page 10)

At Waton-on-Thanti
London (By Cable) — Columbia has
closed for production facilities at the
Waton-on-Thames Studios, and will
inaugurate a three-year British producing program next June. First
story to go before the Columbia
cameras there will be "The First
As now projected, Columbia will
(Continued on Page 11)
Gentleman."

1,000 Attend Services
For Jules E. Brulatour
With industry leaders, civic dignitaries and figures prominent in the
city's social, musical, theatrical and
business life, and a host of personal friends included among the
approximate 1,000 mourners, funeral
(Continued pn Page 11)

Arthur Dent Resigns
As Goldwyn 17. K. Rep.
London (By Cable) — Maurice
Arthur Dent has resigned as Samuel Goldwyn's personal representative in Great Britain, it was announced yesterday. Dent prior to his
association with Goldwyn was long
identified with the Associated British Pictures Corp.

IS^

Schwartz Weighs Distrib.
Bids from Three Majors

Ascap Dines Delegates
To International Meet
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Bell & Howell
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Bell & Howell
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Columbia
Picts
23
23
Columbia
Picts. pfd. SSVs
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East. Kodak
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=
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Paramount
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RKO
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%
Republic
Picts
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Vi
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Philadelphia — Plans for the forDelegates from 20 nations attendmation of his own independent film
ing the International Confederation
producing
company are going forof Authors' and Composers' Societies
ward. Producer Arthur Schwartz
held recently in Washington, were
honored Past night at a banquet at yesterday revealed here on the eve
the Ritz Carlton given by Ascap. of his returning to New York for the
The Confederation is a world-wide Saturday night opening of the Max
organization of playwrights, authors, Gordon
production,
'Park Avenue,"
for which
he collaborated
on the
and composers.
Among those attending were; Sir score %\ith Ira Gej'shwin.
Although Schwartz has not as yet
Alan Herbert, M. P.; Leslie A. Boo- incorporated
his company, he has
sey, Eric Coates, Charles F. James
and Gerald H. Hatchman from Eng- already received three definite offers
land; Madeleine Baugniet of CISAC; from as many major companies desirous of releasing his products.
Carlos S. Darnel, Francisco J.
Schwartz further revealed that his
Lomuto, Francisco Canaro and Dr.
Mario Benard from Argentina; Paul entry into the independent field will
.Janssens - Casteels from Belgium; not preclude his stage production
Geysa Boscoli, Alberto Ribeiro and activities, since he definitely plans
Oswaldo Santiago, from Brazil; on returning annually to stage one
Maestre Roig, from Cuba; Zoltan musical play on Broadway, thus reathe ambition of many BroadKodaly, Hungary; Valerio De Sanc- waviteslizingnow
in filmland.
tis, Italy; Dr. Eduardo Marquina,
Spain; Sven Wilson, Sweden; Dr.
Adolf Streuli, Switzerland; Henry T. l^alioh Newlond, Leading
Jamieson, Canada; Roberto Fontaina, Uruguay; and Deems Taylor, Michigan Exhibitor, Dead
Gene Buck, John G. Paine and Alpi
Detroit — Ralnh Newlond, leading
Jean-Bernard from Ascap.
Wolverine exhibitor, died Monday
night following a heart attack SunName Lewis Ad Head
day. He was owner of the Chief and
Centurv theaters at Dowaeiac and
For Argosy Pictures
son of the farmer owner of theaters
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
at Banton Harbor. Cadillpc and Bie"
Hollywood — Cliff Lewis has been Ranids, now leased to the Butterfielr'
named advertising and publicity di- cn-cuit. Surviving are his father.
rector of Argosy Pictures Corp., the •«"*dow, Ka''herine, who is daughte'''
Meriam Cooper-John Ford independ- nf L. E. Lprkin. former owner of
•^enturv at Dowagiar", and two sons.
ent production unit. Lewis is resign- Funeral
services will be held today
ing as head of the motion picture de- at Benton Harbor.
partment of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
advertising agency, with which he
has been associated for the last two ^oad Show Pronosals
years.
Lewis formerly was advertising
manager of Paramount Pictures, studio publicity director of Columbia
'nd held executive posts with Publix
Theaters.

Columbus Biz to Noi-mal;
Strike Loss at $100,000
Columbus — -Theater bu=iness.
"iff an averaa-e of 50 per cent during■•he 2.5-day-old transit strike, reacte^i
'luward immed'ately upon resumn"■jon of ^ar seiwiee and yesterday had
abr^ut hit normal.
The strike caused disruption of
^heater bookings. Re-issues were
substituted for previously announced
'irst runs in sever-^l theaters. Mat'nees were esnecially hard hit during the walkout. A consei-vative
•estimate of boxofRce losses to do-nm^own theaters clnrino- the walkout is
placed at over $100,000.
Photo Equio. Ceilinas Off
JVarhinnfnn
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Under Decree Drafted

COMING and GOINC
terday.
SPYROS

P. SKOURAS

was in Washington

DAVID E. "SKIP" WESHNER, rep. for I
Crosby Prods, in the East, will leave for t
lywood tomorrow. He will return in two we
PAM
BLUMENTHAL,
Enterprise
vice^
dent, is in Washington.
'
EDWARD
L. WALTON,
Republic
vice-pre
dent
and
assistant
general
sales
manager
visiting
the to company's
Charlotte
a'
will return
New York early
next office,
week.
WILLIAM PINE and WILLIAM THOM/
producers releasing through Paramount, hi
returned
to the Coast.
SAM BOVERMAN, of the Paramount her
office legal staff has gone to Louisville 1
a week or so.
DIANA
Hollywood

LYNN
has arrived
in Seattle
fr:
to make
a personal
appearance

the Junior
Washington

Poultry
State

Exposition sponsored by ■
Poultry and Butter Industi

CLAUDE RAINS, now vacationing on
Pennsylvania farm, comes to New York

\

Nov. 7 to guest-star on the Radio Reader's 0
gest program over the CBS network, with
plug for his current Warners' pic, "Deception
WILL DeVRY returns to Chicago tomorr;
from the Coast.
ALEXANDER
KNOX,
LARAINE
DAY,
BAt
BARA
HALE
and BILL WILLIAMS
will be
^
Minneapolis
tomorrow
for the
Northws
premiere
of "Sister Kenny."
MISCHA
AUER
is in Minneapolis
LEON
manager,

for

p. a

J. BAMBERGER, RKO sales promot
returns from Des Moines today.

PAT
DUCGAN,
vice-president
of
Sami
Coldwyn
Prods., arrived in New
York
yest;
day, accompanied
by his wife, LIBBIE
BLOC
MARVIN
EZZELL,
also
a vice-president
Samuel
Coldwyn
Prods.,
is due to arrive
New York tomorrow.
RUDY BERCER, M-G-M Southern sales man;
ger,
nowweek
in Charlotte,
be in New ¥,-■
for the
of Nov. 3 will
.
CHARLES BARON, Pittsburgh exploiteer
M-G-M,
is vacationing here.
JACQUES
TRAUEEE,
president
of
Trauc:
Time-Saver
Pressure
Cooker
Co., of Brook!
left yesterday
for Hollywood
to confer
v.
various studios on tieups.

The maior defendants in thp N^w
Yciv\ equitv c^se, as well as United
Artists and Vangu'^rd F'lms. are
r)'^er)arinQ- riroposals t^r the handlin?
of road shows undf>r the finnl df»r>ree.
It was suesrested during: the hearI'-no-s la.st week b°fore the Statutory
C^nrt that each companv be permitted to release one mad show a
vear and that in order for a nictui-e
to be classed
as a road show i+=
v,oono<-iNTg
cost must
be at least S3,000,000.

JACK
KIRSCH
and
SID
SAMUELSON,
pected in Chicago from Des Moines tomorro ■
BEN JUDELL, independent film distribf :
in Chicago
holding conferences.
JOAN
LESLIE
and
her mother
in Chicj:
today, to start two-week
personal
engagemen j
at the Oriental Theater tomorrow.

nil T.oew'« Met. Theaters
To Give Election Returns

Stoltz Meets Coast Press

OscFir A. D^ob. Lopw theater exec.
vesterdav announced that snecial ar■.•d-no-PTYionts havp been ma^'e to handle elpction returns b-"- direct wire
at all Lof^w's rnptronolitan thpaters
on N'^v. 5. AH theaters will have
snpcial staff handling tabulations,
and return.^ of sta+e and Consrressional elor'tions will be annoimced
frorn the Loew stages at regular intervals.

Washington — OPA yesterdav removed price ceilings from all nhotn<rraphic equipment, on the grounds Arthur B. White Dead
St. Paul — Ar^-hnr B. White. 73.
that it is not of maior imnortan'^e
in the c^^st of living. This action did one-time vaudeville player a^^d thenot affect 35 mm. equipment, which atei-man, died in Ancker Hosnital
has been out from under controls here after a long illness. He retired
for some time now,
from show business in 1930.

H. C. CHAPMAN, RCA's Chicago distributin;
company
says about
100saledealerwould havemanager,
RCA television
sets for
her
by WALTER
Nov. 3.
BRANSON, RKO's Western divi
sion sales manager, back in New York fron
a sales confab in 'Frisco.
ERNEST W. FREDMAN has moved from tin
Drake Hotel to the Sherry Netherland.

Hollywood — ^Arnold Stoltz, nationa \
director of advertising, publicity anc
exploitation for the New PRC Pictures, was introduced to the Hollywood trade press corps at a luncheoi
at Lucey's. Stoltz was accompaniec
by Sam Israel, Eagle-Lion directoi
of publicity, and Robert Goodfried
PRC studio director of publicity.
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FURJOU5 BATTLE RAGES BETWEEN THE EMIR'S SHIP AND SINBAD.WHO
HAS BEEN BETRAYED BY TREACHEROUS MELIK (WALTER 5LEZAK) WHO
ALSO HAS DESIGNS ON ALEXANDER THE GREATS PRICELESS LOOT!

SINBAD BEATS OFF HIS PURSUERS/

TAKEN PRISONER, SI NBAD IS FORCED ;
THE EMIR AND MEUK TO THE ISLE OF )
HIDING-aACE OF THEW0RLD3 GREATEST

I^SINBAP

KING* OF ADVENTURERS
MASTER OF MAGIC !

!

LEADING NEWSPAPER COMIC SECTIONS WILL RUN
THIS HALF-PAGE

AD

(full-page in tabloidsize papers) . . . ADDITIONALLY, fourcolor, full-page ads
—
appear in LIFE
WOMAN'S
HOME
COMPANION-LOOK
- SATURDAY EVENING POST-COLLIER'S-AMERICANTRUE STORY
- REDBOOK

- COSMOPOLITAN - TIME
- LIBERTY-ESQUIRE and the

FAN LIST . . . plus SIX
ADDITIONAL
Watch for the screen's most lavish spectacle ... the world's
most fabulous Prince of Romancers . . . and the exotic
Queen of his Heart . . . soon at your favorite theatre I

sions in RKO's PICTOUR OF THE MONTH
fuil-page ads in Life,

DOOGIUS FAIRBANKS, Jr.
MAUREEN 0 HARA • WAITER SLEZAK

Woman's Home Companion and Look . . .
A GRAND TOTAL
CIRCULATION
133,236,873!

SiNBAD THE Sailor
with

ANTHONY
QUINN • GEORGE TOBIAS
JANE GREER • MIKE MAZURKI
Produced

by STEPHEN AMES • Directed by RICHARD
^ftr~ Ploy br JOHN IWISI

IN

TECHNICOLOR

inclu-

WALIACE

Doug, twice OS doshing as ever before' Moureen,
mort beautiful and exotK than you ve seen her'

OF

...OUTOITHEAMIMM
• The reckless loYes, the
daring exploits, of Sinbad

/

... the kind of a man who'd
risk his hfe for a kin
dom— or a kiss!

% iURflK OHM * W/HnR Sm
SiNBAD THE Sailor'
m
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fourisls Shun Films,
^arnol Survey Shows

Except for Radio City Music Hall,
]lhe so-called Broadway first run the(ters get little patronage from tourIE ists in New York, it is pointed out
t rm informal study and prediction
\^Mew York tourists trends preft^d by Lynn Farnol.
I Farnol explains
that the reason
Kr this is the fact that the average
urist feels that he can see current
ictures at home.
As an indication of the growth of
jjew York as a tourist center, the
(tudy shows that in 1937, 54,700,000
burists arrived in New York. In
945, a war year, approximately 88,50,000 tourists visited the city. Initions are that the growth will

Texas Allied Widens
Scope of Adivilies
(Continued from Page 1)
s a clearing house of information
rd to advise exhibitors on contracts.
:Iembers were urged to send copies
f their contracts to the office for
tudy.
Col. H. A. Cole was re-elected
•resident and all other officers were
etained in office. They were Rubin
'rels, C. D. Leon, B. R. McLendon
nd Mrs. Martha McSpadden, vicepresidents; A. W. Lilly, secretaryireasurer.
j Many of the 110 exhibitors present
Lt the second
day's session signed I
' greements for the 12 features which [
i.ational Allied will sponsor.
' Convention
closed
last
evening
/ith a cocktail party and dinner at
he Hotel Adolphus.

lank Will Place Tele
n U. K. Theaters in '47
(Continued from Page

1)

ritish theaters on an experimental
a sis next year.
Rank controls the Baird television
lystem.
j American rights to the Baird patnts are held by the R. N. Rauland
"o. of Chicago. The Film Daily on
i>ct. 14 reported exclusively that
jtauland planned to launch experi[lental large screen television in
bout a year, with operations on a
iommercial basis to start a year
ater.

SEHD BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 30
Arthur
Benline
Sue Carrol
Willie Weil
George Marion, Jr.
'Ruth Hussey
Zoe Akins
Irving Sherman

">^ PHIL M. DALY
Mid-Weeh
•

•

•

Mentos

CUFF NOTES: Joe Roberts, Eastern publicity manager ior

Vanguard Films, pulled a nifty this past week-end
Did you see
the Sunday two-color page breaks on Selznick stars?
The News
carried a lull page on Guy Madison and the Mirror also used a iull
page on Gregory
Peck
Incidentally, both represented
6,500,000
circulation ior Selznick. ...
• Tip to theater ushers: It pays to be
courteous
Witness
the fact that a former Austin, Tex. theater
usher has just received a $1,000 bequest, in the will of the iemme
curator of the O. Henry Museum there, because he usually managed
to find a good seat for her. ... • An audience of 20.000 is forecast
for the Night of Stars benefit show, supporting the UJA, at Madison
Square Garden, on Nov. 12. . . . • Andre de Toth, now directing "The
Other Love," for Enterprise, is eyeing Broadway, with a view to producing Robert Joseph's "American Sampler"
It's a modern iontasy, in which on 18th century-Colonial period newspaper man returns
to a New England town beset by civic corruption, and undertakes a
reform movement. ... • Didja know that Charlie Fenser, RKO's
New York salesman, has some of his sculptured portraits on exhibit
at the Stanley Theater?
Charlie studied sculpture and architecture at the Russian Imperial School of Art in Odessa. ... • Buddies
of Dick Yates, Republic salesman, gave him a luncheon send-off the
other afternoon
Dick is leaving the N. Y. branch for the home office. . . . • When Metro's re-print of "Rage in Heaven" opens at
the Capitol, on Nov. 7, Robert Montgomery will attend the first evening showing. ... • Metro's "Bess," who outdrew Governor Tom
Dewey and his gubernatorial opponent. Senator Jim Mead, more than
10 to one in Binghamton over the
television cameras in Schenectady
ought to run Bess ior governor on
▼

week-end, will face General Electric's
tomorrow
Maybe Billy Ferguson
a iull feed-bag platform
T
T

• • • TYPICAL AMERICANS: Upon the no less authority than
the Motion Picture Research Bureau and its director. Dr. Leo Handel,
a majority of the nation's movie fans believe June AUyson and Van
Johnson to be the Typicod American Girl and Boy
The survey,
the Bureau reports, included all sections of the country, and, adds Dr.
Handel, the interviews were "controlled for sex, age, socio-economic
groups, etc"
The Bureau is a Metro project
It happens that
Miss Allyson and Johnson play upon the screen under the potent sign
of Leo the Lion
Male fans voted, besides Johnson, for Mickey
Rooney, Alan Ladd, Cary Grant, Glenn Ford and James Stewart
The iemmes' ballots, next to Van, went to Ladd, Grant, Rooney, Ford
and Stewart in that order
Second choice for Typical American
Girl among both male and female movie goers was Jeanne Grain, with
Ingrid Bergman, Joan Leslie and Esther Williams following in thoi order.
T
T
▼
• • • ULTIMATUM: Arnold Stoltz, national director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation for the new PRC, has issued an ultimatum
to publicity manager George Eraser, in his frantic effort to find a solution to PRC's pressing shortage of office space
"Either you hire
Liliputian press agents from now on. Eraser," warns Stohz, "or you and
Herb Steinberg lose weight!"
T
T
▼
• •
•
BELIEVE IT OR NOT DEPT.: Chicago woman dropped into
the Roxy the other day, asked to see the manager
It seems she had
one of the $1,000 bonds of the first Roxy company and wondered if she
could not exchange it for a pass
T
T
T

A.

The enfertainmenf >vor/c/'s salute fo the let

CENTURY-FOX
in honor

Never in the industry's history has any company delivered so many great attractions for your boxofficel

MARGIE

in Technicolor

Smashing 20 year records at the Roxy!

MY DARLING
New

ANNA

CLEMENTINE

all-time highs in hundreds of dates!

AND THE KING OF SIAM

King-size grosses everywhere!

THREE

LITTLE GIRLS

IN BLUE

C

in Technicolor

f

.Variety Reports: ''At the top of the list... Grabbing first money!
i»

CENTENNIAL
20th's BIGGEST

SMOKY

SUMMER
big-money

Technicolor musical!

in Technicolor

The boxoffice champion

everywhere?

ii

:»g company

in the world of entertainment!

I/EEK, NOVEMBER 28th
• •

)^yro$ P. Skouras . . .

Never in the industry's history has any company such great boxoffice attractions coming!
Tyrone Power • Gene Tierney • John Payne
Anne Baxter • Clifton Webb • Herbert Marshall
Darryl F. Zanuck's production of W. Somerset Maugham's

THE RAZOR'S

in Technicolor with Lon McCallister • Peggy Ann Garner • Edmund Gwenn

CHICKEN

MISS

EVERY

John Pavnp • limp Ha

THE ENCHANTED

James Capey

FOREVER

THE LATE GEORGE

APLEY

AMBER

in Technicolor • Linda Darnell • Cornel Wilde

Introducing Peggy Cummins

IN COSTA

VOYAGE

In TectmicolQT

MADELEINE
Ronald Colman

CARNIVAL

SUNDAY

PILGRIM

in Technlcolof

13 RUE

OF BATTLE

EDGE

Betty Grable • Dick Havmes

THE SHOCKING

BOB, SON

Bettv Grable

RICA

MOTHER

WORE

TIGHTS

in Technicolor

in Technicolor • Dick Haymes • Vera-Ellen • Cesar Romero • Celeste Holm

THE BRASHER

MOSS

DOUBLOON

ROSE

The greatest story by one of today's most popular authors!

George Montgomery • Nancy Guild

THE SNAKE

Cornel Wilde • Maureen O'Hara

THE HOMESTRETCH

PIT

Read by 20.000,000 in Readers Digest! Book-of-the-Month!

in Technicolor

WijJpjLS OF JERICHO

Jteoa Andrews

BOOMERANG
I WONDER

WHO'S

KISSING

The February, 1947. Literary Guild Selection!

HER NOW

rTyrone Pom
CAPTAIN'FR
OM
iQ lechnicQlor

in Technicolor • June Haver • MarkSteveos
Gene Tierney • Rex Harrlsoo

THE GHOST

AND

MRS. MUIR

CASTILE

SCUDDA

HOO!

SCUDDA

HAY!
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New Midwest Exhib.
Conference Okayed
(Continued from Page 1)
voted to take the necessary steps to
affiliate with Allied States Association. There was only one dissenting
vote. The Iowa-Nebraska unit has
not been a member of Allied since it
withdrew 15 years ago. Jack Kirsch,
president of Allied, and Sidney Samuelson, a national director, addressed
ihe convention on benefits provided
by the national body. With lowa^ebraska in the fold. Allied will -lave
14 units.
Resolutions were passed against
•'artificial" product shortages, forced
percentage pictures, local and blind
checkers.
Among resolutions adopted was
one attacking Jimmy Fidler. The
resolution stated: "\Ve would like to
see the radio broadcaster Jimmy
Fidler muzzled, period."
Other resolutions resented the
"third-degree" methods employed by
checkers; opposed exorbitant film
rental terms demanded for play
backs, reissues and reprints of old
pictui-es and ur-ging exhibitors to
honestly advertise such films in opposition to sales and play-date drives
indulged in by the distributors; and
a request to the distributors to reduce existing clearances to absolute
minimum and to furnish their exchanges sufficient prints to liquidate
the playoff of all pictures within six
months after the key city first run.

Elliott Will Produce
"Cabrini" Pix in East
"St. Francis Cabrini," a featurelength film biography of America's
first saint, goes into production immediately for a six-city New Year's
Day premiere according to Clyde
Elliott, president of Clyde Elliott
Attractions. Story has been written
by Harold Orlob, who will also
direet.
New York City has been chosen as
the site for shooting since it provides so many landmarks in the
nun's career. Interiors will be shot
in the Pathe studios here.
Elliott may use an unknown actress in the title role.
Film will be released independently.

GERTRUDE APPLEBAUM, secretary to
the Monogram branch manager at Detroit,
has recovered from an attack of lobar
pneumonia.
GEORGE COLEMAN, manager of the
Calvin Theater, Northampton, Mass., is a
patient in Cooley-Dickinson Hospital.
LOUISE DEESE, secretary to H. D. Hearn
of Exhibitor's
Service,
Charlotte,
C,
has
returned to
her desk
after N.
several
weeks' illness.

<?fe

REviEuis Of neuj fiLms
"Never Say Goodbye"

with ErroJ Flynn, Eleanor Parker
Warners
97 Mins.
GAY, LIGHTWEIGHT STORY, SMOOTH
ACTING: THIS ONE WILL PERK UP THE
BOX OFFICE TAKE TO THE PkOF IT SIDE.
The balance of this story is disturbed
sometimes as it varies between being
serious and then lightly skipping off for
a gag here and there and a bit of buffoonery. Errol Flynn manages his end of
the doings with gayety and light, aibe.t
effective conviction. Miss Parker effectively
foils him and additionally she's a lovely
dish. The child, "Flip," played by Patti
Brady is never cute, obnoxious, exasperating or precocious. Instead she's a very
intelligent youngster — in story terms — and
a finished player who knows her share of
tricks when it comes to underplaying a part
for telling effect.
Ben and Norma Barzman's story is flip,
serious, solves a problem intelligently and
yet lays in the mirth so that while the
mind toys with a mature problem the
lighter aspects of the situation are made
to effervesce into the counterplay of a
domestic problem that heretofore has been

"Johnny Frenchmcoi"

with Francoise Rosay, Patricia Roc
Prestige-Universal
104 Mins.
STRIKINGLY SIMPLE
STORY OF
FRENCH, ENGLISH FISHERFOLK TOLD
WITH SUBTLElY, HUMOR. SERIOUSNESS. SUPERB PERFORMANCES.
Here we have the simply-told tale of
hew international rivalry on a minuscule
scale is provoked, aided, abetted and ultimately resolved. That might sound like
serious business. It is. but it also is
threaded heavily with humorous elements
and burgeons forth in conclusion with a
romantic Franco-British
marriage.
In the matter of production and performances the picture has sound realism for
an actual Cornish fishing town is the locale and the cast, headed by Francoise
Rosay, who is dynamic, refreshing, brusque
and an actress to her fingertips, all give
s.mple, sincere interpretations with honest
effort.
For many years French fishermen have
been poaching in the bays and inlets of the
Cornish coast. They are caught. They gei
away. The poachers are more or less led by
Mme. Rosay who can tell her captors ofi
in the best fishwife manner, spiced with

meat for the maudlin. There's also S. 2.
Sakall and Hattie McDaniel to provide fur- Gallicisms. These escapades are semi-serither laughter.
ous in nature. In an emergency, the Frenchmen help with the catch, too.
Flynn and Miss Parker are divorced
parents of Patti Brady. They are quite i Mme. Rosay's son casts the romantic eye
friendly and the misunderstanding that
"walking"
witn
caused their rift is about to be cleared up. on
RalphPatricia
Michael.Roc.
But She
Paul is
Dupuis
immediately
Miss Brady, an eight-year-old, has been "hangs his hat" which is more serious.
keeping up the morale of a Marine in the There's a wrestling tourney in France. The
South Pacific. She writes him letters which Roc-Dupuis romance develops. Then war
she copies from a book. The letters are on comes.
In due time when
the Germans occupy
the "inspirational" side. Also, she spends
six months of the year with each parent.
; the Breton
coast, Mme.
Rosay
and 40
Ensuing events lead up to the potential countrymen, and women,
sail the channel
reconciliation of Miss Parker and Flynn. \ and are taken in as refugees by their Cornish friends. Dupuis and Miss Roc are real
Comes Christmas and things go haywire.
serious.
Then the Marine hits the scene. He's a
Meanwhile
there is much
good-natured
big strapping hunk of man, Forrest Tucker,
between
Mme.
Rosay
and
Tom
who thinks Miss Parker is his postal sweetie. banter
believe
Flynn gets the wind up and there's one Walls, Miss Roc's father. Neither
gag situation after another all of which the other's child is good enough for mareventually point to an ultimate sensible
riage. Dupuis
"hush''
the
He has
and a Miss
Roc job
get with
married.
solution that finds Flynn and Miss Parker Admiralty.
entraining on a second honeymoon.
The parents are eventually reconciled, mainCAST: £rrol Flynn, Eleanor Parker, Luclle
ly by Mme.
Rosay's
defense and
Watson, S. Z. Sakall, Hattie McDaniel, For- verbal
fireworks
withexplanation,
Walls.
rest Tucker, Donald Woods, Peggy Knudsen,
i
A
mine
drifts
into
the
bay.
It imperils
Tom D'Andrea, Charles Coleman, Hatti Brady.
CREDITS: Producer, William Jacobs, Director, the fishing boats, sole means of livelihood
James V. Kern; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; of the community. Mme. Rosay hops into
Art Director, Anton Grot; Film Editor, Folmer
her boat and eliminates
the danger.
A
Blangsted; Sound, Stanley Jones; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
: solid entente cordiale concludes and there's
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
Irejoicing when the war ends.
This imports.
is one of the "new era" of fine
British

United Nations Officials

At Cinema Lodge's Meet
The United Nations was saluted at
the Hotel Astor last night by
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith. Several
hundred luminaries from the film and
allied entertainment fields were present to welcome Benjamin Cohen of
Chile, assistant Secretary General
of UN.
_ ■_
Also participating: Dr. Isidor Lubin, president of Confidential Reports, Inc., and U. S. member of the
Economic and Social Council of the
UN Economic and Employment Commission; and Christopher Cross, U.
S. Radio Liaison Officer of UN.
Program was arranged by Jack
H. Levin, Cinema president, and
Marvin Kirsch, program chairman.

CAST:
Francoise Rosay,
Patricia
Roc, Tom
Walls, Ralph Michael, Paul Dupuis.
i CREDITS:
Producer, Michael Balcon; Director, Charles Frend; Original screenplay, T. E. B.
Clarke; Music composed by Claifton Parker.
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Harry L. Mandell Starts
With Eagle-Lion Nov. 11
Harry L. Mandell, who has been
appointed special sales rep. of
Eagle-Lion by A. W. Schwalberg,
vice-president and general sales
manager, will take up his duties Nov.
11 in Chicago. Mandell will supervise the local exchange in addition
to those in Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Detroit and Indianapolis. Mandell
was with Warners for 15 years and
more recently with Film Classics,

i
Wednesday,
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Regent's Censorship
Powers Under Fire
(Continued from Page

1)

not let the Regents board actior.
banning the film go unchallenged.
The ACLU recently also offered
sei-vices in connection with thf~scent action revolving around I '
holding "The Outlaw" from be.
shown in three Broadway houses
the concerted action of License Co
missioner Fielding and Police Co
missioner Wallander.
In banning "Amok" the state
viewing
it to be
immoral body
and held
tending
to "indece
incite
crime."
The ACLU in a stateme
released yesterday stated: "Aftei
private
showing,
ACLU
offici;
found the film to be of high moj
value
and its
agreed
the distri":
tors that
themewith
'is handled
wi
sensitivity, good taste and inte!
gence'."
Union
has offered
assistance The
on the
appeal.

Audio-Visual Education
Project Launched by CE£
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAL'

Washington — A program to di
cover, develop and promote the b^;
methods in producing and usi;
audio-visual materials in the inte
ests of education has been unde
taken by the Consumer Educatic
Study of the National Association .
Secondary School Principals.

Theas Audio-Visual
Education
ject,
it is called, will
functionPr-'i
a service agency and a medium fi
bringing about co-operation amor
those active in producing, using ar
sponsoring informative films of noi
theatrical or non-entertainment cha:
acter. It will not produce nor dw
it plan to issue decisions or edici
on how films should be made. .
proposes to serve as a mediui
through which educational and ii
formation film makers may analyz :
and decide what films should be mad
and how they should be produced an
presented for greatest effectivenef
The Audio-Visual Education Pn
ject will be under the direction c
Orville Goldner who, during the wa:
was chief of the training film sectio
and motion picture branch of th
Navy. In that capacity he wa

awarded
Commendatio
Ribbon andthe
for Navy
his training
film wor '
with the British armed forces he wa
honored with the Order of the Britis ;
Empire. Headquarters of the projec
are at 1600 Broadway, New York.

CHARTERED

I

MINERVA FILMS, INC., New York City, wit
capital of 100 shares no par value stock, thre
shares subscribed, to deal in motion picture!
Incorporated in Albany by Constantia Potslos
George Margolin, Lyuba Margolin.
CHAPEL FILMS CORP., New York City, capi
tal 100 shares no par value stock, three share
subscribed, distribute motion picture films. In
i corporated in Albany by Melwin A. Albert, Doro
thy Kobrin, Charles Sommenreich.

'
I

i
I

]
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SU Standing Firm
I Studio Dispute

^

DAILY

Pix Climbing Rapidly

Watcii % Returns,

Ingenuity'^ Takes Starrins Role in Rise
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
United Kingdom, France, Germany,
lered the oflBcers of 683 to be a Czechoslovakia and Poland.
Brandon marvelled again and
•isrt of the membership. The officers
683 are insisting on complete again at the resilience and resourcefulness of the Polish film makers.
'if^Jpmy
for negotiate
their organization
and "Without projectors in the theaters,
the contract
j,.^?ght to
Ith producers, with agreements to without studios, without laboratories,
without trained personnel, without
ratified by members of 683.
Roy M. Brewer, representative of raw stock, without any foreign credits, a group of people under (Polish)
TSE, said that the pi-oposed arbiition plan did not concern the 683 Col. Alexander Ford, who was in
Dblem, which
is a matter
for charge of the Polish Legion Signal
TSE to handle. He also said the Corps, came back to Poland and set
:>blem of lA replacements han- up a film industry."
The film industry in Poland is
'ng laboratory work will be taken
re of by Richard Walsh, Intema- government controlled. All films
(nal president, at the proper time. now made in Poland are produced
under the imprimatur of Film Polski. Yet Brandon reports, regard300 Attend Services
ing the implication of bureaucracy,
^r Jules E. Brulatour
"AH the people I met who were in
the film industry in Poland were di(Continued from Page 1)
rector, exhibitors, managers, etc."
Poles Show Constructive
Ingenuity
•■vices for the late Jules E. BrulaBrandon
remarked with amaze»r, president of Jules E. Brulatour,
ment how the Poles built a factory
Ijg., were held yesterday morning to make projectors, and made parts
the St. Ignatius Loyola Church,
to replace projectors. They built a
:h St. and Park Ave.
studio in Lodz, an industrial town,
jjThe Rev. Raymond A. O'Connor, which was fairly intact. This was
KjISt.
Brendan's,
former Mass.
Navy chapVi, said
the Requiem
The like shoving Hollywood right next
lerment rites, which followed in door to Pittsburgh.
Almost everything that was needed
j'. Gate of Heaven
Cemetery
in for production was manufactui*ed
;3stchester, were private,
by the Poles themselves, since they
i^mong film industryites who at- had no credits to buv equipment
ided the church services were:
from America or England.
Four features are in various stages
S^icholas M. Schenck, J. Cheever
'iwdin, Nate J. Blumberg, John J. of completion. First one will be
-Connor, C. C. Moskowitz, Maj. Al- ready in a month. Entitled, "For':t Warner, Tom Connors, Thomas
Songs," the Anton Wohl-di[Hargrave, Maj. Gen. Edward P. T-ected bidden
documentary recounts the
^rtis, Jack Cohn, Leopold Fried- Polish resistance to the Nazi in'n, Joseph R. Vogel, William A. vasion.
ally, Charles Prutzman, Harry M.
At least 500 theaters are now op:lmine, Ralph L Poucher, Frank
erating in Poland.
yer, Meyer H. Lavenstein, Lowell
Ivert, Jack Alicoate, Jack Goetz, ■'^'infT Bros,
to Malee Six
Jdd Rogers, P. A. Powers, Fredck R. Ryan, Don Mersereau, Ches- $1,000,000 Pix for Mono.
^ B. Bahn, Sam Shain, Jack Cun(Continued from Pose 1)
Paul Mooney,
William
Pizor,
ijn Petrauskas, Jr., W. J. German. pact calling for six $1,000,000 prosik Pearl, Charles Bonn, M. B.
ductions. During the next 12 months
Illy.
Monogram will produce more pichares than any other studio, with the
King Bros, contributing three of the
scheduled six, in the same period,
making a total of 53 films to go before the cameras, Broidy said.
Thompson -Austin
Also
in MonoPTam's program of
f ancouver — Merle Thompson, head expansion
is a plan calling for the
ihier at the Capitol, was married construction of new sound stages
Norman Austin.
and a physical remodeling of the
i
Connor-Gunderlock
studio. Blueprints and budgets have
been approved by Broidy and the
jl'hicago — Jeanne Connor of Great
planning: board.
jites Theater circuit booking de- company
'-tment will be married Nov. 9
The first two King Bros, films to
;"Bud" Gunderlock.
go into production, nnder their new
"nntr^ct, will be "The Last of the
Di Brizzi-Rosana
■R^d Men." bv Jav Moms'han, and
"The Hunted" by Ste-^^e Fisher. In"'rank Rosana, manager of Fa- plnrled
on their schedule is Arthur
n's St. George Theater, Staten
and, will be married to Mary Di Mill^v's "Fo^ns." "G"^ Cra-'v" hv
izzi of Staten Island Nov. 3. Re- MapKinlav Kantor. "The Wabash
Ition at New York's Hotel Com- Blues" and "I Wouldn't he in Your
dore.

WEDDING BELLS

Shoes."

1)

Brandon consummated a reciprocal
ai-rangement to distribute shorts for
theatrical and non-theatrical release
from the UK, France, Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Denmark. Foreign product will be released through
a new distribution set-up called Film
Alliance of America (not to be conuary). fused with Film Alliance of the
United States which folded last Jan-

(Continued from Page 1)

ages in returns on percentage pictures.
The MPTOA president said it was
the national policy of the association
to advocate proper returns on percentage engagements. He said the
membership did not object to checkers from other cities, but that there
was strong objection to the practice
of hiring persons living within a
theater's community.
The meeting passed a resolution
of condolence to the widow of Ed
Regarding overseas markets, Bran- Kuykendall, former MPTOA presidon asserted, "I have reason to be- Miss. dent, who died recently in Columbus,
lieve that if we can have patience
and overcome some of the question
Wehrenberg requested the local
of credits, that there will be a great organization to consider the selecmarket for American-made information of his successor as president of
the unit. He said since he had betional and educational films."
Czechs Left With Best Studios
come president of the MPTOA he
Britain, Russia and France are wanted to devote as much time as
now selling features and shorts to possible to that post.
Czechoslovakia. Brandon said that
because of the Nazi intent to exploit
rather than eradicate the Czechs,
additional studios were built during
the Nazi occupation, so that today
Czechoslovakia has the largest and
best equipped and centrally located
studios in Europe.
(Continued from Page 1)
"American films are anxiously
turn
out
awaited all over. Despite the prevail- this side. two pictures annually on
ing misery almost everywhere in
Joseph Friedman, Columbia topEurone, people still want to see moper in Britain, sails for New York
vies," Brandon said. Movies are no
Nov. 5 on the Queen Elizabeth.
longer a luxury; they are a neces- on
sity. Chief point Brandon wanted He will confer with Harry Cohn and
to make was that war-suffering has other company chiefs.
created a sharpened sense of appreciation, and Hollywood should be Trial Pix Ready in January
chary in the type of film it sends Washingtoyi Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
abroad. The sort of story that deWashington — Completion of the
scribes the trials of a Park Avenue
quadripartite documentary film on
divorcee is taboo.
the Nuremberg trials has been diBritish Trade to Honor
rected for Jan. 1, 1947, the War Department revealed. The four-power
Eric Johnston on Nov. 7
committee under whose aegis the film
is to be made called for all possible
(Continued from Page 1)
speed. In addition, Gei-mans are seeing lengthy footage on the trials in
yesterday. Sir Stafford Cripps, presiall
theaters this week.
dent of the Board of Trade, will

Columbia To ProduG

speak for the British Government at
the function.
Show
"Lady
the aLake"
M-G-M
will inhold
tradeshowing
Johnston and his associates who
arrived here on the Queen Elizabeth of "Lady in the Lake" in all exchanges on Nov. 25, except Washingwill remain in London until Nov. 10
ton where the screening will be held
when they
willextensive
proceed tour.
to the Continent for an
Nov. 28.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

TRADE

SHOWINGS

"DICK' TRACY vs. CUEBALL"
NEW YORK

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, at 2:30 P.M.
RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

BOSTON

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, at 10:30 A.M.
RKO Projection Room, 122 Arlington Street
Boston, Mass.

^*S5
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Holds Produdion Key
To Europe Restoration
Resumption of industrial production is the key to restoration in many
of the countries of Europe today, it
is the opinion of Wilfred J. Eadie,
assistant treasurer and comptroller
of 20th-Fox, who just returned from
a two-month tour. While abroad,
Eadie visited the company's offices
in England, Belgium, France, Switzerland, Italy and Spain.
He found Spain and the Spanish
the most depressed people in Europe.
In France and Italy he saw a contented people making the best of
postwar chaos and the new liberation.
Eadie feels the resurgence of industry of all kinds, the restoration
of utilities to prewar levels of output and the stabilization of money
will all contribute to pulling the
continent out of its present economic
chaos. He pointed out the matter
of wages, labor and prices of all
commodities widely differ, change
hourly. There is no relation, he
pointed out, between work, pay and
price. That this leads to confusion
and sub rosa remedies is apparent.
Eadie found the film business
booming and a great demand for
American product wherever he went.
He praised the staffs of the various
British and continental offices for
the splendid jobs they are doing.

20th-Fox's "Anna" First
At Reade's Park Ave.
Walter Reade's new Park Ave.
Theater, the first U. S. subscription
movie theater, was the scene of a
special press reception and a private
screening of a pre-Broadway release lagt night.
Theater is to open for regular
business today with 20th - Fox's
"Anna and the King of Siam."

Two from Metro for Nov.
M-G-M will have two releases in
November, "Two Smart People,"
starring Lucille Ball with John Hodiak, and ' tTndercurrent," starring
Katharine Hepburn and Robert Taylor. Both pictures have been tradeshown in all territories.

STORK REPORTS
Miami, Fla. — Mr. and Mrs. "Sonny"
Shepherd are the parents of a baby
girl, born Sunday in a local hospital.
Sonny wired Walter Winchell of the
event in time for the news to be told
in the Sunday evening broadcast.
Sonny is manager of the Lincoln
Theater, Miami Beach, and is slated
to manage the new Miami Theater
when it is completed.
Boy was born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Rogers in Hollywood. Father is the
cowboy actor.
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REVIEWS Of neUJ
"Child of Divorce"

with Sharyn Moffett, Regis Toomey, Madge
Meredith
RKO
62 Mins.
SCREEN VERSION OF "WEDNESDAYS
CHILD" IS LACHRYMOSE EXERCISE FOR
FEMININE TEAR DUCTS.
The plight of an eight-year-old child
when her parents break up via the divorce
court has been mounted in this production
which is based on "Wednesday's Child,"
play by Leopold Atlas. It is a sad piece of
business — the story — and when it is bocked,
the exhibitor should point up his campaign
to the female portion of his trade for it is
their meat. The situations are played up for
their tear-jerkingest utmost.
Sharyn Moffett plays the youngster. Regis
Toomey and Madge Meredith are the parents. Toomey is a constant traveler and
Miss Meredith finds another man. Soon
they are separated and the child is given
into their joint custody, eight months with
the mother and the remainder of the year
with her dad. It does not work out. Eventually the child is sent to a boarding school
where she meets others in a similar state
who can commisserate with her and the film
ends on that note.
•
It is a simply told yarn without great
embellishment.
CAST: Sharyn Moffett, Regis Toomey, Madge
Meredith, Walter Reed, Una O'Connor, Doris
Merrick, Harry Cheshire, Selmer Jackson, Lillian Randolph.
CREDITS: Producer, Lillie Hayward; Directed
by Richard O. Fleischer; Screenplay by Lillie
Hayward; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Music,
Leigh Harline; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Ralph Berger; Edited by Samuel E. Beetley; Sound,
Earl A. Wolcott,
Terry Kellum.
DIRECTION,
fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

UK Metro Educational
Distrib. Starts Nov. 1
Morton A. Spring, first vice-president of Loew's International, announced yesterday that distribution
of educational 16 mm. programs in
Great Britain by M-G-M Pictures,
Ltd., would start on Nov. 1. The
program is under the direction of
Sam Eckman, Jr., managing director
and chairman of the board, and
Douglas Russell-Robei'ts, 16 mm.
representative.
R. Haven Falconer, chief of the 16
mm. educational films division of
Loew's International, said yesterday
that the anticipated market in British schools and non-theatrical situations for feature films of cultural
and social content was large. A similar market already "has developed
in South Africa. These schools and
other non-theatrical situations are
not competitive with regular commercial exhibition of either 35 mm.
or 16 mm. films, in accordance with
the basic policy of the company.
As an example of the service rendered by the company to educators
outside the United States and Canada, Falconer cited the fact that
sound tracks were being modified for
shorts for release to British schools
by the .substitution of British narrators. For features released as
part of the educational programs, as
well as those for commercial exhibition, no modification is necessary.
Falconer said the shortage of equipment was the principal bottleneck
encountered
in the 16 mm. educa-

flimS Fee Exempt Me Bo

"Wife Wanted"

with Kay Francis, Paul Cavanagh and Robert
Shayne
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
73 Mins.
EXPOSE OF FAKE LONELY HEARTS
CLUBS MAKES GOOD EXPLOITATION
FILM.
This newest exploitation picture produced
by Jeffrey Bernerd and Kay Francis and costarring the latter, is an expose of crooked
lonely hearts clubs. It has been given good
direction by Phil Karlson, and Miss Francis'
co-stars are the suave Paul Cavanagh and
the dependable Robert Shayne.
Miss Francis enacts the role of a nottoo-'busy movie star, who is induced to in-,
vest $15,000 with Cavanagh, a real estate
man, and become his partner. Cavanagh is a
crooked operator, and in addition to bilking
his victims on realty and oil deals, runs a

Scored at Int'l Meet
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI

Washington — Deploring the pro .
sion of the U. S. Copyright
A
which exempts from payment of feany means
public of
performance taking
by
mec\/^^tt|
,.'
cal
instrumentscoin-operated
(juke boxes),
International
Confederation
Authors' and Composers'
Societi(|
which
recently
concluded
speci;
meetings in the Library of Congres!
here, went on record recommendin I
the abolition
of such
exemptio ..
which,
feels, is
serious deti'imer
to the itrights
of a authors
and con
posers throughout the world.
The ICACS examined the situatio
in Canada brought about by legisj

lative provisions which tend to lim '
the exercise of authors' rights i
their works and protested the ter
"Lonesome Hearts Club," which is a blackdency of such legislation in that ,
mailing organization.
is harmful to the creators of inte
Cavanagh asks Kay to try to sell Cava- lectual works. It pledged suppoi
nagh's beach home to Barton Yarborough, for more effective protection o
a wealthy playboy. While Kay is showing the
authors' rights in Canada.
home to Yarborough, the 'phone rings and
Proposals relating to future revi
while she is answering it, Yarborough is
sion of the International Berne Cori
murdered, his body being thrown into the
vention which is to meet in Bruocean.
sels were also discussed and tli
The police are convinced that Yarborough
ICAOS invited the Confederal Lewas a suicide, but Shayne, a star reporter, islation
Committee to continue it
starts work on the case. To help his cause
examination of the subject in clos
he makes love to Kay and poses as a lone- collaboration vidth international in
some Utah sheep rancher. When Cavanagh
which pursue same aimasks Kay to co-endorse a $40,000 check stitutions
The committee will also surve;
issued by Yarborough for the Cavanagh
the
television
field in order to se
Kay.
beach home, Cavanagh admits he killed cure for the author in this mediui;
Yarborough. Shayne gets his scoop — and his rights in the legal rules govern
ing it from those of sound-broad |
CAST: Kay Francis, Paul Cavanagh, Robert
easting, translation rights and fa T
Shayne, Veda Ann Borg, Teala Loring, Edgar
voi'able taxation in countries wher(
Hayes, John Callaudet, Jonathan Hale, Tim
the work is used.
Ryan, Barton Yarborough, Paul Everton. Selmer Jackson, Barbara Woodell, Anthony Warde,
Other international resolutions anc i
Elaine Lange, )oe Greene; Sara Berner, George
problems taken up included the ere
Carleton, John Hamilton. Mabel Todd, Will
Stanton,
Buddy Gorman.
ation of a Pan-American
Council ;
the administration in occupied nat
CREDITS: Produce's, Jeffrey Bernerd and Kay
Francis; Director, Phil Karlson; Suggested by tions of alien property, the extensior ?
the novel, "Wife Wanted" by Robert Ca'lahan;
of the Belgian Copyright Act to th( ;
Screenplay, Caryl Coleman and Sidney Sutherland; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Supervising
Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi i
Editor,ward J.Richard
Currier; Musical Director, Edand the resumption of a conference
Kay.
of distribution experts relating tc
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
the publisher's share in the distribution of fees for non-dramatic perWould Restrain Tifle Use
formances, and other related problems.
A restraint motion was filed in
At
the
final
meeting the following
N. Y. Supreme Court Monday
performing
rights
societies were adagainst Monogram by Mercury
mitted to the Confederation: CorTrading Co. which claims the title poracion Nacionale de Autores,
of the former's film, "Shadows Over (CNA), Cuba; Unao Brasileria de
Chinatown," conflicts with its "Sha- Compositores, (UBC); and Sociedad ,
dows of for
Chinatown."
Hearing is de Autores Teatrales de Chile,
scheduled
Friday.
(SATCH) of Chile.

Worshouer Joining Wcrmers
Hollywood — Allan G. Warshauer
has joined Alex Evelove's studio
publicity department at Warners as
advertisinor manager. He repor+s
Nov. 4. Warshauer has been studio
advertising manager for Eagle-Lion.
tional program. He also urged the
removal of tariff barriers on educational and non-theatrical films in
those countries which had them.
"Madame Curie." "David Copperfield" and "Treasure Island" are the
first films to be released to schools
for programs of features of cultural
content.

NEW POSTS
IRVING MENDELSON, UA salesman, Rhode Island
and western Mass.
CHARLES MILLER, PRC sales staff, Chicago.
DUNCAN

KENNEDY,
mond, Ind.

city manager, iB & K, Ham-

CARL H. WIDMARK, Fort Wayne, Ind., sales!
manager, Ad-Ver-Tis-Er.
I
RAY RROWN, JR., manager, Falls Theater,
Cuyahoga Falls, O.
WILLIAM P. GIACHETTO, manager, Roxy,
Springfield,
III.
JOHN C. CREEMORE,
Springfield,

111.

assistant manager, Roxy,

If F. production Dist.
:i;6 W. 44th St. 21st floor
York
N. Y.
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jtOUNDTABLE ON ARBITRATION IS UNLIKELY
tCA All-Electronic Color Tele System Unveiled
Itilizes New Color Slide
^le Camera; Present
Ms Cheaply Converted
:|Princeton, N. J. — Produced by all■ictronic means, color television pieces were demonstrated for the first
he publicly yesterday by RCA at
; laboratories here. The demon•ation revealed what was dej'ibed as a revolutionary developftnt in radio science, apparently
■JDving that flickerless, all elecK^nic color television was practical

j|i

(Continued on Page 4)

lank Steals March
jiCzech Pix Market

Distributors Are Cool
To Discussion on Workable Arbitration Plan

SCOPHONY, LTD., WINS DISMISSAL
Eliminated as Defendant in Government's Anti-trust
Suit — justice Department to Appeal
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
yesterday dismissed Scophony, Ltd.
from the anti-trust suit brought by
the Government involving the alleged
restraint in licensing patents useful
in television and allied industries.
Judge Conger upheld Scophony,
Ltd.'s contention that it was a British company and was not doing business in the United States at the time
the action was filed.
Joseph B. Marker, of the anti-trust

The possibility of independent exhibitors and distributor-defendants
of the New York equity suit getting
division of the Department of Justice together to work out an arbitration
here, indicated that the Government system apparently is remote. While
would appeal the judge's decision. The some independent exhibitors appear
Government, however, will continue to favor a roundtable discussion in an
to press its case against the other effort to set up rules for arbitration
defendants; namely, Scophony Corp. that might be workable under the
of America, Paramount Pictures, final decree in the case, distributor
Television Productions, Inc., General authorities have indicated that such
Precision Equipment Corp. and cer- a meeting would serve no purpose.
tain officers of those companies.
The indies pointed out that arbi(Continued on Page 4)
The judge held that a parent com(Continued on Page 4)

-Point Pix Program Returns as Lure for
Election Night Biz
In Prospect for UN

Prague (By Air Mail) — Although
•it first American films to be shipped
■Wer the tei^ns of the new agree!;nt reached Prague last week, OcThe UN, convinced that the motion
ii»er in Czechoslovakia has been a
.Most theaters in New York, bidding for Election Night biz, will anitish film month. In fact, it was picture is the greatest instrument
nounce the returns, according to surcially the British Film Festival for peace, expects to embark on a
vey made yesterday. Public address
nth — ^with ceremonies opening the three-point film program, according
to Chile's Benjamin Cohen, assistant system will be method used by the
(Continued on Page 5)
secretary general of the United majority. Prime exception is Radio
Nations.
(Continued on Page 5)
Ma. TO to Consider ATA
Plan calls for: (1) ascertaining

e at December Conclave

(Continued on Page 4)

[Pklahoma City — First convention Tri-States Meeting Open
four years has been set by Their Owners of Oklahoma, Inc., for Only to Theater Owners
c. 2-3 in the Skirvin Tower Hotel.
Memphis, Tenn. — With sessions
"e subject of affiliation with Amer- restricted
to exhibitors for the first
',n Theaters
Association
will be time, the MPTO of Arkansas, Mis(Continued on Page 8)
sissippi and Tennessee will hold its
annual meeting at the Chisca Hotel
(Continued on Page 4)

[Sam Wood May Do
Farce Comedy Here

1 Sam Wood, who plans a fling at
■jBroadway production during the
1946-47 season, may select "Dress
of the Month," farce comedy by Bill
Lengel and Will Lieberson as the
medium. Script is now en route to
Wood on the Coast for the nod, and
if the deal is made, piece will be
cast in Hollywood. Wood's stage
venture, however, will not interfere
with his commitments to Universalinternational via his Inter -Wood
Prods.

Kmenan
Nominated

Pagnol Coming in Jan.;

Buffalo — A conspiracy to defraud
three national film distributors by
submitting false and fraudulent
statements of gross admission receipts is alleged in triple suits
brought in Federal Court Tuesday
against 10 Western New Yorkers
doing business as Martina Theaters
and Martina Circuit.
Plaintiffs in the actions which
(Continued on Page 8)

May Produce in H'wood

Marcel Pagnol, French producer
Books Denver
to Distribs.
Sued
Broadway's
of "The Baker's Wife" and "The Open
Well-Digger's Daughter" expects to
arrive for his first American visit,
Denver — U. S. District Judge J.
via the Queen Elizabeth, on Jan. 13. Foster Symes has granted 20th-Fox,
Siritzky International Pictures has RKO-Radio
and Loew's, Inc., the
made arrangements for co-produc- right to inspect the books of the
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

for Film Arbiter
to Head Industry Dispute Board

Roach to Provide Theaters
With Weather Service

Three Distribs Sue
Martina For Fraud

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIfV

Hollywood — Joseph Keenan, secretary of Chicago Federation of
Labor and formerly vice-president of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the War Production Board, was nominated unanimously, from a list of
Hollywood — In what is regarded
as one of the most valuable services seven names, to be permanent imever placed at disposal of the expartial chairman of the Motion Pichibitor, Hal Roach Studios have reture Jurisdictional Dispute Arbitratained Krick Weather Service to
tion Contract committee.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Providence Theaters
Advance B. O. Prices
Providence,
Loew's State
Friday. to the
prices
Boost is for
performances

R. I.— RKO Albee and
have raised week-night
Saturday-Sunday level.
five cents on evening
from Monday through

Neighborhood houses also raising
prices for week-ends from 40 to 50
cents include the Park, Palace and
Liberty. The Hope raised its evening
prices from 44 to 50 cents.
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Home Offices to Close
At 1 P.M. Election Day
Home

office.s of all major companies and the New York offices of
the MPAA will clo.se at 1 p.m. on
Tuesday, Election Day.
Century Theaters' h. 0. will remain
closed all day.

IReisman Names Tucker
[Puerto Rican Manager
I

Paramount,

MARIAN SPITZER, Liberty Films story editor, returns to Hollywood today.

N. PETER iRATHVON, RKO president, flies
to the Coast today after a 10-day stay at the
home office.

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern and Canadian division sales manager, for Warners, and SAM
LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district manager, were
in Cloversville yesterday for Schine circuit conferences. They return to New York today.

BARNEY
BALABAN,
will be in Washington

president of
today.

IRVING LUDWIC, Walt Disney representative,
is en route to Omaha, Des Moines and Chicago in connection
with
"Fantasia"
openings.
CHARLES LEVY, Eastern publicity director
for Walt Disney, flew to Chicago yesterday.
PATTl MORGAN has left New York for
Hollywood

to appear In Hal Roach's "Cradle

LEE, Paramount's director of pubandCLAUDE
AM."
lic
relations, will be a guest speaker today at
the Tri-City Chamber of Commerce meeting in
Rock
Island, la.
iKIM HUNTER, who recently flew to London
to attend the Command Performance of "Stairway to Heaven," in which she appears, will
return
on Nov. 5 by American Overseas Airlines.
JACK SIMS, manager of Midway Park Theater at Midway, N. C, was in Charlotte, N. C.
this week.
BILL BRICCS, of the Charlotte, N. C. United
Artists' office, and BILL MITCHELL, of Exhibitors' Service, have returned to Charlotte
from a flying visit to Atlanta and Smyrna, Ca.
LEONARDO BERCOVICI, who is preparing
the screenplay on "This Side of Innocence,"
leaves after two weeks in New York by plane
today for Hollywood.
MARGARET HERRICK, executive secretary
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, will arrive in New York Nov. 2.

Detroit Exhibs., Operators
Agree on New Wage Scale

Appointment of George F. Tuci
as manager of RKO Radio in Puei
Rico was announced yesterday
Phil Reisman,: vice-president
charge of foreign operations. Tuct
formerly
was
a ~^member of the
■ — organization.
mestic sales
He * c:
— -—
^<L
'i
places Mark Raymon, resigne^^.

<

JOAN CRAWFORD is expected in New York
on
trip. November 23.
JAMES BOERENSON, advertising manager of
NATCO Company, in Chicago from New York
conferences along with ED LEVENS, NATCO
veepee from Minneapolis and Duluth business

^

ELSA MAXWELL, promoting opera ball to tie
in with Chicago Grand Opera, has given up
plan, owing to failure of public support here.
D. H. FINKE and wife, ticket register industries, returns to Chicago after three-week
Hollywood
visit.
JACK ECKHARDT, Fox exchange chief booker,
back to Chicago from California vacation.
JAMES GRAINGER, Republic vice-president,
in Chicago for conference with district manager Will Baker.
GEORGE JESSEL leaves tomorrow for Washington to emcee the annual White House press
dinner on Nov. 14.
ELLA LOGAN
New York.

leaves Hollywood

today for

PRODUCER JULES LEVEY is en route to
New York from the Coast for conferences with
United
Artists' executives.

From Key to Ncrtional
\
'
Avon, III. — The name of the K
Theater has been changed
to t
National. It is a 200-seater.

X. Y. THEATERS
RAWO

CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY

PARKS

• EVELYN

KEYES

in Technicolor ■ A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

25 Distribs. of 16 mm.
Pix Form Film Alliance

Twenty-five distributors and local
libraries of 16 mm. non-theatrical
Detroit — Detroit exhibitors and films, after nine months of negotiations, have formed .Film Alliance of
operators committee reached virtual
America, Inc., with offices at 1600
agreement today on new wage scales Broadway.
after two months of negotiations.
Thomas J. Brandon, head of BranOnly issue in dispute nov/ is exhibdon Films, and executive director of
itors insistence upon a two-year contract fully rigid, while operators Film Alliance, said yesterday an announcement would soon be made of
want to have a re-opening clause
with 30-day notice, in compliance leading public figures who will serve
with their preference for a one-year on a review board to insure high
contract. This issue will be pre- quality of product designed for showsented to the union membership
ing to religious, educational, social,
meeting next week for final decision. welfare, and other interested organiNew scale agreed upon by both zations.
sides gives first year raises of $7
in first- and second-runs; ?6 in CIO Moves to Organize
houses with 1,000 seats and over; $5 Toledo Theater Staffs
in 750-999-seaters and all grind
houses, and $3 for all under 750 seats
Toledo, O. — Six downtown thein night houses only. In the second
aters have been asked to recognize
year, all houses get flat $3 raises.
Exhibitors further conceded 15 per Local 29, Office and Professional
Union, CIO, as^barg'aining
cent per hour extra pay for over- Workers
agent for ushers, cashiers, candy
time, to be effective in second year girls, and maintenance employees of
only. Also agreeing to $2 extra on
all holiday matinees, and two weeks the houses. Christine Walker, international rep., is conducting the orvacation with pay after two years
ganizational drive.
employment by same theater or circuit, one week after one year. Con- Leo Cohen Moves Offices
tracts will be retroactive to Sept. 1.
Leo Cohen has moved from 1560
Broadway into new and larger
Film Classics Advances
quarters, on the second floor at 150
W. 49th St. New telephone number
Stuart Honeck, Ed Spiers
is CH 4-8539.
.Stuart Honeck has been appointed
Milwaukee branch manager of Film
WANTED TO LEASE
Classics, it is announced by Jules
500-600 seat motion picture theater.
K. Chapman, assistant general manModern
equipment.
Favorable
run.
ager of the company.
Anywhere
in U. S. Principals only.
Honeck replaces Ed Spiers who
BOX 13, THE FILM DAILY
advances to the Chicago branch top
1501 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.
spot. Both of them are WB veterans.
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WIIXIAM BENDIX
BARRY FITZGERALD

RIVOLI. B'way ot 49th St.

JEANNE
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as

"MARGIE"

.

A 20th Century-Fox Picture in TecJinicoloi
Plus

On
JON

Stage— FRANCES
LANCFORD
HALL - CARL RAVAZZA
HARMONICA
RASCALS
Extra!
AL BERN IE

EXTRA! AT
PRESS-TIME!
OPENING AT 4-STAR
THEATRE, LOS ANGELES,
BREAKS HOUSE RECORD!

CAPITOL- NOV. 7

WELCOME
eo
e

,ga&

INGRID

AND

BOB! YOU'VE DONE SUCH
GREAT BUSINESS IN
EVERY TEST ENGAGEMENT THAT NOW YOU
PLAY BROADWAY'S
BIG CAPITOL
THEATRE!"
(First time in the
history
of M-G-M's
Ace
Broadway
house
that they book a
Reprint but the
business is so terrific
it's a MUST!)

M-G-M re-introduces INGRID BERGMAN • ROBERT MONTGOMERY in "RAGE IN HEAVEN"
with George Sanders • Lucile Watson • Oscar Homolka • Screen Play by Christopher Isherwood
and Robert Thoeren • Based on the Novel by James Hilton • Directed by W. S. VAN DYKE II
Produced
by GOTTFRIED, REINHARDT
• A Metro- Gold wyn- Mayer Masterpiece Reprint
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^-Point PIx Program
En Prosped for UN

RCA Color Tele

Arbitrafion Huddle

Present Receivers Clieaply Converted

Appears Unlikely

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

present ■ status of educational films
and suggesting means for increasing
their circulation; (2) urging film
producers to include a "message of
peace" in entertainment films; (3)
ensure proper coverage of UN events
in newsreels, as well as through other
information channels.
Cohen said, "since the world is full
of prejudice, and full of false ideas,"
it is necessary to combat misinformation with truth. That, he emphasized, can best be done with a mass
medium like the movies.
So far, Cohen added, full and
proper use of the press, radio,
movies and visual education has been
sadly lacking. He expressed the
hope that the U. S. film industry
would co-operate toward achieving
the most important aim in the world:
Peace on earth.

Syndicate Honors Miss Riano

without rotating discs or other moving parts.
Engineers explained that the new
system was a complete departure
from mechanical color, shown in
various forms since 1925. It was
further disclosed that a simple, inexpensive radio-frequency converter
made it possible to introduce this
all-electronic color television system
without causing obsolescence of
black-and-white tele receivers.
_- Color Slide Tele Camera
A new color slide television camera, developed by RCA and used in
-the demonstfation, produces signals
from 35 mm. Kodachrome slides.
Transmission of the picture on the
slide is achieved in natural colors
when a light beam from a kinescojae
is focused through the slide and separated into component colors by a
system of mirrors and photo-electric
cells. Each of the three transmitted
colors — red, blue and green — is of
the same number of lines, 525; also
the same horizontal scanning rate
and the same picture repetition rate
of
a second as in presing. 30ent pictures
commercial television broadcast-

Renie Riano, Monogram's Maggie
in "Bringing Up Father," was guest
of honor at a cocktail party, tendered by King Features Syndicate,
last night in the Cottage Room of
The receiving set is equipped with
the Hampshire House.
three 3-inch kinescopes, which sep-

/

I

STARRING CiAVOlTxeCOUSesTand PfiEPM»Ml/«RA/.=:

arately receive the signals representing red, blue and green. This
trio of kinescopes is called a Trinoscope. From it the three color
images are optically projected into
a brilliant composite picture which
4
appears on ^
a 15 x 20-inch screen innatural color,
free from flicker, color
fringes or breajt-up_>of:;rtt(5ior. By
this advance, .in -tele, simTtltaneous
color transmission, instead of sequential transmission, color by color, is achieved.
Part of the demonstration had Ben
Grauer transmitted from New York,
45 miles distant, in black-and-white
and the pickup and transmitting
apparatus for the color tele was in
the laboratory building and later
shown to the visitors.
Since the electrical characteristics
and all of the standards of the green
image — including the synchronizing
pulses — are identical to those of the
present black-and-white standards,
an-^r broadcasts from color stations
using the electronic simultaneous
system can be received clearly on
black-and-white receivers by the addition of the easily-installed radiofrequency converter. No modifications are required inside the set.
Dual Service Possible
Dr. C. B. Joliff"e, executive vicepresident in charge of the RCA Laboratories division, commenting on
the development, declared that the
issue of color television is now out
of the range of controversy.
Ofiicials of RCA pointed out that
a station owner could begin with a
black-and-white broadcast service.
He may operate a monochrome transmitter on low frequencies and also
an electronic color transmitter on
ultra-high frequencies using the
signal of the color camera to operate both transmitters. The broadcaster would thereby be able to render service in both black-and-white
and color from the same station.
The remaining stages in the time
table of laboratory demonstrations
of electronic color television were
outlined as follows: Motion picture
films within three months, live action studio scenes by the middle of
1947, outdoor action by late 1947 and
1948.
large screen theater-size pictures in
General Sarnoff's Views
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, summing up the color tele situation as
RCA saw it at the conclusion of the
press demonstration, stressed that
the demonstration was not to be rea "show"
"program,"
and madegarded asthese
added or
points:
• Pictures aren't good enough yet
for the public, much less for commercial purposes, particularly as
compared to present black-and-white
reception.
It will take five years, in round
figures, for perfection and the adjustments that come with all advances in radio science. New cameras, new transmitters, receivers,
production methods, standards to be
adopted with the sanction of the

(Continued from Page 1)

tration procedure^ would have to
established outside the decree "to- bi
strictly voluntary. Certain attoi
neys for the distributors said yastei '\
day, howe"^er, that an arb^/ V'Oh
system
mustandhave
protect/^a
the
decree
thatthethere
must bc'
unifonn rules for its operatioi
Chances for uniformity, unless ujide
court order, were slim, they said.
Independent sources took an oppc
site view. They said that ther
could be uniformity and that arbi
tration did not need the court's pro
tection to be operative. They sai
arbitration was binding when adopte
to other industries and that the;
believed rules for efficient method
could be established if the distribu
tors
them. were willing to sit down -witr
With the issue resting with tb
Statutory Court, no further action oi I
arbitration is expected until it ir
seen what the judges order in theii
final decree.

■

Britain's Scophony
Out of Trust Suit

(Continued from Page IJ
pany "doesn't do business in a given
jurisdiction merely because of the
presence there of a subsidiary without some further factual basis foi
concluding the parent company has
injected itself into the jurisdiction*^
by its conduct in relation to its sub-rf^i
It was pointed out that Scophony,!^
sidiary."
Ltd. was doing business here from|
1940 toScophony
1942, but Corp.
that of
a new
com-'
pany,
America,
was formed as a subsidiary and that
the
company was not operatfiled.parent
ing here at the time the action was ;

Tri-States Meeting Open
Only to Theater Owners

(Continued from Page 1 )
here Nov. 12-13. Principal speakers
will be Fred Wehrenberg, president
of the' MPTOA, and Herman Levy, |
general counsel.
New officers will )

A. West, president, said that '
be J.elected.
the policy of closed meetings to ex- |
hibitors
enacted
for-jf
the first only
time would
in the behistory
of the
association.
FCC and the various hearings that
will be involved.
40 five
years'years
experience has shownHisthat
is the average for any new development to be adjusted.
No one knows for sure what will
happen with color television in the
upper
Colorfrequencies.
tele receivers will not be
cheap. But electronic systems should
be ciieaper in price than mechanical.

n
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leturns as Lure for
ledion Night Biz
(Continued from Page 1)

ip^ Music
Hall, with
no plans
;B<lded so far.
Loew's seems to have most elabk^^\t-up, having arranged for
pciai staff to tabulate and report
prns by direct wire to all metro■litan theaters.
[Although WB has no overall plan,
(Irand and Hollywood will broadcast
jnouncements from stage,
iparamount will use radio and p. a.
jtlets for reports.
Skouras chain will announce reits over p. a. system, turning up
ijlume to drown out sound track
jjmentafily. This is the method
jat will be used by most theaters.
'i}RKO
will only
be.een breaks,
unlessissue
newsreports
is of such
^pment justifying program halt.
JCentury Circuit will use lobby
'dios as well as stage p. a. system;
^fewsreel Theaters will report all im■rtant results immediately, from
je Transradio Press Tickers in their
■pbies; Fabian circuit will use
l-een flashes as well as p. a. system;
liiema chain will make special aniuncements only, no periodic rerts; Interboro Circuit permits its
anagers to use discretion regardg election results; Translux The.2rs will report over p. a, system
pm front of house; the Brandt
^|ain will confine reports only to
Iportant announcements.

mi Steals March
Czech Pix Marlcet
(G)ntinued

from Page 1)

tival featuring Ellen Wilkinson,
itish Minister of Education. Lead!g British stars and producers were
Prague, and the J. Arthur Rank
Tganization outdid itself by booking
ij. top films solid throughout the

,'JDnth.
'(Although Holljrwood's "Woodrow
li^ilson" had a smash opening and
'|:s been playing to capacity crowds,
ie British "Henry V" and "Caesar
I'd Cleopatra" and others, have
;'lared the spotlight,
jiiIndications are that the British
ii^ve "stolen a march" on the Amer-

industry and
that powerful
they will, comwith
:[i'lin
je Russians,
provide
tition for the favors of the Czech
eatergoers.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Oct. 31
Lawrence Grant
Dale Evans
Albert D. Levin
William ijacobs

▼

▼

▼

Thursday's Tattlings
• • • CUFF NOTES: Alert Century Circuit, through the medium
of its weekly movie guide mailing piece, is canvassing patrons to
ascertain whether serials, now restricted to Saturday matinees, have
sufficient aduh appeal to warrant retention for the evening shows. . . .
• Frank Sinatra will come on from Hollywood to attend the JDA testimonial dinner for Barney Balabon at the Hotel Astor on Nov. 21. . . .
• The Skouras, Interboro and Prudential circuits, as well as Loew's,
will go in strongly for special children's morning shows on Election
Day. . . . • The Oriental Theater case, now being aired before
Master in Chancery Joseph Elward in Chicago, is figured to run another
four weeks. ... • Ampa's luncheon-meeting at the Town Hall Club
next Thursday will have as honor guest Luana Patten and Bobby Driscoll,
Walt Disney "child finds" featured in RKO's "Song of the South." . . .
• Speaking of Century Circuit, didia know it has just liberalized its
vacation policy?
Minimum period for all employes, including theater
staffs, is now two weeks, the maximum four
Latter goes to Centurions with 10 or more years of service. ...
• More on Bess, M-G-M's
pride and joy in "Gallant Bess":
Yesterday, accompanied by Capt.
Volney Phifer and Joe B. Atkinson, his trainer, Bess paid the U. S.
Sirago, largest submarine in the Navy, a visit and through glass saw
what the bottom of the Hudson looks like near Albany
It's the first
time a horse had ever been in a sub and it took Bess to do it. . . .
O Today's smile comes from Des Moines where the neighboring Des
Moines and Paramount Theaters recently featured as respective counterattractions, "Courage of Lassie" and "If Shouldn't Happen To a Dog"

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
"CAN YOU TOP THIS?": Take it from Lou HoUeb, who
manages the Columbus (O.) Majestic, it's live and learn
Lou was
subbing in the b. o. while the cashier was lunching the other day when
up stepped a femme to inquire the starting time of the dual bill's main
feature
It was a half hour away:
Twenty-eight minutes later,
the femme was back at the b. o., shoved a dime and three pennies in
Lou's direction and waited expectantly
Lou, puzzled, pointed to the
24 cent admission
sign
"Oh, but I only want to see the one
feoture," the prospective patron protested, indignantly
Lou bets
that even Senator Ed Ford can't top that one

T

T

▼

• • • THIS AND THAT: The Princeton Film Center is hosting a
cocktail party at the Monte Carlo this afternoon to mark the premiere
of "Treasure from the Sea," industrial short produced by Walt Disney
for the Dow Chemical Co. ...
• If Diogenes is still on a hunt for cm
honest man, will he please contact Joe Springer of Century Circuit?
Here's why
Vincent Marcellino, who attended Century's Avalon
in Brooklyn shortly before the house closed down for a refurbish Job,
was given $5 change too much by the cashier
With the house
closed, Marcellino sent the finnif to Springer. ...
• Japs and Germans
shortly may be eating popcorn as they see movies
First shipments
of popcorn popping machines are en route from the Star Manufacturing
Co. of St. Louis. ... • Add to the roster of stellar talent lined up for
the "Night of Stars" at Madison Square Garden on Nov. 12 the names
of Ethel Mermcm, Ray Bolger and Betty Garrett. ... • Illinois has
finally switched the classification of state projectionists from laborers to
skilled theater operators
Chicago lATSE execs, turned the trick. . . .
• With 'The Private Affairs of Bel Ami" coming up. United Artists
nught like to know that Film Casino Exchange is preparing to spring
the imported "Bel Ami," starring Willi Forst

T
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A FULL ttlJOTA OF SlJS—PEKi
iE
Film Dail
y

-^'■^'i

^ ';?1

\^-

■our Nebenzal presents ROBERT CUMMINGS m

y}^^

^^As^

-^^^ MICHELE MORGAN • STEVE COCHF,

i\ I UK IIITCIICOCK

' '-S'^ ■-'"!*- ' ,j£

J^ETER LORRE . Scree^W

by Phillip Yordan • Directed by Arthur Ripley,

TRADITION!
— Variety
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Keenan Nominated as
Film Labor Arbiter

(Continued from Page 1)
Broadway Theater as a prelude to
the hearing of the 83,000,000 damage
suit to be tried in Delaware, where
two of the companies are incoi-porated. Trueman T. Eembusch, secretary-treasurer, and John Wolf berg,
Broadway manager, have filed the
suit, claiming damages due because
of alleged inability to acquire a suitable run for the house. They declare
all the films they are able to buy are
re-issues. Fox Intermountain Theaters, which formerly owned the theater, used the house as a moveover
spot, but Cinema Amasements Co.,
present owner, claim thej' are unable
to buy such a run at an equitable

Continued from Page 1 >
The union representatives that
nominated Keenan are: Roy Brewer
and Carl Cooper, lATSE; Herbert K.
Sorrell and llathe-sv ilattison, CSU;
Joseph Tuohy of Teamsters union
and John Dales, Jr., SAG.
They constitute the committee
which will present to all AFL studio
unions and guilds a formal proposal
for the establishment of permanent
machinery to settle jurisdictional differences before resulting in work
stoppages. This committee is now
contacting Keenan to urge him to accept the chairmanship.
Keenan recently completed a misThurman Arnold, attorney for
price.
sion to Germany for the Federal Cinema
Amusements, is in Denver
Government.
assembling evidence for the trial.

Pagnol Coming in Jan.;
May Produce in H'wood

(Continued from Page 1)
of Love,"
Pagnol Inofa "Birth
with
tion
in Technicolor.
joint statement,
Sam and Joe Siritzky told THE
Film Daily yesterday that the pic
would be mad'e both in English and
French versions. There's strong likelihood that Pagnol will produce the
English version in Hollj-^vood.
Siritzky Bros, also announced that
"Love" would be released by late
Summer or Fall next year.
The Siritzkys recently completed
a
deal with
'Pagnol for
exclusive
American
distribution
rights
of all
films made under the Pagnol banner.
Skedded for early release is "Xais,"
Jacstarring Pagnol's actress-%^-ife,
queline Bouvier. Mile. Bouvier will
her husband on his Ameraccompany
ican tour.

Roach to Provide Theaters
With Weather Service

ay's
Open Denver
s. Sued
Books
to DistribBroadw

Motion Picture Research
Lags, Dr. Handel Claims

'

(Continued from Page 1)
prepare a specially devised report,
gratis, for distribution to theater
operators throughout the nation.
State of weather to be expected by
an exhibitor on any future date, is
one of the most important factors
he has had to contend with since
show business was born.
To provide exhibitors with a
monthly forecast that would indicate long-range weather trends for
each locality in the nation, Hal Roach
entered into an exclusive agreement
with Irving P. Krick, Professor of
Meterology of California Institute of
Technology, whose weather forecasting is regarded among the best in
the entire world.
Krick served as chief of weather
information for the United States
Strategic Air Forces and later at
Supreme Headquarters of Allied
Forces in Europe. He was a member
of Allied team of forecasters who
selected
"D" day.
In addition
to basic weather trends
for entire month furnished by Krick
long-range weather forecast, enabling exhibitor to book his pictui'e
to greatest possible boxoffice advantage, will be information indicating specific fuel requirements for
month in question. Monthly forecasts are being mailed direct to exhibitors with all costs of service being defrayed by Hal Roach Studios.
Studio invites any exhibitor who is
not on the mailing list to contact
Hal Roach Studios in Culver City and
j forecasts will be directed to them.

Motion picture research has lagged
behind research in the other mass
media, according to an article
printed in the October issue of The
Journal of Marketing and written by
Marjorie Fiske and Dr. Leo Handel.
The \^Titers point out that what
little motion picture research there
is has been financed largely by educational or governmental funds and
consequently has been concerned
primarily with educational and propaganda films. Only recently has the
industry, itself, begun to show any
interest in audience research. This
was stimulated to some extent by
activities of Leo Handel's Motion Okla. TO to Consider ATA
Picture Research Bureau and Geoi-ge
Gallup's Audience Research Insti- Tie at December Conclave
tute.
(Continued from Page 1)
The article claims that the reason
Century Demonstration
for the industry's comparative lack discussed fully and heads of the
will be present to address the
of interest seems to be that the lead- ATA
At Amusement Supply
convention.
ing firms had little motivation because of the high volume of business.
The Variety
Club's
national
Amusement Supply Co. will dem- However, new techniques have been achievement
award will
be made
on
onstrate the new Century master developed that are proving beneficial, the evening of Dec. 3 when a joint
sound system and the Century it is claimed.
banquet will be held.
double-shutter projector in its show,
rooms, 341 W. 44th St., Nov. 14 and
Associates Will Host
15 from 2 to 5 p.m. The trade is in- Mathes-Crane to Produce
vited to see the new development in "Lucy's"
as
N.
Y.
Musical
Schosberg,
Leaving Para.
action.
Philly Devon Opens
Philadelphia — The Devon, owned
and operated* by
Melvin Fox, has
opened at 6333 Frankford Ave.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Hollywood — A daughter
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Carey. The infant, who
named Lynn, weighs seven
ounces.

DAILY

was born
Macdonald
has been
pounds 10

Hollywood — Son, a second child,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Enfield. Mother is actress Barbara
father is actor Craig ReyPepper,
nolds.

Three Distribs Sue
Martina For Fraud
I Continued from Page

1)

seek
to have
the courtare:
ascertain
amount
of damages
Univer^t"
Film Exchanges, Inc., RKO-Ra:
Pictures, Inc. and Loew's, lv,r Tdefendants who operate ten i(\ j,~.
in Western Xew York commuiutie
are James Martina, Carmela Mai
tina, Sarah Tantillo, Caroline Perr:
ello, Vincent Martina, Charles \
Martina and Joseph Montesano.
The defendant, Fred C. Elversor
is named only in the suits brought b
RKO and L^iew's. Theaters, operate
by the defendants since 1940, whe:'
the alleged conspiracy is said to hav
started, are the Arcade, Arcade; th
Cuba, Cuba; the Xunda, Xunda; th
Star, Dansville; the Astor, Attica
the Playhouse, Clyde; the Naples
Naples; the Family, Mt. Morris; th
Rialto,
Albion; the Park, Franklin
son.
ville, and the Williamson, William
All three complaints point out tha
the Rialto ceased operations as par
of the circuit in August 1940, an(
that the Park began about the same
time. The
complaints RKO
add that and
the Loew's
Williamsor
dropped out of the chain in 1945.
The complaints charge that by reporting substantially lower receipt;
the defendants were enabled to obtain lower terms for license fees oi
percentage rentals for future pictures in November 1945. The complaints allege, the defendants refused to permit an attorney for xh^%
jreceipts.
distributors to audit their records or|

Film Exchanges Rejection ;
IGiven SOPEG

Support

I The entire membership of the
Screen Office and Professional Em.ployes Guild, Local 109, met lastn
Inight in the Hotel Capitol and passedl,
a resolution supporting the action of .
the four New York exchanges, Co-'u
lumbia, 20th Century-Fox,
United»l
i Artists and M-G-M, in rejecting the i
recently negotiated contracts.
They also passed a resolution call- ,
ing for a meeting tomorrow at the ;
IVcst Coast B-.ircav. of THE FILM DAILY
Raymond Schosberg has resigned Malin Studios, at which time ChapHollywood — Al Mathes and Steve as assistant manager of the candy
ter chairaien of various industry
Crane, owners of Lucy's Cafe, will sales department of the Paramount units will decide on a course for
future action.
put a musical stage production,
Corp.,
tomorrow. Schosberg
willeff^ective
enter the
'■Lucy's," into production in New Theaters Seiwice
York during the new season. Novel- confectionery supply business on his Technicians Seek Wage Increase
ist Frank Gruber is working on the ovi-n in Pittsbui'gh, specializing in
book.
seiwicing theaters.
Chicago — Eugene Atkinson, business agent of Operators Union, also.
Schosberg, with Para. Theaters
Paramount at one time was interested in doing a pic based on the Service five years, will be tendered a representing Film Technicians Union
farewell luncheon at the Hotel Astor 780, is seeking a 20 per cent wage
widely kno^mi Hollywood eating
place, but deal did not jell.
today. Guest list will include Leon- increase for technicians, retroactive
ard Goldenson, Edward Hyman, Leon to Sept. 1. Meetings are under way
Mathes and Crane will bankroll
the New York play, and figure to Netter, M. F. Gowthorpe, Walter with various companies, for a new
Gross, Max Fellerman, Joseph contract.
dispose of the film rights.
Deitch, Max Schosberg, Evan Perkins, Hal Pereira, Erwin Treusch,
Detroiter Buys in Florida
C. L. Oswald, Robert Weitman. Take Over Grand Rapids Town
Venice, Fla. — The Gulf Theater has Jerry Zigmond, Fanny Elman, Fred
Grand Rapids — The To-^ti Theater
been sold by Robert S. and Mildred Mohrhardt, Arthur Israel, Bob Pow- has been taken over by Mr. and Mrs.
Oi'^'ant.
ers, Robert Shapiro, Harry Royster Steve Anikawski from M. and Carl
M. Baynard to Victor Retty of Deand Loval Haight.
troit.

Dist?
floor^^^r REjviov^

F. Production
?/. 44th St. 21st
Hv York
N. Y.
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UNIFORM BASIS FOR ROAD SHOW PROPOSALS
Znd Ban on Foreign Talent, SchenckTells Mexico
Dth-Fox Exec. Advises
reducing in Spanish and
, nglish for World Market
I

Arthur Kelly Registers "Kilroy Was Here,"
But Everybody Wants to Get Into the Act

By AIRI ANDRADE

'^ILM DAILY, Staff Correspondent
J Mexico City (By Air Mail)— If
jiexican studios are to turn out qualjiT pictures, restrictions on the importation of foreign talent must
be lifted and producers must
make p i x in
Spanish and English for worldwide distribution,
in the opinion of
Joseph
M .
Schenck, 2 0thF 0 X production
executive, who
has been visiting
here.
OSEPH M. SCHENCK
"In Hollywood
b;_
we
welcome
rains from any part of the world,"
;henck told this reporter.
will
"In fact, we in the industry
p

(Continued on Page

10)

Souncilman Attacks

There appears to be a mad scramble for rights to the title, "Kilroy Was
Here." Arthur Kelly was the first to register the title with the Motion Picture
Association and therefore has first priority. Other companies that have registered
for subsequent priorities to the title are Paramount. RKO, Warner Bros., Liberty
Films and Astor Pictures. R. M. Savini, Astor president, is reported to be ready
to start production on a picture with that title-, while Dick Hyland-Sid Luft
Production Co. likewise is said to be planning a "Kilroy Was Here" picture.

Toll Forms Company; TESMA-TEDPA Meet
m to Distribute
Announces Program
Lionel J. Toll, former editor of The
Independent Film Journal, has
formed Principal Pictures, Inc. and
will produce under a release deal
with PRC. The first film from the
Toll company will be "Night Before
Dawn," from an original script. The
title is tentative.
Production is scheduled to start in
February. Toll will leave shortly for
the coast to line up production details, cast and director.

Goldman Loses to Blums

rr In Philly Theater Deal

pb
of "TheEugene
Outlaw
City Councilman
P. Con-

Philadelphia — Frank and Sara
Blum won their case against William
Goldman yesterday when Federal
[illy has stepped into the current Judge William Kirkpatrick rendered
;ensing-censorship dispute concern- a verdict in their favor. Case ining "The Outlaw."
Taking
Licenseto erties. volved the 69th St. Theater and propommissioner
Benjamin
Fielding
'sk for his actions in preventing
The Blums purchased the proper(Continued on Page 7)
;e showing of "The Outlaw" in
' ree Broadway theaters. Connolly in
5 letter to Fielding stated: "Those
(Continued on Page 11 )

All Distribs. Agree On
One Road Show a Year;
$3,000,000 Min. Budget
The basis for each of the proposals
for the control of road shows under
fehe final decree in the New York
equity case will be one road show
picture a year from each company
and a minimum negative cost of
$3,000,000 for each picture.
The five major defendants, plus
United Artists and Vanguard Films,
have prepared a proposed provision
for the decree covering this subject
and while each may have different
ideas on road show operation, they
(Continued on Page 7)

St. Louis — Ray G. Colvin, president. Theater Equipment Dealers
Protective Association, and h«ad of
the Exhibitors Supply Co. of St.
Louis, has announced ihe program
for the Annual National Joint Convention of the Theater Equipment
and Supply Manufacturers Assoc,
and the TEDPA, to be held at the
Aided by the co-operation of radio,
Commodore Perry and Secor Hotels,
in Toledo, 0., Nov. 8-11.
newspaper, parent-teacher associaThe first general assembly of
tions and other media. The Child(Continued on Page 11)
ren's Film Library is proving highly
successful throughout the country
and catching on in numerous com^Tsecinl Pix for Germrrny
munities, itis revealed in reports
Are Planned by the Army
(Continued on Page 10)

Juve Film Library
Success, Says MPAA

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Tentative plans for Col. Signs Judge Roth
production of special films for Ger- As New Vice-President
Army's documentaries
reorientation
branch many
callby the
for several
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
contrasting Nazi propaganda footage
Hollywood — Lester William Roth
with allied newsreel and other cover- has been signed to a long-term con(Continued on Page 10)
tract as a vice-president of Columbia
Pictures. A practicing attorney in
(Continued on Page 10)

Special Appeal Pix

Asso. Brit. Deal
For AnglO'Atner,
London (By Cable) — Max Milder
reported here yesterday that Associated British was negotiating to
acquire Anglo-American Films, which
is an independent production unit
headed by Lou Jackson. It is understood that Associated British also is
seeking to obtain Jackson's services
as executive producer.

New Production Methods
Guardian Films Plans
16mm. Religious Shorts

Seen by Bergman

The day is not far off when the industry will produce and distribute
films similar to the method employed
publishing. Instead of turnSt. Paul — Guardian Films, headed in book
ing out pictures meant to appeal to
by Father Louis A. Gales, has been the whole population, the industry
organized here by the Catechetical
to produce films for parGuild Educational Society and will will be able
ticular segments, just as there are
make 52 16 mm. Catholic shorts a books for
special reader groups.
year. Society ultimately will be inThis prediction was made by Mau(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 7)

Keenan to Coast ]%ext
Weeh on Arbiter Post
Chicago — Joseph Keenan, nominated by the motion picture union
and guild representatives to head
the industry's jurisdictional dispute
board, will leave here next week for
the West Coast to discuss the situation. He said yesterday he understood that in addition there will be
three arbiters.
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DAAB, of the Vanguard Hollywood publicity staff, who recently returned from England, entrained last night for the Coast.
BART SHERIDAN, Vanguard magazine publicity editor, will leave tonight for Hollywood.

JUNE LOCKHART, who has the romantic
lead in Eagle-Lion's, "It's a Jcke, Son!" will
fly to Keene, N. H., today to assist in the inaugural ceremonies attendant on Northeast Airlines run to that Winter resort.

IRVING MAAS, vice-president and general
manager of Motion Picture Export Association,
has arrived in London.

ROBERT PIROSH, who did the screenplay for
RKO's "Golden Silence," arrives from Paris
today, via plane.

SAM BERNS, former FILM DAILY staff
writer will leave Sunday for the Ccast.
JACK ELLIS, UA district manager, returns
to N. Y. today from Binghamton.

LARRY PARKS, star of Columbia's "The
Jolson Story," will ar;ive at La Guardia Field,
Sunday, for a twc-day stay in New York with
his wife, Betty Garrett.
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Members of National Theatre Supply attending the National Association of Popcorn Manufacturers' meeting in Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on Nov. 5 and 6 will be J. W. SERViES, district supervisor and manager of the purchasing department; W. J. TURNBULL, sales
promotion manager, and R. W. DASSOW, Chicago branch manager.
EDMUND COULDING, 20th Century-Fox director, "The Razor's Edge," arrived In New
York yesterday. He will remain East for the
world premiere of "The Razor's Edge" at the
Roxy on Nov. 19.
JEFFREY LYNN and his bride, the former
ROBIN CHANDLER, have returned from their
Bermuda honeymoon and are spending a few
days at the Waldorf-Astoria pricr to their
departure for Beverly Hills.
HAL HORNE, executive producer of Story
Productions, will leave New York today for
Hollywood, where he will complete preparations for the production of "This Side <f
Innocence."
BOB HICKEY, of Chicago, RKO district exDloitation supervisor and TERRY TURNER, of
New York, RKO director of exploitation, are in
Minneapolis to work en the Northwest premiere
of "Sister Kenny."
J. A. BEAHEN, head booker at PRC, Minneapolis, is attending the two-day convention
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
HAROLD BUTCHIN, of Chicago, Republic
exploiteer,
is in Minneapolis.

Judge Reserves Decision
[n Futter-Para. Action
Judge Hostadter has reserved decision, following a one-week trial,
in the case of Walter Futter vs.
Paramount Pictures, wherein Futter
is suing for all profits from the Paramount short subjects entitled, "Unusual Occupations."
Willard McKay, plaintiff's attorney, claimed that Paramount produced these reels "in- 1936, after having rejected, at an earlier date, a
similar idea suggested by Futter.
Louis Nizer, trial counsel for Param.ount,. held that the idea of making
short subjects dej)icting unusual
oecupatidns could hardly be claimed
a monopoly, in view of the fact that
not "only
Paramount,
tion picture
companiesbutas other
well, mohad
distributed such reels long prior to
Putter's own suggestion.

N. PETER RATHVON, president of RKO and
RKO Radio Pictures, returned to Hollywood
yesterday via plane, to resume his duties as
production head at the RKO
Radio studios.
LEON SCHLESINCER, manager of the biproducts department of Warner Bros. Cartoons,
is in New York from the Coast for conferences
with novelty manufacturers on tieups involving
Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig and other characters
from Warner cartoons.
BEN KALMENSON, vice-president and general sales manager of Warner Bros., Is In Chicago for a few days.
ROY HAINES, Western division sales manager
fcr Warner Bros., is back from a trip to Cfiicago, Minneapolis and Kansas City.
RAYMOND MASSEY, now finishing his role in
"Possessed" at the Warner Bros.' studios, arrives in New Yoik from the Coast in two weeks.
HERB CROOKER, publicity manager for
M-G-M, returned to his desk yesterday after
recuperating from an emergency appendectomy.
RALPH W. MAW, M-G-M district manager
with headquarters in Minneapolis, leaves today
for his home after two days in New York conferring with home
office executives.
CHARLES KURTZMAN,
Boston district
manager
for Loew's
leaves today after
a brief home
office Theaters,
visit.
HOWARD HERTY, Los Angeles exploiteer and
now acting as advance man for the Bess tour,
arrived from upstate New York yesterday to
spend a week here before proceeding South.
WILLIAM E. DANZIGER left Hollywood yesterday for New York to assume new duties as
special liason between J. Arthur Rank organization and Universal-International.
ARNOLD STOLTZ. national director of advertising and publicity of PRC, Chiefs frcm
Hollvwood to New York today after week of
conferences with production executives on
1946-1947 program.

PRC Executives Leaving
Today For Chi. Meeting

No Special TBA Session
On Color Television
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA.

Washington — The FCC yesterr
wrote the Tele'/ision Broadcast
Association that it will not hold g
special sessions with TBA membr
prior to the opening of the Jan. :.
hearing on color tele. TBA had r.
quested an opportunity to appe^"^
fore
the inFCC
prior
the schl^'*
hearing
which
the tocommission
wi
re-open the entire question of cok
tele, with a possibility of providin
for commercial operation in the hig
band as well as experimental.
The commission wrote that th
question is one of such great in
portance that it desires to exploi
the entire matter publicly, with a
interested parties offered the oppoi
tunity to present their case. Person
or firms desiring to appear shoul
file briefs on their testimony wit
the commis.cion by Jan. 5.

Goldman to Ask Counsel
Fees Totalling $175,000
Philadelphia — William Goldman
Nov. 23 will present his form for
final decree in the Erlanger vs. Sta
ley Warner and major distribute;
Argument on the injunction and t
decree will be heard before Fedei
Judge William Kirkpatrick.
Goldman is reported to be satisfie
with the $375,000 awarded him by t :
court, but it is understood he v^':
ask for 6 per cent interest from Dec
8, 1942, and $175,000 in counsel fees
The defendants will argue on thi
interest and counsel fees on Nov. 23

Perkins Named Manager
Of Altec N. Y. District
C. S. Perkins has been appointed

New
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West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
THREE
DUPLEX 35mm PRINTING
Asked
fred W. Schwalberg,
Eagle-Lion's
Bid
MACHINES. 6D LIGHT CHANGES.
Cinecolor
and general
sales
Hollywood — Funeral services for vice-president
Pathe
Write Box 12, FILM DAILY
Frank W. Vincent will be held today manager, will also attend the conat the Church of the Recessional at
vention which will be presided over
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N.Y.
Forest Lawn. Services will be conEnterprise Denies UA Pact
ducted by Rev. Alvah Fessenden. by Lind.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — A representative of Eulogy will be delivered by Edward
Exhibitor, successful in building losing
I'M CRYING FOR HELP!
Enterprise denied a report that it has G. Robinson and pall bearers will inhouse into profitable operation, wishes
clude Lawrence Block, Frederick
completed a releasing deal with
I NEED AN APARTMENT
to assume complete management indeUnited Artists. They admitted that Brisson, Donald Crisp, George Godpendent theatre. Will go anywhere on
Ready to rent or sublease — anywhere for
frey, Cary Grant, Herbert Marshall,
UA and other companies are intersalary plus profit salary basis.
any length of time. Young mariied vet
Box iilOl
desperately
in need of home.
ested in closing a deal with Enter- Joel McCrea, Joe Nolan, Edward G.
The Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C
prise but said that no pacts will be Robinson, Abram Simon, E. T.
Call
CR-3-7272
from
9:30
to 5:30.
made for three or four weeks.
Somlyo and Benjamin Thau.
Low
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Delightfully woven Into the real-life story ave the famous tales of Uncle Remus — told
in typical Disney fashion. These are among the fiuiniest episodes ever to appear on a screen — thanks
to your new friends, Br'er Rabbit, Br'er Fox and Br'er Bear. "Song of the South"
is an unforgettably heart-warming picture you'll want to see as soon as it arrives.
Released through RKO Radio Pictures.
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^>:

k
/
^
Blasting the big- circulation magazines with a two -page
^
^
spread in four colors*: following up with a single page in

^
^

four colors* *: hitting again with ads in black and white* * *
-additionally thundering with four- color ads in 75 of
the biggest Sunday newspaper magazines and supplements in the country****- A MILLION
WORTH

OF

DOLLARS'

PRE- SELL... saturating America with

one of the most comprehensive campaigns on record!

TERRIFIC

ADVANCE

EXPLOITATION,

including the

most intensive and widespread music promotion ever
devised.- Complete score and individual songs recorded
by top name

bands and singers, and prepared for

national plugging via radio, juke box, window display,
etc.... with at least 30 recordings set by such companies
as Decca, Victor, Columbia, Capitol, Majestic, Cosmo
and others!

w&

<^s6as&

V\IA\.T D\SNtYS

LOR

^ff, TECHNICO

U
*The two-page spread in four colors appears in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturdoy Evening Post, Lloerty, Redbook and Fan Magazines.— **The one-page
in four colors appears in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, Redbook and Fan Magazines. — ***The black and white ads
appear in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, Redbook and Fan List.— ****American Weekly, This Week, Parade, and independent supplements in cities not covered by foregoing.
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pedal Appeal Pix
orecast by Bergman
I

(Continued from Page 1)

be A. Bergman, U-I's Eastern adi.blicity head, when
he discussed
ustry trends with the press in
cinnati.
e climate is right for change
hods of production and distriuon," he said. Economic practicality of making selective product is
■ longer a moot point, Bergman
liphasized. He pointed out that forgn product exhibited here would
ur Hollywood to competitive effort
making adult entertainment. Also,
jnerican producers would have to
ake pix that could compete with
reign product overseas.
Long Term Loans Available
Bergman asserted that bankers are
jre willing than ever to extend
V;j term (up to 15 months) loans
those with established reps in
- industry. Long term borrowing
articularly essential in financing
-;alled art pictures which must
=.y long runs to limited audiences.
According to Bei'gman, there are
ugh theaters in the key cities
enug special screen fare to pro:r venturesome producers in makj off-the-beaten-track film. He said
oduction costs in most instances
aid be recouped in nine months.
The U-I ad-man insisted that he
isn't crystal-gazing because he had
ide a close survey of the industry,
me of his conclusions are based on
D;S-checked market research ques'imaires. Trends indicate that fan
;erest is moving away from stereoped stuff.

is Local B-64 to Draw
On 358 Chi. Area Houses
Chicago — Eugene Atkinson, busies agent for lATSE Local 110 says
at 1,100 theater workers have
vned pledge cards for new Local
64 and 400 have paid their first
es. There are 358 theaters included
: Chicago and suburban towns be? organized.
iNew union will include managers
jd assistants and officers will be
■eted by the membership. Meetings
e being arranged with both circuit
d independent theater owners, to
: new wage scales and working
nditions for members.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 1
LaPlante M. E. A. Tucker
Ernest Rovelstad
Nov. 2
Ann
Rutherford Charles
Kenyon
James Dunn
Terry Ramsaye
Lee Bonnell
Mabel Julienne Scott
Richard Walsh
Nov. 3
S. S. Braunberg
Paul Panzer
4.aura

DAILY

REVIEUJS OF nCIU flLfllS
"Song of the South"

witit Ruth Warwick, Bobby Driscoll, James
Baskett
Disney-RKO
94 Min?.
ANOTHER FOR THE DISNEY COLLECTION OF LAURELS; SHOWMANLY
BLENDING OF ANIMATION AND LIVEACTION
SHOULD PROFOUNDLY IMPRESS AND RE-IMPRESS IN SEASONAL
RE-BOOKINGS.
Shifting to still another new experimental tack, Walt Disney has in "Song of
the South" a stirring gem that is going
to prove important in box office competition, a delight to the young 'uns and a
poignantly sentimental memento to gr-wnups.
He has here, blended a Technicolor
narrative with his own distinctive brand
of animation. There is evidence of a great
deal of experimental procedure and much
sweating of the brow, back and elbow went
into the final copy. But it was successful.
The ultimate result bears conclusive proof.
From the realm of the fanciful and the
wide range cf literary juvenilia Disney has
selected the "Uncle Remus" tales of "Brer
Rabbit." He has created a kindly colored
character, a resident of a Southern ante
bellum plantation, who entrances the children of the locality with his tales of the
rabbit, intersected with bits of homey,
decent wisdom and always with sly touches
of earthy humor.
He has taken a few of thebrief talesof Joel
Chandler Harris and fashioned them into
beautiful examples of storytelling and entertainment in the cartocn sense and he
draped these stories on a subtly realistic
framework of human characters. It's a technical trick but as rewarding as the look in
a child's eyes when he strains his imagination to conceive the highly fantastic,
and comprehending, the light shines forth.
The rabbit character, and he's a "type,"
is ludicrously drawn and given full rein
in his clever elusive tactics. His chief
problem is getting the best of "Brer Fox,"
aided and abetted by "Brer Bear." The rabbit is on the screwball side. He's gay most
of the time with a contagious humcr. The
bear and fox, while the best of friendly
enemies, get in each other's way and the
rabbit always eludes the stewpot.
These cartoon sequences relieve the serious aspects of the story which are concerned with a boy's emotional problems as
they interrelate with his parents' private
troubles. The songs are gay and the Technicolor treatment one of the pleasantest
jobs of the season.

CAST: Ruth Warwick, Bobby Driscoll, James
Baskett, Luana Patten, Lucile Watscn, Hattie
McDaniel, Glenn Leedy, Mary Field, Anita
Brown, George Nokes, Gene Holland, "Nicodemus" Stewart, Johnny Lee.
CREDITS: Producer, Walt Disney Art Director, Perry Ferguson; Cameraman, Gregg
Toland; Film Editor, William M. Morgai;
Special processes, Ub Iwerks; Sound, C. 0.
Slyfield; Songs by Ray Gilbert, Allie Wrubel,
Sam Coslow, Arthur Johnston, Johnny Lange,
Hy Heath, Eliot Daniel, Robert McCimsey,
Foster Carling; Music Director, Charles Wolcott.
DIRECTION, Excelleit. PHOTOGRAPHY, Superb.

Navy Commends "U" Newsreel
Universal Newsreel's Navy Day
story has received special commendation from the U. S. Navy in a
letter received by Thomas Mead, 'U'
Newsreel head, from Comm. E. M.
Eller, director of the Navy Department's Office of Public Information.

"TheHedy Strange
Lamarr, GeorgeWoman"
Sanders, Louis

with

UA Hayward

100 Mins.

BEN AMES WILLIAMS' NOVEL APTLY
TRANSLATED TO SCREEN
TERMS,
SHOULD
PROVE AN ALL-ROUND SATISFIER.

4

^

This is the saga of Jenny Hagen, very
well played by Hedy Lamarr, wno made
her mind up when she was very young
that things — men, property and esteem
in the community — were to come to her
by virtue of the fact that she was a woman, and a very beautiful woman too.
This Hunt Stromberg production of the
Ben Ames Williams novel has much distinction, itis good dramatic entertainment.
The performances
are sound. It is an unusual story.
Thematically it concerns a woman who
rose from sordid surroundings in the
Bangor, Me., of Circa 1820 to become
a lustful, scheming wench, withal a charitable figure beloved by the poor people
of the town. Haphazard vicissitudes of passion and sin, in her brief moment of cutting a remembered swath in the life of
the ccmmunity, lead ultimately to a tragic
end.
Yet, the spectator is aware of the powerful undercurrent of the story and its
deviations from the norm. There is an air
of morbid consequence about the main
character and the men she attracts, the man
she marries and how she causes his young
son, Louis Hayward, to love her to his own
and his father's doom. Then there is
another man, George Sanders, whom she
steals from Hillary Brooke, later marries
and in a fit of high emotional fury tries
to injure but only causes her own death.
The canvas of early Maine and its primitive, frontier aspect, is ably mounted with
intelligent production values and creditable attention to details. The spirit and
air
of the place is caught at the onset and
maintained.
Edgar Ullmer's direction shows Miss
Lamarr to fine advantage and her beauty
is further enhanced by a sincere performance that keeps the unfoldment of
the story to the fore. All this against a
picturesque and at times exciting and
spectacular background.
While it is primarily a moot, clinical
dissection of an unusual sort of woman —
which means the general audience will find
it dramatic and gripping — it is also a very
much made to order for the feminine fan.
CAST: Hedy Lamarr, George Sanders, Louis
Hayward, Gene Lockhart, Hillary Brooke, June
Storey, Rhys Williams, Moroni Olsen, Ian Keith,
Jessie arine
Arnold,
Alan Napier, Edward Biby, KathYork.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Chertok; Director,
cdgar Ullmer; Screenplay by Herb Meadow,
based on the novel by Ben Ames Williams;
Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Sound, Corson
Jowett; Film Editor, James E. Newcom; Music,
Carmen
Dragon; Art Director, Nicolai Remisoff.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very good.

Reddish Funeral Held

Uniform Road Show
asis to Be Offered
(Continued from Page 1)
are expected to be uniform insofar
as single yearly road show and the
negative cost.
As one attorney put it, "there are
14 lawyers working on it and there
areFinal
14 different
ideas."
decree proposals
from UA
and Universal may be submitted to
the court over the week-end, with
Wednesday the deadline. The major
defendants also are submitting further findings of facts and conclusions
of law.

Goldman Loses to Blums
In Philly Theater Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
ties from the Patrick J. Lawlor estate. Goldman then made an offer
for the theater after the trustees had
accepted
Blum's to
payment.
the
trustees agreed
sell the When
property
to Goldman, the Blums brought legal
action. The Blums will acquire the
000.
property
at the sale price of $653,David Selix, attorney for the
Blums, said he would move for the
assessment of damages against Goldman.
Skouras

Offer to Buy
Stock Open Till Nov. 20

St. Louis — Owners of Ambassador
Building Corporation and Missouri
Theater Building Corp. securities
have until Nov. 20 to accept the offer
of Charles P. Skouras to pay them
100 cents on the dollar for the outstanding bonds and voting trust certificates secured by the local theatrical properties.

Chi. Trib. Lifts Pic Ad Cut
Chicago — Charles Steffens, manager of the
Chicago dept.,
Tribune's
amusement
advertising
says
theater
ad
restrictions
in
paper's
two
editions have been removed as paper
shortage has been relieved. Tribune
recently increased the amusement advertising rate in both the daily and
Sunday papers five cents per line.

WEDDING BELLS
Sorkin-Stern

Engagement is announced of Sylvia
Baltimore — Funeral services for Sorkin of the Paramount sales deHarvey F. Reddish, local industry
partment, and Joseph Stem, of the
executive who died Sunday, were Vanguard New York accounting deheld Wednesday. Reddish, who recently suffered a heart attack, was partment.
Gilman-Sweeney
connected with the Frank M. Durkee
circuit. Associated with the movies
Chicago — Virginia Gilman, assisin Baltimore for approximately 30
tant manager with B&K
Admiral
years, he at one time owned several Theater,
Saturday. was married to Pat Sweeney
nabe theaters.
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^Rendezvous

With Annie

89
'< Mill.
Comcdj''
Republic) Comcdj''
(Republic)
Ca6<;
St: Eddie Albert, Faye Marlowe, Gail Patrick, Philip Reed.
ast:
R(
A <-ompI(>tcly delightful and sweet yarn by
by Mary
Mary Loos and
Rich
thard Sale has been transposed to film by Allen Dwan who produccd
eed and directed with a rare sense of Immor and wealth of human
Avarmth.
rmth. "Rendezvous With Annie" is due to gross 'way out of
oportion to
to the
the budget.
budaet. It's
It's got
eot those
those sleeper'
sleeper' qualities.
qualities.
proi:)ortion
till tt'^^vicii.
..^...j item
*.,^...— you
.7 ""■ may
'•'"'J have
-.*"" ^ read
^w»,v* it
-- —
Plot stems j.iv*ii
from an
actual news
aDout
about a flyer during the war who sneaked back home for a secret
rendezvous with his wife. When she has a little stranger about nine
months later, no one believes anj'tliing but the worst, inasmuch as
hubby obviousty hasn't been home for a coupla years.
That
That this
this premise
premise could
could easily
easily have
have hit
hit the
the sexy
sexy not
note bcai-s
evidence of both the shrewdly handled script and Dwan's graceful
\a.s fresh
lielming
bread. — for the story is clean as a whistle and wholesome
J-iViVlil^
.
J, »~^ of
„ the nice
Eddie J-i-ltJlJi
AlbertL turns - in an utterly■ loveablo
i^ortraj^al
mg G.I. who goes A.W.O.L. to keep an anniversary
anniversary date with
young
his wife.
wife. Albert's
Albert's jjcrformance
jjcrformance sparks
sparks the
the whole
whole rum
running timc^^
Charming too is Faye Marlowe, the girl in liis life. Gai
Sir Aubrey Smith and others arc highly satisfactory.

" A NATURAL.

IT'S

^-^-^ independent FOMjoim
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^

^

Schentk Urges Mexico
To End Talent Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

not allow restrictions on artists," he
went on, adding, "It is only in this
way that Hollywood has become the
greatest film center in the world.
Unfortunately, this is not the case
in Mexico. In regard to picture
making, the peoples here are too
nationalistic. In fact, one could better describe it as lacking in vision.
Through this closed door policy, they
have fairly well succeeded in destroying an industry which could
have been a great asset to Mexico."
Only Three Stars Developed
Schenck pointed out that in the
history of the Mexican film the industry had developed only three personalities— ^Cantinflas, Maria Felix
and Jorge Negrete. "Until Mexico
realizes that the making of films is
an international art and allows the
infiltration of artists and technicians
from the States, it cannot command
a: top notch position in the world
market," Schenck said.
On whether 20th-Fox was considering producing here, Schenck again
called attention to the union laws
barring imported talent and added,
"However, we will undoubtedly continue to send companies here for
location work." He said a crew is
expected here shortly to film scenes
for 20th-Fox's forthcoming "Captain
From Castile."
Asked if Hollywood would eventually develop the Mexican industry,
the U. S. film executive answered,
"Hollywood won't develop it, but it
might be persuaded to help."
"Stimulate Ambition"
"If people are satisfied with little,
they'll never have much," Schenck
commented. "In my opinion, Mexico is a country rich in natural resources which as yet have not been
developed. Mexico needs to stimulate ambition in its inhabitants as
much as anything. In this field, as
in others, an awakened industry
could perform a great service to
Mexico."

Festivities For June Haver

Admissions Black
Market in Denmark

FRED

HULL, Atlanta booker for M-G-M,
moted to the sales staff there.

RALPH RICHEY,
dianapolis.

manager,

(Continued from Page 1)

Pact to Direct "Women"
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy's contract to direct Selznick's production
of "Little Women" has been cancelled by mutual consent, as a consequence of LeRoy's inability to complete picture in time to report for
preparation
of "The
Robe" that
for
RKO. It had been
contemplated
"Little Women" would be completed
in ample time for LeRoy to fulfill his
prior commitments, but production
had to be postponed because of strike
conditions.
While the Selznick organization
has taken minor steps toward retrenchment, ithas maintained its
entire staff at a loss of over $10,000
daily. It is not true as rumored that
studio has been closed, or that "Little
Women" has been abandoned. Production of both "Little Women" and
on Alfred Hitchcock's "The Paradine
Case" will start in the near future.

West Coast Bureau of THE

Ritz Theater, In-

MAX

PACE, manager, Well Theater, Greenfield, Ind.
GLEN HORTON, operator, Dix Theater, Detroit.
MARVIN
KRASS, manager, Dix Theater, Detroit.
)ACK

VAN VLIET, relief manager, Krass Theater circuit, Detroit.

GEORGE

CHEATHAM, relief manager, Krass Theater circuit, Detroit.

Special Pix for Germany
Are Planned by the Army

age of events in the history of the
past dozen years, it was learned here
yesterday. Complete outline of these
films has not yet been effected, but
the work will be done under direction of Pare Lorentz, production
"Going My Way" opened last week
chief for the branch.
and has been playing to capacity
business and a lengthy extended
Although branch officials here derun is in prospect. Another successclined yesterday to discuss the matter at all, pleading that policy is not
ful film playing locally is "The Seventh Veil," now in its eighth month
yet "firmed up," it has been ascerat the same house in which it
tained that Carl Zuckmayer, former
German novelist, playwright and
opened.
film writer, will be sent to Germany
to collect the needed Nazi footage.
Col. Signs Judge Roth
Extent of Zuckmayer's other duties
is not yet defined — but he is expected
As New Vice-President
to be gone anywhere from three to
SIX
months.
(Continued from Page I)
A
widely known anti-Nazi writer,
Los Angeles for the past 30 years.
Judge Roth was formerly a judge of Zuckmayer is holder of a Kleist
prize from pre-Hitler days — the
California's Superior Court.
Commencing immediately after Kleist prize being the German equivalent of our Pulitzer award. He was
first of the year. Judge Roth will
take over important executive duties in Hollywood briefly in 1939 upon
his arrival here from Switzerland,
at Columbia Studios.
on a writing contract with Warner
Bros., then returned to a Vermont
LeRoy, Selznick Cancel
farm for several years. His new

Technicians Local to Meet
pro-

Friday, November 1, 1*

Copenhagen (Via Air Mail) — With
the presentation of quota-free
American films here, admissions are
selling on the black market as high
as 20 Crowns, equivalent to four
U. S. dollars.

Chicago — Eddie Solomon, publicity Schedule First French
chief of Chicago's 20th-Fox ex- Film in Technicolor
change, and Emile Montemurro,
20th-Fox's news camera chief, accompanied June Haver to Rock
Paris (By Air Mail) — ^^First French
Island for home coming festivities Technicolor picture will be "Le
for star.
Mariage de Ramuncho," to be produced by Max de Vaucorbeil. Andre
Dessary and Gaby Sylvia will star.

NEW POSTS
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Hollywood — Film Technicians
Local 683 has announced a meeting
of Technicians for Sunday but Roy
M. Brewer, lATSE representative,
declared meeting unauthorized.

Elkville New Hope Opens
Elkville, 111.— The New Hope Theater, a 400-seater, has opened here
under the management of Bill and
Don Hope of Sesser.

iuve Film Library
Suness, Says MPAA
(Continued from Page 1)

reaching
the local office of tl
MPAA.
In many
instances civic offici
have gone on the air voicing apPBv "
of these special showings
ofrTl
for children. The programs are^^.
erally presented on Saturday mor;
ings but in certain instances a spei
ial show IS held in the afternoon c
that day.
Local presentation
coi
showing.
ditions geuerally govern the time c
Initiated last month. The Chil
rcn's Film Library has a supply
films for SIX months. The RKO cii
cuit has just concluded an arrange
ment for the ptogramb which w
start Christmas week. Other circuit
which have adopted
the idea ar
tury.
Skouras,
Loew's,
Warners,
Para
mount. National, Fabian and Cen

Admission prices range from 1
cents to 35 cents with increase(
prices for adults accompanyinj
children. Programs consist of re
issues of 28 films from the varioui
play, "The Devil's General," has major film companies affiliated witl
been bought by Jed Harris for pro- MPAA and a few from non-membti
duction in New York during the Win- companies. The list will be expandec
ter— and opens in Zurich in two as the demand requires.
weeks.

"Outlaw" Playing 24

Metro Execs, to Attend
6 Exhib. Unit Meetings

Kincey Circuit Houses

Three M-G-M home office and field
executives will appear before various theater owner conventions to be
held within the next few weeks.
On Nov. 11-12, H. M. Richey, head
of exhibitor relations, will appear
before the exhibitor convention at
Detroit.
On Nov. 19-20, Brooks will attend
the Associated Theatre Owners
meeting at Indianapolis.
On Nov. 23, Richey will appear before the ITOA of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan when the sessions
are held at the Schroeder Hotel in
Milwaukee.
On Nov. 25-26, Brooks is slated to
be in Pittsburgh for the Allied
MPTO of Western Pennsylvania
gathering.

Sabu Back from Location
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Increased deals for "The Outlaw'
continueforbetween
rounds
in the lega'
battle
the right
to present
the
picture in New York, it was reported
yesterday by United Artists.
The Kincey circuit. Paramount affiliate, is playing "The Outlaw" in!
its theaters in the Carolinas, Vir-!
ginia and West Virginia, playdates
having been set for 24 out of the 40
Kincey situations.

Gale-Dyer to Produce
Special Purpose Films

Arthur L. Gale and Ben E. Dyer,
will produce commercial and industrial films under the banner of the
newly-organized New York Productions, Inc. Gale is prexy; Dyer, veepee and treasurer; William R. Distasio, secretary. Offices are at 521
Fifth Avenue, New York.
NYP will also provide consulting |

HoUywood^Sabu due here today.
He has been in Brazil with the J.
Arthur Rank location unit making and
services for West'!
Coast production
theatrical producers.
"Green Days-Blue Nights," and will
vacation here until January when he
returns to England to complete

STORK REPORTS

picture.

4 New Pix for Europe
Frankfurt, German y — Theater
Special Services are now issuing four
new films to the various film exchanges throughout the European
Theater. The films are "Rendezvous
with Annie," "Scandal in Paris,"
"Monsieur Beaucaire" and "Black
Beauty."

J
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Hollywood — ^Edwin L. Marin, di- f
rector
of RKO's
''Nocturne,"
is I
father of a second son, Reese Andrew, born at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital. Weight, eight pounds, four
ounces. Mrs. Marin is former Metro
actress Ann Morris.

♦iday, November 1, 1946

^

IeSMA-TEDPA Meet
innounces Program
(Continued from Page 1)
EDPA and TESMA will open in the
3Cor Hotel, with welcoming
addles by Mayor Lloyd Roulet, of
^^ 3, and J. D. Lippman, president
tne Toledo Chamber of Commerce,
id head of the Textileather Corp.
Toledo.
Manufacturers' and supply house
:hibitors will open in the exhibit
lom of the Secor Hotel at 11 a.m.,
ov. 8, and will continue until midjght, to provide ample opportunity
■.'.■T viewing the 70 displays.
;iOn Nov. 9, TEiSMA and TEDPA
Jill open their respective business
ssions at 10 a.m., while exhibits
Exhibit Hall will be open that day
cm 11-6 p.m.
Between sessions, luncheons, sighttjeing and bridge parties have been
I '•ranged
for the delegates and their
:ests.
Sunday's program will open at 10
m. with the general assembly of
ESMA and TEPDA in the Casino
jom of the Secor Hotel.
At 6.30
ere is to be a cocktail party at the
arry Hotel, preliminary to the anlal banquet, the host of which will
• the National Carbon Co. Ray G.
Dlvin will be toastmaster
at the
mquet.
Final meetings
will be
?ld on Nov. 11, in the Transportaon Room of the Hotel Secor.
Officers of TESMA are: President,
, scar F. Neu, Neumade
Products,
L Y.; vice-president, William
A.
tedris, Ideal
Seating Co., Grand
' apids, and secretary-treasurer, Roy
;: oomer, Chicago.
TEPDA officials include: Ray G.
['blvin, president; Joe Hornatein, Joe
s^omstein. Inc., N. Y.; "William Carf.ll, Falls City Theater Equipment
p., Louisville, Ky.; F. A. Van Hun. Western Theater Supply Co.,
rnaha, and A. E. Thiele, Des Moines
[neater Supply Co., Des Moines, la.

lono. Buys "Highwayman"
'est Coast Bureau

of THE,

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monogram has puriased Alfred Noyes' famous narra./e poem "The Highwayman." for
j.mes S. Burkett. Burkett will pro,jce the picture for Monogram on a
"idget
_ set in atSanta
$1,000,000.
fw living
Barbara, Noyes.
is col(borating on the screenplay with
j.ek Dewitt and Renault Duncan,
[cture will be shot in England,
^cale of story.

SICK REPORT

Guardian Films Plans
16mm. Religious Shorts
(Continued

from Page

SAM
BRIMSTEIN,
^er, Chicago,
is a
burban Hospital.
MRS.

EDWARD

manager, Logan
patient
at the

HOCHSTIM,

TheWest

wife of the

Ith-Fox
manager
at
Detrcit,
escing after a major operation.

is

con-

Cine-France Planning
French-English Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE

1)

FILM

Councilman Attacks
DAILY

Hollywood — ^In a move to build up
grosses on pictures released in this
country, Cine-France will next year
send a number of English speaking
versions of its product to America.
A representative of the French firm
is at present in Hollywood lining up
personnel and material to take back
to Paris.
It is planned that shooting of both
French and English versions will be
simultaneous, which will entail
merely switching actors, leaving
lighting and set setup the same.
Byron Price Guests Head
First deal concerns producerOf Netherland Bank
writer team of Stanley Rubin and
Lou Lantz and actor Dent Smith.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Rubin and Lantz have been offered
Hollywood — ^H. L. Wolterson, head a lucrative contract to go to France
of the Rotterdamsche Bank, was
guest Wednesday at a luncheon given next year to co-produce, co-direct
by Byron Price, board chairman of and co-write a screenplay based on
•'The Gobin Market," a recent bestAMPPA.
seilev in Great Britain. Smith, who
Present were several studio ex- is
under contract to Warners and
ecutives who questioned Wolterson
about current conditions in the RKO on a split deal, is being offered
a starring part in the production.
Netherlands and the recent agree- Rubin
has already sold an original,
ment with the MPEA permitting
"The Orchid," to Cine-France, with
showing of American films.
The Rotterdamsche Bank recently company angling for Ingrid Bergman to star in English version.
filed a bid for 1,100-seat Asta, firstrun theater in The Hague, formerly
AP Managing Editors
owned by the Germans.
Wolterson also represented the Feted by Film Industry
Dutch 50 per cent ownership in the
N. V. National Cinema Enterprise West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
with the other half owned by AmerHollywood — The motion picture
ican members of MPEA.
industry will entertain for the full
day and evening of Nov. 29, the AsNew Film Dept. for
sociated Press Managing Editors Association, assembled in Los Angeles
Thompson Coast Office
for its first convention ever held on
the West Coast.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The AMPPA and SIMPP are
Hollywood — ^A new motion picture
department has been established at sponsoring the affair. A dinner will
the Los Angeles office of J. Walter be tended to the visitors with highlight of the affair being a show proThompson Co. Staff includes W. C.
duced and directed by Mervyn Le
Lewellen, service rep.; Leon Benson, Roy.
copy and production; and Charles W.
Meggs, art director. All are veterans
in pix advertising and exploitation. Name Bert Sanford Altec
General supervision will be by R. Theatrical Sales Manager
M. Gillham, vice-president in charge
if motion pictures and television for
Bert Sanford has been appointed
JWT in New York.
theatrical sales manager representing both Altec Service and Altec
Roshon Gets 16mm. Right Lansing
Corps., according to an announcement made by H. M. Bessey,
To 188 Mono. Features
Altec iService vice-president.
Sanford will act as liaisOn between
Chicago — Russell C. Roshon Organization has concluded a deal with the Altec companies and the theMonogram for the 16 mm. rights to
ater supply dealers and sound equipment manufacturers to stimulate the
188 pictures. In addition, Roshon
will release 12 PRC productions and sale of Altec Lansing products and
two from United Artists in Novem- develop closer relationship between
ber.
the respective companies.
Roshon has added its 22nd branch McGrail to UA Staif
in Little Rock, Ark., and its 23rd
in Houston.
John McGrail, newspaperman and
corporated, with the board of trustees
of the society as officers.
Guardian is making a series of
shorts on early missionaries in Central America. Fanchon Royer, Hollywood producer, is shooting in Mexico and Guatemala using American
cameramen and native actors. One
picture has already been released.
Films will be distributed by secular
dealers throughout the U. S.

publicist, publicity
joined Tom
Waller's
Artists
s^aff.
McGailUnited
was
recently discharged'' from the Navy.
Hollywood — ^Carpenters Local 946, Prior to entering ;the service he
of CSU, will seek a five-day week, worked in the MI?lPDA office in
\
six-hour day and a 20 per cent boost Hollywood.
1
in pay and is asking other studio
locals to make similar demands. The Saybrook to Petersen
pay tilt sought is in addition to a
Saybrook, 111. — McNerney The25 per cent increase granted them in
aters have purchased the 300-seat
July.
Saybrook from the Peterson Circuit.

Carpenters Seek Pact Changes

CHARLES A. GARNER, independent disbutor
In Detroit,
has recovered
from
a
tical attack of lobar pneumonia.
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Curb of "The Outlaw
(Continued

from Page

1)

whose position tempts them to inflict curbs upon others should be reminded that excess of zeal leads to
Connolly stated Fielding and Police Commissioner Wallander were
injustice."
seeking to intimidate theater owners
against showing "The Outlaw" because of their doubts that a penal
conviction could be obtained, and
that,
ship. therefore, the case involved a
clear instance of arbitrary censorConnolly defended "freedom of the
films" as a 'precious segment of
freedom of speech" and he said he
was 3l-.^aying the City Charter and
N. Y. City Administrative Code in
ordfci- to introduce legislation in the
City Council "to put an end to this
trifling
fundamental
rights." to
Awarewith
that
Fielding sought
overrule the State Board of Regents
which has licensed "The Outlaw" for
exhibition in this state, Connolly said
the success of this move would "establish a precedent whereby the community would be subjected to the
prejudices, whims or code of morals
of succeeding license commissionConcluding
respectfully askConnolly
that you said:
end at"Ionce
all further efforts to act as a censor
and that you permit the theater owners without fear to exhibit the pictures which they are under contract

Poharnok
Will Lecture
ers."
Here
on Hungarian Pix
to show."
A recent arrival here is Zoltan I.
Poharnok, who has taken up his
duties as the official American rep.
of the Hungarian Council of Arts.
Poharnok is a well-known artist and
his mission is to make a lecture tour
with the view toward bringing about
a keener international understanding between Americans and Hungaft'ian fine arts. He will also devote considerable time to the Hungarian film in comparison to American product and the theater.

FEMME TOUCH
CERI FRiEEMAN, contract clerk. 20th-Fox, Minneapolis.
MRS. burgh.
CLARA PAULL, WB 'phone operator, PittsM. BONDI, assistant manager, Marbro Theater,
Chicago.
MRS. ETHEL SHUNK, relief cashier, Franklin
, Theater,
Nutley, N. ).
MARGARET STANT, from booker to office
, manager at Washington's
UA office.
SYLVIA
SUSSMAN,
Republic's N. Y. exchange.
JUNE FOX, from Chicago Paramount exchar.;;e.
to utility clerk, Paramount,
Denver.
BARBARA SEALD, formerly with RKO, t the
Arthur
Eddy publicity agency, Hollywcud.

TERRIFIC
A NEW

WARNER

56 TIMES
PICTURE

(ThVs

HAS OPENED.

THIS PICTURE IS CALLED ''NOBODY LIVES
FOREVER''. IN EVERY ONE OF ITS 56 ENGAGEMENTS "NOBODY LIVES FOREVER" IS
AN ABSOLUTE DRAMATIC MOP-UP! GET IT
NOW

AND GET IT GOING. IT'S A HOT ONE!

JOHN

GARFIELD

i KILLED A MAN
FOR THIS KISl

an all-or-nothing guy

so YOU
BETTEfr

GERALDINE

FITZGERALD

\ MAKE

GOOD!'

WALTER 6RENNAN • FAYE EMERSON • GEORGE couLOURis • GEORGE tobu
Original Screen Play by W. R. Burnett • Music by Adolph Deutsch

Producedby ROBERT

BUCKNER

. Directed by JEAN

NEGULESCO

i
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lOV'T CALLS CONFAB WITH INDUSTRY HEADS
j^ssociations to Fight State Admission
Itates May Seek Theater
jtevenue if Federal Tax
sI Dropped to 10 Per Cent

I

'Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

CHICAGO
THEATERS RUN 'SILENT' FIX
Theater Owners Trace Trouble to Union Membership
Drive; Union Declares Innocence

DAILY

Washington — A nationwide strugle to balk plans of state legislators
10 anticipate the dropping of the
f'ederal admissions tax back to the
0 per cent pre-war level is shaping
[kp, with exhibitor associations preIkaring to put up a major struggle
jio prevent imposition of additional
lax burdens. Legislatures of 43
States meet in January, with Florida
Sessions scheduled for the Spring.
Dnly in Virginia, Mississippi, Louisiina and Kentucky are no sessions
scheduled— and there is a strong pos(Continued on Page 6)

National Theaters
Start Pension Pian

Chicago — Audiences in 33 theaters
here, who had paid their admission
price to see talking pictures, suddenly found themselves looking at
films in pantomime. For fifteen to
thirty minutes the films had very
suddenly
become
puzzled Edi;on
power "silent."
plant andAs repair
man attempted to locate the trouble
for the perplexed theater managers,
Eugene Atkinson, business agent for

IForm

Triangle Prod'ns

iVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The new motion picture company formed in August by
Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers and
Ralph Cohn will be known as Triangle Productions, it was announced.
The new producing company will
make two high-budget
features a
(Continued on Page 6)

No Paper Tomorrotv
Because tomorrow is Election Day
and a le'al hnliday in New York,
THE FILM DAILY wlJI not be published.

London (By Cable) — The Films
Council, in a report issued on Friday, urged the British government to
authorize priorities for motion picture studio developments. It was
pointed out that since V-E Day.
building projects, totalling $6,000,000, had been licensed but that construction had not been able to start.
The Council also expressed the
ooinion that the proposed independent selection panel would bring thp
industry no closer to the solution of
the monopoly question.
In July, the Films Council named
a sub-committee to deal with the
proposal of Sir Stafford Cripps that
(Continued on Page 3)

Hungary Short of Film Fare
MPEA Moving to Set Up Sales Organization
Astor Pictures to Handle
Budapest (By Air Mail) — There i=
a marked shortage of films of all
Series of Kilroy Films
type in Hungary. In this citv th^
With world-wide distribution
rights signed March 25, Astor Pictures Corp. has recently completed a
deal with Pat Patterson and Frank
Roy Nicholson, San Franci'^co producers, to handle distribution of a
series of six features to be known as
the Kilroy series. These will be
(Continued on Page 6)

Gov't Interested in
Getting Certain Pix
In Public's Eye
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Was'hington — Reconversion director John Steelman, last Friday, wired
the Operators' Union, who has been invitations for a White House conference on Nov. 20 to a score of mocarrying on a union membership
tion picture industry leaders in prodrive among theater employes induction and exhibition. The trade
cluding managers and their assistpress was also invited. The session
ants, was equally surpri;ed.
According to a Herald American will be held in the East wing of the
White House at 2.30 p.m. that afterreport, both independent and chain noon.
theater owners met Friday to solve
The purpose of the gathering will
the problem of "silent" movies. It be to try once again to work out
also reports that during the morning
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

"Ou
Is tiaw" Status Here Films Council Urges

Local status of "The Outlaw" will
not be clarified until the middle of
next
month in view of the fact that
National Theatres Amusement
the interested parties requested an
Co.'s retirement program, the first additional three weeks' time in which
ito be started in the motion picture
present their briefs.
industry, already has begun to func- to Dr.
Ward Bowen, acting director
tion for the company's employes, of the motion picture division of the
Charles P. Skouras, president of State Education Denartment, before
National said at the week-end and
11 employes already are receiving whom the censorship hearing was
annuity checks in varving amounts. held last Friday, stated that there
These employes include a district would be no more hearings. Instead,
manager, three theater managers, a his office would study the briefs submitted by License Commissioner Ben
(Continued on Page 6)
Fieldina- and bv President Edward
C. Rafterv, UA's counsel.
Pickford, Roqers, Cohn
Fielding's
office refused to comment on the case.

Taxes

only screen fare from the U. S.
consists of a collection of old films
which have been constantly played
and replayed.
An indication of the ponular filmgoers'
mind atthat
the Greta
present
timestill
is
the revelation
Garbo
r°igns as the Queen of Hollywood.
Since the (Continued
war clamped
on Pagedown
3) on in-

Aii Papers Due Today
In N. Y. Equity Case
Proposed final decrees from Universal and United Artists are due today, as well as all other documents
from the defendants in the New
York equity case.
It is understood that the Statutory
Court will start working on its final
(Continued on Page 6)

Rank's Story Chief Says
Original Stories Scarce
Unusual dearth of story material
is forcing producers to dig for film
material from the public domain, observed Pat Wallace, head of the
(Continued on Page 6)

Johnston to Meet
Prime Minister
Londrn (By Cable) — Eric Johnston, head of the MPAA, now here
to look over England's film industry,
will meet Prime Minister Atlee,
Sir Stafford Cripps, Herbert Morrison, J. Arthur Rank and trade union
leaders including the president of
the Trades Union Congress. After
his tour of the continent he will fly
back to the U. S. from North Africa
in December. Jrhnston will return
here for an extended visit in April.
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN will arrive in New York
today to attend the world pie.r.ie e of his
.atest production "The Best Years of Our
A. W. SCHWALBERC, v;ce-presiient and
general sales manager of Eag e-Licn Fil.rs, has
Lives."
efla fewNew
days.York (or Chicago and will return in
EDWARD F. LOMEA, 20th - Internalional's
managing director in South Africa, airived in
New Yo.k Frday for business conferences with
President Murray Silverstcne at the home office. H2 will lemain here for several weeks.
JUN: HAVER, 20th Century-Fox star, arrived In New Ycrk over the week-end for a
week's stay.
ROBERT PIRO'H reached N3w Yo-k via PanAmerican on Friday, a fer nine weeks in P;ris,
where he worked on the screen play of
"Golden Silence," the RKO-Pathe Cine.-na
picture starting Maurice Chevalier.
WILLIAM B. ZO'ELLNER, head of M-C-M's
reprints and importations, has returned from
a Southern trip.
BEN MELN'KER and GEORGE SHARE, of the
M-G-M legal staff, have returned from a trip
to Memphis.
WALTER BROOKS, assistant to H. M. Richey,
s back from Des Moines.

RICHARD
0.
rector of "Child
MYRNA
LOY,
GENE

MARKEY,

|CHN
week.

LODER

FLEISCH'R,
of Divorce,"
accompanied
will arrive

A "publictomobilization"
SOPEG
"Mobilize"in

FKO
is in New
Radio Yo;k.
diby her husband,
in Niw

York today.

will arrive in New

York this

WALTER GOULD, United Ariists' foreign
manager, and WILLIAM (BILL) LEVY, division manager for Europe and the Near East,
eft New Yolk Friday bv plane fcr a tour of the
company's offices in London, Paris and other
European
capitals.
W LLIAM MAILUK,
yesterday for his home

Near East exhibitor, left
in B;yrejth, Syria.

PENIE RIANO, Monogram's Miggie sto'-s off
^oday in Boston as she treks Hollywood-bound
in her trailer.
LUTHER McCONNHLL, former manager of
ZW\c Theater, Farmington, M ch., to Tucson,
AriT., where he plans to go into the theater
business.
BEN KALMENSON,
Chicago.

Warner

sales dept, is in

C. STAN'EY THOMPSON. M-G-M counsel
"n way to N5W York from Denver confrrences,
visited My!es See'ey, Chicago attorney today.
RONALD CQl MAN and wife BENITA HUME,
visito'S in Chicago.

RUDY BERGER, Southern M-C-M sales manaler, arrived yesterday from W^siiing'on tc
spend
ences. the week here for home office confer-

ED LEVFN
'or N3w Ycrk

LEO HANDEL, head cf M-C-M's audience
-esearch,
left Saturday for Havana and will be
back
Thursday.

Managers of Six Bvonx
Houses Out on Strike

Harrv Warner Says World
Could Adopt Scout Laws
tVest Coast B-trcau

of

THE

FILM

DAJIV

Los Angeles— Nations of the world
could well adopt the Scout law as a
"ode for peace and progress. Harry
M. Warner, president of Warner
Rros. Pictures, told Eagle S?outs an-"
■heir civic sponsors at the annual
dinner given on Friday by the Los
Angeles Area Council of the Boy
ScDuts of America.

IRENE

DUNNE

NATCO, veepee, leaves Chicago
conferences.
is a

Chicago

{Nov.

1)

=

Chicago — It is reported that the
Hudson Ross Company will offer the
first retail sale of television sets in
the Chicago market, next week. RCA
and General Electric television sets

i

are expected to rea^h the Cl"i'"'nro
trade this mon*"h. Fmers^in, Philco
and Farnsworth w'll deliver sets
before the end of the year.

today."

announced Friday following ? -net
ing at the Malin Studios atte^
chapter chairmen of SOPEG.^

]\. Y. THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor • A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR

STAGE

PRESENTATION

H23En

ROBERT YOUNG
BARBARA HALE • FRANK MORGAN

visitor.

Managers of six Br'^nx theaters
owned and operated by ths Combined
Br^nx Amusem9nts, Inc., went on
strike last Friday evening. The
houses affected are ♦■he Craft. Bpach,
Alr>ine, A Her ton, Melba
and Park.
The strike was called by the Motion Picture Theater Operating Man■^"■ers and Assistant Managers Guild.
The Guild charges unfair Igbor practices and alleges the circuit coerced
and discharged three employes for
union activity.
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Hungarian Theaters
Fare

Has "Silent
po
Cause Unknown
[;go
(Continued

from Page

at the B & K Roosevelt The.ijig scenes of the movie went out
Hi and claims it a part of a
l^the operators' union to force
unionization of unorganized the• employe;,
leading theater owners said that
!i halting of sound and out of
jbs-films was sabotage to force
"jpnization of employes. Theater
Ikers stand ready to bargain with
'.ority of employes in accord with
iJRB but cannot force employes to
k', any union.
"heaters aflfected by the sound
t-off were Warner's Avalon and
lital, -Schoenstadt's Piccadilly, B
K's Chicago, United Artists'
)sevelt and Essaness' Orienta.
l Wood Theaters.
Clarence Jalas, secretary treasuvir
operators' union, told Herald
orter that thsy knew nothing
•ut sabotage plot, that old equipnt might be responsible tor
akdowns.

Im Prices to Highlight
ich. Allied Convention
'Detroit — The Allied Theaters of
jchigan convention, to be held Nov.
13 at the Book
Cadillac
Hotel
!;-e, will probably devote much at•ition to the subject of film rentals.
ihk Stewart, Allied general manhe
which
lier, named companies
•vimed were not following acceptthis
'Je policies, in a statement
rek to his own members.
^National industry leaders are exacted at the convention, including
Dram F. Myers, Jack Kirsch, Wiliim L. Ainsworth and Trueman Rem. ,,sch, Allied chiefs, as well as home
^'fice executives of distributors.
12
The new proposal to produce
atures, with the privilege of canning eight, for Allied member di£Other
jibution, will be discussed.
liurces of new product, changes in
'-laws, prices and trade practices
ad establishment of a booking and
jying service will also be discussed.
A direct attack on 16 mm. feature
im relea:es is also promised accordg to Stewart.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov.
D3n Alvarado
Dixie Lee

(Continued from Page 1)
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Sam D. Palmer
George A. Hickery
W.n. H. Wo:kman
Wi'.liam Hedwig
Gig Young
John Kane
David A. Levy
Saul Shernow
Arnold Stoltz
Joseph S. Hummel
Nov. 5
W:il H. Hays
H^len E. Hughes
Eddie Ede son
George
TheodoreJ. Schae'er
Von Eltz
Dona
Drake
Roy Rogers
Joel McCrea

Monday

Morning

ternational cinematic intercourse,
the new faces and talents developed
in America during the war years are
virtually unknown here.
In the matter of international
monetary exchange, this country
stands out as the severest sufferer.
The recent super-inflated pengo has
practically called a stop to the import trade in all its diversified forms.
No Hungarian Production
Hungarian production is not to be
found in any of the former wellknown Danubia and Hungaria studios which before World War II figured in international trade.
In local Budapest houses such old
films as "Camille," "Queen Christina," "Grand Hotel" and "The
Painted Veil," all starring Garbo,
have proved the biggest attractions.
In the early years of the war there
was a certain amount of collaborationist-inspired film production. In
addition to the monetary problem today in relation to production, the
native problem here is heightened
by the fact that Hungarian players,
producers and other persons concerned with film-making were Nazis
and sympathetic with the Nazi re-

Metnos

• • ® A NOTE FRCM Herb Crocker, who just had his appendix
yanksd, tells us he was such a sensation at St. Clare Hospital that he
was held over for another wsek. ... • Did you know that "The
Westerner" is rolling up one of the biggest grosses in the histoiy of the
Victcria Theater?
The Gaiy Cooper revival has been lined up with
"Sister Kenny" on the RKO circuit. ... • Fred Granich, recently a
student salesman at RXG's New York exchange, has been moved up
to assist R. K. Hawkinson who assists Phil Reisman
Granich was
one of the youngest f.e'd officers on the General Staff
Bill Palmer,
another RKO sales student, is going places; namely, Siam
Palmer knows that country better than Times Square, having lived there
with his parents. ... • Columbia home olf.ce execs, say that "The
Jolson Story" is outgrossing every picture ever rsleassd by Columbia.
• "Blue Skies" is in its third week at the Paramount after a second
week's gross that was topped only by "Road to Utoplo"
Opening
week set a new record for ths theater.
T
▼
▼
• • 9 PHILLY EXCHANGE nosed out all 20th Century-Fox rivals
this year, grabbing the Tom Connors Champ Trcphy to be presented,
natch, by Tom Connors, vice-prexy, at the Ritz Carlton tonite. . . .
• For their ultra-'ancy currying of the British Lion, viz. their superhypoed
promotion of "Henry
V" and "Caesar and Cleopatra," Paul
Lazarus, Jr., UA pub.-ad. chief sprinkled kudos to his stalf
"Gad,
men," he explained. 'Twos for the Empire!" ...
• Massce-Barnett
didn't let the TWA strike throw them
M.-B., like the ever-Jaithlul
Post Olflce, rushed the films right thru by making quick arrangements
with other oirllnes. ... • Boys at Paramount threw a surprise party,
Friday night, for Cu.tis Mitchell, rounding out his first year as ad-

MPEA
Preparing to Ship
gime.
U. S. Films to Hungary

vertising and publicity chief there. ... • Prrmoting his "Answsr
Man" series, UI's E. L. McEvoy handed out $50 in prize money to Eugeno
Price, N. Y. C. for his winning query: "Hew fast did the fastest horse
ever run, and what was hij name?
"Equipoise did it in a minute
and 32 and four-fi!ths seconds for the mile." he said, pocketing his winnings

ilms Council Urges
Studio Priorliles

Gov't Calls Confab
With Industry Heads
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued

from Page

1)

a board be set up in a move to make
possible more playing time for independent product on circuit theater
screens.

Hollywood Pix Get
German Face-Lift
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sound synchronization of Hollywood features for German sound tracks got under way late
last month in the Tempelhof Studio
in Munich, it was reported here last
Friday. The schedule provides for
dubbing two features monthly for
German and Austrian audiences.

"Strange Woman"

at Astor

"The Strange Woman" will have
its world premiere at the Astor Theater on Broadway tomorrow.

First steps to remedy the film
shortage situation in Hungary have
already been taken, The Film Daily
was informed by the MPEA.
Representing the MPEA in Budapest is Dr. Nicolas Palugyay who is
preparing to set up a sales organization. The New York office is prepared to ship films, it was indicated.
Meanwhile, press material for the
publicizing of recent productions in
the U. S. has been dispatched.
While the Russian military is in
control in Hungary to some extent,
and there is a feeling Russian films
will receive the major share of playing time, to date, the MPEA reports,
no obstacles have been encountered

shortly physical distribusome means for theatrical showing and very
tion of Hollywood product will beof pictures which the Government
deems important enough to reach the
public's eye. In addition, there will
be a general discussion of industryGovernment relations and ways in
which industry and Government can
better co-operate.
It is understood that the conferSchrier-Greenberg
ence will have some similarity to the gin.
recently-held discussion with the AdCleveland — Hanna Schrier, Columvertising Council, which was atbia assistant cashier, was married
tended by President Truman.
to Milton Greenberg.

WEDDING BELLS

Chi. Trib. Gets Tele Permit
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Friedman-Myerson

Bernie
New
Washington — The PGC announced York
chief Myerson,
booker, willFabian's
marry Murie]
last Friday that it has okayed a con- Friedman of New York City Nov. 10.
struction permit for a new commercial television station in Chicago, to
Goodson-Wille
be operated on channel 9 with 18.4
Denver — Doris Goodson, Republic
kw. visual and 11.4 kw. aural. License is WGN, Inc., radio subsidiary booker, and Richard Wille, also of
Denver, were married.
of the Chicago Tribune.
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• • • in the most exciting

you've ever seen!
— Out to capture a gorgeous killer —
even if he has to tear apart Holly-^
wood's most glittering night spots —
and make love to ten of movieland's
most glamorous women!

RKO
PRESENTS

EORGE RAFT
LYNN BARI

^
"
l
^

WITH

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY
MYRNA DELL

^

• Directed by EDWIN L. MARIN
Produced by JOAN HARRISON
Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN
MEDIA TO 54,225,201 CIRCULATION
s Magazines -Sunday
-Fifty Detective, Mystery, "Pulp" and Men'
Life, Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
Newspaper Comic Sections - Fan
List!
Look, Liberty. American and

RKO
RADIO
PICTURES

CWTEw;

All Papers Due Today
In N. Y. Equity Case
(Continued from Page 1)
decree this week, the judges having
deferred the task until all papers
were submitted.
While there has
been nothing to indicate as to how
long it will be before the final decree
is handed down by the Court, authorities on the matrer have expressed
the opinion that approximately
30
days will be required for the writing
of the document.
At the close of the hearings on
Oct. 24, the Court allowed the defendants 10 days in which to file all
remaining papers.

Astor Pictures to Handle
Series of Kilroy Films
(Continued from Page 1)
titled "Kilrov Was Here," "Kilrov
Returns," "Kilroy Meets Girl," "Who
Is Kilroy?", "Kilroy Gets Married,"
and "Kilroy and the Sergeant."
First of the series scheduled for
release
"Kilroy Was
Here,"
which
will be is released
around
Feb.
15.
Present plans call for pictures to
follow two months apart.

Clark Gable Signs
Netv Metro Contract
Clark Gable has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M, it
was announced Friday. First picture
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Rank's Story Chief Says
Original Stories Scarce
(Continued from Page

1)

central story department of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization.
Miss Wallace, who flew in from
under new deal will be "The HuckLondon for a quick look-see at the
sters," starting im. 3. This will be
story material market, told the in| followed by "The Day Before Yesdustry press yesterday that 20 per
!
cent of the scripts slated for Rank
terday" and "The Return of Ulysproduction had been lifted from the
j
public domain. Originals comprise
about 40 per cent, contemporary
novels 30 per cent, contemporary
plays
per tocent.
From10 35
40 features will be
ses."
produced by the Rank organization.
This figure includes pix to be produced by subsidiaries and affiliates.
And about 25 features of this total
(Continued from Page 1)
might be shown in America. Miss
poster artist and office employes, and Wallace said she was simply hazarding a guess.
are scattered among such subsidiShe intimated that one of the reaaries of National as Fox West Coast
sons for the high quality of many
Theatres, Evergeen Amusement Co.,
Fox Intermountain and Fox Mid- British films was the fact that there
west.
were many teams which did their
own writing, directing and producing. The Rank outfit itself had three
UA 25 Years in Sweden
such triple threat teams. The oneUnited Artists in Sweden marked man studio set-up is not unasual in
commented Miss Wallace.
its 25th anniversary as the pioneer England,
Since she expects to return to
American film company in that coun- England on the Queen Elizabeth,
try Friday under the management
Nov. 14, Miss Wallace won't have
of Harald Astrom, who has headed much
of a chance to go outside New
the organization since 1921 and thus York. All she hopes to do this trip
rounds out an unbroken record of a is to make a general survey of story
quarter century of service with UA. possibilities. So far she hasn't taken
any
options, or made any story purchases.
Stars and best sellers to the contrary, the British tendency. Mis-;
Wallace stated, was emphasis upon
story values. Speaking of stories,
she gave her word that she is one
Wallace who absolutely will NOT
write a book. Her father was the
late Edgar Wallace, one of the 20 :h
century's mo.H prolific writers, whose
output
mystery novels alone ran
into theinhundreds.

National Theaters
Start Pension Plan

STAPf^./v& OLAui?Bn^C0ie^RUnd PRepfiki^Uf^Vi

Assodatlons FIglit
State Admissions Tair
(Continued from Page 1)
Kentucky.
sibility of a special convening

Tax Legislation E^pectef
\
While there will be no can^^t
bills, all the legislatures having £
journed sine die, industry officif
here are anticipating introduction c
admissions tax legislation in a nun
ber of states. Exhibitors are notaxed specially in 27 states, an
David Palfreyman, MPAA exhibitc
relations chief, points out that i
nearly all states need for addition;
funds is so high that proposals fc
levying additional taxes on exhib
tors may be expected.
Especially sharp battles are looke
for in Massachusetts and Kentuck;
where there is strong sentiment f :
increasing the industry burden. ]
the Kentucky solons are called, in
session will be purely for the raisi:
of additional money for the state.
Intrastate Needs Spur Action
Palfreyman points out that 1 1
states wane funds for public worl.
schools,
special veterans'
bonuse
or
otherandbenefits.
Even last
yeai
he recalled, there was a strong movt j
ment in Kentucky to raise the pre.- j
ent 10 per cent state tax on admi;
sions to 20 per cent. He looks fo
rein troduc don of this proposal.
State legislators generally look f o
the wartime Federal excise rates t
dip during the next year. The Fed
eral tax law calls for automatic re
version to prewar rates six month
after declaration of the end of hos
tilities — and it is considered a saf
bet that if the White House does no
move to declare hostilities over, th
new Congress will.
States Fear Pre-emption
Many state treasurers are plan
Pickford, Rogers, Cohn
ning to take over the 10 per cen
which will be lopped off the Federa
tax — and in many cases they ma.
Form Triangle Prod'ns
not wait. In addition, state official
(Continued from Page 1)
are fearful that if they do not mov
year for release through United Art- rapidly enough they may be beate
ists. Officers are Miss Pickford, pres- to the punch by city governments
ident; Buddy Rogers, vice-president In that connection, it should he re
and Ralph Cohn, secretary-treasurer. called that Philadelphia has impose^
The new company is separate from a 10 per cent admissions tax, an
Comet Productions which, with Rog- that there is a possibility of sue
ers and Cohn as co-producers, -will a tax here in Washington.
produce six hour-long features for
There is no indication yet of an;'
UA in 1946-47. Three of these, "Lit- revenue legislation aimed at ex
tle Iodine," "Susie Steps Out" and changes, Palfreyman said. Pix ai'
"The Adventures of Don Coyote" in interstate commerce, and the la\
provides little opportunity for state
have already been completed.
Triangle will spend an aggregate to go after the exchanges. Onl;
of 12,500,000 on the two proauctions, when the exchanges are threatenec
according to Miss Pickford. The first MPAA believes, can it openly get int
the fray — ^othei^wise it will simpl;
picture will be "The Bat," a mystery help to back up local exhibitc
drama, adapted from the play by
in their fight against ne\
Mary Roberts Rinehart. The second groups
admission levies.
film, as yet untitled, will be a western in color. Announcement of important star castings and top direc- Hungarians Coming Over
torial talent is expected shortly.
Budapest (By Cable)— Gero Mai;
and Lajos Zilahy, comedian an(
novelist, respectively, have left her'
Anderson's Liberty Bows
North Wilkesboro, N. C. — Ivan An- to visit the U. S. They are connects
with
Pictures and will visi
derson has opened the new 500-seat New Danubia
York and Hollywood.
Liberty here.

DRAMA IHAI SPEAKS FROM IHE HEART OF AMERICA
CHURCH SPIRES-The Way to God & Peace
HEART-CARVED TREES-JeNy Bean Sprees
BAREFOOT LEGENDS-Square Dances
A HORSE-with

the Heart to Win

!

iHORSESHOE^ITCHING-Cuspidor Bulls-eyes
THE BLESSINGS-Before Meals-and After
THE WOLF call-Is a Shy Glance
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Wken

you re casting for PROFITS

from Tlie PRIZE

BABY...

. . . take a tip

ana bait your book

witk tliose patron-inviting, eye-and -ear-arresting
TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES ... tkat reack
out for entertainment-kungry patrons . . . ana wket
tkeir appetites for your attractions! * * * Tkat's
tke way to cast for BIG FR i . . . kecause Tke
PRIZE

BABY's

kait kas keen tried and tested . . .

in Twenty-Six years of casting around tor Bigger
Box Office Receipts . . . and w^ken ke tosses out a
line . . . akout your attractions . . . ke gets tke kind
of "kite"... tkat spells
PROFIT... for YOU

BIG

BOX

OFFICE

\m\msi\.,\cyieen
\J pftufBttar Of service
mfiMousm

aim ot neip.ng rne neeay,
Plans for the establishment of a Motion Picture Foundation with the
from all branches of the industry will be formulated at an organiParley: the sick and the destitute Dec.
!lll Foundation
3-4.
Orleans
New
in
Hotel
Roosevelt
the
at
snal meeting of trade leaders
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INIVERSAL ASKS FOR INDIE FRANCHISES
I;

IA*s Decree Would
Bar Booking Organizati
Clearance, Show ons
Window
20th Century-Fox Reported in Deal for

Is Rule for Road Shows
,d Would Give Producers
le Control of Contracts

Jnited Artists would bar the lising of its product through bookand buying combines and would
permitted to sell its Hop^lona;
ssidy westerns in groups of not
xe than six, wich a zu per cenc
'iicellation privilege, according to
proposed decree submitted to the
icutory Court Monday.
JA's proposed decree covers less
'..n three pages and would be enned on five points. They are:
From granting licenses whereminimum
admission
prices are
(Continued on Page 4)

Controlling Interest in Mexican

Mexico City (Via Wire) — Joseph M. Schenck's prol nged visit here is reported linked to ZO.h-Fox's negotiations for the acquisition of contro.ling interest in, or possib.y 100 per cent ownership of the Jankins circuit, Mexico's
major chain.
Deal is understood near the cl'sing stage. Finalization is expected to bring
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, from New York and Ciarles P. Skouras,
National's proxy, from Los Angeles to Mexico's capita! probably after premiere
of "The Razor's Edge."
20;'h-Fox is one of several of America's majors rep:rted to have been bidding,
for sometime, for the Jankins circuit.

Seattle's Uniform
Clearance Defended

Seattle — Testimony in support of
its uniform clearance practices was
introduced by the defense in the
?500,000 damage suit brought by the
Theater Investment Co. and the
Venetian Theater (Jensen & Von
Chicago — Unorganized employes Herberg) against 13 major distributors and exhibitors in the Federal
theaters here have received the go
aad signal in the matter of union Court Monday.
When court resumed after its
;anization.
Richard
J. Walsh,
isident of the lATSE, spent the
(Continued on Page 8)
p5t week-end in conferences with
■ious theater executives and offi- Sunday Hours Extension
j"s of the Operators' Union. He is Opposed in New Haven
ported to have reached an agree:nt along those lines, with the exNew Haven, Conn. — Exhibitors
(Continued on Page 8)
met with more determined opposition
;:o their proposal to lengthen the Sun'ingle Exchange System
day hours than they had anticipated,
whan the Council of Churches offered
br SG and FC in Texas
a three-page brief to Ordinance Committee opposing the new set-up.
Dallas — Effecting a complete reorThe theaters had a:ked for extenjuization of exchange set-up, John
(Continued on Page 6)
I Franconi, franchise holder in
Ixas for Screen Guild and Film
Jassics, has combined all releases
er one exchange system, using
(Continued on Page 6)

I Won't Organize
liicago Managers

MPTOA

, Denver's Biz Slashed
j By Heavy Snotv Fall
Denver — Two-foot snowfall, the
heaviest in 33 years, cost first-runs
an est'mated $25 000 over the weekend. Night business was practical y
^ non-existant S:turday and Sunday,
with matinees only fair.

Circuit

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Condemning a proposal by Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the CSU, to revise the studio
labor ai'bitration
agreement,
Roy
Brewer, lATSE repre;entative, said
Sorrell's plan eliminates acceptance
of the Dec. 12, 1945 decision of the
AFL executive council committee on
the dispute over set erection work.
Brewer (Continued
charged,on Page
"all 8) evidence

20th-Fox Heads Listing
For Film Stock Trades
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Prints Short for
"Margie" Bookings
Because of the limited number of
Technicolor prints of "Margie,"
caused by the labor situation that
has tied up the laboratories, 20th
Century-Fox branch managers have
been informed that it will be necessary for the home office to control the
picture.
W. J. Kupper,
man(Continued general
on Page sales
6)

Danziger, Ad-Publicity
Chief for Rank-Univ.

Washington — The nurchase of
William E. Danziger, former di6,000 shares of 20th-Fox no par
value common stock by Thomas J.
rector of promotion at the Universal
Connors early in September was the studios, has been appointed advertising and publicity director for the J.
most significant note in the new report on trading in film stocks bv Arthur Rank division of Universal.
(Continued on Page 4)
company executives released this
(Continued on Page 8)

Asks Auction's Death

Supplemental Br'ef Asks Fcr Arlsltration
New Haven Exhibs. Rule
In a supplemental brief filed Monday by the MPTOA, the association
Against New Scale Tilt
asked, through its attorney, Herman

New Haven — Despite another hike
in movie prices by the Hartford theaters, New Haven exhibitors are
agreed that there will be no further
boosts here.
Most operators agree that the last
(Continued on Page 4)

Universal would be pennitted to
continue making franchises with
non-affiliated theaters and be permitted to lease a theater temporarily for the roadshowing of a
particular picture, according to the
provisions of a proposed final decree
submitted to the Statutory Court
Monday.
In a memorandum in support of
the proposed decree. Universal
pointed out
that the
major8) defend(Continued
on Page

Brewer Turns
Sorrell Labor
l-Vest Coast Bureau of THE

Cancellations Treated In
Univ.'s Proposed Decree

M. Levy, that auction selling be rejected in the final decree and that
arbifration be retained.
Claiming that arbitration saves
time and money, the MPTOA asked
that the number and classification
(Continued en Page 4)

Name 13 to Board of
Metropolitan MPT A
Directors of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theaters Association
have been elected by the membership.
The board will consist of Harry
Brandt, Leo Brecher, Oscar A. Doob,
Julius Joelson, Malcolm Kingsberg,
Arthur L. Mayer, Samuel Rinzlsr,
Samuel Rosen, Fred J. Schwartz,
George Skouras, Solomon M. Strausman. Gus Eyssell and Robert Weitberg,
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DONALD NHLSON, president of SIMPP, flew
to Chicago for a series of lectures at the U.iiversity of Chicago and the Chicago Rotary
Ciub.
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president of 20^h-Fox,
left yesterday for Boston. He was accompanied
by GEORGE GENERALS, of the trade relat.ons
d2partment.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN and MI^S. GOLDWYN
arived in New York yesterday, their advent
being postponed 12 hours due to f.oods encountered en route.
LUANA PATTEN and BOBBY DRISCOLL,
Walt Disney's chi d ''finds," reached New
York Monday on their way South for Atlanta's
wcrld premiere of "Song cf the Sou'.h."
PRC's LLOYD L. LIND, vice-president, and
A''NOLD STOLTZ, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, returned to
New
York Monday.
ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO Radio vice-president and general sales manager, is in Seattle.
He returns to the home office Friday.
SIDNEY L. LIPSITCH, of the RKO studios'
legal s'aff, is in town.
MARTIN MOONEY. master mind of the underworld pix, who left RKO last week, is vacationing in Mexico befc:e announcing plans
for his own independent production
set-up.
JOHN MOORE, Paramount branch manager
in A bany, was in New York Monday.
HUGH OWEN. Eastern and Southern sales
manager for Paramount, has returned to the
hoTe
lanta. office from a t:ip to Charlotle and AtDTL GOODMAN, Paramount's West C-ast
district m^inager, is back in Los Angeles fro.Ti
San Francisco.
PAUL JON-S, Paramount producer, has left
H-llywood for a mon'h's vacation with his
fami'y in San Franc'sco
and Arizona.
lACK COHN, ABE SCHNEIDER, and NATE
SPINCOLD headed Columbia executives visiting
in C'licago Mcnday en route
RUIY BERGER, Soufi-ern
M G-M, leav£s for New
after four days at the home

to Hollywood.
sa'es manager for
Or'eans tomorrow
office.

JOSEPH D. KE'^NAN, nominated for the post
of fi mwood today.
labor arbiter, plans to arrive in HollyRICHA'^D WA'-5H. p-esident of lATSE arrived
Hollywood
yesterday.
LINA HORNE will fill five personal appearance dates starting in Philadelphia. Nov. 8,
stopping also in Hartford, Chicago, Detroit and
Boston
.
in
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MYRNA 8 LOY'S arrival from
been postponed a week.

the Coast has

SABU flew into Hollywocd from South America over the week-end. He will return to Eni'and in a few months to comilete shooting
"n
Rank."Green Days — Blue Days," for J. Arthur
wife
of the
MRS. IRV'N SHAPIRO.
has flown
to Film
Rights
ch'ef
don
to Export
join herCorp.
husband.
lACK HOLT flew to El Paso via American
Airlines for a few days.
LEO and MRS. CARRILLO, CUIN WILLIAMS
Lon-ind JAMES ROGERS recently few to Claremore,
Okla., to participate
memoration ceremonies. in Will Rogers' com-

Thomas Names Faris to
Head Okla. City Branch
Francis W. Faris, formerly of
RKO, has been named exchange manager in Oklahoma City for PRC Pictures, it was announced Monday by
Harry H. Thomas, president and
general sales manager.

Rites Held for Kiel
Funeral services for Daly Kiel,
43, head of the RKO Radio typing department, wpre held Monday in
Urion City. Kiel died last week at
Will Rogers Memorial Hospil^al,
Saranac. He is survived by two
daughters, a brother and two sisters.

EDWIN W. AARON, assistant general sales
manager for M-C-M, is back ffom a tour of
Western exchanges.
SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M Chicago district manager, has returned to the Windy City after a
brief home office visit.
BOB VOGEL, who handles publicity for
M-G-M International at the studio, is in town
for a visit.
ARLETTY, star of A'exander Korda's "Les
Enfants Du Paradis," (Children of Paradisel,
will arrive in New York within the next two
veeks to attend the premiere performances of
the French film in New York, Los Angeies and
San Francisco.
IRV^N KAHN, radio manager cf 20th-Fox, left
New York over the week-end for the Coast.
in order to prepare details for "Wa, The People"
b.-oadcast over CBS Sunday night.
A. P. WAXMAN is back in New York from
Hollywood trip to confer with Raymond Peck,
Shepherd of the Lambs Cub, on a pic to be
based upon the history cf the club.
I. Q. GROSS,

PRC

6, ]9^

Ohio Tax Repeal to be
Sought at Nov. 14 Hearinc

commG nno Goinc
Vol. 90, No. 9f

November

exploitee-, is in Cleveland

working on "Her Sister's Secret."
SID CAS"^EL
Screen
auditors,and
areGILBERT
ClevelandDAVIS,
branchNa'iona'
office
visitors.
M. H. Supply
FRITCHLE,
cf attended
the O'ivera
Theater
Co.. manager
Cleveland,
Viking Popcorn Machine sales promotion meeting in Kansas City last week.
JESSE ). GOLDBURG, arrived yesterday from
the Coast.
RAOUL WAL5H arrived in St. Louis yesterday accompanied by RUSSELL SAUNDERS, to
look ever locations for "The Frontiersman,"
ANN SHERIDAN plans a brief visit to Mexico
City tbis weak before starting work en her
next W3
pic, "The Unfaithful."
WA'-TER GETTINGER, part-owner of the
Vogje Theate'. Baltimore, is spending several
days in New York.

Columbus, O. — At the first he;
ing in connection with a surve;.
the Ohio tax structure by the Sis
Department
of Taxation,
which14, be held in Columbus
on Nov.
co-ordinating committee of the 0.
Public Expenditure Council is «
pected to repeat its recommendati:
for
outright
of iOi^M jr'n
tax laws
and arepeal
new allocat^^
ula for others. Among those urg
repealed included the admissio
levy, which in 1945 raised §2,484,2;

Haight in Candy Sales
Post for Para. Theaters
Loyal Haight has been named <
sistant manager of the candy sa
department of the Paramount Tr
aters Service Corp., succeeding P.e
mond Schosberg, who resigned i;
week, it was announced by Leor.a ,
Goldenson,
president of the fir
Haight comes to Paramount after
years with the United Detroit Tl: (
aters
Paramount
afiilia '■
and willCorp.,
work a under
Max Schosbei
manager of the department.

Haymon
Eagle-Lion
As Specialto Sales
Rep.

Mark A. Eaymon has been nam
special sales rep. for Eagle-Lii
Films. With headquarters in Kans
34 New Pix, 36 Reissues
City, Raymon will have supervisi
For Chi. Area Next Month
over the exchanges in St. Louis, D
Moines and Omaha. Raymon for:
Chicago — Illinois Allied Theaters arly was with RKO as sales manag
new release list reveals 36 re-issues. in the Puerto Rico territory. Pi
34 new films, one in Cinecolor, five viously he had been Warner Bn
'n Technicolor and three new season manager in Des Moines and Omal
film;, Columbia's "How Dark the
Night," M-G-M's "Holiday in MexLoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp
ico" and RKO's "Sunset Pass," were
included in the December list.
Exporters — Independent Distributors

IVcst Coast Bureau
FILM
Eagle-Lion
Buysof THE
"Valiant"

Major Company

Hollywood — The purchase of
screenrights to a King Feature, "Adventures of Prince Valiant," was announced by Byron Foy. Eagle-Lion
vice-president in charge of production. Picture will be filmed in color
and is slated to go before cameras
in June, to be handled by Leonard
Picker. This will be Picker's initial
assignment under his new contract.
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THE VERDICT" COMES FROM WARNERS

DAILY

^^
MPTOA Asks Audion Lit He Headlines:
Be Killed in Decree
(Continued from Page II
of arbitable matters be as extensive
as possible. The failure of the court

LARRY REID has been appointed executive West Coast editor of W. M. Cotton's
Ideal Publications: Mcv.es, Movie Lite, MuVie btars i-arace and Personal Roman. ei.
Rsid succee-s Walter Ramsey, who recently resigned. Keid, who lett tne execui.ve

Bar Buying Combines

editorship of Fawcett's M.ticn Picture Magazine and M,.v.e Siory a snort time ago,
heaaed tor Hollywood yesterday to assume h.s new post.

•

(Continued from Page 1)
fixed bv UA and the exhibitor par .
2. From agreeing with other di
tributors or wich any group of e:
hibitors to fix or maincain unifoi;
systems of clearances;
3. From granting any clf^Tjc
in excess of what is reasonalsj^ .iie(

A PORTFOLIO OF STILLS for display in connection with "The Razor's Edge" w.ll be
distributed tj 6,050 university and public libraries by tne MPAA educational divisicn.
They will be exnibited beginning D^c. 1. The New York Public Library wi.l display
the collection Nov. 14. Fiim ipens at the Roxy Nov. 19. The maler.al is folder designee
for use as a wail or coun.er display piece with title cards describ.ng the various roles
and the players who interpret them.

assary
to protect
UA'slicensed
revenue
froi
che exhioicion
of the
pictun
4. From licensing its pictures i
any theaters througn any agent wh
iS also acting as licensing agent fc
affiliated;
any
other exhibitor, independent c

•

to decree arbitration "will keep the
industry hopelessly entangled in litigation."
The MPTOA asked (1) that the
system of arbitration be simplified.
(2) that it not be financed by the
defendants and (3) that the arbitrators be men versed in the complexities ofthe industry.
The association reiterated that it
did not believe that the court mean
auction selling as it had been interpreted, declaring that the decree
•'should be so drawn as to reject
unequivocally that kind of business
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WITH THE ANNUAL HARVEST DINNLR of the Picture Pioneers two and one-half
weeks away, rese.vations nave a.reaoy reached tne point wnere.n Jack Cohn, house
manager, preaicts tn absoluie seh-out. D.nner will be heid at tr.e Waidoit-Astoria
Nov. 20. Executive Committee meets later this week to oiscuss final plans tor the
dinner and to pass upon 30 membe.sh.p applications received since tne last meeting
three weeks ago.

•

ERNEST W. FREDMAN, publisher and managing editor of Britain's Daily Film Renter,
now v. siting America, will be a special guest at the AMPA luncheon-meeting tomorrow
in the Town Hall Club.

a

APPROXIMATELY

$125,C0O in cash benefits was paid to 3 045 members of the War-

ner Ciub, Inc., the Warner Bros, emplyes' welfare organ. zation, in the past year,
according to the annual report of the club presicent, Stuart H. Aarons. Sick payments
amounted to $85 0.0, whi.e $23,000 was paid for marriage gratuities, $15,000 for birth
gratuities, $7,500 to indigent members $4,2C0 toward Christmas gifts for members in
service, and $14030 for medical and other emergencies.

as a method of competition."

Dcmziger Ad-Publicity
Chief for Rank-Univ.

•

5. From combining, conspiring
agreeing with any exnibitors or di;
.rioucors to eliminate competition.
The proposed decree of UA woul
not limit, impair or affec:; the rigi
of UA to do the following:
1. To enter into discributi<
agreements
whereby
each
of j
producers retains control over :
iales policy and marketing of ea;
picture;
2. To grant each producer tn
right to approve each contract;
3. To have the right to insert
stipulation by the exhibitor that tli
axhibitor warrants that at the tirn

THE ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES has postponed its
(Continued from Page 1)
projected world film congress until 1948. The congress had criginally been scheduled
Danziger, a former newspaper- for early 1947 to precede the annual Academy Award banquet in Hollywood.
man, had previously been connected
in distribution and exhibition in the
British Pic into Gotham
film industry. He was associated "The Chase" into Globe
jf making the contract the exhibit',
with Paramount for 10 years, Harold
UA's "The Chase," opens at
Pic to follow cuiTent "Plainsman charged the minimum admissio
Lloyd and Arthur Mayer. He will Broadway's Globe on Nov. 16, follow- and the Lady" at ths Gotham will b< prices set out in the agreement;
4. From offering to license th
assume his duties immediately; headfrom Morocco," distribing the current "Angel on My "The utedMan
quartering inNew York.
by English Films, Inc.
pictures separately and individuall
-n a free and open market so that th
Shoulder."
returns
therefrom shall be as larg
New Haven Exhibs. Rule
as nossible;

Against New Scale Tilt

THE EVENT Of
THE SEASON/
AMPA

LUNCHEON-MEETING,

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

TOWN

HALL

CLUB

7, AT 12:30 NOON

HENRY HOKE
NOTED
MAIL

AUTHOR

AND AUTHORITY ON DIRECT MAIL
TISING. TOPIC: THE FACTS OF LIFE CONCERNING
ADVERTISING."
Added

LUANA

PATTEN

DISNEY'S

NEW

and BOBBY

SOUTH

'

CATHY

O'DONELL,

RUTGERS
BAMBERGER

ADVERDIRECT

Attraction
DRISCCLL,

TECHNICOLOR

CHIL.O STARS

PRODUCTION

"SONG

OF WALT
OF

THE

Also
NEW

GOLDWYN

NEILSON, PRESIDENT,
AS MEMBER-GUEST

STAR.

WILL PRESIDE WITH
EMCEE.

LEON

_5. To have the right to licens
pictures for separate runs and wit
separate clearances between run
provided said runs and said clear
ances are negotiated with each sep
arate exhibitor separately and inde
pendently;
6. To road show pictures with
negative cost of not less than $3,000,
JOU, provided UA may commenc
only one such picture during an;
Columbia Reception
:onsecutive
months'
Honors Parks, Keyes
and
after the12 date
of theperiod
decree froii
ani
provided further that the licensin]
Columbia gave a reception in honor of such pictures shall be subject t^
of Larry Parks and Evelyn Keyes at :he terms of the decree;
7. That UA shall have the righ
Louis Sherry's Monday afternoon.
The two players are currently fea- to bracket westerns in a group o
tured in "The Jolson S:ory." Among
those who attended were: John Huston, Betty Garrett, Gus Eyssell, Fred Bums Services Yesterday
Lynch. Jack Dailey, Russell DownFuneral services for Joseph Bums
ing, Aba Montague, Joe McConville. veteran vaudeville actor, who diet
Rube
Jackter, Leo
Jaff'e,Picker,
Lou Astor,
Lou Barbano,
Arnold
Lou Sunday, ware held yesterday at thi
Weinberg, Paula Stone and Ed and Park West Chapel. Burns retired ii
1936 and was as:ociated with Harms
Pegeen Fitzgerald.
Inc. He was 57. Surviving are hi;
wife and two daughters.
Lou Brager's Mother Dead
Mrs. Tillie Brager, 79, mother of
Lou Brager, Warner Theaters real
estate department executive, died
Friday at the Pinewood Sanitarium,
Katonah, N. Y., and was buried Sunday in Montefiore Cemetery.

(Continued from Page 1)
hike brought prices to juit about
the top rung here, and unless there
is a major change in conditions here,
prices will remain at the present
scales, both in the nabes and the
downtowners.

J.

Henry M. Greven Dead
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Henry M. Greven, 58, manager of the Palace before becoming ill last January, is
dead.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

Nov. 6
Paul Ellis
June Marlowe
Ruth Selwyn
n. M. Wilcox
David Lipton

9*2?
Prints Short for

Cuban Government Orders Domestic ]%ewsreel
Contpanies to Suhntit Footnge to Censorship

"Margie" Boolcings
(Continued from Page

Havana (By Air Mail) — The Government has issued orders to newsreel producers to submit their footage to the Cuban Motion Picture Reviewing Board
prior to exhibition. The ofticial decree states certain companies were using

1)

films to "create difficulties for the Government."
Manuel Aionso, owner of the Noticario Nacional Co. said the order constituted unjustified and unconstitutional censorship. He appealed to the Association of Journalists to protest the move. It was stated some film companies
were showing films purporting to illustrate press criticisms.

ager, said it would be necessary for
all bookings to be passed on first by
the home office so that the Technicolor prints available, reported to be
30, could be used to the mutual advantage of the company and the
'Carmen' Will Bow
exhibitors until the laboratory situa- French
At Ambassador on Nov. 26
tion had been cleared and the normal
number of prints could be delivered.
French version of "Carmen," for
Kupper, personally, will act on the which exteriors were shot in Italy,
will preem at the Ambassador on
"Margie" booking application during Nov. 26, it was reported yesterday.
the emergency.
Pic stars Viviane Romance, who created quite a furor in the title role
Sunday Hours Extension
in "The Baker's Wife." Herman G.
Weinberg wrote the English titles.
Opposed in New Haven
Superfilm Distributing Corp., which
(Continued from Page 1)
is releasing "-Carmen" here, was recently organized, with Marcello Gision of the Sunday hours to allow
rosi as president. Other officers are:
them to open at 1 p.m. and close at Paolino
Gerli, financier and board
11:30, an hour and a half stretch,
and had not expected the church chairman; his son, Francis Gerli, secretary; his son-in-law, John Mcopposition to be very strong.
Namee Sullivan, treasurer. Cesar
However at a hearing the council Girosi, brother of the president, is
objected in a long brief in which the a member of the board.
type of film shown at the theaters
Same group of officers recently
was the main beef. The usual sab- formed Supercinema Corp. to insure
bath objections were presented, but proper distribution of foreign films
the opposition was mainly along under Superfilm's contract. John
type-of-story lines.
Golden Theater has been acquired
The ordinance committee has taken by Supercinema as a showcase, it
the matter under consideration to be is reported. Officers of Superfilm
presented to the full board of alder- and Supercinema are at 52 Vandermen at the first meeting in January. bilt Ave., New York.

John Hamilton. RKO Exec. Dies

Single Exchange System
For SG and FC in Texas

John Hamilton, RKO executive,
died Sunday as result of a heart attack sustained at his desk two days
(Continued from Page 1)
previously. He was 56 and for some
the name Screen Guild Productions years had held post of head of film
of Texas.
company's Insurance Department.
Former Film Classics of Texas Hamilton is survived by his widow
salesmen and salesmen for Screen and his sons, Ian, who distinguished
Guild, heretofore separate sales himself with U. S. paratroopers, and
forces, have been unified and reas- Victor, a Los Angeles insurance man.
signed to smaller blocks, with J. M. Hamilton served with RKO since inception of that company, and before
(Soda) Reynolds in Dallas block,
(Jonnie Dreher, West Texas, and Don that with its parent companies, FBO
Clark, Central-South. W. J. (Dutch) and Robertson-Cole, serving in such
Cammer becomes branch manager, capacities as secretary-treasurer and
specializing on sales.
comptrcller.
The exchange has over 200 subjects in distribution, including re- Turbett Opens Glenville
leases from Film Classics, Screen
Glenville, Minn. — Jay Turbett has
Guild, and purchases in the open opened the Glenville Theater here in
market.
, Woodman Hall.

RKO RADIO

PICTURES, INC.

WASHINGTON
TRADE SHOWING
OF

n

VACATION IN RENO"
THURSDAY,

NOV. 14, AT 10:30 A. M.

Fox Proj. Room, 932 New Jersey Ave., Washington, D. C.
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United Home Dinner
Honors Ben Siierman
Benjamin Sherman, co-founder an
treasurer of the Sanitary Automati
Candy Co., and executive vice-pres
dent of the United Home for Age
Hebrews at New Rochelle, was gue.'
of honor last night at a testimony
dinner ballroom.
held in the Waldorf-Astoriagrand
^^ ^

Dinner marked the inauguK? of
$400,000 fund-raising drive for th
erection of a new home and hospiti
for the institution, designed by fi.
Toronto — Joe Garbarino, veteran Weiser, New York architect. Cor
Toronto independent neighborhood struction will begin as soon as ma
theater owner was elected president terials become available.
of Motion Picture Theaters AssociaSherman, associated with Charle
tion of Ontario at the first meet- L. O'Reilly in the candy compan
ing of newly-elected executive board. which services several thousand the
Prominent in exhibitor organizations aters, initiated the new fund b
for years, Garbarino was unanimous underwriting a substantial portioi
choice of the Association directors to He has been active in the Unite
succeed Morris Stein in the presi- Home project for 10 years.
dency. Stein is head office official of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Services for Mrs. Rogers
Vice-president is Clare Appel of
Canadian Odeon at the head office PVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood — Funeral services wil
here. Other officers include E. S.
Meehan of Academy, at Lindsay, as be held here today for Mrs. Arlen'
treasurer; Dick Main, of Listowel, Rogers, wife of Roy Rogers, whi
as board secretary, and Arch H. J. died Sunday. Mrs. Rogers gave birt!
Jolley reappointed executive secre- to a son last week. She was 32
tary on a permanent basis. Chair- Mrs. Rogers was the former Arlen^
man of membership and organization Wilkins of Roswell, N. M. In addi s
committee is Ralph Dale, of Theater tion to her husband, she is surviveij
Amusement Co., Toronto.

Gabarino Elected Head
Of MPTA of Ontario

by three children.

'<

Irko^PIC-TOUR

OF THE
MONTH

AMOROUS FENCING between country lass LORETTA YOUNG and
bachelor Congressman JOSEPH GOTTEN, imparts delicious tonguein-cheek humor to RKO's eagerly-awaited The Farmer's Daughter. Giving added lustre to triple-threat star cast is ETHEL BARRYMORE.

AH-H-Hl Action on set of RKO's The Locket is halted when director
John Brahm succumbs to fragrance of LARAINE DAY's bridal
bouquet. This powerful drama of one woman and three men co-stars
ROBERT MITCHUM, BRIAN AHERNE, GENE RAYMOND.

ELOPEM ENT TANGLE in RKO's Honeymoon fails to lower high spirits
of SHIRLEY TEMPLE and GUY MADISON, who seek to marry
in gay Mexico City. Aiding lovers and adding to hilarity is suave
co-star FRANCHOT TONE. Vicki Baum comedy is basis for fihn.
DOESN'T NEED 'EM, nevertheless GEORGE RAFT dons specs for really good look at photos of ten breath-taking brunettes, pivotal figures
in RKO's Nocturne, suspense drama starring Raft and lovely LYNN
BARl. Hollywood showplaces give picture authentic filmland glamor.

Above Is 'od.'rNfla 1'i2:irt^-&^^
December, ;and; ■^L^0k,:::N<>^|:■■■;2^

R K O
RADIO

THESE BIG RKO PICTURES WILL
<
SOON BE SHOWN AT YOUR THEATRE

^dfte
Brewer Turns Down
Sorrell Labor Plan

"V" Wants Indie Franchises
Would

Moke Deal Only With Non-Affiliateds

(Continued from Page 1 )
ants in the New York equity case
which we contend there is no evi(Continued from Page 1)
were permitted to retain their the- j dence) ; (4) granting exclusive
points to the fact that CSU does not
aters and by licensing their own picruns under such copyright monwant peace but seeks rather to keep
tures in them constituted "the preopolies; (5) failing to treat cuscise equivalent of franchises to their
tomers precisely alike, if such
this industry in chaos — to carry out
action
is
in accordance with
own exhibition subsidiaries," even
the previous threat of CSU leaders though
cross-licensing was barred.
Universal's own interests and
that they either would control the Universal contended that certain infor its purposes, and not theirs;
dependent theaters had advised
entire motion picture industry or de(6) granting franchises; and (7)
the company they desired to exhibit
making formula deals with masstroy it."
its
product
exclusively
and
that
they
Under Sorrell's plan arbitration
Universal
claimed that the most
machinery could be set up without naturally
agreements."
mitment. wanted a long-tenn com- which ter
should be done in the decree
the okay of the presidents of the international unions and only the
"Universal, therefore, respectwith respect to the Universal defendants, under the circumstances in
fully submits that it is but simapproval of two-thirds of the studio
ple justice that it be permitted
locals would be required.
this case, would be to enjoin Unito
make
franchises
in
the
future
Brewer contends that attorneys for
versal from employing these practices in its dealings with the major
with non-affiliated theaters, cerCSU unions know that under the
tainly at the very least to the
defendants,
"pending
a finding
of
provisions of the AFL, the local
this court that
the effects
of the
extent of permitting it to thus liunions of the international could not
cense its pictures to independent
combination and conspiracy which it
sign such an agreement. Members
theaters showing
them excluof the Film Technicians local 638
hasIt found
have been
dissipated."
is further
asserted
that relief
sively," the memorandum stated,
voted Sunday not to go back to work
in
respect
of
clearances
should be
adding
that
such
an
arrangeuntil the producers signed pacts with
confined to suppressing existing
ment "would not affect in the
their local officers. Nearly 400
clearance and an injunction againsi
slightest the basic conclusions
pickets demonstrated peacefully at
of the Court which condemn the
again participating in a system of
20th-Fox yesterday morning.
fixed clearances. Universal claimed
combination
and conspiracy
among the major defendants to
that "the only possible solution of
clearances for the future can lie in
20th-Fox Heads Listing
fix prices, runs and clearances."
following
the rule laid down by the
Depriving
Universal
and
the
other
For Film Stock Trades
two non-theater owning defendants U. S. Supreme Court in 1938 in Genfrom giving: any franchises deprives
eralElectric
Talking Pictures
vs West(Continued from Page 1)
ern
Co., that Coi-p.
a license
may
Universal of its legal right to have
morning by the SEC. Connors, who "show windows" for its pictures, it be granted 'upon any condition the
The memorandum as- purpose of which is reasonably withlast month gave away 1,000 shares is contended.
of the stock, is reported now to
in the reward which the patentee by
serted that if Universal should buy
hold 5,100. Also in a correction to or lease theaters, it would be in a po- grant of the patent is entitled to
the August report, SEC revealed
sition similar to the major defend- secure.' Any other provision would
purchase of 1,800 shares of 20th-Fox
ants. The only i-emaining alterna- in effect partially confiscate Univercommon by Murray Silverstone, who
tive, if Universal is to obtain "show
sal's copyrights and this may not be
had previously held only 100 shares. windows" for its product, would be
Abraham Schneider exercised for it to license its pictures to indeThe following provision for
11,018 warrants for Columbia compendent theatei's in different parts
the decree was oroposed: "From
mon no par value, bringing his hold- of the country on a long-term basis,
granting any clearance in eXcess
ing of the stock to 13,2.34. He is the company said.
of what is reasonablj- necessary
shown to hold no more warrants.
"We contend," the company
to enable the licensor to reap
done."
the reward which he is entitled
Another correction to the August resaid, "that there is no inherent
illegality, aside from conspiracv
to secure under his legal copyport showed Herbert Yates purchasing, insix separate transactions,
with major defendants, in Uniright monopolies." Universal pro4,100 shares of Republic 50-cent par
As to cancellations,
versal's (1) requiring the maincommon. Yates holds 12,100 in his
tenance during the run of admisposed
that it should not be requirec'
own name, 91,950 through Onsrud,
sion prices currently being
to grant rejection rights in excess of
Inc., 14,658 through the Antonsen
charged bv exhibitors at the
10 per cent of the features not
trade shown, wi:h the right to reject
time of making the license, in orRealt- Co., and 12,300 shares of the
to be exercised within 10 days after
Republic dollar cumulative preferred
der to protect its continuing inthe licensee has had an opportunity
through Antonsen.
terest therein; (2) granting
SEC also reported Onsinid, Inc.,
such clearances as are reasonably necessary to secure the repurchasing 1,539 shares of Associproposed
decree and memoto The
inspect
it."
wards to which Universal as
randum was prepared by Charle?
ated Motion Picture Industries capital stock last December and an addiPrutzman, Universal attorney, and
copyright owner is entitled unThomas T. Cooke, Edward Raftery.
tional 124 in August — holding, at the
der its legal monopolies; (3) conlast report, 23,459 shares.
George Raftery and Adolph SchimeL
ditioning the sale of one picSeveral shifts in the Paramount
of counsel.
ture upon the sale of another (of
dollar common were reported, with
Stephen Callaghan picking up 200 100 shares of Warners five dollar -hares of Loew's common, no par
shares to add to his 600— which had "ommon, now holdinar 300, and Harri /alue. Earle Hines sold 1.500 share?
been 300 until a stock split-up in Kalmine reported a gift of IOC ■)f capital stock in General Precision
June, and Henry Ginsberg adding shares which is all he holds. Addi- Equipment, retaining 2,000, and R.
tional beneficiaries of the August B. LaRue dropped 100 shares, re300 to bring his block to 1,300. He
taining 100. George Burrows was
also holds 200 shares each for his stock split-up, with their holdings
two sons. Anson C. Goodwin trans- doubled in each case, included Her- reported picking up 100 shares of
bert Freston of Los Angeles, with Monogram dollar common last
ferred 3,000 shares to a trust for his
children, retaining 5,200 in his own 150 shares; Robert Perkins of New month, holding now 4.633 shares and
name and 4,200 in a trust. Stanton York, with 500 shares, and Morris OTitions for another 3,000. Edward
Griffis added 800 shares, bringing his Wolf of Philadelphia with 1.450 Morey was reported exercising options for 900 shares in August.
total holding to 10,000 plus 24,800 shares in his own name and 167 in
in four trusts for his grandchildren. a trust.
Maurice Newton gave away 100
Budd Rogers was reported acquir- "Vacation in Reno" Trade Show
RKO Radio Pictures will hold a
shares, retaining 18,620 and 18,380 ine an initial 100 shares of Universal
ten dollar common, while Howard
in a trust.
trade screening of "Vacation
his 45 special
Samuel
Carlisle bought another Dietz was shown dropping
in Reno," in Washington tomorrow.
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Seattle's Uniform
Clearance Defended
(Continued from Page

1)

week-end adjournment, George
Hickey, West Coast sales manag
for Metro, was recalled to finish
testimony. He asserted that the ur
form clearance practices weraS''
best
of the exhibiw^,
said interests
the distributors
felt tnac tlI
University district in Seattle and tl
theaters, Egytian and Neptune,
that district, were more importa
,:han the districts in which ths pla;
tiff's Bagdad and Venetian Theate
were situated and therefore entitii
to the preference in release dan
given
The them.
plaintiffs contend the BagdE
Theater should have day-and-date r
lease with the Egyptian and Ne;
tune, and the Venetian Theate
Closer to the Civic Center, sho
have a third-run date ahead of
fourth-run given the down town tJ.
aters of the John Danz SterL:.
chain.
Following Hickey, Henry Herb;
Western district manager for Wa
ners, was called. Others here to te;
'ify for the defense include Fostt
Blake, district manager for Un
versal from Los Angeles, who wa
formerly branch manager here, an
W. E. Calloway, Western distric
manager for United Artists.

!ATSE Gives Signal For
dhi Employes to Unionize
(Continued from

Page

I)

caption of application to managei
and assistant managers.
Walsh re
ings.
turned to Hollywood after the meet j
,

Bergman, Katz Talking

|

Ben Katz, Universal Pictures Mid
west publicity and exploitation rep.
has been called into New York fron
his headquarters in Chicago, by Mau
rice A. Bergman, Universal Fasten
advertising and publicity head, for i
series of conferences on coming re
leases.
;,

WEDDING BELLS
Melnick-Weisman
Sam Weisman of the advertising
art staff at the Warner Bros, home
office, and Vivian Melniek, until re2enily a mamber of the Warner publicity department, will be married
Sunday in the Roosevelt Synagogue,
The Bronx.

Tannenboum-Weil
IV est Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marriage of Carl Tannenbaum, daughter of David Tannen-j
baum, vice-president of Walter Wanger Prods., to Robert Weil took place
yesterday.

!

M. F. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. Slat floor
New York
N. Y.
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EXPECT NEW CONGRESS TO REDUCE TAXES
Distribs. Enter Proposals Governing Road Shows
suggestions of Vanguard
And UA Similar to Those
freviously Submitted

150 TO ATTEND CHARITY MEETING
Motion Picture Foundation Plans to be Mapped
At New Orleans on Dec. 3-4

1 Proposals governing road shows
mder a final decree in the New York
iquity case were submitted yesterApproximately 150 leaders of the
lay to the Statutory Court by the
aajor defendants and by Vanguard motion picture and allied industries
'ilms. While the majors' proposal are expected to attend the organizaind that of Vanguard were different
tion meeting in New Orleans for the
p language, they were similar in
of formulating plans to cre,ea. The suggestions were offered purpose
ate a Motion Picture Foundation to
(Continued on Page 8)
help tha needy in all branches of the
industry. The meeting has been
scheduled for Dec. 3-4.
The plan is said to be in an embryonic stage and the entire structure of the project will be established
at the New Orleans sessions. In the

(lowers of 20th-Fox
YoN.YJigh Court

William T. Powers, general attortey at 20th-Fox, and legal adviser
if the company and National Theiters for the last
.4 years, has been
•-lected to the
rfew York State
■Supreme Court
'or the Second
•District, compric> n g Kings,
Queens, Richmond, Nassau and
Suffolk Counties.
Powers, who
ran as a Repub'ican, rolled up a
70te of 828,104,
Jie largest cast
|:or any judicial
candidate in the
WM. T. POWERS
Second District;
ihis plurality was 51,755. Latter fig(Continued on Page 3)

Home Offices Will
Marh Armistice Day
HDme

offices of major pix companies largely will close at 1 p.m.
Armistice
Day,
Nov.
11. Excep; ticns, which
will remain
closed ail
j day,
are:
RKO,
UA,
Monogram,
] Vanguard. Century circuit will also be
closed. Rapublic
will remain
rpen
all day. S} will Brandt circuit h.o.
MPAA will close at one.

Sharp ment
Decrease
in GovernFilm Activities
Seen
By Washington Observers

ABP.WB Production
Posts for Jackson!

By Bureau
ANDREW
H. OLDER
Washington
of THE
FILM

bu;y yesterday trying to figure out
what else the Republican upsurge in
Tuesday's elections will mean so far
as the industry and Government relations are concerned. Although it
warm
The actuality."
committee in charge includes
Walter Vincent, Karl Hoblitzelle, was certain that friends of the industry had been lost in both houses
Harold Field, Jack Kirsch, Eddie Sil- of Congress, and that friends have
verman, Mitchell Wolfscn, Ted Gam- been sent to the next Congress, final
ble, Leo Wolcott, Sam Gillette, Her(Continued on Page 3)
man Robbins, Barney Balaban, Fred
Wehrenberg and William F. Rodgers,
through forward-looking men in our
industry that this ideal and humanitarian goal can bs made into a living,

ATA to Join in Fight
Strike Still Up in tlie or Ticket Tax Cut
Air; Awaits Keenan
The American Theaters Associa-

London (By Cable) — Associated Wc-'!* r^ast Bureau of THE FILM DAI^ Y
Hollywood — Hopes for a settleBritish Picture Corp. is currently
ment of the studio strike centered
negotiating with Lou Jackson for a
deal whereby Jackson will become on Joseph D. Keenan, secretary of
production executive at the com- Chicago Federation of Labor who has
been offered
the post
of 8)
film arbi(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued
on Page

Cripps Unable to Attend
Eric Johnston Luncheon

DAILY

Wastiington — With lower
wired invitations, the committee as- taxes held as a certain result,
serted that the "need of such a fund
has long been evident and it is only pix industry quarters here were

White House Conference
Date Changed to Nov. 19

tion expects to ask for a hearing on
the reduction of the 20 per cent admission tax when the next Congress
starts to consider new tax measures,
it was reported yesterday. Robert
Coyne, executive director, said that
(Continued on Page 8)

Gaumont-British Profits
Show Gain of £211,563

London— (By Cable)— Sir Stafford
Cripps, secretary of the Board of Washington Bureau of THE FILM VAT'' Y
London
(By Cable) — GaumontWashington — The Government-in- British,
Rank-controlled, reported its
Trade, will be unable to attend the
dustry pix confab has been moved profits this year to show a gain of
luncheon to be given tomorrow in upone day
to Nov. 19, Arch A. Mera total of £469,509. The
honor of Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
cey, OWMR
film chief, announced £211,563 for
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

I

(Continued on Page 3)

Brazil Shifts Censorship

Tax

$60 Levy on Each Tlfle, Net on Each Print
Steam-Handel-Conn
To Produce For SGP

Washington

Bureau of THE

FTLM

DAir Y

Washington — Acting on sharp protests by tha U. S. State Department,
has "rePittsburgh — Bert M. Stearn, head the Brazilianinterpretedgovernment
" its censorship tax which
of the Co-operative Theater Service was costing United States motion
of Pittsburgh, and Harry Handel, picture companies an additional
local exhibitor, have concluded ar- $100,000 a year.
rangements with Maurice Conn for
Under the new interpretation a
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

ATA's Directors May
Meet in New Orleans
While no definite decision has
been made, the board of directors
of American Theaters Association
may meet in New Orleans early in
Dscember. As a large number of
the directors will be attending the
industry charity meeting in New Orleans Dec. 3-4, a plan whereby the
ATA board could meet immediately
before or after the sessions reportedly isbeing considered.
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Len Gruenberg,
Rocky Mountain
district manager for RKO Radio, has
been appointed captain of the Ned
Depinet
1947
drive, which runs
for a 20-week
period starting
Dec. 20 and ending May 8, it was
announced yesterday by Robert
.""lochrie, viceoresident
and
general
sales
manager,
Harry Gittleson, assistant to
LEN GRUENBERG
Walter
Branson,
Western division sales manager,
again will serve as drive lieutenant and will travel with Gruenberg in
the Western division. Frank Drumm,
'\ssistant to Nat Levy, will cover the
Eastern territory.
First rallies will be staged in late
November. Advertising accessories
are being prepared by Barret McCormick's advertising department
under the supervision of Perry
Lieber.

Mayer-Burstyn Deal For
First Films From India
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Election Day b. o. 'take" in Broadway houses was above average.
Capsule quotes from authorized
sources:
Astor: "Business . . . pretty good."
Ambassador: "Slightly better than
Brandt week."
Theaters (Republic, Globe
ordinary
and Gotham): "Good."
Capitol, Criterion and State
(Loew's): "Just average."
Hollywood and Strand (WB):
"Both set new all-time records for
Election Day business."
Palace: "Excellent. Ditto for other

MPA to Vote Nov. 14
On New Constitution

23/4

Vi

tfVcf

r^a.cf

B'lrrnu

r.f

THE

FILM

DAUY

Hollywood — Harry Grey, in addition to feature pror^u^tinns. has be°n
pla'ed in charge of sh^rt subiect
nroductions at Paramount. Pef^re
c^mino" to Paramount he was with
Rontiblic for 10 years as produc'^ion
executive and producer of top bracket pifturp"!. He succeeds Lou Harris
who is leaving studio.

]\. Y. THEATERS
RAWO

Rialto: "Matinee good.

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY

ON SCREEN

du Paradis."
The fantsfilm
will open in New York
about mid-December. While here
Korda will also hold conferences on
future developments in his production organization.

SALE

THREE DUPLEX 35mm PRINTING
MACHINES. 6D LIGHT CHANGES.
FILM

1501 Broadway, New

DALY

York

IN PERSON
HENNY

18, N.Y.

YOUNGMAN
SARA ANN

DAN DURYEA

McCABE
MAZZONE

ELLA RAINES
WILLIAM
BENDIX

& ABBOTT

a TAILS'

XRVrtfO BERLOfk

FREDASIAIRE
JOAffOmFIEDt

■p/H^/^MCH//^ .

"TWO YEARS
Pnramnnnt'ii

BEFORE THE MAST'

atarrine
AJLAN L.\nn . BRIW nONTJEVT
nii.i.nM RExnix
BARRY
FITZOERAI.n

RIVOLI. B'way at 49th St.

"PLAINSMAN

TEE THUNDERIPJG SAGA OF
THE
PONY
EXPRESS!

Korda Due Here Monday
For "Enfants" Preem
Sir Alexander Korda, who sailed
from England yesterdav, will arrive
here on the Queen Elizabeth next
Monday. He will attend the premiere on the Coast of the first film
in his Tricolore Films setup, "Les En-

KEYES

'WHITE TIE

Night . . .

Appeal Board Affirms
Award in Astoria Case

Box 12

• EVELYN

• A Columbia Picture.
STAGE
PRESENTATIOK,,.

ROBERT YOUNG
^■J^w.umi
BARBARA HALE • FRANK MORGAN

spite poor night."

Write

PARKS

in Technicolor
SPECTACULAR

Rivoli: "Better than average day."
Roxy: "Record election day. . . .
lent."
Way beyond any previous election."
Victoria: "Better than average, de-

FOR

CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

RKO
houses." "Very good. Better
Paramount:
than previous elections."
Park Avenue: "Very good."
Radio City Music Hall: "Excel-

The arbitration appeal board has
aflfirmed the award of an arbitrator
in the complaint brought by the
Cameo Theater, Astoria, L. I. The
Cameo charged that the seven-day
?learance held bv Skouras' Crescent
Theater over the Cameo was unreasonable as to time and area and
a;ked that it be cut to one day.
The firms are: "Sakuntala," a
The arbitra'-or found that there
rnvthoiogi'-al romance: "The Story of was substantial competition between
Dr. Kotnis." in Enc-lish, and "My the two theaters and dismissed the
Home is in the Hills." a comedy "omplaint. Upon appeal, the appeal
satire. Shantaram's wife, Jayasha- board upheld the award of the arbiree, a popular player in India, is
featured in all three. Shan'-aram trator.
Defendants were Loew's, RKO
Radio and Warner Bros. Skouras
plays the title role in "Kotnis."
Theaters Corp. intervened.

Harry Grey Succeeds Harris

Rnrnirn

■ rriLM

Election Day Broadway
"Takes" Above Average

A deal for release here of the first
Tndian product to play in this country has been c'^n"luded bv Joseph
Burstyn-Arthur Maver. Inc. and V.
^hantaram, leading Indian producer,
director and a^tor. Three features
are involved. Shantaram is now in
"ihis country.

Fred .J. Schwartz, president o^ Motion Picture Associates, has called a
%
11/4
% lunche'^n m?etinsr of the m°mber«hip of the organi7ati^n f-^r Nov. 14
% '•^ the Ger^rgi'^n Ro'^m of the PiccaWarner Bros
I91/4
173/4 173/4- Hotel. Purnose of the meetino1/4 ^Wy
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
will be the adoption of the tjron'^sed
—
3,4
Moncgram Picts
6"g
6
6
by-law? and constituti'^n wh'ch have
RKO
... 6Vb
53^ 53'8 —
1/4 been approved by the board of direcSonotor.e Corp
3%
3% 3%
tors. Also to b° taken up is the
5%71/2
Technicolor
17
16
16
execution and filing of an amended
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked certificate of incorporation.
Cinecolor
Palhe
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Associate Producer and Director,
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PICTURE

'MARGIE'

47fh St.

LADY"

A 20th Centnry-Fox Picture in Techvicolor
Plus
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LANCFORD
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i>owersof20lh-Fox
^roN.Y.HigiiCourl
I
(Continued from Page 1)

W^ftuiy

See Tax Cut by New Congress
Expect Sharp Drop
in Gov't Film Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

complete returns on all the Congres|ire is nearly double that of the
sional races had not yet been received.
father Republican candidate who was
As for the State elections, with
blso elected in the Second.
Republicans increasing their control
%|^ The first major company attorney in all regions, it was difficult to determine whether the results will be
■jQlbe elected to the Supreme Court
;JKnch in New York, Powers is a wholly beneficial. In general, it was
that the GOP desire for economy
'; graduate Army
of West
former felt
wSegular
and Point,
N. Y. a National
in Government would act as a check
flijGuard officer, and a veteran of both on state admissions tax increases —
^World
Wars.
He studied law at but that GOP ideas on taxing would
Fordham and has been active in the
[Republican party for 25 years.
EXIT, NEELY
Justice-elect Powers will leave
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
|20th-Fox on Jan. 1 to start his 14Washington — Of particular inlyear judicial term.
terest to the pix industry was the

lABP, WB Produdicn
IPosIs for Jackson!
(Continued from Page 1)

'■pany's studios in Welwyn and Elstree. He will also be in charge in a
stuWarnersfactor
at theAnother
! similar
}"
dios in capacity
Teddington.
in the current deal is reclamation by
I ; Jackson of his interest in British
'j National.
/ Jackson, who originally entered
the industry via Univer_al, is chair11 man and governing director of An'n glo-American Film Corp., which he
i founded.

White House Conference
Date Changed to Nov. 19
(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday. Date change was due to
a conflicc with the Picture Pioneers
annual Harvest Dinner, scheduled to
be held in New York on ihe 20 ch.
The conference was called by Reconversion Director Joiin R. Steelman to discuss general industry and
Government co-operation and how
Government film messages can best
be shown theatrically.
Invited to the meeting, which will
be held in the Ea^t Wing of the
White House at 2:30 p.m., are a score
of industry leaders in production and
11 exhibition, as well as the trade press,
I "Manny"
West Coast

Goldstein
Bureau
of THE Resigns
hli^M
DAILY

Hollywood— E. H. "Manny" GoldI stein who has been with Columbia
Pictures for past three and a half
I years as studio manager is resign' ing as of January 1. Goldstein will
remain at his post until that time.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov.

Mona Maris
Ice Cobb
Reinhold Schunzel
Margaret Morris
Lois
Ranson
Edward Sedgwick
Alice Day
E. I Werner
Herman J. Mankiewicz

defeat in Tuesday's elctions of
Rep. Matthew Neely of West Virginia who authored the anti-block
booking bill four years ago. Two
Senators, however, who also have
faiored legislation outlawing
block booking and calling for
divorcement won their election
battles. These are Senators hanger and Kilgore.

not necessarily stand in the way of
imposing an admissions tax in tho.e
states where there is none today. The
consumer sales tax has long had wide
support from Republicans in many
sections — and the admissions tax is
seen by many as the same sort of
levy.
Heavy Tax Cuts Expected
Several major changes in Government policy are definitely to be anticipated as a result of the GOP victory. The Republicans are definitely
on the record for sweeping tax cuts.
This shjuld mean not only a sharp
irop in taxation of corporation
profits but aho reversion of the excise
.axes — including the admissions tax
— to their 1942 level. Republican
Rep. Harold Knutson of Minnesota,
who will be chairman of the taxwriting Ways and Means Committee
of the House, authored a b.ll last
year — which got nowhere — to cut the
axci-e rates to their pre-war level.
He can be counted upon to press for
such a cut next year.
Sen. Robert Taft of Ohio will become chairman ol the Senate Finance
Committee. It is likely that he will
go along with the House Committee
in the expected paring of excise
rates. Taft can also be counted upon
to support measures to lighten the
tax burden on business.
See Gov't Pix Activities Declining
Also to be looked for is a sharp
decrease in Government pix activities. An economy-minded House will
take its cue from Republican Rep.
John Taber of New York, bitterest
foe of "New Deal spending" who
takes over as chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee. Agency
funds for pix production are certain
to be trimmed to the bone — with
Taber a strong advocate of protection and an exclusive field for private
business. He has long felt that even
such things as instructional films
turned out by the Department of

Agriculture are somehow competitive
wuh private pix production.
New Senate Appropriations Committee chairman is Sen. Styles Bridges of New Hampshire, definitely
an economy aavocate. An unanswered question is what the Repuolican Congress wiU do to the
budget of the titate Department International Information Division,
with a strong movement certain to
3UC this activity to the bone.
Rep. Charle^ A. Woiverton, of New
Jersey, one of the more liberal oi
the Kepuolican members, become^
enairman of the House Interstate
Commerce Committee. A strong anu
:'airiy soud GOP majority is lookec,
x'or there, and it seems likely tha.
any industry legislation to come beiOre that committee will be reportec
on the side oi co-operation wuh industry rather than stricter regulation. The same is true for the Senatt
Committee where Sen. Wailact.
A'^hite of Maine, veteran conservaave, will take over,
Anti-Trust Campaign to Lag
Congressional interest in the anti„ru.t program against industry
giants is expected to lag. A projecte^^

COMING and GOING
W. C. CEHRINC, Central sales manager of
20ln Centuty-hcx, returns to home office today
fitter a trip around the exchanges.
ERNEST W. FREDMAN, publisher and man.'omoriow.
igingMRS.
editor
of Britain's
Film
jnd
FREDMAN
train Daily
out for
the Renter,
Ccast
CHARLES
"CHICK"
isher of Showman's
.Hollywood tomorrow.

LEWIS,
editor and pubTrade
Review,
leaves for

A.UHUR FREED, producer of "Till the Clouds
oil By," leaves the end of the week for the
Coast.
JAM:S FIT2FATRICK, producer of the M-C-M
'itzPatrick Traveltaiks, will leave today or
.ere.
omorrow for the Coast after a 10-day visit
SAM SHIRLEY, Chicago district manager for
A-C-M, will leave toaay tcr the Wind/ City,
,aking a biief stopover at Jeanette, fa., for
.is Wife.
RUDir BERCER, Southern M-C-M sa!es manager, leaves today tor New Oneans arter live
.ays in town.
CHARLES BARON, Pittsburgh exploiteer for
.l-O-M, leaves over the week-end for his
moky City
headqjarteis after a two-week
acation
in town.
FRANK McCarthy, assistant to Byron Price,
/ill spend a n.onth in New Yoik on loan to
4eisan Rockete.ier to conduct a survey rejting to KocKcteiler interests abroad.
WALTER WANCER, SIR ALEXANDER KORDA
.o.k.
•Id JOE fiMkuMAN sailed yesteiday fiom
Quthampton on the Qjeen Elizabeth for New
ARTHUR L. MAYER leaves by plane today
or Germany on a Red Cross missicn.

TAX SLASH

JA^K SCHJYLER, Syracuse staff corresonoent of •Hi FILM DAiLY, is in Nsw York
or a week's cod f.shing.

Rep. Knutson {R. Minnesota),
who will head House Ways and
Means Committee in new Congress, yesterday forecast a 20 per
cent slash in 1947 individual income taxes. This will be equivalent to $3 billion.

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern and Canadian di/.sion sales manager for Warner Brcs., returns
oday from
Inaianapolis
and Cincinnati.
E. 0. WIL^CHKE, operations, supervisor of
Aitec, has retumea to Naw York aite. a thtee/^ek trip through the South and Southwest.
CLAY BAILEY, amusements editor of the
.laiiy Times H.irald, Daiias, will come in for
.xlov. 19.
He world preinieie of "The Razor's Edge" on

study of monopoly trends by the
House Small Business Committee,
originally scheduled for last month
and later tentatively scheduled loi
early next year, is certain to bt
abandoned. Although there was
sharp pix interest here, report to be
issued by the committee within a
month will pay almost no attention
at all to pix.
Important to the industry future
is the probable slash of funds foi
the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice. The coalition of Republicans and conservative Democrats made much progress during the
present Congress in whittling away
at the anti-trust budget and it seemt
almost certain now, that with the
cry "more production," the Republican majority will force further
economies in that division. Effect
upon the State Dapt. is uncertain.
Apparently surviving the Republican landslide, according to late returns here yesterday, were such industry friends as Rep. Helen Gahagan
Douglas of Los Angeles, Sen. Ernest
McFarland of Arizona, Rep. F. Edward Hebert of Louisiana, and a few
other Democrats. Also secure were
Sen. Sheridan Downey and William
Knowland of California, and Rep.
Gordon McDonough of Los Angeles.
Defeated by Knowland was former
i Rep. Will Rogers, Jr., who was a frequent industry spokesman during his
term in the 78th Congress.

SPEROS PAPPAS, of the Alliance Theater
.itcuit, has leturncd to Chicago headqjaiters
torn a special ass.gnment at Andetson,
Ind.
VIVIEN LEICH and LALIRENCE OLIVIER
/lan
to leave
on the
Elizabeth"
■1 Jan.
II lorcngiand
New York
and"Queen
rioiiywocd.
They
.lictuies.
lan to remain in Hoilynvood until June making
JOSEPH J. DEITCH. theater executive of the
atamount Theaters Se;vice Corp., left town
n a two-week business tiip that will take
•im to Salt Lake City.
IRViNC FAJL LAZAR, executive assistant to
>ryan Foy, vice-piesid^nt in chaige of proew days.at Eagie-Licn, is in New York for a
.uction
BEN B. RE.NCOLD, St. Louis manager for
iwentieth-Fcx, has leturned from a hunting
lip to South Dakota.
LOU WALTERS, president. Cine Supply Co.,
t. Louis, and MRS. WAlTERS are in Detroit
.nd from there go to Toledo for the joint
.nnual meeting cf the TESMA and TEDFA.
FRANK
ive,
was

N.
PHELPS, Warner
Theaters' execuin Philadelphia
yesterday.

IRViNC MAA5. vice-p;esident and general
.lanager of tne Motion Picture Export Asso.iation, arrived in Holland yesterday in the
jourse of his European survey t.ip.
LEO HANDEL, of the Loew opinion research
Jepaitment, will a: rive here today from Cuba
/here he conducted a survey.
JULIEN BRYAN is due to return early In
.}ece.r.ber from a documentary film production
expedition in Europe.
DAVE EPSTE.N left New York last night
.or Akron, 0., en route to the Coast.
VIRGINIA MAYO is a Chicago visitor.
MOREY GOLDSTEIN, general sales manager,
ind A.^THUR GREEN3LATT, Eastern sales manager, both cf Monogram, leave today for Clovetsville. Due back tomorrow.
HOWIE
MAYER,
of Howard
C. Mayer
and
Associates,
is in Chicago
fiom
Hollywood
to
discuss film public
relations
at a meeting of
the Public Relations Clinic, Nov. 12.
LARRY PARKS has returned to Hollywood.

All Records are L^
bni

PARAMOUNT

HOLIDAYS!

Thanksgiving: "Two Years Before The Mast"!
Christmas: Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies"!

SEATTLE- Opening set ail-time liigit for any Seatti
tlieatre;straigiit picture policy! 2nd day's
gross 'til noon eitualled record 1st day!
SAN FRANCiSCO-BlggestTuesday opening in 20-year
history of Fox Theatre!
DETROIT -All-time house record!
INDIANAPOLIS -Bigge^aramount opening ever!
SUPERIOR. WfS.-30^ ahead of Paramount's biggest!
DULDTH- Year's biggest Paramount hit!
MIAMI - leading everything-comparabie playing time!
BEAUMtlNT, TEXAS- Has edge on all smash grosses
in months and months!
DALLAS-Ahead of all 1946 hits!
NEW YORK -7th week of engagement that has topped
everything in 29 years at Rivoli!
NOTICE! — that these engagements are complete cross-section of country! Everyvy^iere
it's sailing in a high gale of all-time highs!

.fe&V-^v,.
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November 7th
World Premiere

'fit both Paramounts, Los Angeles

Republic's Dramatic
with

Bombsiieii!

'JAMES DUNN •MONA FREEMAN
(Academy Award Winner)

(As Ziggy Brennan)

oo...a„i„, WILLIAM MARSHALL • JUNE DUPREZ
FRANK

JENKS

• ROSALIND

IVAN • FAY

Story by ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
• Musical Score by George Antheil

Screen Play by Doris Anderson

HELM

Producer
DireCtOr

. JEAN

A|Fpcn
IVL.L/

rtL.!

STEVENS

QANTFII
I L.L.L.

Oflll
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Strike Still Up in the Little HeadlinpH:
Air; Awaits Keenan

PRESIDENT EDWARD RAFTERY of UA, arrived in Hollywood yesterday, by plane,
and will hold discussions with David Loew and Charlie E.nfeld cf Enterprise regarding
distribution of their product. Gradwell Sears is expected in a few days to join in the
confab but Enterprise representatives said the organization is also entertaining overtures
from other companies. A. Pam Blumenthal, vice-president of Enterprise is due in Hollywood Saturday from New Ycrk.

Road Show Proposal
Submittedby Distrib

(Continued from Poge 1)
(Continued from Page I)
as a substitute for Section V a
trator and is scheduled to arrive here
Footnote 12, submitted by the d
•
tributor-exhibitor defendants.
tomorrow.
CLEMENT 5. CRYSTAL, theater department head for Paramount internaticnbi, has
In both proposal-, each compa
The United Brotherhood of Car- announced the appointment of Antonio Sastre as vice-president and general
manager of would be allowed to release one rg*
Circuito
Teatral
Paramount,
S.
A.
in
Cuba.
penters and Joiners of America Tuesshow in any consecutive IB-mtm.
•
period. A roadshow picture nffi
day went on record as being readyA UNIQUE, ALL-EMBRACING TIE-UP involving radio, fashion and wndow display have a negative cost of at lea
to sign an ai'bitration agreement to promotion will start Monday when "Hjneymorn in New York," NBC national network
handle studio jurisdiction disputes. show will launch the first of a five-day series of programs exploiting 20th-Fox's "The 13,000,000. A roadshow was d
fined in the footnote as a public e:
However, a spokesman for lATSE Razor's Edge," which has its world premiere at the Roxy on Nov. 19.
hibition of a feature in advance
•
still felt that a OSU proposal earlier
its general release at admissic
FEDERAL JUDGE PHILIP SULLIVAN in Chicago has set the trial of the $S.750O30
this week to establish arbitration
prices higher than thoie customarii
anti-trust suit brought by Schoenstadt's Piccadilly Theater in the Windy City f-r trial charged, but not less than $1 pk
machinery without first getting con- on Jan. 27. B & K, WB circuit and eight distrrbs. are defendants.
taxes for evening adult admissio
•
sent of all International unions inENTIRE
SIXTH
FLOOR
of
229
W.
42nd
St.,
has
been
taken
over
by
Br?ndt
Theaters
volved was not clarified by a statefor at least a majority of the seat '
in the expansion and modernization of their home office. Expansion will permit roomier read:
The major defendants' propose
ment of Maurice A. Hutcheson, first
quarters
for
the
growing
staff
of
Martin
Levine,
Brandt
Theaters'
general
manager.
"Nothing
contained in this decre;
veepee of UBCJA, who had declared
shall apply to the exhibition by a dis
the Carpenter's "fully agreed to the
tributor-defendant as a roadshow, c
arbitration of the dispute as per the
to the licensing or other arrange'
allocation of work in the motion
ments made by a distributor-defenc
ant to roadshow, prior to its generj
picture studios."
release, a feature upon such term
Conference of Studio Unions' elecand conditions as may be fixed b
tricians voted to join CSU Carpen(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ters and Painters in asking a 20 per
the distributor; provided, however
cent wage boost in addition to a 25 the hearings before a tax committee $60 tax will be placed on each pic- ihat the negative cost of such featur
ture title rather than on single shall be not less than $3,000,000 anper cent pay tilt granted film unions probably would be held next Spring.
in July while the Screen Publicists
provided further, that no distributor
There appears to be some optim- prints of each film.
Guild executive board voted to recomism over the possibility of the adU. S. officials had complained the defendant shall commence or permi
mission
tax
being
reduced
to
10
per
mend to their members to seek a
tax was discriminatory because it the commencement of the road
cent and that it may not be neces- wa3 levied on foreign pictures by showing of more than one featur
20 per cent wage increase.
sary to ask for a hearing. However, prints and on domestic films by title. during any consecutive 12 month
the ATA will be ready to lobby for
Brazil imports ^proximately 300 period. . When any such feature i
Four Distributors Suing
the reduction.
U. S. pictures per year. Each picture subsequently placed in general re
Meanwhile, the Allied Restaurant averages
Rosenthals; Charge Fraud
six prints for a total of lease, the licensing of such featuri
and Entertainment Industries of
1,800
prints
effected under the pre- shall be subject to the provisions o
New
York,
Inc.,
representing
the
Indianapolis — Individual suits
vious interpretation by the Brazilian
were filed Tuesday, in the U. S. Dis- night clubs, and the League of New
trict Court, Southern District of In- York Theaters, representing the government.
Thedecree."
proposal
David 0. Selznick's
Films of read:
this
MPAA had protested to the State Vanguard
diana, by 20th-Fox, Universal, Para- legitimate theaters, are planning to
"Nothing contained in this judg
Department,
which
in
turn
instructed
mount and Loew's, against William carry their fight to Congress for a the U. S. Embassy in Brazil to seek ment shall be construed to limit
Rosenthal and Betsy Rosenthal, reduction in the 20 per cent levy.
or affect the right of each ojI
The cabaret and theater operators re-interpretation of the tax. It was impair
operating the Irving Theater in this
the defendants to roadshow, upor j
city, the Royal Theater in Danville, contended that the Government could this country's position that the extra _uch terms and conditions as may ht:
Ind., and the Vogue Theater in St. give a good boost to its own fight levy was in violation of the United
fixed by such defendant distributors :
against inflation by reducing the States-Brazil trade treaty.
Mathews, Ky.
or producer of such motion pictures
Each complaint alleges fraudulent amusement tax.
State Department officials were which
have a negative cost of not
concerned over the possibility that
returns on the percentage pictures
less
than
$3,000,000, provided eacii
the imposition of the tax on single
of the respective plaintiff, pursuant Cripps Uinable to Attend
said defendant may commence onlyj
to a conspiracy upon the part of the Eric Johnston Luncheon
prints would set a dangerous precedent, in South America as well as such motion picture roadshow durdefendants regularly to furnish false
other
countries.
ing any consecutive 12-month period
grosses on percentage pictures for
(Continued from Page 1)
from and after the date of this judg-,
The trade agreement between msnt and provided further thatj
the purpose of inducing the distrib- president. Instead, Sir Stafford has
utor to accept smaller percentage
Jack Belcher, Parliament- Brazil and this country assures na- licensing of such motion picture,
rentals than were due, and to grant deputized
ary secretary to the Board of Trade, taxes. tional treatment as regards internal
when it is subsequently placed in'
lower terms on subsequent licenses. to represent him.
general release, shall be subject to
Johnston, who conferred with AnThe so-called censorship tax nomthoney Eden earlier this week, will
inally is levied to cover cost of the che terms of this judgment."
meet today with Prime Minister censorship bureaus in several counAttlee. Also on his schedule is a tries.
Columbus First'Runs
luncheon at the House of Commons
Tilt Night Scales
with Tom O'Brien, M. P. and presi- Steam-Handel-Conn
San Antonio — Bernard Bailey
dent of the British union of stage
Brown, Jr., has been born here to and theatrical employes. Johnston To Produce for SGP
Columbus, 0. — Five-cent increase in week-night admissions has
the former Mary Louise Walliser, will leave here Sunday for the sched(Continued from Page 1)
been ann unced by downtown firstuled continental tour.
who, before her marriage, was morun houses. The increase brings the
tion picture critic of the San Anthe production of two pictures anprice to 65 cents, the same as that
tonio Evening News. Newcomer
nually through Screen Guild Procharged for week-ends. There will
Gaumont-British
Profits
weighed in at six pounds, 11 V2
ductions. '
I be no increase in week-end rates
ounces. Mother is widely known in Show Gain of £21 L563
Conn has been associated with
or matinees, it was said. The infilm circles.
crease is effective today.
Hollywood production for many
(Continued
from
Page
1)
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM
DAILY
years. Offices of the new company
Neighborhoods, which boosted
their rafes five cents last Spring,
Hollywood — A six pound son, her company voted an ordinary dividend have been opened on Melrose Ave.
have not indicated whether they
first, was born Tuesday night to of 12% per cent compared with alVz in Hollywood, and production on the
will raise prices.
Celeste Holm, actress wife of aiiiines per cent dividend for the same period first picture is scheduled to start in
I
executive, Schuyler Dunning.
last year.
I January.

ATA to Join in Fight
For Ticket Tax Cut

STORK REPORTS

Brazil Censorship
Tax on Title Only
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[ARA. 9-MONTH EARNINGS OP $20,036,000

bhnston Calls for an international Film Council

oposes that British and
nerican Industries Take
fad in Its Organization
ii

'jLondon (By Cable) — Eric A. JohnIti, MPAA-MPEA president, speakjl yesterday at a luncheon in his
lor tendered
intly by all
inches of the
itish trade,
sled for the esilishment of an
ternational
i|m Council,
fohnston sug)|sted that the
ij.tish and Amerjpn film induss take the inikl leadership in
6 move for such
S^forld organizaon, and exERICA. JOHNSTON
te-sed the hope
t(it the i n d u s i^'ies of other nations would join.
itThe first dual task of such a CounI the (American
deContinued ontrade
Page leader
5)

Top Execs. Take
>A Campaign Posts
Joint announcement was made yes■day by Jack Cohn, vice-president
I Columbia, Leonard H. Goldenson,
;;e-president of Paramount, and
im Rinzler, of Randforce Theaters,
Sat 39 top executives had been apinted to head the 18 divisions of
te Motion Picture and Entertain(Continued on Page 8)

Denver Territory
May Get Allied Unit
Denver — John Wolfberg, BroadI way manager, is working on plans
to Organize a unit of Allied in this
territory. He is sending out letters
to independent exhibitors anj reports that response is good. WolFberg attended the Boston convention
and has been promised full co-operation by Allied officers.

John J, IVolan and Leon J. Goldberg Named
Company Vice-Prexies hy RKO Radioes Board
John J. Nolan, RKO Radio studio executive, and Leon J. Goldberg, studio
manager, have been elected vice-presidents of the company.
Nolan, formerly assistant secretary at the home office, was transferred to the
studio in 1934, having started with Robertson-Cole the predecessor of RKO.
Goldberg became treasurer of RKO in 1941, after serving as treasurer cf KeithAlbee-Orpheum. He became studio manager in 1943.

Meiro Taking Bids
In Emergency Spots

Map FJP Campa
At Meeting Nov.

Plans for industry participation in
the 1946 camnaign of the Federation
of Jewish
Philanthropies
will be
mapped
at a
luncheon-meetin^
of the Amuse
ment Division a
the Essex Hous
aday.week from toMalcolm Kings
bprg, president o
Kirsch Heads Sneakers
RKO Theaters
h9S accepted th
At NCA Meet Nov. 18
division's chair
Minneapolis — Speakers at the manship for thi
campaisr
mid-year convention of North Cen- year's
tral Allied on Nov. 18, at Nicallet while Jack Ali
Hotel wiW be headed bv Jack Kirsch, coate, publishe
of The Film
president of Allied Si-ates and Al- Daily
and Radio malcolm kincsberc
lied of Illinois, and will include Sidney A. Samuelson, general manager Daily and Martin
of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania; Quigley, of Quigley Publications,
be co-chairmen
Leon Bambere'er. of RKO; George will
Publications
group. of the Division's
(Continued on Page 5)

M-G-M is taking competitive bids
in a limited number of situations,
primarily in spots where an emergency exists and an exhibitor insists
upon the placing of product on the
auction block.
The Penn Theater, Ambridge, Pa.,
which has been closed for two years,
is scheduled to open on Thanksgiving Day (Continued
with "Holiday
on Page in4) Mexico."

^Freeze Out^ Non^Theairicals
UNESCO to Consicfer Only H'wood Proposals
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Autry-Ropublic Pact Is
Washington — Pix recommendaStill in Force — Grainger
tions carried to the Paris meeting
Taking cognizance of recent reports Gene Autry is negotiating with
other film companies, James R.
Grainger, Republic executive vicepresident yesterday stated that
Autry is still under contract to his
company.
The contract with Autry calls for
(Continued on Page 5)

of UNESCO next week by the U. S.
delegation virtually "freezes out"
participation by non - theatrical
groups proposals,
in favor it of
terday.
backed
was "Hollywood"learned yesThis was learned as Floyd Brooker, U. S. Office of Education pix
chief, disclosed that the State De(Continued on Page 5)

Third Quarter Estimated
Net Profit is Increased
$6,731,000 Over 1945
Paramount's estimated net earnings for the first nine months of 1946
were $33,877,000, or an increase of
$20,036,000 over the first nine months
of 1945 when the net earnings were
estimated at $13,841,000. Earnings
for the third quarter, ended Sept. 28,
were estimated at $12,085,000, compared with $5,354,000 for the third
quarter of 1945, representing an increase of $6,731,000. Figures are estimated totals after all charges, in(Continued on Page 4)

Curb on Pix Anti-

een

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Tuesday's election
results have renewed speculation
here that a sharp curb in Government trust-busting activities is on
che way, with less emphasis upon
(Continued on Page 8)

Costumers Spurn Prod.
Pact; Sign With IMPPA
West

Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood
lATSE, has
which would
tilts ranging

FILM

DAILY

— Costumers Local 705,
turned down a contract
have provided for pay
from 25 to 40 per cent.

(Continued on Page 5)

Sponsored Morning
Shows in San Antonio
San Antonio, Tex. — New series of
early morning shows are being held
at the Uptown Theater here under
sponsorship of the Grapett Bottling
Co. Besides a regular feature and
two cartoons, a special half-hour
kiddies quiz show is held to round
rut a 90-m:nute program. The halfhour quiz show is broadcast over
KABC with Tommy Reynolds as
master of ceremonies.
Show will shift after five weeks
to the Highland for four weeks.
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JOHN HUGHES. Eastern division sales assistant, is bedded with a severe cold. He will
be absent a week.
GEORGE jESSEL, 20fh-Fox producer, arrived
in New York yesterday from the Coast, to remain for the world premiere of "The Raxcr's
Edge" at the Roxy Nov. 19.
W ILIAM POWELL and his wife, the former
DIANA LEW:S are spending a few days at the
Roney Plaza, Miami Beach, Fla., before taking
off for Nassau by Pan American Clipper.
HAL B. WALLIS has arrived from the Coast
for conferences at the Paramount offices. He
is at the Waldcrf-Astoria.
PHILIP REED, actor, is due here from
Hollywood for the Army-Notre Dame game.
RUSSELL lANNEY, author of "The Miracle
of The Bells" is in Hollywood for story conferences with fesse L. Lasky on the $2,000,000
oroduction which will be produced by Jesse L.
Lasky-Walter MacEwan
fcr RKO-Radio
release.
JACK BERNHARD left Hollywood yesterday
for W'lshington, to confer with Government
law enforcement agencies concerning story material.
FORTUNIO BONANOVA has returned to Hollywood from Mexico City after signing a threepicture deal with
Pan American.
IRVING MANDELL, Chicago Monogram exec,
is spending a ccuple of weeks in Florida.
MARIAN
SPITZER,
Liberty
Films' desk
story after
e-*!tor,
has returned
to her
Hollywood
a four-week stay in New York.
GEORGE PAL, producer of Paramount's Puppetoon short subiects, leaves for New York tomorrow by train for conferences with Paramount
Eastern
execs., returning
within
two
weel-s.
ARTHUR LUBIN, director, will leave Ho'lywood Nov. 16 fT New York for press interviews in connection with the Jules Levey pic,
"New
Orleans."
EV SEIBEL, of the publicity sta'f of Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis, is hunting
ducks near Canby, Minn.
SAM LFFKOWITZ. Eastern district manager
for Warners is in Buffalo for a few days. He will
be back at his desk on Monday.

A. C. BRAUN'NGER, Warners' sales exec, in
cl'arge of foreign 16 mm. distribution, leaves
Miami today for New Y-'rk after attending
funeral services for his mother.

1

MARKET

Hi?h Low Close
Am. Seat
21 3^ 21
21
Bell & Howell
}^% 18
18
Columbia
Picts
231/2 22V2 221/2
Columbia PIcts. pfd.. 85
84% 85
East. Kodak
217
2151/4 217
Cen. Prec. Eq
24V, 241/, 241/2
Loew's,
Inc
271/S 26I/2 27
Paramount
30
" 28^4 29'<4
RKO
16V, IS", lev,.
Repub'ic
Picts
81/4 BVa
8",
R»-ubiic
Picts. pfd.. 141/4 14
141/4
20th Centurv-Fox . . . 39% 38s/, 39%
Universal
Pict
29V, 29'/, 293/,
dnive-sal
Pict. pfd.. 871/4 871/, 8714
Warner
Bros
18
171/4 17%
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
M-nogram
Picts
6
5%
5%
RKO
171/4 171/4 171/4
Sonotone Corp
33/4 3%
334
Technicclor
16
153^ 15%
Trans-Lux
43^ 43^
43^
OVER THE COUNTER

6id

Cinecolor
Pathe

JACK ELLIS, UA district manager, will return
to New York tomorrow from an overnight business trip to Poughkeepsle.

JAMES COSTON. zone manager for Warner
Theaters in the Chicago area, and I. J. HOFFMAN. New Havpn zone manager, are in New
York for the week-end.

FINANCIAL
■

EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA tastern sales
manager, is in Bos, on. He will proceed to New
Haven and return to the home office Tuesday.

$Vg
6I/2

—

Chg.
Net
'A

W ILIAM WYLER, producer-director cf Liberty Films, Inc., arrived in New York yesterday.
ARTHUR WILLI, RKO's Eastern talent department head, arrives in Hollywood today for conferences with studio execs.

+— IVzVb
LON M-CAIL'STER, will arrive here Monday
-f %
+ Vj for a week's stay.

+ %
—

%

—

Vs

+f
—

1/44
1/

¥s
—"Vs

71/2
53/4
Asi'Pd

Killed in Auto Crash
Montgomery, Ala. — Mrs. Nannie
Mae Arnold Mason, Paraimrunt Theater employe and bride of less than
a week, was killed in an auto accident while honeymooning near Abbeyville, S. C. with her paratrooper
hu.sband.

NORTON

V. RITCHEY, president of Monogram-International, leaves today for Hollywood
to
attend
and stfckholders. a meeting of Monogram's board
LIONEL
row.

TOLL

leaves for the Coast tomor-

ELMER HOLLANDER, head of the new PRC's
playdate depa'tment, will return to New York
over *he week-end from Chicago, Cleveland
and Pittsburgh.
RUSSEIL HOLMAN, Paramount Eastern production head, left by plane for the Coast yesterday to repcrt to H-'nry Ginsberg on his
recent trip to Europe. Holman returns in two
weeks.
JOSEPH STEINER, o-exy of Broadcast Pictures, and FLIAS JOSEPH, ccntract scripter,
leave for New Hamoshire today to wind
UD "Rhvt^m Rhapsodies" and begin "InvestiTYREE gationsO'LLA'D,
JR., M-G-M
Ltd."
returned from a Southern trip.

counselor, has

SYLV'A DAVDSON. execo'ive secretary to
Samuel J. Briskin of Liberty Films, Inc., has arin New York from Hollywood for a vacationrivedvisit.
BETTE DAVIS has arrived for a year's stay
at her White Mountain home in Sugar Hill,
N. H.

MRS. JAMES O. KENT, widow of the former 20th-Fox salesman at Detroit, is in California visiting relatives, and sMted to return
to the Motor City about Nov. 25.
LUELLA GEAR is in Detroit from Hollyvrood
to star in a new motion picture tor tne lam
Handy organization.
JULES LEVEY is he-e from the Coast on the
first lap of a trip to England and the Continent.
KIM HUNTER, who was slated to arrive in
New York Tuesday by air from Londcn, has
been delayed and arrives in New York tomorrow.
BERNARD J. GATES, Monogram's division
manager for Latin-America, has left for an
extended South American tour to S.S.D. on
distrib. deals.
J. K. McCUINESS, M-G-M studio production
executive, arrived on the Coast yesterday from
New York.
MONTE PROSER is due from the Coast today. He is set to produce a musical titled
"Dreamboat."
ANN BONTEMPO,
publicity head for Loew's
City. New Jersey,
theaterslantic in
has returned from AtMICHAEL POWELL, British film producer••irector, ar'ives in New York aboard the Queen
Elizabeth Sunday, en route to Pc'u via Mexico
Cty. Accompanied by MRS. POWELL, he will
be gone for six weeks.
day.
JOHN LODER planed in from the West Coast
*nr N. Y. Theater Guild's radio production,
"Bill of Divorcement," to be broadcast SunDON HARTMAN, producer of Columbia's
"Down To Earth." arrived in New York yester■iay for a brief stay.
'AN CREMIEU-IAVAL. head of J. Arthur
Rank's 16 mm. distribution and manufacturer
■n England, is here for conferences with Matty
Fox and Jcseoh
Seidelman.
SI?!TER KENNY in Chicago fcr film premiere
at RKO
Palace tonight.
DONA" D NELSON will return to Hollywood
afte' Chicago t'lks.
RODNEY BU"^H and SIDNEY BLUMENSTOCK
ilane b'ck to New York tomorrow after twodav exol'^i'stinn
meet
in Chicago.
WILL ENGLAND, personnel director f"r RKO,
retii"": to N'w Yrrk after Chicago conferences.
'AMES COTTON, Wa'ner zone manaeer, and
".^ORCE "^'NGER. maintenance chief, to New
Yori' f"r Not'o Dame-Army ssme.
ADRIAN KUBIT, of FILM DAILY'S New
ture. ?t3ff, prriv°s in To'eHo
York
today
ROBERT GOLDSTEIN, U-t New York repre"lentative returns to his office from Hollywood
tomo"cw.
PEX HAORISON leaves today for Chicaeo to
'♦tend performance of "The Ghost and " Mrs.
Muir," which will be his next starring pic-

Ta.-Neb. AITO Picks
Downey to Head Office
Des Moines, la. — Directors of the
\llied-Independent Theaters Owners
of Iowa and Nebraska h'lve appointed G. H. Downey of Weeping
Water, Neb., to handle the organization'? central business office, to be
established at 1520 Davenport St.,
Omaha.
Authorization to appoint an office
manager came at the recent mid-year
convention when the group voted to
join the National Allied. Downey will
supervise operation of the Allied
Caravan and also handle details of
a series of regional meetings to be
conducted in the two states.

FOR

SALE

THREE DUPLEX 35mm PRINTING
MACHINES. 60 LIGHT CHANGES.

Col. Gross and Net Hit
Peak, Stockholders Told
Gross income and net profits
the year ended June, 1946, were i
highest in the history of the ci
pany,
Harry inCohn
told annual
Colum
stockholders
his 23rd
port. The company had a gross bv
ness of $46,510,909 with a net pr
of $3,450,489 after taxes. Comir
shares of stock earned $5.22 iHI
the preferred earned $46.57.
^^,
Cohn reported a notable expansi
of gross volume in both foreign a
domestic markets as a result of c(
tinual improvement in product a
an increased number of box off
successes. Cohn revealed plans i
an expansion of studio facilities c(
tingent on approval by the Civili
Production Administration.
The company will solicit proxfor the annual meeting of stockho!
ers which has been adjourned si
sequent to the mailing of the annv
report. It is expected a proxy sta"
ment and fonn will be sent to sto(;
holders in connection with sucl^
solicitation about Dec. 23.

Zukor Installs Perkins
As Para. British Chief
London (By Cable) — Adol
Zukor, Para, board chainnan,
cially installed J. E. Perkins as cha
man and managing director of Pai
mount in Great Britain, succeed]
David E. Rose and initiated 58 me
bers of the coimpany's UK organi
tion into the Paramount 25-Year C
at a banquet last night.
George
Weltner,
president
Paramount
International, and B
Milland were among those attendii
In a cable from New York, Ban
Balaban, president of Paramoi
said: "To the new 25-Year CI
members of Paramount's Unii
Kingdom' family my heartiest a
sincerest best wishes. . . I wot
like to express to each one indiv
ually Paramount's and my own feli
tations upon this occasion for th'
loyalA.services."
P.
Williams to Join
Sales Staff of Fortune
p. A. Williams, advertising a;j
publicity director for the March
Time, will join the New York sal
staff of Fortune Magazine on Mc
day. Williams started with MOT
an office boy nine years ago, becoi'
ing advertising and publicity dirt
tor five years later.
S
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DARRYL F. ZANUCK
TYRONE PO^A/ER
GENE TIERNEY
EDMUND GOULDING
LAMAR TROTTI
AND

TYRONE

POWER

• GENE

TIERNEY • JOHN

■■•'irt » i

."*** «■'<

OTHERS
PAYNE

• Anne BAXTER

• Clifton WEBB

• Herbert

AAARSHALL in Darryl F. Zanuck's production of W. SOMERSET AAAUGHAM'S "THE RAZOR'S EDGE"
with Lucille Watson, Frank Latimore, Elsa Lanchester, Fritz Kortner, John Wengraf, Cecil Humphreys,
Harry Piker, Cobina Wright, Sr. • Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Directed by EDMUND
Screen Play by LAAAAR TROTTI
• From the Novel by W. Somerset Maugham

GOULDING

CENTURY-FOX
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Meiro Taking Bids
In Emergency Spots
(Continued from Page 1)
The Penn outbid Publix-Notopolous
and the Warner circuit for the picture, although it reportedly lost out
on bids for another picture.
The Penn was the theater involved
in the so-called Ball case. In that
action, the court ruled that a run
went with the management that may
acquire another theater of equal
quality and not with the previous
theater it operated.

B. C. Appeal Board Gives
Green Light to "Outlaw"
Vancouver, B. C. — The right of the
Odeon Theater here to show Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" has been
upheld by the censorship appeal
board of British Columbia, despite
last minute attempts to organize opposition to its exhibition.
"The Outlaw" previously had been
passed by censors and was scheduled
to open Wednesday. After protests
had been made and after extensive
advertising, the board denied the
management the right to show the
picture, although it had been exhibited throughout most of Canada.
With only a few hours remaining
before the scheduled opening, United
Artists and the theater appealed the
decision to the appeal board of British Columbia. "The Outlaw" was
passed in its entirety and the Vancouver opened on schedule Wednesday.

"The Outlaw" Will Play
In 10 Butterfield Keys
The Butterfield circuit, Paramount
affiliate operating throughout Michigan, has booked "The Outlaw" for
10 of- its most important key city
situations, Harry Gold, general manager of Hughes Productions, announced yesterday.
Gold said the picture was being
booked in for full weeks and longer,
where normally four days were the
maximum.
Frank McCarthy Dead
San Antonio, Tex. — Frank McCarthy, 47, who sold his theater holdings at Brookings, S. D., last year to
Leo Peterson, is dead here.

SEND BiRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 8
Ted

Hadley

Lou

Englisher

Nov. 9
Heddy Lamarr
John P. Medbury
Edward T. Weiss

Forrest
tialsey
John M'ljan
10 J. J. Bowen

Nov.
Edwin H. Wolk
Sunset Carson
William
Henry
Thomas J. Martin
Claude
Rains
Esther Dale
T. Kennedy Stevenson
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A• Reporter'^s
Report
•
• CUFF NOTES:
Take

it from Nate Spingold, he has no intention ol resigning iiom Columbia next Spring, despite what you may
have read. ...
• Upwards of 650.000 stormed stores in this C.ty.
Chicago, Pliilly, Albany and Newark on the first day that the new RCA
Victor tele receivers were on display. .... .One dealer oifeied the local
RCA distrib. a certified check lor $1.000,OJO worth of sets, and one
store chain sought to place an order for 2.000 tele receivers
So

don't sell tele short, as some folks are inclined to do. ...
• Of the
$12,000,000 Greek War Relief Fund to be raised for 1947, $S,250,000.
will be devoted to the establishment of 40 permanent health centers,
the operation of 40 mobile and 509 community clinics, the rehabilitation
of the war-disabled
and the anti-tuberculosis
and co-op. medical
projects with Greek-American societies, it was said here yesterday by
William Helis as he took over the national presidency from Spyros P.
Skouras. ...
• Didja know that John J. Koubek has deeded Coral
Gables' Regent Theater to the Umversity of Mianu? ...... It's valued at
$106,671. ...
• 'Twill be sorto Old Home Week when Metro's "Till
the Clouds Roll By" opens at Radio City Music Hall. .... .Lucille Bremer
of the cast is a former Rockette, ond Vincente Minnelli, who directed
Judy Garland's numbers in the Jerome Kern musical biog., is a former
Music Hall art director.
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li those reports

of a Paramount-Cos-

mopolitan Records deal have intrigued, here's the lowdown . . . . . .
There were talks, but Para, reached a "not interested at present"
decision last week, .... .This is on the authority of Paul Raiboum, who
should know. ...
• Univeisai-Int'l yesterday signed Ben Hecht to
write the screenplay ond adaptation hi Dorothy Hughes' "R.de a Fink
Horse" ...... Charles Lederer also will work on the script. ...
• With
Bert Wheeler suddenly stricken, Henny Youngman replaced him yesterday as Loew's State headiiner. ...
• Robert C. Ruark, New York
World-Telega om columnist, managed to mix a generous portion of industry jnislnfoimation with facts in that "Threat to Hollywood" piece
which oppeared the other night. ...
• "Sonny" Shepherd, manager of
Miami Beach's Lincoln Theater, can't find a name for his new daughter,
so is offering two Annie Oakleys to the Lincoln for the best suggestion.
• The millinery trade is still buzzing over the appearance of Arleen
Whelan at the style show staged on Election Day by the Millinery
Designers' League in the ballroom of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria under
the title of "Suddenly It's Spring." inspired by the Paramount pic of
the same name in which the star has an important role
The
actress modelled a hat number lor the film. .....

▼

▼

▼

• •
• THIS AND THAT: Evelyn O'Connell. who had been with
Paramount for 24 years as secretary to Y. Frank Freeman, Sam Dembow and other top executives, has resigned. ...
• Reports iiom up
Sioux Falls, S. D., way say that the film peddlers are having a hard
time doing business. .... .It seems
that the pheosont
season
has
opened and all the exhibs. of the oreo ore out hunting and the salesmen have to flush the theater men out of the brush. ...
• Jack
Fuld, who has been exploiting Republic's "I've Always Loved You" in
Bufialo, says something new has been added
.Pic has been drawing the music lovers in large numbers and at the end of the show the
patrons applaud and shout "Bravo, Brovo.". . . ,• Sidney Piermont
of Loew's will be stake managsr; Don Albert, musical director and
Arthur Knorr of the Roxy, director of lighting, for the 13th annual "Night
of Stars" at Madison Square Garden next Tuesday. .....
▼
TV

Para. Net Earnings
Rise $20,036,000
(Continued from Page 1)
eluding
estimated
provisions
taxes on income.
Profit for the third quarter incli)
$1,891,000, representing Paramour ,
direct and indirect net interesafc
stockholder in the combined \M
tributed earnings of partially owi
non-consolidated
subsidiaries.
1'
nine-month earnings include $6,0000 share of undistributed earnii
of partially owned non-consolid&
subsidiaries.
Prior
to the two-for-one
ist(
split on July 8, 1946, there were o
standing 3,752,136 shares of comn
stock, which was increased to 7,5C
272 shares outstanding at Sept.
1946. Computed for all periods on
oasis of such 7,504,272 shares,
^2,085,000
of estimated
combir
consolidated and share of undistr
a ted earnings for the quarter rep
sent $1.61 per share, which compai
with 71 cents per share for the cor;
sponding quarter of 1945, while t.
^33,877,000
of estimated
combir
consolidated and share of undistri
uted earnings for the nine mont
represent $4.51 per share, which co i
pares with $1.84 per share for t;
drst nine months of 1945.
The board of directors establish
a regular dividend rate of $2
share per year, payable quarter
and declared a dividend of 50 cei
per share for the fourth quarter. Ti
ooard declared an additional di
Jend of 25 cents per share. Be
che regular and extra dividend a
payable Dec. 27, 1946, to holders
record on Dec. 6.
The regular dividend rate, est£
liihed by che board of directors y(
cerday,
represents
the second
year in t'
of this
June rate
crease since
regular
dividend
and results
a disbursement of double the toi
amount of dividends which were pa
able at the same rate per share
its stock on the old basis. In rou
dgures the total dividends at this n
per share
on the old basis we,
annually, while the tol
^7,500,000
aividends payable at this rate on 1 1
shares now outstanding are $15,00
000 annually.

Henry W. Kirske Dead
Seattle, Wash.— Henry W. Kirsl
76, stagehand for 30 years here,
dead.

SICK REPORT
JOE ROBINS, Warren, 0. president
the Robins A,nusement Co. and Robins E
terprise Co. is ill at North Side unit
attack.
Youngstown Hospital, after suffering a he.
PAT
JOLLY,
Columbia
salesman
Columbia at O.naha, is ill with virus pne
monia.
MORRIS FELDMAN, manager, Victo
Providence; expected back on his feet
a week.

jy, November 8, 1946

ily
foreH'wood
UNESCOReports
(Continued from Page 1)

!)tnient last Summer
specifically
ijivowed a report calling for wide-iJ^'pad participation
by non-theagroups in the UNESCO
film
m.
lihis report was made by delelies to a meeting last June called
■ Jlthe American Council on Educa'^k and the Film Councils of AmerThe meeting was attended by
te Department
representatives
were turned
n I recommendations
c|r to Brooker, who was a memof the U. S. Delegation at the
'jiliminary UNESCO
meeting
in
iiaon last July.
j.t was pointed out that the State
partment otterea no substitute lor
': recommendations made at tne
ne meeting. Only otticial pix re■Inmenaacions earned by the U. S.
;letmg
legation
to thenextluu"
UNESCO
in Paris
week
is the
i-caiied Barrett report, which is
d to exclude non-theatrical or noninmercial participation in this
[intry's international
Meanwhile,
Thomas film
J. program.
Brandon,
';;ad of Brandon tilms, said he
aid bring up the question of nonjacrical participation in UNESCO
tore the Film councils of Amer1 meeting in Washington on Nov.
jpBrandon, recently returned from a
jiropean trip, reported widespread
:i;erest and participation
in
iNESCO advisory groups by educapnai and non-commercial groups in
-^any European countries.
He said it was "ironic" to see this
ii-owth in interest abroad while sim.ftr groups in this country apparj!uly are being left out of the
]SfESCO film program.
Citing
the gradual
withdrawal
cm many
European countries ol
|.NRRA cameramen, Brandon
said
lis country in effect is erecting its
Jivn iron curtain by "shutting out"
«e story of Europe.
Although
jNRKA IS close to loiding, there is
p group as yet set up to report the
icture story of Europe during the
•ansitional period.
Result is that
'lis country is lagging once again
'! knowledge of conditions in Europe
nd the rest of the world.

"Mr. Fix-it" Fixed
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mel Blanc, "Mr. Fixit" on his CBS radio sliow, "Tlie Mel
Blanc Sliow," and the vo.ce of Bugs
Bunny en the screen was confronted
with a situation he could not fix —
an election bet with his friend Joe
R.nes, radio producer. Blanc was required to lead a rabbit on a leash
from Hollywood & V.ne to one block
West and whi.e doing so keep up a
Bugs Bunny chatter.

^*5?
Little Headlines:
THE "WE, THE PEOPLE" radio program Sunday night will feature a behind-thescenes story on the filming of 20th-Fox's "The Kazor s Edge." The entire half-hour
spot will be given over to the subject. The broadcast will emanate over C6S from
H llywood witn a cut-in from the local outlet. The stars of the picture, Gene Tierney and
Tyrone Power will be heard from on the Coast w.th Darryl F. Zanuck, Lamar Trotti and
a number of technicians who worked on the picture. Edmund Goulding, director, will be
heard from on the Eastern tie-in.

•

CONVENTION

OF THEATER

OWNERS

OF OKLAHOMA,

INC., scheduled for Dec.

2-3 in Oklahoma City, has been set back to Dec. 9-i0. Inability to obtain sufficient
h.tel rooms for the delegates was given as the reason for the deferment.

•

"BLUE SKIES" rolled up a gross of approximately $105,000 in third week at the
Broadway Paramount, breaking all previous records for a third stanza. Picture grossed
around $125,000 its first week and close to $107,000 the second week.

•

"TREASURE FROM THE SEA," a Wajt Disney production sponsored by the Dow
Chemical Co., revealing the possibilities cf magnesium, was premiered at the Monte
Carlo yesterday. The showing which launched national distribution of the film, assigned
exclusively to the Princeton Film Center, was attended by reps, of dailies, trade papers
and magazines.

Kirsch Heads Speakers
At NCA Meet Nov. 18
(Continued from Page 1)
Dembow, sales manager of National
Screen Service, and Jack Schlaifer,
sales manager of Monogram.
All indie exhibs in Minnesota,
Western Wisconsin, North Dakota
and South Dakota, regardless of
affiliation, have been invited to attend the meet, according to Don
cjwartz, NCA executive secretary,
but only paid-up NCA members will
be allowed to participate in the discussions. Distributors as well as
exhibitors may attend the noon
luncheon.
Lee Loevinger of St. Paul, formerly oi the anti-trust division of the
Department of Justice, also will address the meet.
Main business of the convention
will be an interpretation and discussion of the new decree, but allegedly
unfair distributor trade practices
will be taken up also. Subjects on
the agenda probably will include
Confidential Reports' use of local
checkers, Ascap, reissues, the legality of film contracts signed prior to
July 1, distributors sales drives, theater collections and the danger of
"wholesale"
theater-building competition.

Autry-Republic Pact is
Still in Force — Grainger
(Continued from Page 1)

his exclusive services in several
films. The total number of films
in which his appearance is callet,
for and the duration of the pact,
Grainger indicated, was dependent
on the final outcome of pending litigation between the actor and Re-

Int'l Film Coun(il
Urged by Johnston
(Continued from Page 1)

ciared, would be to safeguard the
freedom of the screen on a global
basis to further safeguard the free
interchange of films.
Jack Belcher, Parliamentary secretary to the Board of Trade, represented the British government at the
luncheon, substituting for his chief,
Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the
Board of Trade, who was unable to
attend.
Belcher appealed for co-operation
between the British and American industries.
The luncheon was one of the most
widely attended of industry functions
in years, and virtually every leader
of the British trade as well as toppers of American companies were to
be noted in the audience as Johnston
spoke. He was warmly received and
applauded.
Woonsocket
Riolto Reopening
Woonsocket, R. I.— Maurice Safner today will re-open the Rialto,
closed since February, 1945. Policy
will be re-issues, French and Polish
pix. Eight hundred seater will be
scaled up to 50 cents. Melvin Safner
will manage for his father.

public.

Costumers Spurn Prod.
Pact; Sign With IMPPA
(Continued from Page 1)
Principal objection voiced by the
Costumers was against "galloping
rates" which they claim provides for
different wage rates on virtually
every working hour. The Local will
continue negotiations with the producers.
The Costumers have accepted an
agreement with the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association,
which provided for increases ranging
from 25 to 50 per cent and minus the
"galloping rates."
Joseph D. Keenan is due to arrive
from Chicago today and is to confer
with the committee of union representatives that nominated him for
the post of film arbitrator.
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2nd WEEK

MILWAUKEE

2nd WEEK

CLEVELAND

2nd WEEK
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oil up big grosses
At

Mayfair Theatre
Baltimore
Now in
Third Big Week
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Curb on Pix AntiTrust Adion Seen
(Continued from Page 1)
•'small business" and greater emphasis upon business as a whole.
There was considerable evidence here,
even before the election, that a softening of the Department of Justice
attitude was to be expected.
Coming into new prominence is the
Federal Trade Commission, long a
dormant agency which has dodged its
responsibilities in the business regulations field. Now scheduled is the
first of what will probably be a
series of industry conferences designed to work out industry-wide fair
trade practices. The Household Dyes
industry is to meet here with the
FTC later this month.
Effect of all this upon the pix industry is difficult to determine at
this point. It is not likely that the
Government will be pulling its horns
on the pending New York case —
political repercussions would be fearful should it fail to go through with
its appeal to the Supreme Court for
theater divorcement. On the other
hand, it would not be beyond the
realm of possibility that less vigorous prosecution of the appeal might
develop. This is a long shot, however— a very long shot.
Where the effect of a softened Government attitude would be felt is in
future instances of circuit domination or distributor- exhibitor strife.
Instead of going to the court, the
Government might instead call for
industry conferences to try to work
out differences. The court-action
threat would always be in the background.
Anti-Trust Laws to Remain
It is highly unlikely that the GOP
Congress will seriously attempt to
weaken the anti-trust laws — although
there is a strong possibility that bills
such as the Bulwinkle Bill to exempt railroads from anti-trust violation might be re-introduced. This
bill was lost in the Senate this year.
There is nothing, however, to lead to
a conclusion that such a bill would
be introduced on behalf of pix distributors. The industry set-up there
is quite different — with distributors

REVIEIUS Of nClU
"Wanted
for Murder"
with Eric Portman,
Duicie Gray

20rh-Fox

91 Mns.

SUSPENSE -LADEN BRITISH IMfORT
PROVIDES PLENTY IN THE THRILL DlVI S ION; ABLY DIRECTED, CAPABLY
PERFO.^MED.

"Home in Oklahoma'

The unique aspects of the story are concerned with the growing evidence and the
rounding up of clues which eventually lead
to the positive identity of the culprit and
how he is undone.
There's splendid realism in the telling.
Many scenes were shot in and about L ndon~ The climax takes place in the Serpentine in H/de Park and it is no art ficial
studio concoction. Suspense elements are
planted at the outset and they grow to
weird eventualities.
All down the line the performances are
convincing. Director Lawrence Huntington
has spiced the story with many fine
touches of the macabre.
Eric Portman is seen as an insane strangler of girls. His first killing takes place
rn Hampstead Hsath. He goes from one
to another, always tipping off the police
and taunting them. He keeps a diary and
a newspaper clipping file of each case. As
soon as they cool off he pulis another.
Meanwhile the police are building a neat
web of circumstantial evidence and building a case. Portman at length arranges to
meet Duicie Gray in the park and that
just about concludes his career.
It is in the best tradition of Jack, the
Ripper. If the initial fiction of the pi t is
ignored the film has intelligent matvation
forCAST:
i's particular
type Duicie
of strrvtell'ns.
Eric Portman,
Cray, Dsrek Farr,
Roland Culver, Stamley Holloway, Barbara Everest, Kathleen Harriscn, Bonar Colleano, Edna
Wood. Viola Lyel.
CREDITS: Producer, Marcel Hellman; Director, Lawrence Huntington; Cameraman, Max
Greene; Sceenplay by Emeric Pressburger and
Rodney Ackland- Music, M'scha Spolianski;
Sound, Stanley Jolly; Film Editor, E. B. Jarvis.

JDA Campaign PosI'

(Continued from Page 1)
with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"72Hayes
Republic
M ns. ment
profession
drive
to i
TOP-NOTCH WESTERN FARE WITH
for the Joint Def
THE LUXURIOUS TREATMENT; WILL DO $5,000,000
THE TRICK.

Here is another Roy Rogers opus turned
There have been many who-dun-its in out tunefully, inteiligently and entertainthe past. This is a you-know-who-done-it.
ingly. It runs a little longer than the averThe killer is not disguised. He gets around
age outdoor film. The extra time is used to
from start to finish. The novelty here is
good advantage in the additi:n of solid
that he even mixes with Scotland Yard and outdoor
entertainment.
the
London
police
force
in
their
own
ofO.ie good thing about this series is that
fices.

only a comparatively small part of
the industry.
Congressional study of the pix industry seems extremely unlikely. In
fact, there is nO certainty that the
Congressional Small Business Committees— both of which have been interested in the question of monopoly
growth — will even exist during the
next Congress.
Congress May Study FCC
Congressional study of the Federal
Communications Commission, with
A second baby daughter, weighing possible consequences to the commissix pounds, two ounces, arrived Wedsion's television policies, is definitely
nesday at the Fifth Avenue Hospital in the cards — with several Republican congressional leaders already
for the William Eshbaughs. Eshbaugh is vice-president of the Ted having indicated their intention to
Eshbaugh Studios, and is also known re-open the 1936 Communications
as Bill Russell, New York singing Act for revision.
star.
Republican influence will be particularly felt in slicing of future DeDetroit — Twin boys, Randolph
partment of Justice Appropriations.
Earnest and Rudolph Wallace, were Prior to the Republican victory.
born to Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Strick- Justice officials, including Assistant
land at Detroit. Father is the former Attorney General Wendell Berge,
Columbia booker.
had made it plain that the Depart-

STORK REPORTS

Films 39TopExe(s Take

the players all know their stuff and deliver the requ'red performances with graceful finish and the skill of familiarity. In
the production division attention has been
paid interiors, furnishings and quality properties. The real beef, Hereford cattle, the
whiteface variety, plenty of them, too, are
used to advantage.
Rogers
cowtown
Evans
is a is
St. aLouis
woman publ'sher.
journalist. Dale
She
comes to the ranch to do a 'feature story
and promptly lands in the midst of rivalry
over the terms of a will left by the founder
of the Flying T. The entire works is left
to young Lanny Rees. Carol Hughes expected it. The legatT made a switch before he died. Miss Evrns gets into a mild
case
and
later of
intotrouble
seriouswith
hot the
waterlocal
for sher'ff
she prints
a story wh'ch indicates murder. Roger gets
her out. There's a Breakfast Club musical
soiree that is a, tuneful click. Then the
principals apply themselves to the case
and in short order Miss Hughes and her
cohor^s are revealed to be the culprits in
with.
an old killing and they are properly dealt
The telling is clear, intelligent and
threads rf humor and romance are neatly
worked into the pattern. The photography
and camera work is suDe'i.T. It's one of
the?k'llful,
good ones.
Wi'liam Witney's direction
is
well paced.
CA";T: Roy Roje'S. Ceirse Hsves, Dale Evans,
Carol H-Jghes. George Meeke-. Lannv Rees, Ruby
DanHridge. George Llovd, Arth''r Space. Frank
Reicher, George Carleton, Bob Nolan, The Sons
of the Pioneers.
CREDITS: Assocnte Pr"''"cer, E'<wa-d (.
W'lite; Di-ector. W llam Wi'ney; Sceenolay.
Gerald Ceraghtv; M'sic, Joseoh Dibin; Film
Editor, Les Orlpbeck; Sound, Fred Stahl; Art DiD'corations by Jchn
M-C'r*t.v.rector. Frank
ir. Hota'ing;
and Earl ^°t
Wfoden.

JDA, as the financial arm
Anti-Defamation
League
Appeal.
B'rith
and the American
Committee, is seeking a 43 per
increase over the amount raised li
year, in order to maintain their pj
gram
of combatting
divisive
anti-American forces.
Balaban Dinner Nov. 21
Highlight
of the industry's
drivre
the
JDA campaign
will be the
monial dinner to be tendered to I
ney Balaban, president of Paramc
Pictures, at the Hotel Astor, Nov.
The campaign
leaders Skouras
and t'raj
-livision
follow: Snyros
Sam Shain, 20th-Fox: Abe Schneid^
Columbia; Leopold Friedman, Loer
M-G-M;
Arthur
Israel, Jr., P&
mount; Harold J. Mirisch, RKO:
Schnitzer, UA; Adolph Schimel
Mattj' Fox, Universal; Harry G
berg,
Ben
Kalmenson
and
S
Schneider, Warners.
■George Dembow and Herman E
bins, NSS; Ben Blake, Sam D:
bow,
Arthur Harry
Krim, Thomas
"Ted" O'S?
Budd Rogers,
an;;
W.
Schwalberg,
independent
p:
ducers; Jack Goet.z, Film Labo;
tories: Jack Alicoate, publisher
The Film Daily and Radio Daii
"Red"
K^nn
and "Chick"
Lev
trade publications; Carl Erbe, nig
clubs: Joe Seider, film deliveries.
Chairmen for Independent TheE
Owners
and
Circuits
are Har
Brandt, William
Brandt, Max
Cohen. Si Fabian, Sam Rosen, Mc
ton Sunshine and Dave Weinstoc
Marvin Kirsch, busmess manage
of Radio Daily, and Paul Raiboui
are
chairmen.
Cinen'
Lodgebroadcasting
effort will be
headed by
Jac

Levin and Al Senft.- Leslie Win:T
is heading the 16 mm. films effoi
Manie Sacks is in charge of tl
DIRECTION: Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
munc publishers division.
Charles Biasber.sr, Clai-ence Ei^
ment would ask for funds for the man, Jack Ellis, Nat Furst, Mr
many extra lawyers needed for its
Kerman, Dave Levy, Rav Moon, 'V
expanded program. It awnears vir- P.
Murphy,
Ralph Pielow.
are chairmen
for FilmHenrEi
tually certain that a Republican Con- Randel
gress will never approve extra funds changes.
for this purpose.
Another problem A^hich will come
under the scrutiny of the new Republican Congress is the disposal of the
many giant corporations, including
General Aniline and Film, now held
by the Government. Republicans
Randall-Pierce J
favor a quick return of these propMinneapolis — Joyce Randall, bookj
erties to private interests.
er at National Screen Service, wil
be married to Orin B. Pierce, Nov. 1£
Mrs. Joyne WoM Dead

WEDDING BELLS

Detroit — Mrs. Jayne Wolf is dead.
She was the daughter of the early
Detroit exhibitor, Samuel Goldberg,
and a sister of the twin partners in
the Community Theaters circuit,
Adolph and Ii^ving Goldberg. Survived by husband. Interment was in
Clover Hill Park Cemetery.

Sfecher-McKenzie
tWest Coast B-<rea'.i

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Louise N. Stecher, ed
itorial department secretary a
PRC's Holl\T\'ood studio, and Mai
colm C. McKenzie, projectionist a
Eagle-Lion studio, were married ir
Las Vegas, Nev.

n
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rOLEDO MEET SPOTLIGHTS NEW EQUIPMENT
|\mpro
Introduces New Light- Weight Projector
recision Features Are
ighlight of New Low-Cost
rofessional 16m. Machine
IChicago — ^Presented by the Ampro
)rp., the new "Century 10" is said
make projection of 16 mm. soundi-film movies as inexpensive as
fssible, while retaining all the predion features necessary for quality
und projection.
The new light-weight projector is
^scribed as being extremely comict, with simplified design allowg for easy operation. With constant
teed AC motor and a film speed of
i frames per second, the "Century
'•" is adapted for widely diversified
(Continued on Page 2 — Sec. II)

bersons To Design
heater in Haiti

Personalities
at Toledo • • •

Four-Day Joint Convention of Manufacturers and
Dealers Expected to Roll Up Attendance of 600;
Exhibits Provide a Preview of Tomorrow's Theater
By ANNA

Toledo
DILL

DeVRY,

president, and Bob Engel,

•^ general sales manager of the DeVry
Corp., head that company's delegation at
the Toledo Theater .dealers Equiiment Convention, beginning today. .. .Also sitting
in on sessions are DeVry's West Coas.
branch manager Joe Norman; East coast
branch manager Henry Fisher; Bill Dute
Mid-West factory rep., and Ira Flemin"
field service engineer. .. .In addition, all
authorized DeVry dealers are in Toledo for
the unveilin-» of production models of the
new "12,000 Series"
* *equipment...
*

kl PICO'S Jack Kellman, NYC,
' ^ manng'T, vice-prexy Ed Levens,
cago, and Ray K. Myerson. Chicago
department, are here with Natco 16
projectors and accessories

*

*

sales
Chisales
mm.

*

KLINE. FILM
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Theater Equipment Dealers Protective Association, which opens today
at the Commodore Perry and Secor
Hotels. More than 40 manufacturers
from Coast to Coast are participating in the display of new equipment,
literally a preview of the theater of
tomorrow.
Walter Reade Enterprises added a
Chief among the new developplushy new $1,000,000 theater to
ments which will be shown at
their string of 41 when they opened
the four - day convention are
New York's (or any other city's)
equipment for vastly increasing
first Subscription movie theater, on
(Continued on Page 5— Sec. II)
Park Ave., Oct. 30.
Built within the shell of the longshuttered Anderson Art Galleries,
long a New York City landmark, the
novel theater has many interesting
features. Physically, the exterior
remains unchanged from the original
austereness of its former tenant,
The nickel candy bar will come
with the exception of a two-story
glass facade, and a canvas canopy at out of the hopper of theater vending
the entrance. Within, however, a machines as long as it is feasible to
tan, brown, and coral color scheme dispense candy at that price. Local
vending machine distributors told
(Continued on Page A— Sec. II)
The Film Daily yesterday that they
would continue to hold the line on
New Projector Boasts
(Continued on Page 2 — Sec. II)
Glare-Proof Features

New Features Mark
Reade's Park Ave.

Drew Eberson, of John and Drew TWO women sales execs, are here from
berson, Architects, just back from
' Chicago
Judith
Richardson,
Bla<-lc
- flying trip to Port-au-Prince, has Light Products, and Marie Witham of SVE
;5en commissioned by the President Co
*
*
*
(f Haiti to design and supervise \i^. O. LINDSAY, of the Crescent
instruction of a hotel, theater,
' " Tool Co., will attend all the sessions and will show his Crescent line of
lasino, and housing project, for his
corn
poppers. ... • Krispy Korn Co.,
(Continued on Page 10 — Sec. 11)
of Chicago, with mnnager J. Jacobson
and his stnff, are whooping things up
poldE Ticket Machine
promoting their own line of dry poppers,
equipped, they say, with all the latest
leady for Distributors
gadgets to entice the distributors ....
Chicago — Argus Co. has intro* *
«
duced an improved projector model
Chicago — The new GoldE simplied ticket dispenser for theaters will r^. H. FINKE of Ticket Registers Indus- with a coated lens. The new machine
Don be available to distributors, ac- •^ tries, and his son, Allan E. Finke, who , is said to give high-intensity, glareording to E. W. Goldberg, president
(Continued on Page 9 — Sec. II)
proof projection.
ii the company. The new equipment
(Continued on Page 4— Sec. II)

Equipment Shortages
Balh Vets' Theaters
Minneapolis — Critical shortages
of equipment are h Iding up the
openings of new theaters in this
territory, officials of theater equipment houses report. The situation
Is proving especially hard on veterans, many of whom have built
with borrowed capital, and are still
unable to open their houses because
of shortages of essential parts.

Labor Blamed in Carpet Lag
OPA

Reiecfs Pndusfry's Decontrol Request

Ward Schafer is Named
New Ideal Sales Manager

Staff Correspondent

Toledo, O. — New developments in theater equipment will
highlight the first postwar joint convention of the Theater
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers
Association and the

By ADRIAN KUBIT
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
The rug industry is running at just
about
60 per cent of capacity, Alexday.
ander Smith, of Alexander Smith &
Sons told The Film Daily yester-

Chicago — Ward R. Schafer has
been named sales manager of Ideal
Industries of Syracuse, manufacturers of electrical equipment for the
Smith said that his company held
Amusement trade. Schafer was
orders extending into the next sevformerly vice-president in charge of
eral years, with very little immediate
sales for the Edison Electric Appli- hope of filling them satisfactorily.
ance Co. of Chicago.
(Continued on Page 9 — Sec ID

Nickel Candy Holds
Unless Costs Soar

Mohawk Mills Announce
Distrib. Realignment
Mohawk Carpet Mills have announced realignment of California
distribution, effective Jan. 1.
Butler Bros., San Francisco, will
have exclusive distributing franchise
for iSan Fran, and all other areas
(Continued on Page 4— Sec. II)

New mercury Lamp
Invented hy Italian
Udine, Italy (By Air Mail) — Carlo
Femini, Milan engineer, has invented
a new lamp operated by mercurial
steam, replacing the Arc lamp. Results experienced at one of the local
studios gave a perfect luminous and
harmonious light, it is claimed.
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Nickel Candy Holds
Unless Costs Soar

WHERE TO GO IN TOLEDO
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
In two Sections — Section II
A Section of THE FILM DATI.Y comprehensively covering the equipment imlu-^try, published every second
week Broadway,
by Wid's New
Films York
and
Film Folks,
Inc., 1501
City. John \V. Alicoate, Piihlisher: Donald
.\r. Mersereau, Associate Pnlilisher and General Manager; Chester B Rahn. Elitor; West
Coast Bureau. 6425 Hnllvwood Boulevard.
Ffnllywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk. Bureau
Chief.

Precision Features
Marie 16itim. Projector
(Continued from Page 1— Sac. II)

use. Standard pre-fo?used lamps are
used for this projector, up to, and including, 1,000 watts. Lamp adjustment is micrometric an-d aliens lamp
filament with optical system both
laterally and vertically. Projector is
equipped wi^h super 2-inch FL. 6
coated lens, instantly replaceable bv
either 1, IVa, 272, 3, SVa, or 4-ineh
super lenses.
Fast automatic rewind, e^sj
threading system, quick centering:
tilting knnb, and centralized panel
control are anion? the intere:ting
features of this new model. Amprosound "Century 10" operates on 60
cycles AC only, 105 to 125 volts,
although it can be used with a converter or inverter on DC.

Hitching Post Theater
To Open In Beverly
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Premiere of Beverly
Hills' new Hitchint? Pnst Theater
has been se<- for Nov. 22 bv its rnerators. A.B.C. Theaters Co.. who
are planning a srala affair wit-h film
stars sharing dedication with local
fir-t citizens.
Representing an investment of
$250,000, the new movie house is
the fourth theatf^r in the comtjanv's
chain which includes the Hit^hinsr
Posts in Hollywood and in Santa
Monica, and the Hollywood
reel Theater.
Newsfallow
Policy of the hou=;e will Posts,
that of the other Hitching
which play first-run westerns,
exclusively. Ithas 600 seats, including
200 loges.

OP A Hikes Linoleum 12%
OPA has in-reared ceilings on linoleum and felt-base wall and floor
coverings 12 per cent, to compensate
for increased costs of linseed oil.
Another increase is expected within
the next few weeks to cover other
cost factors in the industry.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE
"MIRACLE"
DEODORANT
AND
For

Hospital
ASK

ODORLESS
DISINFECTANT

—
Clean
Rest
YOUR
DEALER

Rooms

PARAMOUNT:

Frankie Carle and his orchestra and "G.I. War

EW
LENTINE:
ngel on My
LORaines,
BridSes." VA
Ann Baxter, and"APaul Muni.

Shoulder"

Claude

with

RIVOLI: "Notorious," with Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman.

HOTELS— FOR DANCING
COMMODORE PERRY-El Dorado Room, Howard LeRoy orchestra with Madeleine Claudet, songstress.
HILLCREST HOTEL-Victorian Room, Silhouettes of Rhythm.
WILLARD HOTEL— Rainbow Room, Gene Percival and orchestra,
featuring Ruth Bar tell and Buzz Werner t.

NIGHT CLUBS WITH FLOOR SHOWS
LATIN

CLUB, 438 St. Clair St., (upstairs Rivoli Theater), Merry

Madcaps
trio,
orchestra.
CASA NOVA

Phil

Mara,

SUPPER

m.c,

all-star

revue,

Bobby

Baker's

CLUB, 1401 Miami St., East Toledo.

Jerry

Delaney, m.c, Julia Hope, songstress, Al Johnson's orchestra.
KA-SEE'S, 4014 Lagrange St., on outskirts of town. Wee Bonnie
Baker, Lovey Stacey, Chico, Bea Vester, dancers; Ted Smith, m.c;
! Lee Mason, baritone; Jimmy Harry's orchestra.
Northwood Inn, 3025 Summit St., steaks and seafood.
KIN-WAH-LOW'S,

609 Cherry St. Don Smith's orchestra.

EATING PLACES DOWNTOWN
Dyer's Chop House, 216 Superior, all kinds of good food.
Grace E. Smith's Cafeteria, 705 Madison, finest cafeteria in town.
Tick-Tock, 307 St. Clair St., after-theater sandwich and ice-cream spot.
Eppes Essen, 416 Superior St., kosher style foods.
Kin Hong Low's, 814 Jefferson Ave., delicious Chinese food.

WORTH

(Continued fron Page 1— Sac. II)

prices unless conditions made a pri(
booset imperative.
If rising cDsts force candy vendo:
to up their charge, new machine
with
change-returning
devicesMode
ma'
be installed
in N. Y. theaters.
of this type have already been e:
hibited. Other devices are also beiii
discussed.
In Cleveland, the Berlo Vendin
Co. reports that it has upped pric
in machines from 5-6c, and from 1(
12c. It is still premature, haweve
to estimate any effect on sales.

OPA Hikes Oil Paints
31c to $1.30 Per Gal.
The OPA price boost on tra
^ales, or over-the-counter pain;
'rom 31 cents to $1.30 a gallon, w
add new difficulties to those in proi
aters.
^ss of building or refurbishing tht
OPA officials said that the dj.
?erence in price will depend on ty,
if paint, quantity of linseed oil u:e'
md relative profitability compai"
with other paints over the last fi^
years. No decision has been ma ;
:>n water-thinned paints, thous:
.hese might be decontr-^lled shortl,'
Paint boosts were "designed ;
•emive any price impediment to nr
duction needed for veterans' eme
jency added
housingthat
program,"
said whil
OP.^
and
the action,
providing for increases to compel;
sate for linseed oil rises, also pro
vided a "profit on low-cost items t
"aise production."

THE TRIP

Victory Club Hickory Pit, 2603 Door St., barbecue ribs, chickens,
steaks.
Luther Stone Recovering

Sola Co. Adds Plant

Chicago — Sola Electric Co. is buildCarbondale, 111. — Luther Stone,
ing a new half-million dollar plant
RCA territorial service engineer,
in Cicero. Company builds electric
transformers
for the trade.
who was criticaKy injured in an automobile accident late in September
en route on a service call from the
Malone Theater, Sikeston, Mo., is
making a miraculous recovery. He
is still in a plaster cast from his
IF YOU BUY
ears to his hips but has progressed
to the point where the cast may be
STADIUM.
AMUSEMENT
PARK OR
replaced by a steel brace.

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

CONTACT

miRNATIONAL

TICKET!

oasiaiHHSiB
Your

We have Any
the Cream
of the Crop
Quanh'ty
Write or wire for exact photo
CHICAGO USED CHAIR
MART
Sam Levinsohn, Owner
829 So. State Street, Chicago 5

needs
supplied
efficiently with Roll, Machine
^ , Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.
\ ' ' Samples,
prices on re-

INTERNATIONAL
Ticket co.
quest.
52 GRAFTON

AVE.

NEWARK

4. N. J.

THEATRE

PROJECTORS

AND SOUND SYSTEMS
, . , built to specifications that far exceed
standcommercial
accepted
generally
ards. . . Learn
how you
get so much for
so litde when you h uy DeVR Y. . . . Write
DeVR Y CORP., 1 1 1 1 Armitage
Avenue, 5-TIME
Chicago WINNER!
14, Illinois.

DeVRV
has earned
five
oontrcutive
Army ■ Nav]r
'E'f"
for excellence
in
uroduction

of

Motion

Pi^

Salei offices in Ntw fork and
Principal Cifiei

MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIPMENT
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VAA Award Decried
llfLamp Manufacturer
■^■hingt(m Bureau of THE

FILM
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Honored with SMPE Scrolls

RECIPIENTS OF SMPE SCROLLS OF ACHIEVEMENT at the Society's recent Hollywood convention were, left to right: T. K. Stevenson, v.-p. Western Electric; Earl
Sponable, 20th-Fox; Douglas Shearer. M-G-M; Donald Hyndman, president of SMPE,
who conferred the awards; Max Batsel, RCA Victor ;S. E. Gates, G. E.; Dr. Harvey
Fletcher, Bell Telephone Labs; Charles A. Dostal. Westinghouse vice-president, and
Jack Gaines, accepting for Dr. Lee de Forest.

Jackson Co. Founded;
Plans Cicero Factory

Solarbrite Com'l Projector
Now Ready for Trade

Chicago — The Jackson Co. has
Chicago — Announcing the immedbeen organized here with Edward D.
iate availability of the newly comSpicer president. Earl L. Jackson,
pleted Solarbrite Projector to the
v.-p. and Lawrence B. Maethers,
f
secretary-treasurer, to manufacture trade, W. B. French, Picture Recordh'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and distribute potato-chips, popcorn,
ing Co. vice-president, explained that
t Hollywood — A new device called and other food products. The new the projector will be used for conae microphone's "fifth and last company has a capital of $50,000 and
ventions, display rooms, outdoor billiovement" which was introduced is planning a factoi-y in Chicago.
boards, and point-of-sale use.
i)r the first time in the making of
aramount's "Golden Earrings" and
'hich will be used extensively in
■
ecording: the dialogue of production
umbers in "Variety Girl," has
cirred keen interest among studio
'ound engineers.
The device, developed by the Parimount sound department, permits
le microphone operating at the end
f the boom to tilt as well as pan
1 following action accompanied by
ialogue. In "Golden Earrings," for
istance, it enables the mike to point
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY brings you a
t Marlene Dietrich while she is
complete line of motion picture equipment
eated on the ground, then to tilt
especially designed for DRIVE-IN THEATRE use.
p to Ray Milland without comprolising on microphone placement or
loving the boom arm, which would
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
reate shadows.
• SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
According to the Paramount sound
epartment, sound men find that the
• PEERLESS ARC LAMPS
ew device saves production time,
• HERTNER TRANSVERTERS
implifies operation and aids in geting better quality.

few Para. Mike Device
walled Sound Advcmce

Cofflo/efe p^er/fl Theatre
Equipment!

SOUND

A sad note is that the bags aren't
available yet.

New Speed

Oificers of Popcorn Mfg.

IJ

Chicago — A novel, noiseless,
pop-proof, popcorn bag has been developed bythe American Paper Goods
Co. Designed to keep young film
fans happy but quiet, the rustle has
been taken out of the bags by a
chemical treatment and a revolutionary new feature embodying a
lightly adhering glue for the seams
will frustrate any bag popping by
too enthusiastic youngsters as the
bag will gently come apart after
being blown to popping size.

3

Grenoble, France (By Air Mail) —
The Merlin-Gerlin laboratories have
perfected a movie camera reported
to take 100,000 images per second.
This new camera has an optical compensator disc which takes not less
than tion750
photos
of the disc. on a single revolu-

DAILY

Dloiseless Popcorn
Bag for Theaters

•

Perfected In

Washington — Bardwell & McAller, studio lamp manufacturers,
ve protested to the House Small
isiness Committee against an
ii^ard by WAA of a large plant, in
irbank, formerly occupied by Lockfed Aviation, to a competing bidJB & McA stockholders bid $255,lO for the plant, intending to rent
to the company for $3,000 per
ilDnth. A bid of $326,000 was turned
by Mission Appliance Corp. and
I'D allied companies, manufacturers
i space heating equipment in L. A.
ousing expediter Wilson W. Wyatt
rected WAA to award the plant
Mission because of need for their
oduct in housing.
Bardwell & McAlister protest is
ised upon the fact that the Mission
d was allegedly tendered a day
ter than the closing date for
idding.

NEWS

•
•
•
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SIMPLEX SOUND SYSTEMS
INDIVIDUAL SPEAKER UNITS
HIGH-POWERED AMPLIFIERS

Aik For DRIVE-IN THEATRE PLANNING BOOKAsk your nearest National Theatre Supply branch
for o copy of our new DriVe-Zn Theatre Planning
boolt containing Conitruction notes — hefptut hints —
illustratloni of essential equipment— one/ a complete
check list of all equipment and supplies necessary.
Dinrihnleil ILxclushely hy

NATIONAL
.* ttflt^o-.! . Shb^. • •t»J-«rfV,"t.

,

Chicago — Fred J. Meyer of Madison, Wis., was elected president
of the National Association of Popcorn Manufacturers. B. F. Butterfield of Oakland, 'Cal., veepee; Charles
Seyfert of Fort Wayne, Ind., treasurer, and Al Villiessee of Chicago,
executive secretary.
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Enterprise Launches
Binaural Recording

DAILY

EXHIBITING AT TOLEDO CONCLAVE

ly/fEMBERS of the Theater Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association
•^'■* represented by exhibits at the Toledo equipment convention, opening today,
are listed with their display booths and home offices:
Hollywood — ^One of the first post- DeVRY CORP.
Toledo, 0.
war improvements in sound to reach
1111
W.
Armitage
Ave.
the general public will come from Chicago
Booths 14-15
TELE-RADIO CORP.
Enterprise through a technical col86
Shipman
laboration ofthat studio's sound de- Booths 20-2D
Newark,
N. J.St.
C. S. ASHCRAFT MFG. CO.
partment and Sound Services, Inc.
47-31 - 35th St.
Booth 30
Called "binaural" recording, it
provides simultaneous use of both Long Island City
J. E. ROBIN, INC.
sound and dialogue on the same Booth 10
330 W. 42nd St.
track, a technique said to be similar VALLEN, INC.
New York
to one used in Disney's "Fantasia." 225 Bluflf St
Booth IIX
Director Andre de Toth will in- Akron, 0.
Booth
32
KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORP.
augurate "binaural" recordings in all
scenes for the David Lewis produc- WAGNER SIGN SERVICE, INC.
2 Franklin Ave.
Brooklyn
tion, "The Other Love," starring 218 S. Hoyne Ave.
Barbara Stanwyck and David Niven. Chicago
Booth 25
By this means — ■ the use of two
DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
microphones, duplicate channels and Booths 12-13
Chicago
2723 N. Crawford Ave.
dual sound tracks — de Toth will make ESSANAY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1438 N. Clark St.
it possible for key theater audiences Chicago
Booth 17
to hear the full beauty of the num- Booth 29
bers recorded for Miss Stanwyck by
U. S. AIR CONDITIONING CORP.
Ania Dorfman, famed concert AMERICAN MAT CORP.
Como Ave., S.E. & 33rd
1717 W. Adams St.
Minneapolis
pianist.
Release prints will be offered with Toledo
Booth 2B-3
either binaural or monaural record- Booth UA
ings, in order that theaters which AERO METAL PRODUCTS CORP. LaVEZZI MACHINE WORKS
180 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago
elect to do so may install the sec- Chicago
4704 W. Arthington St.
ondary sound projection equipment
Booth 16
enabling them to present the binaural Booth 28
version.
THE BALLANTYNE CO.
RADIO CORPORATION OF
1707 Davenport St.
AMERICA
Omaha
Forest & Cooper Sts.
Booth \A
Camden, N. J.
Booths 26-27
COMPCO CORP.
Chicago
CENTURY PROJECTOR CO.
2251 W. St. Paul Ave.
729 Seventh Ave.
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)
Booth IQA
now being serviced from that point. New York
Murray B. Marsh Co., L. A., will Booth 6A
WENZEL PROJECTOR CO.
distribute Mohawk in Los Angeles, RADIANT MFG. CORP.
2509 S. State St.
and all other areas presently serviced 1140-46 W. Superior St.
Chicago
Chicago
from that district.
Booth 35
J. J. Haines & Co. will act as sole Booth 22
GENERAL REGISTER CORP.
distributors of Mohawk products in FOREST MANUFACTURING CO.
36-20 - 33rd St.
the Atlanta territory.
60 Broad St.
Long Island City
Newark, N. J.
Booth M
Booth 23
ALTEC LANSING CORP.
NEUMADE PRODUCTS CORP.
1680 N. Vine St.
427 W. 42nd St.
New York
Hollywood
Chicago — J. S. Arcus, head of the
Booth SA
Arcus Ticket Co. of 348 N. Ashland Booths 18-19
IDEAL SEATING CO.
THE KNEISLEY ELECTRIC CO.
Ave., will celebrate his 50 years in 521 N. W. Ann St.
500 S. St. Clair St.
Toledo
the business on Dec. 13. Arcus
Grand Rapids, Mich.
started \vath Ansell Company a- half
Booths 4^-9A
Booth 2
century ago and 10 years later or- AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
BLUE SEAL CINE DEVICES, INC.
ganized his own company.
1035 Linden St.
137-74 Northern Blvd.
Allentown, Penn.
Flushing, L. I.
Booth 31
Booth 7
]%ew Quonset Theater
ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER
THE CRESCENT TOOL CO.
York & Western Ave.
Features *'Cry Room"
CO.
3021 W. 36th St.
Cincinnati, O.
Middletcn, Wis. — M fir E TheaChicago
ters, Inc. opened their new 500Booth 4B
Booths 2A-3A
seat Quonset-type theater, the
FONTAINE MANUFACTURING
Middleton, Wednesday. One of the
CO.
MOTIOGRAPH
first of its type to be opened in
4431
W. Lake St.
141-37 Union Turnpike
Chicago
the Midwest, the $65,000 theater
Flushing, L. I.
will include many advanced features,
Booth UA
Booth
8
such as disinfectant lights, a "cry
WEBER MACHINE CORP.
OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLASS
room," where mothers can sit with
CORP.
59 Rutter St.
their babies in a glass-enclosed
room in the rear of the auditorium,
Nicholas Building.
Rochester, N. Y.
Booth lA
and RCA-Brenkert sound and proToledo
jection equipment.
Booths 34
STRONG ELECTRIC CORP.
87 City Park Ave.
(Continued on Page 5— See. II)
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Mohawk Mills Announce
Distrib. Realignment

Arcus to Mark 50 Years
In Theater Ticket Field

Kew Features Mark
Reade's Park Ave.
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)
is carried
throughout,
on carpe
seats, and wall decorations.
Built to seat 584, there is ai
added space set aside for whee
chairs. Main floor seating is by Ide: '
with unique love seats in the smc
ing mezzanine, by Lehigh, with Fir
stone Foamex padding.
Projection
equipment
includes
35 mm. Simplex E-7's and a 16 ni
B & H Filmarc. Theater plans
show many 16 mm. shorts, u
available to most theaters. Al^e
Lansing "Voice of the Theater" a
Simplex sound equipment reach £
corners of the baroque auditoriu
and for the hard-of-hearing, ne
Trimm hearing aids can be eas:
attached to any seat.
Other luxury items available ai
television shows in the lounge, bac
gammon, and card tables. Tea a:
coffee are also served during pe
formances. Comfort is emphasiz.;
throughout, ^vith row spacing ab:
36 inches, allowing easy passag
Theater will run subsequents, p:
short features and newsreels, char .
ing twice weekly. About 40 p
cent of subscriptions have alreac
been sold.
Other equipment features incluc
a plastic Walker screen, Carrier aii
conditioning and Swern carpeting
tect.
William I. Hohouser was the archi

GoldE Ticket Machine
Ready for Distributors
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)
comes in 2, 3, and 4 units, with
magazine holder for roll tickets, wit!
a novel feature designed for issuinj
as many tickets as desired.

Altec's Seeley Speaker
At Next SMPE Meeting
E. S. Seeley, chief engineer o
Altec Service Corp., will discuss mo
tion picture sound progress and the
ater problems of the future at thi.
Nov. 13 meeting of the Society oMotion Picture Engineers, Atlantic
Coast section, at the Fox Little The
ater. Frank E. Cahill, Jr., of War^
ner Bros., will preside.

Tenn. Firm to Mdhe
NetD Projection Stand
Chattanooga, Tenn. — The Colrod
Manufacturing Co., 615 Marlboro
Ave., has been chartered with John
R. Rodman, Lyman M. Collie, Mrs.
Mary D. Rodman, and Mrs. Marjorie
T. Collie as the incorporators. The
new company will manufacture a
new-type projection stand for 8 and
16 mm. projectors, developed by
Collie and Rodman.

19^
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oledo Meeting Spotlights Latest in Equipment
Expected to Attend
:|tur-Day Joint Sessions
Dealers, Manufacturers
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)

ill he intensity
of films on the
1 )icreen, new type seating, a radt :|cally new type of screen which
IS concave in shape to eliminate
image distortion from seats at
he side of the theater auditorium, ultra-violet light-activated
^uorescent murals for interior
iiiecoration, plastic-type upholstering fabrics simulating leather, translucent colored plastic
etters for u«e on marquee displays, television products, new
types of rubber floor coverings,
and a central plant ozone g.eneriator which is said to eliminate
all odors.
•Pxhibitors who have reserved
=jlace include: J. E. Robin, Inc., N.
]; Wagner Sign Service, Chicago;
'jrong Electric Corp., Toledo; Lajizzi Machine Works, Chicago; Date Screen Co., Chicago; Neumade
oducts CoriD., N. Y.; DeVry Corp..
licago; Padiant Manufacturing Co..
jii'-ago; Forest Manufacturing Co.
'»lleville, N. J.
'Reeves Instrument Co., N. Y.;
ollmoreen Ootical Corp., BrooklvnC.A. Manufacturing Co., Camden.
. J.; Essannay Electric Manufacring Co., Chicago; Automatic Deces Co., Allen town. Pa.: Wenzel
••oiector Co., Chicago; Vallen, Inc..
kron.
Ballentyne Co., Omaha; Adler Silouette Letter Co., Chi<'ago; Idea^
mating Co., Grand Panids, Mich.:
Itec-L'^nsmg Co.. Hollywood: Cen' rv Proiector Corp., St. Louis*
'eber Machine Corn., Rochesterieneral Regis^-er Corp., N. Y.;
m°rican Mat Corn.. Toledo.
Motioeraph. Chicago; Kneisle-"
lectric Co.. Toledo: C. S. Ashcraf^
h., L. I. City. N. Y.: Textileather
irp., Toledo: Owens-Cornine- Fiberi.as Corp., Toledo; Cull Industries
leveland: Electroaire Corp., N. Y.;
t'as Products, Chicago.
i Crescent Tool Co., Cincinnati; U
Air Conditi'^ning Corp., Minneap'is; Krispy-Kiss Popcorn Machine
io., Chicago; Fontaine Manufactur•ig Co., N. Y.; Fort-A-Cide Co..
(hicago; Retiscope Screen Corp., N.
J'.,
and National Super Service Co.,
oledo.
600 Registration Seen
Theater owners, projectionists, and
Dund
an4 service
engineers
have
|welled the convention registration
st, which is expected to reach a
ecord 600.
Besides business sessions of both
roups, a series of entertainment
rograms has been planned. Tomorow noon the Commodore Perry main
allrof^m will be the scene of a lunchon for dealers, nianufacturer=, and
■uests. Tomorrow evening the
itrong Electric Corp., Toledo, will
e host at a stag party for all
"ESMA and TEDPA members and

OFFICIAL CONVENTION PROGRAM

Equipment Exhibitors
At Toledo Conclave

TODAY

9:00 A. M. Registration

Main Lobby, Secor Hotel
Tickets good during tlie convention available to ladies for all performances
at Toledo's leading theaters.
Your Hosts, Toledo Theater Managers
11:00 A.M. General assembly of TEDPA and TESVA members and guests. Welcoming
Address by Mayor Lloyd Roulet. Address by J. D. Lippman, president of
Toledo Chamber of Commerce and President of Textileather Corp.

Casino Room, Secor Hotel
Exhibits open 11: AM. 'till mic'night.
Exhibit Hall, Secor Hotel

10:00 A. M. TESMA

Casino Room, Secor Hotel
10:00 A. M. TEDPA business meeting.
Transportation Hall, Secor Hotel
11:00 A. M. Exhibits cpen 'til 6 00 P M.
Exhibit Hall, Secor Hotel
12:00 Noon Luncheon for dealers, manufacturers and guests.
Main Ballroom, Commodore Perry Hotel
.2:00 P. M. TEDPA business meeting.
Transportation Hall, Secor Hotel
2:00 P. M. TESMA business meetine.
Casino Room, Secor Hotel

ATLAS PRODUCTS CO.
9239
S. Houston Ave.
Chicago
ond

SUNDAY
and TEDPA.

Cnsinn Room, Secor Hotel

n:00 A.M. Exhibits open 'til 6:30 P.M.
Exhibit Hnll. S-ror Hotol
100 P.M. Buses leave Comr-otfore Perrv H-^e' on sVht see'ng tour for the ladies.
Yo^ir Hf><" ^"ndt A'^'"rtiiing Agency
2:00 P. M. General assembly of TEDPA and TESMA.
Casino Room, Secor Hotel
6:30 P. M. Cocktail H-ur.
Mnjn Tt'tllrnnrri^ Cnrnmn'^rti-p PpYTv Hotel

"Vnur Host. The Nntinn"l C^rhnn Co^p"nv
.
.
7:30 P. M. Ann"'l
B-nquet, entertainment and dance with Paul Spor's Royal Commandos.
Main Ballroom, Commodore

Perry Hotel

CO.

Booth 6

5:45 P. M. Buses leave Comr-n-^orp Pptv Hotpl for bridge dinner for all ladies.
Toledo Woman's Building
Your Host, Wendt Advertising Agency

^0:00 A. M. General assembly of TESMA

Booth 1
REEVES INSTRUMENT
215 E. 91st St.

New York
Booth 24
SWITZER BROTHERS, INC.
1220 Huron Road
Cleveland
Booth 14
TEXTILEATHER CORP.
Wayne Building
Toledo
Booth 9
FORT-A-CIDE CORP.
Chicago
160 E. Illinois St.

business meeting. TOMOR."0W

5:00 P.M. ?••">« Ipove Commodore Perrv Hot"! for Stag Party for all TESMA
TEDPA me-^bers -nd e"»«ts st The V-Ma.
Your Host, The Strong Electric Corp.

(Continued on Page 4— Sec. II)
NATIONAL SUPER SERVICE CO.
1946 N. 15th St.
Toledo

Booth 6B
KRISPY KIST

KORN

MACHINE

120CO.S. Halsted St.
Chicago
Boorh IB
ELECTRO AIR CORP.
41-38 - 37th St.
Long Island City
Booth 5B
BLACK LIGHT PRODUCTS
Chicago
67
E. Lake St.
Booth IB
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION, INC.
Chicago
100 E. Illinois St.
Booth 8B
RETISCOPE SCREEN
214 W. 42nd St.
New York
Booth
5

CO., INC.

Products Corp., New York City, who
was first secretary-treasurer of the
Tr"n<!r>nr'nf;njt Room, Secor Hotel
srroup when it was formed in 1933
William A. Gedris, president o1
11:00 A.M. Exhibits open 'til 3nn PM.
Ideal Seating Co., Grand Rapids
Exhibit Hall, Secor Hotel
Mich., is vice-president, and Roy
"•n°sts ?<<■ the ViHa. suburban ni^ht
ters of TE=3MA and TFDPA is s'-hed. Boomer, Chicago, is secretary-trea"lub, whilo the W^ndt .Advertising ularl for Mond-'v morning, with all surer.
^^"noy. Toledo. w^H be host at a ex^ibit-s remai"insr open until 3 p.m.
Ray G. Colvin, of Exhibitors Supiiride-e-dinner for pH ladies in the
ply Co., St. Louis, is president o\
The Toledo Theater Managers Association has given tickets to ladies TEDPA, with the executive comToledo Woman's Buildine.
mittee comprising Joe Hornstein, of
A sieht-speing tour for the ladies, attending the convention for all perJoe
Hornstein,
Inc., N. Y.; William
in chartered bu~es, is sfhedul'^d for
formances atToledo's leading houses
tomorrow afternoon, with the Wendt during the 'convention.
Carroll, of Falls City Theater Equipment Co., Louisville; F. A. Van
\dverti=ins: j4^encv again acting as
Jul°s D. Linpman. nresident of the
Husen, Western Theater Supply Co.,
host. Cocktail nar*^v in the Com- Textilea+her Corp.. Toledo, and preslYio'lore Perry Ho^-el's ma'n ballroom i-^ent of the Toledo Chamber of Omaha, Neb.; and A. E. Thiele^ Des
Moines Theater Supply, Des Moines.
will be givpn bv the Nat-i-^nal Carbon Commerce, is to address the onenCo. at 6:30 p.m., Saturday, preced- ine General Assomblv this morning, Iowa.
ing the annual banouet to be held in followino- a welcoriiing address^ by
Harry H, Strong^, president of the
the SHni" placp an hour later.
Strong Electric Co., Toledo, is chairMavor Lloyd Roulet.
Olficers of TESMA are headed by
Exec. Sessions Monday
man of the local arrangements comMeeting of the executive commit- Oscar Neu, president of Neumade mittee.
10:00 A.M.

MONDAY
Meeting of pxecutive committees of TESMA

^n-f TEDPA.

WELCOME
MOTIOGRAPH,
4431 WEST

LAKE

-sir

INC.

STREET. CHICAGO

•

24, ILLINOIS

Motiograph 'Projector & Moflograpb Mirrophonic
Sound Systems

CORPORATION

2853 NORTHWESTERN

AVENUE.

CHICAGO

*

WHITE WAY
Electric Sign & Maintenance Co.
315-17 W. WALTON

AMPRO

*

18. ILLINOIS

STREET. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Manufacturing and Maintenance Service

HOLMES

PROJECTOR
1850 ORCHARD

Manufacturers and Distributors

CHICAGO

COMPAQ

STREET

14. ILLINOIS

Precision Cine Equipment

GoldE MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

CHICAGO THEATER

SUPPLY CO.

Designers and Maittifacturers of Light
1255-1257 SOUTH WABASH

Projection Eqiiipment

CHICAGO
1214-1222 WEST MADISON

WAGNER

AVENUE

5, ILLINOIS

STREET. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

SIGN SERVICE, INC.

DOMESTIC FINANCE CORP.
231 SO. LA SALLE STREET

216-224 SOUTH HOYNE

AVENUE, CHICAGO

12, ILLINOIS

Wagner Silhouette — Attractive Letters

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

We Finance Every Phase of Film Production

The following companies and firms, prominent In the trade,
extend their greetings to members of the Theater Equipment
and the Theater Equipand Supply Manufacturers Association and
all others attending
ment Dealers Protective Association
the joint national convention In Toledo, Ohio, November 8-11.
With those greetings go their wishes for the further progress
and success of both organizations during the year ahead.
DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, Inc.
2723

PULASKI

ROAD.

CHICAGO

39.

nil ARMITAGE

1

ON

for professional and non- professional use

ANTHONY

P. SERRITELLA, INC.
Theater Broker

1204 WEST GRAND
I

HAYMARKET

AT THE THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLY
MANUFACTURERS' AND DEALERS'
CONVENTION
TOLEDO, OHIO
NOVEMBER 8, 9, 10, and 11

1 ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.

TICKET REGISTER INDUSTRIES

!

Welcome

TEDPA

Members
i

Let's have a visit at Exhibition Booth
Number 29
ESSANNAY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
1438 North Clark

COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois

(L. D. "Larry" STRONG)

FOR EQUIPMENT
BOOTHS 18 and 19

3. ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of Ticket Registers,
Coin Changers, Turnstiles
j

AVENUE

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

General Offices: 3021 WEST 36th ST.— CHICAGO
CHICAGO— NEW YORK— TORONTO, CAN.— LONDON, ENG.

STREET, CHICAGO
DEARBORN 4642

ASHLAND

Forty Years of Ticket Making

WISCONSIN

LOOK FOR US AT BOOTHS 2-A and 3-A

30 EAST ADAMS

DISPLAY

THE ARCUS TICKET COMPANY

22. ILLINOIS

5021

FILM ROW. MILWAUKEE,

14, ILLINOIS

DeVry Theater Projectors and Amplifiers
See new In-Car Speakers for Drive-In Theaters

348 NORTH

AVENUE, CHICAGO

AVENUE

12,000 Series

Manufacturers of Projector Screens

1
ii

1

DeVRY CORPORATION
CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

i

-

i!

FOR A SAMPLE
TREAT
JUST CROSS THE
STREET

C. CRETORS & CO.

FORT-A-CIDE CORPORATION
CHARLES

P. HUGHES. PresiderU

620 CERMAK

160 EAST ILLINOIS STREET
CHICAGO

CHICAGO

16, ILL.

n. ILLINOIS

Mfrs. of Super Sixty Popcorn Machines

The Miracle Odorless Germicide

THEATER AMUSEMENT

Manufacturers of

WORLD

ROAD

FMIOUS PROJECTION
SCREENS

BUILDING

JANITORS UNION 25
509 SOUTH WABASH

AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.

THOMAS

2626 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago 8, Illinois

FENSIN SEATING COMPANY

J. BURKE, Business Agent

See the Xew

Model "A"

SUPERIOR

PROJECTOR

**Seating Spemlists
62 EAST 13th STREET

CHICAGO

SACRAMENTO

BLUE
5

SEAL

JWMBER

CINE

BLVD.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Inc.

FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.

925 WEST

SUPPLY CO.

JACKSON

BLVD.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
MONROE

Manufacturers of \6rnm. Equipment
Of Finest Quality

7

DEVICES,

DROLL THEATER

NATCO, INC.
505 NORTH

BOOTH

//

7805

Motion Picture Equipment

[jday, November 8, 1946

^dvise Pix Send Own
DAILY

iWashington — Unless the pix inistry sends its own investigators
Germany soon there is a strong
,>ssibility that basic data on the
;^fa color process will be lost to
inerican producers, John Green,
•ad of the Department of Com^rce's office of technical sei'vices.
Lid yesterday. Green warned that
gning of a peace treaty and re,^rn to more normal conditions with|i Germany will mean that indus[ial investigation must terminate.
I Although much data has been
trought back by Department of
jommerce investigators, adequate
Inie and personnel have been lackig for a complete job. "A large
ollection of original Agfa laboraory records and research reports,
s well as details on the machinery
sed in processing Agfa color film,
jBve not yet been evaluated or
itudied by American experts," Green
aid.
The Department of Commerce has
leen considering the idea of making
Irrangements with leading educaSonal institutions for them to send
echnicians to Germany to study the
Echniques there not yet fully i-eorted upon in this country.

Slame Labor Shortage
jin Lag of Carpeting
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)

1HE1

(Continued from Page 1— Sec. II)
is associated with him, will attend the
Toledo sessions for their company. . . .

*

«

NEWS

Investigators to Germany

Personalities at Toledo

therwise Basic Data on
,gfa Color May Be Lost,
i, of C Official Asserts
il
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Vashington Bureau of THE FILM

EQUIPMENT

DAILY

*

\ktlLLlAM HOFFMAN
and Gilbert
" ' Hecht of Da-Lite Screen Co., are
showing new portable models
to the
distribs,

president, are telling everyone about their
modern new factory in Chicogo, where
they have 46,000 feet of floor space....

«

«

«

Gov't lo Sell N. J.
Unfinished Plant
Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An unfinished. Government-owned plant in Newton, N.

C/X National Carbon men are sitting
J., designed for the manufacture of
*^ in on TESMA meetings — D. B. Joy, sensitive photographic
paper by the
* «
*
General Sales Manager, E. R. Geib, W.
C. Kunzmann, Paul D. Reis, C. W. Hand- Anken Film Co., is being offered for
THREE N. Y. Altec men pull into Toledo
ley, and B. J. Nolan ....
sale or lease by War Assets Admin' today for the convention. .. .W. W.
«
*
*
istration.
Simons, advertising-publicity chief; H. S.
When construction was disconMorris, Altec-Lansing Eastern rep., and Bert
JOE PEAR, spare-time ship and troin scale
Sanford, newly named theatrical sales man- "^ model engineer, of Amusement Supply,
tinued in September, 1945, about 10
ager for Altec Service and Lansing. . . .

I ARRY STRONG, Essanay Electric
■™ prexy, and his secretary, Mildred
Markert, are here for the convention.
lACK SERVIES, Notional Simplex district
"^ supervisor, will be joined here later by
W. J. Turnbull, sales promotion manager. . .

arrives in Toledo today. ... • Capitol
Supply is represented by Ben Perse from N.
Y. and M. Fritchle, Cleveland branch manager. ... • Julius Katz, of Crown, joins
Louis Phillips, of Modern Theater Equip.,
New Haven. ... • Neumade Products
delegates include Oscar Neu, flying in from
the Coast, L. E. Jones and G. H. Totten.
• Joe Hornstein, of J. H. Inc., was cornered long enough to tell us that he would
see us at the sessions.

OTIOGRAPH CO. is well repre#
«
«
sented at the convention with Fred
Matthews, H. T. and W. D. Matthews,
RUNNING concurrently with the ToleJack Behlke and J. E. Huckelberry.
do TESMA convention, RCA is holding an annual National Sales Meeting
in that city, with 35 members of RCA
PJEMONSTRATING the new "Super
^ Sixty," walnut model, the Hollywood theater equipment division attending. . . .
model, stainless steel finish, ond the com- Shuttling between the different meetmercial model "41" will be Charles Cretors,
ings in the convention city will be T.
Jr., Henry Markbreit, and Lou Price, of the A. Smith, general service manager of
Cretors Popcorn Equipment Co.
engineering products; J. R. Little, manager of theater equipment section; E.
CHARLES P. HUGHES, Fort-a-Cide C. Cahill, president RCA Service Co.;
president, is in charge of his com- J. F. O'Brien, Theater equipment sales
pany's exhibit. . . .Hughes is to read a manager, and H. C. Elives, merchandising manager for theater equipment
paper on theater sanitation to the deleFred Albin, RCA television engineer
*
*
gates .... *
will speak on theater television at one
HARRY
E. ELLER, president of Radiant
of the TESMA meetings.

M'

per cent of the work had been completed, all of it on the sub-structure
and foundations. Plans called for a
four -story manufacturing section,
two-story laboratory and office section and a one-stoxy boiler house,
providing a total area of 28,550
square feet.
Bids to buy or lease must be received in the WAA regional office,
67 Broad St., New York City, N. Y.,
before 3 p.m. EST Dec. 2, 1946.
Specifications for submittal of proposals may be obtained from any
WAA regional office. Specific information isavailable at the New York
office.

First Post-war Generators
For Enterprise Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^First new power genBlaming the acute shortage on the
erators to be delivered to Hollywood
' carcity of trained help in the mills,
studios since Pearl Harbor have been
'Smith said he could foresee no appreinstalled at Enterprise by the Chi|:iable break in the present condition
cago Electrical Co. The two new 225
Mfg. Co., and A. W. Wertheimer, vice"or at least two years.
kw generators, coupled with existing
mains too scarce to warrant deconelectrical facilities on the lot, will
Carpet manufacturers' request for trol.
Secontrol meanwhile received ancarry
a load of a million watts.
«ther set-back last week when OPA
Washington gave some indication,
Primarily designed for location
tnnounced that conditions were such however, that if production figures in
Remington-Rand and Underwood, work, the portable, 110 volt generaIS to preclude any relaxation of con- the industry surpassed, within the
tors, will be mounted on a specially
l|.rols at this time.
next several weeks, those of 1941, manufacturers of office equipment,
The OPA decision was based on a free market might be reinstated. announced price increases ranging designed, air-conditioned trailer. The
unit will also be adaptable for either
0 industry criteria: Quantity of
Many trade sources believe that from 7 to 15 per cent.
emergency or permanent power for
Underwood
announced
a
15
per
jjtocks held by manufacturers, dis- they may soon be granted a price
tributors, and retail stores, and rise in lieu of overall decontrol, cent increase in their full line of any unit of the lot.
Capable of producing enough elec•ength of time it takes the average though prices will be raised only equipment, and Remington - Rand
trical power for a town of 160 averretail outlet to secure carpet to fill enough to meet increased operating made public an increase of 7 to 15
age-size homes, the 11% -ton unit
customers' orders. OPA decided on costs since April, when carpet prices per cent on some of their products. was shipped from Chicago by truck
Explaining that machine costs
ooth counts that floor covering re- were last raised.
since 1941 had risen between 55 and and insured during transit for
65 per cent, L. C. Stowell, president
of Underwood, said that a price rise
$80,000.
was imperative.
Inter-Office Phones
Royal Typewriter Co. stated that
Installed on WB Set
they were giving full consideration
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
to price changes but had not yet
reached a decision.
Hollywood — A better method of

Office Equipment Mfrs.
Increase Prices 7-15%

POPSIT PLUS

The Modern Liquid Seasoning
With That Butter Flavor

MADE BY C. F. SIMONIN SONS, INC.
Established 1876
PHILADELPHIA

34, PA.

communication

New Fixture Announced
Chicago — Development of a two to
four-light recessed fluorescent fixture featuring a telescopic frame to
fit flush with most uneven ceilings,
is announced by All Bright Electric
Products Go. Fixture is hinged so
that all parts are easily accessible.

between

director,

players and crew on a large motion
picture set has just been inaugurated
at Warners Studios in connection
with the filming of "Night Unto
Night" by the installation of a Western Electric Teletalk system, ordinarily used for inter-office communication.

10

EQUIPMENT

W*A

NEWS

Eastman Unveils
Camera-Projector

ABOUT

THE TRADE

FULFILLING a promise made in the early 1 American Seating Theater chairs in the
days of World War
II, comedian
Joe Ferndule, at Ferndale, a suburb of DeE. Brown
recently returned
to Chicago to troit.
*
*
*
personally
thank W. C. DeVry,
president
cf the DeVry
Corp. for his pioneer asprocessed and projected — all within
sistance in morale
building.
Entertaining RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.,
makers of projection screens,
15 seconds — was recently given its troops in Alaska, Brown noticed the almost has Chicago,
moved into its new plant, consolidating
first public exhibition before a group complete absence of any amusement faciliI ties. Contacting
several
mction
picture several smaller plants. ... • New proof newspaper editors here. The autojection and sound equipment is being inj
projector
manufacturers,
he
was
offered
matic instrument uses 16 mm. film I four complete assemblies by Will DeVry.
stalled in the Ritz, Marshfield, Mo., according
Chas. and E. W. Brooks,
to provide continuous, exposure-to- ; Within 48 hours after making the offer, brothers, whoto own
the house. ... • J.
;
DeVry
had
the
four
projection
outfits
on
projection photography.
T. Ghosen, Sedalia, 111., announces that he
flying express to Alaska.
will build a new theater called the New

Rochester — -Developed during the
war by Eastman Kodak, a machine
in which photographs are snapped,

In a unique demonstration, editors
entering the Kodak plant passed a
special lamp and were photographed
in pairs at 10/1,000 of a second
speed. Before they reached their
seats, the photographs were being
projected on a screen.
Explaining the operation. Dr. Walter Clark, assistant to the director of
Kodak research, said that a film is
pulled across a track inside a lighttight camera, being photographed at
intervals along the way. Meanwhile,
hot chemicals are squirted onto the
exposed film which is then cleared

*
*
j
J. W. BUCHANAN

*

has rejoined Star
Mfg. Co., St. Louis, manufacturers of
food serving equipment and popcorn
machines. "Buck," as he is known to the
trade,
left toStar
'41 ivhen
converted
ivarin work
. . . companywent to

Sheffield Corp. when he served war effort as an engineer and trained men in
service work. ... • Among the new
Altec installations in Michigan, according toF. C. Dickely, were the Lake
and Star Theaters. . . . Simplex E and
.4-30, respectively. ... • Bob Hilton,
Altec's Chicago District Manager, has
signed contracts with the Fox Midivcst
' Theaters
for service and parts. . . .
I • Famous Players has been granted a
permit to build a 875,000 theater at
Chilliwack, B. C. . . . FPC operates the
Strand there, a 569-seater and the only
one in town. . . . Chilliivack is 50 miles
from Vancouver.

Uptown. . . . Ghosen owned the Uptcwn,
in Clinton, one of several buildings destroyed
by fire in July. ... • Alliance Theater
Corp., Chicago, has bought property in
Fairmount, Ind,, where they will erect a
500-seater. . . . • Anderson Theater
circuit, headed by Fred W. Anderson, is
enlarging and redecorating its Napier Theater, in Napierville. ... • Plans for a
new theater in Dearborn to seat 2,000 are
being made by Edward R. Galli, machinery
moving contractor. . . . H.use will be
named Norma, after Mrs. Galli.

AMPRO has named two more foreign
distribs. . . .Ampa, Ltd., of Tel Aviv,
by vacuum. Processing at 140°P. is
completed in about nine seconds. In
headed by M. Kolar, has the franchise
for Palestine, Representacoes C i v ia ,
the final stage, the direct positive is
S. A., of Rio De Janeiro for Brazil. . . .
dried by air pressure, cooled, and
• Comet Theater of Denver, Colorado;
held flat during projection.
Savoy Theater of Charlotte, N. C; UpDevelopment of processing of this
town Theater of San Francisco and the
type is part of a research program
Papermill Theater of Milburn, N. J.
being cai'ried out by Kodak, for television, documentary reproduction, FORT-A-CIDE
Corp. president,
Charles have installed Celotex accoustical ceilings. ... • The Abbott Theater SupP. Hughes, will read a paper on theater
and the rapid recording of scientific
ply Co. is taking more space in the
data, such as the traces on oscillo- sanitation at the Toledo confab. . . .
• Natco, Inc., are soon to move general Warner Building on Chicago's Film
graph screens.
offices to new quarters in the former row for the expansion of its equipment
Buick BIdg. at 505 No. Sacramento Ave., business. ... • John M. Lambert has
Chicago. ... Ed. Levens, v. -p. in charge been appointed the manager of consumer
of Natco sales back from business swing sales of York Corp., and will supervise all
air conditioning and refrigeration sales
around
central western
territory . . . exj pects to be on hand for Toledo meeting. . . made direct with users by the corporaChicago — Finally operating at full
district office organization in the
speed in production of projectors, ' • Western Mass. Theaters, Inc. has re- U. S tion'sHe
will be supported by Fred
ceived CPA green-light to spend $3600 in
amplifiers, and loud speaker systems,
C.
Wood,
manager of air conditioning
relocating fire exits to comply with new
the DeVry Corp. is stepping up insales and James Scott, manager of restallations throughout the country.
safety regulations
passed ...
after • Boston's
Cocoanut
Grcve holocaust.
DeVry
frigeration«sales.
*
*
Among the many theaters now in- Corp., Chicago, now has available a new
stalling DeVry equipment are the electric record turntable. . . . Powered by
Ace, in Charleston, Miss., the HarTHE
NAVED
will hold its 1947 convenheavy-duty
"Green-Flyer"
motor,
turnper in Campbell, Mo., the Grand, Ox- II table
tion and exhibit in Chicago's
Palmer
can operate at two speeds, for tranHouse
Aug.
4-7.
.. .Seven regional meetings
ford, Nebraska. Theater Equipment
scriptions and regular records. ...
For
will
be
held
during
the
coming
months
Co., Charlotte, N. C, recently in- J 105-120 volts, 60 cycle, A. C. operation.
Bernard A. Cousino of Toledo, C, is
stalled DeVry's in the city's new
theater for colored people. Bill Gust,
NAVED's prexy. ... • Martin-Davis plan
theater owner of St. Thomas, N. D., LIBERTY and Madison Theaters, to roof over the open-air Beach Theater
Grand Rapids, nabes owned by Her- at Panama City, Fla., for all-year operation
has purchased projection equipment
bert Boshoven, have undergone redec- ... .Building changes are budgeted at $40,through McCarthy Theater Supply oration. . . . • Robins Amusement 000.
... • Abbott Theater Supply Co.,
Co. of Kansas City. The new Drive- Co., operating 6 theaters in Warren and
Chicago,
reports Star popcorn machines inin Theater in Greensville, Ohio, was Niles, O., announces plans for construcstallations at the River Park and the Cozy
equipped with DeVry projection and
tion of 8500,000, 1,800-senfer in Youngs- Theaters, South Bend, Ind., and at the
sound equipment, supplied by the town, O. . . . • Robert Johnson, who Granada
Theater,
Granville,
Ills. . . .
Dayton Films, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
owns a theater at Logan, Ind. has pur- • Theater Utilities Equipment of Portchased a theater at Shelby for Jan. 1
land has installed extensive new equipopening. ... 9 In Mathis, Tex., Gidment, including stainless steel doors, in
ney Talley has opened a quonset-type Jesse Jones'
Dallas, Ore., house.
. . .
theater. . . . Built at cost of 875,000,
house will be known as the It . . . • Work on the new Warners' Minneapolis
exchange, here, stymied for several months
house is air-conditioned and has seat- because of lack of materials, has been reing for 400, with balcony handling 62
sumed....The building probably will be
patrons. ... • Mrs. Lillie Johnson, of ready for occupancy early in 1947. . . .

DeVry Corp. Speeds
Theater Installations

/t. uso,
DOM'TUrmM

DOWN!

Mediapolis, la., has begun a quonset
theater which will open in '47. . . .
• Thomas H. Ealand is installing new

Friday, November 8, 19

DAILY :

' • Oliver Theater Supply Co., has taken
! the Viking popcorn machines for the Cleveland Ohio territory.

Ebersons To Design
in
(Continued from Page 1— Sec. I!)
finn. Following a long-range Go',
emment plan to attract more tout
ists to Haiti, the new structures ar
expected to add to the physical at
tractions of the island Republic, ari^
will be designed to make use of na
tive materials, such as mahogans
and other rare woods.
Eberson is next slated to leave fo
Mexico City with Herman Myers, o
Warner Brothers, to plan construe
tion of a new Warner theater in tha
city, on or about Nov. 11. From theri
Eberson will continue to Panama fo
a conference with government offi
cials on a new theater in the Cana
Zone. Bogota will be las next stoj
and then to Caracas, Venezuela, foi
a conference with Dr Ernesto Val
lenilla Diaz, representing that coun
try. Finally back to Haiti for fur
ther conferences with the presiden;
on his new project.
In the States, the Ebersons have
been awarded a contract by the
Schine Circuit to re-build theii
Plaza Theater, in Milford, Delaware,
recently destroyed by fire. William
L. Bush and E. B. Young, of Washington, D. C, have employed the
Eberson firm to design a theater and
commercial building in that city.
The architects will also shortly begin
work on a theater and shopping center in Massillon, Ohio, for William N.
Skirball & Associates.

To Revise Building Code
Youngstown,

O. — A committee ap-

pointed by Mayor
Ralph
O'Neill'
has been
assigned
theW. task
of
streamlining the building code for
that city. Committee may give consideration to an affidavit system of
checking contractors' conformance
with building code standards.
Youngstown's present code has been
in effect since 1930.

Bausch & Lomb Plans
Plant at Wellsville
Rochester — To meet increased
manufacturing demands, Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co. has purchased one
building and taken option on an adjoining structure at Wellsville.
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He interprets with iigiit.
• This scene, from the moment of its conception, had dramatic possibilities. But it
was the director of photography who made
them more than possibilities.
His was the creative skill, the spectacular, interpretive use of light that produced
actual drama, vivid, gripping . . , his the
perceptive use of photography that made
the scene an intense moment of visual
reality.

EASTMAN

J. E. BRULATOUR,
LEE

under which he's working. That's why he
so often prefers Eastman Plus-X for general studio and outdoor use . . . and why
he turns to Eastman Super-XX for use
under adverse lighting conditions.

KODAK

ROCHESTER

FORT

To get the utmost from his special skill,
his creative ability, the director of photography naturally wants a superior film, one
on which he can depend, one perfectly
suited to the conditions and circumstances

4,

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

INC., DISTRIBUTORS

• CHICAGO

• HOLLYWOOD

HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION !
M,

.0 VIE- GOERS come back more often to the
theatre, large or small, that has High Intensity
Projection ! Because they appreciate the brighter screen . . . the sharper black-and-white images
. . . the richer color scenes.
This has been the experience of theatre managers throughout the country. In fact, so effective is this type of projection in boosting admissions that no theatre can afford to be without it.

For example, consider what One -Kilowatt
High Intensity Projection means to even the
smallest theatre ! It means prestige . . . admission . . . profits. Its cost ? Even if it fills but a
few extra seats a day, High Intensity Projection
will pay for itself.
Start your modernization program with Simplified High Intensity lamps. Get in touch today
with your supply house.
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SUIT
MAY CHALLENGE 'BLUENOSES'
Hygienic Mulls $100,000 Court Action As Result of
Unsuccessful Attempt to Halt "Mom

For Entertainment; First
Week's Biz Still at Peak

and Dad"

Detroit — 'A suit which may point
the way to challenge the actions of
individuals or organizations which
object to the showing of particular
films is said to be under consideration by Hygienic Productions, Inc.,
distributors of "Mom and Dad." Distributor is reported to have instructed its attorneys to file suit
against Mrs. Jean Kelly seeking
damages for alleged losses here re-

The era of the lengthy extended
runs appears to have run its course
in key cities, according to a consultingaction
from Mrs. toKelly's
sensus of distribution executives who
ful court
halt unsuccessscreenings
recently have returned from nationof the film in Richmond.
wide tours. The observers said that
Circuit Judge Spier ruled against
the public was shopping for its
Mrs. Kelly's suit to stop showings screen entertainment more cautiously
of the picture on the ground that it
than it had during the last few
was immoral or otherwise objectionable. Hygienic's action against Mrs.
Key city theaters that formerly
Kelly is slated to be filed in Macomb years.
(Continued on Page 8)
County Circuit Court at Mount
(Continued on Page 3)

Toledo — Initial day's attendance at
' first postwar joint convention
•e of the Theater Equipment and
London (By Cable) — Eric A. Johnpply Manufacturers Association
ston, president of the MPAA, strickd the Theater Equipment Dealers
en seriously ill of pneumonia, at the
Dtective Association at the Secor
tel was well over the 300 mark week-end was reported responding to
treatment and to have
j;hr. many participants streaming in penicillin
passed the crisis. Doctors said that
he will be bedded for about 10 days.
fhe opening day's sessions were deAs a result of the illness, John(Coirtinued on Page 4)
ston's engagements and plans have
(Continued on Page 8)

— Resting now with
Western exhibitors expect that theWashington
White House is the final decision
film grosses will hold to their pres- on the OPA price controls and also
ent levels for at least three more
years, Maury Orr, Western sales the Veterans' Housing Program,
manager for United Artists, said among other administrative measures. Result of a di'astic decontrol
Friday on his return to the home ofbe a new upsurge in theritory.
fice from a six-week tour of his ter- actionatermay
building.
Almost certain to be removed or
Orr repox'ted definite exhibitor op(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 8)

"ashington — President Truman on
iday named Willard L. Thorp as
•istant Secretary of State for
'uomic Affairs. Thorp, regarded
le as a friend of the motion picjfe industry, and a prime mover in
struggle to Icnock out foreign
trade barriers, fills the vacancy
:Bted by the elevation of Will
(Continued on Page 3)

pavy Attendance At
;SMA-TEDPA Meet

arda Plans Blend of
S.-British Pic Talent
St Coast
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Crisis West Expects Grosses Boom in House BIdg.
Atta(l( To Hold Tliree Years To Foiiow Decontroi

American Showmanship
Lectures for Jap Exhibs.

Washington Bureau of THE

AFL Reps, Keenan Report
"Substantial Progress"

Montreal — A film studio will be
in operation in Vancouver, B. C. by
the end of 1948, Geoffrey H. Wood,
president of Dominion Productions,
Ltd. disclosed in an interview, saying $1,000,000 is available to construct and equip a studio in the
West Coast city. He proposes to
produce a Canadian film there next
year, employing Canadian artists and
technicians under the guidance of
Hollywood
experts.

Allied Pix Shortage Strategy
Prepared Stories Blame Closings on Djstribs.
In a move to combat the alleged
product shortage. Allied has preIllness of Union's Rep.
Delays Exchange Talks
pared a press sheet containing stories
which exhibitors may plant with
The illness of Sid Young, national their local newspapers in the event
rep. of the United Office and Pro- that theaters close because of inabilfessional Workers of America, and
ity to obtain sufficient product.
The principal story in the press
a member of the negotiating comsheet
reads:
mittee of the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
"Withholding the release of new
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)

DAILY

Canadian Film Board
In 3- Year Mexican Deal

aollywood — Plans of Sir AlexanMontreal — The
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
• Korda to produce truly internaBoard tract
haswith signed
A long-range program to educate
Hollywood
—
A
statement
issued
by
Clasa
jnal pictures, blending talents and Japanese exhibitors and theater manrepresentatives of the AFL studio S.A., a leading
pularity of top-ranking American
agers
in
the
American
technique
of
unions and guilds which conferred
(Continued
(Continued on Page 7)
showmanship has been instituted by with Joseph D. Keenan,
who has
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

\ancouvcr Will Have
Studios Late in '48

FILM

National
Film
aFilms
three-year
conMundiales
Mexican
company
on Page 8)

Piedmont Slaps on
10% Admission Tax
Piedmont, Ala. — An amusement
tax levy of one cent on each 10
cents admission was levied by the
City Commission on picture shows
antf other amusements operated for
profit within the town's corporate
limits. A levy of one-half cent on
each 10 cents admission was made
on amusements cperating outside the
city limits but within police jurisdiction. Levy will be used for meeting increasing costs of government.
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H. J. YATES, president of Republic, and his
exec assistant, V/M. SAAL, fly from Coast to
New York today.
CLIFF WORK, veepee and general manager
today.
of
U-l planes from Hollywood to New York

Editor
ED MOREY, v.-p. and executive assistant to
president of. Monogram, arrives today in Holly-
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wood from New York, for annual meeting of
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, directors and stockholders. Morey will also confab with Prexy Steve Broidy, and return to
X.
Y.,
by
Wid's
Films
and
Film
Folk,
Inc.
J. \V. Alicoate, President and Publisher ; New York about Nov. 18.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
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— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarvsplan 30.g. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY — Airi Andrade. Mexico <"■
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
.St. VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW — Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
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J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.

C. E. CARROLL, Warner Bros.' traveling auditor, is at the Minneapolis' exchange.
HUGH HERBERT is scheduled to return to
Hollywood
ments.

today

to complete

film commit-

JERRY COOPER, of the Paramount home office exploitation department is in Los Angeles
on merchandising tie-ups and next goes to
San Francisco and Dallas.
MANNY REINER, Latin-American manager
for Vanguard and Selznick-lnternational, has
arrived in Santiago de Chile, after five weeks
in Buenos Aires. Before returning to New
York in late December for home office conferences on "Duel in the Sun," Reiner will visit
Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, and Puerto
Rico.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA arrives today on
the Queen Elizabeth.
NORMAN AYERS, WB Southern division sales
manager, returned over the week-end from
Nashville, Tenn.
A. L. CAPLAN, Warners' general manager for
China, is en route to that country via Los
Angeles and San Francisco after a visit to the
home office. Before sailing from the Coast, he
will stop off in Burbank for conferences with
studio executives.
PAULETTE CODDARD arrives here tomorrow
from the Coast.

THE GOLDWYN GIRLS will return to New
York atioard the Queen Elizabeth today following their unprecedented seven-week good-will
tour of Great iBritain.
MYRNA LOY arrives at LaCuardia airport
accompanied by her husband, GENE MARKEY.
EDWARD iM. SAUNDERS, assistant general
sales manager for M-G-M, returned over the
week-end from a trip to Seattle. Salt Lake City
and Chicago.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK left Chicago yesterday for the Coast, after a 10-day visit to
New York.
HELEN CULLOTON and RUTH BARSLEY, of
M-G-M's Chicago office were in town over
the week-end.
STANLEY SHUFORD, of Paramount homeoffice advertising and exploitation department,
returns from Coast to New York with his wife,

W. F. KRUSE, Bell & Howell film manager,
left Chicago for Toledo as guests of Oscar
Neu, for convention
activities.
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Hollywood — Universal - International announced Friday that producer Felix Jackson had requested
and was granted a release from his
contract. Jackson, currently engaged
upon the editing of "I'll Be Yours,"
will leave the lot when that assignment is completed, which will be
.-^ome time lat« this month.

X. Y. THEATEKai
RAWO

CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor * A Columbia Picture
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American Eagle Films
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Coast

years Lehrman
was dept..
a member of 1'
20th-Fox
writing

SPECTACULAR
by JAMES
plane DONOHUE,
today.
Paramount western sales
executive, meeting at Chicago headquarters
with Allen Usher, district manager, Richard
Frank, Indianapolis exchange and Ben Blotcky,
Minneapolis manager.
'E. G. FITZGIBBONS, Paramount publicity,
left Chicago for Indianapolis to prepare for
the Indiana
Theater
Owners
convention.

FINANCIAL

IVrst

Hollywood — Henry Lehrman,
veteran
producer,
director
writer, died of a stroke Thursi
He came to Hollywood in 1910
started in pictures with D. W. G
fith. He was credited with ha'
originated the "Keystone Cop" of
Mack
Sennett comedy.
In reci

DR. LEO HANDEL, head of M-C-M's Audience
Research, is back from a trip to Havana.

Hollywood — ^American Eagle Films,
Inc. was incorporated at Sacramento
Grainaer Sets Ret). Deals by Sam Howard, agent; Leo J. McCarthy, distribution executive, and
With Circuits in South
Louis Berkoff, circuit owner. The
company's directorate will
Returning to New York after a producer
meet today to elect officers. A
week's tour in New Orleans, Dallas program of features is planned.
and Chicago, James R. Grainger,
Howard is retaining his interest in
Republic's exec, veepee and sales Kline-Howard Agency oflfices of
manager, reported deals closed with which at 8776 Sunset Blvd., are servthe Paramount - Richards Theaters,
■■
(Nov. 8)
ing as temporary headquarters for
=
the Interstate Circuit of Texas, Grif- American Eagle Films.
MEW YORK STOCK MARKET
fith
Oklahoma
and
Texas
Theaters
Net
-f Chg.
Vi and the Wilby-Kincev circuit, coverHigh
Low
Close
Hollywood Pickets Arrested
Am.
Seat
21 Vz
ZU/z
21^/2
ing Republic's 1946-47 program.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Bell & Howell
I8I/4
18
18
Gaston J. Bureau, chief film buyer
+— "V2Vz
Columbia
Picts
231/4
23
23
Hollywood — Eleven pickets were
East. Kodak
220
220
220
represented the Paramount-Richards
do pfd
194
194
194
circuit in New Orleans. Veepee and arrested early Friday at Warner
Cen. Prec. Eq
241/8
24
24
Bros, studio when 100 pickets atgeneral manager R. J. O'Donnell
Loew's, Inc
277/8
27
271/4 + 3
1/4 closed the deal for Interstate.
tempted tojoin eight pickets in front
+-f+ 111/4
Paramount
301/4
30V8
31
of studio gate. There is a court
%
RKO
167/8
163/8
165/8 + - V4
N.
J.
Colquhoun,
Southwestern
disRepublic Picts
83/8
SVs
8l/a
injunction liniiting pickets at that
+ "1/4
trict manager; T. B. Kirk, Dallas
Republic
Picts. pfd.. I41/2
141/2
I41/2 -f
5/,
20th Century- Fox . . . 405/r
391/2
40
gate to eight.
branch
manager,
and
David
Hunt,
Universal
Pict
291/2
29
29
Warner Bros
I8I/4
17S/s
18
+
3/8 Oklahoma City branch manager — all
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
of Republic — ^were present when the
Monogram Picts
53/i
S'/r
5V^
deal was consummated with Horace
RKO
57/8
51/2
5% +
1/8 Falls of the Griffith group.
Sonotone
Corp
33/4
3Va
33^
I BOOKS
PHOTO OFFSET
1/4
Technicolor
16l/s
153^
I6I/8 -f
Assisted by Southern district sales
V4
53/4
Trans-Lux
43^
41/,
41/2
OVER THE COUNTER
manager Merritt Davis and CharBid Asked
lotte branch manager J. H. Dillon, I^C
ESS RCHROME CORP
[PROLO
Cinecolor
5%
SERVICE
7
ART
Pathe
6
^
^K
Edward
L.
Walton,
Republic's
v.-p.
2 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
4
and assistant general manager,

Tackson Leaving U-Int.

11, 1'

closed the deal with the Wilby-Kincey circuit.
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Allied Pix Strategy
Blames DIstribs.

|orp Post in State
^pt. Seen Pic Heip
,j
'

(Continued

(Continued

from Page 1)

I,-ton to the position of Under
retary of State.
'horp has served as a deputy to
vton on economic matters and has
Tin on many important pix disile=*is including the recent French
L Agreement. Thorp, along with
ijpon and Dr. Clair Wilcox, direcnt's Office
Iof the State Departme
^International
Trade Policy,
have
■; the top level Government moves
•break down all foreign trade reIctions.
i^horp at one time was economic
'isor to the Commerce Departit. liecently he was one of the
Lerican
delegates
to the Paris
'.ce Conference.
"Vith Secretary Byrnes, also reded as a proponent of an exided trade policy for the U. S. pix
'ustry,
the
State
Department's
Lking officials line up as backers of
• industry's foreign program.

■lit to Challenge Pic
jbjectors Being Mulled
(Continued

from Page 1)

pmens. Plaintiff is said to conier asking $100,000 damages un's a public apology is printed in
'wspapers.
iSygienic's local representative
'd that Mayor Jones, of Marine
,;.y, and Mayor Bobbins, of Algonac,
|ve given "Mom and Dad" a clean
il of health for exhibitions in their
vns, after viewing it with groups
leading citizens from each town
lile the film was playing at Rich";pud.

1h:in C.

Cowdin

Jr., Dies

iPVassau, B. I.— John Cheever Cow1, Jr., son of the chairman of the
lard of Universal, died here last
ek at the age of 33. Cowdin lived
San Francisco and was here on a
lliday. He was recently discharged
Jom the Army. Besides his father
"^Iward
is survived
E. Hills.by his mother, Mrs.

H. Hudson Novel for USP
est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "The Purple Land,"
vel written by W. H. Hudson in
85, has been set by Milton Sper:jig, president of United States Picres, as a future production for
arner Bros, release.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 11
Edwin
Knopf
Dave Weshner
Raquel Torres
Pat O'Brien
Bruce C. Coleman
Roland Young
Robert iRyan

">^ PHIL M. DALY
Jflonday Morning Memos
• • • CUFF NOTK: Sam Goldwyn, now in our midst, is hoping
for a White Christmas in New York
So, too, is George Jenkins, Goldwyn designer, here doing research on background
shots for "The
Bishop's Wife"
Present plans are to shoot these in late December,
when Goldwyn and Jenkins are praying New York will be snowedunder
Footage
will include portions of Columbia
University's
campus, the Rockefeller Skating Rink, and St. Thomas', on Fifth Avenue.
• Since Noel Meadow has been written up in several French film
mags about his Gallic pic activities here (Vog. Siritzky. Distinguished,
Western Hemisphere, et al), he is seriously considering calling his company Meadow International. ... • Personal memo to Harry Joe
Brown. Ralph Murphy, and Harold "Lefty" Lewis, in Hollywood: Tambourine and Bones will produce "The Student Prince" at Syracuse's
Civic Theater, on the 20th
Maybe you'd like to send the boys a
wire. ... # Beatrice McGill and Van Valkenburgh are new faces on
Chicago's Censor Board. ... • More than a million dollars worth
of talent and equipment will be represented in the "Night of Stars" tomorrow night, at Madison Square Garden, one of the annual benefit
shows presented by the United Jewish Appeal. ... • Joseph Keenan,
who is now finding himself being termed Hollywood's labor "crar,"
has been identified with the Chicago Federation of Labor, as an executive, for 11 years. ... • Al Bemie, now at the Roxy, has written
the score, at the drop of a note, of a musical comedy, which will be recorded in album form without prior Broadway production ...... It's believed to be a "first.". . . • Possibilities of road-showing "It Happened
on Fifth Avenue,"
recently completed
Roy Del Ruth production
for
Monogram release, are now being explored
Present indications are
that running time of film will approximate two hours.

T

T

T

•

• • ODDS 'N' ENDS
If you polled Paromounteers in London today, as to the most popular Americon, Board Chairman Adolph
Zukor would probably get a unanimous vote
Zukor took with him
when he sailed recently to the other side, sufficient bars of milk chocolate to distribute two to every member of the staff of Paramoiint's British
organization
To fully appreciate
what this gesture means,
you
need to remember that the sweets ration in Britain runs only to one
pound of confectionery a month per person. ... • 20th-Fox certainly has an extraordinary official program for the opening of "The
Razor's Edge"
Dignified and informative, the book is a new departure in programs.

▼

▼

T

• •
•
THIS AN' THAT
Frank Murphy,
now
with Loew's
Theaters in St. Louis, is president of the I & E Broadcasting Co., which
has filed an application with the FCC for a 1 Kw. station at Doyton, O.,
with the proposed call letters of WSVD. ... • Thai recent Royal
Command Film Performance at the Empire Theater in London raised a
record sum of more than £40,000 for the Cinema Trade Benevolent Fund.
• Salesmen and Bookers of RKO's New York exchange ore going all
out on the "Boasberg Booster Months"
Each of the salesmen has
sent out special letters to all the indie exhibs. in and around New
York, including Long Island, Poughkeepsie and ports of Jersey, plugging eight Sportoscopes
Ploydotes
ore coming in so thick and
fast that the bookers hove to work two and three hours overtime to get
their bookings up to dote. ...
• Col. Robert R. McCormick's Chicogo
Tribune is smearing Hollywood again
Frank Hughes, staff writer,
used four columns of good white spoce Friday, to charge thot "Commies"
and other unfavorable factors enter into picture production, especially
the writing end
Presumably, it is the first blast in a series

from Page 1)

motion picture features by the distributors of most Hollywood product
has caused the management of the
Theater to close the theater each
and
rather than book in inferior pictures
to fill the gap. This temporary
change of policy is to begin next
and to continue until further notice.
" 'This scarcity of product appears
to be a deliberate maneuver on the
part of Hollywood interests to
shorten the market so that they can
get more money from the public
while
actually delivering
less film,'
said
of the
Theater. 'Our theater will not become a party to this extortion.'
"Allied iStates Association, comprising trade associations of independent theater owners, has made a
survey that reveals that the big producers of motion pictures all have a
substantial supply of completed films
in their warehouses but have cut
down the flow of this product to the
public in an apparent attempt to
gouge more

money from their theater-owning customers, who in turn
would have to pass this increase to
their patrons.
"The theater management intends
to revert to the previous full-time
operation when the film shortage is

Mrs. Leon
alleviated."

Errol Dead

IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services will
be held here tomorrow for Mrs.
Stella Errol, wife of Leon Errol. Mrs.
Errol died here Friday in a hospital
following a cerebral hemorrhage.
She was 60. The former Stella Chatelaine, Mrs. En-ol was a former
Ziegfeld "Follies Girl."

WEDDING BELLS
Prehn-Van Fleet
Minneapolis — Patricia Prehn, receptionist at Universal, is engaged
to Cornelius Van Fleet. They will
be married next January.

Reutlinger-Bliune
Arthur Blume of the Century Circuit film dept. was married recently
to Grace Reutlinger.

Hess-Cooley

Omaha — Raymon Gooley, 20th-Fox
ad sales head and son of Clyde Cooley, screening room operator, was
married to Dorothy Hess of Glendale, Calif.
Price-Hildebrandt
San Antonio, Tex. — Ruby Price,
cashier at the State, was married to
A. H. Hildebrandt, projectionist for
Interstate Theaters.

&^\
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Heavy Attendance At REVIEUIS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Love In Tune"
Paramount
9! 2 Mins.
Different Slant
(Continued from Page 1)
Focusing visual attention on the
voted to registration and later there
was a general assembly of TESMA effects of music on people, rai-hei
and TEDPA members and their than on the orchestra itself, this o.ie
from the usual type of musguests. This was followed by the departs
ical presentation. Other than that,
opening of exhibition halls and it is not so hot. Hal Mclntyre and
rooms.
his orchestra, Xancy Reed, Fi-ankie
A welcoming address was deliv- Lester, the Love in Tune Jitterbugs,
ered by J. D. Lippman, president of and Bobby Guyer wander through
the Toledo Chamoer of Commerce -Thirty Miles An Hour," "Hooptyand a leading local industrialist. The Doopty Blues" and ' With Every
city's official welcome to the dele- Breath I Take," while a teen-age
gates was made bv Mavor Michael boy and girl hold hands and try to
V. Di Salle.
look gay. Idea is good but the deThe various equipment exhibits
velopment of it falls flat.
sponsored by 46 equipment manufacturing firms drew considerable in"Rhythm and Weep"
terest. Throngs spent the first aft- Columbia
17 Iz Mins.
ernoon inspecting the various items.
Stooge Stuflf
Following a business meeting SatThe Three Stooges meet three
urday morning there was a luncheon
for dealers, manufacturers and girls who are just as intent on comsuicide as they are. They
guests. Yesterday there was a busi- are all mitting
actors, and actresses, and
ness session in the morning followed by a general assembly in the can't find work. Just as they are
afternoon. Later there was a cock- about to take the final plunge, as a
tail party in the main ballroom of sextet, off the Empire State Bidg.,
signed up by a Jack Northe Commodore Perry Hotel fol- they tonare
who tells them he is a composer.
lowed by the annual banquet.
Dress rehearsal comes
off in fine
i
style,
in
fact
he
doubles
their salMono. Franchise Holders
ax'ies, and all is serene until the atj tendants arrive to take him back to
Gathering for Meeting
the asylum. A few funny spots, but
mostly the same old stuff which apIVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
peals only to stooge fans.
Hollywood — Monogram's annual
stockholders and board of directors
meeting will be held in Hollywood
"PardonFunny
My Terror"
Wednesday.
i Columbia
16 Vi Mins.
William Hurlbut, franchise holder
in Michigan, and Charles W. Trampe,
Gus Schilling and Dick Lane deowner of its Wisconsin franchise, ar- 'i cide
to hire themselves out as pririve tomorrow followed by Herman
vate eyes, but almost change profesRifkin, franchise holder for the New
sions when their first job turns up.
England states, Sunday. Already on \ Corifronted by a disappearing corpse,
ground are W. Ray Johnston, chair- sliding panels and general dilemma
man of board, and Howard Stubbins, the boys manage to wiggle in and
Pacific Coast franchise owner.
out of traps set for them. A happy
piece of slapstick garnished
with
1 spooks to entertain most fun-loving
audiences.

CHARTERED

TED ESTABROOK PRODS., INC., New York
City, motion picture business, capital 2,000
shares preferred stock 510 par value. 80.000
shares common stock SI par value, three shares
common subscribed. Incorporated in Albany
with T. J. Oakley Rhinelander, Ted Estabrook,
James Damon as directors and Thomas A. McCarthy, Charles N. Caldwell, Norman Merino
as subscribers.
AIRPORT THEATERS, INC.. Bronx, with capital of 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to operate motion picture
theaters. Incorporated in Albany by L. O. Nolan, A! Goldstein,
Benjamin
Russo.
BUDDY BEAR, INC., New York City, with
capital of 2,000 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to produce motion pictures.
Incorporated at Albany by Elizabeth Blount,
Wilma
B. Loos,
Rosalind
Star.
FAUSTINA ORNER INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
New York City with capital of 300 shares preferred stock SlOO par value and 100 shares
common stock no par value stock, three shares
common stock subscribed, to deal in manufactripts, dramas, films. Incorporated at Albany
by Rose Braverman, Montrose H. Massler, Ralph
Cohn.
CINOPERA, INC., New York City, with
capital of 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to deal in motion picture
films. Incorporated at Albany by Frieda Klein,
Peter A. Lewis, Herbert H Silberman.

"Honeymoon Blues '
Columbia
1" mins.
Hugh Herbert, Private Eye
Following the occupation of a detective, Hugh Herbert is interrupted
on his honeynroon by his boss who
assigns him to a serious case, which
involves the quick return of letters
which may be used as blackmail.
Hugh makes ardent love to the
blackmailer, a latin dish from Flatbush, and finally gets the letters only
to be thwarted in his attempts at
escape It
by ends
his wife
and Miss
Menace's
lover.
happily,
finally,
with
poor Hugh trying harder and succeeding- less than ever.
Warners
"Big Snooze"
Excellent

7 Mins.

Elmer, Bugs Bunny's straight man
who hates wabbits, decides he's had
enough of B.B.'s freshness, tears up
his \\'arner contract and takes to the
hills for a life of lazy loafing. Bugs
turns his dreams into nightmares,
which convinces Elmer that he has
acted too hastily, and once more he
joins the fold. A very clever and
pleasing cartoon which has all the
ear-marks of a seller.
"Community Sing"
(No. 3— Series 11)
Columbia
10^2 mins.
Good Fare
Once again Dick Leibert, his organ,
and the Song Spinners unite to provide the musical background for five
hit songs, with the audience invited
to sing along. The songs are; "Surrender," "Five Minutes More," "My
Fickle Eve," "There's No One But
You" and' "Who Told You That Lie."
Should prove good fare for patrons
who like this type of short.

ft

Razor's Edge" Ba
nto Higli Tliis Weei
Climax of the 20th-Fox camp
on "The Razor's Edge" in New
will be the first illumination to
row of the large sign erectec
Times Square and 43rd Street.
The windup of the campa(^
gan yesterday with the runmrf;.
1.000 line ads in New York pap
Last night the "We, The People'
dio program devoted its entire :
to the film. On Wednesday, Ar
Constable's Fifth Ave. display \ ||
dows will feature the costumes w
by Gene Tierney and this angle
be further enhanced
by the N
program, "Honeymoon in New Yoi
for the whole week.
A 7,500-w
serialization of the novel will app
in The
next Roxy
Saturday's
TheaterNewis York
also usP
every bit of available space to ba
hoo the premiere.
In its cent
lobby are a large animated book
play, a life-size blow-up of the Rci
well paintins- which has been fran
in a simulated stage setting, plu
special counter setup with an
tendant on hand to distribute f
color post cards of the Rockpainting.
Thousands of theater
trons have been sending these ca
to friends during the last few wee
Theof special
boxoffice
used for
sale
the limited
number
of fi'
night seats available to the public
currently
carryingof aits
"Sold
Out"ovei
sij
week ago.
having
disposed
tickets

Illness of Union's Rep.
Delaps Exchange Talks

(Continued from Page 1)
has delayed further conferences
the status of employes in the U
20th-Fox,
changes. Columbia and Loew's
Last week, following a meeting
"Dive Hi Champs"
Para.
10 Mins. the Malin Studios, members of t
Unusual Angles
SOPEG committee and chapter cha
"Mousemerized Cat"
Opening with a few shots of the men, announced a "public mobiliz
Warners
7 Mins. or swimming hole, this footage goes tion" in support of the exchange ei
Very Entertaining
on to bigger and better things. The
SOPEG also reported it is ready
younges,: diver pictured is three; the ployes.
Babbitt,
a
mouse
who's
an
amateur hypnotist, tries to put his pal. more usual ages of participants in sign a contract with PRC which w
Costello, in a trance so that he can plus some really spectacular angles increase present salaries on curre
make like a dog, scare the cat, and this sport follow. Good subjects icales. The contract was being dra'v
grab some cheese. But Costello and shots, such as a group of girls up late last week and it is expecta
to be ready for signatures early th
turns the table and Babbit thinks diving from 50-foot Panama Canal week.
locks,
put
this
one
in
the
high
he's a dog, allowing Costello to hap- bracket of sport shorts.
pily consume the cheese. Audiences
Bamberger's Speaking Tour
should appreciate this very enterLeon J. Bamberger, RKO sali
taining cartoon.
"Thrills Of Music"
promotion manager is attending tl
(No. 1— Series 1)
Columbia
10 Mins. annual convention of the Allied Th
"Silent Tweetment"
Good
aters of Michigan, today in D'
Columbia
Mins.
troit. He is scheduled to make ai
Good For Laughs
JeriT Wald and his orch. offer dresses at meetings of the followin
Flippy, a canary, cheers everybody
"Moon On Fire." "Take Five, Boys'' organizations: North Central Allif
in the household with his singing ex- and
"Clarinet Hi-Jinx." Sharing- this
cept a lazy cat who is trying to doze. musical spotlight are the Mack Trip- in Minneapolis on Nov. 18, ATO (
He finally quiets her to the extent
lets who sing "Ah, Ooh," and Stan Indiana in Indianapolis Nov. 19-2'
that she will not sing at all. This Fischer, virtuoso of the harmonica, ITO of Wisconsin Nov. 22-23 in Mi
worries him, and the gyrations he who plays Liszt's Second Hungarian waukee. Allied MPTO of Wester
goes through to get her to sing Rhapsody. Should find a good audi- Pennsylvania in Pittsburgh and ih
again are very amusing. Good laughs diences.
ence with juke-box fans and jive au- TO of Oklahoma in Oklahoma Cit:
ill this one.
Dec. 2-3.

ears

MOTION PICTURE

THE 1947 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES
IS NOW IN INTENSIVE PREPARATION AND WILL
BE READY FOR DISTRIBUTION IN JANUARY

Monday, November 11,

DkiV/

Boom in House BIdg.
To Follow Decontrol

HOLLYWOOD
•

•

*

•

(Continued from Page 1)

portions of the Veterans' HousingProgram will become ineffective in a
very short time.
While CPA, which adminsters the
commercial building aspects of the
housing program, has been extremely tough for several months on proposed new theater projects, indications are that expansion-minded exhibitors and others seeking to enter
the field may soon find it quite possible to order new construction. However, in view of an inflated cost —
some cases may be so high as to
force postponement of building
plans.
Housing Administrator Wilson W.
Wyatt is fighting a valiant battle
to retain as much as possible of the
housing program. There is a strongfeeling within the administration,
however, that major parts of the program must be sacrificed in order to
prevent a wiping out of the entire
program by the next Congress. Now,
under debate is whether it is advisable to attempt to retain even
parts of the program — with a strongfeeling within the administration
that the little retained will be ineffective.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington, D. C. — Theater carpeting, virtually the last motion picture equipment item remaining under price control, probably will be
removed this week, OPA indicated
on Friday.
Informed sources said Price Administrator Paul Porter will resign
and the agency will remove all remaining price control, except for
sugar, rents and a few other items.
In addition, some public address
system equipment remained under
price control, but this was due to an
"oversight" and will follow other
sound equipment lon the decontrol
list.

HOUSE

*

*

- By RALPH

weakened are price controls on buildingr materials. Although rent controls are expected to remain in force
longer, indications are that major

Price Controls Going
On Theater Carpets

*

DEALS

Cedar Rapids Strand Sold
Cedar Rapids, la. — G. L. Litta has
sold the Strand to W. A. Olson of
Wabasha, Minn. Olson will take possession Nov. 15.
Eirenberg Buys in Bryant
Bryant, S. D. — Bernard Eirenberg
has purchased the Bryant from Herbert Borah. Eirenberg -will take possession Dec. 1.

*

*

*

•

•

*

WILK =
HOLLYWOOD

• • • JOHN FARROW has rolled the cameras on "Blaze Oi
Noon," the Robert Fello-ws production -which he is directing for Paramount, aiter some of the most extensive preliminar-y preparation that
ever went into the technical side of a motion picture
The subject
of the movie is the development of commercial aviation in America,

Execs. Go Soulli
For Disney Premien
Atlanta, Ga. — Walt Disney's ";
of the South," based on Joel Char
Harris' legendary "Uncle Ren
will have its world premiere toi
row at the Fox. RKO exploitat
men have been here for weeks

and any fla-ws will show up like the proverbial sore thumb
Before
launching his picture. Farrow, himself quite an authority on the subject,

preceded by a parade.
l^
build
the opening
which
The upcontingent
from
RK6z' T""
will include Ned E. Depinet, R
executive vice-president; Rob
Mochrie, vice-president and gene
sales manager; Nat Levy, East
division sales manager; Sol Schwa
RKO Theaters' vice-president; H
old Mirisch, chief film buyer
booker for RKO Theaters and Te

talked to scores of flying veterans, some so "ancient" in their business
that they -were long ago grounded. In addition he conferred -with numerous plane designers and engineers regarding the last sequence in

j Turner, exploitation manager, \\
staged the campaign under S. Bar
McCormick, director of Advertis
and Publicity.

-with special emphasis on
subject where the director
nical phase of the picture
erans and pioneers of the

the air mail, and it seems that this is ONE
dare not be even a little wrong on any techbecause it so happens that most of the vetcommercial air line business are still around

the picture, -which will contemplate what the airplanes and the airlines
of tomorrow will be like
Farrow opened his shooting at the Pamona
Air Port, With Bill Bendix, Bill Holden, Sterling Hayden, Johnny Sands
and Sonny Tufts before the cameras, while his second unit was shooting at San Antonio,
of the same name,
nized historian on
commercial aviation
•

•

•

Texas. The picture is based on Ernest Gann's
and by the time it is over. Farrow, who is a
several subjects, will probably know more
than any other man in America
T
T
T
WHILE PARAMOUNT was shooting the last of the

Ladd starrer based on
Houston Branch was in
ditional historical data
several studios have

novel
recogabout

Alan

his original, "The Big Haircut," Novelist-scripter
New York City and New Bedford digging up adas research for his forthcoming novel, in which
already evinced interest, which is tentatively

titled "The Raiders" ...... Branch is collaborating with Frank Waters,
the co-author -with whom he wrote "River Lady," a best-seller which
was sold to Universal. Their forthcoming tome, "The Raiders," is all
about the Confederate naval side of the Civil War and Branch has
found occasion to lament the fact that this facet of the struggle was not
given more attention by historians. It makes it very tough to dig up.
research data
Branch, incidentally, is apparently the champ when
it comes to writing screen originals, "The Big Haircut" having been
his 60th sale to the movies
T
▼
T
• • • ONLY THE insiders were not surprised when M-G-M chiefs
handed out one of the most desirable directorial jobs of the year in
assigning George Sidney to direct "Cass Timberlane," the
based on the best-selling Sinclair Lewis novel
A number
rectors had coveted the chore, and Sidney was selected over a
of fine directors long established as tops in handling stories

picture
of dicouple
of this

type, despite the fact that Sidney, who is only 32 years old, is kno-wn
mainly for his excellent work in making a string of top M-G-M Technicolor musicals, including "Anchors
Aweigh,"
"The Harvey
Girls,"
and others
After catching the sneaks on his latest musicaL "Holiday
In Mexico," studio chiefs decided his work justified any further opportunities they could give him
Hence, "Cass Timberlane"
▼
▼
T
• • • ONE OF THE most ambitious producing in Hollywood is
that set up by Producer Edward Small, who is now busy lining up
at least five or six productions which are in various stages of preparation Latest addition to Small's folio is "The Notorious
Nancy
Grey," an original by Howard
Emmeti
Rogers and James Edward
Grant. Small has assigned Rogers to develop
the screenplay

Farrington Gets Fort

Also in Small's hopper is "D'Artagnon," based on Alexandre Dumas'
character, one of the Three Musketeers. This is the swashbuckling type
of romance which Small has had great success in identifying himself

Montfort, Wis. — R. W. Farrington
is the new owner of the Fort.

with, and "The Notorious Nancy Grey" represents a new departure for
him, since it is a dramatic musical backgrounded in the gay nineties.

Among the Walt Disney exe
tives will be William Levy, gene
sales manager; Leo Samuels, forei
sales manager; 'Charles Levy, Ea
ern publicity manager; Vern Ca
well, publicity director, and Jo.?';
Reddy, representing the Disney ^
dio publicity staff.
Ruth Warrick, Bobby Driscoll ;i
Luana Patton, starring in the Te'
nicolor feature, will make a i
Planing down from Chicago for t
premiere are RKO stars Barbs
Hale and Bill Williams. Film e
tors from 35 leading Southern nev'
papers will be on hand.

H'wood AFRA Approves ,
Nat'l Board Strike Call
M'cst

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — The membership
the Los Angeles Local of AFRA
a special meeting Friday gave unai
mous approval to a motion authori
ing the National Board to issue
strike call, if the union is unable
reach an agreement with networ
and advertising agencies in the pr€;
ent negotiations.
George Heller, national executi
secretary of the organization, sa
then that the deadlock arose over;
union demand for a clause in the ne
contract which would require all ne
works to refuse to pipe in their pr
grams to any affiliated station whi^t
refused to negotiate or arbitrate i I

sues with
AFRA."
He
said t)'|
union had been negotiating since 0 i
tober 1 to replace a conti'act expi
ing
October 31 with the four maji
networks.
Members of AFRA in Chicag
New York and San Francisco we^
scheduled to vote Friday.
Local AFRA representatives sa;
there was no separate agreemei
among movie stars engaged in rad;
but they are members of AFRA ar
always abide by the will of the m(
jority.
L

Trade to See "San Quentin"

I Advance tradescreenings on RK'i
Radio's "San Quentin" have been s<
for Friday, Nov. 29, in New Yorl'
Los Angeles, Boston, Buffalo, K
bany and New Haven.

m

jday, November 11, 1946

rda To Blend
i-Brit. Pic Talent

DAILY:

REViEuis Of n€ui nims
1HCI

"Plainsman and the

(Continued from Page 1)

and picture makers with finest
sh actors and picture makers,
outlined by Sir Arthur Jarrett,
i^ing- director of British Lion,
=^ chairman of Korda film in_,:jie Korda
international
picture
1|-ram, Sir Arthur hopes, will proI a solution for problems which
jtofore have hindered
English
uced films from getting broader
■ibution in this country. Sir Ar; expressed viewpoint that with
jvwood produced films taking out
ae British market some $80,000,lannually, a means must be found
icrease revenues of English films
this country.
Otherwise,
he
ted out, it seems not only logical
inevitable that British picture
(.ers will have to reap larger refor their product from their
I' theaters, to a financial loss for
.ywood pix.
production will be on large scale
rts, with costs ranging from 200,to 400,000 pounds, thus being
,ared of highest quality.
There
be no "B" pictures in the Korda
out, he stated. Among forthcomproductions with marked appeal
American
moviegoers
he cited
,lemo," which Orson Wells will
ne in England, with Eileen Herlie,
sational New London stage star
earing opposite him as "Selemo";
'[nnie Prince Charlie," Technicolor
!h David Niven; "The True Story
Carmen," starring Paulette Godijd; "Shop At Sly Corner," with
ar Homolka;
Hei'bert WilcoxI'lia Neagle production, "The Courtis of Curzon Street"; "The White
Ldle,"
withMichael
Madeleine
Carroll, Ian
Inter and
Rennie.
ijiir Arthur stated that no Amer'ri distributing setup has yet been
ablished for the product which
tish Lion will market in the Em?. A distribution deal with 20th< has been worked out for Auslia. Company plans to produce a
ngual film in France
starring
ilnnielle Darrieux.

^L Reps, Keenan Report
ubstantial Progress"
i

(Continued from Page 1)

kn offered the post of film labor
oitrator, said in part, "much free
ti frank discussion was had in a
jcere effort to perfect arbitration
.chinery for the peaceful settlepnt of jurisdictional disputes witht work stoppages and the commit! feels that substantial progress
=s been made."
"Irhe meeting on Friday lasted six
iUrs and another session will be
fid today.

with William Elliott, Vera Ralston
Republic
87 Mins.
GOOD HISTORICAL WESTERN SHOW
ABOUT THE PONY EXPRESS; FINE PRODUCTION VALUES, INTERESTING
PLOT.

Lady"

There's a wealth of contributing detail
in this film. It is colorful, varied and has
plenty in the action department. The producer has seen fit to include fairly large
segment of intrigue. Said intrigue involves
the inaugurating of the pony express to
carry the mails transcontinentally.
For the action fans there's plenty of
brawling and shooting. For the audience
that likes its romance in the he-man manner, there's a good lineup of situations.
For others there are Indians, buffalo, wide
open spaces, gun battles and the like, all
entirely suitable to the production and
story.
The period is tastefully reproduced in
costume and fixture. Performances are effective and convincing. The whole evolves
as a pleasant interlude of entertainment.
William Elliott owns a saloon-gambling
joint in St. Joseph, Mo. at the outset. He
sells to join the new pony express enterprise. There is opposition to the plan by
Joseph Schildkraut and Gail Patrick, wife
of cne of the promoters who's double-timing
with Schildkraut. The scene switches to
Washington where the scheme is defeated. Meanwhile Elliott cements his romance with Vera Ralston and horses around
for comic effect with Andy Clyde.
Don Barry, a killer, is provoked by Schildkraut into making attempts on Elliott's
life but they never quite come off. Meanwhile the groundwork and initial surveys
for the line to Sacramento are set.
Miss Patrick's unfaithfulness causes the
death of her husband, Reinhold Schunzel.
Miss Patrick takes over his bank and attempts to freeze out the express line.
But Elliott makes his stand and she has
to leave town with Schildkraut. The line
begins operation. From either end riders
leave. Elliott and Clyde are out reconnoitering and come upon evidence of dirty
work. They break up a Schildkraut-inspired raid with a troop of Indians who are
out to avenge the killing of one of their
number. The express and mail get through.
There's rejoicing and Elliott and Miss
Ralston hit it off for the romantic trail.
Joseph Kane's direction is capable and
his fine hand for this sort of thing is very
evident in the unfoldment.
CAST: William Elliott, Vera Ralston, Cail
Patrick, Joseph Schildkraut, Andy Clyde Don
Barry, Raymond Walburn, Russell Hicks Paul
Hurst, Charles Judels.
CREDITS: Producer and 'Director, Joseph KaneScreenplay
by Richard Wormser; Cameraman'
Reggie tanning;
Music, Ceorge Antheil; Film
Editor, Fred Allen; Set Decorations, John McCarthy, Jr. and Ceorge Milo.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine

"The Verdict"
with Peter Lcrre, Sydney
Warners

Greenstreet
86 Mins.

INTERESTING MYSTERY-DRAMA WITH
POINTED UP SUSPENSE SHOULD STAND
UP WELL BY ITSELF.
Peter Lorre's hands are clean of all
blood, murder and mayhem this time. True,
he skulks about the premises and is made
the butt of Scotland Yard's researches into
murder but he comes out clean and alive
at the end. He plays a boozy artist, a frequenter of music halls, a pal cf wenches, an
afficionado
in a word. of the bottle. He's a gay bird —
Don Siegel's job of direction is good. He
emphasizes all the elements of mystery,
murder, suspense and chase. His detailing
of the sleuthing work of Scotland Yard is
intelligent and provides mental stimulation.
This is a good one for the cinema sleuths.
The assortment of clues, leads, evidence and
motives is nicely varied and one is kept
guessing all the time. Also, the path justoo. tice pursues is misleading, and that's good,
The action mostly takes place on a
street in Victorian London. Greenstreet
lives on one side. He is writing his memoirs.
Seems he convicted and hung an innocent
man. His friends are Lorre, Paul Cavanagh,
a politician; Morten Lowry, a playboy. Lowry
is done in one night. Greenstreet, ousted
from the force, is called in to aid his successor, George Coulouris. He does this
hesitatingly. The crime seems to be of the
perfect variety. Various people involved
are confronted but they have foolproof
alibis.
Coulouris relentlessly attacks the case.
Greenstreet, when Cavanagh is arrested
and tried for the crime en circumstantial
evidence, goes to the continent to seek a
woman who can furnish evidence of innocence. He returns. She is dead. A few
hours before the hour of execution the real
story of the crime comes out.
The responsible
will be many to say
of calculated and
Whether I have or

JAMES OLIVER
CURWOOD'S

party states: "There
that I have done deeds
unfathomable villainy.
have not, will probably

remain
openshow.
verdict."
It's aangood
CAST: Peter Lorre, Sydney Greenstreet, Joan
Lorring, Ceorge Coulouris, Paul Cavanagh, Rosalind Ivan, Arthur Shields, Morton Lowry, Holmes
Herbert.
CREDITS: Producer, William Jacobs; Director,
Don Siegel; Screenplay by Peter Milne from a
novel by Israel Zangwill; Cameraman, Ernest
Haller; Film Editor, Thomas Reilly; Sound, C. A.
Riggs: Set Decorations, Jack McConaghy; and
C. W. Bernsten; Music, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Kaye in Benefit Tour

Danny Kaye begins his Winter season of benefit performances with
Deti'oit Community Chest drive, tomorrow. Kaye will then fly to ChiRKO Unit on the Elizabeth
cago for the United Jewish Appeal
The Hollywood staff that went to dinner, Nov. 20. Then three more
benefits in Brooklyn, Boston and
England for the making of RKO's Cleveland.
"So Well Remembered," is returning
via the Queen Elizaheth today. The
party includes Martha Scott and Hold Thompson Rites
Richard Carlson, principals of the
Funeral services were held yesterAnglo-American cast; Adrian Scott,
lewer Splitting Local 683
day at the Church of the Mediator,
ist Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY producer, and wife Anne Shirley; Ed- in the Bronx, for Newcomb F.
ward Dmytryk, director, William Thompson, a member of the RKO
Hollywood — Roy M. Brewer,
.TSE, said that over half of the Watts, dialogue director; John Pax- publicity staff at the home office, who
y men in Film Technicians Local ton, screen writer; Rubin Rosenberg, died late last week. Thompson was
p, have returned to work "and we production assistant; Maurice Zur- 46. He is survived by his wife and
j2 making a groat number of re- berano, art director and Phil Gers- fatlier. Interment was in Camden,
licements."
dorf, publicist.
N. J.

RUSSELL HAYDEN
and INEZ COOPER
Distributed

by

SCREEN GUILD
PRODUCTIONS

ber n, isj
!
&*\

Lengthy Extended
Key Runs Ending
(Continued from Page 1)
played pictures four weeks are now
holding product three weeks, and
that ratio applies right down the
line, it was said. Shorter runs have
been noted in New York. As a rule,
first week's business maintains wartime levels but there is a sharper
drop than formerly, except in rare
cases, after the first week.
Cities in which war industries were
centered have felt the changing c::nditions more sharply, it was said,
although the drop-ofi" was gradual.
War workers have returned to their
pre-war homes in many places, thereby reducing the weekly take. In the
smaller situations, the observers
said, there has not been such a
tapering off.
The traveling executives said that
they found the rank-and-file exhibitors unconcerned over the possible
effect of the final decree in the New
York equity suit, despite the fact
that their methods of buying product
are likely to be revolutionized. The
exhibitors apparently take the attitude that the decree Vv-ill be appealed
and that there is nothing to worry
about for some time to come.
The average exhibitor, one executive said, is inore worried about
the flow and quality of product than
he is about the possible radical
changes in distribution. He wants
to know if he is going to have enough
pictures to keep his theater in operation, the executive said, adding that
most operators are of the opinion
that the companies deliberately are
holding back product. That opinion
is erroneous, he said, asserting that
the shortage was due to inability to
get sufficient prints from the laboratories and delays caused by the labor
situati9n in Hollywood.
"I found," this executive said,
"that exhibitors are less concerned
about film prices than they are about
the quantity of product."

Canadian Film Board
In 3-year Mexican Deal

THE WILSHIRE, newest of Interstate's
demonstrations in its lobby.

is giving

nightly

television

•

coming international edition of Life Magazine. Cover repeats Life's recent cover shot
of Bing Crosby and Joan Caulfield, and includes a spread on "Blue Skies." The cover
3nd layout will serve as the opening shot of an augmented buildup campaign Paramount
plans for Joan Caulfield in Europe.

•

THE WINTER GARDEN will continue its "Open
Till Dawn" showings with J. Arthur
Rank's
"Notorious
Gentleman."
The
Universal-International
release opens
there on
Wednesday.

•

A TELEGRAPHIC
INVITATION
to hold the world premiere
of Eagle-Lion's "It's a
Joke, Son!" in Savannah, Ga., has been received from Mayor
Peter Roe Nugent,
by
Alfred W. Schwalberg, vice-president and general sales manager of Eagle-lion.

•

DECISION

ON

A WRIT

OF

MANDAMUS

against the New

York County sheriff

brought by United Artists to seize the print of "Caesar and Cleopatra" at the Astor,
was reserved by Justice Roy Church in N. Y. Supreme Court last Friday. It is expected
a decision will be rendered early this week. The print was under guard over the weekend by two deputies.

•

TRIAL
OF A $300,000
DAMAGE
SUIT
brought
against Time,
Inc., producers
of
March of Time, by Hans Engebrigetsen, a Norwegian flyer, was discontinued in N. Y.
Federal Court last Friday. Engebrigetsen in his complaint charged
that March of Time
in the series of shorts presented in 1941 presented him as a Norwegian Nazi.

•

PARAMOUNT

IS RESUMING

the war. According to Curtis Mitchell, company's ad-publicity
national director, more
than 16,000 36-page study guides on "Two Years Before the Mast" will be distributed
to 3,500 libraries and high schools in cities of more than 50,000 population.

Johnston Past Crisis West Expeds Grosses
Of Pneumonia Attack To Hold Three Years
(Continued from Page 1)
been cancelled. A decision as to
whether he will continue to the Continent or return to the States, will
be made when the MPAA head has
recovered.
Johnston had toeen suffering from
a severe cold prior to the luncheon
tendered him Thursday by all
branches of the British industry. He
got up from a sick bed to address
the meeting but had a relapse after
returning to his hotel.

Morton Sunshine Will
Edit the Independent

LT.

Irving Asher on Loan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — 'Irving Asher has been
borrowed from Rainbow Productions
to produce "Anything Can Happen,"
best-seller by George and Helen
Waite Patsheily for RKO.
■

NEW

TH£AT£R!i^

Civic Bows in Osceola
Osceola, Mo. — The 450-seat Ci
Theatre has been opened by Chai
Borg. Borg, who also owns a I
operates the Lowry at Lowry Ci
recently sold the Plaza in Applet
City to his son, Chet Borg, who
signed as a salesman for W/* 'm
New
Palestine Fox Bows
Palestine, 111.— The Fox has be
opened in the Old Opei-a House bui
ing by J. Stewart Fox and B. Te
borius of Lebanon. Temiborius al
operates the Vogue here, the Alai
at Lebanon, and the Grand, Bree;,

Cmnmins

Completing Pix

Philadelphia — Samuel Cumnii
will open his new downtown 70
seat Pix Theater, 19ch and Mar!
St., this month. This house will
come part of the Pix Theater C
chain operating in Washington, D.
and throughout the state of Virgin

Tyler Drive-in Opens

library and school tie-ups, which were suspended during

IN CIVVIES

PIERCE,
cashier
of Columbia's
N. Y.
exchange,
after three years in Army.
MAURICE
DRUCKER,
from Army,
to manager,
Loews Ohio Theater, Cleveland,
0.
EDWARD
). HOHLER,
Marines,
returning
as
manager of Civic in Farmington.

Dallas suburbans,

WHEN RAY MILLAND, currently in London, flies to Paris to start a tour of several
continental capitals, he will take with him the first copy off the press of the forth-

Morton Sunshine, business manager of the ITOA of New York, is
which will undertake to distribute the new editor of the Independent
Canadian films throughout that coun- Film Journal. He succeeds Lionel J.
try. The National Film Board es- Toll, who has resigned to become a
tablished its first office in Mexico producer.
18 months ago.
Sunshine has been active in industry circles, serving during the last
year as secretary of the Motion Picture Committee of the American Cancer Society and for the Alfred E.
Smith Memorial. An attorney, holding the decree of Doctor of Juridical
•^ Honorably Discharged ir
Science, he served as a Federal investigator during the war.

CLIFF

Monday, Novem

Little Headlities:

(Continued from Page 1)

COM.
VINCENT
FENNELLY,
from Navy
to
sales force, Screen
Guild, Des Moines.
DICK
SCACLIONE,
former
manager
of
the
Plaza, Tampa,
Fla., from
the army.

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

timism on the part of both independent operators and circuit heads for
both the future prosperity of theaters and distributor-exhibitor I'elationships. Three factors serving as
aids to business were cited by exhibs,
Orr reported. First was the continuing housing shortage which precludes
population shifts. Increased popularity of films was noted, with the
industry's war-time job in servicing
overseas GI's said to be paying off
with increased theater attendance.
Exhibitors also believe that keener
competition is forcing Hollywood to
provide top quality pictures, a fact
which the public is beginning to recognize.

American Showmanship
Lectures For Jap Exhibs.
(Continued from Page 1)
Toshio Ise, a member of the Motion
Picture Export Association's Tokyo
publicity staff.
A series of weekiy lectures inaugurating the project has already
started with students from the Nikkatsu Circuit attending. Emphasis
is placed upon the social importance
of films and the psychological attitudes of the patron. Also the men
are instructed in the best possible
methods of exploiting MPEA member product which is now enjoying
the major portion of Japanese playing time. Other courses for the general public have been outlined and
launched ni various localities via
schools.

Tyler, Tex.—Delay & Douglas, X\
World War II veterans, have open
a new Drive-In Theater here. Bou
ings will be handled through the
D. Leon circuit office at Dallas.

Amarillo Harmony Opened
Amarillo, Tex. — The Harmoi
Theater, a new 400-seater for N
groes, has been opened here by U
derwood & Harmon.

West Rutland Joy Opens
West Rutland, Vt.— Mr. and Mr
Newiman R. Robinson have opent
the new Joy, 275-seater. The Robh
sons have shown pix at the Tow
Hall for the past year.

Moore Gets First House
Moore, Okla. — First theater fc
this small community, the Moore,
$17,000 250-seat theater, has bee
opened by Harold Soward, Saii
homa
Scales City.
and Ray R. Lambart of Oklt^

Turner House in Stovall
Stovall, N. C— Roy Turner, foii
mer Garland exhib., is opening th
350-seat Liberty here.
Barton Opens Knob Hill
Oklahoma City — R. Lewis Barta
has opened the Knob Hill Theatre i
suburban Capitol Hill. Barton own
two other suburbans here.

Rhodes to Open in Obert
Obert, Neb. —
will be opened
Rhodes who is
building for the
called the Obert.

A 275-seat theate
here by Clarenc
remodeling a loea
theater. It will b

Jacobsen to Open House

Inwood, la. — Rollie Jacobsen ha
purchased two buildings which h'
plans to remodel into a theater.

Correction
Ginette Leclerc, not Viviane Ro
mance, played the femme lead ii
"The Baker's Wife."

United Newsreel _. _ f.i: ^OPY
2lRt Floor
DO NOT R
23 V/est 44th Street
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

timat* in Character
International in Scope
independent in Thought

Twenty-Eight Years Old
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fARA. TO ACQUIRE COMMON, SAYS BALABAN
Cancellation of Controls Will Affect Industry
Use in Admission Prices
Old Studio Costs Are Seen
is Result of New Order
By MANNING

CLAGETT

^shington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

jlVashington — President Truman's
'eeping order cancelling virtually
il economic controls will have a
avy impact on the U. S. film instry, Government
officials preI

(Continued on Page

10)

Attorney General Calls Industry Leaders
To ''Rill of Rights'' Conference on Dec. 12
Motion pictures will be sought as one of the media to be used by the Government in an educational campaign to instill a deeper respect for the Bill of
Rights. This was indicated yesterday when key industry figures received letters from Tom C. Clark, U. S. Attorney General, asking them to attend a meeting in Washington on Dec. 12.
Representatives of all media of expression were invited to the session, but
the exact nature of the campaign was not revealed in Clark's letter, although
it is understood that the program calls for the bringing of the story of democracy
to the public on a non-partisan basis.
It was not clear yesterday as to how the meeting called by Clark differed
from the meeting called by John Steelman at the White House on Nov. 19.
The motives of the two sessions appear to be similar.

Letter to Stockholders
Reveals Board's Policy;
Inventory Up 8 Millions
A policy of acquisition of Paramount's common stock has been approved by the board of directors, it
was announced in a letter to stockholders by Barney Balaban, president. Balaban wrote that the board
had not fixed a definite number of
shares to be acquired, nor had it set
a price, a commencement time or a
termination date for their acquisition.
"When, and if, general circum(Continued on Page 10)

lame German Prexy
If Brulatour Films
Would Ban PIx Based Million Pound Korda
Election of William J. German to
Sorrell Cautions Indie
Ae presidency of J. E. Brulatour,
Building Program
;*c., was announced
yesterday
by
Prods. On lA Ties
Leftists' Stories
Jh e corporation,
'erman succeeds
ne late Jules E.
i|rulatour.
alo has He
been

,iected president
'f J. E. Brula;bur, Inc., of Caliornia.
German became
ssociated with
rulatour p e r onally in 19 2 2
nd when J. E.
rulatour. Inc.,
'as formed in
923, he became
ice-president i n
iharge of sales. WILLIAM ). GERMAN
-'rior to his association with Brula(Continued on Page 10)

iVo Rochester Papers;
Theaters Use Radio
Rochester — Theaters were without daily newspaper advertising for
the third day yesterday following a
walkout of printers on Rochester's
two dailies, the morning Democrat
and Chronicle and the afternoon
Times-Union, in a wage dispute
with Gannett. The Rochester Sun,
weekly advertising throwaway, published a special edition yesterday.
First-run theater managers are concentrating on spot radio announcements.

Toledo, O.— More than 300 members of the Theater Equipment and
Supply Manufacturers Association
and the Theatre Equipment Dealers
Protective Association attending the
joint convention here adopted a resolution calling for an industry-wide
boycott of films for exhibition based
(Continued on Page 11)

A permit to spend £1,000,000 dur- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing the next year for additional
stages, re-equipping and renovating
Hollywood — Declaring that "if the
British 'Lion's Worton Hall apd independents continued to play along
Sound City studios has been ob- with the lATSE," Herbert K. Sortained, itwas reported yesterday by ress, prexy of CSU, told a CSU mass
(Continued on Page 10)
Sir Alexander Korda who arrived on
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth. Korda
(Continued on Page 7)

St. Louis Suit Against
Para. Mulled By Court

Adrian Scott Reveals
Reciprocal Talent Pact

St. Louis — United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, which last Friday
took under submission appeal of St.
Louis Amusement Company et al, in
their $285,000 anti-trust damage
suit against Paramount Film Distributing Company et al, is not ex(Continued on Page 7)

A reciprocal arrangement for the
interchange of talent between Hollywood and London is in work, it was
revealed here yesterday by Adrian
Scott, who produced the RKO-Rank
production, "So Well Remembered,"
in England. Scott arrived from Eng(Continued on Page 10)

NCCJ to Honor Films
At Dinner on Nov. 24

Industry for Trade Treaties
State Dept. Looks to Johnston for Support
Astaire-Casanave Join
In Dance Studios Corp.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Republican coldness
towards an all-out reciprocal trade
program may threaten the State DeFormation of Fred Astaire Dance
partment's announced plan to negoStudios Corp., with Fred Astaire as day. tiate simultaneously tariff lowering
president, was announced yesterday agreements with 18 key trading naby Charles L. Casanave, who will be
tions, it was indicated here yestervice-president and general manager.
Key note of caution was sounded
Astaire, who has retired from the
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 10)

Entertainment and communications industries will be honored by
the National Conference of Christians and Jews at a dinner, Nov. 24,
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
James Sauter is chairman of the
(Continued on Page 7)

50 Toppers Accept
Rids to White House
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — More than 50 pix
industry leaders already have accepted invitations for the Government's industry confab next week,
Arch A. Mercey, OWMR pix chief
said yesterday. Mercey estimates that
invitations were sent to about 70 industry leaders, with other acceptances
expected. The meeting, called by
Reconversion Director John Steelman to discuss closer industry-Government co-operation, has been set
for Nov. 19, at the White House.
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Entertainment Group
Awarded USO Flag

Robert W. Coyne, executive director of the American Theaters Association, will address business leaders and industrialists in Bangor, Me.,
today and in Augusta and Portland
tomorrow.
Coyne will be the principal speaker
at a dinner in Bangor sponsored by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
in co-operation with the U. S. Treasury Department. As former national field director of the Treasury's
War Bond program, Coyne will discuss bond ownership in peacetime as
a method of bringing about increased
participation by the citizens in Government management.

Ohio State Censorship
Forum for Cleveland
Cleveland, O. — Richard Griffith,
executive secretary of the National
Board of Review, Dr. Clyde Hissong,
superintendent of Public Instruction,
Department of Education of Columbus and head of the state censor
board, and Hettie Gray Baker, director of censorship, 20th-Fox Film
Corp., will participate in an open
forum meeting of the Motion Picture
Council of Greater Cleveland on the
subject of state censorship in the
Cleveland Public Library Auditorium
on Thursday. They will also be
guests of honor at the Council dinner
in the Rose Room of the Hotel Cleveland following the open meeting.

$150,000 in Back Pay to
Local Publicity Staffs

The Entertainment Group, represented byJames Sauter, president
tofu rAir
e s ,Feahas
USO
beened the
awardflag in recitstct
work
inuMH
the icurrent fund-raisingognition of
imn
campaign.
a luncheon theat drive
the Biltmore it wasAt announced
has
realized 55 per cent of its goal having collected $2,750,000. The national campaign seeks to raise $19,000,000 for its 1947 activities.

Rank-S(hlesinger
Deal Is Confirmed
J. Arthur Rank and the Schlesingers have reached an agreement for
the distribution and exhibition of
Rank product in South Africa, M. A.
Schlesinger said yesterday upon his
arrival from England on the iS. S.
Queen Elizabeth, ft is understood
that the Schlesingers will maintain,
the operating control of their South
African circuit.
(The Film Daily on Aug. 20 exclusively reported that Rank was
acquiring an interest in the Schlesinger South African film empire.)
Al Daff, vice-president of Universal International, currently is in
South Africa working out a similar
deal for the showing of Universal
product in the Schlesinger theaters.
It was reported that John Woolf,
GO-managing director of General
Film Distributors, is in South Africa
consummating the Rank arrangement.

Over 400 members of the Screen
Publicists Guild employed in the pubYorke Closes Deals for
licity offices of the major and independent film companies in New York
News Coverage for Tele
at. the week-end received over $150,000 in back pay. The money was paid
Emerson Yorke, executive pro- them by virtue of the terms of the re- Independent Exhibitors
In Boston Meet Today
ducer of Emerson Yorke Studio, has
cently signed contract. The new
returned from Hollywood where he wage scale will result in a payroll
Boston — As a highlight of its
consummated pact with Herbert increase of approximately $300,000 drive for 100 new independent memper year. It is retroactive from
bers, Independent Exhibitors, Inc.
Aller, business rep. of Cameramen's May 4.
hold a luncheon meeting today
Local 659, for news and special
The contract will be in force for will
at
the
Hotel Statler. Walter E.
events coverage for television three years.
Mitchell will preside over a business
throughout 11 Western states.
session to follow the luncheon.
Similar deal was closed by Yorke Schlaiier and Staff Return
Topics for the meeting include a
Charles Schlaifer, director of ad- report on the New York Equity Suit
with William H. Straflford, business
vertising, publicity, exploitation and opinion, and an address by a repreagent for Cameramen's Local 666,
20th Century-Fox, will resentative ofNational Allied. FollowChicago, for coverage of the 22 states radio turnofto the
home office today from
ing the open meeting there will be
comprising the Mid- West and South- Chicago, following regional exploita- a short
session for members.
ern areas.
tion meeting at the Blackstone Hotel.
Rodney Bush, exploitation manager; N. Z. Feature for Rank?
lohnston Improving
Sid Blumenstock, assistant exploitation manager, and Eddie Solomon of
London (By Air Mail) — Rudall
London (By Cable) — The condition
of Eric A. Johnston, MPAA-MPEA the exploitation department, re- Hayward, New Zealand cameramanturned yesterday.
producer, is in London with a print
prexy, ill here with pneumonia,
showed some improvement yesterof
his pic, "Rewi's Last Stand," for
day.
J. Arthur Rank's consideration.
Wayne Morris on -Navy Duty

MERVIN
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COMING and GOING
MR. and MRS. DARRYL ZANUCK, TY'ROh
POWER and HARRY BRAND, head of 20th-;studio .publicity department, leave Hollywo
Friday for New York to attend the w«r
premiere of "The Razor's Edge."
SELZNICK planes from Apn^
'ry-.woo
to DAVID
PhoenixO.today.
Y. FRANK
FREEMAN
left Chicago
:.i. Ho!
the HiltonafterHotels
Company.directors'
lywood
attending

FRANK SINATRA is flying to Chicago froi
Hollywood especially to appear at the D
Jerome D. Solomon Memorial Research Founda
tion dinner dance, Saturday.
BARNEY GERARD, Monogram producer, h;
arrived from the Coast to attend the worl
premiere of "Bringing Up Father," his fir<
iiggs and Maggie comedy, at the Laff Mov
House on Nov. 21.
SAUL GOLDMAN, Variety Pictures, Chicagc
is in Detroit for business conferences.
ADD E. STUTZ, JOHN URBANSKY, SR.
LEO CREENBERGER of Cleveland who will chec
in at the Picture Pioneer dinner in New Yor
on Nov. 19.
IRVING RAPPER, Warners' director, who re
turned recently from England and the Con
tinent, is en route to the Coast by car to re
sume his duties at the iBurbank studio.
JACK KIRSCH, JAMES GREGORY and PET
PANACOS will be among the Chicago theate
men, who will attend the ATO of Indiana con
vention at Indianapolis, Nov. 19 and 20.
LES WICKS,
chief of Automatin
Film Lab
oratories and PHIL BUDDEN,
of Commonwealtf
Laboratories,
have returned
to Sydney after .'
trip to the U. S.
CHARLES GOLDSMITH, of Loew's Interna
tional, is in Sydney on his first Australi;
visit.
HARRY KOSINER, production executive fo
Edward Small, Is due in Hollywood from Eng^
land this week. He is seeking a player for tl^
contemplated Small production of a life
Rudolph Valentino.
CAROL BRANDT, Eastern M-C-M editorial
head, returned yesterday from a six-week Euro]
pean
today. trip on the Queen Elizabeth.
GINGER ROGERS will meet Chicago pres

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributors
Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Telephone: CI. 6-e0«0 Cable: LOETSIE

REEVES
SOUND
■I BKOADWAl

STUDIOS, INC.
N Y ■•? Cl:clo ^-66

Complete

Film

and

Disc Recording Faciliti'-'S

NOW

I
• J. ARTHUR'RANK PRESENTS •
Washington — ^Wayne Morris, War: REX HARRISON \
ners star, who is a lieutenant com- WINTER ;
mander in the U. S. Naval Air ReLILLI PALMER
\
serve, arrived here yesterday from
the Coast for a seven-day period of
•
IN
TOGETHER
!
active duty as a member of the Naval GARDEN
WAY at 50th J
"NOTORIOUS
:
Reserve Policy Board during its first BDOORS
OPEN : GENTLEMAN"
:
post-war meeting.
9 a.m. to 3 a.m. •••••••••••••••••

meeting

FLOYD CROWDER, distributor of Monograi
Pictures in China, is on his way to the Coas
where he will take the first available transpoi
tation for Shanghai.
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ROLl OF H<)N<

0 all those who have made Warner Bros.

THE WORLD'S MOST
HONORED
STUDIOS:
C ITATIONS have come to your studios in many forms and many
languages. Governments and peoples, religious and educational leaders,
\\ civic groups and press associations, military organizations and patriotic
societies have saluted you. The honors they have bestowed represent
the appreciation of a world-wide cross section of democracy. Time and
again your contributions to a decent civilization and the cause of human
dignity have been recognized.
These citations have been gratefully accepted by us. We are
proud of them and of what they represent in terms of your courageous
vision, professional integrity and creative skill. They are striking evidence that motion pictures are built of more than celluloid and scenery.
Our industry, above any other, is founded on human values and is
fostered by the idealism of the men and women in it. Each
award that comes to our company is gratifying proof of your
continuing devotion to the principles of the free screen.
Pride in your accomplishments is matched by our confidence in your future achievements. We know that you will
continue to serve the great motion picture public above and
beyond the call of superior entertainment.
Our personal thanks toSincerely,
each of you.
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REVIEmS»
"Till the Clouds
Roll By"
!
with an All-Star Cast

l-G-M

120 Mins.

llN -THE M-G-M-ANNER, THIS IS ONE
: :=^SEASONS NOTABLE EVENTS; AN
IlL'^SrIE ceiling offering in MUSIC,
ODUCTION, technicolor, STARS.
"Till the Clouds Roll By" goes into the
!llery of super-musicals and at once chalngesthe place heldby'previous tenants. Just
jiout
important
on the
is every
connected
with "name"
the film.
The Metro
term
h has been applied to many films in the
st but this one suits the word to every
t'ter and then some.
It's Jerome Kern's biography in screen
[rms, with an overload of his music. Seems
never wrote a tune that did not catch
|i and here's two solid hours of high spots'
t numbers and a simply told story of musiI success.
No detailed resume of Kern's music and
lent is required here. Not a day goes
that he is not heard and fondly rembered. His productivity was of a special
nd, sentimental,
romantic,
nostalgic. He
liptured the ear and heart of America and
liie world via the musical score. M-G-M
is captured in Technicolor all the magic
nd charm of his every note. M-G-M
has
pe know-how, the resources, the wherewithal. They were manifestly applied here.
^he ultimate result is a fine show, brilantly done. The audience will depart the
hieater stirred, to return yet again.
It's that kind of a picture. Big, warm,
ay, scenic, eye-filling showmanlike, opu;nt and caparisoned with every element to
3und it out. The brightest luminaries are
lade brighter, they are sustained and
eightened.
j In
the
biographical
section,
Robert
Walker plays Jerome Kern and Van Heflin is "James
Hessler," who was largely
ssponsible
for Kern's initial success
and
incouragement. The early segments of the
jtory are semi-serious and establish Walker
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Robertson of Fox IfMidwest Offers Sontething
iVetv with Circus Theater in Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo. — Complete with a ringmaster "barking" the different acts,
wall decorations of elephants, trapeze artists and "big tops" and ushers as
clowns, the Circus Theater opened here. The house formerly was the St. John,
dark the last six years.
The tanbark film theater is the pet idea of Leon Robertson, city district
manager for the
as ringmaster of
platform near the
Charles Morrill

Fox Midwest circuit. At the opening, "Buddy" Black acted
ceremonies ballyhooing the feature and nine shorts from a
screen.
is manager of the Circus.

St. Louis Suit Against
Para. Mulled By Court

NCCJ To Honor Films
At Dinner On Nov. 24
(Continued from Page 1)

dinner committee which includes
Robert Swezey for radio; Emil Friedlander and Bert Lytell for the theater; William Randolph Hearst, Jr.,
press; Reginald Clough, editor of
Tide Magazine, advertisers.
Max Cohen, prexy of Cinema Circuit, represents the movies on Sauter's committee.
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, president
of the NCCJ, will make individual
awards to the various branches of the
entertainment and communications
industries for their part in advancing unity and understanding as symbolized by American brotherhood.

Show "Time, Place

(Continued from Page 1)
pected to announce its decision for
several weeks.
This action grew out of unreasonable clearance complaint of Adolph
Rosecan, owner of the Princess Theater, against "Big Five" and involving prior
plaintiff's
theaters.runs
District of
Judge
Duncan31 some
weeks ago sustained demurrers of
several of the defendants including
American Arbitration Association.

Million Pound Korda
Building Program
(Continued from Page 1)
said work already had started and
that when completed the two studios
would have 16 modern stages.
Korda reported that London Films,
the distribution organization, was
expanding its distribution facilities
throughout the Eastern Hemisphere,
with offices established recently in
Bombay, Hongkong and other spots
in the Far East.
British Lion will produce 10 or 12
British pictures during the next

Archer Will Make Four
For Rank, Says Powell

year.
Michael Powell, who with Emerich
Pressburger heads Archer Productions of England, said the unit will
produce four pictures for J. Arthur
Rank, upon his arrival from England
on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
Powell said his company had just
completed "Black Narcissus" in color
and that "Green Days and Blue
Days" was being finished in Brazil.

Girl" Dec. 9

WB's "The Time, the Place and
the
shownGirl"
Dec.will
9. be nationally tradesuperb numbers directed Iby Vjincente
Minnelli which are paragons of his ability
and style.
This is the picture in which Van Johnson
suddenly is seen as a bandleader in a
Louisville nitery and immediately goes ittto
a tongue-in-cheek song and dance routine
that will make them first gasp with delight and then settle to some keen fun
when he mugs with lifted eyebrows during
his number with Miss Wells.
II

Then, to top it all off there's Frank
'i the musical world. In England he meets Sinatra.
; is wife, Dorothy Patrick. Then once more
It's not likely that there has ever been
'^ America he becomes the great name, is
lontemporary
music
with the pinnacle of anything like this. Richard Whorf has applied knowledgeable skill to the directing
jame and fortune arrived at in Hollywood.
end of the production and every incident
I Interwoven
is the
story
of
Heflin's
Slaughter, Joan Wells, and her climb to bears this talent out. Robert Alton's musical numbers are of top rank caliber.
I'ame by way of the theater, where
she
CAST: June Allyson, Lucille Bremer, Judy
nisses out, then later via night clubs dur- Garland, Kathryn Grayson, Van Heflin, Lena
ng prohibition and finally Hollywood,
to Home, Van Johnson, Tony Martin, Dinah Shore,
tar in a Kern show. These aspects of the Frank Sinatra, Robert Walker, Cower Champion,
Harry Hayden, Paul Langton, Antory have conviction and serve firmly as Cyd Charisse,
gela Lansbury, Paul Macey, Ray McDonald,
;roundwork for the towering structure of Mary Nash, Virginia O'Brien, Dorothy Patrick,
nusic.
'Caleb
Peterson,
The Wilde
Twins. William Phillips, Joan Wells,
The
first production
number
is from
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed; Director,
Show Boat" and launches the show. Seen
0 their best advantage are Kathryn Grayion, Tony
Martin, Lena Home
and Virginia O'Brien.
Judy Garland
has the spotlight in two

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 12
Jack Oakie
Jacques
Tourneur
Cwen
Lee
Xim Hunter
Joseph L. Lee
Edward Durst
Paul Walker

Richard Whorf; Story by Guy Bolton; Adapted
by George Wells; Screenplay by Myles Connoly and Jean Holloway; Musical Direction, Lennie Hayton; Orchestration, Conrad Salinger;
Vocal arrangements, Kay Thompsom; Harry Stradling, George J. folsey; Film Editor, Albert Akst;
Sound, Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Richard Pefferle.
DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.

COMING

'IT PAYS TO BE FUNNY"
Produced

by Coronet

Released

thru

Astor

Pictures,
Pictures

Inc.
Corp.
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Alka- Seltzer selects Roy Rogers
to succeed radioes famous National
Barn Dance Program following a
run of 13 consecutive years of popularity on the air.

''SATURDAY NIGHT ROUNDUP''
Sucvm^ ROY ROGERS • GEORGE '^aO^' HAYES
DALE EVANS • PAT RUTTRAM • ROR NOLAN and
the SONS of the PIONEERS
IWM
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WASHRURN

Saturday night - 9 to 9:30 EST- ovel
the entire NBC network of 158 stations coast-to-eoast, including Canada
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Predict Controls End
Will Affectjndustry

Industry for Trade Treaties

(Continued from Page 1)
dieted here yesterday. Prices are
almost certain to shoot upward, with
main question mark centering around
the extent of construction control
collapse.
Reconversion Director John Steelman has scheduled meetings with
OPA and CPA heads to discuss the
virtual windup of these agencies.
With all price ceilings removed from
building materials, President Truman has called for a special report
from Housing Expeditor Wilson
Wvatt.
Wyatt Wants Tight Controls
Wyatt, prime Government backer
of strict control over non-essential
construction, is expected to demand
continued tight controls and priorities.
CPA, which has passed on construction priorities, including virtual
elimination of new theater construction, is due to close its doors. Wyatt
apparently will fight for these controls being turned over to him. CPA
Chief John Small and OPA Head
Paul Porter will meet with Steelman
to co-ordinate liquidation of these
two agencies.
What few price controls left on
motion picture items were wiped
away by President Truman's order
and OPA yesterday was busy formalizing the sweeping order. Among
controls lifted were those on theater
carpeting — still in short supply, according to OPA.
Some Government officials, predicting that costs would spiral upward, said there was a good chance
that theater admission prices would
go up, but showmen here declined to
take a stand one way or the other.
Commerce officials said film production costs, already at record
levels, would climb still higher.
Whether costs in the near future will
go down again — or when — no official
would predict.

by Sen. Ken Wherry (R), Neb., who
tempered his prediction of Republican "co-operation" with a statement
that there "ought to be a lot of research before any further reductions

Monos in Allied Fold
Pittsburgh — The Manos Circuit of
14 houses has joined the Allied Motion Picture Theater Owners of Western Pennsylvania. Jim Alexander',
business agent, states the membership includes houses in Uniontown,
Latrobe, Vandergrift, Ellwood City,
Hollidaysburg, Homer City, Indiana
and Monessen.

WEDDING BELLS
Mendelson-Davis
Cleveland, O. — Gilbert Davis, National Screen Service auditor, was
married in St. Louis to Phyllis Mendelson.

Hixsch-Yellen
Cleveland, O. — Dave Yellen of the
Warner Contact Dept., was married
yesterday in the Gries Memorial
Chapel of The Temple to Evelyn
Hirsch of this city.

State Dept. Looks to Johnston for Support
(Continued from Page

(inMPAA
tariffs)
are made."
President
Eric H. Johnston,
however, is expected to line up considerable support for manj^ of the
trade program's features. Public
hearings will begin here on Jan. 18.
Pix trade leaders are expected to
attend.
Although
this country's
reciprocal
trade
program
was described
by
Acting Secretary of State Will Clayton as "American Policy," observers
here noted that the trade agreements
first nurtured by Cordell Hull often
met with strong Republican opposition.
Loan Crisis in Britain
Also on the trade front were reports of a growing crisis in Great
Britain over the U. S. loan. In postloan statements, British leaders made
it very plain that without the loan,
Britain would have cut down its imports of U. S. motion pictures.
In announcing the State Department plans to negotiate reciprocal
trade agreements with the 18 countries, Clavton underlined the Admin-

1)

istration's program of backing up its
constant campaign to knock down
foreign trade restrictions.
Fear U. S. Pix Crackdown
Although in many instances, actual pix agreements with other countries would not be involved directly,
it is felt here that any considerable
cut in this country's reciprocal trade
program would cause resentment in
other countries, with a crackdown
on U. S. pix resulting. The 18
countries involved are Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, France,
India, Lebanon, Luxembourg, The
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Union of South Africa, Soviet Russia and the United Kingdom. Only
Russia has not yet accepted this
country's invitation for trade discussions.
Many of these countries, of course,
normally would be in the so-called
Sterling
Any may
serious
blow' to
the
tradeBloc.
program
strengthen
its alignment, with U. S. pix almost
certain to be affected. MPEA, at
great pains, has completed agi'eements with other countries, including Czechoslovakia and The Netherlands, which might be tossed out of
the trade window if this country
erected high tariff walls.

Sorrell Cautions Indie Name German Prexy
Of Brulatour Films
Prods. On lA Ties

Paramount to Acquir
Com. Stock— Balaban
(Continued from Page

1)

stances, including such factors as tl
market price of our common stcc
and the condition of the compan;
are favorable to purchasesj^^i^^re
will' be acquired from time ttpplkie.
Balaban said. "Any shares acquire
will be available for corporate pui
poses. Purchases which may b
made will be made under the diree
supervision of the board of direc
Balaban reported to the stockhold
ers
the company's
inventor
had that
increased
by about $8,000,00
since the first of the year. This, h
said, was due to the improved qualit
of the pictures comprising the in
ventory,
tors." as well as to a rise in cost
of both labor and materials, and in
eludes an estimated amount of un
paid retroactive labor salarj? adjust
ments at the studio.
"This increase in inventory," Bala
ban said, "has absorbed cash in i
corresponding amount. Likewise
cash in the amount of approximately
$5,000,000 has been applied thiV
year to the payment of practicallj
all our remaining fixed debt."
Balaban said that while the casl
position had increased substantially
during the year, it was essential tha
cash reserves be established anc
maintained at an adequate level.

Adrian Scott Reveals
Reciprocal Talent Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

land on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
Scott said labor difficulties finstj
encountered in England when he!
started to make the picture were!
overcome on the promise of the reciprocity basis. He brought over

(Continued from Page 1)
tour, German was managing direcmeeting Sunday, "I think the time
tor of the G. M. Laboratories in Long
to close them up is getting nearer Island City and the Paragon and
Sen-Jacq Laboratories in Fort Lee.
andDonald
nearer."M. Nelson, president of He
will continue as head of sales.
SIMPP, said yesterday, that relaGeiTnan is a director of Universal with
who will
withof Scott
on his Hol- ''
him work
a crew
four technicians
tions of the society with all Holly- and Associated Motion Picture In- Ijrwood
productions.
wood labor groups had been most
dustries. He is a Canadian by birth.
Scott said he made the picture in
cordial up to the present. Regarding
off the job to protest the use of England in 75 days at a cost of
the Society's
labor
policy.
Nelson
issued the following statement:
lATSE workers at the studios. The $1,200,000. He said the picture would
cost about $1,600,000 if made in Hoi- i
"We have exerted every bit of CSU aloo proceeded to have the stu- lywood, principally because it would i
dio picketed.
mfluence we have to get this useless
Sorrell also told the CSU meeting have involved the reproduction of a
strike settled. . . . We have had no
which was not necessary over
official declaration of this strike that he had requested the national set
there because the company worked
president
of
the
Carpenters,
Painters
against independent producers who
in the actual locale. He leaves for
are members of SIMPP. . . .
& Electricians Union to halt main- the
Coast in 10 days.
tenance and construction on the"Our position on the whole labor
situation has not changed since we reaction.aters. He had nol; yet learned their
stated it last October in a telegram
to all people concerned with the Keenan Sees Labor Peace
IVcst Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood labor picture."
Nelson Classifies Strikes
Hollywood — Meetings with Joseph
CY FREEDMAN, district exploiteer for
In that message Nelson classi- D. Keenan were resumed yesterday Twentieth-Fox,
is bedded down at the
and
after
a
lengthy
session
it
was
fied the strike as "purely jurisdic- announced that another conference Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, following an
tional," and said ". . . we fear that
the cause will be dealt a sever6 blow would be held tomorrow. At a press
ARTHUR CLAMAGE, co-owner of the
unless this strike is settled imme- meeting Sunday, he was disinclined operation.
to make a flat statement as ■ to Avenue Theater, Detroit, is convalescing
diately. The situation for the inde- whether
or not he would accept the following an operation at Ann Arbor, Mich.
pendent producers has now become
CHARLES ROTHSTEIN, co-owner of the
so desperate that we are asking you post as film arbitrator. He declared
to invoke your good offices for the that he thought there was a basis Avenue Theater, Detroit, is returning to
purpose of a swift clarification and for agreement so that the studios can the house this week, following several
resolution of the jurisdictional lines get back to fuL production. "There months' convalescence after he was struck
are some clarifications that will have by an automobile last Spring.
invclvea
in this
dispute."spread to the to be worked out in the next few
FRANK BARNES, owner of the Sioux,
The strike
yesterday
indie Himt Stromberg production, days and I'm hopeful they will be Crawford, Neb., underwent an operation
when CSU ordered 12 of it carpenters worked ouc," Keenan said.
at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, Minn.
(Continued from Page

1)
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ould Ban Pix Based
ii Leftists' Stories
(Continued from Page

1)

THEATER
Graham Buys in Hoboken

DAILY

DEALS
Paxtang Theater Sold

Hoboken, N. J. — Albert H. Graham,
Paxtang, Pa. — The Paxtang Theater has been sold by Charles Kahn,
New York investor, has purchased
Melrose, Pa., to Samuel Frank, Atthe 1,100-seat Rialto at 118-20 Hudlantic City, and Myer Adelman, Camson St. from Pasquale Di Menza,
den, N. J. The consideration is given
which will be operated under lease as $30,000, subject to a mortgage of
'[American
principles."
[The resolution charged that Com- by Frederick Honer as a motion pic- $10,000.
ture and vaudeville theater.
nnists have infiltrated several of
Buys Elgin Opera House
e well-known "intelligentsia" unElgin, la. — Leo Falb has purchased
hs in Hollywood, and that a left- Bolto. Met. to Schwober
[Ing labor group today is battling
Baltimore — Milton Schwaber, the Opera House from William Mil:r control of the regular labor owner of the Linden, has purchased ler.
[.ions. The resolution pointed out
|at Hollywood screen writers have the Metropolitan Theater, a nearby Bugg Sells the Blue Mound
neighborhood house from Warners.
Inceived a gigantic "Authors AuBlue Mound, 111.— The Blue Mound,
For a number of years, the Metrojority" which, it charged has been
politan has been leased and operated a 300-seater, has been sold by Mau[own up as a "cunning segment"
rice Bugg to William Lee.
by the J. Louis Rome Circuit.
t the plot to spread Communism,
j"Through the Authors Authority,
rery word written for public con- Astaire-Casanave Join
Imption will be leased out by a In Dance Studios Corp.
liter's
nded. czar'," the resolution constories by Communist and ComJinist-inspired authors. The resoiio^ T-ecommended that "Hollywood
Ib'^gjrs decline any stories from
Jrrc^S'S of the Screen Writers
ild in the slightest subversive

Columbia Will Make
12 Films in Mexiro
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Columbia will co-produce 12 features in
this country next year. The pictures will be in the Spanish language
and will be distributed throughout
the world through the international
branches of the firm.
Columbia pioneered the plan of
joint production in Mexico nine years
ago. The first picture was made
with the Calderon Co. Last year,
Columbia co-operated in the production of nine films.
Jack Cohn, who visited the newlyconstructed Tepeyac Studios near
here on his recent visit, confirmed
the company was mulling plans for
production in Mexico in two languages, Spanish and English, for
global distribution.

(Cont'mued from Pagfe 1)

The two equipment groups have
greed to protest the matter to all
jollywood producers and invite all
«hibitors and industry papers to do
kewise. The resolution was drafted
nd introduced by Charles P. Hughes,
resident of Port-A-Cide Corp., Chiigo.
Executive committees of TESMA
nd TEDPA were to hold meetings
esterday, with new officers to be
lected by one of the groups. Harry
trong, of Strong Electric Co., and
larold Wendt, of Wendt Advertising
JLgency, both of Toledo, were in
:!harge of arrangements for the
;peeting.
:; Roy Boomer, Chicago, who has
keen secretary o£ TESMA since last
iWiay, was reappointed to that post.

screen, will devote his entire time to
the new project.
First studio is to be located at 487
Park Ave. and others will be established in large cities throughout the
country and abroad as soon as possible after Jan. 15 when the New
York studio is scheduled to open.
Astaire personally will train the staff
of instructors for the studios and
create new dance steps and routines.
Casanave has held executive sales
posts for several film companies. He
headed National Screen Accessories,
Inc., and Advertising Accessories,
Inc., and in 1942 he became president
and treasurer of Casanave-Artlee
Pictures, Casanave Pictures, 16 mm.
bA "Night of Stars"
Pictures and Luron Co. of America,
^t the Garden Tonight
which owns a patented electrical device for use in signs and billboards.
Tonight, at Madison Square Garlen, for the thirteenth consecutive
'ear, "Night of Stars" will scintillate Arthur Knorr in charge of lighting;
vith luminaries from stage, screen Loew's Sidney Piennont, stage manind radio. Proceeds of the gigantic
ager; Don Albert, director of the
lenefit performance will go to the huge symphony; Paramount's Robof
ert M. Weitman, co-chairman. Others
SJnitedJewish Appeal in behalf
he Joint Distribution Committee, also assisting: Alan Corelli, John
he United Palestine Appeal and the Dugan, Ernest Emerling, William
^[ational Refugee Service.
Feinberg, Harry Kalcheim, Nat Kal' Assisting Marvin H. Schenck, cheim, Leon Leonidoif, Larry Puck,
Sam Rausch, Frank Roehrenbeck,
1/Oew's veepee and chairman of the Leonard
Romm and John Shubert.
are: Roxy's
committee,
aroducing

ATKIXS

POPCORN

DALLAS,

AVAILABLE
NOW...
for world-wide
exhibition!
•

A MILLION DOLLAR
SHOW WITH A
MILLION DOLLAR
PERSONALITY!

Surrounded
with a sta rstudded cast!

the ONLY
independent
feature starring
CORNEL WILDE
available today!

COMPANY
Wrife . . .

TEXAS

Wire . . .

Processing Plants at Terre Haute, Indiana, Shawneetown.
Illinois
and Durant. Oklahoma
Now
Available!

Demand

Phone . . .

Quality — It's

All of Our Popcorn Is Strictly Genuine Hybrid Grown
From Seeds Produced by the Universities; We Solicit
Your Inquiries for Prompt or Delayed Shipments. Write
or Wire.

Jack

Rieger

Trinity Pictures Co.
Sole Sales Agents:
Gregory Knox & Linda Lombard ■ Searless & Golliqn
Janina Frostovo & Felix Sodovsky

723 — 7th Avenue
New York City, N. Y.
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$3,000,000 Studio Buildings
COVERING
AND

OVER

21/2 ACRES

25 ACRES

OF STAGE

OF EXTERIOR

SPACE

SPACE

Stage 4—108 ft. x 100 ft. x 65 ft.

Stage 1—513 ft. x 100 ft. x 65 ft.
(Under one roof — can be divided)

Stage 5—108 ft. x 100 ft. x 65 ft.

Stage 2—128 ft. x 100 ft. x 65 ft.

(All under one roof — can be combined)

Stage 3—128 ft. x 100 ft. x 65 ft.

Stage 6—185 ft. x 100 ft. x 60 ft.

NEWEST

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

SOUND

SYSTEM

Reservations for Stage Space being made NOW
Available from February 1, 1947

ALLIED
HENDERSON,
HALFWAY

STUDIOS, Inc.

NEVADA

BETWEEN

LAS

•

Telephone Henderson 1640.
VEGAS

and

BOULDER

DAM

Mr. Lester Thompson -^ Dial?*, Kiryt
M. P. Productions
21st floor
The Daily N e wspaper
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HAPUN-PICKFORD TALKING SELZNICK SUIT
I

frobe Charges of Delays in Copyright Clearance
fenate Group Told Combnies Plan to Cash in on
ducational Pix Interest
By MANNING

WARNS
ON GOV'T INTERFERENCE
Federal Commission on Motion Pictures
Could Bring Chaos — Richey

CLAGETT

'ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

West

DAILY

Washington — A Senate sub-comjittee is investigating- charges that
iPAA and the SIMPP are "delayg" copyright clearance of hun•eds of war-made films, it was
larned yesterday.
An authoritative source told The
'jtLM Daily that the surplus propty sub-committee of the Senate
tilitary Affairs Committee was
(Continued on Page 24)

Vyier Urges Freer
land for Director

Detroit — Chaotic conditions that
could arise from a Government commission on motion pictures were described by H. M. Richey in an address before the annual convention
of Allied Theaters of Michigan.
"Observe the chaos," the M-G-M
exhibitor relations chief said, "that
comes
with Government
interferenee, with control by the court and
of exhibitor groups divided into half
a dozen separate camps.
There can
be no lasting benefit to exhibitor,
producer
or distributor from con-

BIdg. Controls to
Remain, is Report

j Quality of Hollywood pictures
buld be vastly improved if many
lore directors were given a freer
and in production, in the opinion Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tf William Wyler, who told The
Washington — Fate of the Gov"ILM Daily yesterday that in the
ernment's construction control program remained undecided yesterday.
igood old days" the average director
/as much more self-reliant.
Reports persisted, however, that reIt sometimes happens, Wyler
strictions, which will keep down any
(Continued on Page 23)
(Continued on Page 23)

iVarners Denied Permit
["o Build Sydney House

600 Reservations Already
In for Balaban's Dinner

(Continued on Page 24)

Aiistrnlta Warns

on

"Quiclcies" for Quota
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Under the
N. S. W. Cinematograph Films (Australian Quota) Act, the Minister
may refuse to register an Australianproduced film which, in the opinion
of the Films Commission, does not
make the grade. The Minister has
just warned producers that substandard films will not be passed
as suitable for the Quota.

New

DAILY

Merger Completed

Atlantic City, N. J. — The amusement and hotel industry of the resort, including theaters, will bear
the brunt of a new revenue plan
proposed by Mayor Joseph Altman
to replace the now defunct sales tax,
(Continued on Page 23)

The merger of Universal Pictures
Co., Inc., and International Pictures
Co., Inc., was concluded yesterday
with the signing of papers in New
York and Hollywood. As a result of
the merger, the combined companies
hereafter will be known as Universal -International Productions Co.,
(Continued on Page 23)

Post's Archer Winston
Heads N. Y. Film Critics

Fieldins to Seek Full Co-op of Pix Groups

More than $110,000 was raised last
night at the "Night of Stars," toward the $100,000,000-campaign of
the United Jewish Appeal. Proceeds
will be used to further the work of
the Joint Distribution Committee,
the United Palestine Appeal and the
(Continued on Page 23)

By RALPH
Bureau
of THEWILKFILM

Propose City Ticket
Tax in Atlantic City

License Code in Spring

"Night of Stars" Nets
$110,000 for the UJA

Coast

Los Angeles — Attorneys for
trols which are set upon the film in- Charles Chaplin and Mary Pickford,
dustry by legislation or court ac- United Artists stockholders have
decided to institute an action against
Richey
that whileit also
a commission wouldsaid
be unbiased,
would David 0. Selznick, Independent Producer, charging him with breach of
(
be strict in supervising the affaix's contract. Chaplin and Pickford will
of
all
parties
concerned
in
the
trans) tion."
action. Explaining that the Inter- also recommend to United Artists'
state Commerce Commission was board of directors that UA refuse to
'
formed to supervise railroads, Richey accept "Duel
the Sun" for will
distribution. Theinrecommendation
pointed out that ICC had a lot to also be made that court action be
| say about wages and salaries.
(Continued on Page 24)
"Given a commission form of
|
(Continued
on
Page
24)
1
rriirr

Industry leaders and celebrities of Archer Winston of the New York
' Sydney
(By Air Mail) — NSW
"ilms Commission has refused the stage screen and radio head the , Post yesterday was elected chairpplication by Warner Bros, for pro- list of speakers who will pay tribute ; man of the New York Film Critics
■isional approval to erect a theater to Barney Balaban, Paramount presi and Joe Pihodna of the Herald-Tribli.ere. Warners purchased the site in dent, at the dinner in his honor,
une was elected secretary at a meet(Continued on Page 24)
(Continued on Page 23)
j942 and the decision is regarded by
Ijilm executives as an indication that
f

Will Recommend Selznick
Ousting By UA Because
Of RKO Releasing Deals

A "more comprehensive" motion
picture license code for New York
theaters is under study and will be
completed next Spring, according to
Benjamin Fielding, commissioner of
Licenses. Fielding said yesterday he
was working on the new code and
had held conferences with interested
parties, such as associations, circuit
and independent theater operators.
Fielding said he intended to obtain
(Continued on Page 23)

14 U. K. Theaters Figure
In Deals by Four Circuits
London (By Cable) — Two important theater deals were disclosed here
yesterday. By one, Bernstein Theaters acquires six stands from London and District Cinemas. By the
second. (Continued
Moss' Empires,
Ltd., , takes
on Page 24)

Johnston Returning
On Elizabeth ISov. 22
London (By Cable) — Eric A.
Johnston, MPAA-MPEA president,
making a quick recovery from his
pneumonia attack, expects to be out
of bed tomorrow but will remain
here until Nov. 22 when he will sail
for New

York on the Queen Eliza-

with his
entourage.
visit tobeth the
Continent
has Johnston's
been cancelled.
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Herald. Colon 14. D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carra^chael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
=;t VAXCOL'A^ER — .Tack Droy, 411 Lync
Theater Bldg.: SYDNEY — Bowden Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl. N. S. W. Phone.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys.
110 Rue de= Paquerettes; MOSCOW — Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metronole. COPEXHAGEN — Tohn Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
Copenhagen-Van
T.
F. Van Oss, Eubensstraat 80.

ALFRED W. SCHWALBERC, vice-president and
general sales manager of Eagle-Lion Films, and
MAX E. YOUNCSTEIN. Eagle-Lion advertising
and publicity director, leave for Hollywood by
plane tomorrow.
ICSEPH MOSKOWITZ. vice-president of 20th
Century-Fox, leaves tonight on the S. S. Queen
Elizabeth for a four-week stay in England and
the continent.
BYRON PRICE, board chairman of AMPP, will
address a luncheon meeting of the AAA in San
Fiancisco tomorrow.
LOUIS B. MAYER will attend the inauguration
of president-elect Miguel Aleman of Mexico
December 1.

NEW

iTucs..

Xov.

YORX

STOCK
High

12)
MARKET
91/2
201 4
Close

Low
9''i
201.4
19

Am.
Seat
. 2014
19
19
Bell & Howell
10
Columbia
Picts.
216
216
218
East.
Kodak
7-71/8 194
243,
do pfd.
194
194
Gen. Prec. Eq
. 243,
27'/,
243',
Loew's.
Inc
283'.
Paramount
levg . 311/2
.. 317/,
161/8
143/8
RKO
167/,
8
8
Republic
Picts.
31
141/4
40
143s
40
85/,
Pp-ubiic
Picts. pfd.
20th Century-Fox
. . . 41V,
20th Centurv-Fox pfd 2938
?8
28i'2
Universal
Pict.
. 51 7',
507/,
Universal
Pict. pfd.
1734
28V1,
18 V, 507',
Warner
Bros.
871 .

EARLE SWEIGERT,
vision sales manager,
convention.

Para.'s mid-Eastern diin Detroit for ATO of

Michigan

STANLEY
ager, in from5HUF0RD,
HollywoodPara.'s
studioadvertising
conferencesmanon
advertising
plans
for company's
new
product.
GEORGE PAL. producer of Puppetoon shorts
due to arrive from the Coast tomorrow.
GINGER ROGERS will arrive in New York
next Monday on the final leg of a key city
tour.
HARRY K. McWILLIAMS, Columbia's exploitation chief, leaves today for Chicago to work
"The
Jolson Story"
opening.
GUTHRIE McCLINTIC sailed yesterday for
England.
LAWRENCE L. BLAINE, former New York

lawyer, whose "Kiss of Death," original story,
has been purchased by 20th-Fox, is due from
the Coast this month. He will be technical
supervisor
on production
of his story.
- 1
RICHARD L. SCHUETTE, who recently joined
Net
- -Il4Vz M-C-M's exploitation staff, left yesterday by
plane for Los Angeles where he will confer
Chg.
--■ -V4 with George A. Hickey, West Coast sales mana- 51/2
ger, and then head for San Francisco and Seattle.
CHARLES BARON, Pittsburgli exploiteer for
- 5/,- V4 ' %M-G-M, has returned to his headquarters after
a two-week vacation in New York,
. 5/,
JEFFREY LYNN returns to the Coast this
- 14 week-end.
- 1
- V,

35,505,927 Service
-- 3/4
V2

-

1/.

Admissions for Loew's

.A. total of 35,505,927 uniformed
service men and women attended
Loe->v theaters at reduced rates beW->nogram
Picts.
334
33i
tween July, 1941, and August, 1946,
RKO
6
33/4
16
16
434
according to a tabulation released by
Monotone Corp.
43/4
51/-.
17
Technicolor
Harold J. Cleary, general auditor of
51A
Trans-Lux
43.
Loew's
houses. More than 11,000,000
OVER THE COUNTER
of the total was accounted for in
Bid
Asked
Xew York City theaters.
Cinecolor
5V4
53/4
High attendance mark was reached
Pathe
6
7
in the theatrical season of 1943-44
when Loew's entertained more than
Moray Concludes Tour
10,000,000 service people. In 1945-46,
XoiTTian H. Moray, short subject there were 5,600,000 who benefited
the reduced admission price. Not
.^ale.s manager for Wanier Bros., by
included in the tabulation were
returned to his office yesterday from thousands of additional tickets distributed to various war agencies,
a two-months' tour of exchanges in
the U. S. and Canada.
hospitals and canteens.
NEW

YORK

CURB
534

55/,
MARKET
55/,

NORMAN ELSON, vice-prexy of Trans-Lux
Corp.. arrived in Washington this morning and
will return to home
office tomorrow.
HUNT
STROMBERC
will arrive in New
York
from
Hollywood
today for a stay of approximately one week.
ANGELA
GREENE
has arrived in New
York
I from the Coast
to prepare
for her wedding
to
■ Stuart Martin, Los Angeles realtor.

LON McCALLISTER
is due from the Coast for
RUTH WARRICK, star of "Song of the I
in conjunction
with
"The
Red
South," and CHARLES LEVY, Eastern publicity I appearances
director for Walt Disney, return from the Atlanta premiere today. WILLIAM B. LEVY, inCHARLES BOYER will deliver a keynote speech
ternational sales head, and his assistant, LEO
Nov. 28 at upstate Dunkirk, opening the fundSAMUELS,
are due back tomorrow.
raising drive for American Aid to France, Inc.
GEORGE jESSEL will leave today for WorVIRGINIA MAYO arrived in New York yescester. Mass., to emcee the 20th Anniversary
House."terday to attend the world premiere of ColdCelebration of Loew's Poli Theaters. The film
wyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives."
for the fete is "My Darling Clementine." SID
ADELE JERGENS left New York yesterday for
BLUMENSTOCK
is accompanying
)essel.
Chicago, where she will spend four days beIRVING KAHN, 20th-Fox radio manager, refore leaving for the Coast.
turned yesterday from the Coast where he lined
ROBERT
PRESTON and his wife, CATHERINE
LO the "We. the People" program Sunday
CRAIG, will leave Hollywood for New York on
night.
Dec,
14
to
remain
until Jan. 5.
CHARLES M. REAGAN, vee-pee of Paramount in charge of distribution, now in HollyMetro's WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, HOWARD
wood for confabs with Henry Ginsberg, vee-pee
HERTY and BILL ORNSTEIN return late today
in charge of production.
from Atlanta.
MORRIS STOLOFF, Columbia pix musical diGENE TIERNEY left Hollywood yesterday for
rector, and wife, arrived here yesterday for a
New York's world premiere of "The Razor's
month's
vacation.

on

FINANCIAL

ANNE JEFFREYS is in New York on leave
from RKO Radio to appear on Broadway in
"Street Scene,"
BRIAN DONLEVY returns to Hollywood next
Monday from New York.

A. J. O'KEEFE. Universal's assistant general
sales manager,
is in Pittsburgh,
from
N. Y.
JOSEPH DAWSON, RKO, company treasurer,
visiting Chicago, on way to Minneapolis for
business conferences.

Luncheon Marks Drive
For N. E. Memberships
Boston — ^A luncheon for 80 Nt
England exhibitors was held at ti
Statler Hotel here yesterday in con
nection with the membership expa^
sion drive of Independent Exhibitoi
Inc., an -A.llied affiliate.
Xathan Yamins, in his address, exl
pressed hope for a "buyers' maike
ket." Arthur Howard urged a ^^.,^\
instead of the
present adverse
sellers'^^
association
to combat
stat
legislation. Other speakers werl
Mayer Stanzler, who told of thi
newly formed Rhode Island unitl
Leonard Goldberg and Walter MitI
chell.

Trade Show to Be Held
With Indiana Conclave
Indianapolis — A trade show witb
exhibits by equipment companies and
distributors will be held in con-1
junction with the 20th annual con-j
vention of Associated Theater 0\\ti-|
ers of Indiana at the Severin HotelJ
Nov. 19-20.
Among the national Allied speak-|
ers scheduled to address the convention are Abram F. Myers, Sidney E.|
Samuelson, Jack Kirsch and Williani
Ainsworth.

Joe McPherson to Mono.
As Winnipeg Branch Head

Edge."

David Rose Claims 5-Year
Exclusive Mason Pact

Winnipeg — Joe McPherson has returned here as Monogram branch
manager, having resigned as RKO
manager in Toronto. McPherson succeeds Sam Pearlman. With RKO 13
: ll'i-st Cr,ast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
yeari,
was manager here
' Hollj-wood^ — Asked to comment on and inMcPherson
Montreal before going to
a published report that James Mason has abandoned
his deal with Toronto where he replaced Mark
him. David Rose said he holds an Plottel last August.
; exclusive agreement with Mason for
I five years.
It is understood
that U. K. Tele Industry to
I Mason
seeks important
changes in
the pact and Rose will confer with Make 100,000 Receivers
Mason's
Hollywood
attorneys
this
week.
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
_ Rose said his agreement proWashington — Department of Comvides for a producing partnership
reported yesterday that the
with Mason, whereby they were to British merce
television industry has been
make two pix annually for five years
with Mason as the star. It would authorized to produce 100,000 video
not be surprising if a settlement is sets by June, 1947.
reached whereby Mason would star
in a lesser number of pix for the
partnership.

IF YOU

ATTENTION

STADIUM.

See Oemonstration — CENTURY
SOUND AND PROJECTOR— Thursday and Friday afternoon. Amusement Supply Company. 341 West
44th Street, New
York City.
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Century-Fox.

Soviet Pix Getting

M*t
HOLLYWOOD
•

Political bias melts before pesos.
Questioned as to the effect of opposing ideologies upon the success
of Russian films in the Latin American market, Nicholas Napoli, president of Artkino Films, asserted yesterday "if the picture is good, then
it has the same opportunities as
other films." Exhibitors are mainly interested in making money from
films, Napoli said, adding that only
in very few instances did he meet a
South American exhibitor whose
bias exceeded his acumen to such
an extent that he refused to play
successful Russian films.
Napoli, who heads the American
distribution agency for Russian
films, has just returned from a fiveweek t:ur of Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia and
Venezuela. Trip was essential to
check up on business conditions.
Only new negotiations conducted
were with Films Mondiales of Chile
f;r the distribution and the exhibition of Russian product.
Artkino has no branch offices in
Latin America. All Russian films
shown down there are handled
through existing agencies. During
the past year Artkino has offered 12
feature length pictures for distribution here and in Latin America.
British films, Napoli reported, are
making quick headway in all of
Latin America, though the biggest
threat, at the moment, is Mexican
production. Outside of first-runs,
which are usually American films,
Mexican product gets the best playing time. In small towns, particularly, Mexican pictures rate top
choice. Napoli was very much impressed ^vith Universal-International's set-up in S. A.
Russian offerings most popular
south of the Rio Grande were:
"Rainbow," "Girl No. 217," "Spring
Song," "Leningrad Music Hall" and
"We Will Come Back."
Napoli reports that movie fans
in the Latin American cities prefer
titles to dubbing, adding the same
attitude prevails here. Apparently
there seems to be a high correlation
between literacy and the preference
for titles. Any at rate, Napoli said,
"it is not likely that future Russian
film- will be dubbed."
RandaU for U. S. Col. Pix
Sydney (By Air Mail) — ^Ron Randall, star of "Smithy," has signed a
seven-year contract with Columbia
to make pix in Hollywood.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov.

13

Nicola Napoli
Eddie Buzzell
Robert
Sterling Gertrude
Olmstead
Donald
Duck
Edward Alperson
Daun
Kennedy
H. C. Potter
Jane Marker

Wednesday, November 13,

DATE
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By RALPH

WILE

Thru

Friday: "Screen
Publicists
in
exhibit, Barbizon-Hiaza
Hotel.
Today: Ailied fheaters
of Michigan conve
Hotel Book Cadillac, Detroit.
Today: MPTO of ArKansas, Mississippi and
nessee convention,
Chlsca
Hotei, Mei^

"

Best Sellers — B. O. Dynamite

£.

HOLLYWOOD
•

•

•

TWENTIETH-FOX'S

further evidence
office dynamite

AMBITIOUS

of Darryl
F. Zanuck's
inherent in best-sellers

Today:
Monogram
stockholders'
annual
Hollywood.
Today;
Michigan
Pioneer
Dinner,
Inn, Detroit, jointly sponsored
riety Club of Michigan and AlliJ
of Michigan.

production progrcnn gives

keen

appreciation
of the
Slcrted for production

box
next

sented as a Broadway
play, and "Scudda
Hoo, Scudda
Hay"
Others on the list are "The Snake Pit," "The Black Rose," "The Walls
of Jerico," "The Foxes of Harrow," "Honey Fogling," "Nightmare Alley,"
"Brittania
Mews"
Tyrone
Power
will
star
in "Captain
From
Castile," with Henry King directing cmd Lamar Trotfi as producer
starred in the "Foxes of Harrow,"
Another
important
best-seller

schedule is "The Dark Wood"

▼

•

•

•

JAMES

T

DENTON,

with William
on Zanuck's

T

of the 20th-Fox studio publicity depart-

ment, reports that Tyrone Power's 21,000-inile air tour of Latin-American
countries far exceeded its goal, goodwill
The Latins sure go for the
dark-haired
Power
and
Cesar
Romero
who
accompanied
him
Director Henry King takes Power, Romero and a unit of 150 cast

and

crew
to Mexico
on Nov.
28 to make
"Captain
From
Castile"
Power, however, will attend the world premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's
"The Razor's Edge" in New York on Nov. 18 before he goes across
the border

T
•

•

•

OTTO

T

PREMINGER

discussed "Forever Amber"
Darnell
and
Cornel
Wilde

York.
Musi '
of
Greater New York, Local 802, AFM
Dec. City.
9-10: Theater Owners of Oklahoma :
vention, Skirvin Tower Hotel, Okl3^

▼

has 108 days

for Producer
starring

meet

Hollywood.
Today:inc.,Annual
election,
Screen
Writers'
Art- C
Nov. 14-16:
National
Exhibitors
Associatio
Mexico convention, Mexico City.
Nov. 18: North t.entrai Amej
mia-year co
ticn. Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis
Nov.
19: Government-industry
conference
White House.
Nov.
19-20: ATO of Indiana
annual
Fall
vention, Severin Hotel, Indianapolis.
Nov. 20: Picture Pioneers
Harvest dinner,
dorf-Astoria.
Nov. 21: Barney
Balaban
)DA
testi.r.onial
ner. Hotel Astor.
Nov.
22:
Variety
Club
of Michigan
Fea ]
Party, Book Cadillac Hotel.
Nov.
22-23:
Independent
ineater
OwnerWisconsin
and Upper
Michigan
conven
Schroeder
Hotel, Milwaukee.
Nov. 23: Canadian
Picture
Pioneers
ball
carnival, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Nov. 25-26: Allied MPTO of western Pennsylv I
convention, William Penn Hotel, Pitisbuj
Nov. 30: Cleveland Salesmen's Club Thanks i
ing dinner-dance,
Statler Hotel.
Dec. 3-4: Motion
Picture Foundation
tional meeting.
Roosevelt
Hotel,
organ
Dec. leans, La.
5: Annual
election.
Associated
New

month is "Captain from Castile," to be followed by "The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir," "Chicken Every Sunday," the novel which was also pre-

Gregory Peck will be
Bacher
as producer

BOOK

to bring in the much-

William Perlberg with Linda
This vrill probably
prove
to

be one of the company's costliest productions, even exceeding Zanuck's
"Wilson.". . . • Robert Bassler
has been the lot's busiest
producer
He has just brought
three in under
the wire, "The
Brasher
Doubloon," "The Homestretch" and "Bob, Son of Bottle." He is now

7: TBA
annual
meeting,
Waldorf-Astc
,_... 14-17:
Materials Handling Exposition
P
lie Auditorium,
Cleveland,
0.
|an. 26-28: Theater Owners of North and S:
Carolina,
Charlotte.
)an. 28: Board meeting to elect officers cf
Allied Independent Theater Owners cf E.
em Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
^ug. 4-7, 1947: NAVED convention and exhi
Chicago.
Jan. Hotel Sherman,
Feb.

3-5:
National
convention and
Chicago.

Electric
Sign
Associal
exhibition,
Congress
Ho

concentrating on getting the widely-read novel, "The Snake Pit" by Mary
Jane Ward before the cameras
Anatole Litvak will direct
T
•

•

•

ZANUCK

▼

IS RAVING

Broadcast Pictures
Fills Corporate Posts

T

ctbout the 100 rave cards he received

from the sneak
of "The
Razor's
Edge"
at Riverside
recently
It
was the most unanimous verdict of approval on a picture the company
has ever received. ...

• The company

wrill use the costly location

of "My
Darling
Clementine"
in Monument
Valley,
Ariz., for George
Jessel's musicaL "Ballad of Furnace Creek"
The location set was
built by John Ford -with the future in mind. ... • Bigger and better
things are forecast for Victor Mature as a consequence of his performance in "Clementine"
•

•

•

DICK

▼

HAYMES

T

T

flew down

to Arizona

to visit his wife,

Joanne Dru, on location with "Red River" and hustled back for his
radio broadcast. ...
• Peggy Cummins
is sponsoring Victor Wood,
handsome

English

actor

in

Hollywood

They

played

together

on

the London stage
And just ■wait until you see Miss Peggy in "The
Lctte George
Apley"
She
shows
them
that
terrific exploitation
campaign
didn't go for naught
Miss Cummins
is now
preparing
for "Moss Rose.". . . • Bill Eythe is making an extensive lour of the
British Isles before returning to his home studio after completing a
picture in England
▼
•

•

•

JUNE

HAVER

T

managed

Island,

111., for

a

terrific hometown
welcome
A day was set aside as "June Haver
Day" with city and state dignitaries on hand to participate
Junie
planned on going to New York for a vacation spree but was forced to
cancel to return to the studio for a test

Equity Studios Start
Operations on Dec. 1
ll'cst Cuast

▼
to fly to Rock

Complete organization of Brof
cast Pictures, Inc., is announced
Jo£eph Steiner, president. Otl:
officers of the ne'w production out
are: Richard Hancox, vice-presider
Max Rothstein, secretary; Adol
Lund, treasurer.
Skedded for production in Janua
is "Rhythm Rhapsodies." Seco:
picture to follo'W' will be "Investigl
tions, Ltd." Steiner will act as pr
ducer, Rothstein as co-producer, a;j
Hancox as associate producer av
production manager.
"Sudden
Death"
and "No Tii
for Living" are next on the schedu

She'll hit Gotham

later

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Costing $3,000,00
Equity studios will s.art to opera
Dec. 1, Jack Schwartz, vice-presidei
announced. The lot, located at 81
N. Cahuenga Blvd., will have nir
stages, as well as complete stud
facilities.

^
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Argentine Ad-Pix Co.
Entering U. S. Field
Just as American film companies
are renewing their efforts to blanket
the Latin American market, an Argentine film company, Emelco Corp.,
with New York offices at 535 Fifth
Ave., has reversed the proverbial
tables — but with a new twist.
The set-up as outlined to The Film
Daily, Friday, by Frank L. Mayne,
who holds exclusive American distribution rights to Emelco product,
is this:
Since Emelco has exclusive rights
to show advertising and documentary
films in 530 Argentine theaters, the
company is negotiating with leading
American advertisers and ad agencies to make and distribute ad-films
for the Latin American market.
First-Runs Show Ad Pix

Telling About
Tffii

\A/GN,

Tele

a Mutual outlet, has been issued a construction permit and will begin imme-

~ " diateiy on transmitter facilities for its new tele station. Call letters have not yet
been decided upon, but the station expects to be in the programming field by next
Spring when delivery of ordered equipment is expected. ... • Visi-Quiz, the Sears,
Roebuck & Co. sponsored show, has proved so successful on WPTZ in Philly. that a
Tri-City relay to WNBT and WRGB, N. Y., and Schnectady stations has been inaugurated It is the first commercial tele program to originate in Philadelphia and be
relayed on an interstate network. ... • Johnson & Johnson's debut as tele sponsor
took place yesterday over WBKB, Chicago. ... • Committees representing advertising agencies and manufacturers have gone all out to co-operate with the campaign
initiated recently by the Electric Association to insure the Windy City a top spot in
television. To stimulate interest in a local video exposition tentatively scheduled for
March or April, a forum will be held Dec. 10 to acquaint Chicago account executives
with the potentialities of video as an advertising medium, and later a similar session
will be held for advertisers. ... • Well known in the field of FM and tele. Dr.
W. R. G. Baker of Syracuse. N. Y., vice-president of G. E. in charge of electronics, has
been elected president of the Institute of Radio Engineers. ... • As a feature of a
recent two-day series of dealer meetings sponsored by Raymond Rosen & Co., RCA tele
distributors in Philadelphia, 250 dealers from that region were taken on a tour of the
tele receiver producticn lines of the RCA Victor plant there. ... • Announcing plans
to distribute more than 10,000 tele sets during the remaining two months of 1946, RCA
Victor is using newspapers exclusively for the initial portion of its tele receiver advertising campaign. When a larger area of the country is covered by this medium, national
advertising may be employed.

Mayne asserted that all Argen•
tina's first-runs are under exclusive
contract to show Emelco trailers. A STRIKING demonstration of what television can do In the way of presenting fantasy
Also tied up are leading houses in
Chile and Uruguay, he said, adding '* was Station WNBT's brilliant pre-Armistice Day production of "The Last War"
Program was a telecast of a one-act play by Britain's Nel Grant, dating back to
Brazil is next on the list.
1934
Play's theme
is that human
beings All
havebutdestroyed
themselves
one character
in the and
cast the
are
Last year Emelco-produced film- animals have taken over to rule the world
WNBT
created
special designs for masks
and costumes,
executed
in
ads were shown to more than 35 mil- animals
lion movie fans in Buenos Aires luminescent wire, permitting the faces of actors to be seen thru
Fay Marlowe,
alone. Mayne said that Emelco not Philip Tonge, William Post, Jr., Kendall Clark and Walter Coy were in the cast lined
only guarantees at least two ad up by NBC.
•
showings in each theater daily, but
that its Argentine coverage is about WALDORF-ASTORIA has installed a Telicon intra-vrdeo system on its roof. Reported,
97 per cent.
too, that the new city projects such as Stuyvesant, Peter Cooper and Clinton will
Types of ad-trailers offered by also be equipped with these antennas
Understand the same company is now drawEmelco are one, two and three mining up plans and negotiating to provide a tele outlet system similar to Muzak which
ute movie trailers as well as 25- would be fed to hotels, nightclubs, etc. ... • The Hotel New Yorker is featuring
word announcements synced to television in several of its ballrooms and parlors. ... • Paul Mowrey and the rest
•'Emelco Sound Slides." A special ,of ABC's tele dept. have prepared a course being given by Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y.,
projector was invented to handle six to train pupils in television. Mowrey has also arranged with executives of other broadcolor slides ;o that they are properly
casting companies to participate in the instruction. ... • Ernest Walling, executive
matched with sales talks, run off producer for WPTZ, has been promoted to program manager of that station. Considerable experience as tele and theatrical director will aid him in his new post. . . .
from acetate platter. That the slidead department was successful was • St. Louis University, operator of WEW, has received authorization for an experimental color station and will start on the first unit, to cost $50,000 any day.
proved, Mayne pointed out, by the
•
250 records pressed each week. Each
record carries six non-competitive ' STATING that one of the most serious obstacles impeding the introduction of comads.
mercial television has been the problem of satisfactory reception, Solomon Sagall,
j
Emelco also makes documentaries, ]
president of the Telicon Corp., predicts a potential $350,000,000 market for "ghosta la MOT,
and something
called free" television antenna installations. Their "Intra-Video" system has solved that problem, he claims. ... • Utility men, expecting eventual load increases, are joining with
"newsreel notes" for "indirect adver- 1
tising."
\ others in promoting television. Detroit Edison Co. and Commonwealth Edison Co., of
Chicago, are two such examples. ... • Set designs by Bob Wade, NBC tele art diDistributes Newsreel
rector, will be exhibited in the Woodmere Art Gallery, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, when
the fine arts museum

holds its annual theater arts exhibition in December. It is be-

Emelco produces and distributes
lieved to be the first time video backgrounds have been exhibited among theatrical deits own Latin American newsreel
signs of contemporary artists. ... • W. W. Watts, v. -p. in charge of the RCA
Engineering
Products Dept., has announced the formation of a large engineering group,
called, "Sucesos de Las Americas."
Six cameramen equipped with Eye- to work with the Teleran research group in developing the revolutionary new air navimos concentrate on Argentina, Chile, j
gation system which combines television with radar.
Uruguay and Brazil. From time to
time, the other neighboring nations
Pcdestine Feature Will
are covered.

was proud of Emelco's
Maynefrom
growth
an infant organization
in 1936 when the company only had
three employes and four customers
to the present, with 165 employes
and riore than 5,000 customers.
The company was stai'ted when
Curt G. Lowe and his brother Frederico found Germany rather uncomfortable under the Hitler regime.
Curt is prexy, the brother veepee of
the outfit. Other veepees are Walther Bur^wardt and Alfredo Schroeder.

Final In'Triu
Shoot nces
Seque
Newmph'
York

Ingrid Bergman will have to shuttle between stage and movie set
when final sequences on Enterprise's
"Arch of Triumph" are filmed in
New York, beginning Nov. 19, the
day after the Swedish star opens on
Broadway in Maxwell Anderson's
"Joan of Lorraine."
Planing East on Friday for
"Triumph" and the opening are
Charles Boyer, Producer David Lewis and Director Lewis
Milestone.

Hit B'way in December
First full-length film initiated in
Palestine with all native cast will
preem at a Broadway theater in
mid-December. "The Great Betrayal,"
produced by Idea Films and presented by Screencraft Pictures, depicts the co-operative effort of Arab
and Jew in the re-building of Pales-

560 Gi Pix Sliowing!
Daily in Germany
Frankfurt, Germany (By Air Me
— There are approximately 560 :>.
arate GI movie showings every c
in the European Theater, and s
dier audiences total approsi^'At*
86,000 daily, according toT^* ytn
ices. In a byrecent
week, Special
for examj
compiled
Theater
"Se:
m-ivie audiences were estimated
630,000
ances. at a total of 3,900 perfoi
Approximately 45 per cent of i
audience attended theaters showi
35 mm. pictures in the larger cit
and military communities, while
remainder of this tremendous ai
ence was reached by 16 mm. she
ings in scores of isolated units a
smaller localities.

Nebenzal's Five for UA
Budgeted at $7,000,000
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA '

Hollywood — Under a general
pansion plan of his organizati
here, producer Seymour Neber;
has allocated $7 million for his 19
production program, which enta
making five pictures for Unit
Artists release.
First film to be .started is "HeaOnly Knows" to be handled by din
tor Albert S. Rogell. Following tl
will come "Atlantis," then the larg
production of "Mayerling." Four
on the list will be "The Tempes
Nebenzal will complete his schedi
with "Madame Butterfly," with t,
Puccini music.

Wallis Speaking Dec. 10
At Nobel Anniversary
Producer Hal Wallis has been i
vited to speak for the industry
the forthcoming
Sixth Nobel A'
niversary Dinner, to be held at t!
Hotel Astor, Dec. 10.
Others skedded for the prograi
whose theme is "Progress for Peace
include Pearl S. Buck, 1938 Nob
Prize Winner in Literature; Edwa
R. Murrow, CBS veepee; Micha
Straight, an editor of New Republi
Norman Coi-win, top-notch rad
scripter, and others distinguished
home and foreign affairs.

Warner Club to Hold
Thanksgiving Dance

The Warner Club will hold
Thanksgiving Festival Dance in tl
clubrooms at Warners home offi'
on Friday night, Nov. 22. In add
tion to dancing, refreshments, ai
■surprises, the members will 1
treated to a program of Broadws
tine.
Julia and Sy Singer wrote an or- entertainment arranged by Han
iginal musical score for the film.
Mayer, the club's vice-president
William S. Gailmor is narrator.
charge of entertainment.

^^
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Loral Ticket Impost
Advorated In Ohio
Columbus, O. — State Treasurer
Don H. Ebright, pointing out that
the Ohio general fund had an anticipated surplus of over $80,000,000,
has suggested that the State vacate
certain fields of taxation — including
the admissions tax — so that local
governments needing revenues may
levy those taxes. At present, the
Ohio Tax Commission, at the request
of the Legislature, is making a study
of how municipal subdivisions in
need of funds can obtain more revenue.

Vault Space Shortage,
Acute Capital Problem
IVaskingfon Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

LJAL E. CHESTER. Producer. Born March 6, 1921, New York City. One of
' ' the youngest producers in Hollywood. Began theatrical career as actor at
age of six when he appeared in biblical pageant presented at Lewischn Stadium.
Served briefly as a runner on Wall Street before becoming an usher at Globe Theater, N. Y. Later moved into
Lew

Brandt's office as office boy. At age of 15, resumed acting career and appeared on Broadway in a

"Crime School." Went to Universal for "Little T;ugh
Guy,"
Columbia
"Juvenile
returned
to
Universal
where for
he was
under Court'
contractandfrom
1938 to
1941. Did total of 22 pictures as an actor. Made extensive personal appearance tour throughout country making
exhibitor contacts as well as appearing en stage. In 1945
signed a long-term contract with Monogram as a producer. Made deal with Ham Fisher to produce 'Joe
Palooka" pictures. "Joe Palooka, Champ" and "Gentleman Joe Palooka " are now in release. Early in October
Steve Broidy gave him new
ccntract
calling for two

Washington — A solution to ease
Boston — Lockwood & Gordon Enthe acute shortage of vault space in
terprises has formed two producing
the local film exchanges is under
discussion between fire department companies in association with Robert L. Lippert of San Francisco. One,
officials and branch managers. "Vault Affiliated Productions, Inc., already
space is at a premium with the ad- has completed two pictures — "Rolldition of many Government films
ing Home" and "Renegade Girl." The
now being handled by the exchanges. second Screenart Pictures, Inc., has
Government restrictions on the pro- completed its first, "Queen of the
Amazons," and starts "Shoot to Kill"
posed building programs of the ma- shortly.
jor exchanges is causing serious
Eacn company will make a minconcern among the managers and
imum of four pictures a year for refire marshals who are governed by
lease through Screen Guild Productions. Arthur Lockwood and Louis
the ordinances of the District.
Gordon, heads of the circuit, will
maKe several trips to the Coast each
Boston Tub Sets Schedule
Boston — Boston Tub No. 1 of the
Tub Thumpers of America will set year.
aside the first Monday of each month Canadian Audio Presses
for a luncheon meeting of all direc- Work on Toronto Studio
tors and charter members at Steuben's restaurant. On Dec. 18 there
Toronto — With excavation work
will be an evening meeting for the
election of ofiicers. Jan. 2 is the date completed, construction on the onefor the annual meeting and on Feb. story studio being built on Lakeshore
21, the birthday dinner, with the Road, Etobicoke, for Audio Pictures,
presentation of citations, will be held Ltd. and Film Laboratories of Canat the Copley Plaza Hotel.
ada. Plant, to contain studio and recording space, as well as laboratori s
facilities
and an office, is scheduled
May Sell Edinburg Trio
for May completion.
Edinburg, Tex.— Dr. L. J. Montague, owner and operator of the
Juarez, Citrus and Aztec Theaters, is Chi. Censor Pinked Three
negotiating with C. A. Richter for
Chicago — The Chicago Censor
the sale of the houses. Richter is
Board reports the inspection of 112
owner and operator of several drive- films, including sixteen foreign proins, with headquarters in Corpus
ductions, during the month of OctoChristi.
ber. Two Mexican productions,
"Broken Heart" and "Laiid of PasEgan Succeeds BcESsett
sion," and Universal's "Brute Man,"
Montreal — Fred G. Egan has been were pinked. Number of cuts totaled
appointed manager of the commer- fourteen.
cial photographic department of Associated Screen News, Ltd. He suc- New Southern Circuit
ceeds the late Harvey Bassett.
Mobile, Ala. — Southern Theaters,
organized te operate theaters with
Schrodt Sells to Neitzke
principal offices here, filed incorporation papers in Mobile probate court
Ackley, la. — R. C. Schrodt, owner
of the Strand Theater since 1938, has with $50,000 capital stock. Henry K.
sold it to R. A. Neitzke, formerly of Weinacker and W. F. Chastain were
Longmont, Colo.
listed as principal stockholders.

Springfield, Mass. — Film Group
Inc., has been organized here to prduce, market and distribute publ:
relations specials, educational sMT^
andFirst
television
programs schedules
on filmx cal
j'
year operating
for production of foui* films, with
television shorts expected to be held
off until 1948.
Officers of the corporation are
President, Edwin H. Kasper, president of Kasper-Gordon, Inc., Bostor.
! radio production and electrical transcription studios; secretary, James
P. Moriarty; treasurer, Laurent A
Angers, and assistant treasurer
Kendall Brigham.

number of plays, including "Dead End," which play resulted in his being signed by Warner Bros, for role in

Lockwood and Gordon
In Producing Companies

Springfield Group
To Enter Production

Kaplan, Hey wood Named
To NCA Advisory Group

j Directors include Kasper, Moriarty
Angers, William Shearer, III, an:
Eugene C. Zack.
Executive producer is Haii-y BI:ven, associated for two years wit.
Bay State Film Productions,
Inc
as production manager, director an'
writer. Brigham has been appointe

Minneapolis — Ben Berger, president of North Central Allied, has
appointed A. A. Kaplan of St. Paul
and Jack Heywood of New Richmond,
Wis., to the advisory committee of
the NCA board. They wall fill the
position left vacant by the death of J production manager.
Al Steffes and the resignation of Ben
Friedman.

Of Course, Izvestia Could
Not Be Just a Bit Biased!

Rifkin Buys Building
Housing Hub Offices

Washington Bureau of THE

Boston — Majestic Enterprises
Corp. of which Herman Rifkin is
president, has purchased the property at 39 Church St. The Monogram exchange has been lessees of
the property for nine years and the
building also housed the Boston offices of the Rifkin Circuit. There will
be no change of occupants. Mack
Roberts, attorney, and .Joseph Lund
of R. M. Bradlee Co., realtors, represented the buyer.

New Film, Radio School

FILM

DAlLi

_ Washington
— Film critics
ar! rive
at one conclusion
only "can
— that
jSoviet cinema art ranks first in im! portance
and profoundness,"
correspondent
V. PoltoratskyIzvestia
wrote
in a story of the recent Cannes Film
Festival released here la^t week by
the USSR Embassy.
Praising the
French films and the 'great craftsmanship of Disney's
the Russian writer
held that films,"
the impressive
record of awards to Soviet films wajustified by their 'vitality, faith in
the future and the struggle for it."

Screenplays in Novel

Formation of the New Institute at Form to Hit Stands
29 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, is announced with classes to be off'ered
Bart House, Inc., subsidiary of
in film production, acting, radio, tele- MacFadden Publications, is preparvision and the dance. The faculty
ing to issue 25 cent pocket-size ediincludes Paul Strand, Irving Lerner,
tions of "The Film Hit Novel of the
Jean Oser, Boris D. Kaplan, Norman
Rose, Albert Morgan, Peter Lvon. Month." Material will consist of a
rewrite of film screenplays. An exMalcolm Child.
tensive advertising campaign is
planned. First number will be "Mr.

Terra Rim Transplanted
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eric Morawsky,
founder -of the original Terra Film
Co. in Europe, has registered the
trade name here, with plans to refilms. make some of his more successful

Barrymore Gets New
.\lcester, S. D. — Jay
installed new booth and
ment in his Barrymore

Mutuol's Forum on Tele
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI' y

Washington — First regularly televised forum will be telecast the first

of the year
from DuMont's
WTTG
(Washington)
and stations
WABD
Ace."
(New
York).
Mutual's
"American
Equip.
Forum of the Air," oldest program
Huisman has of its type, will be televised each
sound equip- Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. from the Shoreham Hotel here.
Theater.

f;

f

Greatest of best -sellers!
Destined to be the greatest
of boxoffice attractions!

Published in dozens
of editions !
An all-time best -seller!
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Berger Adds to Minn.
Loop Really Holdings
Minneapolis — Ben Berger, president of Berger Amusement Co. and
North Central Allied, and two associates have purchased the Loeb Arcade, afive-story loop office building
for a price in excess of $300,000. His
associates were Ted Karatz and
Ted Bolnick, general manager of
Berger theaters.
Berger Amusement Co. and North
Central Allied offices will be moved
to the building.
Addition of the Loeb Arcade to
other properties in which Berger is
interested gives Berger a firm foothold in the Fifth St. and Hennepin
Ave. section of the Minneapolis loop.
In less than a year he has acquired
the Palace Theater property between
Fourth and Fifth Sts. on Hennepin
and through the West Realty Co.,
which he heads, the old West hotel
site opposite the Arcade. Berger also
owns and operates Schiek's Cafe.

TUB'

THE SPECIAL PURPOSE FILM
Production — Distribution — Equipment

West

ERSKINE F. GILBERT has joined Willard Pictures, Inc., as a writer-director
The company also announces app::intment of Jack Zander as head of the animation
dept. ... • Roger Ross, of the Film Board of Canada, recently visited the Rolab photoscience labs where productions are in progress on scientific sequences for the NFB's
features on safeguarding water and mJk supplies. ... • Ben K. Blake, pioneering in a
new field, has just completed a short depicting a corporation's production and operation
methods for presentation at a stockholders meeting
Visualization makes unnecessary those long explanatory speeches usually heard at stockholders' sessions
Blake has also just finished a cartoon prologue featuring Elsie the Cow for Borden's. . . .
• Bob Burns and Gale Robbins are featured in a five-reeler that Jerry Fairbanks has
made for the John Deere farm equipment company. It is strictly an entertainment pix,
with no mention of Deere equipment, just a shot once in the footage

•

niCTORIAL

•

FILMS, INC., which is making a series of Government

documentaries

' on each of the Cabinet offices, has ccmpleted arrangements with Postmaster General
Hannegan to produce a short visualizing the history and functions of the U. S. Post
Office Department
hias opened
an office in Chicago
to handle
Midwest
sales
of its eight and 16 mm. products. ... • United Productions of America has completed a sound slide film fir the Department of Research and Education of the CIO
entitled, "Guaranteed Wages The Year Round.". . . • Eddie Albert Productions will
send a technical crew to Cedar Rapids, Iowa to film an industrial film, "Top Capacity"
for the Universal
Engineering Corp
United
Specialists, Inc., which
concentrates

Paramount Employes
In Amateur Dramatics

on pictures dealing with dogs, have announced three for production; "Training You To
Train Your Dog," "Basic Obedience Instructicn" and "Advanced Obedience Instruction."
• League of Ohio Sportsmen has formed a subsidiary. Tomorrow, Inc., which will
serve as a business branch of the league, and handle the financing of a motion picture

Paramount Pictures Club has taken
the initial step among film companies in backing an amateur dramatic society formed by its employes. Talent, drawn from all departments of the company's New
York offices, brought its charter
membership to more than 90 persons.
Irene F. Scott, Para.'s legal department, ischairman of the society,
with Paul S. Nathan, firm's assistant
play editor, as co-chairman. The
group will work under the professional direction of Gene iO'Donnell,
formerly a director of the Chicago
Little Theater and USO Army shows.
Their first production will be F. Hugh
Herbert's "Kiss and Tell."

and a radio program telling the story of the state's conservation needs. The pix is to
be titled, "Tomorrow, Inc"
•
•

Army's
"Performance" in Pic
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Complete coverage
of an outstanding issue of the Army's
special war-time "Command Performance" will climax the forthcoming Jerrold Brandt film "Magic in
the Air," it was learned here today.
The Army has given its permission
for the filming of a re-enactment of
an outstanding show in this series.

Cantor to Mahe Pic
For I/JA Chi. Meet
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Unable to attend its
opening sessions because of the
start of his new RKO Radio pic,
"If You Knew Susie," Eddie Cantor
is planning to make a special fiveminute film at RKO for the United
Jewish Appeal which convenes in
Chicago on Nov. 20. Work on the
film which Cantor wrote and which
he will appear in himself, begins
this week at RKO. Cantor produces
the film under the executive supervision of Jack J. Gross.

TELEFILM
STUDIOS,
Hollywood,
engaged
chiefly in production
of industrial films,
reports gross business for September as a 167 per cent increase over August. . .
• The 45th in the series of Bible stories, "Christmas Blessings," made by the Cecil
B. DeMille Pictures Corp., is now in final editing stage. Anscn Bond, who has produced
three 16mm Kodachrome religious subjects,
and "Woman of Samaria," has been in New
American Bible Society concerning world-wide
film production department of the University

"Parable of the Sower," "The Nativity"
York conferring with the directors of the
distribution of these films. . . . • The
cf Minnesota, has resumed production for

the first time since the beginning of the war. ... • An 18-minute film, "The Color
of a Man," was previewed recently under the auspices of the American Missionary
Association of the Board of Home Missions of the Congregational-Christian Churches.
The pic, in color, is for churches, schools and organizations. ... • Gordon Anderson
has been appointed Michigan state representative for Encyclopedia Films. ... •A
GeBescope 16mm. projector has been installed in a Bristol Freighter Aircraft which will
tour North, Central and South America showing a film made by the Bristol Aeroplane
Co. demonstrating Bristol Aircraft. . . . • The Montreal Industrial Film Council,
which will act as a clearing center and distribution agent for industrial films affiliated
to it, expects its membership to eventually be more than 300. ... • All-Scope
Pictures, Inc., has just finished a commercial film in 16mm. color for the Park Laboratories of Chicago, covering the various feed analysis processes of the Park's San
Pedro organization
•
O
SOUND MASTERS, INC., producers cf industrial motion pix and sound slide films have
completed two for the War Department, "Social Adjustment Training for the Blinded
Soldier" and an animated trailer for recruiting purposes. . . . • The Jam Handy
Organization has made a slide film outlining the major objectives of sales training
directors, "The Problems of a T.D." ... • The Chicago Board of Education has made
it possible for almost every school in the city to own at least one projector by paying
one-half the cost of each machine. It is estimated that prints of 877 different motion
pictures are used in this modern audio-visual education of the pupils of Chicago's public
schools. ... • A documentary short, "Where Does It Get You?" directed to teenagers which takes the stand that the use of alcoholic beverages gets you nowhere during
school years, has been produced by Century Productions. ... • Using equipment
obtained as surplus property from the Signal Corps Photographic Center at Astoria,
the Telescene company has set up a 16mm. outfit in Mamaroneck, manned entirely by
veterans of armed forces motion picture units

Philippine War Medal
For WB's Stuart Aarons

Pal Story Purchase
Hints Trend Cliange

Zoellner Denies Metro
Will Increase Reprints

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAlLs

Hollywood — Presaging a new tren(
augmenting the present crop o;
swing and jitterbug themes in shor
subjects and swinging back tojf'''4e
fairy-tale
charmGeorge
of hisPal
earlierf^'
cess.
Producer
has pur-' chased "The Clock Of St. Sierre,'
an original by Jack Miller, as the
basis for a forthcoming Puppetoon
The story is along the king-andthe-beggar line of Middle Ages fairy
stories and Pal believes it will have
the same wide appeal as did "The
500 Hats Of Bartholomew Cubbins,"
the Puppetoon which Pal produced
and which got an Academy Award
nomination and which is still considered by many to have been the
finest subject of this type ever made.
Pal's decision to augment his modern musical theme subjects with a
return to the fairy-tale field followed
suggestions from a number of educational associations which have for
some time recommended Pal's making more subjects of "The 500 Hats
Of Bartholomew Cubbins" type.
Others specifically asking for more
of this type of Puppetoon included
the editorial board of Parents Magazine.
Meanwhile, Pal has completed
Puppetoons featuring hot players
like Duke Ellington and Woody
Herman and has one in the hopper
for Clarinetist Artie Shaw.

Michigan Variety Club
Elects Art Robinson
Detroit — Arthur Robinson, owner
of a small independent theater circuit, was elected Chief Barker of
Variety Club of Michigan, to succeed Arvid Kantor, National Screen
Service manager, on Jan. 1. Other
new officers are: Robert Dunbar,
Warner Brothers manager, first assistant chief barker; Lou Wisper,
partner in Wisper and Wetsman Circuit, second assistant; Paul Broder,
Broder Theater Circuit, Dough Guy;
and Jack Zide, Allied Films manager, re-elected as Property Master.
Elected as Canvasmen (directors)
were Irwin Pollard, Republic Pictures manager; Carl Buermele, General Theatre Service manager; H.
Edward Stuckey, Paramount Pictures manager; Ray Schreiber, manager, Midwest Theaters; Larry H.
Becker, American Seating Service
manager, and Ralph Raskin, manager, Farmer Boy Popcorn Co.
Arnold
Seeks "Arch"
Ruling
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Thurman Arnold,
Washington counsel for Enterprise
Prods., will seek a ruling from the
Despite rumors to the contrary, Justice Department as to whether
Stuart H. Aarons, of Warners
home office legal staff, has received M-G-M will offer only four feature any company distributing "Arch of
reprints during the next nine Triumph," now in production, would
the Military Merit Medal of the Re- months.
William Zoellner, head of be permitted to roadshow it in addipublic of the Philippines "in recog- M-G-M's department of reprints and
tion to any roadshow pic it owned.
nition of meritorous service performed in the interest of the Philip- foreign importations, denied that the Enterprise
plans
to roadshow
"Arch"
of what
its distributing
pine Army while seinfing as an officer company had made a definite deci- regardless
outlet may be.
sion on any other reprints.
of the United States Army."

The greatest story by one of
today's most popular authors!

A Book "of-the- Month
feature in Readers' Digest !
A Book -of- the -Month
Club selection!
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The Hague's Asia to
MPEA, Dutch Group
National Cinema Enterprise of
Holland, a company owned jointly
by Dutch financial interests and the
Motion Picture Export Association
here, has been awarded the Asta
Theater in The Hague, by the Dutch
government.
The house seats 1,100. It was
formerly owned and operated by
UFA, German film company. After
the liberation of Holland the house
was confiscated by the enemy property custodian. A bid for the Asta,
a first-run house, was filed by the
Rotterdamsche Bank and accepted.
It will be utilized as a showcase for
new Amex'ican product.

Sack's
Shot in "Dirty
Dallas Gertie"
Studios
Dallas — Sack Amusement Enterprises has completed production on
"Dirty Gertie from Harlem, U. S.
A.," full-length all-Negro cast feature starring Francine Everett. Bert
Goldberg was executive producer and
True T. Thompson, former circuit
operator, was technical adviser and
author of the original story.
Entire production
was shot at
Sack's
new
Harlemwood
Studios
here, and all laboratory work was
done at Consolidated Labs in Hollywood.
"Dirty Gertie" is third in the SackGoldberg series of six Negro features for 1946-47.

Wilmington Theaters
Join in Price Hike
Wilmington, Del. — Rialto, indie
first-run, and Loew's, have upped
price scale to 65c top, pai-alleling
recently-reported Warner scale.

Censors' Advisor to Quit

Columbus,
O. — Rabbi Samuel
M.
Gup of Bryden Road Temple
will
resign
from
the
recently-created
three-member advisory board of the
Division of Film Censorship.
He
has accepted a call to become rabbi
of a Mobile, Ala., temple.
Governor
Lausche
will appoint a successor
soon.

FEMME TOUCH
BERNICE RICCLE, assistant cashier, Universal
exchange,
Minneapolis.
ELLEN HOLMGREN, inspector, Universal exchange, Minneapolis.
BETTY MAE AMES, bool<keeper, National
Screen
Service, Minneapolis.
DORIS MOSS, press agent. Downtown and
Adams Theaters,
Detroit.
ANN BROCKWAY, cashier, Ritz Theater, Elizabeth, N. J.
GLORIA McWHIRTER, billing clerk, Universal's Charlotte
exchange.
RACHEL MANN,
ledger clerk, Universal's Charlotte exchange.
SELENE

MARTIN, booking clerk, RKOs Charlotte exchange.
TAYLOR, typist. 20th-Fox. Indianapolis, Ind.
MATALIE MONTGOMERY, RKO booking departntent, Indianapolis
Ind.
NORMA

THE'

Hererra Opens in Detroit
Detroit — The Aztec, originally the
Brooklyn and formerly known as the
Latin Theater, has re-opened, after
being closed several years, with a
policy of Mexican and Spanish-language pictures. Victor Lopez Hererra, is the new owner-manager.

DEALS

Swedish and French
Pix Co-op Growing

Beck Turning Exhibitor
! Stockholm
(By Air Mail)— Mi:
Denver — R. 0. Beck, owner of sev- ; ing greater co-operation between ;
eral shoe repair shops in Denver, Swedish and French film industri
has bought the Rialto, Haxtun, from S. A. G. Svennson,
of Wive-Fil
L. L. Mutchie.
revealed that the company ha?, r
Lcmgrili Sells in Prescott
Detroit — John W. Langrill has sold
the Midway Theater at Prescott to
Lloyd Trask, owner of the real estate, and is considering plans to
erect a drive-in theater.

films.
Svennson
recently A,.. 1_
chased Paris
rightswhere
to the
four deal
top was
JT ''-c:
from
summated.
He reported that :
French are eager to buy Swedii
Miner Acquires Majestic
films
and have
already complet'
distribution
arrangements
for fo
Rice Lake, Wis. — George Miner,
Wive pictures.
head of the Miner circuit, has pur- Bendsen Sells to Corbett
As part of the Swedish-French c
chased the Majestic Theater building
Decatur, 111. — Chris Bendsen has operation,
Jean Painleve, French pi ;
at Bloomer, Wis., and is negotiating sold the 400-seat Bond Theatre to ducer, plans to make a film in S^
for the purchase of the house equip- George B. Corbett, who, like Bendden, with "Song of the Flame-E
ment from George Gassen, present
sen, will sei-ve as the operator.
Rose," by the Finnish author-, Johj
operator.
nes
Linnakoski, under consideratic
Heam Buys the Waxshaw
Book has been filmed several tim
Waxshaw, N. C. — H. D. Hearn, of in Finland and Sweden.
Family Theater to Rockland
Exhibitor's Service, Charlotte, has
North Branch, Minn. — R. A. Rock- purchased the Waxshaw from Mrs.
Taps Go for Religious
land has purchased the Family The- D. A. Crowley.
ater here from Nonnan Engstrom.
Pix in Change of Taste
Rivers Buys in Apopka
Apopka, Fla. — Ben S. Rivers, of
Tokyo (By
Air Mail)—
Films v;:
themes,
heretofore
Tifton, Ga., has purchased the Apop- religious
VUla Theater Reopened
ka Theater. Vernon L. Henry will box office in Japan, have sav
Lovilla, Iowa — C. E. Gordon has
Rivers is con- sharply in the opposite direction
opened the Villa Theater, shuttered serve as manager.
struction engineer with the Martin audiences are evincing keen inte:;
for several vears.
Theaters.
in that type of entertainment,
;
cording to Charles Mayer, mana,_
'
here
for
the
Motion
Picture
Exp:
Shipley-Benson Lease Pierson
Grafton Sold Second Time
Pierson, la. — The Pierson has Association.
; Grafton, 0. — Grafton Theater, been leased to F. E. Shipley of Lenox
"Going Mj' Way," which recent |
I which Leo Jones sold to M. E. and C. E. Benson of Anita, who own opened here has been doing businej
|Brandt, again has a new owner, Al- 10 theaters around Lenox. Complete bordering on the sensational. May
bert J. Lucas, who took, it over renovation has been planned, with says. It opened in three differe
as of Nov. 1.
the house to be closed during the situations. Preceded by a thorou]
interim.
publicity and advertising campaig
the film is expected to hold over
Star Sold in Deshler
the trio of theaters for better th;
Borah Buys in Roseau
Deshler, O. — Mrs. Louise Stewart
five weeks. All performances we
Roseau.
Minn.
—
H.
P.
Borah
has
has sold her Star Theater to Leo T.
purchased the Roxy from Verne played to standing room and the
Jones of Upper Sandusky. Owner- Sessler. Borah recently sold the were lengthy lines outside the th
ship change is effective Jan. 1. Jones Bryant at Bryant, S. D., to Bernard
'
aters.
I also operates theaters in Carey and Eirenberg.
Forest as well as Upper Sandusky
.

t
Acquires Gainsville Texas

Minneota Joy Sold
Minneota, Minn. — W. H. Evans
has sold the Job to Medard Debbaut
of Jasper. Debbaut will take possession next January.

. Gainesville, Tex. — C. L. Dennis
jhas acquired the lease on the Texas
! Theater here which was dropped by
the GrifRth-Lowenstein circuit of Burgess Purchases Iris
j
Velva, N. D. — Paul Burgess is the
|Oklahoma. Dennis plans on remodel- new
owner of the Iris. Burgess
ing the Texas and installing new
I
was with the Mindako cirequipment. He also operates the formerly
cuit
in Minot, N. D.
Rio here.

General Theater Service
In New Detroit Offices
Detroit — General Theater Service,
Inc., is now located at 1021 Fox
Theater Building in quarters that
triple the size of the old offices.
General Theater Service has added
three more theaters to the upstate
string being serviced and booked.
New theaters are: Lake at Walled
Lake, operated by Bud Harris, Jr.;
Drayton at Drayton Plains and the
Keego at Keego Harbor, both opened
by the elder Bud Harris, shortly
before the war.

"U" Salesman Acquires
Two Saginaw Theaters

Moloney's Video Studios
May Produce Features

Sydney Aussie
(By Air
— Bil
Moloney,
film Mail)
and radio
sta
has
formed Video
Studios to films
produ'
advertising
and educational
both 35 mm. and 16 mm., and co:
struction
the company's
are almostof complete.
Maloneystudi(|
sa
the company was geared for feat
work and may embark
on a ft
length story in the near future.

Pulp Shortage Affecting Tickets!

Chicago — J. S. Arcus Ticket Con
pany says shortage of pulp is affec
ing the mills turning out tickt
Detroit — The Court and Janes The- paper,
meaning smaller supplies f(
aters at Saginaw, formerly owned by ticket printers.
Mills are also usin
Fred H. Witters, have been taken
for paper specialties, whic
over by Fred E. Bonnem, Universal supplies
also is reducing ticket paper.
salesman, confirming a deal rumored
for several months along Film Row. Beier to Screen Giuld
Witters is retiring to devote more
William M. Pizor, foreign mar
lime to a Texas citrus farm.
Bonnem is mo\ing to Saginaw. Co- ager of Screen Guild Production
operative Theaters of Michigan will announced the appointment of Nj
'iiandle the booking and buying of Beier as head of New York's Scree
films
houses.for these two relatively new Guild Exchange. Offices are at 3a
W. 44th St.

Literary Guild selection!
Dollar Book Club selection!
Best -seller sensation!

Book-of-the-Month in
Readers' Digest!
Serialized in
Country Gentleman!
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ikf\m DfllLV RCVIEUIS Of REUJ feflTURCSi^
Tricolore

'Children of
(LesPa
Enfants
radiduseParadis)
" 161
Films, Inc.

"Tumbleweed
Trail"
with Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates
Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ADMIRABLE FRENCH STORY OF LOVE,
CRIME AND AMBITION SHOULD CLICK
HEAVILY
WITH
SELECTIVE AUDIENCES.

PRC
57 Mins.
ROUTINE WESTERN FARE, THIS ONE
IS ADEQUATE
ON A DUAL PROGRAM.
Adhering to the routine patterns of westerns, "Tumbleweed Trail" has all the required elements in its script plus a few
songs sung effectively by Eddie Dean.

A film definitely for the selective audience and specialty theater, but nonetheless excellent fcr ail its restricted appeal,

There's a full quota of horses, hard riding,
shooting and brawling to punctuate the

is the French film, "Children of Paradise."
The title refers to the "Children of the
Gods, ' satirically speaking, those born
to view both life and the theater from
the cheape;t seats, the galleries, nearest

First Kermit Maynard is waylaid and
plot.
seemingly done away with. The crocks in
the story play their cards by confronting
Shirley Patterson and Johnny McGovern

the "gods." Set against the spectacular
panorama of Paris and its life behind the
footlights, circa 1840, it relates a story of
love, crime and ambition.
Jean-Louis Barrault is truly an artist as
the tragi-comic pantomimist, the dreamer
who is never able to grasp reality. Beautiful
Arletty weaves through the story with
queenly grace and a mystic Mona Lisa
smile, wrecking men's lives as she goes.
Pierre Brasseur, the eternal actor, Louis
Salou as the dignified Count of Montray,
Marcel Herrand, the ruthless crook, and
even the numerous lesser characters, portray their parts with finely-etched realism.
The direction by Marcel Crane is superb,
and the satire on life as penned by Jacques
Prevert contains the element of poetic
greatness. Photography by Rcger Hubert
and Marc Fossard is moving and alive particularly in the lusty mob scenes. The
translation is a bit too faithful to the
French to give us the English idiom.
Barrault, the mime, saves Arletty from
arrest by trick of his mimicry, and falls
desperately in love with her. Life and love
to her are simple — come what may — and
be not too fastidious. Four men love her,
but none ever possess her completely. After
six years she returns to Barrault, but just
as she once came to him out of the rabble
of the Paris street, just so suddenly does
the mob swallow her up again, and the
film ends inconclusively.
The production is an expensive one with
its tremendous mob scenes and elaborate
theater sets. The Paris version runs very
much longer, but for American consumption,
it has been cut to 161 minutes.
CAST: Jean - Louis Barrault, Arletty, Pierre
Brassour, Pierre Renoir, Etienne Decroux, Leon
Larive, Fabien Loris, Marcel Herrand, Pierre
Palau, Maria Casares, Marcel Pares, Albert
Remy, Jeanne Marken. Caston Modet, Louis
Salou, Guy Favieres, Paul Frankeur.
CREDITS: Director, Marcel Carne; Scenario
and dialogue, Jacques Prevert; Producer under
general supervision of Raymond Borderie; Cameraman, Roger Hubert and Marc Fossard; Music,
Maurice Thiriet; Costumes, Antonie Maye; Music
under direction of Charles Munch, with the
Concert Society of the Conservatory.
DIRECTION,
Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Acquires Cartoon Rights
Gilma Co. Films, headed by Marc
Gilbert, has acquired exclusive distribution rights in Continental
Europe on 25 Celebrity Comi-Color
Cartoons.
W. 42nd St.Gilbert's office is at 152
Drowns on Fishing Trip
.Jacksonville, Fla. — Alfred Sonnenberg, 28, assistant manager of
the St. Johns Theater, was drowned
while on a fishing trip in the St.
.Johns River.

with Maynard's will which gives them his
ranch. She, however, refuses to be driven
away and chases the executors off with
gunfire. Then
Dean and Ates come along.
They take j;bs with Miss Patterson and
help her out of a few difficulties. Later,
a turn of events leads her to believe they
are not all they pretend to be. The
misunderstanding manages to uncover sufficient evidence to make things hot for
the crooks. Jack O'Shea, a gunman, comes
over to Dean's side and shortly after they
round up the crooks who have the sheriff
along with them to prove their point. That
point, hcwever, misses out because Maynard shows up to settle their hash. The
story manages to hold interest.
CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley Patterson, Johnny McGovern, Kermit Maynard
Bob Duncan,
shine Boys. Ted Adams, Bill Fawcett, The SunCREDITS: Producer and Director, Robert Emmett Tansey; Screenplay by Frances Kavanaugh;
Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Sound, Ben Winkler;
Film Editor, Hugh Winn; Music, Karl Hajos.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

SHORTS
Okay
"Unusual Occupations"10 Mins.
Para.
This footage brings into focus the
occupations of four people in rather
scattered parts of the globe. First
is Brother Joseph Zoettle, in the
Benedictine Abbey of St. Bernard,
Cullman, Ala., who has constructed
amazingly
realistic architecture
miniatures ofonan-a
cient and modern
hillside of the Abbey. Second is
Mrs. Virginia Gardner of Jenson
Beach, Fla., who makes shells into
beautifully garbed ladies.
NexD on the agenda is a short
stop-over at a Seminole Indian village where life still retains its primitive aspect. A huge cypress is
chopped down and made into a canoe,
all hand hewn. Lastly, the mountains of Are, Sweden, come into view
and we see Rudolph Van Bahr whose
occupation is flying skiiers to the
surrounding high summits in his
autogyro. Nothing too sensational,
this piece will nevertheless provide
interest and amusement.
"The Lazy Hunter" 10 Mins.
Warners
Interesting

Howard Hill, named as the world's
greatest archer, demonstrates some
of the skill with which he has won
his title. Southern California proAgfacolor Cartoon Breaks
vides the setting for his fancy shooting which includes his dog and horse
Scandinavian Run Record
as target holders. The climax is his
killing of a marauding hawk and a
Copenhagen (By Air Mail) — "The murdering coyote, who have been
Tinder-Box," full-length Ag'facolor after chickens and livestock. Photocartoon, has broken all Scandinavian
graphed inTechnicolor, audiences will
run records by holding for a 16th
week at the Palladium. Picture is enjoy the easy grace with which he
the first full-length cartoon produced performs his task.
in Denmark. Because of the long
"The Island Fling"
run, been
Palladium's
booking
"Lydia"
7 Mins.
has
postponed
from of this
Pall Para.
until some time in 1947.
Good
Popeye and Olive Oyl are shipwrecked on the island where Bluto
Kanins Join to Produce
and his man Friday are holding
Kanin Productions, Inc., a Dela- forth. Mr. B. makes many a pass at
ware corporation, has been formed, Olive but is always interrupted by
with Garson Kanin as prexy and Popeye, who is rather irked by the
Michael Kanin, v-p. No other officers whole situation. Bluto succeeds in
have been named. KP will produce trapping Popeye in an underground
movies on the West Coast. So far passage on the pretext of a buried
no definite script has been skedded, treasure. With his trusty can of
spinach, our hero finds the treasure,
even though Garson Kanin's hit makes
his way out of the hole, resshow, "Born Yesterday," is theocues Olive and makes mud-pies out
retically available.
of Bluto.
Quite lively and amusing.
Grants S. F. Tele Permit
"Army Football Champions"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Columbia
11 Mins.
Selling Asset
Washington — The FCC has granted
a construction permit for a new comThe coaches and players of the
mercial tele station in iSan Francisco, team, known as the greatest of all
to operate on channel 5, with visual time, are pictured here individually,
power of 2.3.6 kw., aural power 12.6 and then as a whole. The plays and
kw. The station, to be operated by teamwork that have carried them on
the Associated Broadcasters, Inc., to success are illustrated as the commentator points out players doing
will have both antenna and studios
outstanding work. Of interest to almost all, this reel should be a sellin the Mark Hopkins Hotel.
ing asset on any bill.

"Cupid Rides the Range"
RKO
18 MiniCowboy Romance
Ray Whitley and his Six Bar Cowboys strum their way through this
very
mance. pleasant
It seems bit
that of
the western^ogirl Wi^ i.V
is in love with, Lolita, is also iir^.we
with him, but has been promised to
Banning, who threatens to ruin her
father's ranch if she does not marry
him. A few complications ensue,
with Banning, the baddy, getting his
just desserts, and Whitley getting
Lolita. Good presentation of this
type of western music, it should find
an unusually large audience.
"Popular Science" 11 Mins.
Para.
Swell Radio Interest
Photographed in Magnacolor, this
one opens with new types of equipment and gadgets useful for barbecues. Scene then shifts to Fibber
McGee and Molly, top flight radio
team, who supply comedy relief during the unveiling of a robot, "Sleepy
Joe," used during the war for experimental pui'poses, who actually
breathes. A type of short which appeals to most, this has the extra salability of two top personalities.
"Hail Notre Dame"
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 Mins.
Good season well unWith the football
der way the audience should find
this short an engrossing item and an
informative essay on the what, who
and how of the Notre Dame football
team. The grunts, groans, tackles
and other contributory elements of
the sport are clearly detailed and
much scholastic information serves
to round out a first rate item.
"Community Sing"
(No. 2— Series 11)
Columbia
10 '/z Mins.
Pop Songs
Once again Don Baker, his organ
and the Song Spinners join forces to
supply the orchestral
and songs
vocal as:
arrangements behind such
"It's A Pity To Say Goodnight," "I
Don't Know Enough About You,"
'Laguna," "Laughing On The Outside" and "Coax Me A Little Bit."
Since these are all popular song hits,
the audience should get a kick out of
singing along with this footage.
"Wacky Worm"
Warners

7 Mins.

A worm, who Fair
resembles and has a
voice like Jerry Colonna, is trying
to elude an eager crow. The crow
tracks him to a pile of apples but
cannot decide which one he is hiding in. He finally eats the whole
pile, only to have the worm escape.
Rather slow, it has a few bright
spots.

Book-of-the-Month
Club selection!

Right now high on the
best -seller lists!

Literary Guild selection!
Serialized in the
Ladies' Home Journal!
A top best- seller now!
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Detroit Operators
Okay New Contract
Detroit — Projectionists' union here
approved a new two-year contract
affecting 400 operators in over 200
houses at a membership meeting last
week. This supersedes the old contract, which ran to Sept. 1, 1947,
and is retroactive to Sept. 1, 1946.
Contract gives raises of four to eight
per cent, originally sought under
cost of living clause in abandoned
contract. Agreement follows negotiations over past 10 weeks.
The raise means $7 in first and
second-runs now and $3 for additional second year on weekly salaries.
Also $6 now and $3 next year for
houses over 1,000 seats; $5 now, $3
second year for 750-999-seaters; $3
each for houses under 750 seats, except that grind houses in this class
get a raise of $5 now.
Vacation agreement gives a oneweek vacation for each year of employment at the same theater or in
same circuit up to two years. Second
year will have further increase of
15 per cent for all overtime. Six
recognized holidays also will draw $2
additional when matinee falls on
Monday through Friday.

Springer Shifts Century
Assistant Managers
Re-shuffling of assistant managers
in the Century Circuit's Brooklyn
chain is announced by Joseph R.
Springer, general theater manager,
as follows:
Enrico Ferrari, from Mayfair to
Tivoli.
Owen Kaufman, from Farragut to
Kingsway.
John Pfleiderer, from Rialto to
Mayfair.
Irving Wiegan, from Kingsway to
Avalon.
Maurice Carrier is the new assistant manager at the Brooklyn Rialto;
Irwin Auerbach, recently of the U.
S. Army, has been appointed second
assistant at the Tivoli.

Tempo to Shoot in Corona
Jack Schwarts and David Hilberman, who recently formed Tempo
Films, have completed negotiations
for production facilities at the Film
Graphic studios in Corona, L. I.
Production of their first cartoon film
is scheduled during this month.

Taxi! Taxi!
Cleveland — John Newkirk, manager of the Beach Cliff Theater in
the suburb of Rocky River has come
up with a brand new idea. He has
arranged with the Inter-urban Cab
Co. to maintain a taxi stand in the
theater parking lot for the convenience of patrons. Free call box
also has been installed so that in
the event cabs are out, a patron can
call the main taxi office and get
immediate service.
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THEATERS

New Port Austin Ready

Shores to Bow Tomorrow

Detroit — J. E. Upthegrove will
open his new Port Austin Theater
Friday. The Broadway Theater,
formerly operated by Horace Foster
was closed several months ago, when
construction of the new theater was
started. Complete equipment and
furnishings were supplied by National Theatre Supply Co., consisting of Simplex projectors, Simplex
sound system, Simplex high lamps,
Hertner transverter. Walker PM
screen, Crestwood carpets, draperies
and American bodiform theater
chairs.

Miami Shores, Fla. — Paramount
Enterprises' new Shores Theater,
1,000-seater, will open tomorrow with
the Southern
of for
Para.'s
"Blue
Skies" aspremiere
a benefit
the

Wednesday, November 13, 1?

More Dual Bills in
Twin City Stands
Minnapolis — There is a tenden
toward more double features in t
Twin Cities, according to a poll
exchange bookers here, althou;
most bookers agreed that the ter

tory
the MinneaBiT^
changeserved
is notby"double
featuX ,%\ie
try." A few bookers say that wh
product is poor, some exhibitors a
using double features as the easie
way to liquidate their product. R
1,000-Cart Flint Drive-In
issues also make for good doubl
Flint, Mich.— W. A. Rice and Wm. feature bills, the bookers pointed ot
There is a slight tendency towa
Olekson have opened Michigan's
largest drive-in theater, the new extending runs and decreasing t:
1,000-car Flint Drive-In. Ernie number of changes per week, boo
Forbes Theater Supply of Detroit ers said, especially in the larg
furnished complete equipment in- towns in the Northwest territoi
cluding Brenkert projectors, RCA Some exhibitors are changing fro
Vet to Open Waco House
to two changes a week ai
Waco, Tex.— The Elm St. Theater sound, RCA In-a-Car speakers, Cen- three
said. once a week on top pix, thi
tury-Roth generators and Brenkert even
will be opened here within the next Enarc lamps.
60 days by Ed Newman, a World
War II veteran. House will have 350
Milestone to Produce
seats on the main floor and a balcony Daughtry Designs Theater
fnf Negroes.
Arkadelphia, Ark. — W. B. Daughtry will open the New Theater Steinbeck's "Red Pony"
Third House for Harris
this month. Daughtry has per- IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Lewis Milestone w
sonally designed, constructed and
Walled Lake, Mich. — Bud Harris decorated the theater which occuput John Steinbeck's 'The Red Ponj
has opened his new Lake Theater,
pies a converted store building. It into production next Summer. It w;;
making a total of three theaters is equipped with 35 mm. Motiograph be made in Technicolor and Mil,
operated by Harris. Complete pro- De Luxe projectors, Western Elec- stone plans to cast unknowns in tl
jection and sound equipment, martric sound and American Desk cush- leading parts, selecLious to be ma<
ion chair.
quee, draperies and carpeting were
by Steinbeck and Milestone.
supplied by the National Theatre
A newcomer to Film Row, he
Steinbeck retains a financial ii
Supply.
served 39 months in the South Pa- terest in the pic. Although relea
cific as a Navy combat fighter pilot. ing arrangements have not bet
Boston's Globe to Pix
made, it is likely that Milestone wi
1,500 Seater for Laredo
produce pic for Enterprise becaui
Boston — The Globe, long a burLaredo, Tex. — A new 1,500-seat of four-pic pact he recently sigw
lesque house, has converted to
straight films. Al Somerby, who has house, the Plaza, will open early next with that organization.
held the lease for a number of years, month. House was built by George
has returned the house to the owner, Spence, resident partner here of the Cleveland Projectionists
Benjamin Williams, formerly Welan- Robb & Rowley circuit.
Get Temporary Increase
sky, who will operate. Scale will be
30 to 56 cents. Somerby continues to Henderson's Lee Ready
Cleveland — The Cleveland Moti
run the Old Howard.
Teague, Tex. — The Lee, a new 650- Picture Exhibitors Association
h|
seater, will be opened here soon by unanimously approved action of
William
Henderson.
A
building
which
Seguin Palace Nearly Set
labor board granting projectionii
formerly housed a theater was leased
Seguin, Tex. — The new Palace, by Henderson and remodeled into a a voluntary temporary two-and-onl
half per cent wage increase effectii^
seating about 2,000, will be com- modern theater.
immediately. This move is irresp
pleted and ready for opening this
month, according to H. A. Daniels, Char-ve Bows in December
tive of the association's lATSE fou:
resident manager. The new theater
year contract negotiated
Sept.
will replace one that was destroyed
Edgerton, 0.— The 550-seat Char- 1945, which provides an annual tw(
here by an explosion early this year. ve Theater being built by R. T. and-one-half per cent increase.
Eph Charninsky of San Antonio also Priest, Carl Brady and Herman
has an interest in the house.
Kruse, local businessmen, is under Corbe Joins Cinemart
roof and will open in December.
Andre H. Carbe has joined tfc
staff of Cinemart, Inc., as directc
Middleton Bows in November
Camera Quonset House Opens
of production. Formerly assistai
Middleton, Wis. — Harry Melcher
Lamesa, Tex. — A quonset-type the- to Josef von Sternberg and stor
and Jake Eskin, are adding the new
ater, the Alameday, seating 600, has editor with RKO in Hollywood, Cart
Middleton, 500-seater, to their string been opened here by John A. was Munich editor of the Arm
of some 26 Wisconsin houses. John Flasche. House is in a Mexican cot- newsreel. Cinemart plans a serif
Johnson will manage.
ton pickers settlement, of which of documentaries on internatiom
Flasche is in charge for the Gov- subjects and domestic social issuei
ernment.
New Roanoke Nearly Ready
Optimist Club's Boys' Club program.
Norman Atwood will manage the
house.

Roanoke, 111. — Martin Moritz and Frels New Nixon Bows
B. Huschen have opened the 400-seat
Nixon, Tex. — Rubin Frels of VicRoanoke Theater here. The new
toria has opened the Nixon Theater,
house is Simplex-equipped and Amer- a 400 seater. Donald Chessher is
ican seats are installed.
manager.

Korstads Open New House
Hoffman, Minn. — Karl Korstad
and his son, Richard, have opened
the new Hoffman Theater here.

Oneida Opens in Illinois

Oneida, 111. — The new Oneida,
owned by Dwaine and Schieferdecker, has opened. House seats 300.

RE-OPENINGS

WEST BADEN THEATER, French Lick Spring
Ind., by Charles Austin, Chi., exhib.
CAMEO THEATER, New Haven, Conn., close
for many years, has re-opened under the ban
face-lifting
job.
ner of the Fishman
Theaters, after an extensiv
WASHINGTON THEATER, Granite City, III
a unit of the St. Louis Amusement Co. circui'
following modernization.

A sensation! One of the most
talked about novels in years !
Now in 3rd gigantic printing!
Climbing to the top !

To be published in
January, 1947!
Chosen by the Literary Guild
as its February selection ?
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PRC's Exchange to
Charlotte, N. C. — PRC's local
branch, now located at 224 W. Second
St., will move into Film Row at
225 S. Church St. Building is now
occupied by the Herald-Press Printing Co. and will be renovated for the
film concern at a cost of appx'oximately $10,000.
Film Row in Charlotte is a perfect
"T."
Nearly onallS.ofChurch
the exchanges
are located
and W.
Fourth,
theatTheater
executive with
offices
216 W. Owners'
Fourth
St. Charlotte has foui'teen film exchanges, six theater supply houses,
two film advertising agencies, and
two motor transport carriers, the
Exhibitors' Service and Carolina Delivery Sei-vice.

Pictorial Films Turns
To Industricd Field
With the production of a 16 mm.
two-reeler for Dry Imperator Champagne, Pictorial Films, Inc., Radio
City, New York, enters the industrial film field. Till now. Pictorial
has been producing and distributing
8 and 16 mm. movies for home and
school use. Company intends to continue making educational films.

Vazques Forms New
Cuban Distributing Co.
Havana (By Air Mail) — Pelicula
Onerazan, a new distributing company, has been formed by Enrique
Vazques, who controls a circuit of
theaters on the Island. New company specializes in re-issues which
are currently enjoying great popularity in Cuba.

McLeansboro License Hike
Under Attack in Courts

BRIEFIRG THE DflV'S REUJS
Nathan Golden, Chief Barker
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Mono's Four for December
Highlighted by national release of
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" during
Christmas week, four pictures will be
released by Monogram during December. Other three films set are
"Mr. Hex," Dec. 7; "Silver Stallion,"
Dec. 28.
14; and "Song of the Sierras,"

Washington — The election of U. S.
Department of Commerce pix chief,
Nathan D. Golden as chief barker of
the Washington Variety Club, Tent
No. 11, is announced. Golden succeeds Paramount branch manager J.
Edward Fontaine. First assistant
chief barker is Frank Boucher of
Kogod-Burka theaters, and second Rosenberg Leaves $50,000
assistant is Frank Lafalce of WarPortland, Ore. — Alex Rosenberg,
ner Bros.
theater executive who died Oct. 17,
left an estate of $50,000, with large
McLennon Asks Radio Station
bequests to his brother. Jack, and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Barton R. McLennon, son, Robert L.
Dallas independent circuit operator,
has applied to the FCC for a radio R & B in Newark Deal
station in Oak Ridge, a suburb of
Rugoff & Becker have leased the
Dallas. Associated with him in the Newark Opera House on a long term
deal
and plan to bring Broadway
application is his son, Gordon, who is
legitimate shows there before and
achievmg
prominence
as
a
radio
anNew York runs. It will be the third
nouncer.
legit house in the city. It seats
1,700. First presentation will be
Start "Cabrini" Dec. 9
According to Producer Clyde El- "Dear Ruth." Berk & Krumgold
negotiated the deal.
liott, shooting of "St. Frances Cabrini" starts Dec. 9 at the new RKO
Pathe studio in Manhattan. Biopic Toll Signs Ruscoll
relates life and miracles of the first
Lionel Toll has signed Joseph RusU. S. citizen to be canonized.
coll, well-known radio writer to write
the
screen
play for "Night Without
Avalon Reopens Nov. 20
Dawn" which Toll will produce for
PRC
release.
Century's Avalon, Brooklyn, closed
for the last six months for extensive
alterations, re-opens Nov. 20 with Forms Stem Productions
Mike Nicholas as manager.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Henry Stern has
formed Henry Stern Productions and
Buchanan
on
"Dorseys"
Lnaries R. Rogers has set Bu- will make "Imperial Valley," a
chanan & Co. as the agency to handle story of the transformation of an
arid wasteland into one of the richest
the national adv. campaign tor "The
agricultural regions in the world.
Fabulous
Dorseys,"
which
UA
will
release.
Pic is based on a suggestion of
Stern's and is being developed for
Barry Heads Warner Club
the screen by Gordon Rogby.
Chicago — Richard Barry, of the
Capitol theater, has been elected "Wilson" Print to Aussie
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
president
the Chicago
Club, Frankof Williams
of theWarners'
booking
— A print of "Wilson"
department is the new vice-presi- hasHollywood
presented by 20th-Fox to
dent, Richard Beck the treasurer and H. V.been
Evatt, Australian Minister of
Laraine Barbitz of the Warner gen- External Affairs, for the archives
eral offices, the secretary.
of the Australian Government.

McLeansboro, 111. — Action of the
town council in increasing the annual
license fees for local film theaters
to $750 annually has been attacked
in the courts by S. E. Pirtle, operator of the Capitol and McLean.
Houses under the old license ordin- Toddy Going International
ance paid fees of $200 and $150, reToddy Pictures Company, p r o spectively.
ducers and distributors of Negro
talent, have recently organized an
international division, under the
Providence Newspapers
management of M. H. Kahn, to reReduce Ad Space 30%
lease company product in Spanish
and French titles. Features are available in 16 and 35 mm.
Providence, R. I. — Providence
newspapers have ruled a 30 per cent
cut in advertising space allotments Komins to Lasky Ad Post
as a result of the acute newsprint West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — ^Bernie Kamins moves
shortage. Cut for November may be
increased for December, according over from Charles R. Rogers Prods.
to Jesse L. Lasky Prods, where he
to present indications.
will handle advertising and publicity.
RKO Pathe Promotes Winner
His initial work will be on "The
Howard Winner, top Pathe News Miracles of the Bells."
cameraman and war correspondent,
has been promoted to production Sanborn Again a Solon
Wakefield, N. H. — Ansel N. Sancameraman for RKO Pathe's "This
born, circuit owner, was re-elected to
Is
America"
and
"Sportscopes"
series.
the State Legislature.
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Para, to Construct
New Toronto Brand)

Toronto — Spring of '47 will ;
the start of construction on wl
will
probably
be exchange
Canada's buildi
largij
and more
modern
for
Paramount
Servi^»r-Lt'
Para.'s
Canadian Film
division.
W : ip
structure, reaching Gerrar(r- otr(
at Church, will house the home (
fice and this city's branch.

Tele Production Course
Under ATS Sponsorship
Training courses in video produ
tion, sponsored by the Americ;
Television Society, have been ina
gurated at 222 E. 79th St., whe
complete
installed. video equipment has be^
Course, open only to members,
beingtele
conducted
by R.for
B. "Bud"
Gai
ble,
consultant
Farnswor
Radio and Television Co. After tl
member-students have covered tl
six weekly lectures, they will stut
at the studio lab. Co-operating
the training program are Schene
tady's WRGB and New York
WMBB.
Qualified personnel or those ei
gaged in allied entertainment fiek
are eligible for membership. Initii
tion fee is $5; annual dues, $10. Si
ciety's membership now numbei
more than 450. Frederick Kugel
the program chairman. Offices ai
at 40 E. 49th St.

Minimum Mark-Up for
Blevins Popcorn Oils
Nashville, Tenn. — J. V. Blevim
president of the South's largest poi
corn processing plant, announce
yesterday that the Blevins Popcor
Co. will add only a minimum mark
up to refiners' costs on all edibl
oils furnished to popcorn seasonen
Since price ceilings on edible oil
were lifted Oct. 17, oil prices hav
advanced by as much as 20 and 3
per cent, Blevins said.

Elias Joseph Signed to
Broadcast Pictures Pact

Elias Joseph has just signed at
Crescent City, Fla. — The reno- exclusive five-year contract ai
vated Via theater will be re-opened writer, director and producer witl
under the name of the Star by L. C. Broadcast Pictures, Prexy Josepl
Preston.
Steiner announced over the week-end
Skedded for early shooting are thre<
Rothenberg with Liberty
Daniel A. Rothenberg has assumed unpublished stories by Joseph: "In
Ltd.," "No Time foi
duties as office manager and chief ac- vestigations
and "Sudden Death."
countant of Liberty Films, Inc., New Living,"
"Investigations"
will be producec
York office, it is announced by E. K.
"Ted" O'Shea, general manager. in New York.
Rothenberg has been associated with Far Northern Expanding
Columbia, and until recently was
with the accountancy finm of S. D.
Brisbane (By Air Mail) — Fai
Leidesdorf & Co.
Northern Theaters, Ltd., of Cairns,
will open a new theater at Progress
RKO Renews in St. Louis
and has acquired the Lunns and
St. Louis — RKO has signed a new Photoplay theaters at Mossman.
10-year lease on its exchange quart- This circuit now controls 13 theaters
ers. Some alterations will be made to in Northern towns and further deals
are under negotiation.
provide additional office space.

A Literary Guild selection!
A solid year on ALL
best -seller lists!

Dial Press best- seller!
Garden City best- seller!
Dollar Book Club best- seller!
Literary Guild Dividend
selection !
Serialized in hundreds
of newspapers !
Published in Liberty
Magazine !

CENTURY-FOX

20

Its

2,000 Houses Before
1950. Poland's Goal
Warsaw (By Air Mail) — An ambitious reconstruction program for
film theaters in Poland has been outlined for the next four years and
under the auspices of the government
the countrj^'s film production capabilities have been given impetus.
The devastation of the war has
left the country with only 400 theaters in various stages of suitability
tor showing films. To satisfy immediate requirements portable units have
been set up and sent where there are
no other facilities. However, if the
construction project goes through,
the country will boast 2,000 theaters
in operation before 1950.
At the present time Polish production is limited to a few short subjects. A technical commission has
been sent to Paris. Recently a deal
was concluded for the import of 30
new French films and a number of
•jre-war productions.
The pre-war esteem of the public
for .American films has been indicated
and it is expected before the year is
over a deal for new American product will be made through the Motion
Picture Export Association.
An international film exhibition is
scheduled to be held here some time
in November. Invitations have been
extended for international participarion.

II\ I¥EW IXDIJSTRY

' LEWIS
S. BAER,
America
Films,director
Inc., of
Newforeign
York. sales. Young
L.
B.

A.

MILLER,
manager
of the Palace,
lington, Iowa.
H. CERMAINE,
manager of the Campus
Ripon, Ripon, Wis.

I ROBERT
M-C-M,M.

RAWSON,
Minneapolis.

FRANK
cago.CASEY, WB

at

assistant manager,

Avalcn,

STEVE
FITZGERALD,
manager.
Frolic, Chicago.
BUD LORENZ, assistant manager. Shore, Chicago.
DUNCAN KENNEDY,
cago.

manager. Paramount, Chi-

FRANK
REICER,
manager,
Straford,
Chicago.
)AMES J. TIERNEY, service manager. Monogram
International.

ROY

J. Wardimon, owner of the two
leading theaters in Tel-Aviv, Palestine, first-run outlets for RKO Radio
product, is expected in New York
for his first trip to the U. S., according to word received at the home
office from Gregory E. Georgoussy,
RKO manager in the Near East.

shipper

and

WILLIAM
BRADY,
manager.
Shore. Chicago.
A. RANDALL, assistant manager, Hamilton,
Chicago.

E. 0. Wilschke, fornijrly assistant
to the vice-president, has been named
operations supervisor of Altec Service Corp., according to H. M. Bessey,
vice-president.
Wilschke will head up the headquarters technical operations and engineering and will also act as the
liaison between H. M. Bessey and the
district offices.
Reporting to Wilschke will be E.
S. Seeley as chief engineer and Martin Bender as commercial engineer.
Both of these men have been in the
engineering group for the past several vears.

Palestinian Exhibitor Due

assistant

Bur-

public relations' staff, Chi-

MARTIN HART,
Chicago.

Wilschke Named Altec's
Operations Supervisor

The Veterans' Administration has
awarded the Roshon 16 mm. exchanges the contracts to distribute
newly-released Columbia, PRC and
Monogram pix to 122 Veterans' Administi'ation hospitals throughout
the country. The contracts extend
through next June.

Deny Radio Permit
To Fla. Circuit Head

POSTS

FRANK
CASEY,
Warner
exchange
publicity
ED TRUSLOW, formerly with Paramount, booker
for PRC at Des Moines.
I
department,
Chicago.
FRANCIS C. CILLON. from manager, State,
EDWIN BEY, JR., manager, Fowler Theater,
Fowler,
Ind.
Cedar Rapids, la., to manager. Paramount,
same
city.
MELV.N BLIEDEN, district manager, Manta &
Rose, East Chicago
theaters.
DAVIS ALEXANDER, manager, State, Cedar
ROY BEAUDIEN, manager, B & K Admiral
Rapids, la.
Theater,
Chicago.
CARL WILIAMS, manager, E. M. Loew's
SEYMOUR LADD, to student manager, RKO Al;
Capitol,
Pawtucket,
to E. M. Loew's Capibee.
I
tol,
Providence.
GEORGE
MAXWELL,
manager, Palace, Syracuse.
PEARCE PARKHURST, manager. Manor, WilIRVING CANTOR,
manager,
Eckel, Syracuse.
RICHARD
SMITH,
Paramount staff, Syracuse.
Pawtucket. mington, N. C, to E. M. Loew's Capitol
PHILIP
LEVY,
Paramount staff, Syracuse.
GEORGE C. RICE, city manager, L. & P. TheaMAX ritory.
A. WILPEN, PRC exploiteer, St. Louis terters, LaSalle, III.
WILLIAM
P.
GIACHETTE,
manager,
Roxy,
FORREST JUDD. story editor, Monogram.
Theater,
Springfield,
III.
JOSEPH
ROSNER,
Paramount exploitation dept.,
I JOHN
C.
GREENMOORE,
assistant
manager,
home office.
Roxy, Springfield,
III.
PAUL KASPAR. manager. Clencoe Theater, Glen- iWEBBER
HOWELL, Para, booker, Charlotte,
;
coe. III.
N. C.

jAKEkimer.
WEBBER,

Roshon Exchanges Will
Service VA Hospital
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manager,

CHARLES BASHOR,
troit.
THOMPSON,
troit.

Schine Libert, Her-

operator. Loop Theater, Deoperator, Aztec Theater, De-

JACK BARNETT, operator, Aztec heater, Detroit.
KENNY
SCHULTZ,
purchasing
agent.
Sterling
Theaters,
Portland,
Ore.
I AL JENKINS,
manager.
Vogue,
Vancouver.
AL MITCHELL,
manager.
Plaza, Vancouver.
JACK ARMSTRONG, manager. Paradise, Vancouver.
JOHNNY
BERNARD,
manager. Circle, Vancouver.
TOM
BACKUS,
manager,
Kingsway,
Vancouver.
NORMAN
REAY,
manager.
Varsity,
Vancouver.
ROBERT
HARDY,
manager,
Rio, Vancouver.
DON
McLean,
manager,
Eraser, Vancouver.
AL NARVEY,
manager,
Lonsdale, No. Vancouver.
AL GOODWIN,
manager, Odeon, No. Vancouver
CARMAN
GENTILE,
manager,
Oak,
Burnaby.
CHARLES PATRICK, asst. manager. Royal, Victoria, B. C.
ARTHUR GRABURN, chief booker, Odeon Theaters.
HARRY
PAGE,
manager,
Rio, Trail, B. C.
LLOYD MUIR, RKO exploiteer. Western Canada.
ROY
McLEOD.
manager,
Hastings,
Vancouver.
BOB
CRINGAN,
booker,
20th-Fox,
Vancouver.
TOM BONK, manager, Partheon Theater, Hammond, Ind.
LOWELL KYLE, salesman. Monogram, Minneapolis. WEINER, city salesman, M-C-M MinCHARLES
neapolis.
CLEARY, manager. Eagles and Colonial
Theaters,
Wabash,
Ind.
••HAPPY" MEININGER, assistant manager. Will
Rogers Theater,
Chicago.
ELMER VRANEY, assistant manager, Mancr
Theater,
Chicago.
DON KING, manager, the Civic, Portsmouth,
N. H.
ELMER McKINLEY, formerly UA's office manager in Washington, takes over as PRC salesman in Eastern Virginia and Central Maryland.

TIM

HE;?BERT C "HOM'iON from salesman to
sales j. manager,
Para.'s Baltimore
exchange.
JACKN. BARRETT,
manager, Hudson, Kearny,
N. ). ). MAHER,
MARTIN

manager, Franklin, Nutley,

ADOLPH BERKMEYER. manager. Grove Theater,
Irvington, N. J.
DAN MURRAY, manager, Paramount Theater,
Anderson,
Ind.

ROBERT LOVE, Para, contract dept., Charlotte,
N. C.
ROBERT LETITO, from assistant manager, Webber, to manager,
Webber,
Denver.
ED TRUE, from chief of service to assistant
manager,
Mayan,
Denver.
ver.
A. C. EDWARDS, PRC salesman, to booker, DenFRANK SHEFFIELD,
Denver.

PRC

booker, to salesman,

CALVIN

HEATH, poster clerk. Republic exchange, Minneapolis.
BEN MESHBESHER, salesman, Warner Bros.,
Minneapolis.
DON HALLORAN, salesman, PRC exchange,
Minneapolis.
ARTHUR FROST, manager. Oriole Theater, Detroit.
ALEX ISCOTTY) SUTHERLAND, house manager. Oriole Theater,
Detroit.
MORTON SULTAN, manager, Sligh and Pheasant Booking Office, Detroit.
GEORGE BREMEN, supervisor. Associated Theater circuit, Detroit.
JACK

SIMON,
with Loew's
Providence, R. I.formerly
to Baltimore,
to take inover
the
press relations, for the Hippodrome The-

IRA ater.
BROCK, amusement editor, Toledo, 0.,
Mcrning
Times.
BENNY ZIMMERMAN, manager, Studio, Philadelphia, Pa.
HAROLD OBIE, assistant manager, Studio, Philadelphia, Pa.
BYRON SCHWARD, Skouras Theater accounting
department, New York City.
SIDNEY STRAUSS, manager, Strand, New Brunswick, N. J.
EDWARD E. SULLIVAN, column liaison, 30thFox home
office publicity department.
R. CHARD L. SCHUETTE, M-G-M exploitation
rep. for the Seattle and Portland territories.
HARRY KERR, formerly salesman for Kay Film
Exchange, now booker at the Charlotte,
N. C. Paramount office.
ERNEST
JOHNSON,
Charlotte,
N. C. booking
exchange. clerk, Universal's
DAVE KRAMER moves from Para.'s Chi. office
to Columbia's New Haven sales office.
DAVENew OLSHIN
transferred
Columbia's
Haven sales
office to from
Milwaukee.
CHARLES TEITEL, publicity manager,
Theaters,
Chicago.

Teitel

ARTHUR ALT, from assistant manager at RKOOrpheum at Davenport, la, to Iowa theater
at Cedar Rapids,
la. as assistant manager.
STUART CAMPBELL, senior art director, Buchanan & Co.
troit.CROWE, manager, Monroe Theater, DeFRANK
R. E. FLOETER, manager, Center Theater, Grand
Blanc, Mich.
ROLAND

RIESCH,
ater, Chicago. manager, Teitei's Astor TheEUGENE N. FOSS, JR.. manager, Northwestern
territory, B. F. Sturdevant
Co.
GEORGE RICE, city manager, LP Theaters, LaSalle, III.
HARRY WERNIMONT, from assistant manager.
RKO-lowa Theater, Cedar Rapids, la., to
Brandeis Theater, Omaha. Neb., as assistant manager.
ROBERT McGregor, manager, the Liberty
Theater,
Elizabeth,
N. J.
0. L. GLENN, assistant manager, the Liberty
Theater,
Elizabeth,
N. J.
HARRY FREEDMAN. assistant manager, the
Avon
Theater,
Newark,
N. |.
HAROLD COHEN, former Metro salesman, Kansas City, now with Cinema Amusement
Co., Denver.
HENRY LECLAIRE, recently manager, Webber,
Denver,
now assistant. Riviera, New York.
ART
GOLDSTEIN,
manager,
Alpine.
Denver.

Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Washington — Largely because
his extensive pix interests, Floric
circuit operator Carl Connie S^l i
was turned down in his appli^ vwa
for a new radio station
in vV^nter Haven, Florida, according to a
proposed decision issued by the FCC.
Although Floyd specified that he
would devote 50 per cent of his time
for the first six months to the operation of the station "and such additional time thereafter as may be
necessary," he was found to be less
qualified than the Circus Belt Broadcasters, Inc., competing applicant of
which company two out of the three
directors are residents of Winter
Haven, vets of World War II and
plan to devote full time to the
station.

Seven South American
Houses for Loew's Int.

Four M-G-M showcases have beer j
acquired in South America,
it is
announced by Morton Spring, firs:
veepee of Loew's International.
Under complete remodelling and
re-equipping are: the Metro in Bar- j
ranquilla, Colombia; the Metro-Teusaquillo, and the Metro (fonnerly
the Astral) in Bogota, Colombia,
First to go in:o operation is the recently-constinicted 2,000-seater Metro in Valparaiso, Chile. Property
for three new houses has been acquired in Rosario and Buenos Aires.
Argentina, and Recife, Brazil.
Developments in expansion of European theater holdings await the
return of Arthur M. Loew, prexy of
Loew's International, now overseas.

NCA Convention Nov. 18
To Act on Allied Tieup
Minneapolis — Mid-year North Central Allied convention to discuss the
possibility of affiliation with national
Allied will be held Nov. 18 at the
Hotel Nicollet here. Industry leaders
and representatives of Allied States
will be invited to the meeting which
will be attended by independent exhibitors from Western Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota and South
Dakota.
NCA membership has reached an
all-time high of -300 exhibitors.

World Wide to Release
Seven Italian Films
World Wide Film Coi-p.. 1600
Broadway, has acquired seven Italian films produced by the Lux Studios of Rome for distribution here.
Now being readied for distribution
here are "A Yank in Rome," "Rossini," "The Elixir of Love." "Two
Anonymous
"Jealousy,"
"The Sin ofLetters."
Papa Martin,"
and
"Marco

Visconti."
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"The Soviets' Neighbor"
Twentieth-Fox
17% Mins.
Czech and Double-check
This latest March of Time brings
to the screen one of the most informative and compact insights of a middle European country ever recorded.
Clearly defined is the struggle the
country is having trying to maintain her straight course, surrounded
as she is, on all but one side, by
Russia. War has done much to
Czechoslovakia, but her government,
headed by Dr. Eduard Benes hopes
to maintain a political balance between Russia and the Western democracies despite the fact that Czech
politics a,re dominated by the Communist party. The footage is packed
'vith extraordinary scenes such as
the actual death of Karl Hermann
Frank, and the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans, one of history's
greatest forced migrations. An adult
piece of work which has been styled
to fit anv bill.

RCVIEUIS

"The Fistic Mystic" 6 Mins.
Paramount
Good Laughs
Olive Oyl is attracted by a mystic,
while she and Popeye are wandering
through an oriental bazaar. The
swami, trying to make time with
Olive, disposes of Popeye by using
his hypnotic powers on him. Olive
gets a little fed with the swami,
who is really Bluto, and about this
time he decides to use her in his act
— the sawing-a -woman -in-half one.
Popeye drags out his spinach, breaks
the spell, releases Olive and goes
after Bluto who is escaping on his
magic carpet. He disposes of this
oriental octupus in short order, and
he and Olive sail happily past the
Statue of Liberty. Well done with
quite a few good laughs.

"Northern Rampart"
(This Is America)
RKO
18 Mins.
First Rate
Fairly complete in its coverage of
"You're an Education"
Warners
7 Mins. Alaska and brought up to the
aioment by the inclusion of a great
Novel
The leaflets in a travel agency deal of new footage that details
come to life and break into song. All progress since the country was a
is rosy till the thief of Bagdad steals military outpost, this number of the
a diamond and a baby from Wales series is a thoroughly interesting
starts to cry. Havoc is created with survey of Industrie;, people, places
Sherlock Holmes, the Canadian and scenery. A great deal of current
Royal Mounted and the Foreigi interest is afoot these days with the
application of the territory for stateLeg-ion in pursuit of the thief. Should
hood and another audience factor is
provide a novel twist on any bill.
the lucid attention given to the
pioneering aspects of the country.
"Community Sing"
(No. 1— Series 11)
"So's Your Antenna"
Columbia
10 Mins. Columbia
17 Mins.
Good songs
Funny Sequences
Dick Leibert is featured at his orGangsters,
overhearing
radio'sof
gan leading the Song Spinners and Harry
Von Zell,
transcription
the audience in song. The numbers Harry the Hoodlum, decide they need
are: "The Gypsy," "Cynthia's In him for a job. Harry thinks it is an
Love," "Don't Be A Baby, Baby," acting job and accepts. He soon
''I'm A Big Girl Now" and "Prisoner learns the truth, and vice-versa, and
Of Love." These top songs ought he is left in their apartment handCO spell success for this one.
cuffed to a killer that is stir crazy.
Quite a few laughs from this sequence, when the killer thinks Harry
"So
You Want to Play the 10Horses"
Warners
Mins. is his pet elephant. Another tranOkay
scription saves Harry just as he is
about to be taken for a ride. One or
•Joe McDoakes is the guy who'll
always bet a hunch. He also bets on two funny sequences brighten this
otherwise so-so footage.
those so-called "sure-things." But
Joe is also the guy that never wins.
"Bath Day"
His race track experiences are here
7 Mins.
recorded, with all the joy and pathos RKO
of a msller-drayma. A rather thin
Figaro and Minnie
plot, with even thinner dialogue, its
Minnie is determined to give
appeal will be its subject, not its Figaro, Walt Disney's lovable kitten,
telling.
a bath. She finally does and ties him
up with a red ribbon. When he goes
out in the alley, Lucifer and the other
"Film-Vodvil"
cats make fun of him. Figaro takes
(No. 8— Series .3)
( olumbia
10 Mins. on Lucifer, who is knocked cold by
Fair
a few ashcans that have been caused
This passable musical features to fall by Figaro's neiwous vibrations. Figaro is mighty pleased with
Bobby Byrne and his orch. playing
himself till Minnie sees how dirty
"Hey, Bobby,' and "Prisoner of
Love," which Bob Hayden sings. he's gotten and decides to give him
.Shelia Bond taps hei- way through another dunking. As usual, this W.
"La Bonda" and "Boogio Bond." D. product is very good and will sell
Okay for band-conscious audiences. well on anv bill.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

"Screen Snapshots"
(Xo. 1— Series 26)
Columbia
10 '/i Mins.
Radio Characters
Featuring those people whose
voices are so familiar to all of us,
this short pictures them at work.
A close tie-up with NBC, whose stations are plugging it, assures a large
market of interested patrons. Those
appearing are Dr. Horatio Q. Birdbath, Jeanne Roos, Bill Thompson,
Verna Felton, Ruby Dandridge,
Frank Nelson, Pat McGeehan, John
Brown, Dave Willock, Dink Trout,
Arthur Q. Bryan, Mel Blanc, Virginia Gordon and Janet Eberhardt.
An interesting, appealing line-up of
personalities which should find an
eager audience.

it

I

SOS Collection
of the SOS"
JDC
10 Mini
"Operation
Informative
This picture is a one-reel, doci
mentarj' film available in both
mm. and and
16 mm.
for theater^r,toriums
schools.
It w^
duced by the SOS (SuppliW- lo
Overseas Survivors) Collection o
the Joint Distribution Committes
major agency for the relief of neail
1,500,000 Jews in continental Eu
rope. It is an appeal, with Myro
McConnick as narrator, for supplie
to be sent by the SOS to these sui
i fering people. Rate it as informative
j
"G. I. Wanna Home"
IColumbia
15 '/j Mim
Stooge Stuflf
As ex-GI's looking for a place t .a
live, the Three Stooges present .•
very timely problem. As the ThreStooges they go about solving it ii
a very original way. The "boys,
who have man-ied Jessie, Tessie an(
Bessie, set up housekeeping in a va
cant lot. Their problems are many
varied and usually funny. The;
finally obtain a room, for the six o '
them, which provides cause for com i
ment from the "girls." Quite a fev
laughs from the stupid antics o:
these three witty ones should insun
a satisfactory audience.

"Flicker Flashbacks" No. 2
9 Mins.
RKO
!
Amusing
Always good for plenty of chuckles
I are these scenes from early silent
pictures with commentary by Knox
Manning. Typical of its humor is a
remark made by the narrator during
the first picture after the King of
France, who is out after a vacant
castle, has had his sister Prunella's
lover, the Duke of Marmalade, arrested; "Ah, now the Duke of Mar"Star Spangled City"
t flashback
malade isdeals
in awnth
jam."
The second
a Northern
spy Warners
10 Mins ]
!
Patriotic Interest
I and her plots and plights during the
! Civil War. All very psuedo-dramatic,
Our country's history is brieflj^
it is good entertainment for any traced as the camera spots Washing
audience.
ton monuments
which
perpetuat* ■
history, such as: Mount Vernon, ths
Jefferson
and
Lincoln
Memorials
"Screen Snapshots"
Ford's Theater, Arlington Cemetery
(No. 2— Series 26)
Monument,
Unknowrj
Columbia
10 Mins. Washington
Hollywood from the Air
Soldier's Tomb,
the White House"'
Navy and Pentagon Build-.I
By land and air you are taken on Capitol,
ings. Accompanied by an interesting
a tour of Hollywood, the movie capi- narrative, this footage should holi
tal of the world. Columbia, Para- an appeal for any American.
mount, RKO-Radio, United Artists,
Warners, Universal, and all the other
"Thrills of Music"
major studios are visited, besides
(Xo. 2— Series 1)
such spots as the Palladium, Earl Columbia
10 Mins
Rhumba
Rhythms
Carroll's, Gruman's Chinese, the
Hollywood Bowl, Mocambo, La Rue,
Machito and his band rhumba theii
The Trocadero, Brown Derbv, Bev- way through this one playing sucU
woodHills
Park Hotel
race track
where a Hollyhorse
erly
and flnally,'
race is photographed from the air for
the first time. A very interesting
pictorial account of one of the
world's most famous towns which
undoubtedly will sell well.
"Ten Pin Magic"
Columbia
10 Mins.
Bowling Tips
The interest in this one lies primarily in its shots of a new pinbow] machine which sets up the pins
and fends back the ball, mechanically, which will soon be in use in
most of the bowling alleys throughout the country. How to make strikes
and spares is also demonstrated by a
few of the top-notchers of the sport.
Should interest sports fans and those
mechanically minded.

tunes as: "Machito Yego," "Tambo'^
and Nague." His style is sure to inspire. Betty Reilly offers "Tierra Va
Temble" accompanied by Machito
and Vario and Veda dance to "Thrill
of a New
Romance."
Fast
good
rhythm
should sell
thispace
one. and J

Jesse Goldburg Plans
To Produce Film Here

ii

;|

Jesse J. Goldburg, veteran producer and independent distributor,
who has arrived from the West
Coast, is negotiating for facilities to*
produce cops - and - robbers stories
from the files of New York, London
and other police capitals of the
here.
world. First of series will be shot
No release will be made until first
two productions are completed.
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THE R IALTO

|]"-lnternational
Ierger Completed

(Continued from

(Continued from Page 1)
all current and coming product
ijte: out under the Universal-Interbnal trade mark.
j_J^gning of the papers yesterf»/_!minated negotiations which
m last August and marked the
lination of Universal's westei-ns,
Ills and small budget pictures,
expanded program will be deId exclusively to top quality prowith a roster of star names, the
pany announced,
rider the terms of the merger,
i/ersal's board assigned a value
i40 a share to the common stock
;h was issued for the acquisition
[nternational. This transaction
; a value of $5,000,000 to the 125,shares issued to Leo Spitz and
iam Goetz, heads of Internaal. Each received 62,500 shares,
niversal purchased the entire
00,000 preferred stock and half
he common of International for
00,000 while Goetz and Spitz
fht the remainder of Internaial's par value stock for $100,000.

Iding Plans New Code
th Co-op from Pix
I

(Continued from

Page

1)

^ P4c^ M. Vai^
Good Luek, Bill!

• •
•
WITH THE PASSING of Jules Brulatour, the industry lost
a great and good friend
As the head of an important organization,
his position was unique
He wisely surrounded himself with good
executives
He placed confidence
in them
He relied upon
them
One of these executives in particular had been with him for
close to 25 years
William J. German, "Bill" to those who know him,
was sorta executive chief to "The Boss"
For years. Bill handled
the workings
of the Brulatour Organization,
and for years, he won
and held innumerable
friendships
One of the most likable guys
in this industry, he now becomes prexy of the company he has served
so well
Friends of Bill are undoubtedly
saying to themselves,
and aloud, too, "there is one fellow who deserved the job and got it,
good luck to him"
And this corner doubles that in spades
T
▼
▼
•

• • SAW A BRITISH PICTURE the other day
An invitation sneak preview
Now we know why so many people on this
side are closely watching British production
And now we know
why I. Arthur Rank (who has nothing to do with this picture, by the
way) keeps moving ahead in markets abroad and here
This independently-produced (Lou Jackson) picture has a knockout denouemean

ment

When

you see "Murder in Reverse,"

BIdg. Controls to
Remain, is Report

full co-operation
of industry
ips in formulating a revised code.
(Continued from Page 1)
inal conference will be held in
■Spring with the various groups widespread splurge in theater build3>re submitting the finished forming, will remain in effect for many
weeks to come.
Housing expediter Wilson Wyatt
conferred yesterday with President
Truman, reconversion chief John
Steelman and RFC member George
(Continued from Page 1)
Allen but no decision on continuing
ional Refugee Service. A capacity construction controls was announced.
Meanwhile, CPA boss John Small
'ience of 20,000 filled the Madison
lare Garden for the thirteenth an- termed "ridiculous" reports that the
agency will be abolished immediately.
1 performance of "Stars."
He said CPA will last at least until
March 31, although many controls
will be removed before that time.
Small said he favored transition of
control of building materials from
CPA to the Federal Housing Agency.
^
CPA official increases yesterday in
L daughter, Judy Andra, was born the market price for zinc, automaticMr. and Mrs. Herbert Cohn at
ally removed Government s.ubsidies
Joseph's Hospital, Far Rock- made to mines. This, officials said,
ly. Father is motion picture edi- will mean even higher prices for
and critic of the Brooklyn Daily motion picture items using zinc.
:le.

" Nets
Stars
|ght ofFor
L0,000
the
UJA

STORK REPORTS

>etroit — Mr. and Mrs. Norman
'er are the parents of a new baby
, their first. Father is new sales1 for Universal Pictures.
leveland, O. — Julius Lamm, man'r of Warners' Uptown Theater,
■ame a grandfather for the sectime last week when his daughMrs. Therese Handler, presented
with a granddaughter. Her name
Barbara Ann.
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Rites Held ior Hemley

you will see what we

Propose City Ticlcet
Tax in Atlantic City

Page

1)

brought out, that a director is opposed to the script submitted for
shooting. Whereupon, the production head might say, "It's okay. Do
the best you can. We'll protect
That, Wyler asserted, does the
industry no good, and it only dries
up whatever creative talent the director possesses. A man with high
directorial talent and low sales resistance soon finds himself in a dilemma: to assert himself might
means the loss of a lucrative job;
to play ball means the loss of his
artistic and moral integrity, he
pointed
Wyler out.
said he himself had made
you."
no decision on what his first picture
would be under the Liberty banner.
One of the reasons for his visit to
New York, he explained, was to give
the shows the once-over and maybe
pick up some literary properties.
Besides, he'd like to see the premiere
of the last picture he just completed for Sam Goldwyn, "Best
Years of Our Lives," supposed to
open at the Astor on Nov. 21.
Wyler intends to remain in New
York until December.

Loew's Resumes Annual
Thanksgiving Parties

After a four-year war-time lapse
Loew's Theaters will renew their annual pre - Thanksgiving parties for
Loew theater managers and assistant managers. Over 400 managers
(Continued from Page II
and assistants along with their wives
which last Spring was declared il- will be guests of
Nicholas M.
legal by the New Jersey Supreme
Schenck at a party to be held in the
Court.
Hotel Plaza, Nov. 26, beginning at
Under this plan, outlined by the
Mayor, the visitor will pay 90 per 11 p. m.
cent of the tax, which will be used,
according to the Mayor, for public
Wherry Will Investigate
improvements
The items included in the new
luxury tax, which would be submitted State Dep't Propaganda
for referendum before final adop- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tion, are hotel rooms, admissions to
Washington — Sen. Kenneth
amusements, liquor, and cigarettes. Wherry (R., Neb.) said yesterday he
would
investigate at first hand the
The Mayor, who believes $1,637,269.65 can be derived from this
"propaganda activities" of the State
source, stated it was not an open
cultural and informawedge for a new State sales tax Department's
tional service in Europe. Wherry,
campaign.
who leaves soon on a European

Post's Archer Winston
Heads N. Y. Film Critics
(Continued from Page 1)
ing of the organization. Winston succeeds John McManus
of P. M. and
Pihodna succeeds Abe Weiler of the
Times.

Interment services were held yesterday at Mt. Carmel Cemetery,
No date was set for the selection
Brooklyn, for Frederick Hemley, 62,
attorney for the late William S. of top pictures and stars for the last
Hart. Hemley died Sunday night at year because of delayed release dates
of completed pictures.
Jewish Memorial Hospital.
Hemley, a partner in the law firm
of Hause, Grossman, Vorhaus & Mrs. B. B. Holdridge Dead
Shenandoah, la.— Mrs. B. B. HoldHemley, had been writing a biograridge, who with her husband ran
phy of the pioneer cowboy actor.
Five brothers, three sons and his the State Theater here, died at St.
second wife survive Hemley,
Joseph's Hospital in Omaha.

trip, opposed apropriations for the
Department's information program
abroad.

iVSW Exhihs. Cool to
Cointnontvealth Meet
Melbourne (By Air Mail) — The
first Commonwealth - wide conference of exhibitors is set for Dec.
2-3 in Melbourne, but NSW has
so far declined to participate. Called
by the Queensland Branch of MPEA
to explore the possibilities of a nationwide organization, there is no
agenda so that the discussion can
be as wide as pcssible.
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Probe Charges of
Pix Clearance Delays

on

Chaplin-Picliford Claim Breach of Contract
(Continued

from Page 1)

taken to nullify an agreement for ' expected
to remain in Hollywood for
several days.
stock transfer to Selznick.
looking- into reports that MPAA and
Under agreement, Selznick was to
Selznick's arrangemeiit with UA
SniPP were delaying clearance of deliver
two units of five pix each for release of "Duel in the Sun" had,
the pictures until their member com- and on completion of delivery of first it is understood, provided he be
panies "cashed in" on the growing unit would become a one-sixth owner charged 25 per cent for distribution
of United Artists and after delivciy until picture had done $800,000 in
interest in educational films.
Educational institutions and of second unit would be made a one- United States and Canada, wich ten
third ov.-ner. Chaplin and Pickford per cent to be charged him thereafter. Also, he was to be charged
groups have been clamoring for re- contend he has only delivered three
lease of the more than 5,000 pic- pix so far and it is understood that 25 per cent until picture reached
in England with ten per
tures made during the war, but so the action to seek ousting of Selz- I £80,000
nick is because of his releases to cent thereafter.
far only a handful have been cleared RKO.
I Daniel T. O'Shea, prexy of Van—and none of these by SIMPP or
guard Films, issued the following
According to rules of the UA
MPAA members, it was said.
statement regarding plans proposed
Committee spokesmen declined to coi'poration, final action rests with
comment on these reports, but from company's board of directors and by Chaplin and Pickford: "If perchance the United Artists board supother sources it was learned that stockholders can only make recomports this weird and suicidal maboard. The board's
:he committee is seriously concerned next regularmendations to the
neuver we shall have much to say
meeting is scheduled
over the situation. Charges have for next Tuesday
but it is expected of great interest to the trade and it
been made to the committee that
to be postponed one week inasmuch
the two picture organizations hope as President Edward C. Raftery is will not be limited to our plans concerning 'Duel in the Sun'."
to "stall" clearance of the films until their members embark on an an600
Reservations
Already
ticipated extensive program of mak- Sheriff's Memo Writ
ing educational pictures. Informed Opposes UA Petition
In for Balaban's Dinner
sources pointed out that the train(Continued from Page 1)
ing and other educational films made
Sheriff John J. McClosky yesterduring the war had stiinulated a
day filed a memo brief in opposition sponsored by the Motion Picture Division of the Joint Defense Appeal
nation-"nnde interest in such pic- to United Artists' petition for a
tures.
writ of mandamus to compel the at the Hotel Astor on Nov. 21.
Although a comparative few were
Among the speakers will be Harsheriff to seize the print of "Caesar
produced by SIMPP, or MPAA com- and Cleopatra" at the Astor Thevey D. Gibson, president of Manufacturers Trust Co., and a member
panies, many other pictures are
ater. Justice Roy Church in N. Y.
ried up because of the copyrighted Supreme Court yesterday accepted of the Paramount board, as well as
footage used by the Army in its the brief, but withheld his decision.
Henry Others
Monsky,scheduled
presidentinclude
of B'nai
films. In line with this, both the The sheriff contended it was his B'rith.
Bill
Army and Navy have banned use duty only to guard the print and not vins.
McCraw, Ed Weisl, and Louis Noof anv footage with copyright re- to confiscate it.
strictions in future service-made
Jack Cohn, executive vice-presifilms.
dent of Columbia, Leonard H. GoldThe committee is still awaiting a ; 14 U. K. Theaters Figure
enson, vice-president of Paramount,
plan drawn up by the Library of In Deals By Four Circuits
and Sam Rinzler of Randforce TheCongress. This plan will include
aters, Inc., are the chairmen for
suggestions for classifying the war !
(Continued from Page 1)
the Motion Picture effort. In a joint
made films so that clearance can over six music halls from General statement, the chairmen revealed
be given by SIMPP, and MPAA Theater Corp., giving two provincial that more than 600 advance resermembers.
vations have already been made.
cinemas in part exchange. Among
In a ■ letter to the Senate sub- the halls involved are the Palladium,
Additional leadership for the drive
committee several months ago, Holborn, Empire and Prince of was also announced. Harry Levine,
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston Wales.
of Paramount; Harry Romm, Bob
agreed to co-operate in attempts to
Weitman, of the Paramount Theclear the pictures but stated he Warners Denied Permit
aters; Charlie Miller, of MCA.; Nat
Kalchein, of Wm. Morris agency, and
could not assui'e "blanket clearance"
of the films.
To Build Sydney House
Tom G. Rockwell, of GAC, will head
the talent and agency division. The
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Ads. Out of N. Y. Post
organization of the legitimate theXew York Post yesterday omitted the Commission will not approve of
ater division has been completed
all advertising, due to the paper any additional film theaters in Syd- with Russel Holman, Boris Kaplan
shortage and shipping situation.
ney for some time.
and John Byram of Paramount as
Ads. go back in today.
chairmen.
(Continued from Psge

I

Selznick Ouster to be Asked

(Continued from Page 1)

1'

Coronet Comedy Via Astor

Oil to Governor-Elect
Hints Ticket Tax Cut
Columbus — Mentioning specifically a possible one-cent reduction
in the three per cent retail sales
tax. Gov. -elect Thomas J. Herbert
will attempt to 'straighten out
Ohio s tax muddle" when he assumes office Jan. 1. While Herbert
did not single out the admissions tax,
it is generally assumed that any reduction in the sales tax will include
a similar reduction in the admissirns tax.
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Hollywood— With Bob Hope, Milton Berle, Willie Howard and Bert
Lahr in the footage. Coronet Pictures, Inc., is well into production
with "It Pays To Be Funny," Bud
Pollard directing. Astor Pictures
will release.

First Tele Show Sold
For Film Production

Radio Cinema Theaters Corp. of
California, in the first transaction of
its kind, purchased motion picture
rights to the tele production, "Mr.
Sctmuel Amow Dead
Mergenthwirker's
Lobblies."
"Lobblies," a fantasy
by Nelson
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY Bond and David Kent, was presented
Hollywood — Samuel Arnow, 56, by the Dramatists (juild and NBC
veteran talent agent and brother of Television over WNBT and sale was
Max, a Columbia Pictures executive, announced by Richard Rodgers,
is dead of complications resulting prexy of Dramatists Guild, and John
from a heart condition. He had been F. Royal, NBC veepee in charge of
television.
ill for several months.

government in motion pictures,"
Richeysion prices
said,fixed
"you'll
admisalongsee with
the
wages you pay your emplov;gs.
acA
Itwillmaycommand
be that a 15-cent
a S15 we.'*^
,
sion, with corresponding
fixed
changes
otherquestion
brackets."
Turning in
to the
of re-issues, Richey said that one customei
had thought that because "Rage in
Heaven" was old, it should also b(
free. He said the picture was mad(
when Ingrid Bergman was unknown
adding that the picture never paic;
out and that it is a better attractior
now than it was then.
With greai
properties, he said, entertainment
newspaper.
cannot be dated like yesterday','
Richey predicted that within the
next few years, for every three theaters now
operatingthere
willnewbi
one new
one.
This will
mean
competition in every trading area
and new theaters are apt to fall intc
new classifications.
Sees Many Small Theaters
"They won't be all top-bracket.'
he said; "in fact, I look for a majority of new small theaters, and
this mav be 16 mm. competition that
has been threatening. There is a
great likelihood of a separation between these theaters that run new,
modern films at top prices with superior showmanship and the les-'
runs. Admission prices may le
oif in the
two better
gradesandof newer
amusemenvalue,
films
will go up while the lesser anc
cheaper runs will go down in price
at the box office."
Richey reminded
the conventi<
that Metro had no intention to is.=ij'
16 mm. film in the United States.
Because the industry is undergoing a period of transition, Riche,\
said there was never a better tinitfor showmanship nor an easier tiirv
to coast down hill, concluding with
"new competition will make a bi
for a larger share of the amust
ment dollar."
Warners
Sign Lew Ayres
West

Ccast

Bureau

of

THE
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Hollywood— Jack L. Warner, WE
production chief, yesterday signed
Lew Ayres to star opposite Ant
Sheridan and Zachary Scott in "The.
Unfaithful," which will go before
the camera late in November. Jerrji
Wald and Vincent Sherman have
been assigned as producer and di
rector, respectively.

SICK REPORT
SIDNEY
in Michael

ROSE, Chicago UA manager, is,
Reese Hospital for a checkup.

HOMER
HISEY,
United
salesman, and son
of Mrs.
Alpha Artists'
Hisey, owner
of the State Theater, Nashville, III., is in
St. Luke's Hospital, St. Louis.

- ,

M. F. Production Dist.
28 v;. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.
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itimaie
in Character
itarnational in Scope
lependent in Thought

Twenty-Eight Years Old
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TEN CENTS

INITED WORLD FILMS AS "V" SUBSIDIARY
fhird of Mexican Playing Time for Domestic Pix
jbvemment Moves to Pro;pt Native Producers as
i^reign Pix Inroads Grow
jft. new law has been drawn up in
txico requiring native circuits and
olependent exhibitors to devote one;jrd of their yearly playing time
Mexican product, it was reliably
Lmed yesterday by The Film
^JLY.

:jlThe new measure is now before the
ief legislative bodies and final votj action is expected to be comjBted before the end of the year.
(Continued on Page 4)

idvaiKed Color Use
rr

Justice Department Denies Reports FBI
Is Investigating Coast Strihe Bombings
Washington Bureau of THE

ioming for "Razor" Bow

DAILY

Department spokesmen declored the Federal Government has "not yet"
received any complaint in the situation, and would take no action until a formal complaint is mode.
It is known that several members of Congress from California are contemploting calling on the Department to investigote the bombings.

Formation of United World
Films, Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Universal Pictures Co., for the purpose of producing and distributing 16 mm. and
8 mm. entertainment, educational
and religious films was announced
yesterday by N. J. Blumberg, president of Universal. In announcing
the new company, it was disclosed
that the entire sub-standard library
of Bell & Howell Co., known as
(Continued on Page 7)

Profit Motive In UA
Row, Selznkk Holds

MPTOA Plans for PIx
ales Bring Oppose

West Coast Bureau of THE

By M. WATHEN
Memphis, Tenn. — Opposing the
MPTOA plan that distributors place
pictures according to the capacity
and outstandine features of a theater, M. A. Lightman, veepee of
By H. V. REVES
MPTOA, said that the little theaters
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
and large should have the same opDetroit — Wednesday's session, deportunity in the picture by picture
voted primarily to buying and booksale. He also opposed divorcement
ing practices, was keynoted by a deon the grounds that inexperienced
cision of Michigan Allied to go
independent owners would bid any ahead with establishment of a bookprice for pix. This was revealed
ing and buying co-operative immediafter a two-day round table discusately. Number of members now
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 5)
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Hollywood — David 0. Selznick
charges that Chaplin and Pickford
seek to remove him from UA so that
Though Michael Powell, director- thev can profit to the extent of
oducer of the Technicolored "Stair- $5,000,000 each. He said that offers
fey to Heaven," is here from Eng- of $10,000,000 and $12,000,000 have
nd on "part holiday, part busi- been made for UA.
He also stated that he had paid
Ijss," a strong, contributiner motive
jx his re-visit since 18 months ago down $300,000 on UA stock, which
(Continued on Page 8)
he was to receive when he had finished ten units of pix. Selznick
maintained that with "Duel in the
Dth-Fox's Field Chiefs
(Continued on Page 7)

f Powell's "Heaven

FILM

Washington — The Department of Justice yesterday denied that the FBI is investigating the series of bombings of the homes of non -striking Hollywood
studio workers.

Will Produce, Distribute
Narrow Gauge Pix; B & H
Filmosound Library Bought

Buying, Book Co-op

20th-Fox division and sales man- New Availabilitv System
MPFA Special Newsreel
Defense Calls Gamble in
;ers will come to New York next Installed in PRC Branches
In
4
European
Countries
Testimony Against Majors
leek for both the opening of "The
A system whereby exhibitors will
Razor's Edge" at the Roxy and to
A
special
newsreel
will
be
disSeattle — Testimony for the de, tend important sales meetings with be assured of their availability notributed by the Motion Picture Exfence, after bringing in Ted Gamble
(Continued on Page 6)
Hces has been develoned bv PRC and
port Association in Holland, Czecho- as a surprise witness, when court
is now being installed in all branches.
slovakia, Hungary and Rumania in resumed yesterday in the $.500,000
The system, which will relieve the the near future if plans now under
suit of the Theater Investbookers from those details, will be consideration materialize, it was re- damaa-e
Gov't Holds For World
ment Company and Venetian Theater
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
(Jensen & von Herberg) against 13
Trade Pacts — Clayton
major distributors and exhibitors
Under-Secretary of State, Wilcharging conspiracy to monopolize
(Continued on Page 6)
liam L. Clayton last night re-af-

Mono, Plans New Film Corp.

firmed the administration's backing
of a reciprocal trade agreement program and the reduction of trade
barriers throughout the world.
Speaking before the National
Foreign Trade convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria, Clayton said, "we
need markets — big markets — around
the world in which to buy and sell.
We ask no special privileges in any
of these markets. We hope that'
others will neither ask nor be gronted special privileges."

Top H'vtood Talent To Make Hi-Budget Pix
Wr^f r^ast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Equip. Engineers Work
Hollywood — Following annual
On Six New Improvements meeting of the b^ard of directors yes-

terday, Steve Broidy, president of
In a retrospective talk covering Monogram, announced that plans are
two decades of progress since the being formulated for organizing of
inception of sound motion pictures, a new company, to be known as Allied Artists Corporation, which will
E. _S. Seeley, Altec Service chief
engineer, traced milestones in sound handle forthcoming high-budget pictures exclusively, to be distributed
development at the monthly meeting
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)

Jachson ParU Decree
Case to Be Appealed
Chicago — Defense attorneys will
file notice of appeal in Jackson
Park decree case by Nov. 16 ond
the appeal bond of at least $100,000. They hove 90 days, then, to
prepare mission
appeal
to Federaldocument
Appeals for
Courtsubin
Chicago.

L
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Rochester Theater, Sport
License Fees Raised

Keenan Holds Private
Confabs with Walsh

X. Y. THEATERS
9}

Rochester — Theaters here will pay
Hollywood — The following state- sharply increased licensing fees next
Vol. 90, No. 95
Thurs., Nov. 14, 194S
10 Cents
ment was issued by the committee of
representatives of AFL unions and year following surprise passage last
Publisher
)CHN
W. ALICOATE
g'uilds which is holding conferences night, by the city council, of an
ordinance increasing the annual liDONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publlslier in an effort to establish jurisdictional
dispute arbitration machinery.
and General Manager
cense for houses seating more than
"The committee of representatives 2,000 from $50 to $900. The new
Editor
CHESTER
B. BAHN
met again with Joseph D. Keenan
last night. It was unanimously ordinance affects all theaters as well
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays agreed that Mr. Keenan should con- as sports events.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18,
Other rates were as follows:
tinue private conferences with International officers of the lATSE and
N. W.
Y., by
Wid's Films
and Film
Inc.
J.
Alicoate,
President
and Folk,
Publisher;
Houses
seating 500 or less will
the Brotherhood of Carpenters, in an
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second effort to resolve a fundamental dif- pay $5 per performance or $100 anclass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at
nually; those seating up to 1,000,
ference between these two InternaNew York, N. Y., under the act of March 3,
tionals, as to the method by which $10 per perfonnance, $200 annually;
1879. Terms (Postage free) United States
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year; the December 1945 AFL arbitration
up to 1,500, $15 per performance,
6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$400 annually; up to 2,000, $20 per
$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order. award shall be recognized."
Late Tuesday, Richard Walsh, performance or $600 annually; over
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. lATSE International prexy, had an- nually.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120.
nounced that the lATSE would not 2,000, $25 per performance, $900 an9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New York.
City Manager Louis B. Cartwright
participate further in round-table
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. arbitration parleys with striking and said increased costs of inspection
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phon
neutral
labor
union
chiefs
and
by building and fire bureaus made
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
the increase necessary.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C Keenan. Charging the CSU members
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett. with having committed acts of vioto a printers' strike, which
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
lence and that the Brotherhood had hasDueclosed
both daily papers, theCHICAGO, 45, III.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N
ater managers were unaware of the
refused to accept the Dec. 26, 1945
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127- directive, Walsh, yesterday offered new law until contacted by a Film
133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Daily representative. They expressed
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary $5,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of resentment that they had been given
Lcuise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY-persons who bombed the home of no warning that such an ordinance
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
Norman J. Pottle, Technicolor Lab- was to be proposed.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv
oratory dept. manager.
The managers of Rochester's 30splan 30.g. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien
MEXICO CITY— Airi Andrade. Mexico C
odd theaters yesterday were studyHerald. Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAI^-Ray
ing possible measures to cut the new
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier To Examine
Harry Cohn
fee schedule. They said the new
St. VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
rates
were far above those of cities
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, In Play Contract Suit
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
of comparable size.
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys.
Justice Aaron J. Levy of New
no Rue des Paqiierettes ; MOSCOW — RayYork Supreme Court yesterday
mond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— Tohn Lindberg, Jernhanealle No. 3, granted Hollywood Plays, Myra
$10 Benefit
Premiere
of "Lives'
for Blind
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr. Wood and Hopwood Plays the right As
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
to examine Harry Cohn, president
Ten dollars is the admission price
of Columbia Pictures, in connection
with the $150,000 suit brought for the premiere performance of Sam
against Columbia by the plaintiffs.
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our
Plaintiffs charge that on a deal Lives," which will open at the Astor
made May 12, 1943, Columbia agreed Theater, Nov. 21. Proceeds go to
(Wed., Nov. 13)
=
- % to produce "Good Night Ladies," The Lighthouse, which serves 4,000
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
^wned by the plaintiffs, but that blind
- 1/4
creeds. people of all ages, races and
Columbia
breached
the
agreement.
Net
Chg.
High
Low
Close
Depositions may be taken in New
Am.
Seat
20
20
20
SOPEG Meet Tonight
York or in Hollywood.
Bell & Howell
I8I/2
I8V2
ISVi
Columbia
Picts
23
23
23
Screen Office and Professional EmColumbia
Picts. pfd.. 851/2
85
85
East. Kodak
215
215
215
ployes Guild officials met yesterday
do pfd
194
194
194
Minsky to Eagle-Lion
with representatives of major film
Gen. Prec. Eq
241/3
24
24
companies. No statement of what
hs District Sales Rep.
Loew's,
Inc
271/3
253^
271/8
transpired was issued. There will
Paramount
31 Vz 3034
31 Vi — 1
RKO
161/4 16 , 16
Appointment of Joseph Minsky as be a membership meeting tonight at
Republic
Picts
8
8
8
Republic
Picts. pfd.. I41/4
14
H'/g
Eagle-Lion's district sales repre- the Malon Studios of the UA, 20thsentative for Philadelphia, Washing- Fox, Col. and Loew's exchange em20th Century-Fox ... 40
391/2
40
Universal
Pict
28I/2
271/2
271/2
ton and Pittsburgh was announced
Universal
Pict.
pfd.. 881/2
873^
88I/4
yesterday by Alfred W. Schwalberg. ployes.
Warner Bros
18
I75/3
173^4
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
+ 'A vice-president and general sales manWANTED
irrst
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RADJO

Cinecolor
Pathe

51/2—
51/2
33^ —
163/8 +
41/2—
Bid
514
6

%

%
%
1/4
Asked
53^
7

Minsky held theater managerial
ager.
posts with Warner Bros, in Philadelnhia and Wilmington and was in
Warners' sales department in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland.
After serving four and a half years
in the Army, he joined International
Pictures as special sales representative.

16

mm.

Sound

Recorder

with

Amplifier;
must
have 400 ft.
or more. Write Box No. 19,
THE
1501

BROADWAY,

or without

with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor * A Columbia Picture
SPECTACULAR

'3 W

ISE
NOCTURNE

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY • MYRNA DELL

^^5*^

ONSCRCCN
IM PERSON

DAVE

O'BRIEN

B'WAY at 50th •
DOORS OPEN
Z
9 a.m. to 3 a.m.

APOLLON
•
Extra!

HARRY

BABBITT J

MARGARET

FOOLS'

BOEDASmRB

>l»MIOMI

fliV<**

■p/tf^/iAiO(//vr .

"TWO YEARS
Pantmonnt's
Starrine

BEFORE THE MAST'

AI>AN LADD . BRIAN DONX.BVT
WILLIAM
BENDIX
BARRY FITZGERALD

RIVOLI, B'way at 49th St.

"PLAINSMAN

THE THUNDERING SAGA OF
THE
PONY EXPRESS!

starring
B'way &
WILLIAM
ELLIOTT
• VERA
RALSTON
GAIL
PATRICK' JOSEPH
SCHILDKRAUT
Associate Producer and Director,

LADY
2w'.HKTh
* ?GOTHAM"
JOSEPH KANE
REPUBLIC PICTURE

NEW

YORK

18, N.

47th St.

Y.
JEANNE

NOW!

PRESENTATIor,

FILM DAILY

J. ARTHUR'RANK

PRESENTS

HARRISON
WINTER ■ I: REX
LILLI PALMER
Thompson Films Purchased
GARDEN ;
TOGETHER
"NO
TORIOUSIN
Arthur Greene, La Salle Street
financier, has boup-ht Errol Flynn
Thompson Productions Film Company, according to Chicago Times.
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Extra!

AL BERNIE

BERGMAN
New all-time

AND

NEWS!

IS GOOD

H-G-M NEWS
BOB

CAPITOL

SET NEW

Sunday record at Capitol, N. Y. wnere Ingrid Bergman and

RECORD!
Robert Montgomery

are

spellmnding tne crowds witn "Rage In Heaven." First time in history tnat a Reprint plays M-G-M's
Ace nouse. Packing tnem in everywnere

RUNAWAY
"Gallant Bess* continues to pay ori at every
Action-Cinecolor!
A top audience snow!

HORSE

gate!

Big

1

opportunity

tor snowmansnip!

Filmed in

,X

STARS

OVER

MUSIC

HALL!

Naturally it is M-G-M wnich nas captured tne hignly valued Cnristmas - New Year's cooking at Radio
City Music Hall. 'Till Tne Clouds Roll By" Tecnnicolor Musical of Jerome Kern's lire and songs is a
Big Snow for a Lig Snowsnop. 13 Top Stars, 13 Top Featured Players, 26 Songs and Numoers!
Something to look forward to.

•iH«ytA«i'^

"THE

YEARLING"

WORLD

PREMIERE!

M-G-M will snortly make announcement of tne most important World Premiere in years. No picture
in recent film nistory nas nad sucn advance praise. It nas already been selected as tbeir Prize Picture
by Louella Parsons in Cosmopolitan, Tbornton Delebanty in Redbook, Jack Moffitt in Esquire,
Dorotny Kilgallen in Modem Screen and more every day.

VAN

DOES

IT AGAIN]

"No Leave, No Love" is delignting every Van-fan from Coast to Coast. Van Jonnson adds anotner gay
musical nit to "Tnrill Of A Romance" and "Easy To Wed."

REMINDER

FOR

THE

FUTURE!

Tnis week we screened an amazing attraction "Lady In Tbe Lake." It reveals a unique tecnnique in
screen story-telling, tbe most startling innovation since talking pictures began! YOU are co-starred
in tbe picture witb Robert Montgomery and a sterling cast. You'll see wbat we mean ! It's powerful,
suspenseful, daring, revolutionary!

YOU

CAN

SAY IT AGAIN

AND

AGAIN!

Tbe Big Ones Come From M-G-M. Tke Big Ones Come From M-G-M. Tke Big Ones Come From
M-G-M. Ditto! Ditto! Ditto!
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Third of Mex. Screen
Time for Native Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
The new measure, it was revealed,
will take effect early in 1947, possibly
January.
Increasing inroads ty foreign producers and distributors is the basis
for the new government action, it
was indicated. Native product in the
Spanish language has been relegated to a fate similar to that of
home-produced Argentine films. They
have been relegated to minor suburban spots and in many cases shelved
in favor of imports.
This year, Mexican producers have
made about 70 films. Up until this
month only 40 per cent have been
played in Mexico. There remains 60
per cent to be played up until the
end of the year with possible legal
confusion forthcoming due to contractual obligations. With approximately six weeks remaining until
year's 'end Mexican exhibitors will
probably have to squeeze out imports in order to fulfill the requirements. On the basis of 70 films
available this year better than 35
will have to be shown in the month
and a half remaining this year.
It was stated there iias been a
heavy penetration of the Mexican and
Latin-American market by British
films which have captured the attention of the filmgo.ng public and resulted in a great deal of activity by
imporcers to supply the demand.

FSC Sets British Pix Deal
With Mexican Circuit Head
The last of a series of deals for
the distribution of a block of six
British films in Central and South
America has been concluded here by
Foreign Screen Corp. with the circuit headed by Luis Oslo, prominent Mexican circuit operator.
The films, produced in England by
Pathe Films, Ltd., were acquired for
the Latin-American market from
Associated British Film Distributors, Ltd. They consist of a James
Mason feature, "The Man from Morocco," "A Yank in London," "Night
Boat to Dublin," "The Tower of
Peril" and "Suspected Person."
Foreign Screen has previously
concluded deals with Onerazan, S. A.,
Havana; Consorcio Cinematograifico
Chileno, Santiago de Chile; J. Miranda & Co., Rio de Janeiro; Di
Domenico & Co., Bogota, Colombia;
Juan Thomas Orrantia, Guayaquil,
Ecuador; Alltransport, S. A., Lima,
Peru; Kron Films, Buenos Aires, and
Veka International, Caracas, Venezuela.
These deals for a block of films are
said to be the first in the LatinAmerican exiort field. The films
are all sub-ti led in languages suitable to each country.

SICK REPORT
f/A'^GARET

CARTER,

director of C'na-

H'an Film B ard is hospita'ized in Mi!ine,
III. with a broken leg, suffered in a fall.

13''^
tcfPMWvi^^'

Thursday's Tidings

• • • CUFF NOTIS: The United Notions' plans concerning films
and graphic media will be outlined at a press conference called for
today by Jean Benoit-Levy, director of the Film and Visual Information division. Department of Public Information, UN. ... • Metro's
"Gallant Bess," originally booked for the Criterion, opens, instead, at
Loew's State, on Thanksgiving Day. ... • With Eagle-Lion Films planning to produce a feature based upon Hearst's "Prince Valiant" Sunday
adventure page, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., planning to make a Technicolor picture of "Xnights of the Round Table," a new screen cycle seems
to be in the moking
While the Eagle-Lion pic of K'ng Arthur's Court
will be made in color in Hollywood next June, Fairbanks' picture, carrying a budget upwards of $4,000,000, will not go into production until next
Foil, when it may be made, in all or in part, in England. ... • Didja
know that Wolter Reade is planning to duplicate the new Park Ave.
subscription theater in Boston, Philadelphia,
and Washington?
. . .
• CBS, which has acquired exclusive rights to the Dodgers' home games
next season, plans to pick up part of the games vrith color tele equipment, now being completed
CBS also plans to scout the Dodgers
in Spring training in Havana, for color and background tele stories
T

T

T

• • • ODDS 'N'-ENDS: 20th-Fox will host a press reception for
Darryl F. Zanuck, Gene Tiemey, Tyrone Power, Clifton Webb and
Edmund Goulding Monday in the Hampshire House's Cottage Room. . . .
• Tip from Postmaster Albert Goldman: Christmos maiMngs for distant points shou'd be deposited In advance of Dec. 10, and local greeting cards should be mailed not later than Dec. 15 to assure pre-Chrisfmas de'ivery. ... • Enterprise has closed no distribution deal as
yet; still talking not only with UA and Columbia, but other majors
OS welL ... • CBC is figuring on experimental te'e in Canada within
two years and expects eventually to tie in with U. S. tele network
service at Buffalo and Schenectady, probably by microwave re.ay. • . .
• Is Publisher John Knight planning to invade the New York newspaper
field by acquiring an afternoon doily for 311,000,000? ... • Donton
Walker musta been kiddin' when he wrote Hol'ywood stars ore demanding clauses in their contracts to immunize themselves against interviews when vacationing in N'Yawk
Fact of prevailing practice
is that no compulsion or coercion is used on stars for interviews
Players are cagey enough to unnerston' that publicity is as necessary
as air
T

T

T

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: The Motion Picture Council of Greater
Cleveland has, as one of its projects for the year, formation of o Junior
Coimcil, in junior and senior high schools. ... • Does anyone know
the whereabouts of Frank Vannett, who distributed "The Concession,"
'way bock in 1919? ... • The Press Photographers' Associot'on of N'w
York is extending its current exhibit to Dec. 1, at the request of the
Museum of Science and Industry. ... • Judge N. K. Buck, father of
Margaret H'^rrick, executive secretary of th"; Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Scisnces, is the new Mayor of Yak'ma, Wash. ... • Alfred
Drak'? has lerm'nated his Columbia contract to return to Broadway next
m'^th in "The B^ggor's Ooera." ... • Latest techn'ques in television
w'll be one of the highlights of the first annual Notional Crofts and
Scie-i'^e show, wh'ch opens in Madison Squore Garden's Exhibition Hall
on Nov. 17
The show is sponsored by Fowcett's Mechon'x Illusfroted Magazine. ...
• The fom'lior opening and clos'ng signature
mus'c cf Poramount News hos gone on the o'r
It now con be heord
d-n'y OS a regular 'eoture of the Hollywood N'ws Flashes nrogrom conducted by Lorry Mann on the Toronto rod'o station CHUM
The
signature music from the reel is used to open the program

COMING and GOINC
CHARLES BOYER, LEWIS MILESTONE, DA\
LEW. 5, and CHA.^LES EINFELD will arrive fi
the Coast MDnday to attend the opening of
grid Bsigman's
piay, "Joan of Lorraine."
LEONARD SCHLESINCER, president and gi
eral manager of Warner Bros. Service Cor
has left for the Coast where he will sp£
aboutother
a month
in connection
with the/'"^
and
concession
operations.
I
HENRY GINSBERG planes to New York rri
the Coast on Saturday and will stop at t
Sherry Netherland.
CLIFF WORK is in New York for confal
at Universal-International's
heme
office.
JOHN S. ALLEN, Metro Washington d
trict sales manager, has been cai.ed to Hoboki
Ca., by the death of his mother.
JULIAN BLAUSTEIN, Vanguard editorial supe
visor, is due shortly from the Coast for co
ferences with Elsa Neuberger, Eastern sto
head, and Robert Ross, production supervisor.
JACK 5K1RBALL and W. N. SKIRBALL we
in Cleveland yesterday.
forGINGER
Boston.

ROGERS

left Cleveland last nigl

WALT D'SNEY, and MRS. DISNEY, MR
NATALIE KALMUS, JOSEPH M05K0W1TZ, Ml
and MRS. FREDERICK BARTHOLOMEW, SI
ERNEST FISK, managing director of Electr
and Musical Industries, Ltd., LESLIE BOOSE
and LFE EPHRAIM sail today on the Quee
Elizabeth for London.
HARRY NACE, JR., and VINCENT MURPHl
of the Paramount Nace Theaters of Phoenii
Ariz., are in New York for conferences wit
Leonard Goldenson and Edward
L. Hyman.
JANE WITHERS has returned to Hollywoo
from a three-week p. a. tour.
HOAGY CARMICHAEL arrives today on th
Advance Commodore Vanderbilt to attend th
premiere of "The Best Years
PRESTON STURGES and

of Our Lives."
FRANCES RAMS

DEN,
producer's
"Harold Diddlebock,'
arrivedactress
today in
from
the Coast.
W. H. STRAFFORD, business agent for Cameramen Local 566, left Chicago for Detroi
for business conferences.
SAM HOROWITZ, Vanguard Central manager
in Detroit.
HUGH H"^RBERT and MELVYN DOUGLAS art
Chicago visitors.
EMIL STEPN, Essaness Circuit general manager, and wife, on way to Palm Springs foi
vacation.
JACK COHN, vee-pee of Columbia, return;
from the Coast tomorrow.
MONTY BANKS le't Ho'lywood today to
meet his wife, Oracle FieHs, in Washingthe President's
dinner ton,
forwheretheboth
press,will
Nov.attend
16.

Savs Anti-Vice Soci^tv
Relies on Censors' Okay
The

New

York

Society for the;

Suppression of Vice, as a matter of'
"ustom and practice, has always re- j
lied upon the "gond judgment of thej
motion picture division of the state \

education department." That state- 1
ment was made yesterday by John
S. Sumner, executive secretary of the !

society, in commenting on New York '
City authorities' right to halt the :
showine of Howard Hughes' "The '

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

Outlaw."

Nov. 15

Hal
Herbert

Danson

Lewis

Rawl'nson Samuel
Joseph Patrick Reddy

Stone
Ornifz
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Mich. Allied Starts
^uying, Book Co-op
(Continued from Page 1)
iidy for co-operative was not dissed, but President Branch dis;ised it was enough to justify esplishirtg organization. Abram F.
^rs reviewed booking practices in
ftxr states with especial reference
' co-operatives.
Jack Kirsch, Allied President,
■essed benefit of buying co-opative to exhibitors in Chicago, and
•essed that such an organization
Duld be confined to independent
Ihibitors, but should be made voltary. He reviewed Chicago's hisry, and pointed to policy of startle j with small group and growing
adually.
Discuss Distrib. Selling Policy
William Ainsworth, head of WisInsin and upper Wisconsin
ITO,
'oke on experience with booking
-operative set in Milwaukee.
:Considerable
discussion of sell''H policies of distributors was high:hted by attack on percentage sell\s by Joseph P. Uvick who predicted
,Bt high profits of producers would
jng about Government regulations
industry as suggested by H. M.
(Chey. There appeared to be gen;i;al aversion to such regulation
aong exhibitors here, though no
(iTmal action was taken.
Jack Stewart, general manager of
Uied, reported that new buying
•oup will be confined to outstate
luses at present, until it is further
,'veloped and prepared
to handle
(etropolitan situation. Question was
ised by Irving Belinsky, of exbitors like himself, who own tbei.ers in both city and state, but reained unanswered.
The possibility that amendment?
iiissed at State election last week.
aking new drains on State treas•y, would turn legislators toward
eater taxes again was discussed,
ith Allied preparing to oppose such
eves.
An attack on credit terms of film
lying was led by Uvick, who pointed
it that exhibitor gets credit on
tiuipment but is not allowed it on
■ms.
!| New Election System Working
j New election svstem was placed
f. effect, with fifteen directors in
iree groups, who, in turn, will
'ect officers later. Future directors
= ill serve three years instead of one.
! Elected for three years: Glenn A.
iross, Battle Creek; William J.
jchulte. Detroit; Ray Branch. Hastligs: William A. Cassidy, Midland,
ind Harry Hobolth, Imlay City. For
vo years: Henry Carlev, Holland;
Joseph P. Uvick, Detroit: Peter C.
Ichram, Kalamazoo; J. E. Stocker,
•etroit, and Glenn Wallace, Scottille. For one year: Thomas H.
■"land, Ferndale; Josenh Denniston,
lonroe; Delno A. Ritter, Detroit;
!ass R. B=echler, Charlotte, and
Idcar E. Kirchner, Detroit.
_ Highlight of the first Allied sesion was a review of the anti-trust
^tion by Myers, with his prediction
hat appeal from the ultimate deci-

REviEUJS Of n6UJ films
"That
Brennan
Girl"
with James
Dunn,
Mona
Freeman
Republic
95 Mins.
EFFECTIVE DRAMATIC
STORY OF
YOUNG
MOTHERHOOD, NEGLECTED
CHILDREN IS FINE FARE FOR THE FEMME
AUDIENCE.
Told with fine simplicity and realism,
and heightened by sincerity in performance
and polish in the production sense, this
film is a definitely worth while box office
Dresentation that should do well by patron
and exhibitor alike.
Mona Freeman is personable and convincing. James Dunn is always to be relied on
for a gord display of his talents. The other
worthies who make up the supporting cast
round out the story to eminent satisfaction.
It is not a fancy tale. Instead of sweetness and light, one is given an insight into
a sordid state of affairs stemming from
tangled domesticity and the relation of
environment to the formative years of female adolescence, particularly as it relates
to a pretty girl.

"Dick Tracy Vs.

Kono. Creates New
Firm For Top Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

with Morgan Conway, Anne Jeffreys
RKO
62 Mins.

Cueball"

DEVOTEES OF THE COMIC STRIP DETECTIVE WILL LOVE THIS ONE; PLENTY
OF ACTION.
Besides "Tracy," "Junior," "Tess," "Pat
Patton" and the like there's also "Cueball"
"Vitamin,"
"filthy
(but, of course),
"Priceless"
and the
ether Flora"
assorted characters who parade daily in the strip.
There's not a dull moment from start to
finish and the conclusion is a rousing gun
battle, probably one of the noisiest this
season. This is solid thrill entertainment
with mayhem from start to finish, quite in
keeping with the general trend of the
strio.

participants in the new organiza-

crime is pulled by "Cueball."
a diamond importer and makes
lo't. Soon Tracy has the case
The clues begin to point the

It was pointed out by Broidy that
pix planned for Allied Artists would
not conflict with regular Monogram

way. "Cueball" tries hiding out but he
is ran't restrain himself. He's always strangling somebody with a leather hatband and
exposed to her mother's dallying with sus- leaving corpses all over the place.
ceptible men. She too, is encouraged to
As the chase narrows "Cueball" becomes
'ead them on and exploit their weaknesses.
She blooms to beauty and begins her career afraid of being caught. He makes a deal to
"et
rid of the diamonds for a fraction of
IS a wench. James Dunn comes on the
icene as a slick racketeer who lures her the'r worth. Miss Jeffreys poses as a so'■ety girl who wants to buy the rocks.
'nto the easy money of his phoney moving
business. Later, she meets William Mar- "Cueball" learns he is being duped, kidnaos Miss Jeffreys and tries to make a
hall. It's love, the real thing. She marries
Sim in haste. Two days later he is off to ■private desl. She has no money, only the
-■irs. She is almost strangled by the enraged
'he Pacific war and death. M'ss Freeman
Sears his child. The gay life again attracts "Cueball." Out Tracy intervenes. "Cueball"
Hp'ts it. Tracy ?ives chase. It lea^fs to a
'ler. Dunn is taken by the police. Neglectvard. EluHing Tracy, "Cueball"
"ng her baby daughter. Miss Freeman hits ■•ailroad
'he niteries. Authorities take the child. "fits stuck in a switch. A tr^in cmes along.
Ci'pball
w'nds
up behind the eight-ball.
The girl takes the retribution path. She
'inds a boy child abandoned in a church
It's nlayed effect'velv for what it's
-nd assumes his care — her maternal in- •"orth. As ?n item for the doubles it is
fir':t rate. The pace is fast, the story
■tinct coming to the fore. Months later o^silv followed.
Dunn is released and the girl baby is reCA<;T: Mnr<"n Conwav, A-'-'e lof'revs. Lv'e
i-urned. The pair decide to join forces and ' -tpW,
p;*-, CrH'v. I,n Keith, Dick W-ssel.
-five the children proper parental care. "•"ii^las W''ton. F<:tlie' Howard, f-ceih C'eh'n.
K-aPSS. Jimmy Crane, Milton Parsons,
Crr,,, Ff.iiaer.
Lastly, they are about to be wed and take <:|<pit,>n

product
company's
conventionannounced
in Chicago,atwhich
called

From

The initial
He strangles
off with the
well in work.

through Monogram's network of exchange;.
"This new organization will not
in any way affect ambitious production and distribution plans of Monogram, which will continue along same
lines that have won for the company the good will of 9,000 exhibitors, since its inception in 1931,"
said Broidy. "Allied Artists will be
just
what the name implies," he
emphasized.
"It will enlist, for its productions,
most important producers, directors,
actors and writers in Hollywood,
many of
have
expressedactive
decided whom
interest in
becoming

early girlhood Miss Freeman

•D life in Southern California. It's a neatly
"■'Id tale, warm and understanding.
A bit on the lengthy side it holds to-ether admirably throughout and the pro■•uction values enhance the theme.
CAST; Mona Fi-ee^an, James Dunn, June Du^rez, Wil''nm Marshall. Frank lenks, DTOthy
'■"igh'n. Charles A'nt, Rosa'ind Iv^n. Fay H=lm.
^ill K=nnedy, Cnnni» Le"n. Edythe Elliott,
"arah P'dden, Lucien Littlefield.
CR^D'TS: Pro'l'-cpr and Oirectcr, A'fred Ssn'"11; 5rrpen"'ay by Doris Anderson from a sto'v
•-V A-le'^ R"?ers St. |o''n; Cime-'man. 'ack
M-"ta; M"sic. Cpnre= A-'theil: Film Edit-r.
^-thllr Roberts; 5n"nd. Earl Grain. Sr ; Set
^ecorati^ns, lohn McCarthv. |r. and Otto S'egel.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

='.->n Is inevitable, and statement that
court has no power to imnose auct"inri selling. He urged continued
exhibitor vigilance in policing decree.
Mvers also ureed action to reduce
admission tax to ten ner cent by reneal of wartime powers, and further
I'^eislatinn to reneal tax altogether.
He sr)°fifically attacVed organization
of exhibitor associations backed by
chains, and urged that only independent exhibitor p-rouns can nronf^iiv represent industry to legislators.
Dr. Preston H. S^ott, Wayne University, urged exhibitors to identify

CPFr)'TS:

p-/-{),irpr.

Hei^an

Vhlom;

for
46 pi«of on
thealready
'46-'47 have
schedule
and many
these
been
tion."
completed.
Aho discussed at the annual meeting was the election of a new board
of ten directors and the consideration of a proposal to amend the
Certificate of Incorporation, as
amended, of the company to increase
the authorized capital stock of the
company from 1,000,000 shares to
1,500,000 shares of common stock
with a $1 par value per share.
Attending the annual board meeting were Broidy, George D. Burrows, W. Ray Johnston, Edward
Morey, Herman Rifkin, Norton V.
Ritchey, William Hurlbut, Charles
W. Trampe, Arthur C. Bromberg and
Howard Stubbins.

American Eagle Films
Elects Howard Prexy

Di-ec-

"■^r.
G^r'**'!
M
rV^tiw'.ie;
^rroonnl^v
bv
D^r>p
• -..-cior ">-< O'-bp-t E. K=-t: O-i^I-i'l 'ton'.
L-ri
\j/,,4. p-c-^ p.^ mo rartnon ^tri-< hv C'"'«'°'

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — -Sam Howard has
'-..M; M'lsir Pi-il r^~-^-y: rjl-, rJjt«r. pviljbeen elected prexy of American
*'--tin, Jr.; Sound, Robert H. Cuhl, Roy CranEagle Films; Leo J. McCarthey, veevil'e.
pee and general manager; Louis
o'RECTlON, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Berkoif, vee-pee and treasurer; Ben
Good.
♦■hemsolvpc; with the local commun- Koenig, secretary. American Eagle's
first pic, "The Lolis," with cast
itv. whether a smqll town ov metro- headed
by Richard Arlen and Kent
■ooiitan a'^pi. th'^oneh clubs and
Taylor.
other a'*<"ivifies, nl'icino- th°ater=! in
nroner
]io"ht as essential part of the dustry.
c or" ni unity.
gess, after 35 years' service in inWinf^UT) of convention w^."; a PionoQ^ banr'-ipt-. c:r>onso'^°d join+V' bv

Allied and Varietv Club of Michigan, at No-^thwnor! Tnn, with Gov°mor-e]pct Kim Sis'lpr as s-nest o-f
honor, and an elaborate nroo-ram of
prifprtainment. Ho-nnred as i-ndn^jtrv
"inneers wpre: Sqrn"pl Afl^pnnan.
fipovg^e ppT-o-er, Cn^l Bue'''m°le. L^n
PoViPn, Morton D°nni«. Ernest H.
■p'orh°<!. N-'iman E. "F-^firik. F. J.
GoA(5oii. Tr:ncwor*-h a. F"rn°r. Howfird C. Hol^h. David I^'zal, TJ^-rrv
Iron's; Frank
F. L^p. J'^c:enT^ Le^^.
^ng•a JjOvo-n^r,. iH. R. Martin. Edw^^rl

Mnr^hv.

Cha^lpc

C], Pp'^'^v. Qonriro p

Smi'-h. .TaT-'P Snllivan. F'-^^'^fri Westcott, Jack Stewart and William Stur-

Mich. ITO A Defers Meet
To Avoid Allied Conflict
Detroit— Setting an example of
inter-industry co-operation, the
Michigan ITOA agreed to postpone
its own regular meeting for two
weeks, to avoid conflicting with the
convention of the Allied Theatres of
Michigan. The next meeting will be
held Nov. 20, according to Prexy
Sam Carver, at the Hotel Statler,
where the MITOA has voted to
ing.
move
headquarters
afterDetroitrr
havi^-^
been its
established
at the
Hotel since the association's found-

W '^ DiiiLY

MPTOA Plans for Pix
Sales Bring Opposal
(Continued from Page 1)
sion, most of which was "off the
record" by the MPTO of Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee. They advised, against local checkers employed
by film exchanges to cheek boxoffice when pix are engaged on a
percentage basis. Local checkers had
been found guilty of using information for prospective theater operators.
Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA prexy,
advised owners not to buy pix on a
percentage basis with other pix as
a tie-in. He asked that such offers
be reported to the associations. He
said also that now until January was
a good time not to buy pictures.
Henry Reeves, president of Texas
MPTO, Inc., stated that a bill had
been presented to the Texas legislature for a state and municipal admission tax, providing the Government would remove its tax. This
had great appeal for small towns
needing funds.
The Tri-State group elected the
following:
R. X. Williams, Oxford, Mississippi, president; vice presidents, W.
E. Malin, Arkansas; Arthur Rush,
Mississippi; W. F. Ruff in, Jr., Tennessee and R. S. Collins, Paragould,
Arkansas;
secretary-treasurer.
W.
F. Ruffin, Sr., Covington, Tennessee,
was named chairman of board of
directors, and representation on the
national board.
Arkansas directors are: B. F. McDouglad, Claude Munda, L. F. Haven,
Sr., Jack Rhodes and Miss Emma
Dox. For Mississippi: W. S. Taylor,
D. F. Blizzard, Raymond Goodman
and Earl Elkin. For Tennessee:
James West, David Flexer, M. A.
Lightman, Sr., and Miss Louise
Mask.
The new board of directors is
balanced with five Arkansas directors and a secretary-treasurer.

Six 1947-48 "Hopalongs"
Planned by Rachmil-Boyd
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY.

Hollywood — ^Sixth in the William
Boyd - Hopalong Cassidy series,
"Strange Gamble," to be put into
production next April, will wind the
1946-47 schedule. Producer Lewis
Rachmil and Boyd are currently assigning writers to the six scripts for
the 1947-48 program, with shooting
to start around May 1, on a one-amonth schedule. Rachmil and Boyd
leave for New York on Monday for
sales talks with UA execs.

00117 to Solve Your
Farm Help Prohlem
Wellington, N. 2. (By Air Mail)—
W. H. C. Stevens, a farmer of
Auckland District, could not keep
help as there was no entertainment
in the district. So he turned exhib.,
opening his own picture show for the
wcrkersto from
his Itown
farms
attend.
has and
doneneighbors'
much to
solve the area labor problem.

Defense Calls Gamble in
Testimony Against Majors
(Continued

from Page

1)

film distribution, will probably be
completed tomorrow.
Ted Gamble, Portland theater operator and chairman of the board of
the ATA, proved one of the top
defense witnesses in establishing the
practice regarding film rentals, release dates and clearances.
Gamble was followed on the stand
by Ed A. Lamb, branch manager
here for RKO Radio. Also scheduled
as defense witnesses are: Frank
Drew, branch manager for 20th-Fox
and Herndon Edmond, assistant to
Jack Lorentz, manager of the Great
Lakes division in Chicago. Edmond is a former branch manager in
Seattle.
Introduction of plaintiffs' testimony probably will not begin until
next Tuesday.

Equip. Engineers Work
On Six New Improvements
(Continued from Page

1)

of the SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section last night.
Prophesying future developments,
he ventured no extravagant promises
for radical changes, but said that
coming
improvements
". .of.
reflect the
future as an would
extension
the past . . ." More specifically he
disclosed that engineering attention
is being given to new equipment such
as improved control track, automatic
volume control, stereophonic sight
and sound, television, panoramic
sound origin, and a simplified color
film.
Seeley said further that im.provements would come more or less
abruptly and that large-scale efforts
on the part of service men would be
required to insure that no theater
would be scooped by its competitor.
He added that much technical information must be prepared and distributed to the field men and that
new standards of performance will
be established for uniform maintenance to preserve the advancement.

20th Fox's Field Chiefs
Coming For "Razor" Bow

(Continued from Page 1)
Tom J. Connors, vice-president
in
charge of distribution, and William
J. Kupper, general sales manager.
Heading the meetings will be Herman Wobber, Western sales manager; Harry Ballance, Southern sales
manager; William C. Gehring, Central sales manager, and Andrew W.
Smith, Eastern sales manager.
District managers coming here for
the two events are: C. E. Peppiatt,
Philadelphia; E. X. Callahan, Boston; Paul S. Wilson, Atlanta; Philip
Longdon, Dallas; J. H. Lorentz, Chicago; J. J. Grady, Cincinnati; M. A.
Levy, Minneapolis; W. E. Scott,
Kansas City; Sydney Samson, Toronto; Charles L. Walker, Salt Lake
City and Bryan D. Stoner, San Francisco.
Branch managers will include: J.
M. Connolly, Boston; L J. Schmertz,
Cleveland; T. R. Gilliam, Chicago;
Leavitt J. Bugie, Cincinnati; J. J.
Lee, Detroit; H. G. Minsky, Buffalo;
H. R. Beiersdorf, Pittsburgh; B. A.
Simon, New Haven; Weldon Waters,
Albany; C. G. Norris, Washington,
D. C; and Sam Gross, Philadelphia.
The mounting campaign of
"Razor's Edge" advertising and publicity being carried on by Charles
Schlaifer and his staff will culminate
with the initial showing of the film
Tuesday night. h\ addition to representatives of the social scene, the
opening night will take on the aspect
of an international event. Members
ing.
of 51 foreign governments who are
currently attending the United Nations meetings will attend the showFilm critics and writers from 43
key cities all over the nation will be
brought here. The number is expected to be in excess of 75.
The press reception will be given
by Schlaifer Monday at the Hampshire House. Darryl F. Zanuck, producer; Edmund Goulding, Tyrone
Power and Gene Tierney will attend.
The Roxy's notable red carpet will be
laid for the occasion. Following the
premiere, Spyros P. Skouras, 20thFox president, will give a reception
and supper party at the Pierre for
Zanuck and the visiting stars.
Prominent exhibitors and film
leaders coming here for the Picture
Pioneers annual dinner the following day will also participate in the
opening event.
Roxy officials have made arrangements with the police to handle the
affair and in addition they have engaged 100 Pinkerton men to render
assistance.

"Razor's Edge" Sign Adds
Lustre To Times Square Area

Edmund Goulding, director, threw
the switch last night that lit up the
Next Tuesday's world premiere of electric sign advertising "The Ra"The Razor's Edge" at the Roxy
zor's Edge." The sign, fronting on
will be televised over WNBT for a Broadway and extending 80 feet
half hour beginning at 8 p.m. Three into 43rd St., is the largest electrical
cameras will be set up in the lobby luminant in the Times Square area.
Vincent Impellitteri, president of
•and plans call for the appearance of
Royal Sold to Ex-GI's
Newark, Ark. — 0. F. Craig of members of the cast, producer, direc- the City Council, was the city's oftor and others connected with the
Newark has sold the Royal Theatre
ficial representative at the illuminato J. V. Chapman, Jr., and R. S. production in addition to delegates
tion and others who stood by were
to the United Nations meetings.
Chapman, Newark veterans.
Spyros P. Skouras, Tom
J. Con-
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"Razor's Edge" Bow on Tele
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Screenings Overrome
Squawks on "Outlaw

Small community opinion has r
suited
the playing
of "Theit Ou
law" inin scores
of locations,
w;
disclosed
yesterday
by Harry
Gold, general distribution jnanag ,
case in Productions.
point was Cairo, Hl.,^y-"^
of AHughes
stated. An exhibitor in that co^,
munity was requested to cancel tl
film by clergymen
and women's
ganizations.
The exhibitor
screenfo
the picture for a representati\
audience of 52, including membei
of the bodies who had requested hi;
not to show it. He polled the aud
ence.
Thirty-five guests voted in favc
of showing the picture as screene(
eight voted against presentatioi
five for adults only and four did m
vote.
The picture was shown.
In La Salle, 111., a petition wa
circulated requesting a ban on th
film. The film was screened for th
petitioning group. Following th
screening the theater operator re
vealed that several spectators re
quested their names be stricken fror
the petition and no one thought th
picture should be condemned. > i
similar scheme in Santa Fe, N. M
returned a favorable opinion. /
clergyman in the town, who pro
tested, did not attend the previe^\

Acoustical Society Meet
Opens in Chicago Today

Chicago — Upwards of 500 of th<
world's greatest authorities on soun(
gather here today for a three-daj
meeting of the Acoustical Society o; .
America at the Stevens Hotel.
Problems of sound recording, stu
dio construction,
and
design
oi
hearing aids are a few of the manj ;
subjects on which latest develop-^
ments will be reported by the physi-l.
cists and engineers.
.
ji
The meeting will be attended bj)j
members of the Midwest section oi'J
the SMPE and the Chicago section oi
the Institute of Radio Engineers.

nors, W. C. Michel, Charles Schlaif-ip
er, Irving Lesser and A. J. Balaban,!
The sign has a combined length oil
150 feet. It utilizes 20,000 bulbs for^ll
a total of 3,500,000 watts. The event;
was broadcast over WLIB. Gaeii
Foster Girls from the Roxy, cladji
in overalls, assisted Goulding. I

CHARTERED
NEW YORK PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York
City, motion picture business, with capital of
$20,000 in $1 shares, three shares subscribed.
Incorporated at Albany by Arthur L. Cale, Ben
E. Dyer,
William
Charles A. Schapf, I
C.
Holbrook
Barner,R. Distasic,
Jr.
TRANSWORLD
FILMS,
INC., New York City,,
distribute
motion
pictures, capital 1,000 shares ,
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Charles K. Fine, Lionel
R. Blattner, Ruth Bernstein.
4
ALBEN THEATER, INC., New York City,'
capital 100 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed, to exhibit motion picture
and television films. Incorporated at Albany by
Esther Cershenson,
Selma Zwaig, Max B. Levy.

iirsday, November 14, ]946

lited World Films

CW.tuiv

United World Films' Execs.

!W "U" Subsidiary
(Continued from Page 1)
iiiosou'nd
Library
and comprising
llOO
subjects,
had been
purchased.
I It was pointed out that this
feal marked the first time that a
p-ajor distributor had
under|[?Ken to embrace all phases of
he narrow gauge film field.
!fn addition to the film library, the
tire operating personnel and the
anch offices in Chicago, New York,
.^shington and Los Angeles,
tother with the dealer and agency
"atacts of Bell & Howell distribu')gitedsystem,
World were
Films. transferred
Its boardto
lirman is Matthew Fox, who also
'! executive vice-president of Uni(I'sal Pictures.
Col. James
M.
'laney is president and the key ex,Litives are William
F. Kruse, a
fcmber of Bell & Howell for 17
jjars; Edward L. McEvoy, head of
jiiversal's
short subjects
departint, and Edmund
L. Dorfmann,
ke-presidents.
ijUniversal, already closely affilii!^ with the J. Arthur Rank Co.
the distribution of its product in
is country through the recent
prger of Universal and Internajnal Pictures, will now become the
jfime distributor of Rank's subpdard product in the United
Btes. B & H had entered into a
ink deal earlier in the year.
Rank's Cremieu-Javal Here
To expedite the enlarged program
lortly to be launched by United
|orld, conferences are now being
lid in New York between UniverJ executives and Ian Cremieuival, representative of Rank's inrests in the development of the
w company's plans for production
\d distribution. Prospects for
:'orld-wide
of these
invests also development
will be discussed
at these
petings.
■Col. Franey was on General Eisenhower's staff during the war, servjg as assistant Chief of Staff for
|:rsonnel and administration and
|pervising the distribution of all
iims to troops.
He holds the Disiguished Service Medal, the Legion
Honor and Croix de Guerre with
:iilm and the Order of the British
mpire. In May, Col. Franey joined
mited World
Pictures, since disIved, as treasurer.
Kruse established the educational

Exhihs. Tahe to Air
To Make Pix Deals
Pittsburgh — Exhibitors are using
plane service to facilitate their
buying trips. Pioneer Air Service, a
connecting line serving Morgantown, W. Va., Clarksburg and
Wheeling now issues a schedule to
eager exhibitors. TWA and PCA
recently raised $3,000,000 for expansion and development of the
Wheeling field.

in
(Continued from Page 1)
Sun" and "The Paradine Case" plus
the cash payment would have entitled hind to a one-sixth ownership
of
est. UA. He contends that he has
the authority to sell back this inter-

MATHEW FOX
BOARD
CHAIRMAN

COL. J. M. FRANEY
PRESIDENT

ATO of Ind. on Warpath
Over Title Proselyting

WILLIAM F. KRUSE
VICE-PRESIDENT

EDWARD L. McEVOY
VICE-PRESIDENT

Buffalo Variety Club
Sponsors Polio Clinic

Indianapolis — The ATO of Indiana
Buffalo — Sponsorship by the Variin its current bulletin assails a local
ety Club of Buffalo of a clinic or censubsequent-run for "misrepresentater for the treatment of infantile
tion" in newspaper advertising. According to the ATO, the house placed paralysis according to the Kenny
2"opy in the Star which carried the method has been announced by Presword, "Outlaw" in large type, while
ident Constantine J. Basil. It is una legend underneath in small type
derstood the initial contribution will
identified it as "the story of a horse."
The ATO says the pic actually was be in excess of $50,000.
Republic's "The Man from Rainbow

There is speculation here as to
whether Charlie Einf eld's trip to
New York to attend Ingrid Bergman's opening in "Joan of Lorraine" will tie in with the UA board
of directors' meeting scheduled for
Nov. 26. However, Einfeld refused
to make any comment on this.

Hendee to Springfield
Harold Hendee, research director
for RKO Radio in New York, will
make an address before the Motion
Picture Council of Spring-field, Mass.,
tomorrow night, on "Making the
Movies the Real McCoy."
Vaude for Birmingham
Birmingham, Ala. — The old Tem
pie Theater, dark during the war,
will open
tomorrow
for vaudeville's
first
postwar
appearance
here.

"There is no room in this industry
Valley."
for title proselyting," the ATO
affirms. "UA should take action to
prevent an occurrence of violation of
their copyright."
division of Bell & Howell in 1929
and four years later assumed the
management of all film matters for
the firm. In 1935 he was loaned to
che Department of the Interior for
a special assignment. He is president of the Non-Theatrical Allied
Film Association and is on the governing board of the Film Council of
America.
McEvoy has been producer and
manager of Universal short subjects
and non-theatrical operations for the
last three years, prior to which he
was Eastern and Canadian sales
manager of RKO for 15 years.
Dorfmann, who will be vice-president in charge of production, was a
producer for Paramount and a
writer, producer and director for
Columbia. He has been president
of American Institute of Motion Pictures since 1938. He also originated
and produced the Gallup Poll films
and produced for the State and Navy
Departments.
Universal, in a statement, said:
"The marked increase in the 16 mm.
and 8 mm. market, stimulated by
the ever growing desire on the part
of the public to acquire information
through motion pictures, inspired
the transaction whereby Universal
acquires the Bell & Howell library
of 16 mm. and 8 mm. films. Although details of working plans are
not final, each week will see developments which will rapidly bring out
not only the complete organization
for the distribution of the films,
but production as well."
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Advanced Color Use
In Powell's "Heaven
(Continued from Page 1)
is his desire to tell some Hollywood
people: I told 'you so.
On his last . visit here', several
producers scoffed at Powell's idea of
using Technicolor in a new, untried
manner. In "Heaven," Powell feels
he vindicated his imaginative use of
Technicolor.
Rank will support theories with
money, Powell said. "That's one of
the things you're able to do with
Rank,"
Powell commented.
used Technicolor
farther ahead"We've
than
ever before," Powell went on to explain.
Reveals
Technical
Advance
Same scenes were shot in Technicolor and the German-developed
Agfa-Color, and, according to Powell, Technicolor is "the finest color
I've seen anywhere." One of the
technical advances that Powell revealed was the use of monochrome
and Technicolor's three-strip as an
integral part in narrating "Heaven."
Powell was very optimistic about
the effect his new pic would have on
Hollywood. "I have the greatest
admiration for American craftsmen," Powell told interviewers,
"but somehow during the past few
years, Hollywood has l^st the way
. . . craftsmen are still there . . .
must develop new ideas. . . ." Powell
made it clear that the English producers had to resort to new ideas
to compete in the world mai'ket.
Speaking of his partner Emerich
Pressburger and himself, he comuse can
making
new picturesmented,
unless"No we
undercut
the

XEW

THEATERS

Thompson Opening the Crest

Eagan Finally Opens Spot

Wrightsville Beach, N. C. — Jack
Thompson of Jacksonville will open
the new Crest at Wrightsville Beach,
in mid-November, with Robert Saunders doing the booking and buying.

Siloam Springs, Ark. — S. V. Eagan
opened his new Spot 15 months after
the start of construction. One of the
opening announcements pictured a
turtle, indicative of the slow construction.

Fort Payne Joy Opened

Orenstein's Crane Opens

About a year ago, several hundre
young men recently discharged f rot i
the armed
forces and
from wa '
agencies, like the OWI, were quiet
screened by Loew's International t
the purpose of being trained to se
in M-G-M offices and theaters ab/
Kingsville Varsity Opens
This week the fourth and
trainees completed the seven
Kingsville, Tex. — The Varsity Bass Opens in Owensville
Theater has been opened here by M.
Owensville, Ind. — Hollis Bass of months' training program, and ar
M. Buckanan. House was formerly Princeton has opened the new 350- enroute to South Africa and Ea;
seat
Owensville Theater.
Africa. Other trainees have alread
the Navy Base theater. Buckanan
was former Texas manager for Erpi.
gone
to Latin America and to tli
Far East.
"Gentleman's contract" stipulate
that trainee will stay with compan;
for at least one year after end o
training period. And that in th>
event he leaves, he does not go t
work for another film company unti
Illinois' Mormon Opened
Nauvoo, 111. — W. Butterfield has Presley's New Globe Bows
12 months have elapsed since hi
opened
on Nov. his
8. 400-seat Mormon Theater
Savannah, Mo. — M. B. Presley severance with M-G-M.
Morton A. Spring assisted Artnu.
opened his New Globe here without
M. Loew in developing the set-up
formality, merely moving into the Directly
New House for Albany, Ind.
in charge of the progran
Albany, Ind. — Mrs. Lecile Tharp new building from the church build- is George Muchnic, vice-presiden
of Dunkirk, Ind., will open the new
ing used as the Globe since fire de- and assistant to Loew, who has beei
stroyed the original theater three
Albany Theater, 500 seats, on
aided by all of the company's re
Thanksgiving Day.
years ago.
gional directors and departmen
heads, each of whom has had a par
MPEA Special Newsreel
New Availability System
in the selection and training of th(
candidates.
Fort Payne, Ala. — ^The Joy, a concrete block theater with seating
capacity of 485, has opened here.

Crane, Ind. — Edward Orenstein,
who operates the Rialto in Marengo,
and the State in Mill town, has
opened the 250-seat Crane Theater
here.

Installed in PRC Branches

In 4 European Countries

(Continued from Page 1)
in operation in the entire network of
exchanges by Dec. 1.
Known as the "automatic availability guide," the plan utilizes a
ystem of rotating cards in a specially prepared book that records
sequences of availability in each exchange city on a day-by-day basis.
market." Powell explained this was One person devotes his entire time
Archer Productions' own idea, not to the guide thereby relieving the
booker of handling availabilties.
Rank's.

How Rank's IP Functions
Rank-affiliated production outfits
in England at the present are Gainsborough, Two Cities Films, Ltd., and
Independent Producers, Ltd. Powell explained that a unanimous vote
was necessary to join the latter organization, which was set up as a
sort of co-operative but mutuallv
autonomous group, financed with
Rank funds. Production committee
meetings are held every Monday;
board meetings every month.
After a stop-over in Mexico, Peru
and possiblv Brazil, where his production, "Green Days
and
Blue

STORK REPORTS
Cleveland, O. — It's a daughter for
the Jack Shares, and just what they
ordered as a companion piece to their
2-year old son. Father owns and operates the Cedar and Quincy Theaters.

Loew's Trains Vets.
For Overseas Posts

Deeper Providence Ad Cut

Providence, R. I. — The Providence
Journal-Bulletin has announced a 40
per cent cut in newspaper advertising space for the month of December due to the shortage of newsprint. Advertisers were budgeted
with 30 per cent less for November.

(Continued from Page 1)
vealedtionatyesterday.
the office of the organiza-

Chi. JWF Drive to Open

Patterned
"Weltby im
Film,"
German
reel after
approved
American
Military Government for Germany,
and 'The United Newsreel" in
Japan, the reel will be made up of
selected footage from the news
gathering subsidiaries of the major
companies who are members oi
MPEA. Processing will be handled in
various European laboratories and
commentary in respective languages
would be dubbed in for each country.

rison,
investiga
of European
contor and
Morgenth
Earl G. Har"
au, Jr.,
centration camps, will headline the
speakers at the opening of Chicago
Jewish Welfare Funds Drive, starting
Nov. 20 at the Medinah Temple
Drive's goal is $9,750,000. Harris
Perls tein is general chairman and
John Balaban is Southside chairman.

Ginger Rogers Organizes
Lincoln Co. to Produce

Cleveland, O. — Ginger Rogers has
organized her own producing comDays," is nearing completion, Powpany, Lincoln Pictures, to fulfill her
ell hopes to be home by Christmas. commitment to Enterprise Prods, foi
"Days" has been budgeted at £200,- several features, it was disclose<:
000. "Red Skies," to be produced here yesterday coincidental with the
in Technicolor, has been earmarked star's arrival with her husband, Jack
for £400,000. He expects to make Briggs.
"Small Back Room," a thriller, for
Lincoln's first, "Wild Calendar,'
£100,000.
uary. go before the cameras in Janwill

Cannes Prize to Milland
Paris (By Cable)— Ray Milland
vesterday was presented with the
international prize of the Cannes
Film Festival by President Bidault
at a ceremony in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. High diplomatic
and industry personalities attended
the ceremonies.

Bergen at Science Show

Chicago — Danny Kaye, Henrj

Report to WB Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIVrj

Hollywood— Alfred de Liagre, Jr..
producer of "The Voice of The Turtle" on Broadway, and John Van
Druten, author-director, reported
vesterday to Warners Studio to start
oreparations for filming the stage
hit. De Liagre and Van Druten will
serve in similar capacities on the
screen version as they did on the
stage production.

WEDDING BELLS
Eisenberg-Pass

Chicago — Ben Eisenberg, MonoEdgar Bergen and Charlie Mcgram exchange manager, has an-t
Carthy will officiate at the opening nounced his daughter, Sharlene, willl
ceremonies of the National Crafts marry Myron W. Pass of Columbus,?
and Science Show which opens at 0., at the Belden Stratford Hotel,, s
Madison Square Garden on Sunday. on Christmas day.
Is
Show
is
sponsored
by
Fawcett's
Finkelstein-Weiss ,1
Mechanix Illustrated Magazine.

Kansas City — Sonia Finkelstein,
"Kenny" Out of Palace
"The Picture's the Thing"
daughter of the Rube Finkelsteins, i
The Roxy Theater will omit its
'"hicago — Al Bogatch, of the
Tprminal theater, announces birth stage show for the world premiere
Chicago — "Sister Kenny" is being was married to Harvey Weiss, son
of a five pound, seven ounce baby of 20lh-Fox's "The Razor's Edge" withdrawn at the RKO Palace to- of a New England textile manufacturer. Finkelstein is head of a cir-l
boy named Richard Stephen, at the on Tuesday night. Stage show rewith "The replacing.
Westerner" and cuit of four neighborhood theaters, i
"Blackday,Beauty"
Lutheran Deaconess Hospital.
sumes Wednesday as usual.

^
^
^
?
s
f
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UTLAW JUMSDICTIONAL STRIKES - PRICE
United Nations Will Coordinate Film Activities
^

eeling 'Round
WASHINGTON

^L=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER

=

WASHINGTON
LTHOUGH
little substantiating
detail
has come through, reports continue to
i> into Washington that British producerjributors are engaged in price-cutting
|e to gain ascendency in the Latinbrican market. Although print st:ck has
n fairly low. indications are that when
Its are plentiful, Latin-American exhibs.
have available to them constantly a
ish feature for which their rentals will
lower than American features also at
d.
[hese reports have revived speculation
Britii
tish producers are somehow the re
ent of a hidden Government subsidy.
1 this is the case is heatedly denied
h by the British Government and in»ry. However, the British have long had
(olicy of cffering their Reuters news serb at special low rates abroad, and it is
lerstood here the BBC radio news serit is presently being offered Latin-Ameribroadcasters on a free deal.

•

•

ONT overlook the significance of those
few lines cabled
from
Paris (and
ilished in yesterday's FILM DAILY)
renting the presentation
to Paramount's
Milland
of the Grand
Prix Internanal, awarded' at the recent Cannes Innational
Film
Festival
for
his
permance
in "The
Lost Weekend."
The
i& Festival was the first held in France
!:e before the war, and charges of bias,
Judice and mismanagement were freely
jtig about during the week the Festival
in progress, thus marring its success
controversy and bickering.
It was not
il after the Festival that the misunder<ndings came to public light, and edial comments on these aspects are still
gearing in the film trade press in variparticipating
nations. .. .It's hardly a
ret that American distribs. were among
se who were restive, largely because cf
■shots at the American industry by Soviet
in dignitaries at Cannes. .. .With
the
■ nch Government sponsoring the Festival,
1; ramifications are fairly obvious. .. .But
slate obviously was rubbed clean with
Milland presentation. .. .Note the cirmstances: The ceremony was held in the
;nch
Ministry
of Foreign
Affairs....
.■sident Bidault did the honors. .. .Amisador Jefferson
Caffery
attended....
(Continued on Page 8)

Provisional Committee to
Study Formation of Film
Board; Production Planned

CHARITY MEETING
CALLS 46 TOPPERS

Due partially to jurisdictional difLeaders in Industry Branches
ficulties within the United Nations
Accept New Orleans Bids
in regard to film and visual information, a temporary committee has
been set up to co-ordinate the film
and media activities of the member
Forty-six industry leaders have
organizations. This vi^as revealed accepted the invitation to Attend a
yesterday by Jean Benoit-Levy,- di- meeting in New Orleans Dec. 3-4 to
rector of the film and visual informa- formulate plans for the establishment of a Motion Picture Foundation division of UN's Department of
tion and to mobilize its forces to
(Continued on Page 8)
create machinery for helping the
needy. The names were made public yesterday by Walter Vincent, acting for the foundation's organizing
committee.
Those who have pledged themselves to assist in the undertaking

Should be One of First
Acts by the New Congress,
Says MPAA-AMPP Exec.
San Francisco — One of the first
acts of the new Congress should be
legislation outlawing jurisdictional
strikes, Byron Price, chairman of the
board of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, told a luncheon
meeting of the American Automobile
Association here yesterday.
Terming jurisdictional strikes a
"national disgrace," Price said he
(Continued on Page 3)

May Need No Special
on Ticket Levy

Judge Dismisses UA
Aslor Tliealer Case

Washington Bureau of THE

Supreme Court Justice Aaron
Levy yesterday denied United Artists' petition for a writ of mandamus
and dismissed the proceedings, which
involved "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
Samuel Goldwyn, David 0. Selznick
and the Astor Theater.
UA had sought to have the print
(Continued on Page 8)

FILM DAILY
Barney B a 1 a b a n , Spyros P.
•Washington — Renewed assurance are:
Ned Depinet, Fred Wehrehof his stand in favor of a cutback Skouras, (Continued
on Page 8)
in the admissions tax was given yesterday by Rep. Harold Knutson of
Minnesota, who will chair the House
Ways and Means Committee next
year. Author of an unsuccessful bill
(Continued on Page 3)

Two Tele Studios in

72 Press Critics Coming
For "Razor's Edge" Bow

New
Garden's Plans
Providing a definitive recognition

Johnston Returning to
U. K, in April on Quota

of the value of television to a spotSeventy-two film critics from the news-conscious public, was the anLondon (By Cable) — Eric A. JohnEast, Middle West and South will
nouncement that two large television
ston, MPAA prexy, departs next
converge on New York over the week- studios will be included in the pro- week with preliminary maneuvers for
end, guests of 20th-Fox, for the
jected $20,000,000 New Madison a closer understanding of Anglofilm problems pointing the
world premiere of "The Razor's Square Garden,
planned
for York.
the Co- American (Continued
on Page 8)
lumbus Circle area
in New
Edge" at the Roxy, Tuesday. AddiProject was outlined at a press
tionally, 19 others will go to Holly(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 8)

Timely Agenda

at Gov^i Meet

Film Heads to Hear Clayton, Clark, Bradley
Washington Bureau of THE
PILM DAILY
Shattuck and Harrison
Washington^Virtually every domestic and foreign problem of curOn Technicolor's Board
rent concern to the U. S. pic industry
David Shattuck, present treasurer
of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.,
and Kav Harrison, managing director of Technicolor Ltd., Great Britain, have been elected directors of
Technicolor, Inc., it was announced
yesterday by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president and general manager, fol(Continued on Page 3)

may be discussed at the Governmentindustry confab next week, it was
indicated yesterday as top Government leaders lined up to address the
much-heralded conference.
Leading the list is Under-Secretary of State William L. Clayton.
Also expected to address the meet
(Continued on Page 9)

Griffith Appeal to
Challenge on Latv
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Department of Justice attcrneys are now drafting
their appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court against the Oi<lahoma City
day.
District Court's finding for the Griffith circuit, a spokesman said yesterIndications are that the Griffith
appeal will follow pretty much .the
same lines as the original complaint,
with the Government challenging .
the court on points of law rather
than on points of fact.

V'^

Kalmenson
WB's
District HeadsCalls
to Parley
Vol. 90, No. 97
JOHN

W.
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ilollvwood — Emmet Lavery was reelected T)re-irlent of the Screen Writers GuilH defeating Talbot Jenninsrs.* Guild members rejected a proposal to grant ?;10,000 to Film Technicians Local 683.
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Motion Picture Associates
Okay Revised Constitution

Ben Kalmenson,
Warners'
viceOver 125 members of Motion Picpresident and general sales manager, ture Associates, Inc. attended a membership luncheon meeting yesterday
has called a meeting of district managers for Nov. 21-22 at the home in the Georgian Room of the Piccadilly Hotel.
office to discuss forthcoming product,
The
meeting was for the purpose
sales policies and other timely subof adopting a revised constitution
Home office executives who will and by-laws and authorization for
jects.
participate in the sessions include the execution and filing of an
Samuel Schneider, vice-president; amended certificate of incorporation
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in to conform with the changes. Vote
charge of advertising and publicity; for adoption was unanimous.
Roy Haines, Western division sales
Bill Booth of San Francisco, a
manager; Jules Lapidus, Eastern
division sales manager; Norman past president of the organization atyesterday's meeting. A new
Ayers, Southern division sales man- member,tended
C. S. Perkins, was introager; I. F. Dolid, assistant to Kal- duced.
menson; Norman H. Moray, short
unit will hold elections for
subject sales manager; Ed Hinchy, newTheofficers
on Dec. 4. The annual
head of the playdate department;
Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of banquet next year will be held May
16 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
exchanges, and others.
District managers will include
Henry Herbel, West Coast; Robert GE's Artificial Snow
Smeltzer, Mid- Atlantic; Sam Lefkowitz. Eastern; Charles Rich, Cen- For Hal Home's Pic?
tral; Harry A. Seed, Midwest; Hall
Press reports yesterday of GenWalsh, Prairie; Haskell Masters,
Electric's feat in producing a
Canadian; Doak Roberts, Southwest; snow eral
storm artifically, through the
John Kirby, Southeast.
dropping of dry ice pellets from a
plane which transformed a cloud into
Reade Warns Against
snow, caught Hal Home's eye, and
quicker than you could say Taylor
Faulty Prints, Sound
Caldwell, the Story Prods, exec, shot
a wire to GE at Schenectady.
Warning was issued against bad
"Was GE," asked Home, "preprints and faulty sound by Walter
pared to produce, if necessary, snow
Reade, agers
Jr.,meeting
at yesterday's
City Reade
Man- in the vicinity of Buffalo in Janof the Walter
uary when 'This Side of Innocence'
Circuit, Theater.
held at Reade's new Park will be shooting there?"
Avenue
GE's
night. reply was being awaited last
Attending the meeting were; Murray Weinberg, Plainfield; Harry
3/j
Burke,
Saratoga Springs; Edwin
-f Harris, Jim Watson, John Austrian to Co-ordinate
Gage, Jack
Marzula, Steve Brener and Walter RKO Mex. City Studio
Reade, Jr., from the home office;
Nick1/ Schermerhom, Asbury Park;
Ralph B. Austrian, president of
Roy 4 Blumenheim, Long Branch; RKO Television Corp., leaves tomor'/8
James Mullen, Freehold; Tony Huntrow on a special assignment in Mexing, Red Bank; Rocco Dilione, Guy
ico City to co-ordinate the transition
Hevia,
Morristown; Julius Daniels, from the construction phase to full
3/4
Perth
Amboy and Robert Case, operational activities at the RKO
7/,
1/8
studios at Churubusco.
Kingston.
1/8
Even during construction, the studio has been operating and 24 feaExpect UA To File Suit
tures have been completed there.
On Selznick Default
Austrian also will study future tele3/fl
vision possibilities in Mexico. Fred
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Ullman, Jr., will guide RKO TeleHollywood — President Edward C.
vision
trian'sCorp.'s
absence.activities during AusRaftery of United Artists and Gradwell Sears, vee-pee, are expected to
leave tomorrow for New York after
having held conferences here with Smith Defines Film's
Role in Albany Talk
Chaplin, Pickford and Selznick.
Neither Raftery nor Sears would
make any statement but it is likely
Albany— Well-meaning individuals
that UA will institute an action in outside the industry feel the motion
the New York Federal District Court picture made primarily for entertainwithin the next two weeks asking for
ment should attempt to contribute to
adeclaratory judgment against Selz- the solution of the problem of international understanding by direct and
nick on the grounds that he has failed
to fulfill his contract with UA.
labelled attack, but such a conception
Representatives of Vanguard do
usefulness
is unrealistic, Theodore
Smith, of
the
not seem to be greatly perturbed on the industry's
over the future of "Duel in the Sun," MPAA community service department told the annual convention of
pointing out that Vanguard is big
enough to handle that pic on a road- the N. Y. State Federation of Woshow basis if necessary.
men's Clubs here yesterday.
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COMING and GOINCi
N'CHOLAS
M. SCHENCK,
CHARLES C. M(
KOWITZ
and HOWARD
DIETZ will depart
the Coast and M-C-M studios today.
DANIEL T. O'SHEA,
Chicago yesterday.

Vanguard

exec, was

GEORGE and HELEN WAITE PAPASHVi
are on their way to Mexico to visit the RK
to
Churubusco
Studio. From Mexico Cilseve
ftfy
Hollywood.
PAUL

MANTZ

left yesterday

for

Hollywo

MICHAEL POWELL, British producer and
rector, emplaned with his wife for Mexico C
yesterday after a brief visit in New York. 1
Powells will continue on to Peru, return
to New York by Christmas.
KIM HUNTER emplanes
wood from New York.

today

for Hoi

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' v.-o. and gi
eral sales manager, and JULES LAPIDUS, East
and Canadian division sales manaser, are b;
from
SAM from
LEFKOWITZ.
districta Boston
manager, trip.
returns
that city Eas'
tod
ED SCHNITZER,
is in New Haven.

division manager

for I

HERMAN GOLDBERG, chief of Warners' m?
tenance
is to
taking
up temofresidence department,
in New Haven
see that
the W
ner exchanse's new building is ready for oc<
pancy on Nov. 27.
RICHARD ARLEN leaves Hollywood for N
York tomorrow to star in the new Broadv
play, "Drums of Peace."
RICHARD
CARLSON
has arrive-!
from
Coast MRS.
and CARLSON.
is staving
at the Waldorf-Asto
with
STEVE BROOKS, publicity representative
California Pictures, is in New York. He will
turn to Hollywood next Friday.
FRED M. JACK. UA Southern district mai
ger, arrived at the home office for a wee
stay before returning to Dallas.
TESS MICHAELS, UA fan magazine conta
returned to her desk today following three-wt
Hollywood visit.
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, UA Eastern s'
manager, arrived in Cleveland today from N
York. He will return Monday.
NANCY COLEMAN, PRO player, will
heard today over the CBS network on J.
Flippen's "That's Life" show.

JUNE LOCKHART, Eagle-Lion player, will e'
train today for Hanover, N. H. for the week-e'
lOHN S. ALLEN, district manager for M-Cwith headauarters in Washington will lea
today for the capital after two days of hot J
office conferences.
HERBERT CROOKER, M-C-M publicity l
rector, will head for the Coast Tuesday.
DEBORAH KERR, English actress, arrives frt
London on Nov. 2S and will depart immediatti
for Hollywood.
lULES LEVEY planed from New York to Nti
Orleans for conferences with Governor Jim Dat
of Louisiana and city officials on premie:
PRODUCER
GUSTOV
MACHTY planed
showing
of "New
Orleans."
Hollywood for New York yesterday, en
to Prague.
LOUIS HYMAN, vee-pee in charge of
and distribution for Sol Lesser and Thalia
ductions, left Hollywood for New York
terday

with a print of "The Red

House."
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Iflaw Inter-Union
ikes, Holds Price

ALONG

THE Rl ALTO

New Garden's Plans

fFws*'
(Continued

i| no moralor

from Page 1)

jp what work."
Price pointed to
current jurisdictional
strike in
)od where AFL unions feudthe eighth week over some
jobs had caused repeated work
jpages and strikes and were plac^. in jeopardy the livelihood of all
1)00 employes at the studios,
^rice also stated, "The only rejining hope of a nationwide solu& affecting all industries now lies
-Ithe doorstep of Congress and the
ninistration."
^•rice said that "labor should know
'it
it can have
only end
if itithelps
produce
more.more
In the
will
eive in real wages only so much
St earns."

lattuck and Harrison
a Technicolor's Board
(Continued from Page 1)
nng a special board meeting here.
It the same time, Charles Grover
s elected to fill the place vacated
Robert
Cushman,
deceased, on
board of Technicolor MPC.
pther appointments by the board
the meeting were Louis Sallet as
nptroller, John Clark as assistant
the president, and George Cave as
fe-president in charge of HoUyjod sales.
tt was also announced that Harri3 would be named vice-president in
arge of foreign relations for Tech:olor MPC.

^ork Resigns "U" Posts;
,Bw Contract as Adviser
Eesignation of Cliff WoTk as viceEsident and director of Universal
:tures was confirmed yesterday,
ork has received a new six-year adisory contract. Until the recent
^'-International merger. Work was
] charge of Universal production.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Caryl Lincoln

Nov. 16
Lawrence Tibbett
Corinne Griffith
Bruce
Mitchell

Jim Jordan
Eugene Picker

Nov.
Sara
Ella
Wilma
Charles
Mischa
Eugene
Jerry

Haden
Neal
Freeman
Kemke
Auer
Picker
Sager

Nov.

Roy H. Haines
Seth Raisler
Leu Formato
Arthur H. Schwartz

^ P4^ M. Z><U*^

economic justifica-

:j for a strike "to determine who
•iiects dues from whom and who

17
John R. Freuler
Samuel
Goldstein
Eddie
Baker
Edna Murphy
Milton H. Feld
Crane
Wilbur
Frank
Fay
18
Claude Macgowan
Frances
Marion
Margaret Seddon
Eugenia Gilbert

Two Tele Studios In

A Reporter's Report
• • • CUFF NOTES: If you don't think the advent oi United
Woild Films, sired by Universal, rates as one oi the yeai's outstanding
industry moves, you're missing the boat, and badly
Incidentally.
"U" was not the only major company after Bell & Howell's extensive
Fihnosound Librory. but Matty Fox brought home the bacon irom Chicago William F. Eruse who comes to United World Films from
B & H will be accompanied to New York by Egon Mouthner. Filmosound
film editor, and secretary Galeno Benditzky
"Scdvaging" of United
World as a company name is no surprise — it was too good to do a
fadeout. ...
• RKO Radio will host a cocktail party for William
. Wyler in "21's" Hunt Room Tuesday. ... •, Twentieth-Fox is switching its press reception for Darryl F. Zanuck. et al. on Monday from the
Hcmipshire House's Cottage Room to the larger Terrace Room at the
Plaza. ... • Didia know that the Philadelphia Club of Advertising
Women presented Samuel Goldwyn with an illuminated scroll during
the week for his contributions to "the cause of international understanding" and to "wholesome standards in motion picture entertoinment"? ... • That move to persuade Fred Astaire to remain in pix
spread to Broadway yesterday when Bob Weitman set up a petition
in the N. Y. Parcunount's
lobby for patrons
trailer calls attention to the petition. .....
T
T
T

to sign

A

special

•

• • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Talk about the eternal sense of the fitness o' things!
While Metro's Billy Ferguson was huddling with
his field men in Atlanta's Biltmore. Hotel this week in connection with
the current tour of Bess, the company's equine star, the National Fertilizer Association was in simultaneous session in the hostelry. . . .
• NBC's tele station. WNBT. on Sunday will offer a special hour's film
program of pix shot in Britain by BBC Television
London Armistice
Day coverage is included. ... • "Citizen Saint" is the final title for
the Mother Cabrini film which Clyde Elliott will send before the cameras
here on Dec. 9. . . . • Wonder if that Modem Screen magazine spot
annotmcement on the cdr grates on your nerves as it does on Phil M.'s?
It's not the text, but the artificial toned inflection. ...
• Albert
S. Howson, Warners' director of censorship and scenario editor, will
lecture on "The Motion Picture os the Eighth Art" at Monday's session
of the Motion Picture Appreciation .Course at the Museum of Modem
Art ... • Why doesn't some smart film advertising director explore
the promotional
potentialities of those Lionel model trains for pix?
Copy might have to be institutional, oi course, but what better

(Continued from Page 1)
luncheon at the Hotel Astor by Gen.
John Reed Kilpatrick, president of
the Madison Square Garden Corp.,
as recommended in a report this week
of the City Traffic Committee. Entire
project will get under way next year
for
sometime in 1948, it
was completion
added.
The two studios, 70 ft. wide by 160
ft. in depth and two stories in height,
will probably be the largest in the
world, and are expected to provide
any and all types of service ranging
from actual telecasts of sports or
public events in the Garden to live
dramatic programs.
Kilpatrick explained that the studios will be available to the broadcasters for "any use they may desire to make of them" but added that
the plan ''requires further study."

May Need No Special Bill
To Remove Admissions Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
early this year which would have
returned the excise levies to their
pre-war rates, Knutson told this reporter yesterday that his position
on the matter is unchanged.
Knutson indicated yesterday also
that he might seek to get a vote on
the excise-cutting bill after action on
income taxes — which he hopes to cut
by 20 per cent. He told this reporter, however, that he is not certain it will be necessary to bring
in any bill on the excises.
"When those rates were raised,"
he reminded, "it was provided that
they automatically revert to their
pre-war rate six months after Congress or the President declares the
end of the war. If the President
doesn't do it, Congress is certain to.
So it may be that we will accomplish the same thing without bothering with a special bill."

Keighley's
NewOne20th-Fox
Pact
Calls for
a Year

way to get the company's name before the entire family thruout the
year?
That's why such national advertisers as Sun OiL Remington-Rand, etc.. etc.. have royalty deals with Lionel
You'd be surprised at the "circulation" resulting
T
T
▼

Hollywood — William Keighley has
signed a long term directorial contract with 20th-Fox and has been

• •
• THIS 'N' THAT:
Those metropolitan
newspaper
teasers
on "The Chase" are grabbing plenty of attention
They're single
columns, running a column apart
Three on the some page make

assigned to direct "Nightmare
Alley," a best-seller by William Lindsaytract(jresham.
concalls for Keighley's
one picturenewa year

them look like a six-column spread
UA's Lazarus-LeSieur combo
dreamed them up. ... • Bill DeVry added some sleight-of-hand to
the Toledo equipment conventioneers' approval by exhibiting several of
his famous magic tricks
Squeezed a dollar out of Oscar Neu and
"burned it up" to the delight of the crowd and the discomfiture of Oscar
Neumade prexy then did a few bits of legerdemain himself and
pulled a shirt off some horrified volimteer from Montreal
Did it
the hard way too, with the victim still wearing coat and vest
T
T
T
• • • RAISED EYEBROW'S DEPT.: A National Screen Service
branch received the following telegram: "Rush three sheets, "Wedding
Night' "
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over a period of seven years.

SICK REPORT
AMERICAN-EUROPEAN FILM INDUSTRIES,
INC., New York City, capital 200 shares no
par value stock, three shares subscribed, to
produce motion pictures. Incorporated at Albany by Helen Westcott, Charles B. McLaughlin, fr., Arnold Meier.
MRS. BEN EiSENBERG, wife of Ben
Eisenberg, Ciiicago Monogram
recovering after an operation
Sinai Hospital.

manager, is
at the Mt.

1^

The BEST thing
Thursday evenh

will have its If^rld Pret
at the ASTOR Theatre,
Released thru RKO Radio Pictures

ever happened will happen on
\vember 21st, at 8:30 o'clock, when

UJAI

lVU
e
ttSTOR

MARK WELL THE DAY!

2 FRANK B0RZA6E
PRODUCTIONS
Tve Always Loved You
Gallant Man

8 DELUXE PRODUCTIONS
Angel And The Badman
Calendar Girl
Hit Parade Of 1947
A Nelson Eddy Production
Wyoming
Heaven For Jenny
The Fabulous Texan
Crime Passionelle

4 MAJOR PRODUCTIONS
inTRUCOLOR

\

That's My Gal
Down Tahiti Way
Slippy McGee
Singapore Sal

KEEP

16 VARIETY
PRODUCTIONS

8 ROY ROGERS -TRIGGER j
in TRUCOLOR

The Pilgrim Lady
Affairs Of Geraldine
The Ghost Goes Wild
The Fabulous Suzanne
The Magnificent Rogue
Spoilers Of The North
Web Of Danger
Winter Wonderland
The Finger Woman
Whispers In The Dark
The City Slicker
Pride Of Kentucky
Thunder In The Forest
Daredevils Of The Sky
Lightnin' Strikes Twice
Hideout

YOUR

BOX

4 GENE AUTRY
PRODUCTIONS
6 ALL-STAR WESTERNS
in TRUCOLOR
•

8 RED RYDER WESTERNS
6 CARTOONS
in TRUCOLOR
4 SERIALS
Son Of Zorro

Jungle Girl
(Re-Release)

G-Men Never Forget
Jesse James Rides Again
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HIRAM PARKS IS
A PROMINENT
«HIBITOR OPERATING THEATERS
IN GRAND FALLS, LUBBOCK AND
BROWNFIELD, TEXAS.
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UN Will Co-ordinate
(Continued from Page

1)

Public Information, at a press conference.
The temporary committee was established by Benoit-Levy's division,
the International Labor Organization, United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Food and Agricultural Organization
and other specialized agencies.
Benoit-Levy, Chairman
Benoit-Levy has been named its
first chairman. The principal task of
the committee he explained was
to study the formation, of a proposed UN Film Board and to draft
an agreement for that purpose. The
draft has been approved by the UN
and its various specialized agencies
and the board is now being established. Plans are still in an embryonic stage, Benoit-Levy said, but projects are under way calling for the
production of all necessary events
on 16 mm. film and full co-operation
with the newsreels. A UN camera
crew is due here next month to shoot
portions of the UN sessions which
would not ordinarily be covered by
the newsreels. All footage will be
placed in UN libraries and will be
made available for schools, educational organizations and all persons
who want to show them. Much of the
footage may be of only archive and
historical value.
To Seek Tele Rights
The special committee will negotiate for the television rights to existing and forthcoming films, it was
said.
Benoit-Levy said the budget for
the Film Board and the special committee had not been set up, and he
declined to reveal how much money
had been requested by his division.
The General Assembly will have to
approve or reject the budget after it
has been passed upon by Committee
Five of the Administrative Committee.
It is hoped, Benoit-Levy indicated,
that the board and the committee
could prevent the overlapping of film
activities of the various UN agencies.
Benoit-Levy leaves for Paris tomorrow.

STORK REPORTS
IVcst
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Hollywood — Dave Lipton, executive co-ordinator of advertising at
U-I studio, and his wife became the
parents of a son born this week at
the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. "
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Herbert
Boshoven, owner of the Liberty and
Madison here, has a new daughter,
Nancy, born at Blodgett Hospital.

72 Press Critics Coming

Reeiing

'Round' - For "Razor's Edge" Bow
WASHINGTON

from Page 1)
Jft for(Continued
iSfwood
a simultaneous showing
the film.

(Continued from Page 1)
And so did an impressive array of Governrhent and film toppers. .. The French
state radio broadcast the ceremonies as
did the French newsreels. .. .And the Paris
newspapers went to town. .. .Wonder how
Milland
in a diplomat's striped
trousers would
and silklook
topper?

Gov't Offidals to
(Continued from Page 1)
are Attorney General Tom C. Clark
and Gen, Omar Bradley, veterans administrator.
The confab was called by reconversion director John R. Steelman,
ostensibly to thrash out plans for
closer Government - industry relations with regards to screening of
Federal pix. With the lining up of
the three top Government officials,
however, it is expected that the entire question of problems plaguing
the pix industry will be dealt with.
The conference is expected to be
attended by more than 50 industry
leaders, including Donald Nelson,
SIMPP president.
Among the industry leaders exT)ected to attend the confab are the
^'ollowing: C. M. Reagan, William F.
"Rodgers,
Harmon,
Leonard
loldenson,Francis
Frederick
Pride,
Jack
A,licoate, Ben Shlyen, Abel Green,
Herbert Yates, Lee W. Newbury,
Meyer Schine. Fred Wehrenberg,
Lewin Pizor, Herman Levy, R. B.
Wilby,
E. V. Richard,
Gamble,
■=!. H. Fabian.
Andrew Ted
H. R.'
Older,
Ar■-hur Tourtellot, A. J. Richard,
■^arry Brandt, Tim Clagett, Malcolm
Kingsberg, Jess L. Stern. Mack Jackson and Harry M. Kalmine.
The conference will be held on
November 19 at the East wing of the
White House.

«?OPEG, Film Exchanges
R.gree to Wage Increases
Members of SOPEG, employed in
•■he New York exchanges of Loew's
?Oth-Fox, Columbia and UA. unanimously agreed to the new salary in-^reases negotiated at last night's
meeting, held between SOPEG and
reps, of the four film companies.
The agreement, retroactive to Aug.
'?, 1946, calls for 15 per cent increase
■-0 those earning un to $35 a week,
12% per cent for those earning beHveen .$35 and $50 a week and a 10
ner cent raise to those earning more
than $50 a week.
Salary was the only point of contention with the rest of the contract
running until July 31, 1947.
Sidney Young, national rep. of
UOPWA, represented the union, assisted by committee members, Pat
Blasi of 20th-Fox and John Cuniff of
Loew's. Charles O'Brien of Loew's,
Robert Goldfarb of UA and Harry
Kaufman of Columbia represented
the employers.

of

The 20th-Fox mass press junket
is the first to be arranged by any
major company since the war, and is
being accepted by the trade as a
forerunner of others to be planned
as top pix come through.
Heading for New York are:

CHICAGO — Sam Lesner, Daily News; Ann
Marsters, Herald-American; Ii-v Kupcinet,
Daily Times; Elizabeth Rannels, Dale Harrison, Sun. BOSTON — Prunella Hall. Post;
Rudy Elie, Jr.. Herald: Helen Eag-er. Traveler; Charles Howard, Marjorj' Adams, Globe;
Marion Glendennin?. Record: Priscilla Fortescue. Station WEEI. PHILADELPHIA —
Lee Morris, Record; Leonore Bushman, News.
ATLANTA — Paul Jones, Constitution: Ernest Rogers, Journal, MINNEAPOLIS —
Charles McFadden, Star; Al Elewitz, Tribune;
Harry Reasoner, Daily Times. MILWAUKEE
— Buck Herzogr, Sentinel; Walter Monfried. &Journal.
TORONTO
— Roly
Globe
Daily Mail;
Jack Karr,
Star; Young-,
Helen

Allen, Evening- Telesrram. HARRISBURG —
Richard MoCrone, Evening- News; Gertrude
LaWatsch. Telegraph; Tom Malia, Patriot,
PITTSBURGH — Harold Cohen, Post-Gazette,
ROCHESTER — Amy Croug-hton, Times
T'nion: George David, Democrat-Chronicle,
WORr-ESTER — James Lee, Gazette. CHARLOTTE— Richard Pitts, Observer, DALLAS
— ^Clay Bailey, Times Herald, FT, WORTH
— Ida Belle Hicks, Star Teleg-ram, Jack Gordon. Press, HOUSTON — ^Paul Hochuli, Press.
MEMPHIS — Harry Martin, Commercial Appeal, DETROIT — John Finlayson, News;
Harvev Tavlor, Times, ST, LOUIS — Beulah
Schaeht, Globe Democrat, CINCINNATI —
E, B. Radcliffe, Enauirer, DAYTON — Art
Kany, Herald: Charles Gay, News: Mariorie
Freed, Journal. OOLTIMBUS — Bud Kissel,
Citizen: Mar.v McGavran, Ohio State Journal:
Joe Hills, Star,
LOUISVILLE — A. A, Dougherty, Times.
ST, PAUL — Jules Steele, Pioneer and Press
nisnatch. CLEVELAND — W, Ward Marsh.
Plain Dealer: Arthur Spaeth. News: Jack
Warfel. Press. TOLEDO — ^Mitch Woodbury.
Blade. YOUNGSTOWN — William Fitzsrerald
Vindicator. AKRON — Betty French, Beacon
Journal, INDIANAPOLIS — '"orbin Patrick,
^tar: Martha McHatton, News. WASHINGTON— Nelson Bell. Post; Ernest L, Schier.
Times-Herald. RICHMOND — Alton William,
News-Leader. BRTDREPORT — Harry Neigher. Herald. HARTFORD — M. Oaklev Chris*oph. Lester Wolf. Viggo Anderson, Courant:
Charles Niles, Times, ALB.A.NY — Edgar S.
Van Olinda, Times-Union. WATERBUBY —
Georsre Dillon, i)emocrat. BUFFALO — Knr\
Mcllhennv, Courier-Express. MIAMI — George
Bnurke. Herald: Dorothy Raymer, News,
CHARLESTON — Edith Graham. Gazette.
BIRMINGHAM — Lily Mae Caldwell, News,

Tohnston Relurnina to
U. K. in April on Quota
(Continued from Page 1)
way for future harmonv when he
returns next Anril, At that time new
terms of the Films Quota Act will
be under discussion. Already work
is under way on a new draft of the
measure for introduction in Pai-liament next
Fall. The present law expires in 1948.
In his discussions with British
officialdom nrior to his illness, Johnston pointed out British films are becomine increasingly comnetitive and
do not require artificial protection
in the home market. There is plenty
of new business to be develoned by
both countries, he stressed. He emphasized the growing popularitv of
British films in America where there
was no quota on foreign films.
Moderate British opinion would
like to see the quota raised to 30
per cent, while extremists want an
increase to 50 per cent.

15,

Judge Dismisses U^
Astor Tiieater Case
(Continued from Page 1)
of "Cdesar
and Cleoparta"
p
from the theater on the ground
gross
receiptsof $21,000.
hadn't hitGross
the
over figure
ally was $20,818 which appa
was
enough for untVgvpijj)
the/^gj., ^
order good
its continuance
Goldwyn's "The Best Years ^
Lives" can open on Nov. 21.
Justice Levy held that the sij
had done right in merely guar
the print instead of confiscatin
Productions
Nov. Samuel
9 postedGold
a '
as asked by onUA.
of $50,000 as an interested part
behalf of the Astor, thereby gua
teeing the safety of the "Cae
If the judge had ordered
"Caesar" print out of the A
Selznick
and Goldwyn would
print.
had to pay the Astor $1,000 a
while the theater was closed, i;
the terms of their contract with
house.

Film Charity Meeting
To See Industry Topper
(Continued from Page 1)
berg, Charles M. Reagan, Leo ^
cott, Tom Connors, Jack Kii
Leonard Goldenson, William Cro:
Tom Edwards, Arthur Lehmann,
Kalmenson, Major Leslie E. Thson, William J. German, Ted Gair
Harry Brandt, Herman Robbins, J
Balaban, Irving Lesser, A. H. Bl:
Carl Buermele, Joseph De Fiore
Also S. H. Fabian, Karl Ho'
zelle,
"Chick".
Sidney Milas
Lust, Hurley,
Irving Mack,
SamLe ]
anski, M. J. Mullin, E. V. Richa
Fred Schwartz, Mitchell Wolfson
Also Max Yellen, R. B. Wilby
F. Kincey, 0. C. Lam, Charles Kl
Guthrie Crowe, James W. Cocke
L. Carrington,
Sam
Shain,
Shlyen, Jay Emanuel, and Leo Fr man.

Gerl Sees 25 Million
Tele Sets in Ten Years
Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DA

Washington
Production
lion
television — sets
within ofthe25 ri'
decade and a video industry wl
will employ 2,500,000 persons '!
predicted yesterday by Joseph G^
RMA director.
Gerl, president of the Sonora Rij
and Television Corp., Chicago, 11
members of the Washington Kiw^
Club that black and white televis
is ready now but color video wc
not become commercially feasible
five to seven years.

CHARTEREI
MATHIS THEATERS,
INC, Cranby, Mo.,
been incorporated in Jefferson City, Mo.,
750 shares of $100 par value stock by Amy
Mathis, Carolyn A, Harden and Milton |. I
den.

M. F. Production Dist.
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.

The Dally Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

limate
in Character
jternational in Scope
dependent in Thought

Twenty-Eight Years Old
■
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85,000,000 for Hollywood! Indie Films in 1947
mks of New Producing
>mpanies and of ActorIpducers Grow Rapidly
B7 RALPH WILK
W Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Bollywood — It is estimated that
Ire than $85,000,000 will be spent
independent production in Holly■od in 1947. New independent comlies are being announced almost
ekly, with the list of actor-propers also growing,
Jne of the most active companies
(Continued on Page 24)

WeitntUHf Para, Theater Managing Director,
To Receive Picture Pioneers' Honor Scroll
This year's Scroll of Honor, presented annually by the Picture Pioneers, goes
to Bob Weitman, managing director of New York's Paramount Theater. Weitman was selected by the executive committee for his outstanding activities
during the war years and his work for charitable causes. The award will be
made Wednesday, night when the Pioneers hold their annual Harvest Dinner
at the Waldorf-Astcria. The dinner this year has been designated as a "Night
of Fun" and reservations for the full seating capacity of 400 is nearing its limit,
the committee announced.

Military Government Study
Shows U. S. Pix Unpopular;
Language Barrier a Factor
Most Germans in the American
zone of Germany go to motion picture theaters solely for the purposes
of escapism but American films have
been unpopular generally, according
to a report issued by the Office of
Military Government for Germany.
The reports from various parts
of the U. S. zone indicate that the
pictures shown to the Germans have
been inadequate insofar as reorientation or re-education is concerned.
(Continued on Page 22)

Dec. 12 Dinner Wiil
r LatinArg. Afte
iriizky Recovers 18 American PIx Marltet Climax FJP Campaign
The $12,000,000 drive will be Mex. Fiim Subsidies
rench Theaters
Hollywood — That Argentine pro- climaxed with a dinner Dec. 12, it
ducers will try to win a larger pro- was announced at a luncheon atportion of the Latin-American martended by industry leaders at the Loom as Possibility
iEighteen theaters in the South of
ket in competition with Hollywood Essex House Friday for the purpose
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

ance have been recovered by Sir- and Mexico, was statement made by
:'ky International Pictures Corpor- Oren (Bob) Roberts, technical diiion, operator of a group of therector of San Miguel Studios, visiters in New York and France.
ing here.
He said full use will be made of
'Legal talent, representing the Sir(Continued on Page 25)
Argentine huge trade balances ac(Continued on Page 18)

jovid Lewis Elected
hterprise Vice-Prexy

jierf Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

jHollywood — David Lewis has been
2cted a vice-president of Enter3se, it was announced at the weekd.
I Lewis, a member of the organiza(Continued on Page 25)

> Toledo Theaters Ask
I Bargaining Election
t Toledo, 0. — Bargaining agency
I election among employes of eight
i downtown theaters has been reI quested by the houses, managers and
I the United Office and Professional
Workers, CIO, to be conducted by
; the Iccal Labor Management-Citizens Committee. Ushers, cashiers,
' candy girls, and maintenance workers would be eligible to vote, to determine whether the CIO or the
AFL should have bargaining rights.
Theaters
involved are the Palace,
, Princess, Paramount.
Rivoli, GranaI da, Pantheon, Valentine, and Esquire.

Delinquency Conference
To Attract Many Groups
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Representatives
of
religious groups, judicial bodies, film
companies, publications and kindred
organizations
will attend the National Conference on Juvenile Delinquency called here starting Wednesday, by Attorney General Tom Clark,
Among those scheduled to attend
(Continued on Page 18)

of formulating plans for the 1946
campaign of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York.
Malcolm Kingiberg, RKO vicepresident, and chairman of the
amusement industry's committee,
(Continued on Page 22)

What Did You Do With
Your Profits?— Rev. Dept.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Government subsidies loom as a
possibility when Miguel Aleman,
newly elected president of Mexico,
takes office next month, it was
learned over the week-end by Thb
Film Daily. Local visitors report
the Mexican film industry to be in a,
chaotic state and the likelihood of
(Continued on Page 24)

Unlikely That Pickford,
Chaplin to Ever Sell UA

Washington — While denying that
the move presaged a widespread West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
crackdown, the Bureau of Internal
Hollywood — Although offers have
Revenue ruled, last week, that pix been
made from time to time for
and other corporations must state
on their 1946 returns whether they the purchase of UA, observers believe there is very little likelihood
failed to pay out at least 70 per
of any sale during the lifetime of
(Continued on Page 19)
Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin.
Two years ago Miss Pickford dis(Continued on Page 19)
^

Prods, Blast SorrelVs Tactics

Future Negotiations Depend on CSU Actions
Fowler, General Manager West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL?
Hollywood — Pat Casey, chairman
Of St. Cloud Amusement
of Producers Committee unloosed a
Frank L. Fowler has been appointed general manager of the St.
Cloud Amusement Corp. Entering
the amusement field in 1934 as head
auditor for the Wilmer & Vincent
Circuit, Fowler served that company
(Continued on Page 25)

blast at Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU
prexy, stating that the Producers do
not believe that his request for bargaining was made in good faith.
"At the very moment when you
ask us to negotiate contracts with
you the strike is being conducted
(Continued on Page 17)

lATSE Renews Group
Life insurance Pact
The lATSE has renewed its blanket
contract for group life insurance
coverage with the Union Labor Life
Insurance Co. for small lA unions,
it was learned at the week-end. The
$2 05 per mrnth rate for each
$1 OCO insurance is being maintained
for 1947.
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HERBERT J. YATES, president of Republic;
JAMES R. GkAINCER, executive vice-president
and general sales manager, and WILLIAM SAA..,
executive assistant to Yates, left yesterday tor
Hollywood.
L. C. KAUFMAN, Warner Theater executive,
will be in Cleveland en business lor the next
few days.
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CDonnell Rites Held
Philadelphia — Funeral services for
Vincent J. O'Donnell, 43. RKO salesman, and with the company for 15
years were held Saturday.
"Time. Place and Girl" Dec. 28
"The Time, the Place and the Girl,"
Technicolor musical, has been set by
Warners for national release on
Dec. 28.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, vice-president and
general sales manager of M-G-M, leaves tonight
for Washington.
JOHN S. ALLEN, M-C-M district manager,
has returned to his Washington headquarters
after a two-day visit to the home office.

IRVING MAAS, MPEA vice-president and general manager, 'phoned
Ihe
New
York
office
I over the week-end and said he has been cleared
i for visits to Germany and Austria.

DOROTHY BLANCHARD, of M-G-M's studio
publicity department, left for the Coast yesterday after a month in town.
LIONEL KEENE, owner of several neighborhood theaters in Atlanta, is on vacation in Illinois.

j
HOACY
CARMICHAEL,
will be given an ofI ficial reception
on Nov. 22, when
he returns
home,
by
Indiana
Gov.
Ralph
Gates,
Mayor
Robert Tyndall of Indianapolis and Mrs, Wendell Willkie.

MRS. GUS KING, Capital City Supply, has
returned to Atlanta from Dallas.
PERRY SPENCER, Southern publicity director
for Universal-International,
is in Miami.
WILLIAM (BILL) COLLINS, former Georgia
circuit operator, and his wife have returned to
their
lanta. home in California after visiting in At-

J. A. McCarthy,
Unlversal's
Southern
andF. Canadian
sales manager,
leaves today
for
a weeK's stay in Memphis.
HARVEY SMITH, publicity director of Georgia
Theaters,
has returned
to Atlanta
from
New
York.
I

IKE and HARRY
KATZ,
Kay Film Exchange,
have returned
to Atlanta from Washington.
HARRY DAVID, general manager of the
Northio Theaters Corp., and WILLiAM BORACK,
its fiim buyer, have returned to Cincinnati
after conferences with Leonard Coldenson and
Edward
L. Hyman.

Commercial Amusement
Tax Proposed in Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa — The Iowa taxj ation study conimii;tee in its recomI mendations for the next State LegisI cial
latureamusement
urged adoption
of a commertax.
would be
intended
I to The
bringspecial
undertaxtaxation
commercial
I amusement establishments which are
i not now taxed under the two per cent
1 sales tax which is levied on all
j tickets sold.
This would bring in
j juke boxes,
pin
ballgalleries,
machines, bowlreceipts for shooting
[ The proposal apparently would not
affect theaters except that a different method of collection may be imposed.

Six Special Field Reps.
For Metro Reprint Div.
Six special field reps., all company
veterans, have been appointed for
the newly-created reprints and importation division of the M-G-M
sales department, headed by William
B. Zoellner, it was announced at
the weekend. Appointees will convene today and tomorrow at the
j
i
ner.
Astor Hotel for confabs with Zoell'
The six representatives and the
territories they will cover are as
follows: Maj. Harry W. Miller, Met'
ropolitan New York area, with head!
quarters at the New York exchange;
Lafayette B. Butler, Southern division, headquartering at Atlanta;
■, John L. Kelly, Midwest, working out
|of Minneapolis; Sam S. Davis, the
West Coast, out of Los Angeles;
Emanuel M. Woronov, the Eastern
territory, out of Buffalo, and Louis
Marks, Central, out of Cleveland.

Would Have New Congress
Investigate Gov't Loans
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

RAWO

CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"THE JOLSON STORY'
with LARRY

PARKS

in Technicolor
5PECTACULA.R

TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FILMS, INC.
243 West 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-4151-2

Exclusive Foreign Dixtributort
Features, Westerns, Specialties
Tri»co4rf4la

• EVELYN

KEYES

■ A Columbia Picture
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Washington — Another Republican
probe of pix interest appeared probable when Howard H. Buffett (R.
Neb.) demanded an investigation i
of the administration's foreign i
loan program. Accusing the Administration ofengaging in "dollar
diplomacy," Rep. Buffett said the
new Congress should nose into all
existing loans and prospective loans
by the Government's Export-Import
Bank. Several loans made by this
country have been tied in with motion picture agreements.

Writt— CjII— Vltit— Cj*lt

X. Y. THEATERS

NAT WEIL, vice-president of Will-Kim, theater supply house, is back in Atlanta after a
trip to Los Angeles.

H. M. will
RICHEY,
of M-C-M's
relations,
leave head
for Milwaukee
Nov. exhibitor
21.

ing alleys, penny arcades and slot
II machines.

MARKET

CHARLES M. REAGAN, Paramount vice-president in charge of distribution, who left the
row.
Coast
yesterday, is due in Washington tomor-

of
William McCraw, executive di/
tor of the Variety Clubs of Amer:
will visit the Albany tent today a
Boston on Friday. An inaugurati
date for the newly formed Mex
City Tent is in the ofi&ng as well
plans of one for Cuba. Naticr
next May.is icheduledfor Los Ang;
meeting
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JOAN

FONTAINE

Winds of Chance
From

t
Screenplay by KARL

vidi MAKJORIE
MAIN
• LOUISE
ALLBRITTON
?ERCY KILBRIDE • BILLY HOUSE • RICHARD LONG
f

TUNBERG

Produced by JOSEPH

SISTROM

Screenplay by Chester Erskine and Fred F. Finklehoffe

Directed by CHESTER ERSKINE
Produced by FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE

JACK H. SKIRBALL.„d BRUCE MANNING
Present

RONALD

GINGER

COLMAN

ROGERS • NMN

cAssignedto Syria
Based on W. SOMERSET

MAUGHAM'S

Screenplay by JAMES HILTON
Directed by COMPTON BENNETT
Produced by JOSEPH

SISTROM

• t'^t''^^..

". :•* :i'~»'*i.- jjj.S.t^^iA-^yjfj rjrjtjizit:i^tji.n-*'r.-ji.n

DAVID

'Ashenden

agnificent Doll

and BURGESS MEREDITH
with PEGGY

WOOD
ROBERT

• HORACE McNALLl
H. BARRAT

Copyright by Hallmark Productions, Inc.
Original Story and Screenplay by Irving Stone
Director of Photography: Joseph Valentine. A.S.C.

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL

M

ACK H. SKIRBALL

N

and BRUCE

MANNING

OLIVIA

Present

JOAN

CRAWFORD

I

lEW

deHAVIllAND-AYRES
In

NUNNALLY

JOHNSON'S

Vie Dark cMtrror
prom a nay oy uen nooeris ancflvan GofiF

beted by CAROL REED

• Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL

,.H THOMAS

MITCHELL

RICHARD

LONG

Produced and Written for the Screen by NUN NALLY JOHNSON
OriginalStory by VLADIMIR POZNER

Directed by ROBERT

WALTER
WANGER
A FRITZ
LANG

JOM

Presents
Production

MICHAEL

BENNETT

REDGRAVE

Secret Behind
the Door
Screenplay by Silvia Richards

•

From the Novel by Rufus King

Produced and Directed by FRITZ LANG
A DIANA PRODUCTION

SIODMAK

MARK

OlIVIA

SONNY

deHAVIlIAND
The SAM

WOOD

BELLINGER

ANN

BLYTH

TOTTS

Production

Presents

^ke IStvoyry q/
WITH
Screenplay by Charles Bennett • From a Novel by Marie Belloc- Lowndes
Produced by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
Directed by SAM WOOD

WILLIAM

RUTH WARRICK
GARGAN* THOMAS

GOMEZ -MARY

NASI

Screenplay by Richard Brooks • Based on a Play by Gilbert Emery
Director of Photography: Tony Gaud!o, A.S.C.

Directed by FRANK TUTTLE
A MARK HELLINGER PRODUCTION

BRIAN

DE CARLO • DONIEVY
JEAN PIERRE AUMONT

'i

YVONNE

WALTER

WANGER

SUSAN

EVE ARDEN • philip reed • john qualen
and CHARLES

KULLMAN

Star of the Metropolitan Opera Company
Written and Directed l)y WALTER REISCH
Director of Pholofrrapdy: lliil Molir, A.S.C.

Produced by EDWARD
A«ur>r>ij.to PmfliK^or-

KAUFMAN

Ivrlwarrl

I~)nrlfls

LEE

HAYWABD • BOWMAN
MARSHA
HUNT

in TECHNICOLOR

Presents

EDDIE

ALBERT

Smash-Vp

>viih carl ESMOND
Screenplay Ijy John Howard Lawson

• CARLETON

YOUNG

• Additional Dialogue by Lionel Wiggam

Original Story by Dorothy Parker and Frank Cavett
Directed by STUART HEISLER
Produced by WALTER WANGER

MERLE
b

DEAMA

GEORGE

OBERON BRENT
CHARLES

PAUL

KOMN

lUKAS

Temptation
with

LENORE ULRIC •ARNOLD MOSS -LUD WIG STOSSEL

DURBIN • DRAKE
wium BENDK
with

ADOLPHE

Screenplay by Robert Thoeren

Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER
Produced by FELIX JACKSON
Associate Producer: Howard Christie

Directed by IRVING PICHEL
Produced by EDWARD SMALL

JOHNSON

Production

wimsmtMik

and
the JfCermaid
From the Novel "Peabody's Mermaid"
by Guy and Constance Jones
Produced and Written for the Screen
by NUNNALLY JOHNSON

MENJOU

Director of Photography, Hal Mohr, A.S.C.

From Ihe Novel "Bella Donna" by Robert Hiohens and the Play by James Bernard Fagan

NUNNALLY

TOM

c4texiean Jiayride
Based

on

Michael
Todd's
by Herbert
and

Broadway
Stage
Dorothy Fields

success

with A Galaxy of Stars headed by

BUD

ABBOTT

lOlf

COSTEILO

Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter

BUD ABBOTT • lOU COSTEILO

Tiuck Privates
Come J/ome
UMOIiAL

with MIKHAIL RASUMNY • PHILIP REED • GILBERT ROLAND
TAMARA
SHAYNE • GALE SONDERGAARD
Screenplay by Sam Hellman and Margaret Buell Wilder
Original Story by Edward T. Lowe and Bradford Ropes • Directorof Photography : Hal Mohr, A. S.C.

Directed by ALFRED

WERKER

• Produced by PAUL MALVERN

I

RBER'S
FE
A
N
D
E
Great Son
A MICHAEL

TODD

WONNI

GEORGE

BRENT

DE CABIO
ANDY

Production

^,.„

with CARL ESMOND • ALBERT DEKKER • LOIS COLLIER
DEVINE • BRODERICK CRAWFORD • ARTHUR TREACHEl

in

Orifkial Screenplay Written and Produced by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGAN(
Directed by CHARLES LAMONT

WALTER

A FRITZ

WANGER

LANG

Presents

Production

JDinchester 73
in TECHNICOLOR
From a story by Stuart Lake

Produced and Directed by FRITZ LANG
A DIANA

PRODUCTION

[Tycoiojf DEANM DURBIN
Based on the Broadway Play by Herbert and Dorothy Fields
Music by SIGMUND ROMBERG • Lyrics by DOROTHY FIELDS
Produced by FELIX JACKSON

b

DOUGLAS FAIRBAMS jr.
In His Production
-mm

Of

The Exile ^^^x^(0>^
From, the story "His Majesty, The King" by Cosmo Hamilton

in

PHYUis CALVERT* ROBERT BUTTON
I. MCHEl FIEIDS

EllA RAINES • IDDII ALBERT
Directed by ROBERT

SIODMAK

• Produced by JANE MURFIN

JACK H. SKIRBALL and BRUCE MANNING
Present

Sunny Mver^^^co^^
Based on the Broadway Play by Oscar Hammerstein II and Sigmund Romberg
Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL

T/ie Jrt of Murder
Written for the Screen by

RUTH

GORDON

author of

''Over 2r'

and GARSON
KANIN
author of
"Bom

Yesterday"

DANIELE AMFITHEATROF
CHARLES BENNETT
COMPTON BENNETT
HOWARD BAY
FRANK BORZAGE
S. P. EAGLE
GILBERT EMERY
CHARLES ERSKINE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS Jr.
EDNA FERBER
MICHEAL FESSIER
RACHEL FIELD
HERBERT & DOROTHY FIELDS
FRED F . FINKLEHOFFE

' '"^^^^^B^BVB

^^te-

NIVERSALl^m^
TT'lS^^^^^^^^^BM

MARTIN GABEL
RUTH GORDON
FERDE GROFE
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
STUART HEISLER
MARK HELLINGER
SAM HELLMAN
JAMES HILTON
ROBERT HICHENS
FELIX JACKSON
NUNNALLY JOHNSON
GARSON KANIN
RUFUS KING
STUART LAKE

II

''r^^^^HH

"'>.'.— "^S^cf^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^H

v;:':.WM^| ^^1

f NTERNATIONAjJmm

^,.,, ,. ■_-./-. -_

' '^*'*'S3J

MOTION PICTURES!
FRITZ LANG
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
MARIE BELLOC-LOWNDES
CHARLES MacARTHUR
BETTY MacDONALD
BRUCE MANNING
W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM
WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
JANE MURFIN
ERNEST PAGANO
DOROTHY PARKER
IRVING PICHEL
WALTER REISCH
MIKLOS ROZSA

SIGMUND ROMBERG
WILLIAM SEITER
ROBERT SIODMAK
JOSEPH SISTROM
JACK H. SKIRBALL
EDWARD SMALL
IRVING STONE
ROBERT THOEREN
MICHAEL TODD
KARL TUNBERG
ANTHONY VEILLER
WALTER WANGER
MARGARET BUELL WILDER
SAM WOOD

NIVERSALL'^^^^^'^
NTERNATIONAL
NIVERSAL
NTERNATIONAL
^.Jit^'a—^V^,

7
--: 'f???-*'

w^'ii^^mA

NIVERSAL
■ .*^M^ •

NTERNATIONAL

■:;^ir?3t.

MARK OF MEBIT
IN MOTION PICTUBE
ENTERTAINMENT...

.¥»A

^

NIVERSAL
.♦•.«•••

NTERNATIONAL^^S

.:1

NIVERSAL bf
iiS^^^rrf j"
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toducers Com. Blast
Drrell'sCSUTadics
(Continued

from Page 1)

such flagrant violation of the
,i,V3 of our land that it is bordering
said Casey, in part, in
13! anarchy,"
wire to Sorrell.
jCasey declared that CSU on July
1946,- agreed to the 25 per cent
ige increase made
on that date
^^Jiould
remain in effect until
y A, 1948, subject, under cerlin conditions, to reopenings, as to
iges only, on Jan. 1, 1947.
Casey emphasized that under the
|:reement of July 2, general wage
creases are not open for negotian at this time.
He pointed out
it Producers do not believe that
ly negotiations
with Sorrell can
oduce peace in the industry "until
i have received adeouate
assurices that you will cease your acts
violence and your flaunting of
urt order; unqualifiedly accept the
2C. 26, 1945 decision of the AFL
:eeutive council committee; recogze the July 2 wage agreement;
rnish us with adequate assurance
at your unions will not engage in
rther wage
stoppages
or otherise repudiate the agreement."
Police arrested 679 pickets includg 69 women who massed at Colbia studio at 6 a.m. Friday in
en and peaceful defiance of a
i)urt order limiting the number of
lickets. Reps, of CSU
said they
' ould be back again the following
lorning at Columbia.
The Costumers Local 705 has aproved a strike call unless negotiaons with the Producers have been
accessful by Tuesday night.
War veterans working in studios
eld a meeting
Sunday
at which
onald Reagan and Richard Walsh
'ere the principal speakers.

INEI

IX NEW

JOE M. FIELDMAN, formerly with M-C-M in
Chicago, to sales rep. tor Film Classics, Atlanta.
J. CAYLY
City.

VARNELL,

manager, May, Oklahoma

TONY

HOUSHMAN, from the Indianapolis office of Paramount, to Atlanta as assistant
office manager.

HERMAN COUSTON, from office manager, P.RC,
Chicago, to booking, Columbia, Chicago.
BILL POWELSON, manager, Capitol, Steubenville,
Ohio.
JOHN

MACIOCE,

manager, Belmar, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
EDDIE STIENFELD, sales department, Film
Classics, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ARTHUR POIRRIER, manager, Palace, Rockville,
Conn.
DAVID CARPENTER, Para, accounting department, Charlotte, N. CWILLIAM ESKIN, supervisor, Harold S. Eskin
Theaters in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Connecticut.
iOHN

HMIEL,

POSTS

INDUSTRY

Para, staff, Syracuse,

N. Y.

FRED DE ANCELIS, assistant manager. Central
Theater, Newark, N. J.
ARTHUR

FACAN, assistant manager, Globe Theater, Newark, N. J.
EDWIN WILSON, assistant manager, Rialto
Theater, Newark, N. J.

FREDERICK SORRELLS, manager, Vogue Theater, Indianapolis.
BEN MONTEE, manager, Majestic Theater, Jacksonville, III.
WALTER 0. McFALL, salesman at Monogram,
Minneapolis.
ELMER BOHLIC, manager of the Grand, Chetek,
RAY

Wis.
HILLIARY,

manager

Lake, Iowa.
ERNEST WESTCOTT,
FREDERICK
N. Y.
CROVER

of the Royal, Spirit

Para, staff, Syracuse, N. Y.

LIBERTY,

Para,

staff,

FOX, Para, staff, Syracuse,

KENNETH
N. Y.

BURRITT,

Syracuse,
N. Y.

Keith's staff, Syracuse,

Houston Branch in Nassau

Aussie Pic for World Market

Nassau, Bahamas (By Air Mail) —
An extensive research junket on
which he is digging up authentic
background for his next novel, has
brought Houston Branch, veteran
screen writer and novelist, here.
Branch is doing research on his next
book, tentatively titled "The Raiders," on which Frank Waters is
collaborating. Tome is about the
Confederate Navy.

Sydney (By Air Mail) — "Bush
Christmas," produced here by Ralph
Smart for J. Arthur Rank's children's programs, is to receive internature. tional distribution as a program fea-

Tops NCA Agendum
Minneapolis — Consideration of
affiliation with national Allied will
be main business of the mid-year
convention of North Central Allied
today. Meeting at Nicollet Hotel
here, close to 200 independent exhibitors from Minnesota, Western Wisconsin, North Dakota and South Dakota will decide whether to join
Allied States Association or remain
unattached.
At the morning session, at which
the press has been barred, Allied
President Jack Kirsch will outline
national Allied objectives. Sidney
Samuelson, Pennsylvania indie
leader, will discuss the history and
benefits of the caravan reporting
service, and NCA President Ben Berger
Allied,will speak on affiliation with
Lee Loevinger of St. Paul, formerly of the anti-trust division of the
Department of Justice, will outline
legal aspects of the New York equity
suit, answer questions from exhibitors, and advise them if they have
grounds for a suit against distributors under the anti-trust laws.

Astor Moves in Charlotte

Vandals Wreck Theater

Charlotte, N. C. — ^Astor Pictures,
formerly located at 224 W. Second
St., has moved to 300 W. Third St.

Richwood, Ohio — V a n d a 1 s destroyed a screen, sound system, and
power unit at the Union Theater.

*creen Guild Readying
"hree for Distribution
'est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Screen Guild Prod, in
few days will have three films ready
or distribution to meet release dates
et for the remainder of this year
nd the early months of 1947. The
ompany also announces two addiional films are being edited and
cored and three more are in producion, or scheduled to go before the
a moras.
"Rolling Home" is being shipped.
My Dog Shep" is printing. "Scared
0 Death," in color, is in the printing
aboratory. "Return of Buffalo Bill"
ss been completed. "Bells of San
ernando" started this week. Shoot
0 Kill" will start Dec. 1. "Queen of
ne Amazons," produced by Ed Finley, is being scored. William Berke's
Renegade Girl" is in final cutting
tages.

CHARTERED
STARLITE THEATERS, INC., of Dallas, eaptalized at 50,000, incorporated at Austin, Tex.,
y C. D. Leon, Jack Bettis and C. H. Brooks.

UNlVfiftSAL INteftNATIOMALPfCTlfReS

' THB eeO ANO I "

STARR1N6 CLA006rreCOLPERTan<i FftfO M»'Ml/AWAY*»f=
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Meridian to Produce

Arg. After LalinAmerican Pix Market

Full 16 mm< Lineup ^
IVest

(Continued fron; Page 1)
quired in supplying England during
the war.
Argentine has eight independents
and six major studios, with four additional stages being built by the
majors.
Roberts said Argentine producers
expect to make lUU features in 1947
consisting of 20 A's and 80 B's.

Delinquency Conference
To Attract Many Groups
(Continued from Page 1)
are: Sol Lesser, RKO; William Power, 20 ch-Fox; Francis Harmon; Theodore Smith and Arthur De Bra of
MPAA; Eric H. Haight, Films, Inc.;
Dr. V. C. Amspiger, Encyclopedia
Britannica Films; William F. Crockett, ATA; C. R. Reagan, Film Council of America; William F. Howard,
J. Walter Thompson Film Division;
Walt Wittick, Bureau of Visual Instruction, University of Wisconsin;
Mrs. Jesse Bader, Protestant Motion Picture Council; Judge Stephen
S. Jackson; Edwin J. Lucas, Society
for the Prevention of Crime; Mrs.
James F. Looram, film bureau of
the International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae; Catherine Edwards, film editor. Parent's Magazine, and Dr. Bruce E. Mahan, national Congress of Parents and
Teachers.
Associate Justice Harold H. Burton of the U.S. Supreme Court will
open the conference on Wednesday.
Also scheduled to speak on the opening day are Attorney-General Clark
and Governor Clarence Meadows of
West Virginia. More than 1,000
Vepresentatives of Federal, State,
community and private organizations
will participate.

Toledo Gets a Charter
For Variety Club Tent
Toledo — A charter for a Variety
Club has been granted here. The inaugural dinner will be held in midDecember.
Officers for the first year are Jack
Lykes, chief barker; Jack O'Connell,
first assistant; Marvin Harris, second
assistant; Milt Karloff, property
master, and Burt Schoonmaker,
dough guy. Canvasmen are Jack
Armstrong, Jiles Robb, Steve Toth,
•James Dempsey, Paul Heuter and
Curley Posen.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 18
Roy H. Haines Claude
Macgowan
Seth Raisler
Frances
Marion
Lou Formato
Margaret Seddon
Arthur H. Schwartz Eugenia
Gilbert

Monday

'
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Morning Memos

• •
•
CUFF NOTES:
Henry Ginsberg, who planed in from
Coast over the week-end, will be in our midst for about 10 days

the

Paramount studio head's visit is to see the new Broadway plays, hudd'.e
with home office execs. ... • Samuel Goldwyn has called a press conference for this morning. ... • Maurice A. Bergman, Universal's Eastern ad-publicity chief, will participate in a WOR radio forum tomorrow
night on the subject, "Do the Movies Have a General Constructive Influence on Public Tastes?"
Others to be heard include John Gossner,
Dr. Samuel Parker, and Edward Linderman, thus giving education and
medicine as well as pix a voice in the matter. ... • That charity
opening of "The Best Years of Our Lives" at the Astor next Thursday
will attract nine of those intimately concerned with the pic's production Along with Sam Goldwyn who produced, attending will be:
Wi'.liam Wyler, who directed; Robert E. Sherwood, who wrote the
screenplay; Mackinlay Kantor, author of the novel, and Myrna Loy,
Dana Andrews, Virginia Mayo, Hoagy Carmichael and Cathy O'Donnell.
• Speaking of Broadway's current Hollywood comp'.exion, RKO Radio
also has Ruth Warrick, Adrian Scott, Martha Scott, Richard Carlson,
Anne Jeffreys and Gene Raymond in our midst
T
T
T
• • • THIS 'N' THAT: First night audience for "The Razor's Edge"
at the Roxy tomorrow night will include a majority of the United Nations delegation chiefs with their staffs
For p'ush and swank, the
world premiere of the 20th-Fox pic promises to rank with those pre-war
ultra-ultras. ... • With an advance sale of $32,000, including $29,000
in mail orders, "Henry V" has set a Washington record for pictures playing there on a roadshow basis, according to the management of the
Little Theater there where the pic opened 1 1 days ago
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films is establishing a special Catholic department,
headed by Rutherford K. Clarke, of Yonkers, to serve Catholic educators, schools and colleges. ...
• Harris Productions is planning to film
"Juvenile Delinquency" here early next month
Frank P. Donovari
wrote the adaptation
from Allan Dunn's story and stage play. . . .
• North American rights to "Paris Frills," French pic, have been acquired by Leo Cohen
Pic, with English titles, is set to follow "Johnny
Frenchman" into the 55th St. Playhouse
T
•

•

▼

T

• HEARD AROUND: Wall St. wouldn't be surprised if Paramount increases its distribution to stockhoMers in 1947. ... • Add

Signs o' the Times Dept.: Wometco Theaters has closed with Huyler's
to operate a candy and soda shop in the new Miami Theater in the
Florida Winter Refuge. ... • Charlie Cohen, who quit Metro to become advertising manager for Berkeley blades, betrays his cinematic past
with that tentative sales slogan, 'To Each His Hone". . . • Ambassador
Theater is p'otting a nine-hour Marcel Pagnol trilogy early in the New
Year
Pix will be "Marius," 'Tany" and "Cesar". ... • Paramount's "Blue Skies" shows no let-up at the New York Paramount where
it's in the fifth week. ... • This should interest a helluva lot of exhibs.:
Something brand new in popcorn seasoning is due short'.y. ... • Monogram's Western star, Jimmy Wakely, goes to Lakeland, Flo., Dec. 30 to
guest star at the Florida Rodeo, and will follow the engagement with a
p.a. swing thru the Southwest. ... • Charles Boyer goes to up-state
Dunkirk on the 28th to make a keynote speech in ceremonies marking
the opening of the fund-raising campaign for French relief by American
Aid to France, Inc., then returns here for radio appearances until Dec. 9
when he departs for the Coast

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — Edward Scofield, v
eran public relations and advertisi
director, has been appointed execut
vice-preadent in charge of prodi
tion and public relations for Me
dian Pictures, 16 mm. producing a
distributing organization.
"will continue as head o'f his o\
lie relations firm, Edward
Associates.
Concomitant with announcement
appointment was the decision of iV
ridian's board of directors to prodi
24 features, 24 cartoons and 24 sh(
subjects for the 1948-1947 season
oger a full program of 22,000 (
hibitors of 16 mm. films in the Unit
States.
President Sam Nathanson furtl
revealed that 33 distribution centi
have been set up in U. S. and ri
of the world
to handle
flow
Nathanson announced that Arth
product.
Gregor, director - producer, sp*
$250,000 on "Ramona," which \^
start production as soon as a fern:
lead is found for title role. Film \\
be made in color, and will be p:
duced on location on many of 1
actual original sites. Spanish vi;
sion of Gregor's
'Ramona"in has
recently
been completed
Mex:j\'
City
at
Clasa
Studios
starring
Estl
Fernendez.

al Servic
Todc
Gener
To
tionse Mov«'
y Produc
Cagne
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI I

Hollywood — Cagney Productio
today will begin its official occupan
of the General Service Studios
Las Palmas Ave. William Cagn
is vice-president of the studio co:
pany by the terms of a deal cci
eluded ia^t August whereby Cagn
Prod, purchased an interest in t
facilities.
Occupancy was originally schf
uled for January. It was origina'.
planned
Lion is in tothelaunch
Street"production
at the new ofsp '
Now, however, it is likely that "T
Stray
Lamb" willat be
first fi'.
to
be completed
thethe
studio.
T
Cagney deal with General Service
for 25 years. A million dollar ei
pansion program is planned as so
as materials are available. A tel
vision studio is also projected.

SICK REPORT
MARGE OLIVER, cashier, RKO Procter i
Newark, N. J., is at home after an appe
dectomy at Beth Israel Hospital.
JOE
ROBINS, circuit owner of Wami
and Niles, 0., is at North Side H.spi
in Youngstown where he is resting folio\'
ing a heart attack.
JAMES
KOLBECK,
manager
of Loev
Theater,
Jersey City, is recovering
fre |
third-degree
burns suffered when he w:
fire.
enveloped
by a gasoline-saturated
bru
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studio news digest: With

Robert Stack

stricken

with

what

may be virus penumonia, Richard Conte replaces in Enterprise's "The

b'

Other Love"
Para, is planning a musical titled, "Catalina," which will
be made in color on the island and will star Sterling Hayden, Billy de Wolf,
Iga San Juan and Cass Daley. Schedule calls fcr December
production
Warners have set a western adventure story, "Three

Bad

Men," as

the first '47 pix for Ronald Reagan, Wayne Morris and Zachary Scott
Scott will also appear with Lew Ayres and Ann Sheridan in "The Unfaithful" at the same studio
"The Long Night" is the new title for the
Hakim-Litvak
production
originally called "A Time
To Kill." Stars are
Henry Fonda, Barbara
Bel Geddes, Vincent Price and Ann
Dvorak
Jack Bernhard. of Bernhard and Brandt Productions, has started preparations
on "Rendezvrus 30,000,'' an air epic, which Ned Young is writing, based
upon Bernhard's own experiences while with the RAF nd AEF during
World War II
Roy William Neill's next directorial chore for Monogram will be "The" Big Story," Craig Rice's latest mystery drama
M-G-M rumors have Katharine Hepburn starring in "The Return Tonight,"
which won the M-G-M story prize this year, and "The Whispering Cup,"
after she finishes "A Love Story"
John Payne and Maureen O'Hara
will co-star in "The Big Heart" which was tentatively titled "My Heart
Tells

Me"

Jacqueline

White

and

Philip Terry

have

been

given

the

leads in RKO's "Seven Keys To Baldpate." Terry replaces Jack Haley who
has left the cast, as has Boris Karlrff. Eduardo Ciannelli will replace Karloff
"The Rich, Full Life" has gotten under way at M-G-M with Elizabeth
Taylor, George
Murphy,
Mary
Astor, Shirley Johns, Gene
Lockhart and
Spring Byington heading the cast
Eve Ardcn has been handed a good
sized role in Michael Curtiz's first indie for Warner

release, "The Un-

suspected" Claude Jarman, Jr., did sucli a good job with his "Yearling"
role that the M-G-M bosses have decided to re-make "The Secret Garden"
as a starring vehicle for him
Columbia
reached out for new
talent
and signed Marjorie Knapp, Ethel Merman's understudy in "Annie Get Your
Gun," to a term contract
Richard Goldstone, former M-G-M producer,
signed with Columbia to produce under supervision of Bennie F. Zeidman.

/hat Did You Do With
■our Profits? — Rev. Dept.

Unlikely That Pickford,
Chaplin to Ever Sell UA

1
II

(Continued from Page 1)
closed that her holdings in UA are
part of her estate as provided for in
her will and it is reliably learned
that that provision in her will remains unchanged.
It is understood that Chaplin and
Pickford feel that the sole issue in
their controversy with David 0.
Selznick is whether he breached his
contract, and they will recommend
'■o UA directors who are exoected to
meet Thursday in New York that
''n action be instituted in New York
Federal District Court against Selznick and Vanguard asking for declaratory judgment against Selznick on grounds that he has failed
to fulfill his contract with UA.
_ Selznick reps, indicated- that Selznick is awaiting action by UA directors before disclosing his next
move.

(Continued from Page 1)

tent of their earnings in dividends.
•Js an extra fillip, the agency also
tiled that the corporations must exjlain "why."
Emphasizing
that asthea
ialing
should not
be regarded
crackdown,"
bureau
officials said
^cumulated earnings explained by
lie "reasonable needs of business"
ould be overlooked.
In effect, the
jaling is a revival of an old tax law
iJhich went into disuse during the
' -ar.
^ Repeal of this tax, however, has
rccented the importance of the rullAg. Strict interpretation of the
■luling by the Bureau would aflFect
^mnv pic corporations. Bureau of'cials stressed, however, that the
jiUling was not pointed at any single industry.

Mclnemey Funeral Today

j Funeral services for John E. Mc^nerney, Sr., who died in Florida,
IVednesday, will be held today at St.
mean's Baptists Church, 76th and
.exington, N. Y. Deceased was the
ather of John Mclnerney, adverrising and publicity director of the
rf. Y. Paramount.

inHALWALLIS'

Chicago Pageant Tonight
Chicasro — Film and stage stars
here will participate tonight in "The
Unknown Soldier Speaks," a page'^nt sponsored by the Jewish War
Veterans.

from Paramount
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^ Film DfllLV RCVIEUIS Of REUI KflTURCS ^
"Cross
My Heart"
with Betty Hutton,
Sonny Tufts
Paramount

83 Mins.

"Thewith Perfect
Marriage"
Loretta Young, David Niven
Paramount-Wallis

87 Mins.

HILARIOUS PARODY OF THE MURDERCOURTROOM DRAMA; SNAPPILY PACED,
SMARTLY HANDLED; HAS CLICK POTENTIALITIES.

WELL MOUNTED DOMESTIC COMEDY
HAS CLEVER DIALOGUE AND CAPABLE
PERFORMANCES BY YOUNG AND NIVEN.

Having served as basic plot for countless
tear-jerking dramas and last-minute rescues from the "hot seat," the murdercourtroom melodrama has finally been given
the hypo and it evolves here as a gagstrewn farce that is never sericus more

Momma loves poppa in the beginning.
Shortly afterward, she is not so sure. Neither
is he. And little "Cookie" is not quite
sure she knows what her parents are about.
Of course, poppa loves momma, too. They
have been married for 10 years and on their
last anniversary something flies in on the
wind to upset their blissful domesticity.
It all happens on a week-end. By the
time Sunday night rolls around what was
considered the perfect marriage is once
more on the rails and proceeding evenly.

than two minutes and that's just because
it is necessary to supply brickwork for the
plot.
Betty Hutton has a field day romancing
with Sonny Tufts, her lawyer boy-friend,
singing a couple of effective numbers in
her loud, comedy-style and being the
"Peggy Harper" around whom all the didoes
revolve. It's Miss Hutton's picture all the
way with slight bows to Michael Chekhov,
as a crazy Shakespearian actcr, who must
kill whoever does not do proper by the role
of "The King of Denmark" from "Hamlet."
Miss Hutton is a hoofer. Tufts, a struggling lawyer. In order to get a good setup
for Tufts she tries to play around with
Howard Freeman, a wolf of the first water.
She runs into Chekhov at Freeman's place.
Chekhov pretends to leave. Freeman chases
Miss Hutton all over the place with nefarious designs. Next thing Freeman is murdered and Miss Hutton arrested when she
returns to pick up her hat and purse.
She sees a golden opportunity for Tufts
and prepares to go on trial for the murder.
The trial proves a storm sessi-n of laughter
with all sorts of novelty and slick satiric
touches thrown into the court record. She's
not guilty. Tufts learns she did it all for
him, perjuring herself so he could gain notoriety. He cools. Meanwhile she gets a
nite spct engagement. An attack of conscience causes her to reveal the truth,
which is quite innocent and in so doing
the real murderer is taken — to the nuthouse — for an extended engagement of
"Othello." It all stems, it seems, from Miss
Hutton's inability to tell the truth.
The support includes Ruth Donnelly, Alan
Bridge, Iris Adrian and Rhys Williams who
render suitably of their talents. The direction concentrates on laughter and builds
to a suspenseful climax of a lethal nature,
but all f-r a final laugh.

CAST: Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts, Rhys Williams. Alan Bridge, Howard Freeman, Lewis L,
Rus>:eM, Michael Chekhov,
Iris Adrian.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Tugend; Director,
John Berry; Screenplay by Harry Tugend and
Claude Binvon, based on a play by Louis Verneurl and Georges Barr; Music, Robert Emmett
Dolan; Cameramen, Charles Land and Stuart
Thompson; Set Decorations, Ross Dowd; Sound,
Huso
Crenzbach
and
Walter
Oberst.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Court Reserves Decision
In Suit Over Pic Title
New York Supreme Court Justice,
Edward Koch, reserved decision after trial in an injunction suit instituted by Nathan Saland and Gus
Harris, doing business as Mercury
Laboratories, against Monoeram
Rctures, involving the title "Shadows Over Chinatown." Plaintiffs
claim ownership of the title through
a 19.36 serial called "Shadow of
Chinatown" which they now own.

Considered by their in-laws to be the
ideally-wed couple, parents of a clever
youngster, Niven and Miss Young become
embroiled in a silly squabble which becomes more pointed as they discuss it. He's
an aviation engineer, she's a fashion editor.
Petty differences are brought into the argument. Parental influuences intrude. Old
flames pop up on the scene and a synthetic
affair is worked up to counterbalance the
effort of each party to outdo the other in
his or her unconcern over instinct and habit.
At length a lawyer is called for the divorce.
But it never comes off and the story closes
on a note of bedroom reconciliation.
While perhaps no great shakes of a
writing job, the dialogue is clever. Miss
Yrung capably plays a beautiful young
matron of the career type who is in her
thirties. Niven gives a veteran interpretation
of a fairly-well domesticated spouse. He
adds polish and luster to the lines.
CAST: Loretta Young, David Niven, Eddie
A'bert, Charles Ruggles, Virginia Field, Rita
lohnson, Zasu Pitts, Nona Griffith, Nana Bryman. ant, lerome Cowan, Lou«lla Gear, Howard FreeCREDITS: Producer, Hal Wallis; Director,
Lewis Allen; Screenplay by Leonard Spigelgass from a p'ay by Samson Raphaelson; Cameraman, Russell Mettv; Music, Frederick Hol'snder; Set Decoration, Sam Comer, Grace
Gregory; Sound, Harry Lindgren, Joe Moss.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Bourcourt-Lev Will
Distribute French Pix
Emil Bourcourt and Maurice Lev,
nrexy and general manager, respectively, have organized Western
Films, Inc.. with offices at 229 W.
42nd St., for the purpose of disFrench-made films' in North
and Southtributing'
America.
First of 18 features to be impoi-ted
is "Clandestine," a drama of the
nost-liberation period, featuring Constant Remv, Suzy Carrier and
Georges Rollin.
Prentiss Howe of 20th-Fox has
inst completed titling and editing the
film, which is supposed to be the
first foreign film e-lorifying the role
of the American GI.
Bourcourt is still in Paris, making
further arrangements for American
distribution of French product. Lev,
aside from his affiliation with Westem, is an officer of American-European Film Industries and Scoop
Productions.
"Clandestine" will preem sometime
next month.

"Beauty for Sale"
RKO
17 Mins
Model Manners
Latest in the This is America ser
ies, subject has a wide range o
appeal but it has been handled in ;
mediocre style which keeps it fron
being a winner. Story is of th(
modelling industry, how the girls^ri
groomed and chosen, the behiniM%i
scenes happenings of the multWil
lion dollar industry. It covers adver
tising art depts., model agencies
illustrators studios and distinguishec
professionals of the camera trade
National appeal will probably over
ride its handling, but it doesn't mea
sure up to standards of other pix ir
the series.

SHORTS

"Minstrel Days"
Warners
20 Mins.
Excellent
Concentrating on the evolution of
the minstrel show, its stars and acts,
this
short isIt'ahasdigest
fine with
musica
and song.
been ofmade
skilled hand for it is fast, fun and
also tells a story. Al Jolson and
Eddie Cantor are shown in excerpts
fi^om other pix singing some of the
songs that put them on top. A host
of other entertainers participate and
add to the all-round excellence of
the footage. A good piece of work "So You Want To Save Your Hair'
which has all the earmarks of a Warners
10 Mins
Male-order Stufif
definite top-notcher.
With a universal appeal for al
"Double Dribble"
men, this familiar problem will prob
RKO
7 Mins. ably sell on its subject matter rathei
Excellent
its presentation. George O'Han
Two basketball teams, Polytechnic than
Ion goes through all stages of th(
U. and University U., are composed situation, from the time he wakes
of tall Goofys, with the exception of up and finds stray hairs on his pil
one player on P. U., who is a pint- low till the time he is bald. A iev.
sized Goofy. When the game gets of the sequences when he is trying
too close for comfort all the P. U. the thousand-fold remedies pre
players on the bench have been hurt scribed are funny. Others are not
But itwith
except shorty who finally saves the can
miss?a subject like that, ho^^
day. A wonderful satire on basketball which provides loads of laughs
and should make a big hit.
"Bandits and Ballads" i

"Rubber River"

Warners
10 Mins.
Nicaraguan Tour
Accompanying a party of adventurers and explorers on their trip
up the Coco, the camera follows them
from Managua, Nicaragua's capital,
up the river into the interior where
natives zealously guard the mysterious rubber region. How the rubber
is bargained for and gotten is also
pictured, along with its route from
there to more civilized regions. A
technicolor achievement, this footao-e is informative as well as entertaining.
Okay
"Bowling Fever"
RKO

(No. 3)
RKO
Novel Western Musical17 Mins, '
Ray Whitley and his Six-Bar Cowboys decide to capture a dangerous
bandit, Comanche Kid, with their
music. They know he is a sucker for
a tune and so go out in the hills
with their guitars rather than g-uns.
He joins their band and forces them
to return to a saloon with him that he
is going to rob. Ray thwarts him in
the final stages and saves the day.
Novel and pleasing way of presenting
this type of music.
"Mouse Menace"
Warners
Lots of Laughs

7 Mins.

A pesky mouse
troubles Porky
P*ig so inuch that he hires various
cats to kill the mouse.
They all fail.
This sportscope proves that bowl- He then invents a mechanical robot i
ing is not just a game for adult ex- cat which almost succeeds till the
perts and pictures beginners, in dif- mouse plants a stick of dynamite
ferent stages of instruction, and how in his mouth and blows up the whole
they progress. It also shows some
house.
Porky moves into the dog'
experts, their co-ordination of mus- house,
only to find the mouse got j
cle, their footwork, and the results there first. Fast moving and funny,
when they send a ball down the alley. it will appeal to all.
With interest for bowling enthusiasts
principally, this footage is instruc"Roughly Squeaking" 7 Mins.
tional and entertaining.
Warners
Man or Mouse?
Two smart mice convince a cat
'^Rhapsody Rabbit"
Warners
7 Mins. that he's a lion and that instead of
chasing them he should be chasing
Bugs at His Best
a moose, the dog. They have a hardBugs
"long-hare"
in
this
one,Bunny
which goes
is definitely
one of
er time convincing the dog that he's
his best. He gives a piano recital a moose, in fact he doesn't go for
and evevything is going quite the story at all. This makes for a
smoothly till a mouse, holed in the hilarious time while the cat is shuttled back and forth between the dog
piano, decides he wants to play, too.
A sure-fire hit, it has lots to oflFer and the mice. Good for many, many
laughs.
for audience appeal.
8 Mins.

Thank

you/

he thousands of exhibitors and others who cooperated so
splendidly in our industry's 1946 March of Dimes will be
gratified to read the accompanying final, certified report
just completed by the accountants*
Although the final tabulations took considerable time, the
actual payment of monies was made to the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis long ago, and this money helped greatly
in fighting the polio epidemics of the past summer*
Only the unselfish, whole-hearted efforts and support of
thousands in our industry could have brought about such wonderful results.
On behalf of the Executive Committee, the State Chairmen
and myself, may I express our deep appreciation for your help
in this good cause.
Cordially,
National Chafrman
MILLER, DONALDSON

^

AND COMPANY

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
90 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK 4, N. Y.
November 15, 1946
National Motion Pictures Committee for March of Dimes,
New York 19, N. Y.
Dear Sirs:
We have examined the accounts of your Committee relating to MARCH OF DIMES 1946 CAMPAIGN for the period to
November 14, 1946 and reported to you in detail on November 15, 1946. The report contained the following summary:
Total collections
$5,615,907.94
Less— State expenses reported
24,207.20
Net collections
Available for:

to be accounted

for

$5,591,700.74

Counties
'. . . ,
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc
Expenses were as follows:
State expenses
Cost-13,410 Special Trailers
Other expenses
Total Expenses

(incl. postage)

$2,797,094.06
2,794,606.68

$24,207.20
75,259.85
27,681.06

$5,591,700.74

.$127,148.11

Based on the total collections the ratio of expenses was 2.264% and excepting the appeal trailer the ratio was .924%.
In our opinion, the above tabulation sets forth correctly the total collections as reported and the total expenses of the
1946 campaign as recorded and accounted for in the Committee's records of cash receipts and disbursements for the period to
^
November 14, 1946.
Respectfully submitted,
MILLER, DONALDSON AND COMPANY
(NOTE:

The Committee expresses its appreciation to Miller, Donaldson if Co. for its gratis services.)
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Dec. 12 Dinner Will U. S. Pix in Reich Unpopular
Found Inadequate for Nazi Rehabilitation
Climax FJP Campaign
(Continued

(Continued

from Page

1)

who presided, outlined the purposes
and activities of the FJP. Joseph
Willen, executive vice-president of
the Federation, went into greater detail about the various services that
are rendered by FJP, which distributes its funds to 116 medical and
social welfare agencies serving all
races and creeds in New York.
Industry Notables Attended
Among those present at the luncheon were: Paramount's president,
Barney Balaban, co-chairman; Dazian's Emil Friedlander, vice-chairman; Century Circuit's v.-p., Fred
Schwartz, vice-chairman. Announcement was made during the session
that Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-Fox, had accepted a co-chairmanship of the industry committee;
and that Matthew Fox, U-I's executive vice-president, had agreed to
serve as a vice-chairman.
Representing the executive committee were Si Fabian and Sam
Rosen of the Fabian Circuit; Sam
Rinzler of Rinzler and Frisch; Leonard Goldenson of Paramount; Herman Robbins of National Screen;
Walter Reade, Jr., of the Reade Circuit.
Edward iN. RugofF of Rugoff and
Becker is on the committee of independent exhibitors; Marcus Heiman
is on the legitimate theater committee.

ITOA Representatives Present
Also present were: Max A. Cohen
of Cinema Circuit; Leo Brecher of
Leo Brecher Theater Enterprises;
David Weinstock of Raybond Theaters— all on the committee representing the ITOA.
Committee of corporate chairmen
was represented by: Eugene Arnstein of Film Classics; Sam Shain of
20th - Fox; Ii'ving Friedman and
Joseph Vogel of M-G-M; Nat Furst
of Monogram; Arthur Israel, Lou
Novins and Ed Hyman of Paramount;
Ralph Poucher of Republic; Charles
Boasberg, Sol Schwartz, Sumner
Bernstein and Harry Mandel of
RKO; Joseph H. Seidelman, Sam
Machnovitch and Adolph Schimmel
of U-I.
Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily and Radio Daily, and
Martin Quigley, of Quigley Publications, are co-chairmen of the trade
publications committee. Don Mersereau, associate publisher of The
Film Daily, also was among those
at the luncheon.
In addition to those already named,
others serving as members of vari- Henry Jaffe, Eugene Picker, Billy
Rose, Nate B. Spingold, Jack Bregous committees for the campaign in- man,
Jack Robbins, Harry Brandt,
clude Jack Cohn, Albert Warner,
Leopold Friedman, William Klein,
Murray Silverstone, Benjamin S.
Mo-s, Ben Sherman, Budd Rogers,
Alfred W. Schwalberg Lawrence
Langner, Emanuel Sacks, Herman
Starr, Nat Kalcheim, Robert Weitman, William Brandt, Arthur L.
Om aha — An eight pound, four ounce Mayer, Abe Schneider, Dan Michaboy was born to Mrs. Dave Arthur. love, Edward Schnitzer, Samuel
Schneider and Harold Rodner.
Father is an RKO salesman.

STORK REPORTS
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culation after a few showings.
Many Germans are of the opinion
that Germany is being used as a
7. Serious films of a biographical nature would be more
dumping ground for Hollywood picsuccessful
with more adequate
tures that won't seU on the home
sub-title and syncSironization.
market, according to a reooi't from
Bavaria. Not only do poor quality
Very popular was "Going My
pictures bore and antagonize the
Way," which was acclaimed in
audience, the report stated, but they
Catholic Bavaria by a group of
actors and film directors inter"give a distorted picture of American life and thus defeat the purpose
viewed by the ICD as being the
ideal type of American picture.
of showing
American
films."
Study Evaluates Popular Pix
8. Pictures which arouse unfavorable comment and have the
A study was made in an attempt
lowest box office attraction are
to evaluate the popularity of various types of American films with
fantasy and trick films. The
imaginative situations, popular
the German public and to make conin the United States, apparently
structive suggestions for a future
are foreign to the German mind
film program for Germany. The
and therefore tend to excite ridistudy pointed out that under occucule and disgust. Cartoons of
pation and having a pride in German cultural achievements, the Gerthe Mickey Mouse variety, however, are very popular.
man audience no doubt has a sharpened critical sense. Sharp criticism,
9. Old German films, carefulit was said, resulted from accumuly screened, outdraw most Amerlated frustration and dissatisfaction
ican pictures. The reasons, obviously, are the same as those
with life under the occupation.
A summary of the findings relimiting the acceptance of American films.
vealed the following:
10. Of non-German films,
- 1. There are 768 film theaters
American films are most popuopen in the American zone.
lar, with British pictures rank2. American films are uning second. French and Russian
popular generally because of
pictures are preferred by relalanguage difficulties since even
tively few persons.
carefully written subtitles are
According to a report from the
an inadequate substitute for
Office of Military Government for
dialogue. However, unpopularGreater Hesse, the film program
ity is also due to poor artistic
in force in Amzon since the beginquality
and
the
type
of
pictures
shown.
ning of the occupation has (a) served
little in the re-education program,
3. Newsreels enjoy the great(bt held Americans up to public
est favor, as Germans are eager
ridicule and (c) seriously damaged
for re-establishment of contact
the reputation of the American film
with the outside world.
industi-y in Germany. In that area,
4. Documentaries showing
"selected" films for the occupation
peacetime technical developmarket "have usually been illments and American ways of
chosen, so much so that at times
life are popular.
one had honestly to wonder if some
5. Among full-length feasort , of sabotage of the re-educatures, all sources indicate that
tion effort to
did the
not report.
exist in this field,"
according
light comedies are the most popular, especially where dialogue
is at a minimum. Fast dialogue
Complete Reorganization
pictures cannot be understood.
Of Planet Pictures
6. War films appeal primarily to youth who are still militaristically inclined, but they
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
meet with the disapproval and
Hollywood — Reorganization of
antagonism from the general
Planet Pictures has been completed
public and in any case scarcely
with Stanley Ceizyk as president.
represent conceptions which
Fred W. Kane vice-president and
Americans are eager to propageneral manager. Jack Seaman, vicegate. "The Sullivans" was well
president, and Hal Potter, secretary
liked because of the early seand treasurer.
quences which showed typical
Planet is engaging production and
American home life. Most war
distribution of both 16 mm. and 35
films were withdrawn from cirmm. films under a new plan affording
widest possible distribution. Franchise holders representing every territory in the United States are now
being set.

Three from UA in lanuary
Release dates on three United
Artists productions have been set.
Jan. 10 will see the national release
of "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock,"
followed by "The Private Affairs of
Bel
on 81.
Jan. 24 and "Fool's
Gold"Ami"
on Jan.

on'rts
n inUniCou
Fights
r. sio
Sus
Opepen
Springfield, Mass. — Because he
charged that union officials were
diverting union funds to their own
use, Joseph A. Giard, operator at
the Paramount, has been suspended
from Local 186, Operators, for^
months, and fined $180, Glare
vealed as he filed for an injunSwon
in Superior Court, seeking his reinstatement and to end interference
tract. his execution of the theater conwith
A show-cause order has been issued
by Judge William C. Giles.
Giard charged three union leaders
with a conspiracy to deprive him of
his employment as a motion picture
operator and to oust him from union
membership.

Vet. Loses Court Round
In Suit Against Union
Troy — 'Application of John J. McGraw, Watervliet, who had been employed as an operator and who spent
some 25 years following World War
I in the U. S. Navy, to examine certain records of Local 288, Operators,
preparatory to filing a complaint
that the union had improperly deprived him of membership was denied by Supreme Court Justice Roscoe C. Elsworth.
McGraw contended that the local
in 1916 adopted a resolution, which
he alleged was still in effect, which
provided that all members who were
in the armed services would be continued in good financial standing until they returned to civilian employ.

Missouri Houses Reopen
St. Louis — Motion picture theaters
opened in Sedalia, Missouri, Saturday night The
for the
in three
months.
Fox first
and time
Liberty,
Fox
Midwest Houses, and the Upton,
owned by T. Goshen, closed in protest against a city ordinance imposing a five per cent license tax. The
city council last night repealed that
ordinance and by a compromise
agreement with the city the theaters
will pay a flat occupational license
and a tax of one cent on each admission ticket.

FEMME TOUCH
DOROTHY R. ALLEN, director of publicity and
promotion, Music Hall, Detroit.
N. J. new cashier, RKO Proctor's,
BETTYNewark,
FERRANTE,
MRS.
DOROTHY
DONNELLY,
telephone
operator, Columbia exchange,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
STELLA
BOYLES,
booking
stenographer,
Para,
office, Charlotte, N. C.
NOREEN
LAWLESS,
cashier. Paramount,
Syracuse, N. Y.
GLADYS
BIRDWELL,
clerk, Clasa-Mohme
Ex- ,
change office, San Antonio, Tex.
MOZELLE
HARRIS, cashier, Wael-Tex Theattr,
Waelder, Tex.
EDNA
ADAMS,
assistant
publicity
director,
Essaness
circuit, Chicago.
NAOMI
SMITH,
Essaness
dept., Chicago.
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Showing British Pix $85,000,000 for Indie Films in 1947
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Mex. Film Subsidies
Loom as Possibiiity
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is Enterprise, formed by David L.
Washington — Although there is no Loew and Charles Einfeld, and which
public showing of either British or nas already completed "Arch of
American films in the USSR, the Triumph" and "Ramrod." The
former co-stars Ingrid Bergman and
American Embassy has been aiding Charles Boyer, with Lewis Milestone
in promotion of the British product as the director and David Lewis the
for the day when one or both coun- producer. Harry Sherman held the
reinsMcCrea.
on "Ramrod,"
tries will finally work out a distri- production
which stars Joel
Andre De
bution deal. At the same time, ii
Toth,
who
is
directing
Enterprise's
was Dointed out by prominent Gov- "The Other Love," with a cast headed
ernment officials recently returned by Barbara Stanwyck and David
from Moscow, this is not a matter
Aiven, also directed "Ramrod."
of choice by our embassy.
Liberty Films, which was organFor the past six months, accordized by Frank Capra, George Steving to Francis C. DeWolf, chief of
ens, "William Wyler and Samuel J.
the State Department's
Telecom- Briikin,
has finished "It's A Wonmunications Division, the American
derful Life," starring James Stewart
Embassy has been unable to get and directed
by Capra. Stevens will
Hollywood product. American distributors have simply stopped send- direct Liberty's second picture.
Argosy Will Make Four
ing prints — possibly because the
Moscow Embassy was sometimes
Among the new companies is
slow in returning them. There is Ai-gosy, headed by John Ford and
no question of Russian interference, Merian C. Cooper, veteran producer,
since prints would come in under dip- which will make four pictures for
lomatic nroteccion.
release by RKO. The first is 'The
The Embassy shows films under Fugitive,"
made at the
studioswill
in be
Mexico.
excellent conditions in a room seat- Churbusco which
ing upwards of 75 people every
Producing Artists, organized by
night. High Soviet officials are fre- Arthur S. iiyons, veteran agent, and
quent guests. But for the past six Joe Justman, an industrialist, will
months they have seen British films
its first production, "Prelude
only — in addition to the British films launch
To Night," soon after the first of the
they see at the British Embassy.
year with Zachary Scott and Louis
DeWolf, whose post in the State
'heading
Department is no longer concerned Hayward
Die eerie will
direct.the cast. William
with film problems, did, however,
Robert Riskin is producing "Magic
come back with a firm belief that
William A. Weilman dithe American industry should begin Town," with
recting. James Stewart and Jane
at once to try to put its product vVyman are co-starred. King Vidor
into the USSR. He proposed that and Tay Garnett have established
Westerns and other "non-political" viking Films and have ambitious
subjects might be booked into Soviet
theaters.
Story Prods., in which Hal Home
Russian films are doing a land- plans.
office business in Moscow, he opined and Armand Deutsch are active, will
on the basis of the long queues he saw make iaylor Caldwell's novel, -'This
at the few theaters he passed. He Side Of Innocence." George Schaebelieves that the Russian public fer, veteran distribution executive,
would welcome American and Brit- financed "The Return Of Rin-Tinish films, but indicated his convic- i'in," and will sponsor several important productions.
tion that unless American distribs
Jerrold T. Brandt, who was protake steps toward getting into Russia they might be beaten out by the
ducing before he entered the servBritish.
ice, will filmize "Magic In The Air,"
the history of radio. Arthur
Schwartz, the composer, who produced at Columbia and Warner Bros.,
IS planning to enter the independent
field.
Beacon Prods., headed by David
Hersh, picture financier, and Sam
Griffith's May Bows
Oklahoma City — Second of three Coslow, is making "Copacabana,"
nabes being opened here by Griffith while Howard Hawks, who is comAmusement Co. bowed in without
pleting "Red River," will also profanfare Friday. The new house is auce "rhe Sun Is Rising."
Rosalind Russell, Frederick Bristhe May, with 900 seats and a subson, Dudley Nichols and the late
sequent run policy.
Griffith opened the Will Rogers, Frank Vincent formed Independent
a delux nabe, here two months ago. Artists, which is to provide two pictures annually for five years. AtNo date has been set for the thii'd
torney Jerry Geisler, Edward Neales
opening. J. Gayly Varnell had been
and
Milton
Holmes founded Jem
named manager for the May.
Prods., which produced "Johnny
Little Rock Rex Opens
O'clock," starring Dick Powell. Mary
Little Rock, Ark.— The new 500- Pickford, Buddy Rogers and Ralph
seat Rex Theatre opened yesterday. Cohn have formed a producing comThe 500-seater is owned and operated pany.
Allied Studios, organized by Joe
by Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mundo.

IVEW THEATERS

Rock, veteran producer, and Leon
Lee, has announced plans to make
20 features and 12 westerns in 1947.
Allied Studios' plant is located at
Henderson, Nev., which is near Las
Vegas.
Michael Curtiz now has his own
production unit at Warner Bros.,
while Director Curtis Bernhardt is
leaving Warnei's to form his own
producing company. Milton Sperling,
having bought
Bernhard's
terest, is now Joseph
the sole
owner inof
United States Pictures, which releases through Warners.
Hal Roach has completed three
features on his new program.
Michael Todd, Broadway producer,
will make "The Great Son," novel by
Edna Ferber, for release through
Universal-International.
Recent additions to the ranks of
star-producers are Robert Young,
Robert Cummings and Randolph
Scott. Young, in association with
Eugene Rodney, will produce an untitled western drama for release
through Columbia.
Scott and Harry Joe Brown have
finished "Twin Sombreros" for distribution byColumbia. Cummings is
interested in the recently-formed
United World Prods.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has an ambitious program lined up, with Universal-International ashis outlet.
George Raft and veteran producer
Sam Bischoff have formed a producing cambination.
35% of "Arch" for Bergman
Bing Crosby financed the making
of "Abie's Irish Rose," while Bob
Hope's latest contract with Paramount empowers him to make one
production annually for the company
with the status of producer. Al Jolson has a heavy interest in the "The
Jolson Story" and Ingrid Bergman
reportedly -vviH get 35 per cent of the
profits of "Arch Of Triumph." Hedy
Lamarr is understood to have an interest in "Strange Woman" and "DisLady." is a partner in the
WilliamhonoredBoyd
company making the "Hopalong Cassidys" and John Wayne now is an
actor - producer at Republic. Kay
Francis has co-produced with Jeffrey
Bernerd at Monogram. Brian Donlevy and Eddie Bracken have plans
for independent pictures. Joan Bennett is associated with Walter Wanger and Fritz Lang jn Diana Prods.
Hal E. Chester, former actor, is
producing at Monogram, while Walt
Mirisch is one of the newest additions to the ranks of Monogram producers. J.D. Wrather, former Texas
oil
operator,
making
Guilty"
for Monogram,is and
Jack "The
Bernard
and
Bernard Brandt, who made "The Decoy," are continuing to produce for
Monogram.
New England Coin for 12
Arthur Lockwood and Louis Gordon, New England exhibitors, will
make a series of 12 films for release
through Screen Guild, while Jack
Broder, former Michigan exhibitor.

(Continued from Page 1)
Federal support not to be lightly dismissed.
It is expected that film production
exhibition and distribution will come
in for the Chief Executive's fullest
attention. Former Secretary, of
State, Aleman also has helMk ;
post of chief of film censorshipff^ie
is said to have a wide knowledge of
film problems. This association has
brought him into contact with intercials.
American
representatives and offiFilm production in Mexico stands
to be the third largest industry, it
is reported. At the present time its
status is said to border on bankruptcy. Local visitors report receipts
failing to maintain an economic balance between production, distribution and exhibition. There are a
number of large, modern and workable studio properties in Mexico, it
is known, and recently American
film executives have been visiting
the locations on survey tours. A
number of studios are partly owne<l
by American interests.
Previously, it has been reported
legislation is being drawn up requiring the Mexican exhibitor to devote
one-third of his yearly playing time
to Mexican product.

"Andy Hardy" Tradeshowings

M-G-M has set tradeshowings of
"Love Laughs at Andy Hardy," for
all exchange territories on Dec. 3
with the exception of Washington
where screening takes place Dec. 2.

Sunday Pix for Bremen
Bremen, Ga. — Sunday pix carried
at a special election, 288 to 130.
is also producing for S. G. Jack
Schwartz is making "The Return of
Buffalo Bill' for S. G.
Roy Del Ruth has completed "It
Happened On Fifth Avenue" for
Monogram release, while Frank Borzage, Alfred Santell and Allan Dwan.
have their ovsti units at Republic. In
association with Robert and Ray-.
mond Hakim, Anatole Litvak is proRadio. ducing "The Long Night" for RKO
Boris Morros and William LeBaron
madeare"Carnegie
in the
East and
scheduled Hall"
to produce
"Carmen From Kenosha."

HOrSE

DEALS

Chicago Alma to Gillmor
hasChicago
been purchased
Don Theater'
Gillmor
— The localbyAlma
from Irvinp- Belfer. Anthony Serritella was the broker.

Riverdale's Dole Sold

Riverdale, III. — Roy Jenkinson has
sold the Dale here to Will Jansen
through the Anthony Serritella
agency, Chicago.
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^ilzky Recovers t8
ench Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

kys, is headed by Justin Godart,
mer Minister of Justice in several
.•fench cabinets. He was also the
me mover in getting the Spolian Laws
Li
pa=sed by the French
^>ih
*ibly after the Liberation for
L /ecovery of properties confisced by the Germans and the Vichy
vernment during the Nazi occuLeon Siritzky is pressing for the
storation of the rest of his chain
lich includes the most important
it-run houses in Paris and most
the large cities in France.
Sam Siritzky or his brother Joe,
th of whom represent the comjiny's New York office, expects to
J»ve for France within a month in
der to reorganize the Siritzky Cirit, and to organize a distributing
tnpany in Western
Europe
for
•ench and American films.

avid Lewis Elected
nterprise Vice-Prexy

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

HOUSTON BRANCH. Born in St. Paul, Minn., March 5. 1901. After framing
a couple of college degrees, young Branch stepped out into the practical
world and worked at various times as motion picture editor for St. Lcuis Pioneer Press; associate editor for Western Magazine; film operator in San Antonio, Tex.; manager for San Carlo Opera Co. and a road agent for legit.
Gave up his theater activities to become a director for
the American Library Foundation, and in 1927 came to
Hollywood to devote all his time to writing. Since that
time he has become a recognized novelist, playwright and .
one of the most prolific writers of original screen plays
in Hollywood. His latest original, which is number 60 on
his list of achievements, will soon hit screens of the nation under the caption of "The Big Haircut," a Paramount production starring Alan Ladd and Dorothy Lamour.
Branch is now in New Mexico collaborating with Frank ^
Waters en a new book, "The Disinherited" to be brought |
out next Spring by Farrar and Straus. Branch previously I
collaborated with Waters in the writing of the novel
"River Lady." Upon completion of the new novel. Branch will go to New York
to arrange stage production for his new play, "Feather In Her Crown." In the
meantime, negotiaticns are on for the sale of his latest screen original, "Rough-

shod."
Acoustic
Control Thru
New Plywood Cylinders

Chicago — Motion picture and radio engineers were present at a
meeting of the Acoustical Society of
(Continued from Page 1)
America, Friday, when Dr. C. F.
Bon since David Loew and Charles Boner, director of the Defense ReLnfeld made their first announcesearch Lab. at the University of
ient, is the producer of Erich Maria Texas, demonstrated newly developed laminated plywood cylinders,
bmarque's "Arch of Triumph," and
Dhe Other Love," the latter now in declared highly effective in controltroduction.
ling acoustics in both theaters and
Lewis is credited with being most studios.
sponsible for Norma Shearer's reThe absorption efficiency of lam,ntly-announced decision to return
inated plywood has long been recogthe screen through Enterprise.
nized. Dr. Boner said, but vertical
and horizontal cylinders of the material, developed through co-operawler. General Manager
tion of industry and science, have
St. Cloud Amusement
an efficiency "considerably greater
than heretofore supposed, particularly at low frequencies where other
(Continued from Page 1)
! various capacities until it merged materials are less efficient." Boner
5th Fabian Theaters.
He left in described construction of the cylinders and pointed out that they served
944 to join the Wilder Circuit of mainly
to diffuse sound and prevent
iiorfolk, Va., as general manager. echoes of high intensity.
e was Virginia vice-chairman and
^tgional director in war bond drives.

jcdrhaven Theater Bums

"One People" Prints Ready

Boston — Fire destroyed the Keith
((heater building at Fairhaven with
istimated $200,000 loss. Theater,
,wned and operated by Henry Tobin,
i'as completely razed.

"One People," a full color, animated cartoon short, starring Ralph
Bellamy as narrator, and detailing
the dramatic story of the settling
of America by groups of every national origin, is currently being made
available to organizations throughout the country, it was announced
at the weekend by Richard E. Gutstadt. National Director of the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rlth.
All regional offices of the League
are handling distribution.

WEDDING BELLS
Goodell-Eelly

DAJLY

Lebanon, N. H. — Announcement
Taylor to Do Narration
Ijas been made of the engagement of
Walter Bibo, president of Excel'H[argaret Goodell, cashier at the
sior Pictures, has signed Deems
'pera House, and Raymond Kelly,
Oso of Lebanon, a paratrooper in the Taylor to appear and do a narration in onnoction with its first reluropean area in World War IL
lease: "The Barber of Seville."

Appeal Seen Before R. I.
Houses Pass to Pouzzner
Providence, R. L — In accordance
with a decision by Judge Hartigan,
which placed the operation of the
Central and United Theaters, Westerly, R. I., in the hands of Morris
Pouzzner, Pouzzner will take over
operation on Nov. 18, pending an
appeal by Jack Findlay.
Judgment was entered in the case
brought by Pouzzner against a
former partner, Jack Findlay, and
the Westerly Theaters Operating Co.
Findlay has given notice he will appeal before Nov. 18.

Cowdin Rites in Frisco
San Francisco — Funeral services
for J. Cheever Cowdin, Jr., were
held here Saturday with interment
in Cypress Cemetery. -Cowdin, 33,
died Nov. 6 in Nassau, Bahama Islands. J. Cheever Cowdin, Sr., who
came here with the remains, will return to New York this week.

fsr
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THERE'S

Donicz-Schultz

Northampton, Mass. — Engage- "Humoresque" Bows on Xmas
lent of Rose Donicz to Edward G.
Warners' "Humoresque" has been
■chultz, manager of the Plaza The- set to open Christmas morning at the
ter here, has been announced. The Hollywood Theater. It will follow
redding will take place Nov. 30.
"Deception," now in its fifth week.

-
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ONE

BEACH

FRONT . 40th to 41st Ms.

Resewations Invited • Walter Jacobs

BRANCH
OFFICES
THROUGHOUT
' THE COUNTRY!

64

N*S
GOLDWY
SAMUEIPresentation
of

The Best Years
of Our Lives"

MYRNA LOY • FREDRIC MARCH • DANA ANDREWS
TERESA WRIGHT • VIRGINIA MAYO
Directed by WILLIAM WYLER

• From the Screenplay by ROBERT

Based on the Novel by MacKINLAY

E. SHERWOOD

KANTOR

Director of Photography GREGG TOLAND
RELEASED THRU RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.

^

ASTOR THEATRE

BROADWAY
AT
45TH ST., N.Y.C.

THURSDAY,

NOV. 21*' at io:oo a.m
. SHARP

i Lester Thompson
p. Productions Dist.
st floor
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lARK HOUSES MAY FOLLOW COAL WALKOUT
[I. K. Industry Growth A Challcngc—Goldwyn
iroducer Raps Hollywood
or Its Mental Laziness;
[its Fat-cat Complacency
\Hollywood is facing a challenge
iirough the development of the
■iritish film industi-y, Samuel Goldwyn said yesterday, adding that
"Hollywood has
long needed the
stimulus of outside competiGoldwyn said
tion."
that times had
changed
but
Hollywood
hadn't.
Hollywood, he said, had
run dry of ideas
and that it was
living on borrowed time — and
borrowed ideas
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
from the past.
said at
' 'That's why," Goldwyn
press conference, "with few ex(Continued on Page 5)

krolls for Skouras,
lerlin and Sherwood
The National Conference of Chrisians and Jews will give a testilonial luncheon on Dec. 12 for Irving
ierlin, Robert E. Sherwood and
ppyros P. Skouras for their activities in fostering better relationships
(Continued on Page 6)

Operators' Strihe
Shuts Rio Theaters
Rio de Janeiro (By Cable) — Film
theaters here have ceased operation
OS a result of a projectionists' strike.
Operators are demanding a 300 per
cent increase. In one theater the
owner locked his men in the booth
and police were called to get them
out.
Currently Brazilion theaters are
undergoing reclassification under the
terms of a recent government
measure which has increased admissions 25 to 50 per cent.

Operations Curtailment
Expected in Eastern
Area if Strike Comes

NCABerger
VOTES
TO JOIN NAT'L ALLIED
Charges Indie Exhibs. Forced to Accept
Fix on Distrib, Terms

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Btireau of THE FILM .DAILY

Minneapolis — Affiliation with National Allied was voted by the Board
of Directors of North Central Allied
and approved by the membershp at
the mid-year convention of NCA yesterday.
At the meeting at Nicollet Hotel
here, close to 200 exhibitors voted,
with only one dissension, to join the

Washington — Power brownout
which would curtail activities of
many Eastern theaters, or force
Declaring that film companies have closing of stands in some areas, apdeclared war on the small town inpeared certain yesterday as the Government started a show-down fight
dependent exhibitor, Benjamin Berwith
John
L. Lewis.
ger, NCA president, said that NCA
Government
officials, apparently
is not going to stand idly by and
let distributors further force indies resigned to a coal strike beginning
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)
national
hibitors.

body

of

independent

ex-

'Jimmy' Walker Dies; H'wood Strike Leaders UN Film Board Plans
Awaits UNESCO Nod
Trade Loses a Friend May Face Jail Term
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

James J. (Jimmy) Walker, 65,
died last night at Doctors Hospital
as a result of a cerebral thrombosis.
Walker was taken ill at his home,
120 East End Ave., New York City,
Thursday morning and was removed
to the hospital yesterday as his condition grew worse. He lapsed into
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington — Success of an amHollywood — Criminal conspiracy
bitious picture program by the 51
to defy court orders in the studio United Nations depends on approval
strike was charged against 13 of the plan by UNESCO now meeting
strike leaders and Averill Berman, in Paris, it was indicated yesterday.
radio commentator, by the District Proposal is the creation of a film
(Continued on Page 6)
Attorney's office. It was asked that
bail be set at $5,000 for each man
(Continued on Page 5)

Enterprise Distribution
Deal in Couple of Weeks

Normandie Asks Court
To Hold 'U' Pic from Park

West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Pittsburgh Hotel Strike
Cancels AMPTO Parley

Pittsburgh — The annual convention of the AMPTO
of Westera
Pennsylvania,
scheduled
for
the
Enterprise's distribution deal may
Final
papers
on
an
injunction
apbe set within a couple of weeks, it
plication made by the Normandie Hotel William. Penn here Nov. 25-26,
(Continued on Page 6)
was said here yesterday by Charles Theater against Universal and Park
Einfeld, following his arrival from Ave. Theater Corp. to restrain the
the Coast.
Editorial
of "Canyon
Passage"
the
Einfeld, dismissing published re- playing
Park Ave.
until seven
days atafter
'•aitntttt
g" Halfepr
ports that Enterprise might acquire the Normandie had played the pic(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 7)
TO

RKO Nine Monihs' Net Soars

Profit Hits $9,963,906, Gam of $6,000,000
Consolidated net profit of EKO
Up-State N. Y. MPTO
Corp. and subsidiary companies for
Votes Down ATA Tie
the first nine months of 1946 showed
Buffalo — A poll of the membership
of the MPTO of New York State,
Inc., resulted in the organizati'm
vetoing any affiliation with the
American Theaters Association. The
local unit is an affiliate of the
MPTOA.

an increase of more than $6,000,000
over the first nine months of 1945,
while the consolidated net for the
third quarter of the current year
more than doubled the net for the
corresponding quarter of last year.
The nine-month profit, after all
(Continued on Page 4)

untold thousands in our own

' industry,
the the
deathpassing
of "Jimmy"
Walker
marks
of a
great and good friend. A brilliant
orator — he was trigger-fast on his
feet — a distinguished raconteur, and
a humanitarian whose philanthropic
interest embraced many causes, Jimmy, while his career was political,
never gave up his first love for show
business.cerely
Hemourned,
will he
not will
onlybeh'e sadly
sinmissed, both by the great ond the
small. We personally have lost an
intimate friend.
—JACK ALICOATE
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Maas Arrives in Berlin
After Paris Conferences
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ADOLFO FRIEDMAN, UA manager in Colombia, arrived in New York yesterday from Rochester, Minn, for a brief home office visit before returning to his post in Bogota.
HERBERT CROOKER, M-C-M publicity manager, leaves for the Coast today.
FLOYD CROWDER, Monogram distributor for
China, has left Hollywood to return to the
Orient.
j. S. JOSSEY, of Hygienic Productions returned to his Cleveland offices after a month
in Hollywood.
LIONEL BRANDT is due from the Coast following a studio writing-survey.
)0E McCONVlLLE, Columbia foreign manager,
is due from the Coast.
LUTHER
wood.

DAVIS

en route here from

Holly-

MRS. ARTHUR HORNBLOW, wife of the producer, left the Coast yesterday by air, en route
here.
MURVYN VYE, player, who has completed a
role in "Golden Earrings," with Marlene Dietrich and Ray Milland, leaves Hollywood today
for the East.
DONALD NELSON left Hollywood yesterday
for conferences with President Truman at the
White House.
MARVIN A. EZZELL, Goldwyn vee-pee, returned to Hollywood over the week-end after
setting the opening of "The Best Years of Our
Lives" at the Astor.
MICHAEL FALLON, special rep. from the
Reoublic home office, is at the Minneapolis exchange.
WILLIAM BERKE, producer and director for
Screen Guild Prods., here to shoot background
sequences.

Gardiner
Named
Hub
Branch
Sales RKO's
Mgr.
Boston— William H. "Larry" Gardiner, RKO salesman for New England circuits, yesterday was apDointed branch sales manager for
RKO to supervise all sales in New
England area at a sales meeting
conducted bv Gus Schaefer, district
manager. Gardiner, who has been
with RKO nearly 25 years, becomes
first sales manager for the Boston
territory.

Net
Chg.
V4
¥4

Columbia Gets RCA Equipment
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

1 1/2

Hollywood — ^Columbia has signed
a new contract with RCA which will
e-o into effect Jan. 1, 1947. The latest
RCA recording equipment will be
y4 installed, Columbia being fir=t to introduce certain new types of equip...-.
ment that have not as yet been ad1/2
vertised by RCA. Columbia is also
%
'A onerating under a Western Electric
license which has several years to
%
run, and which puts studio in a posi%
tion to operate with both Western
%
3/8 Electric and RCA equipment.
%
^4
%

8
14
14
14
Republic Picts. pfd.
20th Century-Fox 391/2
39
39
—
Universal
Pict
28V4
27%
27% —
Warner
Bros
I71/2
171/4
171/4—
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
Picts
5%
5V2
5% +
RKO
51/4
51/8
51/4 Sonotone Corp
31/2
33/8
33/8 —
Technicolor ^
ISVs
15
15
—
Trans-Lux
41/,
41/4
41/4 —
Vb
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
Cinecolor
Rathe

day.RUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount's Eastern production head, returned from the Coast yester-

51/2
61/2

Donald Meek Services
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

BILL GALLAGHER, Tyrone Power's business
manager; HARRY BRAND, 20th-Fox studio publicity chief; ROGER HEMAN, sound engineen:
)IM DENTON, studio publicist and ANATOLE
LITVAK. flew here for the opening
Razor's
Edge"
tonight.
CORNEL WILDE and his wife and
will fly this week from Miami to the
on a 10-day vacation.
EDITH GRAHAM, film and fashion
the Charleston, W. Va., Gazette, is
for a brief vacation.

daughter
Bahamas
editor of
in town

CEDRIC GIBBONS, M-G-M art director, is in
town, stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria, with his
wife, the former HAZEL
BROOKS.
lEAN PIERRE AUMONT and his wife, MARIA
MONTEZ,
are at the Waldorf-Astoria.
JOHN FRANCONI, Film Classics representative in Texas, has returned there following
conferences here.
lACK KLOEPPER, manager of the Film Classics branches in Portland and Seattle is here for
conferences at the home office.
RAY MILLAND has arrived in Cannes, France,
from Municipal
Paris. He Council.
will sign the "Golden Book" of
the
EDWARD MOREY and NORTON V. RITCHEY,
Monogram executives, returned from Hollywood
over the week-end.
HERMAN RIFKIN, ARTHUR BROMBERC, and
IRVING MANDEL, members of the Monogram
board of directors, and Chicago franchise holder, respectively, have left the Coast following
meetings at the studio.
RAOUL WALSH, Warners' director, returned
t^o the Burbank studio over the week-end from
New Orleans.
RUDOLPH WEISS, head of Warners' real estate department, is in Washington todav with
HARRY M. KALMINE, president of Warner
Theaters,
conference. attending the White House industry
KARL G. MACDONALD, vice-president of
Warner International returned yesterday from
a six-week tour of the WB branches in Brazil.
JOSEPHINE MENKE, cashier at 20th-Fox, Minneapolis, isvacationing in Chicago.
M. A LEVY, 20th-Fox district manager, and
WALTER HOFFMAN, exploiteer, both of Minneaonlis, are in New York for the world premiere
of "The Razor's Edge."
ARTHUR LUBIN, director of )ules Levey's
"New Orleans," due here to plug the film.
ALBERT DEZEL, head of Dezel Roadshows,
Detroit, has returned there from a nine-day
trip to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, followed by a swing through
the Ohio
territory.

Schenck. Moskowitz. Dietz
In Hollywood for Talks
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nicholas Schenck,
Charles Moskowitz -and Howard
Dietz are at M-G-M for conferences
with Louis B. Mayer and other executives concerning forthcoming releases and production plans. Also
conferring with Howard Strickling
and Frank Whitbeck i-egarding company publicity and advertising campaigns. Herb Crooker, Eastern publicity director, arrives later this
week to join meetings.

mania, Yugoslavia and Bulgar
Following an inspection of facilit
and conferences with military a
thorities here, Maas will proceed
Sofia, Belgrade, Bucharest, Budap<
and Warsaw.

Distribs. to Appeal Chi.
Clearance Rule in 90 Day
Chicago — Appeals from Jud
Michael Igoe's decision which nul
fied the Chicago clearance system a
due within 90 days after Nov.
from the various film distributii
companies.
Judge
decisiwas
the result
of theIgoe's
Jackson
Pa
case. It is expected that a bond
$100,000 will be posted when the a
peals are filed.

RKO to Produce Feature
Wholly in East in July
First pic to be wholly produced
the East by RKO
will be "Clo
Up," with July shooting at the n£
RKO Pathe studios planned.
Story is by James Poe and co
cerns his experiences as a earner
man.
Martin Rackin will script
and Nat Holt will' come on next yei
to produce.

Metro's Brooks on Tour
Walter Brooks, assistant to H. 1
Richey, exhibitor relations head f<
M-G-M, left yesterday for India)
apolis to attend the two-day meetin
of the Associated Theatre Owners <
Indiana, today and tomorrow. E
will be in Columbus, Ohio, on No
21; in Cincinnati, Nov. 22-23; i
Pittsburgh for the Allied MPTO_ <
Western Pennsylvania conventio:
Nov. 25-26, and back in New Yoi
on Nov. 27.

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp.
Exporters — Independent Distributors

Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St.. New York 19. N. Y.
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Hollywood — ^Funeral services will
be held tomorrow for Donald Meek,
68, who died of acute leukemia. He
waappearing
"Magic Town,"
Robert
Riskin inproduction,
when
taken ill. Meek was a stage actor
since he was eight years old, and entered pictures in 1931. His widow
will take his body back to family
mausoleum in Denver.

of "The

Berlin (By Cable) — Irving Ma
vice-president and general mUna^
of the Motion Picture Export /
sociation, arrived here yesterday
the course of his European to
Last week, Maas held conferences
Paris with various Continen
MPEA
representatives. ,-—
In Paris, Maas appointed
Kanturek, Czechoslovakian -*«?agar, to the post of European sup<
visor.
Kanturek's
territory
will E
elude Poland,
Austria,
Hungary,

Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIE
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Disc Recording F«icilitivs'

hath no man in this business than
he who elects to spen^'^a second 20 years at the same studio.
'wenty years is far more than the Ufe expectancy of average
studio
stars and
worked relationships
for and withwith
Warner
Bros. directors. But that's how long Mike Curtiz has
You'd think both parties would have developed an acute case of
cabin fever by this time. It hasn't worked out that way. Our joint and individual
struggles have resulted in a strengthening of mutual respect.
Mike still loves us and we're proud of it As for us, we love him.
Mike is a truly great director. He has been much in demand He
could have written his own ticket— anywhere in the industry. He chose to write it
at his home studio.
tinued success.

We

applaud Mike and to him go our best wishes for con-
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RKO Nine-Month
Profit Doubles 1945

industry's Elite to
Vj^A „l

See "Razor's Edge"

Largest turnout of in:,;
"names" for a Broadway open:;.,
years will mark tonight's worli
miere of 20th-Fox's "The Eaz
Edge" at the Roxy. Swank, f::
dress opening will attract, /- others:

(Continued from Page 1)
charg-es, was $9,963,906, equivalent
to approximately §2.59 per share on
the 3,839,600 shares of common
stock outstanding. This compared
with a net of §3,941,830 for the first
nine months of last year.
■Net profit for the third quarter of
this year was $3,082,553, equivalent
to approximately 80 cents per share
on the common itock, compared with
§1,520,052 for the third quarter of
1945.

Enterprise Distribution
Deal in Couple of Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

a third interest in United Artists in
the event David 0. Selznick withdraws from that company as ''iilly,"
said that Enterprise had received
deal overtures from "practically all"
distributors.
"We will have six top flight features during our first producing
year," commented Einfeld, "and it is
a question as to which outfit can best
accommodate ui."
Einfeld said that both Edward
Raftery, UA prexy, and Grad Sears,
UA sales chief, had visited the Enterprise studios while on the Coast
but reiterated that no distribution
decision was to be immediately expected. David Loew, who remained
on the Coast, is discussing tendered
deals there, Einfeld added.
The Enterprise prexy is East primarily to attend last night's premiere of Ingrid Bergman's new play,
"Joan of Lorraine." Miss Bergman
stars in Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph," recently completed.

Chicago Considers Levy
On All Amusement Tickets
Chicago — Municipal Budget Director Arthur Lindell proposed a percentage tax on all theater and 0i;her
amusement tickets. On all tickets
under 30 cents, % per cent; one per
cent, tickets from 30 to 50 cents; two
per cent from 50 cents to a dollar and
three per cent above §1 aamission
charge.
Lindell said the proposed tax
would bring an estimated two million dollars: deficit in city budget
expected to exceed five milLon dollars. Council License Committee took
proposal under consideration. Theater owners have indicated they will
fight proposed .tax.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 19
William
Massce
Ralph Cervers
Natalie Thompson
Louis Graf
R. P. Hagen
Nancy Carroll
Gene Tierney
Wallace
Sullivan
Lynn Merrick

19, 19*

PHIL M. DALY
Tuesday's Tattlings
• • • CUFF NOTES: Harry Hershfield, Irving Kaufman, Henry
Youngman, Dean Murphy, Milton Berle and Jack Pearl will grace the
Picture Pioneers' Harvest dinner ot the Wa-dcrf-Astoria tomorrow tonight
I.ucy Monroe will be there as well to sing the National Anthem
The PP's dinner committee, this year headed by Marvin Kirsch,
meets at the Waldorf today to iinaljze arrangements. ... • Charles
Einfe'.d, here from the Coast, is stepping at the St. Regis. ...

• Re-

opening of Century's Avalon in Brooklyn will be covered by WLIB for
inclusion in Jim Young's Fan Fare program
the foUovring day. . . .
• Fred Astaire Dance Studios Corp. has leased the second floor of the
new Park Ave Theater Building, the long term deal involving 3500,000
in rentals. ... • Metro's equine star, Bess, arrives Thursday for a
two-day p.a. preliminary to the opening of "Gallant Bess" at loew's
State next Monday. ... • Perc Westmore, dean of makeup men and
head of Warners' studio makeup
on the Warner lot yesterday
T
•

•

•

STRICTLY

dept., celebrated his 25th anniversary
T

PERSONAL:

T

Janis Paige starts a p.a. at the

Strand on Dec. 13, in advance of her next co-starring film "The Time,
The Place, The Girl.". . . • Harold L, Cai!, critic of the Portland, Me.,
Evening Express, is in New York to see the shows
Coil has just
inaugurated a new daily column, "Two On The Aisle.". , . • Tcny
Stem, Warner Theater booker, holds the Cleveland Film Row spotlight
with his pint-sized Crosley four-seater. ... • Mickey Rooney is reported to have acquired an interest in the Travell Co. of Hollywood,
industrial film firm. ... • Irving Ber'in goes to Boston Thursday, to
receive a citation from Boston Tub No. 1, of the Tub Thumpers of America, at a Copley-Plaza

dinner.

...

•

Ohio

exhibs.

will

honor

Joe

Culahan, with a party at the Cincinnati Variety Cluh Dec 2
Oulahan, formerly Cincy branch manager fcr Para., recently joined the Rank
organization, with headquarters in Washington. ... • J. S. Jossey and
Kroger Babb of Cleveland are using some of that money earned by
"Mom and Dad" to fcrm a new oil land developing company with Paul
Love^ from Long Beach, Calif
New company has oil-land leases in
Texas, New Mexico, and Wyoming, and will begin Ihe test drilling early
next year

. . .
▼

T

T

Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, Ci.:. -r:^
Director Edmund Goutding-. ilsu;-.: c;
William Eythe, Lon McCaUister.
Frar.,:
atra, Jlyrna
Loy, Richard
Danny
Kaye.
""ole P;
Gloria
Swanson,
Barthelme;;
Waring", Franklin
P. Adams,
Oscar LeJo Stafford, Kenny
Delmar,
Andre
E?.netz, Lily
Pons,
IrvingBerlin,
R:c:
Rodgers, Dorothy
and Lillian Gish, Ge
Fielding- Eliot, Dorothy
Thompson,
Ric;
Tregaskis and MacKinlay Kantor.
Neil Agnew,
Eddie Aaron.
John Ad:
Jack Aiicoate, B. B. Anderson. Harry Art
Chester B. Bahn.
Barney
Balahan,
Jo^
Bernhard. Nate Blumberg-. Clayton Bond. H
Brandt, Jack Cohn. Ned E. Depinet. Hov
Dietz. Oscar A. Dooh. Gus Eyssell. E
Emerling.
Si Fabian. Louis Frisch, Edv
M. Fay, Meyer Fine, Samuel Goidwyn, L
ard Goldenson,
Edmund
C. Grainger, Ja
R. Grainger, Stantcn Griffis, Joseph Ha'
Earl J. Hines, Francis
S. Harmon,
H
Kalmine, iloe Horo-witz, Johnny Harris, B
Jackter, Ben Kalmenson, Malcolm Kin^st
^-r^u K.-;ufman, Arthur Kelly, Abe Lastfc
Mike Manos. Don Mersereau,
Sidney Me
Harold Mirisch, Robert Mochrie,
Abe J
tagnie, Charles Moskowitz: Jim Mulvey, J
Murphy,
McGreery,
Leon Netter' EL
Nizer,
JohnM. Nolan,
■Ted" O'Shea,
Gene John
Picker,J. EdO'Connor,
Raftery,
•er Reade, William F. Rcdg-ers, Charles
ran, Richard Roland, Herman Robbins,
Rinzler,
Art Rapf,
Georg-e
Skouras,
5ears, E. M. Saunders, Marvin Schenck,
Schneider,
Abe
Schneider,
Fred
Sch-w
Sol Sch-wartz, Bert Stern, Pat Scollard.
Seider,
Paul
Terry.
Walter
Vincent,
Vogel, Albert Warner, Frank Wallace,
Whitaker,
William
White
and
Herbert
Yates.
Executives
and officers of 20th-Fos
its aff'Jiates -who -will be at the opening
Spyros P. Skouras. W. C. Michel,
"^onnors. Murray Silverstone. Donald
derson. Wilfred J. Eadie, Felix Jent
Sherman Adams, Robert Clarkson, John
Dillon. Robert Lehman. William P. Phil
William Powers, Otto Koegel, Dan Michal
Alan Freedman, W. J. Kupper. A. W. Sn
Jr.. W. C. Gehrtng, Herman Wobber, H
Ballance, Charles Schlaifer, Harry Br
Martin Moskcwitz, Peter Levathes, Clar^
Hill, Jack Bloom, Eddie Collins, Jack Sic
man, Ray Moon, Tony Muto, Edmund R
Roger Ferri, Lew Lehr and Ed Thorgrer
As a curtainer raiser for the prem;
20th-Fox yesterday held a press recep
and cocktail
partycontingent
at the Plaza
ing
Hollywood
and forthethe 70.v'

•

•

•

THIS AN' THAT'

Roxy's closed today, to prepare for to-

night's world premiere of "The Razor's Edge"

The Roxy, incidental-

ly, has suspended press courtesies until after Dec. 4. . . . • "Stars
Shine For P.A.L.", the Police Athletic League's annual benefit performance, isscheduled for Madison Square Garden Dec. 9, and promises
to be one of the greatest all-star benefit shows of the year. ... • Floridians will see television for the first time, when station WGBS and
DuMcnt

jointly sponsor an exhibit, at MIcmii's 50th Anniversary

Ex-

position, which opens
Monday
Leonard
F. Cramer,
DuMont's
executive vice-president, Mortimer W. Loewi, and Herbert S. Taylor, Jr.,
are heading for Miami shortly, together with a crew of eight technicians. ... • Herald Pictures is organizing a special department for
the production of industrial shorts, for showing

in Negro theaters.

. . .

• NBC Television will cover the world premiere of Sam Goldwyn's
"Best Years of Our Lives" ot the Astor Thursday night. ... • While
thousands of people are locking for cmy kind of roof ever their heads
and spending months in their search, Oscar Ruby, Columbia branch manager, trcnsferred to Cleveland frcm Milwaukee,
found a place in a
matter of days alter orriving in town
Not only that, but they bought
a home just a stone's throw from where they used to live in that town
18 years ago

T

T

▼

newspaper film critics who are in New "Sas the company's guests for the openini

Jcanes Eendis Dead

James Kendis, 63, head of Ker..
Music Corp., and co-author of
song hits, "I'm Forever Blow
Buboles"
Wa"died
late and
last "If
weekI Had
in hisMyhome;
Jamaica, Queens.

Pa. Inspector Bans
Popcorn Warmers.
Lancaster, Pa. —

Popcorn warm-

ers were crdered out of this city's*
theaters, the Strand and the Fulton^
Opera House by a state inspector
who hesaid
thatclose
if they
didn't crme
out,
would
the houses
using
them. It is the first instance of its
kind in this area. It is reported the
order.
Strand
management will fight the

*;^day, November 19, 1946
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Hdwyn Says H'wood
idng a Challenge
(Continued from Page 1)

-^itions, every picture reminds you
'^ hundred other pictures. That's
'^, in film after film, we have the
e old boy-meets-girl, the same
^li^.^^se, the some tough guy
mk lliaS.jithe same psychological melo-
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THEATERS

Ventress' Clayton Opens

Clayton, Ala. — The new Clayton
Theater opened with Manager Thomas Ventress playing host to all comers with a tree snowing of "If I'm
L/Ucky," a newsreel and a comedy.

iOOF Temple as Theater

Gray Opens Toy in Alden
Alden, la. — Robert Gray has
opened the Toy Theater here.
Stewart Fox Opens Hovise
Huntsville, 111. — Fox Theater has
been opened by Stewart Fox. The
house seats 275.

Maynard, Iowa — This community
_ lie Hollywood situation comes of will Have movies again with tht
r.ifig too rich, which has led to owner of the Arlington, Iowa, the- Hovenstine's Comet Bows
: jiness, he said, declaring that
ater operating a show at the I.O.O.F.
Bourbon, Ind. — Gene Rovenstine
i illywood will no longer scratch Temple Weanesday nights.
has opened the Comet Theater here.
■~ ;for
newfresh
ideas,
for honest emotions
stories.

'•That's why I'm glad that
British films are gaining in pop^ I alarity," Goldwyn said. "I think
: ,:hey may provide the threat that
:' a oily wood needs to stir itself
;;)ut of its fat-cat complacency.
•The
British have made
great
progress. But, most of all, they
£ Jiave stopped trying to imitate
lus. They have begun to use
methods
of their own.
They
have applied a viewpoint that is
broader and more international
than ours, yet they are getting
eloser to the people by reflect:ing the intimate universality of
everyday living."
!Today the British are presenting
■« challenge, while tomorrow it may
\ the French or the Italians or the
■assians. To maintain its place,
iDldwyn
"Hollywood
It
aside continued,
old formulas.
It must must
find
:onest stories, stories with some.ing important to say, stories that
:;:fiect these disturbing times in
ihich we live."

J
"Too Many Pictures"
IjGoldwyn said Hollywood was mak-ig too many
pictures, asserting
;'iiere were not enough good writers
jith a real story to tell to write 400
' 500 pictures a year.
With few
Kceptions, what most of Hollywood
oesn't recognize is that the Amerian people are going through a postcar emotional
reaction,
Goldwyn
•=aid, declaring that they were faced
,'ith many problems, personal and
; 'orldwide, and what they want is
(^ot pure escapism, but some reflecion of their own emotional
turloil. He said a picture, first of all,
should be entertaining.
But beyond
hat, it must have something to say.
A

H'wood Strike Leaders Contrad Illegal,
May Face Jail Term Slamalis Defense

(Continued trom Page 1)
named. If convicted, the defendants
face a term of one to 10 years on
most of the charges and a one to 14year term on assault with a deadly
weapon. Three hundred pickets
marched to RKO yesterday morning
but there were no arrests or any
interruption of production.
Screen Actors Guild board of directors yesterday issued a statement
expressing regret that its efforts to
effect a settlement of the strike are
blocked and the jurisdictional issue
remains as the basis of the strike.
The statement also gave the factual record of events wiiich have led
up
to
and states
"in
view of"this
this situation"
factual record
the Guild
board reluctantly has been forced to
the conclusion that certain leaders
of the CSU do not want the strike
settled.
"The Guild board does not believe
that this policy represents the attitude of all CSU leaders nor the
wishes of the great majority of the
strikers. The Guild hopes that, without outside intervention, the members and more responsible leaders of
CSU unions will take over and force
a constructive solution."

Keenan Leaves Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

A denial of percentage fraud,
charged in the action brought by
Loew's, Inc. against George Stamatis. Argosy Amusement Corp., Apollo
Theater
Momart
Corp., Inc.Corp.,
and Alda
Theater"Theater
Corp.,
has been filed by Monroe E. Stein,
attorney for the defendants, in New
York Federal Court. The original suit
was filed Oct. 14.
The defendants allege the film
licensing agreement, from which all
rights of the plaintiff arise, is illegal
because it provides for minimum admission prices, fixed runs, clearances
and availabilities. The contract was
also declared illegal by the defendis alleged Loew's
and
otherant because
major it distributors
exchange
information concerning prices and
percentage receipts.
It is claime-d by the defense that
anti-trust laws are violated when
Loew's operates theaters in opposition to the defendants and use
information they obtain on percentage pictures to aid their own theater
operations.
In addition to filing answers to the
suit, the defendants in the action also
filed notice they will take depositions
on Nov. 25 from William F. Kodgers,
vice-president and general sales
manager
Loew's, Inc.;
C.
Moskowitz,of treasurer,
and Charles
Joseph R.

Hollywood — Efforts to establish
labor disputes arbitration machinery Vogel, theater head, and other offiapparently was at a halt and J. D. cers.
Keenan, who had been offered the
post of film labor arbitrator, has re- Two-Cent Ticket Levy
turned to Chicago. He said the
Wanger Says Amer. Pix
stumbling block at this time is the Proposed for Hayward
\.osing Ground Overseas
inability of some of the unions in■i'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
volved to agree on the application of
Hayward, Calif. — A two-cent levy
. Hollywood — ^That British-made pix the Dec. 26, 1945 AFL arbitration
on theater tickets to help meet insing British stars are doing 16-20 award.
creased costs for operating the muniler cent more business than coracipal Government is proposed in a
.larable American product was statewhich the City Counaent made at a press conference do not recognize the desires of Brit- new cil ordinance
has ordered City Attorney White
ish-Continental
filmgoers.
'esterday by Walter Wanger, just
Measure would go into
eturned from England
where
he
The producer also suggested that to draft.
the first of the year. New
onf erred with several British exhib- our producers visit England and effect
taxes will also be asked on pin ball
itors.
Europe to get first hand reaction. He
, He said that British fans want stated that he has suggested to machines, juke boxes and taxi comnore realistic material in American President Jean Hersholt of the panies.
i3ix and that Hollywood product Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Frank Musto Subbing
must get away from routine. Wan- Sciences that foreign film leaders be
Cleveland — Frank Musto, UA
der said they were not anti- American invited to Hollywood for a three-day
Dut warned that American producers conference so that our producers may booker, has been appointed office
are in danger of losing ground in learn their wishes in respect to manager pro tern during the illness
of Lester Dowdell.
England and on,the continent if they American pix.

Theaters Tlireatened
By Coal Miner Strike
(Continued from Page 1)
Thursday, frankly admitted orders
calling for tough brownout restrictions were being prepared.
Meanwhile late yesterday the Government obtained an order restraining Lewis from terminating his con-

— ODT ORDER HURTS —
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Office of Defense Transportation order reducing railroad passenger service by
25 per cent will be deeply felt
by the film industry. With industry toppers and stars traveling to
and from the East and West Coast,
for premieres, confabs, etc., the
airlines will be forced to carry a
heavier load. This will bring on
a wartime load and in turn putting a premium on airline seats,
ivhich will bring into use the independent airlines and charter airplane service.
tract until Nov. 27 when a hearing
will be held on the Government application for an injunction. As the
Government acted, reports were received that thousands of miners,
jumping the gun, had already walked
out.
Walkout of the miners will be the
signal for imposition of brownout
restrictions similar to steps taken
last Spring during the coal strike,
officials admitted.
Some miners already were drifting away from work in anticipation
of the strike. Orders which forced
closing of many theaters last Spring
came from CPA, which now has curtailed many of its activities. This
agency, however, is believed to be
still in the position of following
through on a power limitation order.
In Washington, oflScials, however, said that in the event the
strike is called, there is a "good
chance" that the Government would
order a brownout.
Retailers' stocks
In Virginia, the Virginia State
Corporation Commission was studying conservation measures. During
the strike last Spring, the Commission ordered power restrictions which
closed many theaters in two-thirds
of the state. Some sections of the
state are completely converted to
natural gas.
The District Commissioners are
expected to make a statement calling on Washington theaters and
others to conserve fuel.

Chi. Prepares for Brownout
Chicago — Chicago and down-state
theaters are preparing for coal shortages in case of strike. B & K and
other circuits have oil Diesels ready
for their Loop theaters-, that were
used in the last coal strike. The
Granada Theater recently acquired
Diesel engine for emergency power.
Illinois State Commerce (Commission,
which has authority in event of fuel
shortages, is also preparing for
emergency action.

r I!
^

UN Fix Awaits UNESCO

OK

Worrying Jesse!

Film Board to have Power to Select Pic Prod.

Labor's tug o' war in Hollywood,
plus mounting production costs, have
been the main problems harassing
him in recent months, George Jessel
told The Film Daily before returning to Hollywood Sunday.
' Daily, his problems become more
aggravating, the 20th-Fox producer
explained. He cited the instance of
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now,"
which was completed more than a
month ago. Still no prints because
of the strike situation. Another aspect worrying Jessel is the dip b. o.
receipts have taken in the past few
months. He brightened, however,
when he began discussing his plans.
"I have enough productions scheduled to last me for the next 11
years," Jessel said. He was enthusiastic about a new assignment,
"Nightmare Alley," his first dramatic
production, and stated he hopes to
get started on "Dancing in the
Dark," drama with musical background, as soon as he can conclude
negotiations for the male lead.
Jessel complained about the damaging effect excessive typing had on
most players. He would like to cast
a well-known actor for the villain in
"Dancing," but this actor has been
so strongly identified as a comedian
that exhibitors might squawk. Jessel insisted that exhibitors had a
greater say in the casting of the
picture than the public, even though
it's John Q. who shells out the dough.
Jessel scotched the rumors that he
expects to produce a picture starring
or even featuring himself. Jessel
has nixed several oft'ers since the
current success of "The Jolson

board to be made up of two delegates each from UN and UNESCO
and one each from other international specialized agencies.
Further details on the important
film board, first announced by Jean
iJenoit-Levv, director of the Film and
Visual Information Division of UN,
were revealed- here by William Wells,
UNRRA pix chief. Wells participated in many discussions leading to
che formation of a temporary film
committee.
This film board will mean that for
the first time a definite film program
pointed at international understanding can be developed in the principal
nations of the world.
Creation of the film board will:
1. Strengthen UNESCO in the
film field by giving, it contact
with the 51 United Nations instead of the 29 nations which
are members of UNESCO.
2. Prevent a split between organizations in which Russia is
represented, such as UN, WHO
and UNRRA and those in which
the USSR is not now a member,
such as UNESCO, the World
Bank, ILO, FAO and the Monetary Fund.
3. Strengthen the position of
the smaller international agencies, such as FAO, WHO and
The Children's Fund, in obtaining industry co-operation since
all agencies would combine in
backing requests.
The proposed United Nations Film
Board has the approval of the preparatory commission on UNESCO
but still must be approved by the

(Continued
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Jimmy' Walker Di
Trade Loses a Friem

from Page 1)

full body, now being organized in
Paris. Under the film board, which
will be a policy making body, will
be an executive office, made up of
members from the participating
agencies. Under the tentative plan,
this executive office will have farreaching powers in selecting countries in which any given film will be
made.
Pic Suggestions Welcomed
According to Wells, Hollywood
producei's as well as others may
come to the film board with suggestions and plans for pix. The executive offices will have the power
to select and contract for either a
Hollywood company, an independent
producer or may draw on the film
services or companies of any one of
the 51 members of the United Nations to produce a film.
Tentative plans call for the selection of Benoit-Levy as the first
chairman
of this important executive
office.

(Continued

from Page 1)

a coma last night and never it ,
ered consciousness.
"Jimmy" Walker was iden;
closely with the film industM^,

Nashville, Tenn. — Managerial
alignment has been set by Evans
Sprott, general manager of the Bijou
Amusement Co.

York after
City.he Hebecame
was the
cha^,..
and
MayoiM"
the exhibitor's problems when
business and
was hetermed
an "infant'
dustry
generally
was g i
credit for the founding of Mc
Picture Theater Owners of Ame
Walker served as counsel for
Theater Owners Chamber of C
merce during the regimes of Wil
Brandt and Charles O'Reilly.
Ever since he dropped out of
tive motion picture work, there
constant reports that he was
ing back into the industry. In
he was an advocate of encoura
production in New York and
conferences on the matter with
then Mayor LaGuardia. There
hardly a motion picture functio
Staff of the executive office for which he was not present or
he was not master of :
the first year will consist of per- which
sonnel from both UN and UNESCO. monies, and the industry regs
Hence, if UNESCO fails to approve him as its unofficial ambassado
the creation of the film board of the
will. the ITOA retained hi:
United Nations, the program will good
In 1943,
collapse.
its counsel to press for a reduWith the creation of the film board, in film rentals. Two years ea
films directly concerned with promo- there were frequent reports
tion of international understanding Walker would be named co-ordin
may be seen in 51 nations of the for independent exhibitors in t
world. Hollywood reaction to the various trade problems. After s
proposed board is not known as yet. ing as "czar" of the cloak and
MPAA has given general approval to industry, he was named head
the proposed pix program of Majestic Records, Inc., the posi
UNESCO, but not the proposed film held at the time of his death.
board.
Walker's first activity in
amusement world was as a s
writer. His most popular effort
Skouras, Berlin and
"Will You Love Me in Decembei
Sherwood Feted By NCCJ
Yoa Do in May." Radio also k;
him as an artist and more recei
(Continued from Page 1)
there had been reports he had b
among racial groups. The affair will working on several movie scripts
which he had drawn on his (
be held at the Waldoil-Astoria.
At a luncheon meeting yesterday, background.

J. P. (Jack) Rogers recently returned from the armed forces, has
replaced Don Hassler, resigned, at
the Ritz, Wilmington, N. C. Clifford
Lafrance takes over the management of Ritz, Monroe, La. M. P.
Jackson replacing Lafrance at Douglas, Macon, Ga. James Edvdn is
transferred from Monroe, La., to
the new Ritz, Rocky Mount, N. C.
Syd Levy presently manager of
Ritz, Rocky Mount, will hit the road
as supervisor on return from vacation.
Mahlon Inmann has replaced
James Shane, resigned, at the Ace,
Nashville.
Corban Smith, formerly at the
Gem, Knoxville, goes into the Palace,
New Orleans, La., as assistant to
City Manager Harry Moser.

DONALD CURTIS is recovering at Mount
Sinai Hospital from a kidney operation.

conducted by Louis Nizer, an executive committee was appointed, consisting of Ned E. Depinet, William
Rodgers and Si H. Fabian. David
Weinstock was appointed luncheon
chairman.
A "Thanks for Thanksgiving"
luncheon will be held by the Conference on Nov. 24 to present scrolls
to six industries.
Among the film industi'y representatives attending yesterday's
luncheon were:
Barney Balaban, Ned E. Depinet,
Harry Goldberg, William F. Rodgers,
George J. Schaefer, Will H. Hays,
David Weinstock, Don Mersereau,
Ben Shylen, Sam Shain, John Golden, Martin Quigley, Malcolm Kingsberg, Si H. Fabian, Hai-ry Brandt,
Charles O'Reilly, Abel Green, Ray
Bolger, Emil Friedlander.

Mrs. Francis Perry Dead
Boston — Mrs. Francis Perry, wife
of the owner of the Orpheum, Foxboro, died after a lingering illness.

Merle Kessey Dead

A. C. ZARING, operator of the Zaring
Theater, Indianapolis, is confined to his
home by influenza.

Story."

Pittsburgh Hotel Strike
Cancels AMPTO Parley
(Conrinued from Page 1)
has been cancelled, it is announced
by President Morris Finkel.
Cancel ation is due to the local hotel
strike, now in its seventh week.

Mrs. RoUa Booth Dead
Rich Hill, Mo. — Mrs. Rolla J.
Booth, one of the oldest exhibitors
in the Midwest both in years and in
point of time in the industry, died
here. Mrs. Booth and her husband,
the late W. M. Booth, established the
Happy Theatre in 1910. They took
over two other theaters and in 1920,
after the Happy burned, they rebuilt
it as the Booth.

SICK REPORT
PAT JOLLY, Columbia Omaha salesman, is recovering from virus pneumonia
and is expected to return to v^rork shortly.

Managerial Realignment
Set By Bijou's Sprott

Victor, Colo. — Merle Kessey, 15year owner of the Isis, died at his
home here.

OrrU O'Reilly Dead
Houston, Tex.— Orril O'Reilly,
erator of outdoor free movie shi
here, died at the wheel of his
while driving in Dallas.

CHARTEREl
EASTERN DRIVE-IN, INC.. Albany with c
tal of 1,000 shares preferred stock $100
value and 2,000 shares common stock no
value stock, three shares common subscribed
operate open air theaters. Incorporated at
bany by Marcel J. Dalgnault, Cohoes, Thd
L. Brewer,
Malone,
Norman
S. Weiss,
Atb
FAVORITE FILMS CORP. OF TEXAS, \
fully paid capitalization of $10,000. Iny
porated at Austin, Tex., with John L. Franc
W. J. Cammar and Ed V. Green, incorporai'
who will be respectively president, vice-pr
dent, and secretary-treasurer.
THE MIDWESTERN ENTERTAINMENT
of Waterloo, la., incorporated in Des Mo
with $10,000 authorized capital stock, to '
and operate theaters, etc. Officers: L.
Hartman, president; Ralph J. McEIroy, v
president, and W. Lyie Harvey, secretary-tri
urer.
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j& Votes to Join
Vional Allied

•'I

,•

(Continued from Page 1)

Eceptpix on their own terms.
'1- also pointed out the short?d policies followed by distribi<ii-^ setting high percentages in
I ; |1 situations.
i-jiX^iI town operators cannot pay
!,b 50 per cent," he emphasized.
:ilndustry leaders are phonies,"
i:er declared, citing that sales
lagers are directing their busies toward destruction.
"They

I— NCA ON TERMS
i\ Minneapolis — Warnings not to
lay 50 per cent for any picture
nd not to pay more than the
ipttom bracket for re-issues are
vsued by Ben Berger, North Cen■al Allied president, in the latest
i^CA bulletin.
4.5 erased the part of the contract
hh says that no local checkers be
H." Berger further pointed out
II distributors are creating an
acial shortage of pix by holdiback product and they are using
'weapon
force indies to accept
on their to
terms.

Allied Prexy Pleads For Unity
i plea for unity was voiced by
|c Kirsch, president of National
ied. 'We need the distributors
V the distributors need us," he
;, "but it is about time that indies
; something
to say about conJ:ts, which .should be fair and
litable dealings. Local checking is
e' damnest thing that ever came
' this business," he declared.
dting that other companies have
'ounced that they are not going to
xe "B" pix. Jack Schlaifer, sales
nager of Monogram, said that his
ipany will allay the shortage of
)nd grade product, bread and butfor many exhibitors, as it is goto make 53 pictures this next
I T, more than any other studio,
logram, he said, has also formu! id Allied Artists Corp. to make a
'h-type product, which will be dis(.luted through Monogram.
Appeal For Real Showmanship
nJoth Leon J. Bamberger,
sales
I'motion manager
of RKO,
and
:>ige Dembow, sales manager of

WEDDING BELLS
'

Alexander-Silverman

(ftita B. Alexander of Paramount's
jme office stenographic department,
lis married yesterday to Stanley
verman. Following the wedding
d reception at the St. George Ho, Brooklyn, the couple left for a
neymoon in Canada.

Gonzoles-Gorcia
Laredo, Tex. — Thomas Garcia and
rta Gonzales were married here,
rcia is assistant manager of the
teca Film Exchange in San Anlio.

DAJLY

Little Headlines:
1S<^
TEN

WEEKS

OF

SATURDAY

MORNING

SHOWS

for children,

selected

from

The

Children's Film Library, will be inaugurated by RKO Theaters beginning Dec. 28 in the
23rd St., Manhattan; Kenmore, Brooklyn; Midway, Forest Hills; Madison,
Ridgewood;
j Fordham,
the Bronx; and Proctor's, Mount Vernon.
Special subscription booklets
of
j tickets covering the entire series of 10 shows have been prepared to sell at $2.50. Individual admissions will cost 35c.

•

"EVERYBODY'S COMING," sums up in two words the outlook for the Jojnt Defense
Appeal dinner in honor of Barney BaJaban, Thursday at the Hotel Astor, according to
co-chairmen, Jack Cohn, Leonard H. Goldenson. and Sam Rinzler. The event will highlight the film industry effort to support the $5,000,000 Joint Defense Appeal campaign.

•

FORDHAM
UNfVERSAL "CRIME CLUB" pictures, made in 1937 and 1938, will be
shown on DuMont's television station WABD during the next four weeks. The first was
presented
last night. Titles ore "Block
Doll," "Lady
in the Morgue,"
"Westland
Case" and "Danger on the Air."

•

CINEMA LODGE, B'NAI B'RITH will feature a Hillel Night at the Hotel Astor a
week from tonight, with Dr. A. L. Sachor, national director of B'nai B'rith's Hillel Foundations, as the principal speaker, Jack H. Levin, Cinema president announced yesterdoy.
And a color short "There Is So Much To Do" which outlines the inter-foith work of the
Hillel Foundations on American campuses will ibe shown.

•

SEVERAL HUNDRED
indies exhibs. and other industryites of Chicago and Northern
Illinois, will cut steak and pay their respects to Jack Kirsch, president of the Allied
Buying and Booking Organizotion ot the fourth anniversary stag dinner of the Illinois
buying group to be held Dec. 6, in the Casino Room of Chicago's Congress Hotel.

•

JOHN GRIERSON, head of The World Today, Inc., has accepted an invitation to become a member of the British Delegation, in an advisory capacity, at the Paris conferences of UNESCO. He leaves today for the continent, stopping in London en route. World
Today, will release 26 subjects annually for United Artists and starts production Feb. 1.

•

OFFICIALS OF CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION of General Motors Corp. yesterday
executed a contract via DuMont television in a demonstration in Washington
and New York. The officials signed the contract in Washington and DuMont signed the
document in New York, each group in full view of the other. They olso held a two-way
discussion over i closed circuit. Demonstration was said to have been a forerunner of
future business transactions, industrywise.

"BringinaAnniversary
Up Father"
Double
World premiere of Monogram's
"Bringing Up Father" and the 34th
anniversary of the cartoon strip will
be celebrated iointly tomorrow night
at the Laff Movie Theater on 42nd
St. Approximately 250 seats have
been roped off for exhibitors and
the general press.

New Akron Operators Pact
Akron, Ohio — Max Federhar, president of the Akron Theatre Ovraers
and Managers' Association, has negotiated with the local operators for
a new 2-vear contract from Dec. 1.
1946, to Dec. 1, 1948, providing for
an appreciable increase.
National Screen Service, appealed for
a return to real showmanship. Bamberger declared that what is needed
is better merchandising, improved
theaters, a spirit of working together by exhibitors and distributors,
all of which will allow distributors to
make better pictures through increased revenue. RKO already is
studying ways of improving markets, Bamberger said, since competition will grow keener.
War has brought many new customers to theaters. Dembow said,
and advertiing will be needed to
keep them there. NSS alreadv is
returning to its pre-war standards of
service, he pointed out. to aid in this
need for better promotion of product.

Normondie Asks Court
To Hold 'U' Pic from Park
(Continued from Page 1)
ture were submitted
yesterday
to
Judge
McNally
of the New York
Supreme Court.
Louis Nizer, counsel for Universal, argued that the injunction
should be denied because the eontract for the Normandie provided
there should be no clearance. He
contended that the prior runs, the
Plaza and the TransLux, did not
give the Normandie the right to
move up frnm last njn into the
nriov run position.
Universal claimed the right to
substitute an eanivalent prior run
for the Plaza and that it therefore
had the right, Nizer contended, to
license the nicture to the Park Ave.
The nlaintiff arsned therp was a custom in the industrv under which a
subsequent run could move into the
nositi'^n of a prior run if the latter
cancelled out a picture. Nizer denied such a custom and pointed out
that the Park Ave. was farther fmm
the Plaza or TransLnx so that the
substituted run at the Park Ave.
did not iniure the Normandie.
The defendants further argued
that the Normandie could not exnpct
to receive for a ^as^ run license fee
a prior run which had be^n navin<T
11 times more revenue to Universal.
.Tudee McNallv promised to make a
promnt decision as the Park Ave.
playdate is Nov. 24 and 25,

Adion to Dominate
WB's 1947 Schedule
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Outdoor spectacles
and historical dramas of adventure
will dominate Warners production
and release lineup for 1947, an analysis of forthcoming properties at
the Burbank studio reveals.
No fewer than 11 such action features are in various stages of preparation for release during the coming
year by the studio. They include
"Calamity Jane," "Moby Dick,"
"The Frontiersman," "Captain Horatio Hornblower," "The African
Queen," "Three Bad Men," "Treasure
of the Sierra Madre," "Cheyenne,"
"Stallion Road," "Pursue
d," and
"Distant Drums."

Sedalia Drops Gross Levy;
Taxes Tickets, Ups License
Sedalia, Mo. — Following revocation of a gross receipts tax ordinance, exhibitors here have re-opened
their theaters. They had been
closed
14 weeks. Two new ordinances have
been passed. One provides for a
license fee of $500 on each theater,
an increase of $400, and a ticket tax
of one cent on each admission to be
collected by the theater and turned
over to the city.
Exhibitors charged the gross
receipts tax was exorbitant and discriminatory since no similar rate existed in the country. It would have
applied only to film theaters.

3% Amusement Levy
Again Urged in N. J.
Trenton, N. J.— Next session of
the New Jersey State Legislature
will consider a three per cent luxui-y
sales tax on amusements, liquor,
tobacco and other items considered
luxuiies. The measure is being advocated by Mayor Joseph Altman,
of Atlantic City. Municipalities
would
osition. hold referendums on the propA similar bill was offered in 1936.
It was strenuously fought by Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey and
consequently defeated. A similar
course of action is expected to be
followed in this new case and also
against a proposed censor bill sponsored by religious and welfare
groups.

STORK REPORTS
Herman Ripps, M-G-M district
manager with headquarters in Albany, isthe father of a girl, Hillary,
born Nov. 14 at Albany Hospital.
Detroit — A baby girl was born to
Mr. and Mrs. William Potts. Father
is salesman for 20th-Fox.

^
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When you sail the seas of Showmanship ... be sure that your Navigator is the PRIZE BABY. . . whose
SEE-WORTHY

Trailers and Accessories .. .weather any storm... and bring you safely into port!

if ^ 4- During his Twenty Six Years of SEEmanship . . . this able mariner has charted the waters of
better Showmanship . . . and he knows how to avoid the rocks and reefs . . . that spell disaster for the
uninitiated * * * It's Full-Speed-Ahead .. .when you travel with this lad . . . and you are always
on your course to Bigger Profits ... because his compass is always pointing at your Box Offlcei
wmonai.vc^ee^ service

-
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OMMITTEE TO MEET ON GOV'TJILM CO-OP
Report
FBI, Postal Agents on H'wood Industry
Bombings
Heads Dubious
eries of Explosions
Report **l/" Talhing Deal with Walter Reade
For Parh Ave. as Show Window for U. K. Pix

/reck Mail Boxes of
irosby. Nelson, Dwan
\ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

Universal is reported negotiating with Walter Reade for the latter's recently opened Park Ave. Theater with a view to using it as a New York
DAILY

'Washington — FBI agents and U.
i postal inspectors are investigat!g- the wave of bombings in Hollylood, it was learned on good authory yesterday.
In addition to the five known
lumbings, apparently connected with
*e Hollywood strike, the mail boxes
three screen personalities have
^ien blown to bits, it was learned.
U. S. postal inspectors are investi(Continued on Page 13)

,100 At JDA Dinner
Honoring Balaban

"show window"
will provide for
it is understood
Acquisition of

for British pictures which the J. Arthur Rank Organization
"U" distribution. Under the deal as now being discussed,
that Universal would
operate.
,
the Park Ave. Theater, which is now operating on a sub-

scription policy, would be in line with Universal's exoansion plans, which
among other things call for houses in major keys. Universal now has the
Winter Garden here and is closing a deal with City investing Co. for a lease
of

Keith's,

Cincy.

Washinaton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

outright and undefined "co-operation" with the Government in its
film message program, a group of
top industry leaders meeting at the
White House yesterday formed a
committee to "study" the explosive
situation.
While individual views ranged up
to statements that the U. S. pix
industry has an "obligation" to cooperate with the Government, gen(Continued on Page 10)

problems will be as constructive as and now the 16 mm. film is pioneering the way throughout Europe and
the war-time contribution was exEast, it was stated yesterpressed yesterday in a telegram the Far
day by Seymour Mayer, general
from President Harry Truman to
Reconversion Director John Steel- sales manager of the 16 mm. division of Loew's International. Mayer
man. Steelman read the message
(Continued on Page 7)
to 50 industry leaders assembled in
(ConHnued on Page 12)

Hughes Seeks to Enjoin
City on "Outlaw" Showing

Chicago's Rialto Makes
Oemand for First-Run Pix
! Chicago — A demand for first-run
dctures has been made by Nate Bar:er, owner of the Rialto, a loop theter, through his attorney, Thomas
IcConnell. The Rialto now plays
(Continued from Page 13)

An action seeking a declaratory
FILM DAILY
Washington •— Formation in the judgment and restraining order enjoining License Commissioner Ben"near future" of an advisory comjamin Fielding and Police Commismittee to facilitate clearance of copysioner
Arthur W. Wallander from
right-bound Government pix and as(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 13)

Film, produced by William Stephens, was phrtographed in entirety
in the Valley of the Missions in California with the new color process.

FILM

Washington — Declining to pledge

DAILY

Plan Proposed to Clear
Gov't Copyrighted Films

Vitacolor, a new color photography
process, controlled by Hollywood
Colorfilm, of Burbank, Calif., will be
introduced in "The Return of Rin
Tin Tin," scheduled for PRC release
next year.

Washington Bureau of THE

Truman Lool(S to Pix
Industry in Period
Of Clianges— Meyers For Peace-Time Heip 3,000 Frencli Exiiibs.
Indianapolis — Abram F. Myers,
Washington — Confidence that the
chairman of the board for National
Loew's stage
16 mm.
Allied, in an address before the As- neace-time contribution of the pic Play
The experimental
has passed
sociated Theater Owners of Indiana. industry toward solution of national

More than 1,100 executives of the Inc., pointed out that the industry
lotion picture and entertainment has entered on a period of revolutionary changes, the New York
idustry will pay tribute to Barney
alaban. Paramount president, for Equity suit being one of them.
Before 200 delegates who regisis efforts to promote inter-group
tered for the 20th annual convention
armony among America's various
acial and religious groups at a JDA and trade show, J. W. Barr advo(Continued on Page 7)
(ConHnued on Page 12)

First Vitacolor Pic
From PRC JVeart Year

Of Government Request;
Will Meet Tomorrow

Washington Bureau of THE

Defends Films" Cultural Goal
Bergman Argues Pix Place in Radio Forum
Landau loins Universal
As Ass't to Prutzman

The American motion picture industry's goal is to raise the various
cultural levels to the highest level,
Bergman, Universal's EastC. S. Landau, industry attorney, Maurice
ern advertising and nublicity direchas been engaged bv Universal to
tor, asserted here yesterday in a
serve, jointly with Adolph Schimel, radio forum on the subject "Do the
as assistant to Charles D. Prutzman, Movies Have a Generally Construcvice-president and general counsel,
tive Influence on Public Taste?"
on various legal matter of that com- Other participants in the forum on
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)

UA
Away
FromSells
B & "Caesar"
K, Great States

Chicago — United Artists is selling
"Caesar and Cleopatra" away from
B & K and Great States circuits.
The Essaness circuit opened the film
(Continued on Page 7)

"Tlie Razor's Edge,''
Highest Achievement
Two years in the making and the
subject of almost global conjecture,
Darryl P. Zanuck's "The Razor's
Edge,' unveiled by 20th-Fox at the
Roxy last night before a swank audience, reflects him and the world
and people of the mction picture in
terms of highest esteem and achievement.meticulous
Edmund Goulding's
is in the
mannerdirection
of the
masterpiece.
(For full review, turn to page 12;
for color story of the opening, turn
to Along the Rialto, page 7).
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HARRY MANDELL, of Eagle-Lion, Chicago, is
New York for business conferences.

ANN O'DONNELL, director of Dezel
Shows
route department,
is in Chicago.

Road

GEORGE and HAROLD COLLOS, owners of
the Collos Theater circuit, Chicago, are in
Beverly H'Ms on a vacation.
LOUIS ASTOR, Columbia circuit sales executive, is back at his desk following a threeand-one-half week business trip covering Los
Angeles,
San Francisco,
Portland
and Seattle.

HARRY
Chicago.

K. McWILLIAMS,

Columbia,

is in

GINGER ROGERS has arrived from the Coast
and is staying at the Waldorf-Astoria.
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, advertising and publicity director for Eagle-Lion Films, returned to
New York yesterday from the Hollywood studio.
JOHN DESMOND and J. HORNE, of United
World Films are in Chicago from New York
in connection with Bell & Howell deal just
finalized.
HARRY

L. MUNSON,

Ampro

Corp. vice-prexy,

general manager of Four \ ferences.
has gone to the West Coast for bus'ness conSan Francisco,
is in New 1
BERT CRANET, RKO Radio producer, is flyYork
buying
foreign
films
for his company's
ing to Washington, D. C. today; returning this
syndicate
covering
11
Western
states.
He'll !
return Saturday.
evening.
Departs for Hollywood by air tomorrow.
MARTIN HIRSCH, president Ideal Factoring
JOSEPH A. REDDY, Walt Disney's studio pubCorp., is leaving for Hollywood Friday, in conlicity chief, has arrived in N. Y. for "The Song
nection with several motion picture deals.
of the South"
premiere at RKO Palace.
Hirsch is one of the backers of "Mary Had A
STANLEY HIGCINSON, WB general manager
Little," now playing in Newark.
in Australia, is en route back to his Sydney
HORACE R. PARSONS, operator of the Krim
headquarters via a West Coast stopoff. He
Theater in Highland Park, Mich., has returned
takes off from the Coast by plane next week.
from a tr:p to Montreal.
WILLIAM W. BRUMBERC, manager of WarGEORGE MITCHELL, Great States Circuit,
ners' field public relations' staff, left last
Thursday.
night for Cleveland. He returns to New York on
Peoria city manager, in Chicago for conferences.
TRACY BARHAM, president of the InterGREAT STATES CIRCUIT has every theater
mountain Theaters Corp., is in town with C.
ready with diesel engines in case of coal CLARE WOODS, a circuit executive, conferring
shortage.
with Leonard Coldenson and Edward L. Hyman.
FRANK SINATRA and party and ANDREWS
SISTERS, Chicago visitors.
CHARLES
Roses Film

H. ROSE,
Exchange,

Hollywood — David 0. Selznic
plans for world-wide exploitation
"Duel In The Sun" and his otl
forthcoming productions took d
inite shape with an announcemt
by
Pauldirector
MacNamara,
Selznick's
tional
of publicity
and ii.
vertising,
that Hy Daab, ha^j|e
appointed head of foreign piWy!
department and Alfred Katz, o^ ^
firm of William Friedberg and Ka
will handle Latin-American field <
ploitation and publicity.
Publicity representatives will a
be named for the Near and Far Ea
Daab will headquarter in Hollywc
but field men will be engaged 1
England, France and other Europe
countries.

Capitol Records Will
Record at RKO-Pathe

By contracts signed this wet
Capitol Records, Inc. obtains the f
elusive use for disc-recording pi
poses of new, specially-designed y
cording facilities in the RKO Pat
Studios. All New York recordi:
activities of Capitol record and tra
scription artists will be centraliz
CHARLES
BOYER visiting Chicago.
Rites for Jimmy Walker
there beginning Dec. 2.
DANA ANDREWS arrives today for World
Warren Birkenhead, chief el
At Cathedral Tomorrow
premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years
tronic engineer for Capitol, is in X
of Our Lives," tomorrow evening at the Astor
Theater.
York from the Coast preparing t
Funeral services for James J.
new studios for recording sessio;
Walker, former mayor of New York
Walter Rivers, New York recordi
Depinet Hosts Cocktail
City and an early counsel for exhib- studio manager for Capitol, will
itor interests, will be held tomorrow
in charge of operations.
Partyat"21"forWYler
at 10:.30 o'clock in St. Patrick's
Director WilUam Wyler was feted Cathedral with a solemn mass of
last nis'ht in the Hunt Room of the requiem. Celebrant will be the Rev. Sergivs Boudreau Dead
Chicago — Sex'givs E. Boudret
"21" Club bv Ned E. Depinet, exec, Richard Kehoe, director of the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation. Manufacturing Co., is dead, aft
veepee of EKO. The cocktail party
for the
managerBurial
plantillness.
Burial will be private at Pleasant- a49,short
was Kroeh'.
at Ka
marked
thethesignal
W^ler's Studios
depar- ville,
ture from
Sam ofGoldwyn
N. Y.
kakee.
for whom he directed "The Best
Years of Our Lives," opening- tomorrow nig'ht at the Astor Theater.
RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.
From now on. Wyler, as a member of the auadrumvirate directornroducers. will make pictures under
the banner of Liberty Films, with
RKO as the releasing companv.
Among those who attended last
//
night's party were: Charles Boasberg, William Clark, Gus Eyssell.
//
-John Farmer, Harry Gittleson, Phil
Hndes, Jimmv .Temail. Mort NaNEW YORK
thanson, Ted O'Shea. Gordon Youn?-man. S. Barret McCormick, Louis
FRIDAY, NOV. 29, at 2:30 P. M.
RKO Proj. Room, 630
Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Sobol. Robert Mnchrie, Walter Branson. Mike Poller. Lynn Farnol. Rutp-prs Neilson, Fred Lynch, William
LOS ANGELES
Zimmerman, and representatives
from the trade and metropolitan
FRIDAY, NOV. 29, at 10:30 A. M. RKO Proj. Room, 1980
So. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
press.
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Rohrs Succeedina Gins
As PRG District Mgr.
+'

Vol. 90. No. 100

Fred Rohrs, former Washington
branch manager for the New PRC
Pictures. Inc., has been promoted to
the position of district manasrer
supervising the Washington - Philadelphivi territory, replacing .Joe Gins,
resigned.
The Charlotte exchange, formerly '
in the same district, will be added
to Grover Parsons' Southern district.

SHOWINGS

SAN QUENTIN

ALBANY

BUFFALO

FRIDAY, NOV. 29, at 10:30
A. M. Fox Proj. Room, 1052
Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

FRIDAY, NOV. 29, at 10:30
A. M. Fox Proj. Room, 290
Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

BOSTON
FRIDAY, NOV. 27, at 10:30
A. M. RKO Proj. Room, 122
Arlington St., Boston, Mass.

NEW

HAVEN

FRIDAY, NOV. 29, at 10:30
A. M. Fox Proj. Room, 40
Whiting St., New Haven,
Conn.

Man m o>/*g

R K O
RADIO

V

PICTURES

W%:

ROYEE! MM]
^/rie told the worlds tallest stories
. . . and made tnem all come true! —
He stormed a veiled beauty s toudoir...and made ner love it! — Fabulous romance, daring exploits... told
against tne splendor or Arabian
ni^bts, Persian palaces, perrumed
barems, uncbarted seas and exotic

lands!

WALHR SU/1

\

SiNBAD

THE Sailor

ANTHONY piNfliEOIIGE TOBIAS
JANE GREER-MIKE
Produced by STEPHEN

AMES

MAZURKI

• Directed by RICHARD

Screen Play by JOHN TWIST
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WALLACE

120 LEADING NEWSPAPER COMIC SECTIONS WILL RUN THIS AD (full page in tabloid - size papers;
half page in standard-size papers). IN ADDITION, four-color, full-page ads appear in LIFE— WOMAN'S
HOME COMPANION - LOOK - SATURDAY EVENING POST - COLLIER'S - AMERICAN - TRUE STORY
- COSMOPOLITAN - TIME - REDBOOK - LIBERTY - ESQUIRE and the FAN LIST . . . plus SIX ADDiTIONAL inclusions in RKO's PIC-TOUR OF THE MONTH full-page ads in Life, Woman's Home Companion
and Look ... A GRAND TOTAL CIRCULATION OF 133,236,873!
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S,000 French Exhibs.
|>lay Loew's 16 mm.
,i

(Contin-ued from Page

1)

two-months'
Levant. He
countries in
launched the
jnarrow gauge film and reported it
to be a going concern with fine
prospects for expansion and enough
potential business to meet compeitition from other companies enterjihg the field.
In France the company has over
700 accounts involving 11,200 spots
and 3,000 exhibitors. The first block
of 10 films has been sold to these
accounts, Mayer revealed, and indications point to similar results with
the second block of 10. In some
spots, he said, both 16 and 35 mm.
presentation prevails. The company
next year will produce and distribute
a French newsreel in 16 mm., Mayer
said. It will be called Metronews.
A global multi-lingual project of
similar nature is also planned.
Mayer said in Italy there are conferences now in session at the Vatican for procurement and installation
of projection equipment in 6,000
churches. The national workingmen'^s
organization, ENAL, also plans to
place 5,000 machines in various
clubhouses.
There is a shortage of equipment
in many European countries, Mayer
reported, but this will be eased when
production speeds up. Other problems he encountered were unstable
economy, the money situation, and
governmental decrees.
Mayer is the first 16 mm. specialist to return from a tour of that
particular field. The Near East, he
said, presented a big but interesting
problem in that it involves large
audiences who are illiterate. This
is true in countries where Arabic is
the language. The problem is to
compete with Egyptian films in native tongues. It will be overcome
via the soundtrack, Mayer stated. A
narrator will describe the action and
story.

ts recently back from a
, our of Europe and the
jl }eyed the various
h^nlch his company has

UA Sells
Away
From
B & "Caesar"
K, Great States
(Continued

from Page 1)

at its ace Northside house, the Sheridan, to be followed by showings at
the Crawford and Byrd.
Rud Lohrenz, UA district manager,
says Warner, Schoenstadt and other
leading area circuits and independents have closed for the picture.

SEHD BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 20
Robert W. Armstrong Richard Fiske
Elsa Benham
Evelyn Keyes
Rosita Delmar
Judy Canova
Bert Moorehouse

T

T
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'^Everybody Was There!"
• •
•
"EVERYBODY WAS THERE!"
You've heard thai many
times beiore, but never were the three words more aptly employed than
when voiced lost night to describe the brilliant first night audience which
packed Broadway's ornate Roxy Theater for the plush-and-lush world
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's
great 20th-Fox picture, "The Razor's
Edge"
It was an occasion when those whose names are to be
found ui Burke's Peerage rubbed shoulders with others whose names
oppeor on the pages of Who's Who in America, the Social Register,
the Blue Book, Dun & Bradstreet's and kindred volumes which attest
to achievement and distinction
Among other things, the Roxy last
night easily could have claimed to be the temporary seat of the United
Notions, so large was the attendance of UN delegates
There were.
for the record, some 26 delegation chairmen and 40 other UN representatives, including a distinguished array of military gold braid
▼
T
T
• • • THE HOLLYWOOD AND GENERAL INDUSTRY CONTINGENT present was in keeping — you read the impressive roster in your
favorite industry newspaper yesterday — and no less important was the
critical assemblage
For the premiere, 20th-Fox brought to New
York as company guests no less than 72 critics from leading Eastern,
^fiddle-Wesfern
and Southern daily and Sunday
newspapers
It
was the first mass press pilgrimage for a premiere since 1941, incidentally

T

T

T

• •
•
which have

THERE WAS MUCH to set apart the premiere from those
gone before^ of course
For instance, the television

coverage
ater's lobby
flavor of the
the celebs,
WNEW

NBC tele cameras under the Roxy's marquee, in the theand in the balcony overlooking the lobby caught the full
opening for a four-city hookup
Ben Grauer introduced
over the video-screen
Mel Allen interviewed
over
And Johnny Grant kept a running fire commentary over

the Roxy's P.A. system for the benefit of the thousands of fans attracted
to the vicinity of 50th St. and 7th Ave
Take it from Phil M., the fan
turnout was terrific, taxing the force of New York's Finest and 100
Pinkertons assigned to the scene despite precautionary re-routing of
traffic

▼

▼

T

• • • THE PREMIERE, of course, climaxed as magnificent and
comprehensive an exploitation, advertising and publicity campaign as
you'll find in or out of film biz
Not an angle was missed by Charles
Schlodfer, the company's ad-publicity chief, and his tireless co-workers
On the printed page, on the air and on the boards, they drove
home
the promotional
message
Plenty of inspiration, naturally,
came from Spyros P. Skouras, from Darryl Zanuck, from Tom Connors
And on the West Coast, too. Harry Brand added power
In
the East, there were major contributions by such Schlaifer stalwarts
as Christy Wilbert, Rodney Bush, Earl Wingart, Jonas Rosenfield, Sid
Blumenstock, Jules Fields, Leonard Gaynor, Ed Sullivan, Abe Goodman,
Louis Shaniield, Jeanette Sawyer, Irving Kahn, Kay Spafford, George
Generolis and Sterling Silliphont, who functioned as co-ordinator
Sam Shain's accomplishments in the trade press are self-evident
No
chronicle of premiere credits would be complete without a doff and
flourish of Phil M's silk topper in the specific direction of the Roxy's
own A. J. Balaban, Irving Lesser, Homer Harmon and Morris KinzleJ
...... They did "The Razor's Edge," the Roxy and themselves
What a night!
And what a picture! ! ! !
T
▼
▼

proud

Industry in Period
Of Changes— Meyers
(Ccntin-ued from Page 1)
cated a public relations
committee
and a film showing the history of
pictures and early methods of photography.
A motion was made and carried to

CARROLL

TO ATO

—

Indianapolis — Don R. Rositer,
executive secretary of the Indiana
ATO, has resigned his post effective today at the close of the 20th
annual convention and tradeshow.
He is succeeded by William A.
Carroll, M-G-M sals representative of Kentucky, with headquarters in Louisville, Ky. Carroll has served in the M-G-M sales
organization for the past 10 years.
put an end to adverse criticism of
terday. Resolution was presented yesfilms.
Leon Bamberger, RKO, in his talk
on showmanship, explained his company's methods in the use of the
Gallup Poll.

Hughes Seeks to Enjoin
City on "Outlaw" Showing
(Continued from Page 1)
censoring Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw" and from interfering with
its showing was filed yesterday in
New York Supreme Court by attorneys for the Hughes Tool Co.
The action asks the court to rule
that the license commissioner and
the police department have no legal
right or power to censor a motion
picture which had been licensed for
showing throughout New York State
by the motion picture division of the
State Education Department. The
complaint
states that
"The
Outlaw"
had been licensed
by the
division.
Hughes' complaint further petitioned the court to enjoin the license
commissioner and the police department from causing or threatening to
cause the arrest of any person exhibiting "The Outlaw" and from revoking or threatening to revoke the
theater license of any such person
on the ground that the film is "obindecent or was
immoral."
That scene,
description
given by city
authorities, the complaint states, and
that they would cause the arrest and
prosecution of any person who
showed the picture. The film was to
have had its Broadway premiere on
Oct. 26 at the Rialto, Gotham and
Republic Theaters.
"The Outlaw" has played or is
playing in 35 states and Canada.

WEDDING BELLS
Downs-Putz
Minneapolis — Al Putz, salesman at
M-G-M liere, was married to Ellen
Downs. . They are honeymooning in
northefri Minnesota.
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Pre- War World Premiere Sivank Returns as
The camera catch
<^<

the distinguished anc
ence of ^,000 whi>
last night attended tl
world
Darryl
tion,
Edge"

Two well known exhlbifors.
Ed
Cometiord executive, -of Scranton.

Fay

of Providence

(leit)

and

John

premiere
oM^
Zannck prodn
**The Razor
at the Roxy Th

Nolan.

Prudential Playhouses' loseph Seider
and Mrs. Seider enter the lobby.

In the usual order. To
Connors,
A.
J. Hal aba

From
Gloversville
car.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schir

Part of the 6,000 persons who filed thiough the rotunda of the Boxy.
All photos except those marked by CostnoSileo Associates.

Secretary of State lames Byrnes and
Mrs. Byrnes take time out from UN affairs
to see the picture.
By Metropolitan
Photo.

Mr.

In the Loew's party we: i
and
Mrs.
Euger I

'^idnesday, November 20, 1946

: Cf ** DAILY :

n Oth-Fox's ^^The Razor's Edge'' Bows
at Roxy

'^h*;r. Among those
9i|jipseiit were Seereu^tjj' of State BypBes,
Duke and Duchess
)indsOr, Btohert
nnegan, Spyros
onras and «»ther
likables.

Samuel Goldwyn and his party. Left to right, Robert Lehman, Goldwyn, Mrs.
Goldwyn and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lyons.
The
RKO.

Depinets.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned of

oishros Skouras,
Charles
ifilaifer and Irving Lesser.

^m

Paramount's delegation included Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldenson (left) and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Weisl.

Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, arrives at the Roxy for the
premiere.
I) and Mr. and Mrs.
T Schine and party.

^ker (left) and Mr. and
flU. Joseph R. Vogel.
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A former king was present. The Duke
and Duchess of lAHndsor.
By Metropolitan Photo.

lobby.
Thousands Jammed Broadway and 50th St. to watch the celebrities enter the
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Bergman Defends Pix Body to Mull Gov't Film Co^op Granel Would Make
RKO Pl( in Germany
Cultural Adiievemenl Industry Leaders Skeptical of Plan
imi

(Continued from Page 1)
Station WOR were Bessie Beatty,
moderator; John Gassner, playwright and educator; Dr. Sam Parker, chief psychiatrist of the Medical
Department of New York, and Edward Linderman, professor of social
philosophy at Columbia University.
Pointing to the box office failure
of some pictures which embodied
higher artistic appeals, Bergman
said the industry could not raise its
standards too high above the public
taste. Bergman emphasized the producers were fully conscious of their
responsibility to the American way
of life. He conceded that American
films did not portray so much the
literal way of American life as they
did the way of life to which most
persons aspired.
Bergman said that most American women would like to resemble
the women they saw on the screen
and that in seeing them they were
encouraged to improve themselves.
As modei-ator, Miss Beatty suggested that the listeners give better
support to the better films so that
the industry will be encouraged to
improve the over-all standards of
its films.
Attacking the suggestion that
American films were a photograph
of wishful thinking, Bergman
stressed that films emphasized economic wishes. He recalled films
which highlighted the sordid side of
American life and maintained that
the gangster film was, in a sense, a
documentary and was not too much
of a distortion of American life.
Lindennan charged that in portraying fantasy, American films
were not portraying public taste
and a healthy attitude toward reality. Gassner answered by pointing
to the records that showed the industry touched upon every phase of
life. He defended over-all production by asserting that good pictures
outnumbered what he characterized
as cheap and perverse pictures.
Dr. Parker said the American motion picture was a great "American
pipe dream" which attempted to
knock the public out with a sedative
and enjoyed doing it. He said this was
particularly so when producers attempted psychological plots.

Brownout Imminent
As Miners Walhout
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Widespread brownout which would curtail activities
of scores of theaters still appeared
probable yesterday on the eve of the
expected coal strike. While John
L. Lewis still remained silent on a
court order against a cool strike,
more than 78,000 miners already
have quit mines.
No brownout was recommended
at this time, but officials admitted
that this would take place in the
near future if the strike spread.

(Continued from Page 1)

eral tone of the meeting was fear of
screening Government "propaganda,"
and doubt as to what the Government wanted.
The committee of 10 which was
formed will meet tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. at the Hotel Astor in New York.
The group will discuss plans for cooperating with the Government.
Whatever is agreed upon, however,
will be referred to all exhibitor, production and distributor groups for
action before making any pledges to
the Government.
The committee includes the following:
Donald Nelson, SIMPP president;
Harry Brandt, representing unaffiliated exhibitors; M. J. Clofine, newsreels; Francis Harmon, MPAA;
Herman Levy, MPTOA; Lee W.
Newbury, Allied States; Charles
Reagan, distributors; Ben Shlyen,
trade press; Jess Stern, CIEA; R. B.
Wilby, ATA and CSA.
Industry Obligation, Says Nelson
Donald Nelson told the group that
it was an industry "obligation" to
co-operate with the Government in
showing message films. Stating the
industry "has to whether it wants to
or not," Nelson said co-operation
with the Government "can be done
so that the public will find the films
entertaining as well as instructive."
S. H. Fabian, who was named temporary chairman of the group, said
"we ought to go along with the Government" but cautioned that the
Government films should contain no
"taint of propaganda."
Thumb-nail quotes from other
leaders of the meeting:
William F. Rodgers, Loew's:
"I'm disappointed that the Government didn't tell us what it
wanted. We want to be sure the
Government isn't in competition
with us. We can't co-operate to
the extent of taking entertainment from our screens."
Harry Kalmine, Warners':
"Hollywood should make the
R. B. Wilby, ATA:
pictures."

"When I

Landau Joins Universal
As Ass't to Prutzman
(Continued from Page 1)
pany and of Universal-International
in New York. Landau formerly was
litigation counsel for RKO, assistant general counsel of United World
Pictures and New York counsel for
International Pictures, Leo Spitz and
others.
Among the deals recently handled
by Landau were the purchase by
Universal of the Bell and Howell
16 mm,, film library and the lease of
the Keith Theater, Cincinnati.

Carl Beard Dead
Lewellyn, Neb. — Carl Beard, owner
of the State, died of a brain tumor
while visiting at his former home in
Franklin, Ind. Funeral and burial
were in Franklin.

show a Government message I
want it to be a message from
the
Government
not Hollywood's
version
of a Government
message. Either the theaters will
show the films or they won't.
Edward
UTO of 111.:
"I
hate
to seeZorn,
this industry
highly
organized on behalf of the Government . . . formation of a
group which at the snap of its
fingers can get Government pictures on the screens."
Guthrie W. Crowe, Kentucky:
"Should have adequate checkmates. . . . There is danger of
these films becoming political
footballs in time of peace."
Fred Kent, Jacksonville, Fla.:
"Willing to co-operate with Government if on up and up. We
have been stung too often by the
Government in the past."
While Government representatives
did not explain what was wrong
with present set-up of exhibitor review of Government pix, it was understood that the Government views
this plan as too cumbersome and too
slow.

Bert Granet. RKO producer, i =
Washington to confer with War ;
State Department toppers for^tli
permission
in Germany. to film "Berlin E|
Granet has just returned fror
four-week scouting trip in Germa
which he had to enter as a Pa
correspondent, so strict is the \
Department regarding civilians
tering there.
Idea contained
in "Berlin
press," Granet
said, was so
mendously vital that he hopes
convince the generals and the dij
mats that they would be accompli
ing mutually
important
aims
lending him their co-operation.
Granet disclosed his plans to T
Film Daily yesterday as an h
dental rebuttal to Sam Goldwj
blast against Hollywood's "fat
complacency."
Granet
concur i
with Goldwyn that
too many
tures come out of Hollywood.
Not that Hollywood producers ;

callous to new for
ideas,
but there's
responsibility
protecting
invel'|
ments and the need for showing
profit, Granet declared. He a,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
stated that the independent p,
Washington — Arch A. Mercey, ducer has a much better opp
OWMR film chief, met last night at
of experimenting than d'
the Hotel Mayflower with a group tunity
the salaried producer who has
of more than 20 ATA members. En- show the front office why his c
tire question of Government-industry tract should be renewed.
liaison was explored again, with a
After returning from his Wa
review of the afternoon session at ington confab, Granet flies to Hoi
the White House.
wood tomorrow.

Mercey Continues Discussion
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Magnificent DolV^

[ Universal ]

hi'j

ii^cartiun,
the Qmp-

Hollywood, Nov. 14
CHAMPIONSHIP caliber is the phrase for this impeccable SkirballManning production starring Ginger Rogers as magnificent Dolly
Madison. Its grosses are likely to be in kind. Slick as ribbon and
strong as steel in its championing of life, liberty and the pursuit of

ovi.'

happiness fought for in all this nation's w^ars, the attraction entertains
jsteadily while building, with fastidious attention to detail, to the final
'sequence in which Miss Rogers, stilling a mob intent on lynching Aaron
'Burr, utters in eloquent lines the practical principles of American justice,
ilt's a stirring scene and picture, proceeding stride and stride with Miss
Rogers.
1 And persuasively present for marquee purposes, are David Niven
jas
t"hesuperb
traitorous
Burr
and Burgess
Meredith
James Madison.
To
ithese
leading
performers
are added
strongas supporting
portrayals
|by Horace McNally, Peggy Wood, Robert Barrat, Grandon Rhodes
and many others. Between them they make the Philadelphia of the period
between the Revolution and the War of 1812 seem as near and intimate
as the present, and the political issues then at stake to apply directly to
Ithose prevailing in sortie areas of the world today. Although strictly a period
picture, and accurately dated in -its historical aspect, the story is as fresh as
!if transpiring in 1946.
I Irving Stone's original story and screenplay opens with the forced marriage
jof Dolly Payne to a man chosen by her father, who, with the baby born
|to them, dies in the plague. It moves then to Philadelphia and the courting
|of the widow Payne by Burr and Madison, with the latter winning her hand
and her help in the affairs of politics and state which are down in the history
books.
i i^
Burr's attempted rebellion is graphically shown, and his rescue by Dolly '
from the mob which would lynch him after his acquittal are high points to be
remembered. Production by Skirball is of the highest quality throughout and
Frank Borzage's direction is possibly his best work.
, ^
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. Release
not
*^
set.
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1,100 Al JDA Dinner
Honoring Balaban
(Contimied from Page 1)
dinner in his honor tomorrow at the
Hotel Astor.
The event will also launch a tradewide drive to raise §250.000 of the
over-all $5,000,000 fund sought to
help the fighc against religious bigotry and aid the American Jewish
Committee and the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith in mainraining their far-flung program in defense of American civil and religious
liberties.
A three-point tribute to Balaban
will highlight the evening's program. Harvey Gibson, president of
the Manufacturers Trust Co., will
laud his activities as an industrial
leader; Henry Monsky, president of
B'nai B'rith, will acclaim the guest
of honor for his humanitarian endeavors in fostering inter - faith
amity.
Weisl, of
will
extolEd Balaban
as Para.'s
a friend.board,
Bill
McCraw, of the Variety Clubs of
America, and Louis Xovins, former
assistant national director of the
ADL, are the other guest speakers.
Jack Cohn, Leonard H. Goldenson,
and Sam Rinzler are co-chairmen of
the dinner.

Premiere
"Years"
Out East, of
West
Elite Brings
Premier of Samuel GoldwjTi's
"The Best Years of Our Lives" for
the benefit of The Lighthouse at the
Astor Theater tomorrow night will
attract an impressive array of Park
Ave. and Hollywood '"names." All
proceeds from the sale of tickets will
be to aid the Lighthouse's work in
caring for 4,000 blind of all ages and
creeds.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn will
'have as their guests Mayor William
O'Dwyer of New York, William
Paley and the Robert Lehmans.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Field will
entertain Miss Myrna Loy and Miss
Cathy
O'Donnell
from the Astor
film. will
Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent
have as dinner guests Robert E.
Sherwood, who wrote "Years"
screenplaj-, and Mrs. Sherwood.
Mrs. Evander B. Schley will have
as guests of honor at her dinner
party Hoagy Carmichael and Miss
Virginia Mayo, featured in film.

Seidelmaii is Cited
By War Department
Joseph Seidelman

head of Uni-

versal's foreign department, this
week received a War Department
citation "for outstanding contributions to the armed forces in arranging the donation of entertainment
film by the motion picture industry
and in providing overseas distribution
of entertainment films. " The citation
was presented to him in his office
in the RCA BIdg.

REVJEUis Of nciu films
"THE
RAZOR'S EDGE"
with Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney
20th-Fox

Truman Looks to Pix
For Peace-Time Help
(Continued from Page

146 Mins.

SUPERB SCREEN TRANSLATION OF THE MAUGHAM NOVEL EVOLVES A PROFOUND STORY LOADED WITH EMOTIONAL IMPACT TO STRIKE A RESOUNDING
DRAMATIC HIGH NOTE.
Two years in the moking and subject of almost global conjecture, Darryl F. Zanuck's
'The Razor's Edge " reflects him and the world and people of the motion picture in
terms of highest esteem and achievement.
Edmund Gouiding's direction is in the meticulous manner of the masterpiece. The film
has been given the attention of the best heads in every field of production. Ultimately
it will occupy a carefully preserved space reserved in the gallery of the contemporary
and the historically great films of the time of the motion picture.
In terms of the highest fidelity to the original work by W. Somerset Maughom the
story is played out almost line by line, provokes strange emotional impacts and motives
to poignant heights and depths of understanding through masterful handling.
Seldom if ever has such a collection of charocters and types been assembled for
dissection by a skillful scalpel; their outer surfaces peeled back, their inner feeling,
thoughts, motives, forces laid bare for fuller comprehension of function and existence.
This is Somerset Maugham's excursion into mysticism. The theme is a delicote one.
To bring even the lightest aspect of comprehension of the motives of the chief character required profound attention to the subject and the resulting interpretation is meritorious.
It is a story of many and assorted people, each an entity, each with complexity in
his and her makeup and divergent from ordinary humans in varying respects.
They are assembled on a broad stage and in many places. Their lives crisscross, they
meet to provoke intense emotional crises. The tones of the story range from the volatile
to utter tranquility. The levels of temperament change constantly and the dramatic
panels vary. In this sense in the beginning an aspect of confusion looms but when all
the parts have been treated, processed and finally given a reason for being each
figure assumes its place in the final composition of the film canvas.
This is the story of Larry Darrell, the men and women in his life, his first love, his
mind and his seorch for the ultimate in goodness brought to keen temper by wisdom.
Frequently he departs the picture. Victim of war's warping of mentality in a sensitive
being Darrell seeks reasons for existence, for the point of his being alive while another
is dead in his place.
In his life is the girl he loves, Isabel. Returned from the war — the period is following the First World War — he goes abroad to try ond find himself. Later Isabel
follows. She is accustomed to luxury and is the carefully polished product of her uncle,
Elliott Templeton, man of the world, bon vivant, gourmet, social peer, and an utter
snob. She does not marry Darrell in Paris. His simple existence is not for her. His lack
of ambition, drive ond adhesion to the Bohemian mode of life on the Left Bonk disgusts
her and she returns to Chicago. Not however, before she attempts to seduce him. But
the trusting innocence of his nature is beyond the limit she will go.
Darrell goes to India and becomes the pupil of a holy man. He's there for years.
Isabel meanwhile marries the wealthy Gray Moturin. She has two children. Sophie,
a childhood friend, becomes a drunkard after her husband and baby die in a motor
accident. At length she comes to Paris. Isabel and Maturin go broke in the stock
crash and go to Paris to live off Uncle Elliott. One day Darrell shows up from India. The
three have a night in Paris, meet Sophie in a low dive, drunk, dissolute and in the
arms of a "type" from Montmartre. Darrell gets her off the stuff and startles his
friends by announcing he will marry her. They plan to be wed. By a cheap, conniving
trick, Isabel, who still loves Darrell, arranges a setup that leads Sophie to the bottle.
Later Sophie runs off to Toulon and her body turns up in the harbor, her throat cut.
Darrell buries her. Later Templeton dies. Darrell once again is sought by Isabel and
in a final scene of the highest intensity he reveals his inner knowledge of her contribution to Sophie's demise. Death draws the final curtain in the performances of two
of the most interesting characters. Darrell is lastly off to America on a tramp steamer,
working his way, to take up a simple life at simple work in which he can think while
he labors manually.
The above merely skims the story. It is many faceted, complex. It has movement, pace, significance and power. The various locales are skillfully blended for
special atmosphere and the flavor of a Europe of another day is captured in all essentials.
are Tyrone
In the stellar roles, and turning in the finest possible performances,
superTheir
Webb.
Clifton
and
Marshall
Herbert
Baxter,
Anne
Tierney,
Gene
Power,
. latively cast support registers with profound effect.
An outstanding achievement in the motion picture, a standout in a season of stond-

i

Edge."
— 'The CeneRazor's
outs,
Tierney, John Payne. Anne Baxter, Clifton Webb, Herbert Marshall,
Tyrone Power
CAST-gentlemen

Lucile Watson, Frank Latimore. Elsa Lanchester, Fritz Kortner, John Weingraf, Cecil Humphreys,
Harry Piicer, Ccbina Wright, Sr., Isabelle Lamore, Andre Chariot.
CREDITS- Producer. Darryl F. Zanuck; Drector, Edmund Coulding; Screenplay by Lamar
Trntf^ from the novel by Somerset Maugham- Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Sound, Alfred Brurlin Set Decorations, Thomas Little, Paul Fox; Art Directors, Richard Day and Nathan Juran;
Miisic, Alfred Newman; Film Editor, ). Watson Webb.
Excellent.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.
DIRECTION,

1)

the East Wing of the White Hoi
to discuss industry-Government
lations and problems.
Willingness
of the industry t
pers to meet here yesterday^^
man
saidcontribution
from Florida,
is "a«
genuine
to the
n^^
welfare."
The President said a
that the American people are "dee
ly
debt" contributions
to the industry
manyin fine
during "f'
tl
national defense period as well
the critical years of war.
Expresses Gratification
Steelnian
had high praise i
the wartime
public service rec
of the pix industry, and decla.
that solution of post-war problem
foreign
domestic, isjust
"importa:
to you asandbusinessmen,
as it
important
to 140,000,000
persoi
as U. S. citizens. . . .
"The theater is one of our mos
and
in some
the most
medium
for ways
reaching
the effecti'
peopl
Pointing out that the Adverti
Suggests
"WAC" to pr
ing Council
is New
continuinsr
vide about one hundred million dc
lars' worth of free advertising a;
nually in support of post-war Go
ernment programs, Steelman calif
upon
the pix
to offer "son
procedure,
planleaders
or organization,
pe
haps along the lines of the Adve
tising Council or the WAC . .
geared to fit peacetime needs. . . .
is desirable to have some centr
machinery whereby film ideas •
films can be considered and a
proved promptly for release and tl
film then moved through indust:
channels to the theaters to the auc
ences with the least practicable d
Omar Bradley, head of tl
layGen
in circulation."
Veterans Administration, called f
help from the Indus ti'y in more sp
cific terms. A 13-wee'k campaign
educate war veterans in the val"
of retaining their National Servi
Life Insurance policies gets und
way
Feb.
3, and heavily
Bradleyon said
VA is
counting
the "t;
m
tion picture industry to help ma^
this all-out insurance campaign
Under-Secretary
smashing
success." of State Wm.
Clayton yesterday
said the U.
pix industry, as a media of educ
tion, has only "scratched the su
Calling for industry backing to
program looking toward the elimin
tion of trade barriers, Clayt'
termed high tariffs "false prop
Clayton praised MPAA Preside
Eric A. Johnston and SIMPP he
Donald
face." Nelson for their part
"mobilizing the motion picture i
dustry" in backing the British los
Pleading for a liberalization
trade
laws, Clayton said this cou
ganda."
try, within a decade, will chan.
from an export nation to an impc
nation.
"There must be an exchange
goods to build up the standard
living of the world," he said.
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Evans Proposes Gov^i Pix Plan H'wood Bombings are

iritish Nix Biddle
s Head of UNESCO

Plan Would

Scanned is Report

Assure Widest Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)

'cshington Bureau of THE
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DAILY

! Washington — Eeports from Paris
tsterday confirmed the behind-thepenej battle over selection of Franis Biddle as director general of
"XESCO. The squabble is expected
\m, ~\e an important impact on film
Ijiv,
of UNESCO,
richA-adio
other program
nations, notably
Great
Britain and France, reported fearing
1 S. ' domination" of mass media.
' Although the member nations had
igreed informally to back the U. S.
iandidate for director general of the
INESCO, battle lines were drawn
;';'hen the U. S. delegation made it
inown that this country's candidate
<i the former Attorney General and
:iember of the international tribunal
vhich tried the German war crimnals.
Nod for U. S. candidate was first
:iven to Dr. Robert M. Hutchins,
'hancellor.of the University of Chiago.
; The British now have come out in
avor of Dr. Julian Huxley, secretary of UNESCO Preparatory Com'ffiission.
: Since UNESCO must pass on the
:reation of a film board of the United
stations, the fight over selection of a
iDii-ector General is expected to have
i;erious impact on the picture proijram. It is thought here that Biddle
'■ las the informal-backing of a large
■ segment of the U. S. film industry.
As it stands now the only picture
recommendations now in the hands
of the U. S. delegation favor par^Iticipation of the "Hollywood" branch
'of the U. S. film industry in the
'international picture program, with
•a near "freeze out" of the non-the^atrical groups.

Chicago's Rialto Makes
Demand for First-Run Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
burlesque and pictures on the first
"B" week.
Meanwhile, McConnell, who represented the Jackson Park Theater in
its anti-trust case, has announced
that' his second suit against the film
companies for damages in the Jackson Park action will not come to
trial until after the hearing of the
injunction case by the Court of Appeals next Spring.

sure "widest possible distribution"
of the films was proposed yesterday
by Luther H. Evans, Librarian of
Congress.
Evans' proposal was made in a
letter to Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney,
(D), Wyo., prime Congressional
mover in a campaign to clear more
than 5,000 war-made pictures of
copyright restrictions so they may
be distributed to educational and
other institutions.
The advisory committee will be
made up of representatives from
Government agencies and "outside
organizations interested in assuring
the widest possible distribution of
the films." While no specific mention was made by Evans, it is
thought that representatives of
MPAA, SIMPP and independent picture groups will be included on the
committee.
Program for Library Utilization
The five-point program for utilizing of the Library of Congress as a
central clearing agency for Government films and clearing pictures of
copyright restrictions proposed by
Dr. Evans includes:
1. There appears to be no
conflict between the sub-committee's wishes and those of the
Library of Congress; we both
want to secure the widest possible use of the films under consideration.
2. There seems to be a distinct advantage in transferring
the films under consideration to
one central place to the end
that: (A) certain economies
might be realized in the cataloging, listing, and otherwise evaluating of such material; (B) potential users of such films could
thus negotiate with one Government agency instead of many;
(C) the now scattered collections could be brought into some
unity for any future action that
might be taken; and (D) the
Library would thus be able to
carry out its committments to
the director of the Bureau of
the Budget that the Library
should establish a central distribution service.
3. The Library recognizes
that a major problem adversely

THE BAM OF THE MOTIOS PICTURE ISDISTRY
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NATIONAL
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aflfecting the widest possible use
of surplus war training films is
the fact that a substantial number of the titles are subject to
copyright and other restrictions.
The clearing away of these legal
encumbrances not only from
surplus positive but also from
duplicate negatives, is a necessary and difficult step in the direction of securing broad distribution for these films. In view
of the magnitude of the clearance task, it is felt that clearance can be greatly facilitated
with the assistance of an advisory committee made up of representatives from Government
agencies and outside organizations interested in assuring the
widest possible distribution of
the films under consideration.
The Library intends to form such
a committee in the near future
in response to the widespread
demand
and need for such material.
4. It is anticipated that this
advisory committee will further
assist the Library in working
out a program of broad distribution utilizing not only Library
channels of distribution, but developing such new channels as

(Continued from Page 1)
gating a strange series of explosions
which has destroyed the mail boxes
of actor Bing Crosby, SIMPP President Donald Nelson and Allen Dwan.
No evidence connecting the mailbox explosions with the Hollywood
strike has been uncovered, it was
understood, but investigators are exploring that possibility. In none of
the three cases has anyone been
injured.
Although the Department of Justice has denied that the FBI is
looking into the other bombings, it
is known that this is the case.
seem desirable, including utililization of non-Governmental organizations. The committee will
also be in a position to advise us
on other considerations inherent
in the motion picture program
we have undertaken.
5. As a peculiarly congressional agency, the Library of
Congress welcomes every opportunity to report fully and as desired to appropriate committees
of Congress. I should be glad if
your committee would allow me
to report frequently on developments in the motion picture program said Evans.
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to tfie box office . . .
BIGGER
and BETTER

l-STATES' HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
|UX CJTY, IOWA . NOVEMBEit 20

TODAY AT 9 A.M.
The regular, continuous
performance engagement of

Herbert MARSHALL

?f^^^

is Darryl F. Zanuck's ptoMion oi

W. Somerset Maugham's
will make history of the utmost importance
to every motion picture theatre in the world!

Produced by

mm

F. ZANUCK

tOirected by

leen Play by

IMAR TROITI
PVom the Novel by W. Somerset Maugham
i
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fTIFF U. S. STAND AGAINST FILM QUOTAS
i^TA
Promotional
Backing for Red Cross,
^Dimes^
iudience Collections
Out;
Delegates to Future Trade
osser Named Vice-Prexy;
■hi. Convention in April
A resolution recommending that
embers of the American Theaters
ssociation give promotional backing
1 the March of Dimes and the Red
ross to any extent short of audi:ce collections was passed at an
TA directors meeting in Washingin Tuesday night. The promotionl backing contemplated by the ATA
card includes advertising, lobby
isplays and use of screens for
lorts.
The directors also elected George
(Continued on Page 6)

FIX NOTABLES TOTHONOR BALABAN
Triple-Decker Dais for Tonight's Testimonial
In Behalf of Joint Defense Appeal

By MANNING

A triple-decker dais replete with
top industry executives, will lend
added distinction to the testimonial
dinner tonight
when
Paramount's
Barney
Balaban will be
honored
by
friends and associates in the
grand ballroom
of the Hotel Astor in behalf of
the Joint Defense

Appeal.
Sitting at the
dais will be in
addition to the
honor guest these
I Rochester — A wage dividend es- trade notables:
mated at $8,500,000 has been voted
David Balaban,
BARNEY BALABAN
18 more than 47,000 Eastman Kodak Elmer Balaban,
mployes in Western Hemisphere
lants of the company. It is the 35th Harry Balaban, John Balaban, Joseph
ach distribution since inauguration
f the plan in 1912. Total payments
|mount to about $75,000,000. The
iDmpany in March paid employes
6,814,154.
As the wage dividend works out,
I
(G)nr;nued on Page 6)
Latest entry into the educational
film field is the McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., which this week announced
Children's Film Library
that production already had started
'Ian Clicks in Capital
on 27 sound pictures and a like numWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ber of silent filmstrips to correlate
Washington — Overwhelming sue- with the McGraw-Hill text books.
less of the first Children's Film These films, to be sold by the book
library series in the Capital war- company under the registered name
(Continued on Page 6)
jants another five weeks' group of
Batures, John J. Payette, Warners
I
(Continued on Page 6)

McGraw-Hill Will
Produce Text-Films

New York City's ban on the showing of Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" was described by the National
Board of Review yesterday as being
"censorship in its worst form."
In a statement issued by Richard
(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

Rembusch Re-elected
Proxy of Indiana ATO

MITO Calls Exhib.
Meet on Pix Deals

Harry David Resigning

Detroit — Meeting of Michigan
Northio Theaters Post
ITO yesterday issued call for Conference of Independent Exhibitor
Associations, to be held in New York
Han*y David has resigned as vicein December, to meet with reps, of president and general manager of
major companies and aim at secur- Northio Theaters, a Paramount affiling better selling terras for pix
states.iate, operating houses in the Central
after first of year.
Organizations from 25 states and
In announcing
(ContinuedDavid's
on Page resignation.
4)
(Continued on Page 7)

23 States To Get Gov^t Power Orders
Nat'l Board of Review
Raps City on "Outlaw"

FILM

Washington — Stiff stand against
Bernhard, Louis Bernstein, Rabbi
Bernard Birstein, Ben K. Blake, A. spread of "unofficial" or "non-Governmental"' restrictions on foreign
H. Blank, Nate J. Blumberg, Harry
Brandt, Stephen Callaghan, Philip products, such as screen quotas, is
Chasin, Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, Jack expected to be taken by U. S. delegates to future
trade conferences it
yesterday.
Cohn, T. J. Connors, Sam Dembow, was learned
Ned E. Depinet, Si H. Fabian, J. J.
The question will be interjected
Fitzgibbons, Matty Fox, Leopold into
present discussions before the
Friedman, William German, Harvey
Committee for the InD. Gibson, Henry Ginsberg, Paulette Preparatory ternational
Conference on Trade and
Goddard, Leonard H. Goldenson,
now
Samuel Goldstein, Abel Green, and Unemployment
(Continued on meeting
Page 7) in LonStanton Griffis.
Also Richard E. Gutstadt, Phillip
W. Haberman, Francis S. Harmon,
Duncan G. Harris, Joseph H. Hazen,
Will H. Hays, Marcus Heiman, John
D. Hertz, Jr., A. C. Horn, William
K. Jenkins, Austin C. Keough, Malcolm Kingsberg, Oscar M. Lazarus,
Jack Levin, Earl I. McClintock, WilIndianapolis — The Associated Theliam McCraw, Donald M. Mersereau,
ater Owners of Indiana, Inc., at the
(Continued on Page 4)
convention yesterday re-elected
Trueman T. Rembusch as president
and elected the following for other
offices: Sam W. Neal, vee-pee; Marc
J. Wolf, treasurer; William Carroll,
(Continued on Page 6)

^^Brownout^^ Will Hit Theaters

The threatened United Artists action against David 0. Selznick will
not be taken up by the board of
directors when it meets here next
Monday, it was reported yesterday.
The possible legal move, however,
will be discussed at a subsequent
board meeting to be held after
Thanksgiving.

CLAGETT

Washington Bureau of THE

or Kodak Workers

I/A Board on Monday
Skips Selznick Rotv

Conferences Will Oppose
"Unofficial" Restrictions

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With the strike of
400,000 coal miners considered a certainty. Government today will issue
a series of power orders, including
an
appeal of
for 23
"brownouts"
to the
governors
states, including
New York.
The orders will hit at theaters
from several directions and on a lo(Continued on Page 6)

City Limits Screen
Ad Time to 3 Mitts.
Mason City, la. — Commercial
advertising on the screens of Mason
City theaters will be limited to three
minutes a show under a proposal
by theater managers and adopted
by the City Council after an ordinance had been drafted limiting
the advertising to two minutes a
performance. Trailer in coming pix
are not counted as advertising under
the proposal.
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Newsreels Reject GOFs
Complcdnts on Handling

First Depinet Drive Meet
In Des Moines on Monday

RKO'S Ned Depinet Drive gets
under steam Monday in Des Moines
where the first of a series of meetings will be held in the various RKO
Radio exchanges by Len S. Gruenberg, 1947 Drive Captain. Represenang the home office will be
Harry Gittleson, and R. V. Nolan,
Prairie District manager. Duo will
also attend a rally held the same
day in Omaha.
Gruenberg and Gittleson will go
to Denver for a meeting on the
27th, with Salt Lake City scheduled
for the 30th. The Seattle Exchange
(Vancouver-Calgary) will be visited
by Gruenberg on Dec. 2, with J.
H. Maclntyre, Western District man$15.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
ager, also in attendance. Frisco
DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. lie de France Brings
meet will be held on Dec. 5 and Los
Phone BRyant 9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120,
Angeles meet Dec. 7.
9-7121.
Cable address Filmday,
New
York. Pix, Theater Notables
The 1947 Ned Depinet Drive will
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
start officially on Dec. 20 and will
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phon^
Simone Simon arrived in NewGranite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. York yesterday aboard the He de extend through a 20-week period
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C. France. Other theatrical notables ending May 8, 1947. Special accesPhone WIsconsm 3271. Manning Clagett,
sories have been prepared under the
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7027. who arrived were: Louis Zilahy,
supei-vision of S. Barret McCormick,
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 .\ Hungarian novelist and playwright,
director of advertising and publici:y.
Oaklev Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127- enroute to Hollywood; Gero Maly,
Hungarian actor, also on his way to
133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary Hollywood after he makes several
Variety Club's McCraw
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
p.a.'s in New York; Jerome Medrano, On 11 -City Tent Tour
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. w\.LGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8- Rue Charras. director of the Medrano Circus, and
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv- Mrs. Medrano; Paulette Dorrise,
William McCraw, national execuEuropean manager for Jean Sablon,
splan
30. g. CITY—
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Brien
tive director of the Variety Clubs
MEXICO
Airi Andrade,
Mexico
(
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray and the cast of "Love Goes to Press,"
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier play which ran in London, and is of America, is making an 11-city
swing of Variety Club tents and posSt. VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
sible new units.
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher, slated to open in Washington's National Theater, and on Broadway by
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
His
itinerary- covers Washington,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys, the first of the year. Cast includes
Nov. 23; New Haven, Nov. 25, when
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW — RayJoyce
Heron,
Ralph
Michael,
Geormond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENhe will advise a group on the pos■ HAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3, gina Cookson, Gerald Andersen, Nisible organization of a club; BaltiCopenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
gel Neilsen, Pei:er Bennett and dimore, Nov. 26; Cincinnati, Dec. 9;
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80.
rector Wallace Douglas.
Oklahoma City, Dec. 10; St. Louis,
Dec. 13; Des Moines, Jan. 7; Buffalo,
Adjustment in Clearance
Jan. 11; Mexico City. Jan. 16 (installation); Toledo, Jan. 30 (installaAsked by R. I. Exhibitor
tion), and Pittsburgh, Feb. 8-9.
{Wed., Nov. 20)
Boston — Charging unreasonable
- Vi clearance against his Island Theater, Schwartz In Hollywood
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
- Net
1/4
Portsmouth, R. I., Orville 0. Smith For Story Conferences
Chg.
High 191/2 Close
-- 1/4
1/4 has filed a demand for arbitration
Low
193/4
21
21
Am. Seat
1934
Bell G Howell
against the five consenting compa- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
21
851/8 23
85 1/8
23
23
nies and the operating companies of
Columbia
Picts
Hollywood — After several months
Columbia Picts. pfd..
21s
several surrounding theaters.
in New York, Arthur Schwartz, pro223/4 215
221/8
217
East. Kodak
251/2 2234
255/8
85V'8 30%
Under existing clearance arrangeducer-composer, flew in to begin a
Gen. Prec. Eq
311/4
26
ments, theaters in Fall River hold itjund of story conferences in which
31/8
311/4
Loew's,
Inc
1
1/2
155/8
16'/8
Paramount
clearances ranging from seven to he is considering several top story
381/4
16
RKO
25%
30 days and the complainant charges properties as possibilities for his
3818
4734
4734
%
4734
20th Century-Fox
. . . 39
261/2
that he is unable to show product first indie production. Two of them
88 1/2
20th Century-Fox pfd
until it has been released for six are serious drama without any music
Universal Pict
88li
88
1/2
171/8
Universal
Pict. pfd..
months. He asked that the existing
them.
17
Warner
Bros
clearance be eliminated and that a in On
concluding his story conferNEW YORK 173'8
CURB MARKET
ences here, Schwartz flies back to
new arrangement be made on a reaMonogram
Picts.-...
51/2
51/2
SVz
sonable basis.
New York for a month, then reRKO
5'/2
51/4
51/4Sonotone Corp
31/2
SVs
3i/8 ■
turns to get his first independent
■
Technicolor
151/8
143^
1434. 26 63/8 Para. Press Luncheon
production under way.
51/4
ii'ashington Bureau of THE
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\ W'asnington
— Complaint
Republican unairman
^. CarrollbyKeece
Vol. 90, No. 101
Thurs., Nov. 21, 1946
lOCenfs
of
a
"consistent
lack
of
appearance
Publisher
JOHN
W. ALICOATE
of RepuDUcan figures in tne news
reels ' nas been answered by ISiewsDONALD M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
reel editors individually wicn assurand General Manager
ance of complete impartiality in
Editor
nandling of political stories during
CHESTER
B. BAHN
tlie next two years. At the same
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays cime, tne editors have rejected the
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, complaints voiced by Reece in his
letter to them of Oct. 28.
X. W.
Y., by
Wid's Films
and film
Inc.
/.
Alicoate,
President
and Folk,
Publisher;
Admicting that GOP publicists
Donald M. Alersereau, Secretary-Treasurer;
A] Steen, Associate Editor. Entered as second have not been entirely on tne ball in
class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the post-office at tneir news reel liaison, he announced
New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, the appointment of Edward Fort
1879. Terms (Postage free) United States
outside of Greater New York $10.00 one year; Stevenson, 270 Park Ave., New York,
6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, to take over this chore for the GOP.
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For Ginsberg, Holmcm

Universal's Cincinnati
House to Bow on Nov. 28

with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor • A Columbia Pictu"
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B'way at 49th St.
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Paramount is hosting a press
luncheon at "21" today for Henry
Ginsberg, vice-president and general
Cincinnati — Universal's newly ac- 1
$20,000 First Day "Take"
studio manager, and Russell Hol- quired Keith's Theater here will
man, production executive at the make its bow as a Universal house
For Roxy's "Razor's Edge" New
York home office.
Twentieth-Fox's "The Razor's
on Thanksgiving Day with ''The
Magniflcent Doll' as the initial atEdge," supplemented by a 23-min- Syd Lehman Leaves PRC
traction. A special benefit show for
ute stage show, swept to a new first
the Nurse's Fund will be held the
day record at the Roxy yesterday,
rolling up a figure said last night by West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY previous evening.
Hollywood — Syd Lehman has reThe Keith's is the company's first
Ii-ving Lesser to exceed $20,000.
signed as PRC branch manager in key city showcase to be acquired outHouse is scaled at 80 cents till noon,
$1.10 till 5 p.m., and thereafter $1.50 Los Angeles and becomes veepee
side New York City under a longterm leasing arrangement.
>
Exhibitors Sei-vice, Inc.
to closing. '
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starring
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WILLIAM
ELLIOTT
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RALSTON
GAIL
PATRICK • JOSEPH
SCHILDKRAUT
Associate Producer and Director,
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JOSEPH KANE
REPUBLIC
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It set a new all'time Sunday record at the big Capitol, N, Y.
It set a new all-time Saturday night record there also.
^t^

^'^

It broke the house record in its Los Angeles opening.
^'
It beat many top current hits in its first 27 test engagements.
It is being booked in the biggest first-run theatres in the land.
M-G-M re-introduces Ingrid Bergman • Robert Montgomery in "Rage In Heayen" with
George Sanders • Lucile Watson • Oscar Homolka • Screen Play by Christopher Isherwood
and Robert Thoeren • Based on the Novel by James Hilton • Directed by W. S. Van Dyke II
Produced by Gottfried Reinhardt
•
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Masterpiece Reprint

I
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DAILY

industry Notables
To Honor Balaban
(G>ntinued from Page 1)
Carl E. Milliken, Harold J. Mirisch,
Henry Monsky, Abe Montague, William Morris, Jr., M. J. Mullin, Maurice Newton, Louis Nizer, Ed Noble,
Louis Novins. and Edward K. "Ted"
O'Shea.
Also Louis Phillips, Samuel Pinanski, Martin Quigley, Charles Reagan, Walter Reade, E. V. Richards,
Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Billy
Rose, George J. Schaefer, Ben
Schlyen, Abe Schneider, Max J.
Schneider, Sol Schwartz, William H.
Scully, Joseph H. Seidelman, Spyros
P. Skouras, Dr. Frank Stanton,
Herbert L. Stem, Meier Steinbrink,
Robert D. Swezey, Joseph R. Vogel,
Frank C. Walker, Major Albert Warner, Edmund Waterman, David
Weinstock, Edwin L. Weisl, Bob
Weitman, R. B. Wilby.
Starting at 6:30, tonight's affair
will attract more than 1,100 leaders
of the amusement field who will jam
the ballroom to capacity, according
to co-chairman Jack Cohn, Leonard
H. Goldenson and Sam Rinzler.
A three-point tribute extolling
Balaban as industrial leader, humanitarian and friend will be made by
Harvey Gibson, president of the
Manufacturers Trust Company;
Henry Monsky, president of B'nai
B'rith,
anddirectors.
Ed Weisl, of Paramount's
board of
The testimonial event sparks the
1946 industry drive to aid the $5,000,000 Joint Defense Appeal campaign.
A $250,000 goal has been set for the
trade effort to help the work of the
JDA'is two beneficiary agencies, the
American Jewish Committee and the
Anti - Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith in fighting anti-Semitism.

Harry David Resigning
Northic Theaters Post
(Continued from Page 1)
Leonard Goldenson, president of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., explained David was forced to give up
the post because of climatic conditions which made it impossible for
him to spend the summers in Cincinnati. He will continue to serve
the affiliate in an advisory capacity.
Prior to joining Northio, David
was general manager of Intermountain Theaters in Salt Lake City.

Mrs. Ben Geller Dead
Chicago — Mrs. Bertha Geller, wife
of Ben Geller of the Paradise Theater, is dead, after a long illness.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 21
James Cardwell
Eleanor Powell
Vivian Blaine
Walter Branson
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\ Lesson in Detnocracy
• •
•
IT'S TOO BAD some of the UN boys weren't around at
the Picture Pioneers shindig last night
They'd have seen the true
democratic spirit that we hope will spreod throughout the world
Last night, amid the splendor of the Waldorf-Astoria,
all men were
brothers
No big shots, no little guys
Every fella was as
important as his neighbor
Strange how a guy can leam more
about international amity from a get-together like the PP Harvest Dinner than at a dozen foreign affairs forums
Only proves, for the
nth time, that the mainspring of international amity does not arise
from the actions of diplomats and goveriunent muck-a-mucks, but from
the hearts of ordinary people
▼
▼
T
• • • MORE THAN 400 alumni and veterans of the industry
were at the Waldorf from all over the states to say hello once again
and to witness the induction of 62 candidates boasting of more .than
25 years of trade experience
The PP gained its first Dad-and-Son
combination with the induction of Frederick Mercy, Jr. He and his Dad
came all the way from Yakima, Wash, to participate
And it was
good to see such oldtimers as E. V. Richards and Tom Jenkins
Lucy Monroe opened the dinner with her famous rendition of the "Star
Spangled Banner"
Jack Levin served as toastmaster, the post that
Jimmy Wa'ker held ever since PP's inception
Irving Kaufman's
satire on the industry tickled many ribs
Chuckles and belly
laughs rewarded the comic efforts of our old favorites. Harry Hershfield.
Henny
Youngman
and Jack Pearl
Paul Dukes
provided
some
"hand-is-f aster-than-the-eye"
routines
Marvin
Kirsch did such a
bang-up job as boss of entertainment and as chairman of the dinner
committee, that House Manager Jack Cohn appointed Marvin as chairman of the diimer committee for next year as well
T
T
T
• • • UP "raERE. on the dais. Phil M. spotted Jack Cohn, Jack
H. Levin. Jack Pearl. Robert M. Weitman. Gus Eyssell. Ned Depinet,
Richard Dix, Rabbi Ralph Silverstein, Judge Ferdinand Pecora, William
Brandt, Barney Balaban, Sam Rinzler, George Josephson, Andre Baruch,
Spyros Skouras, Hal Hode and Bemie Estes
But someone wos
sadly missing — Jimmy
Walker
His charm, wit and warmth
of
heart had added much to past PP affairs
Rabbi Silverstein delivered a moving eulogy to Jimmy's memory
The bell, tolled for
those pioneers who passed away in the last year: James M. Brennan,
Jules Brulatour, John T. Doran, John C. Flinn, Edward Suel Gaylor,
Charles W. Koerner, John LeRoy Johnston, P. J. Morgan, Irving Samuels,
Albert Selig, Charles Steiner, Tony Sudekum, James J. Walker and William S. Wilder

▼

•

•

•

WHEN

▼

BOB WEITMAN,

▼

of the New York Paramount, was

presented with the scroll of honor, Phil M. was reminded of Jack Cohn's
quip when he first proposed the idea of the Picture Pioneers in 1939
.... "Why don't we give bouquets to each other while we can still
smell them?"
It certainly was a well-deserved bouquet that Bob
got for his indefatigable work and selfless devotion to scores of charity
drives
Nor will his work for the boys in uniform soon be forgotten
Y
▼
▼
• •
• JUDGE FERDINAND PECORA inducted the 66 candidates
info the PP
Jack Cohn distributed gold membership cards to each
of the new members: Philip Abrahams, H. H. Brilwar, Wm. Berke, Dr.
Henry Brown, Abraham Bernstein, Josh Binney, Jerome J. Cohen,
Maxwell Cohn, S. P. Cornish, Raymond V. Conner, Frank Chippani,
Pete T. Dana, Jack Ellis, Haro'.d Erichs, E. M. Feltman, W. H. Fass.
Max Fellerman, H. W. Freedman, Harry H. Goldstein, Louis Goldstein,
Abe I. Goodman,
Martin Gottlieb, James J. Grady, Meyer
Gruber,
(Continued on Page 6)

CHARLES
M. REAGAN,
Paramount
vice-pr'
dent
in charge
of distribution,
returned
fi
Washington yesterday.
LLOYD L. LIND, vice-president and assist]
general sales manager for the new PRC,
arly ir
week.
for Canada
tonight and will return ear'
MO'E SILVER,
zone manager
^'
theaters
in the Pittsburgh
territory,forhm.
York for a few days.
W']^
EMIL STERN, general manager of the
saness circuit, is in Palm Springs for a vacat
BARRY SULLIVAN is In New York to do
radio guest spots.
TYRONE POWER and HARRY BRAND day.
yesterday for the Coast.
MONTE PROSER left for the Coast yes
CENE

TIERNEY

will leave for the Coast

BERT SANFORD, Altec Service and Lan:
Theatrical
sales manager, left 'for the Co
morrow.
last night to discuss Service and Lansing
ordination with C. L. Carrington, president
the two comoanies,. and A. A. Ward, vice-pti
of the subsidary company. Sanford will ret;
in three weeks.
ARLEEN WHELAN left New York yester.
for Hollywood.
WILLIAM
BOYD
will arrive
tomorrow
a stav of two weeks in Manhattan.
His w
GRACE
BRADLEY,
and LEWIS
RACHMIL,
p
ducer of the Hopalong Cassidy series, acco
pany.
IRVING BERLIN went to Boston last
and on Sunday will leave for Atlanta. BU
CHAMPION and ED SULLIVAN, of Paramou
accompanied
Berlin.
WALTER
GOULD,
UA
foreign
manager,
turned to byLondon,
plane Paris,
yesterday
from European
a three-wi
visit
and other
ca
tals.
VICTOR
|. SCHOCHET,
UA manager in Pe
arrived in New York yesterday for a home i
fice visit. He was accompanied by his daught
BARBARA
(Mrs.
Lars
G. Berg)
who
is
route to join her husband in Sweden.

Wolfe Cohen to Make
Central American Tour
Wolfe
Warner

Cohen,
vice-president
International in charge

Mexico,
LatinEast,
America,
Austra'
and the Far
leaves New
Yo i
on Tuesday for a tour of the coi;
pany's
branches
in Cuba,
Mexi(
Guatemala, Panama
and Colomb
Cohen
is due back
in New
Yo 1
about Jan. 15.

No Xmas Trees in Thecrters
Christmas trees on display in th
aters have been forbidden by t
fire department, it was announc
yesterday. It was said that fii
proofing tests had proved unsat:
factory.

WEDDING BELLS

1

McGorrY-Hynes

Daniel P. Hynes, Jr., of the Par
mount legal staff, has become e j
gaged to Loretta McGarry. The ma
riage will take place as soon as
apartment can be located.
(Anybody got any ideas ? — Edito

Simon-Powers

Ruth Gloria
Simon,
Mrs. Cecile F. Simon

daughter
of Wamei

purchasing department, v/as marrii
to Gerald Lambnt Powers.
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THE JOLSON STORY
ELD OVER 3rd WEEK
RKO PALACE
- CINCINNATI ! —
Only 2 other pictures. ./Going
My

Way"

and 'The Bells of St.

Mary's*^ . • . have earned
extraordinary record!

(f4^ 0 T

^-^lllDIi^^

J

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

Jm£

-jvil

II

LARRY PARKS- EVELYN KEYES- WILLIAM DEMAREST- Bill
Sampb) by STEPHEN lONGSTItEn • Diricled by ALFRED L GREEN • Prodyced by SIDNEY SKQLSKY •

this
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Rembusch Re
Prexy of Indiana

$8,500,000 Bonus
For Kodak Workers

(G>ntinued from Page 1)
executive secretary, and Christine
Kock, secretary.

(Continued from Page 1)
each eligible employe who has coj,
pleted
of 1946 five
will years'
receiveservice
a checkbyfortheaboei

Subjects discussed in today's film
forum were distributor profits, confidential reports and product shortage with President Rembusch presiding.
A resolution was adopted that the
assembly go on record as disapproving of and being opposed to false
and harmful publicity and urge the
producing companies to cease cooperating with columnists and commentators whose ideas are adverse
to the industry.

Nat'l Board of Review
Raps City on "Outlaw"

(Continued from Page 1)
Griffith, executive director, the board
condemned the action of License
Commissioner Benjamin Fielding as
"perilously resembling dictatorship."
Fielding had threatened to subject
Xew York theater operators to arrest, prosecution and revocation of
their theater licenses if thev showed
"The
Outlaw"
New the
Yorkboard
City. had
It was
statedin that
reviewed the picture and found it
unobjectionable for public performance.

Museum Screening for
Cannes Prize Winners
There will be a special screening
of prize-winning films presented at
the recent festival in Cannes, Dec.
4, at the Museum of Modern Art,
for the 54 delegations to the United
Nations conferences.
Films to be shown include: "La
Bataille du Rail," from France;
Sweden's "Shadows on the Snow";
an animated cartoon from Czechoslovakia; "Life of the Bees," Russia and "Salt Mines in Poland." The
showing is in conjunction with the
MPAA.

"Jiggs" Makes Its Bow

Monogram's "Bringing Up Father" had its world premiere last
night at the Laff Movie Theater, the
event also celebrating the 34th anniversary of the cartoon strip. The
double event was sponsored by Monogram and Barney Gerard, producer
of the picture.

STORK REPORTS
Boston — Edward X. Callahan, Jr.,
has a baby daughter, named Mary.\nn. The baby's grandfather is E.
X. Callahan, 20th-Fox district manager, and her father is a 20th-Fox
salesman.

(Continued from Page 4)
William H. Gueringer, Leo Greenberger, I. Goldmaik, WiUiam W.
Howard/ Henry C. Kaufman, Beit Kulick, Sam Lelkowitz, Hairy Lawienson, W. A. Leonhardt, Don McElwaine, G. H. MacKenna, Lawrence J.
McGinley, William Mancusco, Frederick Meicy, Ji., Donald M. Meiseieau.
Jack Meyeis, Geoige H. Morgenroth, Allen J. O'Keefe, Louis Phillips,
Luthei Reed, Elmei C. Rhodes, Ailhui Robinson, Arnold Stoltz, Monty
Salmon, L. S. Schlesingei, John J. Scully, H. F. Shaw, Sam J. Switow,
William J. Stoiz, Timothy O'Toole, Joseph A. Tanney, John M. Uibansky,
R. S. Wallace, E. J. Wamei, Thomas Walsh, A. L Weinei, Haiiy E.
Weiner, Robert B. Wilby, living Woimser, Moit Woimsei, Frank C.
Zucker, Harry Zeitz

Theaters in 23 States
"Dimess'
te Drive
Cross
to Promo
ATA Red
To Get "Brownout" Appeal And
(Continued from Page 1)
cal level m.ay force many to close if
the strike is of long duration.
CPA orders expected to be issued
today include:
1. A "brownout" appeal to the
governors of 23 states, 19 of them
East of the Mississippi;
2. Requests to the Public Utilities Commissions of the several
states calling for fuel conservation
measures.
Even should the strike suddenly
be called off, some curtailment of
power use is expected. CPA late
yesterday said it considered the
strike on, in effect, since more than
100,000 miners already have left
the pits.
CPA will make specific suggestions to the heads of the states, including such things as dimming theater marquees as far as safety will
allow. Advertising signs will be
darkened. CPA also said its power
restriction orders would follow the
pattern of those issued last Spring
during the coal strike.
Up to late yesterday no word was
forthcoming from John L. Lewis,
union head. Even should he remain
silent he will be in contempt of
court for refusing to obey a court
order against the strike.

(Continued from Page 1)
Nasser a vice-president and a member of the board to represent the
West Coast.
The board also approved the ATA by-laws.
It was voted by the directors to
hold the next ATA convention in
Chicago in April.
Attending the meeting were W.
F. Crockett, Herman Hunt, Milas
Hurley, E. V. Richards, R. B. Wilby,
Nat Williams, Herman Levy, Herb
Jacoby, Kermit Stengel, Russell
Hardy, Guthrie Crowe, William Jenkins, Ed Zorn, Mack Jackson, Robert
W. Coyne, S. H. Fabian, J. Edward Shugrue, John Moroney, Fred
Kent, Roy Martin, John Rowley and
C. B. Akers. Guests of the ATA at
a dinner pr-eceding the meeting were
Thurman Arnold, Henry Griffing,
Arch Mercey, Arthur Newmeyer, Sr.
and Jr.

iV2 times
his five
avei-age
during
those
years. weekly^"Thos», ■^:
less than five years' service wiWpc
ticipate proportionately.
Wage-div
dend payments that figure less tht
$15 will be a minimum of $15.
At a directors meeting Tuesda
the board voted a dividend of $2.!
a share on common stock for tl
year end compared with $1.50 in t\
preceding quarter, and the regul;
$1.50 on the preferred stock. Tot
dividend
payments for this year no
total $7.50.
I. L. Hooley, formerly assistai
controller, was elected assistai
vice-president at the meeting.
The retirement from active servii
of Herman C. Sievers, vice-chairm;
of the board, was announced.
The directors adopted a memori
on the death of Jules E. Brulatou
distributor of Eastman professior
motion-picture film since 1911.

McGraw-Hill Will
Produce Text-Films
(Continued from Page 1)

of McGraw-Hill Text-Films, are ':
ing produced by Audio Productioi
Caravel Films and the Pathescope America. They will be ready for di
tribution next Spring.
The initial film program consisi
of four series of Text-Films cove:^
ing four text books on engineerin
drawing, mechanical drawing, healtl
ful living and student teacher trail
Children's Film Library
Plan Clicks in Capital
ing. Each of these text books will t'
supplemented by a series of Tex
(Continued from Page 1)
Films, which will include six c
terday.
Washington zone manager, said yes- seven 16 mm. sound pictures an
filmstrips. Plans call for all units c
The second series will start on this package to be subjectively rt
but functionally different.
Nov. 30 in the seven participating lated,
The pictures are being produce
Warner nabes. In addition, Payette under
the direction of Albert «
said eight Maryland, Virginia and Rosenberg, manager of the recenti
Coal Strike to Little Affect
West
Virginia
WB
theaters
will
also
St. Louis Film Theaters
stage the Saturday morning shows created Text-Film department
St. Louis— St. Louis is better pre- for children beginning the last week Rosenberg was active in the produd
pared for a national coal strike than in November and the first week in tion of pictures for the U. S. Offic
of Education during the war.
most large Northern metropolitan December.
areas, so far as the film industry
Payette was the first to launch the
is concerned. A large percentage of plan, sponsored by MPAA, in the
the local houses heat with oil or gas Washington area.
that is a mixture of coal and natural
gas. In addition the Union Electric
Company of Missouri, which serves Goodman to Head UA
Gooder Sells in Riceville
the St. Louis metropolitan area. East Exchange in Cleveland
Riceville, Iowa — E. J. Gooper ha
St. Louis and vicinity and a numsold his Iris to Clifford Freeman o
ber of counties in Eastern Missouri,
Matt Goodman has been appointed
has two large hydro-electric power Cleveland branch manager for UA, Cedar Rapids, who will take posses
sion on Dec. 1. Gooder, who ha
plants that it can depend upon to a
William Shartin, re- owned the theater for the last nini
larger extent than customary in an succeeding
signed,
it
was
announced
yesterday
emergency.
years, is moving to Stockton, Calif |
by J. J. Unger, general sales manMcMurphy Buys Diagonal
ager.
"Kings Row" into Victoria
Goodman, most recently a member of the Cleveland sales force, has
Diagonal, la. — C. W. McMurph; ;
"Kings Row," Warners re-issue,
opens Nov. 27 at the Victoria on been with UA for more than 20 has purchased the Diagonal Theatei
Broadway.
here.

HOrSE

years.

DEALS
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ilrsday, November 21, 1946

m Quotas to
iw U. S. Fire
I (Continued from Page 1)
but a full-scale attack will await
;!-e talks, it was understood here,
is country, it was learned, has
J**en concerned
over the inJn these so-called unofficial
• :s, which have been almost imible to attack on a diplomatic
because frequently they do not
esent '"official" action of a Govaent.
I many cases, however, this counbelieves, the particular body
)sing the restrictions has such
i ties with the Government as
constitute
virtual
Government

^*Best Years" Opening
On Wax for Overseas

\

Premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's
"Tiie Best Years of Our Lives"
tonight at the Astor Theater will
be recorded on wax in English,
French, Spanish and Portuguese for
rebroadcast to foreign countries. Arrangement was made by Lynn Farnol with the State Department.
Tonight's opening will be televised
from 8:45 to 9 o'clock.

MITO Calls Exhib.
Meet on Pix Deals

(Continued from Page 1)
three Canadian provinces would be
included. Excluding Allied, etc.,
; ost noteworthy has been the President Sam Carver of MITO says
lad of restrictions, including var- idea has been approved by Harry
forms of screen quotas laws, Brandt, New York exhib. head.
ng the nations of the British
Expressing objectives of meeting.
jpire and Commonwealth of Na- Carver said "backlog of unreleased
.is.
pictures is major problem. Pictures
('n Great Britain, film quotas are now being released are so poor they
iblished by act of Parliament. — are not worth percentage and preit
ferred playing time. Attitude of disit the present London conference,
tributor today is that exhibitor must
U. S. delegation is also expected beg for pictures. We want to know
icall for a change in the tariff what better terms they will offer us
,:erence systems now imposed in after the first of the year, and what
ay nations. This again would they will do to meet general box
!ct the British most strongly, office
slump.
se tariffs work against the
ted States in the export of many
"If they will not make some concession, some step may be taken
ure equipment items. The U. S.
!gation is said to insist on a about forgetting some of the major
ification of these tax preferences companies for next year."
Association also voted opposition
ore agreeing on the new trade
[irter which is now being drafted. to checking in any form, on ground
that it is the way of distributors
out how general business of
li. Execs Oppose Council finding
theater is, so they can figure their
in for Amusement Tax future deals, instead of just checking on individual picture. Many objections to checkers becoming bossy
hicago — City Council Tax Comtee heard amusement, sport and and nosey, and that if company canater execs., who opposed proposed
not take exhibitors' word, they
asement and theater tax, to raise should not sell him pix. One downii-e revenue for city expenses, state exhibitor complained that
ders urged cut in city employes, checker hired was town drunkard
L.ecessary services and balanced and spread his figures all over town.
He claimed distributor refused to go
;get.
:Vith Jack Kirsch in Indianapolis, to expense of sending in outside
1 Nomikos, Allied vee-pee, said checker, and threatened to withdraw
t-itional tax would result in re- service on all pix.
|ed attendance, especially chil^n matinees. Theater owners with Talley Leaving Republic
.centage films, class "B" pictures To Join John Stillman .
1 increased operation expenses,
.re having a hard row, without
Atlanta, Ga.— Bill Talley, Republing a city admission tax.
lic manager in Atlanta, is resigning
Dec. 1 to become connected with
oke Kills Kellogg
John Stillman, owner of several
i^ead, S, D.— M. C. Kellogg, for Negro theaters in Tennessee.
irs manager of the Homestake,
i'well as treasurer and purchasing Ampa Luncheon Tuesday
lent for the Black Hills AmuseAmpa's annual Thanksgiving
](nt Co., died at his home after a luncheon-meeting
will be held next
itralytic stroke.
Tuesday in the Capri Room of the
Villanova Restaurant. Attendance is
'6 Dividend Declared
limited to members onlv and discus■Varners directors Tuesday desion will center on forthcoming 30th
red a quarterly dividend of 37% Anniversary dinner-dance and means
its per share on its common stock, of replenishing the Ampa Relief
jyable Jan. 4, 1947, to stockholders Fund. Rutgers Neilson, RKO, presI irecord Dec. 6.
ident, will preside.

in HAL

WALLIS'

from Paramount
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lyROl POWER
SENE TIERNEY
JOHN PAYNE
Anne BAXTER
Clifton WEBB
Herbert MARSHALL
Darryl F. Zaniick's Prdgciin if

.Somerset Maugham's

Screen Play by

lAMAR TROITI
From the Novel by W. Somerset Maugham

BROKE EVERY
OPENING DAY
RECORD IN THE
ENTIRE HISTORY
OF THE
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PARAMOUNTS 16 TO 18 TO COST $35,000,000
20th-Fox 39-Week
54.770.366 Third Quarter
'^et Reported; Extra Divdend of 75c on Common
A consolidated net profit of $16,:19,815, after all charges, was re)orted yesterday by 20th Century■"ox and its subsidiaries, National
theaters Corp. and Roxy Theater,
nc, for the 39-week period ending
>ept. 28.
After deducting dividends on prior
)referred and convertible preferred
;tock, this amounted to $5.69 per
(Continued on Page 10)

Break For U. S. Pix
in Czech Deal Seen

Profit Soars to $16,219,815

300 Top Hollytvood Personalities to Visit
187 I/. iS. Veterans and Military Hospitals
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — General Omar N. Bradley, Veterans Administrator, has accepted
offer of the Hollywood
Coordinating Committee
to furnish film personalities
for Veterans Hospitals
tours, and George
Murphy, committee president announced that tours will be organized immediately.
Letters from Murphy went out to 300 top Hollywood personalities who have
taken part in earlier hospital and overseas tours, on an initial step in setting
specific dates for USO-Camp Shows tours among 187 veterans and military hospitals which house approximately 216,000 patients.

Barney Balaban Paid Propose All-Trade
Three-Fold Tribute
CoFor Gov't
More than 1,100 executives of the Com.
Recommending
that a national
entertainment industry last night

coordinating committee, where all inlauded Barney Balaban, president of
dustry co-operation for the GovernWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Paramount Pictures, for his efforts
ment's film program would be comj Washington — United States pix to promote inter-faith understanding
piled and emanate from, be appointed
should get a better break in Czecho- among the religious groups in Amer- by and representing theater owners,
slovakia under the "interim" trade
ican life. The homage was paid at exhibitors, distributors, MPAA,
agreement between that country and a dinner in his honor at the Hotel SIMPP, trade press and newsreel
;he United States, it was indicated Astor and tendered by the Motion organizations, the White House aphere. Under the agreement, this Picture and Entertainment Division
pointed "study committee" met yeshountry is assured most favored na- of the Joint Defense Appeal. Bill
terday and adopted the following
resolution:
(Continued on Page 6)
'
(Continued on Page 10)
"1. This committee appointed as
(Continued on Page 10)
(Waters and Rosen Win
Swank Audience at Astor

20th-Fox Promotions

For Bow of "Best Years"

Before an audience of Park Ave.
' Weldon Waters, Albany manager and Hollywood celebrities, the Samfor 20th Century-Fox, has been appointed branch manager in Pittsuel Goldwyn production of "The
burgh, succeeding Herman R. Beiers- Best Years of Our Lives" had its
world
premiere at the Astor last
l|
(Continued on Page 3)
night as a gala showing for the benefit of The Lighthouse, an institution
that cares for 4,000 blind of all races,
German-Duhhed 17. S.
(Continued on Page 7)

Pic In Bavaria Bow

Washington Bur., THE
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Washington — "Dangerous Journey," first American film to be synchronized with German voices, has
been presented for the first time in
Bavaria, the War Department reported yesterday.
.OMGUS has secured a monthly
allotment of coal sufficient to heat
all 58 mcvie theaters in the U. S.
Berlin sector, the War Department
said. Because of frequent cutoffs of
electric power, attendance at the
movies dropped to 65 per cent of
normal in the U. S. Berlin sector.

Academy to Allow All
Film Prods, to Compete

Wallis to Provide Three
More, Pine-Thomas. Six;
Costs Soar 25% — Ginsberg
Paramount's 16 to 18 pictures
scheduled for next season will be
budgeted at between $34,000,000 and
$35,000,000, representing an increase of approximately 25 per
cent over the current season, it
was revealed yesterday by Henry
Ginsberg, vicepresident in
charge of studio
operations, at an
industry press
Club. Ginsberg
luncheon
at *-'21"
said the new
estimated budget
was an increase
HENRY
GINSBERG
of between 60 and
75 per cent over that of three years
ago.
The

numerical
(Continued onParamount
Page 7)

Power Conservation
Orders Coming Today
Washington Bureau of THE
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Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

pro-
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DAILY

Washington — CPA today "defHoUyv/ood — In a move to capture
initely" will issue orders requesting
the best in achievement during the the governors of all Eastern states
calendar year of 1946 for the 19th including New
York, to conserve
(Continued on Page 6)
annual Academy Award competition
in March 1946, the Board of Gov(Continued on Page 3)

24 PiXr Metroes ^47 Maximum
Leo's Backlog Now Comprises 31 Features
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLV
Ascap Suits to Trial
Hollywood — Metro, with a backIn Minneapolis Dec. 2
log of 31 features, will send not more

than 24 new features before cameras
Minneapolis — A hearing of the during 1947 unless a change in existing conditions requires more, it was
suits filed by Ascap against interests of Ben Berger and Mrs. Jessie learned here yesterday in the wake
Jensen of White Bear Lake has been of executive conferences at the stuset for Dec. 2 in U. S. District
dio in which Nicholas M. Schenck,
Court here. Louis Schwartz, attor- Louis B. Mayer and others have been
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)

"TItc Best Years"
Is Top Box Office
Producer Samuel Goldwyn has
made a most important picture in
"The Best Years of Our Lives,"
which had a gala opening at the
New York Astor last night, and its
importance is driven home in striking measures in the superb direction of William Wyler. Brilliantly
played, with Academy-Award calibre
performances turned in by the cast,
the picture
ratesboxwith
the screen's
best
and is top
office.
(For full review, turn to page 7).
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Grand Jury Hears
Witnesses in Strike Case
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — Sixteen witnesjes appeared before the County Grand
Jury in its investigation of studio
strike violence and Deputy District
Attorney John Barnes predicted that
the jury would indict the 14 strike
leaders.
Superior Judge Henry M. Willis
continued temporary restraining
orders limiting picketing at M-G-M,
Warners, Columbia, Republic and
Technicolor. He took under advisement a motion by CSU to dissolve
the orders and deny the Producers
petition for a preliminary injunction.
Mendel B. Silverberg, Producers
Attorney told the court, "if the court
fails to continue to aid the studios
Barcia, Argentine Pix
in carrying on their business and
permit the 20,000 workers, not on
Tycoon, En-route Here
strike, to remain at work, there are
Juan P. Barcia, president of Pro- only two possible alternatives.
"One, is complete civil war in the
ducers and Artists of America, Inc.,
studios, unprotected and unrefereed
of Buenos Aires, one of the lai'gest by legal authorities. The other, is
film companies in South America,
will arrive in New York shortly on complete shutdown of the studios,
a six-month tour of the North and that only after a great deal
American film market. He will also
more bloodshed."
visit Hollywood.
Barcia is a film pioneer in his Normandie Loses Writ
country, and his trip is viewed in
Latin-American film circles as the
initial move of a strong bid by Ar- In Fight for "Passage"
gentina for the American market.
In a nine-page decision. Justice
Barcia will also study circuit op- James McNally in New York Supreme Court yesterday denied the
eration and distribution procedui-e.
petition of the Normandie Theater
for a temporary injunction to reCapra Pic In Running
strain Universal from delivering
"Canyon Passage" to the Park Ave.
For Academy's Honors
Theater until seven days after the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY picture had played the Normandie.
Hollywood — Making a definite bid
In denying the petition, Justice
for Academy Award honors, Liberty McNally said that Universal had a
Films has announced a pre-release right to license the picture to the
Los Angeles opening for its first Park Ave. inasmuch as its contract
production, Frank Capra's "It's a with the Normandie provided that
Wonderful Life," starting Christ- the Normandie should have no clearmas Day at Pantages and Hill St. area. ance over any other theater in the
Theaters. Pic, in which Donna Reed
co-stars with James Stewart, is
"Canyon Passage" starts at the
slated for general release Jan. 30, Park
Ave. on Sunday.
through RKO.
has invited industry's friends of the
late James J. Walker to attend a
solemn requiem mass in memory of
the former Mayor next Wednesday,
at St. Joseph R. C. Church, 421 East
81st St. The mass to be celebrated
by the Rev. Joseph J. Weber, who
administered last rites to Walker,
will be held at 9 a.m.
A large number of members of
the motion picture industry were
among the 5,000 persons who attended the solemn high mass for Walker
yesterday
at St. Patrick's
Cathedral,
it was estimated
that 10,000
sought
unsuccessfully to participate in the
final rites.

American Eagle Buys
Two Selwyn Stage Hits

Chi. Theater Janitors
Get $213,000 Back Pay

Chicago — Back pay totalling $213,000 will be paid to 800 film and legit,
Hollywood — American Eagle Films theater janitors under new contract
has bought two plays produced on signed yesterday by Thomas Burke,
Broadway by Edgar and Arch Sel- president of AFL Building Service
wyn which it will make. Properties Union 25, and Morris Leonard, B&K
are "Nightie Night," by Martha M. circuit; Eddie Silverman, Essaness
Stanley and Adelaide Matthews, and circuit; James Coston, Warner theaters, and Jack Kirsch, Allied the"Cherries
Are Ripe,"
son and Anita
Loos. by John Emeraters. New contract is retroactive
to May 1 this year and runs to
July 1st next year. Men janitors
Florida-Made Feature
received 18 cents per hour wage inAdded to PRC Lineup
crease and women janitors 16 cents.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

"The Outlander," outdoor action
film produced at Silver Springs, Fla.,
has been added to PRC's 1946-47
lineup. Regarded by PRC executives
as one of the mo5t important pictui^es of the year, the picture will be
introduced by an extensive advertising campaign.

Fredman Feted by AIMPP
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

COMING and GOING

DAILY

DAILY

Hollywood — Ernest W. Fredman,
editor and publisher of Great Britain's The Film Renter, was guest of
honor Monday night at a dinner
given by the Association of Independent Motion Picture Producers.

f(
WIN BARRON. Paramount's special field re
covering Canada, who makes his headquarts
in Toronto,
is on vacation in Miami Beach, F
DOROTHY LAMOUR and her husband, WU
LIAM ROSS HOWARD, 3rd, have left Hollywo:
for a vacatlcn
at Palm Springs.
SCHENCK,
willNICHOLAS
leave theM. Coast
over president
the weet r'SS^^>.
New York.
RICHARD LLEWELLYN, British author, has re
turned to the M-C-M studio after touring th
Netherlands, France, Belgium and other
coun
rries for background material for "Lust U
on Van Cogh.
Life," biography
BURTU5 BISHOP, JR., M-C-M district mana
ger with headquarters in Dallas, is in Kans:
City for a brief trip.
HAL MARSHALL, M-C-M Indianapolis explci
tear, is visiting New York on vacation.
KEENAN WYNN and PETER LAWFORL
M-C-M stars, are visiting New York on vaca
tions.
WILLIAM C. BRENNER, head of M-C-M
field auditing department, is due back nex
week
from a tour of Southern
branches.
BEN MARCUS, Columbia Midwest divisic
manager,
is at the Minneapolis exchange.
MARIA MONTEZ, fully recovered from a
emergency operation she recently underwen
here, will return to Hollywood tomorrow H
nusband. JEAN PIERRE AUMONT will accompar

her.
AL LOWE, UA division manager, returns
yesterday, after completing a four-month in
spection tour of company offices in Centr;
and South America. Lowe was accompanied b
MRS. LOWE and GEORGE ORNSTEIN of th
h.o. foreign staff.
GEORGE A. SMITH, Western division sale
manager for Paramount, has returned from th«
Coast.
JOHN
BALABAN
is here from Chicago.
ADOLPHE MENJOU and his wife, VEREl
TEASDALE, have arrived from the Coast. The)
are at the Waldorf-Astoria.
JANIS PAIGE arrived in Chicago today froir
Detroit.
JOHN PAXTON will return to Hollywood or
Monday from New York.

Astor Will Distribute
"Return of the Native'
Astor Pictures will distribute "The
Return of the Native," by Thomas
Hardy, which will be produced by
Bernard Vorhaus as a high-budget
feature.
Robert M. Savini, president of
Astor, is negotiating for Robert
Donat to play the leading role, providing the film is made in England.
Present
plans call for filming on the
British moors.

NCA Committee Will
Study Allied Caravan
Minneapolis — The membership of
NCA has temporarily turned dovm
a proposal to join Allied Caravan
but appointed a committee, at the
recent NCA convention, to study
merits of the plan. If necessary the
committee will go to Philadelphia.
Caravan headquarters, to obtain information.

LIGHTING

CONTROL

Our engineering staff will
gladlr assiit m designiag
your dimmer control for ititeniity and color effect*.
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

CO.

Bday, November 22, 1946
DAILY

ifcporf Control List
i be Reduced 10%
osliiiwtvti Burcut of THE
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Clark Sees Pix as
Crime Preventative

ALONG
^ii(4

H'ashington

DAILY

Washington — Arthur Paul, assistjlt to the Secretary of Commerce
■iid director of the Office of Internapiv"'^ Trade, announced yesterday
'i.:"^)e
of commodities
Uv ^nderpresent
exportlistcontrol
is being
•viewed and is expected to be re'aced by at least 10 per cent within
^ae next few days.
''Export controls will continue to
e removed as soon as the supply
tuation in relation to our home
eed; permits," Paul said. He emhasized, however, that such control
■ould not be dropped precipitously.
) There are as many or more presures for export embargoes as there
(ire for lifting controls, Paul pointed
'ut. He recalled that more than 25
ills were introduced in the last Con•ress to embargo certain commodi18} for export.

T

•

•

BLASE

(Ccn.'inued from Page 1)
lorf, who has resigned to become
iistrict manager for Eagle-Lion
covering the Dallas, Oklahoma City
ind New Orleans territories. Waters
s being replaced in Albany by Joe
jSosen, who has been promoted from
i New Jersey salesman out of the
\ew York exchange.
Beiersdorf had been associated
.vith 20:h Century-Fox for the last
15 years and had been Pittsburgh
manager for two years. He , f orm3rly headed branches in Charlotte
and Dallas. He takes his new post
bn Dec. 8.
Try Feature with Cartoons
Chicago — B&K will try "Alice in
Wonderland'' and "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" with cartoon shows
in several subsequents, with a view
i to full circuit use.
Special morning
hows are designed for children.

^Mansfield Joins PRC

, Boston — Joseph
W. Mansfield,
jlformer publicist with RKO theaters
Ihere, has been appointed field rep.
[ for PRC with Hub headquarters.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov. 22
Sam Silver
rank P. Rosenberg
Arthur Da Bra
Fe ix A Jenkins
Hary A. SiTions
Bobby Burns
Lee Patrick
Sally B.iss
Nov. 23
Boris Karloff
H:bart Henley
lules Cirden
Rosetta
Djncan
Louis M. Cold
Harpo Marx
Brad King
Nov. 24
Ce raldine Fitzgerald Alex Moss
Lee Bonnell
E. V D iPar
Tom Bu'ton
A-t*" r E. Chiistie
John Francis Natteford

BROADWAY,

the

street

which

presumably

has

seen everything, learned yesterday that it hadn't after all
The
revelation came when Metro ligurotively rolled out the red carpet in
front of Loew's Stale to welcome its equine star, Bess, while an Army
band, no less, and the band oi Christopher Columbus High School as
well did the musica' honors
less, who went
for a nocn-hour Times Square crowd that numbered
put in as strenuous a day as any Hollywood visiting
visits to the Daily Mirror, radio stations, other Losw

through her paces
several thousands,
fireman, what with
theaters
Bil!y

Ferguson, et al, certainly banged
the exploita ion bell for "Gal'aat
Bess"
Cne Broadway
wag nevertheless
was heard to ask Bill
Ornstein if it was a fieup for the "The Bess Years of Our Lives"
Bill, alw^ays the polite one, sa'd no, and murmured something about a
Metro picture called "My Brother Ta'ks to Horses"

▼

\

lA/^aters and Rosen Win
30th-Fox Promotions

▼

A Reporter's Report
•

•

▼

▼

•
CUFF
NOTES:
The public hasn't forgotten Rin Tin Tin
A survey made by Buchanan & Co., for PRC revealed that the
famous canine star is still strong in the memory of theater-goers
And that 70.3 per cent of those queried, rancing in age from six to 45
and over, knew his name and that 94.6 psr cent identified him correctly More than 77 psr cent of those questioned said they liked

0

dogs and dog pictures, wh'.ch was grati'ying to PRC which will release "The Return oi Rin Tin Tin" in Vitacolor. ... • Jeni Freeland,
who was Miss F orida of 1S45, is being auditioned by M-G-M and EagleLion and is having her own show on WLIB
She's a "find" cf
Ted Green. ... • Apparently no lilm interests were success'ul bidders for the surplus property of the Third Avenue Transit Co. which
auctioned off the car bams site at 65th and Third Ave., although there
were rumors that it was being sought for a possible theater site
However. Arthur White tid 51,400,000 for a client
It finally went
to the New York Life Insurance Co. for 81,600,000 cash. ... • Laurels
Dep'..: Cuoted from our mail bag: "May we recommend to the powers
that be that one Ann Baxter be nominated for an Academy
Award
lor her outstanding and sincere perlormanre in 'The Razor's Edge'?
She was superb.". . . • An editor can put in an apostrophe with
a blue pencil
But through an oversight, the workmen left off the
apostrophe in the massive "Razor's Edge" e'eclric sign on Broadway
It was a day's job to insert it
T
T
T
9

•

•

THIS 'N' THAT: Paul Dukes, whose sleight o' hand de-

lighted at the Picture Pioneers Harvest dinner, will sad'.y tell you that
he isn't the only one who can make things disappear
In Philadelphia to fill a date, Dukes "lost" luggage which held no less than 2,000
tricks
Nevertheless,
he's off for Holly w rod to fill an El Rancho
engagement. ... 9 Coincidence Dept.: The Daily Mirror's Lee Mortimer ar.d the AP's Jack O'Brian both tippirg Leo McCarey to do a
film with Kate Smith — one a la "Going My Way" or "The Bells ol
St. Mary's.". . . O In Ihs credit sheet handed the audience attending a recent preview of "Lady in the Lake," M-G-M's new translation oi the Raymond Chandler thriller of the same name, there is a
character listed as "Chrystal Kingsby." She's the central focus of the
plot. She's missing. It's Robert Montgomery's sleuthing job to find her
Whether he does or does not will be told here
But she's
listed in the credits as being plcyed by Ellay Mort
EUe
est
mort

Get it?
tary cf Monogram
the company

She's dead! . . . • Nellie Witting, SecreInternational this week has been 25 years with

T

Bureau of THE
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Washington — Answering a "small
minority" of critics, Attorney General Tom C. Clark stated that the
"general trend in motion pictures is
to have an effect of dissuading

T

▼

people from committing crimes."
Clark's theme was made clear at
the industry's Government confer' ence at the White House and repeated before the National Conference for the Prevention and Control
of Juvenile Delinquency. The con^ ferencesionswinds
up three days of sestoday.
"I do not personally believe to, day," Clark said, "that any but a
! few, in an extremely small minority,
would characterize a motion picture
i performance as an in:tigator of a
j crime,eraland
believe^^ctures
that the is
gentrend Iindomotion
to
I have an effect of di^uading people
Ifrom
crimes."
Panelcommitting
made up of
motion picture,
radio and press
representatives,
; agreed yesterday to wuhhold airecc
! recommendations on plans to assist
: in the anti-juvenile delinquency un' til after the end of the conference.
Media campaign to put the campaign
across
should
follow
studies
and
recommendations by other groups, it
j was agreed.

Academy to Allow All
Film Prods, to Compete
(Ccmtinued from Page 1)
ernors
of the Academy
of Motion
{picture
Arts
& Sciences
has
: amended its by-law.s.
Under new amendment, those productions unable to qualify through
I normal exhibitor channels due to the
current emergency and crowded
booking schedules will be eligible, if
Academy is notified in writing, and
the producers show a release print
I for seven times, not necessarily consecutively, inthe Los Angeles metropolitan area, which includes Beverly Hills, Santa Monica and other

Weisberg
Joins Young
points.
May Weisberg, formerly of the
New York Strand publicity office,
has joined the staff of Harold YoungProds., makers of business films.

SICK REPORT
HAZEL DEMERS, inspectress at M-G-M,
Minneapolis, is recovering at home from
internal injuries suffered in an auto accident.
RAY DANIELS,
manager, E.
E. M.
M. Loews,
Loew's
Drive-In,
and city manager,
Providence, R. I., is bedded with measles.
RENO BROWN, Monogram actress, is
convalescing from an emergenry appendectomy in Good Samaritan H:spital, Los
Angeles.

ADVERTISED IN
BULL'S-EYE MEDIA..,
to the 54,225,201 mCULATION
of fifty Detective, Mystery, "Pulp" and Men's Magazines— Sunday Newspaper Connie Sections . . . Life,
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.YWOOD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
UNETTES ALL HAD MOTIVES
FOR MURDER!
3S;

of hard-boiled loving

V

and two-fisted action— to blast
who

IS

knew all about Hollywood's
sensational Glai

I

|out the secret of the one dame

m

GEORGE RAFT
LYNN BARI

WITH

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY gA.R
RADIO
PICTURES
MYRNA DELL
. Directed by EDWIN L MARIN
Produced by JOAN HARRISON
Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER
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Barney Balaban Paid tJitl4^ Hp.ndUn0»s:
Three-Fold Tribute
(Continued from Page 1)
McCraw,
executive director of the
Variety Clubs of America, presided.
Ninety industry toppers were
seated on the triple-tiered dais, the
full list
in yesterday's
edition
of appearing
The Film Daily.
The banquet launched the motion
picture effort to support the $5,000,000 JDA campaign and help the
work of its two beneficiary agencies,
the American Jewish Committee and
the Anti - Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith, in combatting racial
and religious bigotry. The three
division chairmen. Jack Cohn, Leonard H. Goldenson and Sam Rinzler,
pointed out that the motion picture
drive had a goal of $250,000 to aid
this cause.
Three-fold Tribute Paid
A three-fold tribute to Balaban
highlighted the evening's program.
Harvey
Gibson, president
of the
Manufacturers
Trust
Co., lauded
Balaban for his activities as an indjis trial leader; Henry
Monsky,
,'preJdent of B'nai B'rith, acclaimed
I the guest of honor for his humaniI tarian endeavors in combatting intolerance and group hatreds. Edwin
L. Weisl, of the Paramount board,
extolled Balaban as a friend.
Climaxing all tributes, Co-chairman Jack Cohn presented the Paramount president with a sterling silver plaque inscribed with the signatures of 350 leaders of the entertainment world. In accepting the
plaque, Balaban emphasized the importance of fighting anti-Semitism
in America. The large turnout, he
said, reflected "the determination of
the Motion Picture Division to combat all forms of religious bigotry."
Louis Novins, assistant to Balaban
and former assistant national director of the Anti-Defamation League,
denounced bigots and hate-mongers
who are exploiting the difficulties of
a post-war world to undermine
American democracy. He urged the
industi-y to support pro-democratic
agencies such as the American Jewisn Committee and the Anti-Defamation League and pointed out- that
they were in the forefront of the
fight to safeguard the democratic
rights of all Americans.
17 Major Activities
Outlining iome of the 17 major
activities of the two agencies in their
far-flung
program
to warn
the

JANE MURFIN, who has been scheduled to produce "Time Out of Mind," UniversalInt'l's screen adaptation of the Rachel Field novel, has sett.ed her contract with the
studio by mutual consent and checked off the lot.

•

JOE GINS, resigning as PRC district manager for Charlotte, Washington end Philadelphia, j.ins the J. Arthur Rank division of Universal to supervise sales for Rank films
in the Chicago-Milwaukee-Minneapolis-lndianapolis-Detroit area.

•

DIRECTORS Or FAMOUS PLAYERS CANADIAN have declared a quarterly dividend of
20 cents per share, plus an extra of five cents, payable Dec. 31 to shareholders of
record Dec. 7. This declaration places the stock on an 80-cent per annum plus extra
basis.
■
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DAVID 0. SELZNICK will begin pr'duction
on Alfred Hitchcock's
Case," Dec. 9, with budget at $3,000,000.

the cli
m
pix imm inatia
n
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ly
"The

Paradine

•

REPUBLIC
PICTURES
board
of directors yesterday
declared
a regular quarterly
dividend of 25 cents per share on the preferred stock. Dividend is payable Jan. 2, 1947
to holders of record on Dec. 10, 1945.

•

BESA

SHORT

has

been

appointed

to handle

junior

feature

promotion

on

M-G-M

studio publicity staff. During her 12-year tenure as head cf Interstate's shorts department, Mrs. Short serviced 5,000 houses representing 22 circuit affiliates.

•

FILM RIGHTS to "Joan of Lrraine " the Ingrid Bergman
Broadway play reportediy
had been acquired by Liberty Films, the deal being negotiated by W.lliam W,ler. Miss
Bergman, it is understood, will star in the screen version.

Catholic Actors Guild
Hospital Fund Benefit
The Catholic Actors Guild, headed
by Gene Buck, will hold its annual
dance and entertainment tonight,
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Hotel Plaza. During the war years,
the Guild contributed the profits of
these annual affairs to war activities
and charities but- this year the
Guild's own Hospital Fund will be
the beneficiary.
Jay Jostyn, vice-president and
"Mr. District Attorney" of the air,
will act as emcee. Music for dancing
will be provided by Ving Merlin and
his NBC ork.
Tickets are on sale at Guild Headquarters, Room 128, Hotel Astor,
New York.

Ansells, St. Louis Exhibs.
Will Produce in Mexico

Power Conservation
Orders Coming Today
(Continued from Page

1)

dwindling coal supplies b- curtailiii
power use. The order will curta
harply the activities of hundreds c
theaters in the Eastern area/^^
(Mayor making
O'Dwyerpreliminary
last ni^^/wa^
reported
plan
for a dim-out.)
In Washington
the district con-

CANCEL

TRAINS-

Film travel will be sharply curtailed as result of coal strike. Neiv
York Central announced yesterday
that 165 passenger trains .could be
taken off its schedule as of 11:59
Sunday in compliance with the
Government coal conservation
order. Cancellations include Commodore Vanderbilt, Pacemaker
and Iroquois. Pennsylvania, Central Railroad of Neu Jersey, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
reported curtailment plans ivcre
under way. Revised schedules
ivill be announced as soon as possible.
missioners yesterday ordered a din
out of outdoor lighi;ing, including n
itrictions on theater lighting effec
tive at midnight, today.
At the same time, Ma.i. Gen. Phili
B. Fleming, FWA, announced a r(
turn to wartime haatin'^ and ligh
ing schedules for Federal building
using coal. This will affect pi
screenings in most Governmer
buildings here.
Action by district commissioner
followed a meeting with about 5
Washington civic leaders, includin
several representing the Capital
theaters.
Theater rep;, told the commi;
sioners that there was abDUt 30 day
supply of coal on hand to take car
of the theaters.
Power Restrictions [

St. Louis — Louis K. and Joseph CAnsell, who operate several theaters in St. Louis, have formed
Southern California Pictures to produce motion pictures independently
at Ensenada, Mexico. Louis Ansell,
president of the firm, will participate
in the new company as producer of
its scheduled two pictures a year,
while his brothar, vice-pre:ident, remains in St. Louis as operator of
their theaters.
The first production, budgeted at
$800,000, is tentatively titled
'•Women in the Night." It will be
directed by William Rowland.
The new firm has temporary quarters at the Knickerbocker Hotel in
Hollywood. Louis Ansell has been on
Macclenny Earle Burns
Power restrictions ordei'ed by th
the West Coast for several weeks
Macclenny, Fla. — The Earle was working out preliminary plans for commissioners include the following'
Ban on theater marquee lighting i
completely destroyed by fire of un- the company and setting up a pro- excess of 60 watts for each marquee
duction staff.
determined origin. E. D. Chessman
ban on refrigeration lor air-cond:
of
Jacksonville, owner, plans to rebuild.
tioning and electric space heatin:
except where necessary for Indus
Laborers' Pact
trial processes essential to publi
American people that religious big- Studio
Calls for 8-Hour Day
welfare and safety, or for protec
otry was alien to democratic printion of property or health, outdoo
ciples, Novins said:
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
and flood lighting.
'Using such a media of popular
Hollywood — Laborers Local 727
information as radio, advertising,
In Virginia, the State Commissio
speakers, comic books, education, reached an agreement with pro- ordered representatives of public uti.
ducers
increasing
their
daily
workco-operation with veterans, religious
ing hours from 6 to 8. Their base ities to appear to .;how why ratior
and labor groups, the two agencies hourly rate of pay is tilted from ing should not be instituted.
Meanwhile, ODT was preparing a
are constantly informing 140,000,$1.50beyond
with time-and-one000 Americans that anti-Semitism $1.05
half forto work
8 hours daily embargo on all freight shipments b
hate propaganda endangers America and 40 hours weekly.
rail, except essential commoditie.'
and the freedom of every American."
It is reported meanwhile, that thus putting an additional burden o
The industry chairman announced many
freight carried by air. This, as in th
film
technicians
are
returning
Connor-Gunderson
coal strike last Spring, may affec
that the 1946 JDA goal for $5,000,Chicago — Jean Connor of Great 000 was a sum 43 per cent more than to their old posts and that 200 are shipments of motion picture:
States Circuit booking department, the amount raised last year. They vvcrking at Technicolor.
usually carried by air.
i
married Bud Gunderson.
stressed the importance of obtaining
contributions from persons in the Picnkingion Anjune Burns
Temple Moves to WB
trade who were not present and
Howard-Rogers
Plankington, S. D. — A fire, beHerman Temple, SPG first vice
Chicago — Margie Howard, B & K urged the division's executive comlieved to have started in the base- prexy, is leaving the RKO art de
mittee to enlist its support for the
secretary, will marry Gary Rogers
ment furnace room, destroyed the partment to accept a position a
on Nov. 27.
300-seat Anjune.
visualizer with Warners.
JDA.

WEDDiNG BELLS

k'riday, November

22, 1946

' Iwank Audience Sees
3 ioldwyn 'Best Years'
pfli: (Continued from Page 1)

J^es and creeds. Mrs. George F.
jaker, Mrs. Vincent Astor, Mrs.
toward Cullman and Mrs. Marshall
|ield were active in the arrangetient, which netted the institution
1 exec 3 of $11,000. Tickets were
hio,J"=^ving applause after the unplci.Mg of the three-hour screen
Irama were many of its stars —
ilyrna Loy, Dana Andrews, Virginia
ilayo, Cathy O'Donnell, who makes
i.er debut; the director, William
Vyler; the scenarist, Robert E.
Jhei-wood, and the author, MacKinay Kantor.
Among Goldwyn's guests were
Hayor O'Dwyer of New York, William Paley, president of CBS; Ned
i. Depinet, executive vice-president
•>f RKO Radio, which releases the
picture; Robert Lehman, Herbert
3ayard Swope, Judge Sam Rosenman and Norman Armour.
The arrival of celebrities was telei/ised by NBC, with Ben Grauer actng as narrator. WOR and Mutual
gave the event a 30-minute airing,
,vith John Wingate serving as comTientator.
For the first time, the State DeJDartment, acting through facilities
ijf CBS, recorded the proceedings
with special description interludes in
English, Spaniih, Portuguese and
French. Hal Janis represented the
State Department.

lAscap Suits to Trial
In Minneapolis Dec. 2
(Continued from Page 1)
^ey for the defendants, has moved
;for a summary decision, equivalent
to a dismissal.
j' Cases include those of M. Wit|;>mark & Sons vs. the Berger Amuse': ment Co., Santly-Joy, Inc. vs. Hast■; ings Theater Corp., M. Witmark &
' Sons
Jessie
L. Jensen,
Harmsvs.vs.Mrs.
Grand
Theater
Corp. and
J Ascap charges that their music
^ihas been played in theaters which
fido not have Ascap licenses. Louis
' Frohlich of New York will come here
j to represent Ascap at the hearing.

1^

HOUSE

DEALS

Vet Buys the Ciamingham
Cunningham, Kan. — Glen Faurot
of Winfieid, war vet., has purchased
the Cunningham Theater from Wilbur A. Lueke, who is going to California.

DAILY

BEviEuis Of neui fiims
"THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"

witli Fredric March, Myrna Loy, Teresa Wright
^^^

(Continued from Page 1)
172 Mins.

SUPERBLY PRODUCED AND DIRECTED HUMAN STORY OF RETURNED EX-G I.'S
BRILLIANTLY PLAYED RATES WITH SCREEN'S BEST AND IS TOP BOX OFFICE.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn has made a most important picture in "The Best Years of
Our Lives," and its importance is driven home in striking measures in the direction of
William Wyler. Together, director and producer, have tackled a prcblem that has been
growing in importance ever since the first service man with enough points has come
home from the wars. They applied taste, understanding, delicacy and outright realism
to the production. The result is a profound impressive example of their endeavor.
Academy-Award caliber performances have been turned in by the cast. Fredric March
surpasses himself. Miss Loy contributes warmth, sincerity and maturity in her interpretati-n. Miss Wright is always a fine actress, and here again she realistically and with
pointed conviction acquits herself. Dana Andrews with his role here gains in histrionic
stature. The screenplay, based on
constructed by Robert E. Sherwood.
and has the Sherwood touches of
himself simply and profoundly to the

MacKinlay
It is one
sensitivity,
task. The

Kantor's novel, "Glory For Me," was
of the finest exhibits of screen writing
realism and theatrical skill. He applied
result is a surpassing job.

The camera concerns itself with the problems of the soldier's and sailor's rehabilitation, re-adaptation to civilian life. There is resumption of family life, fatherhood, a marriage 20 days old when it was shelved by the call to arms.
And then there is the sailor who left for the wars with hands and returns to his
family and sweetheart with hooks where he once had fingers. His is the mcst poignant
problem.
The trio fly home to Boone City. March is an infantry sergeant; in civilian life a
banker. Miss Loy is his wife. They have two grown' children, Miss Wright and Michael
Hall. Andrews is a captain — a bombardier. Virginia Mayo is his young, beautiful and
brief wife. Formerly a soda dispenser, Andrews comes home to crnfront ensuing marital,
economic dissatisfaction. Harold Russell is the disabled sailor. He comes home to the
shocked stares cf his family, their embarrassing pity. His childhood sweetheart is lost in
the swirl of her emotional shock reaction.
The three veterans become allies. They align themselves for assault on their problems. For the able two there are first old jobs to return to. March takes up his domestic ties. Andrews picks up with Miss Mayo but the outlook is uncertain. Russell
is confused, hesitant and his chief concern is with Cathy O'D'nnell, his girl. He does
not want her to marry him out of loyalty or pity. He would have understanding and
love. But not sacrifice provoked by a sense of duty. These are the profoundest scenes
and they are handled with realistic tact. Miss O'Donnell and Russell eventually find
each other and the depth and power of their love overcomes his misfortune. Theirs is
a happy future.
March returns to the bank. Andrews to the drug store. Their problem is the love of
Miss Wright for Andrews. He being married gives it an awkward, unmoral aspect. Miss
Wright knows it is the real thing. Miss Mayo is about to divorce Andrews. For her the
high, luxurious life. Andrews cannot furnish it. And he is a mental case.
This is a lengthy picture. The three main characters have their problems and the
serirus nature of each of them requires prolonged and thorough attention. At length
each reaches a sensible solution, and the spectator leaves the theater not too dry-eyed.
But if he or she has n't been emotionally stirred, the warmth of humankind is absent
from their physical makeup.
In the supporting cast Miss Mayo, Miss O'Donnell, Harold Russell, Hoagy Carmichael,
Gladys George and Roman Bohnen
render brilliantly.
The story has beautifully-done sequences in the lighter side and some ribald, and
uproariously humorous panels that give bright relief to the somber sides.
"The Best Years of Our Lives" comes close to being the perfect film — as close indeed 35 you've ever seen.
CAST: Fredric March. Myrna Loy, Teresa Wright, Dana Andrews, Virginia Mgvo, Cathv
O'Donnell, Hcagy Carmichael. Harold Russell, Gladys George, Roman Bohnen, Ray Collins, Steve
Cochran, Minna Combell, Walter Baldwin, Dorothy Adams, Don Beddoe, Victor Cutler, Erskine
Sanford, Marlene Ames. Michael Hall, Charles Halton. Howland Chamberlain.
Credits: Producer, Samuel G"idw"n; Director, William Wyler; Screeno'av by Robert E.
^"lerwocd from the novel by MarKinlav Kantor; Cameraman, Gregg Toland; Art Directors,
GeToe
lonHns
Perry Fercit""!- ^=t n»"-r3tnr. Inlia Heron; Film Editor, Daniel Mandell.
DIRECTION, Superb.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
First Rank.

NCA Theaters to Collect
For V. C. Hospital Fund

Minneapolis — North Central Allied voted at its mid-vear convention
to show the Abbott and Costello
short and make audience collections
to raise anproximately $100,000
Club Takes Over the Colo
needed for the Variety Club Heart
Colo, la. — The Community Club Hospital Fund. The trailer will be
has taken over operation of the Colo ran for 10 days in 150 houses beTheater here.
ginning Thanksgivins: Day and then
withdrawn until Christmas, when it
Breckenridge House Sold
will play the rest of the territory.
Breckenridge, Mo. — Dean Pond is The heart hospital will be conthe owner of a new theater here,
structed on the campus of the Unimanaged by C. A. Jones.
versity of Minnesota here.

^even Regional Units
For North Central Allied
Minneapolis — Regional units of
North Central Allied have been or
are being set up in Fargo, N. D.:
Orand Forks, N. D.; Roche.=;ter
Minn.; Duluth, Minot, N. D.; Siouy
Falls, S. D., and Western Minnesota.
NCA now has over 300 members.

Train Kills Allen's Son

Para/s 16 to 18
To Cost $35^00,000

Atlanta, Ga. — Morris Allen, fouryear-old son of Leonard Allen. Paramount's area publicist, was killed by
a train while playing near his home.

gram for next year will be the same
as that of this year, Ginsberg said.
Paramount, itself, will produce between 16 and 18 "A" pictures. There
will be three from Hal Wallis and
six from Pine-Thomas between January, 1947, and January, 1948.
Enough Fix For 1947
Ginsberg said that Paramount
had a sufficient backlog of pictures
to take care of the release schedule
to January, 1948, and that its inventory, compared with last year, had
increased. The Hollywood strike, he
said, had not held up Para, production materially, that five pictures
had been completed during the controversy and two were before the
cameras. Production, he added, was
on schedule.
A new releasing contract with
Hal Wallis is under discussion, Ginsberg revealed. Wallis will go to
England in May to make one picture
for Paramount, titled "For Her to
See," based on a best-selling British
novel. There are no immediate plans
for a Paramount studio in England,
Ginsberg said, although the matter
is under advisement.
Russell Holman, head of Paramount's Eastern production activities, summarized his recent trip to
England and France. Holman said
that France was developing as a
good source of talent, both in writing and acting. He said the principal
purpose of his trip was to look over
talent sources and to size up production in general.

"Story of the Pope"
Into Republic Dec. 20
Chapel Film's "Story of the Pope,"
which opens at the Republic Theater
on Dec. 20, features Cardinal Spellman in the prologue. Monsignor
Fulton J. Sheen did the narration.

Charley Blake Dead
Chicago — Charley Blake, 46, formerly Chicago Herald American
Amusement Editor, and retired Navy
officer, died at his home, St. Petersburg, Florida, from a heart attack.
His wife and brother, Donald, survive. He was author of several
films, also advisor on "Country Doctor," story of Dionne quints.

FEMME TOUCH
LENORE THRIFT, office staff, at RKO's Washington, D. C. exchange.
HOPE PHILLIPS, secretary to office manager
at RKO's Washington, D. C, exchange.
RUTH MORGAN, clerk, RKO exchange, Washington, D. C.
MRS. ANN O'DONNELL, cashier, Palace Theater, San Antonio, Tex.
m'aRION ANDERSON, typist, National Screen
Service, Minneapolis.
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24 Pixr Meiro^s '47 Maximum
Propose All-Trade
Leo^s Backlog Now Comprises 31 Features
Com. For Gov't Co-op participating for the last six days. "The Birds and The Bees."

Break For U. S. Pix
In Czech Deal Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
Studio re-adjustments, it was
an outgrowth of the White House at the Culver City plant, will
conference on Tuesday, November
form to production activity.
19, 1946. representing various eleIncrease
in Metro's backlog
ments and organizations within the
ing the year results largely from
motion picture industry, recommends slower absorption of important
co-operation with the United States
tures by the market.
Government during the post-war
During recent weeks, three
transitional period through any one
portant pictures have gone into
duly designated agency truly repreduction at the studio, "Green
sentative of the Federal Governphin Street," "A Love Story"
ment, representing all branches
thereof.
"2. That there be organized a
national co-ordinating committee
comprised of 12 persons one each
appointed by and representing Allied States Exhibitors Association,
Conference of Independent Exhibitors Associations, American Theaters Association, Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America, Confederacy of Southern Associations,
National Distributors Committee,
Morion Picture Association of America, Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, the motion picture trade press, and the newsreels.
"Such committee shall recommend
to the above organizations a course
of action with regard to (a) films
submitted through the one duly designated agency of the Federal Government; (b) films submitted by
nationally organized philanthropies.
It is understood each organization
listed above reserves complete freedom of action with regard to all
such recommendations.

Scheduled to start soon after the
said
con- first of the year are "The Hucksters," with Clark Gable; "Cass
dur- Timberlane," with Spencer Tracy;
the "The Pirate," with Judv Garland
pic- and Gene Kelly; "Speak To Me Of
Love," with Greer Garson and "Song
im- Of The Thin Man," with William
pro- Powell and Myrna Loy.
Schenck leaves for New York over
Doland the week-end.

0-Fox 39-Wk. Profit 20th-Fox Winds Sales,
Over 16 Million
Exploitation Meets
(Continued from Page

1)

share on 2,7-34,180 shares of common stock outstanding at Sept. 28.
In 1945, same date, there were 1,911,2.38 shares of common outstanding.
For the third quarter ended Sept.
28, the consolidated net profit after
all charges was $4,770,366. After
deducting dividends on prior convertible preferred stocks, this
amounted to $1.67 per share of common stock. The profit for the second
quarter of 1946 was $5,207,496. The
profit for the third quarter of 1945
on a comparable basis was $2,095,927, equal to 89 cents per share of
common stock.
For the same 39-week period last
year the consolidated net profit was
$7,529,287. Dividends on the common stock at that time amounted to
$3.31. Gross income for the period
this vear was $139,180,445. Compared with $128,793,329 a year ago.
The board of directors yesterday
declared a quarterly cash dividend
of $1,121'^ per share on outstanding
prior preferred stock, payable Dec.
16 to holders of Dec. 2. A 371-^. cent
:ash dividend was declared for outstanding convertible preferred stock.
Outstanding common stock was voted
a quarterly cash dividend of 75 cents
and an extra dividend of 75 cents,
payable Dec. 23 to holders of Dec. 2.

Two important meetings attended
by 20th-Fox sales execs, and field
exploitation men, respectively, were
concluded
j'esterday at the home office.

Meeting with Tom Connors, vicepresident in charge of distribution
and William J. Kupper, general sales
manager, were division and district
managers, as well as 11 branch managers who had been in New York to
attend the world premiere of "The
Razor's Edge." Sales talks centered
about the Chi-istmas national release
of the Zanuck production, and the
final weeks of the Spyros P. Skouras
Sales Drive.
The exploitation meeting, which
was conducted by Charles Schlaifer,
director of advertising, publicity, exploitation and radio, laid special
emphasis on plans for the subse"3. That within each exchange
area there be locally organized an
quent engagements of "The Razor's
area committee representing distriEdge" throughout the countrj^ during
Christmas week. The intensive
bution and exhibition, utilizing to
exploitation campaign which prethe fullest extent any such industry
ceded the world premiere of the pictrade organizations existing in that
ture in New- York will be carried out
area. The exchange area committee
with equal vigor nationally. Adshall be instituted as operating
vertising and exploitation campaign?
groups and not as policy making
on "Margie," "Mv Darling Clemengroups.
tine," "13 Ru? Madeleine," "The
"4. That a national reviewing
Brasher Doubloon" and "The Shockcommittee be set up comprised of
ing Miss Pilgrim" were also outlined
one or more persons appointed by
and departmental discussions were
and representing each of the folled by Rodney Bush, exploitation
lowing organizations: Allied States
manager and Sid Blunienstock, asAssociation. American Theaters Assistant exploitation manager.
sociation, Confederacy of Southern tional Distributors Committee, and
Associations, Independent Theater Pacific Coast Conference of Inde- Seattle Trust Suit to Jury
Owners of America, Motion Picture
pendent Theater Owners.
Seattle— The $500,000 damage suit
"It is recommended that this reTheater Owners of America, the Naby the Theater Investment
viewing committee approve no film brought
unless (a) it be of importance Comnany and the Venetian Theater
to the public interest; (b) factual (•Jensen & Von Herberg) against 13
Film-less iV. J. Town
and concise; (c) contain no matter major film exhibitors and distributors, on trial here since Oct. 10, is
Bfirs Id mm. House
of a political or controversial na- before the jury in the Federal Disture, and (d) that any film exhibited
Atlantic City, N. J.— The City
trict Court here.
under this program shall be at the
Council of theater-less Absecon, an
responsibility of the issuing agents Albert Dorsen Dead
off-shore municipality eight miles
and shall carry the name of the orfrom here turned thumbs down on
ganizations seeking such exhibition
Chicago — Albert Dorsen of B&K's
a proposition of Alfred Boyce of
whether it be a charity organization Pai-adise Theater is dead.
Pleasantville to construct a film
or a depai'tment of Government, to
theater there. Bryce had planned to
the end that such film shall be recog- their reply to this Study Committee
exhibit 16 mm. films.
nized by the public as representing appointed by the White House conReasons given for the rejection
ference. Signed: Harry Brandt, M.
an official statement from such
were shortage of building materials
D. Clofine, S. H. Fabian, Francis
agency.
which would prevent erection of a
"5. Resolved further that the 12 Harmon, Fred Kent, Herman A.
theater to conform with the local
organizations
to whom the above Levy, Donald M. Nelson, Lee Newbuilding code, and that the proposed
berry, Charles A. Reagan. Ben
resolution is being sent are urgently
location was a traffic hazard.
requested to act upon the above as Shlven. Jesse Stern, and Robert
speedily as possible and transmit
Wilby."

(Continued from Page 1)

tion treatment, thus for the first
time breaking thi'ough Russia's
alleged hold over Czechoslovakia.
Full impact on the motion pictur:
situation is not known, since the
agreement, in eff'ect, is an interim
arrangement until a full scale^ommercial treaty between the twrf^g^ntries is negotiated. However c3S3iOslovakia has had an agreement with
Russia giving the Soviets up to 65
per cent playing time on Czech
screens, providing 100 features annually could be furnished. So far,
Russia has been unable to supply
that many films.
Under the most favored nation
clause in the agreement with this
country, the Czechs could not favor
the Russians in any picture agreement. In addition the agreement provides that Czechoslovakia gives assurances that any government trade
monopoly she maintains will operate
on private commercial standards and
accord this country fair and equitable treatment. Last September,
Czechoslovakia film monopoly and
MPEA signed a two-year agreement
providing for import of approximately 80 features and short subjects a year. This agreement went
into effect on Oct. 15, with the showThe so-called interim agreement
of "Wilson."
was inghailed
by George Canty, State
Department picture chief, as "very
gratifying." He said the accord
should mean a resumption of unrestricted trade in time between
Czechoslovakia and the United
States.
Sam Schwartz Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL^

Hollywood — Sam Schwartz, 76
who started his career as exhilsitoi
in New York in 1907, died at his Lo;
Angeles home of a heart attack. He
had at one time operated his owi
circuit of theaters in the East anc
was also treasurer of Theater Own
ers Chamber of Commerce. He i;
survived by his son, Marty, manager
of Grauman's Egyptian here, anc
Charlie, o-mier of Pacific Coast Filn
Co.

'^^Movle Dance,'' Neiv
Form

of Opposition

Columbus — "Movie Dance" is a
new form of competition for local
exhibitors, who have been plagued
all Fall with all types of counter
attractions, from brand new de luxe
bowling alleys to huge ice shows.
"Movie Donee" was started here last
week by Smith's Dance Gardens in
the Ohio State University district.
"Name" bands, on film, ploy for a
three-hour show

and

dance. The

innovation uses 16 mm. film and extra-sized sound amplifiers. Admission is 75 cents per person, 10 cents
higher than the usual downtown
first-run price.

He creates reality.
• Only a wofl'e/ wreck . . . but intensely
real on the screen . . . thanks to the
director of special effects.
Because of his ingenuity and inventive art, pictures are made that without
him would be impossible. And when
audiences exclaim, laugh, or sit in
silence before stark drama, it's often
an unknowing tribute to his imagination and technical skill ... to his power
to create reality.

EASTMAN

But if he is to exercise this creative
power to the full, he naturally requires
superior film, perfectly adapted to the
particular problem at hand. That's the
reason why so many directors of special effects prefer to use Eastman Background-X, Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Negative, Eastman Fine Grain
Duplicating Positive, and other members of the large and well-known family
of Eastman motion picture films.
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U.LIED UNIT IN RUBBER STAMP CAMPAIGN
>iin-Out Will H!t Theaters in 18 Eastern States
)rder Effective Today
Vill Curtail Power in
lundreds of Theaters
Vi^ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

REJECTS CONCERN lOVER UK MARKET
DAILY

Fred Wehrenberg Says Amerifan Pix Still Tops; Comments
On Television and Trade Problems

Washington — "Brown-outs" on the
ystems of coal-burning electric
itilities in 18 states East of the
Mississippi were ordered Friday by
he CPA.
CPA administrator John D. Small
aid the action was taken to fore.tall breakdown of essential public
■tility systems and to maintain
bquitable distribution of electric
jjurrent to
the nation's
home
(Continued
on Page
3) and in-

St. Louis — Commenting on a statement by Walter Wanger that American motion pictures were losing out
in England, Fred Wehrenberg,
MPTOA president, said here at the
week-end that American producers
didn't have much to worry about,
Wehrenberg
said foreign nations
always would try to put their own
pictures in first place but that American technique still led the field.

ICCJ Praises Film
[rade for Big Job

Pi(l(ford, Cowan to
Produce Four Films

Super showmanship can bring
about greater understanding among
people, declared Basil O'Connor,
president of the American Red Cross
and Director of the NCCJ, at last
light's "Thanks for Thanksgiving"
(Continued on Page 3)

MPEA Adds 41 Jap Houses
Through Nikkatsu Circuit
MPEA

now has a total of 175 Japanese-owned theaters open to American films, as a result of a deal
closed last week with the Nikkatsu
(Continued on Page 3)

Planet Will Distrib
52 Units Yearly
West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Under the reorganization of Planet Pictures, the
company will distribute 52 complete
programs a year, starting March 1,
on 16 mm. Each program will comprise one feature, one two-reeler
and two one-reelers, all in crior, and
will run one and one-half hours. The
features will consist of westerns,
melodramas, mysteries and society
dramas. Jack Seaman, vice-president,
is now in the East on first lap cf a
three-week trip to set up franchise
dealers.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Stamps Would be Affixed
To Contracts Concerning
Checking and Rejections

Allied units may supply their
members with rubber stamps for
use on contracts as a .safeguard
Touching on the possibilities of against alleged unfair practices if
1television as a competitor for motion an experiment of one of the units
i picture theaters, Wehrenberg ex- proves successful, it was reported at
|
pressed the belief that the present
houses had little to fear from tele- theIt week-end.
is reported that the unit has
I
vision. He expressed the belief that prepared three stamps as part of a
at
best
television
will
simply
be
an
i
campaign against present checking
adjunct to the present motion pic- methods and against rejection by
ture theater setup, and be used distributors of some of the pictures
j
on a contract.
chiefly
for
portraying
"on 6)the spot"
(Continued
on Page
I
One of the rubber stamps, which,
it is suggested, should be affixed to
(Continued on Page 7)

Partly Objectionable
Pix Said on the Rise
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Phila. Exhibs. May
Feel Joint Decree

Hollywood — Immediate launching
of full-scale production preparations
on four $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 pix,
beginning with "One Touch of
Venus," was announced by new combine of Mary Pickford and Lester
Cowan which will operate under title
of Artists Alliance.
First four pictures to be produced
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington — A "striking increase" in motion pictures rated
"objectionable in part" was reported
over the week-end by Msgr. John J.
McClafferty, executive secretary of
the National Legion of Decency.
Msgr. McClafferty's report on
films reviewed by the Legion between November, 1945 and Novem(Contiriued on Page 6)

Philadelphia — It was intimated
here Friday that the entire local setup of exhibition of first-run, grade
"A" films here would be changed
when joint decree is filed two weeks
hence by defendants, Loew's, Inc., et,
al, and plaintiff William Goldman
for United States District Judge
(Continued on Page 3)

ITO of Wisconsin Talk
Of Taxes, Censorship

"U"-Rank Sales Reps, to
Meet in Chicago Dec. 5-6

Schussel is Named PRC
N. Y. District Manager

Milwaukee — General keynote to
First sales meeting of the newlyAppointment of Seymour Schussel
ITO convention discussion was the- appointed sales reps, of the J. Arthur
New York district manager for
ater taxes, value of organized effort, Rank division of Universal Pictures as
PRC
was announced Friday by Lloyd
will
be
held
at
the
Blackstone
Hotel,
threat of 16 mm. and movie censorLind,
vice-president
and assistant
(Continued on Page 3)
ship. At convention kick off busi- Chicago, Dec. 5-6, with William J.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Rentals for Gavernment

Pix

Uniform Plan for Non-Theatrical Distribs.
Walsh, Lefko Win Top
WB Sales Drive Prizes

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Non-theatrical film
distributors will be able to charge
rentals for all Government pictures
Winners of approximately $35,000 under a uniform plan now being
in Government Savings Bonds plus worked out between the Film Council of American and various Federal
other prizes in the 1946 Warners
sales drive were announced by Ben agencies, it was learned Friday.
A tentative plan submitted by the
Kalmenson, vice-president and gen(Continued on Page £)
(Continued on Page 7)

59 Pledge to Attend
N' Orleans Ifteeting
Fifty- nine industry spokesmen
have pledged their appearance in
New Orleans Dec. 3-4 when plans
for a motirn picture foundation to
help the needy and sick in all
branches of the business will be fcrmulated. Walter Vincent, acting for
the organizing committee, announced
Friday that 13 names had been added
to the list.
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DANA ANDREWS is currently on a twomonth vacation in Stowe, Vt. He is accompanied by his wife.
SAM LEhKOWlTZ, Eastern district manager
for Warners, leaves today for Albany. He goes
from there to Uoversville for Schine circuit
ccnterences, returning to New York the end
of the week.
JOAN

CRAWFORD

arrived in Mew

York from

Published daily except Saturday*, SondAys the Coast over the week-end.
RUDOLPH WEISS, head of the Warner Theand Holiday* at ISOl Broadway, New York 18,
aters' real estate department, is back from a
N. Y.. by Wid'a Films and Film Folk. Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, Prcwdent and Publiiher; trip to the Albany territory.
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115.00. Subscribers should remit with order.
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Ykiarling," is in town for 3 10-day vacaDAILY, 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. "The
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New York.
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—Ralph Wilk, 6425 HoUywood Blvd., Phon>
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7b27.
CHICAGO, 45, lU.- Joseph Esler, 6241 ^
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
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Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarv
splan
30.g. CITY
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Brien.
MEXICO
— Airi Andrad?,
Mexico
L
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— lUy
Cannichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xarier
St. VANCOUVER — Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW — Raymond A. Daries, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Ruben**traat 80.
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BOB LYNCH, Quaker City, M-C-M district
manager. Is vacationing in Miami.
LOU FORMATO, Philadelphia bracKh manager for M-C-M, was in town over the weekend for home office conferences.
CROVER C. SCHAEFER, new PRC home office
sales exec, will leave New York today for
the Charlotte, N. C. exchange. He will return
to New York over the week-end.

Hughes Gets Added Time
To File MPAA Answer
An extension until Jan. 21, 1947,
was granted to Howard Hughes yesterday to reply to the counter-claim
of the MPAA stemming from the
anti-trust suit brought by Hughes
against the association. The extension was granted by Federal Judge
Alfred C. Cox and was agreed to by
both plaintiff and defendants.
Because of the extension, it is believed by some that the case will
not go to trial, if at all, until the end
of next year.
Meanwhile, the Appellate Division
reserved decision on United Artists'
appeal from a decision by Supreme
Court Justice Carroll G. Walter who
refused to compel three New York
City theaters to show "The Outlaw."
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Strike Leaders Indicted
On Criminal Conspiracy

Aussie
"Overlanders"
Slated for
Broadway

>EAN KfRKHAHN, MPEA managing director of
Butgaria, will sail from New York Wednesday
on the S.S. Cotton Victory for Sofia where he
will confer with iBulgaria officials.
E. T. "TEDDY" CARR. >AMES MASON and
MRS. MASON sailed fom tngland Fr.day for
l^w York at>oard the S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
PAUL SOSKIN left EngUnd by plane at the
week-end for New York and Hollywood on a
casting search in behalf of "Precious Bane."
PRED R. SAMMIS. editorial director of Photoplay magazine, and HERiBtRT a DRAKE, vicepresident and director of promotion fcr MacFriday.
radden Publications, Inc. arrived in Hollywood
SAMUEL WHEELER, Film Classics' Washington, D. C. manager, returned there last Friday
after a three.day home office confab with Jules
K. Chapman, assistant general
manager.
AL SWERDLOVE. New England manager of
Film Class.cs, was in Hew York Friday for
ousiness
talks with h. o. chiefs.
LEON

). BAMBERGER. KKO-Radio sales promotion manager, returns to New York today
from Milwaukee.
JACK OSSERMAN,
a t de
i n Janiero
- American
supervisor
arrives todayRKO's
from LRio
for
home office conferences.
HARlRY DAVIS. RKO manager for Colombia
and Ecuador, is in New York on vacation.
MARLENE DIETRICH boards the Constelldtion
Dec. 1, Paris-bound. Paramount star will make
a New York stop-over o* about s«ven or 10
days before departing.

Zukor and Weltner
Confer in Stockholm

"The Overlanders," an Australi; (
J. Arthur Rank production, will mal 1
its Broadway debut in late Decer
ber in a theater not yet determine
PRC will distribute film. This v,
be the second Australian pictu
to be given a New York showin
the first having been "Forty Tho
sand Horsemen," released in 19/'
Chips Raftery, star of "The ((
landers" and known as the "Av,
tralian
Gary from
Cooper,"
due tl
New York
Londonwas over
week-end.

IV. Y. THEATERS
RANG
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with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor • A Columbia Pichira
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London (By Cable) — ^Eric A. Johnston, MPAA prexy, prior to sailing
for New York on the SS America on
Saturday, conferred Friday with Sir
Stafford Cripps, president of the
Board of Trade. The Johnston-Cripps
meeting followed one between the
MPAA head and British producers,
headed by J. Arthur Rank.
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Johnston Sails After
Conference With Cripps
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Adolph Zukor, Paramount's board
chairman, and G«orge Weltner, president of Paramount International,
are in Stockholm for conferences
with Carl P. York, district manager
for the Scandinavian territory. With
them are John B. Nathan, recently
appointed division manager for Continental Europe, North Africa and
the Middle East, and his assistant,
Henri Michaud. Zukor and Weltner
return to New York about Dec. 2.
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im-Oul Hits Houses
18 Eastern States

(Continued from Page 1)
istries during the emergency renting from work stoppages in soft
al mines.
The order will mean an immediate
ilment
of activities
of hun's of theaters in the areas coved, and on a local level may mean
le closing of many stands if the
Tike is of long duration.
CPA also issued a coal conservapn order designed to protect manu.. ictured and mixed gas utilities.

IS ('Effect of the electric utilitv order
__ jhich eroes into effect at 6 p.m., to* "lay, will be felt principally in North"TJrn states, CPA ofBcials said. It is
jot exnected that any regions served
V utilities using water power, oil.
It natural
gas for generation
of
iurrent will be affected.
i Uses of electricity to be curtailed
t once include indoor and outdoor
dvertising. displav and ornamental
^!ghting, air-conditioning in the folTbwing states:
I Connecticut,
Delaware,
Illinois,
••ndiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland,
ijilfissachusetts. Michigan, Minnesota,
J'lissnuri, New Hamnshire, New Jerey. New York, Ohio, Pennsvlvania,
thode
Island,
Vermont,
Virginia,
''Vest Virginia. Wisconsin
and the
pistrict of Columbia.

[oint Decee Threatens
?hila. Exhib. Set-up
m illiam

(Continued from Page 1)

Kirkpatrick's
signature in
jSrlanger Theater anti-trust case.
|i Arguments on this decree indicate
'Ijoldman will have equal rights to
']l)id in writing on all products other
|han that played by defendants in
Dwn theaters which means Warners
i.n Warners theaters and Fox in Fox

jbheaters.
ants with these
houses being
here. only defendGoldman previously awarded $125,/iDOO triple damages now claims six

'per
from but
date although
of filing
I suit cent
until interest
settlement,
Vcourt
indicated
it would
like to
grant
this
it had
to
ascertain
jauthority of law.
I Goldman's counsel filed for $175,!000 fee said to be largest ever asked
piin anti-trust suit. Pennsylvania comipany for trustees asked permission
to intervene due to percentage of
lease arrangement with Goldman
lasking that defendants be directed to
.pay them in addition approximately
1 35 per cent of award or $40,000
itrebled.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Nov.
Terry Kilburn
Charles Francis Coe
George Holmes
George P. Hirsh

25

Margaret Livingston
Lincoln
Quarberg
Vera Reynolds
Louis D. Lighton
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Jflorntnq Memos

•

• THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Joe Lee, one of the Industrr's exploitation and publicity aces, who stepped down alter 12 years ot the
BrooklTn Paramount and Fox for Si Fabian, is getting back in the saddle
agoin
Joe, who worked with J. J. McCarthy on "Birth of a Nation,"
had much to do with the rise of Houdini, and handled Tom Mix's world
tour, will open his own office to handle national exp'.oitation for a selected
number of major pix yearly
Joe, during his long career, accomplished many a feat, but perhaps none reg'stered more heavily than
when he took 10 Brooklyn houses out of the red and into the black to
the tune of a million net in three years. ... # Personal Memo to
Charlie Schlaifer: That 68-page, four-color pressbook for "The Razor's
Edge" is a honey! Congrats!! ... • Keenan Wynn and Peter Lawford are slated for a series of dual p.a.'s at nine Loew's met. theaters
tomorrow and Wednesday nights
They've worked up a special
15-minute comedy routine for the tour. ... • Harry Homer has returned to the Sol Lesser lineup after stoging and designing Moss Hart's
"Christopher Blake," which opens on Broadwoy next Saturday. . . .
• Frank Hynes of Para.'s Long Island storehouse has been appointed
assistant director of the new Paramount Dramotic Society, while Marguerite Bourdette, secretary to Charles M. Reagan, will function os the
society's business manager. ... • Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP proxy,
is represented in the current issue of the Chicago Rotariotn magazine
with an article entitled, 'Teace is a Business Proposition.". . . • CBS
has upped Leonard Hole from director of television plans to assistant
director of television. ... • Bob Montgomery, M G-M star and director,
will be in New Haven Thursday for the opening of "The Big Two," which
he is directing and co-producing with Elliott Nugent
From New
Haven he will travel with the show to Baltimore, Philadelphia and
Boston, where the show will wind up Jan. 4 before heading for New
York and Broadway
▼
T
T
• • • DIDJA ENOW: That the American Medical Association is
in the course of determining the effect of film fire fumes on the human
body? ... • That it was a British Government pic, "Children on Trial,"
which was shown at Attorney General Tom Clark's juvenile delinquency
conference in Washington last week? ... • And that General Electric
has devised a new e'.ectric opinion meter by which the composite
opinion of a jury on some national question mcry be progressively
registered as the topic is argued?
GE, by the way. is effectively
using the meter on a new WRGB tele show
T
▼
T
• • • OPEN SEASON FOR FORUMS: WQXR, the N. Y. Times'
radio station, tomorrow (3:30-4 p.m.), will air a round table forum debate
of the question, "Have the Movies Failed Us?" . .
Participants will
Include Jan Struther, MacKinlay Kantor, Arthur Rosenheimer and the
Times own Bos Crowther
Alice Pentlarge of the Times will be
moderator. ... •A week from tonight, the Motion Picture Bookers
of New York will Inaugurate a series of open meetings and foiums in
the Piccadilly's Oxford
Hamilton Coombs

Room
T

Guest
T

speaker

will

be

George

T

• •
• ODDS AND ENDS: "Nobody Lives Forever" opened os o
first-run at the Brooklyn Strand on Friday
Booking is designed to
make the picture available for the REO circuit earlier than would have
been the case had it had to wait its turn at the Brooklyn Strand where
"Night and Day" is current. ... • The Archdiocese of Quebec has
okayed PRC's "The Enchanted Forest" for showing to Church shutins. ... • Thot SIMPP Coast dinner for Ernest W. Fredmon of the
Daily Film Renter lakes place tonight with I. E. Chadwick presiding. . . .
• Milton Raison, writer for Pine-Thomas, will have his fifth book. "No
Weeds for the Widow," on the stands today. ....

NCCJ Praises Film
Trade for Big Job
(Continued from Page 1)
dinner tendered by the National Conference of Christians and Jews to
America's newspapers, radio, magazine, motion picture, theater and
advertising industries,
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
O'Connor paid tribute to the film
industry for its magnificent contributions in the field of entertainment, education, propaganda and international affairs. He stated, "The
war record of motion picture directors, producers, actors, distributors
and exhibitors was as inventive, imaginative, generous and unselfish as
any episode in American history."
Will H. Hays, former president of
dustry.
the MPPDA, responded for the inOther speakers included: Marcus
Heiman, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Edwin S. Friendly, Walter Fuller,
Henry Noble MacCracken, who presided as toastmaster, and Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, president of the
NCCJ, who made the concluding remarks.
Max A Cohen, president of Cinema
Circuit, served as chairman of the
film industry for the affair. J. Robert Rubin of Loew's, was the general
chairman. Co-chairmen for the theater were: Charles Derwent, Bert
Lytell and Emil Friedlander.

Schussel is Named PRC
N. Y. District Manager
(Continued from Page 1)
general sales manager. Schussel
will assume his new duties on Dec. 2.
Schussel was with Columbia's
sales staff in New York for 14 years
before going with Film Classics as
New York branch manager and
ultimately Eastern district manager,
the post from which he resigned to
become PRC district chief.

MPEA Adds 41 Jap Houses
Through Nikkatsu Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)
circuit which will bring 41 of its
first-run houses into the fold.
According to Charles Mayer,
MPEA's managing director in Japan, the Nikkatsu deal, whose houses
are all in major cities of Japan, has
brought accelerated requests for
franchises from smaller circuits and
independent exhibitors throughout
the country.

WEDDING BELLS
Wyckoff-Suron

Frank Wyckoff, Buffalo branch
manager of Confidential Reports,
announces the forthcoming marriage
oi nis daughter, Rita Elayne, to L)i.
Roland Suran at the Beth Zion Temple, Buffalo, on Thanksgiving Day.

By the author of LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN' ..:
and headed for the same outstanding grosses!

Liberty Magazine
a woman
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Pickford, Cowan To
Produce Four Films
(ConHnued from Page 1)

by Cowan and delivered during the
coming year will be "One Touch of
Venus," "Babylon Revisited," "Sorrell and Son" and an original, "The
President's Husband."
These will be made on a combined
budget of $7,500,000 for release
through United Artists. A deal has
been closed for space for two picturei per year at Hal Roach Studios,
Miss Pickford revealed, and further
space she said would be available at
the Goldwyn lot on which she holds
a 51.25 per cent controlling interest.

Walsh, Lefko Win Top
WB Sales Drive Prices

LANNY REES
TOM NEAL
WILLIAM FARNU
WITH

^Ici' me

AS SHEP

/
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OFFICES
THROUGHOUT
^ THE COUNTRY!
.

Andrew Stone Karnes
\tlliers as V. K, Rep.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Andrew Stone has
appointed Sir Edward Villiers as his
British representative. Villiers was
formerly associated with Alexander
Korda and he held a key spot in
film division of Ministry of Information during war. Stone after making appointment planed to Paris
from London. He plans to return to
the United States middle of December.

Wehrenberg Rejects
UK Market Contern
(Continued from Page 1)

Partly Objectionable
PIx Said on the Rise
(Continued from Page 1>

ber, 1946, was made
before the
Bishop's Committee on Motion Pic-i
tures, meeting
here in connectior
with the annual general meeting o<
the Catholic Archbishops and Bishftnt
of the United States.
The Most Rev. William A. ScVf\J
Co-adjutor Bishop of Albany, was
chosen chairman of the Bishops Committee, succeeding Bishop Francis P,
Keough of Providence, who retired
McClaffe
theMsgr.
followin
g: rty's report showec
An increase in the percentage oi
pix rated Al or unobjectionable foi .
general patronage; a decrease in pix
rated A2
or unobjectionable
foi
adults, and a "strikino- increase" in
those rated B or objectio
nable in a
part.
The edpercent
of pix rated-;
Al increas
from age
38.1 per cent foi
1944-45 to 39.64 per cent for 194646. The class A2 pix decreased from
50.4 per cent for 1944-455 to 45.01
per
cent for
pix increas
ed 1945-46.
from 11.5Theper class
cent "B'
for
1944-45 to 15.35 per cent for 1945-46.
Msgr. McClafferty expressed 'con- i
cem" over the recent change of the :
narcotic film provision of the Motion ;
Picture Production Code.

(ConHnued from Page 1)
sports events and big news happenings.
eral sales manager, at Friday's ses
One of the chief changes in the
sion of the district managers' meetT)ost-war theater's operations that
mg held at the home office.
In the District Manager Contest, Wehrenberg foresees is the return
first prize of a Mercury de luxe se- to a better quality of picture, with
dan was won by Hall Walsh, Prairie producers concentrating on fewer
District Other prize winners, who and better films. He expects the
received bonds, were Charles Rich, practice of holding over good pictures on first-runs and even on secCentral, and Harry A. Seed, Midwest.
ond and subsequent-runs to not only
but probably increase to a
First place in the Branch Office continue
marked degree.
"U"-Rank Sales Reps, to
Contest was won by Des Moines, entitling Manager George Lefko to a
Returning to the subject of scarFord station wagon. Other winners,
city of good motion pictures, Wehr- Meet in Chicago Dec. 5-6
enberg expressed the belief that
all receiving bonds, were in the fol(Continued from Page I)
lowing order: Milwaukee, Don many theaters that had been changWoods; Omaha, Frank J. Hannon;
ing their bills three and four times Heineman,
Rank
division
generaJ
Pittsburgh, F. D. Moore; Kansas a week will go to only two changes, sales manager, presiding. |,
City, Russel C. Borg; Cleveland, while houses with two changes a
of a national
salesof polJerry Wechsler; Salt Lake City, W. week can be expected to either play icyLaunching
and a general
discussion
all '
F. Gordon; Chicago, A. J. Shumow; single feature bills with two changes matters pertaining to circuit and
Cincinnati, James S. Abrose; St. per week, or run their bills an entire key city sales will highlight the
Louis, Lester F. Bona; Portland, Al week.
agenda. Attending the parleys will
Oxtoby; Denver, E. A. Bell; Mem- 1
be J. J. Oulahan, Lester Zucker, Joe
phis, Ed Williamson; Albany, Ray TTO of Wisconsin Talk
Gins, Jules Weill and Nick Lamatia.
Smith, and New Haven, Carl Goe.
Screenings of the initial three topi
Of Taxes, Censorship
bracket Rank releases will be held.'
Toptest^lace
in
the
Salesman's
Conwas won by D. Webster, Salt
They are "Wicked Ladv," "Stairwav
Lake City, with other winners in the
(Continued from Page 1)
following order: W. A. Haefliger,
will"The
be assisted
bv B."
to Heineman
Heaven" and
Magic Bow."
Denver; J. Manfre, Kansas City; ness sessions heW in Hotel Sfhroeder manager.
G. Kranze, assistant general sales
Leo Jacobi, New York: H. P. Deck- Friday, Harry Perlewitz. ITO business manager, stressed the trend of
er, New York; L. E. Hobson, DenThe promotion of Jules Weill from
ver: Paul Krumenacker, Pittsburgh; impending city and istate theater sales rep. of the Prestige Pictures diviE. D. Perkins, Minneapolis; 0. Can- taxes, union af'tivities and current
sion of Universal to special field rep.
problems with trend to- for the Rank division was announced
troit. tor, Cleveland; W. B. Collins, De- censorship
ward state censorship.
by Heineman Friday. Weill will
Booking Department Contest was
Leon Bamberger, RTCO sales pro- supervise sales of the Kansas City,
won by the Los Angeles branch, folmotion manager, said "Mr. Depinet's St. Louis, Omaha and Des Moines
lowed in order by San Francisco, ^Tinouncement this Summer that branches.
New Orleans, Albany, Memphis, RKO would distribute, through it?
Meanwhile, Maurice Bergman,
New Haven, Toronto, Boston, Se- own exchanges, 16 mm. versions of Eastern advertising and publicity
attle and Minneapolis.
i^ertain pif'tures carried with it the director of Universal, announced
Special Shipping Department Con- nromise that thes<^ films would never
test winners were, in order, Mem- be shown in unfair competition to that an extensive key city newspaphis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Okla- 5iny 35 mm. motion nicture theater. n^r campaign has been prepared for
homa Citv, Charlotte, New York. You might well consider 16 mm. de- "Wicked Ladv." A "flying squadron"
of home office promotion reps.,
Chicago, New Orleans, Buffalo and
velopment both for added income and headed by William E. Danziger, will
Dallas.
nrotection with the view of intelliIn Canadian branch results, the
city openings. Seven colgently using 16 mm. versions of cur- aid inumnkeynewspaper
ads will be used.
leaders were Montreal, Vancouver
rent films to supplement your 35
and Winnipeg.
Final sessions of the sales meet- mm.
Sicms
U-I FILM DAILY
theaters."
Trueman
Rembush, president of Bresler
West Coast
Bureauwith
of THE
ing were held Saturday.
Associated Theaters of Indiana, said.
Hollywood — Jerome S. Bresler,
"It will bp three to five years be- feature producer and also head of|
Harry Crawford Dead
fore television comes into use in
short subjects department at M-G-M
St. Louis — Harrv Crawford, man- theater's generally. Installation costs, for
past 10 years, has resigned and
cable, will join Universal-International as a
ager of F&M's
Missouri
Theater, especially that of coaxial
died in Boston, where he had gone on I make television in the theater too
feature producer under a long-term
a personal trip.
( expensive
contract.

<?«f^
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llied Unit Launches
iibber Stamp Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

schedule where the pictures are
ijhied, concerns checkers. It is unstood that the stamp makes the
jblication subject to conditions proliting the use of local checkers,
J checking and makes it manda"^ for the checker to leave with
exhibitor signed copies of their
ij)orts.
A second stamp would restrict a
litributor from removing one or
i^re pictures from a signed contract
d requires
the distributor
to
Einse to the exhibitor all the pices designated in the agreement
else reject the application in its
j^rety.
[The
third stamp reportedly applies
lly to United Artists or other com|nies that use individual contracts
|r each picture or for several picixes. This stamp would require the
;ktributor to license all the pictures
!Jr which applications were signed
M submitted on the same day or
Ipe reject all the applications.
I It is reported that Allied may use
me rubber stamp procedure in its
Itaravan" operations. The test may
jlme when the first rubber stamped
ntracts reach the home offices for
pproval.

lolicy Switch at Adams
idds Detroit First-Run
! Detroit — The Adams, operated by
\ie H. E. Balaban circuit of Chicago,
(Bs been added to the list of local
first-runs via a switch in policy. Art
fcColl has joined the managerial
^'caff.

Good

]%ight!

Son Antonio, Tex. — Interstate
circuit is booking togetiier for showing in its houses the feature "The
Big Sleep" with a short, 'The Big
Snooze." Latter is a Bugs Bunny cartoon.

To Cliarge Rentais
For Gov't
Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)
Department of Agriculture — largest
producer of Government films — is
expected to set the pattern for other
Federal departments.
The question of film rentals was
first brought up by the Film Council
of America. During the war. Government films were distributed free
of charge. Non-theatrical distribs.,
however, pointed out that with rising costs, rental fees would have to
be charged if distribution were to
continue.
The Film Council appointed a
committee which met with Department of Agriculture picture officials.
The Department was asked to draw
up a plan on which a uniform policy
for all Government agencies could be
based. This plan has now been
approved and meetings will be held
this week with representatives of
the Treasury and the Library of
Congress. The Library soon will take
over a central clearing agency for
all Government films. Treasury is
anxious to get its new savings bond
film,
"America
the Beautiful," into
distribution
channels.
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HAL WALLIS'

PIDGEON

IN ''THE SECRET
HEAR
T'' 2ND
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
7 P. M.
RKO SCREEN ROOM
16 EAST SIXTH STREET
NOTE:

"THE SECRET HEART" will be trade shown
with "LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY HARDY"
previously announced for this date.

—From Paramount
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• Herbert MARSHALL
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Darryl F. Zanuck's Production of W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S "THE RAZOR'S EDGE" with Lucile Watson
Frank Latimore • Elsa Lanchester • Fritz Kortner • John Wengraf • Cecil Humphreys • Harry Piker • Cobina
Wright, Sr. • Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Directed by EDMUND GOULDING
LAMAR TROTTI • From the Novel by W. Somerset Maugham

• Screen Play by

CENTURY-FOX
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lOURT TO HEAR STRIKE EFFECT OW FILMS
levise Standard Pact, Quebec ATI Asks U. S. Cos.
reposed as a Protection
rom Gov't Interference
1 Canadian Film Industry

IflPTOA Calls on Truman to Take Firm Stand
Agaittst Illegal Walkout of the Coal miners

Montreal — Revision of the standjrd film contract as a protection
|rom Government interference in the
anadian fihn industry has been
reposed by the Quebec Allied Theitrical Industries in a letter to the
Iresidents of the American film comanies.
i, Written by Eugene Beaulac, secletary of the association, the letter
jointed out that at a recent conI
(Continued on Page 3)

Truman yesterday pledged the exhibitor association's "whole-hearted support
and co-operation in the emergency now facing the American people today"
and "strongly urged" the President "to take a firm stand against the illegal
walkout of the United Mine Workers of America."
As president of the MPTOA cf St. Louis, Wehrenberg also advised Mayor
Kaufmann that the regional unit would give the city administration full co-op
and assist it in any steps in which the city may ask for support.

inlerprise Must Ad
In UA Release Deal

St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg,

MPTOA

Zanuck in Sharp
Retort to Goldwyn
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

prexy, in a telegram to President

sionsn"
"ReescesWar
Dispel
s, Yal
Talk
DAILY

Hollywood— Samuel Goldwyn has
just discovered what most Hollywood producers have known and
practiced — that the screen is a medium of enlightenment as well as enAlthough United Artists board of
tertainment, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20thIjlirectors yesterday approved a doestic releasing deal with Enter- Fox production chief, said in a statebrise Productions, the contract must
ment sharply replying to Goldwyn's
i)e ratified by Enterprise's board, recent charges that Hollywood, hav(Continued on Page 6)
Producers and stars before it be:omes official. "Arch of Triumph"
■fvill be the first of six pictures to Billy Rose to Be Honored
ioe made by Enterprise.
It is understood that Enterprise By FJP's Drive Dinner
(Continued on Page 6)
Leaders and representatives of all
phases of show business will honor
llliam Ainsworth Elected Billy Rose for his achievements as a
showman, journalist and philanWisconsin ITO President
thropic leader at the 1946 dinner of
the Amusement and Allied Industries Division of the Federation of
Milwaukee — ^William L. Ainsworth
of Fond Du Lac was elected presi- Jewish Philanthropies of New York,
dent of the ITO of Wisconsin and Dec. 12 at the Hotel Pierre.
Upper Michigan at the closing sesDinner will climax the division's
ion of the annual convention here
(Continued on Page 3)
over the week-end.
Other officers named were:
Charles Trampe, Milwaukee, vice(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Biii*au of THE

FILM

DAILY

World premiere of Frank Capra's
"It's a Wonderful Life," Liberty
Films first feature for RKO Radio
distribution, will take place at Globe
Theater, New York, Dec. 21.
To get in under the Academy
wire, the Capra pic will open at two
L. A. houses on Christmas Day.

Washington — A prolonged coal
strike will "curtail seriously" the
far-flung activities of the U. S. motion picture industry and may force
into idleness more than 200,000 picture industry persons, Secretary of
Commerce Averill Harriman is prepared to tell U. S. District Court
here during trial of John L. Lewis
(Continued on Page 6)

Drop Low Budget Pix
From PRC's Program
Hollywood — Elimination of lowbudget product from the PRC program was announced yesterday by
Harry H. Thomas, president. Thomas
reported that all affiliations with
producers of low-budget films would
(Continued on Page 6)

111. Theater Would
File N. Y. Suit Brief

Keegan Succeeds David
As Northio Gen. Manager

The Palace Theater Corp. of Cicero, 111., has petitioned the Statutory
Court in the New York equity case
for leave to submit a brief of amicus
curiae. The petitioners asserted that
a memorandum they hoped to offer
would be of interest and assistance
to the Court on the matter of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Will Ask $600,000 Damages From Majors
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Weiner Named New York Washington
Washington — Seeking $600,000
damages, Sidney Lust, Washington
Mgr. for Film Classics
Sid Weiner has been appointed
New York branch manager of Film
Classics, replacing Seymour Schussel, who has joined PRC as New
York district manager. Weiner has
been with Film Classics since its inception and formerly was with
Warner Bros, in branch opexations.

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
— The talkto of
"recession that is beginning
take
root
in this country shonld be dispelled
and, as the entertainment leaders of.
the world, it is the responsibility of
Hollywood producers to buoy the
spirit
of the
people," Herbert J.
Yates said
yesterday.
The president of Republic said the
war proved that the screen was the
(Continued on Page 6)

Lust to File Clearance Suit

Capra Pic Preems
At Globe, Dec. 21

Harriman Ready to Stress
Idleness for 200,000, and
Cite Morale Value of Pix

area theater owner, will file an antitrust suit in U. S. District Court
here today against the major distributors and the Louis Bernheimer
Theater Co.
The suit, calling for triple $200,000
damages, will be filed by attorneys
Harold L. Schilz and Walter M. Bas(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Detroit — Jack Keegan, film buyer
and booker for United Detroit Theaters, has been named general manager of (Continue
Northio d Theaters,
on Page 3) another

Roxy's ""Razor Edge^'
Biz a World Record
Twentieth - Fox's ''The Razor's
Edge," having rolled up a Saturday
"take" of $35,139, believed by the
Rcxy's management

to constitute a

world record for a single day's film
theater gross, yesterday appeared
well on its way to a $170,000 week,
which, if realized, likewise would
set a world mark. Roxy's own peak
figure of $164,000 was set by "The
Cockeyed World." "Edge," sparked
by a great ad-publicity campaign, in
its first five days, rolled up a gross
"take"
was $29,107.
of
$127,543
at the Roxy. Sunday
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McCoy Named Eagle-Lion
Southern Sales Rep.

DAILY

Hollywood — The producers have
as yet not replied to a telegi-am received by Pat Casey, chairman of
the Producers Labor Committee,
from Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU prexy.
who asked for an immediate meeting with producers to discuss conditions that studios had insisted upon
before contract negotiations could
be resumed.
Telegram was received by Casey
yesterday morning- , and it is expected that a reply will be made in
a few days.
In his -wive, Sorrell said that CSU
believed that an immediate meeting
to discuss "the conditions you set
forth should be constructive and
trutliful, and that thereafter we shall
be able to proceed to contract negotiations." Sorrell emphasized that
the Conference and all its affiliates
have repeatedly stated their acceptance of the Dec. 26, 1945 award.

E. L. McCoy, former Southern district manager for T^'arner Bros., has
been appointed special sales representative for Eagle-Lion Films, it
was announced yesterday by A. W.
Schwalberg, vice-president and general sales manager.
McCoy, whose appointment became effective yesterday, will supervise sales in the Atlanta, Memphis
.
and Charlotte territories, with headquarters in Atlanta. Almost his eni
tire motion picture career has been
^ spent with Warner Bros.
;
i Confirm Beiersdorf Post
' Appointment of Herman R. Beiersdorf as district sales super\isor for
Eagle-Lion,
with headquarters
in
Dallas, was confirmed yesterday by
A. W. Schwalberg.

Kalmine to Inspect
Havana, Mexico Houses

COMING and GOING
HOWARD DIETZ has completed confererc
*ith M-C-M studio execs and left for New Yo
DONALD M. NELSON, SIMPP president i
turns to Hollywood tomorrow from the East. '
Washington he attended industry-White Hoti
conference with John R. Steelman.
A.
Latin
from

L. PRATCHETT,
Paramount
manager
America,
arrived
here yesterday
by
Rio de Janeiro for conference.
He^i^

tomorrow for Mexico City.
I~ '
GINGER ROGERS
makes tomorrow
a specialnight
p.-.** j
Cincinnati's
Keith's Theater
the Cincinnati's Nurses' Fund.
j
HOWARD REIF, of the Scoville, Essick aj
Reif circuit, Cleveland, is at Miami Beach, supl
vising the finishing touches to a new home ]
has been building there.
j,
IAN HUNTER on the S.S. Queen Elizabc
today after a visit of several months in l;
don. After a short stay in New York, he v
go
him. to Hollywood. MRS. HUNTER accompan

\
,
i
i

JACK
KEAGAN,
associate of Earl Hudson I
the operation
of the United
Detroit Theat;
will be in New
York today and tomorrow
,
conferences
with
Leonard
Goldenson
and
I
wardPHILIP
L. Hyman.
REED has extended his New Y >
vacation and will spend the Thanksgiving hi
days with his parents in the East.
JOHNNY MACK BROWN visited his sis
Mrs. William j. Foster, in Montgomery, Ala.,
route to Hollywood from his boyhood heme
Dothan,
Ala.

Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Theaters, leaves by plane today for
ANN O'DONNELL. Dezel Roadshows execut
Havana and Mexico City to inspect
has returned to the home office in Det
the
new
theaters
under
way
there
irashiKg-o,: Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
from a 10-day visit to the Chicago office.
S. J. GREGORY,
Alliance
circuit
gem
Washington — ^Announcement of a for Warners. On the same plane will
manager,
has returned to Chicago from a
be
Wolfe
Cohen,
%nce-president
of
charity budget of S47. 571.38 to be
vacation.
Int'l, who is making a two- Springs'
distributed by the Washington tent Warner
"PACKEY" DEE, president of Alliance T
tory.
month tour of the Caribbean terri- ater circuit, has returned to Chicago fron
of the Variety Club was made SatCoast trip.
LEW WISPER, partner in Wisper and Wi
urday
night
'at
the
club's
annual
man Theaters, Detroit, has left for a vaca
dinner-dance at the Mayflower. More
in California, upon the return of his part
than 500 guests heard also a letter Three Texas Theaters
Frank A. Wefsman, who was also vacatior
from President Tr-uman.
in California.
Sold in $300,000 Deal
BOB SISK, M-O-M producer, is in town f
"I am particularly happy to know
the Coast for a bnef vacation.
that Washington tent, besides conBENN ROSENWALD. M-G-M Charlotte m
Edinburg.
Tex.
—
Sale
of
three
tinuing its splendid relief work in
ager, arrived yesterday for home office con
theaters by Dr. L. J. Mon- ences.
behalf of crippled children, is also Edinburg
tague to C. A. Richter of Corpus
SIDNEY FRANKLIN, producer of M.Gdirecting its energies to stemming Christi has been announced here
"The Yearling," is due back today from a b
the tide of juvenile delinquency. with the sale price reported at Connecticut
vacation.
These are noble objectives. In heed- S300,000.
the cry faithful
of the "little
children you
and ingyour
co-workers
are
following the injunction of the Cicero Palace Asking
Master and giving an exemplification For
"C" Week Release
of practical Christianity. May God
bless
and wrote.
prosper the work." the
President
Chicago — The Lubliner-Booth cir- |
cult's Palace Theater in Cicero is '
Sov^lnP^epaia^
Griffith Rapidly Recovering
asking film
exchanges
for "C"release.
week !
release
instead
of general
Oklahoma City — L. C. Griffith, Circuit is also resigning from Allied
Not
ready
yet yoiii
. ol
. . supply.
but
early
to make
plansit'sfornoiusir:
tMs new
source
president of Griffith Amusement Co., membership.
is rapidly recovering from a paralysis stroke which left him in critical
1327 S. Wdbcsh Ave- Chicago 5
condition nearly two months ago. Mrs. Willord Barnes Dead
The circuit president is now able to
Alvarado, Tex. — Mrs. Willard
see visitors regularly at St. Anthony Barnes. ■«"ife of the owner of the
Alvarado Theater, is dead.
Hospital and takes short walks.

Truman Lauds Capital
Variety Club for Work
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ebec ATI Asks
vised Film Pact

$600,000 Clearance
Suit by Sidney Lust
(Continued

(Continued

from Page

1)

tion of the organization and of
lesentatives of other provincial
ips, the delegates discussed the
■: York equity case.
I'-The
of what
i inexample
the United
States has
was hapbe-

% all," the letter said, "and the
into which the industry, both
ributor and exhibitor, was in that
iiti-y was something we are defined to use every effort to
d."
=eaulac
said it was the opinion of
: meeting that one of the many
•ses which had forced the situawas the "inequity of the standfilm contract as drawn excluly by the distributors without
< 'pement or even consultation with
theater owner."
He added that
fact the theater owner must sign
form of contract presented to
, in order to obtain the necessary
.duct to remain in business, had
to this abuse.
^t is our belief," Beaulac con^.jiied, "that contracts such as are
jji.y used, and such as are added to
«n time to time to afford protec»«h to only one of the contracting
'fties, would not stand up in a
T(r,|rt of law or in a government in'niry."
j
,,,|n order to avoid an eventual apiliU to those bodies, the association
i;r,':gested the setting up of some
"'on of Dominion-wide committee,
i(,nposed of exhibitors' and disDutors' representatives who will
'ye the power to revise and regu'''le the contract so that an appeal
r3aw or the government will be unit sessary and "thus keep the regujion of the industry in Canada
Lictly within the industry, itself."

PHIL M. DALY
Tuesday's TattUngs
• • • CUFF NOTES: J. Arthur Rank's "Bedelia," with which EagleLion will tee off as an American distributor, will go into release about
Ian. 15, with its world premiere slated tor Hollywood, no less, in early
Eagle-Lion, according to plans now shaping up, will have
January
four pix in distribution by the end of March or early April
There's plenty of yeast in the Eagle-Lion setup. ...
• Nat Sanders
His British import, "The Raider" is the
very jubilant these days
first pic to get a fourth week
at Warners'
Capitol in Philly. . . .
• Cold weather is reported hurting Chicago nabes. ... • Loew's
State is holding over "The Killers" for a second week, thus setting back
the opening of "Gallant Bess," originally scheduled for Thursday. . . .
• A new stage show topped by Ralph Slater, hypnotist, opens at the
State on Thanksgiving. ... • Will H. Hays, accepting the film industry
citation at the NCCJ, phrased it eloquently when he declared, "Let uu
remember that religion is the most essential industry in the world.". . .
• Broadway's Capitol Theater at a Thanksgiving night party back
stage will bestow go'.d and diamond service pins on 51 employes who
have been with the show place from 10 to 27 years
Incidentally,
out of 125 Capitol attaches, exclusive of 75 ushers, 51 have been with the
theater for 10 to 27 years
Who said Broadway was fickle?

• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: William F. Rodgers was host to industry
press' editors at a special screening of "The Yearling" at the home office
last night
Cocktails and a Thanksgiving buffet dinner preceded.
• USO-Camp Shows will start sending out troupes Dec. 1 on European,
Pacific, Alaskan and Latin-American circuits to give shows for the more
than a million servicemen still overseas
Other U. S. tours are designed
to entertain the 216,000 men confined to military and vet. hospitals. . . .
• Increase in express rates, coupled with the curtailment of train
service, is expected to spell more business fcr film truck services, across

from

Page
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tian. The suit revolves around Lust's
.$360,000 Kaywood Gardens Theater
and charges unreasonable clearance
practices by defendants.
"Because of the large number of
feature pictures needed in the successful operation of a first-class
neighboorhood theater, the plaintiffs
cannot operate the Kaywood Gardens Theater without purchasing all
or most of the product of the defendant distributors on whatever
terms they offer," the suit will say.
The suit states that two defendant
houses, the Village and the Newton Theaters, have been given preference clearance over Kaywood. The
Village has been getting pictures 21
days after downtown Washington
runs, with the Newton taking pictures on a ' move over" basis from
the Village. The Kaywood, the suit
avers, has played behind both of
these theaters.
According to the suit, Warner
Bros, offered Lust "partial but incomplete and effective" relief but
plaintiff turned the offer down.

Allen Park Theater Case
Heads for Early Trial

Detroit — Pre-trial hearing was
held in Federal District Court on
the suit filed months ago by Allen
Park Theater charging conspiracy,
etc., against major companies and
United Detroit Circuit involving
acquisition of Mel Theater by circuit
and alleging a tie-in with Famous
Players Canadian Circuit. The case
is expected to go to formal trial
shortly.

Vincent Lawrence Dead

Vincent Lawrence, 56, famed playwright and film scenario writer, died
segan Succeeds David
CorI yesterday of a heart attack in word
Rs Northio Gen. Manager
pus Christi, Texas, according to
; received here
last night by his
will script "The Mirac'.e of the Bells" for Lasky-MacEwen
Hecht,
i daughter, Miss Mary Lawrence.
y
(Continued from Page
U
Some of the plays and screenplays
with
Charles
Lederer,
is
also
slated
to
script
"Kiss
of
Death"
for
20th-Fox.
iramount affiliate with headquarthat he authored
or collaborated
■s in Cincinnati.
with
were:
"Two
Fellows
and a
Keegan succeeds Harry David, 111. Theater Would
Billy Rose to Be Honored
Girl," "In Love With Love," "Two
"lOse
resignation
from
Northio
was
nounced last week. The Variety File N. Y. Suit Brief
Married Men," "Sour Grapes," "The
IBy FJP's Drive Dinner
Bab of Michigan is hosting Keegan
Conflict."
and "Theleaves
Overtons"
Mr. Lawrence
a widow,
(Continued
from
Page
1)
(Continued
from
Page
1)
■ a farewell banquet to be held in
Jack Lawrence,
and
Frank
sons,
Je new club rooms on Dec. 10.
proposed
method
of licensing ijic- effort in the Federation's drive to two
both of Hollywood.
tures by competitive bidding.
raise $12,000,000 to meet the 1946-47
inday Pix for Lewes
The Court may decide today budgetary needs of 116 afilliated hosLewes, Del. — Wiping
out an old whether to accept the brief. If the
pitals and welfare agencies serving
ue Law in existence for genera- Cicero company should be granted 350,000 people of all colors and
■ns, citizens of Lewes on Saturday the right to intervene, it may be creeds each year.
ted 184 to 97 in favor of Sunday taken as an indication that the
Malcolm Kingsberg, the division
;tures in the three theaters of the judges are a long way from complet- chairman of the Federation drive.
wn.
ing the final decree. It appeared with Barney Balaban, Jack Cohn
Sorenson-Doron
Claire Sorenson, daughter of Art
yesterday to be the consensus that Spyros P. Skouras and Maj. Albert
Sorenson, make-up editor of 20th
the petition has been suggested too Warner, serving as co-chairmen.
Century-Fox Movietone News, was
late and that the Court was nearing
married Saturday at St. Thomas
the completion of the decree.
Correction
Confusion in titles resulted in the Aquinas Church in Brooklyn, to Lee
G. Doran, Universal cameraman,
Mrs. Erdmann Stricken
to Chicago.
designation
of PRCas the
in yesterday's
temporarily assigned
The
Film
Daily
distributor
Cleveland, O. — Mrs. George W.
The bridegroom is the nephew of
Nov. 26
Erdmann, wife of the secretary of the of "The Overlanders," J. Arthur
Doran,
news editor of UniPhilip Longdon
Leon Homes
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhib- Rank Australian film. Pic being George versal
News.
Fred A. LeRoy
Julian |ohnson
itors
Association,
died
suddenly
at
handled
by
PRC
instead
is
"The
OutAdele Jergens
Frances
Dee
Only
two married
weeks Alice
ago Sorenson's
her home in Cleveland Heights fol- lander," Florida-made. Distributor of son,
Owen,
Gallagher,
"The Overlanders" is vet to be set. of Brooklyn.
lowing aheart attack.
the country. ...
• Boston engagement of "Henry V" will end on
Dec. 3 after a 35-week run
Aggregate
admissions
are expected
to hit 250.000 by that date. ...
• Quentin Reynolds and Ben Hecht
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Dispel "Recession
Taiks, Yates Warns

rr

I Continued from Page 1)
greatest moulder of public opinion
and that it virtually could turn the
people to rig-ht rather than WTong
thinking-. He asserted that "if we
are fearful of the future, it is bound
to evidence itself in our productions," adding that "anyone with
any degree of common sense should
realize that we are on the threshold
of the most bountiful era in our history."
"Our responsibility." Yates continued, "is not only to the public
but also to the exhibitor. He is inspired to go out and give full vent
to his showmanship talents when he
has the proper merchandise to exploit and it is up to us to deliver it."
Yates said Republic would more
than fulfill its rightful obligation to
both the public and the exhibitor by
delivering the type and quality of
pictures designed to entertain and
inspire. He said 26 pictures completed since May were in the backlog and that three pictures, costing
more than $4,000,000, were in production.

i

William Ainsworth Elected
Wisconsin ITO President

Little Headlines:
UNUSUALLY LARGE ATTENDANCE is expected at tonight's meeting of B'nai
B'rith's Cinema Lodge at the Hotel Astor. Dr. A. L. Sachar, national director of Hillel,
collegiate affiliate of B'nai B'rith will speak on the inter-faith activities of Hillel.

•

JESSE J. GOLDBURG, of United Screen Associates, has acquired film rights to "My
Double Life," biog. by Lt. Mary Sullivan, former head of the Women's division of the
N. Y. Police Dept. Pic will be made here with departmental co-op as the first of a
series of pix based on international crime stories.

•

"CONSPIRACY," an original story written specifically for the screen by Vicki Baum
has been purchased by Vanguard Films, with Cary Grant and Dorothy McGuire in
mind for leads.

•

THE U. S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE called ever the week-end for a 25 per cent
cut in income taxes, reduction of excise taxes and a cut in the Federal budget to $25,000,000,000 — calling for even more drastic reductions than GOP leaders in Congress
have thus far. Although it is likely that the excise taxes will revert to their pre-war
level — with the admissions tax going back to 10 per cent — by next Summer, there is
no certainty of any important cut in individual and corporation taxes for some time yet.

•

MPPA PRESIDENT ERIC A. JOHNSTON'S London statement of last week that
propaganda must be kept out of pix drew an indignant editorial over the week-end
from the Washington Post, which declared that without propaganda the screen will fail
in one of its important purposes. "American movies," stated the editorial, "could do
with a little more propaganda upholding genuine American values instead of meretricious
ones. But to engage in such propaganda they will have to be genuinely free."

Drop Low Budget Pix Zanucic in Sliarp
From PRC's Program
(Continued from Page

1)

be severed at the termination of current existing contracts. Sig Neufeld,
a leading producer in that field,
leaves the studio at the end of his
current pact.
Thomas said that the company
had experienced great success with
high-budget pictures, such as "The
Enchanted Forest," "The Wife of
Monte Cristo" and, more recently,
"Her Sister's Seci'et," the studio's
first million-dollar picture.
High-bracket pictures now before
the cameras include "Wild West,"
"The Devil on Wheels," "Born to
Speed," "The Return of Rin Tin Tin"
and "Red Stallion."

Retort(Continued
To Goidwyn
from Page ll

ing "run dry of ideas," with "living
on borrowed ideas of the past."
"There is nothing wrong with
I Continued from Page 1)
Hollywood that cannot be cured by
president; George Langheinrich, Milwaukee, treasurer; Russell Leddy,
the liquidation of self-appointed oraGreen Bay, secretary. These also
cles," asserted the Zanuck statement.
serve on the board with: P. Adler,
"It is laudable of Goidwyn," he
Marshfield; Floyd Albert, Mt. Horeb;
continued, "on the eve of his deGeorge Panka, Prairie Du Chien;
parture for England, to compliment
-Jack Yeo, Burlington; S. J. Goldthe British film industry for the reberg, Wausau; L. V. Bergtold, Westmarkable progress they have recentby; George Fischer, West Allis;
ly achieved. However, I cannot be.James Boden, South Milwaukee; F.
lieve that Hollywood has 'run dry
J. McWilliams, Madison, the latter
of ideas' or that 'richness has led to
a director at large.
idleness.' Before we come to any
such conclusion, let us examine some
Jack Kirch, national Allied presiof the forthcoming Hollywood atdent, speaking at the convention
blasted the current system of check- George Bennett to PRC
tractions." Zanuck listed outstanding films of this season, including
ers and outlined plans to combat
Appointment of George Bennett
the evils of checking. Others to to PRC's field force in the Pitts- "The Best Years of Our Lives" and
speak included Col. H. A. Cole, Texas
burgh area was announced yester- a few of last year's prominent offer.Allied prexy; Sidney Samuelson, genday by Arnold Stoltz, national diings. He also mentioned "a picture
rector of advertising, publicity and from 20-th Century-Fox, the title of
eral manager of the Allied Independent Theater Owners of Eastern Penn- exploitation. Bennett formerly was which escapes my mind, but I believe has something to do with
sylvania; Abram F. Myers, Wash- a member of Vanguard Film's home
ington, Allied board head and coun- office and field exploitation staff and
Zanuck called Walter Wanger a
sel; Trueman Rembusch, of Indian- previously was a feature writer on
apolis; Ray Branch, of Michigan the Newark Evening News. He takes "gentleman of high principles and
Allied.
over his new post on Dec. 2.
lofty
intentions, and a humdinger
razors."
when it comes to popular oratory,"
but criticized him for the production
of "Salome — Where She Danced."
RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
Zanuck went on to say Hollywood
produces too many pictures. But
he defended this by stating it supplies the requirements of the world
market. He was of the opinion that
Goidwyn would not abandon production of lavish entertainments.
"Hollywood welcomes international competition. Our record during
the war years cannot be challenged,
but international goodwill will not
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, at 2:30 P. M.
be advanced by irresponsible criticism, much of which is designed for
Fox Project-ion Room, 40 Whifing St., New Haven, Conn.
personal
aggrandizement,"
nuck statement
concluded. the Za-
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Court To Hear Pix
Affected ByStrii(e
(Continued from Page 1)
on
contempt
here tomorrow. charges which openSecretary Harriman, it was
learned yesterday, is also prepared
to point out the high morale value
of motion pictures and how a slmthave
effect on
the en. -^'|
.e'
down
the picture
industry
nation.aofserious
In addition to the pictui'e industry
itself, some 276 related industries —
firms which supplv Hollyw-ood stu-

LEWIS

DIMOUT

Broadway took on a war-time
aspect as local dimout regulations
! stemming from the coal strike
went into effect at six o'clock last
night. Compliance by local theater managements was on a voluntaryclared a basis.
O'Duyerpolice
destate Mayor
of emergency,
were instructed to warn or admonish offenders.
dios and others that keep the motioi
pictures machine running — will bteffected by a prolonged coal strike.
Harriman is prepared to inform the
court.
Harriman called on heads of ali
branches of the Department of Commerce to furnish him with details ol
the strike's effect on various industries, including the picture industry.
The Government apparently is going on the theory that the strike may
last weeks or even months and is
preparing for a showdown fight with
Lewis.
With exterior theater lighting
kayoed by the brownout which went
into effect last night in Eastern and
some Middle Western states, it was
said in Government circles last night
that if the strike runs beyond a
month, most of the nation's theaters
will have to sharply curtail operations or wholly darken.
A prolonged strike, too, would
drastically affect production, with
studios likely forced to suspend. Distribution also would be eventually
adversely affected, although most
spot and area distribution is by
truck.

Enterprise Decision on
UA Release Deal Awaited
(Continued from Page 1)
product will be distributed in the
tional.
foreign market by Loew's InternaThe UA board yesterday approved
a two-picture extension of Jules
Levey's distribution contract.
The subject
DavidUnited
0. Selznick's
future
status ofwith
Artists
was tabled until Friday when the
board again will meet.
It is reported from Hollywood that
Mary Pickford has asked the United
Artists board of directors to put on
their agenda her insistence for distributing contracts containing an
escalator clause to apply to all
product.

.
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muH^mMve^
tnat tne Jack H. SkirDall-Bruce Manning
production, "^Ma^niricent Doll,'' is now
available.

Prints are noi?s^ ready ror
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Screenplay by Louise Rousseau
RRO
ploduced by COLBERT CLARK- Directed by RAY NAZA
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CANADIAN ODEON CONTROL PASSES TO RANK
KO Will Build Latin American Theater Circuits
(Ions "Show Cases" in All
xxrge Towns; Prefabricatjd 16MM. Theaters Likely
RKO will enter the Latin Amer;an theater field, both 35 mm. and
) mm., with present plans calling
>r the establishment of a "show
ise" in every "good-sized"
town,
was disclosed here yesterday by
ack Osserman, RKO's Latin Amerlian supervisor, following his return
•cm an extensive swing through the
■rritory.
i Osserman,
in an industry press
(Continued on Page 6)

I. S. Pix Losing to
irgentine in Peru
i^ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

LUST'S
SUIT RAISES LEGAL POSER
Can Loser in Arbitration Case Find Recourse
in Trust Action on Same Issues?

J. Arthur Rank has acquired full
control of Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd., through the purchase of
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
owner, against the major distribs. the half
interest
Washington — Question of whether and the Bernheimer Theaters.
held by Paul Na-^
the losing party in an arbitration
Expressing "serious doubts" that thanson, son off
proceeding can find recourse in an
Lust
has in
legal
rightRobert
to "relitigate"
the
case
court,
E. Sher,
anti-trust suit on virtually the same
issues will be raised before U. S. attorney for Bernheimer, said:
Nathanson,
founof the circuit.
the der late
N. L."
District Court here, it was learned
"In October of 1945, Lust insti- Purchase price is
yesterday.
tuted an arbitration proceeding unreported
to have
der the consent decree claiming that been
Legal poser will be raised in anti$2,000,000.
trust case filed yesterday by Sidney the cleai-ance applicable to his KayRank
also
is
(Continued on Page 3)
Lust, Washington
area theater
reported to have

No % Split on Candy Moskowitz, Saufer
Sales Souglit-CMPDA Map PAL Benefit

Washington — Argentine motion
Toronto — The protest committee
jictures have cut sales of U. S. picares in Peru by 40 per cent, the of the Motion Picture Theaters Association of Ontario has received a
Iapartment of Commerce reported
reply from the Canadian Motion Picsterday.
ture Distributors Association with
Based on reports from the U. S.
respect to the dispute over the re(Continued on Page 7)
vised provisions on percentage pic(Continued on Page 3)

^iussie Attendance Drop
iluts Into Hoyts Profit

Sydney (By Air Mail) — Hoyts
heaters reports gross earnings for
lie organization at £A2,921,559,
own £A279,224 on last year. Exenses, including taxation, were
A256,098 lower. Provision for taxtion was reduced by £A97,201 to
(Continued en Page 7)

Selznich Will Film
"Tess^' in Technicolor
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David 0. Selznick
yesterday placed "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles," the Thomas Hardy
classic, on his next production
schedule.
Allan Scott, who has written the
screenplay, will produce it in Technicolor with a multi-million budget.
Selznick said he hopes to get
James Mason, British film star, for
the lead.
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles" was
filmed in 1924 by Metro.

Paul Nathanson Sells His
Interest in Circuit EagleLion and Monogram

Wurtzel Makes Distrib.
Deal with 20th-Fox
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Moskowitz
of Loew's
andCharles
James C.
Sauter
have been
named
co-chairmen of the entertainment
committee for the Police Athletic
League's annual benefit show, "Stars
Shine for PAL," at Madison Square
Garden on Dec. 9.
Program, rapidly shaping up, calls
(Continued on Page 7)

Prods Hold Off on Strike
Dealings with CSU
DAILY

Hollywood — After conferences
with Spyros P. Skouras, Sol M.
Wurtzel, president of Sol M. Wurtzel
Productions, Inc., announced that
plans have been completed for his
indie company to produce six pic(Cont'rnued on Page 7)

purchased
Nathanson's interest
in
Eagle-Lion
Films of Canada
and Monogram
Pictures
of Cana d a. Nathanson,
ARTHUR RANK
however, will retain his extensive interests in the
(Continued on Page 11)

Ticket, Reel Taxes
Proposed in Vermont

Montpelier, Vt. — The Commission
on State Government and Finance
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has recommended two taxes having
Hollywood — Major producers yes- a direct bearing on the industry as
terday still were considering whether new sources of revenue in the state.
to re-open talks with CSU. Orders One is an admission tax of 10 per
restraining mass picketing at four cent on all entertainment ticket
(Continued on Page 3)
major studiois and one major film
laboratory were continued and
(Contimied on Page 6)

Seiile Baltimore

Theater Suit

Anti-Trust Case Settled Out of Court
Rep. Thomas Plans New
Hollywood "Red" Hunt

Washingto^i Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A Baltimore theater's anti-trust suit against the
major distribs. and a large Mary- |
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
land circuit has been settled out of
Washington — Renewed activity to court, it was learned yesterday, with
taking
"ferret out Communist influences" in plaintiff fendant
houses. over one of the deHollywood was promised yesterday
The
settlement
believed to be the
by Rep. J. Pamell Thomas of New
Jersey, who will become chairman of first of its kind, wrote finis to the
(Continued on Page 6)
(Contimied on Page 6)

St. Louis Trust Suit
Gets Third Disntissal

St. Louis — U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, sitting at Kansas City,
Monday dismissed as prematurely
taken an appeal of the plaintiff, St.
Louis Amusement Company, et al,
in their $28,500 anti-trust damage
suit against Paramount Film Distributing Corp., et al.
The decision written by Judge
Woodrough with Judges Gardner
and Sanborn, was the seccnd time
plaintiff's appeal has been dismissed
on purely technical
legal grounds.
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Welansky Pardon Gets
Okay by 5 to 4 Ballot
Boston — Governor Tobin's Executive Council late yesterday voted five
to four in favor of granting Barnett Welansky a pardon from the
12 to 15-year sentence he is serving
on manslaughter charges in connection with the 1942 Coconut Grove
fire. Previously, Tobin had recommended a pardon to the committee.
Prominent doctors testified at the
committee hearing that Welansky
is suffering from cancer of the
throat and has only a few months to
live..

Shartin to Eagle-Lion
As Special Sales Rep.
With headquarters in Cleveland,
William Shartin has been appointed
special sales representative for
Eagle-Lion Films and will supervise
sales in the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Albany and Buffalo branches.
Shartin, whose appointment was
announced yesterday by Alfred W.
Schwalberg,1/ vice-president and general sales 4manager, has been with
Universal, Warner Bros, as Chicago
district manager and United Artists
in Cleveland.

Mayer to Confer with
Top Brass in Europe

Berlin (By Air Mail) — Arthur
Mayer, in Europe as a special rep.
+ 1% of Basil O'Connor, chairman of the
+ 'A American National Red Cross, will
++ 31/8
% confer with three top generals of
American-occupied Europe on future
+
3/8
RC operations in Europe. They are
Gen. Joseph T. McNarney in Germany, Gen. Mark W. Clark in AusItaly. tria, and Lt. Gen. John C. H. Lee in
Asked

5
6

lecaB'WAY, H.Y.C. -CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
fkJi

Chicago — After .spending $50,000
in improving the Lake Theater,
Michigan City, Ind., Louis Philon,
a war veteran, claims he is unable
to re-open the house, which he has
re-named the Liberty, because of
inability to obtain product.
While no legal action has been
taken, Philon has retained Seymour
Simon, attorney, to represent him in
conferences to be held with local
film distributors.
The theater formerly was operated by the Manta-Rose circuit.

Cagney
West Coast Buys
Bureau "Two
of THESoldiers"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Cagney has
acquired William Faulkner's "Two
Soldiers" as a future starring vehicle
for Audie Murphy, most- decorated
hero of World War II who is under
contract. Cagney is considering an
offer from Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
for Murphy to play the lead in the
screen version of the comic strip,
"Terry and the Pirates."

Wednesday, November 27, 19li

Skouras Extends Time
For Buying of Stocks
St. Louis — Charles P. Skouras has
decided to indefinitely extend his
offer to purchase outstanding bonds
and voting trust certificates of the
Ambassador Building Corp., Missouri
theater building corporation at the
prices and terms under his oflfer of
Oct. 22. The offer was to have expired Nov. 20.
It is understood that a substantial
number of bonds and certificates
have already been tendered under the
offer but there has been no announcement as to whether Skouras has
obtained actual control of the properties including common stock of the
Ambassador Investment Co., which
owns 52 per cent of the St. Louis
Amusement Co.'s stock.

Mich. Allied Calls
Post-Convention Meet
Detroit— Allied Theaters of Michigan has slated a general membership meeting to be held at the Book
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Dec. 4, according to General Manager Jack
Stewart, in charge of arrangements.
Meeting will be a continuation of
the convention just closed, which
had considerable unfinished business
on hand at the end of the session.
The Detroit meet will be preceded
by a regional meeting held at Grand
Rapids on Dec. 3 at noon, and by a
directors' meeting at the Detroit
headquarters the same day.

WB-Owned Baltimore
Theater to Schwaber

COMIHG and GOINC'

HENRY
in charge
scheduled

GINSBERG,
Paramount
vice-presi
of production
and studio opera; ito return to the Coast on Friday

JOAN HARRISON, signed to a long-term L
versal
Int'l producer
contract,
returns
to
U. S. from England
in late Dscember.
ED MC.REY. NATE FURST and MOREY COl
I, ana maukjcl
mau:
STEIN,
Monogram,
MAURICE
MAU.'
of the of
Victoria
Theater,and have
left for^
house
guestsleft at for
ttrJr'
have
to spend a week as ater,
h
lead of
nat onai
of Harold
Mirisch, hea.
.. the
..
and booking service of RKO.
MENIFEE
JOHNSTON,
casting
director
Hal Roach,
arrived en West
Coast
follov
two-week
visit in the East.
JOHN
R. CLARK,
JR., of Technicolor,
lei
New York for the Hollywood
homj studio
day after several weeks business in the Easi
DICK RODCERS and OSCAR HAMMERSTE
II, are in Oklahoma C:ty as guests of the 5.
of Oklahoma.
P. N. FURBER, chairman of the board
Trans. Lux Corp., and NORMAN W. ELS;
Trans-Lux Theaters vice-prexy, left for Mej
City last night to prepare for the opening
company's
new
theater
in Mexico
City.
JANIS
PAIGE
has arrived in New
York.
DOROTHY MALONE arrives in New York
day from England and the Continent.
BURT
LANCASTER
will fly from
Hollyv
to New
York tomorrow
to attend
funerai
vices the next day for his brother,
Will
Henry Lancaster,
34, attorney.
PAT
O'BRIEN
and
MRS.
O'BRIEN,
JA^
MASON
and MRS.
MASON,
MADILEINE
C
ROLL and her husband, HENRI LAVOREL, ]
BUCHANAN
and DAISY
DAIX
arrive today
the S.S. Queen Elisabeth.
IRVING
BERLIN
returned
yesterday
to
York from Boston.
MYRNA LOY and HOACY CARMICHAEL
Chicago aiding Xmas seal drive.
CHARLOTTE MALAMUD, secretary to Al V
kie, Paramount publicity manager, is on v 1
tion.
BARNEY GERARD, producer of Monogr.i
"Bringing Up Father," has returned to He
wood,
following the New York premiere of

Baltimore — The J. Louis Rome
Circuit here has dropped its lease on "Temptation" Premiere
the Met Theater, nabe deluxe oper- Aboard C & O Train
ation, which is owned by Warners.
The new lessee is Milton Schwaber,
First world premiere of a ma
owner of the nearby Linden Theater.
aboard a regular passem
It is stated the Met will continue its picture
train will be held Dec. 10 wl
PC.
usual subsequent-run policy.
Universal's "Temptation" will
shown on "The George WashingtBob O'Donnell to Tell AP
between Washington and Cincinm
M^cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
As guests of the railroad for t
Los Angeles — Bob O'Donnell ar- premiere, 35 motion picture crit
rived yesterday to attend annual from Washington, New York, Phi
election of Variety Club of Cali- delphia, Norfolk, Richmond, Cine
fornia. Friday night he will address
Chicago and Detroit are bei;
the Associated Press Managing Ed- nati,
itors Association at a dinner. He is invited to make the trip.
vice-president of the Minor and Ma- Prov. Capitol to do Vaude
jor Baseball Association and will be
toastmaster at the organization's
Providence
— ^E. M. Loew's
Capi'
plans
to inaugurate
Wednesd
banquet tonight.
night vaudeville, according to pla
Levey Pic to Preem in N. O.
announced here. Shows, opening d;
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY for which has not been set, \v
Hollywood — Complete arrange- double with the Olympia.
ments have been set for world premiere of "New Orleans," it was anCINEMATOGRAPHER
nounced by Jules Levey, on his return from New York. Film will be
Nationally known industrial concern loshown on Feb. 18, Mardi Gras Day,
cated in Louisville, Kentucky, requires
in New Orleans, and De Lesseps D.
man experienced in industrial documentary
Morrison, mayor of the city, has
film work. Must have thorough knowledge
promised full co-operation.
of film cutting, scrpt planning, and silent

Would End Daylight Saving

St. Louis — A public hearing will be
held Dec. 11 on the ordinance for
saving.
the repeal of the St. Louis daylight

16 mm.
work.
P.

0.

color equipment.

No dark room

Some travel Give complete experience. Information and salary required.
Box
No.
360,
Louisville,
Ky.

^edn
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No % Split on Candy

t'gasSuiitQuBresintigson
KsILe

Sales Sought-CMPDA

(Continued from Page 11
'od Gardens Theater was unreasonl.e. He lost. He then attempted to
3eal to the three judge court in

""^ PHIL M. DALY

York the
and same
last again.
Relying
t"w
exactly
set of facts
on
1*^ he relied in the arbitration
F*ding, he has now filed an antidst suit in which he reiterates his
ivious claim.

Pre-Holiday Memos
• • • WELL SAID! For lo, these many weeks, Leo, the Culver
City Hon (town address, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.) has been roaring

'Lust apparently
is engaged
in
at is referred to in the law as
hausting his
right with

'

that this is the year of "The Yearling"
again
and again
and again
spades, as the saying is, for that matter

remedies.'
That is
us as long as he

Well, Leo can roar that
And then
double
it in
Without trespassing on

■,'^in't
himself We
and will
every; else exhaust
in the process.
be
.d to re-argue
the issues with
in any forum he may choose."
iln his suit, Lust claimed a total
Itriple $200,000 damages.
Defendks in addition to Bernheimer are
ilramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Warner
OS. and United Artists.

the province of Film Daily's reviewer, whose estimate is to be found
elsewhere in this issue, you have Phil M.'s own word for it this preholiday mom that "The Yearling" is as rich a cinematic experience as
you'll meet up with in a couple o' months o' Sundays
It's a genuine honey of a picture
a picture that is a "must" to see
a picture to cheer with all stops pulled
a picture that dares to be
different
And a picture that will establish young Master Claude

The arbitration anti-trust question
believed raised for the first time in
2 history of the pix .suits.

larman, Ir. as one of the greatest child players in all Hollywood history The youngster's amazing
emotionalism
and sensitivity rate
him not one, but a half-dozen "Oscars" at the very least
Is "The
Yearling" box office, then?
But natch!!!

iidmission. Reel Taxes
Iroposed in Vermont
i'i

j

(Continued

from Page

• • • CUFF NOTES: Take it from Para. Int'l's Paul Ackerman,
nobody, but nobody (with apologies to Gimbels) from Hollywood ever
garnered the kind of publicity reception that greeted Ray Milland on
his mid-November
arrival in Paris
Credit, says Paul, goes to

1)

'les, estimated to yield $225,000 anially, the other a moving picture
isl tax of 50 cents for each showg of each reel. Latter is estimated
yield an additional $182,500
'iarly.

|)% City Ticket Tax
Ii Prospect in Tulsa

i

\',

Tulsa, Okla. — A tax on theater
j ::kets and all other amusements noti
"Iw taxed will be sought by the city j
!'' a long contemplated move to bol- .
mr revenues
to meet
increasing |
I unicipal expenses.
I
|;City officials are conferring with j
jilph Talbot, one of the city's largIjt theater operators on the plan. A
I ntative draft, calls for a one-cent
,« on each 10-cent
admission
or
action thereof
The measure would
empt admissions paid by children
iider 14.

Sntury Adds Researcher
Fred J. Schwartz, vice-president
Century Theaters, announced the
Jdition of Ruth iSamberg to the
rcuit's newly-formed research and
irvey department.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS 10:
ii
. Herbert J. Ochs
H. A. Arata

Nov, 27
Madge Hunt
Astrid Allwyn

Nov. 28
David Miller
Melville A.
C. R. Keyser
H. Emerson

Shauer
Yorke

Elias Lapinere, Para.'s ace publicist in Continental Europe
Among
other things, Milland's photo appeared on the covers of nine magazines
within a six-day period
Many of the mags, as well ran inside
spreads
Parisian dailies gave the Para, luminory full page one
and inside coverage, both by text and photo. ... • Jack L. Warner
will be off on the Queen
Elizabeth on Friday for England, France,
Switzerland
Stay will span up to four weeks. ...
• Billy Rose
has been dickering for the Ziegfeld Theater. ... • When a Broadway
film theater can get $2.40 from week-end patrons (and turn 'em away).
Where's that "recession"?
Incidentally, Herbert J. Yates said something when he warned that there was danger in the continued chatter
about a "recession.". . . • That Aussie pic, "Overlanders," which is
heading this way, is the hottest box office bet of the year down under.
T
•

T

T

• THIS 'N' THAT: Twentieth-Fox will shoot Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade for scenes in "The Big Heart"
Maureen
O'Hara, John Payne and Edmund Gwenn of the cast will be in the
parade
The company stays East until Dec. 20 for camera work.

(Continued from Page 1)
tures in the 1947 standard rental
contract as yet unsigned by circuit
hibs.
companies
and many individual exIt was stated that the distributors
did not intend to collect a percentage
on the sale of confections and on
other subsidiary revenue of a theater during a participating engagement, this having been one of the
main points at issue.
With regard to the proposed auditing of the books and records of theaters for percentage runs, it was
stated that this will be carried out
because of a requirement of the
Canadian government for complete
records on business operations.
The statement says that the percentage clauses have formed a part
of the contract which has been in use
in the U. S. for many years.

16 Warner Field Men
Win Prizes in Drive
For outstanding field public relations work in the company's 1946
sales drive as well as in connection
with the Twentieth Anniversary of
Talking Pictures, six Warner Bros,
field men have been presented with
Emerson pocket radios and 10 others
will receive
solid ball-point pens.
The prizes, distributed by Mort
Blumenstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity,
include radios to George Bannan,
Dallas; George Fishman, Philadelphia; Allan Kohan, Omaha; Glenn
Ireton, Toronto; Art Moger, Boston,
and Richard Stephens, Buffalo, and
pens to Erward C. Benjamin, Minneapolis; Vernon Berg, Cincinnati; Ira
Epstein, Indianapolis; Tom Gorman,
San Francisco; Jack Leewood,
Seattle; Lucia Perrigo, Chicago;
Herb Pickman, New York; Don
Walker, Kansas City; George Wood,
lanta.
St. Louis, and J. D. Woodard, At-

•

• NBC Tele will "feed" the Army-Navy football classic Saturday to
a four-city web. ... • That special short, "Army Football Thrills,"
is proving potent box office in Loew's N. Y. stands
It's a threeyear resume of the grid feats of Davis, Blanchard & Co. ... • New
York premiere of 20th-Fox's "My Darling Clementine" is set for the
Rivoli on Dec. 3. . . . • Siritzky Brothers, Sam and Joe, are looking
forward to the arrival of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Siritzky who
are expected to arrive from France Friday, aboard the S.S. John Ericsson
Sam expects to visit Paris when his folks return to France
toward the end of the year. ... • Gertrude Guimont, booker in the
Warner
Bros.' exchange
in Minneapolis,
was radio-interviewed
by
Dorragh Aldrich over Station WCCO of that city the other day
Miss Guimont told about the little known job of being a film booker,
she being one of the few women holding such a post
and now she
can boast of being the first booker to be so interviewed
another
"first" for WB

T

T

T

Centre Studying City Tax
Centre, Ala.— ^The City Council is
studying methods of financing a
municipal recreation project, with a
"small amusement tax" and a onecent tax on gasoline as the favored
means to date.

$150,000 tor JDA
Via Balaban Dinner
More than $150,000— three-fifths
of a $250,000 goal — was contributed
to the fight against anti-Semitism
at the recent testimonial dinner to
Barney Balaban, held by the Motion
Picture and Entertainment Division
of the Joint Defense Appeal. This
exceeds by 50 per cent the sum
obtained at the 1945 industry dinner.

IL.

The biggest v
the motion picture e

EDGE AT THE ROXY, N. Y
RECORD FOR ANY PICTt
WEEK. ANYWHERE IN T

EK IN THE HISTORY OF
SINESS! THE RAZORS
MASHES EVERY KNOWN
I^E. ANY THEATRE. ANY

f.WORLD!
And the greatest audience reaction \
of any picture ever to play tlie Roxyll

Wednesday,
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Theater Trust Suit
Ends Out ot Court
(Continued from Page !•
suit brought by Linden Theater Co.,
against the major distribs. and the
Rome Theater interests. The suit,
seeking total of $22-5,000 damages,
was filed last March.
Under terms of the settlement.
Linden Theater will take over ownership of the nearby Met Theater from
the Rome interests. In addition, the
distributor - defendants have agreed
to substantial clearance changes
bringing the Linden up to first neighborhood runs. No money changed
hands in the switch in ownership of
the Met Theater.
Linden Theater is on the opposite
side of the street from the Rialto
Theater, also owned by the Rome
Theater. The Met is approximately
six-tenths of a mile from these
stands.
Prior to the suit, the Met played
Warners, Paramount, RKO and UA
on first neighborhood run in Baltimore. The Rialto played M-G-M,
20th-Fox, Universal and Columbia
product on the same basis. Linden
played Warners, Paramount, RKO
and UA 14 days behind.
As a result of the settlement, the
Met will play the product of all
eight of the distribs. on first neighborhood run, without any clearance
over the Rialto and the Linden.
The Linden moves up to first
neighborhood run, on which basis it
will play Warners, RKO, UA, onehalf of M-G-M and one-half of Paramount. It will have 14 days clearance on such product over the Rialto.
The Rialto \vill olay on first neighborhood run 20th-Fox, Universal,
Columbia, one-half of Paramount
and one-half of M-G-M, with 14
days clearance over the Linden on
such products.

Prods Hold Off on Strike
Dealings with CSU

WHO'S WHO
COMPTON
Educated
Joined

IN HOLLYWOOD

BENNETT. Director. Born in Kent, England, January 15, 1900.
in London, England. Started business life as an interior decorator.

Royal Flying Corps

in 1918, followed

NEW POSTS
DAVID L. YATES, former manager of the 25th
St. Theater, Waco, Tex., to city manager.
Interstate Theater, Vernon,
Tex.
)IMMIE
of

ALLARD, from city manager, Interstate Theaters, Vernon, Tex., to manager
Wilshire,
Dallas, Tex.

the

LEE ROY

HANDLEY, from district merchandising rep.. Interstate, San Antonio, to manager. Southern Art Service, San Antonio.

LUKE F. STAGER, office manager, 20th-Fox,
Minneapolis.
EDWIN C. LEISTIKOW, from assistant booker,
Paramount, Denver, to office manager, RKO
exchange, Sioux Falls, succeeded by DON
FOSTER,
ledger clerk.
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Blames Sales Policy
For New Idea Dearth
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL}

RKO Plans Chain in S. America

Hollywood — Commenting on Samuel Goldwyn's statement that Hollywood has been wrung dry of ideas
Sam Nathanson, prexy of Meridiar
Pictures, said yesterday if there i.^
any blame to be placed it should^
on sales policy of company ex^
ings. which are based on past earntives,
Nathanson declared that writers
and producers constantly present
new ideas, new approaches and
formulas which are rejected on the
ground that they are unproven and
the studio feels they cannot afford
to take risk because of heavy investment involved.
"Ours is an industry that should
not be operated by the usual business standards but should have the
utmost in creativeness and artistry,"
said Nathanson. "By what reasoning then do execs, turn over story

Will Build Theater Circuit for 35, 16min.

Nathanson
appraisal toadded.
|55 per week readers?"

Joined Alexander Korda's London Film Productions as an
assistant film editor. Promoted to full editorship and remained with London Film Productions until 1938. Directed commercial short subjects for Denham Studios. Directed Army and Navy training films. Joined Sydney Box
and edited his first feature, "Flemish Farm." Directed
several commercial subjects for Sydney Bjx until assigned
to direct "The Seventh Veil." Directed "The Years Between" and "Daybreak" not yet shown in the United
States. Now in Hollywood with Universal-International
on a loan-out from Box to make a new version of the
Somerset Maugham
blue. Hair, brcwn.

"Ashenden"

story.

(Continued

Stands 5, 10.

from Page

Weight,

170 pounds.

Eyes,

1)

interview, also revealed that several in Colombia, Peru, Argentina and
Latin American theater deals were Cuba. Deal was even made to show
narrow gauge product aboard the
pending, the negotiations including crack train running between Sanone deal by which RKO would buy
tiago and Valparaiso, Chile. Narrow
into a Brazilian circuit.
gauge program in Brazil has been
snarled up for lack of equipment,
RKO's interest in Brazilian poten- Osserman said.
tialities was further pointed up by
Another discouraging thing about
Oisserman's assertion that the Amer
Brazil, Osserman disclosed, was the
50 ON 16MM.
government's dictum that net admission fee can't go above 30 cents.
RKO has about 50 features on
Amusement tax amounts to 20 per
cent. Osserman did admit that the
16 mm.. Jack Osserman, RKO's
Latin - American supervisor told
30 cents was equivalent in American
purchasing power to $1.25. He did
the press boys yesterday. "We've
not expect any legislative relief
only gotten our feet wet," implying huge developments soon.
since the elections are coming up
soon. In some Brazilian towns,
ican company was also seeking to Osserman complained, admission
interest the Brazilian government in price, sans tax, was 10 cents for
participating
in a 16 mm. theater adults, five cents for kids.
setup.

Under the latter, RKO would put
(Continued from Page 1)
up the coin for 16 mm. prefab, theaters in which the government would
turned into a preliminary injunction
by superior Judge
Henry
Willis, be privileged to show educational
propaganda pix two days a
pending trial of producers' suit to and
week.
make orders permanent.
"The employer caught between
two union groups in a jurisdictional
dispute is entitled to the court's protection," the judge ruled.

by service in Rryal Engineering

Corps. After discharge from Army tried all kinds of different jobs. Was a clerk in a London office; watch repairer, Covent Garden market; electrical engineer;
radio manufacturing business; dance band leader; concert party artist. Started study of art and later became a
commercial artist with an English advertising agency.

November

"Dubbing is Over With"
"Dubbing is over with," Osserman
answered regarding the language
hurdle. Most Latin Americans, he
said, resent the implication that they
can be fooled by dubbing no matter
how expert. So far as the less literSees 16 mm. "Terrific"
ate in the hinterland are concerned,
Terming the future of 16 mm.
that dubbing was un"terrific," Osserman declared Osserman economicfelt
in view of the fact that 80
that 16 mm. film is going through
the same pioneering stage that 35 per cent of the revenue in the Latin
mm. went through a generation ago. American market comes from the
cities and towns. He felt it was
Biggest drawback right now, Os- more advisable to chase after the
serman stated, was lack of equipment and convincing the right people other 20 per cent with the 16 mm.
of the feasibility of building pre- product with dubbing, if necessary.
fabricated theaters for 16 mm. use.
Osserman thought that narration
Since 16 mm. houses would be built was not only easier and less expensive, but that fans would prefer it
in the hinterland where roads ai"e
often muddy, 16 mm. mobile units to dubbing. He emphasized, "a good
have been ruled out as alternatives picture here is a good picture worldto prefab theaters. Seating capacity
wide." Osserman's contention was
of average 16 mm. house is about that language barrier tends to be
800.
The story's the thing.
erected.So far no prefabs, have been exaggerated.
Other bits of Oissei-man info.:
RKO Making Headway
"Disney is a terrific favorite in Latin
Despite difficulties, RKO is mak- America"; "Snow White" has been
ing headway in its 16 mm. program re-issued five times; RKO prefers to

Rep. Thomas Plans New
Hollywood
"Red" Hunt
(Continued from Page 1)
the House Committee on Un-Ameiican Activities in January. Thomas
made it plain that he does not intend for a moment to permit the
committee to lapse into inactivity.
The committee last year sent investigators toHollywood to compile
a lengthy fluences
report
on subversive
inthere. This
report was
never released.
Thomas today outlined an eightpoint program for the committee.
On the Hollywood front, his point
number 5 is "the Communist influences in Hollywood are going to receive a good airing."

Higher
PricesParamount
Atlanta,Children's
Ga. — The
Theater has continued the policy of
the Fox Theater in raising the prices
of children's admission for "Song
of the South." "Song," which opened
at the Fox after a world premiere,
was moved to the Paramount to :
make room for "Cloak and Dagger."
Change of price went from 14 cents
for children under 12 years of age,
to 30 cents, and applies for the run
of "Song" only.
enter into partnership with Latin
American exhibs.; and the occasional
legislative threats directed against
Hollywood product are only feints to
get Hollywood to send technicians to
her Southern neighbors.
Even if Hollywood should try to
exchange technicians with a country
like Mexico, there's the union problem again, Osserman pointed out.
Osserman ispends about nine
months out of every twelve at his
Rio de Janeiro headquarters. He
visits Mexico and Argentina at least
twice a year. He expects to stay in
the States "till the snow flies or till
the first of the year."

-giJit

f
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r
foskowiti,Saute
ap PAL Benefit
■
(Continued from Page 1)
••r a four-hour show by top stage,
i reen, radio, opera, night club and
[eater stars, a 60-piece ork and a
ipsule performance of the PAL
fOT radio show. Benefit's proceeds
3e used to further the League's
in behalf of the city's youth.
In addition to Moskowitz and Sauir, the entertainment committee inudes Carl Erbe, Charles Rucci,
ave Fox, Mat Shelvey, John Goodm, Solly Pernick, Sidney Piermont,
[[ax Wolff, Arthur Knorr, Sam
;auch, Leon Leonidoff, Harry Lel^ne, Robert Weitman, Bert Lytell,
j'arryice
Mayer,
Derwent,David
HarryWerblin,
Romm, ClarLee
hubert, Mike Todd, Jack Bertell,
larence Menser, Henry Untermeyer,
.iharles Barry, Phillips Carlin, Wilam Judd, Alfred Morton, Marvin
;irsch and Abel Green.

Ilussie Attendance Drop
puts Into Hoyts Profit
(Continued from Page 1)

,iA141,767 and depreciated by £A26,195 to £A64,034. Net profit was only
lA2,145 less than last year's record
jrofit. The drop is an indication of
he fall in attendance over recent
months.
Of the two Hoyts Melbourne theters damaged by fire the Plaza has
i le-opened but the Regent remains
losed.

\aoyts Acquires Control
IOf 10 Capiton Theaters

DAILY

REVIEWS Of new Fiims

U. S. Pix Losing to
Argentine in Peru

THE YEARLING"

with Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr.
M-G-M
TOP

FLIGHT

ALL

THE

WAY,

THIS

MAGNIFICENT

FILM

LINGS NOVEL RATES WITH THE SCREEN'S BEST IN
PERFORMANCE, SCRIPTING AND
IN TECHNICOLOR.
Awards

for the finest offering of this seas:n

Brown's consideration.
production of Marjorie
serious

Kinnan

VERSION

PRODUCTION

stand to be deadlocked

Rawlings'

OF

best-selling novel

134 MIns.
THE RAWDIRECTION

when

Clarence

is offered

In broad Technicolor panels which are easily the most strikingly beautiful
cf many seasons, an unusually simple story manages to become a profound,
theme interlaced with tenderness, brutality, the vagaries of nature, the
survival and the shining love of a youngster for a pet deer.
Young Claude Jarman, Jr. has never before acted in front of a camera.

to

color work
impressive
instinct of
This is his

first appearance. He is a find. All the goodness, love and reflected light of childhood's
innocence illuminates his role and he performs with a natural ease and grace that stands
to make him beloved of audiences.
Brown's direction sustains Jane Wyman and Gregory Peck in extremely potent sections of emotional highlights and shadings. They are superb, convincing, and deliver with
a realism that subtly warms the spectator into a state of rabid belief.
In its broader aspects this simple story is a poem, reflecting nature, delineating people,
flowing with the time and tide of men, conveying feelings cf their strength, their sweat,
their struggle for their daily bread. Its setting is the Florida scrub country. It is a telling interpretation of backwoods Americana of the post Civil War period.
Consider it in the light of a work of art. Specialists in that field of interpretation
have called attention to arts cf the masses. This is a work for that audience. It is an
adult's story and it is a child's story and a work
can film to new impress on other shores.

that stands to lift esteem

of the Ameri-

Miss Rawlings has brought light on the natural aspects of the Florida scrub country.
She has told in fine workmanlike details of the flora, fauna and the lush agriculture.
She has interpreted the relative intrusion and perils cf people contesting the strength
of nature in a semi-tropical locality.
She has concerned herself in "The Yearlin3" with the Baxters. Father, mother and
son are played by Peck Miss Wyman and young Jarman. They are the pioneer type.
They hewed their place out of jungle growth. With the exception of "Jody" their children have all died. He is ill when we first see him. He is in the glen lying half asleep
by a brook and being subtly aware of the wild life about him. It is a nostalgic
commuting itself at cnce.
But immediately nature intrudes. A bear kills two pigs. Peck and Jarman and
dogs take after him. This winds up in a savage sequence, the real thing, or these
have not been going to films for years without gaining that much discernment. The
and bear really have it out. It proves a draw. Farm life is taken up once again.
Peck is "snake

state
their
eyes
dogs

with glints of wisdom, consideration and feeling. Miss Wyman and Peck remain in character always and they stand to gain great stature in the sincerity of their interpretations
The supporting players are colorful, adapt themselves admirably to the story.

i^'ilmless S. A. Christmas

A panorama of American life, "The Yearling" is a sincere revelation of life, death,
childhood and nature in terms of the finest telling.

1^Adelaide, S. A. (By Air Mail) —
i?ov the first time in nearly three
ilecades South Australia will not
aave any pictures on Christmas Day
tccording to a joint statement issued
oy the Theater Proprietors Council
»nd the Theatrical Employes Assn.

CAST: Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr., Chill Wills, Clem Bevans, Margaret
Wycherly, Henry Travers, Forrest Tucker. Matt Willis, Dan White, George Mann, Arthur Hohl,
Donn Gift, Joan Wills, Jeff York, June Lockhart,
B. IM. York.
CREDITS:
Producer,
Sidney
Franklin;
Diractor,
Clarence
Brown;
Cameramen,
Charles
Rosher,
Leonard Smith, Arthur Arling; Film Editor, Harold
F. Kress; Art Direction,
Cedric Qbbons,
Paul
Groesse; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Wallii- Music, Herbert Stothart; Sound, Douglas Shearer.
DIRECTION,
Magnificent.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.

iSETTY AMES, ledger clerk, National Screen Ser1
vice, Minneapolis.
iRUTH OLSON, booking typist. Paramount exchange, Minneapolis.
3L0RIA ARMSTRONG, secretary, RXO
office, Minneapolis.

division

MARY JANE ECAN, sw^itchboard operator. United
Artists, Minneapolis.
BETTY FEDERLY, biller. United Artists, Minneapolis.

The report also noted the popularity of Russian films in Peru.
"The few Russian films exhibited
in recent years," the report states,
"were so popular among the masses
that authorities considered it advisable to prevent their continued exCommenting on the popularity of
United States films, the report says:
hibition."
"The U. S. motion picture industry
should endeavor to provide wholesome entertainment and avoid presentations reflecting unfavorably on
the United States by emphasizing
gangster activities, or by picturing
the people as hard drinking, morally
soft and pleasure seeking, without
respect for the law or for them"Generally, dubbing (of U. S. pictures) is objectionable," the report
says. "The many titles — the result
of too much dialogue — will generally
have
a detrimental effect and diminselves."
ish a picture's chances of success.
Many titles, too, are inaccurate and
unidiomatic."

Wurtzel Makes Distrib.
Deal with 20th-Fox

bit." He kills a doe. Heart and lungs are applied to the bite. In time

1^ Sydney (By Air Mail) — Hoyts
'i'heaters have purchased a controling interest in J. K. Capiton Theliters according to Ernest Turnbull,
loyts managing director. A new
ompany, known as Hoyt'~ Country
Theaters Pty, Ltd., will be formed
0 handle the 10 theaters in the deal,
fffective Dec. 1. Two are at Tamvorth, two at Wagga, two at Armilale, two at Moree and one each at
j^oung and Inverell.

FEMME TOUCH

(Continued from Page 1 )
Embassy in Peru, the Department
of Commerce survey indicated the
"remarkable progress" made by Arlarity.
gentine pictures and a consequent
falling off' in U. S. pictures popu-

(Continued

from Page

1)

he is saved. "Jody" gets the orphaned fawn. He raises it and these are the poignantly
poetic sequences as the boy and his growing animal rmp and run. Later the deer gets

in 1947.
tures for distribution 1 by

into the corn. Peck is hurt. "Jody" in order to keep his deer must

Wurtzel is now lining up additional story material with the aid of
executive assistant Howard Sheehan
and story editor Clifford Gans. As
in 1946, suggestions from exhibitors
with whom both Wurtzel and Sheehan have close ties, will largely determine types of stories to be produced.

put in some

work

re-

planting and building a higher fence. He does a man's job and well. But the deer gets
into the corn again and it becomes a matter of existence. Miss Wyman shoots the deer.
"Jody" must finish him off. Heartbreakingly he does and in childish anguish runs cff in
a fever of hate for his parents. He comes back after three horrible days — changed — to
take his place in the household, a man.
The language of these characters is fundamental

Belliort to Europe
Phil Reisman, vice-president in
charge of foreign operations at
RKO, announced this week the appointment of Joseph Bellfort to a
new post in Europe as assistant to
Wladimir
Lissim,whoRKO's
European
chief.
Bellfort,
has been
with
RKO for 17 years, has recently been
in charge of the Far East division.
He leaves for Europe Dec. 5 and
will headquarter in Paris. Jack
Kennedy, of RKO's foreign staff,
succeeds Bellfort as Far East division manager.

American,

colorful, quaint and sparked

SICK REPORT
RALPH REDMAN, former manager of the
Essaness Lake Theater, Chicago, is seriously
ill, at Michael
SIDNEY

Selznick
Plans of"Bernhardt"
Pic
West
Coast Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David O. Selznick will
produce "Sarah Bernhardt" at a
cost of $5,000,000. Greta Garbo may
portray
role ifwill
she star
is available or the
elsetitle
Selznick
his
newly signed Italian actress, Valli.
In line with Selznick's rapidly expanding production organization,
Allan Scott, producer-writer, will
make his debut for Vanguard Films,
Inc., inal
with
story. "Intimate Notes," an orig-

20th-Fox

manager,

Reese

ROSE,

Hospital.

UA

Chicago

is convalescing

exchange

at home

follow-

ing treatment in St. Luke's Hospital.
FLORENCE BLUMENTHAL, daughter
Max

Blumental,

owner

of

the

Film

of
Ex-

change Projection Studio, Detroit, is convalescing from an appendectomy, must return for a second operation.
FRANK UPTOWN, house manager for
United Detroit Theaters, is recovering from
facial wounds received from buckshot, while
hunting in Nebraska.
DOROTHY

HARRISON,

office manager

of Allied Film Exchange, Detroit, is convalescing following a major operation.

m

KEEP YOUR
BOX OFFICE
EYE ON

REPUBLIC

"Jil(<
10
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>flLm DRILV RCVIEUJS OF nEUI KflTURCS^
"My Brother Talks to
Horses"

with "Butch"
Jenkins. Edward
Charlie Ruggles
M-G-M

Arnold,

93

Mins.

DELIGHTFUL COMEDY-DRAMA
THAT
PROMISES TO WIN LOADS OF WORDOF - MOUTH
ADVERTISING: QUAINT
STORY WELL PLAYED BY FINE CAST.
Baltimore

must

have

been

a wonderful

place some 30-odd years ago before the
Frankensteins of science swooped down
upon an innocent world.
A pleasant nostalgia is awakened by this
fantastic, droll story of a kid who talked
to horses. As expertly scripted by Morton
Thompson and as expertly directed by Samuel Marx, the picture registers as a delightful comedy-drama that promises to win
loads of word-of-mouth advertising. And.
be it added, it is excellently played by a
fine cast.
"Butch" Jenkins as the kid brother who
converses with dogs, chickens and horses
steals the picture from such expert sceneswipers as Charlie Ruggles, Spring Byington, Edward Arnold and Ernest Whitman.
Miss Byington turns in a swell comedy

per-

formance as the kid's mother who runs a
boarding house, with time out for yogi
exercises and experimentation with unheard
of foods.
Romantic

interest is deftly supplied by

able Peter Lawford

and lovely Beverly Ty-

ler. Boy can't marry girl because his bank
teller's job can't support the two of them.
Nor is there any sucker money around to
angel his new-fangled device called radio.
Though the kid loses his ability to get the
inside dope from his equine acquaintances.
Butch comes through with one last tip in
the nick of time to save his brother's rocky
romance, with an investment on L Effendi s
schnozz in the Preakness race.
CAST: "Butch" Jenkins. Peter Lawford, Beverly Tyler, Edward Arnold, Charlie Ruggles, Spring
Byington, 0. Z. Whitehead, Paul Langton, Ernest
Whitman, Irving Bacon, Lillian Yarbo, Howard
Freeman,
Harry Hayden.
CREDITS: Producer, Fred Zinnemann; Director,
Samuel Marx. Story and screen play by Morton
Thompson. Cameraman. Harold Rosson. Film
Editor, George White. Musical Score by Rudolph
C. Kopp. Recording director, Douglas Shearer.
Art direction, Cedric Gibbons and Leonid Vasian.
Set decorations, Edwin B. Willis and Alfred 0.
Spencer. Special effects. Warren Newcombe.
Hair styles, Sydney Cuilaroff. Costume supervision. Irene. Costume designer. Walter Plunkett.
DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Good.

Audience Collections
For Hospital Stymied
Minneapolis — North Central Allied
temporarily has withdrawn its
pledge to play the Variety Heart
Hospital short and take up collections in theaters. The action was
taken after Minnesota Amusement
Co., which controls most of the firstrun situations in this territory, refused to make similar collections.
"This does not mean that this organization has reversed itself," Ben
president, said. "We
XCA in
Berger,
are
definitely
favor of having a
Heart Hospital collection on conditiofi that Minnesota Amusement Co.
does likewise. This is an industry
project."

"Sweetheart of Sigma
with

Phil Regan.
Elyse Knox,
and Ross Hunter

P.iil Brito

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW^
Monogram
76

Mins.

Chi"

This offering delivers much entertainment
and should do nicely in its market. It has
many pleasing numbers, with Phil Regan,
Phil Brito, the latter of radio, and Fred Colby handling the songs.
The Slim Gaillard Trio score with their
medley of "Cement Mixer. " "Yep Roc
Heresi" and "Putti Putti. " Frankie Carle
registers nicely with his piano and orchestra.
Minutes

Mve,

" by Sammy

Cahn

and Jules Styne; "Penthouse Serenade," by
Will Jason and Val Burton; the title song
and

"It's Not

I'm Such

A Wolf,

It's Just

You're Such A Lamb," by Merle Maddern
and Lanier Darwin, are among the songs
used. A large credit goes to Edward Kay
for music
direction.
Director Jack Bernhard. who guided "Decoy." a hard-boiled drama, shows his versatility with this musical. Jeffrey Bernerd
functioned as producer.
Although Ross Hunter, who may develop
into a bobbysoxer favorite, plays hard to
get, Elyse Knox wins him. His college rowing crew, coached by Tom Harmon, the
football star, almost loses the big race, when
Paul Guiifoyle, a racketeer, tries to wreck
his craft, Guiifoyle seeks to win some "easy
money " on the race, but his plans go awry
and he and his aide, Edward Brophy get
their just desserts.
CAST: Phil Regan. Elyse Knox, Phil Brito. Ross
Hunter, Tom Harmon. Paul Guiifoyle. Anne
Gillis, Edward Brophy. Fred Colby, Alan Hale, |r.,
David Holt, Marjorie Hcerner, Wm. Baaudine jr.,
Emmett Vogan, Jr.. Ruth Allen, Robert Arthur,
Fred Datig, Jr.. Slim Gaillard Trio. Frankie Carle
and orchestra.
CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; Director
Jack Bernhard; Author, Chorge Waggner; Screenplay, Michel Jacoby Cameraman, L. W. OConneli; Editor. William Austin; Musical Director,
Edward J. Kay.
DIRECTION.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY

with Jane

Good.

Concessionaires Union
Claims Circuit Strike
A meeting to be held today at the
X. Y., State Labor Relations Board
is expected to determine the status
of the Amusement Clerks and Concessionaires' Employes Union, Local
1115-C, which claims it has called
a strike in Century Circuit's key
houses in Brooklyn. It is reported
picket lines have been established in
front of the houses.
The union claims Andrews, Inc., a
Century subsidiary, in taking over
contracts of the Sanitary Automatic
Candy Co. and their installations,
have not included a contract which
expires in 1948. Local 54 of the
Theater and Amusement Service
Employes Union, AFL, is said to be
out in sympathy with the clerks and
it was reported teamsters have not
been delivering merchandise across
picket lines.

Withers, Raymond
and Donald Meek

Walburn

OF

ROCK
MILL

"Susie Steps Out"
David

Bruce,

Cleotus
Hunter

Caldwell,

Ar

68 Mins.

Comet-UA

65

SATISFACTORY LIGHT
MENT NEATLY PACKAGED
WITH BITS OF NOVELTY.

ENTERTAIN
AND SPICE

STREWN

Farced up, "Affairs of Geraldine, " might
have turned out to be a minor masterpiece
the-mill.
of
comedy.

As it is, however,

it's run-of-

Yarn spins around a husband-hungry gal
who runs away from home because her two
brothers
clumsily
help her in her search.
Through a chance meeting with another
lonely heart, the girl is advised to join a
matrimonial bureau. Instead of getting aid,
she winds up as a matrimonial adviser herself with a French accent. But still no
husband.
boy

with

ROMANCE
OF HUSBAND-HUNTING DAMSEL RATES AS RUN
COMEDY.

Republic
I

COLLEGIATE ROMANCE
WITH
MUSICAL NUMBERS RATES AS PLEASING
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE
FAMILY.

"Five

'Affairs of Geraldine"

Rock-strewn romance at long last brings
and girl together
for airplane
finish.

As always, the late Donald Meek's portrayal is skillful and delightful, Raymond
Walburn is his usual suave self. Rest of
the cast turns in a pretty good job.
CAST: Jane Withers. James Lydon, Raymond
Walburn. Donald Meek, Charles Quigley, Grant
Withers. William Haade. Michael Branden.
Jchnny Sands, David Holt, Tanis Chandler. Harry
V. Cheshire. Josephine Whittell, Donia Bussey,
Edith M. Cliffith and George Carleton.
CREDITS: Armand Schaefer, associate oroducer. George Blair, director. Screenplay by
John K. Butler. Story by Lee Loeb and Arthur
Strawn. Cameraman, John Alton. Musical director, Morton Scott. Orchestral arrangements by
Dale Butts. Film editor. Tony Martinelli. Sound,
Ferrol Redd, Art director, Frank Hotaling. Costume supervision, Adele Palmer. Set decorations
by John McCarthy. Jr., and Otto Siege). Makeup by Bob Mark.
DIRECTION,
Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY. Good.

Canadian Pioneers Will
Dedicate Hague Shrine
Toronto — Thousands of tickets
have been sold by the Canadian Picture Pioneers for its first post-war
ball and carnival scheduled for tonight at the Royal York Hotel.
Event is expected to clear more than
SIO.OOO for the Benevolent
Fund.
A shrine to the memory of the
late Clair Hague, founder of the
Canadian order, and for many years
Canadian representative of Universal, will be dedicated.

Louis A. Emery Dead
Louis A. Emery, 6-3, died in Katskill Bay, New York, following a
three months' illness. Since about
1895 he had been connected with
roadshows and vaudeville, becoming
manager of the Hippodrome, for the
Keith interests in 1923. In 1927 he
opened the RKO Uptown Theater in
Highland Park, a suburb of Detroit,
which he managed until 1941, at
which time he retired due to ill
health. During the 15 years period
he represented the RKO Detroit interests. Internment was in Glens
Falls, X. Y.

Min

An to
adolescent
girl
steps fortunes.
out intcr^
world
revive the
family
In .
doing, she gets into numerous embarrassin,;
situations, becomes involved in a pseud
romance with her sister's fiance, is respon
sible for their misunderstanding and the
for their final reconciliation.
The emphasis here is on youth. Mis.
Hunter does very well with her role one
Miss Caldwell is effective as her sister
Bruce

is satisfactory as

the man

in the

case, a crooner
The settings are in and about a television
broadcasting studio. The finale feature;
Bruce and Miss Hunter clicking solidly on s
soap program via video.
The basic humor of the
thrown

Miss

Hunter's

way

story is ol
with

Perciva

Vivien playing her father. He's a cellis^
whose health fails. Miss Caldwell is secretary to Howard
Freeman, a "Huckster.'
Kurt Neuman's original story embellisheo
by Reginald LeBorg sustoins interest one
the general' run of audiences should fine
the film satisfactorily light entertoinment.
CAST: David Bruce, Cleatus Caldwell, Anr
Hunter, Hov/ard Freeman, Grady Sutton, Margaret Dumont, Percival Vivian, Joe Green. John
Berkes, Harry Baris, Emmett
Vogan.
CREDITS: Producers. Buddy Rogers and Ralph
Cohn; Director, Reginald LeBorg; Original story
by Kurt Neuman and Reginald LeBorg; Screenplay, Elwood Ullman; Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Art Direction, George Van Marter.
DIRECTION.
Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good

i
Jury Fails to Agree
In Seattle Trust Suit
Seattle, Wash. — After deliberati:..
more than 48 hours, a jury in Federal District Court failed to reach
agreement in the $500,000 damage
suit brought by the Theater Invest- •
ment Co. and the 'Venetian Theater
against 1-3 major film distributors
and exhibitors, and was dismissed by
Federal Judge John C. Bowen at
10:30 last night.
trial, which
began
anTheanti-trust
action
in Oct.
which8, was
the '
plaintiff's charged conspiracy to fix
admission prices and control the distribution of motion pictures in the
Northwest. The defendants included
the National Theaters Corp., Evergreen Theaters Corp., Cascade The- ;
aters Corp. and Evergreen State
Amusement Corp., Fox Pacific Theaters, Loew's, Inc., 20-Fox, United
Artists, Paramount, RKO - Radio,
Universal, Warners and Columbia.
Unless settlement is reached out of
court, the case will be retried.

Van Nomikos Hecmng Dec. 16

Chicago — The Van Nomikos circuit percentage fi'aud case hearing ■
Cleveland, O. — Friends here of has been postponed to Dec. 16. Myles
Seeley
is attorney for the plaintiff
Albert Freedman, former Loew theater official, were shocked to learn distribs. and Seymour Simon is atof his death last week in Los Antorney for the Van Nomikos circuit.

Al Freedman Dies on Coast

geles.
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H^ox Midwest, RKO
May Swap in K. C.
J Kansas
City — Reopening
of the
^,049-seat Mainstreet
Theatre here
nd a change in ownership of the
;K0 Orpheum are involved in neotiations rumored to be under way
/Ilftere and New York.
olved in the reported negotiaare RKO Theatres and the
Fox Midwest circuit. The deal, according to reports, contemplates the
trading by Fox Midwest to RKO Theatres of the former's half interest in
the Mainstreet for a full interest in
the Orpheum. RKO Theatres owns
the other half interest in the Mains treet.
Under the recent opinion handed
down in the New York equity suit,
joint interests by circuits of theaters
would have to be discontinued. However, the Statutory Court has not
established final rules of adjustment
for property holdings and until a
final decree is promulgated, there
may be no change affecting the now
dark Mainstreet.
The prospect of an addition of
3,049 seats to the downtown first
run market here causes no cheers by
local exhibitors. The downtown seating capacity now is regarded as ample.
Fox Midwest spokesman here
neither confirmed nor denied the negotiations.

Little Headlines:
WILLIAM BRANDT will make a serialized appearance
this week over WNBC
(8:30 to 9:00 a.m.) today, tomorrow
tory cf the entertainment world on 42nd St.

on the "Hi! Jinx" program
and Friday to trace the his-

•

PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR., UA ad-publicity director, will plane to the Coast en Friday for
detailed discussion with Enterprise executives on ad-publicity plans for the new product
lineup, which includes "Arch
mately two weeks.
JOSEPH

SISTROM

of Triumph,"

Lazarus

will

remain

Deanna

Durbin

on

the

Coast

approxi-

•

will produce

the next

starring vehicle

sal-lnt'l. Because of the Technicolor backlog and the delay
the strain on Technicolor's capacity,
"Up
In Central
Park"
the next Durbin production) will of necessity be postponed.

for Univer-

in print deliveries due
(previously announced

to
as

•

HAL WALLIS has acquired the screen rights to "Lola," a forthcoming book by Philip
Van Doren Stern, based en incidents in the life of the notorious Lola Montez. The novel
is being

completed

for

publication

in

1947

production for next season.

by

Little,

Brown

Co.

Wallis

is

planning

•

LOEWS THEATERS' first post-war Thanksgiving party for division managers, theater
managers, assistants, and their wives was held last night at the Plaza Hotel, with Loew
executives and department heads among the 425 guests. Keenan Wynn and Peter Lawford, from the M-G-M studios, Milton Berle and Joey Adams were amrng the entertainers. Music was provided by the orchestras of Louis Basil and Frank Silvers.

•

RESULT

OF

A YOUTH

FORUM

sponsored

by the Cleveland, 0., Cinema

Club, was

a complete denunciation of travelogues as currently pr.duced, divided opinion as to reissues and double features, approval of feature pictures with a definite moral like
"The

Lost Week

End," and

objection to formation

of the movie

habit by the very

•

young.

WORLD PREMIERE of RKO
Radio's "San Quentin"
has been set
Boston Theater with over 100 houses in the Hub area participating.

for

Dec.

5 at

the

SIXTEEN
OF
next two years.

filming during the

•

AIMED

AT

UA'S

indie

producers

have

scheduled

30 novels

for

•
RAISING

$25,000

to

boys at Camp Thacher next Summer,
gram will continue until Saturday.

provide vacations for

1,000

the annual Albany Variety

underprivileged
Club

Denial

Albany
Day

pro-

Interest In Odeon
(Continued from Page 1)
Poll circuit in New England, as well
as other holdings in Canada and investments of the N. L. .Nathanson
estate to which he became heir.
Nathanson is retiring from the
board of directors of Canadian
Odeon and is moving his residence
to Montreal from Toronto. He succeeded his father as president of
the circuit but resigned last February because of ill health. His
successor
was J. E. Lawson of
Toronto.
The Canadian Odeon circuit now
comprises more than 100 theaters
across the Dominion. Expansion
plans, already well in hand, call for
the erection of more than 60 theaters in a four to five year period
after construction controls are ended.
building.
Rank, it is understood, has earmarked $6,000,000 for Canadian

Rank May Enter Ad Reel
Field in the Dominion
_ Toronto — Production and distribution of advertising reels of various
types is reported to be under consideration by officials of the J. Arthur Rank Organization in Canada.
Plans are afoot to produce the reels
at the Rank-owned Queensway, in
Islington, Ont. An inquiry is being
circulatedpendent
amongto circuits
and plausindesound 'out
ibility of thehouses
project.
In the past advertising films have
been tried out but have met with
adverse reception. It was learned by
the trial and error method rural communities accepted screen advertising better than audiences in the

First Post- War Meet of
Okla. to See Pix Heads

Atomic Documentary
Via Film Publishers

Ne'w Jersey ATO Dinner
Scheduled for Dec. 3

Oklahoma City — Leaders in various branches of the industry are
slated to attend the first post-war
convention of Theater Owners of
Oklahoma, Inc., here Dec. 9-10.
A partial list of acceptances include those of R. J. O'Donnell, Ted
Gamble, Fred Wehrenberg, William
McGraw, "Chick" Lewis, Dave Palfreyman, Herman Levy, H. M.
Richey, Claude Lee, Leon Bamberger
and E. B. Coleman.
Election of officers and directors,
consideration of new by-laws and
legislative problems, are on the business agenda.
The local Variety Club will receive the national citation award
for outstanding achievement at a
social function slated for the evening of Dec. 10. All activities will
be at the Skirvin Hotel.

Commentator Raymond Swing has
just completed a narration assignment on "One World Or None," 10minute documentary on the implications of atomic energy. Reel is combination oflive action with animated
technics. Philip Ragan Associates of
Philadelphia produced the film for
the National Committee on Atomic
Information. Also sponsoring the
film is the American Federation of
Scientists.
Film Publishers, Inc., 12 E. 44th
St., will handle nationwide release
through theatrical and non-theatrical channels. Prints for 16 mm.
showings will be released as soon as
consistent with theatrical distribution set-up.

Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey's Fall beefsteak dinner, preceded by a luncheon and business
meeting, has been scheduled for Dec.
3 at Harry Hecht's Ritz Restaurant bigger cities.
in Passaic. President Edward Lach- SG Names Dudelson to Post
man will preside.
Detroit — Appointment of Harris
Topics for discussion include film Dudelson as district manager for
buying,
legislation,
Irving Government
Bellinger's Screen Guild was announced yesterreport on
new product,
Albert Dezel, franchise
sponsored reels and the forthcoming holder.day byDudelson,
formerly branch
final decree in the New York equity
manager for United Artists at Cincinnati for 20 years, and recently
All branches of the industry have district manager at St. Louis, is
suit.
been
invited to the beefsteak supper. the brother of Moe Dudelson, UA
Tickets may be obtained at all New
district manager here. He will headYork exchanges.
quarter at Cincinnati, and handle
Cleveland and Detroit territories.

CHARTERED
AMBASSADOR FILMS, INC., New York Cit7,
manufacture motion pictures, film recordings^
capital 200 shares no par value stock, three
shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by
Saul Bernstein, Alice Carabrant, Samuel W.
Brodsky.
FILMWAYS, Inc., New York City, <Jeal in
motion pictures, capital 200 shares no par value
stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at
Albany by Samuel Yudell, Harry Fractenberg,
Benjamin Weberman.
CORONET PICTURES, INC., New York City,
to distribute motion pictures, cap tal 200 shares
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Jacob Steinfeld William Richter, Elmer Fried.

Jack Findlay Appeals

Boston — Jack Findlay, defendant
in the case of Morris Pouzzner, et, al,
Chicago — The Essaness Circuit vs. the Westerly Theaters Operating
has only a few days of fuel on hand, Co., et al, has filed an appeal to the
for some houses, and will have to Circuit Court of Appeals from the
Novick-Sheven
close during emergency unless addi- judgment that was entered against
tional fuel is obtained promptly. him in the Providence, R. I. Federal
Allan Sheven, National
Other circuits and independents are Court in September. The case will Service home office contract
likely to have similar trouble before probably be argued in Boston early
ment, will be married to
the week is up. Several theaters in 1947.
Novick, of Hunt
Thanksgiving
Day.Stromberg
have diiContinued matinees partly
due to coal situation.

Chi. Theaters Threatened by Fuel

WEDDING BELLS

To Twentieth-Fox
Show "DangerouswillMillions"
tradeshow

Stern-Krass

Screen
departHarriet
Prods.,

Detroit — Marvin Krass, manager
"Dangerous Millions" on Dec. 6 in of the Dix Theater, and son of Mr.
Florence, Ala. — Louis Rosenbaum, all exchange centers except Boston
general manager. Muscle Shoals The- where the picture will be .screened and Mrs. Jack Krass, Detroit circuit owners, will be married March
aters, was elected state chairman of today, and Log Angeles on Friday.
1 to Ruth
Stern, daughter of Dr.
B'nai B'rith at the annual conference In Portland and Seattle it will be Edward
Stern.
shown on Dec. 9.
in Birmingham.

Rosenbaum. State Chairman

V ^^^^ ™^^* reckless lover . .
the boldest adventurer. . .
ever to bear the
Monte Cristo name^^
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presents

LOUIS HAMRD •BARBARA BRITTON
.i» GEORGE MACSEAOy
UNA

HENRY

STEVEN

RAY

O'CONNOR- STEPHENSON -GERAy- COLLINS
Screenplay by George Bruce and Alfred Neumann

Directed by HENRY LEVIN • Produced by GRANT WHYTOCK

AN EPWARD SMALL production

38 W. 44th St.
New York
N. Y.
Nev . York— ^t» ~^^ —
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nReeiing

'Round
WASHINGTON
=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER

^

WASHINGTON
OUPLE of weeks ago, the Army re\^ leased the results of a survey made in
^ ermany on the reaction of the defeated
lation to Hollywood pix. General tone of
he findings was not anything to make the
iidustry chest swell with collective pride.
jrut there are a few other things which
jught to be pointed out. .. .For cne thing
— and it's major — the pix on which the
lurvey was based were NOT selected for
Hiow.ng in Germany by the pix industry at
II. They were, for the most part, chosen
y the OWI and the State Department. The
Krmy was perfectly in the clear in this sitation — ^but should have made it plain when
t released the study that the films had
Hear selected by Government agencies....
it was not until July of this year that the
Ikrmy took over the selection cf films for
^rmany — and the survey was completed
ioo soon after that to afford any basis for
harges that the Army doesn't know how
10 pick films.

•

•

|A/HAT is unfortunate is that the story
" ' indicated to those who did not read
arefully that the Army feels Hollywood
can't make the kind of films needed for
Ihe occupied territories. Fact is, however
hat Army Reorientation authorities don't
eel that way at all.... When we put the
Question squarely to them they said very
•iainly that the industry is turning out a
•umber of films highly desirable for showing in Germany. They said further — and
^his is an affirmative statement which
hould have been made at the time the survey was released — that they knew also that
'a great many good and helpful films" have
loeen shown in Germany prior to July.

All of which boils down
'hat the industry is put in
pecause of a few inferior
'x:ent into Germany on the
S Government agency.
AS

to the fact
a poor light
films which
initiative of

a matter of fact, the Army selectors

''*have not been hard pressed to find
Films they would like to show in Germany.
Their problem has been rather rejecting
films which would be quite acceptable because there is a limit to what they can dub
One class of films which certainly cannot be condemned from the artistic stand;K)int is out, so far as the Army is concerned. These include films with more than
(Continuad on Pag« 4)

Ostrer Says Theater Television toStart on Large
Scale in Britain in 1947

September Dividend
Payments Hit Record

Television programs
in England
eventually will take the place of the
second feature in theaters, in the
opinion of Isidor
Ostrer, pioneer in
British television
activities
and
former chairman
of the board of
Gaumont British.
Ostrer, who arrived from England Wednesday
on the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth, said
that theater television on a large
scale would get
under
way
in
Britain next year
and that it would
ISIDOR OSTRER
have a vast effect
on the motion picture industry. He
(Continued en Page 4)

Washington — Industry dividend
payments hit a new high in September, with a total payment of $9,315,000 reported by the Department
of Commerce. This figure tops the
combined dividend payments for the
three m:nths from June through
August — and is more than $3 000,000 better than the previous high
for the year, $5,894,030 paid out in
March. In addition, it is well over
double the payment for September
of last year, when the tally was $3,913,000. The nine-month total
through September is nearly twice as
large this year as in 1945— $3 1,1 80,000 compared with $16,716,000.

12,000 Playdates for
Hopalongs, Objective

H'ashington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Studying

16mm. for Africa
Twentieth - Fox is currently surveying the possibilities of 16 mm.
market in South and East Africa,
Edward F. Lomba disclosed to The
Film Daily Wednesday.
Lomba, who is the managing director of 20'th-Fox in the Union of
(C:ntinued on Page 8)

Gain Would be Fraction of
One Percent
of Country's
Total
Power Consumption
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — CPA is weighing
evidence indicating that a complete
shutdown of the nation's theaters
would only save a fraction of one
per cent of the country's total power
consumption, it was learned yesterday. CPA consideration of the small
amount of power consumed by theaters stemmed from a survey of
(C:ntinued on Page 8)

GFD To Handle 50-60
U. S., Brit. Pix— Carr
i Between 50 and 60 American and
British pictures will be distributed
by General Film Distributors during
the coming year, representing the
largest program ever handled by an
English company, according to E. T.
"Teddy" Carr, co-managing director of GFD. Carr arrived Wednesday
(Continued on Page 5)

Statutory Court Nixes
111. Theater's Petition

Twelve thousand-theater distribuPetition of the Palace Theater,
tion for the Hopalong Cassidy series
Cicero, 111., for leave to file a brief
is the aim of Producer Lewis J.
as amicus curiae in the New York
Rachmil and star William Boyd. At Eagle-Lion's Sales Reps.
equity case was denied Wednesday
by the Statutory Court. The Court,
Wednesday's joint interview for the Here for Two-Day Meet
industry press, Rachmil and Boyd
(Crntinued on Page 8)
disclosed how they intend to expand
Sales
supervisors
of
Eagle-Lion
the market for the Hopalong pix.
Films will come to New York for a
"We have taken an entirely new series of meetings to discuss sales
Columbus Theater
approach," Rachmil explained. plans and policies, which will be held
(C:ntinued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
Marquees Stay Lit

DaMoni

Unveils ^Phoio vision^

TeEevislon Transmission Over a Light Beam
Sen. Taylor Would End
Federal Admission Tax

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— A new development
whereby pictures and sound can be
transmitted from one point to anWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
other over a light beam instead of
Washington — Removal of all ex- radio waves was demonstrated Wedcise taxes except those on luxuries
nesday night before the American
was advocated Wednesday by Sen. Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Glen Taylor, Idaho Democrat. Re- The demonstration was given by
jecting GOP statements regarding a Dr. E. T. Goldsmith, director of re(Continuad on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)

Columbus, 0. — Theater marquees
blaze brightly here. Mayor James A.
Rhodes, after a conference with
members of the advisory committee
on fuel conservation, said that there
would be no local dimout.
"The wartime brownout here
saved little if any coal," declared
Mayor Rhodes. "The brownout would
tend to increase traffic accidents and
might add to crimes." The mayor
said that the advisory committee
would meet frcm time to time during the coal crisis and re-survey the
situation.
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NEW

CRAD
SIARS is scheduled
to plane to Englariu ivuay ruuowmg ine uA boaiO n.e-t.ng, tc, dining lur Cn.isiu.as.
ALrittD KaiZ, returning from the Coast,
.eaves ror Mexico Ci.y on i^ec. 3.
UANA
Ai>(jKtWj IS vacawcning in Vermont.
Vin.o.N>A MaiU is visiiing ner tamiiy In M.
i.OU.S.
lo'M LUCY, M-C-M manager in Atlanta, has
.etuined
meie atter two oays in Ne<v lori^.
HjwAKU DiciZ. vice-pies.aent and oir.ctor
.f aoveriising, puoiiciry, and explanation to.
.i-O-M, lerumea yesteioay by p.ane, irom tne
.oast.
CARL FREUND, cameraman on M-G-M's
Uiiue, current," whicn opened at the Capiio.
,Ebieraay,
is in town trom caiitorn.a, on vaca..on.
STANLEY W. HIGCINSON, general managei
or Wdiners, in Ajstrana, iook Oif from id.,
lancisco yesterday via Clipper tor his heao.jariers in iyoney following a vis.t to the homu
.trices and studios.

Horne Signs Lovejoy
As first btory Player
Frank Lovejoy, reportedly one of
,he highesc-paia Iree-iance actors in
.aaio, ana a well-known 3 cage player,
-las been signed to a long-term contract by Story Prods, as cne tirst ol
J, ro.;ter oi scars to be aevelopea
jy the company, it was announcea
^esterday by Hal Home, executive
^jroducer.
Lovejoy, wholly new to films, may
.naKe his bow in Scory's firsC, "This
jide of Innocence." it is expected
.le will continue his radio career on
.he Coast.

3 WB British Releases
in First Half of 1947

^i^

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
21 '/4 211/8
211/4+
^
Bell & Howell
20
20
20
+
Va
Columbia
Picts
21=^
21%
21%
....
East. Kodak
219
219
219
+
4
do pfd
194
194
194
+
4
Cen. Prec. Eq
223/4
22Vi
2234 +
1/4
Loew's, Inc
26^/z
261/4
26Vi +
Va
Paramount
3234
32
32%—
V4
RKO
leVa
16
16
Republic Pict
IVl
7I^
IVl +
Va
Republic
Pict. pfd... 14%
143/4
143/4 -f
V4
20th Century-Pox . . . 401/2
3934
397/8 —
Va
Un.versal
Pict
2734
271/4
27Vi +
li
Universal Pict. pfd... 845/8
841/8
84Vi +
%
Warner Bros
177/8
17%
I73/4 -f
i^

London (By Cable) — Eight American-made feature productions have
jeen set by Warners for general re.ease in Great Britain in the first
aalf of 1947.
The schedule includes "A Stolen
Life," Jan 20; "Janie Gets Married,"
Feb. 10; "Of Human Bondage,"
jiarch 3; "Never Say Goodbye,"
-vlarch 24; ' Cloak and Dagger,"
April 14; "Nobody Lives Forever,"
May 5; "The Time, the Place and
.he Girl," May 19, and "That Way
vVith Women," June 16.

Monogram Picts
SVs
5Ve
RKO
53/8
51/8
Sonotone Corp
314
3
Technicolor
14%
14
Trans-Lux
4Vi
4
OVER THE COUNTER

Jolley Manages PRC
Salt Lake City Branch

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

5%
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4
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Arthur Jolley has been appointed
manager of the New PRC's Salt Lake
City exchange, according to an announcement byLloyd L. Lind, vicepresident and assistant general sales
manager. Jolley, who has assumed
the post, was for the past two years
head
of and
Republic's
Montana
Utah. sales force in

depf-nHabit-

ir.llrr.
1( ,<■"
.SDi
all lb« d>^
iBiU, drop u« ■
linft.

tw
■

Now

Available —
Veteran Publicist —

Known from Coast to Coast — 25 Years'
Experience in Home Office and Field
Exploitation.
Write
Box No. 102, THE FILM
DAILY
1501 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

r*

Peckham to Indianapolis
As Classics Branch Mgr.

JOSPEH GOULD leaves for the Coast today.
JOAN
Ci\AWrOKD is a New Yoil( visitor.
JOHN S. ALLi:N, M-C-M district manage,
witn neaaquaiie.s in Washington, ariived Wcon.soay tor nome ctiice conte.ences.
BENN ROSENWALD, manager of M-G-Ms
Cnario.te brancn, le.t Weanesuay tor home ar.er two days he.e.
SIDNEY FRANKLIN, producer of M-C-M's
"'Ine learling.
win ,eave lor tne Coast Uec. 3
BOB SiSK, M-C-M producer, will head bac.
to Hollywood tne middie of n^xt week.
L. J. PATTON,
ice, lias returned

eng neering supervisor for Altrcm Detioit.

"HOWARD WALLACE, Atlanta branch managei
jf bacK A.-nusement tnterpiises, is in riona^
jrranging
tnepiCiUre
Soutnern
of Negro
"juk,omr, tne tor
third
in a pie.niere
series of all
.eatures.
CHARLES MOSKOWITZ Chiefed Eastward
yesterday.
NAT D. FELLMAN, Warner Theaters executive,
and M(<S. ftLtMAN aie Floriaa-bound tor a
vacation.

Appointment of Ralph Peckham as
Indianapolis branch manager for
Film Classics was announced Wednesday by Jules K. Chapman, assistant general manager. Peckham,
who starts his new duties Monday,
formerly was Columbia branch manager in Omaha and on the same
company's sales staff in PhiladelLJI
phia. /T-,'

X. Y. THEATERS
\
RAWO
C

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

\; "THE
JOLSON STORY"
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES

;

^ in Technicolor * A Columbia Picture
P SPECTACULAR

STAGE

PRESENTATION

\

Byron Price Tells Editors
lo Guard Freedom oi Press
West Coast Bureau of THP. FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Asserting tJiat "Hollywood is growing up," Byron Price,
ooard cnainnan of A-MPir" predicted
at a luncneon of the Associated
rress Managing Editors Association,
cnat press, rauio and screen would
inevitably be drawn closer together
in defense of freedom of expression.
He declared "even a little censorship anywnere is dangerous to the
press and even the more subtle gestures toward governmental guidance
and official prompting are your concern whether they atiect newspapers
directly or come to you in a guise of
restraint and interierence in other
fields
communication."
He of
appealed
to the Editors not
to be gullible about Hollywood and
"the Old legend of cliche." Pointing
out that the largest moct substantial
and conservative bank in this country annually advanced millions of
dollars for the financing of motion
pictures — "a thing they certainly
would not do unless they nad learned
from experience that the money
would be handled wisely."
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50% Theater Tax Jump
Considered in Havana

^/f^^/WOC//Vr
"TWO YEARS

Havana (By Air Mail) — A proposition increasing by 50 per cent the
tax on public entertainment;, cinemas and theaters is under consideration by the tax committee of the
Havana City Council.

BEFORE
\»i
AI.AN LADD

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Nationally known industrial concern located in Louisville, Kentucky, requires
man experienced in Industrial documentary
f!lm work. Must have thorough knowledge
of film cutting, scrpt planning, and silent
16 mm. color equipment. No dark room
work. Some travel Give complete experience. Information and salary required.
P. 0.
Box
No.
360,
Louisville,
Ky.
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LEO'S MOVING
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MUSIC HALL
FOR A
TECHNICOLOSSAL
WINTER!
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Tele on Twin Bill
in U. K. Houses Seen
(Continued from Page 1)
expressed the opinion that ultimately
television receivers would be a standard part of theater equipment and
that the cost would be less than the
early sound projectors.
Ostrer's television interests, which
included the Baird system, has been
merged with J, Arthur Rank's tele
interests into a company known as
Cinema Television, Ltd. He said that
the Baird home receiving sets would
be on the market in England in three
to six months and that they would
cost less than $250. BBC, he said,
was installing a station in Birmingham and in six other British cities.
In addition to his television interests, Ostrer is chairman of the board
of Premiere Films, formed by Maurice Ostrer, his son.

Sen. Taylor Would End
Federal Admission Tax
(Continued from Page 1)
20 per cent reduction "across the
board," Taylor called for lifting of
exemptions to "about $3,000 for a
family of four," with higher income
groups to pay a heavier share of the
tax burden.
Taylor's plan would call for complete removal of the Federal tax on
admissions.

Three Goldwyn Players
On Loan for Curtiz Pic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

,, ,
i^

Hollywood — Michael
Curtiz has
signed
Dana
Andrews,
Virginia
Mayo and Cathy O'Donnell for his
principal roles in his first independent production, "The Unsuspected,"
which will be released through Warners. The deal for the three players
has been in negotiation
between
Curtiz and Goldwyn
for several
weeks.

Hal Wallis Signs Corey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Wendell Corey, Hollywood newcomer from Broadway, has
signed a long-term and exclusive
contract with Hal Wallis and was
assigned to a top role in Wallis'
"Deadlock," which goes into production in December, with Byron Haskin directing.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Hov. 29
Genevieve Tobin
Rod LaRocque
Naomi Rutii Stevens
Harold Beaudine
Louise J. Reider
Kay Johnson

Busby Berkeley
Nov. 30

Jacqueline Logan
Reginald Denny
Saul Hertzig
Karl Struss
Dec. 1
Jack C. Alrcoate, Jr.
Demetrios Alexis

ALONG
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THE RIALTO

Beeting
'RoiindWASHINGTON
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(Continued

from Page 1)
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•

just a dash of violence shov^n on the screen

&f PMM.

VcU^

U/ASHINGTON

audiences

have

beer

Today's Special — Turhey Hash

'* quite impressed by some
of the so
called
non-theatrical
product
of the Na
tional Film Board of Canada shown in a re
cent series of special programs. They appear

worry about, 20th-Fox is set for a playdate cleanup with "The Razor's
Edge," which, by the wcry, rolled up a world-record gross of $164,701.50
in its first Roxy week despite the dimout that hit Broadway Monday. . . .
• With the cards stacked against circuit expansion in the U. S., watch
for American majors to markedly increase theater operotions abroad,
starting in 1947. ... • In lambasting that Toronto Telegram critic

could
well use.
We're
portici^^
of a subject
called
"A thinking
City Sings,"
dealing
with the children's music festival in Manitoba. Another very entertaining subject for

•

•

•

CUFF

NOTES: Having no Technicolor print problem to

over the air for erroneously reporting the presence at "The Razor's
Edge" opening of certain celebs., W. W. was not only on the unfair
side, but did the industry a disservice
Item, the Toronto critic
scarcely could be expected to personally identify all the celebs, the
premiere attracted. .... .Item, the critic, along with the others present,
necessarily relied upon a supplied list of those expected
If such
slips, not too important, certainly, are to be made targets for public
blasts. Coast to Coast and to all the ships at sea, where's the newsman's
vaunted sense of proportion? ... • Didja know that the hero of Milt
Caniif's new cartoon strip will be called Steve Canyon, and thot the
principal femme character will be a gal called Copperhead?
The
strip, Caniff's successor to "Terry," bows about Jem. I. . . . • Radio
City Music Hall's beloved Yule pageant, "The Nativity," will be revived
on Dec. 5 on the same program with "Till the Clouds Roll By" and Leonidoif's new extravaganza, "Good Ship Holiday"

▼

TV

• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Warners first 1947 release, "The Man I
Love," goes out on Jan. 11. .'. . • Cultiue comes to the fan magazine:
Henry Malmgreen, editor of Modem Screen, and Gloria Lamport of the
MS staff, are both taking W. H. Auden's course
York's School of Social Research. ... • Arthur
morrow for New York. ... ©By the terms of
one-half of the residuary estate is left in trust for
ton, and the other half in equal shares to his

in Shakespeare at New
Loew leaves London toJules E. Brulatour's will,
his widow, Hope Hcmipson and two daughters

The latter will receive the principal of Miss Hampton's trust outright on her demise
William J. German, new piesidenl of Jules
Brulatour, Inc., one of three co-executors. . . • "Public is Blamed for Poor
Movies; Panel at Times Forum Agrees Primary Purpose of Films Should
be Educational," reads a N. Y. Times headline
Tuition fees for
theater attendance, maybe? ...
• Look for more and more Eastern
pilgrimages by studio units for location shooting
John Garfield
leads the cast of Enterprise's "Burning Journey" to New York in midJanuary for a six-week stay. ... • Warners will make a six-short series
on historic American landmarks

▼
•

•

•

TV

THIS 'N' THAT: Total of 230 midnight bookings have been

already set by Warners for New Yeor's midnight shows
There's
been a strong demand, too, for special midnight plcrydotes during the
week-end between Christmas and New Year's. ... • The Hollywood
Writers Mobilization will swiiig into action Dec. 2 with a series of forums
designed to counter attacks on Hollywood by Rankin, Bilbo, et al
It's about time! ... • Film industry will host a dinner on the Coast tonight for AP managing editors holding a convention there
Mervyn
LeRoy is staging the show for the dinner which will enlist the services of
top drcrwer screen talent. ... • Thomas J. Donaldson, Metro's branch
manager in the Hub, will head Boston's Kiwcmis Club in '47. . . .
• Wonder how many exhibs. are using turkey giveawcrys this holiday
season?
The Gregorys' Alliance circuit is going for 'em in a big
way, with 500 birds to be awarded before Jan. 1. . . . • Tony Martin,
obtaining his release from Metro, has plcmed East to play a Philly Community Chest benefit and then open on Dec. 5 in the Windy City's Chicago
theater where he goes in on a $10,000-week guorantee against a per
centage
Pic deal with another major is in work, by the woy

to

us

to

be

the

sort

of

thing

\iHl3t ""

audiences of any age is "Science Goes Fish-

MP Associates Slate
Up for Election Dec. 4
Motion Picture Associates will
hold elections for new officers and
directors for 1947 at the next annual membership meeting, Dec. 4,
in the Georgian Room of the Piccadilly Hotel.
Candidates
for election as direcing."
tors and officers
are:
Fred
J.
Schwartz, president; David A. Levy,
vice-president;
Raymond
E. Moon,
vice-president; Harold Klein, secre- !
tary; Saul Trauner, treasurer; Cy ^
Seymour,
sergeant-at-arms.
Board
of directors: Jack Ellis, Ted O'Shea,
Max Fellerman, H. M. Richey, Mor-^
ris Saunders, John M. Benas, Samuel Rinzler, Simon
Fabian, David
Weinstock, ]L,ee W. Newbury, Charles >.
Penser, Chick Lewis, David Snaper,
Bert Sanford, Gus Eyssell.
Other nominations may be made
when endorsed with names of not
less than 10 members and forwarded
at least seven days prior to the date
of the annual meeting.

Schroeder to Modem Screen
Carl Schroeder has joined the staflf '
of Modern Screen magazine as aditorial consultant and special contributor. For the past 10 years,
Schroeder has been with Triangle
Publications.

WEDDING BELLS
Davis-Madigan
Detroit — Aileen Davis, of Local
199's office staff, married Roy Madi-

urday.
gan Sat
Milne-Zilch

'

Pittsfield, Mass. — Mary Milne, foi
the past five years cashier at thf
Palace, was married to Frederick J
Zilch, Army veteran.

Rhodes-Kcdber

Omaha — Betty Rhodes, head o\
the 20th-Fox contract department
revealed her marriage Sept. 28 tc
Floyd Kalber, announcer for KGFW
Kearney, Neb.

Eeefover-Kemp
Omaha — Maxine Keefover, National Screen, will marry
Donalc
Kemp of Omaha.

.^a
day, November 29, 1946
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What's in a Title!
Providence, R. I. — When the
passenger of a large sedan parlced
near the Hollywood Theater in East
Providence became chilly he reached
for the heater switch, but mistakingly pushed the starter button. The
car, which had been parked in gear,
backed across the street and right
through the. front doors of the theater.
As the occupant, uninjured,
stepped into the lobby, he noted the
one-sheets on the current attrac-

(Continued from Page 1)
the S.S. Queen Elizabeth for conences with Universal executives,
E'
leaves for Hollywood today.
:;arr said that GFD's 1947 lineup
j;l>»d for 25 pictures from UniverJ=^temational, between 25 and 30
>'iom the various J. Arthur Rank
tion: "If I'm Lucky"!
'lits and five from Pathe Eagleon.
I
I Grosses on British pictures in
kigland have trebled in the last
Bar, Carr said, pointing out that
ip English pictures are grossing bejmen £300,000 and £400,000. Most
(Continued from Page 1)
;|iccessful current picture, he said, is
search of the Allen B. Du Mont
lR''icked Lady," which will gross Laboratories.
The invention
has
f^OO.OOO in the home market. Popukrity of British pictures in the for- been named "photovision" by its inventor, Dr. Allan B. Du Mont.
(.gn market- also is increasing, Carr
The development may be used in
2|iid.
of coaxial cable for inter'|i
Theater
England,
Carr the place
aid,
is stillbusiness
boomingin and
has shown
city relay, as well as simplifying
■:lnly a slight decline from the top the pi'oblem of transmitting televisKar peak.
sion programs in short range relays,
I Others on the ship were Mr. and as from a football field to the main
-jllrs. James Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Pat transmitter. The system operates
in light or darkness and without ina^'Brien,
illalone, Reginald
Madeleine Gardner,
Carroll, Dorothy
Daisy
terference from static and other interference inherent in radio. It is
aix and Deborah Kerr.
claimed that it will transmit color
pictures as well as black and white
leading Detroit Houses
Images.
In the opinion of Dr. Goldsmith,
;oto-Pay Day Intervenors
the invention will be a boon to network television, the development of
'*;> Detroit — .Principal Detroit the- which depends almost entirely on co*|.ters have intervened
by stipulaaxial cable to tie the stations to'ijion of attorneys of both sides, in
gether in the same manner as telehe Circuit Court suit brought recently by Jack Broder circuit and
phone lines connect the radio stations. The cable will be expensive,
,'i'oto-Pay Day, Inc., asking an inand an obstacle for stajunction against the city of Detroit, he said,
tions in small communities.
; vlayor and Police Department from
Light Waves Match Radio Waves
j%terfering with operation of FotoIn the demonstration, pictures
pay
Day,
especially
at
Broder's
rfime. Rex and Kramer Theaters.
were transmitted on light waves

:3i

I
iX

x

Du Mont Development
Boon To Television

( New intervenors are United De• roit Theaters, Paramount affiliate,
jrincipally on behalf of Cinderella
rheater, and Lincoln Theater operited by Wisper and Wetsman cir:uit and Hollywood operated by Lou
^vohen.
Their general position is
l:;hat continuance of Foto-Pay Day in
opposition
houses
causes them
ipotential loss of profits and that
;hey should be given permission to
protect their own position against
(toss and damages accordingly.

STORK REPORTS
Omaha — ^A seven-pound daughter,
Wonda Carol, was born to Mr. and
jMrs. Bill Wink. Father is a War'ners salesman.
Oneida, N. Y. — It's a son for Sid
IKallet, chief buyer and booker for
:"Kallet Theaters, and Mrs. Kallet.
New arrival is the family's third
youngster.

across a lecture hall, but Dr. Goldsmith said that Du Mont shortly
would make the same demonstration
over a distance of more than five
miles. The transmitter was a cathode-ray tube designed so light could
be varied five million times a second. As the picture signals varied
the intensity of this cathode-rav
tube, a sensitive photo-electric cell,
which acted as a receiver, picked up
this energy and converted the fluctuations of light into electric signals. The received picture was no
less clear than a signal that had
been transmitted by radio waves.
The system is the outgrowth of an
invention made by Dr. Du Mont in
1931 for which a patent was issued
Dec. 18. 1934.
Dr. Goldsmith said another possibility inherent in the new system
was a method of transmitting- television programs from a central
transmitter to motion picture theaters for showinp" on theater television screens. This could be done
in complete secrecy, he said, so that
no other person could take the program off the air.

h::

A Paramount Picture with EDDIE ALBERT • Charlie
Ruggles • Virginia Field • Rita Johnson • Zasu Pitts
Directed by Lewis Allen • Screenplay by Leonard Spigelgass
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"The Man From

"Magnificent Doll"

Rogers,
David
Niven,
Burgess
Meredith
Universal
95 Mins.
IMPRESSIVE

EARLY

RATE

HISTORICAL

AMERICA

ROGERS.

SUPERBLY

MEREDITH.

PRODUCTION;

STORY

OF

PLAYED

BY

NIVEN;
A TOP

RANK

FIRST
ITEM.

This is an impressive venture. Hallmark
Production, under the guidance of Jack
Skirbail and Bruce Manning have created
a telling piece of post-Revolutionary War
Americana in this story of Dolly Madison,
who is generally credited with being the
first official hostess of the White House.
"Magnificent Dell," played to perfection
and with consummate skill by Ginger Rogers, reveals her a clever, thinking woman
inspiring early American
to realize their destiny.

historical figures

Frank Borzage's master direction derives
a powerful film from the original story of
Irving Stone. While his prime theme is the
woman, he has also gone behind the scenes
to the little known aspects of first revelations of native fascism in the hectic political period between two wars. This is indicated, heightened and brought up sharply
in the character of Aaron Burr and his
abortive move to sow revolt against the
early government. Largely through the efforts of Dolly Madison it is a failure.
Miss Rogers' life as the daughter of a
Virginia planter, wife of a Philadelphia
Quaker, a mother for a brief period, as a
widow and finally as wife to James Madison
is the main theme and is told in fine, coherent terms. It is a beautifully mounted
drama in settings that remind of museum
exhibits. The furnishings of the period give
vivid optical pleasure.
The

story becomes

a

contest

for the

Widow
and

'Lady in the Lake"

Ginger

Payne's (Miss Rogers) hand between David Niven and Meredith, as Burr
Madison, respectively. This against a

background
groundwork

of early legislative endeavor —
of American law.

The gallery of historical figures is vivid
and interpreted with conviction and taste.
Attention rivets on the plight of the woman first and then the threat to the country in Burr's machinations.
Dolly Madison reaches the point where
she is the next First Lady. Meanwhile Burr
is on trial for his life. He is acquitted. Mrs.
Madison answering his plea goes to Richmond. A mob threatens to hang Burr but
Mrs. Madison with pointed oratory and a
sound argument

against martyring Burr and
discrediting the laws which freed him, dramatically saves the day. This last sequence
is built soundly, strongly and has emotional
impact.
Miss Rogers, Meredith, Niven and the
supporting players are at once believable
and sincere characters who put across their
performancese
in accomplished
style.
CAST: Ginger Rogers. Burgess Meredith David
Niven, Horace McNally, Peggy Wood, Frances
Williams. Robert Barrat. Crandon Rhodes, Henri
Letondal. )oe Forte. Erville Anderson, George
Barrows, Francis McDonald. Emmet Vogan.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack H. Skirbail; Director.
Frank Borrage; Original story and screenplay.
Irving Stone; Cameraman. Joseph Valentine; Art
director. Alexander Colitzen; Music, H. ). Salter;
Film editor, Ted ). Kent; Sound, Charles Felstead; Set decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Ted
Offenbccker.
DIRECTION,
Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

with Anton Walbrook, Margaretta Scott
English Films
89 Mins.
BRITISH SPY MELODRAMA
SUFFERS
FROM
OVERPLAYING AND
LACK OF
CONVICTION IN STORY.

Morocco"

This

British import

suffers

from

two

things — overplaying by an otherwise capable cast and lack of conviction in the
story. It does, however, have a title with
box office potentialities, and the subject
is one offering exploitation
possibilities.
An Associated British Production, the
story begins at the end of the Spanish Civil
War. Members of an international brigade
are retreating to France. They are taken
by French authorities subservient to the
Vichy regime. Anton Walbrook meets Margaretta Scott and manages to revive the
spark of life in her young brother. Later,
in a prison camp. Miss Scott appears. Walbrook is about to get papers that will free
him. The Vichy-ite commandant burns the
order. Walbrook is shipped to Africa to
work on a desert railroad. By a ruse he obtains freedom. He makes his way to London. Miss Scott awaits him. He is carrying names of loyal Frenchmen who will aid
Allied landings when the invasion comes.
In London he runs counter to a clique
of enemy agents. The list is lost. Then
its found. Then it's lest again. A deal is
made for its return. Plans for D-Day materialize. Walbrook personally liberates his
comrades at the desert labor camp. Then
he is confronted by Miss Scott and her
"husband." It turns out she acted in the
best interest of the Allies. The commandant gets his, BANG.
It is told in simple, very simple terms and
never once lifts itself above artificiality.
CAST: Anton Walbrook. Margaretta Scott.
Mary Morris. Reginald Tate. Peter Sinclair, David
Home. Hartley Power, Sybilla Binder, Charles
Victor.
CREDITS: Producer, Warwick Ward; Director,
'iansky.
Max Greene; Screenplay, Edward Dryhurst; Orig■nal story, Rudolph Carter; Music, Mischa SpoDIRECTION,

Fair

PHOTOmAPHY,

Good.

Proposed Amendment
To Ascap's Members
Ballots on a proposed amendment
to Ascap's articles of association
have been mailed to the entire membership. The amendment, proposed
by President Deems Taylor, is as
follows:
"In the event that the Board of
Appeals or the Board of Directors
shall not reach a decision at the
meeting at which any appeal shall
be presented, a decision may be made
at any subsequent meeting of such
respective Board. All members of
such respective Board present at
the meeting at which the appeal is
voted on shall be entitled to participate in the consideration and decision of such appeal."
A committee
will tabulate the vote
on Dec. 17.
"Toras Family" At Stanley Dec. 7
"The Taras Family," Soviet film
of a Ukrainian family during the
Nazi occupation, will have its American premiere at the Stanley Theater
on Dec. 7.

w!th Robert Montgomery, Audrey Totter
M-G-M
103 Mins.
ONE OF THE BETTER
SLEUTHING
YARNS;

SNAPPY, SPICY
ENTERTAINMENT WITH ACTION
; WILL CLICK
SOLIDLY.
Robert Montgomery, essaying the roie of
"Philip Marlowe," the boozing, amorous
and smart talking private eye of the Ramond Chandler stories, becomes the fourth
and

prcbably the best player of the part.

!n previous hands it was capably interpreted. Montgomery also directed this film.
His own skillful hand is very much in evidence.
Part of the time Montgomery is the camera. The camera smokes, has the roving
eye for luscious females, gets soaked and
takes a sock. It also makes phone calls,
drives a car. Only when essential does
Montgomery step from behind the lens to
handle a scene. Once he almost, as the
camera, kisses Miss Totter. He does get
ircund to the real lip work later.
The story has drive and action. The pace
is slick. As soon as he takes the case Montgomery ishep to all the intelligence, whom
it involves, who it will probably involve —
and where's the body.
it has a tame start, lasting for about
three minutes. Montgomery, as Marlowe
has written a sleuthing yarn. He tries to
sell it to the lurid collection of publications
issued by Leon Ames. Miss Tetter, Amss'
aide, asks him to drop in and unknown to
the boss she assigns Montgomery the job
of locating Ames' missing wife who has
?one cff, or so it seems, with another man.
This is more or less in lieu of accepting
his manuscript.
In no time flat Montgomery

gets slugged,

involved with the cops of a neighboring
town. He particularly runs afoul of Lloyd
Nolan, a municipal dick. In slow measure
the clues, leads and stray characters add
up. A body is located. There's a good deal
-f prowling around. A frameup is attempted. Then a lengthy MontgomeryTotter romantic interlude at Christmastime
which

leads to the uncovering of the killer.

This climax is in the last-minute-savedfrom-death melodramatic manner and is
built up to high intensity. Miss Totter

is

beautiful, capable and an optic joy to behold. Lila Leeds is diverting. She wears
her clothes divertingly. Jayne Meadows has
a good opportunity in her r'le of a neurotic
and she handles it well. Dialogue is eyebrow-raisin?.
George Haight's production is capably
handled and the film comes off as a better
sleuthing yarn.
CAST: Robert Montgomery, Audrey Totter,
Lloyd Nolan, Tom Tully, Leon Ames. Jayne
Meadows. Dick Simmons, Morris Ankrum. Lila
Leeds. William Roberts, Kathleen Lockhart,
Ellay Mort.
CREDITS: Producer, George Haight; Director.
Robert Montgomery; Screenplay bv Steve Fisher
based on the novel by Raymond Chandler' Cameraman, Paul C. Vogel; Film editor, Ci'^ne Ru»giero; Music, David Snell; Sound, Douglas
Shearer; Art direction, Cedric Cihbons, Preston
Ames; Set decorators, Edwin B, Willis, Thomas
Theuerkauf.
DIRECTION. Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, Top
notch.

Rockport Rio Ups Prices
Rocikport, Tex. — Admission prices
at the Rio, owned and operated by
Ed Bernard, have been npped from
40 to 44 cents.

"The Mighty McGurk"

M-G-M
with Wallace
STORY

IN THE

BEERY.TRADITION
GAL
Wallace

85 Mins

Beery ?.nd Aline McMahon
BAD

BOY-TO-PRODI

IS "MEAT"

AGAIN

FOP

Beery fans traditionally are ver>

fond of their favorite's endearing ways * ""
women
and
kids; "The
Mighty
McCf
is another flicker in the bad boy-to-prooigai traditicn.
Beery in this re-make of "The Champ,'
is right at home in his role of a Bowery
luminary who still basks in the fake limelight of a one-time championship. Since
saloon- keeper Edward Arnold shares
Beery's dark secret of a fraudulent victory,
the champ is enslaved to Arnold as bouncer,
errand-boy

and

general cat's-paw._

Between carrying out Arnold's dirty work
and b.'rrowing from pawnbroker Aline McMahon, Beery manages to get involved as
a Dutch uncle to English orphan Dean
Stockwell who prefers to live in rebellious
comfort

on the Bowery to anything an ostensibly rich uncle can offer.

Beery is marked lousy when the kid discovers that the champ's altruism springs
from an expectaticn of a reward from the
kid's uncle. Prodigal Beery redeems himself doubly when he confesses his secret
of a fraudulent victory to his cronies in
Arnold's saloon rather than carry out the
dirty job of humiliating Cameron Mitchell,
erstwhile friend who gave up pugilism for
evangelism. After a lusty barroom brawl,
snarled affairs right themselves: boy gets
girl; Beery gets Aline and Dean; and the
bovs en the Bowery go on getting drunk.
CAST: Wallace Beery, Dean Stockwell, Edward
Arnold, Aline McMahon, Cameron Mitchell,
Dorothy Patrick, Aubrey Mather, Morris Ankrum,
Clinton Sundberg, Charles Judsls, Torben
Meyer.
CREDITS: Producer, Nat Perrn; Director, John
Waters; Screenplay by William R. LIpman, Clant
rt"rrett and Harry Clark; Cameraman, Charles .
Schoenbaum; Film editor, Ben Lewis; Musical
score by David Snell; Recording director. Douglas
Shearer; Art directors, Cedric Gibbons and Hubert
Hobson; E.SetSpencer;
decorations
by Edwin
B. Will'sIrene;
and
Alfred
Costume
supervision.
Costumes designed by Howard Shoup and Valles;
Make-up by jack Dawn; Technical adviser, Lloyd i
Doctor.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Kalmenson Will Hold
Seven Regional Meets
Seven regional conferences on
curi'ent conditions and forthcoming
product will be conducted by Ben
Kalmenson, vice-president and general sales manager of Warner Bros..'
starting tomorrow in Atlanta. Division sales managers, district managers and branch managers in thei
respective areas will attend the meetings.
Following the Atlanta conference.
sessions will be held in Dallas, Dec
5; Los Angeles, Dec. 9; Kansas City
Dec. 16; Minneapolis, Dec. 18; Cleveland, Dec. 20, and Boston, Dec. 23.
Norman Ayers, Southern divisior
sales manager, will accompany Kalmenson to the Atlanta and Dallas;
meetings.
Haines, will
Western
sion sales Roy
manager,
go to divi-^
the
Los Angeles, Kansas City anc
Minneapolis sessions. Jules Lapidus
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager,
attend the Clevelaiif
and Bostonwill
conferences.
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,000 Playdates for
iopalongs, Objedive
|| (Continued from Page 1)
bries will be tightly knit, logical,
|avy on characterization, he added,
iwer extras, talented unknowns.
Id a few able players like Una
iConnor will greatly enhance the
and prestige of future Hopailms.
Hold to 1943 Cost Level
tBoyd interposed, "we haven't the
me or the money to make bad picres. Preparation is the most imrcant thing." He explained that
[rough closer ^supervision, the averse cost of a Hopalong was kept to
e 1943 level of $123,000 a picture,
spite continually rising costs in
oor and materials.
Parent-Teacher Associations have
jmmended the Hopalong producers,

1— PLACING THE BLAMEWilliam Boyd, star and execu'' live producer of Hopalong Cossidy Productions, asserted in yesI terdays
press interview.
is no juvenile
delinquency,"There
but
parental delinquency." He blamed
,' cocktail and bridge parties jor the
,' neglect of parents to their children. "Now, I'm trying to take the
place of parents on the screen," he
I commented.

iachmil isaid, for the high quality
y entertainment as well as for the
:eracy evidenced in the speech of
ie "westerners." So-called Western
alect has been sloughed as well as
liches in story and stereotyped
«liaracterization.
Eschewing the term, "western,"
j|oyd declared that the word had
ibquired a connotation of mediocrity,
^••iteness, dullness and poor taste.
Playing on Percentage
'i
That
new series
is successful
ras beentheevidenced
by the
fact that
lie first of the New Hopalongs,
Devil's Playground," has been
1 ooked in the Warners' Capitol in
hilly on a percentage basis. This
!• the first time that such a deal has
een made. Others on a similar basis
rtre pendmg. Loew's houses in many
airge cities have already contractea
pv the Hopalong series, six of which
.rill be released during the year,
|irough United Artists.
. Boyd will be in New York until
. acurday after next. In the mean» me he's confabbing with UA big•ies on sales plans for his pix,
-ranting incerviews and appearing
jn the air. Beginning next year he
j7ill be featured on a Hopalong
■jadio series, half hour, every week.

SICK REPORT
RAY

DANIELS,

city manager. E. M.

oew's, and manager, Drive-In, back at his
ost after being bedded
with measles.
JOSEPH WEISS, Warners' broker, O.naa, is in the hospital atter suffering a
roken leg.
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Of THE HEUJ films i^
"Wake
Up and Dream"
with John Payne, June Haver
20th -Fox
FINE, WHIMSICAL

ITEM

92 Mins.
IN TECHNI-

COi-Oit,
biANDS
sf^iH iHE IhiS
hAMILr
TRADE."lO DO

WtLL

A delightful note of whimsy manages to
je strucK in tne telling of tn.s taie. ts^sically a fiction it has just about tne righr
jmount ot realism to lend it credence.
S.nce chiloien are more or less exposed
i3 tne general run ct turn entercainmeni,
..ere is one ine exhiD.tor mignt pjinr our
.0 parents as an loeai d. version ror the.r
ortspring. 'It is a simple story, easily toilO^ea and snoula prove as rewarding an ex,yenenoe tor yuun^ toiKs as a progiam w.tA
.lie oesr inrenr ana purpose.
In neat Technicolor and generally cutJocrs tne story is ot a lana bound boat tnai
.s urn rrom its backljt bertn to sail alon^^
d hi^nway and at lengrn reacn warei.
Aboara It when it reacnes its natural, in>enoecl eiement are its master, Clem Bevons,
J oreamer and teiler ot tales; (.onn>e Maronail, a youngster wno bei.eves implicirly
,n cevans, and June Haver, a has.isl.nger
,rom a local beanery, wno tnr-ws over tne
i.-aces to join th.s very unorthodox excursion. Its purpose is to locate foyne, M.ss
iVlarsriall s big brother, who is reported lost
..I sea in a faciric tieet engagement, bn
.oute tney pick up Jonn Ireiana, a traveling
-entist. iometnmg or a romance devel-ps
^ecween Miss tiaver and Ireland.
This crew sails down a river and finally
/each a large body of waier. "iney are
.laited by tne Coast (luard but perm.ttea
.0 proceed, bevans and M.ss Hdver have
^iven up nope tor Payne but they are hesi.anr in teil.ng Miss Marsnail. 1 ney sail up
J creek ana soon run aground. Inere foi.ows s-me exploration in which a Lrusoe.ike character emerges. Here Miss Marsnali
.'ifnestly believes her brotner wul snow up
— and in fairy tale styie he does.
Sometimes it is overheavy with emphasis

"Abie's
Irish Rose"
with Joanne Dru, Richard Norris

"Sioux
City Sue"
with Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts
Republic

69 Mins.

CLASS "A " WESTERN
FARE WITH
FINE iONbS AND SMART PLOT PLUS
PLtNlY UF OUTDOOR
ACT10.n1.
"The music in "Sioux City Sue" is easily
the f.nest aspect of the wnole. Even tne
title IS a song. There s also potent Autry
renditions ot ' Sjmeday You'll Woht Me
10 Want You," 'Yours," "You Stole My
lieart" and ' Ridin' Double," ail of wnuu
i.r scene, st~ry and acrion.
As has been tne previous case with Autry
■vesterns in tne matter ot attention to
^fuouction details, tnis one too, has beei^
^iven like care and emerges a neatiy f.n.oiiea orr product.
No harKing back to stagecoach days. This
-s modern times. Ajtiy is a rancher tacin^
J foreclosure sale. Lynn Roberts, a taien.
..cout from Hollywood invaaes Whispering
.<ock in search of a cowboy s.nger. Sne s
jccompan.ed by Sterling Hoiloway. Latte.
las opportunity for cotneoy moments anc
.le does well by tnem in h.s famil.ar dazso
..tyie. Autry is engaged. He dees it to savt
..IS ranch. He goes to Hoiiyw.od to makt
endless recorain^s but no emoting berore
.ameras. He cans attention to tnis.
Kicnard Lane, a proaucer, has been using
Ajtry tor a cartoon cailed "Uing Don^
JuhKey.' If Autry knew it he would quit.
JO Lane stages a take action sequence w.th
ivliss Roberts.
Later tne cartoon is previewed and Autry
iiears himse.t sing accompanied to a cat.oon dohKey. Feeling duped, he takes oft
dt once for W.iisper.ng Rock. Miss Roberts
.eeis responsible. She follows. He takes
,ier in and gives her an opportunity to prove
.lerself by assigning her various chores. She
joes them well. Things look rosy, the
.aked acti.n scene proves to be a screen
.est and other prooucers are interested, so
jack to Wn.spering Rock come Lane ana
Holioway. Autry suspects something amiss,
dismisses La Roberts.

.n Miss Marshall's juvenile state of mind
;vnich must be kept to the tote by tne
jQuits in the cast. Ail tnis is managed capjoly. In the end Miss H^ver and P^yne are
.ugether. It turns out to be quite an en.nanted voyage, which is the title of the
.<uDert Nathan book on which tne film is
jased.
CAST: June Haver, John Payne, Charlotte
Cieenwood, Connie Marshall, John Ireland, Ciem
oevans, Chanes Russell, Lee Hattick, Charles D.
ijrown, Irving Bacon.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco; Director,
Lloyd Baccn; Screenplay by Elick Moll, from ihe
novel by Robeit Nathan; Music, Harry Ruby ano
Kube bloom; Art aitectors, Lyie Whee.er, J.
Kussell Spencer; Film editor, Robeit Fritch;
jound, Winston H. Leveiett, Harry M. Leonard;
cameraman, Harry Jackson.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Good.

Later Lane tangles with a bird Autry
rired, who still nurses a grudge. Lane
jrunk. He becomes aware of a plot to
Autry. A dam is to be blown wiping

had
gets
ru.n
out

Sarasota Houses Up Prices
Sarasota, Fla. — Announcement of
increase in prices at the Florida and
Ritz Theaters has been made by
Manager Harry Vincent. At the
Florida it will be 44 cents for matinee
and 50 cents for evening admission,
while at the Ritz it will be a straight
35 cents for both matinee and evenings. Children will be admitted for
14 cents at both places.

De
of "Ivy"
iVestHaviUand
Coast Bureau Out
of THE
FILM DAILY

Autry's stock. I.'s blown up but the cattle
are saved largely through the eff-rts ot
Miss
Roberts
wno tips and
off the
the finale
deal. A.l's
well at
the conclusion
sees
Autry a western
singing star.
CAST: Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts, Sterling
Hol.oway, Richard Lane, Ralph Sanford, Ken
Lundy, Helen Wallace, Pierre Watkin, Cass
County Boys, Champion.
CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay by Olive
Cooper; Cameraman, Regg.e Lanning; Musicai
diiector, Morton Scott; Film editor, Fred Allen
Set decoration, John McCarthy, Jr. and George
Milo.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOCRAPHY, Fine.

Hollywood — Due to dissatisfaction
between Olivia De Havilland and
Inter-Wood, Sam Wood Production
Company releasing through Universal-International, Miss De Havilland
has withdrawn from the cast of
"Ivy." Film was to have started
next week but will necessitate postthe star. ponement, pending replacement for

Crosby-UA
96 Mins.
MODERNIZED VERSION OF THE ANNE
NICHOLS COMEDY SUSTAINS INTEREST.
Anne Nichols has dressed up her piece in
.niodern swaddling clothes and launches it
.n Lcndon on VE Day. The war has been
i^ought and won for the Four Freedoms.
3ut there is no freedom from fear for Abie
ihd Rosemary. They have their parents to
je afraid of when they confront them with
iheir marital step which they have taken
A/ithout consent or approval.
Twenty cr 30 years ago "Abie's Irish
.^ose" was roundly criticized as crude comedy-drama. Today there is reason to fear
.'hat it stands to create embarrassment and
.otter the efforts of men of good will. And
t may go beyond that, unfortunately.
The production of Bing Crosby, after a
jreat deal of insult and c.unter insult by
.n Irishman and a Jew, with a Jewish man
.nd wife serving as buffers between the
efforts of clergymen of three different
.aiths and the two young people, has the
.wo oldsters at length brought to even
.erms. But there should not have been a
problem in the first place. The difficulties
irose from dogged adherence to the myths
jf their individual superiority. Which is
jtrictly a myth.
A segment of the film-gcing audience
/vill no doubt find the situations to contain
lumor and the development of the plot has
jeen managed with a view toward sustoinng interest. The story also gives oppor.unity to Michael Chekhov and J. M. Kerigan for the dialect comedy.
While the clergy stand around more cr
ess helpless George E. Stone and Vera
iordon become the true shining charac.ers cf the story and it is largely through
.'heir efforts and pains that Abie and Rosenary bring peace and understanding. They
lave twins, a boy and girl. Each parent is
ipparently satisfied and the conclusion has
I'hem shaking hands. It is a backfiring ar;ument. Youth must be served, it says somewhere.
CAST: Joanne Dru, Richard Norrls, Michael
Chekhov, j. M. Kerrigan, George E. Stone, Vera
icrdon,
Eric Blore.Emory Parnell, Art Baker, Bruce Merrift,
CREDITS: Producer, Bing Crosby; Director, A.
idward Sutherland; Screenplay and or ginal play
ly Anne Nichols; Cameraman, William Melor;
Art Director, William Flannery; Music, John
Scptt T'Ptter
DIRECTION, Ctiod. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rites Held for Bowers
Pompton Lakes, N. J. — Funeral
rites were held here for Charles R.
Bowers, 57, industry pioneer, who
died after a five-year illness. Bowers
founded the Charley Bowers Comedy
Corp. and was one of the founders
of the Animated Motion Picture.s
Corp. He animated the early "Mutt
and Jeff" and "Katzenjammer Kids"
series.
Rites Today for Low
Solemn high requiem Mass was
sung this morning at St. Malachy's
Church for Arthur N. Low, 62, treasurer of the Coronet Theater. He
died of a heart attack at his home
in Long iHland. Low was treasurer
of the Ticket Sellers
and Treasurers'
Association.
He is survived
by his
wife, Mrs. Catherine Low.
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Closing of Pix Houses Would Save Little Powei
Further Cuts in Theater
Lightmg Will Force Many
Shutdowns, CPA Advised
(Continued from Page 1)

Little JUeadlines:

ROY TINDALL, business representative of IBEW, Wednesday conferred from Hollywood, by long distance, with Joseph D. Keenan of Chicago who has been offered film
czar post and was informed that Keenan is working hard in an effort to have international heads of brotherhoods inv:ived in strikes formulate an arbitration plan.

•

Washington's 60 theaters by A. Julian Brylawski, President
of the
MPTO of Washington.
With theater lighting already
pared to a safety minimum, further
cuts may force many theaters to
close their doors, Government officials have been told.
Since the Department of Commerce in its official survey of the
impact of a prolonged strike on the
nation's economy has pointed up the
"high morale" value of motion pictures, it is expected that theaters
will be among the last businesses to
face further curtailments.
Shutdown As Last Resort
In a letter to the Washington
commissioners, Brylawski outlined
the already high cuts in power consumption bythe theaters and pointed
out the small saving through a complete shutdown.
"Under brownout restrictions,"
Brylawski
carefullyfor estimate total wrote,
current "we
consumed
the
60 theaters in the district to be
around 12,000 k.w.h. per day, and as
the Potomac Electric Power Co. output at this period of the year is between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 k.w.h.
the total closing of all the theaters
in the District of Columbia would
only show a saving of one-fifth of
one per cent. This certainly would
not justify depriving 100,000 people
of Government
daily needed officials
relaxation."
have been told
that Washington theaters represent
a fair cross section of the nation's
stands, hence a complete shutdown
should be taken only as a last,
desperate resort.
Reports coming into CPA from
all over the country indicate compliance by theaters over and above
that ordered by the Federal agency.
CPA first requested theaters to cut
all exterior lighting and cut interior
lighting by 30 per cent. This latter
figure was later raised to 50 per
cent. All Washington theaters have
cut interior lighting 100 per cent and
now use only emergency and exit
lights.
In his letter to the commissioners, Brylawski wrote:
"During the emergency of last
Spring, we had the Potomac Electric
Power Co. take daily readings in a
cross-section of Washington theaters
to see what the actual savings were
under the brownout regulations, selecting two downtown theaters and
four large neighborhood theaters for
the test.
Theaters Use 8 Watts Per Person

20th-Fox Studying
16mm. for Africa
(Continued from Page

])

SOMERSET MAUGHAM, having seen "The Razor's Edge" for the first time, cabled South Africa, is visiting the S
of conferences,
from France Wednesday this wire to Darryl F. Zanuck: "I think the acting perfect, and for a series
the prcduction above all praise. I can only thank
• you again for all you have done for me." which he plans to fly back to Johar;
JOAN CRAWFORD has signed a new seven-year contract with Warners it was an- nesbui-g, Dec. 12.
nounced Wecnesday by Jack L. Warner, who sails for Europe today on the Queen ElizaBig question mark on the 16 mm
oeth. Miss Crawford's latest pic, "Humoresque," opens next month at the Holiywcod situation, stressed Lomba was: Wi
I heater. To follow will come, "Possessed," "Need For Each Other," and "White N.ght,'
the narrow gauge knock the prop:
.atter a United States Pictures' production for release by Warners. Miss Crawford is from under the standard
size pro
currently on vacation in New York City.
duct?
•
Generally speaking, Lomba pointe
WALT DISNEY'S "Song of the South" established a new opening day record at the out, the South African situation i
RKO Palace, New York, where a 7:30 a.m. opening has been put into effect.
•
just as bad, or just as good, as it i.
RKO RADIO is planning to release six French pictures superimposed with Spanish and here: No theaters will be built fo
years, both because of shortages ii
Portuguese throughout South America. These will be supplemented by Rene Cla.r's materials and skilled labor, but als
Golden S.lence" now in production in Paris studio with Maurice Chevalier starred; John
che fact that housing is at the to]
Steinbeck s "The Pearl," produced at RKO Radio's Churubusco studios near Mexico City of the priorities list; general infla
and John Ford's "The Fugitive" which will be completed in Mexico by March or early
-ion; amusement tax bites into re
•
April.
^eipts as high as 35 per cent; Britisr
MRS. JULIUS T. TALMADGE, president general of the DAR, Wednesday joined Re- product is cutting deeper into tht
narket even though American pi;
publican Congressional leaders in warning of the alleged "Communist" infiltraticn in still rate high.
Hollywood. Some of the "fronts" used by "Communist agitators," Mrs. Talmadge said,
Independent producers have bee
ore "cleverly designed to win the support of various racial and religious groups."
highly successful with a few nativ
feature-length pictures done i
Statutory Court Nixes
Eagle-Lion's Sales Reps.
Afrikaans. Romance and folklor
usually form background and ma
Here
for
Two-Day
Meet
111. Theater's Petition
terial for native-produced films
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Though most American or Britisi
at the adjournment of the oral ar- at the Warwick Hotel tomorrow and films are shown as is, most of thguments, had set a 10-day limit on Sunday, it was announced by A. W. short subjects often run Afrikaan
che filing of additional papers and
commentary.
i
che denial may have resulted from Schwalberg, vice-president and genLomba covers all British territory I
eral sales manager, over the holiday. in Africa below the equator. Makinj
the expiration of the time limit- It
was a two-word deciiion. The Court
E-L special sales reps, present will a 3,000-mile jump is nothing, par'
be L. E. Goldhammer, West Coast; ticularly since 20th-Fox made a dea
simply wrote: "Motion denied."
Mark Raymon, Kansas City; Harry with 24 indie exhibs. in Nairobi
Monahan Rites Held
Mandell, Chicago; Herman Beiers- Kenya. Lomba usually travels b^
Providence, R. I.— Rites were held dorf, Dallas; Joseph Minsky, Philafor Michael A. Monahan, 72, believed
delphia; R. L. McCoy, Atlanta; WilCO be the oldest living stage manager
liam Shartin, Cleveland; and Harry 16mm. Theater Circuit
in point of continuous service in the Segal, Boston.
plane.
In addition to Schwalberg, there In Prospect for Mexico
country at the time of his retirement at the Majestic last month.
will be present: Max E. Youngstein,
director of advertising and publicity; West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILV^
eight watts per person, whereas, Arthur Jeffrey, exploitation direcHollywood — Frank Layva, Merid-^
again taking figures from the Potor; Ben Shectman, manager of the ian producer, is in Baja California'
where
he will confer with Antoni<
tomac Electric Power Company's
department; and the followrecords, a survey of 40,000 families contract
Esquire
to conclude arrangement?
ing Eagle-Lion home office personin the District of Columbia showed
nel: Ralph Clark, Edmund E. Levy, for the construction of 16 mm. the-"
an average consumption of 265 watts Emanuel Goodman, Martin Fried- aters throughout the province oi
per family, or an average of 71
man, Murray Kaplan, J. Harold Mexicali and Baja California.
watts per person, so that the savings Roth, David J. McGowan and Edward Lavenberg.
to be obtained by unlighted homes
while their inhabitants are attendRobert J. Benjamin, president of
ing motion pictures would approxi- the J. Arthur Rank Organization and
mate 88 per cent, and this does not member of the board of Pathe Industake into account the fuel savings
tries, and Col. Jock Lawrence of J.
FILMS. INC., New York City, deal
also obtained by the same motion Arthur Rank Organization will also in MACE
motion picture films, capital 200 shares no
address
the
meeting.
picture attendance, because the thepar value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Tobin Herman, Fanni<
ater consumption of fuel for heating
L>. :>mul, Rhea Green.
when
fully
occupied
is
practically
On
Monday,
Eagle-Lion's
first
two
nothing.
SPANISH
FILM ARTISTS,
INC., New York (
releases ' Bedelia" and "It's A Joke,
City, capital $60,000 in $100 shares, three share;
Son!" will
be screened for the as- subscribed,
sembled reps.
to distribute films. Incorporated at
"There are 60 theaters in the DisAlbany
by Alexander
Lavrowsky, Sarah Lavtrict of Columbia, with approximate"These theaters showed a saving
rowsky, Cynthia Frankenstein.
of from a low of 33.1 per cent at
ly 56,000 seats, playing to between Correction
CO.RONET
FILMS,
INC.,
New York City,
the Tivoli, to a high at the Central 75,000 and 120,000 people per day,
motion picture films, cap tal 200 shares no
theater of 58.2 per cent for an av- and apart from their unquestioned
Garbled line in The Film Dau^y's par value stock, three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Harry L. Jacobs, Morerage saving of slightly over 43 per assistance in keeping up the morale Along the Rialto Wednesday had
cent. The interestmg part of these of the public during any time of Billy Rose dickering for the Ziegfeli timer De Croot, Theresa Tyor.
TELESCREEN CORP.. chartered in Oover, DeL,
figures is that based on the actual stress or distress, the actual savings Line should have read that Universal
attendance of these same theaters, of light and power by their con- had reportedly made overtures for machines,
to deal inetc.
radio,
p'cture
Johnbroadcasting,
M. Shaheen motion
Is president
of
it showed that the current consumed
the house
tinued operation are too great to be was
off. to Rose, but that the deal the corporatio4i which is capitalized at 2,000
shares no par value stock.
per admission
to be slightly over

CHARTERED

ignored."
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p-Phase ReciUier Otters Nearly Pare Sine Wave
ABOUT THE
TRADE

i'^ENTURY Circuit's Avalon Theater,
.^ Brooklyn, after being shuttered for six
•nths for extensive
alterations, has re'^"ed
Completely refurnished, house
,8tures RCA PG-142 sound equipment;
•^plex E-7 projectors, with F.2 Bausch &
•imb coated lenses; an oversize Walker
Teen, 18 x 24; auditorium and loge chairs
American Bodiform, and air-conditioning
artesian well, constructed by Sweeny
&
;iey according to Leonard Sotz, head of
jircnasing and maintenance
for Century
[
Avairn
also has a "Tid Bit Bar,"
aerated by Century's extra profits division
j. ...Bar will vend popcorn,
candy, and
i'" °""^^
House is managed by Mike
,!cholas. under district managership of
;tnny Freund. ... • A modern 1.500(lat theater will be incorporated in Portf,nd, Oregon's new sports arena
House
I ill be equipped
for travelling shows
in
ildition to regular screen showings.
I ' Purchase of property and plans for coniiruction of a 700-car drive-in theater
in
a. Tacoma, Wosh., are announced by C. L
heuerkouf and Chester
N. Nilsson, Ta-

i»ma
yg o theater
$100,000operators
investment, site Repre'sentwill be a
j5 ocre plot, a half block off the Pacific
[iighway
Theuerkauf operates
the
iealart in South Tacoma, and Nilsson the
^unset and Kay St. Theaters, in Tacoma.
i
*
*
«

National Theater Supply
To Market New Rectifier
For McColpin-Christie Co.
Announcing a new C & C SixPhase Magnesium Copper Sulphide
Rectifier which is said to provide a
smoother source of rectified power
for motion picture projection, National Theatre Supply, which will
handle distribution, terms the new
rectifier as one of the most important developments in motion picture
projection lighting in recent years.
Describing the outstanding features of the magnesium copper sul(Continued on Page 4)

IfOOO Eastman Vets,
Honored at Dinner
Rochester — More than 1,000 employes of Eastman Kodak Co. have
received silver and gold pins denoting long service with the company
at dinner programs staged for veteran workers of three plants. Last
of the series will be staged for
Kodak Park Dec. 11. Silver pins are
given for 25-years, gold for 40-50
years of service.

Plush ABC Stand

Mass Popcorn Sales
Promoted Thru NTS

For B'dway Strand

Alexander Smith Shifts
Key Sales Executives

Kansas City Suburban

Rank's Gaumont Kalee to
Distribute English-Made
Seats and Carpets as Well
Toronto — The 60 new de luxe theaters which Canadian Odeon will
build in the Dominion during the
next four years will be equipped as
fully as possible with theater equipterday. ment imported from Great Britain,
it was learned authoritatively yesBritish equipment will be furnished through Gaumont Kalee, Ltd.,
which was organized here last April.
Company, which is controlled by the
(Continued on Page 6)

Major Rug Companies
Announce Price Hikes

Sanitary Automatic Candy Corp.,
operators of the nationally known
ABC Service, has opened a completely modern miniature confectionIn the largest single theatrical
Due to increased wage and maery .store occupying one full side of
popcorn distribution venture ever
terial costs in the third quarter of
attempted. National Theatre Supply, the inner lobby in Warners' New the year, Bigelow-Sanford Carpet
York Strand.
Co. has announced a 10 per cent
in co-operation with Atkins Popcorn
The solid plate glass counter with
Co., Dallas, Tex., is supplying its
with some
nationwide branches with Atkins base, trim and end panels of polished price increase,
ments as to grades.
BeattieadjustMfg.
(Continued on Page 6)
hybrid popping corn. This follows
Co., manufacturers of carpets and
closely the prediction made recently
rugs, also announced a 10 per cent
increase, effective immediately on all
(Continued on Page 4)
Fox Midwest to Build
(Continued en Page 7)

New Eastman Lens Process

Kansas City, Mo. — A site on Blue
Ridge Road in Raytown, just East Ups Projection Intensity
Announcement has been made of of Kansas City, has been acquired
ZOX CAPITOL THEATER, Benton,
Rochester — A lens-coating process
III, is being modernized with new the appointment of Edward F. Shiel by Fox Kansas City Corp. for a new
theater as soon as con- known as "Lumenizing," which iniats. drapes, and lighting system. . . . as general sales manager of Alex- modernisticstruction
materials are procurable.
creases motion picture projection
ander Smith & Sons Carpet Co. and
» Walter G. Wortham, National The& Sons, by W. C. To be named El Zorro, it will have a brilliance up to 33 per cent, and as
tre Supply salesman in Oklahoma City C. H. Masland
(Continued on Pag« 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
high as 50 per cent with 35 mm.
vfore coming to Montgomery as manslide projectors, is being applied to
I
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)

ne Quonset Bows in CoL

I B&H Pays $1,600,000
On Plant's Purchase
Chicago — Affixin? his signature to
a check for $1,600,000, payable to
Uncle Sam, J. H. McNabb, president
of Bell & Howell, recently made the
initial installment on the purchase of
the Lincolnwood plant, built by B &
H for the War Department in 1942.
B & H has since constructed two
similarly modern buildings adjacent
to it on its Lincolnwood site.

Novel Prefab Theater Presents Innovations
Clark-Gabriel Acquire
United Theater Equip. Co.
Detroit — William Clark and
Thomas J. Gabriel have taken over
the United Theater Equipment Co.
established by Houston S. Morton
about two years ago. Gabriel has
been owner of the Chandler Theater
and Clark has been booking for the
(Continued on Page 5)

Denver — Something new in quonset-type theaters was recently premiered when the Fox Theater, a
prefabricated
steel structui'e, opened
in Aurora.
Built as a result of petitions received from municipal officials, and
planned in response to requests from
military authorities at nearby posts,
the $100,000, 670-seat theater is said
to be the first prefabricated steel and
(Continued on Pa^e 5)

Altec's Carrington
Here For Anniversary
G. L. Carrington, president of
Altec, arrived in New York on Tuesday, for a two-week business trip
during whicii time he will preside at
the anniversary meeting of the Altec
Board of Directors, on Dec. 5. Occasion will mark Altec's ninth anniversary in the motion picture field.
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

RCA Service Units
Rated Sound Advance
In two Sections — Section 11
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every second
week Broadway,
by Wid'» New
Films York
«nd
Film Folks,
Inc., 1501
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood,
Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Sylvania Shows New
lighting Techniques
A potentially marked advance in
theater and television lighting was
unveiled by Sylvania Electric recently, in an exhibit of hidden strip
lighting of combined fluorescent and
incandescent lamps, producing light
without shadow or glare.
As applied to television, the strips
of light reflect up or down and can
be dimmed gradually to follow the
viewer's interest in the television
program. At one point of the room,
by means of strategically placed
lights, it is possible to read comfortably, without distracting from
the lighting adjusted for the television viewing.
Admirably adaptable to theater
aisle lighting, the strip, combined —
as demonstrated by Sylvania — with
a specially treated carpet, which reflects afaint radiance, proved ideal
for easy visibility as in typical theater dimness. Also applicable for
lobby and interior lighting, the incandescent, fluorescent, or black
light flxtures, used either singly or
in combination, were proved both
attractive and useful.

Bell & Howell Offering
Filmo Electric Magazine
Chicago — ^Bell & Howell are introducing Filmo Electric Magazine
loading electrically - driven 16 mm.
motion picture camera, with transformer, power cord and tripod, designed especially for time and motion study work.
Its unique loading facilitates film
change and enables the operator to
keep individual case records separate.

New Screen Line
Chicago — Radiant Manufacturing
Corp. announces the Radiant "EC,"
another addition to its 1947 projection screen line. Screen is made in
eight sizes, from 6' x 8' to 12' x
12' and is available for either wall,
ceiling or tripod use.

rORT-A-CIDE
THE
"MIRACLE"
DEODORANT
AND
For

flospital —
Clean
Rest
ASK YOUR DEALER

Rooms

Ramps Distinguish
iVcMJ Maleh Theater
independence, la. — The new
$150,000 Maiek Theater has been
opened by Mr. end Mrs. Robert
Malek. The 825-seat house replaces
the Grand which was destroyed by
fire early last year.
Color scheme for the interior <s
green grey, and gold ond the front
is done in cream and brown Lannon
Stone. Ramps built on each side of
the lounge and leading into the auditorium, provide on unusual feature.
Another is a party room for 20 persons.

A major advance in the theater
sound service field has been made by
RCA, with the distribution of complete new test equipment to its field
personnel, according to W. L. Jones,
vice-president and general manager.
New equipment, together with
various test films now in use, including the latest Academy reel,
provides RCA personnel with all the
apparatus necessary for top-notch
sound -service. Units have been
shipped in quantities in the past several weeks, and it is expected that
all field service representatives will
be equipped within the next few
weeks.
Included in the 35 pound, portable
assemblage, is an especially designed battery-operated Voltohmyst,
a triatic signal tracer and capacitor
Toledo, O. — The fourth drive-in
checker, a power level meter, a DC theater in the Toledo area will be
ammeter and shunt, socket selectors
for checking tubes, and all necessary built next year by Herbert Ochs,
test leads.
Cleveland, whose other local drive-in
house is located on property at Monroe St. and Talmadge Road, and vdll
Textileather-Pantasote
be ready soon. Already in operation
Merger Plans Stopped
are the Maumee Drive-In, pioneer
outdoor theater in this area, and the
Toledo, O. — Jules D. Lippmann, Telegraph Drive-In, which made its
nresident of the Textileather Corp., debut this Spring. Ochs has acToledo, has announced permanent
quired property for the proposed
termination of the contemplated drive-in on Woodville St., East of the
consolidation of the Toledo firm, and city limits, but he said construction
the Pantasote Co., Passaic, N. J. will be delayed until 1947 because of
Both companies will continue inde- scarcity of building materials.
nendent operations as heretofore.
Lippmann said that the plans for
the merger were announced in Aug- New $100,000 Peoples
ust., but that dissolution of these
ent. is now complete and perman- Replaces Burned House
plans
Beaumont, Tex. — The Jeiferson
Amusement Co. has started construcNTS Speeds Installations
tion here on a new $100,iiC? theater
Detroit — The following theater in- to be known as the Peoples Theater,
stallations have been made, accord- and will replace one of the same
ing to Clarence Williamson, man- name destroyed by fire late last year.
ager of National Theatre Supply: The new 1,000-seat house is being
New Almont Theater, Almont, S. J. built across the street from the old
Tesluck, owner, opened Nov. 2. NTS house. L. C. Kyburz is designer and
^'urnished complete equipment and architect and will also have direct
furnishings consisting of Simplex charge of the building and equipping
Drojectors and sound system, Peer- of the house.
less Magnarc lamns, Hertner Ti'ansverter. Walker PM screen. Crestwood Carneting, American Bodiform
Chairs, Marquee, draperies and Sealuxe display frames. Dawn Theater,
Flushing, new Simplex High lamps
IF YOU
BUY
and rectifiers. Savoy, Grand Rapids,
STADIUM,
AMUSEMENT
PARK
OR
new Simplex E-7 projectors.

Toiedo Area to Get
New Oclis Drive-in

Used Upholstered Opera Cliairs
Any Quantity
We have the Cream of the Crop
Write or wire for exact photo
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New Trans-Lux Prado
To Open in Mex. City
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Prev
arations are being made for th
opening of the new Trans-Lux Prad
Theater,
first inprogram.
the company's pes'
war
expansion
Situated in, and an integral pai
of the New Prado Hotel, which wa
built at a cost of $4,000,000 by tH
Mexican government, the new tht
ater
be oneandof modern,
Latin America'
most will
beautiful
embody
ing the latest developments in mo
tion picture equipment.
Seating 950, the Prado will hav
a bar and soda fountain in its spa
cious lounge, and will show first-ru:
American and Mexican films.
P. N. Furber, Trans-Lux chairma:
of the board, and Norman W. Elsor
vice-president of Trans-Lux the
aters, are en route from New Yor!
to assist in preparations for th
opening. No date has as yet bee:
set but it is believed it will occn.
within several days of the inaugura
tion of President-elect Aleman, c
Dec. 1.

Tony Gaudio Will Open
Camera Store in Frisco
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — With three more pi
tures to go on his current Republ
contract, Tony Gaudio, one of tl
industry's top cameramen, tmc
winner of Academy Awards, an
runner-up nine other times, will ofti
cially retire on the termination o
his contract, to open a camera stor
and photographic studio in Sa
Francisco.
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. . . built to spedficarions that far exceed
standcommercial
accepted
generally
ards. . . Learn
how you
get so much for
so little when you buy De VR Y
Write
DeVRY CORP., till Armitage
Avenue. 5-TIME
Chicago WINNER!
14, Illinois,
DeVRY hu euned five
"E'i" for ezeellenee in
caoMcntiTe
Army - N«t7
production of Motion Picture Sound Equipment.
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r
Schasseur Named New
Haho Latin-Am. Rep.
I Chicago — Natco, Inc., manufacjjurer of 16 mm. sound projector
ilquipment, announces thement ofappointBellows
Schasseur & Co.,
Inc., N. Y., as exclusive Central
and South American sales reps.
Robert Schasseur,
president of the
latter company,
will personally
handle the distribution of Natco
e q u ip m ent in
Latin America.
Schas = eur, who
is presently surveying the marROBERT SCHASSEUR
ket and contacting Natco distributors in many of these countries,
vill correlate sales and promotional
-ctivities of those distributors
ilready established as well as new
•nes to be appointed.

Cleveland NTS Busy
With Installations
r

Cleveland, 0.— Frank Masek, NTS
jiocal manager, announces the followng recently completed installations:
Complete
Simplex
sound, Simplex
orojectors and American seats for
;|.he new 700-seat New Orr Theater,
;Oi-ville; complete E-7 Simplex sound
I vith Voice of the Theater in the
I ^alace Theater, Canton;
complete
simplex equipment throughout in the
i^ine Theater, Willoughby and new
Simplex sound in the Lansing Theiier, Lansing.
Now being installed in the renodeled Alhambra Theater, Cleveand, are five 40 x 60 and two 40 x 80
obby frames and the first 30-inch
ooliihed aluminum sign letters to be
jsed in Cleveland.

JDT to Build New
2,000-Seat Suburban
Detroit — United Detroit Theaters
nas announced plans to erect a new
2,000-seat theater, to be completed
in about a year at a cost of $650,000
:o $750,000. New house will be located at Seven Mile and Mack Roads.
Saul Sloan, operator of the Radio
City and Mercury Theaters, announced plans for a 3,500-seat house
at the same site, earlier. His was
to be named the Parkwood.

Watson New ICMA Prexy
Merrill A. Watson, former executive vice-president of the Tanners'
Council of America, Inc., has been
elected president of the Institute of
Carpet Manufacturers of America,
Inc.

Australia Awaits Reconstruction Boom
When Theater Supply Shortages Relax
Sydney (By Air Mail) — A boom in theater reconstruction, as distinct from
new construction, is a certainty here as soon as the building material supply
situation eases. Many plans have been prepared and await official approval.
Applicaticns for new theaters continue to reach the Film Commission in
increasing numbers. However, the position of materials will certainly hold up
new construction for at least 12 months and possibly longer.

First B & H Mobile Lab
Delivered to Book Co.

Unique Smoking Lounge
For New Ohio Theater

Chicago — Deseret Book Co. of
Salt Lake City, recently took delivery of a mobile i^ervice unit from
Bell & Howell Co., at the latter's
Lincolnwood plant. Designed to
afford complete maintenance and repair facilities for B & H sound and
silent motion picture projectors, the
Deseret truck is the first in a group
of self-powered units to be put in
u;e in various localities by special
representatives of the Chicago photographic equipment concern.
Completely equipped with machine
tools, factory replacement units,
spare parts, jigs, and fixtures, each
truck includes also ample space and
facilities for display and sales
operations.

Toledo, O. — A unique 1,500-seat
theater, with many unusual features,
including a 20 x 27 foot smoking
lounge, from which patrons can view
the screen from sofas and easy
chairs, and smoke without disturbing other non-smokers, will be incorporated in a new million-dollar
shopping center, soon to be completed in Maumee. House will be
air-conditioned and will use the most
modern equipment throughout, according to Jack O'Connell, owner of
Community Theaters, Inc., which
operates the Loop and Ohio, in
Toledo.

600-Seater for Ben Enochs

Blast Closes the Falls
Zumbra Falls, Minn
Fire, believed to be caused by an explosion
in the projection booth, has closed
the Falls here.

Itasca, Tex. — Construction has been
started here on a 600-seat theater to
be owned and operated by Ben
Knochs and E. R. Rockett. The
structure is expected to be completed within 90 days.

Complete Drive-In Theatre
Equipment!

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY brings you a
complete line of motion picture equipment
especially designed for DRIVE-IN THEATRE use.

PROJECTION
•
•
•

SOUND
•
•
•

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
PEERLESS ARC LAMPS
HERTNER TRANSVERTERS

EQUIPMENT

SIMPLEX SOUND SYSTEMS
INDIVIDUAL
SPEAKER
UNITS
HIGH-POWERED AMPLIFIERS

Ask For DRIVE-IN THEATRE PLANNING BOOK—
Ask your nearest National Theatre Supply branch
for a copy of our new Drive-In Theatre Planning
book containing Construction notes — helpful hints —
illustration of essential equipment — and a complete
check list of all equipment
and supplies necessary.
Distributed Exclusively by

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
Division of National-Simplex-Bludworth,

Inc.
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Irkter Fire Laws
Looming for N. H.
Manchester, N. H.— State theaters
which were compelled to adopt new
measures against fire hazards following the Cocoanut Grove night
club disaster in Boston several years
ago, are likely to face even tighter
regulations soon, according to Sen.elect Charles Barnard of this city.
Barnard revealed that plans are
afoot to introduce new bills in the
Legislature, which convenes Jan. 1,
calling for stricter fire safety laws
and creation of a state fire marshal's
office, as the result of the recent
$750,000 Rimmon block fire in Manchester and other major blazes in
various parts of the state.

EQUIPMENT

iw
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Mass Popcorn Sales
Promoted Thru NTS

JV. F. Sirand^s Candy Shop

(Continued from Page 1)
phide, "M-CS," S. L. Christie, pres
ident of McColpin-Christie Corp., L
A., manufacturers of the M-CS, ex
plains that one of the reasons fo
its great value is its ability to oper
ate in high ambient temperature
and to withstand heavy intermicten
overloads. Although ordinarily opex
ated at a temperature well belov
200 degres, F., the M-CS stack
can saiely stand an operating tem
perature of 265 degrees, as comparei
with a maximum of 180 degrees fo
the other types of metallic disc rec
tifier^.

(ConMnued from Page 1)
by Leslie Schwartz, head of Andrews, Inc., extra profits division of
Century Circuit, that popcorn vending would prove a "blood transfusion
to exhibitors."
With the candy situation especially critical, popcorn sales are reportedly hitting new highs and creating new markets throughout the
country, even on the East Coast,
where hitherto sales had been light.
Atkins is supplying the hybrid
seed, developed by Purdue University research, to NTS dealers from
plants in Shawneetown, 111., Durand,
Okla., and W. Terre-Haute, Ind.

New Eastman Lens Process
Ups Projection Intensity
(Continued from Page

1)

its slide and 16 mm. projector lenses,
according to Eastman Kodak Co.
spokesmen.
The coating process, which has
already been applied to many Kodak
camera lenses, increases light transmission through lens elements by
decreasing refJection. It is effected
by coating element surfaces with a
microscopically thin layer of magnesium fluoride.

CPA Refuses Okay for
Hollywood 'Radio City'
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Authorization for construction of a $5,000,000 theater
and radio building in Hollywood has
been denied by the CPA construction division. Application was filed
by Radio Citv Realty Corp. of 6230
Sunset Blvd., with proposed structure to be erected on a site at Sunset
and El Centro St. Five-story reinforced concrete structure was designed to seat 7,000 persons, and to
house radio broadcasting studios, offices and stores.

Carrier Corp. Promotes
Three Sales Executives
Syracuse — Promotion of 0. W.
Bynum as manager of direct sales,
John A. Gazelle as manager of distributor-dealer sales and Carl U.
Spriggs as assistant general sales
manager has been announced by Arthur P. Shanklin, vice-president and
general sales manager of Carrier
Corp. All three will make their
headquarters in Syracuse.
Gcnunont-Eolee in N. Z.
Wellington, N. Z. (By Air Mail)—
Gaumont Kalee N. Z. Ltd., has been
formed with capital of $68,250, its
shareholders being R. J. Kerridge,
G. B. Kalee Ltd. (London) and General Machinery Co., Ltd. (Wanganui). New company will handle
cinema equipment for the Rank-Kerridge interests.

NTSToMarl(elNew
i-Piiase Redifier

FIFTH AVE. SWANK
jf the

and decor invades the theater confectionery field with the opening

New Y:rk Strand's shop, a Sanitary Automatic

Candy Corp. installation.

Skouras Contracts
Big Three Rug Co.'s
Up Employe Benefits For RCA Service

Three of the country's leading carpet manufacturers are completing
final arrangements preparatory to
3nlarging existing employe benefit
alans and will add a variety of new
features in the near future, it was
recently disclosed.
The Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.
will give anti-influenza injections to
its production and office personnel in
its Amsterdam, N. Y., mill. Injecions will be extended to those in the
rhompsonville, Conn., mill a week
'.ater, to be followed by administra;ion in the company's New York
general office the following day.
Emphasizing that the injections
are on a voluntary basis, Albert W.
Hendrickson, employe service manager, said they represent the initial
5tep
in
the all
organization's
intention
to expand
activiti2s relating
to
maintenance of health of personnel.
In the next several years, a comprehensive health survey will include periodic x-rays, distribution
3f cold capsules, and other preventative medicine procedures, and educational measures designed to acquaint
workers with scientific dietary
habits.
Mohawk Carpet Co. plans to administer influenza injections before
the beginning of the New Year and
will also institute other health measures, including an intensive optical
study of all employes.
A & M Karagheusian, Inc., has
just completed an exhaustive survey
utilizing x-rays and other equipment
to detect any cases of incipient
tuberculosis among mill and nonproduction employes.
Mill leaders emphasize
that the

Representing an advance over 3
phase full wave (bridge-type) recti
fiers, the new 6-phase full wave rec
tifier offers a practically pure sim
wave in which harmonics of a dis
turbing magnitude are not produced
Interference from sparking com
mutator brushes as can occur i
generators
is non-existent in the rec
Lifier.
Explaining how 6-phase rectifica
tion is possiDle from a ii-phase sup
ply line, Cnristie said the systen
consists of splitting each leg or pha.{
of the rectifier transformer int
two separate parts, then cross-con
necting a part of one leg to a par
of another leg so that each par
gives an impulse which follows by 3i
electrical degrees after the preced
mg impuLe. This is analogous, h(
said, to a 12 cylinder douOie-actinj
jombustion mocor, as compared to j
six cylinder motor, using only a verj
light flywheel.

A major sound equipment service
agreement has been negotiated between the RCA Service Co. and the
Skouras Theaters Corp., providing
for RCA contract service and the
furnishing of replacement parts to
all 65 theaters of the Skouras organization, itwas announced by W. Natco Agencies in Six
L. Jones, vice-president of RCA
European Countries
Service Co., Inc.
Negotiations were handled by J.
Chicago — Natco, Inc. will set uij
W. Catsiff and L. M. Weber, executives of the theater group, and W. sales agencies for its 16 mm. projec-i
F. Hardman. N. Y. district manager oors in England, France, Belgium.
Sweden, Switzerland and the Nether
of the RCA Service Co.
lands.
Because of unsettled condition;
UK's Radiant Plans
abroad, Natco did not plan to dis
cribute in Europe at this time. How
Labs, in Australia
ever, requests for dealership are saic
CO have necessitated a change ii
Sydney
(By Air ofMail)
— Radiant
Color
Laboratories
Great
Britain plans. Shipments to Europe will b<
as soon as production is in
will establish an Australian branch started
creased sufRciently.
and hopes to fill local requirements
Establishment of the Europeai,
for processing black and white prints
early in 1947, according to Capt. Lee dealerships will virtually guaranty*
Hill, Australian rep. for Pathe, world-wide distribution of the proi
Butcher's Films and Radiant Color. jector, as the firm has authorizec
distributors in several Latin-Ameri
Detroit Lighting Up
can countries as well as in Canada
China, Spain, Portugal, the Phil
Detroit — New marquees have been
ordered by several area theaters. ippines, and the Hawaiian Islands. '
Houses include the Macomb Theater, Reade to Cool Jersey Houses
Mt. Clemens; Temple, Detroit; Oxford, Oxford; Lyon, South Lyon, and
WalterEnterprises,
Reade, president
WalteReade
Inc., ofhas
an
Caruso, Dowagiac.
nounced that plans are being madt
to air-condition the Community The,
new health measures are definitely ater, Morristown; Mayfair and St,
not "paternalistic" but are aimed at James Theaters, Asbury Park, ant
assuring maximum steady employ- Strand, in Plainfield — all New Jersei(
ment and the attraction of needed houses. Installation will begin thii:
labor to the industry.
Winter.

Il

lame Dan Halpin to
!CA Tele Sales Post

ABOUT

(Continued from Page

1)

1,000-seater, to be erected in W. Lafayette, Ind., for Fourth Ave. Amusement Co.
• Traveling over 8,000 miles to make
what he whimsically termed "a little business trip," A. J. Patel, Ampro Corp.'s distributor for India and Ceylon, recently made
a surprise visit at tne Ampro
Chicago
offices
Patel reported that India was
entering a new economic and industrial
era which would accelerate the demand for
products
of the Western
world
He
was enthusiastic about flourishing prospects
for 16 mm. equipment in India.

the installation of high-intensity projection arc lights and 220
volt rectifiers, remodeling work on the
Bushnell
Theater,
Bushnell,
Fla., is
Herbert
Heath is
** of $10,000 remodeling and furnishing about complete
. . . • Wick
Theater
at
3 building for a theater in Tierra Amirillo, manager.
N. M. . . . • CPA has approved a $7,700 Wickliffee,
III., has been re-decorated
Princess Theater, Rushville, 111.,
purchase of essential materials for a new
theater in Shenandoah, la
House will has received a new Simplex sound system Fox Theater in Benton, III.,
be leased by Finton H. Jones. ... • Work
Siha
manager,
reports the
has begun on a redecorating ob for the RKO J. E. De
house will be modernized in every way
Orpheum, Loop first-run house, with cost
Key Theater, Alvin, 111., has been
to exceed $50,000
Work is expected
re-named the National.
to be completed by Spring, according to

WITH

''estem Universities Club, and past
■iresident of the Notre Dame Club of
Inc., theater
contractors.
. . .
ew York. At Notre Dame, he man- Sebco,
• Peter M. Weliman, operator of the
•ged the late Knute Rockne's last Weliman Theater, in Girard, 0., will build
ALLIANCE Circuit, Chicago, will remodel
•ptional championship football team
their Colonial
Theater
in Anderson,
:t 1930.
a new 1,000-seater, as soon as materials

Clark-Gabriel Acquire
^fnited Theater Eqmp. Co.
(Continued from Page 1)
,|handler and a number of other inependent houses. Plans are being
lade to remodel the store and adding
complete theater service departtent. Theater financing will also
2 added to the firm's operations,,
lark isaid.

licA'l Mineral to Make
^Vew 16min. Projector

Chicago— New 16 mm. arc projec"jr which was designed by 0. R.
'lemeth and Jack Kellman, will be
l^iass-produced by the local National
'![ineral Co.
" The projector, which is a so-called
^■ift hand operation, can be used with
lazda lamp as well as carbon by
imple conversion.

B&H Siide Projector
Offered At Low Price
Chicago — Adjustoble condenserlens system, protection for slides,
high-efficiency 3(X} watt illumination, color-free heat filter, and
steadiness while slides are being
changed are outstanding features of
the new Filmo Duo-Master Projector
for 2 X 2 slides just announced by
Bell & Howell Co.
Offered in a lower price range
than the Filmo Slide Master, the new
projector is intended for personal
and vocational use.

are available. ... • At on expense of
$150,000, Chicago offices of Alexander
Smith & Sons, in the Merchandise Mart,
have been air-conditioned and completely
modernized, according to Will Gardner,
senior salesman for the Chicago carpet
headquarters. ... • In Cleveland, Ben
L Ogren. of Ohio Theater Supply, is moving to larger quarters in the Film Building

Ind

Bob

Jackson

remains

as

NEWS

Colorado Quonset
Shows Innovations

THE TRADE

ager of the Charles Theater, has returned to the Sooner State to join sales
! Camden, N. J.— Dan D. Halpin, a
Loneer in the promotion of com- staff of Elden Peek Theater Supply Co.
He'll headquarter in Tulsa. . . .
lercial television, has been ap• Eugene Theater Co., Oregon, has apDinted RCA Victor Television replied to CPA for permission to build a
■jiver sales manager, it was an- 8300,000 theater. . . . • Charles N.
Agree, Detroit theater architect, has
Dunced by H. G. Baker.
: Halpin has been engaged in tele- been named president of the Fresh Air
• Engleman Service, Chivision activities since he joined the Society.cago,...
has been awarded an order for
CA Victor Division in 1940. Prior ice films for several Central states. . . .
). the war, he was Television sales • The Dunes Theater, Waukegan, III.,
lanager for New York and co-or- has been opened by Joseph N, Sikes,
Lnator of the first large-screen the- who also served as its builder
•:er television activity there. He House has a unique zigzag seating arrangement.
as also served as co-ordinator of
* *
*
CA Victor department store teleA DOLFO ESQUIBEL is spending upwards
jiion activities.
I During the past 15 months, Halpin
as addressed
over 100 important
/'ganizations
and trade groups on
>e subject of television.
Halpin
is a past president and
rector of the American Television
ociety, a member of the Sales Exlutives Club of New York and the
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house

manager. ... • Pickwick Theater. Syracuse, Ind., is being re-built after a recent
fire. ... • Davy Friedman have opened
their Northwestern Electronic Co. offices
at 4312 No. Pulaski Road, Chicago. . . .

(Continued from Page II
concrete construction theater to be
built in the country. Strikingly
modern in design, the theater is the
hub of the new $5,000,000 Del Mar
development radiating from the site.
Among the unusual features of the
Fox are the off-center entrance,
merging
of the and
manager's
office and
the boxoffice,
the spectacular
marquee, with tower rising 61 feet.
Auditorium is stadium-type and the
sloping floor enables easy washing,
ensuring the utmost in sanitation.
Colorful murals, filtered footlighting and beautiful curtain combine in
an interesting front design. House is
completely air conditioned, with eleccronic germicidal lamps, overall fireproofing, American Seating Co.
chairs, plastic molded screen, and
Simplex 4-Star sound and Super
Simplex projection.
Surrounding grounds are beautifully landscaped and there is space
for 63 cars in the adjacent, floodlighted parking lot. Theater was
designed by Charles D. Strong, Denver architect. Martin & Martin, Denver, were general contractors.

Bloomiield Inspection
Machines for Columbia

Atlanta — In a clear indication that
new motion picture equipment is
gradually circulating around the industry,
Atlantaofoffice
an• The Del-the Theater, Detroit, has innounced theColumbia's
installation
15 new
stalled new Heywood -Wakefield seats.
electric inspection machines.
Manufactured by the Bloomfield
In oddition to Motiograph, MirroTool Co., Bloomfield, N. J., the new
• Architect Erwin G. Fredrick, reports that
inspectors are expected to greatly
phonic sound equipment, he'll have a full
line including Ideal chairs, sand urns, ticket bids ore being asked for a new 1,030-seat
theater, to be built in Hartford City, Ind., expedite the formerly lengthy promachines, money changers, etc.
cess of checking film. Only other or* *
*
by Walters and Scheidler.
ganization to use the electric machines here is Universal.
APPLICATION in Wetumpka, Ala.,
for a S10,000 theater building by INTERSTATE
CIRCUIT,
INC., has
Jack M. Guy and R. L. Thomas, icas
* purchased the Northeast corner of Popper Pops Pounds Pronto
forivarded by State CPA office to Wash- Northwest Highway and Abram.s Road
A new electric com popper capington for final approval. ... • Charles
able of popping 50-60 pounds per
and will build a new theBrent & Associates, Dallas, Tex., are for $14,500,
ater on this and adjoining property hour, has been announced by Richard
building a 1,500-seater, stadium-type the- sometime next year. ... • Brown and M. Westbrook, president. Popcorn
ater costing $50,000
House will be
called the Village. . . . • Ernest Crane Co., Chicago, have opened a fac- Equipment Co., L. A. The new matory at 1340 Washington St., to manuchine, called "Speedway," is deSchimmel, Bell & Howell export mansigned to operate on 220 volts.
facture wire recorders and sound proager, has returned from an extended
jectors. . . . • Sola Electric Co. is
European business trip where he sur- building a new factory in Chicago,
veyed the business outlook and also
Duluth Norshor Goes
visited British Acoustics Films, Ltd. . . . which will give them 85,000 square je'-t
of
growing
room.
...
•
Commander
Aquatic via Murals
• Orpheum Theater, Marion, III., is
Industries, Chicago, will get expansion
being remodeled and will re-open late room in new quarters on Kolmar Ave.
Duluth, Minn. — The Norshor Thethis month. ... • Manta Rose circuit
• In Chicago, Celotex Co. reports new
ater, Mindako
"A" firstwill remodel the front of the Lake Therun house
here, Theaters'
has re-opened
after
ater, in Michigan City. Ind., at a cost installations in the Beyer Theater, Exa three-weeks closing during which
celsior Springs, Mo.; East Side Theater,
decorating, called some of the most
of $3,000. . . . • Haddon Gorden has Savannah; Franklin, Milwaukee; Las
advanced in the theater field, was
bought the Edinburg Theater, Edinburg,
III
House will be modernized with PalmOS, Hollywood; Hill, Dallas; Carcompleted. Eugene Gilboe of Dallas
roll Theater, Carroll, la. ; Baltimore Thenew booth equipment and screen.
designed three huge seascape murals
ater, Baltimore. ... • Bob Engel, De■;< *
*
representing Lake Superi:r scenes for
Fry sales manager, recently returned
the job. Gilboe painted the murals,
DOBERT HARNED plans to build a drive- from a survey of leading Coast cities,
the largest of which is 15 by 30 feet,
'^ in, three miles North of Sellersburg, Ind. including Denver and Salt Lake City,
on canvas in Texas and shipped them
reports
most
dealers
are
carrying
back• George and Ray Farber -will build a
to this city. He did the one for the
theater at Cullom, Ind. ... • Bert Fisher
logs of undelivered equipment
Bob
auditorium in submarine motif in subBrennan,
formerly
with
Montgomery
will re-build the Delafield Garage, Deladued tones. The remainder of the
field. Wise, into a theater as soon as ma- Ward, has joined the DeVry organizahouse fits in with the aquatic theme.
terials are available. ... • Walter Schotion as director of special devices and
ler, architect, is drawing plans for a new photographic products.
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Plush ABC Sland
For B'dway
Strand
(Continued from Page 1)

TU£AT£U
Victor, Colo., Isis Sold

Denver — Mrs. William Sombar sold
straight-grain light oak, is 14 feet the isis, Victor, to Demecrious Mavlong. The side walls and back of rogianes. Wayne Lord will manage.
this display are covered with beige
tufted leather, flush with an enor- Alliance Adds Jeiferson
mous back mirror and floral centerChicago — Alliance Circuit has acpiece behind the counter.
quired tne Jetierson Theater in Fort
Concealed floodlighting is em- Wayne, Ind., wnicn it will take over
ployed both for the merchandise and nexc montn.
three-tiered crystal glass display
shelves.
Leases Denver Plaza
Ballenger and Roop, nationally
Denver — The Cinema Amusement
known interior designers, designed Co. has secured the lease on the
and constructed the stand.
r'laza, effective in April. Dave CockThe Strand's miniature store rill nas been operating the house.
marks the beginning of a new era
of merchandising in the lobbies of
the larger theaters, and is the first G & E Acquires Two
Chicago — G and E Theater Corp.
in a projected chain of such displays
in key theaters from Coast to Coast has acquired the Lincoln Theater,
which will be under the management
serviced by Sanitary.
of A. J. Angelos, and the City Theater, which S. J. Angelos will manAlexander Smith Shifts
age for the circuit.

Key Sales Executives

(Continued from Page 1)
Hammel,
Smith's vice-president
in
charge of sales.
Shiel, who has been department
manager in charge of sales will be
succeeded by William F. Walsh,
Smith territoi'ial manager for Pittsburgh area. Walsh, a member of the
organization since 1928, will be succeeded by Sam C. Dougherty, Pittsburgh, a member
of that city's Smith
sales force
since 1937.

GE Lamp Dep't Releases
Light Design Brochure
"Modernizing The Theater With
Light" is the title of an interesting
booklet published by the lamp department of GE to point out to the
trade the interesting design potentialities of light. C. M. Cutler, GE
lighting expert, widely known for
his creative work in theater design,
contributed the ideas for the brochure.
Though not intended as a complete
treatise on theater lighting the
booklet provides sketches and ideaprovoking illustrations of modern
applications of new fluorescent
lamps. It should prove of great value
to architects, owners, and managers
of small and medium-sized theaters,
where simplified installation, reduced material costs and savings in
time are important factors in modernization plans.

Altec Lansing Speakers
Go Into Mich. Theaters
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British Equipment
For Canadian Odeon

Acquires Balaton Gem

(Continued from Page I)
Balaton, Minn. — Ben Artfield has J. Arthur
Rank
Organization
i;
purchased the Gem here from L. W. Great Britain, has already estab
Peterson.
lished branches from Coast to Coast
Ultimate intention of Gaumon
Purchases Ackley Strand
Ackley, la. — R. A. Neitzke is the Kalee is to market in Canada no
new owner of the Strand.
only British-made sound and projec
tion equipment, but British-manu
Buys Marshalltown Site
Marshailtown, la. — The Capitol factured seats, carpets and furnish
Theater property at Marshalltown ings as well.
has been sola to C. E. Cramer. The
American equipment heretofor
theater burned last Spring and has has been largely utilized by Cana
not been rebuilt.
dian exhibitors.

Shipley Adds a Third

Pierson, la. — Frank Shipley, already operaiing two houses, has
purchased the local theater from
Carl Benson of Anita.

Fox Midwest to Build
Kansas City Suburban

(Continued from Page 1)
750-person seating capacity. Becaus
of the town's history in connectioi
Cumberland, la. — Russell Brandon with
the Santa Fe Trail, the hous
of Woodbine has purchased the will be built in a Southwest archi
local theater and taken over its tectural motif. The building will I
management.
£ast Chicago House Sold
set back from the street to permi
garden plots in front.
Chicago — Sol Lockwood and Ber- Takes Grand Rapids Duo
Fireproof throughout, the theate
nard Moore have bought the Midway
Detroit — The Vogue and Family, is planned to have exterior walls o
Theater, East Chicago, from Rob- at Grand Rapids, formerly operatea
native stone and stucco with heav;
ert Whitehead. The name of the
house will be changed to the Mars by J. C. Muzzall, are being taken timber trim. Interior walls of con
back by Howard Reynolds. Both Crete masonry also will have timbe
Theater, by the new owners.
will be booked by Clive Waxman.
trim. Interior lighting will be of th
indirect type. Front of the buildinj
Grasgrin Buys in Miliord
Jansen Buys the Dole
will be floodlighted.
Riverdale, 111. — William Jansen
Milford, Mich. — A. J. Grasgrin,
An entrance drive to the parkin;
former owner of the Kum-C The- acquired the Dale here from Roy area will run under a covered pas
ater in Detroit, and houses in New Jenkinson through the Seritella lage which is to lead to the bo:
Baltimore, has bought the Milford agency of Chicago.
office and entrance of the theater.
Theater, only house in town, irom
che Reyalf Corp., headed by Dave Belfer's Alma to Gillmer
Argentine Linseed Oil
Flayer. Latter retains the Amo TheChicago — Don Gillmer has acater in Detroit. Grasgrin has named
quired the Alma Theater from Irving Expected to Free Paints
Johnny Archibald as manager.
Belfer.
Grasgrin is now dickering for anA relaxation of the linseed oi
other upstate house.
Hokin Sells ChL Fox
scarcity in the country is expectec
Chicago — The Fox Theater has when a shipment of 32,000 tons o
Robins Buys irom Richmond
Argentine oil arrives here. Expecte(
Boston — Jack Robins takes over been purchased by George Heine- to greatly ease the paint situation
the Keith Theater in Campello, a man and Ralph Schoneig from Aus- plans for marketing this prime in
tin Hokin, the Seritella agency han- gredient are being discussed by in
suburb of Brockton, from Corey
dling the deal.
Richmond Dec. 1 on a long-term
dustry representatives. Demand fo
lease. Robins will renovate and re- Sells Longview Texas
linseed oil at the recently advancec
decorate the 1000-seat house. He
is reported brisk. Inability t(
Longview, Tex. — The Texas The- levels
owns
field. and operates the Kameo, Pittsater here has been sold by Lester obtain flaxseed oil in large quanti
Dollison to W. M. Morrow. Dolli- ties is reflected in reduced crushini
only very limitec
son
will continue to operate the State operations,of and
Boston Globe to £. M. Loew
oil are obtainable fo;
at Sherman, Texas, and the Studio amounts
nearby delivery.
Boston — The 1,600-seat Globe in at East Vaughn, New Mexico, Mordowntown Boston has been acquired
row formerly operated theaters in
Light-weight Extinguisher
by E. M. Loew who will make it Tulia and Seagoville.
available for stage attractions.
A new fire-fighting device, manu
Pxirchase Cleveland Rex
House has been playing pix.
factured by Union Stop-Fire Corp.
Cleveland, O. — Robert Matkowich Brooklyn, may prove of great valu<
Balto. Vogue for Laffmovie
and George Plicka are the new owners in theater safety maintenance. Usinj
a mixture of carbon dioxide and car
Baltimore — The Vogue Theatre, of the Rex Theater here.
bon tetrachloride, the light new ex
downtown first-run house, has been
tinguisher can easily be operatec
sold to James Mage, president of B'klyn Theater Plarmed
V Newsreel Corp. The new owner
Samuel Dietz, builder and opera- with one hand, shooting a fine spraj
will convert it into a Laffmovie to
tor, N. Y., reports he is having plans up to 25 feet.
conform with other houses he op- prepared for a 12-story apartment
erates in Boston and New York. building, 800-seat theater and stores, Woon. House Gets CPA Permit Walter Gettinger will continue as to be erected in Brighton Beach,
Woonsocket, R. I.— The 01ympi<
manager and also handle bookings. Brooklyn.
Theater recently rfeceived permis
sion from the CPA for $10,000 alter

Cumberland Theater Sold

Detroit — 'Altec Lansing "Voice of
Theater" speaker systems are being
supplied by National Theater Supply
for the Kingston Theater, Sheboygan; new State Theater, Wayne;
Kent Theater, Grand Rapids; State Comfort Buys Garwin
Theater, Ann Arbor Theater and
Renaming E. C. Newman
ations. The
permit
was granted
"t<
Michigan Theater, Ann Arbor; new
further
damage
to a struc
Des Moines, la. — The Garwin TheKansas City — Paramount will be prevent
Lake Theater, Walled Lake, and the ater has been purchased by Jack | the new name of the Newman, down- ture requiring essential mainten
Strand Theater at Pontiac
ance arid repair.
Comfort of Waterloo.
I town first-run.
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najor Rug Companies
innounce Price Hiices

I

(Continued from Page 1)
lilies. Mohawk Carpet Co. has
lised its scale of prices five per
•nt. Alexander Smith & Sons raised
leir prices from three per cent to a
maximum 10 per cent.
,|The price of Gulistan nags and
i.irpets was raised an average of
) per cent by A & M Karagheusian,
ic. Under the new schedule of
Vices, Renaissance and Symphony
iji-ades are up seven per cent; Stockpn. Wilton and Penhurst axminster
b 10 per cent, and other consumer
tades are up 10 to 15 per cent,
i Firth Carpet Co. is analyzing its
k'ice structure and will shortly anounce some increases in prices of
inished goods to compensate for in:lreased operating costs. According
•p Harold E. Wadely, president of
:jhe company, the firm's inventory of
finished goods is negligible and at
Bast $1,000,000 below normal.
I While wage and material costs in
he industry have risen sharply,
"here is no shortage of .wool stock.
According to a recently released reiTort of the Bureau of the Census,
'(tocks on carpet class wool were
ibout five per cent larger than in
jhe previous quarter.

toungstown Committee
vieets Dec. 10 on Code
I Youngstown, O. — Committee relently appointed by Mayor Ralph W.
O'Neill to study revision of the city
■uilding code, will meet on Dec. 10
I'fo discuss proposed forms for the
Jliew code, according to R. B. Col-ins, secretary. James C. Ryan, city
Engineer, was elected chairman
of
^Ihe committee. Action on revision of
Lhe code will be sought from various
Itrofessional, business and tradesmen
j.vhose activities are subject to regujjjation by the code.

i/ictor Animatograph Men
iDn Mexican Coast Swing
S. G. Rose, president of the Victor
A.nimatograph Corp., Davenport, la.,
nanufacturers of 16 mm. motion picure equipment, and Robert H.
cCulka, Latin American sales manager, are making an extensive swing
hrough Mexico and key West Coast
joints to discuss export-import mat;.ers with the various distributors of
l^ictor products.
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New RCA Tele Unit

THEATERS

New Wick Completed
Wichita, Kan.— Mrs. T. H. Slothower has completed the new Wick
Theater at Sedgwick.

Another for Frisina Circuit

Berry to Open the Monroe

New Elaine for Morgan
Morgan, Ga.— The Elaine Theater,
a new 325-seater, will open Dec. 11.
C. K. Shippey will manage.

Monroe City, Ind. — R. L. Berry
will open the Monroe Theater here
Dec. 1. The new theater has 300
seats.

Taylorville, 111. — The new 550seat Frisina Theater here opened on
Thanksgiving Day.

New Griffith Circuit House

It's The Vogue

Oklahoma City — Opening of the
Cleveland, O.— New 1,600-seat de- Boomer, a new deluxe house adjacent to the University of Oklahoma
luxe Warner theater in Shaker
campus at iNorman, is planned by
Heights will be called the Vogue.
Griffith Amusement Co. for today.
The
First Huntington Theater
900. house will seat approximately
Huntington, Tex. — The Kay, first
theater for this town, has been
opened by B. G. Partin and J. B. Rhodes Brook is Opened
Reeves. House seats 450. Partin
Brookston, Ind. — The new Brook
has been opened with Dan Rhodes as
is a former postal employe.
owner and operator.

Forest Park Theater Bows

Atlanta, Ga. — The Forest Park
Theater at Forest Park, has opened.
The new 500-seat theater is under
the management of R. T. Butler,
who is also manager of the Lakewood Theater in Atlanta.

NEWS

Spot-News Pix
Speeds
Camden — RCA has announced development of a light-weight, selfcontained mobile television unit
which is designed to facilitate news
coverage and other remote pickup
operations.
W. W. Watts, vice-president in
charge of the RCA engineering products department, said the new mobile television unit, mounted on a
standard one-and-one-half-ton truck
chassis, can be used to transport all
equipment required for picking up,
monitoring, and relaying to the studio remote television events.

From Ironbound to Pic
Newark, N. J.— The Pic Theater,
formerly the Ironbound, has opened.
The theater has been completely reconverted. Owners are Louis Gold
and George Gold, who also own the
Rivoli.

Tiie 1947

Clairmont's New Ready

Clairmont, Ga. — The New Theater,
350-seater, will open Dec. 3 with
Riley Haynes as manager.

YEAR BOOK

To Open New Negro House
Mount Pleasant, Tex. — The Lincoln, a new 350-seat theater for
Negroes, will be opened here soon
by Mrs. McNola Peel, Negro restaurant operator.

Purcell Canadian to Bow
Purcell, Okla.— The new 800-seat,
$50,000 Canadian Theater has been
opened by the K. Lee Williams Theaters, Inc., of De-Queen, Ark., in
conjunction with Levi and Sidney
Metcalf of Purcell who will be comanagers. The Metcalf brothers
have operated the Ritz and McClain
theaters here for a number of years.
The theater is named for the Canadian River which runs through
Central Oklahoma.

|

Motion ofPictures
will carry an up-to-date theater
equipment section of exceptional
interest to exhibitors.

Wright's Pic to Bow

Begley, Minn.— The new $40,000
Pic was opened this week by E. R.
Wright.
Navy Point Theater Opens
Pensacola, Fla. — The New Navy
Point Theater, a 750-seat house,
erected at a cost of approximately
$150,000, has been opened. F. B.
Johnson is owner-manager.

Dunn Sells Lantern Plant

Tiffin, O.— Sale by James M. Dunn
of the Ohio Lantern Co. plant. Tiffin,
Gastonia, N. C— The Wilby-Kin- to Ohio Lantern Co., Inc., has been
cey Lyric here will be closed for two announced. Firm makes metal adCO three months as the result of a
vertising specialties. Hugh M. Simpson will be president; Walter L.
iiSre caused by a short circuit in elecbtric wiring. John Hollingsworth, Higgs, vice-president and treasurer;
jsmanager, suffered bums of the hands and Carroll E. Cox, secretary of the
new company.
bin fighting the blaze.

NOW IN INTENSIVE PREPARATION
to
ready for distribution in January
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ExhibSm Push Construction Throughout
Projects in 17 States
Show CPA Restrictions
Still Limiting Building

'^^Squimting Irtna" Tests for Tensile — or:
It Shouldn't Happen To An Exhibitor

New theater construction is still
far I'emoved from its pre-war pace,
but a nation-wide survey conducted
by The Film Daily finds optimistic
signs of improvement.
Civilian Production Administration orders still greatly limit construction ofmotion picture theaters,
but in instances where the greenlight has been given, a number of
houses showing advanced design
have been planned.
of the chief conEquipment, one
struction bottlenecks, is gradually
seeping back to an equipmenthungry market, and many theaters,
given Governmental approval, but
held back due to equipment shortages, are now under construction.
Certain key shortages still prevail. Labor remains an uncertain
factor, with strikes delaying production of equipment as well as theater construction.
The Film Daily field correspondents report far from clear sailing in
theater construction, but the huge
number of houses being planned, as
well as the increasing number of
theaters under construction, augment well for a control-less and
shortage-less future.
ALABAMA
— J. M. LaKeman's new $50,000 theHaleyville
ater will be ot masonry construction. Preliminary
plans for tlie 750-se3t erection has been completed.

CALIFORNIA
Oakland — Property listed at $825,000 has been
purcnased by tne United California Theaters,
Inc., at 17th and Broadway. Tentative plans can
for a $500,000 theater, surrounded by business
buildings costing between $500,000 and $600,000.
New pioperry owners are Eugene EmmicK, kooert McNeil and M. Naity, comprising the Golden
State ineater Ciicuit, parent firm of United
California Theaters.
Walnut Creek — With application approved,
Robert Lipjjert will construct an open air theater, approximate 400-car capacity, at Sherman
Field, tnree miles North of here, as scon as
materials are available. Lippert recently completed a similar project in iacramento.

FLORIDA
Miami Beach — Herbert Elisberg, of Studio
Theater, Inc., was granted approval for his new
Topic to be located on Washington Avenue.
Work will get under way as soon as the construction ban is lifted by CPA.
Oriando— f loriaa Staie Theaters has completed
the purchase of a tnree-lot corner in the city
area where they will build a theater, as soon
as conditions permit.
Wewahitchka — Work on the new lona Theater
being buiit by S. E. McDaniel, is fast nearing
completion. McDaniel at present operates the
old lona.

GEORGIA
Bowden — As soon as material and equipment
is available, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Yeats will
start construction of a new theater on property
recently purchased at Commerce and Depot Sts.

ILLINOIS
Madison — Erection of a 1,000-seater is contemplated by Mrs. Herman Steinberg, owner
of the Madison, just as soon as construction
materials and labor becomes available.
Paris — Elbert Butler, head of the Butler Circuit, will bulid a theater of modern desien
with 900 seats.
Argo — John

Muros

and

Alexander

Assim

"Squirming Irma," a compendium of the worst seating habits of a nation
of theater-goers, simulating the eruptive force of a 12-year-old watching a
western on Saturday matinee, to the sagging, dejected slump-thump of a tired
200-pounder, is the felicitously-named testing gadget of the American Seat Co.
Described as something new in flexing machines, this seat thumper is said
to realistically gauge the impact of a nation's derriere vagaries. Never coming
down gently, Irma assaults all angles of the seat with indefatigable enthusiasm,
doing everything a 12-year-old, or heavy-weight, would . . . and then some.
bought the Valley Lounge Building on Archer promenade deck along the greater part of
Road and wil remodel it into a theater. Henry ocean frontage, an outdoor swimming pool, a
Nullie will design the theater to seat 800. Work small air-craft landing field and a 600-seat
will get under way when materials are available. motion picture theater, as well as a resiChicago — American Community Builders plan minimum.dential club colony with homes costing $17,500
a $70,000,000 subdivision on a 2,300 acre site,
south of the city, on Route 30. Project will
house 25,000 people and will include 4 theaters.
OHIO
Macomb — Sam E. Pirtle, head of the Pirtle
Gallon — Henry Fickenshare, manager of the
Circuit, has announced plans for razing an apartment building he owns here to provide a site State and Ohio, will erect a new 1400-seat
theater costing $200,000. Building on the site
for a new theater he is planning.
will be razed within six months to make way
Paw Paw — Local residents have already sub- jfor the new edifice.
scribed $7,000 for a fund being raised ao erect
Cleveland — ^A new shopping center, including
a motion picture theater here. Work pends maa 2000 seat theater, in suburban Lyndhurst, will
terial availability.
be built and managed by Max Marmorstein,
local real estate broker. Construction will begin
INDIANA
as soon as present government restrictions on
building
are removed.
Hartford— Frank Walters and M. H. Scheidler commercial
have started work on their new 1,000 seat house,
Columbus — I. Real Neth Theater Co. has
to be named the Hartford. Facade will be of started a $10,000 program of alterations to the
theaaer building at 3379 No. High St., here.
granite and the house will be air conditioned.
The pair own the Orpheum and Jefferson theOREGON
aters, in Wabash, and the Main in Dunkirk.
Sellersburg — ^Bob Harned, operator of the EmPortland — William Forman of United Theapire here, is planning a new drive-In theater to
ters, announced purchase of the 54-acre tract
be built three miles north of the city, on U. S.
of the Tacoma Rodeo Ground adjacent to South
Route 31.
Tacoma. Approximate outlay will be $300,000
South Whitley — Don Le Brun, who operates
for construction of a new Comthe Kent Theater here, is building a new 500- with plans Center
project, having, as a keystone,
seater which is nearing completion. The Kent a 600-carmunitymotor
in theater.
will be closed when the new house is comple'^ed.
Salem — Albert and William Forman, heading
the United Theaters of Portland, announce conIOWA
struction, now under way, on a $100,000 DriveBrede — Excavation work has started on A. J. in here. A twenty-acre tract has been purchased
for this new development. Said brothers also
Neumeyer's
new
theater project.
Mediapolis — Mrs. Lillle Johnson began work on operate the Grand, State and Liberty Theaters.
the Fox Theater, a 450-seater, in this town of
800 persons, just as soon as the ban on Sunday
SOUTH DAKOTA
shows was abolished.
Wilmont — "Kee" is the name of the new theSioux Center — The local American Legion is
ater being built by Paul Sieve.
ready to begin work on a new auditorium that
will house a theater, seating 650. Until same
TEXAS
is completed this city will jiave its temporary
theater in the city hall, under C. F. Van
Bryan — Bryant Amusement Co. announced
Steenwyk's management.
plans for a 900-seater to be named the Circle.
MASSACHUSETTS
Excavation of the site is no wunder way. Construction will start as soon as restrictions are
Newton Centre — Permit has been issued to Allslifted. The amusement company plan a costly
ton Theaters, Inc., a subsidiary of M & P Cor- improvement program of three of its other
poration, to build a theater on Cypress St., in theaters.
the Southerly section of the Newtons, bordering
Corpus Christi — Bert Parks, agent for the
on the Boston-Worcester Turnpike. Construction starts as soon as shortage difficulties are Chalk Hill Drive-ln Theaters Co., ha sbeen
granted
building permit to rconstruction of a
ironed out.
$40,000 drive-in theater with space for ^400
cars. Theater to be equipped with individual

MICHIGAN

Detroit — John L. Brown plans construction
of a new theater, 250 x 126 feet, at Grand
River and Six Mile Roads. This is part of a
multiple-purpose recreation project to include
both skating rinks and bowling alleys.

MISSOURI
Joplin — Fox-Midwest Theaters' manager, M. R.
McLain, announced purchase by that company
of 40 acres, just outside of town, for an elaborate 500-car drive-in theater to be opened next
Summer.
St. Louis — The New Art Theater, 350 seats,
when completed will be operated on a policy
somewhat similar to the Little Carnegie of
New York City. One departure, from the New
Yorker, is that it will be strictly on a reserved
seat basis. Ruby S'Renco, who wons the Art
on Olive Street, will also operate the new one.
Unionville — Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Summers,
owners of the Royal Theater, have announced
that they will erect a new house here instead of
proceeding with plans for enlargement of the
Royal. New house will seat 300-350, will be
fire-proof and air conditioned.

NEW

YORK

Long Beach — New York group buys beach
property for a new resort. The new project has
plans for a beach club building, 275 cabanas, a

speakers.
Dallas — With one theater already under construction on Lemmon Avenue, I. IB. Adelman
and Harry Sacks announce plans for another
suburban house to be located at Samuels Drive
and Beeman. 1,000-seater construction will
start as soon as building conditions permit.
The partners recently purchased the Merto in
Abilene, Texas.
Galveston — Comanagers here for the Interstate
Theaters Circuit, Johnny Browning and C.
Martini announced a new 700-seat house to be
built on the present site of the State and
Old Opera House. Present buflding will be
razed for the new erection. Latest innovations for this one include facilities for television.
Galveston — The State and old Opera House
will be razed for a new theater to be built on
the same sites by the Interstate Theaters, Inc.
This new one will have facilities for television
San Antonio — Mullen and Dennis, projector
projection.
operators in local theaters, have slated the
opening in November of their new 750-seat
neighborhood house. No name has been slated as
Kerrville — Plans for the building of a 500 seat
drive-in theater have been announced by the
Underwood Cr Ezell Drive-in Theater Co. Theater will be on the site of a former airport.
Opening will be in February,
yet.

Nation

January Operation
For Equity Studios
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — Due to elaboration o;
plans for Equity studios, the new
plant at 810 N. Cahuenga Blvd. will
not start full operations until Jan
10, Jack Schwarz, vice-president
said yesterday.
Erection of all buildings, includingnine stages, has been virtually completed, with interior work and installations yet to be finished. On the
lot, which covers four and one-half
acres, there will be complete studio!
facilities, including a two-story administration building, stills gallery,vaults and cutting rooms, three pro-,
jection rooms, barber shop, camera
department, special effects depart-;
ment, grips buildings, casting office
and recording rooms.
Dimensions of the stage buildings'
are: 7& x 160, 32 feet high, comprising two stages; two building?
100 X 180, 33 feet high, each comprising two stages; 118 x 224, 38
feet in height, providing two stages;'
78 X 80, 37 feet high, comprising one
stage.
;
Although scores of producers have
applied for space, Schwarz has not
as yet made any commitments.

Henderson, Nev., Studios
To Start in February
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production will get,
under way in February in Alliedj,
Studios at Henderson, Nev., with
"Pretty Boy Floyd" being put before
the cameras by Bret Matthews
Prods.
Jean Donnelly, who is associate
producer, also negotiated a pact for
May.filming of "Vasques," a cinecolori
the
production to made by Matthews in;

Exhibs. Watching Effect
Of Parking Cost Hike
Providence, R. I.— Local exhibs.
are awaiting the effects of a re-i
cently announced 40 per cent boost in
parking lot prices. Re-installation of
parking meters, recently approved
by
expected
to',
havereferendum,
much effect isasnot
meters
are not
in
on operation
Sunday. during evening hours or
WASHINGTON
Tacoma — Purchase of property and plans foi,I
the construction of a 700-car Drive-ln Theater
for the south district, here, have been announced by Chester Nilsson and C. L. Theuerkauf, Tacoma theater operators. Proposed house
will be modern, situated on a 35 acre tract on
84th St. and So. Tacoma Way. Situated 200 feet
off the highway, the new theater will have one
of the largest screens in the Northwest.
,

WISCONSIN

Bruce — Ground work has started on a new 375seat theater, in this town of 700, by Robert F.
Zieike, war veteran. His father operates a theater in Hawkins.

]
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TEN CENTS

fOLITICAL FACTORS STVmiC S. fl. BUILDIRG
M8rS97r428
I!
ictober Collections Top
!fevious AU-Time Mark
IT More Than $6,000,000
tshington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Total admissions tax
illection of $48,597,428 for October,
September business, topped by
ijire than $6,000,000 the previous
'lUime high of October, 1945.
Monthly collections this fiscal year
iince July 1 — have been averaging
ghtly under 40 million dollars.
tober, 1945, collection was $42,3,372. Previous high for this year
(Continued on Page 6)

Ticket Tax ^^Take^^ Sets a Record
Batrd to Demonstrate Three'Dimensional
Color Television in Britain in January
London (By Cable) — The J. L. Baird Co. will demon:trete n:t only color
television, but three-dimensional color television, in J::nuary, it was confirmed
over the week-end.
The Baird C mpany is installing large-screen televis'cn in houses of the
Capitol and Provincial New Theaters, Ltd., next year. Circuit comprises 14
theaters, six of which are newsreel houses.

ATA will Cliallenge
Intervention Denial

Studio Talks Wait
On CSU Assurances

.S. Equipment for
ew Turk Theaters

If the American Theaters Associa- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — CSU policy committion has persuaded the Statutory
tee is studying a telegram received
Court to abandon its plan for competitive bidding, the denial of the from Pat Ca ey, chairman of Producers Labor Committee, which said
ATA's move to intervene in the New
York equity case will be of no con- that no negotiations can be resumed
until producers have been assured
tiChicago — ^The Turkish government
sequence, 'Thurman Arnold, counsel
I establishing civic centers, called for the ATA, said at the week-end. that CSU unions have taken action
In a prepared statement, Arnold to prevent violence by members,
{tjiipulou;, throughout
the republic,
irith projection equipment installed said the purpose of the ATA in seek- mass picketing and other acts in
ing to intervene was to oppose the violation of court order.
|ir the exhibition of both entertainAlso that local and international
bsnt and educational films, it was court's auction selling proposal
id here Friday by Robert Libert, which exhibitors believed to be un- offices of CSU union have unquali(Continued on Page 7)
nkish distributor for DeVry Corp.
(Continued on Page 3)
j'lw
visiting
U. S. here shortly
UA Board Defers Action
liiLibert,
who theleaves
(Continued on Page 6)

xhib. as Studio Guide
:ta Production Proposed
C: Detroit — An exhibitor who "has
[Qt the pulse of the public" should
Ij! stationed in each studio as a con! i.ltant on public tastes, in the opinLi
(Contimied en Page 3)

Fox, St. Louis, Solves
Problem of Ditnout
St. Louis — To meet the "Lewis'
Dimout" situation, Tony Peluso, manager of Fanchon & Marco's 5 0-0seat Fox, has obtained the city's
permission to place an auto truck
mounting a gasollne-prwered electric generating plant In the parkway on the east side of Grand B'vd.
The flood lights gives the Fox the
only post-Lewis illuminaticn of any
of local theaters and also serves to
provide lighting for the traffic cop
stationed there.

Lease-Purchase Contracts
Closed for 20 Theaters

On Selznick Till Dec. 10

Growing Communistic Factions Discourage U. S. Investment inPix Theaters
Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
Prospects of outside investment capital being brought into South American countries to finance the building of new motion picture theaters
to meet 'the vast and eager demand
for screen entertainment, especially
in the smaller towns having no theaters at present, have been dimmed
lately
by political
of a from
di'^couraging
nature, itfactors
is learned
recent visits of financiers interested
in Latin-American ventures.
At least three such men have been
(Continued on Page 3)

William H. Wells, UNRRA pix
chief, is being considered by the
United Nations as head of the
freedom of information section of
the human rights divi;ion of the
Economic ^nd Social Council, it was
(Continued on Page 7)

CPA Expected to Extend

The board of directors of United Power Curtailment Order
Lease-purchase contracts for the Artists on Friday tabled the threatfirst 20 theaters to be constructed
ened litigation to oust David 0. Selz- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for independent exhibitors by the
nick as an owner member until the
Washington — CPA is expected to
MacKee Theaters Co. have been ap- next meeting of the board, scheduled broaden
its order curtailing use of
proved, it was announced at the for Dec. 10.
power in(Continued
Eastern onandPageMid-western
week-end by W. E. MacKee, presi3)
The directors at Friday's meeting
dent. The MacKee company builds authorized
a long-term deal with
theaters for independent exhibitors Walter Lantz for the distribution of
who want to add to their holdings 11 Lantz Technicolor cartoons a
AMG Oliays 11 More
(Continued on Page 7)

(/. S, Pix for Gerntans
year.
JOHNSTON'S FILM COUNCIL
WITHIN UN?

Levy to Discuss Proposal With U. K. Trade
Moray Names Winners
London (By Cable) — Establishment of an International Film Coun\In WB Shorts Drive
cil, first proposed here on Nov. 7 by
Winners of cash prizes in the
1946 Warners short subject sales
drive were announced over the weekend by Norman H. Moray, short subject sales manager, as follows:
Eastern district — First, New Haven
(Continued rn Page 7)

Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president,
in addressing British trade leaders
at a luncheon tendered in his honor,
is expected to come in for further
attention when Jean Benoit Levy,
director of the UN film division, arrives here on Dec. 11 from Paris.
(Continued on Page 7)

Frankfurt (3y Cable) — American Military Government has approved II more films for general
distribution and exhibition in the
American zone of occupation in Germany. Included in the list are: "You
Csn't Take It With You," "The
Keys
of "The
the Kingrlom,"
Girl,''
Ai'ventures "Ziegfeld
of Mark
Twain," "Jane Eyre," ' Laura " "The
Shop A r r u n d the Corner," "Lest
Angel," "Random Harvest," "Suspicion" and "The Major and the
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ERIC A. lOHNSTON and his MPAA party.
A. ). CRONiN, OSCAR HOMOLKA, SAX ROHMER, HAROLD BlNNiY, CONRAJ VEIDT and
ROBERT KANE and MRS. KANE arrived in New
York Saturday on the S S. Anerca.
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E. A. GOLDEN left Hollywood Saturday for
New York for conferences with Sam Oemjow, associate.
E. T. COMERSALL, assistant to William
>cully, vice-president and general sales manager
■f
troit.Universal, leaves today for Chicago and De-
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). M. B'RNESON, NATCO advertising director in Chicago from Niw York on Thursday.

CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter. 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarvsplan 30.g. HONOLULU- Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY — Airi Andrade. Mexico Cit^
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St. VANCOUVER— Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher.
19 Moxon Ave.. Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes: MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80. ROME—
John Perdicari, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone. 42758.
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GILBERTO

GALINDO,

partner with Columbia

■>i!eo in Inter-Cont nental Co., recently-formed
locumentary outfit, returned to Mexico City
■esterday via Pan-Am., aftar an extended vis't
n Nsw York, to attend the inaugural of Presilent Aleman.

Adolph Zukor 11 Off
For Theater Training

JAMES R. Cr.AINCER, Republic executive
vice-president and general sajes manager, f.tt
yesterday for Detroit, and is expected to return
to New
York on Thursday.
BOB ENCEL, DeVry sales manager, leaves for
Southe.-n business trip, ED DeVRY leaves for
Western trip and CHARLES CRAKES and as.
sistant NOMA BARTS returned from school conference tour.
EDWIN W. AARON, assistant general sales
manager for M-G-M. is due back today f.om
a holiday vacation at Atlantic City.
JOHN S. ALLEN, M-C-M district manager,
has returned
to his Washington
headquarte.s.
HERBturns NUSBAUM,
of M-C-M's
today from Clarksburg,
W. legal
Va. staff, reED ZASEL. film buyer for National Theaters
is in town from the Coast for product conferences with various sales managers.
WILLIAM B. JAFFE, Eastern counsel for
Monogram, returns from the Coast late in the
week.
ALBERT E. IDELL laaves for Guatemala thir
week to complete a sequel to "Centennial
Summer,"
titled "The Great Blizzard."
RICHARD ARLEN is in New York to rehearse a new
play, "Drums
of Peace."
ViRClNIA WELLES left Hollywood yesterday
'~r a mf'nth's vacation in her home town,
Wausau,
Wis.
ROBERT KREIER, gsneral manager of Continental Europe for 20th-Fcx Int'l. has arr vecf
York.

in New

ARTHUR

SCHWARTZ

Added Starters In Race
For MP Associates Posts
The membership of Motion F
ture Associates, in accordance v
the by-laws of the organization, r.
nominated an additional slate of c
fleers and directors. Elections v
be held Wednesday in the Georg:
Room of the Hotel Piccadilly.
Additional
candidates
inc..
Morris Sanders, first vice-presi . :
Robert
J.
Fannon,Fraum,
second vice^dent;
Morris
seci\\\.,
Morris Kutinsky,
sergeant-at-arn
Directors: Leo Abrams, Nat Bei^
J. J. Bowen, Mathew
Cahan, J.
Felder,
Howard
Levy,
David
Le":
Jack Levy, Ira Meinhardt, A.Geor
Reisner, Seymour Schussel, Cy Sei
mour and Al Suchman.

RKO Sets 30{J Dividend
At a meeting of the RKO boa
Friday, the quarterly dividend of c
per share was declared on the co
mon stock, payable on Jan. 2,
holders of record, at the close
business on Dec. 16.

N.Y. THEATERS

h£s arrived in New

Adolph Zukor II, who joined Para- York from the Coast by plane to negotiate fo
mount International Films, Inc. ir 1 story property for his independent cOTipany.
March, left New York for Rochester
Minn., over the week-end. Since Skouras Elected For
joining- the company young Zukor
has been undergoing training in dif- 5th Time by Variety Club
ferent phases of the motion picture West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'ndustry.
and this trip
will take him
Hollywood — Charles P, Skouras
to
the Minnesota
Amusement
Co..
where he will be schooled in theater has been elected head of crew members (director;) of Los Angeles tent
operation. He will be there for about
of Variety Club for fifth time.
:our months.
Meinbers have also voted to continue support of building for premaDecision Reserved on
"ure birth clinic at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital, and to also aid
Cross Claims Dismissal
Children's Hospital.
Federal Judge Alfred C. Cox on
Friday reserved decision on a mo- Vohs Joining Alliance
tion by Paramount, General Preci- As Purchasing Agent
sion Equipment Co. and others tr
dismiss the cross claims of Scowhony
Des Moines, la. — Kenneth Vohs
Corp. of America and Arthur Levey,
manager
of the Ritz Theater a*
president, stemmin? from the antiChariton for
the
pasta five
years, with
ha=trust action brought by the Govern- resigned,
to
accept
position
ment in connection with Scophony
the
Alliance
Theater
Corp.
of
Chitelevision riatents.
:ago as purchasing
agentserved
and maintenance director. Vohs
with
Pix as Communicalion Media?
Central States Theater Corp. for 16
The place of films in mas? com- years and was manager at Fort
munication media will be discussed Dodge before serving at Chariton.
by Walter Wanger as part of a panel
featuring also John G. Winant. Eleanor Roosevelt, Edward R. Murrow
and Morris Ernst, which will be held
PHOTO OFFSET
in New York tomorrow under aus- iBOOKS
■FCOLORCHROME
CORP
pices of Sui-vey Associates.

*■
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Rockefeller Center

CITY MUSIC HALL

:! "THE
JOLSON STORY'
with LARRY PARKS • EVELYN KEYES
in Technicolor STAGE
• A
»■J SPECTACULAR

Columbia
Picture
PRESENTATION

■JAWiUim

IS0N&-S8OTH
'THE

ON SCREEN
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Hypnotist)
MURTAH

ERNEST

SISTtRS
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OTHERS

HEMINGWAY'S

KILLERS'

[PRESS
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Nationally known Industrial concern located in Louisville, Kentucky, requires
man experienced in industrial documentary
flm work. Must have thorough knowledge
of film cutting, scr'pt planning, and silent
16 mm. color equipment. No dark room
work. Some travel Give complete experience. Information and salary required.
P.
0.
Box
No.
360.
Louisville.
Ky.
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SERVICE
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Political Factors
Deter S. A. Building

[TA will Challenge
kervenlion Denial

11 (Continued from Page 1)
^r, unworkable and tending toward
!»nopoly.
''However," Arnold said, "if the
brt in its final opinion should rein ^auction selling as contemplated
riginal opinion or any modifiof auction selling, the ATA
: ;11 insist
insis on its right to intervene
i;Jl
::b the purpose of appealing the
ciiion to
1 the Supreme Court of the
tiited States.
■'The ATA does not believe that
■E notation by the court that interntion is denied is a formal order
bject to appeal. When such an
per is entered, however, it is our
pention to appeal to the Supreme
i-urt of the United States from the
(nial of our intervention as well
■; from any auction selling requirepnt which may be impo.;ed by the
strict court.
h'As a precautionary measure, if
-e court does not enter an order
^jthin 60 days from its notation of
|e denial of intervention, we will
featthat notation as though it were
jformal order and file our notice
appeal from that notation. In
{.king this action and throughout
I ,e proceedings our aim has been
(ltd will continue to be solely to
feintain the full right of ATA to
ikpose the impo;ition on the exhibirs of the unworkable system of
.kction selling."

.PA Expected to Extend
lower Curtailment Order
P

(Continued

from Page

1)

learned over the weekIate
.d. s,it was
In addition, there were reports
.at additional crackdowns were in
,ie for states already coming under
e order. This would include furicr restrictions on power used by
■nusements, including theaters.
Official pointed out, however, that
J.leaters
the
'vast
of cases,
in
the majority"
states affected,
were
irtailing
hPA
order.power "much beyond" the
^ CPA has been studying figures in1 eating that even if all the nation's
^leaters clozed, the saving would be
i)nsiderably less than one per cent
■ total power consumed.

fiToetz Leases the Chandler
(| Detroit — Ignace Goetz has taken a
JO-year lease on the Chandler The!:er from Thomas J. Gabriel.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Andy Clyde
Marc
Piatt
John Tyrrell
Robert Paige

Dec. 2
Alf.'ed Louis Werker
E. W. Mammons
Julian Arthur
Ezra Stone

PHIL M. DALY
Monday

▼
Morn Memos

▼

T

• • • CUFF NOTES: October's Federal admission, tax collections, on
September box office fakes, hit 848,597,428, or six mil'.ions more than
the previous all-time high scored in October, 1945
Yep, theater biz
had gonetohell!!! ... • "Didn't see anything here yet about Rank
of London taking over Park Ave.'s new theater," wrote W. W.'s Girl
Friday on Friday
The Little Lady might read Nov. 20's Film
Daily. ... • Arthur M. Loew, prexy of Loew's, Int., left these shores
some weeks ago a Chevalier of the French Legion of Honor, (a distinction dating back to 1938), returned yesterday by air from Paris an Officer
of the Legion
In presenting the order's rosette, Edmond Naegelen,
French Minister of Education, lauded Loew for distributing outstanding
foreign pix in the U. S
Said Loew in reply: "The film indust.y must
assist in the political education of the people of France and the U. S.,
as of the rest of the word, to let them know what democracy is and
why, without it, the common man is doomed." ... • Didja know that
Sulka, no less, has created a commemorative cravat for "The Razor's
Edge"?
It'll cost you $8.50 (free ad.). . . . • Helpful Hint
Dept.: Essoness Circuit's experiment with a lobby phonograph record
stand is doing very well. ... • First television parallel to the MPAA's
Children's Film Library was inaugurated Friday by Philco's Philly Station WPTZ
Program, "Matinee for Youth," will be on the air a full
hour weekly, with Sears Roebuck sponsoring
Show utilizes films
exclusively
With it. Sears becomes the first company in Philly to
sponsor two tele programs weekly

▼

TV

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: Locks as though Confidential Reports and the
ATO of Indiana are scheduled to lock horns in the Hoosier State over
the latter's move to establish municipal license fees for theater checkers. ... • Personal Note: Metro's Bess spent last night in the
Stratosphere Room atop the Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City, as the guest
of Mlnehost Frank Gravatt. who knows a good stunt when he meets up
with it
Earlier, Bess had a drink or two (aqua pura, of course!) In
the Traymore 's cocktail lounge, a once-over-lightly
in the barber
shop
What will Billy Ferguson's boys think of next? ...
• Didja
know 112 theaters in the U. S. zone in Germany now play 35 mm. American pix? ... • What's this about a Texas playwright claiming rights
to the title, "Anything Can Happen?" ... • Warners will have three
premiere engagements running on Broadway during the holiday period
when b.o. biz is best
Strand will have "The Time, the Place and the
GirL" the Hollywood, "Humoresque," and the Victoria, "The Beost with
Five Fingers" ... • Didja know that Sam Wood has offered to donate
a 1,200-acre tract, half-way between Hollywood and Mcdibu, to the
United Nations as a site for its permanent home, and that former Sen.
Warren R. Austin, chief U.S. delegate to the General Assembly, has
turned it over to the Inspection Committee for immediate consideration?

▼

▼

▼

• • • THE ASSEMBLY LINE TECHNIQUE is being used by UA's
publicity department these days
In rapid succession, the whoopde-do treatment has been accorded Mlchele Morgan, Hugh Herbert,
Preston Sturges, Lon McCallister, Bill Boyd, Frances Ramsden and Arthur
Lubin in connection with seven pictures, all in two weeks
The
box score reads 81 newspaper, mag., radio and wire breaks
As one
wiseacre put it, publicity is like any other type of merchandise, and
you've got to keep
in, eh?

producing!

▼

But where

▼

▼

does

the sleep

come

(Continued from Page 1)
through this territory in recent
months and, after surveying conditions, returned home without making
any commitments. Among the more
troublesome factors, one of the visitors said, are the growing Communistic factions, made up chiefly
of student groups, who engage in
demonstrations against certain pictures, boxoffice prices and anything
else they do not like, with the authorities invariably upholding the demonstrators instead of deciding the
outbursts on their merits.
In such instances, compliance is
practically the only course open to
a theater operator, since any attempt
to close shop in protest might lead
to confiscation of his property.
Another visitor commented that
much of the trouble is due to misunderstanding, which could be overcome in time by the right kind of
missionary work, but the strongly
nationalistic feeling in nearly all
countries down this way has created
many difficulties for imported films,
especially those made in strictly
democratic countries.

Exhib. as Studio Guide
On Production Proposed
(Continued from Page 1)
ion of Sam Carver, head of Detroit
Consolidated Theaters.
Carver advanced the opinion that
each studio should engage a theater
man who "knows his onions" to work
with the producer and to assist in
the supervising of stories. Otherwise, he asserted, the public will
soon lose interest in the theater "and
begin to stay away in droves," adding that "now is the time to act and
Criticizing current story trends,
to
act fast."
Carver
said he could not understand
how producers "can forget that the
theater-goers have brains and know
something about proper recreation
and relaxation, which, after all, is
what the theater represents."

STORK REPORTS
A second son, Julian Edwin, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kaiser
at the Caledonian Hospital in Brooklyn. Kaiser is in the advertising department of 20th-Fox where he handles copy for the Kayton-Spiero
Agency.
Chicago — Ambrose Conroy, Garrick theater manager, has a new
son. Youngster weighed in at 9
pounds, 4 ounces at the Little Company of Mary Hospital.
Chicago — Al. Bogatch, BK Terminal theater assistant manager, is
the father of a 5 pound, 7 ounce boy,
named Richard Stephen, boni at
Luther Deaconess Hospital.

First five days
razor's edge" at x
phenomenal figure
which set a newany picture, any
in the world in t
business!
UPY_S0

1^^^

CENT

F 2n(l WEEK OF IHE
,ROXY, N.Y.JOP THE
IF TH E Fl RST WEEK . . .
L-TIME RECORD FOR
EATRE, ANYWHERE
HISTORY OF SHOW

eS

=3

m

And the greatest audience reaction
of any picture ever to play tlie Roxy!
^
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$48,597,428 Ticket
Tax "Take" A Record
(Continued from Page 1)
was the July collection of $40,248,043.
The record "take" for October raised the fiscal year total
of $166,942,935.51, compared
with a corresponding figure last
year of only §138.600,899.84 — a
difference of $28,342,035.67.
If collection through the rest
of the current fiscal year match
this rate the total admissions
tax "take" will just top half a
billion dollars — which means an
industry gate of better than two
billion dollars I
New York theater admissions also
hit a new high, with the tax reaching $7,586,271 from the Broadway
area.
Including
"take"
ticket brokers
and the
cabarets,
the from
total

L

NEW POSTS

WSf
renth
Use Films
n Denazificalion

«

RAY WEHRLE,
manager, Oriental, Denver.
SOL CORDON, from the Schine circuit, Cloversviiie, to UA bocl^er, Cleveland.
PAUL E. KARANZA, saiesman for PRC, in
northern Indiana territory.
RONALD R. (RONNIE) AMES, formerly with
Paramount and KKO Radio, to r.sH PKC
as
field exploitation man for Kansas City
te:ritcry.

REVIEUJS
with

"Wild
West"
Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates

Paris {By Air Mail) — Pressing
73 ^
its denazification program in the PRC
PLENTY OF ACTIOM, SONGS AND
French Zone of Germany, the
STO.^Y VALUES
EMFrench government is offering and TEREillNG
SIZED TO GOOD EFFECT IN CINECC
presenting some 50 French films IN ih:s one.
with German sub-titles each month.
There's
a good balance
of all th:
The Rhine-Danube Agency is re- quired
HARLEY EDMUNDS, assistant manager, UA theeiements
of westerns
if^*^
sponsible
for
the
distriDution
of
the
West"
which are further enhanceyjjj
ater, Ch.cago.
films,
about
40
per
cent
of
which
are
fective rendition in Cinecolor. Eddie
EDWARD F. SCHIEL, general sales manager.
Alexander Smith Sons Carpet Co.
documentaries. In addition to im- is present with good voice and perform
TED DARIOTIS, Fox W.sccnsin managerial staff.
porting French films, the French In- R scoe A'es as his aide supplies the
formation Service has undertaken touch. Louise Currie and Jean Carjir
ALBERT C. ESSIC, Natknal sales director, Jerry
Fairbanks, Inc.
the creation of a local motion-picture pleasant on the eyes as the feminine
industry in the French zone.
terest. The color treatment
enhances
At the present time, new studios outdoor action and backgrounds to
are being built at Emmendingen and a real open air feeling.
Andernach. A remaining problem
a telegraph
still to be solve-d by the French is aimsThe tostory
span involves
the country.
When I'ne C£v
the question of color film. At pres- protection is refused by local brass
ent I. G. Farben is the only com- and his two aides take the j;b. Immed
pany that can manufacture the ly tr.uble is in the offing. Terry Frost
(Continued from Page 1)
necessary
Agfacolor emulsion. the line. It would conclude his illega
for the district was $8,284,825, com- for Hollywood, disclosed that new
pared with $4,176,537 and $4,808,- 2,000-seat theaters, with DeVry Xeverthless a complete film seiwice tivities in Preston. Frost is also inv;lv
is functioning in the French zone killing buffalo for their hides, lettins
849 in October of last year.
equipment, are being completed in
Nation-wide collection for Septem- Istanbul, Ankara, Smyrna and other and films are being prepared for ex- meat rot. This causes consternation a
port to other parts of Germany.
local Indians. Sarah Padden
has an
ber of this year was ten million dol- Turkish cities.
with the tribe. Siie convinces
them
lars under the October figure — $38,In Istanbul, two new houses, the
559,485, w^hile the Broadway totals Lnee and Bakirkov, opened last week, Motion Picture Chapter
are being used to stir up tr:uble and
were $3,437,065 and $3,855,943.
week.
doing delay the telegraph which wou!
while the Tan, a third, bows this To Cite William Wyler

U. S. Equipment for
New Turk Theaters

turn, assist in preserving the buffalo K.

The Turkish government, accordArmy's "Seeds of Destiny"
ing to Libert, elected to buy AmerGoing Out as 16mm. Film
ican projection equipment after comparison tests with Italian and EngWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lish machines.
Washington — First nation - wide
Libert said that Hollywood pix
distribution of the Army-made film, with Turkish sub-titles are exceed"Seeds of Destiny," will begin imingly popular, but thac there is inmediately, itwas learned over the
creasing competition in sight from
week-end. Distribution of 16 mm. Turkish studios. Three, Ficas, Marprints of the film will be directed by
mara and Kemal, are now operating
Films of the Nation;, Inc., of New and two smaller studios are entering
York City. Also handling distribu- :he field. Acting talent is plentiful,
tion of the controversial fiim is Ideal he added, but there is a lack of exPictures Corp., with 13 offices
perienced directors.
throughout the country. The film
was first presented to ATA for nation-wide showing on a theatrical Popular Science Magazine
basis, but was turned down by the Enters Audio-Visual Field
exhibitor organization as "too gruesome," as well as too long for thePopular Science monthly magater audiences.
azine, entering the audio-visual field,
nas appointed Dr. David J. GoodLambert Joins Filmack
man as editor-in-chief, it was anChicago — Stanley Lambert has
nounced at the week-end by Arthur
been appointed advertising director
of Filmack by Irving Mack, Filmack J. Crowley, director of the magazine's education dept. Magazine
sales manager. Prior to joining
expansion in the audioFilmack, he was associated with the plans gradual
visual
Alexander Film Co. of Colorado education. field, involving all levels of
Springs.

The Motion Picture Chapter, AVC,
will honor director William Wyler
at their next meeting, Dec. 4, w^hen
they will present him with a citation for "directorial genius predicated on honest perspective and consummately developed technical skill
in depicting the veteran of World
War II, in Samuel GoldwjTi's 'The
Best Years of Our Lives'."
Wyler, who \^'ill address the meeting after the presentation, ser^'ed
over-seas as a Colonel in the last
war. Meeting will be held at the
Film Center, 630 Ninth Avenue.
Walter Bro%vn, chairman, will preside.

Paramount News Special
Picks '46 All-American

On the heels of the close of the
1946 football season. Paramount
News is releasing a special reel introducing its 1946 All-American
Team. Selected by its editors, the
Paramount
lines
up as News
follows:1946 "dream team"
Ends: Baldwin, UCLA; Bechtol,
Texas. Tackles: Connor, Notre
Dietz Buys Out Partners
Dame; Amling, Ohio State. Guards:
St. Louis — Andy Dietz, general Fischer, Notre Dame; Agase, Illinois. Center: Bednarik, Penn. Quarmanager of Screen Guild Productions
terback: Tucker, Army. Halfbacks:
of St. Louis, Inc., has purchased the
Army; Trippi, Georgia. Fullstock interests of Mat S. Schulter, Davis, back:
Blanchard, Army.
E. L. Murphy and Sam Komm. The
McCormack-Mortz
same interests last April sold the St.
Detroit — Mrs. Dorothy McCor- Louis PRC franchise to the parent British Eagle-Lion Signs
mack, assistant to Maxie Gealer as company.
Scandinavian Players
manager of the Rialto Theater at
Flint, was married to Maurice Mortz
U-I Gets "Cyrano" Pic Rights
of LfOS Angeles.
Stockholm (By Air Mail)— MajWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Da\id Dobie, Scandinavian rep. of
Hollywood — Rights to Cyrano de Eagle-Lion, was a recent visitor
Wamer-Jaeger
Chicago — Dolores Wai-ner of the Bergerac have been acquired by Uni- here. He signed Alf Kjellin and
versal-International from Sir Alex- Niels Poppe, the latter a famous
B & K accounting department, has
ander Korda with the probability Swedish comedian, to appear in
announced her engagement to Fred
that
Laurence
Olivier
will star in it. Briash productions.
Jaeger.

WEDDING BELLS

Miss

Padden's

ranch

is made

wire

1

There's
a go:d
deal
of skulldu
quarters.
pulled off by Frost and his henchmen,
sends for records that would
incrini)
Frost. Before they arrive more dirty
is pulled off and when
they finally
■
rhere's a rousing gun battle in the si.
Df Preston. This is made resounding
Ates locates dynamite and uses it gr;
fashion. In the usual style the Ranger;,
into town and save the day. The tele ;
jets through.
The story hrlds up well and is sp
■jp
at intervals with music and lighmance.
CAST:
Eddie Dean. Roscoe Ates, AI
Scbert
Henry.
Sarah
Padden,
Louise <
lean Ca.'lin. Lee Bennett,
Terry Frost,
.Ter Richmond, Lee Roberts.
CREDITS: Produced and directed by 1
E.nmett Tans^y; Screenplay by Frances
naugh; Cameraman,
Fred Jackman,
Jr.' A
rector,
Edward C. Jewell;
Set Decorator
:;nt A. Taylor; Sound, Benn Winkle;;
Editor, H'jgh Winn.
DIRECTION,
Lively.
PH0T0Q1APHY
Good.
West Coast
Bureau of THE
FILM
Black,
Academy's
Flack

Z

Hollywood — Jean Hersholt.
dent of Academy of Motion P:
Arts and Sciences, announce.;
appointment of Don Black as d:r
of public relations for the Acac

GPEC Declares Dividend
Directors of General Pre^
Equipment Corp. have declar
dividend of 25 cents per share c
capital stock, payable Dec. C
stockholders of record Dec. 9.

Levens, Brill Resign NATCO

\

Chicago — Ed. Levens resigr
veepee of XATCO
Company
Allan Brill retires as sales ma/,
with Ray K. Myers on takin:
combined duties.
The compa
moving factory and offices t
North Sacramento Ave.

i
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Little Headlines:

I

dio Talks Wait
(SU Assurances

PRESIDENT ER!C A. JCHNSTCN returned to MPAA's Washington office over the
week-end following his return from Eiirope en Saturday afternoon. Jchnstcn is expected
to preside at the MPAA board meeting on Dec. 11. The board w.ll meet in Wasivngtcn
for the first time.

\k, lATSE Locals To Be
t lirf by CSU Carpenters
FILM

(Continued from Page 1)
Levy, it is understood, will discuss
the Johnston proposal further with
U.K. industry chiefs. There is lively
trade speculation as to the likelihood that the projected Council may
take shape within the UN framework.

•

(Continued on Pa^e 7)

i; accepted the AFL executive
cil committee
Dec.
26, 1945
tive, that CSU
will abide by
2. 1946 wage agreement
and
engage
not
will
union
) CSU
I
"u^i-ner work stoppage or otheriJ repudiate their agreement.

i4 Coast Bureau of THE

Johnston's IFC May
Become Part of UN

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S "The Best Years of Our Lives," backed by a shrewd promotional campaign and out-of-this-world press reviews, rol ed up $62,236 in its iirst week
at the New York Astor. Figure is not a house record, largely due to the length of the pic
(about three hours) ond tne fact that pa.rcns are urged to see it from the start. "Best
Years" is doing six shows daily as against nine
• f.r the last Danny Kaye pic there.
CHIEF JUSTICE EDGAR BROMBERGER, of the Magistrate's Court of New York, will
lead a discussion en juvenile delinquency at a meeting sponsored by the F.lm Division
of the N. Y. ICCASP at the Museum of Modern Art. Bosley Crowther, division chairleaders in social weifare crime prevention, and children's welfare
introduce
fields manaswillwell
as leaders in the film field.

Lease-Purchase Contracts
Closed for 20 Theaters

e

(Continued from Page

DAILY
OPENING

DAY'S BUSINESS of "Undercurrent" at the Caoitol broke the 27-year record for a first day's gross at that theater g;ing almost $7,500 ahead of "Yolanda and the

I is Angeles — A group of memI of Carpenters Union, Local 96,
•
jf, will file suit in Federal Court
of the Seven Seas Film Corp.,
vice-president
USNR,
CARDER,
W.
EARLE
CAPT.
"nnst AFL, their own union, and
Thief."
lie lATSE locals, grips, studio meNavy's official Letter cf Commendaton and
has been presented the Secretary of the
the Commendation Ribbon Bar by the Under Secretary of the Navy, J>hn L. Sullvan.
' Moi, and property men.
was cited for outstanding performance of duty as commanding officer cf the PhilaHe
'I'ourt will be asked to interpret
delphia Naval Personnel Separation Center.
'jiacts
and
work
agreements
held
% producers and other unions over
SOPEG Sets Contracts
¥{riod of years and also give strict iTUA Foreign Staffers
''riitions of jobs in carpenter and With Company 25 Years
jtion fields. Group will ako ask
With Para., "U," Artkino
/'damages but as yet is not known
Screen Office and Professional
Eleven members of UA's foreign Employes Guild last week completed
,j'|t amount will be sought.
staff — seven of them with the Briti;h negotiations on three new contracts
fiiray Names Winners
organization — have rounded out a involving members in v£.rious film
WB Shorts Drive
quarter century of service with the offices. At Paramount:, maintenance
workers were voted a raise of $5 on
company.
Roster includes:
a new pact. Office workers in the
(Continued from Page 1)
Henry Weiner, manager in Cuba* Paramount laboratories received an
Tach; second, Buffalo. Mid-Atlanincrease of $6 or 15 per cent. A
— Philadelphia. Central — First, "Enrique Baez, general manager in similar increase was obtained for
Harnld Astrom, manager ir
S'tsburgh; second, Cleveland. Brazil;
^ffif-e workers at De Luxe Labora■'^jtheast — Charlotte. Southwest — Sweden; William Bendon. branch tories.
-nanager
in
Glasgow;
William
J
'ahoma City. Mid-west — First,
The present contract with Artkino
■'waukee; second, Chicago. Prairie Smith, chief accountant in London- was extended to April, 1947. Fm'^-elia
Fairman,
cashier
in
London*
»jirst, St. Louii; second, Omaha.
oloves were given increases of $7.50
I'.it Coast — First, Portland; second, Beatrice White, chief cutter in Lon- to $15 and the weeklv hour scale was
Angeles; third, Denver.
lon; Tom Richards, technical adviser in London; Elsie Elliott, officf
from_40 to 371/2 hours. The
'ja-anches receiving special awards manager in Liverpool; Wilhelmin? reduced
nay increase is retroactive to Oct. 1.
Members
of the Screen Readers
'' being
out before
end ofcompletely
the drive sold
include
Cleve- \llan, housekeeper in Newca:tle'
Guild at Universal received an inTeresa
Capu,
accountant
in
Rosario
\d, Charlotte, New Orleans, Dallas,
i^rease of 15 per cent, also reiroTopping the oldtimers is Weiner
'asas City, Los Angeles and Port- who joined UA in March. 1921, ar ictive to Oct. 1. National Screen
in Cuba, and today is th^ Service representatives agreed to
Ipecial awards also were made to Tianager
lean of American distribs. in hif terms of the current neo-otiations
'erritory.
'• following for individual sales
with the exception of wages. FolSrts: First, J. Walker, Washinglowing arbitration, it was agreed to
Baez, Astrom and Bendon ar-- raise wages
;; second, M. Keller, Portland;
$4.50.
hd D. Cooper, Philadelphia; Tthers with an unbroken record o'''
service in the i-espective officer Swedish Technicolor Pic
,rth, G. Spear, Seattle; fifth, E. ■'TA
'hey now head.
•kings, Minneapolis.

SICK REPORT
VYNONA KENNEDY, Paramount, Omais in the hospital for an operation.
MRS. R. HAL BURRiSS, Detroit premium
i ributor, who has been confined to hsr
le by illness for fivs months, is now
I to put in short appearances at Ihe of;■ again.

IJREN BARKLEY, projectionist at the
^jfmax Theater, Huntersville, N. C, suf5d a severely burned ri^jht hand and a
vp gash en the head when wires in the
■jection
room
became
ling him five feet.

short-circuited,

MAX G0LD3AUM,
owner of the Essex
Congress Theaters, Newark, N. J., who
"> confined to his home as a result of a
ily infected tooth, has recovered.

^MPTO's Convention Set
For Pittsburgh Jan. 22-23
Pi+tsbureh — Thp ?6th annual con
•"^ntion of the Allied Motion Pictu^-''
''^h^ater Owners nf Western Pennryl•'nriia will be heW Jan. 22-23, at thWilliam Penn Hotel her^^. it war
'oinf-lv announced hv President Mor
"is M. Finkel and Secretary Fred J
Herrington. Co-chairmen of thir
•^f^^ir are William Blatt and William
Finkel. The banquet, closing the convention, will be held on the night
of the 23rd.
This convention, originally scheduled for Nov. 2.5-26. was postponed
due to the Ir'cal eight weeks hotel
employe; strike.
Convention committees and program will be announced within the
next few days.

1)

under a lease-purchase
agreement.
Six of the theaters will be in
Queens, Nassau and Suffolk counties on Long Island, six in New Jersey, four in Eastern Pennsylvania,
two in Rhode Island, one in Westchester County and others in Connecticut. Twenty more are now being processed. Michael De Angelis
is the architect.
Seating capacities range from 550
to 1,000 seats, all aii--conditioned and
fully equipped. The first 10 will
have Simplex sound and projectors.
Each will be equipped also with a
portable Ampro 16 mm. sound projector and a record player lor music
in the lounge, with microphones,
for community drives and public assembly purposes.
A subsidiary has been formed to
construct 350-seat houses in small
communities, with the same equipment as in the larger units. Another subsidiary will finance 600-car
drive-in
hibitors. theaters for independent ex-

Wells Considered for
UNESCO Information Head
(Continued from Page 1)
learned over the week-end. As head
of the section. Wells would sit in on
jthe important freedom of information conference which is expected to
|be held
next year.
j

Processed in Hollywood

Stockholm (Bv Air Mail> — Ted
Scaife and Ken Gray of the Te'-hni"olor staff in London have com^^l^ted
=;hootinsr on "Laop Blo^d." The footage is being sent to Hollywood for
irocessing. it is reported. The film
is renuted
to be an
te<^hnical
success.
An onf-s^a-nding
Enelish versi'^n
of the nroduction has also b°en made
with Swedish actors and release in
the British Isles and United States
is planned for next year.

.i;^

THERE'S ONLY ONE

WB New Haven Branch
Moves to New Quarters
New Haven — Loc«l b'-anch office
of Warner Bros., with Carl Goe as
manager, will move today into n«w
quarters at 155 Meadow St. The
new telephone number is 7-4138.

OCEAN

FRONT . 40th to 41st Sts

Inpfted
j^ReservationsMIAMI

BEACHJacobs
• Walter

ONE WAY TRAFFIC

^^k

Plenty of Traffic ... and NO Traffic Prob
lems, here . . . because it's a ONE WAY stream
of patron-dollars... headed for your theatre
The PRIZE BABY is on the job ... getting
traffic and directing it... "arresting" attention
...with eye-and-ear-5ppealing TRAILERS
and ACCESSORIES... and seeing to it that
every patron gets a "ticket" I
\^

His traffic sign

is always set at

V "GO" . . . and wise exhibitors take the hint,
because . . . they know from experience
. . . that The PRIZE BABY means ''business"
. . . SRO business ... at your Box Office!

nnTsonni, \ f7^<©r service

^ M. F. Production Dist.
Jl|28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Eight Years Old

"limate in Character
.ternational in Scope
dependent in Thought

TEN CENTS
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lOLOn fIGHTS TO fB€C GovtRnmEnT Films
Extend U. K. Quota tor Year, Urges Mohnston
/ould Permit Time for a
lore Accurate Survey of
iz Done Here by Brit. Pix
lEric A. Johnston, MPAA prexy,
iiring his abbreviated stay in Engmd, urged the British Board of
hade to work for a year's extension
the Films Quota Act which exires in March, 1948.
Returning from his 35-day round
ip over the week-end, Johnston
,)inted out that the present quota
jipulates 17% per cent of all play')g time in British theaters must be
j
(Continued on Page 4)

iisney Net for Year
fown to $196,000

til
test Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAICf

Los Angeles — President
Roy O.
- "isney reports that net income of
/alt Disney Prods, amounted to apToximately $196,000 for the fiscal
ear ended Sept. 28, based on prerninary unaudited figures.
Net income for the year was equal
3 26 cents a share on the 652,840
ommon shares now outstanding aft(Condnued on Page 7)

6S MEET TO PLAN MP FOUNDATION
Industry Philanthropic Organization Expected
To Take Shape in New
New Orleans — Approximately 65
leaders in various branches of the
motion picture industry are slated
to meet here today in (the Roosevelt
Hotel for the purpose of creating
machinery for the establishment of
a Motion Picture Foundation to help
the needy of the business.
In its call to the industry leaders,
the organizing committee, through
Walter Vincent, pointed out that
"the broad scope that this movement

Gov't Surplus Power
Plants for Tlieaters

Orleans

Surplus Property Chairman Trying to Cut Red
Tape for Institutions
Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator Joseph C.
O'Mahoney yesterday firmly backed
may undertake can only be as big as plans to remove "legal encumbrances" from more than 5,000 warthe men of vision and loresight who
made pix still kept from distribution
attend
the
meeting."
channels because of copyright rePledged to aittend the sessions here strictions.
today and tomorrow are Norman
Senator O'Mahoney's
views were
Ayres, Warner Bros.; Sam Dembow, Jr., Golden Productions; Sam made in a letter to Dr. Luther Evans,
(Continued on Page 6)
Gillette, Intermountain Theaters Association; Rotus Harvey, San Francisco; William K. Jenkins, George
Theaters Co., Atlanta; A. S. John(Continued on Page 3)

National B. 0. Off
15 Per Cent— Brewer

Indianapolis — Government surplus IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Speaking at a meetportable generating plants may be
the answer to the power problem
ing of the newly-organized permanent council of employed studio vetfacing exhibitors as a result of the
coal strike.
erans, Roy M. Brewer, international
. The ATO of Indiana has advised rep. of lATSE, said that the nation's film box office now shows a
its members
that ithe plants are
(Continued on Page 7)
available from the Sprayed Insula(Continued on Page 6)

Intervention Order
Wails on Judgment

It is not the intention of the
Statutory Court to file any order
denying the applications of American Theaters Association and Confederacy of Southern Associations
for intervention in the New York
(Continued on Page 6)

Col. Opens Four-Day Chi.
Sales Meeting Tomorrow

Columbia home office execs., top
sales personnel, and district and
branch managers will attend a fourday sales parley opening tomorrow
in Chicago's Drake Hotel. The comFour completed pictures and 10
'Metropolit
Having an
elected
its Picture
officers, Thethe
pany's new sales policy will be reMotion
(Continued on Page 6)
Deal whereby Universal acquires others in various stages of prepara■ ters Association plans to establish Walter Reade's Park Ave. Theater
tion,
Eagle-Lion's
proclearing house for all industry
duct
lineupconstituting
for the coming
year, were
been consummated, it was
(leetings and social events in this has
learned yesterday. Universal has announced by Alfred W. Schwalberg,
Para. iVetos Offered
.rea so that there will not be any leased the house for a term of 10 vice-president and general sales
For Use in Lewis Trial
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 6)

\^e\. MPTA Clearing House
"U" Closes with Reade
j'o Avoid Date Conflicts
For Park Ave. Theater

Enterprise Agency
Deal is Exclusive
The E i n f e I d - Loew Enterprise
Prods, has appointed McCann-Erickson, Inc., as its advertising agency,
deal corrying a provision which bars
McCann-Erickson from taking on any
other film account. Enterprise, it is
understord, will spend $2,000000 in
advertising thru the agency during
the next eight to 12 months. "Ramrod" goes out first, with "Arch of
Trfumph" to follow. Enterprise will
distribute thru UA.

Eagle-Lion Readv with
Four, and 10 to Follow

Coal Strike May Tie-Up Films
Harriman*s Aide Reports Affect on Industry
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
UA Top Execs, to Coast
Washington — Government experts
To Screen Pix on Tap
yesterday told U. S. District Court
In order to inspect United Artists'
$25,000,000 product inventory,
largest in the compans^s history,
sales executives and heads of the
advertising, publicity and es^oitatlon departments will leave Thursday for a 10-day visit to the studios.
(Cofltimied on Page 7)

here that continuation of the coal
strike to March 1 would result in
"collapse of the nation's economy,"
and would throw more than 5,000,000
persons out of work, including an
estimated 200,000 in the motion picture industry,
A parade of 11 Government wit=
(Cootiaaed on Page 4)

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — At the trial of John
Lewis, union head, facing charges
brought by the U. S. Government,
Justice T. Allen Goldsborough yesterday ruled he would not admit as
evidence, "at this time," a Paramount newsreel with recorded statements made by Lewis, praising the
crntract, at the White House last
May 29 following the signing of the
Government mine contract with Secretary of the Interior Krug.
Goldsborough told Government attorneys that they could offer the
newsreel as evidence at a later date
if they so desired.
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BA'NZY BALABAN left ty plane yesterday
for New Orleans. He is due back in tcwn on
Thursday.
MRS COMPTON BENNETT, wi'e of Hie British director of "The Seventh Veil." arrived in
York yes'erday by air. Mrs. Bennett, accompanied byher young daughter, will go on to
Hollywood.
New

CHIPS RAFFERTY,
Australian
star, returned
to
yesterday
from
Toronto
to reney. New York
Tiain for one week
before departing for SydJOHN CORFIELD, producer of Eagle-Liin's
"Bedela," leaves New York tomorrow fof HolIwcod by train.
PAUL SOSKIN, British producer, arrived in
New York from London Sunday aboard the
Kungsholm,
for a brief visit.
JACK

GOLDSTEIN, RKO studio r-o., is vacationing this week, in Florida and Nassau.

JOSEPH
lywood.

BERNHARD

in New

York from Hol-

3 New Foreign Heads
Appointed by Warners

Appointment of three new managers of branch offices in the foreign field is announced by Warners.
Theater
19 Moxon Bldg.;"~
Ave., SYDNEY—
Punchbowl, Bowden
N. S. W.Fletcher,
Phone,
W. Wedesweiler, formerly a memUY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys,
ber of the sales staff working out of
110 Rue des Paquerettes: MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENBrisbane, Australia, has been proHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
moted to branch manager in BangCopenhagen-Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
kok, Siam, succeeding J. R. Lambert,
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80. ROME—
John Perdicari, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758.
re;igned.
Douglas J. Granville becomes a
general manager of the Chile office,
succeeding I. Rosenfeld.
Pedro A. Pietri has been appointed
manager of the Santo Domingo
-■'ibranch,
i^ii
(Mon., Dec. 2)
i^
replacing I. Seralles.
/z
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN, who sails for London on
the SS. Queen Elizabeth on Dec. 14. will make
only a voyage.
brief stay, re-boarding the beat on its
return
FORTUN 0 BONANOVA left Hollywood ever
the week-end by plane for M.xico City to star
in "Kneeling Gcddess,"
Pan American
picture
GEOXCE SHARF. of M-G-M's legal department, returns today from a brief business visit
to Boston.
HERB CROOKER, M-C-M publicity manager,
returns from the Coast the end cf the week.
THERESE
arrives the
today
'n
Kansas
Citv.STONE,
Mo., of
to M-C-M,
speak before
local
Women's Club.
ARTHUR GREENE, Chicago film financier. Is
in New York for business conferences.
MAUENE DIETRICH is due from the Coast
'or commitments in connection with her fcrthcoming "Golden Earrings." Later she hops for
.'ars. She'll be back next Summer.
hartley.
D'BOPAH KERR is here from England and i"
it tHe Waldorf-Astoria with her husband, R. C
L. t. "DOC" THEIMER closes the Cha-lotte
Drive-ln on Dec. 15 and then leaves for At.
anta
with Charlottesvil'e, Va., to follow.
JOHN VALLIN and DAN ROSENBERG, PRC
field reps., are at the Minneapclis exchange.
'KAND'A
or«xv
-'HEIMUTH
Stcckholm,SPANDOW,
Sweden, FOTO
and KEITH
DUREAU
Melbourne, Aust'alia partner, in Brown and
1-i>a. photo C'lioment distributors, vsiting
AMPRO
Corp., Chicago
headquarters.
GEORGE ALLEN. Soundies Company prexy, in
New York for conferences.

Allied Resignation Cites
Jack Eirsch's Dual Role
Chicago — Protesting against Ja
Kirsch's dual capacity as preside
of Allied Theaters of Illinois a:
head of a so-called Allied booki!
and buying organization, th^ la
Theater, Cicero, 111., has iv-igr:
from the Illinois Allied unit.
In its letter of resignation, 1
Palace pointed out that it was not
member of the booking and buyii
combination.
near-by
aowever, is a The
member
and,Annet'
accor
ing to the Palace letter, the Annet
management has requested the di
:ributors to grant it a prior run
the Palace which always had clea
ance over the Annetta. One d:
tributor, the letter alleged, has
censed its product to the Annetta ■
a run prior to the Palace.
The letter charged that Kirs
sat in on a meeting at which t
change in run was discussed, ad
ing that "we feel that your presen
at such a meeting does not make f
unity in
Allied."
The letter
eluded
with
the assurance
that cct
theater would be pleased to rejo
the association when Kirsch ceas
his dual role.

EMIL STERN, Essaness circuit general manavacation.
-•er. returns to Chicago from Palm Springs'

T eaal Brrrriers Block
Seized Films' Release
Court action and claims against
"^he Government still block the reVase of several hundred films seized
^uring the war and held by the Alien
Property Custodian. However, Conq-res-ional opponents to the release
->f the films, headed by Congressman
Emanuel Celler and Helen Gahagan
Douglas, have indicated their assent
•■o release for domestic sale so that
apnarentlv onlv legal obstacles re')ff°'>'ed main
forbefore
sale.the pictures can be

The American Civil Liberties
Union, represented bv Thurman Ar$27,200
for
"Best
Years"
H'jh Lew C'l^e
•T^ld, Dr. Al-°xander Meiklejohn and
Bell & Howell
19
^SV^ I8V2 - -"i¥4/i In Three Days at Astor
Columbia
PIcts.
211/2 21'/2 211/2Edmund C. Camiobell, has urged the
East. Kodak
220 218 220
release of the films on the ground
Cen. Prec. Eq
22% 2^1/4 221/4 - Samuel
Goldwyn's
"The
Best
Years
',4
that the Government should not act
Loew's,
Inc
27
26
26
of
Our
Lives,"
maintaining
its
b.
o.
P'rimount
32^4 321/4 3234
pace at the Astor, garnered $27,200 as censor. The films had been atRKO
leVs
153/4 1534 tacked r^n the ground? that they fosRepublic
Pict
714
73/,
71/2 - - 23/4 Friday through Sunday, it was retered Nazi sympathies in German
Reoub'ic Pict. pfd... 1434
1434
1434,
ported yesterday. For the peak Sun- iy
20th Centu'Y-Fox ... 40
3Wa
3%% - - -1^43/28
day night attendance period, top language theaters, onlv four of
20fh Century-Fox pfd. 48
48
48
price again was advanced from $1.80 which are left to take the pictures
Universal
Pet
27
25i/i
251/2Univ3rs3l Pict. pfd... 81
80
80
if they become available.
to $2.40.
Warner Bros
18l/<!
175',
177/8"
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Goldwyn's stress on the desirability of seeing the pic from the start
Monogram
Picts.
...
5
4%
5
is bearing fruit. Vast majority of
RKO
51/4
5
51/4Sonotone
Ccrp
3''ii
3
3
each audience comes from the schedTechnicolor
H'/g
Hl/j
^'^Vg
uled start of the show, files out en
Trans-Lux
41/2
41/,
41/2
51/8
63^
OVER THE COUNTER
mas:e at its close to find another
All or part of 25,000 square feet suitable
and approvsd for any film use. 100%
virtually complete new audience in
Bid Asi-ed
Cinecotof
4''^g
line.
fireproof, sp-inklered, well -constructed
Pathe
53/8
Net
- '/4
Ci?.

FOR

RENT

^^t^
.\nd. oh yes, il
Filmcck's new prevue service isn't
ready
yet . it.. .U bui
isn'ttotoo
early
thirV about
you ilwent
kaow
more:o
aboul it, ^mle

|r:r—|JH,',|rTT!
of ^pec^al tr-ilFILMACK'S

1327 S. WabosK At*. Chicago 5. nL

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Nationally known industrial concern located in Louisville. Kentucky, requires
man experienced in industrial documentary
film work. Must have thorough knowledge
of film cutting, script planning, and silent
16 mm. color equipment. No dark room
work. Some travel Give complete experience. Information and salary required.
P. 0.
Box
No.
360,
Louisville,
Ky.

REEVES
SOUND
, BKOADWAi

STUDIOS, INC.
N

t

•*

Cl'clf «-6<S8i

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

building. Contains screening rooms, cut-

MERVIN

(1

ASH

&

CO.

MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
NEW
YORK
CURB
EXCHANGE
(ASSOCIATE!
CHICAGO
BOARD
OF TRADE
T«l*phoni: HAnovcr 2-3050

IIOAOWAY

NEW

YORK

MOVING
PICTURE
PRODUCERS —

Are your cuts sick? Experienced script airi
will nirse your producticn problems in studio
or on location and will nip your cutting room
diseases In the bud. Plione AC 2-09^2 or
write Box No. 104, THE FILM DAILY,
I50i Broadway
• New York 18. N. Y.

ting rooms, vau'ts. office space, all
mostly air conditioned. Well located in
Astoria, near subways, 15 minutes frcm
Times Square area. Principals only.
Mr. Regen — spring 7-3760
73J Broadway,
New Yori< City

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corp
Exporters — Independent Distributors
Major Company Releases for Europt
141 W. 54th St., New York 19. N. Y.
Tdephone:

CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIE

Mt

^
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5 Meet to Plan
Dr MP Foundation
^^ontinued

THE RIALTO
^^m
i^PMlk. 7>^

ALONG

from Page I)

me^BTSE, New Orleans; Shern Kane, editor of Motion Picture
ily; John Kirby, Warners; Robert

''ijochrie, RKO Radio; Edward Zom,
.'. inois; C. B. Akers, Oklahoma City;
^ ck Cohn, vice-president of ColumJVa; Col H. A. Cole, Dallas; Max A.
,..■ )hen. New York; Herb Golden, VariJ^ly; Ed
Martin,
Columbus,
Ga.;
Duis Novins, Paramount.
aciBarney Balaban, Paramount; Spyi^is Skouras, 20th-Fox; Ned Depinet,
IKO; Fred Wehrenberg, MPTO
of
) L Louis,
Eastern
Missouri
and
puthern Illinois; Charles M. Rea;;:lin. Paramount;
Leo Wolcott, Alti ed-Independent Theater Owners of
ii wa-Nebraska; Tom Connors, 20thK.-px; Jack Kirsch, Allied Theaters of
[i-iinois; Leonard
Goldenson,
Para)]')ount;
William Virginia
Crockett, Beach,
Bayne Va.;
Ro;i:nd Theaters,

3(pm Edwards, Kansas-Missouri The;i;;ers Association; Arthur Lehmann,
looker T. Theaters, Jackson, Miss.;
-len Kalmenson, Warners; Maj. Les~3 E. Thompson,
RKO
Theaters;
'illiam J. German, J. E. Brulatour,
jjic; Ted Gamble, ATA board chairlian; Hari-y Brandt,
Brandt
Thei;ers. New York; Herman Bobbins,
resident of National
Screen Servle Corp.; John Balaban, B&K, Chiigo; Irving Lesser, Roxy Theater,
lew York; A. H. Blank, Tri-States
theaters, Des Moines;
Carl Buer;(.ele. Co-operative Theaters of Michigan, Detroit; Joseph De Fiore, Park
j heater, Wilmington, Del.
t Also S. H. Fabian,
Fabian
Circuit, New York;
Karl Hoblitzelle,
-iterstate
Circuit,
Dallas;
Milas
-hurley. Princess
Theater,
Tucumari, N. M.; "Chick" Lewis,
Showlen's Trade Review;
Sidney Lust,
Vashington,
D. C; Irving
Mack,
ilmack Trailer Co., Chicago; Sam
inanski and M. J. Mullin, M & P
iheater Corp., Boston; E. V. Rich!i'ds. New Orleans; Fred Schwartz,
■ entuiy Circuit, New York; Mitchell
Yolfson, Wometco Theaters, Miami,
'la.
; Also Max Yellen, Buffalo; R. B.
jv^'ilby
and H.Corp.;
F. Kincey,
Wilby-Kin^ey Service
0. C. Lam,
Rome,
:a.; Charles Klein, Deadwood, S.
».; Guthrie Crowe, Kentucky Assoiation of Theater Owners, La
Grange, Ky.; James W. Cocke, RCA,
)allas; G. L. Carrington, Altec
ervice Corp., New York; Sam
hain, 20th-Fox; Ben Shlyen, Kanas City; Jay Emanuel, Philadelhia, and Leo Friedman, Loew's.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec. 3
Hollis Kennahan
Basil Smith
Luceil Engel
Monty Collins
Harold Hendee
Marlon Shelling

1,700 Attend Rites
For Louis Frisdi
More than 1,700 members of the
motion picture industry paid last
respects, Sunday, to Louis Frisch,
58, who Frisch
died Friday
a year's
illness.
was a after
partner,
with

Tuesday's Tattlings

Sam

• • • CUFF NOTES: Is it true that one major, in the future, plans

In funeral ceremonies at the Montefiore Cemetery, Springfield, L. I.,
a sense of acute loss was expressed
by his many friends in the industry,
to which he had been so closely associated for the past 30 years.

only three or lour top percentage pix annually? ... • Al Sherman's
treatise, "Variety, a Study in Public Relations," written for the Washington tent very well written. ... • A thought in passing: Isn't it about
time the industry struck back, in seli-defense, against such generalizations as George E. Sokolsky's "The name, Hollywood, has become symbolic in American life for social evil."
If you wont to get really
mad, read Sokolsky's "Hollywood Civilization" in last Saturday's New
York Sun. ... •Ed Sullivan, Bert LytelL and Harry Hershfield will
emcee the Police Athletic League's fifth annual benefit show. "Stars
Shine For P.A.L.," in Madison Square Garden, next Monday night. . . .
• Didja know that the studios of Quebec Productions Corp., in St.
Hyacinth, Que., have been converted from a Naval barracks? . . .• The
Legion of Decency has placed "The Razor's Edge" in Section Two, Class
A, and Warner's "The Verdict" in Class B. . . . • Next year's agendum
of UNESCO may give priority to projects grouping films, press and radio,
to rehabiUtate and improve communications systems. ... • "Howie"
Johnson, who captained Yale's great undefeated swimming team in
1942, has taken over his father's theater interests and will assume active
charge of the newly remodeled Strand, New Haven

• • • RIDDLE ME THIS DEP'T: Whyinhell aren't fihn critics content to
be entertained (or even bored, if they must) by pix instead of attempting
to read into 'em social significance or its lack?
Some of the stuff
being written about Disney's "Song of the South" is about on par with
the attempts by English profs, to find in Shakespeare hidden messages
and meanings
T
T
▼
• • • THIS 'N' THAT: Navy photographic personnel assigned to the
Byrd Antarctic Expedition before sailing yesterday conferred in Washington with Joseph T. Rucker, Paramount News' Frisco bureau chief
Rucker was chief cameraman with the 1928-30 Byrd expedition. . . .
• Boston Variety Club henceforth will sponsor the Blood Bank at the
Hub's Children's Hospital, with an annual endowment of $10,000
Children comprise ten per cent of the U. S. film audience — at least, that's
the latest estimate. ... • Mayor John Dromery of North Chicago, who
doubles as chief film booker for Great States, will host his 12th annual
Christmas party for the town's youngsters at the Sheridan Theater of
Sidney Schotz
Everything's on John — the show, candy 'n' popcorn. ... • The "Lewis Dimout" is particularly hard on drive-ins;
they're operating without entrance markers other than two 30-watt
bulbs. ... • Didja know that a Chicago hotel syndicate has acquired
the Arrowhead Springs Hotel for a reported $3,000,000? ...
• Loew's
Grand, Atlanta, will have Universal's "Wicked Lody" next week
It's a change from the usual booking routine. ... • Metro will film
the story of Monty Stratton, the major leaguer who refused to give up his
baseball career when he lost a limb. ... • What with "Monsieur
Beaucaire" and "The Big Haircut" (Para.) and "The Razor's Edge"
(20th-Fox), this almost could be the season for the barber's itch. . . . • All
Worner houses in Buffalo and Albany territories will ploy the entire
Monogram seasonal lineup
Which is nice going for Steve Broidy

Rinzler, of Randforce
ment Corp., Brooklyn.

Amuse-

Sam Rinzler, his partner and
closest friend, both in and out of
business, said of his passing: "We
niiss him already, and the feeling of
his absence grows more intense each
minute . . . we were more like
brothers. . . ." Rinzler and Frisch
had been friends for years before
they formally established a partnership in the Randforce Amusement
Corp., in 1920, and their families had
lived and grown up together.
Frisch, a member of Picture Pioneers, and a director of the Hebrew
Orphan Asylum, had been in ill
health for the past several years but
had maintained an active participation in the firm's affairs up to a
week before his death. He had been
cultivating his son, Emmanuel, to
fill his position, and the son will now
assume the duties of partner. Also
surviving are his widow, Rose, and
daughters Sylvia Barnett and Pearl
Snitkoff.

Met. MPTA Clearing House
To Avoid Date Conflicts
(Continued from Page 1)
conflict of dates.
Distributors will
be notified to use the facilities of
the organization for this purpose.
Officers elected by the directors
at a recent meeting were Fred
Schwartz, president; Arthur Mayer,
first vice-president; Gus Eyssell,
second vice-president; Malcolm
Kingsberg, treasurer; Sol Strausberg, assistant treasurer, and Harry
Brandt, chairman of the board.
The executive committee consists
of Oscar Doob, Samuel Rinzler, Julius Joelson and Bob Weitman, with
Gus Eyssell and Leo Breeher as
alternates.
Cliff Almy

Coming

Cliff Almy, supervisor for Warners
in the Philippines and Japan, is enroute to California from his Manila
office for a month's stay, necessitated
by his health which was impaired
during his wartime imprisonment by
the Japs.
In Memoriam
Louis Frisch

•

•

• SHORT

SHORT

STORY: Sign on the Rapids Theater in Sauk

Rapids, Minn.: "The Well-Groomed Bride" — ^"Selected Shorts"

A

great

soul

1888 - 1946
has returned

to God

The Picture Pioneers
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Allport lo Portugal
On New Film Decree

Extend U. K. Quotas-Johnston Coal Strike May TieMPAA Head Hopes for More British Pix Here Up Pix Industry

Lisbon (By Air Mail) — Fayette
v. Allport, of- the London office of
(IPAA, is due here shortly in conjection with the new film law which
s scheduled to go into effect Jan.
. The government decree indicates
oreign imports will be licensed at
;he rate of $400 per feature. Exhibition contracts will be placed on a
50-50 basis for the initial week of
showing
wath future reduction in
proportion to revenue
permissible.
)ne week of every six is to be demoted to native films.
The licensing funds are to be applied to furthering Portuguese production and protection of the home
industry.

set aside exclusively for British
films; next March, British playing
time will be pushed up to 22 per
cent; and there is a possibility the
percentage will be hiked even higher
under the next Quota Act.
Johnston felt that the requested
extension would permit time for a
more accurate survey of the place
of British films in the American
market. The MPAA chief expressed
the hope that more British films

(Continued from Page 1)

Word was received here recently
that the Portuguese Secretariat of
Information and Culture, following
'he award of prizes for the best
?ortuguese film effort of 1944-45, in
jisbon, declared that American proiuct does not constitute a danger to
the national industry. The purpose
of the legislation, which at that
time was in a projected stage, was
to raise the standard of home product in order to compete in the international market.
In the Western Hemisphere, The
Film Daily was told by a well informed source yesterday, Portuguese
product enjoys its most impressive
audience in Brazil. The second great
market are the Massachusetts towns
of Cape Cod and Plymouth, where
the native fishing population is of
Portuguese descent.
Lasc year Portugal produced four
films. Of this number only one
played Brazil, where Portuguese is
tile lingua franca.

Eagle-Lion Ready with
Four, and 10 to Follow
(Continued from Page 1)
manager, at a three-dav meeting of
the company's
sales representatives at thespecial
Hotel Warwick.
Schwalberg told the company's
initial sales meeting, which ended
yesterday, that each picture would
be sold separately in accordance with
Eagle-Lion's individual handling of
product and that each film would
have the backing of extensive advertising campaigns, nationally and
locally.
The completed pictures are "Bede-

SICK REPORT
GEORGE RAFT recovering from first degree burns he suffered during filming of
a scene in "Christmas Eve."
EVA GABOR recuperating from a major
operation at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital,
Hollywood.
WILLIAM ELSON, of Elson & Nathanson Amusement Co., Minneapolis, is recovering from an operation at University
Hospitals.

ticians and labor leaders that economic isolationism as expressed
through trade barriers would inevitably lead to another World War.
Johnston expressed great skepticism on the trend of industrial
nationalization in Britain. Further
nationalization of electricity, transportation and steel is not the answer to Britain's problem, he said.
Changing the name on stock certificates from George King to King
George will not produce more goods
JOHNSTON, CRITIC —
or produce a higher standard of living, he declared. Johnston also
While he ivas steaming homestated
that the United Klingdom still
ward aboard the S. S. Am,erica,
has the same problems to solve as
Eric Johnston MPAA chief, saw
we have: shortages, lack of produc"Caesar and Cleopatra," "Deception, increasing prices, increasing
tion" and "The Killers." He said
demand for higher wages, etc.
he enjoyed them all, particularly,
Sledge hammer blows that will
"Deception."
shatter the economic bottleneck,
-Johnston declared, must come
would be shown in America. "They through increased production. "Proare making strides with sevenduction is necessary," he said, "to
league boots in the film industry in avoid inflation
and eventual colBritain," he commented.
Back to U. K. in Spring
Johnston expects to return to Cronin Arrives to Confer
England early next Spring when With Metro on Biopic
Parliament will probably draft new
A. J. Cronin, quondam medico and
lapse."
quota legislation further affecting best-selling
novelist, whose most redistribution and exhibition of Amercent
book,
"The
Green Years," was
ican films in Britain.
filmed by Metro, arrived last Saturday
aboard
the
S.S. America. He
His recent proposal that America
and Britain form an International will confab with M-G-M production
Film Council to which other nations heads on his owti biopic, tentatively
would be invited has been turned titled, "Turning Point of a Career."
Dr. Cronin's work - in - progress,
over to a two-man committee: Fay
Allport, American rep. of MPAA in momentarily captioned, "Life and
London, and Sir Henry French, gen- Death," is a contemporary portrayal
eral manager of the BFPA, British of the problems of social injustice.
equivalent to the MPAA. Within Story's background is flung against
eight weeks, each committeeman will the ruins of Europe and the landscape of America.
report to his organization, which in
turn will act upon the joint findings. Kane Arrives to Talk
Johnston specified that the proposed LFC would in no way conflict U. S. Distribution Deal
with the aims and work of any film
Robert T. Kane, producer of New
body set up by the United Nations. World Pictures, Ltd., arrived on the
The IFC would supplement the work S.S. America last Saturday to arof the UN.
range American release for films he
made in England and France.
Among the aims included in
Most of his films are made in EngJohnston's proposal would be:
lish and French versions, using
1) title registration; 2) trade
British, French and American actors.
festivals; 3) definition of trade
Korda handles British distribution.
practices; 4) exchange of talent,
Within eight weeks, Kane expects
ideas, etc.; 5) work toward
greater
international
understanding.
to
"Caress,"
basedbegin
on a production
play by an on
author
whose
MPAA head told the press that name he did not wish to divulge.
time and again he wished to impress Present schedule calls for two pix a
upon England's
businessmen,
polilia," "It's a Joke, Son," "Amy Comes "Outlaw" Gives London
year.
Across" and "The Adventuress." In Pavili
on a New Record
preparation are "Prelude to Night,"
London (By Cable) — Howard
"Repeat Performance,'' "Kenny,"
Hughes' 'The Outlaw" over the
"Out of the Blue," "Love From a week-end
smashed every record in
Stranger," "Prince Valiant," "Clem- the history of the London Pavilion
entine," "Montana," "The Man With- where it opened on Friday. Biz beat
"Spellbound," previous recout a Country"
venture story. and an untitled ad- that ordofholder,
by 6 per cent.
Max A. Youngstein,
director of Vincent Grasso Dead
advertising and publicity, outlined
Vincent J. Grasso, 45, assistant
promotion plans and announced that
a complete department would be set |manager of the Broad Theatre, Newup at the home office.
I
ark, N. J., is dead.

(Continued from Page 1)
nesses, including Secretair .iaf
Interior Julius A. Krug, .crvd
court of the impact of a prolon<
coal strike on the nation's econo:
Dr. Philip Hauser, special assist,
to Secretary of Commerce Ave
Harriman, gave this picture of
industry:
effect of a lengthy coal strike
1. Within two months there wo
be a 25 per cent decline in total p
duction leading to the laying off
5,000,000 workers. After this peri
unemployment and delining prod
tion would be "snowballing at a v^
2. There would be a drop of
billion
dollars in the present e:
rapid
mated rate."
annual income of the nati
3. In two months the loss of
come of workers would total ab<
$1,000,000,000 a month and would
crease rapidly after this period.
Dr. Hauser was cut ofif befor<
he finished his testimony.
Thi
Department
of Commerce,
a
Secretary Harriman's direction
had prepared a detailed repor
on the impact of the strike oi
various industries, including thi
U. S. pix industry. The full re
port said a prolonged
strike
would "seriously curtail" the ac
tivities of the pix industry an(
if extended for several month:
could result in a near shut-dowi
of the industry, including th(
closing of the nation's theaters
Other Government
experts te;
fled that the nation's stocks of c
could not be made to last beyc
March
1, 1947, and a "compl
collapse"follow
of the
country's
econo:
would
if the
strike went
yond that time. Under normal usa
Government witnesses said, coal si
plies would be dissipated in 37 da

Griifiths' Mother Buried

Oklahoma City — Services for M
Henry J. Griffith, mother of tk
Griffith brothers who developed f(
Southwestern circuits, were h
here yesterday in the First Bapt
Church. Mrs. Griffith died Sat
day morning at home here. Circ
offices were closed for funeral.

CHARTEREI
SAPERSTEIN REALTY CORP., Fallsburgh, !
livan county, with 550,000 capital in $
shares, three shares subscribed, to own, cf
ate and manage motion picture theaters,
corporated at Albany by Morris Sapsrstein, 5
Saperstein, Sophie Saperstein. Kooperman
Kooperman. Wayside Inn Building, Ellenvi
N. Y.. attorneys.
FIRST WORLD CORP., New York City, w
capita! of 200 shares no par value stock, th
shares subscribed, to deal in motion pctu
Incorporated at Albany by Harold J. Sherm
Floria V. Lasky, Sara Kaye. Fitelson, Maj
& London,
673 Fifth Avenue,
attorneys.
WALDORF
PICTURES,
INC., with capital
200
shares
no par value stock, three sh«
subscribed,
distribute
motion
pictures,
corporated
at Albany
by Edward
|. Danzii
Harry Lee Danziger.
Leonore
F. Traub.
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Dear Friends t
I rejoice in my ^ood health upon the ocoasioa of my golden anniversary in the Lithographic Industry; 1 note the stran(;e contradiction between the care
which men give to machines and that which they tjive to the more and iiamediata personal consideration of health. When mechanical devices break down, skilled machinists are able to take them apart, make new replacenents and give them the care which
will prevent repetition of the trouble.
But the same concern has not be-^n given to the health needs of humanity. This neglect apoears ell the more striking when wo note how many of our friends,
associates and 00-workers have been afflicted with a disease such as Arthritis, THE
GREAT CRIPPLER.
Arthritis affects more workers than even injuries from accidents.
Hundreds of thousands of men and women are rendered unemployable the year 'round.
Seven million Americans suffer without real hope of oure, because the causes and
treatment of this disease remain unknown.
Yet, if this were the mechanical breakdown of a machine, wo would make
it our business to find the cause and the method of prevention.
It is certainly no
loss our business to meet the challenge of this disease which has within its cruel
grip more people than cancer, tuberculosis, diabetes and heart disease combined.
In undertakin;; this najor itcn of business, we are fortunate that wo
are not alone. The National Arthritis Research Foundation was formed by some of our
country's leaders for the purpose of concentrating America's genius in determining
tho causes, treatment and prevention of Arthritis and related rhoumatlo conditionsj
so I have felt privileged to accept tho National Chairmanship of its Lithographic
Industry Division. The Foundation brings new hope to suffering millions that at last
they can bo helped from out of the shadow of these painful diseases.
The $2,500,000 necessary to help the Foundation project this vital
servioe of lifting the dread shadow of Arthritis Is little compared with the tragic
toll In lost Income, continuing medical expense, end In human suffering.
Remember, the spirit of living is the spirit of giving,

fa

•.r^

I Invito you to join mo on this GOLDEN AMNIVERSAHY in the GOLDEN DEED
to help suffering mankind by your generous support of the NATIONAL ARTHRITIS RESEABCE
FOUNDATION,
Cordially yours

LITHOGRAPBY

AND

MR. JOSEPH H. TOOKER
Tooker Lithograph Co., Inc.
460 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.
I want to be part of your Golden Anniversary by sharing in the Golden
Deed of supporting the NATIONAL ARTHRITIS RESEARCH FOUNDATION in its great fight against Arthritis, The Great Crippler.
I
therefore enclose (pledge) my contribution of %
{Make

checks

payable

to

National

Arthritis

Research

Foundation.)

NAME..
FIRM
ADDRESS
(Contributions! to the National Arthritis Research Foundation
may be deducted from State and Federal Income Tax)

KW
S3
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Solon Fighting to
REtflEUIS 0^ MUI
Free Government Pix
"San
THEi

(Continued from Page 1)
Librarian of Congress, who had outlined plans to classifying the pix so
that clearance could be given by
MPAA, SIMPP and other organizations.
O'Mahoney is chairman of the
Surplus Property Committee of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee
and has led the fight to free the films
from copyright red tape. The pix
have been in great demand by edu-

STRIKE-CLOSED
Cincinnati — Theaters in Kentucky and West Virginia are beginning to feel the effects of the
coal miners strike on a large scale.
A substantial number of theaters
have closed and more dark houses
are in prospect, according to reports received here.

"Dangerous
Millions"
with Kent Taylor, Dona Drake

20th-Fox

69 Mins.

ARRESTING AND ATTENTION HOLDING MELODRAMA SET IN CHINA; HAS
^OOD ELEMENTS OF MYSTERY, ATMOSPHERE AND ACTION.
A trick ending sets this melodrama off
to good advantage. The time period covers
a decade, 1936-1946, in China and the ficti n content is held together in good fashicn. It rates as a standard programmer to
be aimed at satisfying the tastes of audience preferring its orientalia with all the
trimmings. The trimmings in this case include religious images, torture, various killings, bearded sages and a mountain retreat
in the Shangri La manner. Also, there's a
collection of legatees after a fortune left
them by a shipping magnate. They are his
relatives, mostly. The others came to be
interested by the vagaries of war.
These legatees have gold coins. They are
called to the mountain retreat by the terms
of the will. En route bandits take them
prisoner. As captives they are exposed to
various gruesome exhibits and the scheme
of a wily Chinese who states half of the
treasure is his. One of the number is selected to go after the money and jewels.
During the night two others attempt an
escape but are token. Early in the morning
a war-demented librarian blows his top
and kills another legatee who is trying to
make off with the loot which has finally
arrived.

cational institutions but after several months still have not been
cleared.
Senator O'Mahoney's letter to Dr.
Evans follows, in part:
"Acknowledgment is made of
your letter of Nov. 14, 1946, in
which you outline the proposed program of the Library of Congress for
acquiring, classifying and distributing surplus war training films.
May I say in reply that the program
appears properly designed to handle
With the dawn comes a great understandsurplus motion pictures in such a
ing and a tricky surprise conclusion. There's
way as to yield the greatest possible a romantic
slice which involves Kent Taypublic benefit through prompt and
lor and Dona Drake. The supporting cast
wide distribution.
enact the dramatic moments with proper
Library May Be Central Distrib.
conviction and the amount of credence required by the story. The production is
"I agree with you that there is a
distinct advantage in having one mounted with effective props and color.
CAST: Kent Taylor, Dona Drake, Tala Birell,
central place to handle these films
Strong, Konstantin Shayne, Robert Barand the selection of the Library of Leonard
rat, Rex Evans, Rudolph Anders, Otto Reichow,
Congress for this task carries out Victor Sen Yung.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzell; Directhe understanding with the Director
Tinling; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline;
of the Bureau of the Budget that the Sound,tor, James
Frank McWhorter; Art Director, Robert
Library should establish a central Peterson; Set Decorator, William Greenwood;
distribution service.
Film Editor, William F, Claxton. Screenplay by
Irving Cummings, Jr. and Robert C. North.
"I am glad to learn that the
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Library recognizes that further steps
must be taken in clearing away legal fore broad distribution of these films
encumbrances both from surplus can become an accomplished fact.
positives and duplicate negatives be- Towards that end the subcommittee
has had discussions with the Johnston and Nelson offices, both of
Broivn Would Do
which have assured us of their desire
to co-operate fully with respect to
^Yearling* on Stage
clearance of copyrights and other
restrictions.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Advisory Com. Lauded as Aide
Hollywood — Clarence Brown has
"The establishment of an advisory
asked Metro's permission to finance
and direct a stage version, incorcommittee made up of representaporating a new presentation genre
tives from Government agencies and
outside organizations interested in
based on a number of Brown's own
the widest possible distribution of
mechanical and technological develthe films, in my opinion, will greatly
opments, of Marjorie Kinnan Rawaid the Library, not only in achieving
lings' "The Yearling," picture version of which Brown directed. Brown
the necessary clearance of the titles
wants to star Claude Jarman, Jr.,
involved, but also in establishing the
who portrayed Jody on the screen,
proper channels for the distribution
in the stage production.
of these films which is indispensable
In addition to directing the stage
for a broad distribution program."
production. Brown has offered to
finance it himself, planning en presentation about six months after release of the M-G-M pic.

flLfllS Gov't Surplus Power
Plants for Theaters

Quentin"

with Lawrence Tierney, Barton MacLane
RKO
66 Mins.
PRISON REFORM STORY BUILDS TO
ACTION
CLIMAX; HITS STRIDE IN
LATTER HALF; SHOULD PLEASE THE ACTION CLIENTELE.
Still another treatment of prison prob-

lems is offered in "San Quentin" which
goes the distance effectively. During the
running it achieves a fair number of tense
situations which are given final punctuation
in a gun fight.
It deals with an Inmates League. Prisoners, on their own, keep awkward situations under control and exert influence on
malcontents who would jeopardize pavileges of other convicts. They also aim to
set things straight and develop worthy social product from inmates.
Lawrence Tierney is a discharged soldier. Prior to entering the service, he was
a con. He started the League. On his return he is invited to view progress. A meeting with the press is scheduled. Barton MacLane, who utilizes the League for his own
ends, goes along for the ride and escapes.
Immediately there is an outbreak of murder, robbery, etc.
Tierney sets out to corral MacLane. To
accomplish his purpose he must once more
invade the domain of crime. One lead
points to another and in short order he is
on the trail of his man. MacLane is finally
cornered and taken into custody. The
League, which has been threatened with
suspension, once more flourishes.
It is a tritely told tale. Warden Lewis
E. Lawes is seen in the initial footage.
Martin Mooney's production is capable and
veteran MacLane gives his role the proper
dynamic touch and Tierney renders line and
situation in good style. Feminine elements
Forman.
are
portrayed by Marian Carr and Carol
CAST: Lawrence Tierney, Barton MacLane,
Marian Carr, Harry Shannon, Carol Forman,
Richard Powers, Joe Devlin, Tony Barrett, Lee
Bonnell,
Robert
Clarke,
Raymond
Burr.
CREDITS: Producer, Martin Mooney: Director C<;rdon M. Douglas; Screenplay by Lawrence Kimble, Arthur A. Ross, Howard J. Green'
Cameraman, Frank Redman; Music, Paul Sawtell; Art
Directors, Film
Albert Editor,
A. D'Agostino;
Lucius 0. Croxton;
Marvin Coil;
Sound, Earl A. Wolcott,
Roy Granville.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ci^od.

Col. Opens Four-Day Chi.
Sales Meeting Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)
viewed and plans will also be set
for the country-wide distribution of
"The Jolson Story," ''The Return of
Monte Cristo," "Dead Reckoning,"
"Johnny O'Clock," and "Mr. District
Home office delegation will be
Attorney."
headed by General Sales Manager A.
Montague, who will pieside, and will
include Rube Jackter, Louis Astor,
Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser,
Maurice Grad, Leo Jafi'e, George
Josephs, H. C. Kaufman, Joseph
Freiberg, Seth Raisler, Irving Sherman, Vincent Borelli, Irving Moross
and Sidney Singerman.

(Continued from Page 1) ,

tion Co. of Montrose, N. J.f )f V
W. Granger Co., with offices -i^i th
city, Cincinnati and Chicago, ari
the Clark Supply Co. of Chicago.
These plants range in size froi
3,000 to 10,000 watts, and range i
price from $336 up to $1,500. Mo;^
of these plants are single phase IK
220 volts and most of the theatr
equipment can be operated froi
them, with the exception of rectifiei
and generators operating off of thre
phase current. However, Nation?
Theatre Supply has in stock, fo
loan or service, single phase rectifie
units. The ordinary theater will rf
quire for the booth equipment ap
proximately
to 6,000
a 7,500 watt5,000
plant
wouldwatts,
offer"bu
greater factor of safety, it is saic

Exhibs. Intervention Orde
Waits on Decree Judgmen
(Continued from Page 1)

equity case until the judges finall;
have decided and filed the fina
This was revealed in a letter sen
judgment.
to counsel of ATA and CSA by th
court last week.
According to the ATA, it no\
appears that no decision as to appea
need be made by ATA or CSA unti
the final judgment has been handei
down.

"U" Closes with Reade
For Park Ave. Theater
(Continued from Page 1)

years.
TheThe
rental
no'
disclosed.
Filmfigure
Dailywasexclusively disclosed on Nov. 20 that the
Reade-Universal deal was on the
fire.The Reade circuit had planned ti.
operate the theater on a subscriptioi,
basis, under which patrons woulcj
nay a yearly fee and occupy regu;
%rly assigned seats. This plan will
be discarded, although 65 per cent oi
the house had been subscribed, anc
the subscription money will be re^
funded.
Difficulties in obtaining sufficieni
suitable product were said to havt
been athefactor
in Reade's
decisionDeat('
lease
theater
to Universal.
becomes effective Dec. 22, althougl
initial picture under Universar;
first-run policy has not been determined.

STORK REPORTS

Evansville, Ind. — Max Meadows
Universal salesman in Southern InJose Luna Stricken
/. C. Peters Dead
diana, is the father of a baby girl
Asheville, N. C— J. C. Peters, 54,
Crystal City, Tex. — Jose Luna, Milanda Lee, weighing six pounds
theater owner of Blakely, Ga., died manager of the Luna, died here of
and six ounces, bom in St. Mary's
in an Asheville hospital.
a heart attack.
Hospital here.

isday, December 3, 1946
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i(h. Allied to Ad
DIstrib. Practices

DEFA Producing IVine Features in Russian
Zone in Germany iJnder Auspices of Soviets
Berlin (By Air Mail) — First of n'ne films s:hedu'ed for f rthcomin? production in Germany has opened at the State Opera. The film is called "The Murderer Amoni Us," by Wolfgang Staudte. It was produred by DEFA, which is
reputed to be the new successor to UFA. Production is being run along co.lective
lines under Russian auspices.

itroit — Action condemning sun' di^jibutor practices is expected
>e^^^n at a special meeting of
.., et^Weaters of Michigan here to-

Ivent is unique in being the first
0: jjeral membership meeting called
iaetween conventions, and is the
Jib of a iseries authorized by the
In (mention held four weeks ago.
birious issues which came before
):;■ convention but were left in a
iiihly unsettled state, as the contjjtion closed a late session to conlism to essential schedules, are
t :\,ed to be brought up again at this
f)5ting making it practically a con's ijjation of the convention.
Ilfpecific attacks on high film
t'ltals, strong condemnation of the
ole system of checking, and the
''•anization of the new buying and
tong cooperative for Allied memiis throughout the state are prinal items due for attention here,
fjtrong efforts are being made to
ingout a maximum attendance,
,king it a genuine "little conven-

r

Idringer Shifts Personnel
|f Century Theaters
111

iTransfers and promotions of Cenry Theaters' personnel
was aniunced yesterday by J. R. Springer,
jicuit's general theater manager:
'Saul Renick, from manager of the
nden to manager of the Rial to.
Robert Levy, from manager
of
!e Quentin to manager of the Lin-

' XI.

Peter Manzione, from assistant
inager of the Patio to manager of
e Quentin.
^jEdw. Schwarzbart, from manager
I the Elm to manager of the Tivoli.
iWm. White, from assistant manIfer of the College to assistant mani :er of the Rialto.
Irwin Auerbach, from second as5tant manager of the Tivoli to
I sistant manager of the Nostrand.
'Alfred Cohn, from assistant manj':er of the Nostrand to assistant
''anager of the Patio,
'!Paul Goldberg, from second asistant manager of the Kingsway
I assistant manager of the College.
' John Benardello is the second as-

RKO

RADIO

DAILY

Future production plans call for a film on land reform titled "Free Earth";
"Somewhere in Berlin," a story rf neglected youth; "La B:lle He'ene," after
the Offenbach operetta; a comedy, a drama and one on current life in Berlin.

UA Top Execs, to Coast
To Screen Pix on Tap
(Continued from Page 1)
Chief among
the product
to be
viewed is David 0. Selznick's "Duel
in the Sun" and Enterprise's "Arch
of Attending
Triumph." the huddles will be

Roy
BrewerOff Claims
Nat'l
Boxoffice
15 Per Cent
(Continued from Page 1)
drop of 15 per cent and more can be

expected.
He took to task union leaders who
are demanding a 20 per cent wage
increase.
Picketing hours of CSU members
Grad Sears, J. J. Unger, Walter
to three hours
G3uld, Edward M. Schnitzer, Maury has been reduced
Orr, Robert M. Goldfarb, Jack Ellis, daily. CSU
members will be permitted to take on outside work and
Clayton Eastman, Moe Dudleson,
drop picketing entirely if they pay
Charles S. Chaplin, Rud Lohrenz, C. $15.00 weekly into the strike fund.
W. Allen, W. E. Callaway, Fred M.
The Cinematographic Production Union of Mexico has notiJack, Tom Waller, Mori Krushen,
fied CSU that it has outlawed
Howard LeSieur and Paul Lazarus,
developing
and processing
of
Jr.
any film taken in United States.
Other top pictures to be screened
include Benedict Bogeaus' "The Mac'^mber Affair" and "A Miracle Can
Haopen," Federal Films' "Carnegie
Hall," Sol Lesser's "The Red House,"
Loew-Einfeld's "Ramrod" and "Another Love," Hunt Stromberg's "Dishonored Lady," Charles R. Rogers'
"The Fabulous Dorseys," LoewLewin's "The Private Affairs of Bel
Ami," California Pictures' "The Sin
of Harold Diddlebock," the Comet
and Roach productions and several
others.

Crowther will Present
AVC Scroll to Wyler
Bosley Crowther, New York Times
film critic, will make the presentation of the plaque for the Motion
Picture Chapter, AVC, at its meetingr tomorrow night when it will honor director William Wyler. Walter
Brown, chairman, will preside over
the open meeting.
sistant manager at the Tivoli.
Monroe Schram, from manager of
the Tivoli to manager of the Elm.

PICTURES,

Inc.

NEW YORK TRADE SHOWING

"THE FALCON'S ADVENTURE"
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

9, at 10:30 A. M.

RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

DU||t,;SLOAmAN[li^^^

Disney Net for Year
Down to $196,000
(Continued from Page 1)
er provision for preferred dividends
accumulated during the year but not
During the 1945 fiscal year, net
income amounted to $350,532, equal,
after providing for preferred divipaid.
dends accumulated during 1945, but
not paid, to 31 cents a share on the
380,000 common shares then outstanding.
The lower earnings for 1946 were
in line with managerial forecasts of
a year ago. As forecast at that time
no income was received in the 1946
fiscal year from the new Disney feature pictures, "Make Mine Music"
and "Song of the South." However,
there is every indication that these
pictures will make a substantial contribution to earnings during the next
year, Disney said.

Bai'ey Joins Schine Hotels
Wesley Bailey, assistant to Henry
R. Luce, has left Time, Inc., to become advertising and public relations
director of the Boca Raton Club,
Roney-Plaza and other class hotels
in a new chain now being formed
by J. Myer Schine.
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pnnpflTion pinnninc starts uiith gusto
danger
Opposes
Proposals to Limit
>orts to Pix Showing
ly Best Way of U.S. Life
lalter Wanger, speaking at the
fversary dinner of Survey Asso|fes at the Hotel Roosevelt last
jit, assailed
mment proti
Is that Amerij
!1 ifilm
m i texports
e d to
«e

pictures

|ch
"show
best
way only
of
lerican life,"
ip e r t e d that
!jillywood is a
tie not to be
iculed and
Ijred at, but
ker to be stu1 as a miracle
democracy,"

Gov't Censorship

Pensacola Theaters Assail Nlunicipal Seat
Levy as Tax Imposed Before Profit Is Made

Pensacola, fla. — Theater interests are protesting the proposed increased city
license fees on the ground that a business is taxed before making any money.
The theater tax scale originally proposed, provided these imposts: Less than
300 seats, $150; 300 to 400 seats, $200; 400 to 600 seats, $250; 600 to
800, $300; 800 to 1,000, $350; 1,000 to 1,200, $400; 1,200 to 1,500, $500;
1,500 or more, $600.
As amended, the ordinance provides that for less than 300 seats, the tax
shall be $150; 300 to 800, $300 and more than 800 seats, $450. It was shown
that under the present rate, the smaller theaters are paying on a scale of
75 cents per seat, while the larger houses pay 'between 20 and 25 cents.

Mexican Union Using 1,000 Will Attend
Boycoll on U. S. Pix NCCJ Honor Luncheon
IVashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Continued "strong
agitation" to restrict U. S. and other
foreign motion pictures in Mexico
jip "still
a
was reported by the Department of
,py
problem"
and
went
on
record
Commerce yesterday in a survey
U
(Continue<l on Page 7)
which also noted the use of boycotts against U. S. pictures by a
Mexican film workers union.
The Commerce Department report
(Continued on Page 6)
fmed

censor-

WALTER wancer

t(Traveling Execs.
I by Rail Orders
hington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

'^ashington — Drastic Governital orders curtailing use of railjds will only have an indirect
jet of the movenient of motion
jures, officials said yesterday,
.mong orders issued yesterday inled:
i,pC order embargoing
shipment
'\ (Gtntinued on Page 7)

TurUish Devaluation
, A Break for Exhihs,
I Chicago — Devaluation of the
{Turkish currency means a break for
ithe Turkish theater operator, accord ni g to Robert Libert, DeVry
Corp. distributor in Turkey, now
visiting the U. S.
Average admission price in Turkey
has been about 30 cents, with the
Government taking 20 cents for
taxes. With devaluation, Government will cut its own split to 15
cents, giving the e x h i b . another
nickel.

Reagan Switches Posts
For Moore and Ruff

Spyros P. Skouras, Irving Berlin
and Robert E. Sherwood will be
honored at the annual luncheon of
the National Conference of Christians and Jews to be held tomorrow
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Louis Nizer
is luncheon chairman. Attendance
of aproximately 1,000 is indicated.
Making one of his rare public ap(Continued on Page 8)

Red Probing Com. Calls
Sorrell, Brewer, Berman
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

of Exports

Temporary Committees
Set Up to Handle Biz of
Welfare Organization

New Orleans — A national motion
picture foundation for the welfare
of needy workers within the industry
moved with fast tempo toward activation yesterday when approximately 100 industry leaders opened a
two-day conference here.
E. V. Richards, local theater executive is chairman of the general
committee for the session.
Following an address of welcome
by Mayor De Lesseps S. Morrison
the conference went into a brief
(Continued on Page 3)

Branch Re-elected
Proxy of Mkli. Allied
Detroit — Ray Branch of Hastings,
unanimously re-elected president of
Allied Theaters of Michigan last
night for 17th year. Also elected as
National Allied representative: Cass
R. Beechler of Charlotte, was reelected vice-president; Edgar E.
Kirchner of Detroit, secretary-trea(Continued on Page 3)

DAILY

Hollywood — The House Un-Amer- Ampa Counterpart to be
ican Committee investigation of the Established in Mexico
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
vice-president, announced yesterday studio strikes opened yesterday
the appointment of John Moore as afternoon with the announcement
Associated Motion Picture Adverbranch manager in Boston, replac- that Herbert K. Soi-rell, Roy M.
Inc., will help to establish a
ino- Edward W. Ruff who will suc- Brewer and Averill Berman, radio Mexicantisers,counterpart.
ceed Moore as Albany branch man- commentator, were among witnesses
Columbia Sileo, partner with Gilager. The change becomes effective subpoenaed to appear before the
berto Galindo in Inter-Continental
Dec. 9.
closed session.
Co.,
newly-organized
documentary
Shortly before opening of meeting, film outfit,
Moore, who has been with Parahas been designated by
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)

Denver Theaters as Schools
5/x Houses Made

Available During Coal Strike

Astor Pictures Acquires
New Series of Westerns

Denver — With all local schools
closed by the coal strike, six theaters
are being made available to the
school board daily from 9:30 to 11
World distribution rights to an a.m. for use in visual education and
untitled western produced by West- classroom assembly. The school
em Attractions, Inc., have been ac- board will decide the exact use, with
quired by Astor Pictures Corp. which the theaters furnishing apropriate
also has made arrangements with educational film, either shorts or a
(Continued on Paga 6)
(Contbraed on Page 8)

Wolff Chairman RKO
British Companies
London (By Cable)— Robert Wolff
has been named chairman of the
board of RKO Radio, Ltd., and RKO
Radio British Productions, Ltd. Wolff
also is managing director of both
companies. He succeeds Sir Randle
Holme, who resigned recently, a'though remaining as a director of the
two organizations.
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immediately.
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FDR Documentary to be
Premiered in February

Albany — With more than 315
reservations, Albany Variety Club
has a sellout for its ball at the De
Witt Clinton Hotel Saturday night,
according to Leo Rosen, committee
chairman.
The 1947 crew and officers will be
inducted with Elmer Lux, Variety's
district supervisor, officiating. C. J.
Latta, second assistant national
chief barker, will welcome the guests
in behalf of the national body of
Variety.
New Yorkers coming for the event
include: Si Fabian, Lou Golding, Nat
Lapkin, Joseph Eagan, Bernard
Kranze, Bernie Brooks, Moe Grassgreen,
kowitz. Jack Kalcheim and Joe LefThe Buffalo crowd will include:
Elmer Lux, Jack Munstuk, Irving
Fried,
Minsky. Harry Berkson and Howard

Tola Productions has announced a
Broadway premiere in February for
"The Roosevelt Story," featurelength documentary of the life of
the late president. Martin Levine
and Oliver A. Unger made the film
in association with Harry Brandt.
This motion picture biog traces
FDR's life from his early days in the
New York State Senate, through his
tenure as Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, then covers his career as Governor of N. Y. and his more than
three terms in the White House.
Earl Robinson
musical
score andwrote
lyricsthearefilm's
by
Lewis Allen. Elliott Roosevelt served
as editorial consultant.

Ramsay to Greenthal Co.
As Agency Coast Head

Henry G. Segel has been appointed
special sales rep. of Eagle-Lion
Films for Boston and New Haven,
it was announced yesterday by A.
W. Schwalberg, vice-president and
general sales manager.
Segal started in the industry with
Motion Picture Patents Company in
1909. Later he was associated with
Lewis J. Selznick's World Films and
organized the distribution set-up for
that company. He was later one of
the original organizers of First National and part owner of First National in Boston. Following this he
owned his own film exchange in Boston for many years. Lately, he was
sales supervisor for Warners in
Boston.

Y

Of HlMDOM^^Pj«T*
Vol. 90, No. 109

Albany Variety Club
Ball Is a Sellout

Box No. 108 — FILM DA'LY
Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Los Angeles — Clark Ramsay has
been appointed a vice-president of
the Monroe Greenthal Co., and head
of the advertising agency's Los Angeles office, it was announced yesterday by Monroe Greenthal prior to
his return to New York. Ramsay has
been with Universal for seven years,
during six of which he served as
advertising manager.
The Greenthal agencv has among
its accounts Universal-International
and J. Arthur Rank Productions.

$166,000 Second Week
Roxy Gross for "Edge"
Twentieth - Fox's "The Razor's
Edge" last night appeared headed
for a $166,000 second week at the
New York Roxy, a feat which would
topple the world's record "take" of
.$164,701.42 in the first week.
Playing to $13,548 on Monday, the
pic in the first six days of its second stanza grossed an aggregate
$150,855.87.
It was estimated last night that
in its first two weeks "The Razor's
Edge" would bring approximately
$330,000 into the Roxy till.

Segal Joins Eagle-Lion
As Hub-New Haven Rep.

Zukor, Weltner to Studio
After Return from Europe
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Adolph Zukor, Para,
board chairman; George Weltner,
president of Paramount-International; James E. Perkins, managing director for Great Britain; John B.
Nathan, general manager for Continental Europe, arrive here Jan. 27.
They now are all in Europe. The
visit to Hollywood will serve to introduce Perkins and Nathan in their
new capacities to the studio. Zukor
and Weltner are due in New York
from
England on the Queen ElizaHarold Hendee to Speak
beth Dec. 12, with Mr. and Mrs. Rav
Milland.
Perkins and Nathan will
Harold Hendee, RKO Radio research director, will address the follow immediately after.
American Association of University
Women at Englewood, N. J., Sunday on "Making the Movies the Real

FOR

McCoy."
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Nationally known industrial concern located in Louisville, Kentucky, requires
man experienced in industrial documentary
film work. Must have thorough knowledge
of film cutting, script planning, and silent
16 mm. color equipment. No dark room
work. Some travel Give complete experience. Information and salary required.
P.
0.
Box
No.
360,
Louisville,
Ky.

COMING and GOII
HARRY M. KALMINE, president and
manager of Warner Theaters, and HERK
MAIER, head of the construction depj
return on Friday from Havana and Mexic
where they inspected new theaters unci
for Warners.
HERB COPELAN, Warner circuit execu
in Memphis for several days.
DAVID RAKSIN, composer, will arr:ve(
from the Coast tomorrow to attend the ^
of "If the Shoe Fits," his first Broadway
and then will fly back to California imm
ly after the performance.
PAUL SOSKIN, British producer, leave
York for Hollywood today accompani
PAUL SHERIFF.
WALTER L. TITUS, JR., Republic vice
dent in charge of branch operations,
Boston today; will be in Albany tomorro
returns to the home office Friday.
WILLIAM THOMAS, Paramount produc!
at
Palm Springs.
returned
to Hollywood from a week's v;
ABE
PLATT,
Paramount- International
five, Chicago visitor.
BILL HOLDEN, B & K district sup{
returns to Chicago from Reel Lake, Tenn.
tion.
WIN BARRON, who rides herd on Pararr
Canadian public relations, has return'
Toronto from a Miami
Beach vacation.
OWEN,
Eastern
and
ernHUGH
division
sales Paramount's
manager, left
for Bosto
terday. He's due back in town on Friday.
CURTIS MITCHELL, national publicif
day.
advertising director of Paramount, flew ti
cago yesterday, returning to his desk 0
EDITH STONE, of the Paramount public!
partment is back from an upstate New
vacation.
PEARCE

PARKHURST,

manager

of

i

Loew's
Capitol,
is back
in Pawtucket,
after a family reunion
in Gloucester,
Ma
KELLY
forGENE
a brief
visit. is due from the Coast SaDEBORAH KERR, British actress under i
tract to M-C-M, arrived in Hollywood yes
from London.
PETER LAWFORD
and KEENAN WYNN
for Akron Friday to attend
the annual C
mas party of the Akron Beacon Journal.
RODNEY BUSH, exploitation manager of
Century-Fox, left New York yesterday
Dallas, in connection with the Southwi
campaign
"The Razor's
Edge." under co:
WILLIAMon DIETERLE,
director
to David 0. Selznick, left yesterday for 1
wood with MRS. DIETERLE. They recentl ,
turned from Europe.
HARRY McWILLlAMS, C 0 I . ' s exploi
chief, left tcKlay for Scranton on a thre
trip regarding "The Jolson Story."
g in BANO'
Waul
vacationin
theater
and BEN
SCHOENST,ADT
RUBE executives
Wisconsin.
PRODUCER EDWARD LESTER and wife ini
cago,
for "Song
Norway"
tc
at Shubert
Theater,of then
leaves opening
for Calif,

IF YOU
STADIUM,

BUY

AMUSEMENT

PARK

OR

RENT

All or part of 25,000 square feet suitable
and approved for any film use. 100%
fireproof, sprinklered, well -constructed
building. Contains screening rooms, cutting rooms, vaults, office space, all
mostly air conditioned. Well located in
Astoria, near subways, 15 minutes from
Times Square area. Principals only.
Mr. Regen — SPring 7-3760
731 Broadway,
New York City
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Foundation Planning
Starts with Gusto

Jixpy(hofReMi-echl.edeAldlied

(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
and Jack Stewart of Detroit,
pointed general manager.

jfart Urges Organization
t Theater Levies
"I ind Rapids, Mich. — Warning
Michigan must raise $20,000,000
V taxes and that theaters faced
ills dealing with
"nuisance"
, Jack Stewart, general manof Michigan Allied, yesterday
a larger and stronger state
ization.
JiKsj^aking at a regional meeting,
'•fkrt said that Michigan had less
Ise legislation aimed at the' jIjthan
other state
bejJ
of theanyconstant
effort only
exerted
a. .rganizations.
Stewart
stated

could fight new
wn,'.[Vlichigan
only byAllied
strengthening
the
J"^! membership.
,ii;ie regional meeting here was the
iioi:ijnner of monthly state meet''■ lor roundtable discussions on
t'ffi problems and increased mem-

»«liouis Gross Tax Bill
"llimed to Committee
'JjLouis — ^The Board of Aldermen
Sjj,|eferred back to its Legislative
fiittee a bill to impose a three
tajijent tax on the gross weekly
i^JMsion of motion picture theaters
ibther amusement
enterprises,
JJIThis bill as originally drawn
have imposed a tax of five per

jjgum to the Legislative Commitpresumably
is to give the
coiijed industries an opportunity to
r Iflard.
ji: amended measure would rehI each theater to post either a
it*i bond or a $1,000 cash deposit
; arantee payment of the tax.
i,};ae members of the Board of
men have expressed the belief
i-cresent $150 a year license tax
•j';'edunfair
on all to
theaters
regardless
of
^is
the smaller
houses
Iso to the municipality.

m Rites in St. Loxiis
. Louis — Funeral
here yesterday
J.n, 34, manager
[•Irton, Calif., who
u disease. Brown
the local Fox.

services were
for Clyde O.
of the Fox,
died there of
fonnerly man-

\t

IeND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec. 4
jl J. Creenhaigh
ll^ark Robson
Qrer B. Cauker
eanna Durbin

Lloyd F. Bacon
Jack Sullivan
John Doran
Murray Silversfone

PHIL M. DALY
On and Off the Record
•

• • CUFF NOTES: DuMont and the New York Yankee Baseball Club are partying at Monte Carlo this afternoon to formally announce their jointly-signed pact which
provides
DuMont
with the
exclusive tele coverage of all Yankee home games
Tele screen
probably
will be installed in the Stadium
Club in Yankee
Stadium
also for the bar and restaurant patrons
DuMont will announce in
all the metropolitan dailies next week that its sets will be on the market
for Christmas delivery and that it intends to produce at least 10.000
sets in the next four months. ... • Speaking of tele, RCA estimates
that 35,000 Philadelphians saw the Army-Navy game by video. . . .
• Paul Soskin's doing his very best to persuade Ingrid Bergman to
cross the Atlantic in 1947 to star in 'Trecious Bane" which be will
produce .... .That's the Mary Webb novel to which Soskin acquired
rights from Miss Bergman and Dudley Nichols who originally purchased them. ... • Not-So-Idle Thought Dept.: lust suppose that Bob
Young one of these doys decided to give film biz the same attention
he now devotes to rails. ... • It's now Police Capt. Timothy Lyne,
the head of Chicago's municipal censor board getting a step up from
lieutenant. ... • Maria Palmer, making "The Other Love" for Enterprise, will be coming back to Broadway in early 1947 to star in
"From One to Ten," new meller by Hermon Rotsten
He"s now directing the Enterprise pic. ... • Novel format utilized in 'Tersonality
Previews," Video Associates' packaged tele series current over WRGB,
Schenectody, is attracting agency interest with a view to sponsorship.

T

T

▼

• •
•
THIS 'N THAT: Fihn ad copy, both in the lay and trade
press, impressed Phil M. these days as distinctly on the better side
There's improved showmanship and more effective salesmanship all
along the line. ... • Fortune Magazine for January will offer a Sid
Olson profile of Bing Crosby, yclept "Big Business Bing.". . . • Ted
Weems goes into the Oriental, Chicogo, on the 26th. ... • Good
Grayson and Johnny Johnston open there on the 26th. ... • Good
Idea. Fabian Cohoes theaters will join forces New Year's Eve to mcn-k
Victory Night, performance being dedicated to all of the town's servicemen George
Seed, Fabian, city manager,
will emcee. . . .
• Didja know that "Birth of a Nation" was revived in Stockholm last
week for the observance of Film Week? ... • That Warners' Boy
Scouts short, "Men of Tomorrow," is not only helping the BS but is
winning friends for the industry. . . . • Monogram has picked
"Tragic Symphony" as the second pic to go out under the Allied Artists'
banner. ... • Eastman's new commercial Kodachrome is employed
for the first time, 'tis said, for the 16 mm. color prints of "Where're You
Goin', Mister?" just produced
by RKO
Pathe for Texaco
Oil
company will use the short, starring Eddie Bracken, for company conventions RKO Pathe turned the short out against a 30-day deadline

T

T

T

• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Action of the ATO of Indiana, in striking
out against certain columnists and radio commentators for maligning
the industry should strike a responsive chord
Freedom of speech
isn't the issue there, pal. ... • Dearth
is pointed up by the speed with which
tractions for any length of time, and no
for its Chicago Theater, garnered Lena

of top talent for stage shows
Chicago bookers snap up atquestions asked
B & K,
Homei for eight days, Tony

Martin for 13 and Cab Calloway for 12. . . . • Sign o' the Times:
Outdoor Advertising Co. has more accounts — and a greater diversity
of business — today than at any time in its history. . . .
T
▼
▼

from Page I)

organizational
^session before
journing for lunch.
Afternoon sessions consisted of
panel discussions on segments of the
industry — production, exhibition, distribution and scientific research —
and set up of temporary committees
on co-ordination, scope, finance, organization and promotion and public
relations.
A series of closed conferences, beginning at 6 p.m. began to study,
adclarify and make ready additional
reports to be taken up at today's
general session.
Officials would not comment at
length on yesterday's sessions, all
of which were closed, but isaid a fine
spirit of co-operation was shown.
A list of those attending conference appeared in yesterday's The
Film Daily.

Ampa Asks Foundation Plan
Embrace Ad Men, Publicists
Rutgers Neilson, president of
Ampa, in a itelegram to the Motion
Picture Foundation planning meeting at New Orleans, expressed ithe
hope that members of the advertising and publicity field will be included in the plan. Neilson, pointing out that Ampa has carried on
relief work for members of its craft,
"consistent with its own limited resources," pledged full co-op.

Fox-St. Louis Dividend Up
St. Louis — Fox-St. Louis Properties, Inc., owners of the Fox Theatre and adjoining Humboldt building, has declared a year-end dividend of $2.50 per share payable Dec.
16 to stockholders of record on Dec.
6. This compares with $2 in each
of the two preceding years.

Stanley Warrick Dead
Palm Beach, Fla. — Stanley C.
Warrick, 69, who built the Beaux
Arts Theater in 1916, the first moving picture house in Palm Beach,
and later the old Garden Theater and
the Palace, is dead. He also headed
a corporaJtion that opened the Paramount Theater in 1926.

WEDDING BELLS
Van Hend-McEvily
Chicago — Walter McEvily, Northshore theater
assistant manager,
married Celeste Van Hend.

Nathon-Halpern
Priscilla Nathan of the Paramount
art department, who is the daughter
of the late Lew Nathan, who was in
charge of the photographic department at the home office, will be
married on Dec. 13 to Joel Halpem,
Government radio instructor at Fort
Monmouth, N. J. Lake Placid has
been picked as the honejmioon spot.

Wednesday, December 4, 1 \

Brazilian liouses In
Four Price Groups
Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) —
Public reaction and demonstration
against high admission prices has
resulted in a Government decree
which sets a top admission rate of
six Cruzeiros (30 cents). Theaters
have been divided into four categories, from A to D. Prices are
scaled down accordingly.
(Jack Osserman, RKO Latin American supervisor, said in New York
last week that 30 cents in Brazil
has purchasing power equivalent to
S1.25 in the U. S.)
The action was brought about
after a number of theaters were
damaged by audiences who demonstrated first against the prices and
secondly the product. Brazil imports
over 700 films a year and exhibitors
are hard pressed to arrange playing
dates for 300.
Something in the nature of a
black market in exhibition was looming before the government control
step was initiated. It has been previously pointed out the government
planned to take steps to reduce the
cost of li^^ng which lately has resulted in strike moves.

Moser Subsidiary Formed
To Enter 16mm. Pix Field
The iloser Conservatory has established an aSiliate organization,
Moser-Kavacs-Marx Prods, at 1697
Broadway, to produce and distribute
16 mm. musicals, educational, commercial and kiddie shorts.
First production, now in the cutting room, is titled, "Christmas
Carols of 1946," featuring a cast of
50 kid students attending the Moser
Conservatory.
Officers of il-K-M are Edward
Kovacs, prexy; his brother Gary,
veepee; ilun-ay E. Marks, secretary
and general manager.
Gary Kovacs told THE Film Daily
that M-K-M will also make screen
tests for Holly^'ood attention.

McCallum Dies Down Under
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Percy McCallum, industry pioneer, associated
both with Hoyts and the Greater
Union circuit, is dead.

CHARTERED
EUROPEAN COPYRIGHTS & DISTRIBUTORS,
INC.. New York City, distribute motion pictures, capital 100 shares no par value stock,
three shares subscribed. Incorporated at Albany;
with Andre Le Large, Murrel Kirsch, Oiecre Alsina, directors; and Rodrigue Bartol, Hermione
Bertol, Henrietta Bertol, subscribers.
PRINCIPAL PICTURES, INC., New York City,
distribute motion pictures, capital 200 shares
no par value stock, three shares subscribed
Incorporated at Albany by Harold J. Sherman,
Flora B. Lasky Sara Kaye. Fitelson, Mayers &
London.
673 Fifth Avenue,
attorneys.
207-13 E. 30TH ST. CORP.. New York City,
with capital of 200 shares no par value stock,
three shares subscribed, to exhibit motion pictures. Incorporated at Albany by Edward I.
Dartziger, Harry Lee Oanziger, Lenatt f. Tuub.
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Laughs at

Andy Hardy"

with Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone
M-G-M
93 Mins.
LATEST ADDITION TO THE "ANDY
HARDY"
MOMENTS. SERIES HAS SOLID COMEDY
Immediately he is discharged from the
Army, Mickey Rooney makes a mad dash
to resume his romantic pursuits and just
about bowls over everyone in his path.
With vigor and zip he becomes a civilian
and is at wits end in short order to locate
Bonita Granville, who, it seems, was his
oig romantic moment when he left for the
wars.
Of course there
Lewis Stone and
diate family and
iunt. He has his

is a tender reunion with
Fay Holden, his immewith Sara Haden, his
old room in the Hardy

domicile. Doffing his O.D.'s he settles
down to informing the folks of his plans.
But first they must take him to the
country club and cause him to meet Lina
Romay. Miss Romay is panned off as a
sweet young thing, a singer, who has heard
loads, about Andy. But with him its no
dice. He has to see Miss Granville.
No sooner than he makes the announcement, he is off to Wainwright. He plans to
become a lawyer. But Miss Granville is
there, too. He soon gets into the swing of
college life. His enthusiasm for scholastic
life is exuberant, acrobatic and strewn with
gag situations.
Miss Granville has him confused. On the
night of a dance she has to visit her guardian. Rooney attends with a strapping big
girl, Dorothy Ford, who is something over
six feet tall. They are a laugh riot, probfilm. ably the most resounding sequence in the

"The Secret Heart"

with Claiidette Colbert, Walter Pi<igeon
M-G-M
97 Mins.
ENGROSSING
STORY OF YOUNG,
NEUROllC GIRL WITH FATHER COMPLEX; GOOD NAME VALUES
IN CAST.
The main battery of players in "The
Secret Heart" has audience-marquee value,
in addition to Miss Colbert and Pidgeon,
there's also June Allyson and Lionel Barrymore. The supporting cast is familiar
enough and render skillfully in their various roles.
This is a good woman's picture. It is an
excursion into psychiatry that traces the
case history of a young girl. Miss Allyson,
from initial juvenile impress of her father,
to whom she was extremely devoted, to the
mental fog she enters following his death.
She grows to young womanhood, raised by
her stepmother. Miss Colbert. Barrynvore
is the medico, and it is on his a-dvice and
recommendation that an attempt is made
to bring her out of her brooding depression.
Pidgeon is an old friend of the family
who has been carrying the torch for Miss
Colbert for 10 years. After this period he
resumes his wooing. The main action takes
place on a New England farm, the deluxe,
station wagon variety, within commuting
distance of New York.
Miss Allyson meets Pidgeon and she
learns he was an intimate of her dead
parent. She begins to show some life and
mixes with the boys. But always with an
eye on Pidgeon. She develops a romance,
a one-sided affair. Pidgeon and Miss Colbert have been dallying and he is about to
pop the question when it is starkly revealed
that Miss Allyson has been presented the
naked truth. It looks as if she will attempt suicide. The remedy hovers on the
brink of tragedy. Cured of her fixation.
Miss Allyson resumes her schooling and
finds a lover in Marshall Thompson while
Colbert and Pidgeon marry.

it later develops that Miss Granville is
to marry her guardian, Dick Simmons.
Rooney is best man. He returns to his home
town resolved to go to South America.
The tale is given fine production by EdHowever, Judge Hardy makes him see
reason and when Rooney is last seen he is
win H. Knopf
andtheRobert
Leonard's
direction inje£ts
rightZ.tones
at the
shining up to Miss Romay, who has been
proper
places,
carrying the torch since the first reel.
CAST: Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon,
All the elements of the series are present June Allyson, Lionel Barrymore, Robert Sterling,
in this latest effort and after his lengthy Mar.shall Thompson, Elizabeth Patterson, Richard Derr, Patricia Medina, Ally Malyon, Ann
absence, Rooney should register fairly sol- Lace, Dwayne Hickman.
idly with his following. Performances all
CREDITS: Producer, Edwin H. Knopf; Direcfit the bill effectively.
tor, Robert Z. Leonard; Cameraman, George
CAST: Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Sara
Haden, Bonita Granville, Lin.a Romay, Fay Holden, Dorothy Ford, Hal Hackett, Dick Simmons,
Clinton Sundb«rg.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Director,
Willis Goldbeck; Screenplay by Harry Ruskin
and William Ludwig; Cameraman,
Robert
Planck; Film Editor, Irvine Warburton; Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorations, Edwin
B. Willis; Music, Wally Heglin.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Good.

UA's Ted Mendenhall
Heads la. Salesmen's Club

rolsey; Screenplay by Whitfield Cook and Anne
Morrison Chapin; Original story by Rose Franken,
William Brown Meloney; Film Editor, Adrienne
Fazan; Art Director, Cedric Qbbons; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis; Sound, Douglas Shearer.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

Rose Again Chief Barker
Of Chi. Variety Club

Chicago — Jack Rose was re-elected
chief barker for the Chicago Variety
Club. Other officers named were:
Walter Immennan, first assistant;
Des Moines, la. — Ted Mendenhall Thomas Flannery, second assistant;
of United Artists has been elected Harold Stevens, Paramount Exchange manager, property master;
president of the Iowa Film Salesmen's Club. Bill Johnson of Mono- •John Balaban, doughguy; Iiwing
gram is secretary and Bert Thomas Mack, national rep.; Will Baker,
of Columbia, treasurer. The club is Edward Brunell, James Coston, Will
planning to hold a bingo party for Hunt, Ben Lourie, Lester Simansky,
Friday with Jack Segal as chairman George Topper, Johnny Jones and
of the event.
Jack Kirsch, canvassmen.

\

SHORTS

"Aubusson Tapestries'
A F Film
Excellent 1{\ ^ ^

Not only fascinating to art i
dents,^ but also to the general pi
is this highly interesting gli ;
into the community
of Aubu ■
one of France's leading tape,
weaving centers. Under the in=|
tion of Jean Lurcat, painter an I
signer, youand see
a moribund
revivified
modernized.
Unus; j
engrossing scene shows Artiit
cat originating a tapestry desig
its execution by a group of che
nimble-fingered
craftsmen
oi
ages and both sexes. Supply o;
stock is sharply limited in Fi
pai-ticularly color film. The pro
company
makes
excellent u=
Agfa color in latter part of re
"OperaHon
Telenews
and Underground']
Newsweek Magazine
18
Exciting Documentary
Most distinguishing feature o
short is the audacity of the ca:
men who recorded the activi::
the French resistance right
the noses of the Nazis.
Film recounts the perilous e
of American airmen shot dov,T:
side Paris in the Summer of '4
ingenuity of the underground ij
faking of German documents
transmission of messages, and, .
all, the resilience and courage <\
plain people.
Narrator is Byron McKinneyJ

"Spelunking — A New Scienc

A F Films
20
Excellent
Exciting adventure film of r
tain climbing in reverse, this F
short with English commei
takes you into the depths o:
earth, where a ^heer drop is
dreds of feet into black s
Though spelunking (slangin;
speleology, the scientific stvn
caves) has grown from a dari
sport to a serious science, the:
plenty of vicarious thrills fo:
movie fan. This short, produo
Lux Cie, has more sock than
routine sports pix.

Northwest V. C. Elects
Minneapolis — Eleven new dir(
were elected by Northwest Vi1
Club at a recent meeting. \
are : John Branton, Al Lee, JackS
wood, Ben Friedman, Bill Volli
Elson, Morrie Steinman, Max
dor, Casper Chouinard and G!
Granstrom. Art Anderson,
barker, was elected canvas
with Elson as alternate. Br
and Bill Grant were elected el
with Ben Blotcky and Abe K
alternates.

f

'
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T HE STANDARD
iREFERENCE
BOOK
of the

MOTION
PICTORE
INDOSTRY
[The 1947 edition now in intensive preparation anc
ready for distribution in January for aii subscribers o1
V%
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Mexican Union Using
BoycoH on U. S. Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
was based on reports furnished by
the U. S. Embassy in Mexico, thus
giving an emphasis to official U. S.
concern over increase in some restrictive moves against U. S. pictures.
"Hindrances" to the showing of
U. S. pictures in Mexico were listed
as "primarily" the growing competition of Mexican pictures and secunions. ondarily "the difficulties" with labor
It is reported, the Commerce
survey says, "that United States
films approved by Mexican censorship are sometimes denied
circulation by boycotts on the
part of the motion picture workers union. These boycotts are
said to be of two types. In some
instances the union has refused
to exhibit a picture because of
objections to its political or
social tendencies. In other cases,
union workers in a theater instruct those in distributing companies not to send films until
the theater owner has met their
demands.
"The competition based on the
rapidly developing Mexican motion
picture industry has ramifications in
laws and practices that are said to
be discriminatory against the United
States."
Instances of these practices listed
in the report include required showings of Mexican films; the formation
of the Chamber of the Motion Picture Industry; and the imposition of
heavier taxes on United iStates films
than on Mexican films.
Agitate for Quotas
"Some of the Mexican producers,
especially the makers of inferior
films," the report says, "have been
exerting pressure on the government
of Mexico to put into force special
regulations, such as quotas, taxation,
and other restrictive measures,
which would be designed to benefit
the domestic industry and keep out
United States pictures.
"There has even been considerable
agitation in favor of a law which
would force all theaters to exhibit a
minimum percentage of Mexican
pictures."
While noting that there is no
"immediate threat" of restrictive
legislation,
report
should
be
borne inthemind
thatsays
the"itMexican

HoUyn^ood- Vine Yard
=B7 RALPH WILK-
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SICK REPORT
LESTER DOWDELL, United Artist Cleveland office manager, is home from the hospital where he has been for the past month
following a severe heart attack.
SID ROSE, UA Chicago exchange manager, has returned to his desk, after a medical checkup at Michael Reese Hospital.

FILM

DAILY
HOLLYWOOD

r^AY'S studio news roundup: Constance Bennett will star in three pix
for Allied Artists. Brian Aherne has been signed as co-star of her
first film, "Smart Woman," purchased some time ago by Miss Bennett. Picture, to be a Constance Bennett production, will be produced by Hal E.
Chester
Michael Curtiz Producticns, Inc., has contracted with Warner Bros, to borrow Jerry Wald

to produce "Serenade," the second film

on Curtiz's schedule under his new indie producing arrangement for Warners,
to go in production after the first of the year. Curtiz's first "The Unsuspected," goes before
the cameras
late this month
Stating that
"Ivy" was too similar to her last picture, "The Dark Mirror," Olivia de
Havilland has withdrawn from the Sam Wood production and will be refive-year

placed by her sister, Joan Fontaine
contract
with Warners

Humphrey
Bogart
will produce

Raymond
Massey has signed a
That
lot has another
slated for

and Lauren
Bacall, "The Persian Cat." Robert
Buckner
Judy Garland has signed a new contract with M-6-M and

will star in "The Good Old Summer Time" after she finishes "The Pirate"
Her co-star in both is Gene Kelly
PRC has signed Benny Rubin to
direct its top budget "Hollywood Hi"
Mary Hatcher, currently playing the title role in Paramount's 36-star "Variety Girl," will resume her
role of Laurie in the Theater Guild's musical
"Oklahoma!"
on Broadway
when she completes her film role
Jerry Thomas, producer of PRC's
Eddie Dean musical action series, has also been assigned to produce the
company's series of Al La Rue-AI "Fuzzy" St. John westerns
Producer Benedict Bogeaus has signed Ann Harding for a leading character
role in "Christmas Eve."

Ampa Counterpart to be
Established in Mexico
(Continued from Page 1)

AMPA's officers to establish a branch
in Mexico, or to help develop a wholly independent similar organization.
Miss Sileo emplanes next Sunday
for Mexico City to present a letter
of felicitations from AMPA prexy
Rutgers Neilson to President Aleman
of Mexico.
Miss Sileo yesterday expressed the
hope of establishing not only a Mexican AMPA, but also create a closer
liaison between the Mexican and
American film industries. Among
her plans: exchange of AMPA delegates; good will tour of American
AMPA-ers across Mexico with the
Government acting as host; and the
U. S. Government and industry reciprocating.
Miss Sileo, who sees in Aleman a
good friend of American industry,
expects to return to New York for
Christmas and then fly back in midJanuary to get started on several
Mexican documentaries.

motion picture industry is growing
rapidly and there probably will be
strong agitation to restrict foreign Stair Leaves Metro Fold
pictures."

W
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Astor Pictures Acquires
New Series of Westerns
(Continued from Page 1)
Edward Golden to partially remake
the latter's "No Greater Sin." This
was announced by R. M. Savini,
president of Astor, who returned
yesterday from the Coast.
Savini also reported that a series
of eight three-reel musical westerns
would be made by Western Attractions for Astor release. In addition,
a feature, "The Danger Ring," produced by Jack Elliott and directed
by Bud Pollard, is now before the
cameras. Picture stars "Iron Mike"
Mazurki.
Astor has acquired re-release
rights to Sol Lessor's 'Terror of
Tiny Town" for distribution through
the Astor exchanges.
Approximately
cent of New
"No
Greater
Sin" will30beperre-shot.
scenes will be added featuring Quentin Reynolds and others and picture
will be released under a new title.
The untitled western features Ken
Maynard, Eddie Dean, Rocky Cameron and Max Terhune.

Pomerance Leaves SWG
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Irving Starr has obHollywood — M. W. Pomerance, extained his release from Metro conecutive secretary of the SWG since
tract and will resume independent
1944, has resigned. Pomerance will
production. Starr recently produced work
with the Conference of Studio
"The Cockeyed Miracle."
Unions during the Hollywood motion
picture strike.
Metro to Release Two
M-G-M will release two features Trans-Lux to Pay 15 Cents
in December, both the latter part of
Board of directors of Trans-Lux
the month. The first will be "The Corp. has declared a dividend of 15
a share, payable Jan. 10, to
Show-Off," the second will be "The cents
stockholders of record as of Dec. 23.
Secret Heart."

day, December 4, 19

Czechs Favor U. S.
Films Over Soviets'

Prague (By Air Mail)— Until t
arrival of American films contract
for by the terms of the recent de
by the Czech Film Monopoly and t
Motion Picture Export Associatic
audiences in this country were ea<if
recipients of Russian films.
•(^
However, with the playing of r
first group, which was led by "W
son," Czechoslovakian audienci
have relegated Soviet imports
second and third choice. This fa
is heightened by heavy attendan
figures achieved by such productio:
as "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "T;
Sullivans," "So Proudly We Hail
and others. In each specific ca
the films were handled with clev'
publicity campaigns and providf
with special exploitation material.
The infiltration of American pro>
uct has soundly entrenched the di
tributing organization of MPEA ar
the demand, on a week to week ii
dex, is increasing.
It is presumed in film circles i^
the Balkan countries that what is o<'
curring in Czechoslovakia is a cle^
indication for the future wh^
MPEA arranges deals for playin"
of product of its member companic;
in Poland, Bulgaria, Yugoslavi;
Rumania, Albania, Greece, and Hui

MPEA will have to meet the con
gary.
petition
of Soyuzintorgkino.
organization
was specifically setTh:u ''
by the Soviet Government for tl; {
purpose of inducing the various Ba |
kan countries to show Russian filn I
exclusively, and to tie in productio f
and distribution deals wi'th friendl
elements in the various govemmenti

Corelli Aids Kenny Drive
Alan Corelli, national executiv
secretary of the Theater Authority
has been appointed to the Executiv
Board of the Sister Elizabeth Kenn
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

To Show "Falcon's Adventure"
A trade
screening
of RKO will
Radio'h
"The
Falcon's
Adventure"
Monday.
held
at the New York exchange o^

FEMME TOUCH
HELEN WAjDAIAK, cashier, Center Theater, De j
troit.
DORIS BRUCE, booking stenographer, 20th-Fox,
Omaha.
DEE PARKS, telephone girl, M-G-M, Omaha.
RITA LAHOOD, clerk, Columbia.
SYLVIA
COOL,
billing department,
Metro ex
Washington,
D. C.
INEZ change,
MULHALL,
staff, Allied
Film Exchanges "^
Detroit.
NINA Newark,
MONJOY,N. ). new cashier, Treat Theater
ELIZABETH

FREUD, new student cashier, Hollywood Theater, East Orange, iN. J.
BEULAH
Hollywood Theater
East CUE,
Orange,new N. cashier,
J.
RUTH
LOIS

ANDERSON,
Minneapolis.
SHRACOWITZ,
Minneapolis.

billing

clerk

file clerk at

at

Unlvenal
Paramount,

I}<|dnesday, December
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anger Favors English Film Segregation System
:n To Allow Freedom
Expression of Screen,
llywood Producer Says

'j
(Continued from Page 1)
a^Uvoring the English system which
■f^ifies pix into two classes — those
r"lr^dults and those for children,
t 'Vanger was one of five speakers
30t idiscuss the general topic, "The
j 1 |ht of All People to Know," the
faisjers including John G. Winant,
lajitp. Eleanor Roosevelt, Morris Ernst
tioi([ Edward
Murrow.

!T(!'
Assails Gov't Projects
["he producer tore into reported
'^Vernment projects to "send abroad
m'Jiis that show only the best way
^1T |A.merican life and films that will
Interact those being produced in
^,*'l.lywood." "Is this the democratic
''• of doing the job of enlightenIt?" he demanded.
"Such a proposal seems folly
, i[|or two reasons," he emphaJ;ed. "First, because it does
[J/ot diflfer from the totalitarian
jjjtrlan we say we despise, and sec^yndly, for a much better reaiji^jon, I believe such a plan would
,^j;ail." Wanger pointed out that
j„jhe younger
generation, much
]|marter, "can see through dejjjices of this kind, and they are
amused."
J,liiij.ot
Continued
Wanger:

tMi What about all Jhese films that
iaii uld not be shown abroad ? The
Wis, like 'Grapes of Wrath,' that
ioK»ose the defects of our social sysdijlri, or 'Mr. Smith Goes to Washits; ton,' that pokes fun at our ConI fss, or the gangster films or any
{ler that belittles this great counjyl, ? It should be obvious to any[m who has had experience in mass
iyi;dia, who really wants the people
ij,[know and does not believe in toijaitarianism,
that the effect
of
[itwing this type of product must
," ' to lead the people of the world
i| the conclusion that democracy
"jW work, and that only a strong
li|lnocracy can afford to make this
*t of self-critical product for enttainment under a capitalistic sys-
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BOB MORAN, booker, RKO, Oklahoma City.
DON City.
TULLIUS, Warner salesman, Oklahoma
M.

A. YARBOROUGH, from manager of the
Sylvan, Atlanta, to manager, the DeKalb
and the Decatur, Decatur, Ca.

CHARLES

CLEVELAND, manager, Sylvan Theater, Atlanta.
EARL MAY, assistant manager, Oakland Square
Theater, Chicago.
Q1AHAM GILES, manager, Pickwick Theater,
Chicago.
DAVE
ART

BADTKE, co-manager. Commercial
ater, Chicago.

The-

McCOLL, assistant manager, Adams
ater, Chicago.

The-

DEALS

EDWARD

manager, Rouge Theater, Dfe.

ANDERSON, assistant manager, Center Theater, Detroit.

ROBERT

B. STEINER, assistant, Wyandotte Theater, Wyandotte, Mich.
MELVIN BtlEDEN, district manager, Mania
'Rose circuit, Chicago.
RAY

PEFFLEY, city manager, Manta Rose East
Chicago theaters.
EMIL UHRIN, manager, Vic Theater, Indiana
Harbor, Ind.
WILLIAM CONLEE, relief manager, Manta Rose
circuit, Chicago.
HORACE
'Mcline, SPENCER,
III.

manager

of

the

lllini,

MIKE CISNEROS, manager, Grande Theater, HarKngen, Tex.
TONY CANTU, projectionist, Grande Theater,
Harlingen, Tex.
ALBERT GLAUBINGER, salesman, Albert Dezel
Roadshows,
Cincinnati.
ROBERT L. VICKERY, assistant manager, Qrande
Theater, Detroit.

DAVIS ALEXANDER, manager of the State,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WILLIAM HAVEN, manager of the Oirden,
Davenport,
Iowa.
)0E GINS, district chief of J. Arthur Rank

All SDG Members Can
Vote on Acad. Nominees

Reagan Switches Posts
For Moore and Ruff

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — M embers of the
Screen Directors Guild have been
extended the privilege of selecting
nominees for Academy Awards in
the directing division. Members of
the executive committee of the Directors Branch of the Academy expressed the opinion that the branch's
membership was insufficient to adequately express the thinking of the
craft as a whole in the selections.
All members of the guild, fulfilling miniumum requirements for
senior membership, will be mailed
nomination ballots to selected five
directing nominees.

selves to our allies and enemies as
perfect men and women with none
of the human weaknesses of other
people; to show us as a nation of
supermen where true equality exists; to show the United States as a
Utopia? Please do not misunderstand me. I do not mean films of
the type of 'Grapes of Wrath,' and
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' are
the only kind of motion pictures
which should be sent abroad. As a
'rWould it be better to show our- matter of fact we must increase our
efforts to make pictures which show
the desirable and admirable aspects
of our democratic system. I sincerely believe it is because of our
honest position in portraying ourselves and exhibiting both kinds of
'%kers Sell in Frost
pictures that we have the goodwill
jFrost,
Tex.
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charley
1 irker have sold the Frost Theater and the support of the greatest
of audience ever mobilized by any
and Mrs. I. H. Sawyers
Mr. j
1[
medium.
jillas. Mrs. Sawyers will move here
Hi manage.
"In any case, if there is to
be selection of the kind of pictures which should be sent
eman Buys Iris
abroad I submit that this seleciceville, Iowa — Clifford Freeman
tion must be made within the inthe new owner of the Iris here.
dustry and must not become a
«■:
Government function."
foison. Sells Floodwood
Wanger made several other points,
iFloodwood, Minn. — E. W. Johnson among them:
is sold the Floodwood to Enio An"We have no subsidy of advertising in the motion picture industry;

=iHOrSR

HENRY BARRY,
troit.

POSTS

Org., Ch'cago.
EDDIE STEINFELD, salesman. Film ClassicsScreen
Guild exchange,
Pittsburgh.

(Continued from Page 1)
mount for 25 years, joined the company as assistant ishipper in Boston
and became successively booker,
salesman, booking manager and sales
manager before becoming branch
Albany.
manager in New Haven and then
Ruff has been associated with
Paramount intermittently since 1922
when he broke in as a salesman in
Boston. He has been branch manager for varying periods in Boston,
Portland, Me., and New Haven.
it has grown on the nickels and
dimes of the peoples of the world."
"It is significant that our film industry has rarely been nationalistic,
and its product consequently is the
most popular in the world because it
has been international in viewpoint."
Would Limit Censorship
"I do not wish to give the impression that every film is a masterpiece and that there is no room for
improvement. . . . But if we are to
have better product we need more
adult treatment of many subjects
and censorship is still a nasty problem. Ibelieve that censorship should
be limited to the elimination of bad
taste, and I would heartily welcome
the system used in England, the segregation of films into two classes,
those for adults and those for children. This would allow freedom of
expression, but prevent children
from seeing adult subjects.
"Censorship as it exists today with
pressure groups and local censorship
boards is obviously not justified by
any constitutional concept of freedom. I maintain that if too many
films of any type appear on the market, or if there is any unbalanced
program of motion pictures offered
to the public, the audience will reject them and the box office and public opinion will rectify the situation

quickly."

Pix Traveling Execs.
Hit by Raii Orders
(G)ntinued from Page 1)

«

of all railroad freight except essentials; Post Office embargo on size
and weight of parcel post packages;
ODT order cutting passenger service on coal-burning railroads another 25 per cent, bringing total cuts
to 50 per cent.
The ICC embargo on freight shipments specifically
"films."is
Most movement
of exempts
pix, however,
by air and truck. Government officials said that a prolonged strike
"may" curtail this movement of pix
because of the additional burden
placed on air and truck traffic.
Travel of pix executives, however,
will be cut sharply, with several
meetings, conventions and openings
lined up for future weeks. These
activities will feel the cut in passenger travel.

Red Probing Com. Calls
Sorrell, Brewer, Berman
(Continued from Page 1)
Ernie Adamson, counsel for comthe committee's
evidence mittee,
linkeddeclared
Berman
and Sorrell
with "subversive organizations responsible for the movie strike as
well as other disturbances throughout the country. I am convinced that
these organizations endanger the
peace
security consists
of the U.
The and
committee
of S."
Representatives John P. Wood, John R.
Murdock and Adamson.

Dutch Censor Nixes Four;
Reconsiders on Three
The Hague (By Air Mail) — The
Dutch censor has rejected in their
entirety "Jack, the Ripper," "Dillinger," "The Maltese Falcon" and
"The Strange Mr. Gregory." After
a review following an earlier rejection, the censors admitted "Watch
on the Rhine," "The Long Voyage
Home" and "Shanghai Gesture."

Meridian in Sponsored Field
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Meridian Pictures is
establishing a commercial film division to offier a special type of films
to industry. Harry Thedium, formerly with RKO, has been appointed
as head sales supervisor for the new
subsidiary.

STORK REPORTS
Terrell, Tex. — A daughter, Karen
Louise, is a new arrival at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Limroth.
Father is assistant to Leaman Maishall, owner of the Palace and Iris.
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In Spoilighiai Tomorrow's NC CI Luncheon

at the Waldo.

WILL H. HAYS
SPYROS P. SKOURAS

IRVING BERLIN

R. E. SHERWOOD

ROBERT

LOUIS NIZER

RUBIN

NED E. DEPINET

WILLIAM

F. RODCEF

Dutch Distrib. of Int.
Pix Witliout I4PEA

1,000 at NCCJ Honor Luncheon Denver Houses Mad
Tributes to be \Paid Skouras, Berlin, Sherwood
Available as School:

Eig-ht features from International
Pictures (former Goetz-Spitz Company), formerly released by RKO,
have been sold to an agent in New
York for distribution in Holland
through a Dutch distributing company, it was reported yesterday.
Deal was made apart from the
MPEA.
This is the third independent deal
made for Holland without MPEA
participation. Edward Small sold
six pix to Holland and David 0.
Selzniek is reported to have closed
a deal for three.

pearances at a tribute luncheon,
Berlin will be cited for his contributions to American life during the
past 30 years and especially for his
record of public service during the
:wo World Wars.
Sherwood will be honored for his
contributions to the furtherance of
"he ideals of the Conference while
:he OWI's deputy director and
Skouras will be recognized for his
achievements as chairman of motion
picture division during the Conference's American Brotherhood drive
In 1946.
General chairman of the Amusenent Industry Division of the Naional Conference is J. Robert Rubin.
Will H. Hays is chairman of the ex?cutive committee, assisted by Ned
E. Depinet, William F. Rodgers and
Si H. Fabian. The chairmen of related groups are John Golden for the
legit theater. Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick for sports, Ray Bolger for
actors, Charles Miller for talent
agents, Max A. Cohen and Harry
Brandt for exhibitors, Emil Friedlander for allied industries, and
Charles
O'Reilly
for concessionaires.
Sam Shain
is executive
assistant to

(Continued from

Report Dutch Distrib.
Set for Selzniek Pix

The Hague (By Air Mail)— Fritz
L. D. Strengholt, director of Filmverhuurkantoor Nederland, Dutch
film importers and distributors, reports he has concluded arrangements
for handling of films made by David
0. Selzniek. The list includes "Rebecca," "Spellbound," "Since You
Went Away," "I'll Be Seeing You"
and "Duel in the Sun." Strengholt
is also Dutch representative of Monogram and Hal Roach.
Eight new Columbia films and nine
old ones are being distributed here Rubin.
by Loet C. Bamstyn, who was the
S. BaiTet McCormick and Si Seadhead the luncheon's publicity
company's representative during the ler
war. The Dutch Film Booking office committee which also includes Curtis
handles a few Universal pictures Mitchell, Mort Blumenstock, Maurice
and Centrafilm is the local repre- Bergman, Ben Serkowich, Paul Lasentative for Republic.
zai-us, Jr., Charles Schlaifer, Harry

Show "Man I Love" Dec. 23
National tradeshowing of "The
Man ners
I Love"
for Dec. has
23. been set by War-

Censorship of Pix
Ended hy Belgium
Brussels (By Air Mail) — Film censorship isout in Belgium. Local artistic, theatrical and cinema circles
hjve been informed of the move folI'-wing action by the Council of Ministers.

Page
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Emerling.
Goldberg, Harry Mandell and Ernest
In addition to the above the following film, legit theater, radio, entertainment, and allied industry leaders are assisting the committee in
promoting the event:
Luther Adler, Jack Alicoate, Maxwell Anderson, Barney Balaban, Milton Berle, Milton Blow, Ray Bolger,
Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher, Kate
Cam^eron, Edward J. Churchill, Jack
Cohen, Lynn Fontanne, Emerson
Foote, Emil Friedlander, Hari-y
Goldberg, Abel Green, Walter Green,
Francis S. Harmon, Marcus Heiman,
Theresa Helburn, Joseph Hornstein,
Malcolm Kingsberg, William Klein,
Lawrence Langner, W. Colston
Leigh, and Charles H. Lewis.
Also Alfred Lunt, Alfred McCosker, Ethel Merman, Charles Miller,
Frank E. Mullen, Edward J. Noble,
John J. O'Connor, Charles O'Reilly,
Brock Pemberton. Ralph I. Poucher,
Martin Quigley, Elmer Rice, Samuel
Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Samuel
Rosen, James E. Sauter, George J.
Schaefer, Nicholas M. Schenk,
Gradwell A. Sears, Ben Shlyen, Lee
Shubert, Nate B. Spingold, Frank
Stanton, James E. Stroock, Eugene
Thomas, Harry Thomas, Walter Vincent, Maj. Albert Warner, Richard
F. Walsh, David Weinstock and
Sonny Werblin.
Tickets may be obtained from any
of the committee members or direct
from the NCCJ, 381 Fourth Ave.

Mrs. John King Dies

Altec's Fiore in New York

Detroit — Mrs. Mary E. King, wife
of John King, pioneer Detroit exhibitor and founder of King-Trendle
chain including major first run
houses now operated by Paramount,
died
terday.suddenly and was buried yes-

A. Fiore, Altec Lansing Corp.'s
plant superintendent, in charge of
all their plant operations in Hollywood, is stopping over in New York
for
a
few
days,represent
enroute his
to Monti-eal
where he will
company

Wildberg Takes ChL House
Chicago — John Wildberg leases
Civic Theater again from opera
company, from January to October,
1947. After close of "Henry V" film,
house will play other films and
legitimate shows.

at ceremonies marking the beginning of production of Altec Lansing
products by Northern Electric Co.
of Canada.

Lourette Taylor for Ent. Test
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Enterprise will test
Laurette Taylor for role in "Buiming
Journey."
Dec. 18. She will report to studio

(Continued from Page 1)

feature, that will tie in with
school board plans.
Theaters made available are
affected by the coal strike, be
heated by oil or gas. Houses to
used include the first-run Alad
Webber and Esquire, and these £
sequents: Bluebird, Ogden £
Mayan.
So far no theaters in the Deni
area have been closed because of
coal strike. Houses heated by (
are conserving
supplies.
merous
theaters their
in the
region '.>
heated by oil or gas, with severa'
the Denver
downtown
heated
by the
steam theaters
mains ofbe'
Public Service Co. This comp.
hand.
has about a 45-day supply of coal
Meanwhile, the general fuel sit
tion in the city was described
desperate,
with home
tuaily
exhausted,
and supplies
no repk "
ments in prospect. Hundreds
Denverites used their cars yester.
to
bring in wood from outly
areas.

$500,000 In Schoenstadt Will
Chicago — Henry Schoenstadt
filed in Probate Court, showed
sets of approximately half mil.^
dollars. Estate divided betw'
nephews,
Robert
Art'
Schoenstadt,
andLindenthal,
niece Jeanm;
Schoenstadt. Schoenstadt died I
10, was a partner in Schoenst
Theater Circuit.

Vandaiisnt Rampant
In Northwest
Housei
Minneapolis — Vandalism is or
the increase in theaters in this territory, officials of Northwest circuits report. Destruction has taker
the form of breaking and stealing
lamp globes,
stuffing
lightedbreaking
cigarets furniture'
in overstuffed seats and generally mutilating
men
say. The situation is worse now
property.
than during the war years, theatei

28 V/. 44th St. 21st
New York
N. Y.

floor
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Socialists Would Nationalize Britisit Industry
I P/s Committee Offers
commendations; Chcoice
Gov't Adoption Slim

j^ondon (By Cable) — First proj|als from Socialist members of
'J I'liament looking to the nationali**..on, in part, of the British film
jPuitry were presented
yesterday
''Sir Stafford Cripps, president of
■'I
Board of Trade,
Ta government's
committee of 10.
iVhiie it is not anticipated that
W Labor Government will accept
rflikn, the proposals created lively
'^' (Continued on Page 4)

■^CJ Silver Plaques
^1 Three on Dec. 12

iitiibi recognition for their contribuilas to intergroup understanding,
; T rer plaques will be presented to
)k>ros P. Skouras, Irving Berlin and
j oert E. Sherwood at the luncheon
sjitheir honor to be given by the
Intional Conference
of Christians
1 Jews at the Waldorf-Astoria on
jrsday, Dec. 12.
ll'laques will carry the citation
(Continued on Page 6)

i

%ineman Opens Rank
Meet in Chicago
tMies
if

MICH. ALLIED HITS SINGLE PIX SALES
Asks Exhibitors To Report Distributors Violating
This Policy for Chastisement
Detroit— Allied Theaters of Michigan at general membership meeting
here today voted challenging resolution on single feature selling which
may easily lead to turning the tables
on distributors and upsetting the entire system if adopted throughout
the territory.
Resolution points out that majors
have adopted single feature selling

U. S. will Protest

Charges Desire to

By
Daily

OMAR
Staff

HILL
Correspondent

New Orleans — Following a
two-day conference, said to be
the most representative meeting of industry leaders ever held in
any city outside of New York, a decision was reached yesterday to form
the Motion Picture Foundation with
a tentative 10 million dollar fund,
but ithe election of officers was deferred, and the method of disburse(Continued on Page 6)

Nabes Feel Brunt

'Bury' War-Made PIx

Washington — State Department
yesterday directed the United States
Embassy in Lisbon to protest
strongly the new tax on foreign films
in Portugal.
The tax, described by United
States industry
and
(Continuedas on"prohibitive"
Page 7)

Washington — Storm over disposal
of 5,000 war-made pix broke out
While the brownout, due to the
anew yesterday as a Senate com- coal strike, has affected theater
mittee official charged that some
to some extent, the dropsegments of the War Department patronage
off has not been as drastic as first
and the film industry "wished" the anticipated, according to circuit operators. Principal slump has been
copyright-bound
"buried"
and
(Continued pix
on Page
6)
noticeable in the neighborhood subsequent-run theaters, with downtown
(Continued on Page 2)
LA Exchange Employes

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Deny Confiscated Nazi
Films Have Been Ruined
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Reports that a considerable amount of German motion
Ijlvhicago — First sales meeting of pictures confiscated by the U. S.
p newly appointed sales reps, of
Army have been ruined through im'. J. Arthur Rank division of Uniproper care were denied yesterday
^ sal Pictures opens here this morn- by Library of Congress officials.
T at the Blackstone Hotel. SesThe Grerman films, many of them
I ins will be conducted by William
(Continued on Page 2)
Heineman, Rank general sales
!*•' (Continued on Page 6)

ej! Detroit —
Independent
Theater
l-filOwners of Michigan
has appointed
ijii.a committee to organize new joint
•i'lprogram to stimulate
business
in
[II neighborhood
houses. Oscar
Gorelick, Carmen
Theater,
was named
jjchairman. Acticn to be taken along
lines of tie-up with radio station.
IBut details were not disclosed.

Film

Portuguese PIx Tax

131

t^ich. ITO To Boost
%
iVabe Biz via Radio

1 and quotes contract provision of
\present sales deals against conditioning of one picture upon licensing of
another. And then cannily compliments distributors upon new policy
'
in distinction to previous practice
affecting undesirable or percentage
pictures forced on exhibitors.
Resolution goes on to call theo(Continued on Page 7)

Officers Not Elected;
Former Employes also
To Benefit from Fund

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Of DImout's Blow

Vote to Call Strike
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

MP Associates Re-elect

Hollywood — By a vote of 84 to 31, Schwartz to Presidency
employes in Los Angeles major exchanges voted to call a strike, but
Fred J. Schwartz was re-elected
time that strike will take effect was
president of Motion Picture Associnot disclosed.
ates yesterday at the annual election
Office
Employes
International meeting of the organization in the
union which includes 2,500 studio Piccadilly Hotel. Morris Sanders
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Studio Raw Stock Supply Good

Reserved

Coo/ Strike Freight Embargo

For Ranh's '^Heaven"

Congressional Com. Ends
Hollywood Strike Probe
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Congressional Committee on Un-American Activities
concluded its hearing here after examining Roy Brewer and Averill
Berraan, radio commentator. Com(Continued on Page 2)

Was

Anticipated

The studios have between four and
five weeks' supply of raw stock on
hand and there is no danger of a
production stoppage unless the curtailed railroad service, due to the
coal strike, continues for a month,
according to William German, president of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., distributors of Eastman film.
Gennan said yesterday that a pos(Continued on Page 7)

Seat Policy

Universal, taking over the Park
Ave. Theater for showcase oper-

ation, willtoopen
J. Arthur
"Stairway
Heaven"
thereRank's
on
Christmas Day on a reserved-seat
roadshow policy, with three perf.rmances five days a week and
four on Saturdays and Sundays. Varying prices will prevail for the shows,
it is understood, but price scale
was not yet available yesterday.

^

Tele Press Premiere

Thursday, December 5, 194(
DAILY

Congressional Conu Ends
Hollywood Strike Probe

For **iVeMJ Orleans"

(Continued from Page 1)
mittee chairman John S. Wood said
this was a preliminary hearing and
the committee plans to come to Calibe given its press premiere via telefornia in January or February to
vision. Arrangements are being made
hold a real hearing.
between Jules Levey and Don Lee
Brewer told newspapermen that he
Broadcasting System for initial showhad given committee evidence that
ing of "New
Orleans" which will
known communists had been engaged
have its world premiere in New Orsince 1934 in effort to control pix
leans Feb. 18. Plans are also being
industry. If lATSE had lost the
formulated for televising of picture
1945 film strike the communists
to press and exhibitors in key cities,
would have completely controlled
with a 16 mm. film of picture being
labor in the film industry.
edited for video exposition.
Sorrell charged Brewer with having publicly repudiated organized
labor by his recent statement that
Deny Confiscated Nazi
"labor was abusing its privileges toFilms Have Been Ruined
day in Holly^'ood and nationally."
$25,000 has been received from
(Continued from Page D
William Hutcheson, Carpenters International prexy, for relief benefits
secret, have been resting' in special for hardship cases of studio workers
vaults in the Library's Suitland, Md., on strike. Also a weekly check of
offices. Reports persisted that a
being received from Interlarge amount of the pictures had §3,000 is national
Association of Machinists
mildewed.
for
the
same
purpose.
Library officials, however, said
only a negligible amount of the
more than 70 tons of German pic- Nabes Feel Brunt of
tures had been lost. Library officials confirmed, however, that al- Dimout, First-Runs Steady
most all of the pictures had been
(Continued from
Page
1)
poorly packed by the Army after
their confiscation in Germany. Most first-runs holding their own in key
of the films either were packed in cities.
wooden boxes or in no container
Chicago's dimmed streets have
at all.
caused an attendance drop of approximately 20 per cent in the
neighborhoods.
Bonwick is Elected V-P
Loew's reported that the sudden
Of Pictorial Films, Inc.
entry of Winter blasts had more to
do with any possible business slump
• Election of George J. Bonwick as than the bro'wnout, insofar as their
vice-president and general manager own theaters were concerned. Fabian
of Pictorial Films, Inc., was an- circuit's theaters in Albany and
nounced yesterday by the board of Brooklyn have experienced a slight
directors. He succeeds Milton .J.
do-\^Tiward trend, while theaters of
Salzburg and Mrs. Harold Baum- the Skouras circuit have experienced
stone. recently resigned.
Prior to his election. Bonwick held no fall- off except in a few spots.
executive
as vice-presiden':.
treasurer positions
and director
of Pathe Private Funeral Rites
West
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Angeles —
For what is believed to be first time, a film will

Laboratories and vice-president and
director of PRC.

Mass.
"Quentin"CommisBostonJcril
— Bans
Massachusetts

sioner of Correction, .7. Paul Doyle,
has banned "San Quentin" from
showing in the State Prison at
Charlestown. He said it might have
a disturbing influence on inmates.
Warden Francis J. W. Lanagan, of
Charlestown, said. "It has a lot of
shooting and gun plav in it and in
view of unsettled conditions now we
prefer not to have it shown."

Correction
NCCJ luncheon honoring Spvros
P. Skouras, Irving Berlin and Rnbprt E. Sherwonrl -will bp held at the
Waldorf-Astoria next Thursday, not
today as erroneously reported in
yesterday's The Film Daily.

Nussboum to Monogram
Herbert Nussbaum, assistant t'
Tyree Dillard in Loew's legal de
partment, leaves Dec. 20 for th
Coast where he will join the lega
department at Monogram Pictures

IS. Y. THEATERS
■c-RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL^r ■
Rockefeller Center

"TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"
With

13

in Technicolor

•

GREAT

Circuit,
who for
died the
Tuesday.
&force
Young,
attorneys
Rand'Young had been ill for a long period. He was a member of B'nai
Brith. Survaring are his widow
and two sons.

Community House Bows

STARS

An

M-G-M

Picture

STAGE

SHOW

CHRISTMAS

WAa-ViSNeY'5

ON SCREEN
First N. Y. Shawing
M-G-M present!

GALLANT
_

(Photogrophed

j;^^

NATURAL

in

IN PERSON

BERT WHEELER
(Recent Star of
EXTRA!
Harvey")

"THINK-A- DRINK"
plus OTHERS
HOFFMAN

COLOR)

SEDAmns

^
SMMEBESS'
pi4JP/7/PfC?6//Vr
Dorryl F. Zanuek
presents

My Darling Clementine
20th
Century-Fcx
FORD'S
JOHN
NOW!

RIVOLI
Doors

t

B'WAY
Open 9:30

at
49th
A.M.

ST.

production
of
Dorry/
F. Zariuck's

■ ^ W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S

The Razors Edge

Plaza, N. D. — The communityowned Plaza has been opened here.
Edgar Nelson is manager.

20th

Century-F9x

ROXY

CINEMATOGRAPHER

BIG

SONfi^SOOTH

For Gerson C. Young

Private funeral services were held
yesterday for Gerson C. Young, 58,
a partner in the law firm of Telsey

*^>^

7th Ave. & 50th St.

Nationally known industrial concern located in Louisville, Kentucky, requires
man

experienced

in industrial documentary

Doytz Replaces Segal

film work.

thorough

knowledge

Boston — Richard "Mickey" Daytz
replace.= Hariw Segal as Warners
city salesman here. Segal resigned
to ioin Eagle-Lion as sales rep.
Daj-tz is a brother of Al Daytz,
Warners local sales manager.

of film cutting, script planning,

and silent

16 mm.

dark

Must

have

color equipment.

work. Some travel
rrence. Information
P.

0.

Box

No.

No

Louisville,

The BEST Years

room

Give complete expeand salary required.
360,

• The BEST
ever happened
is
•
I*
thing that. . •••••

Ky.

WAY

and

Confj'mxjLfj
Performances
5* ST.

of Our Lives"' :
ASTOR

\

»h

GOOD

NEWS!

B

EXTRA!
"UNDERCURRENT"
BREAKS 27- YEAR
RECORD AT
CAPITOL, N. Y.

Katharine Hepburn, Robert Taylor ana Robert Mitchum packing them in!

"UNDERCURRENT
1

SWEEPS

IN!

Film Daily was rignt! Tney said "Get out tne ropes tnat nolo, tne lines ror 'Undercurrent'."
Tnat's wnat nappened in its ^reat Los Angeles premiere; also at tne Capitol, N. Y. and
every wnere. M-G-M star values as usual: Katnarine HepLurn, Rooert Taylor, Ronert Mitcnum.

HOWLS
You

Roar with Red Skelton in

I he Shoiv-Ojj"

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

can't neat a nilarious comedy for Cnristmas — and "Tne Snow-Orr"

is tne Pay-Ort!

Glive 'em lau^ns for tne nolidays. It's a BIG slio\v witn Red at nis roarin^est! And ^or^eous
Marilyn Maxwell as tne Blonde witn w^nom ne Llunders into romance!
M-G-Merry XmasI

Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon and June Allyson in "^The Secret Heart'*

STARS SHINE AT NEW

YEARS

A Great New Years Attraction witli Bi^ Star Names! Tkat's wkat M-G-M sliowmen get
wnen Claudette Colnert, Walter Pidgeon, June Allyson — all top tan favorites — enact tnis
wonderful love story Ly Rose Franken, Lest-seller fiction writer for tne millions.
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ALONG

Socialists Propose
Pix Nationalization

Thursday's Tidings
• • • CUFF NOTES: In estimating that 20th-Fox's "The Razor's
Edge" would hit 3166,000 in its second Roxy week. Your Favorite Industry Newspaper yesterday wasn't so far off
The actual figure
was S165,265.13!
It follows that the figure sets a new world film
"take" mark for a single week
Pic should run seven weeks. . . .
• Lloyd Muir, RKO's exploiteer in Vancouver, has been elected to the
city's senior board of trade. ... • Add victims of the Lewis Dimout:
General Electric's famed Lighting Institute at Nela Pork, Cleveland, O.
All activities there have been discontinued until the strike ends.
• Prentice-Hall ad copy for "The Miracle of the Bells," which breaks
in the New York Times Book Review section on Dec. 15, will include a
coupon addressed to Jesse L. Lasky on which casting suggestions may
be set down by readers
Prentice-Hall is spending 350,000 to plug
the book which Lasky will produce for RKO release. ... • Layng
Martine heads a new promotion dept. established by Dell Publishing
Co. to promote Modem Screen mag. ... • Keith-Boston Theater is
upping the scale for Danny Kaye's p.a. to a new top — 74c-85c, with
31.10-31.25 for Saturdays,
Sundays
and holidays
That should
assure Kaye breaking the 370,000 record for a week established in
August by Dick Haymes

T

Sidney Stockton
loseph H. Imhof
Harry Rcsenquest

Walt Disney
Bernie Kamber
Ralph Pielow

▼

forthcoming "Duel in the Sun"
You'd be surprised if you knev/
the terms and length of run, for instance, that a Mexico City operator
is offering
DOS probably was the first Hollywood
producer to
plan foreign campaigns
for individual pix
That it's paid off in
dollars is reflected in the Latin-American grosses rolled up in the past
by such pix as "GWTW," "Rebecca" and "Spellbound"
Selznick
plans the same hoopla there for "Duel.". . . • Dana Andrews, who
has been skiing in Vermont, gets in today to rehearse with June Havoc
and Sam Levene in "Golden Boy" for the Theater Guild's broadcast
from Chicago Sunday
Dana goes to Chicago Saturday and after
the broadcast
will be off for Vermont
again for more skiing. . . .
• British Government's refusal to alloiv the transfer of necessary funds
is reported to have stymied J. Arthur Rank's plans for British Columbia
feature production. ... • Completion of the organization of the new
Local B-46, embracing theater employes except managers, may be
announced at tonight's meeting of the Windy City operators union. . . .
• Harold Russell who plays the armless vet. in Goldwyn's "The Best
Years of Our Lives" will attend today's luncheon meeting of the Radio
Executives Club at the Roosevelt
Russell, who gave up his ad.
studies at Boston U to appear in the pic, resumes in its School of Business Administration next week

Chicago — Barger, Loop Rialto theatre, for which attorney Thomas
McConnell demanded first runs from
Chicago exchanges, is giving up its
burlesque film policy this month, and
g'oing into exclusive films. It starts Renew Legion Pledge Sunday
Christmas day with first showing of
Catholics of the archdiocese of
M-G-M reissue, "Rage in Heaven,"
on percentage rental. Jack Hunt, New York will be asked next Sunformerly Oriental theater, is Rialto
day to renew the pledge of the Lemanager.
gion of Decency against indecent
and immoral motion pictures, according to Msgr. Edward R. Gaffney,
chancellor of the archdiocese.

Dec. 5

T

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: David O. Selznick, who started to plow
the exploitation field in Latin America in the long ago, is now finding
theater men below the Rio Grande manifesting a lively interest in his

not reflect official policy.
It is understood
that a further
study of the British monopoly situation has been completed, but thus far i
its contents have been withheld.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

COMING and GOING
SPYROS

(Continued from Poge II
interest both in and out of the
trade.
The report by the 10 Socialist M.
P.'s recommended:
First, regrouping of the three
major British circuits — Gaumont-British and Odeon (Rankcontrolled) and Associated British (Maxwell- Warners) — into
four groups of 250 theaters
each.
Secondly, Government ownership of two circuits.
Thirdly, State distribution.
Fourthly, control of studio
space as an impetus
to independent production.
The committee
at its hearings
heard J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander
Korda and Michael Balcon.
The group whose recommendations
were made public yesterday constitutes a sub-committee of the Parliamentary Labor Party. Its chairman
is J. P. Mallalieu, and among its
members are Tom C)'Brien, J. Reeves,
Dr. Eric Fletcher and Benn Levy.
O'Brien, NATKE Exec,
O'Brien, it is interesting to note,
is general secretary of the NATKE,
the British counterpart of the
LA.TSE, whose Chicago convention he
attended during the Summer. He
also is a member of the Cinematograph Films Council, the Federation
of Theater Unions and the Film Industry Employees' Council.
Under the plan for the compulsory
acquisition by the government of
500 British cinemas, the houses
would be required to give continual
preference to British indie product.
Balcon, in a statement issued after
the recommendations were disclosed,
declared that the nationalization
move had the
"a long
way to go" and
asserted
recommendations
did

Btirlesque House Gets M-G-M Pic

THE l^imLTO

Manager's Daughter Killed

Calgary Alta. — Patricia Ann
Lacey, 9-year-old daughter of Bill
Lacey, manager of the Variety Theatre, was killed when she stepped
from behind a parked bus into the
path of an automobile.

British. Unions Discussed

P. SKOURAS

left New

Orleans U-

in
Mexico
City.
night
for conferences
with JOSEPH M. SCHENC"
CHARLES
C.
MOSKOWITZ,
vice-presidei
and treasurer of Loew's.
has returned
from
visit to the M-C-M studios.
CAY HILLECAS, of Traubee Products, Inc.,
en route to the Coast on star tie-ups.^
dent;
MOCHRIE,
Radio viia|>
*sM
NED ROBERT
E. DEPINET,
RKO RKO
executive
vin^is^J
dent and general
sales manager
and MAI. I
E. THOMPSON,
in charge of labor relations f(
RKO, return
to New York tomorrow from Nei
Orleans.
JOHN EBERSON, partner in the firm of Joh
& Drew Eberson, architects, is in Washingto
conferring with owners of property, on sever;
new
projects for that city. He will retut
late Friday.
WILLIAM F. RODCERS, vice-president an
general sales manager, will leave in two weel
for a Florida vacation.
GENE KELLY arrives tomorrow from tfc
Coast for a week-end visit.
BOB SISK, left for the Coast yesterday aft(
a two-week vacation in the East.
SIDNEY FRANKLIN departs today for th
Coast.
MARJORIE KINNAN RAWLINCS, author i
"The Yearling," is in town from the Coa'
where she completed an original for M-C-M.
ARTHUR WILLI, Eastern talent director f(
RKO Radio, is back at the home office foliovi
ing his semi-annual Hollywood visit.
ED. BOWMAN, manager of the Chicag
Drive-ln Theater, is in Atlantic City for t>us
ness conferences.
CHARLES CRAKES, DeVry educational diret
tor, and his assistant, NOMA BARTS, have r(
turned to Chicago from three months survf
of the Southern and Western fields.
GEORGE
SMITH,
Paramount's
division
sales A.
manager,
is back
from Des Westei
Moine
ERNEST W. FREDMAN, publisher and mar
aging editor of London's Daily Film Renter, ar
MRS. FREDMAN leave Hollywood tomorrow fi
New York.
CLAUDE leaves
LEE, New
Paramount's
public for
relatior
director,
Orleans today
Okl;
homa City. He is expected to be away 10 day
CLAUDE RAINS returns to the Coast De.
26 for a major role in "The
Unsuspected."
SAM
LEFKOWITZ,
Eastern
district manag.
for Warners,
was
in Syracuse
yesterday
an .
will be in Oneida
today conferring with Kall<
circuit officials. He returns to New
York tt
morrow.
field public
relations'
rei
forGLENN
Warner IRETON,
Bros, in Canada,
returned
to Toror
to yesterday from New York.
FRANK L. DRUMM, assistant to Nat Lev
RKO Radio Eastern division sales manage
leaves for Dallas over the week-end in cor
nection with the 1947 Ned Depinet Drive.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio dire<
tor of advertising and publicity, planes ci
today
to Hollywood
for studio conferences.
E. T. GOMERSALL, Universal assistant gener.
sales manager,
in Chicago
for conferences.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Studio jurisdictional
differences are not unknown to English producers. Producer Adrian
: Scott and Dii'ector Edward Dmytryk
|of RKO, told a press conference yesThey said, the Association
j of Cinematerday.
Technicians can be likened
to CSU and embraces directors, producers, cameramen, soundmen and
[
others, while the NATKE is comparable to the lATSE.
Scott and Dmytryk made "So Well
Remembered" in England, through
the alliance of RKO-Radio and J.
Arthur Rank.

Greene-Martin

Wedding of Angela Greene, Wai
ner Bros, star, and Stuart Martii
Los Angeles realtor, will take plac
Saturday at the home of Dr. an
Mrs. Richard Hoffman, 870 Par
Ave., New York. Immediately fol
lowing the ceremony, they leave fo
Havana on their honeymoon.

Seifter-Kom

Sanford Korn of the 20th-Fox ac
vertising department will be marrie
to Helen Seifter of New York, o|
Sunday, at the Hotel Esplanade i
New York.

FRANK BORZAfiES .......
YE ALWAYS lOYED YOU
in Romcinlic

TECHNICOLOR

PHILIP DORN -CATHERINE McLEGD -WILLIAM CARTER
MME. MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
ELIZABETH PATTERSON-

• felix bressart- fritz FELD

VANESSA

BROWW

• LEWIS

Diiected by FRANK BQRZAGE ; J

Screen I'Liy l>y UOKUEN

CHASK

HOWARD

.

^

. Adaple.! f roi.i Imh An.eriian Maga/;"'* Sl<.r> "CSnccr

Pinivo Rccor(linasl)yArt..rRul)i..st<ih,WorlcrsGroutcsl. Pianist

Cf^^ftu?

Propose $10,000,000
MPF Welfare Fund
(Continued from Page 1 1
ment was left to future meetings.
The Foundation will be wide in
scope, but not in duplication of existing welfare institutions within the
industry, and in addition to present
employes will offer welfare to former
employes who meet certain qualifications.
The Foundation will include all
branches of the industry except production, which has its own welfare
organization, but leaders at yesterday's closing session expressed hope
that the newly-formed MPF and that
of production will later be combined.
The MPF will not only provide relief and aid to employes and former
employes who meet qualifications,
but will also embrace the field of education which migh: directly benefit
the industrj- as a whole, and branch
out into research, which will prove
beneficial to everyone, will set up
a directorate which will include 31
units — one in each exchange district, plus an overall national board
of trustees to be named at a date
to be set by the committee on organization, atwhich time officers will
be named.
To Forsee Future Needs
Boiled do^m, the program calls
for direct aid in the form of money
to the needy, with the onus of present relief belonging to the employe,
himself; an educational field which
will embrace scholarships and otherwise effect advantages belonging to
members of the industry, and a department of medical and scientific
research, lending aid at the present,
forseeing future needs and requirements.
To raise the suggested 10 million
dollar fund, which leaders predict
will require two years, seven formulas were tentatively laid down:
1. Contributions from exhibitors, to be made on the basis
of proceeds from earnings.
2. Contributions from producers, on a basis of percentage of
gross business.
3. A two-reel subject which
will be made without cost and
released nationwide to theaters.
The proper cost of this subject,
or subjects, will be paid by exhibitor.
4. Midnight and other special
shows, the entire gross to go to
MPF.
5. Income (potential) to be
derived by virtue of MPF being
made beneficiary of life insurance policies.
6. Income (potential) from
legacies and bequests.
7. Individual and corporate
donations.
In addition to these sources, still
another may be added, as suggested
by Major Leslie E. Thompson. Major
Thompson said he believed that the
quarter million employes in the industry would like to join in the program and become a part in financing

OAKLAND GENERAL STRIKE HITS BIZ
Dountoii'ii. Houses Off 23 to 53 Per Cent — Golden State
Nabes Said Uttle Affected, However
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Charges Desire to
'Bury' War-Made Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

By

Film

Daily

WOOD

SOANES

Staff

Correspondent

Oakland, Cal. — The second day of
the general strike yesterday found
theater business steadily declining.
Business dropped from 25 to 35 per
cent in the downtown houses particularly those in the area of the
:wo struck department stores where
milling crowds of pickets and sympathizers blocked entrance to the
cheaters.
Dave Bolton, division manager of
Golden State, reported average business for his extensive chain here.
With the exception of two downtown

Heinemon Opens Rank
Sales Meet in Chicago
! Continued

from

Page

1'

theaters, his houses are neighborhoods, easily reached with transportation facilities.
All houses expect to keep operating with regular changes as film
operators and stage hands have no
picket lines to cross. If strike continues beyond another day, however,
gasoline shortage will make a serious cut in theater receipts. San Francisco legit houses have already had
a serious drop off in Oakland trade.
Most serious managerial problem
at present is advertising new products vidth local radio stations
jammed and no newspapers publishing.

institutions.
kept from distribution to educationa".
While emphasizing that he spokt
only as an individual, Paul Cherrington, on the staff of the Senate Military Affairs Committee's SufY ;
Property Sub-committee, said "s^*.^
persons" in the War Department
would
like to see the films "buried
industry.
as a token of gratitude" to the pix
In addition,
said,seem
"there
are
some
industrieshewho
to feel
that the question of surplus films is
a dead issue and the thousands of

films should be buried."
Cherrington, who spoke before the
Washington Visual Workers, had
general praise, however, for MPAA
NCCJ Silver Plaques To
and SIMPP, both of which have
SkouraS/ Berlin, Sherwood pledged
co-operation in clearing the
5,000 pix from copyright restrictions.
(Continued from Page 1'
Blanket Clearance Impossible
"1946 — The American Brotherhood
"Unless some kind of blanket
Award for Civic Service," and will
be presented by Louis Nizer, lunch- clearance can be arranged," Cherrington said, "there seems to be liteon chairman and toastmaster, and
tle chance that the films can be disDr. Everett Clinchy, president of
the^NCCJ.
tributed on any extensive basis."
Nizer made clear yesterday that Cherrington said a complete list and
there will be no solicitation of funds breakdovra of the films has not ye"
been accomplished by the Army.
at the luncheon, but that financial
has insisted that blanker
support for the NCCJ will be sought MPAA
clearance of the films is impossible
independently of next week's affair and a copyright list must be furby a committee headed by Will H.
nished before such clearance can be
Hays, Ned E. Depinet, William F.
given
by
MPAA member companies.
Rodgers, Si Fabian and Max A.
Four MPAA representatives were
Cohen.
—
present at the luncheon-meeting, including Roger Albright, Kenneth
MP Associates Re-elect
Clark, David Palfreyraan and Joe:
Ferris.
Schwartz to Presidency

manager, who will be assisted by B.
G. Kranze, assistant general sales
manager.
Highlight of the agenda will be
the launching of the selling policy
for the Rank division and a general
discussion on all matters pertaining
to circuit and key city sales. Meetings will continue through tomorrow, with tomorrow's sessions being
devoted to a discussion of selling
approaches for the Prestige Pictures
department of Universal. L. J. McGinley, Prestige sales manager, will
preside at this session.
"Stairway to Heaven" will be
screened at the Balaban and Katz
office today and "Magic Bow" at the
Universal exchange tomorrow. Initial selling effort is being directed
(Continued from Page 1)
toward 'Notorious Gentleman" and
was
also
re-elected first vice-presi"Wicked Lady" as well.
dent. Raymond E. Moon was voted
■ second vice-president. Other officers
LA Exchange Employes
elected for the coming year are:
Vote to Call Strike
Morris Fraum, secretary; Saul Trauner, treasurer and Louis Kutinsky,
sergeant-at-arms.
(Continued from Page 1 '
The new board of directors elected
workers and 175 Film Row employes
will ask Los Angeles Central Labor yesterday consists of Leo Abrams,
Council to place film organizations John M. Benas, J. J. Felder, David
that operate these exchanges on the A. Levy, Samuel Rinzler, Seymour
Schussel, David Snaper, .Jack Ellis,
Council's unfair list.
OEIU has been asking for a 20 I Simon Fabian, Max Fellerman, HowLevy, Charles Penser, Bert Sanper cent wage increase with ex- ford,ardMatthew
Cahan and Cy Seychanges offering a blanket 10 per
mour.
cent pay tilt.
The luncheon meeting was attended by over 100 members.
the project, giving set or undetermined amounts, carrying cards of Schwartz told the members that the
membership and otherwise identify- amended certificate of incorporation had been filed and recorded.
ing themselves with the ins.itution.
The financial report of the organiClassed as a "national roll call,"
it was not intimated by leaders at
zation listed cash at $49,206, U. S.
the conference just what response Bonds amounting to $20,540 with a
the suggestion would have at the maturitv value of $26,000, for a total
future
permanent organization meet- of $69,754.
ing.
It was emphasized that no col- Karl Hoblitzelle, Finance; Leonard
lection will be asked or taken from H. Goldenson.
Organization,
and
the public.
i Charlestion and F.Public
"Chick"
Le%^as,
PromoRelation.
No future meeting dates were set.
E. V. Richards, President of
The following committee chairmen were named: Barney Balaban, Paramount, was general chairman
Co-ordination;
Ted Gamble,
Scope; and host to the conference.

Albright revealed
Wfc"
Department
failed tothat
keepthepropi
statistics on more than 3,500 of the
films so that it appears virtually impossible to discover what copyrights
are involved. He said that 18 films
requested by the Army Surgeon General's office had been cleared because
such information was furnished. Up
to now requests
for films
copyright
information on other
from the
Army have been to no avail.
The Senate Committee has been
endeavoring since last Summer to
release the films but so far only a
handful have been cleared. In addition to the 300 films made by MPAA
and SIMPP companies, most of the
other films have footage from these
and other companies which must be
cleared before release.
Music is Easy Problem
Albright also revealed that the
Army had made a blanket payment
to Ascap at the time the films were
made. "This would clear considerable
music on the films. (Sherrington,
however, said the Army had never
informed the Senate Committee of
this fact.

Guy F. Navarre Dead
Portland, Ore. — Guy F. Navarre,
56, owner of the Varsity Theater,
died of a heart attack.

W
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f(h. Allied Hits
ftigle Pix Sales
I

(Continued from Page

1)

4cal bluff
of distributors
by
:bmmending to all exhibitors "full
jgnition and actual use of this
,' provision to the extent of rei'V^of unwanted pictures or perl''^^ terms. We should take them
'ilTSTt
word andplan
assume
ing picture
will that
be single
fairly
honestly adhered to."
iLsk Exhibs. to Report Distribs.
teal intent of resolution to build
; case against present policy of
gle feature selling as practiced is
aenced in a further statement
It "any circumvention of said
!icy, direct or indirect, by failure
offer their product when unde^ble or percentage pictures have
in rejected or by any other means
J wing violation of such single picle licensing policy," exhibitor
acted is "morally and legally
iind to make such violations known
'j[ not assist its circumvention or
'lome an accessory to such violah."
jj'rocedure
for Allied
to
.;her in all will
such be
reports
and turn
|m in to Abram F. Myers, genii counsel, "to present such eviice so gathered from all sections
: the U. S., and thereby assist in
>per adherence and support of said
:iiey."
Allied session, which had attendee of 50, also approved individu■y, resolutions attacking alleged
;;hholding of product by producers,
ii eliminate checking, supporting
'|te Harrison in controversy with
lumbia, seeking a new standard
h contract and attacking many

DAILY

Studio Raw Stock Supply Good U. S. Will Prolest
Coal Strike Freight Embargo Was Anticipated
Portuguese Pix Tax
(Continued from Page

sible slow-down of railroad freight
service had been anticipated by the
company and that film had been
moved out on earlier schedules from
Rochester. He said he saw little
danger of a raw stock shortage that
might cripple production.
Films by Motor Carriers
Film transportation in the New
York area will not be affected materially by the rail embargo inasmuch
as practically all deliveries are made
by motor carriers. Home office
authorities, however, indicated yes':erday that some difficulties may he
?xperienced in parts of the Midwest
and South where railroad shipments
are used more extensively.
Some delays may be encountered,
however, in the loaning of prints between branches. Inter-branch loan
of prints is a frequent practice and
the exchanges are preparing to meet

1)

the situation.
Shipments of posters and other
film accessories generally go forvfard by the chain of motor trucking
lines. They operate from one key exchange center to another along interconnecting routes.
After tomorrow's deadline the
Postofilce Department will limit
packages to five pounds in weight,
18 inches in girth and 60 inches in
length and girth combined.

Embargo to Cut Steel Items
West Coast Bureau of THE

Next. "Universal Station"
Joseph Steiner, president of
Hollywood — Lt. Col. Gordon Rigby, Broadcast Pictures, said yesterday
screenwriter, has been notified by the that "Universal Station," by Beth
War Dept. that he has been awarded
he Croix de Guerre with Silver Gilt Brown, will go into production immediately following "Rhythm RhapStar, one of the highest French decorations. Rigby served in Europe
sodies" which is slated to go before
and the Mediterranean theater with the cameras in January. Miss Brown,
the Fifth Army. Presentation of the who will write the screenplay, will
medal will be made here by the also act as co-producer with Steiner.
Picture is budgeted at $750,000.
French Consul.
!Vest

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

distributor practices, as passed by
Boston National Allied meet. Another resolution strongly supported
National Allied on complete divorcement and discontinuance of crosslicensing.

"THE YEARLING"
MONDAY
DEC. 9^ 3:30 P. M.
H. C. IGEL's SCREEN

ROOM

Avenue, Chicago, ril.

by the State Department as "very
high" and a bad precedent is scheduled to go into effect on Jan. 1.
State Department advised the
U. S. Embassy to ask the Portuguese
government to cancel the contemplated tax. Officials here said the
tax will fall heaviest on U. S. pix,
since this country's product prePortugal. dominates the foreign imports into
Portuguese officials have stated the
tax would be used for the purpose
of establishing a motion picture
fund ture
forindustry.
subsidizing the native picState Department officials point
out that this would set a bad precedent by taxing U. S. industry so
that native industry could be built
up as competition.
Fayette Allport, MPAA European
representative, is now in Lisbon conferring with U. S. Embassy officials.
The Portuguese tax, apparently inaugurated as a government decree,
is regarded by both the U. S. industry and the State Department as one
of the heaviest and most unfair taxes
levied by any country. Imposition of
the tax, industry representatives
maintain, would virtually force U.
S. product out of Portugal. This
country at present has no trade
agreement with Portugal.

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES
OF

CHICAGO TERRITORY ONLY

South Wabash

DAILY

Hollywood — Most serious problem
that will confront studio set construction because of freight embargo
is lack of steel commodities including nails and sheets. Lumber is
plentiful and is brought from North
by oil-burning engine trains. Other
supplies are available locally.

French Cross for Rigby

M-G-M TRADE SHOW

1301

FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

1922
Orphans of the Storm — United Artists
Grandma's Boy — Asso. Exhibitors
Blood and Sand — Paramount
Prisoner of Zenda — Metro
When

Knighthood Was in Flower — Paramount
Nanook of the North — Pathe
Smilin' Through — First National
Tol'able David — First National
Robin Hood — United Artists
Oliver Twist — First National

The Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
are NOW voting for the TEN BEST PICTURES of 1947
in THE FILM DAILY 25th ANNUAL POLL.

IS EXPL0O\N&
TO NEW ALLTIME 20th
RECORD HIGHS
AT THE
LONG-RUN
RIVOLI
THEATRE ON
BROADWAY!
MATCHING THE SAME
SENSATIONAL BOXOFFICE
FIGURES SET IN HUNDREDS
OF DATES FROM
COAST TO COAST!

JOHN FORD'S

^'M HOLT
'directed by

^-^°- Boo.,Vex

, ^OHN FORD . SAMllFTnV'
^^^-" ^'ay by San,.e,G 3
G-f A/GEL

CENTURY-FOX
■fm-is^M^^i

fOTw
fl/IS^/ 2nd week of "The Razor's Edge" at the Roxy, N.Y. topped the 1st . . .which set a new all-time record
for any picture, any theatre, any week in the history of the motion picture industry!

DO
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mBBBCO mflv CL0S6^ EQuipmcnr PLnnrs
limy Improves Film Service tor Field Troops
knip Carson Tests Reveal
ains in Speed and Effi3ncy by Army MP Service
skington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Vashington — Greater flexibility in
supply of "topnotch" motion pice entertainment to soldiers en?ed in field maneuvers, in special
jiions or in combat is assured for
• future as a result of recent demjtrations conducted at Camp Car1, Colo., by the Army Motion Pice Service of the Special Service
vision, War Dept.
rhe speed and efficiency by which
(Continued on Page 7)

rges Flat Rentals
Dr Low-Money Spots
fharlotte, N. C. — Where a series
checked pictures proves that a
fftain situation cannot gross more
ian $75 or $100, reasonable flat
ratal deals should be set up, in the
inion of Hank D. Hearn, head of
chibitor's Service, a booking and
ying organization. Such an arngement, Hearn said, would be a
(Continued on Page 7)

[ono. Int'l Re-elects
ix. Fills Two New Posts

Expect Motion Picture Foundation To Be
Greatest of All Benefit Organizations
The Moticn Picture Foundation, which was formed this week in New Orleans by Industry leaders, will be the greatest benefit organization of any industry in the country, according to many of those who returned yesterday
from the New Orleans' organization meeting.
The tentative $10,000,0(X) welfare fund, proposed at the meeting, will be
increased many times over, observers said, envisioning the most all-embrasive
organization cf its kind.
The various committee chairmen who were appointed are expected to swing
into action immediately. These committees include co-ordination, scope, finance,
organization and promotion and public relations.

Doubts France Will
Nationalize Films

ODT Order Exempts
Only Finished Pix

French nationalization of the cinema industry is less likelv than ever,
declared Leon Siritzky, president of
Siritzky International Pictures, at
yesterday's trade press conference.
He arrived on the S. S. America lasrt
Saturday.
During the next six months, in
which time he expects to take out
American citizenship papers, Sir(Continued on Page 10)

Washington Bureau of THE

Gov't Pix for Video Being
Mulled by Tele Reps
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Order Cut in Power
For British Theaters
London (By Cable) — An order reducing the basic consumption of
gas and electricity for industrial
undertakings, including theaters and
hotels by two and a half per cent,
effective on Dec. 30, was issued yesterday by the Fuel Ministry as this
nation's fuel situation increased in
gravity.
A cut in coal supplies is also probable, itwas said.

DAILY

Washington — Office of Defense
Transportation bluntly said yesterday that all film equipment and film
raw stock come under the tough
freight embargo and therefore cannot be moved by rail.
ODT officials told The Film Daily
that only finished pictures are exempt from the freight embargo. This
was confirmed by the ICC, which
(Continued on Page 10)

Selznick and Vanguard

DAILY

Washington — Possibility that Government pix may be used on television stations was seen here yesterISix officers of Monogram Internaday. Representatives of tele stations
bnal Corp. were re-elected and two
:w officers were elected at a meet- in New York have contacted officials
in Government agencies to find out
ig of stockholders this week.
iRe- elected were Steve Broidy, if Federal-made pix can be used on
(»airman of the board; Norton V. tele programs. Discussions are also
(Continued on Page 10)
iitchey, president; J. Peter Fried(Ccntinued on Page 8)

f

FILM

May Enter MPEA's Fold

David O. Selznick and Vanguard
Films are contemplating joining the
Motion Picture Export Association,
but no deal has been consummated as
yet, Neil Agnew, vice-president and
general sales manager, said yesterday.
Agnew said there were no factors
(Continued on Page 10)

Newspaper Strike Helps Nabes
Rochester Downtown

Houses Differ on Effect

Eaale-Lion Sales Meets
In Chi„ Dallas, N'York
Eagle-Lion Films has scheduled a
series of regional sales meetings in
Dallas, Chicago and New York, it
was announced yesterday by Alfred
W. Schwalberg, vice-president and
general sales manager.
The Dallas meeting will be held
(Continued on Page 8)

Rochester — With both of Rochester's two daily newspapers closed
down for the fourth consecutive
week in a wage dispute with printers
of the Typographical Union, managers of downtown motion picture
theaters differ as to the effect on
business while neighborhood houses
throughout the area report gains.
Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's
_
(Continued on Page 8)

DeVry, Ampro, Bell and
Howell and Holmes Face
Suspension of Operations
By Staff
JOE ESLER
Film Daily
Correspondent

Chicago — The freight embargo's effect on the motion picture industry became more
alarming yesterday when it became
known that 'theater equipment companies here may have to close next
week. It was pointed out that the
embargo may cut off supplies and, in
turn, the companies expect to be
(Continued on Page 11)

UA Theater Circuit
Net at $1,173,335
Net income of United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc., for the year ended
Aug. 31, 1946, was $1,173,335, representing an increase of $545,513 over
the preceding fiscal year when the
net earnings totalled $627,822.
Net income before deducting interesit, depreciation, amortization, pro(Continued on Page 8)

Market Factors to Rule
Hank Releasing Schedule
Chicago — The releasing schedule
^or the top J. Arthur Rank pictures,
being handled by the Rank division
of Universal Pictures, will be determined by the ability of the market to
(Ccntinued on Page 8)

inanos Would Have
Jury for Fraud Trial
Pittsburgh — ^Michael Manos, head
of the Manos circuit which comprises 17 theaters, under the corporation names cf the Indiana County
Theaters Co., and the Monessen
Amusement Co., is reported aslcing
for a jury trial in the suits filed
against him by various film distributing companies charging falsification of box office statements covering percentage pictures. Suits are
scheduled for hearing in the near
future.
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Herman Levy Appointed
U-I Studio Ad Manager
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Haymarket Sues to Enjoin
Cancellation of Lease

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett.
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA — Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — MaryLouise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarvsplan 30.g. HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY— Airi Andrade, Mexico City
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL — Ray
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St. VANCOUVER— Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jembanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen- Van Loese. AMSTERDAM — Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80. ROME —
John Perdicari, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 427S8.
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"Best Years" Into Chi/s
Woods for Run Dec. 16

a

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Hollywood— E. T. (Teddy) Carr,
co-managing director of General
Film Distributors, London, who is
here looking over production, said
that money between England and
America had been unfrozen and that
his company has sent $75,000,000 to
various American companies, inmonths. cluding Universal, within the last 10
Carr has cabled J. Arthur Rank
that he is highly pleased with exploitation and selling that has been
done on "Notorious Gentleman,"
■'Brief Encounter," "Man in Grey"
and other Rank pix being released
by Universal.

U. S., Netherland Reach
Accord on Trade Measures
Washington — U. S. and the Netherlands have trade
agreedmeasures
to "abstain"
from adopting
which
would "prejudice" objectives of the
State Department, it was announced
yesterday. Both countries agreed
not to adopt restrictive measures
pending conclusion of the International Conference, which is expected
to get under way next year.
The agreement was announced following an exchange of notes between
Acting Secretary of State Dean
Acheson
and Dr. A. Loudon, Netherland Ambassador.

Buchanan to Handle
Ads for Allied Artists

Kalmenson and Haines
Hold E. C. Meet Monday

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Buchanan and Company has been signed to handle the
advertising account of newly formed
\llied Artists, Monogram affiliate,
which will release pictures costing a
minimum of one million dollars.
Louis Lifton, Allied advertising
and publicity head, revealed that an
appropriation of $250,000 has been
set for '/sinitial publicity and exploita♦^ion campaign on "It Hanpened on
Fifth Avenue," a Roy Del Ruth Prod.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Kansas City — Ben Kalmenson,
vice-president and general sales manager of Warners, and Roy Haines.
Western division sales manager, vdll
hold
a local branch office meeting on
Monday.
From here they go to Minneapolis
for a similar branch conference on
Wednesday.

Farewell for Beiersdorf

Pittsburgh — Employes of 20th
Century-Fox held a farewell dinner
party for their departing chief, H
Seat Co. Offers Wage Raise
R. Biersdorf, in the Marine Room of
Chicago — Kroehler Mfg. Co., man- the Roosevelt Hotel. Also present at
ufacturers ofPushbak Theater Seats, this affair as guests of honor were
offered employes of their seven Mrs. Beiersdorf and Mr. and Mrs.
nlants 10 cents an hour raise, five Fred Beiersdorf of Washington,
"ents retroactive to May 6, to settle D. C. Beiersdorf was presented with
*"he 110-dav strike. Union members a leather traveling bag and a gold
■^nll vote this wpek on its acceptance. fountain pen by the employes of the
Commissioner Walter Munro of U. S- Pittsburgh branch.
Conciliation Service, presided at the Leonard Hollister Dead
company and union meetings.
Leonard D. Hollister, 62, staee
veteran, died Wednesday in St.
Elman Named Distributor
Chicago — Henri Elman has been Luke's Hospital, of a heart ailment.
nntiointed distributor for Indiana, His last professional appearance was
Illinois and part of KentucW, for in "Best Foot Forward." He is survived by his wife, known professionCapital Film Exchange's "Woman
ally as Leona Stephens.
Speaks" series.

Sam Teller Dead

Chicaeo — Sam Teller, veteran theChicago — "The Best Years of Our
ater manacpr, is dead. Formerly
Lives" will open an extended run at
the Essaness Woods Theater on managed Webster and Commercial
Dec. 16.
Theaters of the Balaban Circuit.

COMING and GOING

DAILY

Chicago — Haymarket Theater Corporation filed suit in Superior Court
yesterday to enjoin cancellation of
lease of house by Frederic Morelock
and Associates which George Topper, Haymarket president says runs
until 1950.
Florence Paley Abel, who originally owned the building, sold same
to the Morelock group of Los Angek?j but Topper says this was a
fraudulent sale and demands it be
set aside. He also says that the new
building owners wrongfully notified
film distributors and nroducers, that
Topper lease on Haymarket Theater
was to obtain films for the house.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FINANCIAL
(Tluirs., Dec. 5)

DAILY

Hollywood — Herman F. Levy has
been appointed advertising manager
for Universal-International studios,
it was announced yesterday by David
Lipton, executive co-ordinator of advertising.
Levy, who for the past two years
has been assistant advertising manager at Universal Studios, replaces
Clark Ramsay, who resigned to head
the West Coast office of the Monroe
Greenthal Advertising
Agency.
For many years. Levy was associated with RKO Theatres in Chicago, St. Louis, Sioux City and
Omaha.

10 Cents
:

FILM

E. T. Carr Pleased With
Ad Job on Rank Features

Richard Owen Resigns

Richard Owen,
20th Century-Fox's
exploitation
renresentative
in the
Southwestern district, has resigned,
and will take a short vacation before announcing a new affiliation.

DONALD M. NELSON, president of SIMP
leaves today for a special Washington conft
ence called by Attorney-General Thomas Clai
BYRON PRICE leaves today for Washing*
to attend an MPA board meeting and also a
nual 2'idiron banquet. He is a past preside
of Gridiron Club.
H. N. RICHEY, head of M-C-M exhibitor r
lations, leaves Sunday for Oklahoma Ci*^ ■'he
he will spend
two days and then p^A. '
exhibitor
conventions.
Kansas City,
Omaha, and Minneapolis .''^oi
RUDY BERGER, Southern sales manager t
M-G-M, is in Dallas from New Orleans.
CHARLES E. KESSNICH, M-C-M district mai
ager with headquarters in Atlanta, is in Nasi
ville and will be in Jacksonville Monday.
BURTUS BISHOP, JR., M-C-M distrirt mat
ager with headquarters in Dallas, is in Oklahoi
City for a few days.
ED SABEL, film buyer for National Theatei
returns to the Coast Sunday by plane.
WILLIAM H. GUERINGER and MRS. GUE^
INGER of New Orleans are in New Yc
stopping at the Windsor.
PRESIDENT
RICHARD KENNEDY,
of Alaba
Theaters,
Inc.,
in Montgomery,
Ala., to g\
the Birmingham.
bride
away when
niece, to Carolyn
Tra''
ford
was married,
has his
returned
headquarti
in
SAM CLARK,
days.
«taff is in New
EDWARD

of the Warner studio publk
York from the Coast for a fi

JACOBSON,

owner

of Forest The.

ter. Detroit, is in New York on a bus'ness tri
JAMES
GREGORY.
Alliance
Theater
circui
and JAMES CHRISSIS
of the Manta
Rose
cuit. have returned to Chicago from vacation!!
at Hot Springs.
PETE
PANAGOS,
promotion
manager of t^
Alliance circuit, and SPEROS PAPAS are in '
Indiana
territory for a tour of circuit hoLs;
SAMUEL ACKERMAN, owner of the East Sid
Theater, has returned from a four-week stay a
the Physical Culture Center, Dansville, N. Y.
LOUIS L. LIONl, of RKO Radio's Far Easter
organization,
and wife have
arrived
in Nev
York from
Holland
where
he was vacationi"?
After home
office conferences
he will ret.
to Siam.
WILLIAM GEHRING is in Chicago for c:
ferences.
BOB ENGEL,
DeVry Corp. safes manager, le.-.
yesterday
for
Albany,
Ga.. where
the Dixii
Theater Service and Supply
Co. has just beei
appointed DeVry distribs.
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN Universal gener^
sales manager, and LAWRENCE J. McGINLEY
Prestige Picti'res sales manager, leave Chicag
tonight for the Coast,
BEN leaves
GOETZ, Sunday
in charge
M-C-M's
studio
for of
Britain
after Englan
studi
conference with M-C-M
executives.
GEORGE STEVENS, Liberty producer-director
has returned from Mexico City where he at
tended inauguration of President Miguel Ale
man.
JULIAN JOHNSON, 20th-Fox story editor
leaves Hollywood tonight for two - week bi
trip to New York and will spend Christ
ing.
mas with relatives in Chicago before return
CAROL BRANDT, head of M.C-M's stor
department in the East, and OLIN CLARK, East
em story head, leave by plane today foi;
the Coast for studio conferences. TTiey wer;:
du^ back Dec. 18, according to present plans
MRS. toBRANDT
returned yesterday from a briE'
visit
Washington.
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LIBERTITTILNS

INC.

fRAMKO^PR^^

P-r JAMBS ^TEWAin
LIONEL BARRYMORE

iVAREED
ON
^P
• THOMAS MITCHELL • HENRY TRAVERS

Screen Play by FRANCES

GOODRICH

• ALBERT

HACKETT

• FRANK

CAPRA

COULD

IT BE ANYTHING

ELSE-

when it tops even
Capra's three great
Academy Award Winners:
"It Happened One Night,"
"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town"
and "You Can't Take It
With You".

Produced and Directed by FRANK

BEULAH

BONDI-WARD

BOND-FRANK

CAPRA

FAYLEN-GLORIA

Addilional Scenes by JO SWERLING

GRAHAME

in shew
business,
when a

great picture
gets a big

national advertising

campaign—
like tiiis# to the

40,703,987
CIRCULATION of
/ilFE- LOOK- COLLIER'S
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
SATURDAY

EVENING

POST

■•U

SEVENTEEN

-TRUE STORY

VlfOIMAN'S HOME

COMPANION

TIME- tiie FAN LIST and
THE AMERICAN

WEEKLY.

libertiPfilms .hc
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ges Flat Rentals
ir Low-Money Spots

Army Pic Service
For Troops Improved
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
ijtion to the agitation
against
licking.

Jeam said that such an arrangent not only would eliminate local
, c^grs, but would eliminate checkL_5)s of all sorts and "would also
ifcX'^a situation where everybody
.earned is doing the wrong thing."
learn complained that salesmen
[•resenting the major companies
iproach exhibitors with proposijiis that make it praotically imijsible to show a profit. He cited
example of a $15 guarantee plus
I per cent of the gross receipts
br $37.50, a proposition which, he
id, was quoted commonly in this
rritory.
'There is no way," Heam said,
ly man can operate a theater for
s ithan $15 a day. Salaries, eleccity, rent, insurance, taxes, advering and film transportation costs
tainly can add up to no less.
'\v, add $5 for short subjects and
3re is a total expense of $35 on a
0-day engagement. If one of these
all itowns grosses around $50 on
cwo-day engagement, do the sales
aiagers really expect the small
,vn exhibitors to send in over!*s?" said a small town exhibitor
Eearn
'iin't even have his cost back at $50
d $60 grosses, yet "he either sends
overages, which actually come out
his pocket, or he is labeled a
ief." Hearn said that as long as
ich deals were forced on small town
[Ihibitors, the sales managers can
;pect these small operators to try
least to get their money back,
nd if that be cheating — well, there
is."
Heam
insisited that the solution
as flat rental in small situations.

Ichwartz-Fleischer Plan
I'ack and the Beanstalk'
I'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

(Hollywood — Jack Schwartz will
Jioduce "Jack and the Beanstalk,"
[lor feature in association with
rtoonist Dave Fleischer. Two will
Imbine live action with animation.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec. 6
E. Mason Hofjper
Sammy Cohen
Jack Henley
Kathryn McCuire
David
B. Whelan
Harry C. Lonsdale
Dot Farley
C. B. J. Frawley
Elissa Land!
Hugh Farr
Dec. 7
Marcella
Albain
A. M. Brentinger
Frances
Cifford
M. Elsie
J. O'Toole
Allen
Dan Hynes
Lee Marcus
Lillian Randolph
Dec. 8
Bob Livingston
Bryon Foy
Maurice
N. Wolf
Paul Cavanaugh
Lee Cobb
Fred Herkowitz

PHIL M. DALY
Week-end Report
• • • A TRIBUTE TO A GRAND GUY: Home oitice execs, and trade
contacts, along with members of the New York industry press, joined
yesterday at an Essex House informal luncheon to pay tribute to Al
Steen who next week steps down as THE FILM DAILY's associate editor
to join his family in Hollywood
It was strictly an "inner circle"
affair, with no fuss or feathers, but with a generous quota of kidding
and gags
The latter ranged from a traveling dais for one, which
the waiter insisted upon shifting at intervals, to a go-cart, thoughtfully
provided for the Westward Ho! trip in the light of curtailed transportation Bill Omstein emceed the brief program, aided and abetted by
Lynn FarnoL Mel Konecoff, Herb Berg and Lew Barasch
Al was
presented with luggage and a scroll executed by Pcrromoiml's Frank
McGuire, and for the absent Mrs. Steen, there was a manicure set
Chet Bahn voiced the verbal bouquet on behalf of the 50-odd present
They included in addition to those already named: Charles Schlaifer,
Norton Ritchey, Henderson M. Richey, Steve Edwards, Arnold Stoltz,
Al Wilkie, Rutgeiis Neilson, Don Gillette, Jerry Pickman, Harry Blair,
Lou Pe'.egrine, Hortense Schorr, Ray Murray, George Generalis, Ed
Solomon, Herb Steinberg, George Eraser, Madeline White, Nellie Whiting,
Victor Valmar
Dave Home,
Bea Ross, Evelyn Koleman,
Arthur
Jeffrey, Ralph Ober, Milt Livingston, Phil Laufer, Joe Priori, Charles
Alicoate, Berard Arons, Joe Birstein, Abe Dash, Winfield Andrus, Gene
Ameel
Jim Cunningham,
Charles Franke, Tom Kennedy,
James
Ivers, George Spires, Mort Sunshine, Blanche Steinberg, Herman Schleier,
James JerauL Al Picoult. Jack Harrison

▼

T

T

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: Warners have acquired film rights to the
Elmer Horrie stage play, "Johnny Belinda," and Jerry Wald will produce. ... • Ernest W.' Fredman, Britain's No. One film trade editor,
arrives Monday from the Coast and sails for home on the 14th. ... •
Universal is hosting a cocktail reception today at "21" for Ann Blyth. . . .
• A triple Denver premiere is in the cards for Warners' "The Time,
the Place and the Girl"
Pic starts in the Denver, Esquire and Webber on Dec. 24 and after the day-and-date run there moves over to the
Aladdin and Rialto. ... • Sonia Masur has resigned as managing
director of the National Arthritie Foundation to take a much needed
rest. ...
for kids

• Good public relations: Alliance Circuit's free morning show
during the holiday periods
Illness of Ted Collins hos

halted, at least temporarily, talk of Kate Smith's appearance in a
pic. . . . • Four original radio plays over WNEW on successive
nights, starting Monday, will aid the FJP drive. ...
• So business is
bad, huh?
WelL Lewis Dimout or no L.D., "Blue Skies" in its
seventh week at Bob Weitman's Paramount ran nearly 25 per cent ahead
of the sixth

•

• • ODDS "N' ENDS: Bod as the Technicolor situation is regarding features, worse yet where shorts are concerned. Short subjects release schedules have been slashed. B & W prints, though are released
on schedule. In many instances, exhibitors play old color shorts they
missed up four, five years ago
In some cases, major chains swap
old stuff, thus solving a big headache thru co-operation. ... • E. M.
Loew's acquisition of the Globe, Boston, has stirred unusual trade interest there
Here's what E. M. has in mind:
House will be renamed the Centre and will be used for legit., opening possibly with a
musical in January
Operation will be by a subsidiary, L & L Theaters Corp., formed by Larry Lasky cmd Max Finn

the Army Motion Picture Service
can gear its machinery to supply its
new 16 mm. film service to troops on
the move was proved during the
combat ration test of the Quartermaster General's Office at Camp Carson where 660 enlisted men lived in
isolated positions for 30 days under
actual combat conditions.
"Through the entertainment movie
test a new utility has been added to
the Army's expanding storehouse of
up-to-the-minute methods and means
for servicing troops under field and
combatmentconditions,"
said yesterday the War DepartMiniature Theater on Wheels
At the end of each day during the
test, a program of top Hollywood
movie features was provided for
each of the six detached companies
into which the battalion of 660 soldiers was divided. The demonstration inaugurated use of a new
speedy dual arc projector unit mobile truck, a veritable miniature theater on wheels, developed by engineers at the Army Motion Picture
Service Research Laboratory at St.
Louis, Mo.
Success of the undertaking in
satisfying the movie taste of the
soldiers participating is measured by
the manner in which it was received
by the men. There was not a single
negative reaction, the Army said.
By synchronizing its programs to
the movement of the troops without
break-down or interruotion of daily
service, the Army Motion Picture
Service has overcome a serious deterrent to field maneuvers, namely, the
soldier's usual boredom and discontent during non-training programs.
Heretofore, Armv troops could not
see the top Hollywood features
while on maneuvers but only at regularly established War Department
theaters on the post.
Demonstration a Success
"Back of the successfully demonstrated experiment there was much
more than operating a projector on
a Colorado mesa and throwing a
feature movie on a screen,"
ing to the chief of Army
Picture Service of Special
Division.
"The problem called for
picture service every day for
for the six units at different
points;
the title
playdate
sist of one
changepolicy
per

accordMotion
Service
motion
30 days
isolated
to conday
for

the calendar month. It was necessary to obtain 30 16 mm. film titles
from the available distributors, determine equipment and properties
needed and to develop plans and
operating procedures."

STORK REPORTS
Vancouver, B. C. — Dennis Watson,
assistant manager of the Vogue, is
the father of a baby boy.

Friday, December 6, ]9^

Market Factors Rule
Ranl( Releasing Rate
(Continued from Page 1)
absorb them, William J. Heineman,
general sales manager, told the organizacion's sales reps, at their first
meeting at tne Hotel liiackscone yesteruay. Ubcainmg desiraole playing
time will also be a signiticant factor.
Heineman, assisted by B. G.
Kranze, pointed out the importance
of Close co-operation between Rank
division sales reps, and Universal
distribution personnel if sales goai
is to oe acnieved.
Heineman cited the success of
initial selling efforts on "The Wickea
Laay," anu announced that the fiim
had been booked into 11 key city
first-run sicuacions, all of which will
open within the next few weeks. The
Loew circuit, Heineman said, will
open "The Wicked Lady" wichin a
few days in Atlanta, Baltimore,
Louisville, Reading, Harrisburg,
Richmond and Norfolk. Additionally,
first-run bookings have been set for
the Winter Garden in New York on
Dec. 21, for Universal's new Cincinnati show-case, the Keith's, for
Warner's Aldine in Philadelphia, and
B. & K.'s Garrick in Chicago.
At today's meeting, Lawrence J.
McGinley, sales manager of Prestige
Pictures department of Universal,
will discuss Prestige product. Sales
representatives viewed a screening
of "Stairway to Heaven" yesterday
and today they will see "The Magic
Bow." Heineman and McGinley will
leave by plane for the Coast after
the meeting.

Madison Schwer Named
Assistant to Jones
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John J. Jones, president of Screen Guild Productions,
announced that Madison Schwer,
chief accountant and comptroller of
the company for the past seven
months, has been named assistant to
the president.
Production of four new features,
two based on James Oliver Curwood
itories and two others based on
mystery stories, will be started the
first part of 1947 for Screen Guild
release. Screen Guild's first two pix,
'• 'Neath Canadian Skies" and "North
of the Border" are now in national
release.

SICK REPORT
LOUIS STEIN, manager, the Regent Theater, Elizabeth, N. J., is wearing a cast on
his left arm as the result of an accident in
which he injured his wrist.
DAVE LUTZER, salesman for nearly 25
years in Dal. as, for Universal has returned
to enter the Scott Cr W.iite Hospital ot
Temple, Tex. for treatment.
LEROY J. MILLER, Universal branch
manager at Minneapolis, underwent a hernia operation
St. Joseph's
Hospital
in
Omaha
and willatremain
there for
about 10
days.

WHO'SWHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

^^ALTER MacEWEN. Producer. Born in Ayr, Scotland, Sept. 23, 1906. At^^ tended Ayr Grammar School, Ayr Academy and on the eve of his departure to Edinburgh for a medical career decided up:n
a film career instead. In London, held various production
jobs including that of script clerk, production assistant
and assistant director at British National Pictures, British
International and Gaumont. Attracted by talking pictures,
arrived in this country about the time of the stock market crash and lack of employment on the eve of 1930,
became a reader at First National. Later became assistant story editor at Warners, and then editor. In 1934,
was made Executive Assistant to Hal B. Wallis supervising the story and writers' departments. In 1941, shifted
to Paramount as executive producer and in 1944 joined
a partnership with Jesse Lasky. He is vice-president of
Jesse L. Lasky Productions Incorporated releasing
through RKO Radio Pictures. Stands, 5, lOVi. Weighs, 200.
Eyes,

brown.

Upstate Newspaper
Strll(e Helps Nabes

UA Theater Circuit
Net at $1,173,335

(Continued from Page 1)
Rochester, reports business has remained good but believes it would
have been better with newspaper
space available. Francis Anderson
of the RKO Palace believes that lack
of newspaper advertising has not
hurt attendance and that any slump
i:hat may be noted before Christmas
can be attributed to the ordinary seasonal drop-off. Leo Eschelman, city
manager for Paramount, says it is
difficult to determine if lack of newspapers has hurt theater attendance
but that less effectual media of advertising have been more expensive.
He points out however, that "Two
ifears Before the Mast," now in its
second week at Paramount's Century, has broken all records for the
theater.
All theaters are using all the radio
time available on three local stations,
but the time is limited due to heavy
competition from other advertisers
who also lack newspaper space. Most
downtown houses are advertising in
community weeklies and shopping
guides in addition to heavier use of
trailers, lamppost cards, billboards
and store window tie-ups.
Complicating the situation are
brown-out regulations due to the
3oal strike. All the larger downtown
houses depended to some extent on
more elaborate marquee and front
exhibits to attract Christmas shoppers, but these have now been blacked
out.
Although management and union
principals are known to have conferred this week on the wage dispute
which has closed the Times-Union
and the Democrat and Chronicle, no
announcement indicating an early
break in the situation has yet been
issued bv either side.

(Continued from Page 1)
vision for Federal taxes on income
and loss on sales of properties for
the year was $1,862,417, compared
with $1,682,609 last year. Taxes this
year totalled $931,263, while taxes
for the 1945 fiscal year amounted to
$1,252,915.

Paul O'Brien Elected
To UA Theater Circuit Board
Paul O'Brien has been elected a
director of United Artists Theater
Circuit, Inc., succeeding his father,
the late Dennis F. O'Brien, who died
Oct. 2.
All other directors were re-elected
at a recent meeting of the stockholders. They were Harry D. Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Joseph H. Moskowitz, Bertram S. Naylack, Willard
V. King, William P. Philips, Joseph
M. Schenck and Lee Shubert.
The directors will meet later this
month to elect officers.

Mono. Int'l Re-elects
Six, Fills Two New Posts
(Continued from Page 1)
hoff, vice-president; George D. Burrows, treasurer; Nellie Witting, secretary, and David D. Home, assistant treasurer and assistant secretary. Newly elected officers were
George N. Blatchford, assistant
treasurer, and Barnett Shapiro, assistant seci'etary.
Directors of the corporation continue as heretofore. They are Steve
Broidy, Norton V. Ritchey, W. Ray
Johnston, David D. Home, J. Peter
Friedhoff, William B. Jaffe and
George D. Burrows.

«REV[EUJS
"Unexpected Guest"

with Bill Boyd, Rand Brooks, Andy Clyd
UA
61 Mil
SMARTLY HANDLED WESTERN AC
TION-MYSTERY; HAS HUMOROUS R
LIEF, INTERESTING STORY.
Audiences will be treated to yetywotli
warm, humorous "Hopalong Cassidfi, *;
acterizatlon in "Unexpected Gue^P^T
Boyd laughter is at once contagious. Th
it pleasantly rounds out the story in t:
required elements of action, riding a
overcoming the efforts of a killer to elii
inate a half-dozen heirs to a ranch propc
tyIt is a facile story. It is far from being
novelty. In the classic and approved ma
ner it has a trio of worthies riding intc
serious situation and solving the troub I
en hand in no time flat.
This tale is further embellished wj
antique props, sliding panels, secret p;
sages, a cloaked figure and other aspei
of mystery, including Una O'Connor, w
Boyd, Clyde and Brooks journey to
hears where
"voices."Clyde has been summoned
ranch
hear the reading of a will. Almost at or
there's dirty work afoot. S meone takes
shot at the trio. When they get th(
murder is rampant. Someone is trying
reduce the number of heirs. A crook
lawyer gets involved. Two characters ;
mysteriously killed. Patricia Tate is alm^
done in. Fortunately Boyd is on hand
save her.
The tale resolves itself in grod st
with a lengthy brawl in which Boyd p,
ticipates. At its conclusion he unmasks t
killer. Clyde while he stands to inhei
decides at the last moment to rejoin
pals and rides off with them.
There's nothing profound about the sto
It is a wholesome outdoor entertainme
and should be pleasantly received.
CAST: Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Broo
Patricia Tate, Una O'Connor, John Parrish, h
Young, Earl Hodgins, Joel Freidkln.
CREDITS; Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil; Di
tcr, George Archainbaud; Cameraman, M;
Stengler; Screenplay, Ande Lamb; Film Edit
Fred W. Berger; Art Direction, Harvey T. C
let' Music, David Chudnow.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fin

Eagle-Lion Sales Meets
In Chi., Dallas, N'York

(Continued from Page 1)
Dec. 11-12; Chicago, Dec. 14-15, a:
New York, Dec. 21-22.
Schwalberg, accompanied by M;
E. Youngstein, director of adverti
ing and publicity, and L. E. Gol
hammer, special sales rep. from L
Angeles, fly to Dallas on Monda
From the studio will come Arth
B. Krim, president of E-L and Brys
Foy, vice-president in charge
production.

WEDDING BELLS

Jack Kirsch Testimonial
Chicago — Five hundred are exRKO Sets Cuban Circuit
pected to attend the Jack Kirsch
McLoughlin-Grabum
testimonial
dinner at the Congress
Vancouver,
B. C. — Arthur
Gr;
Havana (By Air Mail) — RKO has
closed a 1947 lineup contract with Hotel tonight. Van Nomikos will be burn, Odeon head booker, was ma
Valcarce Circuit.
toastmaster.
ried to Gillie McLaughlin here.
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BRIAN AHERNE
ROBERT MITCHUM
' GENE RAYMOND

with

MOFFETT
SHARYN
CORTEZ
RICARDO
STEPHENSON
HENRY
Produced by BERT GRANET
Directed by JOHN BRAHM
Written by SHERIDAN GIBNEY
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ODT Order Exempts
Only Finished Pix
(Continued from Page 1 )
issued the freight embargo at the
request of ODT.
This assurance came as airlines —
which with trucks are the principal
means of transport for pix — began
to feel the pinch of additional freight
burdens due to the railroads' freight
embargo.
Association of American Railroad
officials also bluntly stated that it
was the "intent" of the embargo to
only exempt finished pictures. AAR
official Warren C. Kendall issues permits for shipment of goods not exempt from the embargo. AAR officials made it clear that no such permits for movement of film equipment
will be issued at this time.
"The exemption list," an ODT official said, "includes films — and that
only means the finished motion picture films. It definitely doesn't include projectors, screens or any
other film equipment — or even film
stock."
raw Concern
Over Pix Movement
OWMR has been told by ODT and
other Government agencies that the
pix exemption will continue and
movement of films to distribution
centers will not be curtailed.
Because films were not specifically
mentioned during the coal strike last
Spring there was some concern over
movement of pix, particularly newsreels, which necessarily depend on
speed of delivery. This was straightened out at the time, and this policy
will continue, officials said.
Reports persisted that ODT was
studying plans to throw an embargo
on movement of non-essential freight
by air. This, however, was denied
by Government officials. They did,
though, point out that even in the
event a tough embargo were placed
on air transport, many private planes
would still be available for transport
of pix.
Meanwhile, the trucking companies
which carry films to theaters reported additional burdens but said
the matter would be "taken in
stride." Additional areas are being
covered by truck, in some cases, it
was said here, but up to now the situation is considerably better than during the last strike.

Friday, December 6, I94(j
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Doubts France Will
Nationalize Films

Telling About Tele
imi

ACTING on the strength cf the opinion that potential buyers of tele sets will prefer
seeing broadcasts in full natural color, the Bendix Radio division has demonstrated
a color set which is now in limited production. Colored movies and live pickups were
received from CBS' UHF color tele transmitter in the Chrysler BIdg. tower. . . .
• Kingdon Tyler, a CBS network specialist, has authored a book, "Telecasting and
Color," which deals with the equipment and engineering principles of black-and-white
and color transmission. ... • WNBT will televise the N. Y. Giant-Washington Redskin pro-football game from the Polo Grounds, Sunday, which will climax the Eastern
division of pro-football for the year. ... • The Yankee-DuMont agreement also
calis for DuMont to televise the Yankee football team in action next Fall and to bring
viewers Yankee baseball games from Philiy, Washington and Boston (besides home
games), facilities permitting. ...

• The Standard Oil Co. of New

Jersey has re-

newed sponsorship cf "Your Esso Television Reporter," the Monday night tele newsreel
over WNBT in New York and WPTZ in Philadelphia. ...»
Bristol-Myers is renewing sponsorship of its Sunday evening, quarter-hour WNBT spot, but is offering a
musical revue, "The Bristol-Myers Show Tele Varieties," instead of the former show,
"beographically Speaking.". . . • Milton Caniff, creator of "Terry and the Pirates,"
will introduce his new comic-strip characters Steve Canyon and Copperhead (strip
debuts Jan. 19) on WNBT, Sunday at 8:45.

Gov't Pix For Video Being WB Radio Series Will
Train Younger Players
Mulled By Tele Reps.
(Continued from Page 1)
under way on the feasibility of producing Government films with possible television use in mind.
Television stations, plagued by
trouble with James Petrillo, Musicians Union head, have been exploring the possibility of using Government pix.
George Sandefer, television assistant to the general manager of WRC
(NBC) here, will address a meeting
of Government film representatives
next week, it was learned.

Fredmon To Be Feted by
Ampa at Xmas Luncheon
Ampa

will hold a Christmas International luncheon at the Town
Hall Club next Friday, with Ernest
W. Fredman, British trade paper
publisher, as principal guest of honor. Foreign managers of the various companies will be present and
also gracing the dais will be American and British stars.
Reservations may be made direct
to Ampa president, Rutgers Neilson,
at RKO Radio, who will preside.
Tariff will be $2 for members and
$2.50 for non-members. A record
attendance is expected in view of
Fredman's importance in the field of
international trade journalism, plus
the fact that this is his first visit
to the United States in a dozen
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Hollywood — To provide all-around
acting training for its younger players, Warners Studio is launching a
radio series to be called "Star Makers
Radio Theater," to be broadcast
every Tuesday night over Station
KFWB.
First program next Tuesday will
be
version
of "Casablanca,"
witha radio
Michael
Curtiz,
who directed
the pic, serving as guest commentator. Other plays, novels and originals from the Warner catalogue will
be used for subsequent shows.
Among players slated to appear in
the series are John Alvin, Herbert
Anderson, Russell Arms, Geraldine
Brooks, George Campeau, Arlene
Dahl, Tom D'Andrea, Ross Ford, Angela Greene, Jane Harker, Douglas
Kennedy, Peggy Knudsen, Harry
Lewis, Robert Lowell, Dorothy Malone, Roy Mallinson, Don McGuire,
Ray Montgomery, Craig Stevens,
Richard Walsh, Joan Winfield and
Clifton Young.

Meyers to Hold District
Sales Meet in Albany

Fred Meyers, Universal Eastern
division -sales manager, will hold a
district sales meeting in Albany on
Monday to be attended by branch
managers and salesmen from the
Albany, Buffalo and New Haven exchange territories.
Knudson Replaces Butterfield
Among those who will be present
are district manager Dave Miller of
Chicago — Ken Buttei-field has re- years.
Albany, branch managers Eugene
tired as district supervisor for the
Vogel of Albany, Arthur Greenfield
Alliance Circuit and has been suc- Schiendler to Manage
ceeded bv Harold Knudson of the SGP Exchange in L. A.
of New Haven and Jerome J. Spandau of Buffalo and salesmen George
State Theater, Anderson.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Reif of New Haven, Eugene Lowe of
and Carl Heerdt, J. Callahan
Hollywood — Frank Schiendler has Albany
and George Sussman of Buffalo.
been
appointed
branch
manager
of
"Conscience^' Money
the Los Angeles exchange of Screen
Alduino Joins Buchanan
Palestine, Tex. — A letter containGuild Productions, succeeding Wiling $20 "conscience" money was reliam Flemion who, together with
Buchanan & Company, Inc., anceived by J. F. Jones, manager of
nounces the appointment of Anthony
Sam K. Decker, controls the Souththe Texas Theater here. The letter
ern California Screen Guild fran- Alduino as comptroller. Alduino was
stated that the money was "to cover
chise. Ben Crandall has joined formerly associated with Hanly,
the difference in admission prices
Decker in franchise ownership while Hicks and Montgomery (Perry-Hanbetween adults and my kids."
Flemion is entering theater novelty Inc.
ly Company) and Donahue & Coe,
business on the Pacific Coast.

(Continued from Page 1)
itzky will arrange for Technicolorec
English
versionPagnol
of "Birth
Love,'
which Marcel
will of
write,
direct and co-produce in Hollywood.
Pagnol will come to America sometime in January on a mission j^Vhalfwill
of return
Franco-American
rela^^J's.
He
ito America early
next
summer
begin pix
on he
"Love,"
which
is one ofto three
will do
for
French Gaumont. English version
will be made for Siritzky; French,
for Gaumont.
Though French production in general is making swift strides, there
are still some knots to be unravelled :
lack tion
of costs.
electricityj and high producSiritzky pointed out that average
pre-war admission ticket was 25
francs, now it's 100 francs; average
production cost for topnotch French
film cost five million francs, now the
cost is fifty million. Thus the terrific task of amortizing costs against
b.o. receipts.
Because of erratic supply of electricity and insufl[icient technical help,
Siritzky has had to produce films in
Switzerland,
Belgium and Italy.
Siritzky feels certain that his 50
theaters still in the custody of
French alien propenty custodian
will be eventually returned to him.
So far he has recovered 18 theaters
in the south of France.
He brought over two more pictures, "Volpone," starring Louis
Jouvet, and "The Queen's Necklace," starring Vivian Romance, making: a total of a dozen pix that the
Siritzkys have for American release.
Sons Sam and Joe leave for France
next month to wind up negotiations
on distribution plans for French pix
in France, Belgium, North Africa
and French colonies.
Siritzky and his sons expect to
start a chain of theaters in America.
So far ithey have the Majestic and
the Ambassador. Deals are pending
to buv or lease several more houses.

Selznick and Vanguard
May Enter
MPEA's Fold
(Continued from Page 1)
in dispute, but that the MPEA board
had not met recently in order to consider some points which Selznick believed were needed if an affiliation
were consummated, such as representation on the board. Such points
are expected to be taken up at the
next MPEA board session.

FEMME TOUCH
HELEN
ANN

SIMPSON,

Para,

cashier,

THOMPSON,
manager,
couver.
CATHERINE
WHITE,
manager.
burgh, Pa.
MARY
LOU SCHNEIBCL,
Para,
N. Y.

Vancouver.
Dumbar,
Model,

Van- .
Pitts-

staff, Syracuse,
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l^elaxing of Controls to Bring Theater Building
nsi

jop Government Officials
ijxpect Splurge in Commerial Construction Coming
oc«i

■ashington Bureau of THE
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Government

.pBaisls expect a "relaxation"
of
ji==3* building controls with a conifequent splurge in commercial con."pruction, including theaters, follow'kg the resignations of Housing Ex''"^ (feditor Wilson Wyatt and CPA boss
'^ ibhn Small.
In accepting
Wyatt's
resignation,
ifresident
Truman
said the
veteran
lousing objectives would be retained.
i|he Chief Executive, however, of'bred this tempting bait for comercial builders:
the (housing)
prois I "Henceforth
era|

NEW

CPA ORDERS

Washington Bur., THE

:oiiii

Loii

FILM
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Washington — Retiring CPA
chief John Small predicted yesterday that even more stringent
power-curtailing orders would be
issued within the next few days.
As has been pointed out, a
further crackdown on theaters
probably will be on a local or
state level, since most theaters
now curtailing power under CPA
orders already have pared power
consumption to the bone.
Meanwhile, too, the Solid Fuel
Administration "proposed" that
amusement, including theaters,
which burn soft coal, cut this
down to the point of the minimum
of preserving health.

London (By Cable) — The new charter for the British Broadcasting Corporation empowers it to produce motion pictures, but with the provision that such
BBC-made films shall only be used for teievsion and radio purposes.
Insertion of the new film clause in the charter is a direct result of the refusal of the British film industry to permit the televising of features or newsreels.

(Continued from Page

Exhibitor opposition to the use of theatrical films by the BBC for television
purposes has been stiff.

tion, his aides made it clear that down. Your theater people can then
Wyatt chose to resign rather than jump in and take their chances with
go along with the White House
Doubt
Immediate Efifect
else."
policy of relaxing controls over the everyone
It
appeared
doubtful, however,
building industry as "rapidly as posthat there will be any immediate
Why Wyatt
Resigned
effect on theater building in Wyatt's
sible."
and the pledge of PresiHousing officials gave this sum- resignation
dent Truman to relax controls as
mary of the reasons for Wyatt's rapidly as possible. As long as the
resignation: The ''business as usual,
housing as usual and banking as coal strike continues, most discussions of new building remain acausual" policy of the White House.
demic, officials pointed out. With unOfficials also pointed to President
employment increasing by the thouTHEATER BLDG.
sands daily, there will be a drop in
the production of materials needed
Washington Bur., THE FILM 'DAILY
for buildings of all types. Even the
Washington - — Construction or
transportation of what materials are
repair of six theaters were apavailable will be delayed because of
proved by CPA during the week
the embargo on non-essential freight.
ended Nov. 28. The Approval list
includes construction of four
small theaters. Approval in these
cases was given because the theaters, all in small towns, were "reasonably essential to the community" and applicant is a World War
II veteran. Top cost was given as
$14,500.

Truman's statement that there would
be no "major" modification in the
^irram must be given its proper em- "objective of rapidly and adequately
'iihasis in the over-all economy and housing our veterans."
'|ontrols must be relaxed as rapidly
"From the beginning," the Presijjis possible without threatening the
dent said, "the program has been
luccess of the housing program."
flexible and in the current review of
Clarification Required
the program, changes have been
! While admitting that the Presi- made
and others will be made as we
^ |;DPA
^lent's and
viewshousing
need clarification,
top
officials frankly
With the Chief Executive comjjold The Film Daily that there was proceed."
mitted to a program of relaxing conj'at
least" onthe commercial
strong probability
that
trols as "rapidly as possible," FedControls
and induseral
Housing officials expect to
;,rial construction will be relaxed so
in more lucrative commercial
|;hat theater building will once again splurge
construction, including theaters.
!?et under way on a large scale.
"Veterans," officials said, "prob! "The question from here on in,"
ably still will be given an edge in
|one official said, "is not whether con- building, but that edge will narrow
trols will be sliced, but how soon." rapidly. At this point it is any■wasOfficials
pointed
thatto Wyatt
body's guess what will happen. It
the leader
in theoutfight
retain
is certainly safe to say, however,
iBtringent controls over non-housing that there is a strong nossibility that
j3onstruction. On this point he often
,:ought with CPA chief Small. With all building barriers will soon be
Wyatt out, it appears only a question
af time before all controls over buildEschbaugh Xmas Short
jjng will be removed.
With Small's resignation, CPA and Makes Music Hall Bow
pPA vdll be re-organized into one
agency to be called the Office of
Produced in record time, a short,
iRents and Priorities. Controls over "The Good Ship Holiday," opened at
construction, now handled by CPA, Radio City Music Hall yesterday as
will be turned over to this new a feature of the theater's annual
agency. There appears little ques- Christmas show. The short, produced
tion, however, but that controls will b" Ted Eschbaugh Studios, is in
be modified.
three colors and features the paintings of Bruno Maine. Film runs five
Although Wyatt declined to elab- minutes.
jorate on the reasons for his resigna-

I re

Embargo May Bring
Equip. Pianis Ciosing

IMetv British Broadcasting Corporation
Charter Provides for Film Production

1)

forced to halt the shipment of products.
Companies that contemplate suspension of operations include DeVry,
Ampro, Bell & Howell and Holmes.
Executives of these companies met
yesterday to devise ways and means
of meeting the emergency.
Meanwhile, film carriers here are
planning the expansion of their delivery systems to include express
Elkhart, Ind. — Because there is
no coal supply
forL heating purNO COA
poses, theaters here may have to
close today.
shipments ordinarily made by rail.
Reduction of passenger schedules
will affecit several film meetings
slated for Chicago, although airlines are expanding their facilities
to the limit.

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES
OF

1923
Covered Wagon — Paramount
Merry-Go-Round — Universal
Hunchback of Notre Dame — Universal
Robin Hood — United Artists
Green Goddess — Goldwyn
Scaremouche — Metro
Safety Last — Pathe
Rosita — United Artists
Down to the Sea in Ships — Hodkinson
Little Old New York — Goldwyn (Cosmopolitan)
Tfie Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
are NOW voting for the

TEN BEST PICTURES of 1947
inTHE FILM DAILY 25fh ANNUAL POLL

1

He creates reality.
But if he is to exercise this creative
power to the full, he naturally requires
superior film, perfectly adapted to the

• Only a model wreck . . . but intensely
real on the screen . . . thanks to the
director of special effects.
Because of his ingenuity and inventive art, pictures are made that without
him would be impossible. And when
audiences exclaim, laugh, or sit in

particular problem at hand. That's the
reason why so many directors of special effects prefer to use Eastman Background-X, Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Negative, Eastman Fine Grain
Duplicating Positive, and other members of the large and well-known family
of Eastman motion picture films.

silence before stark drama, it's often
an unknowing tribute to his imagination and technical skill ... to his power
to create reality.

EASTMAN
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with orders ending the coal strike issued over the week-end

jbhn L. Lewis, and subsequent lifting of freight and mail embargoes and dimout orders, film industry operations quickly returned to normal. Earlitories covering measures mapped to meet the strike appear below.
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€PA Order Will Ban Coal Deliveries to Theaters
llay Force Local Theaters
10 Close Because of
Sghting Bui Not Warmth

REJECT JOHNSTON QUOTA PROPOSAL
British Film Producers

Association Turns

Down

Plan for a Year's
FILM DAILY
Washington — CPA today will exsnd its dimout restrictions to all
London (By Cable)— Proposals by
pal-buming states and will crack Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president,
pwn further on power-use in states
ilready affected by the Government's that Britain's present Quota Act,
Irastic orders.
expiring in March, 1948, be extended
for one year by Parliament, have
j CPA
will order a "second
met a stout rebuff from the British
J phase" of dimout restrictions in
I the 21 states and the District of
Film Producers
Association.
The Association, of which J. Arthur
j Columbia.
This "second phase"
I will include a flat ban on all coal
Rank is president, has turned down
the proposals, advanced by (the
'j deliveries
to
theaters
and
other
places of amusement.
MPAA exec, during his recent visit
: The new order will include:
to London, it was learned over the
' 1. Extension of dimout restric- week-end.
lons to utilities in all states which
Johnston sought the extension to
(Continued on Page 7)
permit a more accurate determina-

Extension of Act

Hew 5-Year Contrad Drastic Legislation
for Film Carriers
Tlireal in Coiombia

Illinois Allied Co-op
Seen as Buying Model

'ashingion Bureau of THE

I New five-year contract replacing
lid three-year agreement which had
iwo more years to run was negoti[tted last Friday night at the Hotel
ilLstor between the Film Drivers and
I
(Continued on Page 8)

JN Film Board Authorized
At UNESCO's Paris Parley
Paris (By Cable) — Establishment
;f a United Nations Film Board was
(.uthorized by the UNESCO at its
iaeeting here over the week-end.
Board will be the co-ordinating
(G)nHmied on Page 6)

Holmes Co. to Ship
Projectors hy Trueh
Chicago — Holmes Projector Co. will
employ motor trucks and other transl>ortation facilities to move its product in an effort to meet the situation
arising from the freight embargo
caused by the coal strike, it was said
Friday.
A Holmes company spokesman said
that the plant had plenty of materials on hand for the manufacture of
35 mm. projectors.

R. I. Federal Tudge
Finds for Distribs.
In Fraud Action
Providence, R. I.— An order permitting distributors to make a complete discovery and inspection of all
theater documents and records of
the exhibitor-defendants in six percentage fraud suits was entered here
as the decree of Judge John P.
Hartigan of the Rhode Island Federal Court.
Over the
opposition
by defendants'
counsel
to the
inspection
motion at

tion of the place of British films in
the American market. It is felt in
American trade circles that with
British pix to be energetically
pushed in the States by Universal
and Eagle-Lion during 1947, the
year's extension would put the U. S.
in a much better trading position
when a new Quota Act is legislated
the argument before Judge Hartiby Parliament.
(Continued on Page 6)
The present British statute provides that 11 Vz per cent of all
British playing time must go to
British pix until next March when
the percentage increases to 22 per
cent.

Proper Exploitation
Tied to Right Terms

Exhibitors' incentive to exploit all
pictures to the fullest extent should
stem
the producer-distributors'
desire from
to cement
good relations with
the theater owners, in the opinion of
Chicago
—
Jack
Kirsch,
prexy
of
Bogota, Colombia (By Cable) —
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
Drastic new legislation affecting the Illinois Allied Booking and Buying Allied States Association.
import, exhibition and distribution Combine, speaking at the fourth anWriting in a general organization
niversary dinner of the organization
of foreign films has been passed by
(Continued on Page 8)
last
Friday
night,
pointed
out
that
the Colombian House of Representafilm
buying
organizations
are
not
tives and is now before the Senate
organized
primarily to chisel on film Junior League to Sponsor
rentals.
(Continued on Page 6)
Co-operative buying groups were Prestige Key Premieres
(Continued on Page 7)
Chicago — Lawrence J. McGinley,
British Lion to Float
general sales manager for UniverReport Para. Starting
$5,000,000 Stock Issue
sal's Prestige Pictures department
To Buy Up Own Common
has announced a tie-up with the
London (By Cable) — British Lion
Junior League of America which has
Studios tomorrow will offer a new
(Continued on Page 21
In theto wake
of Barney announcing
Balaban's
$5,000,000 stock issue.
letter
stockholders
Proceeds from the sale of the deplan to acquire the combentures will be used for the devel- Paramount's
mon stock, the company has started,
Four Lashy Films
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

Plan Tele for Latin America
Service Possihilities Studied in Six Countries

100,000 Cubans Get First
Look at Tele Via Du Mont

Impressed with the results of
RCA's television demonstration at
the First Inter-American Broadcast
Congress in Mexico City, leaders of
Havana (By Air Mail) — ^It is ex- the radio broadcasting industry in
pected that more than 100,000 Cu- Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Brazil,
bans will have their first look at Argentina and Chile are considering
the possibility of tele service for
television at a demonstration
in Latin
America, it was said Friday
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

To Cost $6,000,000

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILYi

Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky and
Walter MacEwen have set a budget
of $6,000,000 for four films which
they will produce for RKO under the
banner of Jesse
L.start
LaskyinProds.
"Intermission" will
February,
follcwed by "The Miracle of the
Bells" which will be made at the cost
of $2,000,000. Lasky and MacEwen
have renewed their contract with
story editor Jeane Cohen for a second year.
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Junior League to Sponsor
Prestige Key Premieres
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159 chapters in the U. S. under
which the League will sponsor keycity premieres of at least four of
the seven available Prestige pictures. The announcement was made
Friday at the closing session of the
J. Arthur Rank division sales meeting at the Hotel Blackstone.
Profits from these showings, McGinley pointed out, will be devoted
to the League's worthy causes to be
used directly in the local community
where the money is raised. The
seven Prestige releases produced by
the Rank companies in England are
"Brief Encounter," "Johnny Frenchman," "This Happy Bi'eed," "A Lady
Surrenders," "The Years Between,"
"The Captive Heart," and 'I Know
Where I'm Going." Prestige has
secured the services of Mrs. Elaine
Wayne to act as special promotional
representative of the Junior League
product.
Friday's sessions were highlighted
by discussion of selling campaigns
for the top Rank pictures being
handled by the Rank division. Presiding were William J. Heineman,
Rank division general sales manager
and his assistant, B. G. Kranze.

To Outline MPF Plans
At Regional Meetings
The next step in setting up the
proposed $10,000,000 fund for the
Motion Picture Foundation will be a
series of meetings at regional branch
offices throughout the country at
which time the plan will be explained
to exhibitors.
MPF lawyers are now in the process of incorporating the ideas advanced at the New Orleans meeting
into a broad plan for presentation
later. It is hoped that the plan will
be ready for further discussion within a few months.
Leonard H. Goldenson, Paramount
vice-president, heads the Foundation's organization committee.

Detailed Briefs Ordered
In Minn. Ascap Suits

IS. Y. THEATERS

Minneapolis — Both sides were ordered by the court to file detailed •ff-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLbriefs at the hearing on the suits
Rockefeller Center
being brought by Ascap against the
interests of Ben Berger and the
Avalon theater owned by Mrs. Jessie
"TILL THE
CLOUDS
ROLL BY"
With
13 BIG STARS
L. Jensen, White Bear 'Lake. At the
hearing, which was held in U. S.
in Technicolor
• An M-G-M Picture
district court here, Louis Schwartz,
GREAT
CHRISTMAS
STAGE
SHQv
representing the defendants, argued
a motion for judgment in his favor
with«ut itrial and Louis Frohlich of
New York, representing Ascap,
argued a motion in his favor.
The court probably will not hand
down a decision for several weeks.
Both the Berger interests and
Mrs. Jensen are charged by Ascap
mLTViSNBY'S
with playing unlicensed music in
their theaters.

SflNG"S0OTH

Scophony Cross Claim
Dismissal Over to 17th
IN PERSON

The motion of Scophony, Ltd., of
England, to dismiss the cross claim
of Scophony Corporation of America
and Arthur Levey was adjourned
yesterday by stipulation until Dec.
17. Order for adjournment was
signed by Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard. SCA's action asks for
damages in the amount of $1,500,000
and Levey individually seeks $270,000.
British Scophony was recently dismissed as one of the defendants in
the Government anti-trust suit now
pending against Paramount Pictures,
General Precision and Equipment
Corp., Television Productions, Inc.,
SCA and Levey.
Action stemmed from the Government's suit which charged restraint of trade in the use of Scophony's television patents.
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Maurice Ostrer Confirms
Deal Talks with Mason

JOHN

FPRD-S

Bwayof49(hSl
DoortOpen

9:30 A.M.

London (By Cable) — Maurice Ostrer confirmed here at the week-end
that Premiere Productions, Ltd.,
- Vs
%
-- Vs
new indie producing company formed
- % Weisfeldt to Eagle-Lion
in October in association with his
As
Met.
New
York
Rep.
-- Vs
brother, Isidore, is talking a con%
tract with James Mason. Both MaM. J. Weisfeldt has been appointed
- 1/4
son and Isidore Ostrer are now in
Eagle-Lion's special sales rep. for the U. S. David Rose has claimed to
metropolitan New York and to
Vs
handle special assignments, it was have Mason under contract, a statement which the star has disputed.
announced by Alfred W. Schwalberg,
E-L's vice-president and general
-t+-Vs
1 1/8 sales manager. Weisfeldt, who begins his duties today, formerly was
with Columbia in an executive sales
capacity.
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Zanuck Fractures Hand
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Bernstein's Granada Chain
To Build 20 U.K. Theaters

Hollywood — Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox executive vice-president in
charge of production, suffered a fractured right hand in a polo practice
game at the Riviera Country Club.

London (By Cable) — Sidney Bernstein's Granada Theaters circuit has
acquired sites for 20 new houses in
London and the provinces and plans
con.5ti-uction as soon as materials are
available.

Johnson Funeral Held
Duluth, Minn. — Funeral services
were held at Crawford mortuary
here for Edward W. Johnson, owner
of the Floodwood Theater at Floodwood.
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"THE YEAR'S BEST"-Lee hAorWmer, Daily Mirror •••"GREAl
JOY, as well as grief and laughter...satisfying, heart-warming,
deeply moving"— Kate Cameron, Daily News««»"SUPERLATIVE
ENTERTAINMENT...gives a warm glow of affection for everyday, down-to-earth folks"— Bosley Crowther, Times»»*"INTENSELY

HUMAN

and dramatically compelling"— Howard

Barnes, Herald Tribune***" SUCCEEDS WARMLY, HUMOROUSLY in its counterpoint of bitterness and happy outcomes... One
of the best of the year"— Archer Winsten, Post***"Sharp and
poignant drama. ..Literally superlative"— John Maynard,
JournaZ-Americon •••"HAS A QUALITY OF HONESTY and conviction, inaddition to its tenderness and GRAND GAYETY OF
SPIRIT"- Eileen Creelman, Sun^^^"SINCERE AND IMPRESSIVE...
the conversation of everyone who sees this picture will be
full of it for a long time to come"— Alton Cook, World-Telegram.
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Polly Wood!
K picture so good, so true;
Ihas such a good, sturdy
^art and sound, happy
Hind; it is so FULL OF LOVE
nd pride for America and
imerican people; it is so

^*>oaesGt oioaOrs

Nder and humorous

fid serious and underlanding; it is so honestly
|tlt, so sincerely intended,
fid so successfully realized
i-that when it is over, you
nd it*s not over at all.
bu have only begun to
^1 its impact."
—Cecelia Ager, PtA
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Drastk Legislation
Tlireal in Colombia
(Continued from Page
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for further consideration and voting
action.
The new legislation is aimed to
assist national production, impose
new taxes and regulate distribution.
Under the terms of the measure
cities of over 50,000 population will
be authorized to impose a tax of
from five to 20 per cent on admissions, less rentals. Smaller cities
will impose a rate of three to 10
per cent, less rentals.
The national aspects of the tax
measure seek to tax rentals on a sliding scale from 15 per cent on rentals
to 30 per cent of theater admissions
to from 51-60 per cent from 50 to
over 60 per cent of admissions. Distributors will also be taxed 40 per
cent. Exempt is exhibition of national films approved by the government. The new law will also regulate maximum admissions.
It is expected the major film companies doing business in Colombia
will protest the enactment of the
new legislation via the State Department as it is in violation of the
U. S. Trade Agreement with that
country.

Operates City-Owned Zap
Zap, N. D. — Ernest Hermann has
assumed operation of the city-owned
Zap Theater.

Court Says Distribs.
Can Insped Record

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount president, departs for Washington today for a meeting of
the Motion Picture Association there. He'll return to hs desk on Wednesday.

JOHN

ADOLPH ZUKOR, Paramount's chairman of
the board of directors, GEORGE WELTNER,
president of Paramount International, and MR.
and MRS. RAY MILLAND boarded the S. S.
Queen Elizabeth at Southampton on Saturday
tor their return trip to the States.

"CHICK" EVENS, UA Chicago publicity director, is leaving for Minneapolis
conference.

HAL

B. WALLIS will leave tor the Coast immediately following the Nobel
Dinner, Dec. 10.
WILLIAM PIZOR, foreign manager for Screen
Guild, left over the week-end for Hollywood for
home office conferences.
LEON SCHLESINOER, manager of the bigproducts department of Warners' cartoons, returns to the Coast this week from a month's
stay in New York.
JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales manager for Warners, leaves tonight for Pittsburgh.
ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' playdate
department, will be in Albany and Buffalo this
week.
)ERRY WALD, Warners' producer, is due in
New York from the Coast at the end of December.
FRANK DRUMM, assistant to Nat Levy, RKO
Eastern division sales manager, is en route to
Dallas in connection with the Ned Depinet
drive.
STEVE PALLOS, independent producer in England and Italy, is here for a six-week stay
conferring with U. S. producers whom he represents overseas.
CHARLES FELDMAN, Universal Western sales
manager, is in Los Angeles on a trip through
his territory, which will take him to San Francisco.
F. J. A. McCarthy, universalis Southern
and Canadian sales manager, left New York
today for Atlanta to start series of meetings
which will take him to the Charlotte, Dallas,
Okla. City and New Orleans branches.

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES
OF

1924
Thief of Bagdad — United Artists
Sea Hawk — First National
Monsieur Beaucaire — Paramount
Beau Brummel — Warner Bros.
Secrets— First National
Marriage Circle— Warner Bros.
Ten Commandments — Paramount
Girl Shy — Pathe
Abraham Lincoln — First National
America — United Artists
The Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
are NOW voting for the TEN BEST PICTURES of 1947
in THE FILM DAILY 25th ANNUAL POLL

BRAHM arrived in New York from Hollywood on Saturday for a round of playgoing.
RUD LOHRENZ, Chicago UA district manager, is leaving to attend Hollywood meetings.

DIRECTOR WILLIAM SEITER and his wife,
MARIAN
NIXON, are in Chicago.
MAURICE

GOLDEN

has been transferred to

Los Angeles,
talent
offices. upon closing of M-C-M's

Chicago

HUGH OWEN, Paramount's Eastern and South,
ern division sales manager, who got back from
a Boston trip Friday, left for Atlanta on Sunday
night, returning to New York on Thursday.
CURTIS MITCHELL, national publicity and
advertising director of Paramount, returned
Friday from a trip to Chicago.
A. L. PRATCHETT, Latin-American division
manager for Paramount International, arrived
in New York by air from Mexico City over the
week-end, completing a four-month business
jaunt through
Central
and South
America.
ANDREW STONE due in New York from London yesterday. He plans to leave for Hollywood
10-day
stay here.

after

LEON ]. BAMBERGER, sales promotion manager for RKO, Is in Oklahoma City for the
Theater Owners of Oklahoma convention.
DORE SCHARY is en route back to Hollywood after a brief Manhattan visit.

100,000 Cubans Get First
Look at Tele Via Du Mont
(Continued from Page

1)

Havana running currently and ending on Dec. 15.
Sponsored by the Compania Inportadora de Lubricantes, SA.., headed
by J. Richard Planaz, the demonstration opened with a spirited jai alai

(Continued from Page 1)
gan, the deci'ee grants a com
inspection of all theater record
every day of operation during
six-year period prior to th^
mencement of the suits. Com
the defendants had contend
the right of inspection, if any.
limited by four months and one
time limitations on the right to :
in the contracts of certain of
distributors.
The Court, how
held that this right to pre-tria
spection under Federal Rule 34
in connection with the fraud
and not under the contract
therefore was limited only by
statute of limitations.
There
the judge
ruled, the distril
plaintiffs were entitled to an in
tion for at leasit the six year;
quested by them.
Among the documents direct(
be produced were daily box-offic
ports, bank records, ticket coni
booking books, admission ta>;
turns, portions of Federal in^
tax returns relating to gross
ceipts.
A novel feaiture of the Co
order is the direction to the dei
ant exhibitors to request and
cure from governmental ager
banks or other third parties, ax
submit for the inspection, copi;
any admission and income ta>:
turns, bank deposit .slips, bank s
ments and other like documents
any part
of now
the insix-year
pe
which
are not
the exhibi

game,ite one
Latin being
America's
sports.of Also
viewedfavorare
bull fights, horse racing, drama and
gala musicals. One of the most
■popular attractions is "See Yourself
On Television" by which visitors are
able to see themselves on a large
television screen.
Mortimer W. Loewi, executive assistant to Du Mont's president, was
present at the show's opening, and
Robert F. Jamieson, assistant manager of WABD, is supervising the
operation
of equipment and production.
The Cuban concern expects to open
a modern tele station in Havana,
completely Du Dont equipped, within
the next six months.

possession.
Separate suit was brought ag;
Harry Horgan and the O^er^ H(
Inc., operating the Opera House
atre in Newport, R. I., by eac
the following: United Artists;
Century-Fox;
Universal; RKO
dio; Columbia, and Warner Bros
Attorneys
for
the
distrib;
plaintiffs were S. Everett Will
Jr., of the Providence firm of Hi
ley, Allen, Tillinghast & Whe
and Robert W. Meserve of the :
ton law firm of Nutter, McCler
& Fish.

UN Film Board Authorized
At UNESCO's Paris Parley

Iflindaho Spots Join
Audience Collection.

(Continued from Page

II

body for the film activities of the
United Nations' various departments,
and will direct production and distribution of UN 16 mm. films.
Hal Raynor Dead

JVesi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles^ — After a long illness,
the Rev. Henry Scott Rubel, 48, died
in the Hospital of the Good Samaritan. He had been rector of Grace
Episcopal Church in Glendora for the
last 11 years, and at the same time
wrote for radio and films under the
pen-name of Hal Raynor.

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse '
ment Co., through its Mindako the
ater circuit, will join with indepen
dent houses in the territory to mak
audience collections to raise tn<
quota to build the Variety Clul
heart hospital on the campus of th'
University of Minnesota.
About 60outstate independen
houses have started the collection
and the remainder of the theaters wil
run the Abbott and Costello shor
and make collections beginning oi
Christmas for eight days.

jday, December

DAILY

Plan Tele

bilOrderloBan
Dij^l to Theaters

(Continued from Page

coal.

pU
ij=^equire
utilities with more
a specified amount of coal —
'japs
60 days'
— ^to share
':'•
reserves
with supply
other utilities.
klivery Ban in Dire Emergency

by Meade Brunet, managing director
of the RCA International Division.
Feature of the Mexico City demonstration was the transmission of
the first bull fights ever televised.
From the Plaza Mexico, new 60,000
seat ring, the bull fights were [transmitted by microwave radio relay to
the Hotel del Prado, six miles away,
where 7,500 spectators viewed the

COLOR BATTLE
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

'DAILY

* j (ke "second phase" of dimout rek fftions
will ' be of put
into drop
effect
fuel stocks
utilities
to

Washington — Television's top
I brass will form battle lines beginning today as the FCC opens

']"' 'fesperate emergency level.

j its hearing into CBS' petition that
I the net's version of color video
be given commercial standing.

DROP OWL SHOWS

America

Service Possibilities Studied in Six Countries

(Continued from Page 1)
wJfSoft coal to generate electricity.
K^ \s most affected will be Florida,
. itia, North and South Carolina,
"^ fama, Tennessee and Mississippi.
'" ■! .<5tates west of the Mississippi

ii

y^
for Latin

9, 1946

The

jatt

^ New Vim, Minn. — Mayor Ro? '? '-tan F. Schnobrich has asked disx ■pntinuance of midnight shows at
viji liieaters here to conserve fuel.

event on the screens of RCA television receivers. Use of a 15-inch
telephoto lens enabled spectators to
see such detail as ithe gleam of the
matador's sword and the braid on
?ea|ijr restrictions will go into effect his jacket.
y unless the coal strike is settled.
"The television screens reflected
iiiai| n a national level, the order de- the spectacular pageantry of the
iig coal to theaters and other bullring and packed its drama into
£01 lies of amusement
is expected to
a minor effect on theaters at compact closeups. We felt as though
il
time. On a local level, however,
District theaters, howm !|iy states may be forced to order per cent.
ever, have saved upwards of 50
ties of amusements to close their per cent.
Government officials again stressed
le (!l!(^ because of lighting curtailMdi =jts.
to The Film Daily that there are
PA officials pointed out that the
no present
planson ofa "ordering"
thea?e end phase order" would be diaters to close
national level.
led at heaiting in theaters, rather As has been pointed out here, theaters will be closed on a local level
Mp|ii from a lighting standpoint since
power used for lighting in the- by city and sitate heads.
ackifcls would come from local utility
ment ;panies. Showmen stressed that Mayor Kelly Calls Meet
ly theaters have some coal on Of Chicago Business Men
:id for heating. They pointed out,
— Mayor Edward J. Kelly
ever, that a crowded theater hasChicago
called a conference of theater
sis almost a negligible amount of and business men to take under coniting. They added that neighsideration the proposal of Solid Fuels
lood houses would be hardest hit.
Administrator Deputy Dan Wheeler
reail'he Solid Fuels Administration that theaters and other public buildohatically denied Friday that sugings if necessary should be closed to
(dons had been made to Govern- conserve
fuel. Mayor Kelly was not
■ BrA of all states to close theaters and in favor of the proposal.
The regular monthly meeting of
m jir places of amusement "if necWt .iiry" during the coal crisis.
the Chicago Operators Union last
jj iifficials of the agency pointed out Thursday received a week's notice
-t SFA had no such authority and from the theater managers, in event
jie no requests that theaters "be of theater closing caused by fuel
IcClf|i|i;ed."
Officials
said stoppage
of shortage. Union contract calls for
1 deliveries
to theaters
would cut
week's notice of employment disheat, buit not lighting. GPA al- missal.
dy has indicated this may be done
;he strike continues.
RCA Declcores Dividends
Coal Conservators Meet
RCA has declared a quartei'ly dividend of 87% cents per share on the
"leanwhile,
the from
SFA allsummoned
Aim ?1
conservators
states to outstanding first preferred, payable
ini I emergency meeting in Washing- Jan. 2 to holders of record at the
tomorrow to discuss the criti- close of business on Dec. 16, and a
dividend of 20 cents per share paygail^ situaition.
able Jan. 29 to holders of record at
jm Washington, the district com- the close
of business Dec. 20.
psioners
warned
of even more
lit a further
action but
on gave
theaters
will
'jj"!tjistic
restrictions
no hint
ij( ^taken. Commissioner Guy Mason
_irned that shortages ithreaten to
eii ",iunge the community into a dis,ter such as it has never before
fed." saved for the entire city of
?ower
ishington under the dimout re'iictions has been well under 20

THERE'S

ONLY

ONE

^^^C
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' MIAMI
'r
OCEAN FRONT
. 40th to BEACH
41st Ms.
Reseruations \r\mied • Walter Jacobs

1)

Illinois Allied Co-op
Seen as Buying Model

we were right down there in the
(Continued from Page 1)
bullring
with our feet in the sand," created by necessity and are found
Brunet commented.
in every major industry affording
The box-office potentialities of tel- the small business man service that
evision were evident to delegates of
is indispensable to the needs of his
the Broadcast Congress as pop-eyed business. The Illinois Allied Buying
bull fans who had paid a peso for
is built on a foundation of
admission, proceeds going to the Dept.
trust and confidence of both theater
educational program of the Mexi- owner and the distributor.
can Government, jammed in front
Dealings of Chicago Allied with
of television receivers in ithe Prado's various distributors might become a
lobby and mezzanine, refusing to
budge until extra police were called pattern for the entire country as
to enable more patrons to view the they have been successful on the
whole to a remarkable degree.
screens.
Eight carloads of equipment and
Kirsch will represent Allied at Atdisplays were taken to Mexico by
torney-GeneralinThomas Washington.
Clark's conference tomorrow
RCA for the exhibition which included fashion shows and other subjects Ben Banovitz was chairman and Van
and which lasted five days, drawing Nomikos toastmaster.
a total audience of 32,500.
The occasion drew top italent from Report Para. Starting
RCA and associated companies and
from Latin-American broadcast cir- To Buy Up Own Common
cles, including Lorenzo F. Balerio
(Continued from Page 1)
Sicco, president of the newly-formed
Inter- American Association of on a small scale, to buy the stock, it
Broadcasters; Dr. Eneas Machado
reported at the week-end.
de Assis, president of the Brazilian wasAcquisition
on the open market
Association of Broadcasters; Emilio has been in small amounts, it was
Azcarraga,
head and
of Mexico's
radio said, and a special subcommittee of
networks XEW
XEQ; Manuel
directors has been established to
Masllorens, president of Radio Splen- manage the buying.
did, Buenos Aires; Jose Iturbe, presOn Nov. 9 the Paramount presiident of Radio
"Mil,
City;
dent, in a letter, told the stockholdGoar Mestre,
owner
of Mexico
Staition CMQ,
ers that the acquisition policy had
Havana; Brunet, John F. Royal, NBC
been
approved
by the board.
vice-president in charge of television,
and John A. Miguel, Jr., general
manager of RCA Victor Mexicana. Loew's to Pay 37 V2 Cents
Richard H. Hooper, promotion manDirectors of Loew's have declared
ager of the RCA Victor Division,
a
quarterly dividend of 37% cents
supervised the exhibition and demonstrations at the Prado as well as per share on the company's common
stock payable Dec. 31 to stockholders
the bullfight telecast.
of record Dec. 13.

M-G-M TRADE SHOW
ST. LOUIS TERRITORY

ONLY

"IT HAPPENED
AT THE I
(French dialogue version with English subtitles)

FRIDAY
DEC. 13- 10:30 A. M.
S'RENCO SCREEN ROOM
3143 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

United News re el
21gt Floor
23 West 44th Street
:Teiv York

18.

IT.

Monday, December 9,

Y.

^te

(Continued from P^e 1 )
Helpers Union, and the Film Carriers
Association.
Pressure from within the union
brought a strike threat which was
enjoined by State Supreme Court
Justice Aaron J. Levj'. Points gained
by the union, represented by Samuel

^ PM 7K. Va^^

Samuel R. Zach, uho was one
of the reps, for the Film Drivers
and Helpers Union, at last Friday's labor negotiations, for more
than six years, has conducted a
labor arbitration program over
Station WMCA eieo' Thursday
night.
ences would not have to reach as far
as the New York State Board of
Mediation.
Contract will be signed sometime
today.

ARR Aids Embargoed Freight
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

latter will have the incenti-^,
ploic all pictures to the fulles

•

COMMENT

DAILY

Washington — Association of American Railroads late Friday authorized some oil-burning and electric
i-ailroads to carry embargoed
freight. The authorizations included
electrified portions of the LIRR, the
Penn. RR, the New York Central
and the New Haven Lines. There
appeared to be a chance that some
pix equipment could be moved on
these lines, although, at present, it
is included in the embargo for coalburning railroads.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec 9
Bert Sprotte Edward ). Dowling
Bernard Bimlxauin
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
Howard
Freeman Mark Hamilton
R. M. Blumenthal

ahead

of the day,

strengthen the trade's own human
rich public relations dividends

'I
'
|
j

1>

IN PASSING: Chalk up the iorthcoming estab-

•

of the day — even

R. Zach and Charles Vonie, were: 1)

(Continued from Poje

lishment of the Motion Picture Foundation as one of the film industry's
major forward steps of all time
It is in keeping with the tempo

•

Massce-Barnett is routing all
advertising matter via air arid
water for the duration of the rail
embargo.

Proper Exploita!!?'
Tied to Riglit Term
bulletin last week. Myers sa:the first care of the distribu*:
ducers should be to so "ad;.i~:
relations with the exhibitors/

yionday Jflorning yienios

BY AIR. WATER

ARBITER

THE RIAUO

ALONG

New 5-Year Contract
For Film Carriers

increasesJan.
as high
as $18
asubstantial
week, beginning
1, 1947;
2)
additional increases beginning Jan.
1, 1948; 3) holidays with pay; 4) two
weeks' vacation with pay; o) seniority, closed shop, and regular union
rights, and any further negotiations
to be opened after Jan. 1, 1949.
Morris Lane, president of the Film
Carriers Association, the employer
group, issued a joint statement with
Sam Zach that a new policy would be
inaugurated whereby three representatives from labor and three from
management would form a grievance
committee, in the hope that differ-

-^JP

perhaps

It will materially

relations
And it will yield
It will do more — it will, in time,

g'.ve this industry a much needed sense of unity
and a rectlization that each one of the estimated 205,000 men and •women engaged
in the industry contribute, if relatively, to its progress, growth and prosperity
T
T
▼
• • • WHITE HOUSE SOCIAL NOTE: Inspired by the White House
locale of the Jack H. Skirball-Bruce Manning production, "The Magnificent Doll," Maurice A. Bergman's Universal Eastern promotion staff
pulled off a big one last week in getting Ginger Rogers, star of the film,
in to see President Truman at the White House
Ginger also went
to hove a look-see at the Dolly Madison portrait which hangs in the
White House
Y'see, she portrays Dolly Madison, wife of the fourth
president of the United States in the pic
Wire services carried the
photo of Miss Rogers before Dolly Madison's portrait
T
T
T
• •
•
THIS 'N' THAT: If you think that life is all beer and skittles,
so to speak, for J. Arthur Rank, think again
J. Arthur Is having
his troubles these doys, and — would you have guessed it! — with British indie exhibs. at thcrt
Seems they don't like the terms being
asked by Rank's GFD for British pix
As for J. Arthur, he feels
that it's high time the indies paid something more them lip service to
the improved British films and showed willingness to do something to
help them
Which sorta proves it IS one world, huh? ... • Les-

tent, to strive for the maximur'
tendance
at all performance^
make good will for the picture^
hibited and for the industry
However, Myers contended tha
cause of alleged excessive per '
age deals, the companies were
couraging the exhibitors from
whole."
ting
the proper effort into selli
kind of pictures which should be
acceptable to those who have n:
acquired the movie-going hab;_
said the distributors were enco
ing exhibitors to put most of
enthusiasm into exploiting thr
rental picture^
on which the;
reap the rewards of their own en
'^Tiile admitting that prod:,
costs have increased substar.auring the last few years, .claims that a large part of the
increase is attributable to the t
of reducing releases. Myers ass:
that "exhibitors should bear i;:
that the increased film rental;
by no means justified by increas

ter Cowan's 'The Story of G. I. Joe" goes into the Library of Congress
National Archives. . . . • Liberty Films will precede the private

'physical'
Allied's cost."
particular complair.:
pears to be that increased prod;.:
costs have yielded an increase i;
profits of more than 100 per
contending that "no part of ;

showing of 'It's a Wonderful Life" on the Coast tonight with a starstudded dinner attended by more than 200 top names who hcrve at
one time or another appeared in pix made by Frank Copra, William

shouldered
by the costs
motion
higiier
production
havepic'
companies." Myers asserts that
entire load "has been shoved

Wyler, George Stevens and Sam Briskin. ... • Adrienne Ames' guest
on her WHN show tonight will be RCA's WiUiom Cone who will discuss
recent tele advances. ... • That planned world premiere of International's 'Temptation" aboard a C & O Washington-to-Cincy passenger
train tomorrow is a coal strike casualty. ... • Paramount has acquired fihn rights to Billy Rose's recent column about an elderly woman
who told a white lie about a planned holdup of a New York nightclub
in order to wangle an anniversary celebration for herself and ailing
husband, and will film it as a two reeler, "Champagne for Two"
T
▼
T
• • • CUFF NOTES: B & K's Chicago tele station, WBKB, is going
in strongly for sports, with basketball, hockey, boxing and wrestling
all gettting attention
Station schedule has just been increased by
the 24 gomes to be played by the Chicago Stags of the Basketball Association of America. ... • Samuel Goldwyn at a luncheon at Tools
Shor's tomorrow will learn officially that "Best Years of Our Lives" has
been voted the Page One film of the year by the New York NG. . . .
• Ernest W. Fredman, managing editor of Britain's lively Daily Film
Renter, who has just completed a survey of the Hollywood scene, wields
a keen scalpel on LOP and HH in his famed "Tatler" column
'To
me," confessed Freddie, "most of their columns consist of childish
drivel, and it licks me how anybody could take notice of such utter
piffle
All of it is for women
readers, who apparently
like this
rubbish — there's no accounting for taste!" ... • Didja know Warners
vnll film Walt Whitman's classic, "I Hear America Calling" as a tworeel fecrturette, with Franz Waxman providing a symphonic score?

the exhibitors and the
public."
'—

British Lion to Float
$5,000,000 Stock Issue

•}

(Continued from Page 1'
opment of studio properties wiSir Alexander
Korda - Bri
Lion thegroup.

Correction
Mr. and ili's. Leon Siritzky arri
on the S.S. John Ericsson not
S.S. America, as was erroneously
ported in Friday's The Film Da

i\etc Loetc Colombian
Theater Opens Today
Barranquilla. Colcmbia 'By Cable
— The Cine Metro, newest additior
to Loew's International far-flun§
theater circuit, opens here today with
Metro's all-Spanish version cf "Gaslight" as the attraction and the president of Colombia heading the audience of notables. House is first of
seven new Latin-American theaters
Loew's will open.

I

M. F. Production Dist.
28 V/. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.

imaie in Character
ernational in Scope
lependent in Thought
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t!BS Claiitts Its Tete Color Better Than
Films^
Theater Divorcement Or
ink's Cinema Television
ibsidiary to Become CBS
Dior Licensee, FCC Hears

Kansas City Film Truch Drivers on Strihe;
Prints Go by Express to Prevent Nlissouts

skington Bureau of THE

Kansas City, Mo. — Thirty film truck drivers, members of the Teamsters
Local 155, struck here yesterday climaxing a month-long series of negotiations
for a new contract with E. E. Jameson and Sam Abend of Exhibitors Film De-

FILM

DAILY

OV'ashington — Adrian
Murphy,
IS vice-president, told the FCC
Jiterday at the opening- session of
: Commission's hearing on the
.'s petition that its version of
or video be given commercial sta• ; that under the CBS proposed
e standards, color fidelity "can be
]perior to any color motion picture
-pcess in use today."
Plugging CBS' color video patents,
.rphy told the Commission the net
prepared to license any reputable
.nufacturer to make equipment
(Continued on Page 5)

livery Service, this exchange center's cnly film trucking company. The principal
demand of the union is for a wage increase averaging 35 to 40 per cent. Exhibitors Film Delivery serves theaters in western Missouri and Eastern Kansas.
Immediately after the strike, arrangements were made to ship film by Railway
Express, and no missouts were anticipated.

fru^irr

D of J Considering
ty Plea
Guiim.
ei
Prinst inCas"Ho
Brit. Scopliony Appeal 16m
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Department of
Justice is considering an appeal to
the Supreme Court against a ruling
by a New York District Court -that
the Government does not have the
right to bring anti-trust proceedings
against the British Scophony, Ltd.
Emil C. Jensen has been named Decision to appeal has not yet been
lector of the theater division of made but the matter is now under
8 March of Dimes Campaign, discussion by officials of the antilich will begin Jan. 15. Jensen will trusit division.
In the meantime, the Department
lugurate a new plan for theater
(Continued on Page 6)
tticipation in the fund raising
I've for the National Foundation
Infantile Paralysis. Exhibitors Effect of Coal Strike
.^
(Continued on Page 4)

lieater Week for

Dimes" Jan. 24-30

Felt in Pic Production

• Dubinsky Theaters
9 Durwood; Suit Settled

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Government and industry experts yesterday were busy
fefferson City Mo. — Full title to adding up the damage caused by the
13 theaters in the Dubinsky Bros. coal strike, with estimates ranging
eaters was conceded to Ed Dur- from "negligible" to "dangerous prood, formerly Dubinsky, and his
duction set-backs."
(Continued on Page 7)
_ Meanwhile, only a still-rigid raioi
tioning of soft coal and coke re(Continued on Page 5)
ar

idi!
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'^Duel' as a Roadshow
In Dallas on Jan, 23
Dallas — David 0. Selznick's
"Duel In The Sun" will be shown at
the Melba here Jan. 23 if details
of roadshow prices can be worked
out satisfactorily, Bob O'Donnell,
Interstate general manager, disclosed over the week-end.
The film was screened in Hollywood last week for O'Donnell. The
Texas showing will bring important
members of the cast to Dallas for
the opening, O'Donnell said.

Pleas of guilty were entered yesterday by four of five defendants
named in an indictment arising from
arrests made by the FBI last April,
as a result of the distribution of a
number of 16 mm. prints given to
dustry.
the Army by the motion picture in-

AL
OklahomaBy City
—STEEN
The Statutory
Court which heard the New York
Equity Suit will have to write an
entirely new opinion, according to
Herman Levy, general counsel of
the MPTOA, who yesterday addressed the convention of ithe Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Inc.
The Court, Levy said, was faced
with the decreeing of theater divorcement or competitive bidding.
Divorcement has been eliminated,
but the question of so-called auction
(Continued on Page 7)

Wehrenberg Urges
Exiiibs. Support MPF

Oklahoma City — Support to the
Before U. S. District Judge Robert
recently formed Motion Picture
Inch, sitting in Federal Court for Foundation was advocated here yesthe Eastern District of New York,
terday by Fred Wehrenberg, PresiFrank Raymond Tiriolo, George John
dent of the MPTOA, at the opening
Sinisgalli, Abe Robert Goldstein and
(Continued on Page 5)
day's sessionof of
first post-war
convention
ithetheTheater
Owners
(Continued on Page 5)

UNESCO OK's FUm Board; Oklahoma Theater Owners
Benoit-Levy May Head
Will Fight Further Levies
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Formation of a Film
Board by members of the United
Nations is now a certainty following
approval by UNESCO, it was learned
yesterday.
Slated to head the important Executive Committee of ithe Film Board
is Jean Benoit-Levy, now director
(Continued on Page 6)

Would Halt Loss of Licenses
Connolly Bill Calls for Conviction First
Baruch to Present Rose
Award at FJP Dinner

Competitive Bidding
Is Issue — Herman Levy

A law which would prohibit the
revocation of an entertainment
license because of the content or
manner of presentation of an exEx-secretary will be honored by
hibition, unless there has been a conhis former boss when Billy Rose, ace
viction under the Penal Law, is due
showman, will be presented with a to be introduced into the City Coungift by Bernard M. Baruch, financier
cil today by Manhattan Councilman
and dean of American statesmen. Eugene
P. Connolly (ALP). Move
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Oklahoma City— Threat of additional taxation on the industry was
outlined to 158 delegates at the first
post-war convention of Theater
Owners of Oklahoma, Inc., held here
yesterday, and the organization
(Coniinued en Page 7)

Indirect Subsidy for
Cuban Pix Industry
Havana (By Air Mail) — An indirect subsidy for the Cuban film
industry was agreed upon at a cabinet meeting, on recommendation
of the Prime Minister, Dr. Carlos
Prio Socarras.
The Cabinet okayed the designation of a committee to study protective measures for the Cuban industry, and its stimulation by means
of subsidies and awards to the best
picture produced in Cuba.
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HENRY NATHANSON, president of Regal
Films. Canada, 'M-G-M affiliate, and TED
GOULD, sales manager, are due today from
Toronto
for home office conferences.

'

:

CROCKER,

GENE KELLY M-G-M star, has returned to
Hollywood after a brief visit lEast.

■*

:

HERBERT

yesterday
studiosger, returned
in Culver
City. from a visit to M-C-M's

Editor

(

B.

: Associate Publisher
and General Manager

PETER LAWFORD
and KEENAN WYNN,
M-G.M stars, have returned to the Coast after
visits to New York, Erie, Akron and Chicago.

MI

■

a-

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahlonega Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
Phone Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett,
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7627.
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 Wardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Stuart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Gogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, Jaktvarvsplan 30.g. HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY— Airi Andrade, Mexico City
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
St. VANCOUVER— Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
Theater Bldg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
19 Moxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
UY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierrs Meys,
110 Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW— Raymond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen- Van Loese. AMSTERDAM— Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubensstraat 80. ROME—
John Perdicari, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758.
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Bell & Howell
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East. Kodak
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Universal
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WIN BARON, Paramount's special rep. in
Canada, flies from New York to Montreal today on "Blue Skies" and "Two Years Before
the Mast" exploitation campagns. He will return to his desk in Toronto Thursday.
SID MESIBOV, Paramount's assistant exploitation manager, is back from a Chester (N. Y.)
vacation.
JERALDINE COOPER, of the Paramount exoloitation staff, has returned from a trip to
Los Angeles
San Francisco
and Dallas.
ENRIQUE MOLINA, Paramount International's
branch manager for Colombia, has arrived in
New York for conferences with A. 1. Pratchett,
Latin-American division manager, and other
home office officials.
HAROLD

LLOYD

left Chicago yesterday for

Hollywood, for sneak preview of "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock."
WILLIAM BERKE, producer and director of
Screen Guild's "Shoot to Kill" and "Judy," is
back in Hollywood after shooting backgrounds
for both pix in New York.
F. A. BATEMAN planed in from Hollywood
for yesterday's opening of Screen Guild's Okla.
City exchange, headed by Carr Scott. Batenan flies to Dallas tomorrow to confab with
circuit biggies and SG's Dallas exchange chief,
John Franconi.

JACK KELLMAN, vee-pee Natco Co., is in
Chicago from N. Y. for h.o. confab.
A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal's assistant general
sales manager, left yesterday for Chicago. He
will
D. C.also visit Indianapolis, Memphis and Wash.,
RICHARD H. HOOPER RCA promotion manj ager, is in Chicago from Camden for tomorrow
night's talk, "Television — Now, and From Now
On," at Edison Assembly Hall.
MAX TORODOR, owner of the Ritz, Min.
neapolis, is vacationing in Arizona.
ABE SCHWARTZ, Cleveland and Painesviile,
0., theater owner and MRS. SCHWARTZ left
over the week-end to spend the rest of the
Winter at Miami
Beach.
SAM LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district manager
for Warner Bros., left last nght for Boston. He
returns to New York the latter part of the
week.
FERNE JEBENS, of Motion Picture Industries,
Honolulu, has arrived in Chicago for conferences with executives of the Ampro Corp.
JOSEPH GOTTEN left for the Coast with
MRS.
GOTTEN
over the week-end.
terday.
ANNE NICHOLS arrived from the Coast yesWALTER L. TITUS JR., Republic vice-president, is on a tour of the Pittsburgh branch and
will be in Cleveland tomorrow, in 'Detroit Thursday, and in Buffalo Friday.
ARTHUR
ami.

KAYE, of AGVA,

Foreign
Dep't Heads
Hear
Fredman
at Ampato

Rites Held in St. Paul for
Phil Reisman's Mother

Ampa President Rutgers Neilson
has invited Maureen O'Hara, Charles
Laughton, Martha Scott, Simone
Simon and the foreign department
St. Paul — Funeral services were heads of all film companies to be
held here yesterday for Mrs. Samuel guests at its International Christmas
Reisman, 80, mother of Phil Reis- Luncheon on Firiday, at the Town
man, RKO Radio vice-president in Hall Club. Luncheon will honor
charge of foreign relations, and Bert Ernest W. Fredman, British trade
Reisman, manager for Venezuela,
both of whom attended the services. paper editor, who will be principal
Mrs. Reisman died Saturday after- speaker.
noon after a month's illness. She
was the widow of Samuel Reisman, Dallas V. C. Group May
who established the Dale Theater in Fly to Mexico City
St. Paul. Other survivors are a son,
Julius of Spokane, Wash., and two
A large contingent of Dallas
daughters.
barkers will go to Mexico City for
the Jan. 17 installation of a chapter
Decorate Lyon, Daniels
of the Variety Club there, William
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
O'Donnell, chief barker, announces.
Hollywood — ■ In ceremonies pre- Details
of transportation are yet to
sided over by General Ira C. Eaker,
Deputy Commander of the Army be worked out, with a group air
Air Forces, at March Field yester- trip probable.
day, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon
were decorated for outstanding wartime services. Miss Daniels received
the Medal of Freedom, and Lyon
the Legion of Merit.
West Coast Bureau of THE

I

is visiting in Mi-

MRS. GRACE STEBBINS owner-manager of
the Film Exchange Building, Detroit, goes to
Florida today for a Winter vacation.

FILM

More than $100,000 was raised |
night at the Police Athletic Leaj
fifth annual all-star benefit si
"Stars Shine for PAL," at Mi
son 'Square Garden.
Topnotch talent from screen, si j
and radio put on a four-hour slj
C. C. Moskowitz and James Sa [
were co-chairmen in charge
entertainment committee.
from PAL Social
show and
are"*
forProceeds
youth recreation.
fare workers
have pointed to
outstanding
preventive
delinqu<
value of the PAL program.

Executive Names
Assistant
Grainger
0'Gar(
James R. .Grainger, Republic
ecutive vice-president
and gen
sales manager, has announced
appointment of James V. O'Gai;
his
assistant.
act executive
in the same
capacityO'Gara
for
ward L. Walton, assistant gen
sales manager.
John P. Curtin
continue to serve as assistant
both Grainger and Walton.

Fred Good Leaves Para
To Head FC Exchange
Fred Good, with Paramount
Milwaukee for the past 15 yearcity sales manager, has resignec
join Film Classics as branch m
ager for the territory of Wiscoi .
and upper Michigan,
effective
mediately, according to an annoui
ment from Jules K. Chapman,
sistant general sales manager.

Zagrans Promotes Epstein
Philadelphia— RKO Radio bra
manager Charles Zagrans has
nounced the promotion of vete
salesman Ely Epstein to the posi
sales manager. Other sales chan
bring John McFadden to Philac
phia from Allentown; Marvin T^
fish moves from Scranton to All
town and William Adler takes o
the Scranton assignment.

Yeggs Steal Theater Safe
Galesburgh, 111. — ^A 300-pound s
containing the day's receipts ^
stolen from the Grove Theater.

LoetBarnstyn Distributing Corii
Exporters — Independent Distributor!

Major Company Releases for Europe
141 W. 54th St., New

York 19, N. Y.

Telephone: CI. 6-6060 Cable: LOETSIll
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JOSEPH AUERBACH, president of Internarional Film Classics, an affiliate of Film Classics, is expected back from Europe for the
Christmas holidays.

A. W. SCHWALBERG, vice-president and
general sales manager of Eagle-Lion Films, left
yesterday for Dallas, accompanied by MAX E.
YOUNCSTEIN, director of advertising and publicity and L. E. GOLDHAMMER, special sales
rep. for the Los Angeles district.

$100,000 Raised for Pi
Film Talent Aid Show

TRAILER

SERVICE

DAILY

Hollywood — Visiting UA sales and
exploitation execs, were guests of
Sol Lesser yesterday at a luncheon
in the Beverly Club. Party later
went to RKO-Pathe studio for a
special showing of the Thalia production, "The Red House."
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Law to Halt Loss
Of Exiilbs. License
(G)ntinued from Page 1)
is said to be a result of the recent
threat by License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding to revoke three theater licenses if the houses play
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw."
Amendment to the administrative
code would also prohibit the refusal
of a license application, transfer or
renewal unless perfoniiances were
permitted by the applicant, after a
Penal Law conviction, within the
preceding five years.
Connolly's bill reads:
"To amend the administrative code
of the City of New York in relation
to revocation of licenses.
"Be it enacted by the City Council,
as follows:
"Section 1. Section B-32-1-0 of the
administrative code of the City of
New York shall be amended by adding thereto a new sub-division to
follow paragraph (b), to be subparagraph (c), to read as follows:
"(c) No license shall be suspended,
cancelled or revoked by reason of
the subject matter, content or manner of presentation of any drama,
play, motion picture exhibition,
show or entertainment or other performance given or to be given by a
licensee unless there has been a conviction under 1140-a of the Penal
Law arising out of such performance
and the licensee seeks to perfonn or
continues or peraiits the continuance
of the performance after such conviction; nor shall any application for
a license or the transfer or the renewal thereof be refused unless performances were permitted to be given
by the applicant after there has been
a conviction arising out of such performance under 1140-a of the Penal
Law within the preceding five years.
•'Section 2. This local law shall
take effect immediately."

Print Shortage Nixes
"Margie" Minn. Dates
Minneapolis — Minnesota Amusement Co. has cancelled all out-oftown dates on "Margie" after 20thFox told the circuit that bookings
could not be filled because of shortage of prints. The lack of Technicolor prints on which production has
been delayed by the studio strike is
responsible.

Reopen Sximmit Star
Summit, S. D. — Maurice Larson
has re-opened the Star here.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec. 10
Anna
Valladares
Victor McLaglen
Salita Palmer
George
Lewis
Una Merkel
Ray Collins
Erskine
Johnson
Syd Weill
Abel Vigard

Theater Week for
"Dimes" Jan. 24-30
(Continued from Page 1)

«>»« PHIL M. DALY
Looking Into 1947

will co-operate with local chairrj.
to work out a program for the soli
tation of funds in theaters. Pre
ously the drive was on an indust
basis. The week of Jan. 24-30 h

• CLOSER LINKING OF SALES, advertising-pubUcit7, and exhibition promises to be the new order ior 1947 in our ever-changing
business
The new method of selling brought on by court decree,
fewer pictures from the studios and the necessity for more playing time
in theaters will combine to bring about this closer intei-relation of all
factors of selling pictures to the public
Thai meons long rcmge
planning by distributors and exhibitocs alike will be the rule rather
than the occasional exception in the year just ahead
The adver-

trailer
featuring Theater
Greer GarsoJ^
been designated
We^' ,'
be exhibited.
Jensen, who is president and ge
eral manager of Artcinema As;
ciates. Inc., will have headquart=
for the drive in the Hotel Astor.

tising, publicity and exploitation campaign on "The Razor's Edge,"
which brought world's box office records to the Roxy in the first two
weeks of the picture's engagement, is a case in point
A definite
pattern for the releasing and exploiting of this picture was set long
before the picture emerged from the cutting room and the results so

ralysis, said
managers
have yesterday:
been leaders"Theat
in t
March of Dimes. Much of the si:
cess of our fund-raising efforts h
been due to the loyal support of t
great motion picture industry. Tl:
year it has been decided to bring t
local theater manager in close cc
tact with the local March of Dim
chairman. Together they will wo
out the best possible program f
raising funds through theater pa

•

•

far have paid off hcmdsomely for 20th-Fox
T
T
T
a • • THE THOROUGHNESS of the campaign on "The Razor's
Edge" has set a high standard that must be followed in 1947 if box
office receipts are to reach higher levels in the future
The trend
is definitely toward fewer pictures from the major studios
20thFox, for example, has set its output for 1947 at 20 with a production
budget that far exceeds that usually expended on twice the number
This means but one thing — more playing time
And this is
not just the plea of distributors: it is a necessity if theater operators
are to keep up the prestige of their houses
T
T
T

Speaking of the theater divisic
President Basil O'Connor of the N
tional Foundation for Infantile P

Baruch
ticipation." to Present Rose
Award at FJP Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)

IF PICTURES are to be sustained for longer runs in the

Acting
on behalf
Rose's
frien
and associates,
theofelder
statesni,
will honor Rose for his "distinguish
achievements as a showman, journt

theaters, as they definitely must, then the job of pre-selling them is a
most important one
It calls for more advertising, more publicity
and more exploitation on a national basis by the distributor and locally
by the exhibitor
It also colls for more trade advertising so that
exhibitors can be informed of company plans for their pictures

ist and humanitarian," at the 19
dinner of the Amusement and AUi
Industries Division of the Federati
of Jewish Philanthropies, on Thui
day at the Hotel Pierre.
Malcolm Kingsberg, president

•

•

•

Here again the "Razor's Edge" campaign has pointed the way
The national campaign was carried on for months in all media in advance of the Roxy premiere, and was so designed that it could be projected right through to the subsequent engagements
Those engagements that will be coming up throughout the country dunng Christmas week are being given the same careful attention by the 20th-Fox
advertising ond exploitation departments that they gave to the New
York showing

▼

TV

• • • AS FAR BACK AS LAST JUNE Charles Schlaifer and his
staff mapped their campaign in detail, much as a football coach lays
his plans for winning the big game
This followed a pre-kickofi
barrage of publicity from Harry Brandt's studio staff
Every member of the home office advertising, publicity, exploitation and radio departments was given a definite assignment for the big job and they
played the gome as a team
There was but one goal cmd every
man had his eye on thai goal — to make "The Razor's Edge." the best
publicized picture in the history of the motion picture business
The
esprit de corps engendered by Coach Schlaifer certainly proved its effectivenes — the box office attests to that!
T
• •
ours

•

▼

T

THE LAISSEZ-FAIRE DAYS are over in this business of
Long range planning, intensive pre-selling ond o closer integration oi production, distribution and exhibition forces are more necessary todcry than ever to keep the motion picture industry the great entertainment medium it is

RKO Theaters, who is the divisic^
chairman, will preside at the dinnt
Serving as his co-chairman in tl
industry-wide drive for Federatic
are: Barney Balaban, Jack Ck)h
Spyros P. Skouras and Maj. Albe
Warner.
Herbert Bayard Swope will 1
emcee. Joseph Willen, executive vie
president of the Federation, w
speak on the work of the FJP ai
how the current campaign to rai
$12,000,000 for the coming ye^
affects the 350,000 persons of £
colors and creeds who are served t
the 116 medical and welfare age:
cies, financed by the FJP funds.

STORK REPORTS
Gloversville — Lou Goldstein, fil
buyer for the Schine Circuit, is tl
father of a baby girl, Paula Helen
born in Littauer Hospital.
Chicago — Speros
Papas, AUian'
Theater circuit executive, announc
the birth of Mario Papas
at itl
Englewood Hospital.
Youngster
the first child in the family.
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Cfi« Webrenberg CBS Tele Coior Said
Back MPFf Urges
Distrlbs. Entitled toIShare^f BjO, $
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

of Oklahoma, Inc., at the Skirvin
.'|in Maurice Baker pleaded guilty Hotel.
'Grand Jury indictment charging
Wehrenberg said it was right that
ji and Nicholas Peter Peruso with
g a Government-owned 16 mm. an industry that was so wealthy in
of "Cinderella Jones" from the money and good deeds should take
ilrL.' Corps Photographic Center in care of its old and destitute after
lr**sland City. Peruso will ap- they had given their besit years to
the industry.
'ec. 17 to enter a plea.
"Our job is to take care of those
re. J |.her criminal proceedings,
'l -mg from the FBI arrests, may be who made this industry," Wehrenberg said, "and we should not turn
.* -Ling in the Southern
District
^' 'tral Court, it is understood.
J. them over to other agencies for
'"'■ -ar Hoover has indicated that a
Wehrenberg, in discussing the
'ij itmined drive to protect the insituation, stated that he
el Ipry from any ill effects of its 16 checking
help."
-6i :| print donation during the war hoped the proposed all-industry
^f^a sjbeen extended to various other forum would take care of many of
^ )s of the U. S. and to territories the complaints on that score. He
^s €de continental limits.
said he had been informed by Confidential Reports, Inc., that feminine
'"Si iSne other counts in the indictwere being replaced by
■Ji it heard yesterday charged de- checkers
J- ' -Iants with similar offences with
^'^l Its of nine other films, while an Effect of Coal Strike
:-«« tnth count alleged that the de- Felt in Pic Production
•I'ii slants unlawfully conspired and
(Continued from Page II
^ "1 •'ted together to commit an offense
-3^ : .nst the United States in stealing mained of the restrictive measures
■J <|ts from the Photographic Center, which dimmed the lights in 21 states
tefendants were among 13 per- and on local levels threatened
to
il arrested after an FBI investimany of the nation's theaters.
ise lon had shown that 16 mm. prints close
Of a more serious nature, howlaajor product, contributed by the
ever, is the strike's impact on proIjistry for use of the armed servduction— particularly of building maj overseas, were
being shown
terials. With CPA controls over
Sjally in schools and churches in
commercial
building, including the^ ''ous parts of the country.
aters, almost certain to be relaxed,
i'-^
(1
October,
U.
S.
District
Judge
construction boom was exni ever Moscowitz fined Joseph Bitto, a minor pected.
Government economists said,
/■in: Jther of the group arrested, $250 however, that even with controls
-i li I sentenced him to six months.
down to nothing, commer:.U: :j jail sentence was suspended and watered
cial building will be delayed into
:erai:ri;o placed on probation
for 18 next year, largely because of the
raaiiiiths.
strike. They admitted, however, that
ay's prose- construction normally is down duryesterd
for
ing
JLppear
;=:' I on was Assistant U. S. Attorney
ing the winter months.
:thew F. Fagan.
Among
those
Hollywood studios began to feel
king with the FBI in the prelim- the pinch of the shortage in some
^ ±:y investigation that led to the articles, particularly in steel items,
ieratiiiests were Edward A. Sargoy and even before the end of the strike.
Coliieph L. Stein, Copyright ProtecAllt )t Bureau special counsel, and Eric CPA Holds Order to Save
tght, of Films, Inc.
Soft Coal; Cancels Others

f^>ited Appeal RalUes

male checkers as rapidly as the manpower availability became evident.
He condemned local checkers who
disclosed theaters' receipts, pointing
out that two adverse results came
from such lack of confidence; namely, the exhibitors' license fees often
were increased and new competition
was attracted.
Declaring that the distributors
were entitled to a fair share of the
box office dollar, Wehrenberg told
the convention that if the percentage
terms on a picture were too high, an
honest count should be given on the
business done. All else leads to corruption, he said.
Wehrenberg paid high tribute to
the laite Ed Kuykendall, former president of the MPTOA. Kuykendall,
Wehrenberg
said, gave his life to the
industry.

(Continued from Page 1j

nominal
royalties."
In addition
to present CBS color
tele licensees, which he listed as
Westinghouse,
Federal
Tele Com-

UPHOLDS

FCC-

The U. S. Supreme Court yesterday upheld by an 8-0 decision
the action of the FCC in refusing
to renew the license of an Albany
radio station, because the station
allegedly had for a 12-year period
filed ords
false
stock
ownership The
recwith the
Commission.
court's decision clearly establishes the right of the FCC to
take this most drastic step in connection with any applicant or
licensee for standard broadcast,
television or any other type of
FCC license.

Schine Purchases Half
Interest in H'wood Hotel

munications Labs and Bendix Aviation Corp., Murphy said the Cinema
Television,
a subsidiary of the
Los Angeles — J. Meyer Schine of J. Arthur Ltd.,
Rank Organization, has
Gloversville, New York, has pur- "indicated their intention of becomchased fifty per cent of the Ambassador Hotel voting trust certificates
Ring Dies in L^omi
ing licensees."
at an estimated $1,600,000, and is Charles
also expected to make a deal which
Miami, Fla.— Charles Marion Ring,
will give the Schine interests control 59, Cincy. projectionist, died here
of hotel.
after a brief illness.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
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AJ^PA'S CHRiSTI^AS PARTY
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Honoring

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — CPA announced late
yesterday that its order for coal con,T? all
servation by gas companies would
C filst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
remain
for
a "short period." All
, yMollywood — Campaign
plans will other CPA orders
were cancelled.
,;■■I completed in all Hollywood film In telegrams to all states affected,
7f(i|'dios and allied industries within CPA said some municipalities with
wtfe next three days as the 1947 An- small coal stocks may still want to
^ j»1 United Appeal for $1,500,000
charitable funds in the niotion pic- keep power restrictions, but that
this was no longer necessary on a
iie industry swings intoze its second
national level.
ek. ies
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St. Louis — ^In its first week at the
er
umi-In
v
l
O
i
j
Ambassador, which ended last Friand Un
RK
">,Ifiii
iifci«\. fourth rally has been called at
day, Paramount'a "Blue Skies" gave
the house a new record with a gross
lelerwrners today.
of $30,025, which compares with a
$29,408 "take" for "Going My Way,"
I. Siegel Leaves M-G-M
Jliat: iest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the former record holder. Average
for
the Ambassador is $18,000. On
mi-JLos Angeles— M. J. Siegel, M-G-M
,'scutive, has resigned and will Saturday and Sunday, the first two
!?m his own independent producing days of the second week "Blue Skies"
grossed $10,790 at the Ambassador.
tnpany.
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15 Metro Field Men
To Confer on Sales
Fifteen Metro field men will participate in an unprecedented series
of company conferences on sales and
marketing problems in five major
cities and at the Culver City studios,
it is announced by William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general
sales manager.
The 15 men, selected by a home
office committee on their records of
achievement during the year ended
Aug. 29, vi^ill confer with each of the
five divisional sales managers and
also be guests of Louis B. Mayer at
the studios.
First in the series of meetings will
get under way at the Astor Hotel,
New York, Feb. 6-9, when John P.
Byrne, Eastern sales manager, will
be the host. Similar sessions will
take place in Pittsburgh, at the William Penn Hotel, Feb. 10-12, at
which time John J. Maloney, Central
sales manager, will conduct the meetings; at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
Feb. 13-15, where John E. Flynn,
Mid-western sales chief, will preside;
at the Roosevelt, New Orleans, Feb.
16-19, where Southern sales manager Ruby Berger, will be in charge;
and at the Ambassador, Los Angeles,
Feb. 21-26, where the time will be
spent at meetings with George A.
Hickey, West Coast sales head, and
visiting the studio.
Included in the list of 15 men
selected are one district manager,
six branch managers, six salesmen,
one office manager, and one booker.
They are John S. Allen, district manager with headquarters in Washington; Louis Formato, Philadelphia;
Jack Mundstuk, Buffalo; Saal Gottlieb, Pittsburgh; Benn Rosenwald,
Charlotte; D. C. Kennedy, Des
Moines; and L. C. Wingham, San
Francisco, all branch managers; Phil
Bobys, Washington; Frank Jelenko,
Philadelphia; Irvin Jacobs, Pittsburgh; Ray Irvin, Charlotte; Howard
Dunn, Des Moines; and Alex W.
Weissman, Los Angeles, all salesmen; Joseph Kronman, Washington
office manager; and Max Shabason,
Pittsburgh booker.

Republic Forms Subsidiary
For India Distribution

DAILY

Pix Academy JVominations Again Under Old
By-law; l%ewer Rule Cause of Much Confusion
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — All motion pictures nominated for the 19th annual awards of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will be selected under regulations which existed for 1945 competition. This decision was reached at a special
meeting of the Board of Governors of the Academy called by Jean Hersholt,
Academy president. Decision removed from the rules a special by-law passed at
the Nov. 19 meeting of board, which granted special dispensation to producers
faced with problems, beyond their control, preventing exhibition of their pictures.
It was expressed opinion of board that this new amendment had created misunderstanding inthe industry which placed academy awards on a basis not intended in spirit of original by-laws.

Sorreli Asks Talks on
CSU Reps. Contacting Nation's Labor Leaders
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

labor leaders with regard to the Hollywood situation. Last week a committee of speakers visited San Diego
and have oeen speaking on an average of four times a day and they are
"The Conference of Studio Unions still there to contact labor, civic organizations. Asimilar committee is
repeats its proposal for settlement
of current strike. Namely workable in San Francisco, and another is in
Ne
Af
York.
At
the present time these
arbitration machinery; signed contracts; return to work without dis- committees are attempting to get
crimination of motion picture em- organizations to pass a resolution of
ployes on or respecting picket lines. support for locked out studio unions
We are ready and willing to return and their 8,000 members.
"We are asking these organizations
to write or wire the Motion Picture
TRIALS DENIED
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Producers Association and demand
that employers negotiate with locked
Los Angeles — Municipal Judge
Louis W. Kaufman yesterday overruled demurrers alleging that the
Production by 10 major stuout union."
Los Angeles picketing ordinance
dios is at a high average deis unconstitutional and denied a
spite
Forty-one
features theare strike.
in production.
During
motion for individual trials in
the same week a year ago there
cases of approximately 750 pickets
were 45 pix before cameras, and
arrested in front of Columbia studios last month.
46 were being filmed in 1944.
Average for 10 strike weeks is
36.45 pictures, and 40.32 for 38
to work upon settlement of these
weeks of year prior to strike.
three points. Our committee is availThe majors' 1945 average was
able whenever producers are willing
35.8. In the last three weeks
to discuss these proposals. Our posiaverage of pix being produced
tion is fair and reasonable. In abDy struck studios has risen to
sence of immediate negotiations we
38.33. Estimated loss in wages
must exert every means to expose
to strikers has averaged $315,000
to the public and to organized labor,
a week for a total of over $3,real reasons behind your continued
000,000. Average pay of a strik■ ing studio worker is estimated at
refusals to negotiate."
Sorreli made the following state$90 a week. About 4,300 workers—or 14 per cent of total inment: "For the past three weeks we
have had a representative in Mexico
dustry personnel — are -still on
strike, it is estimated.
contacting labor organizations
and
Hollywood — Herbert K. Sorreli,
CSU prexy, sent the following wire
to Pat Committee:
Casey, head of the Producers'
Labor

Republic is preparing to establish
its own distributing subsidiary in
India, Burma and Ceylon, it was French "Miss Cinemonde"
learned yesterday. Republic Pictures As Envoy to Hollywood
of India, Ltd., has been incorporated
in Albany as a step in that direction.
Paris (By Cable) — "Miss CineNew subsidiary has an authorized
monde" will be selected from among
capitalization of $10,000 in $100 more than 5,000 contest entries for
shares.
French beauty honors here today by
a group of prominent French judges
Carps. Sue CSU, lATSE, Prods.
in a contest sponsored by the French
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
film magazine, Cinemonde. The winner of the contest, the first to be held
Hollywood — Fifteen CSU carpenters have filed suit in Federal Court since before the war, will be sent to
for declaratory relief, against CSU, Hollywood as the "French ambassathe lATSE, and the producers in
dress of elegance and beauty." She
U. S. District Court, asking enforce- will be clothed from head to toe by
ment of the Dec. 26, 1945 directive leading French couturiers for the
visit.
and of an Aug. 16 clarification.
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D of J Considering
Brit. Scophony Appei
(Continued from Page 1)

was asked last week to try to s]
up a solution of the pending c
With Paramount and General Pi
sion Equipment continuing to st
far away from the Governrnt
phonv
Company
of America
position,
financial
backers ai^
o/'^j
ful that unless they are able
move ahead with research and
duction soon they will lose out
their investment.
Carl 0. Hoffman of the First
lonial Bank of New York, whic
an important backer of Amer
Scophony, was here last week tr;
to find a solution which would e
inate ithe necessity for lengthy c
proceedings. Hoffman was hop
that some sort of settlement a
be achieved out of court, which w<
then leave American Scophany ;
to proceed with development of
Scophany product.
both -.
theHoffman
D of Jconferred
and the here,
Congressi^
Small Business Committee wit
view to stepping up prosecutioi
the pending suit in the event i
settlement by consent decree is
fectuated.

UNESCO OK's Film Boa
Benoit-Levy May Head
(Continued from Page Ij
of the Film and Visual Informa
Division of UN.
The Board will be made up of
delegates
each,
from
UN
UNESCO, and one each from o
international specialized agencie
The Executive Committee, wl
is expected to be headed by Ben
Levy, will have far-reaching pov
in selecting countries and produi
for Ithe gigantic film undertaking
In addition, the Film Board is
pected to strengthen
UNESCO
the film field by giving it con
with the 51 United Nations inst
of the 29 nations now members
UNESCO.
Another far-reaching
feet of the film board will be
possible prevention of a split

i

:
;
;

tween
in which
is
now organizations
a member, such
as UNRu. '■
organizations in which Russia is
now a member, such as UNES
ILO, FAO and The World Bank.
Creation of the new Film Bo
depended
upon its acceptance
French
In Twin "Les
XmasMiserables'
Debut
UNESCO, since staff of the Ext
tive Committee will be made up
from
both
UN
French version of "Les Miserables" personnel
will double-preem Christmas Day at UNESCO during the first year.
Julian Huxley was elected f
the Apollo and at the Atlantic Play- Director
General of UNESCO o
house, both Brandt houses. This is
the first time in 10 years that the Francis Biddle, this country's cai
Apollo will play a first-run film.
The Victor Hugo epic is packaged date.
in two. since the running time is Wash. Orders Fire Inspection
three hours, 20 minutes, longest for- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI.
Washington — ^As a result of
eign film ever shown in America.
Winecoff Hotel fire in Atlanta, (i
First part is "Jean Valjean"; sec- the Washington Commissioners y
Production
ond, "Cosette." is initial release of terday ordered immediate inspect
Distinguished Films, recently formed of all theaters and other la
to distribute foreign pix.
structures where crowds gather.

I
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9{|la. Owners Will
ffght Further Levies

(Continued from Page 1)
JI
steps to ward off such
bkly took
slaition.
he taxation problem was outlined
off-the-record talk by C. B.
'■::M
Griffith Amusement Co. exiLe, after other speakers had
_d upon it in a general way.
ong other speakers were H. M.
hey, M-G-M Public Relations Di.or; Leon Bamberger, RKO Public
lations Director; Dave Palfrey'::itl
h of the Jonston office, and Her1 Levy, general counsel for
TOA.
:. Kiiamberger as well as Richey
de'ii'ched on 16 mm. competition,
yccrnberger took a slightly different
5op;i;bt, however, by urging exhibitors
sc-jing competition of this nature to
.uwMertake inexpensive "supplemen16 mm. showings themselves
:aay||y"
ntof localiti
es where "wildcat shown" are active.
The convention, following Akers
a, voted to increase the Board
Directors from 16 to 20 members,
jtioiiiibh the membership coming from
jsections of the state, on the basis
Ipopulation in each Congressional
i^trict. Today's program will fea•e discussion of proposed affiliawith the ATA, with ATA lead, 7, on hand to participate.
2d Election of new Sta:te Variety Club
I iicers was scheduled for last night.

See New

JV. IT. Court Decree

Strike Int'l Trade
On MPAA's Calendar

Long Wait Expected for Final Ruling
(Continued from Page 1)
selling remained
However, Levy is remained
in the
court'sbe decree
He predicted
thatlower
it would
a long
of the opinion that ithe pressure time
before a final decision came
exhibitor
various
brought bv the
down.
groups at the oral argument in New
The entire history of the antiYork last October had considerable
itrust case was reviewed by the
weight with the Court and that the MPTOA council. His talk was folauction's heelimination
possibility
lowed by a question and answer pewas
bright. ofTherefore,
said, the
riod. One delegate asked
if the

TO ATA OR NOT?

Oklahoma City— Possible affiliation of Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Inc., with the American
Theaters Association will come before the convention today. S. H.
Fabian, president of ATA, along
with Robert Coyne, executive director, and Ned Shugrue, public
relations head, will address the
convention and advocate affiliation.
The question will not be sidestepped and ATA will get a yes or
no answer before the convention
ends, it was learned.

EVERYBODY'S HERE! —
Oklahoma City — Approximately
200 theater owners have registered
at the convention, marking the
largest registration in the history
of the organization. It is the first
state conclave since before Pearl
Harbor.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Pix industry's most
pressing problems, including the
Hollywood strike and international
trade, will top the agerdum when
the MPAA board meets here tomorrow for the first time. The meeting
will get under way at 11 a.m. and
will continue through the afternoon.
President Ei'ic A. Johnston will report on his recent European visit
and Byron Price, AMPP board chairman, will bring the board up to date
on the Hollywood strike.
The following board members will
attend the meeting: Barney Balaban,
Jack Cohn, Ned E. Depinet, John J.
O'Connoi", E. W. Hammons, Austin
C. Keough, Robert W. Perkins,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros P.
Skouras, J. Robert Rubin.
In addition the following MPAA
officers will attend: Francis S. Harmon, George Borthwick, Carl Milliken, Joyce O'Hara.

companies purposely were holding
back pictures. The question was answered by H. M. Richey, M-G-M
Public Relations Director, who said
the longer runs caused the holding
back of releases and that he did not
believe the companies were with- Maureen O'Hara Reception
holding new product.
RKO is hosting a cocktail recepCourt in its final decree must write
Officers of the Association are to
tion today in the Hampshire House
a whole new decision.
be elected today. The Variety Club
While nobody but the judges know will host the delegates at a banquet Cottage for Maureen O'Hara, who
recently completed a co-starring role
what will be in the final decree. Levy and funfest tonight.
in "Sinbad the Sailor."
dollar"
bottom
his
"bet
would
he
said
that competition would be wide open
to
wanted
and that anybody who
buy or build a theater in any town
or city would be able to get product.
he said, might be "frightenECigle-Lion Southern Reps, That, ing" to established exhibitors.
Continuing,
Levy said the final
feet in Dallas Tomorrow
decree unquestionably would be appealed. He pointed out that the
•m: Pallas — Southern sales reps, of Supreme Court could set aside the
. 'tgle-Lion will convene in Dallas to- auction selling provision if it still
'".forrow and Thursday.
'Y''iHeading the list due here for the
■'"'"^Seting will be Arthur Krim, Eagle- 13 Dubinsky Theaters
'otei
'°'"'^on
president; A. W. Schwalberg,
E studio's vice-president and sales To Durwood; Suit Settled
:!f°%nager; Harry Thomas,
PRC pres
(Continued from Page 1)
rjmrsnt; Lloyd Lind, his assistant;
^ j^cyan Foy, vice-president in charge children in a settlement ending the
: '™!" production at Eagle-Lion and Max three-week trial here of a suit of
tw^Dungstein, director of publicity and three younger Dubinsky brothers for
equal shares in the circuit.
^,jjVvertising for Eagle-Lion.
uu I Eagle-Lion's first two releases,
In a statement Durwood said the
!Sedelia" and "It's a Joke, Son," settlement was amicable and to the
Gold Rush — United Artists
,(ill be screened for the group, which mutual satisfaction of all the broill
include
PRC
branch
managers
Unholy Three — Metro-Goldwyn
UN;
thers. Financial terms of the settle12 is jiom Dallas, Denver, Oklahoma City,
ment were not announced.
Don Q Son of Zorro — United Artists
^Ysjjilt Lake City, New Orleans, AtNone of the three younger broMerry Widow — Metro-Goldwyn
j'jjj^pta, Charlotte and Kansas City.
thers— Barney, H. W. and Irwin —
BiBolc
Last Laugh — Universal
won "any right, title or interest" in
me,
corThe Freshman — Pathe
the
in
stock
or
eExes
the property
porations controlled by Durwood and
Phantom of the Opera — Universal
his two children, Stanley and MarJN \
jorie Grant. The total value of the
Lost World — First National
chain has been estimated unofficially
Aldrich-Sandvik
Big Parade — Metro-Goldwyn
at $2,000,000 or more. Testimony at
;C0 o')
Minneapolis — Lois Aldrich, book- the trial showed the income from
Kiss Me Again — Warner Bros.
hs' secretary at M-G-M, is engaged popcorn alone during one year was
» Al Sandvik, a student at the Uni- $86,000.
Durwood, whose headquarters are
jSrsity of Minnesota. A Spring wedThe Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
ing is planned.
in Kansas City, said Irwin will con" are NOW voting for the
tinue as city manager of his theVesey-Kinsora
aters in St. Joseph, Mo., H. W. as
nta,
lers f Detroit — ^Gloria Vesey was mar- city manager in Leavenworth, Kans.,
^ lied to Robert Kinsora, operator of and Barney in "a general capacity."
tajne Arcadia Theater. Groom is the Durwood also said his son Stanley
Dn of Frank Kinsora, president of has been appointed his assistant in
operating the circuit.
ne projectionists' union.
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It's more than a coincidence that we celebrate
the first anniversary of the voice of the theatre
at the same time that we celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of sound films. They're part of the same
story. You might give it an impressive title like: "History of Progress in Motion Picture Entertainment."
Remember, twenty years back, the handful of theatres that sported announcements of "talkies?" You
recognized them as the up-and-coming houses;
before long, you counted yourself among them.

Today, if you were to look at the list of over 2000
voice of the theatre houses, you'd again see the
names of the nation's finest theatres.
Call it foresightedness or showmanship. These theatres celebrate and sell their voice of the theatre instal ations as a mark of prestige . . . and you should
be among them now. There is a voice of the theatre
system to meet the requirements of your house.

KEEP ADVANCING

THE VOICE OF THE THEATRE

IS AVAILABLE

THROUGH

THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

NORTHERN

ELECTRIC CO.

SOUND SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS

DOMINION

SOUND EQUIPMENTS.

ALTEC REPRESENTATIVES

in the United States

WESTREX CORPORATION

in joreigv countries

LTD.

WITH ALTEC LANSING"
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Iff PREPRRCS FOR mOVE RGfllRST SELZniCH

mabor
Gov't Will Study Nationalization
Report
Will Retain Special N. Y.
1 Precede Framing of
w U.K. Quota Legisla11/ Parliament is Told
London (By Cable) — Proposals by
8ub-committee of the Parliamen\y Labor Party for the partial
donalization of the British film
|ustry will be studied carefully by
I Stafford Cripps, president of
ii; Board of Trade, before the Laj: Government frames its new
pta legislation.
Assurances to that effect were
ren on the floor of Commons yesj-day
by Jackto Belcher,
fy
secretary
the BoardParliamenof Trade.
(Continued on Page 3)

fallis Urges Closer
^ience, Films Ties
(The working partnership already
pting between science and the
Otion picture "can be and should
closer, deeper and thus more
tiitful," Hal B. Wallis, speaking
p the film industry, declared in an
Idress last night at the sixth an|al American Nobel dinner at the
Wei Astor. Both can, he empha'led, "contribute effectively to
ogress for peace." The event
(Continued on Page 2)

iamon Runyon Dies
iter 2-Year Illness

HOPE FADES FOR 'WAR END' TAX CUT
Reported That Congress Deems it Unwise to
Cut Levy on Tickets and Amusement

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With growing uncertainty in Congressional ranks
concerning action by the new Congress to cut excise taxes back to
their 1942 level, what had appeared
to be the surest means of winning
this reduction began to fade yesterday. Rep. Earl Lewis, Ohio, wrote

OI(ia, TO Backs ATA
But No Tie-Up Vote
Oklahoma City — ^Theater Owners
of Oklahoma, Inc., voted yesterday
to endorse the ATA program without affiliating directly with it, after
long discussion, as the first post-war
exhibitors' meeting drew to a close.
One hundred and sixty delegates
present re-elected Morris Lowen(Continued on Page 3)

speaker-to-be Joe Martin that his
study of the present war emergency
powers of the President has convinced him that chaos would result
from any isudden move to declare the
war emergency officially at an end
and wipe out all emergency powers.
When the admissions levy was
(Continued on Page 6)

Film Heads Named to Com.
For Americanism Program $25-$50 Christmas Bonus
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
For Employes of Loew's

thus far there's no title. Pic probably will be released in 1948.

Distributors* Move for Dismissal Denied
Seattle— -Denying the motions of
Hichey Urges Exhib.
10 major motion picture distributors
Merchandising Forum
to dismiss a civil action brought
Oklahoma City — A proposal that
exhibitor organizations at future
meetings devote time to "an interchange of merchandising ideas that
theater owners can trade among
themselves for their mutual benefit,"
(Continued on Page 6)

DavidMeanwhile,
O. Selznick."
both in New York
(Continued on Page 6)

profit of $965,000 for the 13-week
period ending Sept. 28. This com- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pares with $544,000 for the same
Washington — Completed draft of
period laist year. The amount is the Government appeal to the U. S.
equal to $1.42 per share of common Supreme Court against the Oklastock. In 1945 it was 79 cents. The
homa City Federal judgment disearnings per share are calculated on
missing the anti-trust suit against
the Griffith chain is now awaiting
(Continued on Page 3)
the okay
of learned
the Solicitor
General's
office,
it was
here yesterday.
(Continued on Page 6)

Seattle Trust Case Date Set

Charles Chaplin is planning a trip
to his native England in the Spring
with a view to producing a picture
there in which he will star. It will
be a story of London town, but

Institution of a breach of contract
suit against David 0. Selznick by
United Artists, looking to his ouster
from the company, moved a step
closer yesterday when the UA directors appointed a committee author
ized to retain special counsel in Ne"^
York "for the purpose of taking such
action as counsel may advise in connection with the company's affairs
with Vanguard Pictures, Inc., and

Col. 13 Weeks' Profit Gov't Griffitli App
eal
Zooms lo $965,000
Columbia yesterday reported a net To be Filed in Week

Washington — Ten pix toppers
Loew's became the first film comwere luncheon guests of Attorneypany to announce a Christmas bonus
General Tom Clark yesterday for the when Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's,
founding of a special Press-Radio- Inc., president, revealed yesterday
.JDamon Runyon, newspaperman, Screen_ Committee for a nation-wide that employes of Loew's Theatres,
ilumnist, author and former pro- educational program on American- home office, M-G-M home office and
ism. Originally, the emphasis of the exchange, and radio station WHN,
ilcer-writer in Hollywood, died in
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
l;emorial Hospital here last night
lEter a 2-year illness from a throat
■Jlment and liver trouble.
■Runyon had been hospitalized for
I
(Continued on Page 3)

Chaplin to Produce
In Britain Next Year

Counsel; D.O.S. Reported
Planning Own Distribution

against them by two Seattle theaters, alleging violation of the Sherman Anti-TxTist Act, Federal Judge
John C. Bowen today granted a new
trial date for next April 29.
Following a six-week trial which
began Oct. 8, Judge Bowen dismissed
(Continued on Page 6)

N. Y. Film Board of Trade
Elects Moon President
The New York Film Board of
Trade has elected these officers for
1947: Ray Moon, 20th-Fox, president; Ralph Pielow,
Loew's,United
first
vice-president;
Jack Ellis,
Artists, second vice-president; David
(Continued on Page 2)

Allied Board Meets
In Washington Jan, 31
National Aliied's board will convene Jan. 31 at the Statler Hotel,
Washington, it was announced yesterday byAbram F. Myers, chairman
and general counsel. With the Statutory Court expected to hand down
its decision in the New York equity
suit well before that date, the Allied meeting takes on unusual importance.
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N. Y. Film Board of Trade
Elects Moon President
(Continued from Page 1)
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Hal Wallis Urges Closer
Science, Films Ties
(Continued from Page
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A. Levy, Universal, treasurer; Robert J. Fannon,
Republic, secretary;

James Frank, Jr., New York manager for National Theatre Supply,
has been elected chairman of the
Atlantic Coast Section of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers for
1947, succeeding Colonel Frank E.
Cahill, Jr., director of sound for
Warner Theaters.
Other new officers of the Section
for the coming year are: H. E. White
of Eastman Kodak Co., secretarytreasurer, and F. J. Grignon of 20th
Centurv-Fox, Theodore Lawrence of
M-G-M International, and W. H.
Rivers of Eastman Kodak, managers.
All new officers assume their posts
Jan. 1.
The regular monthly meeting of
the Atlantic Coa?t Section will not
be held in December. Next session
is scheduled for the middle of January.

Grainger to Mexico City
After N'Orleans Parley

values aud ideais of humanity."
"To this unity so desperately
needed," Wallis continued, "it is my
hope, my belief, that the motion
picture can make an important con-

COMING and GOIN>
EDWARD L. WALTON and JAMES V. O'G,
of Republic, left last night for Chicago, '
Saturday.
a sales meeting will be held today, Friday

WILLIAM inBLOOM,
Columbia pro ' '
vacationing
New York.
ROLAND CULVER. British stage si....
in New York tomorrow aboard the S. S.
Elizabeth.
the

JOHN HUSTON
Coast.

leaves New

York

toda,

JACOB WILK, Eastern production ma;
for Warners, is in Washington for a few
looking over a stage tryout.
family.
GERALDINE BROOKS arrives in New Yoplane tomorrow for a two.week visit witi
C. L. CARRINCTON, president of Altec
returned to Hollywood from New York.
WILLIAM
G. BRENNER,
office sales staff,
leaves
He will return Saturday.

of M-G-Ms
today
for Tor

The speaker enumerated pictures
tribution."
which
have brought the biographies
of scientists to the screen and others

RUDY
BERGER,
M-C-M
Southern sales
ager. and BURTUS
BISHOP.
JR., district
homa
City. headquarters in Dallas, are in '
ager with

that "jump national boundaries and
attitudes with the universality of
true art," and then confessed "some
pride" in having been associated with
the production of the forthcoming
"The Beginning or the End," story
of the atomic bomb.
Wallis disclosed that he was still
interested in the possibilities of producing a picture based on the life of
Nobel for which he did preliminary
research prior to World War II.

CHARLES E. KESSNICH, M-C-M district
ager with headquarters in Atlanta, will
Jacksonville
tomorrow for his Georgia off!

SLRB Orders Election
For Striking Managers

The State Labor Relations Board
has directed that an election be held
by managers of Combined Bronx
Amusements, Inc., who are currently
James R. Grainger, Republic exsix houses in upper Manecutive vice-president and general picketing
hattan and the Bronx. The pickets,
sales manager, left by plane last
who struck for union recognition
night for Mexico City, -Rdth a ston- Nov. 1, I'epresent the Craft, Beach,
over at New Orleans, where he will
;;^=;
{Tues., 'Dec. 10)
;=
Alpine, Park, Melba and Allerton
-"vhold
a sales meeting Friday- and Sat- theaters.
i
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
- =8
urday. Following his visit in Mex-' '
It was a contention of the circuit
--Net
11/4
1/4 1/4
ico City, Grainger will go to Los
Chg.
High
Low
Close
the managers were executives
Angeles, where he will arrive on that
Am.
Seat
205s
2OI4
20=8
and not entitled to the benefits of
Dee. 22, remaining there for the the N. Y. State Labor Relations Act.
Bell & Howell
21 li
205'8
21 Vi
Columbia
Picts
233g
23
231,4
Christmas holidays, and returning
- Va to New York about the first of the The case was brought before the
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 81
81
81
East. Kodak
226I2 225
225
state body by the Motion Picture
Cen. Prec. Eq
23^4
23
2358
Theater Operating Managers and
Loew's,
Inc
271^
27i'8
271/8
year.
Assistant
Managers Guild. Only
Paramount
347'8
34
341'8
RKO
1634
163^
163/8
•Sl.SO WE Div. Brings
strikers will be permitted to vote
Republic
Pict
SV'b
734
7%
under the teiins of the decision. RePayments to $2 Level
Republic Pict. pfd... I514 I514 151/4
placements will be excluded.
20th Century-Fox . . . 403'8 395^ 395/g
—
20th Century-Fox pfd. 50
49^2
50
1/4
Western Electric's directors yesUniversal
Pict
281/2
27%
27%
terday declared a dividend of .81.50 Tones Heads Pix Publicity
Universal
Pict.
pfd.. 81
7934
7934 —
— '/s
V% per share after having paid 50 cents
Warner
Bros
18%
17%
17%
Campaign
NEW YORK
CURB
MARKET
— Vz in the third quarter and passing the For "Dimes"
Monogram
Picts. . . . 5%
5V8
S's
di\ndend in the first two quarters
RKO
51/2
53^
5% —
1/4
Charles Reed Jones, former direcwhen the company was operating at
Sonotone Corp
35/g
31/2
^Vi
a loss. Thus, dividends for the year
Technicolor
IS'/z
15
15
tor of advertising and publicity -^vith
Trans-Lux
4'/2
43/8
41/2
total S2 per share, the same as paid Republic, was named yesterday as
OVER THE COUNTER
national
advertisiiig and publicity
in the three preceding years.
Bid Asked
Cinecolor .
51,
manager of the Motion Picture Divi7
Pathe
6
sion of the National Foundation for
!
5'/2 5? 1 -Week Sales Drive Set
Infantile Paralysis. Jones will make
For Warners International his headquarters at the Hotel Astor,
where Emil C. Jensen, director of
-^ "The Bie 21," a 21week sales drive, the motion picture division, has set
startine Feb. 2 and running- until
ITriLM
STORAGE
CORPl
•Time 28. has been set bv Warner up offices.
l# V
■■
If
Jones, who will publicize the rnoInternational for the territories untion picture industry's participation
der
the
.iurisdiction
of
Wolfe
Cohen,
1500 BUfilY. N. y. C. -=CIRCIE 6-0081-5-3-4
in the 1947 March of Dimes camvice-president. There will be a free-lancing,
paign, for the past year bas been
total of S21,000 in prize money.

HENRI ELMAN, of Chicago's Capitol
exchange, is visiting Hollywood.
RICHARD WHORF is a guest at the Wa
Astoria.
AUDIE MURPHY, under contract to C:
Prods., flies to Texas today for p.a.'s a
phanages of his native state during Chri;
week.
WALTER
Beach.

READE, SR. is vacationing at K

MICHAEL WOULFE, studio fashion desi
flew to New York last night to be at the
side of his father, who is seriously ill.
MARIOGELMAN
MORENO, ("CANTINFLAS
JACQUES
arrived in New" i
from
Paris en route have
to Mexico.
MANUHL REACHI left New York yest
for Hollywood where he will discuss p'sn
HINES
General
Precision ;
an EARLE
AmericanC. pic
starring
"Cantinflas."
and A. J. PALMER, C. P. vee-pee are in
fives.
cago for conferences with Ampro Corp. =
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Little Headlines:
THOUGH LOCAL CHECKERS were recently used by the Walter Reade circuit in its
theaters in Asbury Park, N. J., and Kingston, N. Y., genera! policy to retrain from using
local checkers still remains, Walter Reade, Jr., told THE HLM DAILY. Reade stated
he was not aware that local checkers had been used, but that it was quite possible.

•
A.gnew,
vice - president
in
NAME OF THE PARAMOUNT PEP CLUd has been formally changed to the Parafge of distribution for Vanguard
mount Pictures Club in the state of New York, where the club is mcorporated. The
I jMk. Selznick enterprises, yesclub operates in every department of Paramount in New York and throughout the
is
linounced
country.
appointment
•
Paul White to
'•n -Jd the ContinSIDNEY BERNSTEIN arrived here by plane yesterday from 'London for talks with
al European
Ingrid Bergman and Alfred Hitchcock on "Under Capricorn" which Bernstein will produce in England next May.
North
Afri3fa
•
interests for
company.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER planed to California yesterday, returning in two weeks. On the
/^hite, who will
Coast, he will view a rough cut version of the color film, "The Return of Rin Tin Tin '
■ aboard the
in which he has controlling financial interest.
•
I de France
urday, accomC.
G.
STOLL,
president
of
Western
Electric
yesterday forwarded a letter to stockaied by Mrs.
holders calling a stockholders meeting on Dec. 23, for the purpose of increasing the
iite, will set up
company's authorized capital stock from 6,000,000 shares to 7,500,000 shares, it apad quarters in
proved, the additional 1,500,000 shares will be ottered pro rata to stockholders.
iris for the
•
znick - Vanard operation.
NETWORKING OF COLOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS is possible "right now," Dr.
PAUL WHITE
Peter Goldmark, inventor of the CBS color video system, told the FCC yesterday as the
s duties
will
Commission continued its hearing on the CBS petition that its color video system be
ude supei-vision of sales, distribu- given commercial status.
, advertising, publicity, exploi•
[on and studio interests.
FIRST COMMERCIAL EXHIBITION of a 16 mm. feature ever put on in India, which
Vhite,
with
Paramount
before
the
•iC
took place in an improvised open air theater in Santa Cruz, near Bombay, on Nov. 16
MI •, served on the staff of Lt. Gen.
land M. Smith, commanding gen- with Metro's "Strike Up the Band" as the feature, clicked solidly, Loew's Int'l reported
1 of the Fleet Marine Force Pa- yesterday following receipt of advices. First Indian 16 mm. house gives weekly shows,
z, in charge of the U. S. Marine using Metro pix.
libat
photography. Among the
f:; fe ures released
to the public which Film Heads Named to Com. Okla. To Endorse ATA
'lit
ite participated in making were For Americanism Program But No Affiliation
Battle of Tarawa, the invasion
Iu
the Marshals, Saipan, Tinian and
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ri rat 1 Jima. He also accomplished the
:i ;a ri
ft successful wire recording ever project was scheduled to be on civil stein, Oklahoma City, as president,
and i-etained remainder of officers
de under battlefire for rebroad- rights.
A feature of the campaign will be for another year. They are: Max
|t.
a special train carrying the originals Brock, Lawton, vice-president; Ralph
the Bill of Rights, Emancipation Talbot, Tulsa, secretary-treasurer,
olumbia 13 Weeks' Profit of
Proclamation,
the Declaration of In- and Harry Lowenstein, Ardmore, diioms Up To $965,000
rector to MPTOA.
dependence, the text of George Wash(Continued from Page 1)
Preceding vote on ATA proposiington's first inaugural address and
increased amount of common other priceless historic documents.
tion, delegates heard from both Fred
This train will travel into all parts
xJ^Sck outstanding on Sept. 29 this
Wehrenberg,
St. Louis, MPTOA
the country to exhibit these docuyX].r which totalled 622,782 shares, of
ments.
president, and from ATA executive
"" "apared with 392,987 last year.
Among the pix people named to director Robert W. Coyne. Other
3 figures are subject to final check
the over-all committee were: Barney speakers yesterday were J. Ned Shu^he end of the fiscal year.
Balaban, Paramount president; Jul- grue, public relations officer for
ian Brylawski, Washington MPTO ATA; Bob O'Donnell, National Chief
president, representing MPTOA; Barker for Variety; Henry Reeves,
leger Heads Local 771
of Texas Exhibitors, and
flll^otion Picture Film Editors, Local Ned E. Depinet, RKO executive vice- president
president; S. H. Fabian, ATA chair- Claude Lee, national public relations
^*\, lATSE, AFL, has elected the m.an; Eric A. Johnston, MPAA head; director for RKO.
.'lowing officers: President, Robert Abram F. Myers, general counsel for
Talbot was replaced as State VaB£i(|jieger; vice-president. Jack Bush; National Allied; Donald M. Nelson,
riety Chief Barker by Horace Falls,
'■ J'lliretary, Dena Burger; treasurer, SIMPP head; Robert Perkins, War- Griffith Amusement Co. executive,
(.eph Vadala; business agent,
ner Bros, general counsel; Spyros P. with headquarters here. Other Vaarles Wolfe and trustee, Leonard
riety officers named at the stag
Skouras, 20th-Fox head, and Nichm an.
Monday night were: C. H. Weaver,
olas Schenck, Loew's president.
iChe organization has also signed
Paramount distributor here. First
'W contracts with Audio ProducAssistant Barker; Ed Kidwell, OklaJAjfj^ns, Caravel Films, iSoundmasters, Damon Runyon Dies
homa exhibitor manager. Second As* I,:, and Harold Young Productions. After 2- Year Illness
sistant, and Mike Connor, Prop
Master.
(Continued from Page 1)
Talbot received Variety's national
some weeks and his condition became achievement award at the closing
dinner dance last night.
critical on
Runyon's
ficationSunday.
with the screen
datesidentiback
to 1933 when he wrote "Lady For a Lucy's Post Permanent
Tom Lucy, who has been acting
Day" for Columbia. He subsequently
became associated with Paramount, branch manager of the M-G-M AtDec. 11
Reginald LeBorg
Xally Eilers
lanta exchange for the past six
Universal, First National, M-G-M,
C. K. Stern
Gilbert Roland
RKO and 20th-Fox.
months, has been promoted to manChris 'Drake
In June 1942 he joined 20th-Fox as
ager by William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager.
producer-writer.

I SEND BIRTHDAY
i GREETINGS TO:

u.

i(

U.K. Gov't To Study
(Continued from Page

1)

Drafted by a committee of 10,
headed by J. P. Mallalieu, following
hearings at which J. Arthur Rank,
Sir Alexander Korda and Michael
Balcon were heard, the proposals
called, among other things, for Government acquisition of 500 theaters
after a re-grouping of Odeon, G-B
and Associated British into four
250-house circuits; state distribution
of pix and control of studio space for
the benefit of indies.
Belcher also told Commons that
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president,
during his recent visit to London
had discussed the coming quota legislation and the wider marketing of
British films in the U. S. with Government representatives.
The conversations, said Belcher,
were useful and informal but he assured that no commitments had been
entered into by either side.
Johnston disclosed on his return
to New York that he had proposed
a one-year extension of the present
quota act which expires in March,
1948, but the proposal was rejected
by the British Film Producers Association this week. This apparently
kills the plan inasmuch as the Government hardly would act counter
to the association's desires. Other
segments of the British trade are
understood taking a similar view.
(Johnston will report on his London trip to the MPAA board today
in Washington. Company toppers
on the board left New York for the
capital last night.)

Connolly's License Bill
To General Welfare Com.
Bill prohibiting I'evocation of an
entertainment license without previous conviction, introduced into the
City Council yesterday by Manhattan Councilman Eugene P. Connolly,
was turned__ over to the Committee
on General Welfare for study.
Committee is expected to meet
before Christma'S to discuss the Connolly proposal. Committee is headed
by S. 'Samuel Di Falco; committee
members are: Councilmen Hart, Keegan, Schick, Di Giovanna, Quinn,
Vogel, Isaacs, Quill and Phillips.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — Mrs. Ruth Fowler,
formerly M-G-M exchange staff, is
the mother of a baby boy, named
Louis Francis.
Detroit — Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Craven, Jr. are the parents of a
baby girl, Margaret Ann. Father is
associated with Howard Craven, Sr.
in the
ice Co. operation of Exhibitors Serv-
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WANTED FOR MURDER
ERIC PORTMAN with G1? AY
li

DULCIE

Starring

DEREK

FARR

ROLAND

: CULVER

Stanley Holloway • Barbara Everest • George Carney - Produced by MARCEL
HELLM AN ' Directed
by Lawrence Huntington • Associate Producer and Director of Photograpliy Max Greene • From the Stage Play by
Percy Robinson and Terence De Marney • Screen Play by Emeric Pressburger and Rodney Ackiand 'Additional
Dialogue by Maurice Cowan -An Excelsior Film Production • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Gov't Griffith Appeal
To be Filed in Week

UA Prepares for D. O. S. Action

ISHI*

Report Move to Weld Differences of Owners
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
It is likely that Department of Justice clearance will be completed
within a week, with the document

and Hollywood it was persistently reported that Selznick had
prepared to meet the eventuality
with plans for the establishment
of his own distribution setup, a
project he admittedly has long
to go to the Supreme Court shoi-tly
mulled. It was learned that
thereafter.
Selznlck's elaborate plans probIn the meantime, there is a good
ably would be ready for andeal of speculation in Washington
nouncement today.
concerning the failure of the SuThere were also reports current last night that Selznick
preme Court to rule on whether the
might assume counter litigation.
Schine circuit appeal will be heard.
The
board's
action
was
foreSchine has appealed the Buffalo Disshadowed on Nov. 12 when Charles
trict Court decision and judgment Chaplin and Mary Pickford disclosed
ordei'ing dissolution of the chain. that such a move was being recomThe present plea is that the Supreme
mended 10 the board, together with
Court take jurisdiction, with the ap- the further
recommendation
that
peal itself to be heard later. The
Department of Justice has opposed UA refuse to accept Selznick's "Duel
in the Sun" for distribution.
the circuit's petition.
The board met several times subOrdinarily these questions are desequently but deferred action until
cided by the Court fairly rapidly,
but in this case more than two
months has gone by with no decision. Chi. Tele Symposium
It was generally believed likely that
Chicago — Chicago Electric Association will hold a video symposium
the Court would agree to hear the
appeal, but there is no inflexible pre- at the Edison Assembly Hall of the
cedent. In the meantime, execution Commonwealth Edison Co., today.
of the judgment is stayed pending
Dick Hooper of RCA, and Paul
the decision of the high tribunal.
Mowrey of ABC, are on the program.

RES
1926
Variety — Paramount
Ben Hur— M-G-M
Big Parade — M-G-M
Black Pirate — United Artists
Beau Geste — Paramount
Stella Dallas — United
Artists
Volga Boatman — PDS
What
Price Glory? — -Fox
Sea Beast — Warner Bros.
La

Boheme — M-G-M

Tlip Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
are NOW voting for the

TEN BEST PICTURES of 1947
inTHE FILM DAILY 25th ANNUAL POLL

yesterday; meanwhile, there had
been reports that moves were under
way to compromise the differences
between the three owners of UA.
The Board announced approval of
a three picture deal with Golden
Prods, at the rate of one a year
starting in 1947. The first of these
will be "Eddie and the Archangel
Mike," from a Satevepost story, to
be followed by an original, "Barnstorming," based on the life of Frank
Bacon, and to be directed by Lloyd
Bacon.
UA accepted the resignation of
Isaac A. Pennypacker, a director
whose Philadelphia commitments
have made it increasingly difficult
for him to attend N. Y. meetings as
a Pickford rep. Herman Weisman, a
member of the law firm of Weisman
& Grant, was elected to replace
Pennypacker.

ikerly End"
Tax
CutssUnl"Wa
Congre
(G>ntinued from Page 1)
raised to 20 per cent, it was stipulated that it would six
revert
to l'~ •■ir
cent, automatically,
months
the war is officially declared at an
end.Such a declaration can come either
from the White House or the Capitol.
The White House has shown no inclination to make it, but it was at
first believed that the new GOP
Congress would waste little time in
making such a declaration.
Lewis, however, was appointed by
Martin in September to head a special GOP committee to study the
problems. In a letter to Martin released yesterday, he said he had at
first believed such a move could be
made
the further
studiedspeedily,
into the"but
matter,
the more I
convinced I became that such a
course was neither wise, nor de-

That Lewis' decision will be accepted by his party colleagues is
sirable."
not certain, but the fact is that
since the week following the election,
(Continued from Page 1)
general Republican sentiment has
was advanced by H. M. Ritchey, shifted from enthusiasm for ending
all war measures and cutting taxes,
Metro's public relations director, in to a position not far removed in
addressing the TO of Oklahoma con- many respects from the middle-ofvention here.
the-road Democratic idea of gradual
relaxation.
Eichey, who described the proposal as "a sort of defense plan
against coming increased competi- $25-$50 Christmas Bonus
tion," cited Metro's own experience
with
its
recentits salesmen's
forum
Loew's
(Continued fromof Page
I)
held to school
field men in
the For Employes
follow-thru of aiding customers to would participate in a cash distribution.
better seii the pix they buy. Some
Under the bonus plan, employes
i of che results, Richey commented,
earning up to $60 per week and who
The been
Metro
exec, warned that the have been in the company's employ
Ihave
"astounding."
jstepped up competition would come a year or more, will receive two
i from both within and without the weeks'ceed $50.
salary, total bonus not to exi industry. He sdid that it seemed a
Employes
receiving up to $60 per
i safe estimate to say that for every
I three existing houses, a fourth will week who have been wi:h the company more than six months, but less
i be built with the lifting of exist- than one year, will receive one
ing controls and restrictions.
week's salary bonus, not to exceed
Continued Richey:
"Restrictions
of automobiles,
building materials, ^shortage of help
Seattle Trust Trial Set;
will not last forever, and if I don't
miss my guess, we may have a lot Deny Move for Dismissal
of other businesses casting a jealous $25.
eye toward
the amusement
dollar
(Continued from Page 1)
that we talk so muah about. I have the jury on Nov. 22 when they failed
no doubt they think the motion pic- to reach a verdict in the case.
ture business gets an unfair slice of
The suit filed by the Venetian Theit, for we get 05 per cent of it now.
ater Company and the Theater Investment Company asked $518,235
Therefore, I can't help wondering
now that unrestricted competition is damages and sought an injunction
to be the new order, 'are we ready against the 10 defendants alleging
for it?' Are plans to meet compe- that they monopolized the distributition from within as well as withtion of motion picture films in Seout impoitant and are these plans
attle. The defendants include 13
worthy of united industry effort on major distributors and exhibitors.
behalf of every branch of the in-

Ritchey Urges Exhib.
Merchandising Forum

Corporate Name Changes

Albany — Teaching Films Corp.,
New
York City, has changed its corWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
porate name to Teaching Films, Inc.,
dustry?"
and
Our
Town Film Studios, Inc.,
Hollywood — Col. Jason Joy, 20thFox public relations director, has New York City, has changed its
entered into a new contract with the corporate name to Our Town Films,
studio.
Inc.

20Ui-Fox Retains Jason Joy

'^1
•3 ,

We
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It all began Saturday, November 30th, and
continuing for 8 consecutive weeks,
Hedda Hopper's Radio Show "This is Hollywood
for Procter & Gamble's Camay Soap... is dramatizing
0^I//
a Universal-international picture!
OVER

C.B.S. NETWORK

THE CAMAY

RADIO

EVERY

SATURDAY

NIGHT, 10:15-10:45 p. m. E.S.T.

SHOW

featuring HEDDA

FOR PROCTER

& GAMBLE'S

Cl^^

CAMAY

HOPPER

SOAP

November 30, 'Notorious Gentleman" • December 7, "The Stranger"
December 14, "So Goes My Love"- December 21, "White Tie and Tails"
December 28, "Along Came Jones" January 4, "The Egg and I"
January 11, "The Dark Mirror" • January 18, "Magnificent Doll"
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NORMANDIE
THEATRE

51 EAST 53rd ST., AT PARK AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER
19th
AT 10:30 A. M. SHARP
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ALBERT HACKETT, FRANK CAPRA. Additional Scenes by JO SWERUNG.
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TEN CENTS

mNICK ENTE^ DISTRIBUTION
iiPAA Will Co-operate

iard Hears Johnston
jiOverseas Trip, Price
k Hollywood Strike
hington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

l^ashington — MPAA participation
|;heall-industi-y committee to corate in the Government's film
gram was approved yesterday by
; MPAA Board.
ileeting for the first time in WashIton, the Board also heard reports
fe President Eric Johnston and
■President Byron Price,
on his trip
reported
ohnston
(Co.nfinued on Page 8)

jlonopoly Problem
lore
Serious'— Berge
fchicago — ^Assistant Attorney Gen-

Ijl Wendell Berge, warned yestery that the monopoly problem is
day more serious" than at any
le since the passage of the Shern Act.
?erge, who has taken an active
j
(Continued on Pago 5)

tlabon Among Speakers
; FTP Billy Rose Dinner
Hore than 200 notables are exI'.ted to attend the Billy Rose testimial dinner tonight at the Hotel
rre. Friends and associates, act(Continued on Page 5)

^tcft. ITO Votes Cash
Prizes in Radio Deal
I

Detroit —

Reeling 'Round
WASHINGTON
=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER

POSSIBILITY that the New York Statu■' tory Court might reverse itself and order
divorcement — or at least a stiff ban on
cross-licensing — was raised here yesterday
by an official of the Department of Justice.
He hastened to add that he does not look
for such a reversal, but explained that the
Department cannot proceed with its announced intention to petition the Supreme
Court for full divorcement until it sees the
judgment of the New York court.
In addition, he added, the Department is
making no plans now to oppose any appeal
by ATA to its turndown by the New York
Statutory Court when it attempted to intervene inthe proceedings in October. The
Department spokesman pointed out that
ATA might turn out to have accomplished
its purpose even though it was denied Intevenor's rights. By this, he meant that the
three-judge court might decide to omit
from its awaited decree any provision for
(Continued on Page 7)

Aussie Film Adors
Tlireatening SIrilce

David 0. Selznick's entry into the distribution field, long
contemplated by the producer and as long anticipated by the
trade, became an actuality yesterday with the announcement of
the organization of the Selznick Releasing Organization, whose board

Urge Excise Taxes
Held to Minimum
Washington Bureau of THE

FI^M

DAILY

Washington — Excise taxes should
be kept to a minimum and present
high corporate levies should be lowered to avoid a "serious" deterrent
to business expansion, according to
a special House committee report.
The report was issued by the
House Special Committee on PostWar Economic Policy and Planning.
While praising the general objectives of the proposed internaDAVID O. SELZNICK
NEIL ACNEW
tional trade organizations, the committee criticized the preliminary conchairman is Daniel T. O'Shea
and
(Contlnued on Page 4)
whose president is Neil Agnew.
(Continued on Page 8)

1,000 Will Attend NCCI
Triple Testimonial Today

New Tube WiilMalce
Coior Video Simple

Triple testimonial luncheon tendered today at the Waldorf-Astoria
Sydney (By Air Mail) — With a by the National Conference of Christians
and Jews will honor Spyros P. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Commonwealth-wide film actors
Irving Berlin and Robert E.
strike hanging in the balance, rep- Skouras,
Washington — Near - development
Sherwood.
resentatives ofAustralian film proof a new tube which will put CBS
ducers and executives of the Actors
About 1,000 leaders and represent- color television on a electronic basis
atives of the film industry, the theEquity Council are meeting here to
for the first time pubater and radio will salute the trio was revealed
(Continued on Page 7)
discuss the latter's demand for min(Continued en Page 7)
(Continued on Page 5)

Italy

Michigan ITO voted at

la special meeting yesterday to inIaugurate the plan of a cash givelaway en radio. Of a total of 60 theaters expected 35 signed up yesIterday. Theater
patron
will place
iname on slip upon entering anH se; lection will be made at Station CKLW.
[ All shows at the participating theaters will be stopped for announceiment. Prizes
are slated to be
$500, $250 and $125 each for first,
second
and third. Entire proceeds
except cost of radio time and printing will be given away to patrons in
prizes.

=

WASHINGTON

With Gov't Film Com.

Producer Forms Selznick Distribution Organization
With O'Shea, Board Chairman and Agnew as President;
Plans World Setup; New Producing Unit to be Formed

Three U. S. Cos.

Black Market Dollar Conversion is Reported
Schlaifer Staff Depart
For "Razor" Openings

By JOHN PERDICARI
Film Daily Staff Correspondent
Rome (By Cable) — The Italian
government has ordered a thorough
The 20th-Fox policy of effecting investigation into the activities of
close relations between exhibitors three American film companies
and the home office publicity-adver- which are reportedly involved in
tising-exploitation staff, under black market activities aimed at the
Charles Schlaifer, will shift into high conversion of blocked lira into dolgear today with the dispatch of a
team of home office experts in the lars.
Acting upon rumors prevalent in
(Continued on Pags 5)
(Contmue^ on Page 7)

Detroit's Film Row
Gets Strike Scare
Detroit —

Film Row was swept by

reports of a film strike late yesterday afternoon because of delay in
delivery of films to City houses. A
check with G. E. Leveque, rwner of
Cinema Service, disclosed that there
was no interruption of service, incident developing when drivers for
Cinema Service were called up by
union on union matter.
Situation appears to be strictly
intra-union matter and men resumed
service as usual.

W'VmiiY
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UA-Exhibs. "Outlaw" Case Spellmans 'Toundling"
To Be Heard in January
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VETERAN — 16 MM. PROJECTIONIST —
WISHES SUITABLE WORK. PREFER N. Y.
VICINITY. 2 YRS. ARMY EXPERIENCE
AND THOROUGH TRAINING IN ADVANCED COURSE APPROVED BY V. A.
WRITE
BOX 110.
1501

FILM DAILY
BROADWAY,
N. Y. C.

The trial of the United Artists
breach of contract suit, involving the
exhibition of "The Outlaw" at three
theaters in New York, operated by
Harry Brandt and Arthur Mayer, is
scheduled in New York Supreme
Court for the January, 1947 term,
according to notice served on the
defendants' attorneys yesterday.
The isuit charges that the theaters'
operators refused to exhibit the picture, as per contract, after the city
officials had threatened revocation
of their theater licenses.
The theater owners' attorneys had
notified Assistant Corporation Counsel Dan Rosen that they had received
notice of trial from UA.
Meanwhile,
the Hughes Tool
Co.'s
suit
for a declaratory
judgment

joined the March of Dimes
paign as trade press liaison.
will work under Charles Reed
national advertising-publicity

Group of^lm notables arrive this
afternoon aboard the S.S. Queen
Elizabeth. Among them are: Adolph
Zukor, Paramount chairman of the
board; George Weltner, president of
Paramount International; Walt Disney, head of Walt Disney Productions; Ray Milland, Paramount star
and his wife; and Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-president of 20th-Fox and
Eastern studio rep. Ruth Draper,
the arstage
rivals. star, is also among

FCC Okays Use of InterPhone System in Studios
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY
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B. P. Schulberg May
Produce for Enterprise
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Dorryl

DAILY

Hollywood — ^B. P. Schulberg will
return to active film production and
is negotiating with Enterprise on an
important star and story setup. In
order to allow him to devote his entire time to this major project Enaccepted Schulberg's
nationterprise
as director
of advertisingresigand

preienis

JOHN

FORD'S

Alschuler Withdraws
Clearance Complaint

R^^ XL ■

^*l< Ave. & 50th Sr.

OMTiOpen

9:30 A. II

.<^0' CENTURY-FOX

Before She learned
About
Life!

20th Century-Fox

NOW I
'woyot49fl

MVOflWfA/G,
ClfMtNTlNE

She Learned About

The Razors Edge]

mvoi

F. Zanuck

exploitation.

Hollywood — ^Pictorial Productions,
Inc. has been granted permits by
Chicago—
Alschuler's
sion TheaterMorris
has dismissed
its DiviarbiFCC, for seven radio-te)iphone stations for use in motion picture comtration case against Paramount and
munications, itwas announced by G. Loew's for better clearance. The
J. Altflisch, Pictorial prexy.
Alex Theater arbitration case is postThis service will be available
to Jan.is postponed
14 and the
Moni'oe
shortly after Jan. 1 and will provide Theater ponedcase
to Jan.
28.
direct contact between studios and
location units, anywhere in the Westem states, as well as local service
*
Darryl
F. Zanuck's
V
production
of
for location units and in the Los
^T^ W.SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S
Angeles area.
VET. 8 YRS. MANAGERIAL EXP. IN
M.P. LAB. AND PRODUCTION DESIRES
POS. WITH RESPONSIBILITY WHERE
EXP. CAN BiE UTILIZED. NYC OR
PREFERRED. MARRIED, fAMVICINITY
ILY.
AGE 28.
WRITE

IV. Y. THEATERS

FVancis Cardinal Spellman sold
the film rights of his unpublished Tc-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
novel, "The Foundling," to Bernard
(Bingo) Brandt, head of Chapel
"TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
Films, for $120,000. The money will
With 13 BIC STARS
be turned over to the New York

Foundling Hospital, a Catholic institution which cares for children
regardless of religious origin.
Novel is based on an actual incident of a baby abandoned on the
steps of the St. Patrick's Cathedral.
Scribners
publish the Cardinal's
story;
GoodwillHousekeeping
magazine
will serialize it.
Brandt leaves for the West Coast
shortly after New Year's to ready
production, at an estimated budget
of $1,500,000.
against sioner
theand City
License
CommisPolice Commissioner,
Permission has also been granted
Rosen said, will be tried after the to take scenes of the Cathedral, the
UA «uit against the theater opera- first time that such permission has
tors is disposed of. The city officials been granted to films, outside the
had filed amicus curiae briefs in the newsreels.
suit.
Decision by the Motion Picture Di- Bader Joins Jensen
vision of the Board of Education on
the Police Commissioner and License On "March of Dimes'
Commissioner's petition to have the
Emil C. Jensen, director of the
New York iState license issued for
"The Outlaw" exhibition in New motion picture division of the National Foundation for Infantile
York State revoked, is expected to
be handed down within the next few Paralysis, announced yesterday that
David A. Bader, editor and publisher
days, it was learned.
of the 16 Millimeter Reporter, has

Trade Notables Arrive
Today on Elizabeth
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Best film this year from
Hollywood
Y. TIMES
The
BESTl"-N. Years

Performance*
Conhnooui

X1.J X vyXV
A CT'/^'D

4SlhS
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»'

of Our Lives"

A TAI L OF
TWO CITIES !

t-EXTRAI
businesspicture
gest M-G-M
Bigany
of
in Music Hall history!

K«

3

Mt
PARKS

returns to the Coast Monday

(Continued from Page 1)
ferences on ITO in London for

to resume his starring role in Columbia's Technicolored
"The Swordsman."
W. A. POSNER, Loew's-lnternatlonal, returned
yesterday on the lie de France.
VICTOR FRANCEN arrived in New York yesterday on the He de France. Accompanying
him was MRS.
FRANCEN.
BARNEY BALABAN returned late yesterday
from a Washington meeting of the MPAA
board.
MARY HATCHER arrives in New York from
Hollywood on the Constellation this morning.
MIKE MAZURKI,
featured
in RKO
"Sinbad the
Sailor,"
returns
today
"Chief"
for
Hollywood,
accompan.ed
wife.

Radio's
on
the
by his

SIDNEY FRANKLIN, M-C-M director, and
his wife, are visiting in Chicago.
SAM SHIRLEY M-C-M district manager,
leaves for California, Friday, for holiday v.sit
with his family.
ELMER UPTON, B-K controller, is en route
to N. Y. for year-end conferences.
HARRY M. KALMINE, president and general
manager of Warner Theaters, is in New Haven
today conducting a meeting of all district and
theater managers in the New England zone.
RUDOLPH WE.SS,
estate department,

head of the c icuit's real
also is participating.

SAM

CLARK, Warners' studio rep. on commercial tie-ups, leaves New York tomorrow on
his way back to the Coast, stopping off in
Cincinnati.
Detroit and Chicago.
MITCHELL RAWSON, of M-C-M. is in
Washington on business.
HENRY L. NATHANSON and TED COULD,
of Regal Films leave today for Toronto after
M-C-M
home office conferences.
RICHARD WHORF, director, and RAY MacDONALO, who appears in "Till the C.ouds Roll
6y,"
now at the Music Hall, are in town from
the Coast.
A. A. SCHUBART, RKO manager of exchange
operations,
has returned
from
Hollywood.
LEON BAMBERGER, RKO sales promotion
manager, returns trom Ok.ahoma City tcday.
SAMUEL COHEN, UA foreign advertising publicity head, is an Atlantic City visitor.
ARTHUR JEFFREY, exp citation manager for
Eagie-Lion, left last night for Chicago to attend the Eagle-Lion saies meeting tnere, and
returns to New York Monday.
LEN S. CRUtNBERC, Ned Depinet drive captain will be in Memphis Saturday to conduct a
meeting.

drive

HAL

WALLIS,
wood today.
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Urge Excise Taxes
Held to Minimum

COminC and Goinc
LARRY

Thursday, D^emUr

Thursday's TattUngs
• •
• CUFF NOTES:
in these United States

J. Arthur Rank is missing no publicitjr bets
The Book of Knowledge, with the greatest

circulation among children outside of the Bible, will carry a complete section on British films for the first time, in its nsw edition
Credit Ken
Bates of the Rank Organization with turning the trick
General Omar
Bradley, head of the Veterons' Administration, after viewing "The Best
Years Of Our Lives," wrote producer Samuel Goldwyn that "you are
not only helping us to do our job, but you are helping the American people to build an even better democracy out of the tragic experiences of
this war"
And did you read that glowing editorial tribute paid the
Goldwyn pic in yesterday's N. Y. Times?
It'e one for the book!. . .
• Roland Gammon, new Eastern office head of Margaret Ettinger cmd
Co„ climaxed three and a ha'J yeccrs in the AAF by service with the
20th Air Force In India and China
There seems to be a difference
of opinion as to who produced the first picttire to be made on the new
commercial Eastman Kodachrome
Comes Charlie Curron, of Harold
Yotiag Productions, to report that eight days after the new Kodachrome
was released for use in September his company started shooting a tworee'.er for Broadcast Measurement Bureau, and that the picture was premiered at the ANA convention in Atlantic City on Oct. 1
Charlie
adds that not only was this the first use of the film, but that the speed
with which the picture was made and processed in Rochester set some
kind of o record. . . • Robert Mower, Detroit booker for 20th-Fox. has
been taking his work seriously the past year, as the evidence now
discloses
First, lost winter he became the father of a boy, and
decided to name him David
This week — less them 11 months later —
his wife presented him with a baby girL and the name is Claudia —
So the new sign being hung around the Detroit Fox exchange is "Clctudia
and David," with bells on for Mower. ... • Charles E. Stem, Loew's
assistant treasurer, yesterday was tendered a surprise birthday party at
the Astor by more than 50 of his friends
William R. Ferguson,
exploitation director for M-G-M, acted as toastmaster

producer, entrains for Holly-

WARD iCOTT. Kansas Cty; MOE LEVY, Minneapolis: SID SAMSON, Toronto; JAMcS
GRADY, Cincinnati, 20th-Fox district managers
are returning to their offices after a Chicago
meeting.
HARRY K. McWILLIAMS, Columbia exploi.
tation ch ef. leaves today for Springfield, Mass.,
to woik on "The Jolson Stcry."

Eddie Giraid Dead

• • • THIS AN' THAT: Those brickbats which Hollywood has
been receiving both from within and without the industry, may be
returned with interest, through the medium of the screen itself, if Darryl
F. Zanuck gives the nod to "Wadda Ya Know!", an original which
Director Bruce Humbsrstone has submitted
The picture would be
o comedy, and probably a musical, but nevertheless would aim some

Funeral services were being arranged for comedian Eddie Girard,
78, who died Tuesday at East Islip,
L. I. Girard appeared in vaudeville
and in musical comedy stage shows
and was also co-producer of many
musical hits.

sharp darts at personages who have publicly criticized the movies o'
late. ... •A leading British screen star, now in our midst, would
do well to mend his press manners, if he wishes to avoid loss in stctture
When the esteemed N. Y. Times finds it necessary to slap the
visitor in print, the situation is definitely not good ... • Congrats to

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

versary. ... • That Paramoimt's overseas theater plans ore sizable
is indicated by the fact thcct its new subsidiary, Faramoimt International
Theaters Corp.. starts off with on authorized $2,000,000 capitalization. . . .

Dec. 12
Rube Jackter
J. J. Felder
Herbert Crocker
Karen C. Mor'ey
Edward
Robinson
Edna
Marion
Ed 2orn
Harry M. Warner
George Milton
Lepschultz
R.chard Martin

Barney Gerard, producer of Mono.'s "Bringing Up Father," and Mrs. Gerard, former Gertrude Hayes, who are celebrating their 25th wedding cmni-

• Charlotte Buchwald, whose first play, "Sex Is Out," was sold to RKO
Radio, has just completed a new sophisticated comedy. "Strawberries
In January," which is reported to hold the interest of Rex Harrison. . . .
• Today's smile: Ray Daniels, manager of E. M. Loew's Drive-In on the
Providence-Pcwtucket city line, reports that on the closing night for
the theater a femme patron requested the manager to page — not her
husband — ^but her dog

ing
to "come
to grips" monopoli
with the
crease
in Government
a problem which has been plf
the U. S. picture industry.
"The committee belie\es," the
port states, ' that careful safegu
will have to be insisted on by
U. S. to prevent the extensior
equal trading privileges to t
countries who do not accept the
gations of membership and the
uine conditions of multi-lateral t
ing which are basic to the succes
the international trade organizati
On the question of taxation in
post-war world, the committee s
"As conditions permit, there sh
be a reduction in the present
porate income taxes to avoi
serious deterrent to business
"Further,
because
excise t
pansion.
discourage
consumption
and
unfairly upon those with small
comes, they should be kept t

NSS
Holds Price Line
minimum."
On Holiday Display
Holiday posters and displays
being rushed to exhibs. all over
country in time for the holid
National Screen Service annou]
yesterday. Fact emphasized is
there is no increase in price ei
for the 40 x 60 posters, or for
new 30 x 40 ChrLstmas poster
five-foot
Christmas standee with '
tached easel.

Taylor Rites Held

Funeral services for Laur
Taylor, 62, stage star, were 1
privately
yesterday
funeral chapel,
81st at
St. the
and Camp'
Mad:

Ave.

WEDDING BELLS
Lotta-Eberson
Drew Peggy
Ebei-son,
aterMarriage
architect,of and
Doel
Latta, Albany,
daughter N.of Y.,
Warner's
C.
Latta,
in Acapf
Mexico, on Nov. 23, was annour
yesterday.
Eberson .will coml
honeymoon and wind up an exten
Latin-American business swing
fore returning to N. Y. for Chi
mas.

Gray-Roynor
Hope Gray of Universal Picti^
foreign publicity department,
be married to William Raynor,
of
Ben staff
Grimm's
RKO atRadio
tising
tonight
the ad''
Li
Church Around the Corner. Ray
is the son of the late William E
nor, popular industry fignu^*

f
^1 ifrsday, December 12, 1946

^^

jonopoly Problem
— Berge I
Serious'
ore(Continued
from Page I)
;:f| ! in the motion picture anti-trust
,, told the Chicago chapter of the
h Council of American Business
\:f"i£ monopoly power follows its
*L.'onal course we can expect
J ib=i' prices, limitations on produc* 'a, and„ lowering^ in the level of eme
f ;j,rment."

!asin ■!if°*'i"S t^^^ *^^ Department of
- j iftice's anti-trust division has been
•jf, jstantly pinched for funds, Berge
ij jied this warning:
J If given adequate funds, we proe to examine every corporate
•ger of significance. Where these
rgers appear to eliminate compe^
ei 'fjon, we propose to warn the cor'[^"■Jjations
involved that if they take
sent "ther steps
to effectuate the mer■ we shall file suit under the antim st laws."
3erge's crackdown
on monopoly
a 4;|tie as reports persisted that the
vernment's chief trust buster will
forced out of the Department of
itice. Congressional Republicans
l?e eyed the anti-trust division's
lagre funds with the view of fur;r cuts. In the face of less funds
B additional blocks to anti-trust
tion, it is expected that Berge will
iiign.
plan

Im

aloban Among Speakers
i FJP Billy Rose Dinner

kolMtl

i« eitij
I HI
ssiei 'g

(Continued from Page 1)

through
elder statesman Ber"^^Ijfrd
M. for
Baruch,
will present in
a gift
i Rose
his achievements
the
(Ids of entertainment, journalism
id philanthropy.
and
Laini [Sponsored by the Amusement
Llied Industries Division of the
sderation of Jewish Philanthropies,
Camj!'« occasion will mark the climax of
« industry drive in behalf of the
ederation which hopes to raise
:2,000,000 for the coming year,
'-oceeds are distributed to 116 med1 1 al and welfare agencies for the
lUil^nefit of 360,000 persons regard3S of race or religion.
/Barney Balaban, president of
aramount, will be one of the prin'pal
ivope speakers.
will emcee;Herbert
Joseph Bayard
Willen,
!"j1^Mcutive vice-president

m
m

of Federa-

SICK REPORT

.ftj HARRY H. CHERTCOFF, of Lancaster,
jli., owner of a chain of film theaters in
jentral Pennsylvania, and MRS. CHERTiDFF, were seriously injured when their
jlr collided with a stalled truck near Coateslie.
. LOUIS V. KUTTNAUER, United Artists'
) 3ii^'ilesman, is a patient at the Jewish HosI^-ital, St. Louis, suffering from a heart conPjj;ition. Latest information
was he is rejriEUDonding very nicely to the prescribed
I reatment.

'*Best Years*' Set for
Run in Hub Esquire
Boston — The Esquire Theater,
owned by M & P will open on Christmas day with Goldwyn's "The Best
Years Of Our Lives" on a two-a-day
rcadshow basis with $1.80 top. Harvey Elliot will manage and Carl
Goldman will assist. Deal was made
with the Gatdwyn New York offices
and M & P Theaters here on an
indefinite lease.
The Esquire, which played "Henry V" for 35 weeks for a length of
run record in the city originally had
prepared to go into a continuousrun the
policy,
with "Sister Kenny" to
be
first attraction.

<u)on t M.lii

S
AM PA'PARTY
CHRISTMAS
INIECNAIIONAL
Jronorlng.

Aussie Film Adors
Threatening Strike
(Continued from Page 1)
imum salaries for film players and
for improved working conditions.
Producers participating in the
huddles include Columbia, Charles
Chuval, Cinesound, Ealing, Endeavor
Films and Eric Porter Prods. Only
major producer not sitting in is Sir
Alexander Korda, whose Aussie rep.,
Moore Raymond, declined the invitation.
Harry Watt, for Ealing, originally
had indicated that British company
would not be ''browbeaten" and that
he was prepared to transfer production to Canada, New Zealand or
South Africa.

Schlaifer Staff Depart
For "Razor" Openings
(Continued from Page 1)
various fields to key spots where
"The Razor's Edge" is scheduled to
open Christmas week.
This advance planning of exploitation which set "The Razor's Edge"
off to world record grosses at the
Roxy, will become an established
part
of every
20th-Fox incampaign
to '
provide
the ultimate
service to
exhibitors throughout the country.
Schlaifer will leave in a few days
for Philadelphia and Baltimore to
personally supervise details for openings in those cities. Leaving today
are Christy Wilbert, advertising
manager for Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, where he will work with
Wally Allen and Jim Keefe. Sid
Blumenstock will go to St. Louis and
Kansas City for huddles with Sy
Freedman, local exploiteer, and then
to Wichita. Stirling Silliphant has
left for Cleveland and Detroit. Eddie
Solomon has flown to Chicago. Just
returned from Dallas, Rodney Bush,
exploitation manager, reports a
finalized setup with Jim Gillespie,
field man in the territory.
tion will review the achievements
and aims of the FJP.
Malcolm Kingsberg, president of
RKO theaters, division chairman,
will preside at the dinner. Co-chairmen are: Balaban, Jack Cohn, Spyras
P. Skouras and Maj. Albert Warner.

LUNCHEON

ERNEST W. FREDI4AN
NOTED

BRITISH

PUBLISHER

Speaking on

"The

International Viewpoint in Publicity"
D

TOMORROW-DEC. 13th
TOWN HALL CLUB
126 WEST 43rd STREET
12:45 P.M. Sharp
D
LEADING
INDUSTRY
EXECUTIVES
WILL BE SEATED ON THE DAIS
AND POPULAR STARS
WILL ADD SPARKLE TO THIS
JOYOUS
OCCASION
D
MEMBERS
NON-MEMBERS

$2.00 (Including Tip)
...

... .$2.50 (Including Tip)
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i^fllta DfllLV ReVIEUIS OF REUI KflTURCS^
"Mr. Hex"
"Th
"The Wicked Lady"

with James Mason, Margaret Lockwood
Univ.-lnt.
98 Mins.
LUSTY TALE OF 17TH CENTURY ENGLAND; MASON IN SUPERB FORM; HAS
CURRENT INTEREST IN CHARACTERS,
PERIOD TO SUPPLY BOOST.
'The Wicked Lady" stacks up as an eyeopening slice of lusty English life, Circa
1650. Wenches and highwaymen spice the
doings. It is the time of low cut, tightly
bound bodices. Anyone who read that heat
wave novel by Miss Winsor knows what
the score is, the folk of the period, what
they do, what they did, how they talk.
Also choice elements of their speech.
Here we have Margaret Lockwood, trying hard and at length managing to achieve
a point of conviction, playing a wench who
merely requires suggestion to pull some
of the nastiest skullduggery. Whoever
comes her way and inadvertently, or purposefully gets in her path of action is done
in. Three people meet their death at her
hands and it is all for love. She gets hers
fmally.
Produced by Gainsborough, the film has
scope and sweep as it passes in review.
Historical settings and costuming have the
authenticity of scholarly research. In the
dialogue section it is earthy and the vocal
realism of the period comes off the soundtrac for good effect.
The beautuous Miss Lockwood comes to
visit her cousin, Patricia Roc, at the manor
house of Griffith Jones. Miss Roc has been
holding some romantic hopes for Jones but
with the arrival of La Lockwood they are
shattered and she gives him up for her
cousin. She is the sacrificing type, and
would rather see Jones happy than married
to herself.
In a fever of repentance over the loss of
jewels due to gambling, Miss Lockwood
turns to the mask, cloak, pistol and horse.
She becomes a "road agent." In this episode she meets up with James Mason and becomes his "doxy." Together they pursue
3 clandestine highway robbery-adultery
game. This eventually leads Mason to the
gallows. Miss Lockwood poisons Felix Aylmer, a religious family retainer, who knows
too much. She finds Mason with another
doxy and frames him. He escapes the rope
and takes his revenge. Miss Lockwood survives it. Later she shoots Mason. An old
love rekindles her and she is about to do
in her husband. She's shot instead and dies,
rejected by her lover. It is ribald, clever
and has unusual emotional wallops.
Mason has superb moments on the scaffold and how the femmes will go for his
interpretation of the brazen highwayman!
CAST: Margaret Lockwood, James Mason,
Patrkia Roc, Griffith Jones, Enid Stamp Taylor,
Michael Rennie, Felix Aylmer, David Home.
Martita
Hunt,
Francis Lister, Jean Kent.
CREDITS: Producer, R. J. Minney; Director,
Leslie Arliss; Screenplay by Leste Arliss; Cameranvan. Jack Cox; Art Director John Bryan;
Sound, B. C. Sekell; Music. Louis Levy.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Qood.

Mercury Wins Title Writ
Supreme Court Justice Edward R.
Koch has awarded Mercury Trading
Co. a permanent injunction and
damages against Monogram. The
decision is based on a title infringement suit arising from similarity of
titles of Monogram's "Shadows Over
Chinatown" and Mercury's ''Shadow
in Chinatown." The court held the
Monogram title was an "active invasion of the plaintiflTs rights."

e Falcon s

"Outwith Califo
rnia
Monte Hale,
Adrian Way"
Booth
Republic

Adventure"

with Tom Conway, Madge Meredith
RKO
61 Mins.
COMPACT THRILLER HAS PLENTY ON
THE EXCITING SIDE PLUS ROMANTIC
ACTION.
This compact thriller has good production, the action content is emphasized and
the chief character, "The Falcon," has a
merry time through it all. These angles of
course are solidly registered and are neatly
translated to the audience.

67 Mins.

BEHIND-THE-SCENES
WESTERN
IN
COLOR
HAS
UNIQUE
ANGLES
AND
"A."

SMART

HANDLING;

MUSICALLY

CLASS

Primarily a success story, "Out California Way" is enhanced by Trucolor in many
respects and the musical content is pointed
up in good numbers and threaded throughthe plot.
There's plenty of action to
round outout
the whole.

Monte Hale is a personable newcomer.
Above and beyond the efforts of the He sings well and has unaffected delivery.
police, Tom Conway, in the lead role, gives The brawling, riding and action sequences
them the usual hectic time. He becomes
measure up to requirements.
involved in a murder and an attempt is
It's behind-the-scenes stuff. Hale and
made to frame the crime on his efforts. young Bobby Blake impress the producers
Thereby lies the twist by which he comes
of westerns with their talents but only Hale
into possession of the formula which has is hired. Blake's horse is worked into the
to do with the synthetic fabrication of in- show. The mount serves to arouse the romance that develops between Hale and
dustrial diamonds. He is given it for safekeeping byMadge Meredith.
Miss Booth. Hale goes right up the ladder to featured roles and soon displaces
He has to deliver it in Florida but the
consignee is also killed and when Miss John Dehner in the esteem of the director.
Meredith arrives she insists on its return.
However, Dehner sets up a number of dirty
Conway sees her with the wrong bird but plays and generally makes it difficult for
Hale to get along.
returns it nevertheless. He frames a conHale has to overcome some
dirty pubfession from a gullible pair of youngsters
licity planted by Dehner to come out ahead
with the assistance of Edward S. Brophy
who makes like an alligator. Then the pur- and in due time he is signed to a contract
suit starts. Miss Meredith is about to be I with all the trimmings, including recording
! impressions in wet cement.
spirited away on Robert Warwick's yacht
but Conway arrives in time, takes on the i Guest stars who help out in the doings
Barry, Allan
crew with the help of Brophy and holds include Roy Rogers, Donald
Lane, Trigger and Dale Evans. The story
them at bay until the law arrives.
holds up well and is enlightening as it deThe tale has a snappy pace, good backtails the problems and techniques that go
ground details and pertinent direction by
to make westerns what they are — ham and
William Berke. All down the line the playeggs of the business. Also it is a good show
ers fit the bill.
for children.

CAST: Tom Conway, Madge Meredith, Edward
S. Brophy, Robert Warwick, Myrna Dell, Steve
Brodie, Phil Warren, Ian Wolfe, Carol Forman,
Joseph Crehan, Tony Barrett.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director,
William Berke; Screenplay by Aubrey Wisberg;
Cameraman, Harry Wildj Music, Paul Sawtell;
Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera; Sound, Jean L.
Speak, Earl B. Mounce; Fihn Editor, Marvin
Coil.
DIRECTION. Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Good.

Lucky Axnpa Diners Get
Companies' Door Prizes
Door prizes, donated by RKO, 20thFox, Monogram, Columbia, Republic,
PRC, and the Rivoli and Roxy Theaters, will be an added feature of
tomorrow's Ampa Christmas luncheon honoring Ernest W. Fi-edman,
British trade paper editor. The lucky
numbers will be drawn by the several Hollywood stars scheduled to be
present, among them Maureen
O'Hara, Gracie Fields, Simone
Simon.
Rutgers Neils on, Ampa president,
expects a record turnout for the
affair which will also serve as a bon
voyage party for Fredman since he
sails for England on Saturday.
Among those who have stated their
intention to be present are Spyros
P. Skouras, Murray Silverstone, 20th
Century-Fox; Ned E. Depinet, Phil
Reisman, RKO Radio; Joseph Friedman, Columbia; William Brenner,
National Screen, and Dave Blum,
Loew- International.

CAST: Monte Hale, Adrian Booth Bobby
Blake, John Dehner, Nolan Leary, Tom London,
(immy Starr, Edward Keane, Bob Wilke, Brooks
Benedict,
Choristers,
The
RidersSt.
of Luke's
the Purple
Sage. Foy Willing and
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Cray; Director, Lesley Selander; Screenplay by Betty
Burbridge: Original story, Barry Shipman; Cameraman, Bud Thackery; Musical Director Morton Scott; Film Editor, Charles Craft; Sound,
Ferrol Redd; Set Decorations, John McCarthy,
Jr. and Otto Siegel.
DIRECTION,
tive.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Effec-

"New Orlecms" in Harlem
Premiere on Jan. 29
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jules Levy announced
that in addition to the world premiere of "New Orleans," which will
be held in New Orleans Jan. 29 instead of Feb. 18, he is also planning
to show the pic in a New York
Harlem theater on the same date to
tie in with the celebration of Louis
Armstrong's
30th anniversary in the
band field.

Wallis Re-signs Cuimnings
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Wallis has made
a new long-term deal with Robert
Cummings, replacing standing contract, which still had two years to
run. Terms of new accord provide
for seven films over the next seven
years, with Cummings permitted to
make outside pictures during this
period.

with the "Bowery
Boys"
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
g3
BOXING STORY IS ONE OF THE Ivl

This IS easily one of the most ^
IN THE SER.
AMUSING OFFERINGS
offerings in the "Bowery Boys" serl
Grippo not only served as producer,
also wrote the original story, which
vides an excellent vehicle for the yo
sters. William
Beaudine turned in a
job of directing, while Cyril Endfield,
wrote the screenplay, also acted as as;
ate producer.
Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall have a
day, and Gale Robbins does nicely ,
singer,
who learn
is aided by the "Bowery B
when they
she is in need of mone
help her mother, who is ill.
Gorcey enters Hal! in a boxing tou
ment and when Leo meets Ian Keith, a I
notist, he has Keith teach him a few tr
of his trade. The result is that Leo hyj
tizes Hall before each bout and he is
beatable.
Ben Weldon,
gambling ring
enced pug to
has "Evil-Eye"
winner.
Hall, but the

night club operator
operator, backs an exp
beat Hall and at the :
Sammy Cohen try to
"Bowery

Boy"

is the

;

CAST: Leo Corcey, Huntz Hall, 8obby
dan, Gabriel Dell, Billy Benedict, David Cor
Gale Robbins, Ben Weldon, Ian Keith, Sar
Cohen, Bernard Corcey, William Ruhl, Ds
Beck, Rita Lynn, Joe Gray, Eddie Gribbon, M
Grace, Gene Stutenroth, John Indrisano, De
Robinson,
Jimmy Aubrey.
CREDITS: Producer, Jan Grippo; Associate I
ducer, Cyril Endfield; Directer, William Beaud
Author, Jan Grippo; Screenplay, Cyril Endfi
Cameraman, James Brown; Musical Direc
Edward J. Kay; Supervising Film Editor, Ri
ard Currier; Editof, Seth Larson; Production Suf
v:sor, Glenn Cook; Art Director, David Milt
ante
Sound, Tom Lambert; Makeup, Milburn M
Herscher.
Sets, Raymond
Boltz, Jr.; Songs,
L<
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Coo

Vermont, Moss. Exhibs.
FUe Plaints With AAA

Two new complaints were fil
this week for arbitration with t
AAA, both originating in New En,
land and both demanding relief fro.
present clearance arrangements.
Operators of the Coolidge Theat€
Watertown, Mass., submitted coi>
plaint against 14-day clearance
favor of University Theater, Can
bridge; Paramount Theater, Newtoi
M. & P. theaters in Waltham; ar
Central Square Theater, Cambridg'
Complaint requested reduction (
clearance to not more than one da
in favor of University Theater an
abolishment of all clearance in favc
of any theater in Newton and Wa
tham.
In Bellows Falls, Vt., operators c
the State Theater asked eliminatio
or reduction of present 60-90 da
clearance
that
city. held by Opera House i

Bess Meredyth loins Ctirtiz
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL:

Hollywood — Bess Meredyth ha
been signed as 'Story editor o
Michael Curtiz Productions, Inc. Sh
will pass on all story material fo
organization and will work with staf
of writers on all company prodiicts

"^fei?
I2,i:iirsday, December

12, 1946

;|w Tube Will Make
ilor Video Simple

Italy Probing Three U. S. Cos.

Beeiing

Black Market Dollar Conversion is Reported

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday by Dr. Peter GoldjyiK, inventor
of the Columbia
llfllfio system.
■ Dscussing the new tube, Dr. Gold'i,j]^said that "in the present stage
,1 'elopment, it represents an exm^Sfiy promising approach toward
^ imple, single, fully electronic reIjjjing tube which can be utilized
J j'rer for projection or for direct
Seld,rising.
^.Because of the phosphors emVed in this tube," he said, "its
fi( jjcer threshold
limit, when fully
«)j, (eloped, would be at 110 feet, five
ie,y|j()es more than the most brilliant
OMeu"!' pictures we can produce now."
? CBS's standards are accepted by
i; i,,j Commission, the tube may be
I'ijifd in the near future to add elec':»t,|,riic advantages to the sequential
;j iiipjridards.
'• ii I 'ollowing Dr. Goldmark's testifiy, John R. Poppele, president of
"tof I fevision Broadcasters Association,
" H^l the Commission that commercial
f*!Ws\asion standards should be withoy^i from the public until there is
I** tituplete agreement within the indus-

1

*f^,|f oppele said, "the petitioner's color
ti. iiai'svision developments have been
«i kanonstrated and did, in fact, win
^{[jji recognition of this association
Bn it presented to Dr. Peter GoldfwjtWirk, director of research of the
' [j'j^'l
umbia
System, its
^j(tii4
award Broadcasting
of merit in engineering.
■•:: Wj: feel that Dr. Goldmark has made
^'gtie
valuableof contributions
to and
the
>n ii^'elopment
color television

*» l«.j.erves credit for his work. We
T, Ci«Pt here to record our admiration
- — r' his work. We are in disagreement
[g, !(t;h the petitioner, however, in that
r I! do not believe, as he does, that
' , B work has yet fully covered the
Uny phases of color television

I ^ll'The TB A's observations of devel'■y^tnents indicate that any color tele^™{J.!ion presently available is but a
^™1insient development phase."

:CTECTTOU?PfjH[FROM

■JBERGOLOSb

auction selling, even though this was originally proposed by the court itself. His view
is that the case against auction selling was

Rome film circles, the authorities
have set in motion machinery to uncover this practice which allegedly is
not wholly confined to American
companies, but also involves a number of British distributors who are
doing business in Italy.
It also has been reported that
frozen assets will become unblocked
around the end of the year. This
move yesterday was denied by Dr.
Calvino, general manager of the
Italian film export and import governing body.
Another move by the government
which will aff'ect the importing of
foreign films into Italy is a new
regulation that prohibits entry or
exhibition
of films over five years
old.

"Abie's Irish Rose" Into
Gotham for Xmas Week

1,000 Will Attend NCCJ
Triple Testimonial Today

UA's "Abie's Irish Rose" will open
on Dec. 21 as a Christmas week attraction at the Gotham on Broadway
in its initial New York showing.

British Lion Issue
Is Over-Suhscrihed

strongly enough presented both by the Government and by would-be interveners and
amici curiae to give the court good grounds
to drop the idea.
•
•

London (By Cable) — Five minutes after the subscription books
were opened yesterday, the new $5,000,000 debenture issue of British
Lion had been ever - subscribed,

JUSTICE
ARNOLD,
ATA
"^
counsel, THURMAN
told this reporter
just about
the same thing. ATA is making no definite
plans to appeal, he said, until it sees the
judgment which will come down. If auction
selling is not stipulated in the judgment,
he explained, ATA has made its point and
there is vener's
no status.
reason to fight further for inter-

pointing up the avid interest of British investors in films. British Lion,
controlled by Sir Alexander Korda,
will use the new money for expansion.

Aside from all the various speculation
aboutthe
what
the New spokesman
York court made
"might"it
do,
Government
plain that the fundamental Government
position for divorcement remains unchanged.
Unless the New York court were to surprise
the industry and the Government by a judgment within an ace of divorcement, there

is little doubt that the Department still in(Continued from Page 1)
"Humoresque" on Jan. 25
tends to appeal to•the Supreme
Court.
•
for their notable contributions
toNational
release
of
WB's
"Humorward inter-faith amity.
esque" has been set for Jan. 25. This WETS who spend Xmas as patients in VA
Skouras, 20th-Fox president, will will give Warners two new pictures
' hospitals will be treated to a Hollywood
be honored for the achievements of
next month, "The Man I Love," go- mlvie, and recorded entertainment, F.R.Kerr,
director of VA Special Services, discloses.
ing out Jan. 11.
the industry in behalf of the American Brotherhood drive of the NCCJ
under Harold E. 'Stassen in 1946.
Skouras served as industry chairman of the Conference. Under his
direction, the Selznick- produced
6hort, "The American Creed," was
shown in 10,000 theaters during
Brotherhood Week last "February.
Berlin will be cited for his contributions to American life for the
past generation, and particularly,
his record of public service during
World Wars I and II. Sherwood will
be saluted for his work in behalf of
the NCCJ, and for his wartime services as Deputy Director of the OWI.
J. Robert Rubin is general chairman for the industry division of the
Conference. Louis Nizer is chairman
of the luncheon. Executive committee, headed by Will H. Hays, consists of Ned E. Depinet, William F.
Rodgers, Simon H. Fabian.
Beau Geste — Paramount
Publicity committee headed by
Barret McCormick and Silas F.
Big Parade — M-G-M
Seadler, includes Curtis Mitchell,
What Price Glory? — Fox
Mort Blumenstock, Ben Serkowich,
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Charles Schlaifer,
Way of All Flesh — Paramount
Harry
Goldberg, Harr-"- Mandell,
Sam Shain.
Ben Hur— M-G-M
Seventh Heaven — Fox

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES
OF

1927

Jean Dalrymple Eastern
Exec, for Lester Cowan
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jean Dalrymple has
been appointed Eastern executive assistant to Lester Cowan for Artists
Alliance. Deal is non-exclusive.

BUY
ICHRISTMRS-SER]

'Bound*

WASHINGTON

r.West
C. Coast
GilpinBureau
Enterprise
V.-P.
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — ^Joseph C. Gilpin, Enterprise studio exec, and production
manager, was elected vice-president
at a special meeting of the board of
directors.

Chang — Paramount
Underworld — Paramount
Resurrection — United Artists
Flesh and the Devil— M-G-M
The Critics, Editors, Columnists and Radio Commentators
are NOW voting for the

TEN BEST PICTURES of 1947
inTHE FILM DAILY 25th ANNUAL POLL

3^

Thursday, December 12, 1<

David O. Selznick Planning Global Distributio
New SRO May Handle
Other
Leading
Pix
in the
Global Indies'
Market
(G>ntinued from Page 1 )
Simultaneously came these developments:
1. O'Shea, as president of Vanguard Films, disclosed that Vanguard has formally advised UA
that it considers its distribution
contract with that company
terminated "as a result of
wrongful actions and violations
of contract by UA." According
to the Selznick announcement,
the UA board action yesterday
which precipitated the distribution move was by a four to three
vote. The board voted to refuse
to proceed with its obligations
to Selznick until special counsel
could be engaged, the Selznick
statement said.
2. O'Shea declared that this
move "in no way affects Vanguard's ownership of one-third
of 3.
the Selznick
stock of announced
UA."
that
the new SRO — a letter combina-

IX XEW

INDUSTRY

POSTS

LAWRENCE R. CARETTIE, otfke wanager,
Pittsburgh's
PRC
exchange.
''RED"
EDINSON, PRC exploiteer, Minneapolis
territory.

JOHN KELLY, Midwest division manager of
M-C-M importation and reprint departments, Minneai>ol!s.

NATHAN

WARD, shipping clerk. Sack Amusement Enterprises, Atlanta.
WILLIAM LINNINCTON, operator, Ukcview
Theater, St. Clair Shores, Mich.

JOE

HENRY

HERMAN

HARRISON, operator, Eastwood Theater, East Detroit, Mich.
azORCE HEMP, operator, Capitol Theater, Utica,
Mich.
MAX BLUECRIND, concession manager, Times
Square Theater, Detroit.

lOE

KRENITZ,
MURPHY,

UA city salesman, Cleveland, O.
salesman

at Republic, Minne-

RED apolis.
EDINSON, exploiteer for PRC
Lion, Minneapolis.

and Eagle-

COELZ, manager of training film promotion for New England area. Jam Handy

MPAA OK's Co-op
With Gov't Pic Com.
(Continued from Page 1)
abroad and his efforts to g/
tention of the present British\^ii
Law.
Price brought the Board
to date on the Hollywood strike
While no details of a possible p

gram
co-operation
the BoG '
ernmentof were
worked with
out, the
agreed to MPAA membership on
12-man industry committee.
MAX MILLER, PRC field exploiteer, PhiladelBoard members present inclui
HARRY WERNIMONT, assistant manager, RKOBRANDEIS,
Omaha.
Barney Balaban, Joseph H. Haz
phia area.
EDDIE VAMPOLA, city sales, The Ballantyne ROY MUEHLEMANN, manager, Cranada TheaJack Cohn, Ned E. Depinet, Johr
ter, St. Louis.
Company, Omaha.
O'Connor, E. W. Hammons, Rob
will establish its own exchange sys- W. Perkins, Nicholas M. Sehen
that
SRO
releases
ito
follow
"Duel"
would come along in this order:
tem and will use the physical dis- and Spyros P. Skouras.
In addition to Johnston and Pi
tribution system of an organization
"The Paradine Case," "Intermezzo,"
a re-issue of the first Ingrid Berg- not in the motion picture field. of MPAA, others that attended
man American pic in which Leslie Although the name of this organiza- eluded Edward T. Cheyfitz, Gei
tion was not disclosed it is believed Mayer, Francis S. Harmon, Carl
Howard co-starred; "Little Women,"
George
Borthwick,
"Portrait of Jenny," and "Sands of it would be one of the existing check- Milliken,
ing firms.
Joyce
O'Hara.
"Paradine Case" Starting
Executives of New SRO
Budget
for next year also was
"The Paradine Case" goes before
Time."
the cameras this week with a $3,250,Officers of SRO, in addition to O'Shea
are: E. L. Scanlon, ex- Mich.
proved. ITO Appoints Co
000 budget, Alfred Hitchcock direct- and Agnew,
ecutive vice-president and treasurer;
Milton
Kramer,
vice-president
and
To
Take Up Rental Hikes
D. 0. S. TOSUE
,
general counsel; Milton Kusell, genHollytvood — It is believed that
eral sales manager for domestic
Detroit — Michigan ITO yesterc
David O. Selznick will also instidistribution; William Erbb, general appointed
a committee,
headed
tute a series of actions against
sales manager for Great Britain; Clare Winnie
of Dale Theater,
United Artists, Mary Pickford and
Manuel Reiner, general sales man- meet with local film companies a
Charlie Chaplin for heavy damager for Latin America; Paul White, question current film rental rais
ages for breach of contract.
general sales manager for Conti- Method will be to approve companf
nental Europe and North Africa.
one by one and will start with Pa:
ing. Cast is topped by Gregory
Samuel Horowitz will be mid- mount through local manager he
Peck, Charles Laughton, Charles Co- western sales manager, headquarter- According to President Sam Carv
burn, Ethel Bai-rymore, Ann Todd,
ing in Chicago; Thomas Duane, New if no satisfaction is reached local
Valli, Italian star; Louis Jordan,
England sales manager, headquar- committee will take the matter -I
French actor, and Joan Tetzel.
tering in Boston; John Howard will with home office directly.
"Little Women," to be shot in be Pacific Coast sales manager with
MILTON KUSELL
W.LLIAM
ERBB
Carver expressed purpose of co
Technicolor, will have Lionel Barry- offices in Hollywood; Paul MacNation whose theatrical potency
more, Charles Coburn, Diana Lynn mara will be supervisinf head of
mittee activity saying that "a'
was quickly sensed by the trade
and Bambi Lynn, while "Portrait of publicity, advertising and exploita- film company refusing to work w
— would have its home ofJenny," co-starring Jennifer Jones
tion of all Selznick enterprises and us will be forgotten as far as buyi^
fice in Hollywood and
and Joseph Cotten, will be produced working under him will be publicity film is concerned after the first
would establish oflSces at once
by David Hempstead and directed and exploitation directors in New
throughout the world to release
by William Dieterle. Selznick has York, London, Paris, Sydney and
scheduled the pic to start shooting Singapore.
all Vanguard and Selznick-Inthe year."
Feb. 1.
ternational pix, as well as the
Hyatt Daab will head up the forpix of a new producing unit to
"Sands of Time" will be produced
be established and, not unlikely,
eign publicity operation in Los Anby Dore Schary and directed by
the pix of other indie producers.
geles and Alfred Katz will be retained as special field director of all
Robert
Stevenson
withco-starring.
Cary Grai';
It was said that several leading
and
Dorothy
McGuire
Minneapolis — Mr. and Mrs. Janr
foreign publicity. B. A. Babb will
indie producers already have
Selznick
will
follow
these
pix
with
the arrival
have charge of exploitation for the Mitchell announce
made distribution overtures to
"Joan of Arc" and "What Every southwest with headquarters in Dal- Martine Mary, weighing five pouni
Selznick.
4 ounces.
Father is a booker
las; Claud Morris will headquarter M-G-M.
Young Bride Should Know." Late
4. Division sales managers
Spring
shooting
for
the
former
and
in San Francisco in charge of exwill meet with Agnew in this
early Summer shooting for the latploitation for the Pacific Coast.
city early next week to map
ter is planned. Jennifer Jones will
Cleveland, O. — - Charles Gotth
star as ithe Maid of Orleans, while
sales of "Duel in the Sun," the
Milo Theater owner, became a grar^
first pic to go out via SRO.
Eagle-Lion
Exploitation
in "Young Bride" Selznick will have
pop recently when a son, Joel Evai
Post to Arthur Jeffrey
"Duel" will open in Los Angeles
Shirley Temple and Guy Madison.
was born to his daughter, Mrs. Sh;
theaters as yet unnamed, on
7-10
Pix
in
First
Year
Dec. 31, with initial roadley Marcus.
The Selznick announcement said
show engagements in key cities
Arthur Jefi'rey has been appointed
A baby girl was born to Jose
that the production schedule would exploitation manager of Eagle-Lion
to follow. Meanwhile, UA's home
be continuous and it is expected that Films, it was announced last night and Mitzi Moscou. Father is t|
office ad-publicity department
in the first year between seven and by Max E. Youngstein, E-L director house counsel for Confidential R
yesterday halted all "Duel" campaign work. It was estimated
10 pictures will be produced. It of advertising, publicity and exploi- ports. Named Patricia Jo, the liti
tation. The appointment is effective gal was checked at the Mercy He
that UA has expended about
was added that the Selznick com- immediately.
pital, Rockville Center, L. I. T
panies will immediately augment
$75,000 thus far on "Duel,"
Jeffrey has been identified with gross reported was six lbs. two o;
largely for art work, press book,
staflFs of producers, directors, playthe industry for 20 years. He joined and, confidentially speaking, the r
heralds, etc.
ers, writers and technicians.
It was revealed that the new SRO Eagle-Lion in October.
The Selznick announcement said
port was verified.
LEE

organization.
COOLEY, television director, McCann.
Erickson agency, Chicago.

STORK REPORTS

FILE COPY
er Thompson
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tr^ Has S,SOO Selznick Play dates To Liquidate

.a eil Agnew

Expected to
uickly Add to Top Sales
trsonnel for SRO Setup

a.id

germination of Selznick-Vanguard
Artists, a
(p incident viato United
the establishment
ok,
the Selznick Releasing Organiza
sy n, points up the fact there are
|00 play-dates set by UA for David
Selznick product which must be
iuidated.
Co Qt this number, approximately
loo are for the re-issue of "Re;ca," and about 3,000 for the proicer's "Spellbound," it was learned
Bterday. There are additionally
iT'eral thousand foreign playdates
'i'.il,
(Continued on Page 5)
da

NEWSPAPER STRIKE FAILS TO HURT
Springfield, Mass., Theaters Revamp Advertising
Setups — Bonanza for Shopping News

C,^'ltribution
at

li rai

siikor Lauds Rank,
jrodudion Abroad

itnpai !|

Springfield, Mass. — The 11-weekold strike on Springfield's four jointly-owned daily newspapers has had
little material affect on box-office
receipts at Springfield's downtown
and neighborhood theaters — but only
because house managers were quick
to revamp advertising setups to compensate for the blackout of their
main media for display advertising.

Washington — Extensive realignHouses in the Western Massament of wartime emergency agencies
chusetts
Theatres,
Inc.,
chain,
for
1
on a peacetime basis was ordered
I example, immediately switched ad- yesterday by President Truman in a
vertising from the four dailies — The series of actions expected to have
|
News, Republican, Morning Union
and Evening Union — to the Spring- sharp impact on the picture industry. _ '
field Shopping News, a twice-weekly
In addition, the chief executive
throw-away handled by city mer- named Frank R. Creedon to succhants. The volume of advertising
ceed Wilson Wyatt as housing ex(Continued on Page 5)
peditor. Creedon will carry out
President(Continued
Truman'son stated
Page 4) plan to

Can

With virtually all Eastern indusA call for "new blood, new mantry toppers numbered among the
new leadership"
in the
amuse-of
mentpower,
and allied
industries
division
more than 1,000 present, Spyros P.
Adolph Zukor, industry veteran Skouras, Irving Berlin and Robert the Federation of Jewish Philanthrooffl )id Paramount's chairman of the E. Sherwood were honored for their
pies was sounded last night by
„ „-ard, returning from a seven-week contributions to inter-faith friend- Barney Balaban, Paramount presivTjip abroad on the S.S. Queen Elizship and understanding at the Amerdent, speaking at the Hotel Pierre
ican Brotherhood luncheon of the annual dinner of the division honorifeth yesterday, praised the spirit
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)
:id the enterprise of the people in
urope.
Speaking particularly of French Sears Blasts Minn. Indies
British Bill Will Keep
(Continued on Page 5)

i:!er

jrmy's Picture Section
lay Get 'Economy' Axe
Ivl&'ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Ira! Washington — ^Republicans in Con
jomjrress are sharpening their "econ
kerjmy"
axes for
cut at the Division,
Army's
.aformation
anda Education
jicluding its picture section, it was

lottifl

(Continued on Page 2)

Indie Exhih. Parley
Deferred to January
Detroit — Projected call for a conference of independent exhibitor organizaticns. originally slated for New
York during December, has been deferred until January, it was said yesterday by Sam Carver, president of
the Michigan ITOA. Washington and
New Orleans industry meetings this
month, plus the holiday season, led
to the switch in plans.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — • Criticism of "Abe's
Irish Rose," voiced by Minneapolis
indie exhibitors headed by Ben Berger, was termed "unfounded, reckless and ill-advised" by Grad Sears,
UA vice - prexy and distribution
(Continued on Page 5)

Capital Within Isles
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No foreigner or
Englishman living in the British
Isles will be able to export capital
or financial assets without the permission of the British Treasury, under terms of an Exchange Control
(Continued on Page 2)

Serious Mich. Pix Tax Threat
Sfafe Musf Tap New

Believe Precedent Set In
VonTilzer, Vogel Ruling

Truman
PutsRevived
OWMR's
Division in
OGRPix
By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

NCCJ Honors Skouras, New FJP Manpower
Berlin and Sherwood Asked by Balaban

For Stand Taken on "Abie'

Extensive Realignment by

Sources of Revenue

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Most serious threat to
the Michigan picture industry from
An opinion which stands to influ- projection taxation in several years
ence future litigation on copyright is seen in the approaching session of
matters has been handed down in the State Legislature, Jan. 1, when
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. The the stage is being set to raise additional state revenue.
case involved was brought by Louis
Two amendments adopted at the
Nizer of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
election will make
an
and Krim for the Harry VonTilzer November
(CoRtinued on Page 7)
(Continiied on Page 6)

U. S. Pix Grosses Up
In U. K., Says Dent
Contrary to prevailing opinion,
American pictures are not sufferinr
in Britain. So asserted Arthur Dent
producer and until recently, Sar?!
Goldwyn's personal rep. in Britail
upon his arrival yesterday via th<^
S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
"American grosses increased with(Continued on Page 6)

RCA Opens Fire on CBS
Color Tele Before FCC
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — RCA opened fire
against CBS yesterday before the
FCC by warning that adoption of
the Columbia brand of color video
(Continued on Page 4)

WB Christmas Bonus
To Home Office Staff
Warners' home office employes
yesterday received their. Christmas
bonus along with the weekly pay
check. Amount of bonus depended
uDon length of service and weekly
salary, with most employes getting
more than a week's pay. Aggregate
paid out was more than $25,000, it
was estimated.
Warners also paid a mid-year
bonus, about the same size, in July.

;
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Am.
Seat
20
20
20
Bell & Howell
221/8
21 1/2 2134
Columbia
Picts
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22V2
22'/2 Columbia Picts. pfd.. 79
79
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East. Kodak
223
221
223
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195
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Trans-Lux
OVER

5%

31/4
SVs
I51/2
14%
41/4
4%
THE COUNTER

51/4

3i/4
14%
4%

Bid

(Continued from Page 1 )
Bill now in the committee stage in
Parliament, the British Information
Service here reported yesterday.
BIS said the bill had an "escape
clause" which would be used as
'freely as possible." The so-called
program.
Although the lED does not actual- "escape clause" says, that "any provision of this act imposing obligaly produce films itself, it has written
tion or prohibition shall be subject
and supervised many pictures, into such exemptions as may be
cluding the controversial "Seeds of
granted
by order
of theChancellor
Treasury." of
BIS quoted
British
Republicans have indicated that
Destiny."
not only will the lED program be the Exchequer Hugh Dalton as sayscrutinized but a general shake-up
ing that payments within the sterwill be ordered. Although the moves strictions.
ling area would be free of all rehave been tagged an "economy"
"Mr. Dalton," BIS said, "also
drive, it is felt that there is con.siderable Congressional concern over touched on the question of American
investments
in Great Britain. We
allegedly left-wing swings in some
of the lED's material. The division would welcome American capital
now is headed by Brig. Gen. C. T. here, provided it made a real conLanham.
tribution to our industrial wealth,
Up to now there has been no indi- but we are short of factory space and
cation that the Army's training film it would not be possible to allow
program will be touched in the re- American capital to jump its place
in the collective queue, as he called
ported probe.

(Continued from Page 1 )
learned yesterday. Army officials
regard the moves as more than a
threat by a "probe happy" Congress
and ai-e marshalling their forces in
an attempt to save the information

10 Cents

: : : :

Vs

%
Vi%

200 to Honoring
Attend Ampa's
Party
Fredman
About 200 industry representatives are expected
to attend
Ampa's
Christmas
party and
international
luncheon honoring Ernest W. Fredman. editor of the Daily Film Renter,
at the Town Hall Club today. Fredman will speak on "The International
Viewpoint
in Publicity."
Door prizes,
donated by leading
film companies and several theaters,
will be drawn by Raymond Massey
and Simone Simon. Also scheduled
to be seated on the dais are Spyros
P. Skouras, Phil Reisman, William
Brenner, Murray Silverstone, Maureen O'Hara, Barney Balaban, Joseph
Friedman, Theodore Smith, R. W.
Altschuler, J. H. Seidelman, Jack
Alicoate, Charles Alicoate, Phil Williams and Norton W. Ritchey.
Rutgers Nielson, Ampa president,
will preside.

British Literary Scene
Improving — Moskowitz

3/8

Shortage of story material and
need for expanding the English story
department were the principal reasons for his trip to the British Isles,
Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox veepee and Eastern studio representative, told the press boys yesterday
when he arrived aboard the S.S.
3/8 Queen Elizabeth.
+- %'A
"Better writing from there (Eng51/8
land) than used
to come
from of
there,"
Moskowitz
said.
Because
his

stay toin scout
Britain,
didn't have
ashort
chance
for hetalent.
Only
city on the continent he visited was
Paris. He hopes to return there next
Lvmcheon To Honor Hoffoy
June, at which time he will enlarge
Mike Hoffay, who recently re- the Paris story office.
signed from RKO after 17 years as
manager of the company's foreign Dowden Back on Job
publicity bureau, will be tendered a
luncheon today at Sardi's by the
Eddie Dowden, of Loew's advertising department, has returned to
Foreign Press Association. Sid Heyhis duties after a short illness.
manson is handling the details.

Cinecolor
Pathe

..

43^
6

British BiU WiU Keep
Capital Within Isles

Asked
7

"London Town" Trimmed
30 Minutes for the U. S. . .

13, 1^

cominc and Gomc
E. T. VOLLENDORF,
director of the boo
service,
operated
by
ITO of Wisconsin
Upper
Michigan,
has returned
to Milwa
with
MRS. VOLLENDORiF,
after a trip to
troit to assist Michigan
Allied In installin
similar system.
RAY
MILLAND
and wife entrain
J
Coast
today after seven.week tour of ^
Paramount
Hal
Wallis actor
pic. returns to England in April
J. J. FELDER, of Favorite Films, has retu
from a flying trip to San Francisco, Los
geles, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis and
troit.
OLIVER
BROUCHTON,
M-C-M
traveling
ditor, is at the Minneapolis exchange.
JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern division ■
manager, is in Cleveland today. He return?
New York over the week-end.
ERNEST
EMERLINC,
Loew's
advertising
publicity
director,
leaves today
for visits
Loew's
theaters
in Dayton,
Toledo,
Cleve
and Columbus.
JOHN MURPHY, general manager of Lo
out-of-town theater operations, will leave 5
day
for visits
Loew's theaters in St. Lt
Evansville
and to
Columbus.
MIKE MAZURKI
from New York.

is en

route to Holly*

E. T. COMERSALL,
assistant
to William
Scully, vee-pee
and general
sales managei
Universal,
left N. Y., yesterday,
for a se
of confabs
in Milwaukee,
Minneapolis,
Moines,
Kansas City and St. Louis.
day.
MARVIN SCHENCK heads for the Coast
HOWARD

DaSILVA,

after

completing

starring role in Paramount's "Blaze of Noc
will fly to New York to spend
the Christ
holidays with his wife and son.
THOMAS McCONNELL, Chicago film at
ney, is in Buffalo on legal business.
VERN
CALDWELL,
public relations
head
Walt
Oisney
Studios,
left yesterday
for
Coast
after completion
of
conferences
v

American version of "London
Town" has been cut to running time
of 90 minutes. Shears snipped off
30 minutes. Director-producer Wesley Ruggles who arrived on the S.S.
Queen Elizabeth yesterday, told the RKO ad-publicity heads re "Song of the Sou'
press that
it." retakes on "London
Town," also known as "My Heart Lee to Head Monogram
Goes Crazy," will be processed at Distribution in Panama
Technicolor's Hollywood lab.
Ruggles has been in England
Norton V. Ritchey, president
since last October, during which time
Monogram International Corp.,
he
re-shotrelease
scenes will
for be"London."
American
handled nounces that Luis R. Lee has bt
appointed manager in Panama
through
Rank's
division
of U-I.
He Monogram Pictures of Panama, I
returns to
Britain
in four
or five
Lee's appointment became effect:
weeks toduction
getplans. set on undisclosed pro- during
the visit of Bernard J. Gat
Monogram's Latin-American divisi
manager.
3 Face Criminal Action
The Panama office handles the d
tribution of Monogram
product
hi U. S. Copyright Case
Central America, the Dutch W<
United States District Attorney Indies and Trinidad, in addition
John F. X. McGohey yesterday filed its activities in Panama itself a
three charges in U. S. District the Canal Zone.
A renewal deal for Monogram d
Court alleging copyright infringe- tribution in Colombia, S. A., h
ment of feature films. Mortimer Van
Brink, Arthur Schwartz and Joseph been signed by Cinecolombia, accoi
Mirasola are charged with violating ing to a wire from Gates.
the criminal provisions of Title 17,
Show Copra Pic on 19th
U. S. Code, the Copyright Law.
Schwartz and Van Brink were
RKO will tradeshow
"It's A Wc'
among 13 persons arrested by the derful
at at
the 10:30
Normandie
Tl
ater on Life,"
Dec. 19
a.m.
FBI last Spring after an investigation revealed 16 mm. prints of feature films destined for the armed
forces overseas, wei'e being shown
illegally in schools and churches
Mr. Exhibitor: lnvestigotc(
throughout the country. The FBI
recovered 60 prints. The source of
Filmock's NEW Prerue Trail- 1
er Service before signing any
supply was the civilian employes of
trailer contracts. Write, wire
the U. S. Army Signal Corps Photographic Center, Astoria, L. I. Four
or
phone Filmock 1327 S.
others arrested this week pleaded
Wabash, Chicago 5, III. and
guilty to having taken a print of
receive full details.
"Cinderella Jones." Mirasola is
charged on seven infringement
counts alleged to have been committed this Summer.
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Gov't Agency Shake
Up to Affed Films

Taplinger to Head
Enterprise's Adv.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

RCA Opens Fire on CBS
Color Tele Before FCC
(Continued from Page 1 )

now will "probably result in no tele
vision rather than in improved tele
vision."
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vicepresident of RCA, cautioned against
the "premature" attempts to intro- :
duce color television on a commer- 1
cial basis.
"No steps should be taken under
the guise of bringing color television to the public if, instead of advancing the art of television, they
confuse the public, the broadcaster
and the equipment manufacturer and
result in public deprivation. Also
disapproving of the new color standard was David Smith, Philco veepee.

RKO Christmas Party Dec. 20
The fourth annual RKO Christmas
party will be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf - Astoria
Hotel on Dec. 20. The office will
close at 12 noon.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec.

relax

PHIL M. DALY
The Spirit of America
• • • THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA took physical form yesterday
as 1.000 men and women, the vast majority identilied with the worlds of
the film and the theater, assembled at a Waldorf-Astoria luncheon
to pay heartfelt tributes to Spyros P. Skouras, Robert E. Sherwood and
Irving Berlin
The occasion was the annual American Brotherhood
luncheon tendered by the National Conference of Christians and Jews
The dcds list was studded with industry "ncmies," and it is doubtful ii there was ever a more representative trade turnout regardless of
occasion or cause

▼

•

▼

▼

• • GEN. DWIGHT EISENHOWER, who led the Allies to victory in Europe in World II joined in the tribute to Berlin (the composer,

not the city) via telegram in which he praised Irving's valuable contribution to the men who wore the uniform of the United States during
the struggle recently ended
Audience was hushed by passionate
sincerity of Skouros, especially when he concluded with "As one
in another country — but who for many years now has enjoyed
cherished the rights and privileges of American democracy — I
that not only we, but the whole world, should be grateful to God

born
and
feel
that

there is on earth a United States of America"
Berlin apologized
for his inabiliy to make speeches but said that his friends understood
how frightened he becomes ot such moments
The composer then
sang "White Christmas" and "God Bless America," the audience joining as one in latter
Sherwood warned that "the evil we called
Hitlerism is still very much alive, and the forces that have fought against
it must never be demobilized"
T

T

T

•

• • LOUIS NIZER, luncheon toastmaster, drew interesting analogies between historic roles of honored guests and their predecessors in
thought and action — Winant and Lincoln, Skouras and Pericles, Sherwood and Milton, Berlin and Homer
T
T
T
• • 9 NOTED ON THE DAIS, in addition to those already mentioned, were Jack Alicoate, Brooks Atkinson, Barney Balaban, Milton
Blow, Ray Bolger, Harry Brandt, Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, Max A. Cohen,
Jack Cohn, Russel Crouse, Ned E. Depinet
Si Fabian, George Feinberg, Emerson Foole, Mcrtthew Fox, Ernest Fredman, William J. German,
John Golden, Leonard H. Goldenson, Ruth Gordon, Abel Green, Francis
S. Harmon, Will H. Hays
Rupert Hughes, Malcolm Kingsberg, John
Reed Kilpatrick, William Klein, Robert Mochrie, Abe Montague, Louis
Nizer, John J. O'Connor,
Charles O'Reilly, Brock Pemberton,
Charles
Reagan
William F. Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, James Sauter, Ben
Shlyen, Nate Spingold, Frederic Ullman, Jr., John G. Winant and John
H. Whitney
T
T
T
• • • A LABOR OF LOVE, the luncheon represented the work of
many, notably Lou Nizer, J. Robert Rubin, Si Fabian, William Rodgers,
Ned Depinet, Max Cohen, Sam Shain and James Sauter. Showers of
kudoes and orchids to all of them

Col. Appoints Epstein
Studio Contact Exec.

N. Y. Tenament Disaster
As WABD Sponsored Show

13

Frank Sinatra
William
R. Frazer
Richard Schayer
Dec. 14
William H. Erbb
Larry Parks
lack C. Raymond
Margie
Stewart
Dec. 15
Chas. Rosenzweig
L. J. Schlaiter
Norman Foster
Burnet Hershey
Ray Foster

(Continued from Page
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Hollywood — Robert S. Taplinger
has been appointed vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity
for Enterprise
Pictures, it was
announced yesterday by prexy
Charles Einfeld.
Taplinger will
divide his time
between New
York and the Enterprise Studios
in Hollyw o o d .
His new appointment marks the
renewal of a successful association with Einfeld.
When the latter
BOB TAPLINGER
was vice-presiof advertising
and publicity for Warners, Taplinger
served as his studio publicity director for four years.
Previously, Taplinger organized
his own public relations office after
seven years with CBS, directing publicity and special events. He was
executive assistant to Harry Cohn
at Columbia at the time he entered
the Naw.

Louis Epstein, for several years
charge 1 of
in 11
TT
I, Mike
I.Todd •Prods,
i 1 4.in
Hollywood, has been appomted studie contact exec, in the New York
home office of Columbia. Continuing search for new talent will be one
of his major occupations.

j New York's ice plant, tenement
! disaster which took a toll of 11 lives,
I With 35 others unaccounted for, was
[^313^^33^ over Station WABD last
■ night, with U. S. Rubber Co. sponsoring the program. ABC sent a cam; era crew under Bud Pierce to the
' scene early yesterday.

building controls

1)

as "rap

By executive order, the Pp'
dent:
[ «
Created the Oflace of Emeij:
Controls, headed by Ma.
possible.'"'
as ency
Gen.
Philip
Fleming,
Feder?
Works
Administration.
Abolish CPA, OPA, Office o
Economic Stabilization as sucJ j
The
new
office will absorl
with some exceptions,
the re
maining functions of these war
time agencies.
Under the executive order the i
tion picture division of 0W2
headed by Arch Mercey, is tra
ferred to the re-established office
Government Reports, which 1
gone out of existence in 1942, wl
OWI was established.
Recent meeting of Governm
leaders with picture industiy le
ers was
criticized
by Republic

MORE THEATERS?

Washington Bur., THE FILM <DAIL}
jI man,
Washington
— Johnassistant
R. Steelnewly-designated
to
the President, strongly hinted
j late yesterday that construction
controls will be relaxed and morematerials will be made available'
for commercial and industrial^
construction.
Steelman^s
statement came after a White House
discussion that included top governmental leaders.
who stated that OWMR and its i
ture division would soon fold. Tl
President Truman answered th'
critics by continuing the functions
the picture division. Under the n
set-up, the OGR will come direc
under the Executive office.
Reconversion Director John
Steelman once again becomes assi
ant to the President. He will c<
tinue most of his present duti
however, since many OWMR fu;.
tions now pass to the Presider^
office.
The Commerce Department \
take over
tions
which some
have ofan OWMR's
effect onfu..1
film industry.
In addition to the naming
Creedon to the post of Housi
Expeditor, President Truman a
pointed Raymond M. Foley adm
istrator of the National Housi"
Agency. Both jobs were held
Controls over commercial constn
Wyatt.
tion
now will be handled by the n
OTC.

SICK REPORT
WALTER
KESSLER,
manager of Loe
Ohio, Columbus, is recovering from an
ness which caused his hospitalization.
HENRY MARCUS, Columbia's dist.
manager at Kansas City, is in St. Luk
Hospital, Chicago.

^ l^riday, December

13, 1946

^

6,S00 D. O. S. Dates With UA

iMewspaper Strike
! tails To Hurt 6.0.

Agnew

^Pjfas so gn^eat, thait the Shopping
ews switched to a three-times!i_jly press run for the duration of
'u.^ strike, bringing theater ads into
">ime home more frequently.
*f«l
Utilize Direct Mail
;,j^ Don Chambers, publicity manager
ijcfjlpr Western Massachusetts Theatres,
!*Ml[itid that direct mail pieces were be' "«jig employed Hy many houses, and
l^nat other theaters which had never
:;5j.iEed window-card displays were findi^Wl^jig them an aid in replacing news■.'WiiBper ads.
:Jf*?| The general move in Springfield,
;^" !t|s a result of the strike, is to use
~'*?t)und trucks on opening day, calli pg attention to the movie change.
^Tiii(ii Radio has proved invaluable, the"v.^ltermen say. George Freeman, man'"™?-|ger
Loew's
Poli Theatre
— a conjjtantofuser
of radio
spot announce,.,,jji,jients — has increased his advertising
" ■' I . budget
considerab
ette, manager
ofly,the while
Capitol,Andy
has
^ egun using radio for the first time
yimn^ combat the newspaper loss.
-,„ ' Swamped
with phone Calls
Telephone calls to the box office
re nearly over-powering, all manijjj (gers report, with patrons checking
EmV^ pictures and starting times.
Dejipite the loss of the papers, which
'^ jTormally carried daily theater timetables, managers say the number of
, :., IMatrons who arrive late for picture
|,"^J^4penings has not increased.
[: -jjT Typical of the reaction of theater^ jTpen to the strike is that of Ed
'.;^jBmith, Paramount manager. "Busi7 r|.ess has been terrific," he said. "The
™l|trike hasn't hurt us at all."
rank Hoover Dead
FILM

DAILY

"ifj": Hollywood— Frank S. Hoover, 71,
j'Jjndustry pioneer and credited with
'iSi'™^^'^? the first studio to Holly^™|rood died of a heart ailment on a
ijrain in Wyoming coming here from

;:', '&ew York. The body was brought
• 4'iere yesterday.

ii a

Expected to Implement Sales Staff
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

J, ,1^'est Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

(UEDDinC BELLS
Brand-Reiman
Arthur Reiman, head of Film Clas-

•-=''^'tics print department, has announced
■'■'''Ifliis engagement to Sylvia Brand,
I'.omptometrist, with the same organization. They plan to be married on
^pril 19 and honeymoon in Havana.

for Selznick films still to be liquidated by UA.
Meanwhile, trade attention centered on Coast conferences which
started yesterday following the arrival there from New York of Neil
Agnew, president of the new SRO.
From the meetings are expected to
come the answers to questions left
unanswered by the first Selznick announcement.
Although iSelznick's lease on space
at RKO-Pathe has another year to
run, he plans to build a new studio
to take care of his expanded production schedule.
Pending an anticipated supplementary statement, belief in the
trade strengthened that, at least for
the present, Selznick would make no
attempt to establish an elaborate exchange system.
It was pointed out that SRO for
some time would be concerned only
with the sale of "Duel in the Sun,"
with a comparatively small number
of prints, due to the Coast jurisdic-

tional strike, and that these could
be easily handled via personal deliveries. Such a practice was prevalent in the old state's rights days, it
was noted.
Agnew is expected to move quickly
to augment his present staff of top
sales personnel, and it is believed
that shortly they will number about
15. Assignment to principal strategic keys is understood in the cards.
Out of the Coast meetings is expected to come an announcement of
arrangements for the necessary servicing of prints — inspection, etc. —
through the exchanges of a major
company.
Selznick-Vanguard has its own
well-established accounting system,
now available to SRO.
Meanwhile, a UA board committee
of two, comprising E. C. Mills and
Herman Weisman, was reported considering several leading New York
law firms as the special counsel to
be retained in connection with the
legal actions which the board contemplates.

Sears Blasts Minn. Indies
Adolph Zukor Lauds Rank,
For Stand Taken on "Abie" Also Production Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)
chief, in a statement issued here yesterday.
Said Sears:
"In the first place, such minor objections as have been made by competent authorities have been rectified by the producer, A. Edward
Sutherland. Certain lines have been
eliminated, certain scenes changed,
but the picture, its entertainment
and its message of tolerance, remains basically unchanged.
"More important and more dangerous, in my opinion, is Berger's
threat of seeking local censorship in
behalf of any group or organization.
Willful talk of this type is completely contrary to the American
principle, and, in the hands of irresponsible people, can constitute a
threat to free speech and a free

(Continued from Page 1)
and British production, Zukor commented, "they are doing very well
considering their handicaps . . . their
technic is good . . . they lack so
many things . . . it's hard to judge
what they could do under normal

(Continued from Page

1)

ing Billy Rose for "his distinguished
achievements as a showman, journalist and humanitarian."
The dinner was a feature of the
current "Federation Week" drive to
raise $12,000,000 for the 1946-47
budgetary needs of the affiliated 116
medical and welfare agencies. Malcolm Kingsberg, head of RKO Theaters, presided, and Herbert Bayard
Swope was emcee.
The presentation to Rose was made
by Bernard M. Baruch, while others

A ROSE IMPRESSION —
Maurice Zolotow, noted tvriter,
is now in the process of writing
a biography of Billy Rose titled
"Billy Rose of Broadway" for
publication
by Random House
next Fall.
on the program included Jack Cohn,
Spyros P. Skouras and Maj. Albert
Warner, co-chairmen with Kingsberg incampaign.
the 1946 city-wide Federation
pointed inevitably
out that "the
denBalaban
of leadership
fallsbui-on
a small group of individuals" and
that "only occasionally, did a new
and welcomed face join our ranks or
undertake a greater role in our phil-

endeavors."up fast to active
One man anthropic
to move
leadership, Balaban continued, is
Kingsberg. "It is good to see him
assuming the responsibilities which
circumstances."
Zukor was very impressed with J. his talents justify and his heart dictates," he commented.
Arthur Rank's influence in British
Similarly,
Balaban lauded Rose
and world-wide film production. The for his JDC drive
leadership which
pioneer
film
leader
lauded
his resulted in the raising of $850,000, a
sum six times the amount raised in

PIX INTEREST

Adolph back
Zukor,in Para's
boarda
chairman,
N. Y. after
seven-week trip abroad, remarked
about the intense interest people
showed in all sorts of films. He
said there was a great deal of
word of mouth advertising — and
criticism. Movie patrons were
very alert.

younger colleague for his seriousWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
screen."
minded purpose.
Also, Rank's
tractors were flagrantly
unfair dein
Hollywood — Bennie Berger's letter calling Rank a monopolist. Zukor
has not been received here yet, it was
revealed at the UA studio. A spokes- pointed out that Rank discovei-ed
man said that the National Confer- and developed talent, and as a
ence of Christians and Jews had al- shrewd businessman, he knew how
to exploit it.
ready expressed opposition.
Zukor also emphasized the point
that the adventurous stage in British films is passed. "Klondike boom
is over," he said, "and that's good for

Domestic Credit Corp.
To Stay in Pix Field

Chicago — Arthur Greene, film
Eelly-McLoughlin
financier has resigned as Class B
Hackensack, N. J. — Announcement director for Domestic Industries, Inc.
LoeiJis made of the engagement of Leona The company changed its name to
3B ICecelia Kelly, daughter of George Domestic Credit Corp. at a stockJ. iCelly, publicity head for Warners
holders meeting this week and will
ijjjfjd'cheaters in New Jersey, and Mrs. continue its film financing departIjWjSelly to Mathew T. McLoughlin of
ment. Greene remains as president
of the company.
"West Englewood.

New FJP Manpower
Asited by Baiaban

thePurpose
industry."
of visit
friends in and out
whom he had not
when he previously

was to see old
of the industry
seen since '39,
visited Europe.

prior years. "In fact," Balaban
added, "under the chairmanship of
Billy Rose we have set new precedents for future generations of
Kingsberg, in welcoming the 200showmen."
odd
guests at the dinner, declared
that "Federation can accomplish
more with what we ourselves can
"It is more skilled, eflacient and
experienced,"
he on
stressed.
Those seated
the dais were:
Herbert Bayard Swope, Ned Depinet, Joseph Willen, Bernard M.
Baruch, Malcolm Kingsberg, Billy
Rose, Barney Balaban, Spyros P.
Skouras and Jack
Cohn.

STORK REPORTS
do."
Belington, W. Va. — A 10-pound
daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Crisisman, of the Seneca Theater, in the Elkins Hospital.

Ex-G. I. Buys Hebron
PRC accounting department, home
Hebron, N. D. — Arnold Mayer, a office, added a new father when Alwar veteran, is the new owner of
bert Galgano's wife gave birth to a
the Hebron here.
seven-pound bambino, yesterday.
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U. S. Pix Grosses Up
In U. K., Says Dent
(Continued from Page

1)

in the past year," Dent emphasized,
and he cited the conclusion published
in the British Board of Trade's report: American revenue is greater
than ever.
Though Dent refused to commit
himself on the English quota law, he
averred that it worked no hardship
on American product because good
films meant increased attendance
and greater revenue for all. In meeting the quota, British exhibitors
naturally chose the best of the British product. Inference was that it
was up to Hollywood to send their
very best to compete with English
films.
Dent came out in strong favor for
the International Film Council, a
body suggested by Eric A. Johnston
several weeks ago. Dent asserted
there would be many mutual advantages accruing from such a cooperative body.
Recent business dip of 15 per cent
might be the result of pre-Christmas
seasonal slump or something serious;
Dent was not sure.
"First real holiday in 30 years,"
Dent said. But he's on the lookout
for distribution or production deals
just
the same. He's ready to buy
or sell.
When he goes to the Coast in
about a month. Dent expects to sew
up a deal with "a prominent star."
Dent will go through with the idea
whether or not the actor joins him.
Dent and his wife expect to return to England via S.S. America
sometime in February.

Bronough Funeral Today
Fred L. Bronaugh, 75, former vicepresident and general sales manager
of A & M Karagheusian, Inc., died
Wednesday at the Southampton Hospital, L. I., after a long illness. He
had been connected with the carpet
company from 1919 to 1944, when he
retired. Funeral services will be
held at Presbyterian Church, East
Hampton, L. I., today, at 1:30.

Iff ass

Production

Miami, Fla. — It took a group of
returning veterans to prove tliat theater managers can be produced in
mass quantities. For the past 10
months, a dozen students have been
working at the Wometco Theaters
learning the business of management in every detail from cleaning
rest rooms to program planning,
publicity and actual management.
The work is covered in a 12-month
cycle. This is a Government approved
training course and each man enrolled draws $200 a month if married, or $175 if single. The work is
divided into three main phases,
building operation, business administration and projection room procedure.

•^
REVIEW
OF
THE
REUI
HLmS
i^'
"The Time, The Place
"Swell Guy"
and the Girl"

with Dennis
Morgan,
Martha
Vickers
Warners
105 Mins.
HAPPY TALE OF YOUNGSTERS IN
SHOW BUSINESS WITH PLENTY OF
"NAMT' VALUE DONE IN APPEALING
TECHNICOLOR.

with

TRAGIC DOMESTIC DRAMA
THAT
TRACES THE CAREER OF A HEEL BY
CHOICE.

Universal

Mark Hellinger has given this film good
production and enhanced it with touches
of earthiness and intimate knowledge of

There's good "name" value in this one
in addition to the fact that it is in Tech-

the seamy side of life. The femmes — and
their box office number is legion — should
nicolor. There's Dennis Morgan, Martha
especially eat it up.
Vickers, Janis Paige and Jack Carson. Ad- '
Don't get the title wrong. It is a note
ditionally there's S. Z. Sakall and Alan of sarcasm.
Hale. There are other worthies too, who
Sonny Tufts plays a war correspondent
register.
there'sthe
alsoCondos
Carmen Brothers
Caval- of certain renown, a hero to readers, a
lero
and And,
his band,
scoundrel to intimates. He returns to a
and Chandra Kaly and his Dancers. That's small California town, his home. With $12
a lot of stuff for the marquee and for the in his pocket he at once takes up a course
exploitaticn-minded exhibitor.
of action that is unsavory. He seduces a
It is an innocuous fiction of boy meets girl,
loses her and gets her. This against a show silly young girl who has wild ideas of life.
business background. Serious music is also
involved but for the most part it is a regulation exercise in song, dance gags, and love
triumphs over all.
The Technicolor is appealing, costumes
optically a pleasure, the girls, all of them,
lovely; and the treatment unvarying.
Chiefly we are concerned with Dennis
Morgan and Martha Vickers who are in
love. He is a night club singer-producer.
She is granddaughter to S. Z. Sakall, a
maestro, who casts a kindly eye on modern
music while grandma, Florence Bates, is
saving Miss Vickers for big things. Donald
Woods skirts around the fringes of the
plot as an agent who has Miss Vickers
under contract. Sakall thinks his charge
should see something of life, get a little
experience in the world.
All this comes about in due time when
Morgan and Jack Carson open a nitery
next door to Sakali's house. Immediately
Miss Vickers is entranced and Morgan
cultivates her. Romance ripens. The hazard
looms, becomes a reality, is overcome. This
latter all through the good graces of Angela Greene who has been cultivating Alan
Hale, a Texas oil baron who just loves to
throw
his dough
be of
"taken."
is all worked
out away
to theandtune
a coupleIt
of gala production numbers and gags.
The principals don't knock themselves
out but they do manage to get their roles
across effectively. It is more an optic
pleasure than a mental stimulation. The
musical content has its moments.
CAST: Dennis Morgan, Martha Vickers, lack
Carson, )anis Paige S. Z. Sakall, Alan Hale,
Donald
Woods,
Angela
Greene
Florence
Bates.
CREDITS: Producer, Alex Cottle'b; Director.
David Butler; C.imeramen William V, Skall.
Arthur Edeson; Art Director, Hugh Reticker;
Film Editor, Irene Morra; Set Decorations, Howard Winterbottom; Musical Director, Leo F,
Forb^tein;
Snund,
Dolph
Thooias,
Davis Forrest.
DIRECTION.
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Temptation"
Brent,

with Sonny Tufts, Ann BIyth
Universal
87 Mins.

He hangs about his brother's home, sponging. He does not deceive his mother, Mary
Nash, who knows he is a carbon copy of
his father. He, too, was a heel.
As a sideline. Tufts runs a crap game in
his "office" and takes the local suckers
from time to time. Eventually Ann BIyth
becomes pregnant. In due time she cmfronts
would that
be his
But itTufts.
comesSheabout
he "door
had mat."
been
previously married in Paris. Miss BIyth is
passed off on Millard Mitchell, who loves
her to the exclusion of everything and
everybody.
He is more her age, too.
Tufts' nephew, Donald Devlin, on the
night when "Uncle Jim" is planning to
swipe $2,000 in a raffle and run off with
Ruth Warrick, in a childish prank, tries to
emulate Tufts' philosophy of getting it
"when your number is up." He runs into
a long railroad tunnel. Tufts arrives in time
to save him but is killed by the train.
It is awhoopdeedoo melodrama, even
unto the train. The direction is effective
in translating the basic plot.
CAST: Sonny Tufts, Ann BIyth, Ruth Warrick,
William Cargan, lohn Litel, Thomas Gomez, Millard Mitchell, Mary Nash Howard Freeman,
Donald
Devlin,
lohn Craven.
CREDITS: Producer, Mark Hellinger; Director,
Frank Tuttle; Cameraman, Tony Caudio; Art
Director, )ohn B. Goodman; Set Decorator. Russell A. Causman; Film Editor, Edward Curtiss'
Music,
Frank Skinner;
Sound.
Charles
F^lstead
DIRECTION. Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Believe Precedent Set In
VonTilzer, Vogel Ruling
(Continued from Page

1)

Music Co. against the Jerry Vogel
Music Co.
The decision holds that the Jerry

Vogel
Co. infringed
on the coT)>'Tiffh+
of a musical
composition,
claiming
to have rights from the heirs of the
"St. Mary's" Gets Youth Vote
lyric wTiters. The ouestion involved
"The Bells of St. Mary's" has been in an appeal was whether the wives
voted the best film of 1946 by the of the writers or other relatives
National Board of Review's Young could assign the renewal of copyReviewers Group. In second place
right to the Voffel company. It was
was "The Green Years." Third place contended by Nizer that Vogel had
went to "Smoky." The following- not acquired proper rights and that
films were voted in order of prefer- they remained vested in the VonTilzer company.
ence to complete the list of the best
It was claimed in litigation that
10: "Anna and the Kins- of Siam,"
"The Courage of Lassie," "The Ban- Vogel's business was republishing
dit of Sherwood Forest," "Night and and the manner in which he obtained
Day," "The Kid From Brooklyn," copyrig-ht assignments did not support the rights he asserted. It was
"To Each His Own." "Notorious."

Merle Oberon, George
Korvin

Char
98 Mir

HICHENS'
CLINICAL
UNSCRUPULOUS
WOMANSTUDY IS 0/
( '-'
MOVING DRAMATIC PIECE.
The exotic Egyptian atmosphere of Ro
ert Hichens' novel, "Bella Donna," and t
peculiarities of his literary typings ha
been captured effectively in this Edwa
Small production. But withal it harks ba
to another time in the history of the fil
in terms of people, places, modes and ma
nets.
It is a clinical study of an unscrupulo
woman for whom adultery is a diversi
that in the course of events leads her ir
crime and to an untimely but face-savi
end. What it lacks is fire, conviction a
inability to perk up to emphasis en fern;
wiles, male gullibility.
Miss Oberon, whose performance
none too effective, connives to ensna
George Brent, an archeologist. This s
does under the watchful observance of 1
very good friend, Paul Lukas, a doct
They marry and go to Egypt. Brent pursu
his digging, Miss Oberon pursues Char
Korvin and falls to his scoundrelly fascir
tion. He is a blackmailer who eventua
persuades her to poison Brent. She fee
him slow
arrival
him.
Aboutpoison.
here Lukas'
she is timely
stricken
withsavr
morse and pulls the Borgia act on Kor\
who has indicated his need for money a
then how inextricably she has gotten hi
self involved in the lethal intrigue. As s
is about to be taken by the police, w
have the goods on her, a landslide at t
excavation saves the Egyptian tax payers t
expense of her trial. Lukas concludes t
tale as he tears up her final note, whi
was to be delivered to Brent next d;
The cops agree to forget it too, becau
Brent is their friend.
It has been a long while since such
tale in such a setting has been told on t
screen. Once it was considered profour
stirring drama, Hichens had a wide rea
in public
women. "Bella Donna" could
the
trick— again.
CAST: Merle Oberon. George Brent, Char
Korvin, Paul Lukas Lenore Ulric, Arnold Mo^
Ludwig Stossel, Gavin Muir, Robert Capa, Jc,
Eldredge,
Andre
Chariot,
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Small; Direct
Irving Pichel; Screenplay by Robert Thcen
Original novel, Robert Hichens; Cameram.
Lucien Ballard; Film Editor Ernest Nms; '
Decorations, Hugh Hunt; Music Daniele A
fitheatrof; Sound, Glenn Anderson.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Avera

UA
See Lloyd
West Execs.
Coast Bureau
of THE Comedy
FILM DAIl '
Hollywood — California Pictur*
Inc., played host yesterday to Unit
Artists' New York sales and £
execs, visiting Hollywood. Gro"
visited the set of "Vendetta," a
following a dinner, attended a sne
preview of "The Sin of Hare
held that folios of a collection
Diddlebock."
songs do not constitute print;
copies like individual copies of sht
music and VonTilzer did not of
royalties on such copies.
The court granted $10,000 couns
fees to the plaintiff. Next step in t
litigation will be a proceeding f
an accounting of pi-ofits.
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i |CCJ Honors Skouras, Recipients ofNCCI's Plaques Maas Sees U. S. Pix
Czech Friendship Aid
'ierlin and Sherwood
(Continued

from Page

Prague (Via Air Mail) — Exhibition of American films in Czechoslovakia will solidify the bonds of

II

ational
Conference
of Christians
1-^ Jews
at the Waldorf-Astoria
ll K— .-day.

BLACK MARKET

™llt ;i)ve
ipTwas
of the most
representaand one
enthusiastic
industry
turnli t (jits of the year. Louis Nizer, chairi; iij;ian of the luncheon, and its toastEi^jjaster, struck the keynote when he
fid the attentive audience that, "the

Prague (By Air Mail) — Many
Czech filmgoers are playing the
Black Market in order to secure

BERLIN TELLS ONE
Irving Berlin had this one to
tell on himself at yesterday's
NCCJ luncheon at the Waldorf.
During the filming of "This is the
:s-i3iti
Army," Berlin was on the set when
'« {
I, they played back a recording he
had made of "Oh, How I Hate To
Get Up In The Morning." A passants
ing electrician, unappreciatiie of
(mb
Irving's vocal talents and not
recognizing the composer, told
1 iott: him, "If the guy that wrote that
song heard it being sung like that,
Ci)iil 1, he'd turn over in his grave."
im

SPYROS

IRVING BERLIN

P. SKOURAS

ROBERT*.

SHERWOOD

Serious Mich. Pix Tax Threat

entry to theaters tvhere American films are being shown, it was
revealed here. Several arrests
have been made. The Czech State
Film Monopoly has posted warnings in many theaters including
the Lucerna, first-run house.

friendship already existing between
this country and the U. S., Irving
Maas, vice-president and general
manager of MPEA, stated here in a
from Page 1
broadcast over the Czech State
Radio.
facilitating the passage of this exMaas is here in the course of his
cise tax enabling act, in the current European survey tour. He pointed
political setup. Most state adminis- out the progress this country has
trators oppose the diversion of the
made in post-war reconstruction. On
sales tax, and the possibility of a the return of American films Maas
deal whereby this amendment for said: "I was particularly pleased to
diversion may be in some form nul- ascertain for myself that our piclified and the local excise taxes pertures are running in your theaters
mitted instead is in the offing — putting theaters definitely on the spot. along with pictures of other coun-

State Must Tap New Sources of Revenue
(Continued

overhauling of state taxation almost
imperative — one for a $270,000,000
veterans' bonus, and one diverting
one-third of the three per cent state
sales tax from the state to municipalities. Towns and cities accordingly are in a more favorable posi'ities of Europe that lie destroyed
tion this year than in a long time,
:»':«to9,ere destroyed, not by bombs and
relatively, on fiscal matters, while
'■' '«f!ynamite, but by hatred."
the state, which has long boasted a
technical surplus, is likely to hit the
"^^
Presented
Silver
Plaques
II, Koill To mark their services in the red again if no new sources of
,,;, jj,|iuse of American Brotherhood, sil- revenue are tapped.
fte, |ie^i5r plaques were presented to the
Direct Amusement Tax Threat
,j;j|,bree distinguished honor guests.
The possibility of a direct amusej,,.,L Former Ambassador John G. Winment tax is in the background, but
j.'jltJiJit presented the plaque to Skouras little discussion of this has been
;,,,,,j|ting "his service to humanity and aired in the legislative circles so far.
More serious is the threat of the
ij,,j'i||is consistent endeavor to promote
., 'i^j|irholesome human relations in well-organized drive spearheaded by
,„f ilji^merica." Winant paid tribute to the Municipal League to put across
(ijjji|kouras'
leadership
when, a bill that would allow each municiarly this effective
year he served
as motion
pality to assess local excise or perJ jjjjIjScture chairman of the American
sonal taxes, such as a tax on thelji„,(,iJrotherhood Campaign.
aters— it has been contended in the
.,.(^^1 Skouras, in response, accepted 'on past two years that this bill is inJ, ,j.j;iehalf of the thousands of men and
tended to allow local theater taxajj^ljj romen in the motion picture indus- tion, differing from town to town,
try the recognition they have earned
and that its general provision^; allowt Oiitjiiy their untiring and determined
ing just about anything in town to
•.'^Htpfforts in behalf of American Bro- be taxed are just window-dressing
jMjt|!|5jerhood." He praised the inspired to put it over.
jr^trieadership of Dr. Everett Clinchy,
Possible
compromise
is seen
as
T^-rsfCCJ president, and urged support
■^^'ff the Conference's work in streng,<s''4j'^ening
our out
democracy.
ij Pointing
that the screen can
^||o much to promote the ideals of
The National Film Board of Canjjj- brotherhood in America and throughada, film agency of the Canadian
'.jj!j,iut the world, Skouras added that
Government, has announced a new
„'-jj^;the motion picture industry recogj-ji(j[iizes its responsibility and is de- selling price on its 16 mm. documentary films which deal with subjects
^,' jjjjermined to meet it by using the
of national and international inter"gfcjjremendous
graphic
power
of
the
reen to its fullest."
est. Selling price on 16 mm. black
and white subjects is $25 for one
Presentation by Hays
Will H. Hays presented a . plaque reel and $40 for two reels. On a
Robert E. Sherwood "for his rental basis, cost is $1.25 per reel.
erAace to the nation as dramatist Kodachrome subjects sell at $75
,nd citizen," citing Sherwood's de- per reel and rent at $2.50 per reel.
This price schedule represents a
jfotion to the principle of freedom standardization of fees which foriishfwth in peace and in war.
merly ranged from $15 to $50 per
K o^i Berlin received his plaque from reel.
'ames A. Farley, who pointed to the
•-omposer's Army shows in both
jtVorld Wars. "Although 'Yip, Yip Tecamah Lyric to Vet.
Tecamah, Neb. — Mrs. Jennie Wick('ifaphank' came off th-e top of your
lusy mind," Farley said, '"This Is man has sold the Lyric Theater to
rhe Army' came out of your heart." H. 0. Qualseitt, a veteran.

New Price Scale for
Canadian Gov't Films

1928tries."
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TEN

BEST
—

PICTURES
Tlie Patriot — Paramount
Sorrel!

and Son — United

Artists

Last Command — Paramount
Four Sons — Fox
Street Angel — Fox
The Circus — United Artists
Sunrise — Fox
The Crowd — M-G-M
King of Kings — Pathe
Sadie Thompson — United Artists

WATCH

FOR

THE

10 BEST PICTURES of 1947

jmrm-;

I {.■■■ ■ A

H RKO HADIO PICTURW, Inc.

TRADE
SHOWINGS

TIME

BRANCH
ALBANY

PLACE OF SHOWING

DAY & DATE

Delaware Theatre
290 Delaware Avenue

TUES. 1 /7/47
TUBS; 1/7/47

Rhodes Theatre

ATLANTA

62 S. Rhodes

BOSTON

Center

THURS. 12/19 46

Esquire Theatre
264 Huntington Ave.

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

Esquire Theatre
58 E. Oak St.

CINCINNATI

Esquire Theatre
320 Ludlow St.

CLEVEUND

Shaker Theatre
Kinsman & Lee Rood*
(Shaker HeighH)

OALUS

Melrose Theatre
3419 Oak Lawn Avenue

DENVER

Esquire Theatre
6th and Downing

DES MOINES

INDIANAPOLIS

Cinema Theatre
213 E. 16th Street

KANSAS

Kimo Theatre
3319 Main Street

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador
Ambassador

MEMPHIS

Linden Circle

11:00 A.M.

THURS. 12/19/46

2:30 P.M.

TUES. 1/7/47

THURS. 12/19/46

MILWAUKEE

Tower Theatre
757 North 27th St.

MINNEAPOLIS

Granada Theatre
3022 Hennepin Ave.

HAVEN

Whitney Theatre
1220 Whitney Ave.

NEW

ORLEANS

Circle Theatre

PHILADELPHIA
PinSBURGH
PORTLAND

TUES. 1/7/47

St.

Uptown Theatre
Broad and Susquehanna
Shadyside Theatre
5518 Walnut St.
Oriental Theatre
822 S. E. Grand

Ave.

SALT LAKE CITY

West End Theatre
4819 Delmar Blvd.
Studio Theotre
161 So. Main Street

SAN

Tivoli Theatre
70 Eddy St.

ST. LOUIS

FRANCISCO

SEAHLE

4543
University
Egyptian
TheatreAve.
FAUS

WASHINGTON

Hollywood Theatre
212 No Phillips Avenue
Fox Projection Room

1:30 P.M.
P.M. \
'
2:30

TUES. 1/7/47

2:00 P.AA.
2:30 P.M. .
1.

10:45 A.AA.
11:00 A./A. I

THURS. 12/19/46

10:30 A.M.

TUES. 1/7/47

11:00 A.AA.

TUES. 1/7/47

Admiral Theatre
40th & Farham Street

OMAHA

THURS. 12/19/46

THURS. 12/19/46

Normondie Theatre

Uptown
Theatre
1212 North
Hudson

2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M. I

THURS. 12/19/46

53rd St. & Park Ave.
CITY

THURS. 12/19/46

TUES. 1/7/47

St. Bernard & N. Galvez Aves.
YORK

2:30 P.M.
P.M. t'
2:00
2.00 P.M.

TUES. 1 /7/47

Theatre
Hotel

NEW

2:00 P.M.

WED. 1/8/47

311 South Somerville

SIOUX

THURS. 12/19/46

TUES. 1/7/47

Varsity Theatre
17121 Livernois St.

OKLAHOMA

10:30
2:00A.M.
Pf

TUES. 1 /7/47

St.

DETROIT

NEW

TUES. 1 /7/47

Uptown Theatre
4115 University Ave.

CITY

11:00 A.M.
2:45 P.M. 1
10:30 A.M.

THURS. 12/19/46

Shea's Niagara Theatre
426 Niagara St.
Plaza Theatre
1610 Central Ave.

CHARLOnE

2:00 9M.

THURS. 12/19/46
Ave.

11:00 A.M.

TUES. 1/7/47

2:00 P.M. . 'i
2:00 P.AA

TUES. 1/7/47

2:30 P.M.

TUES. 1/7/47

1:00 P.AA.

TUES. 1/7/47
THURS. 12/19/46

9:45 A.M.
1:30 P.M.

TUES. 1/7/47

2:30 P.M.

TUES. 1 /7/47

2:30 P.M. ;

THURS. 12/19/46

932 New Jersey Ave.

9:00 A.M. ■
.*^~\>
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IliirO Pathe Five
Opens
Basils First Post- Mfrs.
Warof Refrigeration
Studio
Stages and Latest

ABOUT
ITHE TRADE

Equipment Featured in
New 11 -Story Structure

First vertical studio in the United
States, and a sample of Hollywood
|.ATER O'HARE, manager of the Humcome East, is RKO Pathe's new Park
rboldt Amusement' Co., Des Moines, la., Ave. studio. FallI purchased a site in Humboldt and plans
ing in with New
.jbuild a second theater in the city as York's skyscraper
jin. as materials are available. . . . motif, the modem
iln Coral Gables, Fla., a portion of the
11 story structure
Wway adjoining the site of the new
on Park Ave. and
racle Wometco Theater, to be erected
106th St., N. Y.,
'ICoral Way and Avenue Andalusia, has
is the first post'lin closed by the city commission, and
war studio to be

! land turned over to Wometco Theaters,
in operalAA ii. .. .Construction
of the theater
is placed
tion.
fned to start no later than Jan. 1....
The brainchild
)PA iding 'building restrictions have been
led. ... • The Georgia Theater, in of Frederic UllpresilAA iycross, announced that plans are being man, Jr.,
dent of RKO
■fwn for a new theater to be erected
ire in the near future. .. .Lamar Swift, Pathe, Inc., stuIPA
dio was a year in
'|trict manager, said the new structure
■lid probably replace the Ritz which is building, with an ifrederic ullman, jr.
'PA
expenditure of
;jned by the same company.
I

IPA

A

ft

&

HN
F. MILLER,
retired theater
\owner of Hickory, N. C, now cotter of the Miller Realty Company,
Jicolnton, says his firm will erect a
jkf $45,000 theater in Maiden, as soon
I CPA gives green light. . . . New
fise will seat 500, according to presIp blueprints. ...
• Harry Phillips,
id chair distributor, has taken over
t building at 1424 So. Wabash Ave.,
\icago. . . . He has also taken the
tncy for Ace Candy Co., for that terlory. ...
m In Chicago, Edward
rsson, Swedish actor, was the guest
Harry Munson and his associates at

Vnpro. . . . Persson's wife and pub.||ity director, Bengt Janzon, accom'nied him. . . . They are making a
I
(Continued on Page 3)

Swedish Engineer Has
Stereo FUm System
Stockholm (By Air Mail) — W.
Axson Lindberg, Swedish engineer,
has applied for a patent on a new
Stereoscopic film system. According
to Lindberg, no costly projector alterations are essential for the use of
his system. Inventor has been working on his system for several years
and claims excellent performance
features.

over $1,000,000 involved in convert(Continued on Page 6)

Confectionary Sales
Hitting Record Higli
Manufacturers' dollar sales of confectionary reached a record high in
October, 22 per cent over a year
ago and 37 per cent above September
this
year, according to the Census
Bureau.
Total candy sales by all manufac(Continued on Page 4)

American Equipment
For Congo Studios

Brussels (By Air Mail)— The Ministry of Finance has granted $1,000,000 for the construction of
studios in Belgian Congo, with
American equipment. At Congo,
shorts, newsreels, and features will
be produced, in 16 and 35 mm.,
the features for the benefit of the
native population. English, French,
Spanish, and Dutch versions will be
made.

Eastman's James
Given Britisli Award

Theaters of the country are in a
race to install air-conditioning equipment before next Summer, now that
Govei'nment restiictions on cooling
gas, machinery, and other adjuncts
to cooling systems have been removed after seven years. Manufacturers of air-conditioning and refrigerating machinery say they are
swamped with orders.
Indicative of the trend is the fact
(Continued on Page 6)

24 Houses Planned
In Kew Midwest Boom

For research over a period of
seven years on chemistry of photoMinneapolis — A theater building
graphic development, Dr. T. H.
James, Eastman Kodak chemist, has boom is in prospect for this film territory, which embraces Minnesota,
been given the 1945 Henderson
Award of the Royal Photographic Western Wisconsin, North Dakota
South Dakota, just as soon as
Society of Great Britain, it was an- and
nounced. The award
went
to Dr. current construction limitations are
removed. Already 24 new houses
(Continued on Page 7)
have been planned for the area, besides those being built now, and
(Continued on Page 4)

Sickles Plans Tele Parts
Plant in Portland, Me.

Chicopee, Mass. — F. W. Sickles
Co., wholly-owned subsidiary of General Instrument Corp., which manufactures component parts of television sets, is contemplating opening a branch factory in Portland,
(Continued on Page 4)

Melniker Unveils S. A, House
Cine Metro, Colombia, First of Seven'^PIanned
Attending the gala opening this
Carr Opens Manley PopCom Office in Cleveland
week of M-G-M's newest LatinAmerican showcase, Cine Metro, in
Cleveland — Wade Carr, district
manager for Manley Popcorn Co.,
has opened a local office in 516 Film
Bldg. He has appointed Warren A.
Miller in charge of isales in Southern
Ohio, with headquarters in Cincinnati, and Chai'les V. Byers as Western Pennsylvania representative
(Continued on Page 6)

Equipment Swamped With
7- Year Order Backlog

Barranquilla, Colombia, was William Melniker head of the theater
dept. of Loew's International who
flew in for the ceremonies. He joined
the President of Colombia and other
local dignitaries and government
officials in the colorful pageantry of
a grand opening.
First of seven new Latin American
(Continued on Page 4)

Westinghouse Opens New
Illumination Lab in Chi.
Chicago — ■ Westinghouse has
opened an illumination laboratory in
this city under direction of Carl F.
Jensen, district engineer. The new
lab. will give theater maintenance
men first-hand data on illumination
(Continued on Page 4)

T &P R.R. Introduces
Traveling Pix to SW
Marshall, Tex. — The first traveling railroad motion picture theater
in the southwest made its debut over
theTexas and Pacific Railroad. The
coach being used for the projection
room has a seating capacity of 68
persons. First showing was made for
the employes of the railroad. Comconsideredpany
the officials
initial and
show viewers
a great success.
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Sfacey Returns to
Carrier's Sales Dept.

In two Sections — Section II
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively -covering the equipment industry, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood,
Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau
Chief.

Four Execs. Named
For Key RCA Jobs
Camden, N. J. — Appointments of
-J. R. Little as manager of the RCA
Theater Equipment Section, Barton
Kreuzer as manager of Film Recording Activities, A. R. Hopkins as
manager of Communications and
Electronic Equipment Sales, and the
promotion of Theodore A. Smith to
General Sales Manager of the Engineering Products Department, have
been announced bv W. W. Watts and
Meade Brunet, RCA vice-presidents.
Little was for the last 18 years
engaged in merchandising and sales
promotion for Montgomery Ward &
Co. Before his appointment to the
theater equipment section, he spent
five months visiting dealers throughout the country, making a survey of
their requirements.
Kreuzer joined RCA in 1928, and
has served successively in the company's development, engineering, installation and service, and commercial departments.
Prior to his present assignment,
Hopkins was regional manager of
the department for the Chicago area.
In his new position, he will direct
sales and product lines which include broadcast, *television, test, scientific, and electronic equipment.
Since 1943 Smith had been sales
manager of communications and electronic equipment in the engineering
products department.
Other appointments recently announced include three regional sales
managers of the RCA engineering
products department. C. M. Lewis,
who fills Hopkins' position in the
Chicago region; Al Josephsen, in "the
N. Y. area, and H. V. Sommerville,
in the Cleveland district.

P'tucket House Adds Candy

Pawtucket — The Fairlawn Theater
here is installing a new candy stand
designed to fit the modern house. It
is reported to be the house's first
attempt at candy selling. Management will operate stand.

FORT-A-CIDE
THE
"MIRACLE"
DEODORANT
AND
For

Stacey has been active in the design, development and application of
air - conditioning and refrigeration
equipment throughout his entire
career. When the Carrier Air Conditioning Co. of America was organized in 1908, Stacey became chief
engineer. In 1915, he was one of the
seven founders of the Carrier Engineering Corp. After five years as
Western manager, he became chief
research engineer, which position he
occupied from 1919 to 1930. When
Carrier Corp. was formed in 1930,
he became vice-president in charge
of engineering.
Stacey has made many notable contributions to the development of airconditioning and refrigeration including: Basic developments of low pressure, high boiling point refrigerants,
which were required in the development of centrifugal refrigeration
equipment; the invention of apparatus for the control of temperature
and humidity in drying processes;
development of the Weathermaster
system of air conditioning; Development of the first successful steam
ejector
water-cooler unit for airconditioning.
In addition to these and other inventions which resulted in the issuance of thirty-five patents to Stacey,
he designed many industrial and
comfort air-conditioning installations including that in the United
States Capitol.
In returning to Carrier Corp.,
Stacey is carrying on the development of the air-conditioning and refrigeration industry in association
with three others of the seven founders of the corporation. Dr. Willis
H. Carrier, chairman of the board;
Edward T. Murphy, senior vice-president and Logan L. Lewis, vice-president and technical consultant.

Rooms

Williamstown, Mass. — The Geveart Co. of America, Inc., which
has a plant here, is negotiating fcr
the purchase of a plant in North
Adams, which will become the second owned by the company in this
country. Geveart is one of the topranking producers of films for the
moticn picture industry. Its parent
company is Gevaert Production N. V.
of Antwerp, Belgium. A high Gevaert
official admitted investigations are
under way in connection with the
purchase, but said negotiations would
take at least two weeks more.

Any Quantity
We have the Cream of the Crop
Write or wire for exact photo
USED
MART

CHAIR

Sam Levinsohn, Owner
829 So. State Street, Chicago 5

Decree Ordered On
York Sto(l( Transfer
Wilmington, Del. — Chancellor
W. Harrington has ordered the
try of a decree directing prefe:
stockholders of the former York
stock to the Co.
York toCorp.
on pajTit'
Machinery
transfer
of
the
appraised
value
of 89
share.
The chancellor ordered a dism:
of a cross-petition filed in the D
ware Court of Chancery by a n
ber of preferred stockholders
objected
to the
merger
Ice
and first
York
Corp.
whichof "i
effected in June, 1942, and late;

Coast Dealers Back
5c Candy: Ebenstein
Herbert R. Ebenstein, executive
director of the Group Service
Agency, which represents nine companies comprising Sanitary Automatic Candy Corp. and its affiliates,
has returned from an extended visit
to Group oflnces across the country.
Ebenstein found the candy industry in a confused state because of
the uncertainty of production schedules and the widespread price confusion. There is every indication,
he said, that sugar allocation to the
candy industry will be increased
from the present 60 per cent to 80
per cent on April 1. This increase
will be reflected in accelerated production in the second quarter of the
coming year and will favorably
affect cost factors, thus contributing
to price stabilization and increasing
the availability of supplies.
Although much price confusion exists in retail cii'cles, the tendency
toward retail price increase is by no
means nation-wide, he said. Retailers on the West Coast seem to be determined tohold the line at five cents
for the nickel bar, contrary to the
practice in the East of jacking nickel
bar prices to six and eight cents.
*^^*

IF YOU
STADIUM,

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs

CHICAGO

ODORLESS
DISINFECTANT

Hospital
—
Clean
Rest
ASK YOUR DEALER

Syracuse — Alfred E. Stacey, Jr.,
air-conditioning pioneer and one of
the seven founders of Carrier Corp.,
has rejoined the organization, it is
announced by Arthur P. Shanklin,
vice-president and general sales manager. Stacey, who has been on active
duty in the U. S. Navy with the
rank of captain, will be process consultant to the sales division. In this
capacity, he will devote major attention to the application of temindustry. perature and humidity control to

Geveart Plans Second
American Film Plant

CONTACT

AMUSEME^4T

PARK

INTERNATIONAL

O"
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United States Plywood
Corp
presenting a 'series of veneers
plywoods which are easily adapts
to theater construction or displa;
Flexmetl, a thin veneer laming
to metal, can be used either flat
curved and is permitted under fire laws of many cities. Flexgli
has designs in color, fused into
glass. Fiberlox is a new rigid, in
pensive board of great stabi
which can be used as a base for <
plays. Armorply, metal on plywc
including such metals as stainl
steel and aluminum, is especic
adapted to facade decoration. Fl
wood is a thin veneer mounted
canvas for direct wall applicat
with a large variety of woods.

^ -

TICKET!

Your
needs
supplied
efficiently with Roll, Machine
Folded, Reserve Seats, etc.

'ifll. Samples,
Ips- quest.

Novel Theater Effects
With Plywood, Veneers

BUY

Bai3iiBH3iB

^Ij
■^Ij
HH:

stock.appraisal
Two of value
three placed
appraisers
the
on t'e
mated the stock, which was
valued at $197.50 a share.

on

re-

llCKET CO.

52 GRAFTON AVE.
NEWARK 4. N. J.
Soles offices in New York ond
Frincipaf Cities

THEATRE

PROJECTORS

AND SOUND SYSTEMS
. . . bnilt to specificatioas that fat exceed
generally
accepted
commercial
standards. . . Learn
how you
get so much
foe
so litde when you buy DeVRY. . . . Write
DeVRV CORP., 1111 Armitage
Avenue, 5-TlME
Chicago WINNER!
14, Illinois.
DeVRY
hu earned five
"E'l" for
in
caDMcative excellence
Array - Navy
prodactioo of Motion Pietnre Sound Equipment.

MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIPME

cn^Suw:
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few Ansco Plan for
sr nploye Relations
I new approach to the handling
management problems faced by
?co executives is opened with the
•mization
of a new
committee
resenting every employee of the
iion and announced by E. Allan
liford, general manager of Ansco.
, . Sroup is designated
as the Ad"?'.pory Board of Management, and
'l chief purpose will be to consider
'"'' "human element in the formula,';J,ti of plant policies and practices."
::^ mil also serve as a clearing house
"". 'l current problems of administrao.'l^'S.b
involving employe relationships.
:ai t[embership
includes
foremen,
^ ervisors,
department
managers
"l basis
one plant
manager, population.
chosen on
of department

t

Cflip,
!£8S

&P Theaters Plans
and Modernization

tl & P Theaters Corp. announced
t plans have been completed for
modernization, re-decorating and
aglitequipping
of their Strand
TheiSioi|r in Pawtucket, R. I. Martin J.
lin and Samuel Pinanski, execus of M & P, spent some time in
f^jlR'tucket last week, together with
i-pulf-fi Rosenberg,
district
man::3ii£[ier, Harold
Lancaster,
resident
.;i;tij;j.nager, and a staif of architects
- I" a engineers,
making
a complete
pection and study of the present
,^r ,:ater facilities and equipment.
KB. 1^.rchitectual design is being prered by the firm of Krokyn
and
Dwne, with construction to be
ladled by the Conviser Corp. TheJpr equipment, air-conditioning,
Ij., will be supervised by Standard
lleater Corp. Actual work will bell as soon as building supplies are
lEiilable.

j. Paul Theaters Buys
)tel. Movie Property
pt. Paul— St. Paul Theater Co., a
Dsidiary of RKO Theaters, Inc.,
Is purchased the St. Francis Hotel
pperty on Seventh St., between St.
ter and Wabash Sts., here. The
m payed $826,000 for the site. In
Idition to the hotel, the property
[ntains the RKO Orpheum Theater,
srated by St. Paul Theater Co. and
10, and several shops.
)fii
jUohn Redmond, division manager
RKO, said an announcement on
Kcd il
jtensive remodeling plans will be
diicf ide soon.
Tnie i
MIS

oncouver Cambie Leased

B! Vancouver, B. C. — The Odeon Cirihejit has leased the 449-seat Cambie,
""^ isuburban house, from Saul Baril.
"p(J 1 eluding the Cambie, Odeon now
at lis 18 theaters in the Greater Vanifffffuver area and 29 in British Colii**ibia. Two new houses are planned
r Victoria and West Vancouver.
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(Continued from Page 1)

full-length feature of their American
trip, which will be exhibited on their
return to Sweden. . . . Persson is under
contract to Europa Films, of Stockholm, ivho handle distribution of the
Ampro
16mm.
line
in that
country. 8 and

THEATERS INC. has announced that plans are under way
for the erection of three additional theaters in the Greater Miami area
This is in addition to those already under construction and will bring the chain
now operating in this area above 40. . . .
* #
*
In Ft. Pierce, Fla., the Lincoln Theater, at Ave. B and Bouglas Court, has
CHICAGO architect, Edward P. Lewin,
For Negro patrons
says plans are progressing for the new been completed
theater, in Beloit, Wise, seating 1,500, only, house is owned and operated
for Thomas Milton Ellis, who owns three by the Lincoln Enterprises, Inc., a corporation formed by Br. C. C. Benton,
houses in that city now... House will be
stadium type. . . . • Shortage of ma- H. E. Center and M. A. Ramsey. . . .
• Parkway Theater, Miami, Fla., has
terials isholding up several theaters which
were expected to be in operation by the had a new air-conditioning plant installed Completion of the job has
New Year. .. .among them, the Cloverdale, W. Vancouver. ... • Odeon The- been held up pending the arrival of a
aters of Canada has opened the recon- few minor parts.
*
*
*

structed Hastings, in Vancouver. .. situated on site of original Pantages vaudeville
house
Will seat 1,300 and play a straight
film policy first-run day and date with the
uptown Vogue. ... • Further word from
the Province shows an up-to-date 432seater being planned for Grand Forks, B.C.,
by Peter Abrosimoff. .. .House to compete
with the 300-seat Granda, operated by Del
of 1,300.
Fox for the trade
* of *a population
*

KEITH BUREAU, of Brown &
Bureau, Melbourne, Australia, is a
business visitor at Ampro's Chicago
headquarters. . . . He's looking for new
projector and other theater equipment
accounts for the Bown Under territory.
. . . Helmuth Spandow, Foto Scandia
prexy, Stockholm, Sweden, subsidiary of
Europa Films, is also a guest of Ampro,
to get Scandinavian representation for
American equipment. . . . • Frank
AshSimek, owner of the Neu Theater, house
land, Neb., plans to open a new
in same city in the Spring. . . . Building has been bought and Simek will
extend it to meet the requirements of
his new theater. ... • Pickwick Theater, of the Alliance Circuit is expected
to reopen this Christmas. . . . House, a
600-seater, replaces the old Pickwick,
destroyed by fire last year. . . . Irving
Karlin is the architect, and Lou Harris
had charge of* buildin
* g * operations.

WOMETCO

I OWER MALL, Cleveland 700-seater, is
^ closed for complete alterations, including new seats, carpets, and decorations
"Henry V" is set to play at the Mall under
road show policy, with date and prices to
be announced. ... • New screen, screen
maskings, and projection equipment are being installed in the Warrensburg, Mo., Star,
Roy Tucker, manager. . . . • Windsor
Theater, Windsor, Mo., is being remodelled
Work will be done without closing
theater, and will take a month.
. . .

PLEA'S are rapidly nearing completion
' for a neiv theater, for Br. H. B.
Gable, Monticello, Ind., who will lease
the house, tvhen ready, to Kalafat Bros.,
operators of several Indiana theaters. . . .
• Edinburg (III.) Theater has been
closed for extensive improvements, including the installation of new projection and sound equipment, new screen,
and a re-decoration of the interior. . . .
• Glen Theater, operated bv Mr. and
Mrs. Elwyn W. Seymour, Glen Ellyn.
III., is being completely remodeled and
re-decorated
New projection equipment and a plastic screen will be installed. ... • /n Wichita Falls, Tex.,
heavy rains have loosened plaster on the
walls of the Wichita Theater auditorium
House has closed temporarily for
perfected repairs. ... 0 In Tyler, Tex., a torhave
ERS
BROTH
S
SOTE
KERA
nado wrecked the Starlight Brive-In,
for
improvements
plans for extensive
• • which is owned and operated by World
their Senate Theater, Springfield, III
War II veterans, T. B. Belay and F. H.
House will be completely modernized, the Bouglas.
work to include a new stage setting, drapes,

« « >!<
curtains, carpeting, modern rest room, etc.
Contracts will be let soon. ... • Tom THE Post St. Theater, Spokane, Wash., is
• re-seating its top balcony and will use
Flannery, Whiteway Electric prexy, Chicago,
House is
is visiting his orange grove at Davie, Florida. it for the first time in years
Slick
used
Co.
ring
• Radiant Manufactu
a former legit, stand. . . • Lou H. Walters, president and general manager. Cine
airways for a large shipment of Radiant
screens for the Eastern trade. .... Man- Supply Co., St. Louis, is marking the comager Wertheimer says that plane shipments oany's first birthday. . . • A $100,000
are used quite often for rush orders. . . . theater structure just begun in Sum• In Chicago, Holmes Projector Co. re- merville, Ga., by A. G. Perry and associates will be taken over. It is report their factory busy on the production
of their new double A 35 mm. portable
ported, byTankersley & Hampton, of Ellijay,
owners of the Royal Theater there. .
projector for the theater trade. With lift- • Theaters Utilities Service has opened
ing of freight embargo, shipments are goheadquarters on the Portland, Ore., Film
ing forward to their distributors, throughout the country. ... •Bob Engel, DeVry Row. . . • The Commonwealth Amusement Co., Kansas City, Mo., has awarded
sales manager, and Elof Peterson of DeVry
» contract to the Flett Construction Co.,
Factory, have returned from St. Louis meeting of the American Vocational Association Kansas City, for the installation of a new
Ed DeVry of the DeVry headquarters reinforced concrete, concrete block and
is visiting in Southern Texas and will go on steel roof and other alterations and improvements to the Paramount Theater, Rockport,
to Mexico City, where he will confer with
Casa Ehlers, the company's Mexican Kep.

Mo.

NEWS

Chi. Whels Fire Laws
After Allanta Blaze
Chicago— City officials are tightening fire law enforcement following
the recent, disastrous Atlanta hotel
fire, in which 122 lives were lost.
John 0. Merrill, architect, has been
appointed chairman of the committee
re-writing the Chicago building code,
which will affect the city's present
and future theaters, as well as other
business structures.
Merrill says that Chicago has one
of the best enforced theater building and fire control laws in the country, but that they are taking no
chances of a duplicate holocaust occurring in this city.
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Meiniker Unveils
New Loew S. A. House

Friday, December 13, 194(

DAILY

Audience's
and Sighing
and Squeahs
To GiveHeaving
Producers
the Lowdotvn
at Sneahs
West

Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Confeclionary Sales
Hilling Record High

Hollywood — Audiences at sneak preview in 1947 may unconsciously subject

(Continued from Page 1 )
themselves to tests of blood pressure and respiration to determine their reaction to emotional sequences in the film they are watching.
theaters planned by Loew's International, Cine Metro with its luxurious
Loren L. Ryder, head of Paramount studio's sound department, is developing
appointments compares favorably
a small electronic gadget to record the spectator's heartbeat and respiration
rate as scenes of love, violence and excitement unfold upon the screen. The
with the finest theaters anywhere in
instruments will be placed under a certain number of seats in whatever theater
the world.
the picture is sneaked.
Paramount pioneered the audio audience reaction indicator, which uses a
Theater was acquired by Loew's
early in 1945 and was then closed
hidden mike in the auditorium to record applause and laughter plus the dialogue
for a complete remodelling and refrom the screen. The new gadget, it is believed, will provide reliable indication
equipping job. Projection used is
of emotional response to sequences not calculated to evoke audible reaction
Super Simplex; WE sound equipfrom the film-goer.
ment; American Seating; J. Rosenheimer carpeting throughout and a
complete air-conditioning unit by
Carrier. Theater has a completely
new facade and the interior is furnished in the traditional Metro
fashion, with sumptuous elegance
designed for the utmost in comfort
and perfection in motion picture presentation.
(Continued from Page 1)
Detroit — Rumors of plans to purM-G-M's all-Spanish "Gaslight," more probably will be announced
chase or build a circuit of theaters
in Southern California were denied
which has been breaking recoi'ds shortly.
throughout Latin-America, was the
In Minnesota new independent
Wisper partner of the Wisinitial presentation of the Cine theaters will be constructed at Mar- by Lew
per and Wetsman Circuit, who has
Metro.
shall, Elbow Lake, Ortonville and just returned from a vacation on the
Jasper. In Minneapolis Paul Mans West Coast. Wisper said that neither
will complete his house at 66th and he nor his partner, Frank Wetsman,
Increased Office Space
Nicollet, and Woskie and Lee will had any plans to add houses in any
For Natco in Chicago
build a house at 42nd and Cedar. other territory away from the Detroit area.
Volk Bros, will build at Robbinsdale,
Offices of Natco, Inc., Chicago, a Minneapolis suburb, and Guttman
Wisper also took serious exception
manufacturers of 16 mm. sound pro- and Mann plan a theater on White to published reports that the W and
jector equipment, are now in new
Paul. Minnesota Amsix theaters "in
quarters at 505 N. Sacramento Blvd., Bear Ave.,usementSt.
Co., a Paramount affiliate, W Circuit operates
with Paramount," pointin space once occupied by the Ben- will build at Mankato, Rochester and partnership
ing out that this applies to only one
dix Aviation Corp. With the new at Larpenter and Snelling, St. Paul. house, the Royale, operated on a
facilities, Natco expects to more
Wisconsin theaters include those second-run basis.
than double its last year's produc- at Siren, Pepin and St. Croix Falls.
tion.
In North Dakota new theaters vdll
According to Willard Gidwitz, ex- be erected at Bismarck, Mott, Garri- Westinghouse Opens New
ecutive vice-president of the comson, Bowman, Grafton and a Minne- Illumination Lab in Chi.
pany, the move of the manufactursota Amusement Co. project at
ing production lines will be com- Minot.
(Continued from Page 1)
pleted shortly after the first of the
New outlets in South Dakota will
problems
and aid in solving their
year. ,
Gidwitz also announced broadened be at Webster Milbank and Pier- needs along lighting lines. The results of playing invisible rays from
sales plans and the appointment of
Being completed now are theaters
several additional foreign distribu- pont.
at Mora, Fairbault, Hibbing, Wil- black light lamps on fluorescent
tors, which will give Natco world- mont, and Big Fork Minn.; Kulm, treated objects, such as luminous
wide coverage.
Wishek, and Golden Valley, N. D.; carpets will be shown at the new lab.
Bowdle, and New England, S. D.;
and Eau Claire (2), Rib Lake, Sickles Plans Tele Parts
Long and Farr To Build
Augusta and Washburn, Wis.
Plant in Portland, Me.
$40,000 Negro Theater
Within the past year new houses
have been opened at Bagley, Clar(Continued from Poge 1)
Texas City, Tex. — J. G. Long and
issa, Lamberton, McGregor, HoffJack Farr will start construction
man and Watertown Minn.; Luck, Me., to employ 800 persons. The new
Jan. 1 on a theater for negroes here, Milltovra and Pepin, Wis.; Wolsey plant will attempt to solve the labor
at an estimated cost of $40,000.
and Northville, S. D.; and Willow problems of the company which has
Theater will be built on property City and Wing, N. D.
been trying to boost employment
at the corner of 2nd Ave. S. and
from the present 2,500 level to 3,500.
6th St., in the heart of the negro Aren't You Glad It's Winter?
section and will contain 400 seats.
A shortage of carbon tetrachloride Radiant Screen Presents
It will have a large stage to accom- caused by a strike in the plant of a
New Booklet For Trade
modate stage presentations and will
major supplier may curtail producfeature negro motion pictures.
tion of Freon refrigerant to 75 per
Chicago — A new folder showing a
cent of capacity for December, and
San Angelo Roxy Sold
as much as 20 per cent of capacity complete line of projection screens
San Angelo, Tex.— W. V. Adwell after the first of the year, accord- has just been released by Radiant
has sold the Roxy Theater here to
ing to the report received from the Manufacturing Corp., makers of the
Lester Dollison of Sherman who also Refrigeration Equipment Manufac- famous Radiant screens.
Officials of the company state that
owns the local State Theater. Dolturers Association.
lison recently sold his Texas Theater
A serious shortage of steel ship- because full production on all screens
at Longview to W. M. Morrow. Adping cylinders was also reported by is now assured, it will become neceswell, a former RKO salesman, will the association which urged that
sary to provide customers with comcontinue his operation of the Ozona consumers return all empty cylinders
plete, up-to-date information on new
Theater at Ozona.
screen developments.
to.producer^. to speed shipments.

WesI Expansion Plan
24 Houses Planned
In New Midwest Boom Denied by Lew Wisper

(Continued from Page 1 )

turers in the country for the first '
months of the year are estimated/
about $520,000,000.
October sales in pounds, as j
ported by 126 manufacturers, i;
creased 11 per cent over last yea
while the dollar value increased
per cent. Rise in dollar sales w;
due principally to an average prii
increase of 3.2 cents per pound, fro
24.7 to 27.9 cents.
Retailers, in motion picture ven
ing units, and elsewhere, have upp'
prices of most tiickel bars to 6 cent
Dime bars range from 12 to 15 cent
Western confectionery salesm;
meeting at the Sherman Hotel, CI:
cago, this week, said that the niclcandy bar was on the way out, uni
raw materials take a downwa
ti-end. Candy manufacturers hagradually raised the wholesale co
of their nickel candy bars until th
commodity is now almost extinc
except in candy vending machin
where the switchover to anoth
price range has as yet not be>
effected. The margin on low-co
bars is reportedly so small th
candy distributors are going all o
in ordering ten cent bars to meet i
sistent demands from a nation
sweet-toothed moviegoers. (

Frisina Link Opening
Set For Christmas Week
The grand opening of the Frisii,
Amusement Company's new 550-se
theater in Taylorville, 111., delay'
from time to time, due to constru
tion difficulties and material shoi
ages, is now set for Dec. 26. T
circuit now operates the Capitol a:
Ritz Theaters in Taylorville, whi
is the home town of Dominic Frisir.
head
the company.
Opening
t'
theaterof will
be the center
eventof off
civic testimonial for Frisina beii
arranged by residents of Taylorvi^
therecognition
community.of his contributions '
in

Modem Negro Theater
Set For Charlotte, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C. — ^Construction a modern 400-seat, air-conditiom
theater for Negroes, at Concord, i
soon as building restrictions w:
permit, is announced by H. D. Heai
H. A. Plater, manager, in char
of the Lincoln and supervisor
the Savoy, colored theaters hei
says that as soon as building :
strictions permit, the Lincoln w
be renovated and modernized at
cost of approximately $45,000. T
Lincoln, which seats 870, and t
Savoy, which seats 420, are cc
trolled by the Bijou Amusement C
Nashville, Tenn.

;

m
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Igure $100,000,000
ior New NW Theaters
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RCA Presents Mobile
16mm. Recording Unit

THE SOUnO TRACK
By ADRIAN

Indications point to at least $100,be spent on new and

•

yj 40,000 to

•

•

WE

DOUBT

KUBIT

if there is an exhibitor reading these words who

hasn't cussed his cash customers for bringing some of their more unpleasant habits into his theater
Gum chewing is the bane of maintenance, and the sticky stuff, if scraped from the collective theaters of the

.!|||novated theaters in the Pacific
forthwest area early in 1947 — proving governmental restrictions on
liilding are relaxed greatly, or
holly eliminated.

country

would

stretch

to

pretty

far

away

One

bright

exhib.

pulled

an effective stunt when he placed a pile of the scraped stuff in his lobby
and confronted chewers with the results of their rumination
Worked

:.-ei 'with

the resignation
of Wilson
'yatt,
former
Housing
Expeditor,
ad CPA boss, John Small,
a new
crking
formula
for construction
lay be reached, it is hoped. The huge
nil amber of backlog orders, waiting
fixiously for the day when permisvAlon would be granted by CPA, and
,ke growing stockpile of architects'
■ueprints may isoon realis^e fruition
hen the situation eases up.
oceJi Surveys made by The Film Daily
ilesii ;prrespondents in the Pacific North' C Vest and other areas of the country
eiiid fjidicated the strong building wants
. 31 f a country that had gone five years
^m sp old theaters and equipment. Lists
; in sf projects
planned,
and awaiting
ii a I PA approval grew steadily larger,
;:;!tiikch with the ubiquitous tag: ". . .
niu to be built when granted
approval
ladiii^iy CPA."
aiotl ii The construction situation has now
Ji be ^en brought into the open and is
low<i )!|eing re-examined in the light of de:!! i (iielopments that have arisen. The inall ccustry is strongly optimistic that
Mt|pmething will definitely be done to
Hon lase the unfortunate status of buildng in the past several years.

too, and the next night's batch was considerably less..

▼
T
T
• • • PEOPLE PICK ingenious parking spaces for their cuds,
. . . and no chair has as yet been designed that will frustrate illicit
caching of the spearmint. . . . An informal poll reveals that the under
edge of the seat provides the most popular parking spot . . . about an

arm's length back. . . . Didja ever wonder how to keep customers or
help from spitting into dark corners. . . . ? Well, it's been proved
that a generous painting of white in offending corners will deter most
expectorators. . . . White has a powerful effect in emphasizing sanitation, and people think more than twice about allowing evidence of
their presence on a ivhite surface. . . .
T
T
T
•

•

•

EXHIBS.

LEARN

a lot of trade

tricks,

and

build

up

quite

a backlog cf practical psychology watching their patrons' peccadilloes
If it doesn't prevent their getting grey, it at least retards the process
But it isn't just the careless adult who causes operators grief
Take
the kiddy matinee if you want to run through
the gamut of woe
Junior can dig quite a swath in seat fabrics with his sharp little heels as
he screams at a western
and splashing never did a seat any good
either

Patient

research

by

manufacturers

circumvents

many

future

troubles for exhibs., but only his own ingenuity can save him from the aspirin bottle
Hulking adolescents of 16 come escorted 'by their doting

krges

parents who claim junior to be not a day over 11, to beat the 12-year-oId

U. S. Awareness
^
Foreign
Potential
lek

price difference
and managers develop a patience of Job in explaining, short of demanding birth certificates from the indignant elders of their

Frist ij

offspring's actual age
But when baby starts smoking after his ticket
has been taken, it's time for the ushers to step in and demand an accounting.

5^^f;xport men who know their jobs, ac''^Pftording to K. Streuber, head of the
;. Srjjoport company bearing his name.
;'■ j Steuber said that interest abroad
''"''jft our manufactured goods has
• nl-eached just about its highest point
"jli.nd that European competition, due
'°'Tio the war has been substantially
^'^°!u'6di^ced. If the foreign markets are
" Soroperly treated
American
manufacturers, we can bythis
time gain
the

• • • AROUND THE Broadway houses, exhibs. have their own
specialized types of trouble with patrons who walk past signs meant
for their own instruction
Changing a marquee on a first-run pic
involves a lengthy and costly process, and work must be started for
a new marquee during the run of the old pic
Thus, in the closing
days of a run, new letters may appear on the theater advertising the
subsequent feature, while signs are posted in the lobby that the new
feature will start at a certain date
Know how many customers
charge past those signs expecting to see a new feature, and then

Our foreign customer is an important one for the years to come,
nd he should be handled by expert

T

jfood will, and sell abroad to good :
advantage when domestic demands
iiave levelled off, he added.
i
Streuber pointed out that in the
Bast American manufacturers had
piled to appreciate the potentialines of export trade, and when it
-on Was needed most they found that
idotd-he good will had been cultivated by
jrii,I, European competition. He empha,; resized that we should lay the foundageafliion now for the selling to be done
;i,ai|i|ater on when it becomes necessary.

T

▼

▼

because of "mis-

▼

•

• • THAT'S JUST one facet cf the Broadway scene where irritations arise from day to day
Another is the number of people who storm
down the aisles after being cautioned by ushers that there are absolutely
no more seats
These unbelieving folks don't do a bit of good congregating aimlessly in the center aisle and the fire hazard rises with each
additional skeptic
Some
houses like to consider themselves a home
away from home and proudly advertise this fact
But the way some
patrons treat this leads one to wonder at the way they treat their own
homes

IcJEquip. Co.'s at ChL Meet

ng: Chicago — - General Register Co.,
J nlDretor Manley and Blevin Popcorn
i aljiSquipment,
Capitol
Projector,
and
I laPerey
Turnstile
Co., N. Y. were
j tlramong the 50 exhibitors at the 28th
; WiZ^onvention
of the Association
of
": COAmusement Parks, at the Sherman
Hotel.

T

come storming out, angrily demanding a refund
representation!"

i
i
•

I

▼
•

•

•
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▼

▼

THIS ALL leads up to the story of the little old lady who

sat through two performances of "The Outlaw" in a Western town,
and then stormed indignantly out to the manager's office, demanding
a refund. "But I thought this was a dirty picture," she said
Nope, there's no business like show business
,

; Camden, N. J. — The first complete
mobile recording unit to be developed especially for 16 mm. sound
film recording has been designed and
:custom-built by the RCA Film Recording Department in Hollywood for
the Coronet Instructional Film Co.,
of Glenview, 111.
; Unit consists of a complete film
|and disc recording channel installed
jin a custom built body which is
i mounted on a 1% ton truck chassis.
-■The recording channel is of the Hollilywood studio type and has all the
[jfeatures normally found
necessary
I;for the operations of major studios.
Ij The optical system and film path
|.;of
standardinstalled
RCA Model
PR-23
jFilmtheRecorder
in the mobile
pnit was especially modified to per|mit recording of direct positive as
Iwell as nee-ative variable area sound
|track. The film i-ecorder also in!cludes a photographic -slater and a
:synchronization marking system.
II For location recording, the channel
|:can be operated entirely by batteries
which
have
sufficient capacity
for
approximately
20 hours
of normal
I operation.
Special windings on the
I motors of the camera and recorder
permit
interlock
operation
from
either a 96-volt battery source or a
220 volt three-phase AC supply.
The
front compartment
of this
I "recording
studio on wheels"
conI tains the disc and film recording maj chines, film loading cabinet, power
' supply batteries, and a number of
! storage compartments.
The amplifier, power control panel. Seleniumtype charging unit, dynamotor and
filter are located
in a bulk-head
which runs crosswise of the truck.
The rear compartment contains two
! large cable reels, lamp batteries, and
a cable storage compartment.
Three large doors in the rear of
the truck provide easy access to all
; storage -space and equiphient, while
the rear side of the power panel and
amplifier
racks
are equally
accessible
through
hinged
'doors,
immediately behind the amplifier and power
! panels.
These panels sei-ve to keep
I the equipment free from dirt and
; dust normally encountered in location work.

Radiant Opens N. Y.,
San Francisco Offices
Radiant
Manufacturing
Co. has
opened offices in New York under the
! management
of Harry Millar, and
! in -San Francisco, with Jack Neuman
as director.

Pliimbing Shipments Up 14%
Manufacturers' shipments of
plumbing -fixtures during the third
quarter of 1946 are valued at $29.9
million, 14 per cent above the $26.2
million reported for the second quarter of the year, according Lo the
Census Bureau.
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Pathe Opens East's
First Post-war Lot

^

Friday, December 13, 194£'

UAY:

Exiiibs. Race Summer
In Air Cond. Sprint

New Pathe Mixing Panel

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the old Odd Fellows Temple into
a modem, fully equipped, self-sustaining film studio. Building was
bought by Pathe Industries and has
been leased to RKO Pathe.
Air-conditioned and soundproofed
throughout, a highly efficient acoustic treatment has been given the
music scoring room, and the 70-seat
theater. Convex plaster panels and
perforated transite, with rock-wool
base line the walls, providing excellent absorbing qualities.
Conspicuous among all the surroundings newness is shiny new
equipment. RCA projection and
sound are used throughout; Mitchell
cameras, Mole-Richardson mikebooms, with 20 foot range, described
as unique in the East.
Main studio measures 90 x 80 x 27,
with walls completely covered by a
2-inch rock wool blanket. Four other
stages include mu^ic dubbing, scoring rooms, smaller shooting stages.
Dressing rooms, make-up rooms, and
portable dressing rooms in the best
Hollywood tradition provide finishing
touches to the general completeness
of the vast studio. Prop storage
rooms, film phonograph room, sound
recording shop, and central recording room.
Studio's five itages will be available to any producer, with Pathe
facilities, including directors and
cameramen, at his disposal. At present the schedule calls for production
on the lot of the "This is America"
series, plus commercial subjects. Initial production of the studio, now
filming is a three-reel advertising
subject, "Mr. Bell," for the telephone
company.
Company's Bound Brook Labs.,
now in New Jersey, will shortly
occupy a space adjacent the main
building, making the lot a completely
self-sufficient unit.
Studio is managed by Harold
Lewis. Architect was M. Milton
Glass, of Mayer & Whittlesey.

The Skouras organization askei.
the county in which these houses ar;
located for permission to drill fiv
wells from which 840,000 gallons o ,
water would be taken daily durin)
the Summer months. The wate;
would be taken from the ground a'
a temperature of 52 degrees. Afte
being used to cool the theaters i
would be returned to the grouni
through five wells operating in re|
verse
so that
the communities'
mal water
supply
would not be nor
im
Overhead view of the intricate main mixing panel, recently installed at the new RKO
Pathe studios. Chief engineer, Frank Woolley, right, designed the elaborate system for
recording and mixing sound. With Woolley is Mike Halsall, formerly with RCA.

SMPE Promotes Drive Ansco, Don Lee Maite
Teie Newsreel Pad
For Extra Revenue

To provide finances for many new
and essential projects covering technical problems of production, distribution and exhibition the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers is
launching a campaign for additional
revenue through slight increases in
membership dues and subscription to
the monthly Journal of the Society.
Special efl'ort also will be made to
obtain a greater portion of financial
and personnel support from the motion picture industry proper — the
producers, distributors and exhibitors— which at present is contributing about 25 per cent of the dues
collected by the SMPE.
In an analysis of operating costs
disclosed by Don E. Hyndman, who
winds up his term as SMPE president on Dec. 31 and will be succeeded
Loren L. Ryder, it is revealed
Carr Opens Manley Pop- by
that in the 10 years to 1946 the overCom Office in Cleveland
head of the Society has been held
down to an average of less than $25,(Continued from Page 1 )
000 a year. These expenses include
working out of Pittsburgh.
Ware- the holding of two annual convenhouse for Manley
and Burch mations, one in the East and one on
chines and supplies is maintained in the Coast, as well as numerous secColumbus.
tional meetings, the publication of
the monthly Journal as a permanent

Rex Theater Undergoes
Extensive Renovation

Bay Minette, Ala.— The Rex Theater is undergoing a renovation program that will include interior painting, redecoration of foyer and office,
water-proofing floors, and installatio)i of a new drainage system at a
total cost of .$3,000. A neon marquee was recently installed at a cost
of $1,000.

1)

that less than a month ago, Skoura
Theaters announced plans to coo
five of its houses in four Long Islan
communities, suburbs of New Yor,
City. They include the Cove The
ater at Glen Cove, the Rivoli am
Hempstead Theaters at Hempstead
and the Lynbrook and Valley Strean
Theaters.

West Coast Bureau, of THE
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Hollywood — A unique television
newsreel deal, first of its kind here,
has been arranged between Don
Lee's experimental station, W6XA0
and Ansco. Latter will process newsreels shot by Lee crews.
Don Lee will set up a special crew
to cover public events and record
them on silent 16 mm. film. Films
will then be rushed to Ansco for
processing and then telecast on the
station's regular Monday evening
program. Sound effects will be
added later. Time allowed between
shooting and telecasting will be from
5 to 48 hours, depending upon circumstances and material.

Beufield, Schenecker Sign Lease
Webster, S. D.— B. J. Beufield and
H. M. Schenecker, operators of the
Lyric here, have isigned a 10-year
lease to operate a new theater to be
built in this city by Swedberg Construction Co., Wheaton, Minn.
reference record for technical data,
answering thousands of requests annually for technical information, and
many other activities.

iVcMJ Aussy Budget Clips Customs and Sales Tax
j
Cutting Selling Price of Movie Equip Imports
j Sydney (By Air Mail) — The new budget has made concessions in customs
duties and sales tax, and the immediate effect will be a reduction in the selling]
prices of imported sound and projection equipment. Reductions granted are]
10 per cent sales tax instead of 25 per cent, and abolition of the 10 per cent]
Special War Duty, which was a levy on the combined total of customs, excise,"
and sales tax, on British as well as foreign imports.
|

paired. The theater chain estimatei
that it would use a total of 84,000,00^
gallons during the 100-day coolin},
season.
National air-conditioning in the
aters isn't nearly as prevalent as th(
public might surmise, and as exhib
itors well know. From its introduc
tion 15 years ago, air-conditioninj ,
has taken large strides, from th<
chill drafts that once blew dowi
patrons' necks to the finely balance^
systems now found in theaters al
over the country.
Patient research and experimenta
tion by air conditioning and insula
tion experts have led to many de
velopments that have added im'
measurably to the efficiency of air
conditioning systems. Research haS
found that properly insulated struc;
ture results in much more efficienl
and economical operation of tb
cooling system, and many exhibitor:
have found that installation costji
were completely eliminated by thj
great savings resulting in lowere<
heating and cooling costs. The ris<
in patronage in Summer months i\
air-conditioned theaters proved con
clusively to exhibitors that the in
stallation paid off in dollars an<
cents, as well as comfort.

Gordon Reopens Villa
With New Equipment
The Villa Theater at Lovilla, la.
has been re-opened by C. E. Gordon
of Hamilton and G. W. Gordon, own
ers of the Eddy Theater at Eddy
ville. The Villa Theater has beei
unused for several years and ha
been re-decorated and provided witl
new seats and some equipment.

Vets In Choir Market
Chicago — Sam Levinsohn, o._
Chicago Used Chair Co., says tha'
many inquiries for theater chair'
are being received from small town;
where returned veterans are plan
ning to operate shuttered theaters
Demand for theater seating con
tinue unabated from both large anc
small communities, he declares.

tjriday, December 13, 1946

ni

Eastman's James
Given British Award
pOPCORN
was an important
exhibit at
I the annual
meeting
of the Outdoor
lowman
at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago,
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Enterprise to Build
New Outdoor Studio
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Enterprise Prods, has
signed a long-term lease for extensive acreage, comprising the Providencia Rancho in San Fernando

James for his "very considerable
work on the chemistry of develop|)c. 2-5. Fine exhibits by Blevins Co.,
ment processes, and particularly on
Valley, where it will build a permanent outdoor studio.
Ti tpshville, and Manley, Kansas City, were the basis of various papers" pubifsplayed, and everyone had all the poplished by the Kodak scientist during
This is a continuation of Enter1945.
4i|>rn they could eat. . . .Jim Blevins headed
prisers post-war building program
Dr. James began his research on
^'^ ijs company's staff, assisted by Rufus Harwhich began with the modernization
::tej
i\i, Hardin Conn, and C. M. Wyman....
photographic
development
in
1939
arlie Blood was on hand, from the Star
of Harry Sherman's California Studio.
Joseph C. Gilpin, Enterprise studio
., St. Louis. .. .Charley
Manley,
M. L. with study of the simple reaction between silver ions and a developing
and production manager, is conferEd Inglis, and S. Lightfoot repre- agent in solution. Later he added
ring with architects and plans speedy
ai Irons,
jnted Manley Co.... Sales were reported successive complicating factors and
construction.
ODJl risk during the week.
approached, step by step, the condi«
«
•
tions during actual development of
a photographic image. Evidence ac- Gisi Buys in Bird Island
''^^'*j)een
Limere-opened
Theater, by
Lime
Springs,
la.,
has
the new owners, E.
cumulated during his research indi''^^'']. Owens and Joe Milnar, of Spring
Bird Island, Minn. - — Michael Gisi
cates that nox-mal photographic development is accelerated by silver has purchased the Roxy here. He will
'alley. .. .Building has been re-decorwhich
acts
as
a
catalyst
in
reaction,
^: '^ ~ted, new furnace and new seats »«•
occurring at the minute boundaries take possession Jan. 1.
■' ^- failed, and the* roof• repaired.
•
between silver and silver halide. .
i ll
A $90,000 building permit has been grantM ,ld the Princeton Theater Co., Princeton,
nA., to re-build the fire-razed Princeton,

'hly theater in the community.
the ).|
a-tl Claire

«

*

Plcmned Decatur Theater
Awaits CPA Green Light

New Service BIdg.
Opened by Alexander
Colorado Springs, Colo. — Alexander Film Co. has opened a new service building. To mark the event, J.
Don Alexander, and his brother, D.
M. Alexander, president and vicepresident, respectively, were luncheon hosts to local members of the
Co-operative, Kiwanis, Lions, Optimist, and Rotary Clubs. Members of
the clubs were taken on guided tours
of the film company's plant.
The new service building, where
films are classified, assembled,
mailed, and received, embodies every
possible idea for efficient operation,
fire-protection, and safety. It is designed in the shape of a cross, the
center being for offices and the four
extending sections for operational
space.

«c

Decatur, 111. — Footing tests for
Rohliff, DeVry advertising
{jjijfflJKjnager, is completing a new operating the foundations of the contemplated
iiodaoi"*^ seri/'ice manual which lists com- 2,000-seat theater to be erected here
jjjjjJWetc parts of DeVry projectors. . . . by Publix-Great States when labor
and material conditions will permit,
J, tjSfill be sent to the trade.
*
*
were
begun recently. Ai-chitects and
*
km
engineers are putting finishing
ilanroi.' Jerome D. Galligan, Mohawk Carpet Co.
en ailiiales manager, has been elected prexy of touches on the plans and specifications of the house, and they will be
ijhe Merchants and Manufacturers Club, in
MnMJhicago. . . .Also in Chicago, Industrial Tool ready to let contracts when the green
light is flashed in the construction
insulsjiind
ilsjslnd Die Works are completing a new 16
3T d^jsjim. sound projector which will be offered world. Milton S. Carstens, architect
of Chicago, said that a feature of
mm the trade when ready.
the new house will be a large lobby,
*
*
*
wide stairway and spacious rest
ci haisi Work is under way on a new 300- rooms. Three shops will be located
nmeat house being promoted by a group
on the first floor of the building.
imlSff businessmen, in Colman, S. D
Publix-Great States now operates
':'. iWieorge Seeley will lease and operate the Empress and Lincoln Theaters
;[i;oijil^e theater. .. .E. Koeniguer is installing
in Decatur, as part of their stateeostjficio seats in the Capitol, in Bristol.
wide circuit.
:; iW
*
*
«
mrw! |„ Jasper, Minn., Fred Deuth, new owner,
le "Spas made improvements and increased the
■''s"nieating capacity« of #the Jasper
Theater.
jconj
*

Trigger-action Machine
Presented by General

ie Bft Oil heating was recently installed in
'■ aJfCfte Lee Theater,
Clinton,
*
*
i< Mo.

General Register Corp., L. I. City,
is presenting a new trigger action,
hand operated ticket machine called
New HeyWood Wakefield chairs are be"Automaticket." Machine is designed
hg installed in the Delthe Theater,
De- and constructed so that each of the
roit, by the DeLodder Circuit.
ticket issuing units, which are
«
«
«
readily interchangeable, may be
. , George Billings has re • opened the easily removed from the case, and
^'^ \larion and E. D. Nash, the Canton, in just as quickly replaced, without
"^ jiarion and Canton, S. D., respectively, moving the machine from its posir\i jfter extensive remodelling.
tion in the boxoffice.
Eddyi^
^
jj.
^
Cases are constructed in two sizes
In Columbus,
Neth's Clinton
is being — one to hold up to three units,
f/'^T
%iven
a thorough O.,
remodeling
and renovation
the other to contain up to five units.
''^ jn a $10,000 program, including new maruuee, reseating, recarpeting
,and repaintng.
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For the latest developments
in the theater equipment
field see the 1 947 YEAR
BOOK

OF MOTION

PIC-

TURES, now in intensive
preparation and ready for
distribution early in 1947 to ,
all subscribers of

W'\

DAILY

To See Housing Short

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Government officials
iMiProvidence Drive-in Closes
and newspapermen have been inProvidence — ^E. M. Loew's Drivevited by the 20th Century Fund to
■jj'niin on the Providence-Pawtucket city attend a showing tomorrow of
rlaiMne closed a fortnight ahead of "Building America's Houses," a 16
i:ers,!4chedule. Unseasonably warm mm. reel produced by the Fund and
conjSiveather had provided late business, Encyclopedia Britannica Films for
.; imaut a sudden cold snap and the the Fund and the National Housing
)rown-out prompted the closing.
Agency.
I, oil

NEWS
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YouW attract
more customers...
with

HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION!

M.Lanagers

of small theatres find that Simplified High Intensity
Projection actually attracts more customers to their shows. The
reason?
Because this inexpensive form of high intensity projection gives
the movie-goer more for his money. It provides a brighter screen,
a sharper image. It makes available to the small theatre the same
perfection of modeling and detail . . . the same fidelity of color
reproduction . . . found in the larger theatres. This means more
audience relaxation and enjoyment . . . which means bigger box
office.
In spite of the obvious improvement that
tensity Projection can make on your screen,
cost. In fact, just a few extra admissions per
pay for it.
Take the first step today toward attracting
tomers. . . Consult your supply house on the
Intensity Lamps.

Simplified High Init is actually low in
show will more than
more and more cusavailability of High

The word '"National" is a registered trade-tnark of

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

BE
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas Cit/,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

T/iis advertisement appears in Better Theatres, December 14, January 11; Film Daily, December 6, January 10; Motion Picture Daily, December 11,
January 8; International Projectionist, January, February; Modern Theatre, January 4, February 1; Physical Theatre, January 15; Showmen's Trade
Review, January 4, February 1; alto adapted for Film Daily 1947 Yearbook.
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iRC€n LjGHT FOR TjKflTCR CORSTRUCTIOR
nank Acquires 30 More New Zealand Theaters
tys $1,250,000 Cash for
it's Williamson Chain;
latter Feared a "Squeeze"
J. Arthur Rank bought another
ring of houses — this time the deal
as made between J. C. Williamson
icture Corp. for its New Zealand
lain of 30 theaters for $1,250,000
ish. E. J. Tait, managing director
: the corporation disclosed the deal
jre Friday.
j Tait said he and his brothers sold
!it their N. Z. interest because they
sared a "squeeze" play between
)th-Fox, which owns 50 per cent of
le Moodabee Circuit, and the Rank
jtfit which, previous to the Tait
(Continued on Page 8)

Metro to Mahe Two English Features in '47,
Three Following Year in New (/. K. Studios
Metro, inaugurating feature production
contemplates the making of two pictures
lowing year, it was learned Saturday as
S.S. Queen Elizabeth.
It is expected that the first of the two
studios in May.

Washington Bureau of THE
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jlo Barrier Against
fnglisli Pix— Fredman

Partial remittance of American
distributor coin w li i c h has been
"frozen"
is expected
be
received in
in France
New York
withinto the
weeic or 10 days, according to home
office foreign department sources
over the week-end. While no figure
was obtainable, it was said that the
sum total due from France was substantial.

1947 pix will start shooting in the new

BIRLool(stoGoidwyn SeltiemenlWitiiUA
For Court Tax Adion Impossibie, Says SRO

Washington — The Bureau of Internal Revenue is awaiting court
action by Samuel Goldwyn before
proceeding to bill other industry figures at income tax rates for earnings
through single-picture corporations,
it is believed here.
Goldwyn
has been notified that
Ernest W. Fredman, managing ed- earnings on which he paid a 25 per
cent capital gains tax are actually
;or and publisher of London's Daily subject to a much stiffer income tax
'ilm Renter, is taking back with him
(Continued on Page II)
') England the conviction that "the
I\. S. has erected no barrier against
iritish films; America's only inter- Hughes Asks Immediate
^t is Christmas
in good pictures,"
Ampa's
an- "Outlaw" Action Trial
Tial
luncheon
audience
(Continued en Page 8)
Attorneys for the Hughes Tool Co.
Friday filed papers for immediate
^ressburger Would Revive trial of the firm's action for declaratory judgment and restraining order
English, French Companies enjoining
New York's License Com'i
missioner Benjamin Fielding and
J Before sailing on the S.S. Queen Police Commissioner Arthur W. WalIlizabeth last Saturday, Producer lander from censoring or interfering
Lrnold Pressburger disclosed to THE with New York showings of Howard
(Continued on Page 9)
'iLM Daily that he hopes to revive
is English and French cotipanies
(Continued on Page 11)

First French Coin
Expected in 10 Days

in its new British studios next year,
in 1947, with plans for three the folBen Goetz sailed for London on the
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By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sweeping changes
in the Government's housing program to permit wide-spread commercial construction, including theaters, will be announced this week,
it was learned over the week-end.
Although the Government will reaffirm its backing of the veterans'
housing program, present strict
(Continued on Page 10)

Dutdi Cut Piaying
Time of U. S. Films

Hollywood — Revealing that attractive overtures, to remain in the UA
fold, had been forthcoming
from
United Artists to David 0. Selznick,
a representative of the producer de- Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
claring "that is impossible" stated
Washington — The State DepartSelznick had declined all peace offers.
ment, over the week-end, was awaitSelznick Releasing
(Organization
ing advices on reports that The
announced facilities will be avail- Netherlands
has cut the playing time
able for only a limited number of
of American films. Reports from
(Continued on Page 10)
Amsterdam indicated that a Government decree has cut sharply the
WB, Arrowhead (LeRoy)
playing time of U. S. pix. State
Terminate Agreement
Department officials declined to com(Continued on Page 9)
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners and Arrowhead Prods., in a joint statement on
Friday, announced the amicable dissolution oftheir contract. Organized
in September, 1944, by Mervyn LeRoy, Arrowhead moved into its Warners Studio offices at that time, but
earlier commitments with other companies for "The Robe" and other pic(Continued on Page 11)

160,000 RCA Tele Sets in ^47

T<^ Represent $65,000,000lRefail Value-Beers
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Razor's Edge" In 86
Washington — George L. Beers, assistant director of engineering of the
Keys During Holidays
A total of 86 key city bookings has
been set on "The Razor's Edge" for
the Christmas and New Year's holidays, it was announced over the
week-end by Tom Connors, : vicepresident in charge of distribution
for 20th-Fox. Of this number, 27
(Contiajiad m Ngt 9)

EarlytialEnd
oi Controls
Non-residenBuilding
Due;
Gradual Lifting Expected

RCA Victor division, told the FCC
on Friday that the corporation expects to produce the whopping total
of 160,000 black-and-white television
receivers retailing at $65,000,000
next year.
Beers' statement came as the commission wound upoa aPag*solid
(Cootiniied
7) week's

"Stairway
To Have Topto ofHeaven"
$2.40
Top price of $2.40 has been set for
roadshow engagement of J. Arthur
Rank's "Stairway to Heaven," the
American premiere of which will tee
off Universal's operation of the Park
Ave. Theater recently leased from
Walter Reade.
Monday through Friday, matinee
price will be $1.50. First evening
(Continued on Page 7)

PRC Again Using
Corporate Title
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— PRC has switched back
to its corporate title and will in the
future be known as Producers Releasing Corporation. At its inception
into the industry PRC carried that
title and then discarded the same for
the initials.
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$J.UU. Foreign, $15.0U. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FlLAl DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New
York IS, N. Y. Flione BKyant 9-7117, 9-7118.
9-711y, y.7120, 9-71.'l. Cable address Filmday, New York.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif
— Ralph Wilk, 64J5 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Graim.' 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 6417 Dahloncga Road, Wash. 16, D. C.
I'hoiie Wisconsin 3271. Manning Clagett.
2122 Decatur St. NW. Phone, Hobart 7b27
CHICAGO, 45, 111.— Joseph Esler, 6241 N.
Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON
—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127133 W ardour St. W. 1. MANILA— Homer
Smart, Hotel Manila. HAVANA — Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. BOMBAY—
Ram L. Cogtay, Sandhurst Bldg. ALGIERS—
Paul Saffar, Filmafric, 8 Rue Charras.
STOCKHOLM — Gunnar Ruud, JaktvarvMilan 3U.g. HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien.
MEXICO CITY— Airi Andrade, Mexico City
Herald, Colon 14, D. F. MONTREAL— Ray
Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier
jt. VANCOUVER— Jack Droy, 411 Lyric
/heater BUIg.; SYDNEY— Bowden Fletcher,
,9 Muxon Ave., Punchbowl, N. S. W. Phone,
JY 2110. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre ' Meys,
no Rue des Paquerettes; MOSCOW— Rayaiond A. Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENHAGEN— John Liiidberg, Jernbanealle No. 3,
Copenhagen- Van l^iese. AMSTERDAM — Dr.
J. t. Van Oss, Rubeiisstraat 80. ROME—
John Perdicari, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758.
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YORK

STOCK

MARKET

;
C.ig
Net

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
20
20
20
Bell & Howell
213/4
211/2
213/4
Columbia
Picts
223/8
22
223/8 —
1/8
79
79
Columbia
Picts. pfd 79
221 221
221
East. Kodak
Gen.
Prec. Eq
v . 23
221/2
221/2
Loews,
Inc
263/8 26
26/4 —
Vs
Paramount
331/8 33
331/4 —
1/8
RKO
15% 153/4 153/4 —
1/8
Republic
P:ct
73/8 71/4 73/8 —
1/8
Republic PIct pfd... 141/2 141/2
141/2
20th Century-Fox . . , 383/8 331/4 333/4 +
1/4
Universal Pict. . . . 27
27
27
~
1/8
Universal Pict. pfd. 81 1/2 81 1/2 81 1/2 + 11/4
Warner
Bros
171/2 171/8 171/4 —
1/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
47/8
43y4
43^ —
1/8
RKO
51/4
51/8
51/8—
1/8
Sonotone
Corp
31/3
Si/s
31/3 —
Vs
Technicolor
14%
14Vi
HVi —
%
Trans-Lux
4%
41/3
4%
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid
Asked
CInecolor
43^
SVs
Pathe
53/4
63/4
FOR

SALE

35 mm.
B & H sound
printer 5 ways —
Eyemo
camera
with lens — Eastman waxer
— -16 mm. B & H projector — 16 mm. C ne
Camera —
16 mm.
R.C A. sound
picture
camera
complete — Mcvieola
NATHAN
CY BRAUNStEIN
723 7TH AVE., N. Y. C.

SAMUhL COLDWYN and MRS. COLDWYN,
ERNc:>l W. rKtUMAN and MKS. Fnt^^MAW,
b4.N QOltZ, Vlr^CcNi KukUA, MACCic TtriE
jna LL.iA mAav^clL saned Satuiuay tor Lonuon on the D. Queen tiizabeVh.
^AMUtL J. bRi;>KjN, executive producer and
^ice-pitxy or L.oeriy rimis, air.ves in New Yo.k
.oaay, lur wonu piemieie ot "its A Wondei,ui Lite," ana tcr conreiences wnh t. K. "lea"
V ^hea, geiieial saies manager, on disuibjtion
or tne fnm.
HAKKY S. THOMAS, prexy and general sales
.iiaiiager cr Pivi., reiuins to New lorK to^ay
luiii ine Coasr, wnere ne nas Deen since Ucjoer. Tor a series of conterences anj sa.e:.
raiks.

JOHN trip.
BALABAN
Havana

returned to Chicago from his

JIMMY WAKELY, Monogram western star,
letr Hoilywcoa yesterday lor a p.a. at Ne<v
Or.eans'
it. Char.es Theater, following which
Fla.
ne w.il be honor guest at rodeo in Lakeland,
MARTIN SCHWARTZ, president of KAS Theater Corp., and new owner of Spring Vahey,
N. Y. t-arkway 1 heater, planed home from
rne Coast at tne week-end.
PAT O'BRIEN was master of ceremonies at
test moniai dinner given lor Cardinal Speiiman
in Mobile, Aia., yesterday.

N. PETER RATHVON, prexy of RKO anci
..Ku Raaio, arrives troin H<,iiywood
tociay.

STEPHEN HARRISON has arrived in Hcllywood trom A.nens, Greece, to join his uncie,

WILLiAM piZuK, toreign oe,;aitmeiit mana.^er tor Screen Ouiid r.oduciiuns, .n tioily.<ood rrom New York for ho. contabs.

/. :>. Harrison, pub.isner of "Harrison's Re-

JUHN MANGHAM, owner of Screen Guild's
^eoigia tiaiiciii^e, in Hjllywo<,d trom Ailantu
ji noiiie orrice conreience.
JOY HOUCK, owner or Screen Guild's N^v.
'JiieaiiS iranc.^ise attending n.o. talks in H^lly,vood.
lc.0 HURWITZ, vee-pee of Freedom Rca^.
i-'ilms, leaves lor N. Y. 110m Coast.
JOSi-l-H COLD, execut.ve di.ecior of Freedom
l.uoU rl:iiis, letuini.ig to N. Y. rr^m Ho,.ywao^
j.ier th.ee-weeK
ti.p iiiii..g up produciiun.
NORTON V. RliLHtY, president ot Mono^raiii International Corp., leU for Havana ove.
ine week-end, wheie he will install M.<e Mesjcri as Monogram s cuDon rep.eceiitat ve.
MiLT KUSELL, general sales manager of
Selznick Releasing (jrgan:zatlon, is on a tri^
inrougn the South.

Defer "Freedom Road'
•Shooting Until May
Because of Paul Robeson's concert
commitments, Eastern production ol
„he picture, "Freedom Road," based
on Howard Fast's best-seller of the
same name, will be postponed to May.
Shooting date had been planned for

MOREY GOLDSTEIN, Monogram national sa'es
.nanager, is staying in Boston today and to..orrow. Will return to N. Y. WedneSKlay.
THERESA HELBURN and LAWRENCE LANCNEk. oirectors ct tne (heater Gund, saiiea on
riie E<i...abe.h Saturday, tor a business trip to
.ngland
ports."and the Continent.
NO.cMAN ELSON, vice-prexy cf Trans-Lux
heaiOiS Corp., lett for boston last night, ano
.iii reiuin to New
York tomorrow.

Phelps, Wis. — The Northern Lakes
Theater here has re-opened.

West

Coast Bureau of THE

RICHARD HOOPER, RCA television promotion
airector, leturns to Camden ottices after Chicago meetings.
VIVIAN BLAiNE is a Chicago visitor.

Cleveland, O. — Howard Raiv^
Schine district manager, has mov
his offices into 206 Film Bldg.

IV. Y. THEATERS
-r-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-I
Rockefeller Center

"TILL THE
CLOUDS ROLL BY"
With 13 BIG STARS
in Technicolor
• An M-G-M Picture
GREAT
CHRISTMAS
STAGE
SHOW

WALrVi$NeY'5
SONG^SOOTH

Pickman Joins Eagle-Lion
As Manager of Publicity

POS. WITH RESPONSIBILITY WHERE
EXP. CAN BE UTILIZED. NYC OR
VICINITY PREFERRED. MARRIED, FAMILY. AGE 28.
WRITE
BOX NO. 106, FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.
CO., INC.
INSURANCE

243 West 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-4151-2

Exclusive Foreign Diitributon

Features, Westerns, Specialties
Writ»— €«»— Vieit— Cekie JfmcmfHIm

DAL

Raives Moves Olfices ^

OH SCREEN

'KOVAN
LEAVE,

JOHNSON
M-'G-M's

Specializing
in requtrmnenU of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6U1 St.
Us AsfdM

IN PERSON
FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW
Cxiral
ROTHJERRY

MARYNALOI
RAYE t

NO LOVE'

^itmSMMBS
p/t/^/^MO(//yr

rnmnm
Dorryl

F.Zanock

JOHN

TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FILMS, INC

FILM

Hollywood — George D. Burrov
Monogram executive vice-preside
and treasurer, left Hollywood i
New York over the week-end, accoij
panied by Mrs. Burrows. Official w
spend four weeks in New York, coi
tacting company's bankers on pla
for future Monogram financing^

HUGH OWEN, Paramount's Eastern and Southern division sales manager, was back at his desk
from Atlanta
l-riday.
IRVING
BERLIN
and
CURTIS
MITCHELL,
r'aramount's
advertising
and publicity
direcoi.
lew to Chicago on Sunday.

Appointment of Jerry Pickman as
publicity manager of Eagle-Lion
Films was announced over the weekend by of
Maxadvertising,
E. Youngstein,
director
publicityE-L's
ana
April.
Leo Hurwitz, veepee of Freedom exploitation. Pickman has resigned
Road Films, Inc., who has just com- his post in the Selznick-Vanguard
pleted negotiations in Hollywood for home office advertising-publicity deproducer, scripter, cameraman and
partment to assume his new atfiliajther technicians will handle the dition.
Formerly
executive assistant to
rection himself." Hurwitz and Jo,eph Gould, executive director of the Hal Home at 20th Century-Fox,
.ndie company, are due back from Pickman is a veteran newspaper man
the Coast this week.
and publicist.
Freedom Road Films is a permanent, independent producing unit, with
VET. 8 YRS. MANAGERIAL EXP. IN
headquarters at 521 Fifth Avenue.
M.P. LAB. AND PRODUCTION DESIRES

Phelps Theater Reopens

Burrows Easting for Conf abing on Mono. Financin

atMlNTlNE
presents

\

NOW

FORDS

I

RIVOLI
OoortOpea
lB'wayot49thS

9:30 A. ML,

^OlfCtNTURYfOX

'Best film this year from
Hollywood!"— N. y. times
The
BEST Years
Conhnuovt
Pvformancn

A CT'/^D
Jr\.tJ X V/JV

fWAY

of Our Lives"

an
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FILMS
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%H^S ^TEW/
^J>ONNrA T^EED
LIONEL BARRYMORE • THOMAS MITCHELL • HENRY TRAVERS • ""g*^ FRANMAPRA
BEULAH BONDI • WARD BOND - FRANK FAYlEl^-CIMrAGRAHAME
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Distributed by
RKO RADIO PICTURES

,alU
sTotowu
DeedsGoe
With \ou"
''Yo. Can't Take It
m ademy
mplehs-s!la Ac
iuip
AwCaarprda'strtr

Screen Play by FRANCES GOODRICH • ALBERT HACRETT • FRANK CAPRA • Additional Scenes by JO SWERLING

of

,V'^x.

,e^

for exhibitors to Icnow tiiey've
gpff a big show coining that's bociced
by ntttional advertising in

40,703,987
copies of magazines
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Plans Won't
ney
Pis
Affed Shorts Lineup

Pkt 7H. Vai^

I Long-range plans for two comboix a year will not affect his current
jirtoon shorts program it was said
It the week-end by Walt Disney
',>l)I2yng his return from a trip to
I'^-nd and Ireland.
Disney 'said he had not yet deter[ined whether he will curtail shorts
roduction, as he had intimated he
light several weeks ago. Concerned
,s ha is about growing production
Dsts, he is still enthuaastic as ever
ver plans for "Little People," 'Alice
a Wonderland," "Peter Pan" and
jFun and Fancy Free," all combina|.on pix (part animated cartoon,
lart live action).
"Little People" is the tentative
itle for Disney's next magnum opus
'•hich won't be ready for public re2ase before 1950. First he has to
/ade through volumes of Irish folkipre, then a story has to be scripted,
nd then the usual headaches of proaction, not counting the special
lechnic required to blend live action
/ith animated cartoon.
For the next three years the Disney Studios will be busy wi.h "Alice"
.nd "Peter." By next Spring he
iiopes to release "Fun" starring Edcar Bergen and Charlie iVIcCarthy
n their version of "Jack and the
beanstalk."
Disney also plans to make educaiional shorts. "Great future for films
in education," he said. He implied
hat his approach to the educational
■.artoon short would be off the beaten
rack.
Disney and his wife returned to
gdlywood on Saturday via train.

''Stairway To Heaven"
(To Have Top of $2.40
(Continued from Page 1)

show on tho-e days is scaled at $1.80,
,he $2.40 price applying to the two
succeeding evening shows.
On Saturdays, two matinees will
get $1.80, with $2.40 for two evening
?hows. On Sunday and holidays, the
orice for the first matinee will be
jl.80, with the $2.40 figure applying
fo the succeeding three showingi.
Seats are selling four weeks in
advance.

Show "13 Rue Madeleine" on 24ih

Twentieth-Fox will tradeshow "13
jlfiue
jters Madeleine"
on Dec. 24. in all exchange cen-

^

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Dec. 16
Herbert
Kaufman
Clyde Cook
I. L. Hirsch
Barbara Kent
)o-Carrol Dennison j. M. Kerrigan

T

T

T

Monday Morning Report
•

• • AMPA GOT THE JUMP on the industry's roster of Christmas parties with its luncheon honoring the departing Ernest W. Fredman
Friday at the Town Hall Club
The inimitable Freddie, who was
presented to the audience of more than 200 executives and ad-publicity
men by Jack Alicoate, THE FILM DAILY'S publisher, spoke to the point
on a variety of moot trade topics, ond in h:gh good humor tilted a
verbal lance at some
Americana
The latter ranged
from our
radio commercials to Hollywood's columnists
He confessed that he
was returning to London still a little startled at the intimate Ameri'ran
radio that asks, before the listener has or'.sen whether he's had his ExLax
As for the Columnists, he commented
that too much
they
wrote was "idiotic drivel" and he expressed
the opin'on that thair
average column might well b3 dubbsd, "The Maternity News"
Freddie odmitted to one m'.stake
He said that he had thought that
the U. S. Brand of exploitation on "The Outlcw" wou'.d boomerang in
E:ngland, but that instead, it had resulted in the picture breaking box
office records there
Sidenote to the luncheon — A group of 11 crit'cs
from New Ycrk foreign language newspapers, headed by S'gmund
Gottlober, were so anxious to attend that they originally showed up at
Town Hall on Thursday!

T
•

•

•CUFF

▼

▼

NOTES: Schine Chain Theaters may have its counter-

part one of these days in Schine Cha'n Hotels, a field where there's no
Government dictum against expansion
Schine interests are reported
to be dangling a $3,730,000 ofler for Hotel Syracuse in the up-sta'e city
where they are well-established theatrically. . , . • Retort Courteous
Dept.: To the proposal by the ATO of Indiono that producers ceose cooperating with columnists and commentators TKho take pot shots at tha
industry. Dale Harrison of the Chicago Sun (Marshall Field), replies:
"They prcbably don't mean me, because I don't th'nk more than
93 per cent of the movie output is mediocre.". . . • B & K will laun:b
one of the biggest film advertising programs ever under'aken in Chicago, on Chrislmrs Day, whsn double page spreads will be placed in
the Tribune and the Sun, to herald the opening of "Blue Skies" at tha
Chicago, "The Razor's Edge" at Stae Lake, "Undercurrent" at United
Artists, "Jolson Story" at the Apollo, 'Never Say Goodbye" at the Rocsevelt and "Return of Monte Cristo" at the Garrick
It will be the
first time in many years that all B & K houses will open day and date
with new attractions. ... • The Pulitzer Publishing Co., St. Louis,
soon to build a new commercial tele station there, has joined the TBA
as an active member
T
•

•

•

THE PERSONAL

T

T

TOUCH: Steve Pallcs, now in our midst to

set U. S. distribution for his made-in-Ita!y "Teheran," will be returning
to London next month to produce "Call of the Blood," Robert Hichsns
story, for British Lion release in the U.K
After that chore. Polios
goes back to Italy to make the long projscted "Quo Vadis.". . . • J.
Arthur Rank is again inviting M.P.'s to his Plnewood Studios that thsy
may learn, at first hand, some of the problems conSronting the British
industry. ... • Sigrid Gurie, just back from a year's stay in Norway, will be off shortly for Hollywood
While in Norway, she made
one pic, "Heavy Water," a romanticized version of the Norwegian underground resistance and how
it stymied Nazi atomic experimenis
Miss Gurie's father died in a Nazi concentration camp, her twin
brother was active in the underground. ... • Jans Pa'ga, here for
<x N. Y. Strand p.a. will christen the new Broadway bus line tomorrow
night. ... • Henry C. Brunie, banker, is the new president of the
Greater New York Fund

160,000 RCA Video
Sets Expected in '47
(Continued from Page 1)

hearing on CBS plea to put its brand
of color television on a commercial
basis.
In addition to the huge total of
B and W televi inn sets scheduled for
production bv RCA-Victor next year,
the corporation's
will
be areared forproduction
an annualfacilities
output
of 300.000 receivers bv the beginning
of 1948, Beprs told th- FCC.
"As of December," Beers said,
"the RCA Victor division has produced 2,950 home television receivers. It is expectpd
that the total
1946 production will be 8.000 intrumpnts. Our 1947 production schedule
calls for 25.000 receivers in the first
Quarter, 25.000 in the second quarter,
.SO 000 in the third Quarter, and 60.000 in the fourth quarter, or a total
1947 production of 16,000 instrumen'-s. These receivers will have a
retail value of approximately $65,Beers adde^, however, that these
production fis-ure^ are dependent
000.000."
upon
the availabiH*-y of ma'-erials
and economic conditi-ns which may
influence the potential demand for
receivers.
Color Costs Compared
Beers told the FCC that on the
basis of engineering estimates, the
maj^r elements of color television
transmitting equipment will cost
from 40 per cent to 100 per cent more
than the corresponding black-andwhite units. He stated that a color
television receiver comparable in
performance to black-and-white receivers being sold today would be
approximately double in cost.
Ch'-rlotte V. C. Parly
Charlotte, N. C— The Varietv Club
will hold its annual New Year's Eve
party at Hotel Charlotte Dec. 31.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Mandel-Unger
Alyce Barbara Mandel, daughter
of Harry Mandel, RKO Theaters adpublicity chief, was married to Stanley S. linger at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday. The ceremony was performed by Rabbi Ben Zion Bokser of
the Forest Hills Jewish Center.
Gertrude Unger, the groom's sister,
was maid of honor, and Myron Mandel, brother of the bride, was best
man.

Feldman-Goldenberg
Bernice Feldman of Warners home
office publicity department, will be
married Saturday to Ben Goldenberg,
at the Concourse Paradise in the
Bronx. They plan to spend their
honeymoon at the Laui'el Country
Club, Sackett Lake.
Barrymore-Howord
Diana Barrymore and John How=
ard plan to wed Dec. 30.

DAILY

No Barrier Against
Engiisli Pix— Fredman
(Continued from Page 1)

was told Friday. The affair, honoring Fredman, was held at the Town
Hall Club.
Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily, introduced Fredman,
who was sharply critical of audience
research organizations as a means
to ascertain the potential draw of
proposed pictures. "Nobody can tell
the producer whether he has a good
picture
serted. except the boxoffice," he asFredman also deplored the attack
upon Hollywood production by its
own leaders, saying that such attacks "simply give a handle to critics
all over the world who say that
Holljrwood can't make good pictures."
The speaker called for a change
in the method of trade showings for
critics, pointing out that "no one
can properly judge a picture in a
cold theater, at 10:30 in the morning,
among a group of wise-cracking
critics." He suggested that critics
attend premieres with a regular
audience so that the film can be
judged on the basis of its acceptance
by that audience.
An attentive overflow audience
heard the Britisher. Seated on the
dais were Murray Silverstone, Spyros P. Skouras, Joseph Friedman,
Jack Connelly, Tom Connors, J. H.
Seidelman, Phil Williams, William
Brenner, Norton V. Ritchey, Theodore Smith, R. W. Altschuler, Raymond Massey, Phil Reisman, Maureen O'Hara. Rutgers Nielson,
Ampa president, presided.
Lucky numbers for Christmas door
prizes were drawn bj' Miss O'Hara,
Massey and Fredman. There was a
moment of silent prayer for the late
Jimmy Walker and Newcomb
Thomas and the meeting adjourned,
with Skouras wishing bon voyage to
Fredman who sailed Saturday for
England.

REVIEUJ5 Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Screen Snapshots"
(No, 4— Series 26)
Columbia
10 Mins.
The Skolsky Party
After the H'wood opening of "The
Jolson Story," Sidney Skolsky, its
producer, gave a party at Schwab's
drug store, which he commonly refers to as the Schwabadere. Informal
in its entirety, this footage shows
William Powell, Diana Lewis, Ed
Gardner, Ellen Drew, John Garfield,
Laraine Day, Larry Parks, Evelyn
Keyes, Alan Ladd, William Demarest,_ and many more cavorting at
this ice cream and coke shindig.
Should prove interesting and entertaining for all.
"Melody Time"
(Musical Featurette — No. 1)
RKO
18 Mins.
Very Good
Glenn Miller's former crew, now
led by Tex Beneke, is spotlighted in
this new series. One of the top bands
in the country, they give out with
some pretty fine music which should
appeal to almost anybody. Songs
played are: "Moonlight Serenade,"
'Don't Be That Way," "Serenade In
Blue," "American Patrol," and "The
Woodchuck Song." The latter sung
by Lillian Lane and the Crew Chiefs.
A good pictorial rendition of some of
"he songs
band
to the that
top. have brought this

STORK REPORTS

Detroit — William Potts, Fox state
salesman, is the father of a girl.
A six-pound daughter, Eileen
Marie, was bom to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Loevener, last week at Misericordia Hospital here. Mrs. Loevener, the former Doris Weinberg,
is the daughter of Columbia's circuit
sales executive Lou Weinberg.

Rank Acquires 30
New Zealand Houses

ation of individuals and groups
steeped in Naziism who are plotting
(Continued from Page 1)
for control of the government. Subject is an adult one and will prob- deal, owned half interest in Kerridge
ably be of interest to most audiences. N. Z. Theaters, Ltd., Fuller, Fuller
Hayward, and B. & J. Fuller— all N
Z. houses.
"Best In Show-Dogs"
Columbia
10 Mins.
Tail's Interests Wide ^--,
Tait is a director of 17 comf tf
Dog-gone Good
including Columbia Gramapmjfte
Bill Stem supplies the commen- Allen's Music Warehouse and Nicholtary on this footage which traces the
son's Music Warehouse. He and his
development of a three-month-old brothers
have a subsidiary organipuppy through the vigorous training
zation, J. C. Williamson Theaters
required to make a champion, finally
Ltd., set up for the sole purpose cj
walking
off
"Best in Show"
honors.life."
Goodwith
picturization
of a operating legit theaters. They owr
'■dog's
eight in Australia and New Zealand
Between legit seasons the houses
are used to show film product.
"RKO-Pathe Football Highlights
Tait flew in from Australia via
Los Angeles where he stayed at
RKO
19>/2 Mins. Grade Fields' home before planing
Action-packed
to New York for a month's stay. He
to London
to buy
A unique compilation of footage will continue
taken at twelveof of19the
best
football
46"
AINT IT TRUE!
games
played
season.
Obviously,
the during
sooner thethe'46showing,
"Anybody uho thinks he knoivs \
the more interest it sustains. Games
all about shoiv business tvill go
covered are: Army-Oklahoma, Notre
the Tait,
drain Australian
quicker thantheater
hell"
Dame-Illinois, Columbia- Yale, Texas—down
E. J.
Oklahoma, Army - Columbia, Penn oivner who's here on his IZth visit
to America.
Navy, Georgia-Alabama, Ohio StateNorthwestern, Army - Notre Dame,
Army-Penn, Harvard-Yale, and Australian rights of current shows
During his stay in New York, Tail
Army-Navy. Should arouse more
than usual sports interest and be
well received.
hopes
to make
severa'
Broadway
shows ato deal
play for
in his
legit
houses in Australia. Since last Tues"Reno-vated"
he has seen "Harvey," "Annie
Columbia
17 Mins. Get dayYour
Gun,"He 'Oklahoma"
Vera Vague Comedy
"The Red Mill."
hopes to buy anc
th?
Vera divorces her husband because Australian rights for the first three
shows. He has had Aussie rights f o:
he snores and reads comics, and mar- the "Mill" for a number of j'ears
ries his partner. Since she and her
Shy of Making Films
ex-husband both have title to their
house, she finds him there on her
Though Tait had once made "Kelh
second honeymoon. After many sit- Gang" in' 1907, and did okay, he i"=
uations and entanglements she gets definitely not interested in film pro-

"Community Sing"
(No. 4— Series 11)
Columbia
10 Mins.
Singers Will Like It
Another in the Don Baker, and
his organ, Song Spinners series
which spotlights such songs as: "Pre"onding." "Mv Sugar is So Rpfined,"
"My Gal Sal," "Apple Blossom
Time" and "Linger in Mv Arms a
Little Longer. Baby." Audiences that
drunk, forgets completely about hussing-along will like it.
band No. 2, remarries hubby No. 1
and lives goofily ever after. Quite a
"Germany Today"
few laughs strewn between the corn.
(This Is America — No. 2)
RKO
18 Mins.
Post-war Rejuvenation
"Thrills of Music"
A reminder to the American peo(No. 4 — Series 1)
Ohio's Pix Censor Board
10 Mins.
ple that the aftermath of war can Columbia
Fair
Withdraws 'Outlaw' Okay sometimes be more problematical
Rav McKinley leads his boys
the actual battlefronts. U. S.
Columbus, O. — The Ohio Censor ':han
forces have a large task in re-educaBoard has withdrawn its okay of
through
"Hoodie
Addle."
"Tabu,"
tion of the youth of Germanv, the with
a vocal
by Teddy
Norman
and
"The Outlaw."
warding off of hunger which is the
Chris Adams,
and
"Comin'
Out."
greatest destruction force in that Nothing
to write home about, but
country today, the teaching of free- McKinlev's popularity will probably
dom through non-censorship of carry this one, aided by a neat bit of
papers and radio, and the extermin- rhythm on some tunable torn toms.
Boston — Mrs. David Hodgdon, wife
of the owner of the Princess, Wakefield, gave birth to a baby boy.
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Manny Reiner Returns
From So. American Trip

Col. to Distribute French
Pix on the Continent

Manny Reiner, general sales manager in Latin America for the newly-formed Selznick Releasing Organization, arrived in New York Friday
after completing a six and one-half
months tour of 14 countries south of
the border.
Reiner is here to confer with Neil
F. Aenew. SPO nre^i'^ent. regarding
distribution plan=! for "Duel in the
Sun" and other Selznick productions.

Paris (By Air Mail) — Columbia
Pictures International has formed a
new organization here for the distribution of selected pictures made
in France, Belgium. Holland. Switzerland and Luxembourg. The first
picture to be distributed is "La Collere desmanceDieux,"
Vivianne
Roand Louis with
Salou.
Columbia
also has obtained the rights for distribution in the U. S.

duction, saying, "Cagey about making pictures . . . have been all m^
He asserted that Australia has
no chance to make any money or
pictures: "No stars, no writers, nc
cameramen ... I found out a long
time ago that you don't need sunto make
Tait shinealso
has pictures."
radio interests ir
two Aussie stations, SAW and 2GB,
life."
Latter is linked with Macquarie Network which consists of 19 or 20 sta-.
tions linking all of Australia.
As soon as materials are available
Tait hopes to build some more legit
houses and one opera house.
Essaness Using Singles
Chicago — Essaness is playing "The
Killers" as a single feature in its.
"C" houses, and will also single-feature "The Green Years" and "Night,
and Day."

FEMME TOUCH

ACNES
CALLAHAN,
Newark,
N. ).
LILLIAN
HAYDEN,
Newark, N. J.

eastiier,
staff.

Capitol
Branford

Theater,
Theater,
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fanes Squawking on
iflnferior;MJ.S. Films
I Copenhagen (By Cable) — The repTji vcation of American films stands to
u seriously damaged by the unreIricted release of what is termed
Inferior" product throughout Denial*, Most of the major companies
^3i^een flooding the Danish mar.^v—iid audiences are reported to be
ibjecting to the quality of current
,treen fare which they term "poor."
.;i -i Import circles fear imposition of
;j: ^kstriction on dollar remittances if
"le
continues.
Representaifvespractice
of American
companies
have
.Dllaborated on a scheme to limit
i).stribution to 15 features from each
pmpany annually. However, when
jftis plan was relayed to the various
.breign departments in New York no
ition was taken.

:!'ix Dimes' Campaign
launched by Jensen

Emil C. Jensen, director of the moion picture division of the March of
jimes, launched the industry drive
.ftturday, when he outlined his preminary plans to the second annual
mvention of the state advisors on
.^ iomen's activities at the Hotel Biltfi*ore.
Fredric March, one of Jensen's
ii It
'olunteer aids, also addressed the
:8 women, representing every state
1 the union.
J^ Jensen, said that special events,
featuring stage and screen stars will
e scheduled throughout the country
rom now until the campaign's Theter Week, Jan. 24-30.

• '*"ill Officer Vacancies
\ in Detroit Colosseum

Detroit — Frank Jones, RKO sales'lan, was elected vice-president of
:4;tie Detroit Colosseum
of Motion
ioture Salesmen,
to replace Jack
tewart, who resigned upon his ap;y 4 'Ointment as general manager
of
Jlied Theaters of Michigan. Second
! ioj^racancy was filled by the election of
isaftiS^illiam Potts of 20th-Fox to the
lost of secretary-treasurer,
to reit: il^ilace Edward Loye, who resigned, as
•e now holds the post of RKO office
:Net nanager, rather than salesman.

legi f

SICK REPORT

I L. J. (ROY)
MILLER, manager of the
Iflinneapolis branch of Universal, is rer'Tlt -lovering at St. Joseph Hospital, Omaha,
JB it ~fter an operation.
!:f*j FLORENCE
BLUMENTHAL, daughter of
^■'"•Max Blumenthal, owner of the Film Exjhange Projection Studio, Detroit, has enred Harper Hospital for a second operItion.
GEORGE W. SAMPSON, RKO salesman,
'etroit. has entered Grace Hospital for an
peration.
^^jg , PAUL BRODER, general manager of the
roder circuit, Detroit, has entered Florence

[tiiis '^rittendoa-Hospital for an operation.

WHO'SWHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

ARTHUR LUBIN. Born in Los Angeles July 25, 1900. Educated in San Diego
public schools. Page Military Academy, Los Angeles, and Carnegie Tech,
Pittsburgh. In 1918, enlisted in the Navy as a radio
landsman. Broke into show business through acting in
plays and pictures in Los Angeles, including such stage
productions as "Lilliom," "Desire Under the Elms"
"He Who Gets Slapped." On Broadway played lead
posite Fay Bainter in "Jealousy" and in other hits.
came casting director for Crosby Gaige and the

and
opBeSel-

wyns. Produced and directed "This One Man," starring
Paul Muni, as his first stage play. Named assistant to
William Le Baron, ace Paramount producer. Directed for
Monogram, Republic, Universal and Warner Bros., where
he co-authored and made "Girls on Pr bation." In 1940,
signed long-term directorial deal with Universal and
made, among other productions, five Abbott & Costello hits: "Buck Privates," "In the Navy" "Hold
that Ghost," "Ride 'Em Cowboy" and "Keep 'Em Flying." Also hit successes as "White Savage," "Eagle
Squadron," "Phantom of the Opera," "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves" and
mere recently, the Technicolor hit, "Night in Paradise," starring Merle Oberon
and Turhan Bey. Directed "New Orleans" for Jules Levey. Hobbies, hikingcooking. Weighs 105. Stands 5, 9. Hair, brown. Eyes, brown.

WB Circuit Zone Heads
Meet in N. Y. Tomorrow
Harry M. Kalmine, general manager of Warner Bros. "Theaters, will
conduct a meeting of zone managers,
film buyers and home office executives tomorrow in New York.
Zone managers attending will include James Coston, Chicago; Nat
Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New
Haven; Frank Damis, Newark; C. J.
Latta, Albany; Ted iSchlanger, Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh,
and John J. Payette, Washington.
Film buyers at the session will be
Harry Feinstein, Pittsburgh; Max
Friedman, Albany; Alex Halperin,
Chicago; Max Hoffman and Bert
Jacocks, New England; John Turner,
Philadelphia; George Crouch, Washington; Tony Stern, Cleveland, and
Sam Blaskey, Newark.
Among the home office executives
who will participate are Clayton E.
Bond, Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Herb
Conelan, Nat D. Fellman, Harry
Goldberg, Louis J. Kaufman, Herman R. Maier, Walter F. Marshall,
W. Stewart McDonald, Frank N.
Phelps, Harry Rosenquest, Leonard
Schlesinger, Dan Tri ester, Abel
Vigard and Rudolph Weiss.

Sorrell Admits Some CSU
Members Asking for Work
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL7

Hollywood — Herbert K. Sorrell,
CSU prexy, admitted that 14 members of CSU Screen Story Analysts
and Screen Set Designers, Illustrators and Decorators Local 1421, had
sought to return to work. But he
challenged Roy M. Brewer's claim
that decorators that approached
Brewer had numbered 34.
Local 1421's executive board announced ithad asked the American
Arbitration Association to submit a
plan for settlement of allocation of
work disputes in the film industry,
and said it hoped such a plan when
submitted would be accepted.

"Razor's Edge" In 86
Keys During Holidays
(Continued from Page 1)
will open on Christmas Day, while
the remainder will start their engagements on or just after the new
Included in this figure are several
year.
day-and-date bookings listed as one
engagement. In Los Angeles, four
theaters will show the pic. simultaneously, while Kansas City, Mo.,
Denver, and iSan Diego will have it
in three houses at the same time.
Dual ishowings will be held in
Richmond, Springfield, 111., Wichita,
Salt Lake City, Portland, Long
Beach, Calif., and Vallejo. In addition "The Razor's Edge" will be in
its fifth and sixth holdover weeks at
the Roxy Theater in New York,
where it has been playing to world
record-breaking business.

Shift Kate Smith Tribute
To Astor Grand Ballroom
Due to the unprecedented number
of requests for tickets for the Cinema Lodge tribute tomorrow night
to Kate Smith and Sister Elizabeth
Kenny, the event will be held in the
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor
instead of the North Ballroom as originally planned. Jack H. Levin,
Cinema Lodge president has announced.
Cinema Lodge will honor Kate
Smith on behalf of B'nai B'rith for
her untiring efforts in the promotion of inter-faith co-operation and
understanding and Sister Kenny for
her unstinting devotion to the relief
and rehabilitation of the children of
our nation.

Ed. Horgon Back After Illness
Chicago — Ed. Horgan returns as
director of the Federal Ticket Revenue Department here, after a long
illness. Tom Blanchfield, in charge
during Horgan's time out, will go
back to field duty.

Dukh Cut Playing
Time of U. S. Films
(Continued from Page 1)

ment on the reports pending word
from Amsterdam. The reports said
that the decree was aimed directly
at American pix.
Agreement between MPEA and
the Bioscoop Bond, it was believed,
would preclude imposition of toug-h
restrictions. Although any such decree as that reported would necessarily come from the Government, it
almost certainly would be approved
by the Bioscoop Bond.

British Will Join U. S.
On Portugal Pic Tax
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Great Britain will
join the U. S. in protesting the proposed tax on foreign motion pictures by Portugal, it was learned
here over the week-end.
Following conferences with Fay
Allport, MPAA's European manager,
the U. S. Embassy in Lisbon will request an explanation of the proposed
tax from the Foreign Ministry of
Portugal. The British Embassy is
expected
to take similar action, it
was said here,

Hughes
Immediate
"Outlaw" Asks
Action
Trial
(Continued from Page

1)

Hughes' motion picture "The OutHughes Productions, which filmed
"The Outlaw," is the motion picture
department of Hughes Tool Co.
The action asks the court to rule
that the License Commissioner and
the police department have no legal
law." or power to censor a motion
right
picture which has been licensed for
showing throughout New York State
by the motion picture division of the
state Education Department. "The
Outlaw" has been licensed by the
state motion picture division.

NEW POSTS
CHARLES DOCTOR, manager.

Strand, Van-

couver.STEVENSON, Para, exchange booker.
MICKEY
Vancouver.
[>0N McLEAN, manager, Odeon, North Vancouver.
FRANK
MARSHALL, manager, Fraser, Vancouver.
BOB HARDY, manager, Rio, Vancouver.
HERB WOOLFE,
manager, Cambie, Vancouver.
BOB FRASER, manager, Circle, Vancouver.
HENRY SADLOWSKI, operator, Forest Theater.
Detroit.
SIDNEY ECKMAN, from M-C-M, booker, Chicago, to salesman, Kansas City branch.
WALTER TUCKER, manager, Regal Theater, Detroit.
KENNETH SOLOMON, assistant manager, Grand
Theater, Chillicothe, Mo.
BERT VINE, New York and Chicago exploteer,
joins Ed Scofield and Associates on the
Coast as head of (>romotton and exploitation.

)

,
|
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SetllemenI With UA Curbs Off On Theater Bldg.
Impossible, Says SRO Green Light for Non-Residential Construction
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
pictures other than those produced
by Selznick units, "and only for product of outstanding quality and
great commercial appeal. This basic
policy will make it impossible for us
to consider any but a few of those
propositions with which we have
been deluged in the first 48 hours of
our existence."
SRO has articles of incorporation
in progress of preparation and is
expected to file them in California.
Amount of the authorized capitalization is expected to be disclosed
soon.
SRO has already established sales
offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dalla;, Atlanta, Chicago, Boston, New York, London, Paris, Buenos Aires and plans to open offices shortly in Kansas City, New
Orleans, Oklahoma City, Toronto,
Mexico City, Seattle and Singapore.

Hub's
Tub on
Thumpers
Will Elect
Dec. 19
Boston — Tub No. 1, Tub Thumpers
of America, will hold its annual
election of officers in connection with
Christmas dinner Dec. 19 in Steuben's Blue Room. To fill 11 vacancies on the board of directors, these
candidates have been nominated:
Harry Browning, Dan S. Hickey,
Ralph 0. Fi-ank, A. N. Armstrong,
Jr., George Estes, George Lasker,
Joseph DiPesa, Marie Houlahan,
Elizabeth Boudreau, Ben Bartzoff,
Gabriel Stern, Betsy Goslin, Albert
Fowler, Philip Buxbaum, Sumner
Hersey, Jack Lynne, Philip Engel
and Kenneth Fletcher.

Reject Kroehler Offer
Chicago — Employes of the Cleveland factory of Kroehler Push Bak
Seats voted against accepting the
company's wage increase offer. Employes at six other plants will vote
this month on the company's wage
offer. Employes have been on strike
four months.

curbs on commercial and industrial
construction will be lifted gradually
and the green light given to these
types of buildings.
Discussions Continue
Top Government leaders, including
assistant to the President John R.
Steelman, and newly designated
housing expeditor Frank R. Creedon, continued their discussions on
the housing situation for the third
day on Saturday.
Associates of the new housing expeditor freely predicted the early
elimination of non-residential building controls.
First control expected to be
lifted is the present $35,000,000a-week limitation on non-housing construction. This limitation
has kept theater building down
to a bare minimum. It is known
that Creedon believes this limitation is so low it is retarding
business expansion. Also slated
for quick elimination are priority restrictions on virtually all
building materials.
With price controls already lifted,
President Truman and his advisors
now feel that any priority system
would be unworkable.
Since Wilson
Wyatt's resignation as housing expeditor, this feeling has now become
prevalent in Administration circles.
President
Traman
has called for
elimination of building controls as
•'rapidly as possible."
Look for Boom in 1947
Because of the ^seasonal slack in
construction, a real boom in theater
and other commercial building is
not expected to get under way until
next year. Department of Commerce

Table 4 of the regulation was revoked. This formerly listed 18 products such as building board, asphalt
and tarred roofing products, furniture and certain household and electric appliances, which are now flowers. ing freely from producers to consum-

No 16mm. Plans Set
For Para., Says Weltner

Curtail Drinking Scenes,
Chicago Grand Jury Urges

No plans were set on 16 mm. films.
George Weltner, prexy of Paramount
International, said at the week-end
Following his return from a sevenweek tour of Europe.
"Really a morale trip," Weltner
said. He and Adolph Zukor visited
SOPEG to Vote Today
Glasgow, Manchester, LonThe annual election of officers of Cardiff,
don, Paris and Stockholm. There
the Screen Office & Professional Em- were receptions in every city and
ployes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, at every branch for Zukor, Weltner
will be held today at the Screen Pub- said. He spoke eagerly of the way
licists Guild office, 165 West 46th
greeted Zukor after sevStreet. Ballots will also be cast old enfriends
years of absence, comparing the
for chapter officers.
renewal of acquaintance to a family
reunion.
Weltner expects to leave for Australia in two or three months.
Triple Westerns as

Providence "Rodeo^'
Providence, R. I. — The Empire
Theater here played three feature
western on the same bill. With a
running time of slightly over three
hours, the show^ was plugged as
"Rodeo at the Empire." It was the
first instance of a regular triple
feature in the area.

from Page 1)

WB Camera Club Formed

reports new highs in many construction materials are expected next
year. The recent coal strike had little lasting eifect on the construction
industry, with the possible exception
of a few steel products. This setback, however, is not expected to
last long.
Meanwhile Sen. Tom Stewart (D.
Tenn.) predicted that Congress
would remove what few controls are
left after the Administration's program is put into effect. Senator
Stewart is chairman of the Senate
Small Business Sub-Committee now
conducting hearings on housing decontrol.
Although the present ceiling on
commercial construction will be
raised almost immediately, some ceiling will remain for a while. What
controls are left along this line will
be directed by the new Office of Temporary Controls.
Among 40 products that the OTC
last Friaay removed from all inventory control were common and face
clay, cement brick and concrete
blocks.
At the same time CPA added six
materials to Table 1 of the regulation imposing specific limitations on
receipts by users. The materials
affected by this action are aluminum
sheet and extrusions and asbestos
cement shingles and flat sheets, now
limited to 45 days supply.
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CHARTERED
ASTOR CINEMAS, INC., New York CIt;
with capital o' 200 shaies no par value stoci
to exhibit moticn pictures, with three shaft
subscribed. Incorporated at Albany by Alex
ander E. Shanley, Seymour Londoner, H. C
Kosch.
PRECISION FILM LABORATORIES, INC.. N-=
York City, with capital of 200 shares no p;
value stock, three shares subscr bed. /
to
rated at Albany by James R. Hughes! if
R. Barry, Francis D. Walls.
TWO CONTINENT PICTURES, INC., Yonken
N. Y., capital of 100 shares no par value stock
three shares subscribed, to distribute mctic
pictures. Incorporated at Albany by Harry Gild
berg, Leonard Cacciatore
Mariam D. Tate.
PATHE LABORATORIES, INC., New Yor
City, with capital of $10 030 in $1 share;
three shares subscribed. Incorpcrated at Al
bany
by Frieda Klein, Peter A. Lew's. Herber
M. Siiberman.
SAGA FILMS INC., New York City, wit
capital of 20O shares no par value stock, th:c
shares subscribed, to distribute motion p cture;
'ncorporated at Albany by Eugene M. Kline
Herbert
Siiberman.
Sam
Abrahamsen.
INTER-CULTURAL FILMS, INC., New Yor
City, distribute motion pictures, capital, 20
shares no par value stock, three shares sub
scribed. Incorporated at Albany by Tob a Her
.nan, Fannie 6. Smul, Rhea Green.
M. A. K. THTATER CORP., New York Cit,
vHh capital of 100 shares no par value stock
three shares subscribed, to exhibit motion pic
tures. Incorporated at Abany by Lila V. Toy
fair, Will am Sadiffm,
Joshua
J. Nasaw.
INTRA-WORLD FILMS INC., New York City
capital 200 shares no par value stock, thre
hares subscribed, to distribute moticn pictures
'ncorporated at Albany by Tobia Herman, Far
lie D. Smul, Rhea Green.
FINE ART PICTURES. INC., New York City
distribute motion pictures cap tal 100 share
no par value stock, three shares subscribed. In
corporated at Albany by Julia Perles, LawrenC'
C. Gibbs, Leonard
Kaufman.
UPSTATE TH'ATERS, INC, Albany, witi
capital of 100 shares no par value stcck, al
subscribed, to exhibit moticn pictures. Incorpo
rated
at Albany
by Leonard I. Rosenthal, Morris Alpert,
Rose Rosenthal.

French Contest Winner
To Visit N. Y., Hollywood
Paris (By Cable) — Maud Lamy
20-year-old dramatic art student, ha;

been
named 1946"
the winner
the "Mis;
Cinemonde,
contestof here
fron '
among over 5,000 entries for Frencl
Chicago — A Federal Grand Jury, beauty honors. Contest was ar
acting independently and without ranged by Cinemonde, French filn
official .status, has sent a letter to magazine. As a part of her prize
Eric A. Johnston, president of the Miss Lamy will travel to HoUywooc
MPAA, asking the elimination and four-week
and New York,
stay. early in 1947, for a
reduction of drinking scenes in films.
The members of the Grand Jury
called attention to the great number of children who are exposed to
Van Dyhe^ Prexy of
the spectacle of drinking on the
screen. This, they were of the opinSalestnen's Colosseum
ion, exercised an influence on their
St. Louis — Officers for the Coloshabits, and in certain cases led to
seum cf Motion Picture Salesmen of
criminal pursuits. J. Albert Woll,
America elected at the second anU. S. District Attorney, has fornual convention are: president, Arwarded a copy of the letter to Attornev General Clark.
thur M. Van Dyke, Chicago; execu-

FTS Transfers Westcott

Chicago — Minden Westcott, manA Camera Club, to bring together
ager of the Chicago offices of Film
amateur photographers and put on Truck Service for the past several
neriodical exhibits of their best years, has been transferred to the
prints, has been formed by the War- Detroit offices. He is succeeded here
ner Club at Warners home offi-e. by Dick Warsaw, for the past 20
First exhibit is beine planned for years with the Chicago branch.
late in January, with attractive
Negotiations are under way for a
prizes to be awarded for the best new five-year contract with the film
carriers employes here.
photographic entries.

tive vice-president, Mel Keller,
Portland, Ore.; executive secretary,
Nat

Provencher, Milwaukee; treasurer, Frank Salley, Atlanta, Ga., and

regional vice-presidents, Edgar Shinn,
New Orleans; Floyd Bernard, San
Francisco; James

Ronsick, Kansas

City, Mo., and Ross Williams, Cincinnati. Ohio.
President Van
ager for 20th-Fox

Dyke is sales manin Chicago.
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lagnetk Sound for
ilms Is Perfected

WUtT

Little Headlines:
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AGENTS are reported checking on the claimed inability of Louis Philon, Liberty Theater, Michigan City, Ind., to secure film to open the
remodeled house on Christmas day.

BIR Looks to Goldwyn
For Court Tax Adion

•

^ ':| Chicago — Magnetic sound for mo*< i|on pictures, promising extensive
tommercial possibilities in both the
Im industry and in home recording
:.* • as been perfected by the Armour
i 'Jie.cf rch Foundation of the Illinois
I ; Rr^^ of Technology.
■^ According to Jesse E. Hobson, dislector of the foundation, the new
>[iethod of synchronized sound and
iction is accomplished by the use of
thin coating of special magnetic
[laterial along the edge of the film,
^he width of the magnetic
track
'■ i^j/ill
be
one-tenth
of
an
inch
on
tim. and 0.08 of an inch on 16 mm.35
jm and varying widths on 8 mm.
Jlm. The sound is recorded on the
nagnetic track simultaneously with
■he shooting of the action, on the
.Bme principle as that on which wire
itr magnetic tape recorders work.
% Dr. Hobson pointed out that the
pundation's development offers synihronized sound, running at the
peed of silent films.

Pressburger Would Revive
I txiqlSsh., French Companies

r>0

H n"

^ *\
(Continued from Page 1)
Q ,;nat have been inactive during the
■■ar years.
Heading the list of his immediate
'lans will be the shooting of Italian
ackgrounds for his next feature,
Kk. Then and Now," Somerset MaugjEim's novel of medieval Italy.
I. liftjeorge Sanders has been signed to
lay the part of Machiavelli.
Budgeted at $1,600,000, the pic
ight even cost more if shot in
echnicolor. Decision to do so will
2 made in Italy, Pressburger said.
LjJj Although he owns several valu,. I ;ble story properties, among them
'\ i.hilippe Heriot's 1939 Goncourt
{;, ,rize novel, "Les Enfants Gatos,"
Pj5j ,b did not wish to disclose any furj; I (ler plans. His stay in England,
!j"I ]rance and Italy will last about two
j^ {• three months.

FILIPPO DEL GIUDICE, head of Two Cities Films will visit this country early next
year, William H. Wells, UNRRA picture chief, said over the week-end. Del Giudice
leaves London s:on for a visit to the Continent and shortly afterwards will sail for the
U. S., visiting New York, Washington and probably Hollywood. While in Washington
it is expected that he will confer with MPAA officials.

•

PETER HOPKINSON, first foreign motion picture cameraman permitted to shoot pictures in Russia since 1939, will leave for the Ukraine t:day after three weeks in White
Russia, it was learned over the week-end. Footage made by Hopkinson, UNRRA's cameraman, will be turned over the newsreel companies in this country and Great Britain, as
well as the March of Time.

•

CINEMA STAMP COLLECTORS was chosen as the name of the new organization of
philatelists within the industry, at a meeting Friday in New York. Nat Cohn of C lumbia
was elected proxy. Other officers are Jack Hoffberg, 1st vice-president; Edward Aaron,
2nd vice; Leon J. Bamberger, 3rd vice; H. M. Richey, field rep.; John Wenisch, recording
secretary; Albert Deane, corresponding secretary; Jack Levy, treasurer, and Howard
Levy and Sid Weiner, sergeants-at-arms.

WB, Arrowhead (LeRoy)
Terminate Agreement
(Continued from Page 1)

tures compelled the new unit to postpone production activity at Warners.
Continued delay of LeRoy's outside commitments, particularly "The
Robe," led him to suggest termination of the agreement because
Arrowhead could not become operative for some time to come.

Columbus, O. — Annual convention
of the ITO of Ohio will be held at
the Deshler-Wallick Hotel here on
March 18-19, it was announced at
the week-end by Secretary P. J.
Wood.

LeRoy further stated that Arrowhead Productions would be maintained as a corporate entity for
future production activities.

CSU Exodus to lATSE
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAlLV

H o 11 y w o o d — Representatives of
lATSE disclosed that groups of
members of CSU unions, including
set decorators, set designers, story
analysts, scenic artists, painters
and carpenters have made overtures
to join the lA and Roy M. Brewer
is now negotiating with them. A
group of 35 members of set designers
have petitioned lA for membership
and it is reported they may be placed
in Propmen's Local 44 temporarily.

THE

rate. A number of other stars, producers and directors also used the
capital gains rate and are believed
■subject to heavy bills from the treasury. So far as is known here, however, these bills are being held up
case.
pending
settlement of Goldwyn's
The matter is actually being
handled in the Los Angeles office of
the Bureau, and officials here claim
not to be in close touch with what
i3 going on there. Since the treasury can legally collect three years
back, there is no great rush in most
cases. The single-picture operation
has flourished most within the past
three years.

Capra Pic Set in Frisco
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

ITorment" to Oxford

Oxford Films, Inc., 630 Ninth
ve., have acquired the U. S. dis•ibution rights to "Torment," Swedh film, which was accorded honors
; the International Film Festival
. Cannes, France, this year.

1929TEN

BEST

PICTURES

—

Disraeli — Warner Bros.

Gold Diggers of Broadway — Warner Bros.
Bulldog Drummond — United Artists
In Old Arizona — Fox

"Douhle Features"

Cock-Eyed World — Fox
Last of Mrs. Cheney — M-G-M
^^I>^I^^^^^^^^<^WS^»S>VN^

THERE'S ONLY ONE

MIAMI

BEACH

'ocean front . 40th to 41st Sfs.
Resenations tnoited • Walter Jacobs

Q^'^rs^mMm^r-

Hallelujah— M-G-M

WATCH

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Capra's "It's a
Wonderful Life" will open a pre-release booking at the Garden Gate
Theater in San Francisco on New
Year's Eve. Booking gives the Liberty Films production a total of
four pre-release screenings.

Broadway Melody — M-G-M
Madame X — M-G-M
Rio Rita — Radio

vn

Fort Worth, Tex. — ^Three managers of the Cliffcrd C. Porter Community Theaters are doing dual duties. Besides acting as house manager each one has been assigned duties for the efficient operation of
the circuit. Bill LaNoue of the new
TCU will handle publicity for the
five theaters the circuit operates
here. C. 0. Donaldson of the Azie
will do the booking for the grcup
while Tom Polka of the Ideal will
be in charge of purchasing.

Ohio ITO Convention Set
For Columbus March 18-19

(Continued from Page 1)
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uPRcmEjouRT niHes schire bpperl plea
lOew's Acquires

love Tied in With Aim to
)ost Foreign Take to 50%;
lins in Swiss Production

ack from his two-month theaterting
expedition
in
England,
[|ance, Holland, Belgium, Switzernd and Italy,
rthur M. Loew,
's
jlexy of LoewanIternational,
I u n c e d to the
press yesday that the
npany had acred a new thejjer re-named
e Metro in
twerp, Belu m , and ac[ired interest in
lb Rialto Thee r in Geneva
Id the Capitol
eater in Lau- ARTHUR M. LOEW
|hne, Switzerid.
Vhile
he was in Switzerland,
(Continued on Page 6)

)% Advance Seen in
immercial Building
Khington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Vashington — Quick boost in com;cial construction by 40 per cent
(5 forecast here yesterday follow1 President Truman's week-end
ler re-laxing drastic building conIs.
ppokesmen
for the new Office of
Continued on Page 7)

|l,000 Theaters to
Collect for 'Dimes'
Managers of more than 1,000 film
jtheaters have pledged their full supjport for the 1947 March of Dimes
campaign within the first week since
jthe organization of the Motion Picture Division of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. All of
"hese houses will show
the Greer
3arson
trailer, "A Step Forward,"
'and arrange collections at every perli-ormance from Jan. 24-30. Emil C.
|. lensen, director of the motion picure division yesterday
was enthuliastic about the fast response.

Belgian

and

SwissBuffaloTlteaiers
Federal Court Is

URGES JURISDICTIONAL DETERRENT
Brown, Who

Now Expected to Effectuate Its Divestiture Order

May be House Majority Leader, Says

Washington

Labor Legislation is a "Must"

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday, by a unanimous
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ache to unions, as well as to industi-y decision, refused to entertain the
Washington — Labor legislation to and the public" Brown said. The appeal of the Schine Circuit against
"make more difficult" such jurisdic- new Congress must pass some new the Buffalo Federal Court decision
tional disputes as the Hollywood legislation which will at least make for the Government in its anti-trust
scrike was backed yesterday by Rep. this type of strike more difficult."
suit against the Circuit. The CirClarence Brown (R, Ohio), leading
Although some GOP leaders have
cuit's prayer had been opposed by
candidate for majority leader in the come out in favor of a bill calling for the Department of Justice.
Two cases were thrown out by
compulsory arbitration. Rep. Brown
Republican-dominated House.
"These jurisdictional strikes, such said he had not yet made up his the Supreme Court — the first appeal
(Continued on Page 7)
on the ground that the lower court
as the one in Hollywood, are a headproceedings had not been completed
at the time it was filed and the sec(Continued on Page 2)

Conneiiee Loses His
raud Suit Motions

Fraud Suits Answers
Critical of CR,CPB

Baltimore — W. J. Conneiiee, operating the New Theaters in Elkton
and Aberdeen, lost his motions to
dismiss six percentage fraud suits
previously filed in Federal Court
here by Universal, Columbia, Loew's,
Paramount, 20th-Fox and Warners.
Federal Judge Coleman dismissed
three defense motions in their en(Continued on Page 2)

Charges that the combination and
conspiracy among the distribs. found
to be illegal by the Statutory Court
in the New York equity suit is still
continuing under the guise of Confidential Reports and the Copyright
Protection Bureau are made by the
Castle Amusement Corp. of Providence, R. L, in amended answers to
(Continued on Page 6)

Separate Briefs, Decree
Forms in Erlanger Case

JNo Desire To Enfold
All Pic Industry— lATSE
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Philadelphia — Unable to comply
Hollywood— The lATSE in a statewith Federal Judge William Kirkment issued here charged the Screen
patrick's instructions to submit to
him a combined final brief and form Writers Guild with an attempt "to
of decree in the William Goldman create some fantastic threat by the
Erlanger Theater anti-trust suit lA against the established unions
against Loew's et al., due to their andTheguilds
in Hollywood."
lA statement
was in reply to
inability to get together on certain
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Rank in Canadian Theater Move
Separate Group of 23 Houses is Established
Toronto — Announcement is made
Fisher Will Head Sales
of the merger of a number of houses
of Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd.,
For Canadian Eagle-Lion
with the group controlled by Sam
Toronto— Frank H. Fisher, Western division manager for Odeon
Theaters of Canada, has resigned to
become general sales manager of
Eagle-Lion Films of Canada, it is
(Continued on Page 7)

Fingold and Ralph Dale of Toronto,
to be operated by a new company
known as National Theater Services,
Ltd. Altogether 23 theaters in Ontario, including four in Toronto and
(Continued on Page 7)

ealenors'
it to
Rigl
Apperv
d Inl
Upliol
Right of appeal of ATA and others
who sought to inteVvene in the Statutory Court in the N. Y. equity suit
opinion was preserved yesterday by
the three-judge court. Judges
ordered that the words "Settle order
on the above notice," be entered on
the backs of the motion papers as a
simpler method to preserve the right
(Continued on Page 7)

Film Drivers, Carriers
Reach Final Agreement ,
Agreement was finally reached
last night between reps, of the Film
Drivers and Helpers Union and the
Film Carriers Association. Union,
an independent, consists of 80-odd
(Continued on Page 2)

Scale, Plus Capacity,
Keys Little Roch Tax
Little Rock, Ark. — The City
Council has adopted a tax of one
and one-fourth per cent of the net
admission, multiplied by the theater's seating capacity, for theaters
with net admission up to 35 cents.
For theaters with a net admission of
from 35 cents to one dollar the tax
will be the net admission price
times the number of seats.

^
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Cohen Leaves Ohio Co-op.
To Join Inter-Mountain
Cleveland — Sidney Cohen announces his resignation from Co-operative Theaters of Ohio which he
joined eight years ago. Soon after
che first of the year he will join
Inter-Mountain Theaters, with headquarters in Salt Lake City, headed
oy Tracy Barham, former general
manager for Northio Theaters, Paramount affiliate.

V4

Victoria, Tex. — J. G. Long, theater
circuit operator with headquarters
at Bay City, has been given approval
by the FCC to purchase for $192,000
KVIC here from Morris Roberts.
Several months ago Long also purchased KSAM, Huntsville, for $42,500. He is also interested in a stacion now under construction at Bay
City.

+— %

Vs

—

—

1/4

%
47/8
63/4

To Buy Victoria's KVIC

Tulsa Council to Hear
Exhibs.' Protests on Tax

Scliine Piea Rejected
By Supreme Court
(Continued from Page 1)
ond on the ground that no substantial question of law was raised.
The latter action is significant,
since it rules out any possibility
for the circuit to win hearing
before the Supreme Court on the
basis of the complete record.
At the Department of Justice, it
was indicated that the case now appears to be won, with the Buffalo
court expected to effectuate the divestiture order which has been withheldcisionpending
Supreme Court deon the the
appeal.

Film Drivers, Carriers
.Reach Final Agreement
(Continued

from Page

1)

drivers and helpers; FCA employer
group consists of 14 metropolitan
carriers serving greater New York
and New Jersey.
Deal should have been sewed up
last Monday night, but had been
stymied over five-day week.
Conditions under the new five-year
contract, replacing the old threeyear agreement which had two more
years to run, are as follows:

1, All drivers in the employ of the company ,shall receive a S5.00 weekly increase,
but in no case less than a minimum weekly
wag'e of $50.50.
3. All helpers in the employ of the company shall receive a $3.50 weekly increase,
but in no ease less than a minimum weekly
wage of $30.
3. All pick-up men in the employ of the
company shall receive a $1 weekly increase,
but in no case less than a minimum weekly
w;i?e of $16.
4. pay.
There shall be three annual holidays
with

December

45/8
53/4

CO.

MARVIN H. SCHENCK, Loew's vice-preside
and representative in the East for the M-Cstudios, arrived on the Coast yesterday f
studio conferences.
H. M. RICHEY, M-C-M exhibitor relatior
head, is due back tomorrow frcm a trip th
took h m to Oklahoma City, Kansas City, M;
neapolis
and Chicago.
SAMMY
CAHN
and JULE
STYNE,
ers,
returned
to
Hollywood
yesterdajv ScRd
a^yTd
day.
contract for a Warners'
film,
ANDREW STONE, who returned from Englai
recently, left New York for Hollywood yeste
CAROL BRANDT,
Eastern story head f
M-C-M, and OLIN CLARK, Eastern stcry ed
tor, are due back from the Coast Thursday.
WILLIAM C. BRENNER, head of M-C-l^
field auditors, is back from Toronto.
HARRY ROSENBLATT, New Haven manag
for M-C-M, has returned to h!s headquarte
after a home office visit.
RUDY BERCER, Southern M-C-M sa'es mai
ager, is back at his New Orleans headquarte
after a trip to Oklahoma City.
MITCHELL RAWSON, of M-G-M's publici ■
department,
is back from Washington.
LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN, secretary of Loew'
Inc., has returned
from Toronto.
BURTUS BISHOP, M-G-M district manager,
homa
City.his Dallas office after visiting Okl.
back at
HAixRY
McWILLIAMS,
chief,
arrives in Dallas

Columbia
exploitatii /
today,
for three-di

visit for "The Jolson Story."
HARRY BREWER, of the Downtown Theate
Detroit, and present commander of A.merici
Legion Theatrical Post, goes to New York tl
tirst week of January to study theater-ty|
television
developments.
MRS. JOHN FORD and her daughter, fi'
editor BARBARA FORD, fly to Mexico Ci'
Dec. 22 to spend Christmas and New Yeai
with the director Ford. They will return '
Hollywood Jan. 8.
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president ar
general manager of Technicolor Motion Pictui
Corporation, returned to the Coast from a bus
ness trip in the East.
RICHARD HACEMAN, composer, accompanii
by MRS. HACEMAN, are in Mexico City fi
the musical scoring cf Director John Ford
"The Fugitive," for RKO Radio release. Tl
Hagemans were en route by automobile

5. The present six-day work- week shall
continue with the understanding that those month.
SAM LEFKOWITZ, Eastern district manag
who work only 5 days weekly shall receive for Warners, left last night for Buffalo. He wl
at least the minimum wage above mentioned, .ema n upstate until the end of the week.
and those working 6 days weekly shall reCERALDINE
BROOKS
arrived
in New
Yol
ceive $61.20. which figure adds the minimum
of $56.50 plus $4.70. The above figure of over the week-end. She recently competed in,
compensation for the six-day working is portant
roles in "Cry
Wolf"
ajj
"Possessed"supporting
at Warners.
11
directed onl.v to the ones receiving the minimum wage. Those receiving a wage in exGLORIAto aSTROOCK
signed by hasPaflar '
cess of the minimum
shall receive pro-rata. mount
featured recently
player contract,
New conditions go into effect on Dec. 29. ,ived in New York to spend the holidays wH
Samuel R. Zach and Charles Vonie. labor her parents.
relations consultants, represented the union:
Attorney Murray A. Frank and Secretary Lou
A J. O'KEEFE, Universal's assistant gener
sales manager, will return to New York toda
Lane represented the association.
from Washington.

Mrs. Anne Segan Dead
Detroit — Mrs. Anne Segan, 69, is
dead,
Detroit,
illness.in She
was following
the wife ofa year's
David
Segan, Avenue Theater cashier and
a sister of Charles Rothstein, owner
and manager of the house. Survived by husband and one child. Interment in Detroit.

YORK

Tulsa, Okla. — Adoption of a proposed occupation tax against local
theaters has been postponed by the
City Council to hear protests against
the measure registered by local theater owners. Exhibitors have branded
the ordinance as discriminatory.

Jack O'Brien Dead
Chicago — Jack O'Brien, for many
years with the B&K electrical department, isdead.

17, 194i
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Ned

Depins

Drive captain, arriving at Atlanta's RKO Radi
exchange tomorrow for sales confab.
FRANK DRUM, assistant to Nat Levy, RK:
Eastern divison sales manager, reaches At
lanta tomorrow for sales confab.

APARTMENT

AVAILABLE

67th Street East (near Park) magnificent
studio, entire floor. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Suitable for business and residence. MnBrown. Rossbach Associates, Inc.
WIckersham

MEMBERS
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
YORK
CURE
EXCHANGE
(ASSOCIATE)
CHICAGO
BOARD
OF TRADE
Talaphona: HAnover 2-3050

BROADWAY

tirety. The motions contended that
less than $3,000 was involved in each
action and that Federal jurisdiction
therefore was lacking. The court
pointed out at the argument that
punitive damages were asked in each
complaint and that this fact alone as
a matter of law made the amount
sufficient for Federal jurisdiction.
The judge added that even aside
from punitive damages, actual percencage and flat rental damage
claimed was sufficient to furnish the
required amounc, judging from the
large number of percentage pictures
on which fraudulent returns were
claimed to have been rendered.
At the same time, the court sustained objections made by the distributors to the interrogatories. The
court agreed that answers to the incerrogacories could not be required
until the defendant had answered the
complaint.
The court also refused Connellee's
application of the exhibitor to require the distributors to furnish certain particulars.
The ruling on supplying particulars was similar to the decision last
month in Madison, Wis.

Long, Texas Theater Man,
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Mr. Exhibitor: lnvestigote|
Filmack's NEW Prevue Trailer Service before signing any
trailer contracts. Write, wire

|

or phone Filmack 1327 S.'
Wabash, Chicago 5, III. and i
receive full details.
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T/L^r THRILLS The Experts'
How The Critics Love
This
Comedy
That's
As Much Fun As Love

JUUJi1".<Wffw

'WS^''-

Booked into the
N, Y. Paramount as its first
1947 attraction

, • "THIS
THAT

IS A HAL VVALLIS PRODUCTION-A
FACTOR
SPEAKS
FOR
YTSY.'LYy^— showmen s Trade Revuw

"Broadway hit play is parlayed into a smash by Wallis . . .There
can be nothing; but admiration for the way he brings off this
marital farce. Young-Niven

slick t^^mV —Hollywood Reporter

"Should pay off at the boxoffice. A gaily conceived idea which Hal
Wallis has built up smartly and with attention to best popular
reception. Swift paced tem po... tip-top entertainment! —/)«//>; r^n^^y
"Comedy with accent on laughter. The husband -wife angle will
bring chuckles to anyone. Plenty of humorous passages and able
support from a strong c^si^' —The Exhibitor

**Should do well at the boxoffice. Perfect casting, blended with
delightful yarn! Fast-paced and iunnyy^ —The independent
'Comes pretty close to being the perfect com^tdyl ^ ~j ack Mofitt, Esquire

i
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Fraud Suits Answers
(rifkal oKR, CPB

THE R IALTO

All Industry-IATSE

(Continued from Page 1)
the percentage
fraud
actions
filed
separatelj^ by the eight majors.
Castle's amended answers, entered
by its New York counsel, Isseks,
Meyers and Verdon, contends that
CR and CPB are continuing practices condemned by the courts, and
charges that it was formed to yield
to the excessive arbitrary and unreasonable rental demands of the
distribs. because of alleged threats
by checkers employed by the two organizations to make adverse, arbitrary and unfounded reports on attendance figui'es.
In all. Castle raises five separate
defenses to the distributors' complaints. In addition to charging
that there has been an "accord and
satisfaction" between the parties.
Castle contends that the rentals
sought are based on contracts which
have been held to be illegal under
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act by the
three judge court in the Paramount
case and that, therefore, the contracts are unenforceable in these
proceedings. Castle further charges
that the pictures licensed to it were
licensed under contracts which unwarrantedly went beyond the scope
of the privileges granted copyright
owners under the Copyright law. In
going beyond the scope of these
privileges. Castle contends that the
distributors made their licenses unenforceable and that, therefore, the
above suits claiming rental under
such licenses are likewise unenforceable.
In its answer. Castle points out
that if the demands of the distributors were met, in many cases it
would have to pay rentals aggregating upwards of 70 per cent of the
gross receipts.
Isseks, of defense counsel, was
formerly special assistant to the
Attorney General in charge of the
New York office of the anti-trust
division, and Meyers, as special assistant to the United States Attorney General in charge of the
Anti-Trust Division's Consent Decree Section, played the principal
role in 1945 in negotiating modifications of the old Consent Decree with
the majors.

Lorry E. Doyle Dead
Denver — Larry E. Doyle, 50, New
York and Hollywood theatrical producer, formerly of Columbus, Ohio,
died here of pneumonia.

SEHD BIRTHDAV
GREETinGS TO:
Dec. 17
Arthur Dunne
David
Butler
Aubrey
Mather
George
Barraud
Peggy Carson
Arthur Hoerl
Dusty Anderson
Charles Seibel
Bertha Zingman

No Desire to Span

'^l^P^ui'M.
• • • ON THE SOCIAL SIDE: Paramount is hosting a luncheon
tomorrow in the Sherry Netherlands Bali Room lor Adolph Zukor and
George Weltner, who returned last week from a European look-see. . . .
• RCA's annual Christmas party will be held tomorrow in the Rainbow Room. ... • On Thursday, William F. Rodgers will host a little
informal luncheon for industry pressmen at the Astor. ... • Twenfieth-Fox's Christmas party will be held at the Astor a week from today.

▼

▼

▼

• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Three thousand priests and nuns, representng every New York parish, will see Chapel Films' "The Story oi
the Pcpe," new documentary feature, at three special performances at
Pic opens its regular rxm on Thursthe Republic Theater tomorrow
day. ... • If you wondered about that Chicago Federal Grand Jury
slap at drinking scenes in pix, this may help: The foreman was an exec,
of a candy company. ... • lean Dalrymple's deal with Lester Cowan
by which she becomes Eastern executive assistant for Artists Alliance
is on a non-exclusive basis. ... • Sam Goldwyn will confer with J.

(Continued from Page 1)
one earlier released by the SWG
which it called upon Eric A. Jol
ston, MPPA
prexy,
to clarify i,
association's attitude on what ijo
terms an "imaginary requesf'Wj
lA for jurisdiction
over all irff
try employe groups.
Says the lA statement:
"Like the people with whom tl
have associated since their existen
The Screen Writers Guild talks un
but promotes disunity.
This rele;
is merely another step in that
rection.
The lATSE does not wa
and never has wanted, jurisdict:
over any other legitimate union. I
statement
accredited
to Presidt
Walsh is absolutely and completi
false.
President Walsh never m£
such a statement to Eric Johnst^

—

NO SECRET TO HIM — ,

West Coast Bnr., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Herbert Sorrell.
CSV prexy, issued the following
Arthur Rank during his week's London sojourn. ... • Monty Salmon's
statement: "Reports in press to
War
Rivoli is doing a swell job in behalf offromthe theJournal-American's
effect that certain top leaders are
School of
Barbizon
Gals
Fund
Christmas
Wounded
trying to negotiate a secret deal to
Models are also making
settle strike is absolutely without
Modeling do a quick pitch for the fund
foundation so far as we know. We
similar p.a.'s in the Skouras met. circuit houses. ... • Maj. Albert
are ready to negotiate with proWarner has opened his Miami Beach home for the Winter season. . . .
ducers at any time out in open."
in
"Carmen"
pic,
imported
the
put
has
• National Legion of Decency
Eric Johnston does not have witl
Class C. . . . • Didja know that Gregory Vojae, Columbia traveling
his power the granting of jurisd;
auditor and former Cleveland Columbia booker was among those restion to any union. The lATli
Trapped on
cued in the Hotel Winecoff Hotel fire in Atlanta, Ga.?
agreed last October to have an i
he
which
the 10th floor, Vojae fought his way to the sixth floor from
partial AFL committee determi
all jurisdictional questions. 1
was finally rescued, having suffered no injury other than shock
lATSE lived up to its agreemt
and accepted the findings of tl
committee. Other unions did n
yet the Screen Writers Guild, wh:
now points the finger at the lATS
supported the unions which bro
their word and created another d
(Continued from Page 1 )
astrous studio strike.
Loew
said
that
he'd
much
rather
see
a
Loew arranged a production partici"The Screen Writers Guild c£
g-ood
foreiiru
film
g-et
playingtime
than
for
pation deal with Producer Fred ZinAmerican picture to be shown not point to one single instar
neman and Director Lazar Wechsler an inferior
because grood product not only stimulates where the lATSE has committed o
to
make film there. Title is undis- competition but g-ood pictures draw people act since the election of Preside
closed.
to the theater. Poor ones keep them away.

Loew^s Adds European Houses
Pari of Plan to Boost Foreign Take 50%

Matter of fact, though, any kind of film will

Acquisition of more and more Eu- do business today, he added.
"American industry is truly anxious to do
ropean theaters seems to be in line
for the British industry," Loew
with company's aim to increase for- somethingaffirmed. Also, attempt will be made to eseign take from 40 per cent to 50 per
tablish a market for British pix in America.
said any good picture, domestic or foreign,
cent. Loew said M-G-M gross re- He
ceipts, outside of USA and Canada, will get playing time in America.
Acquired
Six Features
currently run about 40 per cent. And
Loew acquired six foreign films for dishe agrees with J. Arthur Rank in
tribution here. And he's negotiating for two
that foreign markets can be expected more French pix. iWetro board, consisting
one representative from foreign, domestic
to yield at least 50 per cent of the of
and theater departments, will be set up to
decide metliod of distribution for foreign
gross
Loewtake.
cited the instance of 130
theaters for China's population of
more than 140 million. Possibilities of 16 mm. distribution there is
enormous, though no immediate
plans have been set.
Says Rank Cashing In
British press is very nationalistic, asserted Loew; film critics particularly so. "Rank is making capital of the situation," he added. On
the other hand, Loew said, the public
is very receptive to American pictures. No matter what critics here
and abroad say, American product
has greater box-otfice appeal than
product of any other nation.

pix : whether M-G-M will release product, or
permit an indie to handle distribution.
Though narration teehnic will continue to
be used on films for CTiinese, Arabic, Hindustani, Portuguese and Siamese markets, dubbing will be the prevail'ng- practice for the
Latin-American market. Loew said narration teehnic might even be tried for foreign films shown in America.
He reported that 16 mm. program was in
full swing in France, not yet in England,
where they've only gotten started. No educational pix have yet tjeen made in England
for British market. French newsreel in 16
mm. and .3.5 mm. will get started this week.
Six to 13 U. K. Pix Later
Metro's new studios in London have four
modern stages that are better than anything
Hollywood has to offer. New power plant
is largo enough to supply juice to 16 stages.
Not too
far in from
the future,
-will bea
able
to produce
six to Metro
13 features

year there.

Walsh that in any way jeopardi?'
or injures the jurisdictional righ
of any other union, yet the Sere
Writers Guild has actively assist
the Painters Union to take into
membership stenographers, clerl
typists, publicity men, and ma
others who have absolutely no cc
nection whatsoever with the Pali
ers Union. The plain truth is th
the Conference of Studio Unioi
through the Painters Union, h
maintained a constant program
aggression in the studios during t
past several years. In this progrzj
they have had the full support ;

tions."
the
Screen Writers Guild, as w'
as other fellow traveler organiz' J
Herald

Starts Second

"Sepia Cinderella," second of
all-Negro features scheduled by He
aid Pictures, Inc., is before the cai
eras at Filmcraft Studios under t
direction of Arthur Leonard. "Bo
What a Girl," initial all-Negro He
aid Pictures release, is now cuttir

'5?uesday. December
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lank, Odeon In
IE!anada Theater Move
(Continued from Page 1)
e same number in Hamilton, will
me undei- the new
company
in
, hat is to be operated as a distinct
(Jaeon

Theaters has been consid-

ing the formation of a "B" circuit
ju)r some time past, and, with many
opening in 1947, the
■.■;eii|3 w houses
^" mill me for such a move seems opporI ^me to J. Earl Lawson, president of
ne company.
Fingold is president of National
.]j,heater Services, with Dale as viceresij^llresident. Both were formerly parttpleti ;^rs in an independent circuit, The;er Amusement Co.
imstf Lawson, in a statement, pointed
at that it had been desired to re— 2ve the Odeon execudves of some
isponsibilities in view of Odeon exl^nsion during 1947.
Some of the houses in Theater
jmusement Co. had been owned on
h equal basis by Fingold and Odeon
i|heacers; othei's had been independent.
National
Theater
Services
also
ikes over the buying and booking
intracts for 19 Ontario theaters
'jirmerly held by Associated
Thefi^ters, Ltd., Toronto, an affiliate of
'#^e
Canadian It J.wasArthur
Rank that
Oranization.
announced
-!iili)ie new company would provide a
:mijayingf service for other independent
ljli){hibitors in Ontario.
ijH. C. D. Main of Toronto, previiUsly a partner with Fingold and
tale in the former Theater Amusei'j|jji.ent Co., resigned a short time ago
1) operate independent houses of his
i tebivn in small towns of Ontario. Main
■Sftfed been a supervisor of Canadian
Ideon when the circuit was estab(|'Bhed
by the
jtairjve
years
ago. late N. L. Nathanson

^'^You May Be IMext,'' Johnston Tells Korda
In Warning Against Hollywood Pix Blachout
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA president, replying to foreign critics of the American industry in general and to Sir Alexander Korda in particular, warned the
latter in a byline article in the N. Y. Times yesterday that he "should not forget that devices to blackout Hollywood pictures today may be used tomorrow
against films of Britain and other countries when their production is big
enough to shoot at."
"It is axiomatic that barriers beget barriers," declared Johnston. The MPAA
head commented that "some of Hollywood's foreign critics — and I don't mean Sir
Alexander Korda — say one thing and mean another. . . . They would use the
screen as a weapon of ideological propaganda."

40% Advance Seen in
Commercial Construction

Fisher Will Head Sales
For Canadian Eagle-Lion

(Continued from Page 1)
Temporary Controls set ceiling on
non-housing construction, including
jheatei-s, would be shoved up to $50,000,000 a week as of Jan. 1. Before
President Truman blew lid off, the
limit was $35,000,000.
Meanwhile, Norton Long, former
deputy housing expeditor, followed
Wilson Wyatt into retirement after
cerming the President's program a
bid for "boom or bust" in real estate.
Following a three-day conference
at the White House with his top advisors, President Truman late Saturday lopped off most restrictions
on non-housing constructions and
indicated that controls would be removed altogether in a matter of
months.
Area offices of the old CPA reported to OTC a wave of requests
for information from prospective
theater builders. Action on applications for new theaters, however,
must await official raising of the
weekly allocations. OTC is still in
the throes of reorganization.
Applications for building of new
theaters will be approved on a more
"liberal" basis, the OTC said. Under
the Wyatt-inspired rules, construction of new theaters was approved
only in special cases. Although details of the new schedules will be an-

(Continued from Page 1)
announced by A. J. Laurie, general
manager. It is understood that no
succesi-or will be named for a while.
Fisher resigned as assistant general
of Empire-Universal Films to become head booker and buyer of
Odeon and was later made Western
division manager.

;::eJi)'

Separate Briefs, Decree
)^ I'olon Urges Legislation To Forms in Erlanger Case
i; ri? Iar Union Disputes
(Continued from Page
iJiO

elei lind

whether

Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

1)
should

go

his far."
"The Hollywood headache," Brov^^l
aid, "is a leading example of how
ie
jurisdictional strike gets out of
1:1
Unit land. Everybody suffers, including
ae public. Although labor legislaon dealing with so-called public
iterest strikes, such as the coal dis;nii?
ute, is certainly inevitable, some
oro"l kgislation aimed at the normal,
jtrery-day
of tieup asstrike
repre-is
bnted
by type
the Hollywood
yii

prtainly in order."
The Ohio Congressman tenned
too late" the proposals of an inustry-labor committee opposing
rastic legislation by Congress and
commending that unions and mangement be allowed to seek peace
•jet [n their own.
The recommendations
oiiler
d'ere made by a committee repre-nting the AFL, CIO, the NAM and
*!ie U. S. CofC.

major points,
plaintifl" separate
and defendants haveboth
submitted
briefs and forms of decree.
These now will be combined by the
court to wind up the anti-trust suit
in which Goldman was awarded
$125,000 triple damages.
The suit covered a one-year period,
from the date of filing to the trial,
and it is expected that Goldman will
file similar actions to cover other
time intervals.

Theatrical Guild Will
Organize in Victoria
Victoria, B. C. — A charter has
been granted to the Theatrical Guild
to organize the ushers, doormen,
janitors, and cashiers and other theater help in the Victoria theaters.
This is the first union of its kind
in Cana'^r

nounced later this week by Frank
Creedon, new housing expeditor, it
seemed certain that building of considerably more theaters will be approved almost immediately by OTC,
with even more okays due as remaining controls are dropped.

ealeners'
Apperv
Rig
Uphhtoldto Int
(Continued from Page 1)
than to vacate the former decisions
and enter new orders.
Judges' statement read:
'Because of the concern of ATA,
Inc., and others, and counsel for W.
C. Allred and others as to adequate
preservation of their rights to appeal
from our decision of Oct. 21 last,
denying right to intervene, we have
today made the following entries on
the backs of the motion papers on
which our original decisions are
noted:
" 'Settle order on the above notice.'
"This, in our opinion, is adequate
to preserve rights to appeal from
our decisions, and is much simpler
than taking the cumbersome step of
vacating our former decisions and
then entering orders denying intervention.
"On Oct. 21 last, the judges'
memorandum on the motions by ATA
and others for leave to file brief as
amicus curiae is granted. They may
also be heard on the settlement of
the decree and findings. Intervention

denied."

THE

19TEN30-BEST

PICTURES

—

All Quiet on the Western Front — Universal
Abraham Lincoln — United Artists
Holiday— Pathe
Journey's End — Tiffany
Anna Christie — M-G-M
The Big House — M-G-M
With Byrd at the South Pole — Paramount
The Divorcee — M-G-M
Hell's Angels — United Artists
Old English — Warner Bros.

? THE TEN BEST OF 1947 ?

iT^ IS w^ith great joy, tliat we enter into the spirit ol
tnis Holiaay
Oeason . . . and greet our many Irienas m
trie iVl-otion Picture Industry.
lis consider ourselves lortunate that our lunction in this
great industry allow^s us the privilege ol pleasant business
associations with producers, distributors and exhibitors
alike . . . with w^honi w^e have established enduring Iriendships and mutual respect,

JO 1946 draws to a close, and we approach the daw^n
ol a new year . . . we take this opportunity to thank all ol
you lor your cooperation during the past year . , . and to
extend our sincere wishes lor a Alerry (^hristmas and a
Happy and Joountilul New

Year.

7i^e 'PtifC g<J^

li^'

It

\m\mwL\cieen schvici

H. F, Production
Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 31st floor
New York
K.'Y.

itimate in Character
Lternational in Scope
^<l|idependent in Thought
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BRISKin

EKTcnocD PLflvinG Time vitrl

ayerto Head
MPAA^s International"Like aDivision
Succeeds Carl Milliken.
Good Suit, a Good

Reeling 'Round
WASHINGTON
By ANDBEW

H. OLDER

=

WASHINGTON
ONGRESSIONAL
leaders are continung to maintain a rather stricf silence
the theater admissions
and other exe levies, despite the statements of some
>;publicans that they will or will not cut
ese taxes. This silence is itself a signifint thing in view of the difficulties atndant upon laws to cut the excise taxes.
; From private conversations with a numfer of GOP
leaders,
however,
this reprter is prepared to assert that the chances
r paring excise taxes next year are betr than appear on the surface. There
is
tie chance that all the excises will be cut
Ick, since there is a tendency
to
Ifferentiate between
the so-called luxury
txes and those on "necessities," in which
oup the admissions tax falls is still unrtain in the minds of many — and it is an
nportant duty of industry legislative reprentatives to convince Congressional leaders
at the pix levies fall in the second group.

•

•

ESPONSIBLE legislators who are thinking of supporting a move to cut back
ese "necessities" taxes are being careful
bt to say so because they fear the effect
such pronouncement upon the business
merchants
selling the taxed items. In
ct, it is strongly believed
here that a
■tajor explanation for the current disastrous
■eak in the fur market has been the irsponsible C"ngressional
statements
that
le tax will be dropped
soon. People who
anned to buy furs have decided
to wait
the belief that by so doing they may save,
» expensive
furs, several hundred
dollars.
Thus,
the
thinking
is that
the only
roper way to cut back the excise taxes is
ii rush a bill through speedily for White
use signature just prior to the 20th of
le month. This will mean that the new
tes can be put in effect on the first of
e following month, and that holding off
\^ buyers will be kept to a minimum.
There is no assurance
that such a bill
liill be passed, but it is highly likely that
the tax is cut, it will be done in this

¥

y.

Jest Years" Will Bow
h. Miami Beach Jan. 15

Who
as April
Sec'y;
Goes Continues
to Europe in
Appointment of Gerald M. Mayer
as managing director of the MPAA's
international division, effective Jan.
1st, w^as announced yesterday by Eric A.
Johnston,
president.
Former Gov.
Carl E. Milliken,
who has been acting head of international activities, continues as
MPAA secretary.
During- the war
years, Milliken
assumed international responsibilities in addition to those of
CERALD M. MAYER
secretai-y.
Mayer leaves
New York Dec. 27 for Hollywood,
(Continued on Page 8)

German Prods. Gel Pix
Production Licenses
Washinyton

Bnrean

of THE

FILM

building
Details Program^s
Tahe Shape
Washington Bur.. THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washingtrn — Details of the Administration's new housing program,
expected
"green light"
to theater to
and give
otherthe
commercial
construction, will be announced within
the next few days, housing officials
said yesterday.
Housing expeditor Frank R. Creedon and National Housing Administrator Raymcnd M. Foley met again
yesterday to work out specific details of the program, including on
what basis theater applications will
be handled.

33 Technicolor Pix
Awaiting Release
No less than 33 American
and
British
Technicolor
features
are
awaiting release, 13 others are in
production and 14 more are in preparation, according to the latest Technicolor statistics. Current
Technicolor releases number 12.
Listed as to be released are:
"Black Narcissus"
(Br.), Michael
(Continued on Page 10)

DAILY

Picture Lasts Longer," Says
Liberty Executive Producer
Extended playing time is the exhibitor's answer to insufficient highquality
answer pictures
to the and the producer's
problem
gett i n g backof the
ent-day
pro
high cost of presd u c t i o n , Sam
B r i s k i n , vicepresident ecutive
and producer
exof Liberty Films,
told the industry
press
yesterday
at an RKO luncheon in his honor.
"If pictures are
given more playSAM BRISKIN
ing time," Briskin said, "the exneed morehibitor
pictures;
like a good suit
doesn't
(Continued on Page 9)

Report Schary Gels
RKO Studio Post
West

Coast Bureau of TFIE FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — It is reported that
Washington — This country's long- Schine to Ask Rehearing
range program to put the German
David O. Selznick is willing to perpix industry back on its feet was By U. S. Supreme Court
mit Producer Dore Schary, whose
speeded with the granting of the
contract with Vanguard will not exfirst 10 film production licenses to
Willard S. McKay, attorney for the
pire for 18 months, to accept the
German producers, the War Depart- Schine Circuit, said yesterday that post of RKO vice-president in charge
ment announced yesterday.
a petition for re-hearing
of the of production, if iSchary is given full
Under the direction of German- Schine appeal plea was being pre- production authority and Selznick is
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 9)

7 Shorts as Second ^^Feature^^
Brooklyn Paramount

Starts Test Tomorrow

Hal Wallis Budgets
$8,500,000 For 1947 Pix
ll'crt Coast Bureau

of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Wallis has announced plans for his 1947 production schedule which has been budgI Additional opening for "The Best
eted at $8,500,000. His first film
Tears of Our Lives" has been set
Bpr the Esquire, Miami Beach, Jan. next year will be "Be Still, My
(Continued on Page 3)
(5.

Substitution of seven cartoon
shorts, including one two-reeler, for
the customary second feature, a plan
devised by the Paramount shorts department, will be given a whirl by the
Brooklyn Paramount, starting tomorrow, in a revolutionary combined
booking and policy experiment that
is attracting wide exhibitor interest.
Plan, originating with Oscar Mor(Ccntinued on Page 8)

Mervyn Le Roy Signs
As M-G-M Director
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywcod — Mervyn Le Roy has
signed a long-term contract w!th
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for his exclusive services as a director. Le
Roy is scheduled to report at the
M-G-M studio after first of the year.
No assignment has been set for
Le Roy but a number of important
story properties will be considered
for his next film.
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Peruso Pleads Guilty in
16mni. Army Print Case
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WILLIAM F. RODCERS, vice-president and
general sales manager for M-G-M, will leave
Saturday for Florida and a vacation.

: Associate Publisher
nd Genera 1 Manager

HARRY THOMAS, president, PRC, is back in
New York from the Coast, having stopped off
en route at Da;las.
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Columbia
Picts
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22
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Columbia
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81
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East. Kodak
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Inc
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Paramount
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Pict
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Pict.
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JUDGE MATTHEW M. LEVY, counsel for
lATSE, in Hollywood from New York to participate in sett.ing jurisdictional
strike.
)EANNIE JAFFA, Fanchon & Marco secretary,
is back from Miami with golden tan.
EDWARD SCHELLHORN, Paramount studio
foreign department executive, leaves Hollywood
by plane tomorrow for New York, returning to
the Coast Jan. 11.
THERESE STONE, of M-G-M, returned yesterday from a visit to Kansas City, St. Louis and
Columbus,
0.
at

AL SENDREY, assistant to Herbert Stothart
the M-C-M
studios, is in town.
CHARLES E. KESSNICH, M-G-M district manager with headquarters in Atlanta, is in Charlotte on business.

CHARLES K. STERN, Loew's assistant treasurer, and WILLIAM G. BRENNER, of the M-C-M
home office sales department, are scheduled to
leave for St. Louis on Ian. 8.

Schwartz Trial Jan. 6;
Van Brink's on Jan. 16

E. Z. WALTERS,
to
the Coast.
returned
to New

comptroller of Altec, has

York after a three-month

tr'p

SAM KATZMAN, head of Esskay Pictures
wood.
Corp., is en route to New York from Holly-

SOPEG Elects New Slate
Of Officers for 1947
Sydney Young has been elected
president of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, CIO, UOPWA. Norman Hasselo
was re-elected vice-president and
Otto Langer will serve another term
as secretary-treasurer. Jeanne
tary.
Forestier was voted recording secre-

at Astoria.

IF YOU
STADIUM.

The newly elected trial board consists of Vincent Maher, John Cunniff,
Abe Miller and Norman Hyman. Inaugurations will be held shortly.
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Hollywood — ^George Henry Hines,
90, onemen andof who
the country's
oldesttheaters
showoperated film
in Illinois and Indiana until 1921
when he came to California, -died
yesterday after a lono- illness.

Statewide service through branches in more than 300
California communities
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INDUSTRY
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4%
6I/2
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Appearing before Federal Judge
Leibell in U. S. District Court for
the Southern district of New York
here yesterday, Mortimer Van Britik
and Arthur Schwartz entered not
guilty pleas to three charges alleging
copyright infringement of feature
films. A third defendant, Joseph
Mirasola, will appear today, his arraignment being defeiTed because
his counsel was otherwise engaged.
Trial of Schwartz was fixed for
Jan. 6 and that of Van Brink 10 days
later. Schwartz and Van Brink were
among 1.3 persons arrested by the
FBI last Spring after an investigation revealed 16 mm. prints of feature films destined for the armed
forces overseas, w^ere being shown
illegally in schools and churches
throughout the country. The FBI
recovered 60 prints. The source of
supply was the civilian employes of
the U'. S. Army Signal Corps Photographic Center, Astoria, L. I. Mirasola is charged on seven infringement counts alleged to have been
committed this Summer.

BUY

AMUSEMENT

Your

%

5
——
i/g
I41/4
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41/3
....
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51/2

BEN KALMENSCN. WB vice-president and
general sales manager, has returned to New
York from a series of branch office meetings
in the South and West.

ROY HAINES, WB Western division sales
manager, is due back today from Chicago, Kansas City and Minneapolis.
JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern division sales
manager, has returned from Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
ED HINCHY,
of Warners'
partment, is in head
Philadelphia
today, playdate
and will debe
in Boston
tomorrow
and Friday.

Nicholas P. Peruso, one of th'.
defendants named in an indict:
arising from arrests made by
FBI last April as a result Jj|ji,e
tribution of a number
O^s^
:
prints presented by the industr;
the Army, entered a guilty plea
fore Federal Judge Robert Incr
Brooklyn yesterday.
Peruso will appear for sente
on Dec. 31.
Four co-defendants earlier plea
guilty to a count charging them w
taking a Government-ow^ned 16 n
print
"Cinderella
Jones" from
Signalof Corps
Photographic
Cen

Cheques
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Europsan Plan — Open All Year
New Coach and Four
JOHN

Grill
H. FETTEIt,

Gen.

Met.
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Kale Smithr Sister
Kenny Feted by Lodge

jislke W. T. Powers
Qkes Jurist's Oath

i

Justice William T. Powers, former

Mid-Week
•

I

al Wallis Budaets
3,500,000 For 1947 Pix

I

(Continued from Page 1)

,)ve," a suspense drama to star
irbara Stanwyck.
In April Wallis will leave for EngTid to produce "For Her to See,"
liiich will be a Paramount producbn, starring Ray Milland and a

'Sxed English-American cast.
.In the Fall Wallis production will
m "House of Mist," a romantic
)vel by Chile's Maria Louisa Bomjil and a Technicolor film, probably
:.ola."
With recent re-signing of Robert
ummings for a seven-year period
id acquisition of George Rigaud on
term contract, Wallis boasts quite
talent roster.

lercovici vs. Chaplin
uit to Trial Mar. 3

HI

•

•

Murtnurings

FORECAST:

A lotta folks are of the opinion that the New

York Statutory Court's decision in the equity suit will be handed down
before the 27th

■a

iier^fcounsel for 20th-Fox, was
t'orii^^esterday to sit in Supreme
Court, 2nd Dist r i c t , coveringKings, Queens,
Richmond, N a s sau and Suffolk
Counties. Supreme Court Justice Charles C.
Lockwood gave
the oath. Justice
Powers assumes
office Jan. 1.
3
Before
an assemblage of his
friends
and kin,
among them Spyr 0 s P. Skouras,
president of 20thJSTICEW.T. POWERS Fox;
Edward
C.
Raftery,
p r e s iient of UA; Mrs. William T. Powthe Justice's
wife, and Miss
atherine Powers, his daughter, the
rmer
industry
attorney
took his
:th of office in the Supreme Court
Brooklyn.
051!
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• • • CUFF NOTES: If you've been wondering. Universal will refain those 240 mezzanine love-seats when it takes over operation of the
Park Ave. Theater on Christmas
day. ...
• Is Zelda Levine, who
bocks for PRC in New Haven, the youngest booker in the country?
Zelda, who has just reached her 20th birthday, thinks so. . . . • Observation: Sam Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives" seems to be
fast approaching an all-time high for early honors, tributes and distinctions For which Lynn Famol, el al, may take a couple dozen
bows
Get this, incidenta'Iy: Of 114 "Best Years" reviews thus far
published, 112 have been complete or practically complete prai:e
That's perhaps the greatest critical acclaim for a pic in years. . . .
• Richard de Rochemont, M of T producer, will make a guest
appearance on the Jinx Fa'kenburg-Tex McCrory air show over
WNBC tomorrow mom. ... • Didja know that Jack Bernhaid is rushing a last-minute script revision for "Violence" to incorporate the expose
of Atlanta's Columbians? ... • And that Barney Gerard is writing
ah orig'nal, "Maggie and Jiggs in Society," as sequel to Msnogram's
"Bringing Up Father," which he produced? ... ©At the PAL benefit show the other night Harry Hershfield told one of his favorite stories
about the kid who punched Santa Claus in the nose. Shocked, the kid's
ma demanded cm explanation. Brat replied: "That's for last year"
So what happens?
A few days later Phil M. reads in the papers
about a kid in a Connecticut department store who hauls olf and socks
St. Nick on the schnozz
Why?
"Because he didn't bring me
the bike that was promised me last year." ... © Have you heard
that James Mascn, who doesn't like his pictures cut, has retained a
New York attorney?

T
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T

▼
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• STAFF REPORT: Paul N. Lazcrrus, Jr., advertising and publicity director for UA, reported to his staff the other morning on the
Coast trek of company execs
As an incidental piece of business,
he hold about the biggest man in
sistant to one of our producers and
by being unlike anyone I know
says, "when an unfamiliar subject
he knows nothing about it. S'truth.

Hollywood today
"He's an ashe has attained his present sta'.ure
in Hollywood
Because,"
Pcrul
comes up, this guy actually admits
so help me"

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
0(|psterday set the $5,000,000 plagiasm suit instituted by Konrad Berovici against Charles Chaplin down
or trial in New York Federal Court
a March 3. Bercovici seeks damjges and accounting of profits made
i*' Chaplin in producing "The Great
"ictator."

EnO BIRTHDAV
GREETIRGS TO:
FcS

Dec. \f
Betty Grable
Cecrge Cooper
Lynn Bari
John Humm
Edwin H. Morris
Arthur Metcalfe
Rutgers Nailson

• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: The Sign, National Catholic Monthly, has
picked Metro's "The Green Years" as the outstanding film of 1946. . . .
• Ed Schreiber, Century circuit's advertising-publicity director, who
doubles as columnist for the chain's Movie Guide, opines that ths in
telleclual content of the crverags motion picture is higher than the intellectual content of the average entertainment book (novel)
Adds
Ed: "We'd rather take a chance on a movie, sight unseen, at current
admission prices, than spend a couple of doUcns for something to put
between a couple of book-ends.". . . • Wall Street expects Loew's
fiscal year report to show a net of about $3.30 a share, as against
$2.55 for the 1945 fiscal year. ... • When "The Best Years Of Our
Lives" starts a Chicago run at the Woods
Thecrter today at $1.80
admission charge, two additional projectionists will be in the booth
The operators will receive $3.80 per hour during the engagement, an
increctse over the regular scale, due to the higher admission charges.

At last night's testimonial tenLodge of ofB'nai
B'rith dered
in by the
the Cinema
Grand Ballroom
the
Hotel Astor to Kate Smith and Sister
Elizabeth Kenny, for their contribution to American life. Miss Smith
turned the tables and lauded the
achievements of the Cinema Lodge.
"The Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith," Miss Smith said, "has been
performing notable work in promoting inter-faith amity, as have
the other lodges of B'nai B'rith.
They are to be congratulated for
their
excellent
Then
turningefforts."
to Sister Kenny,
Miss Smith extolled the achievements of the Australian nurse: "I
want to pay tribute, too, at this
moment, to Sister Kenny, who is
here tonight. She deserves volumes
of praise and commendation. She
has saved thousands of lives and
helped cure many thousands of
others. . . . She is one of the greatest
women of our era and I am very
proud to share this platform with
Kenny acknowledged the
herSister
tonight."
honor plaque that was awarded to
her by the Lodge for her courageous
fight against infantile paralysis. The
plaque awarded to Miss Smith was
for her fight against bigotry and her
espousal of inter-faith amity.
ing.More than 500 lodqre members
and their guests attended the gatherPresident Jack H. Levin presided.
Vincent Impellitieri, chairman of the
City Council, read the invocation.
Honorary President Alfred W.
Schwalberg also attended.

Roy Neill Dies in London
London (By Cable) — Roy Williams
Neill, 56, died here from a cerebral
hemorrhage. Neill had been a Hollywood producer and director for more
than 30 years and had come to England to arrange for an independent
production to be made here and in
Ireland.

STORK REPORTS
Mrs. Danny Kaye gave birth yesterday at Women's Hospital to a
daughter, weighing five pounds, five
ounces. Baby has oeen named Dena.
Chicago — Joseph Anderson, manager of the
Theater-,
reports
the B&K
birthCongress
of a baby
boy
weighing 5 founds, 10 ounces, at the
Garfield Park Hospital. Newcomer
has been named Timothy Joseph.
Cleveland, Ohio — A seven and a
quarter pound baby boy, named
Richard Michael, was born last week
at Mt. Sinai Hospital to Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Gottlieb. Father is city
salesman for Universal-International.
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Drama in the great
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starring

with
UNA
O'CONNOR

GEORGE MACREADY
HENRV

STEVEN

DAV

LUOWIS

• STEPHENSON • GERAV ■ COLLINS • OONATH
Screenplay by George Bruce and Alfred Neumann

Directed by HENRY LEVIN • Produced by GRANT WHYTOCK

AN EDWARD SMALL production

The
Since 1922, critics of America's \.
syndicates have been voting annually ir
Since 1942, film commentata-^ of
the balloting.
^
This application of the critical yar
makes possible the bestowal of the ind
A reading audience of more than i
is awaiting the results of the 1946 poll.

1922

1927
Beau

Orphans of the Storm — United Artists
Grandma's Boy — Asso. Exhibitors
Blood and Sand — Paramount
Prisoner of Zenda — Metro
When
Knighthood
Was
in Flower — Paramount
Nanook
of the North — Pathe

Big Parade — M-G-M
What
Price Glory? — Fox
Way of All Flesh — Paramount

1923

1926

Variety — Paramount
Ben Hur — M-G-M
Big Parade — M-G-M
Black
Pirate — United
Artists
Beau
Geste — Paramount
Stella Dallas — United
Artists
Volga
Boatman — PDS
What
Price Glory? — Fox
Sea Beast — Warner Bros.
La Boheme — M-G-M

Bill of D
Bact
Scarf

1928
Patriot — Paramount
Sorrell and Son — United Artists
Last Command — Paramount
Four Sons — Fox
Street
Angel — Fox
The Circus — United Artists
Sunrise — Fox
The Crowd — M-G-M
King of Kings — Pathe
Sadie Thompson — United Artists

42nd

The

Private Life o
Lady 1

I Am

Disraeli — Warner

a

The
Barretts
The It House
of
Happens
One
Nig

Bros.

Broadway
Melody — M-G-M
Madame X — M-G-M
Rio Rita — Radio
Gold
Diggers of Broadway — Warner
Bros.
Bulldog
Drummond — United
Artists
In Old Arizona — Fox
Cock-Eyed
World— Fox
Last of Mrs. Cheney — M-G-M
Hallelujah — M-G-M

A Farewe
She Done
a Fugitive Fi
Maedchen
Rasputin

1929

1924

Gold
Rush — United
Artists
Unholy Three — Metro-Goldwyn
Don Q Son of Zorro — United
Artists
Merry Widow — Metro-Goidwyn
Last Laugh — Universal
The
Freshman — Pathe
Phantom
of the Opara — Universal
Lost World — First National
Big Parade — Metro-Goldwyn
Kiss Me Again — Warner
Bros.

Dr. Jekyll
Smili c

Flesh and the Devil — M-G-M

Covered Wagon — Paramount
Merry-Go-Round — Universal
Hunchback
of Notre
Dame — Universal
Robin Hood — United Artists
Green Goddess — Goldwyn
Scaramouche — Metro
Safety
Lost — Pathe
Rosita — United Artists
Down to the Sea in Ships — Hodkinson
Little Old New York — Gpldwyn
(Cosmopoliton)
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Gra
Arrows
The

Ben Hur — M-G-M
Seventh
Heaven — Fox
Chang — Paramount
Underworld — Paramount
Resurrection — United Artists

Smiiin' Through — First National
Toi'able
David — First National
Robin Hood — United Artists
Oliver Twist — First National

Thief of Bagdad — United Artists
Sea Hawk — First National
Monsieur
Beaucaire — Paramount
Beau
Brummel — Warner
Bros.
Secrets — First National
Marriaga Circle — Warner Bros.
Ten
Commandments — Paramount
Girl Shy — Pathe
Abraham
Lincoln — First National
America — United Artists

Th(

Geste — Paramount

The
Little

The

:

Berk
\«
Count Dinne
of
Vivir

1930

David {
All

Quiet
on
Abraham

With

the Western
Front — Universal
Lincoln — United
Artists
Holiday — Pathe
Journey's End — Tiffany
Anna Christie — M-G-M
The
Big House — M-G-M
Byrd at the South
Pole — Paramo^t
The Divorcee — M-G-M
Hell's Angels — United Artists
Old English — Warner
Bros.

Lives
Les

NaughC
of
The a InE'

Miserables — !
Ruggles

Broadway
S\
Anna IE
Top .

1

1931
Cimarron — RKO
Radio
Street Scene — United
Artists
Skippy — Paramount
Bad Girl — Fox
Min and
Bill — M-G-M
Front Page — United Artists
Five Star Final — Warner
Bros.
City Lights — United Artists
A Free Soul — M-G-M
Sin of Madelon Claudet — M-G-M

Robi

Mr. Mutiny
Deeds otiC
The

Gra

Dodswa;
The Story of L:
A Tale
San 0 ■>
Anthony
t
The Green
A Midsummer K
M

THE FILM DAILY'S PIONEER ''TEN BEST PKl
J

PICTURES
(papers, magazines, wire services and
i»aily's Ten Best Pictures polls.
.0 prii^pal radio stations have joined In
yo ijierican screen entertainment annually
ini ijest national honors,
itnd the radio's greatest mass audience
need as soon as the audit is completed.

1937

Bros.
The Life of Emile Zola — Warner
The
Good
Earth — M-G-M
Captains Courageous — M-G-M
Lost Horizon — Columbia
A Star Is Born — United Artists — (Selznick International)
Romeo
and Juliet — M-G-M
Stags
Door — RKO
Radio
Deod
End — United Artists
(Goldwyn)
Winterset — RKO
Radio
The
Awful
Truth — Columbia

'••frtist

The i-M s
inil
i-M
kill Paramo
unt

•f I ]| Radio
Sii :sal
b lists

1942
Mrs. Miniver — M-G-M
How Green Was My Valley — 20th Century-Fox
Kings Row — Warner Bros.
Wake
Island — Paramount
The Pride of the Yankees — RKO
(Samuel Goldwyn)
The Man Who
Came
to Dinner — Warner
Bros.
One Foot in Heaven — Warner Bros.
Suspicion — RKO
Radio
Woman
of the Year — M-G-M
The Pied Piper — 20th Century-Fox

1943

1938
Snow
12«il Bros.

Li'ci cinited Artists
mbia

U(iy

'<i's« itramount
Done ramount
luei

— Warner
iaa '■ig
nimchoice
ifin I— M-G-M

Bros.

rem get — M-G-M
iiited Artists
ippa r-Columbia
i H^.lumbio
Radio
i-M
^M

White
and
the Seven
Dwarfs — RKO
Radio
You
Can't Take
It With
You — Columbia
Alexander's
Ragtime
Band — 20th
Century-Fox
Boys Town — M-G-M
Marie
Antoinette — M-G-M
in Old Chicago — 20th Century-Fox
The Adventures
of Robin
Hood — Warner
Bros.
The
Citadel — M-G-M
Love Finds Andy Hardy — M-G-M
The
Hurricane — United Artists
(Samuel
Goldwyn)

1939
Mr.

<S-M
Jnited
Ox

Artists

Stanley

Pygmalion — M-G-M
Heiglits — United
Artists
(Goldwyn)
Dark
Victory — Warner
Bros.
The Women — M-G-M
The Wizard of Oz — M-G-M
Juarez — Warner
Bros.
and
Livingstone — 20th
The Old Maid — Warner

Stage

Going My Way — Paramount
The
Song
of Bernadette — 20th
Century-Fox
Since You Went Away — United Artists (Selznick)
The

The

1941

Mia
G-mb
M-lu
j-Co
leeii l>-MG-M
tists
Varner Bros.
^-G-M
>sr Bros.
GrS Iner Bros.
199
-Warner Bros.

Gone

Curie — M-G-M

Gaslight — M-G-M
A Guy Named Joe — M-G-M
Story
of Dr. Wassell — Paramount
Lifeboat — 20th Century-Fox
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1940
bb ^(20th Century)
5le! amount
ilio
— M-G-M
Si >io
All \i-M

Madame

Dragon
Seed — M-G-M
White
Cliffs of Dover — M-G-M

Century-Fox
Bros.

Rebecca — United Artists
The Grapes of Wrath — 20th
Century-Fox
Ninotchka — M-G-M
Foreign
Correspondent — United
Artists
All This, and
Heaven Too — Warner
Bros.
Abe
Lincoln
in Illinois — RKO
Radio
Boom
Town — M-G-M
Northwest
Passage — M-G-M
Our Town — United
Artists
The Mortal Storm — M-G-M

ym tG-M
Paramount
lladio

The
Human
Comedy — M-G-M
Watch on the Rhine — Warner Bros.
In Which
We
Serve — United Artists
So Proudly
We
Hail! — Paramount
Door Canteen — United Artists
(Sol Lesser)

1944

Goodbye,
Mr. Chips — M-G-M
Smith Goes to Washington — Columbia

Wuthering

Random Harvest — M-G-M
For Whom the Bell Tolls — Paramount
Yankee
Doodle Dandy — Worner
Bros.
This Is the Army — Warner Bros.
Casablanca — Warner
Bros.

Wilson — 20th
Century-Fox
A Tree
Grows
in Brooklyn — 20th
Century-Fox
The
Keys of the Kingdom — 20th
Century-Fox

The

The Valley of Decision — M-G-M
A Song to Remember — Columbia
Laura — 20th Century-Fox
Story of G.I. Joe — United Artists (Lester
The Corn
Is Green — Warner
Bros.

Cowan)

National Velvet — M-G-M
Anchors Aweigh — M-G-M

1946

With The Wind — M-G-M
(Selznick international)
Sergeant York — Warner
Bros.
The Philadelphia Story — M-G-M
Citizen
Kane — RKO
Here Comes Mr. Jordan — Columbia
The
Little Foxes — RKO
Kitty
Foyle — RKO
The
Great
Dictator — United
Artists
Meet
John
Doe — Warner
Bros.
Blossoms in the Dust — M-G-M

ES'' POLL IS AN INDUSTRY INSTITUTION
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Mayer Heads MPAA's
Intern'l Division
(Continued from Page 1)

where he will discuss with studio
heads and AMPP execs, their international problems. In April he will
go abroad with Johnston to continue
the survey of the European countries. Mayer was a member of
Johnston's party which returned
from England
two weeks ago.
Mayer joined
the MPAA May
15 last, having
resigned from the
Department of
State on that
date. He was
chief of the North
European Division of the Department of
State's Office of
International Information and
Cultural Affairs.
Prior to that,
CARL E. MILLIKEN
Mayer's wartime
assignment was
assistant to the American minister
in Switzerland, and in that position
he worked with the German underground, the Italian partisans and the
French Maquis. As a result of his
work, he received the French Legion
of Honor and citations from the
United States Government.
Mayer's grandfather, Gen. William
Mayer of Civil War fame, was sent
as the U. S. representative to the
World's Fair in Vienna in 1874. Ever
since then the Mayer family has
maintained close contact with Europe. The new MPAA foreign department head was educated abroad,
at the University of California and
Harvard Law School. He speaks German, French and Italian. Before entering Government service, he was
in both the newspaper and radio
fields.
Milliken left the U. S. Customs
service to join the MPPDA, now the
MPAA, on Jan. 1, 1926. In a statement yesterday, Johnston paid tribute to Milliken's long service,
termed his service in the international field during the war period as
"of inestimable value" and said he
will continue to play a key part in
the development
of the
industry's
contributions
to visual
education.

lUEDDinG BELLS

BEViEuis Of ncui films
"STAIRWAY
TO HEAVEN"
with David Niven, Kim Hunter, Raymond Massey

Death and the hereafter have served before as materials for cinematic fantasy. In
"Stairway to Heaven" something in the nature of a milestone has been created and
hung up to become a striking goal for future attempts.
A. J. Arthur Rank producticn of The Archers, (that label is no mere trademark, but
a symbol of achievement), "Stairway to Heaven" is brilliantly rendered into the motion
picture form. Jointly written, directed and produced by Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger, the production should hit audiences with a resounding impact and give them
food for long-to-be-remembered thought.
It is in brilliant Technicolor. The writing job is at once highly intelligent yet simple,
and unfolds with human understanding, warmth, humor and profundities of death. It is
a love story. It is an intelligent essay in international understanding, heightened and
subdued, in alternate panels, by bright logic. It is a philosophic discourse between
mcrtals and the powers that be above. The frailties of humans on earth are matched
by the thought that even in the vast reaches of the stellar spaces where omnipotent
rule holds sway there is yet a margin for error.
A bomber pilot's number is up. His aircraft is hit, on fire, due to crash. He is a
poet. His last words are being spoken over the intercom to a WAC at an English air
base. Then he bails out. He has no 'chute.
Above the blue his number is duly registered but he fails to show. Confusion reigns
in the heavenly bureau of incoming souls-division of airmen. Meanwhile, the airman
has landed in the channel and floated ashore. The error must be corrected so Conductor 71 is sent to bring him in. Seventy-one is the embodiment of a Frenchman who
was guillotined.
It might be said about here that the airman is David Niven and he encounters Kim
Hunter on the beach as she is cycling back to her billet, having been on duty throughout
the night. It's the burgeoning of an impressive romance made hectiv by Niven's constant
heckling and eluding of 71. This 71 is a slick bird trying to accomplish his mission
and his ruses and subterfuges require the most skillful fencing by Niven so he is not
"taken."
Miss Hunter interests Roger Livesey, a neurologist, in Niven's case and with sympathy
and understanding they assist him in thwarting the plans the powers above have for
his life.
Granted a brief reprieve to prepare a case for a celestial hearing to show cause why
he should be there and not on earth, Niven is at his wit's end. A previous concussion
is dulling his cerebral equipment. Livesey understands this and prepares an operation.
But Livesey dies in an accident and is at once on the scene — above. He becomes Niven's
counsel and is set to match wits and argument with Raymond Massey, a character from
Boston — where incidentally Miss Hunter made her home prior to the war — who hates
Englishmen as only a participant in the Boston Tea Party cculd hate them.
Niven undergoes brain surgery. And in a lengthy, potent and stirring sequence before the full capacity of a heavenly court, is permitted to live out his alloted span with
Miss Hunter.
This film has some new and startling tricks of production, thought, execution and
theory. Whenever 71 comes upon the scene and whenever the powers above decide
to step into mortal affairs, time stops, bodily action ceases, the characters "freeze."
This is a most startling piece of theatrical business and an entirely new technique.
"Stairway to Heaven" can be summed up as a profound experience projected with
fine taste, understanding and told with humor.
Niven and Massey register in their roles with glowing conviction and Miss Hunter
and Livesey render characterizations replete with warmth and skill. The supporting cast
has been chosen admirably and acquits itself handsomely.
This film has pleasant surprises and a degree of production invention that goes beyond mere novelty to open new channels of endeavor.
CAST: David Niven. Kim Hunter, Raymond Massey, Robert Coote, 'Roger Livesey, Kathleen
Byron. Richard Attenborough, Bonar CoMeano, Joan Maude, Marius Coring, Robert Atkins, Bob
Roberts, Edwin Max, Betty Potter, Abraham Sofaer.
CREDITS: Produced, written and directed by Michael iPowell and Emeric Pressburger; Production designed by Alfred Jungs' Assistant Producer, George Busby; Cameraman, Jack Cardiff;
Music, Allan Gray; Film Editor, Reginald Mills; Special effects, Douglas Woolsey; and Henry
Harris; Art Director, Arthur Lawson.
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gan's department, was disipr.sed
length with the ParamouW#..<;a
department and then vidth stne P
shette, manager of the Brook
house, who offered to test the pel
for a full week.
Pleshette suggested that the p
Christmas week provided the fair
test period because two days brc
on weekdays, two on the week-t
and the others on days when scho
were closed for the Christmas va^
tion, those offering three elemei
for a check at the box office.
Shorts picked for the Brookl
program give representation to P<
eye, Little Lulu, Noveltoons, Pi
petoons. Speaking of Animals, i
perman and a Musical Parade feat
ette. All are first-run except
Supei-man subject, which is a
issue. Feature on the bill is "T
Years Before the Mast."
Experiment is being given a hec
build-up both by Paramount and
Brooklyn theater. D. John Phillips
the Para, shorts ad-publieity de.
lined up 12 radio spots on which p
ducers, directors, musical arrang
and voices used for the cart(
characters are appearing to plug
show.
Paramount
anticipates that t
type of show will prove successful,
all parts
country toand play
will •'s
able
manyof the
showmen
shorts, particularly in double bill t:
ritories. Paramount plans to devethese shows and offer several sam
packages to fill any type of play b
leaving the option to the exhibs.
substitute any of the shorts in
package so that subjects of local
terest may be included.

Kalmine Extends Meeting
Because policy, operation pk
and other points under discussi
could not be covered in one d;=
Harry M. Kalmine, general manag
of WB theaters, extended the me
ing buyers
anotherandday.
film
h. o. Zone
execs, manage'
discus^
new sales plans for the coming sCi
son. Nothing for publication, thouj<

nEUJ POSTS

Excellent.

Lou Moss Sued for $10,000

Washington . . Continuing a custom
Springfield, Mass. — Rose C. Donitrz became the bride of Edward started 30 years ago, all employes of
G. Schultz, manager of the Plaza the Sidney Lust theaters in MaryTheater, Northampton.
land will be given the day off on
Christmas Eve, it was announced
Michaelis-Friedman
yesterday. All Lust theaters, howJoe Friedman and Gerry Michaelis,
ever, will feature special Christmas
both of Warners home office pub- Day matinee shows. Theaters which
licity department, have announced will close Christmas Eve include the
their engagement. Wedding date has Hyattsville, Cameo, Milo. Bethesda,
not been set.
Arcade, Marlboro and the Kaywood.

New
'Featun
Gets Second
Test Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

Rank-Universal
104 Mins.
PROFOUNDLY IMPRESSIVE FANTASY; A MILESTONE IN THE TREATMENT OF
THE THEME OF DEATH AND THE HEREAFTER, IS WITTY, WARM, INTELLIGENT:
HAS EVERY POSSIBILITY.

Get Christmas Eve Off
Donitrz-Schultz

DAILY

DAILY

Hollywood — Dan Greenhouse filed
suit in Superior Court Dec. 14
against Lou Moss and Lou Moss Pictures Corp. for $10,000. Amount, he
said, was obtained from him under
representation that the corporation,
of which Moss is president, held a
contract with Johnny Weissmuller to
star in a picture for Republic release.
Suit alleges that plaintiff discovered
later that no such valid contracts
ever existed.

CHARLES
STADTFELDT.
formerly
of the f.
Indianapolis, to house manager, the Cayc
Columbus, O.
JAMES
VELDE,
Paramount
salesman,
Washii
ton, D. C.
MAX
BONIER, of the Milwaukee
exchange;
M-C-M,
has been transferred
to Chic.)
offices of M-G-M,
booking department.
HAROLD H. RUPP, manager of the Towne, N
Holstein, Wis.
S. D.
DICK Cresbard,
FOUNTAIN,
manager
of

the

Cresba' ;

RAWDEN J. CORDELL,
to manager of the P
ace. Gem and Monogram Theaters at Chi
ress, Tex.
JACK CANTRELL,
former assistant manager
the Orpheum, to manager of the 25th
Theater, Waco, Tex.
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Uipended

Playing
me Vital— Briskin

01

(Continued from Page 1)

cl^i|es,

a

good

picture

lasts

Briskin pointed to the $2,800,000

■ poi .( 3t

ij V3

leme

of "It's a Wonderful Life," adde that five years ago the film
bid have been made for a little
re than half that figure, and dered that the only way for the exbitor to keep producers of highbusiness
£|"Igeted product
e in more at thein box
office. was to
Cites Eflfects of Strike

Jrodiji jjProduct shortage is particularly
te at the moment, according to
skin, because of the lack of Tech-

tfji'iifeolor
eafl JThe

prints resulting from strike.
Liberty exec, deplored the
juris; J ptional disputes over which "the
Jj'1^ jjoducer has absolutely no control.
b nevertheless expected that fewer
[ns would continue to be the pro^^"j^'ljam
fororder
most toofgetthequality
majorson "be
use in
the

:epi ijor conflicts resulting from

'ipeen, you must put in time, hard
ibrk and concentrated effort."
ped E. Depinet, RKO president,
bured Briskin that high quality
caitii
plug 'btures are getting extended play|g time. Depinet said that pictures
!|;e "The Best Years of Our Lives"

ilea
jraD

'wdi ||d
a Wonderful
Life" bring
keep
ijople"It's
coming
into the theater,
""" the infrequent moviegoer, and aid
piay enlarging the vast motion picture
Itldience that today is at an alldev( me peak
lanDj

Liberty Planning Three
Briskin announced that althougn
liberty's minimum commitment with
,feO is for only one picture a year,
ans were under way for three projections in1947. The first of these,
titatively entitled "One Big Happy
amily," will be produced by George
Ifevens and star James Stewart,
ibarles Coburn and a major femi-

piayl:.
liiibs,
: in
local

'/"Jfne star not yet named. It is also
,"a5i^
bothwill
William
r^
uj i|:pected
Jid Frankthat
Capra
go intoWyler
pro■jjt, jjiction with one film each during the
;eii°s(niing year.
] The luncheon was held at Toots
tlioii|ijior's,
attending
in additionwereto
e tradeandpress
representatives
hil Reisman, Nat Levy, S. Barret
5;cCormick,
Rutgers
Nielson
and
ari-y Blair, representing RKO, and
K. "Ted" O'Shea and Mort Naanson of Liberty Films.

Would You Thinh It!
I

Boston — You — well, Hollywood, at
rate — can take it from Prof.
Carle C. Zimmerman, Harvard College sociologist, that the Coast film

;tk)nf i any

society is a "synthetic childless popu I a t i 0 n of comparatively simple
(He

Ml!!l

people without too much intellect,"
and that "one of the first things that
has to be done to control the family
system is to clean out that group of
disintegrated

people in Hollywood."

^
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German Prods. Get Licenses

MPEA, Pole Distrib.
Pad Effedive Jan. 1

Film Production Given Boost By War Depf.
(Continued from Page 1)

born Erich Pommer, the large-scale
program is now under way, the War
Department indicated.
Reconstruction of former UFA
Film Studios at Templehof in Berlin
and the former Bavarian Filmkunst
Studios at Geiselgasteig near Munich has been largely completed and
both will be available for newlylicensed producers. At present both
studios are engaged in synchronizing
U. S. films with German language.
Meanwhile, reports reached Washington that Pommer may emerge as
the top figure in the revived GermanAustrian film industries, with strong
interests in production, distribution
and exhibition branches. Although
Pommer's job, ostensibly, is to get
the German and Austrian pix indus-

tries running once again, there is
widespread belief that he may remain in Germany, in a private capacity, once the industry is fully returned to private ownership.
Reports have persisted that the
U. S. industry may soon set up shop
once again in Germanv and Austria,
with Pommer expected to represent
U. S. interests. Pommer is now an
American citizen. He was a former
top UFA producer and also served in
this country and in England.
Meanwhile too, the U. S. Military
Government in Austria announced
that all motion picture assets owned
partially or wholly by Germans have
been turned over to the Austrian
Government under a trusteeship arrangement.

Industry Aid Plan
To Cuba's Cabinet

Report Schary Gets
RKO Studio Post

Havana (By Cable) — A plan calling for support by the Cuban government of the national film industry
has been drawn up for presentation
to the Cabinet of Ministers.
A series of conferences were held
with the Minister of the Treasury.
They were attended by Octavio Gomez Castro, president of Continental
Films Co.; Dr. Manuel Pellon, counsel of the Film Board of Trade and
Leo Fleider, a representative of the
Argentine film industry.
The talks dealt with exemption
from import duties of production
equipment, subsidies and other measures which would benefit the Cuban
industry and its development. It
was pointed out that the travel
propaganda elements in an expanded
film industry would also serve to
bolster the tourist industry which
is considered the country's second
"sugar crop."

"U" Takes Added Floor
In New Park Ave. B'l'g

Universal has leased an additional
floor in the new 21-story air-conditioned office building now in the
course of construction at 445 Park
Ave., adding 9,300 square feet of
space and making a total of 102,300
square feet now contracted for, the
company announced yesterday. The
building is scheduled for completion
on May 1.
The new floor which has been
leased for a 21-year period is the
14th. Last August Universal leased
the third to eighth floors inclusive,
also for a 21-year period, with S.
Carl Honig Co. negotiating both
leases.

Show "Humoresque" Jan. 6
National tradeshowing of "Humoresque" has been set by Warners for
Jan. 6.

(Continued from Page 1)

compensated for loss of the producer.
RKO board, meeting in New York
this week, is scheduled to act upon
proposal that Schary be placed in
charge of RKO production.
Neil Agnew and Paul McNamara
of Selznick Releasing Organization,
leave today for New York where
they will appoint a successor to Sid
Alexander, who resigned as Selznick's Eastern director of advertising and publicity.

New Export Policv Com.
Holds First Meet Today
Wn^hinnton Bureau .f THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ^A new export policy
committee has been established to
insure an effective procedure for
determining the extent of limitation necessary on exports of certain
commodities. Department of Commerce announced yesterday. The
first meeting: will be held today.
The regular membership of the
committee will consist of representatives of the Office of International
Trade, Office of Domestic Commerce,
and Office of Small Business of the
Department of Commerce, Office of
Temporary Control, National Housing Administration, Department of
State.
The export policy committee will
consider and make recommendations
covering those items which will be
either placed under or eliminated
from export control. It will also determine whether export quotas should
be established for these items and,
if so, what the quotas will be. Quota
determinations were formerly made
by the Bureau of International Supply of the Civilian Production Administration after consultation with
most of the agencies represented on
the new committee.

Agreement providing for the distribution of MPEA product throughout Poland, starting Jan. 1, has been
negotiated by Irving Maas, MPEA
vice-president and general Manager.
Pact, which was approved by
MPEA directors on Monday, was
concluded between Maas and Colonel
Ford, general manager of Film Polski, who represented the Polish Film
Monopoly. Maas was accompanied
in Warsaw by Louis Kanturek,
MPEA
European supervisor.

Gerald Rackett Joins
Columbia as Studio Exec.
West Coast Bttreait of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gerald F. Rackett,
former vice-president and assistant
general manager of Technicolor, has
joined Columbia Pictures as a studio
executive.
In 1929 he became manager of the
technical bureau of the AMPP and
the following year became an engineer on research design and construction of Technicolor's threecolor process.
In 1937 he was made vice-president and plant manager of Technicolor and at that time installed a
cost accounting svstem, revised production methods and procedures and
supervised design construction and
operation of new plant facilities.

Technicians to Picket NSS
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Declaring that National Screen Service discharged one
of its members for refusing to take
out "a Roy Brewer membership
card," John Martin, representing
Film Technician Local 683, notified
National that 683 will picket Screen
organization unless member is rehired.

KING BROS.
OR ANY OTHER
SHOWMAN
PRODUCER—
I have a Motion Picture
Idea (It's a Sleeper).
Eight Million Copies of
this Man's Book were
Sold. Sensational but
Censorproof. Write Box
No. 103, Film Daily,
1501 City.
Broadway, New
York

10
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Record Year for WB
Purchases of Books

33 Color Pix Awaiting Release
(Continued from Page 1)

Purchase of 17 published novels
by Warner Bros, in 1946 set a new
record for number of books bought
by the company in a single year.
Properties included "The Turquoise," by Anya Seton; "Radio
City," by Hartzell Spence; "Young
Man With a Horn," by Dorothy
Baker; "Dream Street," by Roberc
Sylvester; "The Glass Room," by
Lester Fuller and Edwin Rolfe;
••Winter Kill," by Steve Fisher;
"Xight Unto Night," by Philip Wylie; "Rebel Without Cause," by Dr.
Robert M. Lindner; "The Purple
Land," by W. H. Hudson; "Return
of the Soldier," by Rebecca West;
"Dark Passage," by David Goodis;
"Ships in the River." bv Gosta Larsson; "That Hagen Girl," by Edith
Roberts; "Viccoria Grandolet." by
Henry Bellamann; "The African
Queen," by C. S. Forester; "Farewell
to Alius," by Ernest Hemingway,
bought from Paramount Pictures,
which made the original screen verVance.sion, and "Winter Meeting," by Ethel
Warners also have acquired three
plays thus far this year. They are
"Johnny Belinda," by Elmer Harris;
"Flamingo Road," by Robert Wilder,
originally published as a book, and
"Distant Drums," by Dan Totheroh.

Schine To Ask Rehearing
By U. S. Supreme Court
(Continued from Page 1)
pared and would be submitted to the
U. S. Supreme Court shortly.
McKay, stating that he was now
ascertaining the Court's reasons for
refusing to entertain the appeal and
would incorporate any technical
shortcomings in the new plea.

104 Hawaiian Theaters
Join March of Dimes

Powell, Emeric Pressburger, Independent Producers, Ltd.; "Bob, Son
of Battle," 20th-Fox; "California,"
Paramount; "Carnival in Costa
Rica," 20th-Fox; "Desert Fury,"!
Wallis, Paramount; "Down to
Earth," Columbia; "Duel in the
Sun," SRO; "Emperor Waltz," Paramount; "Fiesta," M-G-M; "Homestretch," 20th-Fox; "How Dear to
My Heart," Disnev, RKO; "I Wonder
Who's Ki;sing Her Now," 20th-Fox;
•'Life With Father, "Warners; "London Town" (Br.), Weslev Ruggles
Prods.; "Man Within, The" (Br.),
Sydnev Box Prods., Ltd.; "Men of
Two Worlds" (Br.), Two Cities
Films; "Perils of Pauline," Paramount; "Pirates of Monterey," Univ.Int'l; "Secret Life of Walter Mitty,"
Goldwyn, RKO; "Shocking Miss Pilsrim," 20th-Fox; "Sinbad the Sailor,"
RKO; "Slave Girl" (formerly "Flame
of- Tripoli"), Univ. -Int'l; "Song of
Scheherazade" (formerly "Shah-razad"), Univ. -Int'l; "Stairway to
Heaven" (Br.), Michael Powell, Emeric Pressbui-ger, Independent Producers, Ltd.; "Summer Holiday,"
M-G-M; "Swordsman, The" (formerly "Annie Laurie"), Columbia;
•'This Happy Breed" (Br.), Two
Cities Films; "This Time for Keeps,"
M-G-M; "Time, the Place and the
Girl, The," Warners; "Unconquered,"
Paramount; "L^nfinished Dance,
The," M-G-M: "Wake Up and
Di"eam" (formerlv "Enchanted VoyTechnicolor pix in production include: age"), 20th-Fox. "
"Birds and Bees," M-G-M;
"Blanche Fury" (Br.), Cineguild,
Ltd.; "Bonnie Prince Charlie" (Br),
London Films; "Captain from Castile," 20th-Fox; "Catalina," Paramount; "Fancy Free," Disney, RKO;
"Forever Amber," 20th -Fox;
"Howdy, Stranger," Warners;
"Jassy" (Br.), Sydney Box Prods.,

Nusbaum Leaving Metro
One-hundred-four theaters — every For Coast Legal Firm
house in the Hawaiian Islands — has

pledged its support of the March of
Dimes, according to .J. Roger MacGuigan of Consolidated Amusement
Co., Ltd., Honolulu, vice-chairman of
the Hawaii March of Dimes. Hawaii
is the first state or territory of the
United States to pledge the support
of 100 per cent of its theaters, according to Emil C. Jensen, director
of the motion picture division of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis. E. I. Parker, president
and general manager of Consolidated, is chairman of the Hawaii
"Dimes"
drive.

fEmmE TOUCH
JEANNIE

MITCHELL, re'ief cashier, Texas Theater, San Antono, Tex.
MARY VIDELL. from candy girl to door girl.
Texas Theater, San Antonio
Tex.

CHARTERED

Statistics Include American-British Fi>ms
Ltd.; "Little Women," SRO; "Mother
Wore Tights," 20th-Fox; "My Wild
Irish Rose," Warners; "Three Were
Thoroughbreds, " Columbia.
Features in preparation embi-ace:
"Blue Lagoon" (Br.), Launder &
^ Gilliac, Individual Prods.; "Carmen"
(Br.), Alexander Korda, London

EDMUND L. DORFMAN PRODS., INC.. T
atrical business, New York City, capital 1
shares no par value stock, three shares s
scribed. Incorporated at Albany by C-sftrude
Klein. Tina Lieb, Jerome
Cold.
A_Ji
UNITY

FILMS. INC., N2w

York '^^mof

picture three
films, shares
capitalsubscr
200 bed.
sharesInccrporated
no 'par va
stock,
Albany by Victor D. Solow, Lucy Solow. D
Solow.
MUTINCA ELECTRONICS CORP., New YCity, capital 200 shares no par value sto
three
berg. shares subscribed, motion picture h
oratory. Incorpcrated at Albany by Robert
Berger, William ). Schlossberg, George Schlo

Films; "Chicken Every Sunday,"
20th-Fox; "Columbus" (Br.), Sydney
Box Prods., Ltd.; •'Dancing in the
CINERAMA CORP.. New York City, moti
Dark," 20th-Fox; "The Island,"
industry. lO.OCO shares preferred stc
Cooper, RKO; "The Jazz Singer," picture
TO par value, 10 000 class A 10 cents par vali
Warners; 'The Pirate," M-G-M: 5,000 shares class B 10 cents par value,
"Red Shoes" (Br.), Michael Powell, shares class B stock subscribed. Incor^orat
Emeric Pressburger, Independent ^t Albany by George F. Trowbridge, Mcrtiit
Caplin, Robert Kramer.
Producers, Ltd.; "Salome" (Br.), M. STRATFORD
MOTION
PICTURES,
INC., N
London Films; "Scudda Hool Scudda York C ty. capital
200 shares
no par
val
;tock,
three
shares
subscribed,
deal
in moti
Hay!" 20th-Fox; "Song of Norway,''
, Univ. -Int'l; "Tycoon," RKO; "Up in pictures. Incorporated at Abany by John
Stratford.
George
Eichhardt.
Marion
Kahn.
=
Park,"
Univ. -Int'l.
Technicolor
Prints
BILLFLO CORP., Ple'santvi le, N. Y.. with car
; CentralFew
tal
of
S50.000
in
SI
00
shares
to
operate
th
Despite the number of Technicolor
ite-s.
151
shares
subscribed.
Incorporated
features on tap, holiday screens will Albany
by William
Sussman,
Florence
P. Sj:
be more black-and-white than color ■nan, Edith H. Maurer.
FEDERAL
STUDIOS.,
INC.,
New
York
Ci
this year, the Coast studio stiike
capital
100 shares no par value stock,
thr
■ holding down the number of prints "hares
subscrbed.
motion
picture business,
to a mere trickle.
-oroorated
at Albany
by Ha-ry
John Glusk
Loew's, which had planned to make Nicholas Pecora, Bernard R. Cogel.
"Till the Clouds Roll By" its New
Year's attraction, will instead have
"The Secret Heart" playing in many Sid Alexander Leaving
situations. RKO similarly was re- Selznick Post in East
quired to revamp its plans, and "It's
a Wonderful Life" will sub for "SinSidney G. Alexander, Eastern &<
badTwentieth-Fox
the Sailor." has less than half vertising, publicity and exploitatit
director of Selznick Internationa
the prints of "Margie" it desired Vanguard Films, Inc.. has resigne
and is without any prints of "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim" which was .Alexander's resignation was sui
carded for December release. Twen- mitted several weeks ago, prior •
tieth-Fox, incidentally, has ten Tech- Selznick's decision to form his o'w
nicolor features on its schedule for distribution organization.
1947.
Before assuming the Selznick- Vai
Paramount has a fairly good num- guard post, Alexander had prev
ber of "Blue Skies" prints for holi- ously been advertising director (
day bookings.
Columbia for more than five year
Best off, i: is said, is Warners
A veteran of the advertising fiel'
which has -300 prints available of prior to his Columbia affiliation I
"The Time, the Place and the Girl." was executive vice-president of tl
Weiss and Geller ad agency, i
They'll all be in use.
charge of motion pictures.

Commendation Ribbons
To Hubbell and Carder

Spewacks as RKO Producer
IVcsf Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

BAIL

After eight years, Herbert S. Nusbaum of the M-G-M home office legal
department, has resigned, effective
Dec. 20, and has joined the legal fii*m
representing Monogram on the
Coast, in Los Angeles. He will make
his office at the Monogram Studio
shortly after the first of the year.
Prior to taking up his new duties he
will spend
a vacation W.at Va.
his parents'
home
at Clarksburg,

John W. Hubbell and Earle W.
Hollywood — Sam and Bella Spt
Carder, treasurer and veepee respec- wack have been signed by RK'
tively of Seven Seas Film Corp..
Radio to write and produce "Th
were recently honored b-"- the Gov- Night Is Young." This will mar
ernment for their "war services.
debut of Spewacks as producers an
Army Commendation Ribbon was return to RKO for first time sine
ffiven to Hubbell who served as Lt.
Colonel, and was liaison officer for thev wrote highlv successful "M
i-he Army Overseas Motion Picture Favorite Wife" in'l940.
dustry.
Service with the motion picture in-

Ascop Amendment Passes

Navy Commendation Ribbon was
sriven to Carder, captain, USNR.
•John
L. Sullivan.
L^ndersecretary
of
the Navv.
made both
awards.

More than a two-thirds majority
vote passed
Deemsat Taylor's
amend-of
ment yesterday
a meeting
Ascap. ticles
- Amendment
Ascap's that
Arof Association toprovides
when no decision has been reached
at a meeting of the Board of Appeals
or the Board of Directors at which
any appeal is presented, a decision
may be made at any subsequent
meeting of such respective boards.

Ore. Film Deliveries

Dana Services Today
Funeral services were held at the
Walter B. Cooke Funeral Home.
West 72nd St., for Marie Louise
Dana, veteran actress, who died
Tuesday following a heart attack.
She is survived by a son, Kenneth.

Hit by Flood Waters
Portland. Ore. — Slides and high
water on coast highways have cut
off a dozen key cities, seriously
hampering
film been
deliver'es.
highways have
forced Other
to one
way traffic by the Willamette and
Columbia rivers' rampage. Film delays are 10
expected
to continue for
the next
days.
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EARS S665 $45,000,000 UA GROSS IR U. S.
fiiiversal'Rank in 7 -Yeas School Pix Program
jited World Films and
jlish Producer to Each
tke 50 Subjects Annually
seven-year program of 16 mm.
jal education production was outyesterday by Edmund L. Dorfmann,
executive
vice-president of
United
World
Films, Inc., narrow-gauge subof Unisidiary
M
I
^M versal Pictures.
I -k^
Dorfmann said
that the J. Arthur Rank Organization and
United World will
c o n t r i bute an
equal share of
production, each
being apportioned
a certain amount
of films which
ANN
iUND DORFM
'
would then be
ributed internationally.
j "University of Screen"
[escribing the new program for
I (Continued on Page 6)

esentation Houses

ZUKOR BLASTS HOLLYWOOD CRITICS
Lashes Out at "Parasites" Abroad and U. S. Industryites Who Make Coast Studios a Target
Adolph Zukor, at an industry press
luncheon held at the Sherry-Netherland yesterday to mark his return
from Europe with
George
Weltner, 'it-vblasted those individuals who attacked
Hollywood, not on any
justifiable basis,
but solely for
their own
personal gain.
Zukor welcomed to the
family of motion
picture producers
those people in
England who
were seriously
interested in
ADOLPH
ZUKOR
making better
pictures but lashed out against those

United Artists expects to realize
a domestic gross in excess of $45,000,000 according
to Grad
Sears,
"parasites" who attempt to hide vice - president in
their own inability by asking for
import restrictions and by accusing charge of distrithe
U. S. of draining the British
who reTreasury.
turnedbution,
this week
from the Coast
U. S. Pix Coin "Small Change"
Zukor pointed out that the rev- where he viewed
enue U. S. pictures yield in England
ventory of UA
is "small change" compared to what a $25,000,000 inthe British realize from our importations of broadcloth and wool- product.
Searsa deparanens alone.
nounced
ture from the old
The Para, board chairman also attacked critics here at home.
ferenceconwhere
type of sales
"Is someone who makes 16 picdiscussions
were
tures during his lifetime," he
held on product
demanded, "going to write the
that might still
ticket
Hollywood?"
Zukor for
said allthat
U. S. pictures be in the elemenGRAD SEARS
have worldwide appeal because the
tary stages of
world market is studied by Holly- planning. This time UA waited unwood and pictures are made to fit
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 5)

MPEA Replacing AMG Camera, Photo Equip. MPAA, Gov't Heads to
As Austrian Distrib. Demand Tops Supply Talk On Pix Markets

y of "Name" Bands
he attractive financial rewards

The MPEA on Jan. 1 will *ake
over distribution of U. S. films in
[ollywood and the re-organization the American-occupied zones of Austria, which has been in the hands of
'many of the top aggregations AMG's Information Services Branch
le caused a temporary shortage of
country's liberation, acme" bands for appearance in pre- since that
cording to an airmail report yester(Continued on Page 4)
day from Irving Maas, MPEA vicepresident and general manager.
Details of the transfer of distritt.O.S. Bursts Dream,
(Continued on Page 6)
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f a few banking houses. I'm not
luch interested."
Selznick's Reps had no comment
3 make on a published report that
ilexander Korda would release his
roduct through SRC.

$20 Million For ^47 U. K. Pix
Quota Act Renewal May Be Result of Top B. O.

"Veterans First" Policy
For Openings of "Duel"

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A special sub-comWashington — Six thousand applimittee of the House Committee on
cations for preference ratings to Post-War Economic Policy will sit
purchase cameras and photographic tomorrow to hear representatives of
equipment with a total dollar value
and Commerce Departof $2,500,000 have been approved in the State
ments and the MPAA discuss the
the last 15 months, the OTG an- foreign markets situation for pix.
nounced yesterday.
(Continued on Page 7)
Although camera and photographic equipment production has
(Continued on Page 5)

Merger with RKO

f'cst
Coast Bur.,
THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood
— Spiking
a report
that
jastern banking houses are working
n a plan to merge RKO, Selznick,
ind Vanguard, with Selznick in
'harge of all productions, David 0.
elznick said, "to the best of my
nowledge, this idea is just the dream

Backlog Will Key Sales
Meetings in the Future,
Distribution Chief Soys

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — British remittances
in this country may reach an alltime high of $20,000,000 next year,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a highly-placed trade source indicated yesterday.
Hollywood — Establishing a "veterans first" policy to be followed in
The
prediction came
as reports
all cities _ throughout the country,
following its Los Angeles run, "Duel persisted that the British may reverse present plans to raise the Britin the Sun" will have its official
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Windy City Circuits
To Advance Prices
Chicago — Leading circuits will
make small admission adjustments,
starting with holiday shows, it was
reported
last for
night.
"A" houses
go
to 50c
matinees,
75c will
for
will
scaleincluding
at 44c for
60c
nights,
tax;matinees,
"B" houses
for nights. Juve admissions will advance three cents to 20 cents.
Indies as yet have not indicated
whether they will follow.
Higher film costs, rising labor
overhead are 'behind the move.
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li?^ 2t^. BRUSSELS— Jean Pierre Meys.
.no Rtfejaes Paqucrettes; MOSCOW— Ray
Bond Af,' Davies, Hotel Metropole. COPENdAGEN — John Lindberg, Jernbanealle No. 3.
Copenhagen- \' an Locse. AMSTERDAM — Dr.
J. F. Van Oss, Rubenssiraat 8U. ROME—
Joh). Perdican, Via Ludovisi 16. Phone, 42758.
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NEW

YORK

STOCK

High
Am. Seat
20
Bell 6. Howell
22V2
Bell & Howell pfd...l03
Columbia Picts
221/8
Eost. Kodak
195
Gen.
Prec. Eq
233/8
Loew's,
Inc
263,8
Paramount
333,8
RKO
1558
Republic
Pict. .....
73,'8
Republic
Pict pfd... UVi
20th Century-Fox ... 38^8
Universal Pict
26%
Universal
Pict. pfd.. 811/4
Warner
Bros
173^
NEW YORK CURB
Monogram
Picts. . . . 4%
RKO
51,8
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Cinecolor
Pathe

OVER

18)
MARKET

Low
Close
Chg.
Net
20
20
.....
215/8
22Vi + I'/s
102
103
+ 1
215/4
213/4—
lA
195
195
23
233/8—
Vs
253^
253,4—
1/4
321/2
333,8 -f
I/2
151/2
151/2
TVs
71/4
143'8
MVg —
1/2
281/4
38',4—
^-i
26I/2
265/'8 —
I/4
811/4
81 1/4 +
V4
17i/g
171/8—
Vb
MARKET
43,;4
4% +
Vs
5
51/8 +
1/8

iVs
'iVs
14i/j
I41/2
41/4
41/3
THE COUNTER

^Va
I41/4
41/4 +

Vb

Bid
Asked
iV*
5
51/2
6I/2

621 Century Employes
Lret iionuses Up to ^160

Mirasola Pleads GuUty;
To be bentenced Jon. 6

Schedule of Cencury theater
Chris cmas bonuses, ranging from
^250 to $10, atteccing aiiKe the employe wno Has been wicH the tneacers lor five years and the one
wnose service is only two months,
was announced yesterday by Prexy
A. A. Hovell. JSnaring in the distribution are 621 theater and home
omce personnel.
The breakdown of the schedule is

Joseph Mirasoia entered a plea of
guilty yesterday before U. S. Fed- ■E-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
eral Juage Leioell in the Southern
Rockefeller Center
District of New York to each of
seven cotmts in a criminal iniorma"TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
tion cnargmg him witn copyrignt
With 13 BIG STARS
miringement of feature tilms involvin Technicolor
• An M-G-M Pictur
ing Loew's "Rio Kita" and "Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant," ParaGREAT
CHRISTMAS
STAGE
SHOV
mount's
"Going 4
My Way," Warners'
"•Janie" and
RivU s "Allegheny Up^
rising," "Step Lively" and "Show

as follows: After five years' employment, five w^eeks salary not to exceed $250; thi-ee years' employment,
three weeks' salary not to exceea
^15U; one year employment, two
weeks' salary not to exceed $100.
i?'or lesser tenures of employment
tna scale is graduated downward.

Mirasola will appear for sentenciSusiness."
ing before Judge Leibell on Jan. 6.
Case involves 16 mm. prints which
dustry.
had been given the Army by the in-

Mintz to Head Warner
Theaters in Wisconsin

Hammond, Ind. — Harry Mintz,
Parthenon theater manager for the
Week's Salary as Bonus
past 13 years, has been promoted to
£o All Smaliey Workers
tne district managership of all Warner theaters in Wisconsin. He
Cooperstown — All employes of the
Smalley Circuit wno were made hap- assumes his new duties Dec. 26, witn
py upon receiving a bonus of an Milwaukee as his headquarters.
Ray 0. Dunn, former manager of
extra week's salary at Thanksgivthe Paramount theater in Hammond,
ing,
will
also
receive
a
week's
salary as a Christmas present.
who was transferred to the managership of a Warner theater in Oklahoma City, has been brought back
Rank Product to Play in
[0 Hammond to succeed Mintz at

SONG^SflOTH
^ ^vtnrcmxm

^

iVest Coast Bureau of THE
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DAILY

Los Angeles — All J. Arthur Rank
product will play in all the National
Theaters, where Universal-international pix are now being shown.
•'Wickea Lady" will go into a fivetheai;er setup here following the engagement of "Temptation," which
opens Cnristmas Day. "Scairway to
Heaven" will go into Carthay Circle
on a roadshow basis following the
"Yearling."
WilLam Heineman, who closed the
deal with Charles Skouras and Edward Zabel, will visit San Francisco
and Portland before rettu-ning to
New York.

David Rose Files Suit
To Prevent Mason Acting
IVesi Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

^^

Washington — All 60 of the capital's motion pic:ure theaters have
pledged their full support to the mocion picture division of the March
of Dimes. According to the Washington March of Dimes Committee,
of which Commissioner John Russell
Young is chairman, every theater
will make collections at every performance from Jan. 24-30.
Frank La Fake, Warners theaters
publicist in the territory, has been
named publicity director for the District of Columbia.

Victoria SCHOO
PATJOONEY

ALAN LAPP

In Person
ANDREWS
SISTERS

MAST'

HEART"

NOWI\

'warot49lt

RIVOLI

iClfMlNTlNE
JOHN

FORD'S

^CX

DocriOpei

9:30 k V
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Friedman to Liberty;

J
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Pictoreels Cuts Prices 20%
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TONY CANZONE

LES PAUL
& HIS TRIO
Extra
A Paramount
TONY PASTOR
Picture
and Band
PARAMOUNT
Times Square
Midnight Feature Nightly

for 'Dimes'
Collect
Will
IVashington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Johnston, Price Head West
FILM

MARK PLANT
joey_adam;

"CROSS
MY
Betty Hutton
Sonny Tufts
in

All 60 Capital Houses

Heads
Contract Dep't
Liberty Films, Inc. has engaged

Dnrran of THE

presents

TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE

the Parthenon.'

Los Angeles — David E. Rose has
filed a §1,760,000 breach of contract
suit against James Mason here. The
complaint charges that five months
after a five-year contract was signed
on June 5 and w^as pledged to serve
the Rose-Mason Company exclusively, Mason repudiated it.
Federal Court was asked to prevent Mason from acting elsewhere
and to define legal rights of principals.
iVaslusijton

IN PERSOl

OH SCREEN
Paramount

Coast National Houses

Washington — MPAA President
Eric A. Johnston left last night for
Spokane, Wash., where he will speak
before the Spokane Chamber of
Philadelphia — Samuel Cummins' Commerce today. Other departures
new 500-seat Pix Philadelphia The- include MPAA Vice-President Byron
who leaves for Hollywood
opens Monday
with "Henry V" Price,
after several days in Washington.
on a ater
reserved
seat policy.

"Henry
V" Opens
Philly's
Pix
for Sam
Cummins

i\. Y. THEATERj'

Martin Friedman as head of its contract and playdate department, it
was announced yesrerday by E. K.
"Ted" O'Shea, general sales manager. Friedman has been in the film
industry for 20 years, of which 15
were spent with Warners. He served
three years in the Marine Corps as a
combat cameraman. Friedman recently has filled a post in the sales
department of International Pictures.
Immediate price reduction of 20
per cent on all "Pictoreels" was announced by Pictorial Films, subsidiary of Pathe. Company spokesman said that Pictorial would do all
it could to "hold the line," and to
establish a stable producer-consumer
relationship.

Hollywood!"— NY. TIMES
The
BEST Years

Performonm
Cofttinotxi.

XVlJ
X V^JX.
A CT^/^'D

of Our Lives"
•:

WAY

»"*>4

SriiS

Darryl F. Zanuck's

. *" W.SOMERSET

MAUGHAM'S

The Razors Edgi
Y

production of

20th Ceiifory-Fox

R^# ^L ■

7\h Ave. & 50th St.

e

ere's how they'll say if
his holiday!

World Premiere of M-G-M's Prize Picfure THE YEARLING
(in Technicolor) December 25, 1946 at the Corthoy Circle Theatre,
Los Angeles. The New York Premiere will be at Radio City Music
Hall following M-G-M's Technicolossal "TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"

Thursday, December 19,
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Presentation Houses

COminC and Goin
1»l

Sliy of(Continued
"Name"
Bands
from Poge 1 )
sentation houses throughout the
country, according to John Dugan of
of MCA. Dugan pointed to the long
sojoura on the Coast of such topnotchers as Harry James, Kay Kyser,
Tommy Dorsey and Xavier Cugat as
the reason for the shortage, which
he stated, has affected thus far only
those houses outside of New York,
sufficient aggregations being available for the Paramount. Capitol and
Strand, all of which specialize in
"name" band attractions.
Harry Levine, who books stage
shows for Paramount, said "although
the situation is a little up-in-theair at the moment, I don't anticipate
any shortage since many of the old
top names are re-entering the field."
He named Clyde McCoy, Eddie Duchin and Horace Heidt as members
of this category. Levine further
stated that swing band business has
been off, but that such entertainment
has been counted out before and
came back strong, and that a repeat
of this experience would not be surprising.
Bill Howard, RKO theaters, stated
that the shortage was definitely being felt in his circuit and that he
was meeting the situation by booking personal appearances of such attractions as Mickey Rooney and the
Andrews Sisters.
It was learned that the major reason for the temporary disbanding of
such names as Benny Goodman and
Les Brown was the impossibility of
operating at a profit with overloaded
high-priced talent. High salaries
paid during the war years resulted in
excessive payrolls and plan seems to
ho tr> re-organize with cheaper men.

"Black
Hat"
to Enterprise
West Coast
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Black Hat," an
original screen play by Ladislas Fodor, has been secured by Enterprise
for production next season. The
treatment has been sent to Charles
Boyer who will soon make known
his decision. Story is a super adventure and espionage story set in
Cairo in the period following the end
of the war.

SPG Votes Units' Support

Support of the Screen Publicists'
Guild, Local 114, was voted the Republic and PRC units in their current negotiations with the management of the companies for a new
contract.
form
the support
would take "WTiat
was not
indicated.

SERB BIRTHDAV
GREETinGS TO:
Dec.
Bryan

D.

19

Ston€r
Mack Meyer
Louis Amacher

SAM KATZ, M-G-M vice-president, he
rived from the Coast and is stopping o
Waldorf-Astoria.
MILTON
SPERLING,
president
of U n
States Pictures, plans to leave the Coast
28 for New York to confer with Eastern e
fives of Warners
and
USP, as well as

PHIL M. DALY

Joan Crawford, who is to star in USP's/
Nights."
(
BRYAN
FOY is a Chicago visitor.
Chicago.
JENNIFER JONES and children are vi

Thursday's Tattlings

• • • CUFF NOTES: Adolph Zukor and Mrs. Zukor observe their
golden wedding anniversary on Jan. 10. . . . 9 The Towne, Milwaukee,
remodeled irom the old Miller, opens on Christmas Day as a "show window" lor United Artists pix. ... • Didja know that Belgium has
scheduled a world's iikn festival, in conjunction with the Beaux Arts oi
Belgium, for nex! June, in Brussells?
American distrlbs. will participate. ... • John Wilcox, Herbert's son, is New York bound on the
America from London, to secure material and talent for his first pic for
Imperadio Pictures, Ltd., which he has just joined as associate producer
and personal assistant to the director of productions
Just out of
uniform, John served as a Sergeant cameraman during the war, in both
the European and Pacific theaters of operation. ... • You can believe
UA's Nick Momula when he says a new record has been chalked up in
the way of press-agenting
Bill (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd has been
the subject of big two-column feature stories in the New York Herald
Tribune for three successive Sundays
Anyone around to dispute
Nick's claims? ... • Add Peace, It's Wonderful Dept.: Paramount
served steaks at yesterday's industry press luncheon for Adolph Zukor
and George Weltner at the Sherry Netherland. ... • Arthur Weinberger, office manager of Warners exchange in New York, will play
professor tonight when he delivers a lecture on exchange procedures and
distribution methods to about 50 students of the Motion Picture Management Class at New York University

▼

▼

▼

•

• • THIS 'N' THAT: Hal D. Shrefller, Schine partner in the ownership of the Castomba theater in Shelby, O., may be a mayoralty candidate
for 1947. ... • Soundies Corp. is advising its distributors that with
express rates advancing sharply, it is desirable they check for more advantageous shipping arrangements. ... • Paul Whiteman, Jr., heretofore drummer with Paul Ash's Roxy Theater ork, debuts with his own
five-piece ensemble Sunday at the Iceland Restaurant. ... • Gus
Ejnbach, Republic Detroit salesman, took his five year old son, who's
taken to running Gus' farm with a vengeance, down to see Santa Claus
at a local department store
The youngster proved a real showstopper when, interviewed by Santa on the p. a. system, his first request,
based on an interesting farm operation, was for ... a manure-spreader!
...
• Metro's worthy steed, "Gallant Bess," will be the guest of honor
at the New Year's Day Oil Bowl game in Houston
Bess will whiimy
for St. Mary's in
neigh
and
half
Georgia Tech bench for the first
on
second
the the
T
▼
▼
• • • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Joseph Losey, who has been working for
Metro, and making documentaries for the OWI since he was last represented on Broadway, will stage "The Urgent Air," by Robert Presnell,
Jr., with rehearsals to begin in mid-January
T. Edward Hambleton,
who will produce, heads for the Coast next week, to join Losey and
Presnell in a search for a leading man to play opposite Marsha
Hunt. ... •Ed Fisher, Loew's Theater publicity director in Cleveland,
has been named associate chairman of the local March cf Dimes committee, the motion picture division of which is presided over by M. B.
Horwitz, general manager of the Washington circuit. ... • Confiscated
Jap films will reach the screen for the first time in "Kamikaze," which
RKO Radio will produce. ... • Prudential Film Distributors Corp., 630
Ninth Ave., has added a supplementary phone to their existing numbers,
for the convenience of exhibitors
New nxunber is Circle 5-7453. . . .
• The ATO of Indiana's recent proposal that local checking be fought
through the medium of municipal license theaters for checkers, could
have been inspired by the fact that the city of Wichita, Kansas, has such
a local ordinance, imposing a license fee of 35.00 a day.

TOM J. CONNORS, 20th-Fox vee-pe
charge of distribution, left for Hollywood
terday to spend the holidays with his fam
HOWARD DaSILVA, Paramount player, I
Hollywood
tomorrow
for New
York.
DEFOREST KELLEY, star of Paramount's
rietv Girl," heading for his home in At
with his wife to visit his mother.
CHARLES
M.
REAGAN,
vice-presideni
Paramount in charge of distribution,
is in
I Orleans.
He is due back
in town
on Fridt
I
CHARLES
K. STERN,
assistant
treasure
; Loew's,
Inc., is due back
more
where
he attended
brofipr-in-law,
Charles
: STERN
I

accompanied

her

today
from
E
the funeral
of
Winternitz.
M

husband

H. M. RICHEY,
exhibitor
M-G-M,
got back yesterday

on

the

'

relations
heac
from a Midwe

I trip.
A. A. ADAMS,
owner
of the Adams
Paramount
Theaters^
Newark.
N. J., has
turned from a three-week visit in Hollywoc
PAUL
KELLY
and
his wife have arrive
Miami
from New
Orleans.
CLIFF
ALMY,
1 Philippines
and

Warners'
supervisor
for
Japan,
arrived
on the C

yesterday
by nlane and
is due in N-w
on Jan. 13. He returns
to his Manila
h
quarters
early in February.
HERMAN GOLDBERG, purchasing agent
siipervKor for Warners' exchanges, returne
New York yesterday from New Haven, v.
he soent several weeks in connection w'th
opening
of the new Warner exchange
the;
DON McGUIRE arrives in Chicago today
the Coast to scend the holidays with his f
BEN MARCUS. C"lumb'a's Kansas C^w
trict manager, le't St. Lukes Hospital, Chi
for his home
yesterday.
JONIE TAPS. Columb'O studio executive,
turns to the West Coast tomorrow folic
a brief business visit to New York.

Talbot Drafting Tulsa
Alternate Tax Program

i

Tulsa, Okla. — Tulsa city offie
yesterday considered the nlea fi
Tulsa theater owners to drop pi
for an amusement tax which aire;
had
been drafted
in the form ofor-^inance
for adoption.
The City Commission had met
hear- Ralph Talbot, prominent Ti
exhibitor, plead for some altem
method of raisins: city revenue. '.
ordinance, as drafted, would 1one
cent tax onto each
ten within
cents p'
bv admission
movies
city. Tax also would apply to <
lege sports events as well as p
fessional entertainments of all kii_
Talbot offered to work out alf
nate revenue program and city c<
missioners agreed to consider it]
their next meeting tomorrow.

SICK

LIST

CARL
KEMP,
PRC
Indianaoolis
sa
man, is confined to his home by a set
cold.

Vjrsday, December

r

-

—
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Photo Equip.
lukor Blasts H wood REVIEUJS Of nCUJ flimS Camera,
Demand Tops Supply
titks, "Parasites"

!
(Continued from Page 1)
at market.
"How can some forsn producers," he asked, "expect
^nrldwide
reception of their pic■1 »s when they are conceived only
'^ir local
consumption?"
Zukor
iiii-essed that the U. S. exhibitor
111 play a good picture "no matter
here it is made or who makes it."
Zukor reminded his hearers that
i|.e Hollywood picture has played a
lajor role in bringing the British
^ople out of the doldrums of their
■,amdrum life both during the war
!id the critical postwar era.
' "'If ii hadn't been for Hollywood
'levies," he said, "Britain would
\ve less theaters, less places for
eople to go to find entertainment."
the result of this, he pointed out, is
^lat Hollywood has made possible
ore outlets for British product toIntroduced by Weltner
George Weltner, Paramount-Interitional prexy, introduced Zukor
Iter explaining that they had made
le trip to England and the Contient in order to re-establish personal
intact with Paramount renresentaves there. He reported that their
eetings with personnel in London,
ardiff, Manchester, Leeds, Liversol. Glasgow and Paris were "emiBntly successful."
Curtis Mitchell, Paramount adablicity director, presided at the
incheon at which Claude Lee, Goron Swarthout. Sid Mesibov, Stanley
huford, Al Wilkie, Paul Ackerman,
rmand Cardea and Louis Pelegrine
Itended in addition to the industry
f*ress representatives.

•cophony, Ltd., Motion
lom 'o be Argued Dec. 31
, Hearing on the motion by ScoIhony, Ltd. of England, to dismiss
jie cross-claims of Scophony Corp.
i America and Arthur Levey has
een postponed until Dec. 31.
I The cross-claims by SCA seek
hple is
damages
of $4,500,000;
Levey's
:.aim
for $270,000.
Scophony,
Ltd.
:2cently won a dismissal as a def endnt in the Government anti-trust aeon, for lack of jurisdiction.

UJEDDiHG BELLS
Blumberg-Meyer

Doris Blumberg, daughter of Uniersal prexy Nate J. Blumberg, will
e married on the Coast on Jan. 14
D Stanley Meyer, son of Fred Meyer,
Oth-Fox studio industrial relations
ead. Groom is with National Theters.-

Orion-Benedetto

Columbus, O. — lone Orton, booker
or Academy Theaters, was married
o Paxil Benedetto.

"IT'S with
A WONDERFUL
LIFE"
James Stewart, Donna Reed

Liberty-RKO
129 Mins.
THIS IS ONE OF THE GREAT ONES: A STIRRING, PROFOUND, INTENSELY HUMAN
STORY OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT, HEADED FOR SMASH BIZ.
The happy combination of Frank Capra and James Stewart is together again and they
have in "It's A Wonderful Life" made action and decision increasingly complicated
and difficult for those august bodies who would name the best.
The current season has been one studded with superb gallery pieces. Here is another.
Some of these gallery pieces have been created for variances in taste.
This one is for Everyman.
Frank Capra has created a grand picture of humanity. With his master hand he has
brushed in a gallery of people, places and events that lifts the basic story to heights
and depths of grandeur and despair. Yet in all its broadness and scope it remains a
simple tale blooded with warmth and a sincerity that pulses from the very heart.
To see "It's A Wonderful Life" and to appreciate its prime moving factors is to fully
comprehend the basic feelings of human beings with each other and assist in the restoration of faith in humankind.
This is the story of a man who was a dreamer from boyhood, who looked at the distant horizons and tried to heed the calls of adventure and romance conjured up in his
mind. It was his misfortune to be tied down to his fate in a small town, sacrificing
desires and ambitions.
And we contemplate this from an astral plane provoked by conversation between heavenly hosts who deem it duty when mortals below beseech them to interfere in the tide of
life and fortune of "George Bailey." At the most crucial moment in his life, on Christmas Eve, he wishes he never was born. He is heading for suicide stemming from financial
ruination when his guardian angel steps in and grants the privilege of permitting him to
see what the community would have been like if he had never been there. This is an
acute, pointed and tremendously emotional chapter that called for the best the players
had in them — and they delivered. We have before been presented with the spectacle
of heavenly interference in affairs of mortals, but this story stands to become the high
water mark of such endeavor.
And it is with fine taste and simplicity that it unfolds.
Returned from the war, James Stewart here resumes his rightful place, adds solidly
to his stature and recaptures the esteem of the film-goer that The Great Interruption
never caused him to lose.
Donna Reed has a vital warmth and sincerity playing through the years of youth, marriage and motherhood that rings with the beautiful tone of utter conviction.
Only a player of Lionel Barrymore's stature and caliber wou'd essay his "Scrooge-like"
role of a small town banker who soins a web of fatal attraction for all and sundry who
interrupt his grasping maneuvers. Only "Scrooge" reformed come Christmas. Barrymore
sustains his drive to ruin Stewart till the very end. He fails however, but never
reforms.
It's a lengthy span of years that this tale covers. We see Stewart as a young boy
saving his brother from drowning, working in H. B. Warner's drus^store and growing
to young manhood. He is about to leave for college when his father dies. He must
take over the business since the board desires him to reolace his father. It is the local
Building & Loan Association, a godsend to the poor of the community who trust the
company with savin-'s that will eventually buy them decent housing. Barrymore owns
the slums.
He would prefer them in rent paying squalor.
Stewart fits himself uncomplainingly into the pageant of life, suffers pangs of heartbreak but enioys the reward of seein-* his friends made happy. He marrips Miss Reed.
There is no honeymoon. On the wedding day there is a run on Barrymore's bank whic''
communicates itself to the Stewart firm. The honeymoon bankroll is diverted to pay off
the demand.
The firm is left with two dollars, but solvent, and in business.
The newlyweds takp an old house and Miss Reed makes it liveable. Soon a flock of
children duly arrive. The war comes anH ends. S^pwart's brother is a hero-C"ngress'onaI
Medal. It's Christmas Eve. Thomas Mitchell, Stewart's uncle, inadvertently mislays a
bank deposit. Barrymore finds it. The bank examiner on t^at day is to go over Stewart's
accounts. The shorta-re would ruin Stewart, send him to jail. He despairs. At home he
becomes deranged.
He goes out gets drunk, contemplates suicide.
At this iuncture Henry Travers, a wingless angel, steos in to assist Stewart and bring
h'm from the profoundest depths of desnair to his family and happiness once more.
The many people who Stewart had helped in the past come to his aid and there is a fine,
truly Christmas spirit, to ring in the closing note.
Doubtless there will be finer films than "It's A Wonderful Life" in time to come. But
for the present it stands to be one of the most human films of the day, a candidate for
many laurels.
CAST: James Stewart. Donna Reed, Lionel Barrvmore, Henry Traver"!. Buelnh Bonrt!. Ward
RinH. Frn-t fa"'-'. Rloria Grahame, H. B. Warner, Samuel S. Hinds, Frank Albertson,
Virginia Potton, Todd Karns.
CREDITS: Prn'''"-or a-'d Director, Fronk CaTo; STeenolov by Francs fimHrc'', Albert Hick-tt.
Frank Caora- A-^Hitional scenes bv Jo Sworling: Com=ramnn, Josenh Walker. Jospnh Bir^r- Art
D'rertor. Jack Okfv: S°t decorations, Emile Kuri; Music, Dimitri Tiomkin; Film Editor, William
Hornbeck: Sound, Richard Van Hessen.
DIRECTION, Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.

(Continued from Page 1 )
passed pre-war levels, one reason
supply is not sufficient to satisfy
demand is the large number of veterans who are turning to the photographic and photo-finishing business
as a livelihood.
Huge Camera Demand
As in the case of other products
not manufactured for civilian markets during war years, cameras are
subject to a huge pent-up demand,
far in excess of normal sales.
War assets administration sales
of surplus Army and Navy cameras
and equipment fall short of meeting
civilian requirements, OTC said, because most of the surnlus cameras
and much of the photo-finishing
equipment are essentially designed
for military use and cp.nnbt be converted bv amateurs or by commercial studios.
Film and photographic paner production is at a rate double 1941 output, but still the sunnly is smaller
than the demand, OTC pointed out.
Some manufacturers predict an even
greater demand for film if a proposed project to X-ray the entire
poDulation in a drive against tuberculosis is launched.
Materials
Are Short
Greater camera and nhotosrranhic
equipment production is held back
both bv labor shortages and by a
lack of materials such as steel, copper, and fabrics for bellows and covprines. The electrical workers' strike
in the early na^t of th° year led to
a shortaere of flash bulbs, but smce
■^hen lab-^r d'spu^es have not interfered with production of cameras or
equipment.
Post war imports of cameras and
eauinment
from anGe'^many
other
cnuTiiries — oncp
importantor source
of photographic supnlv to this conntrv — have be^n neeligible. United
States manufacturers are holding
exports of photographic supplies at
a minimum.

gule parties;
Vauehn Monroe, Machito and his
Rhumbs Band and Paul Ash of the
Roxy will be th° featured entertainment at 20th-Fox's annual Christmas party for all employes of the
company, Movietonews, National
Th'^aters and the Roxy. Lew Lehr
will emcee the program. Prexy Spyros P. Skouras heads the committee
of officers who will sponsor the party,
which will take place in the Grand
Ballroom of the Astor Hotel, Dec.
24, starting at 12:30 p.m.
W'-'f Cnast B'lreau rf THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners Studio will
be host to about 1.100 children tomorrow and Saturday wh^n the annual Christmas party will be staeed
under auspices of the Warner Club
for members' children.
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$20 Million B.O. In
'47SeenForU.K.Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

ish quota if additional remittances
can be obtained in this country.
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston
has asked the British to extend the
quota act for another year in order
to better judge how well British
pictures are doing in this country.
Although the British producers
have turned down Johnston's suggestion, it is now known that the
door for extension of the act is by
no means closed. The British have
been concerned, among other things,
with the wide difference between remittances earned by U. S. companies
in Great Britain and those obtained
by British companies in this country.
Remittances of U. S. companies in
Great Britain are expected to reach
about $72,000,000 this year. British
remittances here are expected to hit
close to $8,500,000 in 1946. Quite a
jump over the $2,500,000 obtained
last year.
While no "guarantee" of additional
remittances can be given the British
by any segment of the U. S. pix industry, it is now understood that
some steps will be taken to assure
the British that additional revenues
may be obtained.
B. O. Drop for U. S. Pix Expected
The British, it is understood, have
made it plain that the U. S. industry
faces a drop in revenue unless additional remittances from British pictures may be obtained in this country. The British position, however,
is not to be regarded as a "threat"
to the U. S. industry, it was said
here.
Johnston, it was understood, will
return to England in April prepared
with facts and figures showing that
additional remittances may be in
store for the British. He will also
reiterate that the Quota Act should
be extended for another year.
British remittances here already
have shown a phenomenal rise in rejCent months, mostly due to distribu;ion deals made by the J. Ai'thur
Rank Organization.
Meanwhile, the State Department
denied the association by Arthur
Loew, president of Loew's International, that the U. S. Government
was prepared to raise "political barriers" against the flow of foreign
films into this country unless other
nations stop placing restrictions on
U. S. pix.
Spokesmen for the Department
stressed this country is pledged to
a program calling for removal of all
trade barriers. Pointing out that this
country is backing an international
trade organization providing for
multilateral elimination of trade barriers, a State Department official
said the U. S. would not fight foreign restrictions by raising barriers
of its own.

Buy in Soldiers Grove
Soldiers Grove, Wis. — Bertha
Young and Art Larson are the new
owners of the Electric Theater.

U-Rank in School Pix Program
7 -Year Schedule to Show 50 Units Annually
(Continued from Page

1)

tion will be almost exclusively in the
16 mm. films as "a university of the
screen," Dorfmann said the subject East since New York is a "hub for
matter of the films will encompass a wide radius of universities . . ."
according to Dorfmann. Location
all grades "from kindergarten to shots will be made throughout the
graduate school level." For the last world, and color will be used if
10 years, he said, the educational deemed necessary.
field has been in a disorganized state,
The seven-year program will not
with production being equally in- compete
with any existing programs,
formal. Certain groups have made
but
will serve to supplement and fill
some positive steps towards an in- in gaps
in existing programs.
tegrated program, and he named
"We are not out to set any pedaEncyclopedia Brittanica, and the
gogical standards, or to ram any
State Dep't as good examples, but
on the whole, to date there has been opinions down reluctant throats,
no complete organization devoted en- willy-nilly," Dorfmann said. He
tirely towards this universal educa- added that, insofar as possible, controversial subjects would be avoided
tional program.
— not skirted — but as many sides of
The "University of the Screen"
will have subjects in all branches the facts as were necessary for complete understanding would be prethat are normally taught at schools
sented. A corps of experts culled
throughout the world. Scripts for the
one or two reelers will be carefully from the ranks of the world's leading universities will be consulted on
edited by eminent authorities in each
field. There will also be a system of all phases of subject matter to be
mutual editing between various filmed, and their opinions will be coordinated for presentation by Unicountries, with narration and dubversal executives with long backbing serving to iron out colloquialisms that would normally be wasted
grounds of educational film producon foreign audiences.
tion. A mutually exclusive basis on
Dorfmann to England
Rank and UWF distribution is
Dorfmann will sail for England
being worked out now and the
Jan. 18 to discuss policy and integraUniversal-International Departtional details with Rank. With a
ment will use Rank and Unischedule calling for about 50 films a
world. versal exchanges throughout the
year from each end of the partnership, England has already begun
The films produced in co-operation
production and is now turning out
with an
a almost
''world-wide
faculty"
one a week. On the American side. reach
unlimited
number will
of
United World is readapting a series
people, since showings will be reof science films made by Julian Huxpeated from time to time as the curley, and they expect to have the 50
riculum dictates. AH schools, clubs,
films ready within the next six churches and organizations will be
months, before starting production among the huge audience to be
on original scripts.
reached
by these
texts."plans
Dorfmann
also"visual
mentioned
Cost of production will vary, depending upon the subject matter of being formulated, but still in premathe script, but an approximate figure
ture stages, for providing films to a
of $10,000 was estimated.
Produc- "leading television company."

MPEA Replacing AMG
As Austrian Distributor

Goodman to End MPEA
German Service in Jan.

(Continued from Page 1)
bution controls and the establishment of MPEA offices were worked
out in a series of conferences held
by Maas with AMG officials during
the latter's recent visit to Vienna.
Wolfgang Wolf, who has been
serving as Acting Films Officer for
the Information Services Branch in
Austria, will resign that post on
Jan. 1 to take over as manager for
MPEA under the supervision of Continental Supervisor Louis Kanturek.
Assisting Wolf in the capacity of
sales manager will be Alex Morvay,
formerly with Universal in Austria.

Berlin (By Cable) — In keeping
with his original understanding with
the MPEA, Morris Goodman, now
MPEA rep. here, has cabled his request for the termination of his
European assignment to take effect
Jan. 16. Goodman has been in Germany since 1945.
He plans to spend a week in Paris
with Mrs. Goodman, after ^hich time
they will visit their two children in
Switzerland, where chey are attending school. The Goodmans will return to New York on the Queen Mary
on Feb. 13. Goodman's future plans
will be announced upon his arrival in
New York.

Warner Club Christmas Party

$45 Million Gross
For UA Seen By Sear
(Continued from Page 1)
til they had accumulated a back
of pictures so that the key men v
made the trip to the Coast were a
to see what they had to sell. SA
saidused
that inthethesame
procedure
w'''
be
branches,
and in
future, generally.
Predicting a world gross of $1
00,000 each for Le Baron-Mon
"Carnegie Hall" and Enterpris
"Arch of Triumph," Sears was
thusiastic about the top group
15 pictures all of which will be av:
able by March 1 and will be relea
at the approximate rate of two ev'
five weeks. Both "Carnegie He
and "Triumph" may bow on a ro
show basis.
Sears
tract
withsaid
UA that
calledEnterprise's
for six pictuc
in 1947, the first of which would
"Ramrod."
Only foreign film now schedu
for next year is J. Arthur Rani
"Fanny By Gaslight," starring Jan
Mason, which UA has been hold:
for some time in order to cash in
Mason's rising popularity.
Sears said that almost the co'
plete roster of UA's producers h^
agreed to foreign
distributi
through MPEA.
Sole exception
Arnold Pressburger.
Queried as to whether UA planr
to make any further revisions ,
"Abie's Irish Rose" in the light \
recent criticisms, Sears said tl
"Rose" would open as scheduled
the Gotham on Saturday.
Turning specifically to the Mini
apolis incident. Sears sharply cri
cized Ben Berger, president of Noi
Central Allied, who. Sears said, h
objected to the picture before e\
seeing it. Sears added that he h
previewed the picture four tim
once on the East side of New Yoi:
and there had been no objections

STORK REFORTi
Chicago — Lloyd Nybo, BiltmQ
Theater maintenance head, has ;
new son named William.
i
West

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI.

Hollywood — Jerry Braun, assists j
director
on "Forever
came a father
when his Amber,"
wife Elean I
presented him with a baby girl
the Methodist Hospital. The ba.
weighed in at eight pounds and h
been named Diana.
Detroit — A nine-pound son w
born to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Roberi
Father
Theater. is operator of the Virgir

Show "Miss Pilgrim" On 27th
William J. Kupper, general sales
Florence Roth, wife of James Ro
The Warner Club's annual Christmas Kiddie Party will be held at manager of 20th-Fox, yesterday an- of the RKO operating departmei
the Hollywood Theater Dec. 21, startnounced the tradeshowing of "The gave birth to a 8-pound daughtt
ing at 10:15 a.m., it is announced by Shocking Miss Pilgrim" in all ex- Joanne,
at the Flushing Hospifc
change centers on Dec. 27.
Stuart H. Aarons, club president.
This is their second child.

^
itrsday, December 19, 1946
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tPAA, Gov't Heads to
% ^Ik On Pix Markets
(Continued from Page 1)

5 0 scheduled for discussion is che
pression made upon foreign citi„ ;iry by the Hollywood product for

e divert.

«i Representative Eugene Worley of
i=as is chairman of the group which
:ludes Democrats Francis Walter
Pennsylvania and John Fogarty
Rhode Island, and Republicans
■Motfr chard Welch of California and
of New Jersey.
^rpnaj larles Wolverton
wasUso expected to take_promment part
the hearing is Dr. William Y.
liott, former Harvard economist,
w committee counsel, who headed
jnsumer section of WPB which in; Hj^iided the pix operation.
aroijWorley told this reporter yester|[y he hopes to develop the full pice's ejiire on trade
and other
pictmiPnomic
blocks barriers
to free interchange
lojldlii films among the nations of the
ibrld. He said he is equally interlined in the effect of our films for
port upon foreign audiences.
J .Janfe Scheduled to appear are Governor
jkrl Milliken, Gerald Mayer, Joyce
ikiii [Kara and Francis Harmon of the
iJPAA, as well as Winthrop Brown,
^^ jiad of the commercial policy diviDepartment,
State
of the
^.Lon
:5iiti jl^orge Y. Canty, pix chief for that
■Ivision,
and
Herbert
Edwards,
of
pdon
le Office of International Cultural
lations of the State Department,
plamjil ithan D. Golden, Department of
■ions bmmerce pix chief, will also be on
light ^»nd and a special statement will be
iid tt nt for the record from MPAA
Resident Eric A. Johnston, in Spo. 'ine, Wash.
iJlinilli Full airing of State Department
ly,™»tivities on behalf of the industry
looked for, with Dr. Elliott exaid, Mfcted to press the questioning of
jre ewlie Department's representatives.
DfWIliott is known to be strongly sold
■ MfJ the idea that "trade follows the
yYoifiim," and to feel that exploitation
;tioiis,[i' all possible markets for our films
— L' vital to development of our post\tzx trade.

lilji^evonshire Reissuing
--ijStorm. in a Teacup"

%m Boston — Devonshire Films has acaired the re-issue rights for the U.
l and Canada for the Korda-Saville
|!roduction
of "Storm
a Teacup,"
arring Rex
Harrisonin and
Vivien

■d\m^ eigh. Picture was formerly reit!

ased by UA.
Eleam Devonshire's Steve Fitzgibbon, Jr.
^ las completed new accessories and
, las made new prints and is planning
w^i exploitation campaign to take adkntage of the current wave of the
sars' popularity.

Rober . G. Austin Dead
Viri Detroit — Frederick George Austin,

5, former Detroit theater operator,
dead. He was associated with the
i.esR(f.te David Whitney, Jr., owner of
■56 old Whitney Opera House.
In
j16, he became president of the
ajestic Theater Co.
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CALL 'EM

neui POSTS

re^i$sues..je^pre$entations

HARLEY EDMUNDS, assistant manager. United
Artists tneater, Cnicago.
City. ECKMAN, Metro salesman, Konsas
jIDNEY
>0SEPH MASTEROFF, assistant manager. Cameo
Ineater,
Miami
Beacn,
ria.
-AMES

GILLESPIE, 20th-Fox exploiteer trom Atlanta to Dallas.

v\ICHAEL DE GULIAM, assistant manoger, Capitol Ineater, Newark, N. J.
.vUDIE KAHN,
Detroit.

house manager. Avenue Theater,

JARL

WILLIAMS, manoger, E. M. Loews Capitol, I'rovidence, to Boston tor E. M. Loew.
ALFRED E. HAMILTON, from Mt. Vernon, Va.,
to manager,
dence.

E. M. Loew's Capitol, Provi-

.(. V. WOODWARD, from manager, De Luxe,
Huntington, fa., to city manager, Ame^
Tneater
Corp., Ames,
la.
.}AVID
G. FONDA,
former
manager. General
Stark Theater,
Bennington, Vt. to general
manager,
American
Tneater
Corp., Waterviiet, N. Y.
CHARLES HUNSUCK,
Cnarlotte, N. C.

office manager,

WINGS OF THE MORNING
Guowous

I AnnofeeHo • Henry Fonda • John h

UNDER THE RED ROBE
COLOR

TECHNI

P R C ,

L. G. STEWART, Pacific Coast regional sales
supervisor tor the School Films Division of
tne Jam
Handy Organization, Detroit.
3ILL SHOLL, recently with Universal studio in
the advertising and promotion departments,
has joined tne Los Angeles oifice of Bozell
& Jacobs as account executive.
NOLTEMEYER, former assistant manager, Paramount Theater, Steubenville, O.,
to manager, Allen Theater, Akron, 0., replacing Larl McMonus who resigned because
of ill health.

Annobelta • Raymond

FAREWELL AGAIN
flora Robson • Leslie Banks

.lALPH

HAROLD

JOHNSON, manager, Ritz and Majestic Theaters, Centerville,
la.
.ACK
SLINGLUFF,
manager
of the
Chariton
Theoter,
Centerville,
la.
(ENNETH
ROBINSON,
salesman. Screen Prods.,
Des Moines, la.

'Veterans First" Policy
for Openings of "Duel"

(Continued from Page 1)
world premiere Dec. 29 in Birniingnam Hospital at Van Nuys, wich
2,000 wounded World War II vets,
^orming the "first nighters," it was
announced yesterday by David 0.
^ielznick.
Hospital bow will have all the
trappings of a Hollywood premiere
and will be attended by the pic's
galaxy of "names," including Jennifer Jones, Joseph Gotten, Gregory
r^eck, Lionel Barrymore, Herbert
Marshall, Lilliam Gish, Walter Huscon, Charles Bickford, Tilly Losch
and Butterfly McQueen.
Bookings are already being scheduled in veterans' hospitals for "local premieres" prior to public performances in respective cities
throughout the country. Thus, veterans at Ft. Miles Hospital in San
Francisco will see "Duel" before the
pic opens in the Bay City. Veterans
administrators in other cities across
the nation are being contacted at
this moment for further showings.
Gen. Omar Bradley, VA director,
in a wire, warmly praised Selznick
"for your aid and for encouraging
the film industry in our veterans'
program." Selznick in his own wire
to Bradley expressed the hope the
precedent would be followed by other
companies.

Massey • Cohrad Veidt

SOUTH RIDING
Ann Todd ' Giynh Johns

DINNER AT THE RITZ
Annabelta 'David

N/ven • /

ACTION FOR SLANDER
Ann Todd ' C/ive Brook

DARK lOURNEY
Vivien Leigh • Conrad Veidt

GREEN COCKATOO
"Original 1
RELEASE!

^

{

^^y . j^^„ f^iff^
'

^ew Prints!. .Mew Paper!

for Bool<ing...for francfiise!
DEVONSHIRE FILMS COMPANY
185 Devonshire

Street, Boston

10< Mas*.
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^flim DfllLV R6VIEUIS OF nEUJ fEflTUR€S<
"The Fabulous
"13withRue
Madeleine"
James Cagney, Annabella
20th-Fox
95 Mins.
REALISTIC 03S STORY IN DOCUMENTARY TECHNIQUE PACKS STEADFAST
WALLO:' AND BUILDS TO TENSE CLIMAX: SHOULD CLICK SOLIDLY.
Comparisons be'ng fcirly unavoidsble in
this instance, "13 Rje Mac'eieine" is done
in the manner of "The House on 92nd
Street." It is a documentary treatment
with actors. Bjt it pursues its story's end
relentlessly. Almost from the outset there's
a thrill a minute. Some thrills are purely
mental affairs, others are of the action
variety.
An inside revelation of how the American espionage service was planned, trained,
equipped and sent into the field — into
enemy-held territory — attention is captured
at the beginning and held at a high pitch
of intensity until the very end.
Louis de Rochemont produced this Cagney Production and it bears his fine touches
of research into the subiect, the utilization
of actual places and bits of contributing

I

'California'

with Ray Milland, Barbara Stanwyck
Paramount
97 Mins.
TECHNICOLORED DETAILING OF
EARLY STATE HISTORY WITH MILLAND
AND STANWYCK IS ROUSING ENTERTAINMENT.
Wagon trains. The Gold Rush, big stake
gambling and a half-dozen other facets in
the story combine to give "California" a
great many exploitable angles in addition
to players. The list also includes Barry
Fitzgerald, Albert Dekker and George Coulouris.
It emerges on the screen as a rousing
story with Ray Milland eventually triumphing
over unsavory political elements who would
see California their private, highly exploitable state rather than joining the sisterhood
of the Union.
It is a good outdoor pic with settings
that range from lush Spanish haciendas to
the initial introduction of the grape industry, which, the story indicates, was in-

"The Return of Monte

with Louis Hayward, Barbara Britton
Columbia
91 Mins.
IMPRESSIVE. ENTERTAINING H.SIORICAL SiCRf HAS NOVtL TWiSiS AinD
STORY INVENTION.
With

Cristo"

characters, settings and

names

stemming from the original works by Dumas, Producer Grant Whytock has fasnioned in this 'Return" a clever job stemming from the past adventures and experiences of his most notable creation. Tne
original st:ry ana screenplay have indications of shrewd application by tne writers
involved. Ine resuirant scr.pt has many
novel twists and turns.
I he plot moves the players from Paris

to Marseilles, then to Davii's Island and
once again back to France. Hayward is
very errective as the nepnew of the last
Count of Monte Cristo and Miss Britt-n
as a tool in the hands of a collection of unscrupulous bankers, policemen and assorted
stigated by Fitzgerald and his "sticks."
There's also brawling and gunplay. The connivers who use her and a forged colfrontier aspect of early Californian days is
detail. There's no such thing as romance
lection of papers to secure the treasure.
involved in the telling or any other su^arAlmost at once a romance develops becoated elements to dstract from what played up with all the required script reading included in detailing the hazards to
tween Hayward and Miss Britton but it
transpires. Henry Hathaway's direction is life and fortune via the turn of a card or is soon broken off when the truth about
potent, emohatic.
the route of a bullet.
the fraud is brought to light. Hayward is
It concerns Group 77. Cagney trains
Milland leads a wagon train that picks slugged and fake identity papers making
the men and women in this country. One
up Miss Stanwyck en route, just as she is
of the agents is a Nazi who inveigled his being run out of a town for her activity him out a criminal are planted en his person. Immediately he is sent to Cayenne.
way into the setup. It is known that
with cards. It is against Milland's wish but There he meets Steven Geray, an act-r,
the
humanity
of
Fitzgerald
overcomes
the
he's in it and later Cagnev, as part of his
who steers him from suicidal mania to
job, gets a fix on him. It is through the objection. Word of the gold strike reaches
eventual escape. The troubled political
Nazi that the group will function, to counthe convoy and it is broken up. With the scene in France at the time and its parter any German military moves. On an exception of Milland and Fitzgerald, the
ticipants aid them in returning. Once back
initial mission Caaney loses Frank Latipersonnel takes off for Sutter's Mill. in Marseilles they hide out in an empty
more, his best man. Richard Conte, the entire
Eventually the pair arrive to find Miss theater and, with costumes and disguises,
Nazi, cuts Latimore's static line when the Stanwyck holding sway at a raucous dive. play havoc with their prey.
trio composed of Annab'!'?, Conte and George Coulouris is the owner, Albert
This latter part is a field day for the
Latimore parachute into Holland.
Dekker his strong arm mate. Coulouris got
players
and they utilize the theater and
Being aware of the fundamentals of the in by virtue of his fast ships and he inits facilities for some fine effects. Someproblem Cagney himself jumps in France,
tends to impose a monopolistic reign on
times this is slightly on the overdone side
there being no time to train another agent.
struggling pioneers. There's business but generally it strikes a novel note and
He is almost d-me in contacting the Maquis. the
about water rights, the high cost of equip- ev:lves as gay interplay between the two
A French coMaborator-scientist is the oerment, etc.
factions. In good time Hayward comes into
A movement to set California up as a his inheritance. The awkward but latent
son sought by Casney for his knowledge
of V-2 sites and launchin"^ devices. This state for eventual union with Washington
romance with Miss Britton is solidified and
person is taken and soirited to England but
gains strength. Fitzgerald goes to M-nterrey
the guilty parties are brought to bay in a
Cagney is captured bv the Gestano. under as elected representative of the citizenry
stirring scene in the theater which is preConte. C^'jney is unable to take his poison
defeats Coulouris' plans. Coulouris,
sumed empty. In the darkened house,
tab'et. Conte tortures him. Meanwhile and
however, instigates a a short-lived rebellion
chief ooerator Walter Absl orders the air after murdering Fitzgerald in his vineyard. listening to the ravings of George Macforce to bomb 13 Rue Madeleine in Le Milland arrives with loyalists to knock the ready, the citizenry are assembled. The
lights go up and the case is closed.
Hivre. That's where Cagney is held and move out. Coulouris loses his mind and is
Abel knows torture will eventually make
Henry Levin's direction has many fine
killed by Miss Stanwyck whom he had in- moments
f"r the histrionic talents of the
Cagney reveal his mission. The bombers
tended to make his wife even though she cast and dullness
is absent.
come and take out the building destroying did not love him and who nurtures a strange
CAST: Louis Hayward, Barbara Britton,
Ca'ney and the local Gestapo unit in the sort of love-hate for Milland.
ensuin? havoc.
Una O'Connor, Henry SteThis last reaches fruition and Milland is George Macready,
phenson, Steven Geray, Ray Collins, Ludwig
Donath,
Ivan Triesault.
In the realistic manner there's blood, last seen leaving to serve out a sentence
CREDITS: Producer, Grant Whytock; Director,
violent death, stabbings, shooting matches for desertion. Miss Stanwyck will be awaitHenry Levin; Original story, Curt Siodmak, Arand a suoer-tense moment in which Caaing his return.
nold Phillips; Screenplay, George Bruce, Alfred
Neumann; Cameraman, Charles Lawton, Jr.;
The yarn is played out with proper conney, held bv the Maquis who think he's
something else again, is finally identified
viction and the production
touches
frame Film Editor, Richard Fantl; Art Director, Stephen Goosson; Music, Lud Gluskin.
by Londin via a radio message. Not howsuitably.
John Farrow's direc- Fine.
DIRECTION,
Very Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ever, before he has half-dug his own grave. the action
tion is adequate
to the demands
cf the
This one should click. It has the talent, script.
the treatment and the ?torv material.
I
CAST:
Rav Milland,
Barbara
Stanwyck,
BarCAST: James Cagney, A-'nabella, Richard ' rv Fitzgsrald, Gsorqe Coulouris, A'bert Dekker,
Anthony
Quinn,
Frank
Faylen,
Gavin
Muir,
Conte, Frank Lot-morp, Walter Abel, M<=lvl||=
James Burke, Eduardo Ciann'^ll', Roman Bohnen,
Coonpr, Sim Jaff°, Marcol Ro"«'eaii, R'lt^ard
Argentina
Brunetti,
Howard
Freeman,
Julia
Gordon, Evprelt G. Vars'<all, Blanche Yurka,
Afr^d Lender, Ben Low, James Craven, Horace
Fave.
I
CREDITS;
Producer,
Seton
I. Miller;
DirecMc""'-"".
Farrow;
Screpnolay
by Frank
Butler,
CRED'TS: Pr-^-f'^pr, Lon'^ d? Rochemont: D'- I tor, John
re''tor. H-'Ty Hothawav Or'O'nal scr<">nn'ay bv Theodore Strauss; Original story, Boris Ingster;
John Mnnkv Jr. and Sv BarH-tt- Mu«=c, AlCameraman,
Ray
Rennahan;
Mus'r,
V'l-tir
fred N^wmon; Camcoman, Nirb"rt B-odi^p- ; Yo'ing; Sound, Stanley Cooley, John Cope: Film
Ed'tor, Eda Warren- Art Directors, Hans Dr^ier,
Art D'T'-'t'on, Jomes Basevi, Maur'ce Ransford;
Roland
Anderson;
Set Decoration,
Sam
Comer,
Film Editor, Harmon Jones; Sound, Harry M.
Rav Mover.
Leonord.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
DIRECTtON, Excellent.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Benefit for Boys' Club

with Barbara Britton, Rudy Vallee
Republic
71 Mil
GAY STORY WELL PLAYED HAS MAJ
MOMENTS OF LAUGHTER AND SHG
DO WELL.

Suzanne"

Generally accented with indicated hum
'The Fabulous Suzanne'' Is a well-produc
and played exercise detailing the succt
story once more and the element cf lu
in the lives of a couple of struggling Ic
ers. They run a beanery. They have pla
f:r a super-diner. Eventually their desi
becomes a reality.
It is well-played by the leads and furth
carried alng for good effects by the talsr
of Orto Kruger. Veda Ann Borg, Bill Hen
and Richard Denning. Vallee's flair f
lightness is played up and Miss Bri;:
lends charm and appeal to her role. The
rection of Steve Ssksly is snappy. It h
the high spots solidly. The farce touch
emphasized.
Miss Britton is left a couple of thousai
dollars by a patron. She has a lucky pi
In New Y:rk, by mere good luck, she ru ,
her initial roll into a s'zeable sum. Vslh
is a stock broker. He becomes enamor;
of Miss Britton. So does Kruger. So do
Richard Denning. But her heart belongs
Bill Henry and there's no changing tha
He wants no part of her money. She fak
an inheritance f:r Henry and he builds h
dream diner. Veda Ann Borg poses as Har
rys fiancee when Miss Britton comes ;
visiting and the latter scrams back to Ns
York to take the attention of Kruger ar
his son a little more seriously. A weddir
is set and Papa Kruger is the lucky ma
But he has other plans and they wind l
at Henry's diner where it is revealed h
"Aunt Lydia " really left him a legacy ar
he can finance himself. He is brought :
fuller understanding of Miss Britton's tri.
heart conditirn by a jab with the pin. It
him she loves.
Details of the production
should do well for itself.

are

good,

CAST: Barbara Britton, Rudy Vallee, Oti
Kruger, Richard Denning, Bill Henry, Veda Ar
Borg, Iren Agay, Grady Sutton, Frank Daria
Harry Tyler, Eddie Fields, Al Hammer.
CREDITS: Producer - Director, Steve Sekeh.
Screenplay by Tedwell Chapman and Rondo
Faye; Original story, William Bowers, Tedwe
Chapman; Cameraman, Hanry Sharps: Mus'i
Arthur Lange; Film Editor, John Hoffmar
Sound, Ferrol Redd; Art Director, Frank Sylos
DIRECTION,
Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Gic:

Second O. C. Theater
Held Up in 48 Hours
Oklahoma City — A second theate:
box office holdup in 48 hours her
occurred Tuesday night at the Rit.
Theater, nabe in the Northeast sec.
tion of the city. Gunman obtainei
only .S22 as receipts already had beei
locked in the safe when he appeare(
at ticket window, Sunday night hold
up
at bandit
an uptown
other
SI 82. theater netted an

The Boys' Club of New York, century-old organization helping East
Side boys, will be the beneficiary of B & K Dance Ian. 31
Chicago — B & K Employes Assothe proceeds of a special presentaciation will hold ii:s annual dinnei
tion of Liberty Films' RKO Radioreleased feature "It's a Wonderful dance at the Stevens Hotel, Jan.-31
Life," on Friday, at the Gotham. Pic having released the earlier date
day.
opens its regular run there the next Jan. 17, to a banquet honoring Gen
Dwight Eisenhower.

M. F. Production Dist.
28 v;. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.

itimate in Character
ternational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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Irlanger Dacree Gives Goldtnan Right to Bid

i^iefendants in Philadelphia
*ei>.nti-Trust Action Reported
^^1,^'lonning to File an Appeal
'^i

til

Philadelphia — ^Federal Judge Wilim Kirkpatrick's decree, filed yes-day in the so-called Erlanger
eater anti-trust suit, restrains the
iendant distribs. from "licensing
eir feature motion pictures for
3t-run performance in the city of
iladelphia to any one or more of
e defendants without giving the
aintiff an opportunity to inspect
,id negotiate for said pictures equal
and in all respects the same as
,

(Continued on Page

16)

Strike Supporters
iihreaten General

Limited Austrian Studio Space Available
For Anterican Producers on a Rental Basis
Washington Bureau of THE

i260,000 Year-end Bonus
^r 4,500 Ansco Workers

pix-making in Austria. The War Department advised that "payment in free
foreign exchange will be required for export of films produced in Austria."

$600,000 Trust Suit
iled by M. W. D'Arcy

PRC's Product Position
Strongest, Says Thomas

69th St. Theater's

Justice
Griffith City
Appeal Dept.'s
to Oklahoma
FILM

DAILY

Washington— The Department of
Justice appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court against the Oklahoma City
district court's dismissal of its antitrust case against the Griffith Circuit is now in the mail to Oklahoma
City, where it will be sent by the
clerk of the court together with the
court record to the Supreme Court
(Continued on Page 16)

Technicolor Camera
Shortage Irhs Box

Park Ave- as Day-Date House

London (By Cable) — Forced to
postpone his production of "Columbus" for a year because no Technicolor camera is available here, Sydney Box yesterday declared, "One
camera frcm America would solve

Logo Policy^' There for Selected
U Films
Universal's Park Ave. Theater,
Mono. Franchise Holders
which opens on Christmas Day with
In St. Louis Meet Jon. 1 1
a roadshow run of J. Arthur Rank's

the problem, but they won't give
us one because they fear competition."
There are only four Technicolor
cameras in the U. K.

"More of the better theaters are
playing single features today than
at any time in the past five years,"
William F. Rodgers tolddustry
thepress inat
an informal

luncheon yesterday at the Hotel
Astor.
chief
The Loew'stributiondissaid that one of
the reasons for
the shortage of
Philadelphia — Federal Judge Wilpictures in the
liam Kirkpatrick yesterday made hiy
neighborhood and
award in the Frank and Sara Blum
vs. Goldman Theater case involving
small tions
town
situawas the
too
sale of the 69th St. Theater and
rapid
turnover
of
properties which had previously been
WM. F. RODGERS
double
bills
necesdecided in Blum's favor. Blum resitating six to
ceives a conveyance of the property
within 10 days, all profits made on eight pictures per week.
"You can't make pictures at presthe property since last Jan. 1, counent-day
costs," Rodgers
sel fees of $5,000 and costs.
(Continued
on Pagesaid.18) "To sell
The case concerned action of the
(Continued on Page 17)

Washington Bureau of THE

With two new films ready for release, 10 pictures in the cutting
rooms, and three being shot, PRC
will finish the year in the strongest
Binghamton — A year-end bonus,
position of its history, actaling $260,000, has been distribu- product cording
to Harry H. Thomas, presd to Ansco's 4,500 employes, acident and general sales manager,
3if|rding to an announcement made who has arrived from the Coast.
• E. Allen Williford, general manReady for January release are
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 16)

Ay

DAILY

Washington — "Limited studio space" in Austria is available to American
producers on a rental basis subject to Austrian trade and financial regulations,
the War Department has advised Nathan D. Golden, Department of Commerce
pix chief. Golden will serve as a contact man for any producer interested in

St. Louis — Martin W. D'Arcy who
operated the Shubert Theater for a
bi-ief period in the Fall of 1942, filed
an anti-trust damage suit for $600,000 in the Federal Court here yesterday against various film companies,
bit 'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Delegations in sup- theater operating and management
'>rt of the studio strikers were be- companies and individuals.
g organized here to call upon law
D'Arcy charged that the distributors and exhibitors named in the
Jorcement agencies and demand
suit
conspired
to keep him from getj)*at they refrain from enforcing inting motion pictures and that as a
nctions against mass picketing.
(Continued on Page 22)
St^iso to cancel mass trial of pickets
■ rested for violation of court orders
'^^ \ eon.nection with the strike.
■J, I The movement
initiated
Wed(Ccntinued was
on Page
15)

FILM

Rodgers Blames Too Rapid
Turnover of Duals for
Nabes' Shortage of Films

"Stairway to Heaven," probably will
Monogram will hold a meeting of play Universal pix day and date
all franchise holders and branch with the Winter Garden and the Criterion, but on a reserved seat policy,
managers in St. Louis, Jan. 11-12.
Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened on 5th at the conclusion of opening attraction's engagement.
Avenue" will be shown, and there
will be also discussions concerning
Under plans reported under con1946-47 sales.
(Contlnued on Page 16)

M\ Health Week
In Theaters Urged

Cognizant of the desire of exhibitors to support a single theater
charity drive annually, the ITOA, at
a meeting of the membership yesterday at the Hotel Astol-, passed a
resolution urging co-ordination of
effort on the part of all national exhibitor organizations and regional
units in the establishment of one
collection drive each year to be
known (Continued
as "National
on PageHealth
16) Week"

Balto, City Council
Kills Tax Increase
Baltimore — The City Council here
has killed a proposed bill that would
have increased theater admission
taxes. It has been introduced as
one of several srurces for added
revenue. A strong fight against the
measure had been put up by theater
owners and managers.
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AMA's First Video Venture
Receives General Okay
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The film, first in ABC's "Video
Reports to America" series, was
telecast over WABD and piped via
coaxial cable to WTTG in Washington. Pic presents overall view of the
auto industry with emphasis on reasons for delay in production.
The AMA is well pleased with its
first venture into television, according to George Romney, general
manager. Romney explained that
plans were to distribute film on nation-wide basis.
"New Cars" was produced and directed by Harvey Marlowe, assisted
by John Pival. Subsequent pics in
video series will present social and
economic problems currently facing
the American people.

Salary Bonus and Turkeys
For Buchanan's Employes
Employes of Buchanan &, Co., industry ad-agency, will receive cash
and gifts for Christmas bonus, it was
announced yesterday.
Full week's salary will be given to
all employes who have been with the
company a year or more; others
with at least three months' association with the firm will get one-half
week's salary. Everybody will get
a specially bred, 15-pound Vermont
turkey next Monday.

60 Warners Theater Mgrs.
Attend Capital Luncheon

;

STOCK

ABC's new documentary television
film entitled "New Cars," was witnessed by representatives from New
York newspapers and magazines
and automotive officials at a dinner
at the Waldorf-Astoria last night
sponsored by the Automobile Manufacturers Association.

Net
Chg.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM
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Washington — About 60 Warners
theater managers from Virginia,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Mary++ I'A
land, and the District of Columbia
3/8
+ 5% were guests of Zone Manager John
+ Vb J. Payette, at a Statler Hotel lunch+ Vi
and meeting. Addressing the
+ % group eonwere
George Crouch, assistant
+ 11/2
1/4 zone manager; Julian Brylawski,
—
+ 3/8
Va real estate and construction manager; Charles E. McGowan, contact
+ 3/4
manager; Frank La Falce, advertis+
3/8
+ V4
ing and publicity head, and district
managers Jerry Lohmeyer, Nat
+ '/2 Glassner and Charles Grimes.
— 2

Am. Seot
2114
ZOVi
21 1/4
Bell & Hawell
221/2
22
22V2
Columbia
Picts.
. . . 221/4
22
22 '/a
East. Kodak
229
226
229
do pfd
193
193
193
Gen. Prec. Eq
231/2
233/8
23'/2
Loew's Inc
263/8
253/4
26I/4
Paramount
341/8
331/8
3414
RKO
15%
153/8
153/4
Republic Pict
IVs
71/2
7%
Republic Pict. pfd... 14'/2
U'A
14'/2
20th Century-Fox . . . 391/4
383/8
39
20th Century-Fox pfd. 48V2
4S'/2
48I/2
Universal
Pict
27%
263^
27
Universal
Pict. pfd.. 82
81 Vi
81 1/2
Warner Bros
17^/8
l^'A
175/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram
Picts. . . . SVs
5
5
Vs
RKO
51/4
Si/g
51/4 +
+ Vs
Sonotone
Corp
iVn
iVa
JVs
65/8
Vz
Technicolor
I43/4
143/4 143^ +
OVER THE COUNTER

Chicago — The Great States Circuit, a Balaban & Katz subsidiary,
announced operational changes, naming David B. Wallerstein, formerly
B&K disitrict manager, as division
manager for Central and Southern
Illinois districts. He will have supervision over Great States Theaters
in Bloomington, Danville, Decatur,
Galesburg, Kewanee, Normal, Pekin,
Peoria, Quincy, Springfield, Alton,
East St. Louis, Edwardsville and
Woodriver, 111.; also Gary, Marion,
Hammond and South Bend, Ind.
Henry C. Stickelmaier vi^ill have
charge of the Northern district including Aurora, Blue Island, Chicago
Heigh'cs, Elgin, Freeport, Harvey,
Joliet, Kankakee, Streator, Waukegan,
La Salle and Peru, 111.; also Toledo,
Ohio, Great States theaters.
Maurice M. Rubens will continue
in the Great States advertising and
publicity department as in the past.

United Artists to Give
Yule Salary Bonuses

COminC and Goinc
EDWARD GERSHMAN, vice-president and bus
ness manager of United Productions of Amer
ca, has returned to Hollywood after a slx-wec
trip
York. to Chicago, Detroit, Washington and Ne
FRANK
WALKER,
head
of M-G-M's
newl;
formed record department,
is In Hollywood f<
a series of conferences. He plans to return
Gotham in time for Christmas.
spend
the holidays
his from
family. the Z"^"
< ,
i
RICHARD
DERR, with
is here
MRS. JIMMY DORSEY and daughter have a
rived via American Airlines Mercury to spen
the holidays
here
.
BARBARA CHALLIS is in Detroit for V
holidoys.
BETTY PAYNE is in St. Louis for a sho
stay before going on to Chicago.
ANNE O'DONNELL, Detroit office manag
for Screen Guild is in Cincinnati.
LOUIS isJ.onKAUFMAN,
Worner
ecutive,
a trip to the
Ohio Theaters'
territory. eiK
returns to New York on Monday.
WILLIAM HEINEMAN is in San Francisc
and will go from there to Portland, Ore., bi
fore returning to New York.
ENRIQUE MOLINA, Paramount International
branch manager for Columbia, will leave Ne
York by plane today for his office in Bogota.
HUGH OWEN, Para.'s Eastern and Southei
divisional sales manager, will leave today t
plane for Hollywood where he will join his wif
Arleen Whelan for the holidays.

United Artists is declaring a
E. T. GOMERSALL, assistont to Williom
Christmas bonus for all employes in Scully, Universal vice-prexy and general sal
manager,
has returned
to N. Y. from a tr
its home office and exchanges in the
the Midwest.
U. S. and Canada who have been through
P. F. THOMAS, treasurer of Altec, has r
with the company for six months or turned to New York offer a few days trip
more. All employes who have been the Cincinnati office.
MORRIS MECHANIC, owner of the New a
on the payroll for two years or more
and who are earning salaries up to Centre Theaters in Baltimore, has returm
from a visit with his brother William G. M(
$250 will receive
week's
com- chanic, Miami Beach, Fla., hotel operator.
pensation. Those ainfull
salary
brackets
A. E. who
BAYLESS,
formerly
Altec's
Detro
above this figure who have been with office,
has just
been ofappointed
cred .j
the company for two years or more manager of the Cincinnati district, has le
for
Cmcinnati
to
take
over
his
new
duties.
will be presented with a bonus check
of $250. Employes who have been
with the company less than two American Premiere of
years but in excess of six months
will receive as a gift one-half of "Overlanders" at Rialto
their week's salary.
Universal last night presented th
The bonus plan does not include
employes who have worked for American premiere of "The Ovei
United Artists less than six months. landers," an Australian semi-doci
mentary film showing the larget
SMPAD Okays New Pact
land migration ever attempted i
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the country, which took place whe
Hollywood — Socie'ty of Motion the Japanese were threatenin
Picture Art Directors has approved Australia with invasion.
Attending the special showing a
a new contract with the AMfP retroactive to Aug. 4, 1946, and ex- the Rialto Theater was the Austra
tending to Dec. 5, 1951. New salary ian Ambassador to the United State
still conforms in general to 25 per and Bernard Baruch, eminent states
cent increase formula.
man. Included in the first-nigh
audience were 350 specially invite
Local B-5 Renames Weine
guests
and representatives of th
trade press.
Cleveland, O. — John C. Weine was
elected president of Local B-5,
lATSE, for the sixth consecutive
SEASON'S
GREETINGS
term, and business agent of the
TO EVERYONE
union for the fifth consecutive term.

RKO Shifts Hub Salesmen

Boston — With the promotion of
Larry Gardiner to sales manager at
RKO, several changes have been
Cinecolor
Pcthe
made in the sales staff at the exchange, effective Jan. 1. Mel Ames
has been made salesman in charge
Workman Back on Job
of the circuits; Harry Goldstein, city
Minneapolis — W. H. Workman salesman; Bill Cuddy, Rhode Island;
Carl Devisa, Maine; Dave Grover,
branch manager of M-G-M, has re- New Hempshire and Vermont. A
turned to work after a 90-day leave new salesman from Albany, Robert
of absence taken to recover from a Segal, will handle western Massachusetts.
recent illness and operation.
Bid Asked
5
41/2
5%

Great States Circuit
Makes Operational Moves

Friday, December 20, 194

ES
TUR
N'S
VAR
DMA
Chicago
GOLPIC
L Y
SAUIET
Mr. Exhibitor: Investigotej
Filmack's NEW Prevue
,
er Service before signingTroilany
trailer contracts. Write, wire ^
or phone Fiimack 1327 S.*
Wabash, Chicago 5, III. ond (
receive full details.

LIGHTING

CONTROL

Our ensineeriog staff will
gladly assifi in desiigning
your dimmer control for intensity and color
«>fPect».
WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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Get ready
for great shows and lots of them I
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You can make that "Paramount" permanent . . . because weVe opened
the flood-gates of a reservoir of brilliant product, with enough fine
releases to keep first-run marquees dazzling with great names and
titles every day for the next five months . . .

FOR DATES RIGHT NOW...

BEFORE ISr/VlAST

n

Starring

Alan Ladd • Brian Donlevy
I William Bendix • Barry Fitzgerald
M HOWARD

'
;

DA SUVA

• ESTHER

FERNANDEZ-

ALBERT

DEKKER

LUIS FAN ROOTEN ■ DARRYL HICKMAN
Directedby JOHN FARROW

Produced by Seton I. Miller

• Screen Play by Seton I. Miller and George Bruce

• Based on the Novel by Richard Henry Dana, Jr.

Vhr

FOR MERRY CHRISTMAS HIGHS...

Irving Berlin's
J

In Technicolor

^

32 Berlin songs— and Bing- sings 16!
Last chance to see Fred dance! First

dates all-topping, all-terrific! All-time
record-holder, Paramount, N. Y. C!
starring

Bing Crosby
Fred Astaire
Joan Caulfield
with

BILLY DE WOLFE
OLGA SAN JUAN
Lyrics and Music by Irving Berlin
^%-:m»^-

Directed by STUART

HEISLER

• Screen Play by Arthur Sheekman • Adaptation by Allen Scott

WW

TO START THE NEW YEAR BRIGHT^
'n hope to die \auqhing I

G/(MM(i^mC
Betty's first all-out comedy since "Here
Come The Waves"! She sings 3 toppopularity songs in this story of a girl who

a

can't tell the truth to save her life! A fast "^h.
musical, a thrilling mystery, a howling
comedy — all in one and all wonderful !

Produced by Harry Tiigend • Screen Play by Harry Tugend and Claude Binyon • Based on a Play by Louis Verneuil and Georges Berr

I

//

Wallis'
HalProduction

J
Esquire Magazine says: "Comes pretty close
to being the perfect comedy!" And Life
described its captivating 10- year honey-

Directed by LEWIS ALLEN

moon in a big full-color feature, read by 20
millions! When its romantic stars run
around in triangles, it's all top box-ofHce fun!

• Screen Play by Leonard Spigelgass

OR LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY CROWDS...

C
Eddie's a rich oil king and how the gals
go for him — and his million bucks! A
Bracken musical that'll be good news to

■

starring

^^^Br

Eddie's 20,000,000 radio listeners! Good
news too for Spike Jones' millions of jukebox fans as he slays their favorite numbers!

m

[Eddie Bracken I
L Cass Daley |
Virginia Welles
,dSpike Jones
and His City Slickers
with

JOHNNY cor
VIRGINIA FIELD
Produced by DANIEL

DARE

• Directed by WILLIAM

D. RUSSELL

• Screen Play by Edmund

Beloin, Jack Rose and Lewis Meltzer

I

FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY LINES...

O'-fV i^r//?f^'
vjii'SJ:^-!^
Technicolor
) ^

In the big-money pattern of "Blue Skies"
and "Two Years Before The Mast"! Important new treatment techniques to make it

the ultimately great Picture-of-the- West you
knew some day would be made! A huge
cast of 5,500 — in 27 panoramic settings!

starring

Ray Milland
Barbara Stanwyck
Barry Fitzgerald
Wl

GEORGE COULOURIS'th ALBERT DEKKER
ANTHONY Q UINN • FRANK FA YLEN
A JOHN

FARROW

Directed by JOHN

Production

FARROW

Produced by Seton I. Miller • Screen Play by Frank Butler and Theodore Strauss

FOR EARLY MARCH DATES...

S^gy^

^

C
Sonny's crazy over Diana — and Barry's
crazy over horses . . . the ones that come in
last!

Here's

hilarious laughter, directed

by the man v^ho made "Two Years Before
The Mast." With Barry actually delivering
more laughs than in "Going My Way" !
starring

Barry Fitzgerald
Diana Lynn
Sonny Tufts
with

DICK FORAN • FRANK McHUGH
ALLEN JENKINS • JOHN LITEL
ARTHUR SHIELDS ' FRANK FAYLEN
Produced by Kenneth MacGowan
Directed by JOHN FARROW

Screen Play by Francis Edward Karagoh, John McNulty and Anne Froelick • Based on sketches by John McNulty

FOR A RECORD-BLOOMING SPRING...

I

-)

A spring -feverish love-fest — when Fred
meets Paulette, lovelier than she was in
''Kitty'— and MacDonald Carey, in his first

postwar role and gorgeous Arleen Whelan
tangled in a marital quadrangle that's balmy
with comedy and sunny with romance!

MITCHELL LEISEN
starring
Production

Paulette Goddard
Fred MacMurray
and

with

MACDONALD CAREY
ARLEEN IF H EL AN
Produced by CLAUDE BIN YON
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN
Screen Play by Claude Binyon and P. J. Wolfson • Original Story by P. J. Wolfson

FOR A GLORIOUS BOX OFFICE EASTER . . .

Here it is — gross-topping, hilarity-topping

"My Favorite Blonde"! As an international C

successor to "Beaucaire"! In fact, it's the
funniest Hope picture— all the way back to

detective, Bob starts laughs heard 'round the
world. And Dotty's the spy he loves to eye!

'mm i

starring

Bob Hope

9

_Jp

and

Do rothy T.amour
with

PETER

LOR RE

LON CHANEY,

Jr.

Produced by DANIEL DARE
Directed by ELLIOTT NUGENT

Screen Play by Edmund Beloin and Jack Rose • A Paramount Release

FOR POST-EASTER PROFITS

,
J^ The season^s most exciting star team! Ray
Milland, winner of the Grand Prix International for the world's best performance,
now in his first great love story in years ! Plus

Teresa Wright at her peak in
to be the best year of her
in a superstrong drama of
sullies her own honor that a

starring

Ray

Teresa

Milland a. Wright
SIR CEDRIC HARDIVICKE
VIRGINIA FIELD
REGINALD OWEN
ANTHONY QUINN
MELVILLE COOPER
Directed by LEWIS

ALLEN

Produced by Karl Tunberg

• Screen Play by Karl Tunberg

?^

what is bound
life. Together
a beauty who
man may live.

i

These 10 Great Attractions
In The Next 4 Months
are eloquent evidence that there will be no quality or
quantity

letdown

from

Paramount's industry-pacing

standards of the past year.
They are a factual demonstration that this
company is prepared with enough — and great enough
— product to maintain the preeminence that has made
Paramount not only the talk of the trade, but the wonder of America's industrial and financial world.
Yet these are but the forerunners of a year's
program so rich in box-office values that again in 1947,
for the fourth successive season, the verdict of the show
world must be

Paramount
IS AMERICA'S

LEADING

MOTION

C/>ammotm£

PICTURE

COMPANY"

C

15
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iStrike Supporters
lihreaten General Halt
(Continued from Page 1)
lesday when
200 delegates
from
izaorgan
r
othe
and
)labor unions,
ifions formed 'Los Angeles Citizens
iCc' Aittee to Support Labor's

l"
tigt
Various speakers indicated that
t
iless use of injunctions, and trials
suiting from them, were halted an
jffort would be made to hold a gen|ral strike similar to that held relently in Oakland.

National Groups Back
fBrotherhood of Man"
Nationwide co-operation was
romised
by delegates
of leading
eligious, civic and welfare organi'Etions, representing a total memership of 10 million people at yeserday's meeting
with
Thomas
J.
itrandon, director of Film Alliance
jf America,
in the
showing
of
Brotherhood of Man," during Febuary, which has been designated as
Brotherhood Month."
FAA was recently organized
mong 25 distributors of 16 mm.
' on-theatrical product to expedite
reater distribution of documentaies. First film to be so distributed
5 "Brotherhood," a 10-minute film
.leading for greater understanding
mpng all peoples.
Organizations, so far, that have
romised to aid in the showing of
fiefilm, are: East West Association,
ational
Conference
of Christians
jnd Jews, Youth
Builders,
(Committee
on Unity,
New Mayor's
York
Itate Committee Against
Discrimation, Urban League, United Parts Association and the UAW-CIO.

ifVarner Circuit Shifts
|tames and McCarthy
James Barnes, who has been maniger of the Warner Theater in
ttemphis, has been transferred to
Jklahoma City, where he will man! the Warner Theater. James McCarthy, formerly manager of the
Jadger Theater, Racine, Wis., suceeds Barnes in Memphis.

SERD BIRTHDAV
GREETinGS TO:
Dec. 20
William C. Hyer
M. L. Isaacs

Irene Dunne
Dennis
Morgan

Dec. 21
Lucien Hubbard
Blanche Schneider
Florence George
Wlliam J. Cowen
Alex Cot-Mieb
Pat Hartigan
Dec. 22
L. ]. Bamberger Alfred T. Mannon
Eleanor Apel
Earl W. WIngart
Alan Carney

To
GrillOnSlate
Reps.
PIx Dep't
Program
pkl %: Vai^
WeeU^end Report
• • • LOOKING INTO THE FUTXJRE— cmd it's not too distant, at
that — the recent advent of SRO well may rate as one of the most important industry moves to come along in a month o' Sundcrys
David O. Selznick's decision to establish his own releosing organization
rates high in trade importance, but the impact of the move will be underscored, and then some, by what inevitably will follow
The
potentialities and the ramifications are fairly obvious
There were
those who were waiting for Selznick to make the. move
And you've
heard of the band wagon's irresistible attraction, no doubt
So keep
a weather eye on SRO
on DOS
on Neil Agnew
On
Dan O'Shea

▼

TV

• • • THIS "N' THAT: Neat booking-exploitation stunt was
whipped up by Al Zlimbalist, ad-director of Film Classics, when he packaged two reelers of Laurel & Hardy, Patsy Kelly, Billy Gilbert, and a
three-reeler of Charlie Chap'.in's "Tillie's Punctured Romance," into a
"Funzapoppin' Comedy Carnival"
So far the Carnival idea has
been booked for New Year's Eve in four Academy houses in L. A.,
and seven WB key runs
"Carnival" is the first of a series of units
to be offered in package form by FC. ... • "The Heller," first novel
by Wil'iam Henning, instructor ot Cedar Rapids, la., Busjiess College,
has been acquired for film by 20th-Fox
The book, which covers
eight months in the life of a teen-age girL will be published by Charles
Scribner's Sons next Simimer, with the Ladies' Home Journal schedu'.ed
to carry a condensed version in its June issue
The Harold Ober
agency handled the sale of the film rights, which will net Henning
somewhere's between $40,000 and $100,000, the success of the book
sales governing
Get this: Henning had had 11 rejections before

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — State Department
representatives are prepared for a
thorough interrogation on their pix
activities today from the special
foreign trade sub-committee of the
House Committee on Post-War Economic Policy. Grapevine reports indicate that they will be called upon
to present in detail every step they
have taken to make way for the
Hollywood product abroad, while in
addition it is likely that Herbert
Edwards, pix specialist for the Office
of International Cultural Relations,
will be put through a long grilling
on pix content for export.
The Government officials will probably be heard in the morning, with
industry representatives to take the
stand after lunch.

$260,000 Year-End Bonus
For 4,500 Ansco Workers
(Continued from Page 1)
ager of Ansco and vice-president of
General Aniline and Film Corp. Company ofl[ieials, however, do not share
in the distribution.
The sum is a part of the $625,000
bonus for all General Aniline employes which was recently approved
by the executive committee of the
corporation's board of directors.
Veterans of World War II who
returned from the armed forces in
1946 and Ansco employes who were
called to service this year are included in the payment plan.

connecting with Scribner's
•

• • CUFF NOTES: RCA's television time-table calls for the advent of color tele in 1948. ... • Peter Shaw, Hollywood technical
director, is here from the Coast to spend the holidays with a family who
helped him whi!e a patient in the Navy Hospitol at St. Albons, during
the war. ...
• August Nardoni, film story agent, leaves for Italy
early next year, to exercise options held on 17 literary properties
Nardoni also plans to sign a number of Italian players to personal contracts, and to underwrite trips to Hollywood for at least two of them
during the year
NardonL after Italy, will visit Austria and France.
• Rock Dil!ione, engineer with Walter Reade for 34 years, was honored
this week at a party in Asbury Park, at which Walter Reade, Jr. presided During the evening. Rock was presented with a watch from
the Reade gang
To provide a humorous note, the dinner was interrupted continuously by a Western Union messenger, who brought
presents from each Reade town to Rock
In all. Rock received 10
screwdrivers!!! ... • The first Soviet film to be produced in full
color, "Stone Flower." opens at the Stanley on Dec. 28. . . . • Steve
Broidy has upped the budget for "Black Gold" another $100,000, to
permit an extensive location trek to Arizona
Pic, which is being
filmed in Cinecolor, has a cast topped by Anthony Quinn and Catherine De Mille. ... • Thiriy-five service pins were bestowed on
Loew's Cleveland employes ot a Christmas dinner there last night,
the recipients being those who have been with the company 10 or
more years
A 30-year service pin went to Cecil Ryder, chief
maintenance man. ... • Jimmy Stewort's mother and dad, Mr. and
Mr. Alex Stewart, arrive today from Indiana, Pa., for the opening at
the Globe of "It's A Wonderful Life," starring their boy

§ule parties;
Buchanan & Co. Christmas dinner
party will be held on Dec. 27 in the
Hendrick Hudson Room of the Roosevelt Hotel, at which the entire personnel of the agency will be guests.
Universal-International will hold
its Christmas party for employes at
the home office on Tuesday at 1 p.m.
Oscar Neu will host Neumade
Products' annual Christmas party
on Monday. Fun starts at 4 p.m. and
the party will run until dawn.
Wilmington, Del. — Loew's Theater's Christmas party for all employes will be held at the theater
Monday night after the last showing.
Paramount's annual Christmas
party will be held in the recreation
room at the company's home office on
Dec. 24. A smorgasbord luncheon
will be served. Entertainment and
dancing will follow the luncheon.
Robert Weitman, managing director
of the Paramount Theater, is honorary chairman of the entertainment
committee, with Joseph A. Philipson
serving as chairman.
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Nat'l Health Week
In Theaters Urged
(Continued from Page 1)
in which all worth-while
national
charities will participate.
After hearing a report from ITOA
president, Harry Brandt, who presided, another resolution was unanimously adopted endorsing the Motion Picture Foundation as promulgated at the recent conference in
New Orleans.
The membership also endorsed the
work and recommendations of the
study committee in its efforts to cooperate with the U. S. Government
during the postwar period.

Park Ave. as Day-Date House
Loge Policy

There for Selected

sideration, the Park Ave. will draw
for its product upon the approximately 24 Universal releases which
will find Broadway outlets during
the year via the Winter Garden and
Criterion. It is figured that about
12 pix will be required during
the course of a 12-month period for
the new Park Ave., which seats about
500.

WANTED

be given much personal responsibility intheir territory,
they must still be men who
know how to work organizationally as part of an over-all
operation.
If you have a good reputation for diligent, honest, constructive, and creative ability,
and if you are at heart a showman, please write to Box No.
105, THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York 18, N.
Y., for an interview, and include abrief resume of your
experience.
I Our employees
have been
of this advertisement.)

advised

U

Films

Erianger Decree
Gives Bid To Goldmar

(Continued from Page 1)

Adopting a so-called "loge policy"
for the Park Ave. is expected to attract the increasing number of moviegoers who want to be certain that
seats are going to be ready when
they go to the theater. Reserved
seat angle also fits into the Park
es"
Press Book for "Dim
Ave.'s general scheme of things.
Campaign Nearly Ready
Meanwhile, the new theater reported a lively advance sale for
The 1947 March of Dimes press
to Heaven" yesterday,
book, now in production, will be "Stairway
with virtual sellouts for Christmas
ready early in January, according to
an announcement yesterday by Emil and New Year's.
During the engagement of "StairC. Jensen, director of the film diviway to Heaven," patrons arriving
sion of the National Foundation for
early for a performance will be perInfantile Paralysis. The press book
mitted to enter and avail themselves
is now being produced by Charles li the house's service features. PaReed Jones, film division publicity
trons, however, will have to see a
director.
performance through from beginning to end, and the house will be
Clarence J. Foster Dead
cleared after each show.
Sandusky, O. — Clarence J. Foster,
Universal has appointed Norman
55, advertising manager for the E. Gluck as house manager of the
Seitz State, Plaza, and Sandusky Park Ave. and John E. Hudson as
Theaters, is dead.
assistant. Gluck, during the last 12
years, has been with Skouras in the
met. area. Hudson joined the Universal theater dept. last August.
One of the major companies
needs ssveral experienced, intelligent, personable men as
field representatives. Primarily, they must have good advertising sense and a fsel for
top advertising and publicity
values. While these men will
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%stice Dept/s Griffith
Appeal to Oklahoma City
(Continued from Page 1)

in Washington. It is likely that the
high tribunal will be in receipt of
all the documents by early next week.

Non-Theatrical Pix Ass'n
Plans Spring Convention

Extras To Eat

(Continued from Page 1)
the opportunity afforded any othe

$1,000,000 Melon

Plaintiff in the action brough
exhibitor."
against
al, is
W^ ^jre
"^^
Goldman Loew's,
Theaters,et Inc.,
whic\«'
viously was awarded $435,000 dam
ages, representing $325,000 trip!
active pay increases, with* many exdamages and $60,000 attorney fees
pecting sums ranging from $500 to
Interest to date was not allowed b
$1,000 apiece.
the Court. Period covered by th
action was one year.
It is understood that the defend
PRC's Product Position
ants plan to file an appeal.
Strongest, Says Thomas
In addition to the licensing pro
vision, the decree by Judge Kirk
(Continued from Page 1)
Patrick enjoins the defendants froi
"The Devil On Wheels," starring these acts:
Moreen Nash and Darryl Hickman,
"(A) Monopolizing or atand "Wild Country," first of the new
tempting to monopolize the exEddie Dean series to be produced by
hibition of feature motion picJerry Thomas.
tures on first-run in the city of
Films in cutting stages include.
Pliiladelphia or from entering
"Born To Speed," "Light-house,"
into, engaging in or consummat"The Return of Rin Tin Tin," "Philo
ing, directly or indirectly, exVance's Gamble," "Range Beyond
pressly or impliedly, by means
The Blue," "Three On A Check,"
of discrimination in prices and
"Red Stallion," "Philo Vance Reterms, or by any other means or
"turns," "Law Of The Lash," and
device, any such monopoliza"West to Glory."
tion or any such restraint of
At least four of these will be in
interstate trade or commerce.
circulation by mid-February, with
"(B) Enforcing, continuing,
all except "Red Stallion" to be reperforming
or acting under any
leased by March 15. Latter will be
provision in existing contracts
released in the Spring.
or license agreements between
the distributor defendants and
Now before the cameras are "All
in the Game," "Border Feud," and
the exhibitor defendants having
the third film in the Philo Vance
the effect of such monopolizaseries, as yet untitled, all to be released in April.
tion, and entering into, executing or performing, directly or
indirectly, expressly or impliedly, any provisions in any
other such license agreements,
20%
of
Sunday
"Take"
for
Key West, Fla., Charities
franchise or arrangements whatsoever having the same efifect.
Key West, Fla. — Theaters in this
"(C) Conspiring to protect or
city and Monroe County will be
perpetuate any such monopoly
forced to remain shut until 6 p.m.
in the exhibition of motion picon Sundays if City Manager 0. J. S.
tures on first-run in the city of
Ellingson moves to enforce an ordiPhiladelphia, or such restraint
nance passed in 1913. Authorizaof, or agreement or conspiracy
tion for the move was recently voted
to restrain such interstate
by the City Commissioners.
trade or commerce in motion picPreviously theaters opened at 3
tures, or entering into, engaging
p.m. on Sundays. The ordinance also
requires theaters to show only films
in, accomplishing or consummating, directly or indirectly,
approved by the National Board of
expressly or impliedly and
Review and calls for payment of 20
agreements or conspiracies havper cent of the proceeds to be doing the same effect as that set
nated to a charitable institution.
forth in the findings of fact in
Failure to pay the required amount
this cause and declared to be
of the net proceeds of Sunday shows
will prevent future operation.
illegal by the Court in its conIt was indicated the revival of
clusions of law."
the ordinance will affect all busifiesses which heretofore have been
operating in violation. The City
Manager said he will study the outcome of enforcement and would permit leeway wherever possible.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Extra players here
will split an estimated $1,000000
melon early next month. The melon
will be in form of checks for retro-

The Allied Non-Theatrical Film
Association has announced plans to
hold its next convention in late
Anril or early Mav. Facilities in
Atlantic Citv. N. Y. C., Cleveland.
Chicago, and Buffalo are now being
investisrated bv Wilfred L. Knighton,
executive secretarv.
At the last ANFA meeting, held
in New York, this month, business
included discussion of by-law
changes, such as provisions for a
clarification of the distinction between active and associate members:
a pronosal to limit the voting powers of past president^! on the board
of directors; to nrovide for nominations and no-'sibly election of officers
bv mail ballot, and a nronosal to
^]tev the method of changing by- Leeder Leaves SG Post
laws tn prr>vifle for either convention
Detroit — Calvin Leeder has reor mail action.
signed as manager of the Screen
Pi^osidine was William F. Kruse,
oF United World Films, and Orton Guild Cincinnati office, and Harris
Dudelson, new district manager, is
H. Hicks, of Loew's International, temporarily handling the office.
was quest speaker.

STORK REPORTS

Baby girl, Nadine Ronnie, si:
pounds, was born to Mr. and Mrs
Myron J. Starr, at Israel Zion Hosi
pital, Brooklyn, Dec. 18. Father 1
in UA's N. Y. exchange; mother
formerly with Columbia home offic»
payroll department.

1
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^l9thSt.Thealer's
na Profits Go lo Blum
I

(Continued from Page 1)

irustees of the Lawlor Estate, ownoi p of the property, disregarding
flum's
prior purchase
theparties
prop:iy although
they were ofnot
) the suit between Blum and Goldf k. 3/ purchase price was $653,000.
joiuman's final higher offer was
^Mpp8,500 and it is understood that
ijie trustees were protected in an
.^■reement Goldman made with them
lending outcome of the case. In
''jther words, the trustees lost nothing
■' ttJ£yThe
Blumcasegetting
hingedtheon property.
an act of 1945
:Ke!it )i gulating sales by fiduciaries which
e Supreme Court of Pennsylvania,
on Sept. 30,
? ?n) litting in Pittsburgh
Kijlllpheld.

WHO'SWHO
JAN

IN HOLLYWOOD

GRIPPO. Producer-agent. Born Dec. 15, 1907 in Beacon, N. Y. Produces

Monogram's box office hits, the Bowery Boys series, latest being "Mr. Hex,"
his own original story. Graduated from the New York School of Design and at
the age of 19 became a successful cartoonist for the
Herald Tribune Syndicate. Did caricatures of stars in
Shubert's shows for New York papers. During this time
he was actively engaged as a magician and hypnotist.
In 1937, he and his brother, Jimmy, brought Melio Bettina to the Coast and by putting Hex on opposing fighters started Bettina in march toward light-heavyweight
championship, which he later gained. Whiie on the Coast,
he went to agent Flo Browne with original story he had
written. Sold the story, and later married Miss Browne
resulting in Grippo entering the agency as partner. Served
as technical advisor on "This Gun For Hire" at Paramount and Warners' "Shine on Harvest Moon." Entered
production ranks in 1944 and is now planning highbudget films for coming year in addition to Bowery Boys
series. During spare time, has contributed greatly to
rehabilitation of many soldiers with minor mental problems through hypnotism and suggestive therapeutics, and entertained servicemen at various camps during war with feats of magic. Stands, 5, 10. Weighs,
165. Eyes, brown. Hair, black.

: ::o! li

yilch. Allied Booking
l^o-op. Plans No Fight

Detroit — The new booking iservice
||f Allied Theaters of Michigan is
''ot a challenge to the distributors
iccording to Jack Stewart, general
nanager, nor is it a substitution for
!iny of the booking services characlerizing the Detroit territory.
J "Our object is not to seek big re|uction in film rentals, and it is not
jxpected by our members. We are
^ot organizing to start a fight.
"It is our purpose to save our
pembers from the bother, and expense of booking films, acting as a
ilearing house.
I "The new service of Allied will^esrotiate all contracts but the ex'libitor will continue signing them.
!! "We are not trying to put out of
business any other booking groups,
^urs will be voluntary service and
i-he Allied Board must pass on all
aew accounts to be accepted."

Bremerholm Heads New
^O Copenhagen Office
I Phil Reisman, RKO Radio viceoresident in charge of foreign operl^tion;, has appointed Aage Bremerholm as manager of the company's
liewly organized office in Denmark,
premerholm, who will headquarter in
Copenhagen, has been managing director for Gloria Films A/S, former
distributing outlet for RKO in that
-erritory.

B & H's Carlson Dead

Chicago — Eric F. Carlson, Bell &
Howell Western district manager,
iflied after an extended illness.

C of C Turns Exhth,
In iV. 0. High School

Hi
aer

Goffstown, N. H. — Regular motion picture shows have been started
here by the Chamber of Commerce
in the high school hall. The first
program featured "The Amazing
Mrs. Holliday."

Hope For U. S. Tax lut

Gala Inauguration for
Variety Club of Mexico

"Best Years" Ties Up Chi.
Loop at Woods Premiere

Inauguration ceremonies of MexChicago — Opening of Sam Goldico's Variety Club will start off a wyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives"
week of gala activity during the at the Essaness Woods Theater, leading Look indie, here Wednesday
week of Jan. 13, R. J. O'Donnell, National
chief
barker,
announced
yesnight rated as just about the town's
terday.
biggest of the year, with trolley
Business and political leaders from traffic re-routed and extra police detail called to handle the crowd that
Mexico and America, as well as
Variety members and their wives will jam-packed the street.
Premiere was broadcast, with Les
attend the Inauguration Dinner in
the Hotel Reforma's Giro's, Jan. 16. Lear emceeing. Among those who
Later the same day, the new Vari- participated were Sopiiie Tucker,
ety Club quarters will be opened Bobby Breen, Willie Shore, Joe
With eocktail party and buffet with Brown, Ralph Forbes, Sig Arno, Walthe newly elected barker and officers
ter Kmgs-ord and Cathy O'Donnell.
of the Mexican Tent as hosts.
"Best Years" will virtually run
N. Peter Rathvon, prexy of RKO, day and night at the Woods, house
will entertain Variety Club visitors only closing for necessary clean-up
at a luncheon at the new Churubusco in the eariy morning hours. Price
Studios, on Jan. 17. That night will scale for the engagement is: Mornbe celebrated with a Charity Ball for
ings, 79c; matinee, y6c, and evenings,
the benefit of the Mexico Variety $1.40, the latter at 45 cent advance
Club. Large attendance of Mexican over the usual house scale.
Pic, it was said yesterday, gave
and American film notables is exthe House a new opening day attendpected.
ance record, tJie ex cr erne cold
Week-end will be reserved for
sightseeing, bull-fights and other weather failing to dent attendance.
festivities. National officers scheduled to attend, besides O'Donnell, Open Way for March Vote
are: Col. William McCraw, "Chick" On Daylight Time Repeal
Lewis and John H. Harris. Delegations from tents all over America
St. Louis, Mo. — The Board of
are also planning to attend.
Aldermen
voted the
20 daylight
to 5 to "file"
bill to repeal
savinga
Clearance Eliminated
ordinance. This left the way clear
for a city-wide vote on the question
By Arbitrator's Decision
at the March primary elecaon.
James H. Arthur, president, FanAn arbitrator's award has abolished clearance in all contracts be- chon & Marco Service Corp., and
tween the Palace Theater, Rodessa, Fred Wehrenberg, Wehrenberg-KaiLa., and Paramount, Warners, RKO mann Circuit, are the joint chairmen
and 20th-Fox. Complaint against ox a special committee of local theater owners and managers which
M-G-M was dismissed when Loew's
claimed that no clearance clause ex- will circulate petitions.
isted in its contracts with the Palace.
At a public hearing before the
The arbitrator dismissed without aldermanic legislation committee,
Clarence Kaimann, speaking for the
prejudice the complainant's demand MPTO of St. Louis, presented a pethat pictures be made available withtition bearing the signatures of
in 10 days after national release, con6,700 persons who are opposed to
cluding that jurisdiction did not en- daylight
saving.
compass this point.
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Washington — Hope lor Congressional action to declare the war officially at an end, which would mean
-in automatic reduction of the admission tax and other excise levies
£0 their pre-war rates, was voiced
yesterday
Rep. Edward 0. McCowen, (0. byRep.).

ar's

McCowen, discussing
recommendation
by hislast
Ohioweek's
colleague. Rep. Earl Lewis, that this
action not be taken, said he thinks
congress would take the step if it
were prepared simultaneously to
vote separate legislation which
would in effect retain for the Federal Government certain powers the
loss of which Lewis had claimed
would result in chaos.
McCowen referred specifically to
powers necessary to maintain the
Army's occupation authority in Germany and other conquered countries.
Other powers which Congress would
apparently like the executive to regain are ttie powers for dealing with
labor disputes and a number of
other special war powers.
If McCowen's solution is adopted,
it will probably mean that the admissions levy will go down six months
after passage of the bill. It is highly unlikely that Congress would pass
special legislation to retain the wartime raiLes.

Pal Enters Fight for
'Kilroy" Film Rights
tVcst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The fight for priority
rights to the much-publicized title
"Kilroy Was Here" was joined yesterday by Producer George Pal who
is about to close a deal for the purchase of a story by that name by
William Fleming French and published in the Saturday Evening Post
more than two years ago.
With at least six other producers
and studios squabblin'- over claims
to the name, Pal quietly stole a
march when he opened negotiations
with French for the story and title,
claims to which are supported by
the Saturday Evening Post publishers, Curtis, and by copyright files
in Washington.
Pal wants to film the Kilroy story
as a high budget full length feature,
and considers French's story good
screen material. Title, which was
chalked on walls all over the world
by GI Joes during the war, is considered a natural for the box office
and legal action may be taken before
ownership of those three words is
finally settled.

REUf POSTS
STAUNTON

RYRIE,

Omaha.
DONALD
PLOTT,

treasurer,
city

RAYMOND
Supply, HARKINS,
Omaha.
Naval
Depot.

sales.
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RKO-Brandeis,
Western
Hastings

Theater
(Neb.)
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Little Headiines:

New Color Lab
Planned for H'wood
■.Vest Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Independent Film
Corporation, which will operate a
colored film laboratory, handling- a
four-color separation invented by
Glenn Gano, veteran cinema photographer, has been organized with
Senter F. Walker of Salt Lake City,
a retired mine owner and cattle
rancher, as president; Fred Walker,
vice-president and executive director
and Walker Wamdoldt, Los Angeles
tax counselor, secretary.
Independent will start erection of
a three-story office building on South
Highland Ave. in January. Structure will house a sound stage which
will have 5,000 square feet and building -will represent a cost of $250,000.
In addition to this building. Independent will also erect a four-story
film laboratory building.
Affiliated with Independent will be
Standard Pictures Corporation of
which Fred Walker is president.
Standard has been capitalized at
$500,000 but this capitalization will
be increased to $1,000,000 while
capitalization of Independent will be
increased to $1,000,000.
Standard will release its product
through 32 Independent exchanges
and plans a program of 32 pix, in
color, for 1947.
Charles Krantz, veteran distribution executive, is handling distribution matters for Standard. Krantz
and Ted Cunningham, of Special Attractions, Los Angeles Independent
exchange, will produce four pictures
for Standard. Independent has completed '"Gun Smoke" starring Nick
Stuart, but it will be the only blackand-white picture handled by Standard. John P. McCarthy, veteran director, has been signed as one of
Standard's directors.

LOCAL 46, lATSE, newly-organized Chicago union of "white collar" theater employes, will present its wage demands following a survey to be made by a scale committee headed by Gene Atkinson, business agent of the operators union.

•

WITHDRAWAL OF TWO MORE television applications in California was revealed yesterday bythe FCC, with Dorothy Thackrey, publisher of the New York Pest and licensee
of WLIB. New York, withdrawing her application for San Francisco, and Howard Hughes
withdrawing his for San Mateo.

•

FOR THE FIRST TIME, a British player nosed out a Hollywood star in the British
popularity poll ccnducted by the Kinematograph Weekly, UK trade journal. Spot went
to James Mason, with Bing Crosby second. British poll saw "Wicked
rop attraction of 1946. Mason stars in it.

Lady" rated the

•

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

and J. Arthur Rank will have four new releases play-

ing the Broadway area for the holiday season. Rank's "The Overlanders" opened last
night at the Rialto and will be f:llowed by "Wicked Lady" at the Winter Garden tomorrow. "Temptation" will bow at the Criterion on Dec. 24 and "Stairway to Heaven"
.ights the Park Avenue on Christmas day.

•

IFF Units Shooting
in Eigtit Countries
Next Thursday marks the firs
anniversary of the InternationE
Film Foundation, Inc., with heac
quarters at 1600 Broadway.
Non-profit membership organizs
tion, the IFF was bankrolled wit
initial grant by Davella Mills/" ^i^r
dation of Montclair, N. J., "\^ :o
mote better understanding betwee
peoples of different nations, race
and religions ... to present an
interpret other nations and people
to the American people and to pre
sent and interpret the America
people to other nations . . . throug
the production and distribution o
motion pictures . . . and . . . Tele

"MEN OF TOMORROW," Warners' featurette dealing with the Boy Scouts of America,
is on its way to setting a record in number of playdates fcr a short subject, with approximately 12,000 engagements already set and others still coming in.

Pioneer
Julien Bry
vision.
. . documentarian
."
an, executive director of the IFF, a
the moment is on a camera expedi
tion in Russia. Other units ar
shooting in Italy, France, Poland
Czechoslovakia, Philippines, Chin;
Pix Dearth Caused by Rapid Tumovei — Rodgers andTheJapan.
Foundation has contractec
(Continued from Page 1)
with U. S. State Department fo:
films on American life. Negotia
prediction of a box- tions are still pending on liaison be
people who can return little rev- Institute's
enue, they will have to play pic- office recession in 1947, Rodgers tween the IFF and UNESCO.
stated that the present peak audii,ures longer,"
he added.
Commercial dealers and film ex
ence could be retained by presenting
Solo Bills
Outdrawn
In the discussion that followed, only quality films of wide appeal and changes handle the distribution
Principal aim of the IFF is to ge
it was pointed out that many the- eliminating the B's. "The future is its documentaries shown in com
aters in key cities were playing bright," he said, "for those who have
munities, schools, churches, so tha
double bills during the week with a the vision to prepare for it."
forum discussions can be built arounc
single feature over the week-end and
Rodgers
thatsatisfactorily
Metro's re- each film. New York theaters showprints werereported
being very
xinamg a higher take with the solo
ing IFF documentaries are the Norattraction. This is due, it was said, received, with "Rage in Heaven" mandie
and the Leo Brecher chain
CO increased week-end prices and grossing considerably more than Tians-Lux Theaters, Grand Centra
when
first
released
five
years
ago.
inore snows per day with the single
Theater and the Stanley.
pic. In adaition, people seem to be "Metro's policy is to handle re-prints
Ten documentaries on the peoplewith
the
same
attention
as
a
new
onoppmg ior quality and prefer a
Russia, Poland, Latin America
cop single feature to a mediocre dual. picture," he added, but warned of
and the U. S. have been produced bj
Rodgers said that Metro planned against the release of too many of
CO maKe about 24 pictures in 1947 the older pictures at one time. "If tribution throughout the States.
and mat the number released would re-issues are handled with good tha Foundation and released for dis'depend on the ability of the market taste," he said, "more money will be
Co absorb them. Among the forthto MakeDistribution
"Gay Ones'
coming product for wnich he has theRodgers,
For Korda
result." who leaves tomorrow for Huth
great expectations, he cited "The a vacation in Florida, expressed his
Yearling," which follows "Till the appreciation to the members of the
London (By Cable)— Harold Huth.
AI Frozen Dead
Glouds KoU By" into tne Music Hall; trade press for their handling of the who recently formed his own indie
many
problems
that
confronted
the
Chicago — Al Frozen, veteran the- •The Begmnmg of the End," "Sea of
company, will make "The
I motion picture industry during the producing
ater motion picture operator, is Grass" and "L.ady in the Lake."
Gay Ones" for Sir Alexander Korda
dead. Burial was at the Waldheim
Terms for "Tne Yearling" have I past year. Present at the luncheon, at the Riverside Studios. Shooting
not yet been set, he said. Metro will ' representing M-G-M, were Howard starts in January.
Cemetery yesterday.
first see how the picture is received i Deitz, Si Seadler, H. M. Richey, E.
and then sell it on the Iwisis of what ; W. Aaron, E. M. Saunders, William Bernstein, Acting Manager
John Gruwell Dead
it's worth.
' Ferguson, J. P. Byrne, Herb Crooker,
The appointment of Jack BernSees Box OflSce Holding
Tyree Dillardj Jr., Mike Simon and
iMarshfield, Wis. — John P. Grustein to the post of acting manager
Bill
Ornstein.
Discounting
Audience
Research
well, 72, former owner of the Grand
at Toronto has been announced by
and Rapids at Wisconsin Rapids, is
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vicedead.
Pizor on Coast to Tcdk
Louis Hayward Signed
president in charge of domestic disSGP Overseas Policies
tribution. Bernstein joined the comBy E-L For Two Pix
pany in 1939 and was promoted to
salesman
within
the past year.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATSiY
William Pizor, foreign manager of
NIars-eye View! ! I
Montgomery, Ala. — Movie critics
Hollywood — Louis Hayward has Screen Guild Productions, now on
probably thought they were seeing
been signed to a two-picture contract the West Coast for confabs with
a Mars-eye view of the world in
with Eagle-Lion Films by Bryan company officials on overseas disthe Sunday Advertiser-Journal movie
Foy, vice-president in charge of production. First film is set to get ti'ibution policies, expects to leave for
fare for the week. Billings were:
"Two Guys From Milwaukee," "This
under way Dec. 26. It is titled "Re- Europe right after the first of the
Gun For Hire," "Badman's Terripeat Performance" and will co-star year to line up distrib. set-up in
Siegel-Weiner
Hayward with Joan Leslie.
England, France, Italy, Belgium,
tory," "The Bandit of Sherwood ForEve Siegel, magazine and fashion
Holland,
Norway,
Sweden,
Denmark
editor in the Warner Bros, home ofA budget of $1,500,000 has been
est," "Notorious Gentleman," "Torallocated for the production which and Switzerland. If he has time durnado,'' "Zombies on Broadway,"
fice publicity department, will be
is based on a novel by William
ing his six to eight-week visit, he married in New York on Sunday
"S:arface," "Racketeer Rabbit," and
will try to finalize details in Spain to Louis Weiner, food technician with
"Snooper Service.'
O'Farrell.
It will be directed by and
Portugal.
Alfred
W. Werker.
Griffith Laboratories,

Single Bill Now Drawing Card

UJEDDinG BELLS

t U-l do not intend to

ggest there is any great
magic in what we are doing, but
we want you to watch the fast
progress we are making.

When you stop to consider that
in the past few months Universalinternational's customers have
had such smashes as "The Killers
and "Canyon Passage" and when
you realize that currently they
have "Dark Mirror," "Magnificent
Doll," "Temptation," "Wicked
Lady" and "Notorious Gentleman," you have to admit things
are really looking up.

Just around the corner are "Swell
Guy," "Smash-Up," "I'll Be Yours,"
"Stairway To Heaven," and of
course, we know you are waiting
just as anxiously as we are for
"THE EGG AND I." In fact, in knowing circles everyone is saying,
"U-l has the Egg and l'." What
more could anyone have?
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pedal Yule Alrers

Holly wood- Vine Yard
<K*
By RALPH WEJL

Special holiday programs will be
featured by New York City's three
major tele outlets during the next
few days. WNBT has the most extensive schedule of special Yule presentations which includes last Wednesday's pickup from Gimble's "Toyland."
Also ' You Are An Artist," last
night, in which the artist showed
viewers how to draw Xmas cards,
an Xmas movie, and how to prepare
special Xmas meais tomghc; a pickup from KocKeielier Center, on ijunGay, oi ciie Choriscers; a live taient
scuQio preseni,acion enciLied "ihe
Nignc Beiore Xmas," ana iirst fiims
of cne party m Washington, D. C,
for cliUuren of che JJipiomatii; Corps.
Sanca Ciaus, inaiana, is the suoject oi fiim snowing Monday nignt,
wnile luesday nignc the week's
on'erings wiU De climaxed by a combinacion studio proQUced and tieldpicKup dramatic program, •" According i'o Joseph."
VVCiiS-l'v have confined their actual Yuie programs co Christmas
Day wnen tney will present a modern nativity, '-ftie Desert bhall Rejoice," a CzechoslovaKian tiim,
"Xmas Dream" and a capella choir
Xmas night.
Highlight of WABD's programs
wui De tneir held piCK-up irom old
St. fatriCK's Cnurci-i wnere Lliey are
setting up cneir cameras lor iviidnigut inass on Xmas Hive.

iy*tt Ctart BnrMu

»f THE

FILM

^j^^

DAILY

HOLLYWOOD

p\AY'S studio news digest: "Brute Force," with Burt Lancaster as one of
the stars and Jules Dassin as the director, will be Mark Hell nger's
third production for Un.versal-international release
A, though no contracts have been signed, Preston Sturges may join Twentieth-Fox in the
near future with a producer-wriler-director oeal. If plans materialize, his
first job there would be "Matrix," a story he wrote some time ago, w.th
Gene Tierney in the lead
Eag.e-Licn has acquired two juveniles, Lois
But.er for "Clementine," and Richard Tyler, now on B'way in "Christopher
Blake," for "Kenny'
Hal Waliis has signed Robert Cumm.ngs
to a
new seven-year deal calling for one pix per annum
Br.tish actress,
PhylLs Cawert, now here mak.ng "Time Ojt of M.nd" for Universal-International, has signed a long-term contract with Para, and WjL divide her time
between England and here
Sjm and Bella Spewack, "Boy Meets G-rl"
authors, will write and produce "The N.ght is Yuun^'' f.r RKO, sometime
after the New Year
John Carroll, who recently inked a icng-term
deal with Republic, will star in "Dtn
Charles,"
Rex Beach's
novel, for
them
Keenan
Wynn
and Leon
Ames
have joined M-G-M's
"Song
of the Thin Man" cast
Bob Hjpe's next for Para, will be "Pale Face"
after "Road
tj Rio" is finished. It's a wild west comedy
Herbert
Marshall will co-star with Joan Fontaine in Universal-Internationals "Ivy"
"The Walls of Jericho" may be Gregory Feck's remain. ng commitment for 1 wentieth-Fox
Warners have cast Errol Fiynn in "One Last
Fling," and
Sus.e" gets
and A.lyn J
"Violence,"

signed Penny Edwards
to a
under way at RKO after the
slyn handling the leads
co-stars Nancy Coleman and

Points of Appeal Filed
In Jackson Fark Action

long-termer
"If You Know
1st with Eddie Cantor, Jjan Djvis
B. & B.'s next Monogram release,
Michael O'Shea

Wires
All Branch
"GetesSet"
Depinetto Drive

C h i c a g o — Distributor-derendants
Today brings the green light
in the Jaciisun fark case have for the official start of the 10th anfiled a statement of points to be renual Depinet Drive, Robert Mochrie,
St. Louis — Town, Inc., a subsidlied upon in their appeal. These
iary of Jbanchon & Marco, lias taken pOints included objection to the RKO Radio veepee, announced to all
over tne Tivoli, Univeisicy Cicy, just
of escoppel of ver- company exchanges via simultaneous
over tne St. Louis western cicy lim- court'sdict,decision
entry of finding of fact and wire. Drive will continue to May 8.
its, unaer a 15-year lease running
of law made by PresidLen S. Gruenberg, RKO Radio
from Dec. 1. Heretofore the 1450- conclusion
ing Judge Michael Igoe last June Rocky Mountain District manager,
seat house had heen under lease 'to and objections to the decree entered
IS the iy46 Drive captain, and he
the St. Louis Amusement Co. and
by Judge Igoe on Oct. 16.
lias aireaay completed a preliminary
that company has raised legal objecDefendants must compleiie appeal
company's
extion to tne i'anchon & iVIarco action. and fiie with the clerk of the Court tour of 15
changes. Heofwilltheresume
exchange
of Appeals by Dec. 26.
visits after the holidays. Accompanying Gruenberg on his crips are Harry
Gittleson, assistant to Walter E.
Quimby Heads Metro
iSranson, Western Division sales
Stuaio Shorts Dept.
iiianager and Frank Drumm, assistant to Nat Levy, Eastern Division
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
iaies manager.
DICK ROWLAND, producer and industry
Hollywood — Fred C. Quimby hat
pioneer, is expected to leave West S de
S, Barret McCormick, RKO's
been named head of Metro's short
Hospital today after having been there for subject department at the studio. In director of advertising and publicity,
uas prepared an extensive collection
eight weeks.
addition to producing 16 Technicoloi
ol Depinet Drive accessories coverROY J. MILLER, Universal branch manacartoons annually, Quimby will proing the program.
duce six John Nesbitt Passing Pa
ger at Minneapolis, is out of an O.naha
hospital f. Mowing an operation and hopes rades and four two-reel Specials.
Also included in the program wil. Local 109 Dance Tonight
to return home by CJiristmas.
Members of the Screen Office ana
WILLIAM BARKER. Columbia salesman
be 10 iPete Smith Specialties proat Omaha, is again ill and has missed 10
duced by Pete Smith and 12 Techni- Professional Employes Guild, Loca.
color Traveltalks produced by James 109, will apoiuor a dance and enterdays of work so far.
A. FitzPatrick.
tainment tonight at the City Center
MRS. HARRY FOSTER, former secretary
Casino.
to the general manager of 20.h-Fox in

Protest Tivoli Lease Deal

SICK LIST

Canada, was seriously injured when thrown
by a horse. She is the sister of Hstlon Taylor, RKO Detroit branch manager.
GEORGE W. SAMPSON, salesman for
RKO is reported out of danger f {lowing
a major operation and is being prepared
for a second.

Wm. B. Holden Dead

Chicago — William B. Holden, father o. Will Holden, Jr., B&K Northwestern district manager, is dead.
His wife and another son, Theodore,
survive. Burial is at Mount Olive
Cemetery tomorrow.

Frank Omick Dies
Chicago — Frank Omick, 47, for 21
years with Great Stages Circuit, is
dead from a brain hemorrhage. His
wife and two children survive. Burial
will be at Aurora, Illinois, tomorrow.

"Henry" Tops Best Pi
List of Nat'l Board
J. Arthur Rank's "Henry V" tO]
the 10 outstanding pictures of 19
selected by the Committee on Exce;
tional Motion Pictures of the N
tional Board of Review. Basis f<
judgment is "artistic merit aj^ inn
porcance."
\, jc
u^ner nine picked by the commi
tee, in order oi votmg, follow:
"upen City," 'The Best Years o
Our L,ives," "Brief Encounter," "iji
Walk in the Sun," "it Happened a ||
tne mn," "My Darling Clementine, '
'i'ne ijiary ox a uiiambermaid,
"ihe Kiuers," "Anna and ttie Kin;
"Open City" also was voted th(
best loreign language film of th(
year, liest periormance nods wen
toof Liaurence
Siam." ulivier wno had the tith
role in "ilenry V and to Anna Mag
nam, starred
in "Open
Cicy."
accolade
for best
direction
went Tmtc
William Wyler for "The Best Years
On the basis of entertainment, tht
committee
picked these 10:
of Our Lives."
"Henry V," "Anna and the King
of Siam,' "The Green Years," "iht
Etells of St. Mary's," "Brief Encounter," 'Caesar and Cleopatra,'
"A Walk in the Sun," "The Best
Years of Our Lives," "Notorious,"
"Saratoga Trunk."

Appoint Noye 20th-Fox
Manager in Mexico
Allen M. Noye has been appointed

manager
lor by
iluthMurray
Cencury-i^ox
ii'ilms
in iViexico,
Silverstone,
president of iiOth-international and
mter-America Corp. Noye, former
manager for the company in Colombia, replaces Joseph G. Mullen, who
has been granted a leave of absence
due to illness. Noye is currently in
New York conferring with home
office executives prior to his departure for Mexico City where he
will make his headquarters.
Siegfried Zooel, lormeriy assistant to Noye in Colombia, has been
promoted
to the managerial post in |
tnat territory.

"Duel" at Egyptian on 31st
West Coast Bureau

of itiE tlLM

DAILY

Hollywood — SRO's "Duel in the
Sun" will begin a two-week roadshow engagement at the Egyptian
Theater, Dec. 31.

Cleveland's Dailies
Up Ad Rates Feb. 1
Cleveland, 0. — Advertising rates
on all three local daily newspapers
will advance effective Feb. 1, advertisers have been notified. Plain
Dealer, only morning daily, goes up
from 34c to 37 Vi cents a line;
Press from 3714 cents to 40 Vi cents
and the News from 28 cents to
30'/2 cents.
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ItTJ'S'S'l ^'The REVIEW
Beast With Five Of "The
Locket"
Story of the Pope'

Filed by M.W.DArcy'
(Continued from Page 1)

result he was forced to abandon his
operations of the house on which he
signed a 5-year lease in September,
He alleged that the distributors
1942."
acting in concert and agreement with
the exhibitors refused to sell him
first-run film and refused to sell
sufficient later-run pictures on reasonable and competitive terms and
conditions to enable him to operate.
He abandoned operations after three
months and claims an actual loss of
3200,000 and asks treble damages
under the anti-trust laws.
Named as defendants are: Fanchon
& Marco, St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Inc., St. Louis Amusement Co.,
Eden Theater, St. Louis Missouri
Theater, Inc., Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
James H. Arthur, Edward B. Arthur,
Thomas G. Arthur, Harry C. Arthur
III, Edward L. Murphy, Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., 20th Century-Fox Film
Coi-p., Warner Bros. Picture Distributing Corp., Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., United Artists Corp.,
Columbia Pictures, Inc., Loew's, Inc.,
Monogram Pictures Corp. and Republic Pictures Corp.
D'Arcylector ofpresently
a Deputyin ColInternal is
Revenue
the
field division out of St. Louis.

James Arthur Claims
Charges Unfounded

James H. Arthur, an individual
defendant and an officer of Fanchon
and Marco, Inc., and its subsidiaries
named as defendants in D'Arcy's
anti-trust suit said the charge of
conspiracy was absolutely without
foundation and he denied that any
action was taken by Fanchon and
Marco or any other subsidiaries or
individual officers or employes to
keep Shubert.
D'Arcy from getting films for
the
"The suit was absolutely a surprise to us," Arthur said. "The first
we knew of D'Arcy's alleged claims
was when we were advised by newspaper reporters that his action had
been filed in court. After D'Arcy
gave up operation of the Shubert,
Service Group, so-called because four
of its five partners had seen war
service, took over the Shubert and
some other houses in 1943."

Irvin Shapiro Rehiming

Irvin Shapiro, international film
distributor, is expected to arrive on
the S. S. America over the week-end.
During his three-month visit to the
capitals of Europe, he made several
important deals involving reciprocal
distribution of European and American films.

with

with Robert Alda, Andrea King, Peter Lorre
Warners
88 Mins.
FIRST CLASS HORROR
JOB WELL
THREADED WITH MACABRE ELEMENTS;
WILL DO BIZ.

Fingers"

Laraine

Day, Brian Aherne, Robert
Mitchum
RKO
86 Mins.
UNUSUAL

WELL
NAME

AND

WITH
VALUES.

COMPELLING PSYCHOPATHIC DRAMA SHOULD DO
FEMALE TRADE. GOOD

The lead quartet in this drama — Laraine
Day, Brian Aherne, Robert Mitchum, Gene
item in 'The Beast With Five Fingers." Raymond — should supply the magnetism
Here's Peter Lorre grimacing all over the to attract the regular trade. It should go
place. There's strange doings in a graveplaces on merit with the proper handling.
yard, a mausoleum, with corpses, a couple
of violent deaths and to top it all off a The supporting cast Includes such veterans
disembrdied hand. This hand is alive. It as Ricardo C o r t e z , Henry Stephenson,
crawls over the floor. It is found poking Sharyn Moffett, in the juvenile divlslcn, and
Reginald Denny, who is seen briefly.
around In bookshelves. It strangles.
It is an unusual drama dealing with a
This one should provoke screams and
neurosis. Miss Day has a juvenile fixation
squeals.
should
the have
spectators'
skin crawl.It The
horrormake
fans will
a day that she is helpless to conquer without the
aid of psychiatry. Through the years she
for themselves.
becomes responsible for the ruination of
It takes place in a small Italian village,
three men. She has a phobia for diamonds
about the turn cf the century. Victor Franand a mental quirk quite beyond her control forces her to steal. She is no thief. U
cen holds forth at a villa. He's an English
pianist whose right arm is paralyzed. He
all stems from a childhood fiasco. Anotber
olays specially transcribed music with his
left hand. Alda is his aide, stooge, music child had given her a lotket set with a
diamond. She was compelled to give it
transcriber and chess-playing companion.
back. It later was lost and she was accused
Miss
King isdies
Francen's
nurse. accident. Soon of stealing it. This accusation brought
Francen
in a freak
The horror collection has another good

mental scars and she later "took" other
jewelry.
She meets Robert Mitchum, an artist.
They grow to love each other. But Mitchum
understands her case and tries to get her
Miss King. There's more weird business.
J. Carrol Naish is the local police inspector straightened out. He fails. She marries
and he cannot understand the goings on. Aherne. When a man is about to be electrocuted and Miss Day can save him if she
Soon the servants quit.
Lorre blows his top babbling about a reveals herself, Mitchum attempts to enlist Aherne. He fails, commits suicide.
hand. The Francen coffin is opened and his
Aherne and Miss Day go to wartime Engleft hand is missing — cut off. This hand
land. She again takes jewelry. Aherne is
s-on appears about the house. It's alive and seriously affected when the truth comes
responsible for various mischief. Only Lorre
knows about it at first. He finally nails it out. Miss Day divorces him and returns
ti this country to marry Gene Raymond.
to a board and hides it in a safe. Somehow
This event is about to take place when
it gets out and tries to kill Francen's
nephew. Lorre tosses it into a firep'ace. It Aherne comes visiting to reveal M'ss Day's
case to Raymond. That's how it begins and
crawls out. Then it's at the piano again.
the story telescopes to the final conclusion
All this transoires. but the players inwhen Miss Day collaoses after the elements
volved in the telling drn't seem to believe
it. Eventually the piece manages to reach of her juvenile affliction are acc'dentallv
a semblance of conclusion. Naish locates introduced. She Is led avwy to a hospital.
The story unfolds In large solid slices
hidden wires which might solve the piano
of detail. It holds Interest. Miss Day capbusiness. But his work is not to the. comably plays an unsympathetic character who
olete satisfaction of the audience that knows
after he's buried the piano on the premises
is heard playing — by itself. The music is
for one hand. The heirs and relatives come
on the scene. Francen has willed his all to

more and has seen more than the policeman.

garners sympathy as her case unf-lds. The
rest of the cast render their roles convinclnply.

Suffice It to say that this film has the
macabre moment throughout and while it
does not make for a great deal of sense
however, it certainly packs the desired
"ruesome material all the way. Robert

CAST: Laraine Day, Brian Aherne. Robert
Mitchum, Gene Roymond, Sharyn Moffett, Ricardo Cort^z, Henrv Steohenson, Kathryn Emrv,
Reginald Denny, Fay Helm, Helene Th^mig.
Oueenie Leonord, Myrna Dell, Nella Walker,
Johnnv
Clark.

Florpv directed.
CAST: Robert Alda, Andrpa Kipo, P-ter Lorre,
vector Francen. J. Carrol Naish, Charles D'ng!=,
John
Pa*''"'-aAlv^n.
White.David Hoffman, Barbara Brown,
CREDITS: Producer, William Jacobs- Director. Robert Florey: STeenplav bv Curt S'odmak
*rom a story bv WilMnm Fn/er Harvev; Music,
Mox Stein"r: Sound. Oliver S. Garretson: Camoraman, Wesley Anderson; Set Decorations,
Welter TMfnrd.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
First Rate.

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Granot: Director,
John Brahm: Story by Sheridan G'bney; Cameraman, N'ck Miisuraca: Art D'rectors, Albert
S. D'Agostino, Alfred Herman; Set Decorations
nirr^ll SMveri. Hirl-« MMIer- FMm EdH'.r. J. R
Whittredae; Sound, John L. Cats, Ckm Portman.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Warners Term Pacts Lindiors
Wesf Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Viveca Lindfors has
been given a new term contract at
Warners as a result of her work in
Medal to Sterling Hayden
Sid Eckmon Promoted
iVest Coast B^'rcnu of THE FIJ M DAILY
"Night Unto Nieht." in which the
Hollywood — Sterling Havden —
Sidney Eckman, M-G-M booker Swedish actress is currently before
Capt. John Hamilton, USMC, to in Chicago, has been nromoted to cameras as her first Ampri^an film.
Uncle Sam — yesterday received the salesman a<- KaTT=as City. Eckman, Unon comnletion of "Night Unto
.Silver Star for his undercover work a cousin of Sam Eckman, Lopw direc- Night," Miss Lindfors is preparing
as a Marine attached to the OSS in
tor of sales in the United Kingdom, to leave for a short visit to Sweden
the Mediterranean Theater.
late in January.
joined Metro in 1937.

with

an

introduction

by

Francis

Cardins

Chapel Films
60 Mir
Speilman OF AN ECCLES
HUMAN TREATMENT
ASTICAL SUBJECT WHICH WILL/TOP
Producer
B. Brandt, has( rake
WITH
ANY Bernard
RELIGION.
'^
pains to secure much of the footage no
assembled in this feature-length pix, whic
recalls the present Pope's childhood and h
ascent to the highest office of the Catho
lie Church. The course of events has bee
rapid during this interim and scenes from
many
of the church's
rites and functions
are shown, such as the Cardlnalship gained
by Speilman
and Pacelli, now
Pooe, and
the passing of the late Pope Pius XI.
Pictured also are the exterior and interior of the Vatican, where some cf the
world's treasured art works are keot. The
fcotage includes much of Raphael's work
and many of the rooms which people have
traveled thousands of miles to see. Shown.
too, is the Pope's country house where he
journeys for a few hours of seclusion and
medltatlrn.
Few visitors to Rome would feel a trip
complete without an audience with the
Pope. These as a rule are public affairs,
with anywhere from 20 to 2,200 people
assembled. Several of these gatherings are
shown; audiences with a group of schoolchildren who have just received Holy Communion, a group of nuns, and a group of
veterans disabled In the war.
All in all, this a presentation which
should bring greater understanding of this
high office to any viewer, regardless of
creed, and should have an especially large
Catholic audiencee.
CREDITS: Introduction by Francis Cardinal
Speilman; Narrated by The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen; Written by John Meehan in
collaboration with Rev. John O'Connor; Choral
music bv the Sistine Choir; Superv'sina F-lm
Editor, Walter Klee; Film Cutter, Williaiii Von
Praag; Sound Effects, Edvrard Craig; Produced
by Bernard B. Brandt.

Sickness Insurance for
Shea Circuit Employes
E. C. Grainger, president of the
Jamestown Am.usement Co., Inc., the
New York corporation of the various companies tied in with The Shea
Circuit has announced that Arthur
F. Driscoll, John Cunliffe and Eiehard Reid, trustees of the Shea insurance fund, have expanded the
coverage for the Shea emnloyes so
that, effective soon, all Shea employes are covered under a sickness
and accident policy. Approximately
two 5'ears ago, the trustees effected
a s'roup life insurance coverage.

Filmack Namina Reps.
For Prevue Trailers
Chicago — Irving Mack, sales manager of Filmack trailers, announced
that representatives are being appointed in all U. S. exchange centers
to handle Filmack's new prevue
trailer service. Mack announced specifically the appointment of Clair E.
Hilgers as ren. in the Texas and
Oklahoma territory.

LIBERTY/ FILMS -"c
Distributed by

RKO

RADIO
INC.
PICTURES

20. CENTURY- FOX
will next electrify ^
the industry with
JAMES CAGNEY
13 RUE MADELEINE
m

wi«. ANNABELLA

• Richard CONTE • Frank LATIMORE

and Walter Abel • Melville Cooper • Sam Jaffe • Onginal Screen Playby Jolm Monk*, jr., and SyBardett

Directed by HENRY

HATHAWAY

Produced by LOUIS dc ROCHEMONT

Made by the Producer
and Director of
The House on 92nd Street

'■^"--

"SUPER-CHARGED WITH SUSPENSE, SEETHING ACTION AND DRAMATIC
IMPACT! WILL GET RECORD GROSSES!"-Motion Picture Daily

United Newsreel
31st Floor
23 West 44th Street
18. U. Y.
Tf-pw York
ktimate In Character
|iternational in Scope
:|idependent in Thought
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56LZniCK SUITS BSKinG $13,500,000 Bflim
{Zajiucfc Calls ior Congressional
Heeded to Match Govemkent Support Abroad for
•ix Producers, Com. Told
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Pashingtim Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

I Washington — Open Congressional
upport to match Government suplort abroad for pix producers is
eeded now, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20throx production chief, told the House
Jommittee on Postwar Economic
policy Friday. In a wire from Los
vngeles, Zanuck declared that the
ndustry has by the quality of its
(Continued on Page 3)

litollz Promoted to
Hew PRC Sales Post
Harry H. Thomas, PRC prexy and
•eneral sales manager, on Friday anwunced
the promotion
of Arnold
• toltz, for the
ast two years
ational director
i advertising,
'tublicity and ex!|lloitation, to the
l^ewly established
ost of special
ational sales
[tep. in his new
Ippacity.
I Stoltz will f unclion as assistant
o Lloyd L. Lind,
ice-president and
fissistant general
jlales manager.
ARNOLD STOLZ
A major portion
jif his duties will
■onsist of the sale and promotion of
(Continued on Page 6)

Interfaith Council
Asks For Strihe Peace
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eight prominent leaders ot ihe Interfaith Council of the
Los Angeles area comprising of official delegates from all major religious
groups in the city, signed a plea for
peace in the studio strike and urged
all parties involved to participate in
arbitration.

Films Support

"THE OUTLAW" KEEPS STATE SEAL
License Commissioner's Revocation Appeal Denied
in Decision by Dr. Ward C. Bowen
Commissioner Benjamin Fielding
Friday lost his appeal to revoke the
state license on "The Outlaw."
Dr. Ward C. Bowen, acting director of the Motion Picture Division
of the New York State Education
Department, in his decision pointed
out that since Corporation Counsel
John J. Bennett, representing the

License Commissioner, based his plea
for revocation of the license solely
on the basis of the picture's advertising, and not on the contents of
the picture itself, the appeal was
decided on the advertising in question.
Bowen^also
stated:
"In 6)my opin(Continued
on Page

One Action to Name Chaplin, Pickford2ndandAgainst
Latter'sUA
Company;
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick announced Friday that attorneys for Vanguard Films

had filed two actions, one in Federal
Court against United Artists and the
other in State Superior Court
against Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin and the Pickford Corp. for
damages totaling $13,500,000.
The suits grow out of the recent
controversy between the Selznick
production unit, Vanguard, and Miss
(Continued on Page 6)

Pubiisliing Co. Buys
'
mes
'Di
es
Vol
A
MMPT
Co-op; No Collection Books' Screen Rights Retaliatory Import
The board of directors of the
A major publishing company is Barriers Suggested
MMPTA at its meeting last week broadening its scope and will shortly

voted unanimously to assist the Jan- enter the motion picture field after
uary March of Dimes drive by co- acquiring screen rights to three current best-sellers. Omnibook, the
operating in every practicable way
short of permitting collections magazine of book-abridgments, hopes
through the audience. In deciding to establish a new type of relationship between authors and producers.
against collections, the board announced it was following the ATA
Screen rights have been acquired
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

TI. S.-U. K. Competition Is
For Better Relationship
London (By Cable) — Healthy competition between American and British producers instead of damaging
•■he good relations existing between
the two countries- will do exactly the
contrary, Sam Goldwyn said here
yesterday following his arrival from
(Continued on Page 3)

Centurv Offers Theaters
For School Annex Use

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Possibility that this
country might well adopt means of
excluding foreign pix unless free
entry of our films into foreign lands
is permitted was raised several times
Friday by Chairman Eugene Worley
of Texas, Rep. Francis Walter of
Pennsylvania, and Dr. William Y.
Elliott, counsel for the foreign trade
subcommittee of the House Commit(Continued on Page 3)

Tnt'l Film Council Will

A project of using motion pictures
and motion picture theaters to aug- Launch Survey Next Year
ment classroom studies has been
offered wil-hout cost to the N. Y. C.
Plans were drawn for the establishment of an International Film
Board of Education by Century Theaters, according to an announcement Council at the first annual UNESCO
(Continued on Page 3)
conference, John Grierson, docu'
mentarian and British delegate revealed upon his return from Paris.
(Continued on Page 6)

Universal Pix on C & O Trains
Swell Guy" World Premiere Starts Service

Olivier Cancels Plans
For Trip to Hollywood

Robert R. Young, Chesapeake &
Ohio board chairman, and controlling factor in Pathe Industries and
Eagle-Lion, Friday announced the
London (By Cable) — Laurence signing of a one-year contract with
Olivier on Friday cancelled his plans Universal for the showing of U-I
for a trip to Hollywood and will relpases in 16 mm. on the railroad.
vacation here before leaving for
Deal start-s Jan. 6 when Mark
Australia with his troupe for a tour Hellinger's "Swell Guy" will have its
down under. Olivier had been ex- world premiere, sponsored by Young,
pected to make a pic in the U. S.
(Continued on Page 3)

Disney Cartoons Off
BBC's Tele Programs
London (By Cable) — Ail Disnev
cartons will be withdrawn from BBC
tele programs, effective Jan. 1, because of the clause in the contract
with the musicians uni?n (AFM)
which
prohibits the telecasting of a
sion.
member's work without his permis-
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Am. Seat
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Howell

Columbia
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Columbia
Picts.
East.
Kodak
Gen. Prec. Eq
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STOCK

High Low Close
22
21 "A 22

22%

2234 22%

. . . 223/4 22
22%
pfd. 80
7834 7834
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229 230
23% 23
23%

Loew's, Inc
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Paramount
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RKO
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Republic
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15%
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OVER THE COUNTER
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..

The juvenile officers concede there
is no criticism of the type of pictures
shown, but they claim that juveniles
are on the streets after 2 a.m. and
that charges of vandalism and theft
have been placed against youngsters
returning from midnight shows.

Springer Names Nine
Century Drive Victors
J. R. Springer, Centui-y general
theater manager, has named nine
Century men as winners in the recent Lake Placid Timberdoodle
Drive. These men will go on a fourday junket to the Lake Placid Timberdoodle home of F. J. Schwartz,
Century vice-president, on Jan. 22.
Winners are, Jack Weinstein,
Flatbush district manager; Bernard
Seiden, manager of the Town Theater; Bob Levy, manager of the Linden; Murray Green, manager of the
Albermarle; Al Wesserman, manager of the Farragut; Dan Martin,
manager of the Station; M. Spector,
assistant manager of the Community; E. MacAdams, assistant manager of the Town, and Ben Gladstone, of the ' home office.
A

'/8

MARKET

Bid

6

Net
Chg.
+
3/4
+ 21/2
3/8

+

l3iJ(t

Lexington, Ky. — Schine theaters
are tangling here with city and
county juvenile officers who are submitting letters recommending that
midnight shows be discontinued to
the Board of City Commissioners.
Robert Cox, city manager for Schine,
and president of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, is opposing the recommendations, contending the theaters
are "doing everything possible to
curb juvenile delinquency."
Cox points out that no midnight
show tickets are sold to children under 16.

Sherover Forms New
Film Export Division

Washington

Bur., THE

FILM

Maurice Segal has resigned fro
the home office publicity departmer
at 20th-Fox, to accept a position i
the advertising-publicity departmer
of Century Circuit, Inc.

'DAILY

Washington — The FCC on Friday allotted six tele channels in Los
Angeles. They are: Earle C. Anthony
(KFI), channel No. 9; Dorothy
Thackrey (WLIB, N. Y.; KLAC,
L. A.), channel No. 13; American
Broadcasting Company, channel 7;
Los Angeles Times-Mirror, channel
11; Television Productions, Inc.
(Paramount), channel 5 and NBC,
channel 4.

1¥. Y. THEATERS
K-RADIO

Rochester, N. H. — Sunday sports,
banned even while Sunday movies
were permitted to operate here for
the past several years, finally were
approved in the December city elec
tion,
. __
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Paramount presents

MARK PUNT

TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE

Des Moines Variety Club
Plans Charity Program

TONY CANZONERI

ALAN LADD

Des Moines, la. — ^The Des Moines
Variety Club is working on setting
up a definite charity program for
1947 and has appointed Nate Sandler, Des Moines exhibitor, as chairman of a committee to work on suggested proposals. The committee will
make its report at the next meeting
to be held on Jan. 11 and at that
time a formal vote will be taken.
The club held its annual Shut-in
Saturday.
party
at the Paramount Theater on
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of "Bom Yesterday," English version of the Broadway play currently
showing to a capacity audience in
Edinburgh, Scotland.

7

Sunday Sports Okayed

|

in Technicolor
• An M-G-M Picture
GREAT
CHRISTMAS
STAGE
SHOW

Station WNEW
will transmit
•'Pleasure Parade," new BBC program starting Dec. 25. The 15-minute program will combine interviews
of theatrical notables, film previews
and sample performances from the
English theater. Gerry Wilmot, exCBS reporter, will produce the 13week series.
The opening program on Dec. 25
will feature interviews with the stars

243 West 56Hi St„ New

CITY MUSIC HALL-

Rockefeller Center

"TILL THE
CLOUDS ROLL BY"
With 13 eiC STARS

New BBC Radio Show
Covering Pix On WNEW

Vl

Formation of a new motion picture
export division within his company
+ % was announced yesterday by Miles
+ 1 % Sherover, of Sherover Enterprises,
+— % who recently returned from Europe.
New company, with offices at 1697
Broadway, will export American
'/2 films to Europe and the Far East.
++- Vi
1/4
Officers of the firm are Miles SherVa
over, president, and Henry W. Kahn,
+ 11/2
vice-president and general manager.
Initial program of the company
+ Vb will be the sale and distribution of
34 Hollywood motion pictures, for
+ % which
they have secured distribution
+
Vb
and re-issue rights in various forAsked
5
eign countries.

Segal Joining Century

Six Los Angeles Tele
Channels Allocated
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fanuck Calls for Pix
|lld from Congress

p

(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

Pix iMupori Bars Suggested
To Be Used Only As Retaliatory Measure

on Post-War Economic
Policy.
State and Commerce Department
.^, h'oduct merited all-out Government
and
MPiAA
representatives
were
Jjid in foreign marketing.
heard on the foreign pix marketing
] Hollywood, he said, has "produced situation.
'•'■- ihor^genuine worthwhile films durThe committee heard Gerald
Mayer, new head of the MPAA
|i'\
""history."
Local
encouragement
|f domestic production abroad, with
foreign department, report that
k)nsequent discrediting of Hollywood
iroduct, "is not at all unnatural,"
the Government of the USSR "is
using films more extensively and
ie
"we know
/ellsaid,
that since
international
tradeperfectly
follows
more effectively than any Govhe movies today as it once followed
Ihe flag, and I can clearly understand
ernment since" the German Govjhe envy and the resentment which
ernment of Adolf Hitler, without regard to commercial gain.
tertain foreign interests may reaSecond to them in using pix as
Ijonably feel when they continually
lee the products of American invenNO BARRIERS ASKED
[ion on the screen of their home
ands. However, it would be disWashington Bur., THE FILM 'DAILY
strous if we were so gullible as to
Washington — Aid in the deiKvallow this bait.

tee

l)

jj
"It is pleasant
us tothis
understand
the
lammereial
motives for
behind
foreign eritiIsm of American films, but it must be remembered that these same foreign interests
Ifere the first ones to plead for our help
efore Pearl Harbor and that it was Amerian films that first warned the world of the
adistic intentions of Hitler and Mussolini
Cd it must also be remembered that Amerikn films were barred from Germany and
j.aly Ions' before any other American product
as subjected to Fascist prohibition. Russia
> not alone by any means in its efforts to
escredit Hollywood products. . . .
"Hollywood welcomes sincere international
Ipmpetition, but it cannot be achieved by
[nfair quota restriction or censorship or un-arranted persecution of American product."
He suegested that committee members see
iThe Yearling-," "Best Years of Our Life,"
rTJncle Remus." "13 Rue Madeleine," "It's a
Fonderful Life," "Duel in the Sun," 'Razor's
►d?e" and other current films.
Iluced
"Hollywood,"
he said,
proan undemocratic
film,"has
and never
I am posijlve that we never will."

>entury Offers Theaters
FoT School Annex Use
(Continued from Page 1)
►y Fred J. Schwartz, vice-president.
I Plan, as presented by Schwartz,
ailed for a program of tapping reg\Llar entertainment motion pictures
^ith educational significance, docunentaries, and classroom films, to be
ised in conjunction with the regular
chool curricula.
Shows would be
;iven in Century theaters on regilar school mornings, with the house
onsidered an annex of the school.
Absorbing the entire cost, including film rentals. Century
would levy no admission charge.
Plan received unofficial approval
ly education officials, and will be
•rought before a meeting of the
Joard of Superintendents for a final
>kay.

I

SERD BiRTHDAV
GREETinCS TO:
Dec. 23
Herman
Pincus
P. 'D. Cochrane
James Roosevelt John Cromwell
L. Strampfer
teon Lee
lean Brooks

^ifl

(Continued from Page

lelopmcnt of foreign markets for
pix is vital, Eric Johnston, MPAA
prexy said, from both the cultural
and economic standpoints. He predicted even more attempts at restriction in the next few years,
emphasizing his contention that
"the most

pernicious type of restriction is the complete ban on

1)

with Dr. Elliott and Rep. Walter that
state monopolies do constitute a
form of censorship. John Begg, chief
of the State Department's international motion picture division, explained the Department's documentary program, revealing that from
75 to 100 films have been added to
the Department's stock in the past
year, supplementing the 250 taken
over from OWI and CIAA.

Both Begrg- and Hulten defended the commercial industry against sharply angled questions by Worley and Elliott. Begrg- agreed
with Walter's suggestion that Russian documentaries are "propaganda, pure and simple."
He strongly opposed any Department censorship of commercial films for export.
Nathan D. Golden, Department of Commerce pix chief, i-emarked that when his
operation was set up 20 years ago 90 pei
cent of the films shown abroad were ol
American origin, but that proportion has
dwindled to 65 per cent today.
Pointing out that the pix industry is today trying to control the quality of the
product it sends out for export, G-oldeu remarked that no absolute control exists and
agreed with
Dr. Elliott's
remark abroad
that some
inferior
American
films shown
are
doing a disservice to the industry and the
United States.
Dr. Elliott proposed the idea of retalitor.y barriers again to Winthrop G.
Brown, head policy
of thedivision,
State Department's
commercial
but Brown

State William E. Benton. Hulten
said there is no country today which
flatly bans American pix, but agreed
an arm of trade and foreign
policy are the British, Mayer
said.
First witness was Charles Hulten,
assistant to Assistant Secretary of

rejected it. In addition to other considerations, he declared it would mean the
curbins of the rights of .-Imorican citizens to exercise free choice of films to
import.
Joyce O'Hara, assistant to MPAA President
Erie A. Johnston, introduced Francis S. Harmon, Grov. Carl Milliken and Gerald Mayer
for MPAA.
Harmon
Worley's
tentative suggestion
for a rejected
Governmental
board
ol
censors to pass on pix for export, declaring
such a move would be exactly the thing we
want to avoid.
Harmon also issued a broadside invitation
to all producers to join in MPEA.

U.S.-U.K. Competition is
For Better Relationship

Universal 16 mm. Pix to
Be Shown on C & O Trains

the importation of foreign films."

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

New York on the S.S. Queen Eliz- aboard the C & O's crack Washington to Cincy train, the George Washabeth for a week's stay.
ington, with a group of 40 newspa"If a picture is great, who cares
whether it was made in Hollywood or
per and industry paper reps, from
in England?" Goldwyn asked, adding New York and 14 other cities makthat "pictures from both sides of
the ocean are bringing our peoples
ing the trip as guests of "U" and
closer together, now more than Hellinger. Group will be entertained
at
a reception and dinner Jan. 7 in
Cincy.
Terming the challenge which British pix are making to Hollywood, a
The 0 & O will show each "U" release
ever."
for a two-week period with the regu"challenge of new ideas," Goldwyn booked
lar nightly showings to start Jan. 7 on The
said this situation was "a fine thing George Washington regular sections operatfor all of us who are concerned with
ing in both directions between Newport News
and Cincinnati. For this first regular enthe future of motion pictures."
train showing of films, a specially-adapted
The visiting Hollywood producer twin-unit
dining car seating 60 persons will
described the screen as "Democracy be used. Two 16 mm. projectors, operated
projectionist, will provide a conin action," and said he desired the b.v a union
tinuous performance.
day "when a great picture, wherever
In the Spring, the C & O intends to bring
made, will be able to reach the great
world audience."
"1 want to see the lifting of all the
'iron curtains' of this world," commented Goldwyn.
Goldwyn lunched with J. Arthur
Rank Friday, dined with War Minister Dellenger and other Government officials on Saturday and will
lunch with the critics today. Prime
Minister Atlee saw "Best Years of
Our Lives" at a private screening
over ^he week-end.

out a new train. "The Chessie" which will
operate over this route and will have specially-built ears for this purpose of providC ing&a "theater-on-wheels."
O will charge no admission fj)r its
film shows.

Gorfin Quits in Calgary
Calgary — Joe Garfin, Calgary,
manager of Empire-Universal Films,
has resigned on account of ill health
and is succeeded by Cecil Black from
thf '^ ironto head office of E-U .

COminG and COIhO
MARY HATCHER, Paramount starlet, hos arrived in New York and will take over the lead
in 'Oklahoma" tonight, replacing Ann Crowley.
BILLY DeWOLFE, comedy lead in "Blue
Skies," left Hollywood last Thursday for the
pic's New Orleans opening. From there he goes
to
the heXmas
Day bow of "Skies" in Miomi,
where
will vacation.
JOAN CAULFIELD
mother on Saturday.

arrived in N. Y. with her

PAULETTE GODDARD and MARLENE DIEholidays. TRICH are vacationing
here until after the
GARY COOPER and his missus left Hollywood
last week for Sun Valley. They will be followed
by the RAY MILLANDS.
EDWARD G. ROBINSON will arrive in New
York from Hollywood on Jan. 13.
BENEDICT BOGEAUS, accompanied by his
wire, actress DOLORES MORAN, will arrive in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood.
VIRGINIA WELLES and
here shortly after Jan. 1.

her mother

arrive

The FRANK FAYLENS will holiday at Big Bear.
WILLIAM HOLDEN and HOWARD DaSILVA
arrived in town over the week-end after completing their roles In "Blaze of Noon."
SAM BERNS, former FILM DAILY staff writer,
is in New York from Hollywood for combined
holiday and businss trip.
MAURICE LEV, general manager of Western
Films, is on a four-day trip to Philly and BosFrench ton,
import.
arranging bookings for "Clandestine,"
WARREN DOUGLAS, co-star in Mono.'s "High
Conquest"
is spending the holidays with his
folks
in Minneapolis.
HERBERT YATES, president of Republic Picfamily. tures, arrived by American Airlines Mercury,
Saturday, to spend the holidays here with his
CELESTE HOLM, 20th-Fox star, her husbond,
A. S. "SKY" DUNNING, and their son DANIEL,
arrived yesterday via American Airlines Mercury, to visit their respective families here
during the holiday season.
JACK WERTHEIM, son of Arthur Lyons of A.
& S. Lyons, Inc., with GEORGE MACREADY,
JR., son of the Columbia Picture star, as his
guest, arrived Friday via American Airlines to
spenduncle.
his holidays here with Wertheim's
and

aunt

CHARLES LEVY, Disney publicity director is
in Cleveland in behalf of the Christmas day
Palace.
opening of "Song of the South" at the RKO
GODFREY WINN, English author, lecturer and
commentator, arrived here last week to begin
a lecture tour.

Loew's Testing Italian
Versions in 3 Cities
Loew's theaters are conducting an
interesting experiment in reaching a
wider audience by showing prints of
"Ziegfeld Girl" and "Honky Tonk"
at special midnight showings in Italian-American communities, with
complete Italian dialogue.
Films were specially dubbed for
presentation
in Italy following the
invasion.
To date, New York, Bridgeport,
and San Francisco have been used
as
testing grounds for the experiment.
First Moroccan

Arab Pic

Algiers (By Air Mail) — "Son of
Destiny," first Arab film to be made
entirely in Morocco, has been completed and is -now being shown
throughout North Africa. The picture was directed by Maillarakis and
produced under the supervision of
Charles Boulet.

Wherever she plays,
they're taking just
two times the normal
amount of money!
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That's the way it's been going in
Philadelphia with a new UA house record,

/

Atlantic City's smash 3-week holdover,
and so very big in Atlanta, Syracuse, Dayton,

/

Toledo, Louisville, Norfolk, Richmond, Harrisburg,

/

Reading, Minneapolis and Salt Lake City . . .
/

Nothing but

HOLDOVERS
AND
MOVEOVERS
EVERYWHERE!

/

/

/

/

everywhere
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'The Outlaw' Upheld; D. O. S. Suing for $13,800,000
Page ])lJ
SidtCfromSCf
K66DS(Continued
ion none of the advertising submitted in this proceeding comes within
the purview of this statute with the
exception of certain of the photographs depicting billboards displayed
in the city and county of San Francisco."

THE LAW

Section 237 of the
Rides; subdivision 6:

Regents

"All banners, posters or other
advertising matter used in connection with the film, shall, when requested by the Director, be submitted to the Division for examination."
Bowen emphasized the fact that since
1943 shots appearing- on California billboards
are no long^er contained in the picture as licensed in New York. "Under these circumstances," he added, "the advertising- matter
in evidence does not constitute a basis for
the revocation of the license granted for the
showing of 'The Outlaw (Revised)' in this
State and, in any event, it is my further
view that advertising- coming: within the purview of the provisions of the Education Law
is limited to advertising within the State of
NewBowen
York."concluded his decision with this
statement: "There are several other issues
raised by the parties in this proceeding.
However, they need not be resolved in view
of my conclusion that the exhibits presented
are not such advertising as would confer
jurisdiction upon me to revoke the license
granted to the owners of this picture."
Law firm of O'Brien. Driscoll & Raftery
represented United Artists Corporation as
respondent. Edward C. Raftery is the president of UA.

MMPTA Votes 'Dimes'
Co-op; No Collection
(Continued from Page 1)
established policy of making no separate collection for an individual
charity.
The MMPTA action, coupled with
the resolution adopted by the ITOA
last Thursday urging the establishment of a single annual charity collection, crystalized the policy laid
down by the ATA at their April convention in St. Louis.
This decision was communicated to
Basil O'Connor,
president
of the National Foundation
for Infantile
Paralysis who advised the ATA that
the Foundation was unwilling to
participate in a joint collection with
other charities. O'Connor has been
soliciting individual theaters for
support of his forthcoming drive.
Maintaining that a single yearly
collection expressed the sentiment
of the majority of exhibitors, the
ATA board nevertheless has voted
full support of the Dimes drive short
of actual collection, urging the use
of the theater screens and lobbies,
and the assistance of theater personnel.

with1) ''Selfish'^ Acts
from Page
Charged
Pickford, Chaplin (Continued

Pickford and Chaplin, a controversy on the strength of Selznick features.
The Vanguard statement charged that both
that climaxed with Selznick's sever- Pickford's and Chaplin's actions, over a peing of distribution relations with
riod of two years, against the Selznick interUA and the establishment of his
ests, have t>een strongly resisted by the
management
of the company (UA) which reown releasing company, SRO.
peatedly stated the necessity of retaining the
high quality and high grossing Selznick pix.
Charges "Selfish Purposes"
The management (UA), it added, repeatSelznick's suit naming his two UA
advised Picklord, Chaplin, and their
partners and the Picklord Corp. will reps, edly
there was no merit whatsoever to
seek $6,000,000 balm, and will their that
claim that Selznick or Vanguard had
violated
their
contracts by turning over to
chai'ge that the defendants "maliaoth-Fox and to RKO etories and Bcripts
ciously conspired" to deprive Selz- which
Selznick allegedly had abandoned as
nick's company of a distribution provided for in his distribution agreements
agreement executed in Octobei", 1942, because be did not think them up to his

NO COMMENT
VA execs, at the home office
declined to comment upon the
Selznick
litigation announcement
Friday.

for alleged "selfish purposes" of
their own which, says Selznick, "will
be In
revealed."
the Federal action Selznick
asked for $1,500,000 for violation and
termination of his contract which
provided that UA loan him $200,000
on a production to help biear the
cost, and to market his pictures. He
charged that UA refused to loan him
$200,000 on the "Paradine Case,"
which goes into production late this
month or early next month.
The additional $6,000,000 was
asked because of the alleged UA refusal to distribute two proposed pix
and "Duel In The Sun." He said
"Duel" cost him $5,753,071 to produce.
Three past pix, which brought in
$18,900,000 in rentals on which Selznick made a $6,000,000 profit, were
used as a base for the anticipated
losses of the three coming pix in

standards; that the agreements also provided
for Vanguard's and Selznick's right to lend
producers, directors and players to other
studios; and that they had been advised to
this effect by Edward C. Rafterj', UA chairman and president, and its legal counsel.

Calls Claims "SpecioDs"
Daniel T. O'Shea, president of Vanguard,
termed the advancement of claims of violation by Vanguard and Selznick as completely
specious,
and a "red
herring"
by Pickford
and Chaplin
to serve
their used
own ends
and
that the meretricious nature of the claims
was demonstrated by depositions already
taken from the company management (UA)
and from Sir Alexander Korda, a former
stockholder of United Artists, who negotiated
the original agreements with VangTiard and
with Selznick jointly with Raftery, Chaplin
and Pickford.

Publishing Co. Buy
Books' Screen RIghl
(Continued from Page 1)
by Omnibook to "All the K
Men," by Robert Penn Warren
cently hailed by editors and ci
as the outstanding novel;i of
1946.
oi i»it).
other two best-sellers witt,
publishing company will(
/illl dr
motion picture business
^'cl
Orleans Woman," byvitl^
Harnet
Kane,
and
"The
Salem
Frigate,
John Jennings.
ss ate "
"A producer's plans for a fail
screen dramatization of the b
v^ill influence us more than the
sideration of large initial payni
for the rights," said Maxwell
CJeffen, publisher of Omnibook.
are not thinking in terms of rec
breaking prices for stories and
be perfectly willing to rely on
success of the motion picture foi
muneration,"
he added.ol the three
Plans lor the production

question.
Selznick claims "deliberate and
willful" mishandling of his pix, including the allegation that weaker
product of other producers was sold

erties are still in lormative stages and (
book is scanning the motion picture fiel
experienced talent to do the actual pr.
tion work on the films. "We would lil
keep out ol the actual production pictu
much
possible,"
saidbusiness
Geffen, do
"andthe le)t
lellows aswho
know the
We're experts in the publishing business
O'Shea asserted that the proof of the com- we leel well qualified to pick out the sti
plete lack of validity of the Picklord and but we're not movie men, and we know
Geffen explained that Omnibook woul(
Chaplin claims was to be found further in
the statements under oath of Raftery and as underwriters for the authors, rather
agents.
Company would acquire screen r
of Korda, and that depositions under oath
would be taken from Pickford and Chaplin and condensation rights at the same
whenever it was possible, and if they tho
as soon as the suits are officially filed.
the subject was adaptable to screen t
Cites Settlement Offers
Authors would share '50-50 witli
O'Shea disclosed that "ridiculous" attempts ment.
company from the profits of the gross in^
had been made to settle the situation through of
the pictures.
offers made to Selznick and Vanguard startGeffen emphasized that he would noi
ing with $1,000,000 and that recent attempts
had been made by the management of United to
acquirein anythe ol class
the "big
money" Steinl
book
authors
ol Lewis,
Artists to bring about a peacelul settlement Pearl Buck or Hemingway.
Omnibook w
through an accession by Selznick and Van- rather take some book they considered
guard to Miss Pickford's demands concerning
worthy ol screen presentation ■
her own productions; but that in view of literarily
popular in content.
Omnibook will exer
UA's alleged violation of its agreements. Van- restraint on production plans, but will rs
experiment
with
producers,
directors
guard was "not interested."
Selznick issued a personal statement charg- writers to get compatible combinations.
ing Miss Pickford and Chaplin had not conPlans are still in very early stages
tributed anything of appreciable value to
saidat he
expect any
the company for years and declaring that he Geflen
ments for
leastdidn't
six months.
In thedevim
"had enough of the damage and annoyment time he is buying other screen rights, an
caused
by their
harrassment"
three best-sellers, in addition to
would have
no further
dealings and
with that
UA he
or them
three mentioned. A tentative produc
Pickford and Chaplin and their relation to schedule calls for from six to ten pict :
the affairs of UA except through the courts. within the next year.

Durwood Gives Notes
In Suits' Settlement

Int'l Film CouncU WiU
Launch Survey Next Year

St. Joseph, Mo. — Deeds of trust
have been filed here showing that
Edward Dubinsky Durwood has
given two notes for a total of $100,000 to his three brothers as part of
the settlement of a suit over the
$2,000,000 Dubinsky theater chain.
The brothers are Barney, H. W. and
Irwin Dubinsky,

(Continued from Page 1)

Grierson pointed out that the idea

was Eric A. Johnston's.
A survey will be made next year
to analyze themes and distribution of
features and shorts, content of newsreels, and recent technics for utilization of films. Co-operation will be
sought
among to
researchers,
and
producers
present a -writers
major
theme
of
world
importance
in the
U.E.'s
Ealing
Studios
to
Put 6 Pix Before Cameras
field of UNESCO's interests.
World Today, Inc., Grierson's oyra
Ealing Studios in London will put company,
will deliver 26 shorts next
six new films into production shortly year for U-A release.
after the first of the year. Pix will
be distributed by the J. Arthur Rank Thomas Names Goldman
Organization.
Mark Goldman has been named
Films scheduled are: Victor Hugo's
Anvonson Purchases Two
"Toilers of the Sea," "It Always manager of the Cleveland exchange
Clearbrook, Minn. — Orville Anvon- Rains on Sunday," "Against the for PRC Pictures, it was announced
son has purchased the Clearbrook Wind," "Sarabande for Dead Friday by Harry H. Thomas. Goldman has been branch manager in
and the Gonvick at Gonvick from H. Lovers," "Scott of the Antarctic" and
Pittsburgh.
■'Eureka Stockade."
J. Peterson.

Geffen plans ito leave for the co:
Jan. 6, to prepare
some of
groundwork for the new venture.

Stollz Promofed to
New PRC Sales Post
(Continued from Page 1)
a new series of pictures which
New PRC will announce within
next few days.
Stoltz has been in the industry
more than 20 years, beginning bi
in the days when he opened the IM
sion Theater
in Los Angeles
Warners. He has been publicity
rector and advertising manager
Warner
and Loew Theaters, tl
manager
state Utica.of Warner's Avon in i
In 1943, Stoltz was named UA i
ploitation head moving to PRC
Eastern publicity manager in Fi
ruary, 1945.to Six
he ■«
appointed
the months
national later
position
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voseph Bernhardt Buys Film Classics Interest
See Congressional Inquiry
as Threatening Reciprocal
Trade Program and the ITO

mpany to Distribute 24
pda Re-issues in the
IS. cmd Can. Markets
bseph Bemhard, who disposed of
hiterest in United States Pictures
feptember, has purchased a "subitial" interest in Film Classics,
airing the stock from Joseph
irbach and the law firm of StillJk and Stillman, it was confirmed
terday.
'hether Bemhard, formerly a top
ner exec,, will take an active
: in the management of the comy, remains to be decided, it was
(Continued en Page 4)
— Merry Christmas! —

Ifrger Trust Suit
imands $1,350,000
inneapolis — A $1,350,000 antit suit, plus fees and costs,
inst eight major distributors and
tnesota Amusement Co. was filed
Wderal Court Saturday by the
uth Theater Corp. and the LyiBi Building Corp. of Duluth. Ben
ger of Minneapolis is president
^he Duluth Theater Corp.
amed as defendants are Para(Continued rn Page 4)
I

— Merry Christmas! —

E Nabs Coast Sailor
t Tiot" 16 mm. Probe
it Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

•OS Angeles — Theodore A. Oilman,
nerchant seaman, has been ar;;ed by the FBI on charges of
gating the Federal Copyright Law.
nan was taken after completing
(Continued en Page 4)

At (Eliristmas
HRISTMAS
is exactly the season when we keep what
are
called home
truths
in
the background. * * *
Even a man
who considers himself deeply injured thinks it all over
at Christmas, and sees
hat there is something to be said
)n the other side. — Arthur Machen,

By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

§
We harvest
our blessings, one by one, and look
with new hope into a world blessedly free
of the awful throbbing of marching feet.
The fearful sounds of reverberating guns are
stealing down quiet corridors in the inner- •
most recesses of our minds, and we face this
Christmas with renewed hope in the foundations
of a firm basis of understanding in the fraternity
of nations. Out of the thunder and the shouting
comes the ringing of bells, chiming "Peace on
earth,
and follow
to allthe
menword
of good
will."to divine
To all
men who
and look
guidance and not to violent actions. To all
who cherish understanding and disdain the
worship of false gods. We give thanks
that we are living in a land practically
unmarred by the horrors of a world-wide
war. ... A silent night, and a holy night,
with a star shining brightly on a chastised
world begging forgiveness and eager to start
anew in the paths of righteousness. Proud of
our possessions — not material — but the right
to wake in the morning and look at the sun ...
to share the ownership of the warm winds, the
clouds, the cleansing rain, and count them all as
blessings universal. The right to speak and the
privilege to vote for the democratic traditions we
fought so hard to preserve. In every land, from one
scarred nation, through every Christian country in this
sphere, our brothers are pausing now to reconsider
the past year and prepare for a new and better
life in the New Year. One mighty mesh circling all
peoples.
To one and all THE FILM DAILY wishes

THE

nOST

BLESSED

OF

CHRISTMASES!

WAC Returns $83,086 Balance

DAILY

Washington — An all-out probe into
the Administration's foreign trade
and tariff policies by the new Republican-dominated Congress was
demanded yesterday by Rep. Bertrand Gearhart, R., Cal.
The investigation proposed by
Gearhart threatens the State Department's entire reciprocal trade program and the creation of an international trade organization, both
backed in principle by MPAA.
Gearh:xrt, member of the tariff(C'ntinued on Page 8)
— Merry Chr stmas! —

Danson Will Direct
PRCAdv.,Publi(ity
Harold L. Danson has been named
director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation for the New PRC Pictures, Inc., it was announced yesterday by Harry H. Thomas, president
and general sales manager. Danson
succeeds Arnold Stoltz promoted to
special national sales rep.
Danson comes to the New PRC
(Continued en Page 4)

William J. Clark Dies;
Montclair Rites Thursday
Funeral services for William J.
Clark, 54, short subjects and Movietone sales manager for 20th-Fox,
who died on Saturday at the Luthem
Memorial Hospital in Newark, will
(Crntinued on Page 8)

l-tUP 3(BlltIl|

Two-Thirds to Majors, Rest to Theater Div,

I ET no pleasure tempt
thee, no
*" ambition corrupt thee, no ex-

Final audit of the industry's War
Activities Committee, completed yesterday, showed a surplus of $83,086.52, it was announced by George
J.
Schaefer,
chairman.
Chicago — Balaban and Katz has
Of this sum, two-thirds was redeclared a year-end dividend of $7
turned to George Borthwick on bepayable Dec. 27, making a total of
half of the eight majors and one$16.50 for the year.
This reflects
(Cofltianed on Page 8)
(G>ntinued en Page 4)

ample sway thee, no
persuasion move thee to
do anything which thou
knowest to be evil; so
shall thou always
live

B & K's Year-End $7
Makes $16.50 for '46

jollily;
for ais good
cnscience
a continual
Christmas.
— Benjamin Franklin.
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Joseph Robin Buried;
Pix Equipment Pioneer

•Joseph E. Robin, 56, president of
Providence, R. I. — Rhode Island
exhibitors, meeting at the invitation Robin Imperial Electric Co. and a
of Gov. John 0. Pastoe, state chair- pioneer in the motion picture equipment field, was buried yesterday,
man of the March of Dimes campaign, have agreed to co-operate in following services at the McGory
the coming campaign. All funds Funeral Hall in Palisade, N. J. Robin
collected within the state will be died Saturday morning of a heart
used in the state, the Governor told ailment. He had been in the hosthe members of the industry. On
pital six weeks.
Among execs, of the equinment
that basis, the theater men agreed
to co-operate 100 per cent. Edwin M. and film fields who attended the funeral were Frank E. Cahill, Jr.; Mr.
Fay, owTier of Fay's, was appointed and Mrs. Clarence Ashcraft; Ted
chairman of the theater committee.
All houses will exhibit the campaign Hall; Benny Perc; George Hornstein; Jack Wuhrman; Martin F.
trailer and take up collections.
Bennett; Dave Joy; Paul Reese;
Frank Homeister; Barney Schultz
No Collections in Minn.
and others.
is survived by a widow and
Minneapolis — No theaters here twoRobin
sons.
will tak-e up collections for the coming March of Dimes campaign. Min- ^425,214 Distributed
nesota Amusement Co. circuit never
has taken up a collection in its theaters for the drive and will not do Among NT's Employes
so this year. In line ^\ath its policy Wfrt Coast B'.iren" of THE FILM DAILY
of "no collections in theaters." inde_ Hollywood — Holiday bonuses and
Dendent exhibitors affiliated with drive
awards totalling .$425,214 will
North Central Allied will not sup- be distributed by National Theaters
port the Dimes campaign.
to its employes. This brines the
total amount to over .$2,000,000 for
— Merry Christmas! —
the year in
line with the company's
incentive
program.

"Outlaw"
CarryRegents
N. Y. C.to toState
Fight

COminG and GOID
WILLIAM HARDING, of the Ted Bate
radio department, has left for Hollyw
work out of the agency's Coast rodio d
MRS. FRANCES MURPHY, St. Louis hea:
er for Warners, has gone to Miami for
tion.
BARNEY
ROSENTHAL,
Monogr^
jr
manager, will soend Christmas witn his
and family in Waterloo, Iowa.
MARION CARR, RKO starlet, arrives i
York Friday, for a two-week stay.
HAL HORNE, executive producer of
Prods, is in New York from the Coast 1
fer
members of the board of direc
the with
company.
WILLIAM
SAAL, executive
assistant t
bert Yotes, planes out of Hollywood on
can Airlines
for Dallas today, for the t
FRANK WALKER,
head to
of M-G-M's
oartment,
has returned
New Yorkrectv
American
Airlines Mercury, from the Co
JACK
BUETEL,
"The
Outlaw"
star.
Hollywood for Dallas via Am'^rican Airlii
day to spend the holidays with his fami
REX TAYLOR. Paramount's Eastern pi
oictures co-ordinator, is on a vacatio
through
the Midwest.
BOB
KAUFMANN,
20th-Fox
Chicago
teer, arrived at the home
office yesterd
a week's stay.
EDITH
HEAD,
Paramount's designer in
arrives from Hollvwood Jan. 9 and will
commentator on Paro.'s "Perfect Marriage
ion Show" on Jon. 15 at the Waldorf.
GAIL RUSSELL is expected in this wee
companied
by her mother.
SONNY and BARBARA TUFTS have rt
tions in Mexico City and AcapuIco for th'
days.

Of the total $182,600 is the emnloyes' share of merchandise nrofits
Following consultation with the Salary checks amount to $171,275:
Corporation Counsel, License Com- group insurance dividends, $19,448;
DIANA LYNN
willSTANLEY
spend NewCLEMENT:
Year's i
So will
missioner Beniamin Fielding yester- prizes in the 11th National Show- Francisco.
day announced that he would bring
manship Drive, $49,391 and real es- GLORIA GRAHA.ME.
tate department awards, $2,500.
an immediate apneal direct to the
HARRY
WEISS, 20th-Fox exploiteer
in
land, is polishing
his skiis in anticipati
— Merry Christmas! —
Regents of the University of the
spending
the holidays at Monticello,
N.
State of New York, as a result of Public to See Academy
VIVECA LINDFORS, upon completion of
Dr. Ward Bowen's ruling on "The Presentation of Awards
"Night Unto Night," her first Americar
Outlaw," last Friday.
ture, leaves for her native Sweden late
month for a visit. She will return wit
Bowen. who is acting: director of
the Motion Picture Division of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY two small children, who will live with !
Hollywood — At the annual Acad- Hollywood.
New York State Denartment of Eduemy of Motion Picture Arts and Bruce Benskin Dead
cation, refused Fielding's anpeal to Sciences
awards presentations will
revoke the state license on the Howbe
available
to the public for first
Chicago— Bruce Benskin, Ecor
ard Hughes' picture.
time at the 1947 ceremony. March 13.
Fielding, it seems, is still deter- at the Shrine Auditorium. An- known
Electric
Company
owner,
to theater
trade,
is deac "
mined to revoke the license by anwife
and
three
children
survive
nouncement
was
made
by
Mervin
n°aling
Albany. to the Board of Regents in LeRoy, chairman of presentations
awards committee. Thirty-five hun-»- Merry Christmas! —
dred seats will be available to public
T%manuel Frisch Named
but date of sale and prices have not
been decided.
Treasurer of Rondforce
SOUNP^ STUDIOS. jNC
— Merry Christmas! —
Emanuel Frisch was elected by the B & E Promotes Brandt
!/>0v bKOADWAi
N Y
-5
CItcle 6-1
board of directors as treasurer of
Chicaso — Harry Brandt, for 23
Gomplcte
,
Fiim
and
'
Randforce Amusement Corporation, years
with B & K and for the past
Disc Recording :Faciliti'js
a post held by his late father, Louis 17 years at the Southside Tivoli TheFrisch, for many years.
ater, has been named Southside disThe new treasurer ioined the comtrict
for the circuit, eff'ecnany in 1937. He had previously tive Jan. supervisor
1, succeeding Dave Wallerbeen with the law firm of Weisman, stein, named director of the Southern division.
Cellar, Quinn, Allan and Spett.
ATTENTION
EPICURES: ^
Shortly after joining Randforce,
Frisch was elected assistant treasureT. and during recent years handled
many of his father's duties.
THOSe
SUCCULtNT
i
Mr. Exhibitor: Investigate!
Frisch was graduated from Penn
State and Harvard Law School.
Filmack's NEW Prevue Trailer Service before signing ony
•^/f-iac: Morris Dead
troiler contracts. Write, wire'
are back
again
al the \/
or phone Filmack 1327 S.'
Detroit — Miles Morris is dead of
Wabash,
Chicago
5,
III.
ond
a throat infection following a short
receive full details.
illness. He was formerly assistant
rvof
manager at the Wyandotte, WyanB'WAY
AT 50th
ST. '
dotte.
Atop
The'Winter
Garden
CI 7-01
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M-G-M's

TIL^^HE CLOUDS
ROLL BY
ri/^

(Technicolor)

BIGGEST M-G-M BIZ IN HISTORY OF
starring HALL. WATCH
RADIO CITY MUSIC
NATIONWIDE HOLIDAY DATES!
VAN JOHNSON • JUDY GARLAND
FRANK SINATRA • JUNE ALLYSON
ROBERT WALKER . VAN HEFLIN
KATHRYN GRAYSON • DINAH SHORE
with Lucille Bremer • Lena Home • Angela
".*'li

Lansbury • Tony Martin • Virginia O'Brien

THE
SECRE
HEART

M-G-M's

THE
YEARLING
^

III

■^^ BREAKS ALL-TIME RECORD AT LOS
ANGELES OPENING! ^^ATCH CAPITOL,
N. Y. AND ALL HOLIDAY OPENINGS

ti

(Technicolor)

Claudette Colbert • Walter Pidgeon 'June Allyson
PRIZE PICTURE

OF THE

YEAR

OPENING

XMAS DAY, CARTHAY CIRCLE, L. A.
TWICE DAILY. ALL SEATS RESERVED
Gregory Peck 'Jane Wyman* Claude Jarman, Jr.

M-G-M^

THE

iHOW-0%
JM^
HOLIDAY

HOWLS

COMING!

Red Skeltdn • Marilyn Maxwell

MERRY

MERRY!

Cn\
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DAILY :

Jos. Bernhard Buys FC Interest Danson Will Dired
Berger Trust Suit
PRC Adv., Publicity
Demands $1,350,000 Company to Distribute 24 Korda Re-issues
(Continued

from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

said. The official roster of the company for some time has carried no
mount, Columbia, Loew's, Inc., RKO
Radio, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Uni- president, aitnougn Itiaward Aiperversal, and Warners.
son is undei'stooa to hold the controlling interest. L. E. Goldhammer
The complaint charges a "combin- is b\j s vice-president and general
ation and conspiracy" of the defend- manager.
ant corporations "concertedly to fix
The company owns several of its
the run, clearance and minimum adand distributes othermission price terms ... to discrim- excnanges
wise tnrough Iranchise holders.
inate with respect to license terms
film Classics yesterday announced
granted against independent the- the acquisition of exclusive distribuaters ,. . and otherwise to restrain
tion rignts lor the U. S. and Canada
and monopolize the motion picture
of Z4 leatures produced by Sir Alexbusiness."
The Duluth Theater Corp. has been Wildberg Enters Tele;
refused first-run pictures since August, 1941, when Berger took over the Will Advise Du Mont
theater formerly operated by the
Minnesota Amusement Co., the comJohn Wildberg, Broadway theatriplain i states.
cal producer, announced his entrance
It asserts that, on the other hand, into tne television field on a permanent basis with the consummation
'the distributor defendants have at
all times since that date freely last week of an agreement with the
granted licenses to Minnesota Am- iJu Mont Television ISJetwork, effective Jan. 1.
usement Co." for first-run showings
in its theater competing with the
Wildberg, producer of such hits as
Lyceum.
"Anna Lucasta," "Porgy and Bess"
Loss in net profits to the Lyceum and "One Touch of Venus," is presiin Duluth has been approximately
dent of the newly-organized John
$350,000 since Aug. 21, ly41, the com- Wildberg Television Production
plaint alleges. Triple damages, as Ooi-p., and in this capacity will adauthorized in an anti-trust suit,
vise Du Mont on television producwould brmg the amount asked by the
tion, script and casting. His services will also be available to Du
theater to $1,050,000.
The Lyceum liuilding Corp. com- Mont clients, although he will not
putes its loss of "rentals, profits and serve Du Mont exclusively.
Leonard F. Cramer, Du Mont exother damages" at $10U,U00, which,
tripled brings its amount sued for
ecutive vice-president, hailed Wildto $300,000.
Derg's afiiliation with his company
— Merry Christmasl —
as a step toward better dramatic
productions
Wildberg's
Sorrell Sees Strike Over
organization inhastelevision.
been staffed
with a
full complement of experienced video
"Within Reasonable Time" talent.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Speaking at a CSU
mass meeting, Herbert K. Sorrell,
CSU prexy, predicted it would not
be long until settlement of the studio
strike will be made. However, he
declined to be specific on length of
time but did say "it will be within a
reasonable length of time."
— Merry Christmas! —

Goyle Buys Naylor Dova
Naylor, Mo. — The Dova has been
purchased by Guy Gayle from James
L. Blackwell.

SERD BIRTHDAV
GREETinGS TO:
Dec. 24
Rufh ChattertOD J. W.
Alicoate
Wilfred
Noy
Carl Brisson
Eulalie Jensen
Michael Curtiz
Ted Toddy
Evelyn Hall
Jack C. ReVille
Howard Hughes
Dec. 25
Marguerite Churchill Joseph M. Schenck
Charles Curran
Joe Bonomo
Charles Cruze
Joe Rock
Earle Fox
George Brent
Mrs. Leia Rogers
Sonya
Levien
Rom
Reed
David Strumpf
A. P. Waxman
Maur ce Goldstein
Helen
Twelvetrees
George E. Weber
Humphrey Bogart

1)

ander Korda and formerly released
by Initial
UA. pic going out will be "Thief
of Bagdad," wnicn will open an indefinite run in the Broadway Victoria. To follow this Technicolor
pic in national release FC will have
"Lydia," "That Hamilton Woman"
and "The Return of the iScarlet PimFilm Classics, it was said, is closing negotiations for additional important product, with announcement
due shortly.
pernel."

Circlin Reactograph Will
Be Used at Metro Studios
M-G-M has completed arrangements lor the use of the "Circlin
Keactograph," an instrument designed to analyze audience reaction
in the theater, according to an announcement byHoward Dietz, Metro
vice-president.
Highlights
the it"Reactograph"
technique
are ofthat
registers the
individual reaction of everyone participating inthe test, averages the
reactions and records and analyzes
likes and dislikes.
Device will be used by the company at the West Coast studios at a
time when changes or cuts in the
film can be made prior to completion
of final negative.
— Merry Christmas! —

Hannibal Will Improve
Theater Receipts Tax

(Continued from Page 1)
from the Kayton-Spiero Adven
ing Agency where he headed en
tive activities on the 20th-Fox
count.
^^
Prior to his association w i^
ton-Spiero, Danson spent x^Ve
with Paramount in executive adv
tising and promotion posts in N
York and Hollywood. He has be
ir. charge of national exploitati
and also served as assistant adv
tismg manager and head of the s
dio advertising, trailer and ra
transcription divisions.
Earlier, he was with the RI
Radio Pictures advertising depa;
ment at the time of formation
that company, and was also direct
of advertising and publicity for RC
Photophone.
— Merri Christittas! —

FBI Nabs Coast Sailor
In "Hot" 16 mm. Probe
(Continued from Page 1)
sale of a 16 mm. print of "Meet i
In
St. Louis,"
been byma<tl
available
to thewhich
U. S.hadNavy
film industry. FBI agents also r
covered Navy training films and
number of other major company r
leases. Gilman was jailed at Sam
Ana in lieu of bail.
This is the first West Coast arre;
in recent investigations which 1
date has resulted in the holding fc
trial of more than 13 persons. It :
reported FBI investigation is bein
made in territories outside the U. ll

Hannibal, Mo. — The city council "Phil" Bobys Stricken
has voted to levy taxes against the- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
ater receipts, cigarets, and to inWashington — Moses Philip (Phil
crease tavern and merchants license
Richard P. Dodge Dies
lees in order to provide a $10 a Bobys, salesman at the M-G-M ex
change for many years, died Sundaj
Chicago — Richard P. Dodge, 70, month wage increase for city em- in Emergency Hospital, from a hear
died from a heart attack. He was
attack. He was 48. Surviving is hi
manager of the photo products de- A.
R. Lowrey Dead
widow, Jane Pearl Kirsh. Funera
partment of the DuPont Company, ployes.
services will be held today, at Dan
Dallas,
Tex.
—
A.
R.
Lowrey,
owner
Defender Division, until his retirement last June. A wife and two sons of the Plaza Theater, CarroUton, died zansky's Funeral Parlor, 3501 14tlj
St., N.W.
survive.
at his home after a brief illness.

WAC Returns $83,086 Bat.
Two-Thirds ie Maiers, Rest to Theater Div.
(Continued

third to Leonard Goldenson, treasurer of the Theater Division. The
proportion of the money returned
was predicated on the proportions
contributed to the WAC.
During the four years that the
WAC
as theexpenditures
industry's
serviceoperated
instrument,
totaled $2,111,706,87 of which $758,654.73 represented money spent nationally for various War Loan campaigns; $620,908.98 represented expenditures for raw stock for the 16
mm. gift film program for members
of the armed forces in combat areas;
$93,290.17 represented the cost of
producing and distributing for the
State Department the film on the

from Page 1)

UlEDDinC BELLS
Sulton-Loventhal

United Nations titled "Watchtower
Over Tomorrow," and the balance of
$638,852.99 covered all other direct
expenditures of the organization.
The money spent directly by the
WAC represented only a very small
fraction of the total contribution
made by the industry to the war effort through production of films for
the OWI, the armed services and

Daniel
Jay Loventhal
of RKO'stc
legal
department,
will be married
Doris Ann Sultan of Associated Publications editorial staff at a quiet
ceremony in the home of the prospective groom, on Jan. 5. Before
joining RKO, Loventhal was deputy
assistant attorney general for the
state of New York.

various
agencies';'
the distribution andwar
exhibition
of 77,387
prints
of 177 subjects; 29,913 bond premieres; 42,661 free movie days; theater collections for various philanthropies totaling $36,874,436.37; and
1,200 pages of advertising and 20,000
columns of reading space for various drives.

Cleveland, 0. — George Peter Devine, Universal-International salesman, and Miss Helen Louise Dudek
of this city, were married Saturday
at First Lutheran Church. Groom
was feted at luncheon last Saturland. day by the Salesmen's Club of Cleve-

Dudek-Devine

!

j

ST/^IRWlfcTO

HEAVEN

,the

Command

Performance

picture^

is as

timeless as tne ur^e of tne love in a woman's Heart.
In cnoosin^ tne Park Avenue Theatre for tne American premiere of
tnis extraordinary motion picture, Universal-International feels it is
serving botn tne picture and tne audience in the best possible manner.
"STAIRWAY
TO HEAVEN,"
bein^ an unusual motion
picture, must be shown under the finest auspices.
The reserved seat policy in the Parh Avenue Theatre, which is
not only New York's most modern theatre but one of the world's
finest, enables the theatre-goin^ public to enjoy this picture in the
best environment.
This American premiere is more than the inauguration of a roadSTAIRW^Al
show policy. It is also a signal to the w^orld that
TO
HEAVEN"
represents a new era in motion picture entertainment.
Know^in^ people both in and out oi the trade are nndin^ themselves involuntarily saying, " It'll probably run forever."

I

fipi^.^^ms^

Jl/ you want to do right by a great motion picture,
ana if you want to serve best your patronage, then you too
ill be thinking about the best way to present

"STAIRWAY

HEAVEN." W^e think you will agree that it deserves
the most careful type of exhibition.

TO

^nk
^''*#,

^nta

cr

M/ss^S^ST^S^i?*'

Ueparting from tne coventional standards and emer^in^ as a
distinctive story wnicn introduces new color and camera
tecknique, '^STAIRWAY

TO

HEAVEN"

may te justly

cnaracterizied as "a difrerent motion picture." if Altnou^n
tne story nas tne same motivating elements as most screen
romances, it Lecomes unique tecause or its treatment as
well as its revolutionary use or color. It is a romance in tne
sense tnat tnere are people in it w^no seek romance, nut
tnese are not tne usual types round in love stories on
tne screen. In tne pa^es tnat follow, exposition is ^iven to
tne suDStance and tne style of tnis romance. >jc We are
confident you will not find anytning in tnis toofelet
tnat may r»e termed an exaggeration, after you nave Seen
"STAIRWAY

I

TO

HEAVEN."

^

A. J. Balaban Signs
New 20th-Fox Pads
Renewal of contracts between
20th-Fox, owTiers, and A. J. Balaban,
for the last five years executive managing director of
the Roxy Theater,
for continued
management of
that show window, was announced yesterday. TwentiethFox will also have
an additional
three-year call
on his services as
consultant after
1951.
"A. J.," whose
theater care er
dates back to
A. J. BALABAN
1906, and who
founded the B. &
K. theaters in Chicago, is credited
with the rehabilitation and rejuvenation of the Roxy, which 20th-Fox
took over in 1937. Roxy recently established new global box office records with 20th-Fox's "The Razor's
Edge."
In Chicago recently, the West Side
C of C dedicated a bronze plaque on
the site of "A. J.'s" first theater as
inspiration to present day underprivileged youth.

William J. Clark Dies;
Montclair Rites Thursday
(Continued from Page 1)
be held Thursday at Brown's Home
Service Parlor, 95 Park St., Montclair, N. J.
Clark had been in the motion picture industry since 1921, when he
started his film career as a salesman
with Paramount. For the past 12
years he had been associated with
20th-Fox. Prior to that he was general manager for Paramount in India, Burma and Ceylon, eventually
becoming managing director in Australia for the same company.
Clark was a brother of the late
John Clark, former vice-president in
charge of distribution for 20th Century-Fox.
Surviving are a daughter, Diana
Rita of New Zealand; a sister, Mrs.
Jane Clark Johnston of Lansdowne,
Pa.; a brother, Alexander C. Clark
of Cleveland, Ohio, and a half-brother, Richard M. Clark of Maplewood,
N.J.

Nearly $2,000,000
For Ascap Members
Almost two million dollars was
distributed among the members of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers for the fourth
quarter, last Friday. Distribution
was made after certain percentages
were set aside to meet contractual
obligations with foreign societies.
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Solons to Probe Trade Policy
Move Threatens Reciprocal Trade, ITO

Sidney Alexander
Joining Ad Agency

(Continued from Page 1)

framing House Ways and Means
Committee said he would propose the
sweeping investigation on the first
day the Committee meets.
The Californian's proposal followed a statement by commissioners
of 13 Southern States expressing opposition to further reduction in protective tariff' rates, thus breaking
for the first time the traditional
Southern opposition to high tariffs.
Action demanded by the Southerners and an increasing number of
Republicans in the New Congress
would throw the door open for trade
and tariff barriers by this countrj',
including "retaliation" to growing
restrictions
imposed by other countries.
State department firmly backed by
MPAA has insisted that raising of
trade barriers by this country would
start a flood of new restrictions by
other countries and would mean the
virtual collapse of the United States
trade program.
"Thus far," one State Depart-

C's Adv., Publicity
Appointment of Al Zimbalist to
the post of director of ad-publicity
and exhibitor relations by Film Classics Pictures was announced yesterday by Jules K. Chapman, assistant
general sales manager.
FC operates 29 exchanges in the
U. S. A. and Canada. Subsidiary International Film Classics distributes
for the parent organization in the
foreign market.
Zimbalist has won 15 national
awards for advertising and exploitation. He is also the author of several screen stories, among them:
"Sweet Georgia Brown." "Radio Canteen," "Christie O'Hara," and coauthor of "Baby Face Nelson," under option by King Brothers.
Zimbalist formerly was advertising and publicity head for St. Louis
Amusement Co., and handled similar chores for Warners and RKO.
— Merry Christmas! —

Tele Pool Will Cover
Opening of Congress
Television will cover the opening
session of the 80th Congress direct
from the legislative halls in Washington, occasion marking tele's first
broadcast of that body in action,
i NBC,_ CBS and Du Mont are pooling their facilities and personnel in
producing the pickup which will be
transmitted over coaxial cable to stations in Washington, Philadelphia
and New York, at approximately 12
noon on Friday, Jan. 3.
President Truman's talk will also
be broadcast if he goes before the
joint session for his proposed "State
of the Union" report.

ment official told THE FILM
DAILY, "the State Department
has been able to go into trade
discussions concerning motion
pictures and other items with
'clean hands.' We have been generally successful in film negotiations because we have been able
to say that this country has no
trade barriers, hence we object
to barriers by other countries.
If we in turn impose barriers, it
will throw the whole thing open
for a trade war, and the United
States motion picture industry,
among
many others,
will suffer."
It is expected
here that
President
Truman will include a strong plea
for the reciprocal trade program in
his "State of the Union" message to
Congress.
MPAA President Eric A. Johnston
only last week praised work of the
State Department and again called
for
riers.reduction of foreign trade bar-

Waterloo, la., Gets
Film Censor Board
Waterloo, la. — Declaring that film
censorship had broken down in Hollywood, Mayor Knapp F. Matthews
announced formation of a local board
of film censorship.
Directly
mayor's
action was the causing
showing the
of two
pictures,
"Race Suicide" and ' Souls in Pawn,"
independently
produced, at the State
Theater.
Named to the censorship board
were the Rev. John H. Fischer, pastor of St. Edward's Catholic Church;
Rev. H. E. Dierenfield, pastor of
First Presbyterian Church; Mrs. J.
P. Jones, past president of Waterloo
Women's Club; Glenda Mabrey, public school faculty member, and Mrs.
Cecilia Storm, police matron.
The mayor said that if a Waterloo
theater manager is offered a picture
of doubtful character, he may invite
the members of the censorship board
to see it and they will approve or disapprove of it in advance. In addition, any citizen who feels that a picture being presented is objectionable
may so state to the board and they
will pass judgment on it.

Minneapolis P-T Would
Eliminate Thrillers

Sidney G. Alexander, formei
Eastern director of advertising a;
publicity of Selznick Intematione
Vanguard Films,
yesterday was
j named director of
ture divisionpicof
ji the
the motion
New York
office of the
vertising firmadof
Brisacher, Van
Norden & Staff,
140 E. 39th St.
Alexander, who
last week resigned his post
with the Selznick
organization, will
also serve in his
new affiliation as
SID ALEXANDER
senior account executive. Prior to his Selznick affilia
tion, he was Columbia's advertisin;
manager for four years, and befoi'
that was vice-president of the Weis,
& Geller and the H. M. Kiesewette;
advertising agencies.
— Merry Christmas! —

B & K's Year-End $7
Makes (Continued
$16.50 from
for '46
Page

1)
the fine 1946 business of the cir
cuit and its subsidiaries.
This is
the largest dividend to date for th(j
chain and as Paramount owns praC'
tically all of the common stock, ii,
will make a sizable addition to thfl
Para, profits.
— Merry Christmas! —

Johnston Sees Fewer U. S.
Strikes in Next 6 Months
Spokane,

Wash. — Eric

A. John-f^

ston,
MPAA
prexy, of addressing
Spokane
Chamber
Commerce the'^
on "Big Business, Big Labor and Big
Government," predicted that there
would be fewer strikes during the
first six months of 1947, and warned

that
Russia's chief export is Com-''
niunism.
Declaring that he rejected both
war with and appeasement of Russia as solutions to the Soviet threat, Johnston
said that the alternative i
was to block Russia's territorial expansion by such means as the United
Nations and to block Russia's ideological exnansion
by countries
increasingwhich
the"?[
contentment
of those

Minneapolis — A campaign to eliminate film and radio "thrillers" from
'i
children's entertainment has been lie in Russia's path.
launched by the Central Council of
Parents and Teachers here, with its
executive board meeting Jan. 7 to
plan for a study of the effects of horror broadcasts and films on children's
health.
Monogram
ChristThe Council contemplates a parmas party will International's
be held this afternoon
ents' clinic next Spring on the sub- at 1560 Broadway. Fun starts at 2

§uU parties?

t

ject.
p.m.

30

M. p. proaucTiiOii Diax.floor
28 W. 44th St. 21st
N. Y^.
New York

NOT
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'6re ThanMM.
Itinerants Clicking in D. C.GeneralTerritory
Maintenance of Pix
40 Operating in
all Communities; Report
.000 Weekly Take by One
U\
By ANDREW

H. OLDER
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ON THE INDUSTRY'S 1S47 HORIZON

PICTURE BUDGETS GOING UP. With the over-all cost of production advancing in
major studios in 1946 as much as 25 per cent, all indications point to a further advance
in 1947 — and this, despite the fact that general major studios will make fewer features.
0

jtVashington — At least two score
^ 'tividuals in the Washington area
MORE PICTURES IN COLOR. Greater us-' of color is in the cards for 1947,
'^* 'including more than a dozen war provided labor difficulties uhich have seriously interfered during 1946 are over^erans — are earning their living or come. Introduction of improvements in existing processes is anticipated. Advent
anaJDr part of their living, by show- of a feiv new processes should be one of ih? interesting developments of 1947.
» 16 mm. films in small communi0
|s in Maryland, Virginia and West
CHANGE IN STORY PACE. Hollywood story editors believe that there will be a
rginia. One man, operating out of
in the number of psychological mystery stories reaching the screen. In.ItimDre, screening six or seven markedstead,drop
big outdoor action pictures loom impressively on the Hollywood horizon.
ghts weekly for Negro groups in
0
le {^
(Continued on Page 11)
$85,nn0,0n0 for independent production, it is estimated thntfnore
than $85,000,000 uill be spent on independent production in Ilollyuood durine
1947 provided unforeseen circumst"nces
do Page
not 9)
intervene.
David 0. Selznick's
(Continued on

ilms in Middle in
tod ianada Finance Row

Toronto — One by one Canada's
irtime controls are being dissolved
t the film business and theaters
e still in the proverbial middle beuse of a prolonged squabble bete feen the Dominion Government and
:j ti jv^eral of the Provinces over posti i ir financial arrangements.
just been on
revealed
iBi 'It has (Continued
Page 11)by Prime
is

\i

? ^ "ich. Allied Warns
jfjjgainst Intervention
I

(Detroit — Warning to members of
W lied Theaters of Michigan against
Ha ivocating intervention in the curi,,jj nt anti-trust suit was issued this
~, '.ek by Jack Stewart, general man"j'jler of Allied. He pointed out that
Jnitf |e ATA is circularizing the mem(Continued on Page

12)

[/. S. Moscow Embassy
Gets Films via iff PEA
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Fo'lowing revelation
by The Film Dsily last Fall that
the American Embassy in Moscow
was forced to show British films at
its Sunday night screenings for Embassy guests, arrangements have been
made for shipment by MPEA of
cne 16 mm. program per week to
Moscow.

,DofJ
i-Trust Drive
Wa.^hinrrtnn Bureau of THE

FILM

Cuban Market Called
ncouraging

DAILY

Backlogs, Continued Trend
to Fewer Pictures Forecast
By JACK ALICOATE
Publisher, THE FILM DAILY

Problems as intricate as any
the U. S. film industry has ever
faced, eclipsing perhaps even
those of the war years, will test
its statesmanship during 1947.
Statesmanship is written advisedly.
On the domestic scene, industrial
statesmanship will be required to
meet economic issues arising from,
first, radical changes in distribution
which of necessity will affect the
exhibition structure; secondly, _ the
ever-increasing costs of operations,
(Crntinued on Page 8)

SMPE Develops 18
New Equip. Standards

Just back from a quick trip to
Washington — President Truman Cuba, where he installed M. J. Mesand the Department of Justice will
seri as Monogram's Cuban rep., Norpress for the most extensive antiSeven sub^committees
of the
ton V.gram
Ritchey.
president
o" MonoInternational,
described
the
monopoly drive in this country's hisday. tory, it was indicated over the holi- Cuban market for American motion SMPE have developed 18 new equipment standards for the motion pic(Continued on Page 12)
ture industry, designed not only for
Although Republicans generally
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

2,500 Theaters Pledge
"Dimes" Collections
More than 2,500 exhibitors in the
U. S. and its territories to date have
pledged audience collections for the
March of Dimes drive, Jan. 24-30,
according to an announcement made
(Continued on Page 7)

Hen'^v Named Pai^amount
Far East Division Chief

Technicolor Trust Suit
May Be Filed Very Soon

Com. F. C. Henry, USNR, has
been named division manager for
Paramount International Films, Inc.,
for the territory embracing Japan,
Korea, China, the Philippines, Indo
China, Siam, the Straits Settlements,
(Continued on Page 7)

Washinatnn Bureau of THE

Test Cop^s Badge as a Pass
Ky. AMPPO

Watches

Cancellation Clause In
Polski-MPEA Contract

Louisville Theater Suit

Louisville, Ky. — Johnson Musselman, manager of the indie Rialto, intends to discover whether a policemen's badge is good for admission at
his theater.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Musselman and his doorman, Hugh
Washington — American films
and the Jefferson County
scheduled to play next year in Poland Owens,
under the deal recently concluded by police have been at odds for some
Film Polski and the Motion Picture time over "badge-flashing"
(Continued on Page 12) admis(Continued on Page 11)
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Washington — Department of Justice sources hinted over the holiday
(Continued on Page 12)

Report Ma^or Plans
New *Fair' % Policy
Indianapolis — A rep'rt that a
major company is formulating a
policy
will be whereby
charged aup"fair"
to a
reachable gross, and from
on the percentage will

percentage
reasonably
that point
be scaled

downward, is praised in the Associated Theater Owners of Indiana bulletin. Terming the move "a realstic answer to the problem," bulletin is en record as anxious to commend the first company to bring
forth such a sales plan.

^
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$5 Sunday Theater Tax
Bill Proposed in Taunton
Taunton, Mass. — A city tax proposal by Councilman Peter B. Gay
would place a levy on all places providing Sunday public entertainment,
including bowling alleys, $5; juke
boxes, $2; professional entertainment, $5; theaters, $5; pinball machines, $2. Revenue from theaters
alone would bring in approximately
$1,000 a year, according to Gay.
Three years ago the same bill was
vetoed by the mayor. Taunton has
four theaters: Two operated by M
& P; one by B & Q circuit and one
by Ted Rosenblatt.

Wai Holden's Father Dead
Chicago — William Holden, 72,
father of Will Holden, B & K district manager, died at the Masonic
Hospital after a long illness.
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Tub Thumpers Re-elect
Dan Hickey Hi-Thumper

N. J.'s Governor-Elect
Nixes New Luxury Tax

Chicago Warner Theater
Up 5c for Week-ends

Boston— The Boston Tub No. 1
of the Tub Thumpers of America,
Inc., has re-elected Dan Hickey HiThumper and Ralph Frank of the
U. S. Trust Co. Chief Swindler.
Elizabeth Boudreau of the Boston
Public Library was elected Chief
Bill Poster. The Chief Tub Thumper
for the coming year is to be chosen
by these officers and the newlyelected board of directors at a meeting to be held later.
The 1947 board of directors includes the following: Harry Browning, M&P Theaters; Joe DiPesa,
Loew's Theaters; Marie Houlihan,
WEEI; George Estes, Gillette Co.;
Kenneth Fletcher, TWA; George
Lasker, WORL; Ben Bartzoff, Jewish Advocate; and Gabriel Stern,
Hirshon-Garfield Co.
Plans were discussed for the second annual citation dinner to be held
at the Copley-Plaza Hotel on the
evening of Feb. 21.

Atlantic City, N. J.— Mayor Altman's chances of putting over a
sales tax and luxury tax for the resort were given a severe setback
when Gov. - elect Alfred Driscoll
stated that he was opposed to a sales
tax, luxury tax or any other tax of
that nature.
Mayor Altman's tax plan would
require state legislature approval.
A recent sales tax was outlawed because it was termed class legislation applicable to Atlantic City only.
The proposed new luxury tax would
hit theater admissions, hotel rooms
and tobaccoes.

Chicago — Warner theaters hei
have adjusted their admission price
making the top 50 cents in hous(
that were formerly 45 cents fc
week-end shows. Other adjustmen'
v/ill be made, with the turn of tt

Suggestive Cartoons
Charged by hid. ATO

Jeonette Sells to Fleming

]\. Y. THEATERS
r-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-

Indianapolis — Lewdness and suggestiveness in some cartoon subjects
is criticized in the current Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana bulletin.
Theater Facts. Holding that aniLager Renamed President portion mated
subjects are the children's
of a program, bulletin warns
Of M. P. Bookers Club
that someone outside the industry is
Oscar Lager, of the Moses Circuit, bound to make an issue of the matter
was re-elected president of the Mo- unless cartoon producers are more
tion Picture Bookers Club of New careful in selecting story material.
York, it was revealed Tuesday.
Harry Margolis, of Loew's, and Lou Wetumpka, Ala., Slaps
Wolff, Brandt Theaters, were elected
first and second vice-presidents.
On 2c City Ticket Tax
Others named include Lucille Tannenbaum, secretary; Jean Slade,
Wetumpka, Ala.— The City Counfinancial secretary, and Ted Krasscil passed a special tax of two cents
ner, treasurer. Trustees for 1947 are on all theater tickets, and tickets to
Jack Birnbaum and Jack Perley, other places of amusement, and a
while the board will comprise Alec two cent levy per pack on cigarettes.
Arnswalder, Archie Berisch, Edward
has a single theater, the 250Seider and George Trilling. Max Town
seat Fain.
Fried was elected sergeant-at-arms.
New officers will be installed at a
dinner to be held next month.

Rockefeller Center

"TILL THE
CLOUDS ROLL BY"
With 13 BIG STARS
in Technicolor
• An M-G-M Picture
GREAT
CHRISTMAS
STAGE
SHOW

mirvisNtY's
SONfi^SOOTH

^^

24 Screencraft Features
Via Astral in Dominion
Toronto — CanadiaA distribution
rights on 24 pictures of Screencraft
Pictures, New York, has been secured by Astral Films of Toronto it
was disclosed today by I. H. (Izzy)
Allen, head of Astral, which has
moved to open branches at Montreal
and Vancouver. Allen also announced
appointment of Marshall Gold as
Toronto booker and Jerry Ostrow as
salesman for Ontario territory.

3

ON SCREEM

KATHARINE HEPBURN
ROBERT TAYLOR

m PERSON
Radio's Newest Comic

Robt. MITCHUM
iiiiinrnniinnriim

Emelco Buys Pampa;
Will Produce Features
Buenos Aires (Via Cable) —
Emelco Corporation bought the
Pampa Film Studios for an undisclosed sum. Emelco is a leading adfilm company specializing in one,
two, and three-minute ad-films and
slides, which are shown in more than
500 Argentine theaters.
With the purchase of the Pampa
Studios, Emelco has announced that
it will enter the field of featurelength pictures for distribution
throughout Latin America, as well
as Southwestern U. S. A.

|n

Huntsville, Me. — The Rox^is
year.
been sold by Ray Jeanette to Gu
Fleming. It is a SOO-seater.
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irnoff Sees 1947
is Major Tele Year
I "Nineteen - hundred - forty - seven
lids promise of being America's
[st
major Sarnoff,
television
en. David
RCA year,"
prexy, Brig.
said
tsterday, "if industrial unrest is
l^M and the flow of basic comys is increased."
a?=Sdicting a possible 500,000 telesion equipped homes by 1948, Sariff maintained the coming year will
id television being studied as a
iw factor in politics as plans are
id for the 1948 campaign.
"That
fear will be to television," he said,
vhat 1924 was
to broadcasting
hen Coolidge, Davis, Dawes, Cox,

ALONG

MARLENE DIETRICH ond ANNABELLA
main in New York until mid-Januarv.

(Continued from Page 1)
|ie East Indies, Burma and India, it
as announced Tuesday by George
Ifeltner, Paramount International
resident. Henry flew from Shanghai
) the U. S. last week for home
ffice conferences.
Henry, who was a Paramount over»as rep. for the past 15 years, will
Ivide his time about equally between
|ie home office and the field. He will
;main in New York for some time,
was said.

ellgious Pix Down Under
Sydney (By Air Mail) — The Aus•alian Religious Film Society,
acked by all Protestant churches,
rill produce 16 mm. films for hall
|nd church screening. Additionally,
,ae Society will distribute U. S. pix
iroduced by Cathedral Films.

SERD BIRTHDAV
GREETinCS TO:
!
Dec. 26
i Charl«s A. Alicoate
Mort Blumenstock

•
•

j
1
'
'

•

WELL, IT WAS

wasn't it?.
▼ a Merry
▼ Christmas,
▼

•

• CUFF NOTES: Could there be any possible connection between those higher Rochester license fees and the fact that a minor
Monroe County official also is a film checker?
Flower City exhibs,
are asking. ... • J. H. Lorentz, 20th-Fox Chicago district manager,
has some fine matched luggage, presented at the annual holiday employes dinner. ...
• Monroe Heolh has been upped to publicity
chief for Alexander Film
He'll continue to edit Alexander's two
house organs. ... • Herman Cohen, Co'.umbia booker, first got a
new Dodge, then was upped to state salesman
Cause and effect. ... • Film producer Paul Gordon, who's just finished "That
We May Live," will head Two Continents Pictures
Company will
produce pix here and in Euiope, in English and foreign language versions. ... • Max Cohen, Cinema circuit prexy, got a surprise holiday
gi't from his friend and associate, Mark FinkeLstein. .... .Latter spotted sculpture exhibit of Charlie Penser, RKO salesman, at the Stanley
Finklestein was so impressed he commissioned Penser to do a
copper life-size portrait of Cohen. ... • Eagle-Lion's "It's a Joke,
Sen!" will have its world premiere in Austin, Tex., Jan. 21, sharing the
Lone Star spotlight with the inauguration of Gov. Beauiord H. Jester
Openings in San Antonio, Houston and Dallas will follow, and
then the pic will play simultaneousiy in 150 Interstate houses
▼
▼
T
•

• • GCING TO TOWN: Maurice A. Bergman's Universal Eastern promotion staff is going to town these days to launch the new
Universal-International product
That idea of o world premiere of
a U-I film aboard the Chesapeake & Ohio's "The George Washington"
now set for Jan. 6 with the Mark Hellinger film, "Swell Guy," was
hatched in New York several weeks ago
The progressive C. & O.
headed by Robert R. Young, board chairman who also has motion
picture industry interests, had quietly gone ohead and adapted its cars
and was almost set to start regular nightly service
The World
Premiere idea was a natural for them
So what started out as a
promotion stunt now looms as the inauguration of the first "theater-onwhee's"
And the U sales department
isn't complaining
either
They ^gned a product deal with the C. & O which will see U-I
releases playing almost exclusively
H. L. Porterlield, C. & O.
public relations head, reol'y has himself a deal
Bergman's boys
merely had a world premiere when "Temptation," was to be shown
Dec. 10 before it was postponed by the recent coal strike
Now
they'll be opening a new theater and will launch operations for a new
U-I exhibitor customer!

▼

▼

▼

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: Talk has been revived about consolidating
the five newsreels d la AP. Such an idea has been kicking around in
the industry for more than 15 years
Proposal was resurrected
this time because of increasing production ond labor costs
One
major company sales exec, pointed out his company had not increased
rentals on shorts and newsreels since the early Thirties
One suggestion that came up again was the allocation of territories to the five
newsreel companies, and to set up a central distributor for the five
reels. ... • When Charlie Ryan, who is stepping down as War^
ners' assistant zone manager in Chicago, heads for the Coast in search
of restored health, he'll take with him a diamond-studded gold watch,
presented by associates. ... • Olga San Juan, currently appearing
in Para.'8 "Variety Girl" opens at the New York Paramount Jan. 15.
• Amos Leonard, Southern lUincis salesman for Para., has resigned
to return to up-state Syracuse, the old home town. ... • Columbia's
"Return of Monte Cristo" goes into Loew's State on Jan. 2

T

i

re-

SWARTHOUT,
Poramount's
director
of GORDON
special events,
accompanied
by his
wife,
spent the Christmas holiday in Fort Wayne,
Ind.

pyan
and otherfororators
picked
je microphone
the first
time up
in '
\ national campaign and marveled
[ its ability to reach the people."
Sarnoff pointed to the increased
'tivity in television programming
iiring 1946 as evidence that showien prepared to present an inter(ting variety
of entertainment,
5wsreels and sports events.
Turning
to color television, he
•aised the advances made by RCA
the realm of simultaneous transission as an improvement
over
quential transmission, adding that
1 inexpensive, easily installe<l conjjrter had been perfected which will
'sable black-and-white video sets to
ffcceive color programs
in monoijrome. RCA's engineers, however,
stimate that it will require four
ears to bring any system of color
ile to the present status of blackirid-white.

[enry Named Paramount
I'ar East Division Chief

COminG and GOIHG

T

▼

LEO PILLOT, Columbia explolteer, leaves today for Norfolk to set up campaign on "Tlie
NIKITAS
Jolson
Story."D. DIPSON, president of Dipson
Theaters, Batavio, N. Y., flew to Athens, Greece
to join his wife and daughter for the holidays.
Mrs. Dipson and their daughter are visiting
relatives in Greece.
EMIL BOURCART, president of Western Hemisphere Films, recently incorporated in New
York for the purpose of importing and distributing French motion pictures, arrives Dec.
28 at LoGuardia Airport from Paris.

2500 Theaters
Pledge
"Dimes"
Collections
(Continued from Page 1)
over the holiday by Emil C. Jensen,
director of the motion picture division of the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis. This is said by
Jensen to be 20 per cent ahead of
those pledged at this time a year
Publicity staff for the drive, under
ago.
the direction of Charles Reed Jones,
has been supplemented by field men
loaned by several pix companies.
Among them are Arnold Van Leer of
Paramount, in Boston; Frank La
Falce of Warners, in Washington;
Ed Fisher of Loew's, in Cleveland,
and Jimmie Gillespie in Dallas.

ABC Television Division
To Produce Documentaries
Television Division of American
Broadcasting Co. has embarked upon
a series of film documentaries a la
MOT for telecasting and eventual
theatrical and non-theatrical distribution.
First in the series of "Video Reports to America" is a 35 mm. threereeler explaining the automotive industry's apparent delay in production.
Harvey
chief ofoftheABC's
video
branchMarlowe,
and director
film,
told The Film Daily that because
of the co-operation offered him by
the Automobile Manufacturers Association he was able to keep his
shooting schedule down to two weeks
at a total cost of about $10,000.
Under ordinary circumstances, Marlowe explained, the half-hour short
would have cost at least $50,000, perhaps $75,000.
According to Marlowe, the film will
be ready for telecasting before Dec.
19 on this five-station hook-up:
WABD, New York; WBKB, Chicago;
WPTZ, Philadelphia; WTTG, Washington; WRGB, Schenectady.

75.000
in ChUdren's
Wellington,
N. Z. (ByClub
Air Mail)—

The Young New Zealanders Club
just inaugurated in about 60 theaters of the Kerridge-Odeon Circuit,
is expected to have a membership
of 75.000.
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Still Higher Budgets For Top Features Loominci
Drastic Revision of Domestic Sales Practices to
Come From Court's Decree
(Continued trom Page 1)
primarily due to labor increases affecting studios, home offices, field
and meaters alike — and thirdly, the
dis curbing trend toward scale ana
municipal admission taxes and other
imposts,
Un tne international scene, social
and political statesmanship of the
highest order will be manaatory to
ease existing quotas, restrictions and
barriers — some 57 by actual count —
and prevent the imposition of others.
Major industry developments in
1947, many taking shape, will incluae these:
PRODUCTION: Still higher budgets tor top product, continuance oi
the general move toward fewer pictures, the elimination of so-called
"B" features by major studios and
general maintenance of product
backlogs.
The over-all cost of production in
1946 in major studios rose as much
as 25 per cent over 1945.
Greater use of color, including the
introGUction of improvements in existing pxHicesses and the advent oJ
new processes, should be one of tht
interesting developments of 1947.
DISTRIBUTION: Drastic revisior,
m dcmestic sales practices by tht
eight major companies in compliance
with court decree, the economic consequences of which only experience
and time can determine, and ini:reased attention, at home anc
jibroad, to the 16mm. market.
Effects Industry-Wide
Obviously, the effects of the
changes in selling will be felt industry-wide, from the studio down to
the smallest theater.
In the i6mm. vane, as 1947 bows,
are Metro, RKO and Universal. As z
corollary to its 16mm. theatrical activities; Metro in 1946 launched ar;
educational film project overseas.
while Universal late in the year
formed United Woi'ld Films to function world-wide in the home entertainment, educational and religious
film fields. Universal International,
of course, has its own 16 mm. division. Ahint of the shade of things
to come, too, when Universal announced the closing of a deal with
the C & 0 for the showing of its 16
mm. features aboard certain of its
crack trains as a new service for passengers. Like Metro, RKO is pushing 16mm. distribution abroad^ aggressively, and at home, is distributing its own 16mm. versions. Europe.
the Middle East, Africa, India, the
Orient and Latin America will see
stepped up 16mm. penetration in
1947.
EXHIBITION: Erection of between 500 and 750 new theaters
throughout the country if Government controls on construction are
ended and materials are available;
entry of theater operators into production; continued general emphasis
upon extended playing time; stiffened

HEADING FOR $100,000,000 YEAR
r^ESPITE higher costs all along the line the financial reports of all companies attest
^^ to the industry's unparalleled prosperity in 1946. A major contributing factor was
rne removal ot tne surpius profits tax.
Roughly, 60 per cent ot tne increase in company earnings over the preceding year is
estimated due to the removal of tne tax. ffowei^er, better box-office business played no
small part, with a peak in September when the U. S. admission tax yield hit the all-time
<iigh of $48,597 ,42jJ.
The seven producer-distributor companies alone in 1946 will show an aggregate net
,}rofit of more than $100,00J,0»0, upwards or more than $50,000,000 above tne 19-i:>
/igure. Paramount, which earned $33,877,000 in the first nine montns of the current
year, against $13,841,000 for 1945, shou.d show a profit for the year of upwards or
.^-t5,00u,U00. Twentietn-Fox's net for the nine months was $16,219,815 as against
.i./,529,287 in 19t5. On tnis basis 20th-Fox should earn some $2z,0o0,u00 for l9-i6.
vVarners is expected to show a net of about $18,000,000.— JACK ALiCUAiE.

opposition to state and city propo- riod in 1945. Incidentally, dividend
sals to levy admissions taxes, real payments in 1945 totalled $23,655,.axes and unreasonably hign license OUO. Contributing to the increast
were several extra dividends anu
ji'ees;
inencaltheater
basis. television on an experi- late increases.
Un tne nnancial side other develji,xnit)iior temper as regards un-air tax measures is underscored by
opments of note during 1946 included
,ne 1946 action of ttedalia. Mo., common stock splits by both I'ara.nount
and
Warners on a two for one
neaters in closing for tnree months
a protest against a gross business oasis and $2u,000,000 in new tinanc.dX. Twenty-seven states now have aig by National Theaters whicn sub.icket taxes, 31 impose license fees.
sequently bought its outstanding
.;iass B lor $/,4i5,000.
Both distribution and exiiibition have tound their own costs
in December I'aramount startec
^o buy up Its own common stocK.
sky-rocketing during 1946. The
Several of the major corporate
jump
in aistribution overhead
probably would average 25 per
moves of ithe year centered in
jufv'ersai. First came a distribution
cent tor all companies. There is
the virtual assurance that a still
aeal with Enterprise (Charles Einlarger increase in distributiun
.eid-David Loew> whicn later was
ooscs will come in 1947 as a re.imicably abrogated. Then in midSummer Universal hit page 1 with
sult of changes and sales practices and mechanics which will
a bang, announcing the acquisition
jf International Pictures Corp.,
come in the wake of the statuheaded by William Goetz and Leo
tory courts' decree in the I*iiew
York equity suit. Contributing
opitz. As a corollary, United Worle.
r'lctures faded out. Goetz and Spitz
tu the over-all Jump in distribution costs is an increased outlay
tor international received 125,00u
for advertising. The spiral here
inares of Universal common, reprewill continue upward
in 1947
ienting a value of $5,000,000, on the
with the 11 leading companies
oasis of the assigned value of $4U
expected to expend an estimated
per share of the company.
^65,000,000.
Newspapers
and
The merger had Oct. 1 as its efmagazines
will
receive
the
rective date at which time Spitz ana
greater part, but more generous
Goetz became heads of production at
spending for radio time is in the
-ne Universal City studios. Subsecards.
ProCompany Earnings Good
iuctions quently
took Universal-International
shape as the studio
Universal for the 39 weeks ended arm of Universal Pictures. In NoAugust 3 reported a net of $3,206,- /ember, Clitf Work, who had headed
i54 against $2,955,829, making a Universal Production, resigned as a
?4,500,U00 net likely. Metro for the vice-president and director of Uni10 weeks ended June 6 announced a \^ersal Pictures, signing a new contract as a company advisor.
jrofit of $12,579,245 against $9,312,Special Rank Division
M3. On this basis Metro's net for
.he year should approximate some
Still another development in the
^16,000,000. RKO's net for the first wake of the merger was the formaline months was $9,963,906 comtion of a special division in the Universal family for the distribution of
jared with $3,941,830 in 1945, indicating a $13,000,000 years profit. British pictures produced by J. ArJolumbia, for the fiscal year ended
thur Rank whch it was originally
iune 30, reported a net of $3,450,489 planned to distribute through United
against $1,945,167. In the first 13 World. William J. Heineman and Berweeks of its present fiscal year Colnard G. Kranze were designated genumbia earned $965,000 as against
eral sales manager and assistant
general
sales manager, respectively,
1544,000 for the same period in 1945.
Film industry dividends to stock- for this division. Prestige Pictures
holders during 1946 kept pace with was established as another sales division for certain Rank class pix.
earnings. In the first eight months
In November came still another
jf the year the dividends aggregated
.$20,955,000, as against the $11,225,- Universal move of the first magnitude. The company
announced
the
000 paid out in the comparable pe-

Distribution Changes, Ris
Ing Operating Costs, Ove
seas Bars Among Problen
organization of United World Filn-j
iuc, as a wholly owned subsiaia.
tor the production and distriiii,
jf 16mm. and 8mm. enteruai

and euucatioaal and religious*
it wasproductioii-distribuiion
the first time that ancompai;
Ame'
.can
proposed to invade all pnases ot tl
.loii-tiieatrical field. Matthew h\
A'as elected chairman oi the ne
company
Col. James
M. J^'rant
jiie-time and
member
of Gen.
Dwig,
^..isennower's staxf, was elected pre
ident. Subsequently, UWF disclose
plans for a seven-year school fir.
production program — a veritao
•University of tne Screen" — in ass(
elation with J. Arthur Rank, callin
^or lOiJ new subjects annually.
To what extent this Univers;
move was motivated by J. Artnt
..iank, was problematical. But th.
i-tank was an interested part
seemed evident. The British tycoo;
.vnose financial interests in Unive.
-■al presumably ranges upward (
25 per cent, has long been intereste
.n tne sub-siandaru nim neiu. um
ing the year Bell & Howell c
^lacagO' had closed a a.sLiioutiu
^eal with Rank for the latter's class
-oom product. Simultaneously wii.
-he announcement
of Universai's
ne'
subsidiary,
it was disclosed
tnat Un
/ersal had acquired the entire 6,UU
subject Filmo-sound Library c
Bell & Howell, which included, c
curse, tne Rank suojects. aroi
Jell and Howell to United Worl
j'ilms came Wiiliam F. Kruse, wh
assumed a vice-presidency. Simila
posts went to Edward L. McEvoj
nead of Universal short subjects
and Edmund L. Dorf man, a produce i
experienced in both theatrical an>|
non-theatrical fields.
f
On par with the Universal cor
porate moves from the dual stand
point of industry interest and trad
potentialities was the formation ii
mid-December of the Selznick Re
leasing Organization, a move whic^
placed Selznick in the distributio:
field, world-wide. Selznick's actioi
climaxed United Artists "family
differences which saw Mary Pick
ford and Charles Chaplin at odd:
with Selznick. Daniel T. O'Shea i;
board chairman of the new SROtheatrically potent initials, those!—
and Neil Agnew, president.
That 1947 will be marked
b;
highly important
developments
ii
the 16mm. field, both theatrical am
[ion-theatrical,
is certain.
Unitec
World Films before the new yeai|
runs its course is expected to adti
to the Bell and Howell library somtl
1,850 subjects, about two-thirds olj
which will come from Rank's vaults j
and the rest from Universai's upor.
the expiration of existing Universal
16mm.
distribution contracts with
Walter Gutlohn, Inc., and International Theatrical and
Television
Corp. United World Films eventually
(Continued on Page 9)
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niIndustry Studying Non-Theatrical Possibilities
iiisrljnternational Market Also
OrtSeceiving Close Attention;
5!ejj-^oreign Films Invade U. S.
.■I

(Continued from Page 8)

have us own exchanj^es.
hill370,000
Non-Theatrical Outlets

iyi^e non-theatrical sales prospects
^
he United
States
today
are
^j-oughly estimated at about 375,000,
[he approximate number of projecl-ors in schools, colleges, institutions
i L knd homes. There are those who coni.end the total can be raised to 1,'|l50,000 to 2,000,000 by 1952 proVideo equipment manufacturers cai,
■* 'produce
takes
on tliem.
an

The gross potential
astronomical
aspeci

I'j >'nen it is considered
that Bell &
:',' '|iowell alone has accounted for aboui
''."^.
rentalsconcerned
during 1946.
".r '|60U,UOU
A Others inwholly
with tht
'J.6mm. ncn-theatrical field are planning to move lorward under a fuh
'' beau of steam in 1947, among them
■jLncyclopedia
Britannica
Films
'kvnose province is ciie educationa.
™«eld.
Late in 1946 EBF elected C.
coct tietcher, executive oirector oi
Che Committee for Economic Devel. ppment and former Studebaker ex"'^'"'ecucive, to the presidency.
,,
Uurinp- 1946, the 16mm. theatrical
peld overseas has received carefu.
'kitention from virtually all majoi
'•^bumpanies. American distributor surveys tix the JSiear East, China ana
'lauia as the largest potential mar'kets, but Europe, Latin America and
'the Orient generally are viewed at
'^ sources of impressive 16mm. revenue
in the next rive years. Ability ol
^ifcquipment manufacturers to provide
"'' "'jttie necessary projectors, of course,
«, t 'vvill be one of the determining fac^'^''
'tors.
^^" ' In the opinion of Americans who
isja have studitd the European situation,
)as( Jj<'iance presently is at the top of the
^' "f^lttrnm. heap. iVletro, alert to tht
potentialities there, plans not only
i^to distribute 30 features in 16mm.
stai liduring 1947, but also proposes to
It" -estaDiish a 16mm. newsreel, MetroBM news, as well. In late November, il
■i I jwas disclosed that Metro has more
"ki jthan 700 accounts in France, inibua jvolving 11,200 spots. In November,
acti *too, the first 16 mm. theater started
m;
in India, with Metro supplying prodPii -net.

tm

The first major company to announce that it would domestically
SiW ^distribute its own 16mm. versions
ios«!i was RKO Radio. Other companies
were reported weighing like deciii Bsions. Obviously, no 16mm. compeK; itition to established 35mm. theatriala jcal exhibition was contemplated.
^'"' ij Meanwhik, in late November it
' ^l rwas revealed that the United Na^0 Wtions would embark on its own 16mm. program in 1947. Envisioned,
'■", jaccorcing to Jean Benoit-Levy, di^^ 1rector of the film and visual infor]mation division of the United Nations, was the establishment of a
''' JFilm Board which would produce a
i'*'! J newsreel and documentary shorts
:^!si and acquire a film library. UNESCO
'^''approved the plan at its Paris meeting in late December, and Benoit-

ON THE INDUSTRY'S 1947 HORIZON
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(Continued

from Page 1)

^^>^^^<-;i^^<^ii^^^^^

English Film Stars Find
Ready
Outdoor H'wood
FeaturesWelcome;
on Way

Both will continue their Hollywood
careers, but will also work in pictures abroad.
David 0. Selznick is using Ann
THE FEMININE TOUCH. Hollywocd today has more women producers than at any Todd in "The Paradine Case" and he
rime in its history. Joan Harris n is at Universal; V.rginia Upp and Helen Deutscn,
also has Louis Jourdan, a French
Columbia; Liilie Hayward, RKO; Miss Fanchon, Republic.
player, under contract. Deborah Kerr
>vill work at M-G-M and her initial
NEW THEATERS. At least 500, probably 750 new motion picture theaters will picture at the Culver City lot may
be treated across the country during 194/, provided materials and equipment are oe "The Hucksters." Peggy Cumavailable and there are no restrictions on such construction.
nins registered solidly in "The Late
o
George Apley" after losing out in
TREND TO COLOR. Greater use of color, including the introduction of improvements
"Forever Amber."
in existing processes and tne adi^ent of new processes, should be one of the interesting
Phyllis Calvert will be co-starred
.notion picrure developments in 1947.
in "Time Out Of Mind" at Universal
international, while Viveca Lindfors,
Levy is expected to head the board. less so of the American. The Univer- Swedish actress, has completed her
sal-Rank alliance, with its man>
Developments Overseas
in Bros.
"Night
After Roc
Night,"
at War-in
Interuatioual-wise, iy46 was mark- ramifications, including the special role ier
Patricia
appeared
■id by a variety oi developments. A uuiL, rrestige Picuurei, wnose name
aigniy imporcant new film pact with is sell-expiaiiatory, already has re- 'Canyon Passage" and Pat Kirkceived some attention, in ia46, RanK wood in "No Leave, No Love." Mon. raiite was iiegotiateu; the Amerireleased "Decoy," produced
,d,ii nim mduatry benefited as well American releases numPered auout Jgram
jy Jack Bernhardt and Bernard
.rum a new I' rench lax treaty. An 16, witu some z'A inuicated for 194 <. Brandt and starring Jean Gillie.
Anglo-American treaty ended double ihe total oi iiritisn releases on this
Godfrey Tearle enacts the role of
.aXciLion. Ana tne American loan to Slue lor iy46 will approximate a
jieat iiritain assured there would be score, with ineir estimated aggre- President Roosevelt in M-G-M's "The
beginning Of The End." Laurence
.lo halt to the ail-important rilm
gate gross at about $6,750,000. iiritand Vivian Leigh have comlemittances.
iaii releases Here in ia^iZ may run at Olivier
nitments to work in Hollywood pictures and James Mason is also exihe MrEA adopted a "united lugn as 60, witn Universal and Eafront" strategy ito Oe employed in 14 gie-iiion accounting lOr iiO or more.
pected to appear before Hollywood
^laputeu areas, and the results were
J?'oreign l^iiras Flow in
cameras. Michael Redgrave is to
However, tue isritisn are not alone
^ratiiying.
play opposite Joan Bennett in a
'Ihac me international sitpation in the cinematic "invasion" of tne Diana production at Universal-Inwill nave top MI'AA priority in 1947 United states, if'ilm imports in tht ternational.
IS lorecast oy the laet thac on Jan. first six months of 1946 totalled 6o,
Compton Bennett, who directed
1 Gerald M. Mayer, State Depart- oi whicn io were British, inere is "The Seventh Veil," is at Universalgrowing
interest
in
i?rench,
Italian,
aieni, veteran, becomes managing diRussian, ISwedish and Portugue&c international to- direct "Assigned To
rector of its international division.
while Carol Reed will direct
JirXiension oi Uritisn uistnoution pictures, and tnere is a sizaoie iiixiux Xjyria,"
Skirball-Manning production for
ieals was negotiated by Monogram Oi pictures in bpanisn from Mexico U-I release.
rt'itn Pathe, and by Republic with and the Argentina. The Italian-made
William Eythe, Martha Scott,
oritish Lion.
"Open City" at the World will have Richard Carlson and Sir Cedric
Universal announced it would pro- run for 45 weeks at the year's end. dardwick have completed engageNumber of theaters devoted nents in pictures made in England.
auce in ij'rance m association with
Transcontinental Pictures, headed by wholly or largely to imported pic- Tal Wallis is due to fly to England
tures is expected to show a markea n April to make preparations for a
Paul Gratz, and Ki\.0 produced films
.11 Ootii JLiigiaiid and J? ranee. In tne increase in 1947. Six to 10 New York itart on "For Her To See," for Paraformer, the producing associate theaters now rate as first runs foi ;nount release. Carey Grant, David
was Rank, and in the latter Pathe- Continental imports; the Fifth Ave- Niven, Paulette Goddard, Orson
nue Play House, the new Sixth Ave- Welles and Burgess Meredith are
Gaumont. Loew's entered into a
nue Theater and the Fifcy-fifth imong the members of the Hollyawiss production participation deal.
iLieet
House comprise tine firsc
American companies gave serious Americariay
wood colony who have commitments
circuit for foreign films.
vo work abroad for Alexander Korda.
thought to overseas production and
Ihe success of foreign imports
Big outdoor action pictures loom
added exhibition outlets. Loew's
will start British production in its during 1946 resulted in a rash o- large on the horizon for 1947. Cecil
iiew, independent distributors and
new studios next May, with two pic- the expansion of activity by those B. DeMille has finished "Uncontures planned for 1947. Both Twen- already in the foreign import field. quered," while United States PicLieth-i? ox and Paramount during the Sir Alexander Korda formed Tritures produced "Distant Drums," a
year announced studio construction Colores for American distribution of 5tory of the Oregon Trail. RKO will
projects for Great Britain, with con- !■ rench pictures. Siritsky interna- filmize "Tycoon," a story of Peru,
.n Technicolor, and Pine-Thomas
crete action a 1947 possibility. Wartional moved ahead with its plans to
ners, too, announced that it would market French films here while Emi] will offer "Albuquerque," a $1,000,JOO color opus.
rebuild war-destroyed Teddington.
and Maurice Leb estabRKO has on its schedule the story
Charles Chaplin and Hal Wallis plan BourcoUrt
lished Western Hemisphere Films to
jf "Sacajawea," the Indian girl, who
to each produce one picture in Eng- import 12 French features.
ruided Lewis and Clark into the
lish next year.
So much for the general industry
Establishment by several companies scene, and now for a report on the Northwest. The Gower St. plant
will also make James Ramsay Ullof international theater departments Hollywood sector.
man's best-seller, "The White Towpointed to long-range overseas proEnglish Stars in Hollywood
er," which is laid in the Swiss Alps.
grams. Meanwhile,
Loew's
English stars are finding a ready ■'Deep Valley," "Cheyenne" and
the international
field,
addedlong
sevenin
new theaters in Latin America and welcome in Hollywood and are being "Pursued" will come from the Warner lot, with "Pursued," bearing the
acquired houses in Belgium and cast in important pictures. Rex Har- United
States Pictures production
Switzerland.
rison was co-starred in "Anna And label.
If American interests are highly The King of Siam," while his wife,
Hollywood story editors believe
conscious of the international mar- Lilli Palmer, appeared in "Cloak
■ (Continued on Page 10)
ket, European producers are scarcely And Dagger" opposite Gary Cooper.
"Duel in the Sun," which will reach theaters in 1947 as the first picture of the new
Selznick Keleusing Urgunizution, represents a production outlay oj upproxinuiteLy
$o,3UU,UUU, with un uUuitionul $2,UUU,U(JU ouUocuied jor its promotion.
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'Al
Fewer Psychological Mysteries On Scree
Largest n
Numberinof Femme
Producers Now in Studios,

$85,000,000 Wm be Spent
On Indie Production on
West Coast During Year

(Ccntinued from Page 9)
there will be a drop in the number of psychological mysteries, with
only the most outstanding tinding
their way to the screen. Factual stories of entertainment value are being given much prominence, while
musicalized biographies continue to
be popular with the producers and
the public. The diversitied lilm fart
will embrace comedies, human-interest stories, musical comedies
(mostly in color), action and horror
offerings.
At this writing the studio strike is
still unsettled. Joseph D. Keenafu,
secretary of the Chicago Federatior.
of Labor, was ctfered the post ol
film labor arbitrator and in No^'ember tried to get the warring lATSE
and Conference of Scuaio Uniont
together. The Screen Actors Guik
has been very active in trying tc
settle the dispute, which is classec
as jurisdictional by the producers.
It is estimated that more than
§85,000,000 will be spent on independent production in Hollywood iii
1947. New independent companies
are being formed weekly, with the
list of actor-producers also growing.
Enterprise has already completed
"Arch Uf Triumph" and "Kamrod."
It's third picture, "The Other Love,"
encountered production troubles because of the illness of Robert Stack,
one of its principals.
Liberty Films, which was organized by Frank Capra, George Stevens, William Wyler and Samuel J.
Briskin has finished "It's A Wonderful Life," which was directed by
Capra. Stevens will direct the company's second picture.
Argosy's Four for RKO
Among the new companies is Argosy, headed by John Ford and
Merian C. Cooper, veteran producer,
which will make four pictures for
release by RKO. The first is "The
Fugitive," which will be made at
the Churubusco studios in Mexico.
Producing Artists will launch its
first production, "Prelude To Night,"
shortly after the first of the year,
with Zachary Scott and Louis Hayward heading the cast. William Dieterle will direct. Arthur S. Lyons,
veteran agent, and Joe Justman
founded Producing Artists.
King Vidor and Tay Garnett have
established Viking Films, and Rosalind Russell, Frederick Brisson, Dudley Nichols and the late Frank Vincent, the agent, formed Independent
Artists to make two pictures annually for five years.
Robert Riskin has "Magic Town"
in production, with James Stewart
and Jane Wyman as the co-stars and
William A. Wellman as the director.
Howard Hawks is completing "Red
River" and will also make "The Sun
Is Rising." Beacon Prods., formed
by David Hersh, picture financier,

NEW FILM PLAYERS TO THE FORE

Goetz
Over Joan
for Bennet
"U"
Bemerd Takes
at Monogram.
AMONG

the new players of whom

much is expected are Barbara Bel Geddes, of the

New York stage, who co-stars with Robert Michum in "Build My Gallows High,"
at RKO; Dorothy Patrick, of M-G-M, who is co-starring in Jules Levy's "New Orleans";
Nancy Guild and Cathy Downs, 20th-Fox; Catherine McLeod, Republic; Guy Madison, a
David 0. Selznick contractee, and Kirk Douglas and Douglas Dick, Hal B. Wallis contractees, not to mention Burt Lancaster, a Waiiis contractee, who registered so solidly in
"The Killers." Celeste Holm, the comedienne, attracted much attention in 20th-Fox's
"Three Little Girls In Blue."
M-G-M expects much of Richard Hart, Broadway player, who is cast opposite Greer
Garson in "A Woman Of My O^n," while Paramount is counting on John Lund, also
of Broadway, who scored in "To Each His Own." Larry Parks, who portrayed Al Jolson
n "The Jo, son Story," is Columbia's pride. Little Sharyn Moffet, who did so well in
"Child Of Divorce," Lillie Hayward's first production at RKO, heads the cast of "Banjo",
which was also produced by Miss Hayward.
Walt Disney's "Song Of The South" skyrocketed James
Baskett and the children,
Bobby Driscoil and Luana Patten, to fame. Alan Young, of radio, attracted attention in
Margie,' as did Barbara Lawrence and C:nrad Janis. — JACK ALICOATE.

and Sam Coslow, is producing "Cojacabana."
Story Prods., in which Hal Home
tnd Arman<H Deutsch are active, will
.nake Taylor Caldwell's novel, "This
Side Of Innocence." George J. Schaeexecutive, tinanceci "i'ne
.er, Eastern
i^eturn
Of Kin-Tm-Tin" and will
-.ISO sponsor several important proJuctions.
Attorney Jerry Geisler, Milton
dolmes, successlul screen writer,
and Eaward Nealis organized Jem
t'rods., which made "J o h n n y
j'Ulock," starring Dick Powell.
Jerrold T. Brandt, who was produc:ng before he entered the service,
A'lil fiimize "Magic In The Air," the
.listory of radio. Arthur Schwartz,
.he composer, who procuced at War.ler Bros, and Columbia, is planning
:o enter the independent field.
Curtiz Forms His Own Unit
Michael Curtiz now has his own
proQUCtion unit at Warner Bros.,
while Director Curits Bernhardt is
leavmg the Burbank plant to form
.lis own producing company. Milton
Sperling, having bought Joseph
iJernhard's interest, in now the sole
owner of United States Pictures,
A-hich releases through Warnei's.
Michael Todd, Broadway producer,
will make "The Great Son," novel
oy Edna Ferber, for release through
Universal-International.
Hal Roach has completed four of
his Cinecolor comecies. He has introduced some innovations since his
retui'n from the service and his
studio is the only one devoted solely
to comedy. He is also not using any
pre-determined length for his comedies, allowing the judgment of preview audiences to guide him in determining the final length of his
offerings.

through Screen Guild. Jack Schwarz
has finished
"Buffalo
Bill Rides
Again" for S. G. release.
Rock-Lee Join to Produce
AUiea Studios, organized by Joe
Rock, veteran producer, and Leon
Lee, has announced plans to make
20 features and 12 Westerns in 1947.
Allied Studios' plant is located at
Henderson, Nev., which is near Las
Vegas.
Recent additions to the names of
star-producers are Robert Young,
Randolph Scott and Robert Cummings. Young, in association with
Eugene Rodney, is producing an as
yet untitled Western drama for release through Columbia. Cummings
is interested in the recently formed
United World Prods., while Scoti
and Harry Joe Brown have finished
"Twin Sombreros" for distribution
by George
Columbia.
Raft and veteran producer
Sam Bischoff have formed a producing organization, with United Artists
as their outlet. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. has an ambitious program lined
up
and will release through Universal-International.
Al Jolson has a heavy interest in
"The Jolson Story" and Ingrid
Bergman reportedly will get 35 per
cent of the profits of "Arch of Triumph." Hedy Lamarr is understood
to have an interest in "Strange
Woman" and 'Dishonored Lady."
Bing Crosby financed the making
of "Abie's Irish Rose," while Bob
Hope's latest contract witih Paramount empowers him to make one
production annually for the company
with the status of producer. Fred
MacMurray
and Leslie Fenton
duced one independent
picture pi'oand
MacMurray plans to make more.

Ginger Rogers' Lincoln Pictures
Roy Del Ruth has completed "It
Ginger Rogers recently organized
Happened On Fifth Avenue" for her own producing company, Lincoln
Monogram release, while Frank Borzage, Alfred Santell and AUan Pictures, to fulfill her commitment
Dwan have their o\\'ti units at Re- to Enterprise for several features.
public. In association with Robert John Garfield also has a producing
and Raymond Hakim, Anatole Lit- deal with Enterprise,
vak is producing "The Long Night" I William Boyd is a partner in the
for RKO-Radio.
' company making the new 'Tlopalong
Arthur Lockwood and Louis Gor- Cassidys" and John Wayne is now
don, New England exhibitors, will an actor-producer at Republic. Kay
make a series of 12 films for release Francis has eo-produced with Jeffrey

is associated with Walter Wange;
and Fritz Lang in Diana Prods
Brian Donlevy and Eddie Brs^jk;
have plans for independent pictUP,.
Hal Chester, former actor, is producing at Monogram, while Walter
Mirisch is one of the newest additions to the ranks of Monogram producers. J.D. Wrather, former Texas
old operator, has completed "The
Guilty," for Monogram, and Jack
Bernhard and Bernard Brandt, who
made "Decoy," are continuing to
p3X)duce for it.
This year found a greater number
of woman producers than ever in the
history of the industry. Joan Harrison, who got her spurs at Universal,
moved to RKO, then returned to
"U," while Virginia Van Upp and
Helen Deutsch functioned at Columbia. Lillie Hayward, screen writer,
was made a producer at RKO and
Miss Fanchon at Republic.
Coast Toppers Change Berths
The annual Hollywood moves
found William Goetz becoming head
of production at Universal-International with the merging of the two
companie.;. William Dozier left RK.0
to With
become the
Goetz's
U-I.
deathright
of bower
Trem at Carr,
President Steve Broidy added the
title of production chief at Monogram and made Scott Dunlap his
chief production aide. Lester William Roth, veteran Los Angeles
jurist, was appointed a Columbia
vice-president and it was announced
that B. B. Kahane, also a Columbia
vice-president, would have (supervision over all pictures not supervised directly by President Harry
Cohn. E. H. "Manny" Goldstein resigned as Columbia's studio manager, effective Jan. 1, 1947.
Upon the death of Charles W.
Koerner, vice-president of the RKORadio studios, in charge of production, President Peter Rathvon added
his duties and continued Jack Gross
and Sid Rogell as executive producers.
With the entrance of Eagle-Lion
into Hollywood, Bryan Foy moved
over from 20th-Fox to assume production charge. Aubrey Schenck, a
20th-Fox producer, joined him in the
trek to the Santa Monica Blvd.
studio. James Geller, who had been
story editor at Warners and Universal, joined E-L as a producer, as
did Leonard Picker, who had been
with Columbia and M-G-M.
Don Hartman left Samuel Goldwyn to join Columbia, while Sidney
Biddell, who had been with Paramount,Reckoning"
produced "ThrillforOfColumbia
Brazil"
and ' Dead
and has returned to Paramount
Felix Jackson resigned as a Universal-International producer. Producer Phil L. Ryan transferred
South on Gower St. from Columbia
to RKO and Robert Fellows changed
(Continuod oa Page 12)
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]films in Middle in
»ox|anada Finance Row

I
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(Continued

from Page 1)

.Minister Mackenzie King that the
^Janadian Government does not want
:|o relinquish its hold on amusementJax revenue
unless the Provincial
Vi^V>rities grant financial conces|i— * as compensation for the loss to
jrJjIhe" Federal treasury.
Before the
ijI;-^ ,|?ar, the Provinces
had exclusive
ijjj -kirisdiction in the amusement field.
pr, I Linked with the financial dispute
[^ .Ire the Federal stabilization plan
«T^ jior admission prices and the superjjj jHsion of film-rental arrangements
y], |)y the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board. Theater
prices have been
oegged for five years and the presQijjj ,>ure is pronounced for theater-ownjjtj, >rs because of rising costs otherwise
lira :l)ermitted by the Dominion Governjjjj .aient on supplies, equipment
and
sjamj 'services
for theater
opera
lion. Therequired
latest step
has been
the
controls on
0I1I3 ir•emoval of all Federal
rj]^ ,ruel, effective Dec. 31. The Federal
war
another next
gasoline
I jji jfhree-cent
iieasure, is
to be tax,
abolished
March while wage stabilization and
iob-freezing have been dropped.
MV(^' Theatermen are beginning to think
:hat the opportunity has ceased to
tttfixist which would have enabled them
t^ :;;o make admission-price adjustments
M Ln a manner to meet properly the ad:l'-I .Vanced cost of operation. The people
Cw ,are beginning to show signs of bei lii sing selective in their buying and it
■13 just possible an advance in admission scales at first-run houses
would send the people to neighbori^iood theaters. That's exactly what
mbii (the suburban exhibitors are arguing
tand they say thsy won't make inm!)ii
creases after havmg gone this far
-with pegged prices.
jptr
Film groupings for contract pur[anj jposes have been approved by the
■Pnces Board for the current season's
■product and, therefore, any change
in government control in this respect
.might not have any effect until a new
;£0 'film season rolls around. Everything
ld"l^ ,is literally "fixed" until next August,
Hi jit is felt.
\m
pr> Virginia MPTA Meets

In Washington Feb. 2-3

lid

pr» Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
k.1
Washington — Virginia Motion Pic■ji

'»

-ture Theaters Association will hold
IM its first convention since 1939 at the
iShoreham Hotel, Feb. 2 and 3.
Sam Koth, chairman of the conjvention committee, and co-chairmen
• Wade Pearson and Harold Wood are
in charge of all arrangements.
li

m

UJEDDinC BELLS
Silverman-Robins
( Chicago — Marion Silverman
I Filmack
Co. telephone
supervisor,
will be married next month to Norman Robins.

n

DAILY

REVIEUJS Of n6UJ Films
"Humoresque"

with
Joan
Crawford, John
Warners
FIRST RATE NUMBER
aCOD B. 0. ACCOUNT.

Garfield
125 Mins.

SHOULD

GIVE

Jerry Wald's productin of the Fannie
Hurst original, handsomely embroidered,
should prove itself generally, jnd, a fine
bet and especially so for the ladies of
the audience. From the outset it concerns
itself with the feminine viewpoint. Woman
being woman, knowing and understanding,
she will have a fine, tearful, brroding, emotional and withal pleasant time. What
.'ranspires in the story is just that stuff
and she'll love it.
Joan Crawford renders her role as the
unfortunate woman in the case with all
rhe emoting necessary to lend it conviction. As the man in the case, John Garfield sustains his temperamental violinist
3II the way. Ha is a pretty tough guy,
iardboiled, cynical, out for all he can get.
To this part he brings talent and does
/ery well by it.
But the payoff is Oscar

Levant.

He

is

oarfield's inspiration, sparring partner,
juide, counselor and stooge. They are
:onstantly having it out but, comes the
next scene, and they are hard at it again —
;Tiusically. Levant was given the humorous
■ elief. The gag lines thrown his way are
jonsiderably enhanced by his delivery and
iie is always relieving threatened monotony and the uncompromising situati n. It
s wise-guy, deadpan humor, caustically
njected, launched for high register. Levant
.arries a good deal of the show.
The song of the title does not become
routine by repetition. The concert aspects
jf the st:ry involving a good number of
/ull orchestra renditions should interest
.hat segment of the audience whose tastes
tend toward lonj hair. Also, there are a
number
of fami.iar standby,
light classics.
Opening in 1920, the story traces the
rise of John Garfield in the musical world.
Constant devotion to his instrument garners
him a measure of artistry. Through Levant
:e meets Miss Crawford, who decides to
'help" him along in his career. She's married to Paul Cavanagh. Drink, dallying,
nd the high life have done her no good.
She brings Garfield to the attention of the
Tiusic world, showers him with gifts. In
Hme they have an affair. Garfield's
nother, Ruth Nelson, is always in the
'background, fearing for the w:rst for her
;on. No one quite deceives her as to the
true, sordid state of affairs.
1

Cavanagh
divorce.

decides to give Miss Crawford
She
makes
plans
for herself

nd Garfield and gives up drinking.
Meanjvhile Garfield
has devoted
all his eneries to his music
and
cannot
understand
Vtiss Crawford when she tloes not sh:w up
at his greatest concert. Following a phone
all she
hits
the
bottle,
later
commits
suicide.
This story has been done before and
las been successful at the box office. This
iew version has fine production and a grea'
'eal of meticulcus attention to details.
There are good characterizations by the
;upporting cast. Jean Negulesco's direcicn skillfully maintains proper tones anc'
ighlights.
CAST: Joan Crawford, John Garfield, Oscar
Levant, J. Carrol Naish, Joan C^andler, Tom
D'Andrea, Peggy Knudsen, Ruth Nelson, Craig
Stevens, Paul Cavanagh, Richard Gaines, John

I "The Overlanders"

with
Chips
Rafferty,
Peter
Pagan
Univ.-lnt.
90 Mins.
INTERESTING SEMI - DOCUMENTARY:
AUSTRALIAN
MADE: HAS
OUTDOOR
SPECTACLE, ACTION.

When the war came to Australia and the
Jap?n5se launched air raids in the north
at Darwin, it was decided to destr.'y vast
herds of cattle rather than let them fall
into the hands of the enemy in the event
j of invasion. That was <ne school of
thought. Another was to drive the animals
'overland, across some pretty rugged country, to Brisbane, and eventually utilize them
for home-based forces and Allied troopc
that came to reinforce Australian resistance.
This Michael Balcon prrduction details
the trials, dangers, hardships and eventua
; triumph of a group of drovers, male anc
female, who took the first herd, numbering 1030, over 1,500 miles of prairie,
badlands, mountains and rivers infested with
crocodiles, to the pens at the Brisbane end.
The story begins at a small town callec
jWyndham, where Chips Rafferty, also
known as the Australian Gary C oper, organizes his expedition. His wife anc
daughters
go along,
Once asthe
here'
is started moving
suchtoo.
obstacles
drough:
and lack of feed become apparent. A fevi
cnimals

are lost.

Romance

develops

be-

tween Petpr Pas;?n and Rafferty's daughter.
Daphne Campbell. Pagan is hurt in a
stampede. He's flown to Brisbane. A.
length the herd overcomes the perils fl
the route, reaches safety. The drovers set
out

again
for another herd.
It is a simply told story of trial anc
tribulation backgrounded by broad glimpse;
of the Australian hinterland.

It is an un-

usual offering and at the same time a revealing picture of little known aspect;
of the war.
CAST: Chips Rafferty, John Nugent Howard,
Daphne Campbell, Jean Blue, Helen Grieve,
Peter Pagan, Clyde Combo, Henry Murdock,
Marshall Crosby.
CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; Director,
Harry Watt; Written by Horry Watt; Cameraman, Osmond Borradaile; Music by John Ireland: Film Editor, E. M. Inman Hunter.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
Good.

Cancellation Clause In
Polski-MPEA Contract
(Continued from Page 1)
Export Association, will be shown
in dubbed form. Dubbing into the
Polish language will be financed by
the Polish government. Profits on
these films will be blocked for the
first six months. The deal carries a
total cancellation option if no remittance agreement is reached by the
end of June, 1947.
Thirty-five per cent of the playing time of Polish theaters will be
alotted American films. Film Polski
will import 175 films annually. Of
that number 65 will come from the
U. S., the remainder from England,
France and the USSR.
Abbott, Peg LaCentra, Richard Walsh.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wold; Dir'ctor, Jeon
Negulesco; Screenplay by Clifford Odets and
Zachary Gold, from the novel by Fannie Hurst;
Music Direction, Leo F. Forbsfeln; Cameraman,
?rnest Holler; Art Director, H.'gh Reticker; Film
Editor, Rud* Fehr; Set Decorations, Clarence
Steenson; Music conducted by Franz Waxman.
DIRECTION, Very good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
First rate.

16 MM. [fineranls
Clicking In D. C. Area
(Continued from Page II
small towns in Eastern Maryland, is
reported to have an income topping
$1,000
week. have been reported,
Some per
failures
but a number of exhibitors are doing extremely well. Bookings are
mainly through the Film Center and
Films, Inc., in Washington, and are
on a flat rental basis, usually for
seven nights.
Even D. of C. Jail Booked
Film Center, until recently a part
of tha International Theatrical and
Television Co., books Universal,
RKO and independent product, with
20th-Fox and United Artists films
booked through Films, Inc. Both
companies have extensive bookings
for schools, unions, civic groups and
other non - commercial operations.
Film Center also books now a full
weekly
for the District of
(Jolumbiaprogram
jail.
As yet there is not a single regularly functioning 16 mm. theater in
che Washington exchange area, nor
is there any plan to erect one at
present, so far as is known. That
roadshowing can be a profitable operation has been demonstrated, howaver, and rural dwellers in many pori;ions of the three states have now
come to look forward to frequent
screenings. School halls, town halls
and churches are usually rented for
che showings.
Scale at 20 and 35 Cents
Box office prices are becween 20
and 35 cents for adults and 10 or 15
cents for children, with tax addithe rule.tional. Single feature programs are
The showman invariably has someone with" him to cover the box office
— often his wife, and local fire inspection is usually required.
Frequently the showmen work out
deals with local organizations which
provide promotion for weekly film
showings, splitting the box office
with the
local groups — usually on a
50-50
basis.
Rental on independent features
ranges from $7.50 to $15 per night
on independent product and usually
hits $20 for product of the majors.
For seven-day rental, however, the
rate is only double the single-night
figure, wh.ch means that an exhibitor can have a majoi'-company feature for $40 for a full week.

"Beast" Tradeshows

on Jan. 20

National tradeshowing of "The
Beast With Five Fingers" has been
set by Warner Bros, for Jan. 20.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — Joe Anderson, manager,
B & K Congress Theater, is the
father of a five-pound, 10-ounce,
baby boy, born at the Garfield Park
Hospital.

7s:-
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Sdiwariz Will Head
Pix Boy Scout Drive
Fred J. Schwartz, vice-president of
Century Circuit, will head the amusement division of the Boy Scouts of
Americal947
Finance Campaign, it was revealed by Henry
J. Delaney, chairman of the Businessmen's Committee of the
Greater New
York Councils.
Louis A. Locito,
president of City
Playhouses, Inc.,
will serve as cochairman of the
drive.
Campaign has
a goal in 1947 of

Littt« ueadun^si
NEW NAME OF THE VARIETY CLUBS is Variety Clubs, International, R. J. 0 Donnell, national chief barker, announced. Change, discussed during the last national convention has been approved by practically all Tents, making it official. Move stems
from the establishment of Tents in Toronto and Mexico City and the expected chartering
of groups in London, Paris, Australia and Cuba.

•

ROBERT

E. ViNING,

assistant to MPEA

prexy Eric Johnston, will succeed Morris

G odman as the Association's rep. in Germany. Vining wi,l sail tomorrow on the S.S.
America, and before proceeding to Berlin will confer in Paris with Irving A. Maas,
MPEA vee-pee and general manager. Vining's appointment was offcialiy okayed by
Lt.-Gen. Lucius D. Clay, Deputy Military Governor in Germany.

•

CHARLES L. CASANAVE, executive vice-president and general manager of Fred
Astaire Dance Studios Corp., announces that H Tvey B. Day, Jr. has been named as director of advertising and publicity with offices at 487 Park Ave.

•

N. PETER RATHVON, president of RKO Radio, over the holiday had no comment to
make on a published rep rt that Dore Schary would become vice-president in charge
of production at RKO studios, effective Jan. 1.

Test Cop^s Badge as a Pass

Cuban Marlcet Catted
HIgliiy Encouraging
(Continued

from Page 1)

pictures
"extremely encouraging.'
Ritcheyas commented
on the huge
boxoffice success of the company's
"Dillinger" which has been breaking
a number of records in Havan^^-t
brokewhich
the traditional
one-weel^B'.
run
Cubans grant
even xne
best pictures, and it is expected to
roll up a tidy gross whan it hits the
interior theaters. Of some 400 theaters on the island, Ritchey estimated that about 83 per cent would
run the record-breaking film.
Now in its second week in Cuba,
"Dillinger" will be replaced by Monbig-budget
"Suspense."
Cuban ogram's
houses
usually
offer double

bills, with the lower end an Argentine, Mexican, or Cuban release. An
innovation on the island, said Ritchey,
FRED J. SCHWARTZ
is a new short-subjects movie house,
to$1,0 00,000
(Continued from Page 1)
wards
the $5,000,000 needed during
offering a two-hour show, featuring
the next three years for the main- sions. Recently when they refused in the theater if they were enforcing "everything from old newsreels to
tenance and expansion of the Boy admission to a patrolman, an argu- a law. Stites further declared that if
latest imported short subjects."
Scout Program in Greater New York.
ment ensued and Musselman and the policemen were permitted en- theRitchey
noticed considerable buildtrance without a ticket or without tion. ing going on, with a number of new
Owens were arrested on disorderly
conduct charges. The case will be collection of U. S. and State taxes, theaters under process of construcTechnicolor Trust Suit
heard by a jury on Jan. 2.
the theater would be liable to indictment for tax evasion.
May Be Filed Very Soon
In meantime Musselman obtained
Monogram is planning a number
Guthrie Crowe, president of the
a
temporary
restraining
order
proof big budget pictures, some in Cine(Continued from Page 1)
hibiting county policemen from en- Kentucky Association of Motion Pic- color, and also is contemplating doture Operators, attended the hearing
tering the theater on their badges exthat the long-expected
anti-trust
ing some films in England. In the
cept when on official business. A and said theaters throughout the Spring, Ritchey will go to England
suit against Technicolor
may
be
permanent injunction will be sought state regarded badge-flashers as a with Steve Broidy to prepare some of
filed "very soon."
in County Court on Jan. 23.
"bitter pill."
the groundwork for the subsequent
The question has been under inLouisville (city) Police Depart- British productions which will be
Musselman's attorney, Henry J.
ment rules prohibit police from using filmed at the Pa the studios there.
vestigation for many months, with Stites, said he wasn't contending
some doubt expressed that a suit that county patrolmen had no right their badges to see a show.
would be filed following report on a
Bryaia
Eagle-Lion
color-film process discovered in GerAs
ChiefFoyof toProduction
many by a group of U. S. experts.
(Continued from Page 10)
Mich. Allied Warns
from RKO -to Paramount. Robert
Snarks moved from Universal to
Against Intervention
(Continued from Pa^e 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
RKO, and Mack Gordon, the song
(Continued from Page 1)
to a fight against monop- writer, was made a producer at 20thimprovement of operations in this are pledged
olies, the Administration drive is ex- Fox. Sidney Skolsky, the columnist,
bership of Michigan Allied, asking
pected to run into considerable
for endorsement of intervention, but country, but also to aid in expanding
leaped into prominence as the prothat Allied has taken an official stand foreign markets, according to Don Republican opposition by the new
ducer of "The Jolson Story."
Congress.
E.
Hyndman,
retiring
president
of
in opposition to such a step.
President Truman, in his state of
Reeves Espy,
who was
vicein charge
of PRC's
production,
the Society. Longer life for release the union and budget messages is president
John J. McMonub Dies
became
general
manager
of
Viking
prints and quieter operation in the- expected to stress the increasing con- Films, which was formed by King
Chicago — John J. McManus, mancentration ofeconomic power. He is
ater booths are among improvements
ager of Loop Blackstone Theater,
by the new technical de- expected to call for an all-time high Vidor and Tay Garnett.
died at St. Francis Hospital after a achieved
velopments.
budget for the Department of Jusshort illness. He had been identified
tice's anti-trust division.
Included in the list, which has been
with Loop theaters for the past 40 forwarded to the American StandAlthough Department of Justice
years.
ards Association with recommenda- officials declined to comment on details of the program prior to the
tion that they be submitted to the
International Organization for ac- President's messages to Congress, it
is
known
that many of the suits will
ceptance as world standards are the
following: 16 mm. silent motion pic- have at least an indirect impact on
RAY G. COLVIN, of St. Louis, president
ture film; camera aperture; 16 mm. the motion picture industry.
of
the Theater Equipment Dealers Protecsilent film; projector aperture; 16
tive Association, is out of commission, due
MOVIES ENROUTE, INC., New York City, with mm. sound motion picture film; cam- practice for motion picture engineerto a prolonged bout with neuritis.
capital of 200 shares no par value stock, three
era
aperture.
Also
16
mm.
sound
and
ing
nomenclature.
shares subscribed, to deal in motion picture
BEN MARCUS, manager cf the Des
New standards are in addition to
films. Incorporated at Albany by Alice Fisnitz, silent projection reels; 8 mm. camera
Moines Columbia exchange is reported as
26
already
forwarded
by
SMPE
this
Doro Liftman, Hsrbert S. Felner.
and projector aperture; 35 mm. projection reels; 16 mm. projector year to the ASA. The new cutting recovering from an operation in a Chicago
DAHLWORTH FILM SERVICES, INC., New
York City, with capital of 200 shares no par sprockets; 8 mm. eight-tooth projec- and perforating standard is the joint
hospital.
value stock, three shares subscribed, to disNOVELLO • PHILLIPS, secretary to the
tor sprockets; 35 m.m. 16-tooth pro- project of SMPE and the Research
tribute motion pictures. Incorporoted at Aljector sprockets, etc. American Council of the Academy of Motion manager at RKO in Des Moines, is rebany by Irving Borry, Stella Sheinberg, Arnold
Silberstein.
recommended practice for motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Study is
ported as recovering from pneumonia at
HOLLYWOOD BOUND, INC., New York City, picture film photographi* density also under way on printing of color Iowa Methodist Hospital.
with capital of 100 shores no par value stock, and cutting and perforating negative motion pictures.
LEROY DISTER, B & K theater, Chicago
three shares subscribed, to deal In motion pic- raw stock for 35 mm. motion picture
Succeeding Hyndman as SMPE was seriously injured in an automobile
tures. Incorporated at Albany by Halene Ker- film.
American
also recommended president, will be Loren L. Ryder.
sovagc, Martha McKeon,
Beth Gold.
accident.

Ky. AMPPO

Watches

Louisville Theater Suit

NPE Develops 18
Truman, D of J Will
Hew Equip. Standards Ask Anti-Trust Drive

CHARTERED
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. Lester Thompson
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st floor
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Film issues bcfor6 ncuj corgrcss

■i

l20th-Fox
Said Buying into Loew's Admission
MusicTax Slash
Cos.
Move
eported Acquiring 26%

llllock Interest; Purchase
"5 rice Near Million Mark

a ^:
0^ Twentieth- Fox is reported closing
deal for the purchase of a 26 per
rail! nt interest in Loew's three music
blishing houses, Robbins,
Feist

|^'( \i
with finalization
expected
ion Miller,
after Jan.
1.
^ While executives could not be
i~^^ 'ached yesterday for official con■rmation, it is understood that the
isal involves approximately $1,000,^10. stock interest which is said to
,;The
^ure in the purchase presumably is
lat acquired by Loew's from Jack
"obbins during the year when he
'vered his connection with the commy's music subsidiaries.

22 Dallas Suburban

Indie Theaters Will

Open Hughes* '^Outlaw,*' Starting Jan. 10
Dallas, Tex. — "The Outlaw" has been bocked in Dallas by 22 suburban theaters for showing, starting Jan. 10. Theaters dating the Howard Hughes' film
are the Beckley, Hill, Cliff Queen, Kessler, Airway, Urban, Peaka, Grove, Casa
Linda, Beverly Hills, Granda, Maple, Campitan, Arcadia, Haskell, Lisbon, Trinity,
Avon, Lucas, Gay, Rita and Sunset. Admission will be 50 and 60 cents in most
houses.
None of the group belong to the Interstate chain.
Fred M. Jack, United Artists' Southwestern division manager, announces that
advertising matter ccncerning the picture will be controlled in Dallas.

MPF Incorporation
n D. C. Proposed

Clieclcer Licensing
Muiied in Illinois

Motion Picture Foundation will be
Chicago — The 1947 session of the
incorporated in the District of Co- Illinois State Legislature, which
lumbia if the proposal made by the opens on Jan. 8, probably will get a
bill to establish state licensing of
temporary sub - committee of the checkers.
steering committee is approved. BeSuch a measure is under study by
cause of its national character, industry lawyers confabbing with film Rep. LeRoy Sandquist of the 25th
leaders have suggested D. C.
district, veteran member of the lower
Detroit — New Detroit ordinance to
Steering committee, headed by house, who also contemplates sub•strict attendance of children to
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 5)
>ecific sections of a theater and
.ace them under the control of a
Bergman, Crosby Head
atron, is advocated by Hy Ross- Tyree Dillard Resigns
Jan, manager of the Carlton The- From Metro Legal Staff
j^er, operated by the Greater Detroit
Rural "Favorite Stars"
(Continued on Page 5)
Tyree Dillard, Jr., has resigned
Ingrid Bergman and Bing Crosby
from M-G-M's legal department, were chosen as "favorite stars" by
closing an 11-year association with the nation's rural movie-goers, acthat firm. Action is effective Jan. 3.
•roadway's Holiday Biz
cording to the fourth annual Rural
Dillard has been liaison between Motion Picture Poll, conducted by
i'rom Fair to Terrific
the Loew legal and sales depart- the Country Gentlemen magazine,
I Christmas biz in Broadway houses
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
fan the gamut of the cash register,
iianagements reported. Nutshell reorts:
Astor: "Capacity."
Capitol: "Exleptionally good." Criterion: "Just Advances Ih Effect Without Company Fanfare
(Continued on Page 9)

uvenile Segregation
'reposed in Detroit

Rentals on Shorts Increased

IV. Y. Film Critics to
Vote Awards Monday
New York Film Critics, organization drawing its membership from
the critics and reviewers of the New
York metropolitan dailies, will meet
rn Monday to make its annual selections for best films and best performances of1946.

Extra Film Dividends
Jump Corporate Totals

Rather than tip their mitt to the
competition, several companies have
been raising their rentals on shorts,
on the q. t.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
One sales manager said that
Washington — Publicly reported rentals were advanced wherever the
cash dividend payments by corpora- company could swing the deal, and
tions were 7.6 per cent higher in conceded that rentals were upped to
October of this year than in October, whatever the traffic would bear.
None of the shorts sales managers
1945, the Department of Commerce
announced yesterday.
queried by The Film Daily were
October, 1946, disbursements inclined to disclose future plans re(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 5)

In Prospect; Langer to Revive Divorcement Measure
By ANDREW

H. OLDER
FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Although 1946 was
a stormy year in the halls of Congress, a review of the seven legislative months reveals that little of
direct importance to the pix industry
was accomplished. It is logical to expect that — in terms of taxes, foreign
trade and appropriations for Government industries concerned with
pix — the 80th Congress will have far
(Continued on Page 7)

SWG Contributing to
'Reds' Says Adamson
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Ernie Adamson,
chief counsel for the House Committee on Un-American Activities, in a
report made public yesterday, warned
of a Communist
(Continued"conspiracy"
on Page 7) against

Leverette Sells Oregon
Circuit to Bob Leppert
Portland, Ore. — Sale of his sixhouse Southern Oregon circuit to
Robert Leppert for $500,000 is announced by Walter Leverette, pioneer exhib., who is leaving the indus(Continued on Page 7)

Agnew Off tJA Board;
Henry Ntarx Replaces
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Culver City — Daniel T. 0 Shea,
prexy of Vanguard Films, yesterday
announced the resignation of Neil
Agnew from the board of UA in
order to devote his full time as
president of Selznick Releasing Organization. Replacing Agnew for
Vanguard
M. Marx
of Paine,
Milton

on UA's b'ard is Henry
of the New York law firm
Kramer & Marx.
Kramer and Philip Siff also

represent Vanguard
board.

on the UA
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W. C. Fields Dies on Coast 20th-Fox Executives
At Rites for Clark
Following Long Illness
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood— W. C. Fields will be
buried in Forest Lawn Memorial
J^ark in Glendale. Funeral services
will await arrival of his brother and
siscer irom iSJew Jersey.
The 66-year-old comedian died
Christmas Day at the Las Encinas
Sanitarium in Pasadena. He had entered the sanitarium in October,
1945, and had been critically ill ior
several months.
Born Claude William Dukenfield,
in Philadelphia in 1879, Fields ran
away from home at 11 to become a
juggler,
"drowner"
at Atlanoiz City.later
He awent
into vaudeville
and played the world circuit before
oeing hired for the Ziegfeld shows,
xle entered films in 192!t), appearing
m a version of ' Poppy," proauced by
D. W. Griffith. He wrote screen material under the names of Charles
Bogle and Mahatma Khan Jeeves.
Married in 1901, he was separated
I'rom his wife, Harriet. They have a
son, W. C. Fields, Jr.

Maine Theaters File
Two Clearance Cases

Funeral services for William J.
ClarK, 54, Shore bubjects and Movietone sales manager lor zuth Cencury1^'ox, who died last Saturaay, in Newark, wereParlor,
held yesi.eraay,
lirown's
Funeral
Montciair,ac N.
J.
Those who attended from the home
office, Movietone News, New YorK
exchange and March of Time, are a^
follows: Spyros P. Skouras, William
Michel, Joseph MoskowiLz, Murray
Siiverstone, Donald Henderson, William J. Kupper, Mrs. Pauline Kupper, W. J. Kupper, Jr., A. W. Smicn,
Jr., Wilfred J. Eadie, Sam Shain,
Jack Bloom, Winton Burrhus, B.
Blum, Hetty Baker, Fred Bullock,
Roaney Bush, Earl Wmgart, Sid
Blumenstock, Frank Carroll, Ed Collins, Deon de Ticta, Harvey Day, S.
Florian, Roger Ferri, E. Haight,
Felix Jenkins, Florence Johnston,
Peter Levathes, Jack Lang, A. Lachs,
Miss List, Irving Lincer, Martin
Moskowicz, 0. Morgan, Eugene McEvoy, Ray Moon, Marion Murphy,
Harry Mersay, Edward Mack, J.
Nolan, Dave Ornstein, Joe Pincus,
Harry Reinhardt, George Roberts,
Helen Reddy, Jack Sichelman, Ted
Shaw, Edith Sinclair, Kay Sullivan,
Stella Sidel, Art Tourtellot, Richard
De Rochemont, Phil Williams, John
Wood.

Two new cases involving clearance
have been filed in the Boston tribunal
district of the AAA.
The Anchor Theater Corp., operating the Anchor Theater in KenneNew "Makers
Destiny'
ounk, Me., alleges that airect clear- Shorts
Series viaof Astor
ance enjoyed by Central and City
theaters in Biddeford, Me., and inAstor Pictures will release the
direct clearance of Scrand, Empire,
State and Civic theaters in Portland, first of the "Makers of Destiny"
are both unreasonable, and asks series, produced by Edwin Ware
abolishment or reduction at discre- Hullinger, early in 1947, according to
aon of the tribunal.
Robert Savini, Astor proxy. Hullinger is now completing final seSecond suit was filed by Gull Thequences of the ihort which deals
ater, Winthrop, Me., and asks reducJon to reasonable period of exist- with Washington's
top radio commentators and columnists.
ing 30-day clearance arrangement
Pic was shot in 16 mm. Kodachrome
lavoring the Colonial and Capitol
Theaters in Augusta.
by William Benedict, ex-Naval offiBoth suits name all five of the
cer, and will be blown up to 35 mm.
size for mass distribution. Hullinger
major companies as parties.
plan; about five more shorts for 1947
after which project will expand to
Lewis Milestone Will
one-a-month series similar to March
Produce Four for Ent.
of Time.

COminC and GOIRG
FRANK

CAPRA,

president of Liberty Film;

will
Hollywood
8 for Naw
make leave
a series
of rajioJan.
broadcasts
and r'ork
to cont
rer with RKO Radio execs.
ERIC A. JOHNSTON, MPAA president, leave
Spokane, Wosh., today for an Arizona vaca
tion.
JOCK LAWRENCE returns to New
J Caribbean vacaton on Jan. 3.
MARTHA RAYE
Miami
Beach.

Yo^|^
^K^

is at the Roney Plaza Hotel

GEORGE AMY, associate producer for Mich
jsi Curtiz Productions, Inc., has arr vad ba:l
Jt the Worner Bros, studios from New Yo.k.
TO.M

D ANDREA,

Warner

featured

player

:urrently
working
in "Dark
Passag3,"
is
Chicago for a holiday visit with his mother.
KEN CURTIS, Columbia's singing cowboy star
opens a p.a. appearance tour today at Vernal
Utah. His one-month itinerary will includ.
day.
towns in Utah, Idaho, Colorado and other West
jrn states.
COL. KENNETH W. CLARK and MRS. CLAl^k
"turned to Washington from New York yester
5AAL GOTTLIEB, Metro branch manager
Pittsburgh, has arrived In town.

it

ANN BLYTH, star of "Swell Guy" will bt
:iboard the C & O's crack George Washingt:)i
on Jan.
for take
the world
"U'
oic
which 6 will
place premiere
en route of
fromtheWashrgton to Cincinnati. She arrives in Washington
on Jan. 6.
DARIUS
MILHAUD,
who
recently
completed:
romposing
and
directing
the music
for 'The
/"rivate Affairs
of Bel Ami,"
has arrived
in ■
New
York to conduct
the New
York
Philharnonic Orchestra.
FRANCOIS VILLIERS, brother of actor Jeor
France.
^ierre Aumont, has arrived in Hollywood from
SOL M. WURTZEL leaves Hollywood, Sunday
^or New York, accompanied by MR. and MRS.
1. B. KORNBLUV^. Kornblum is vice-president ol
Wurtzel's company.
i

Hike in St. Louis Income
Tax Rate Is Proposed
St. Louis — ^An increase in the St.
Louis municipal income tax rate
from one-quarter of one per cent to
one-half of one per cent or more, if
the courts uphold the validity of the

present
beenof sug-'
gested as ordinance,
a possible has
solution
the
city's
financial
difficulties
by Alder-,,
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
man Louis A. Lange, chairman of
—— Net
1 1/4
the aldermanic legislation commitH'gh
Low
Close
tee.
Am. Seat
213/4
2134
213/4
The tax is imposed on the gross
Bell 8. Howell
243/4
24'/,
241/4
Columbio Picts
215/$
21
21
earnings of individuals and the net
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 80
80
80
earnings of corporations. The tax
Eost. Kodak
224
224
224
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— i'Vi
ordinance became effective on Nov. 1,
Gen. Prec. Eq
243/8
23%
2J3^
Hollywood — Lewis Milestone, di- Veterans to Establish
Loew's,
Inc
25^/4
251/2
253/4
Two other revenue-raising measrector of "Arch of Triumph," has Five Dallas Theaters
Paramount
SJ'A
321/2
323^
ures are pending. One is for a three
RKO
153/4
151/2
151/2
oQQn signed by Enterprise to productper cent tax on amusements, which
Republic Pict
73/a
71/4
71/4
four pictures for the company. Two
Dallas, Tex. — L. R. Robertson and would net the city from $700,000 to
Republic Pict. pfd... I41/4
M'/s
UVa
of these he will make under his own
—
20th Century-Fox . . . 3834
38
38
Vi
annually, and the other is
Universal Pict
271/4
263/4
263/4
banner and two for Enterprise. Nor- Associates, Inc., formed by three re- $1,000,000
a bill to increase the merchants and
Universal
Pict. pfd.. 86
86
86
released
GI's,
will
establish
man Lloyd, stage director and screen a chain cently
of five theaters in Dallas and manufacturers tax rate by 25 per
Warner Bros
173/4
173/8
173/8
and stage actor, has joined Milestone vicinity. First to open is the Ervay, cent. The latter bill is calculated to
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
and
will
continue
on
with
him
as
asMonogram Picts. . . . 4%
41/2
41/2
at 1709 S. Ervay, which bowed in yes- raise $400,000 annually.
sociate producer.
RKO
51/4
51/8
51/4 —
'/s
terday with the showing of "To Each
Sonotone Corp
31/3
3
3
43/4
75/8
His Own." Associated in the venture
Technicolor
151/4
ISl/s
IS'/a
Mrs. Willkie Gets Bulk
Trans-Lux
41/3
4
4
are L. R. Robertson who will manOVER THE COUNTER
age the new suburban, Geldon RobBid Asked
Mr. Exhibitor: Investigotej
Of
Late
Husband's
Estate
arts, assistant manager, and Sam
Cinecolor
43/8
Passman. All are Dallas men. The
Pathe
65/8
Filmack's NEW Prevue Trail- 1
A net estate of $559,992 was left Ervay seats 550, and is modernly
er Service before signing ony
by the late Wendell Willkie, 20th- equipped.
Endre Bohem, Col. Part
Fox board chairman, according to an
troiler confrocts. Write, wire
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
appraisal report filed yesterday wiih Da Wacd Back on Job
or phone
Filmock
1327
S.
the State Tax Appraisers office.
Wobosh, Chicogo 5, lit «n<l i
Hollywood — Columbia's contract Among the securities comprising the
Philadelphia
—
Jack
de
Waal
has
receive full details.
with Endre Bohem, studio executive,
estate were 1,000 shares of 20th-Fox resumed his activities as home office
has been terminated by mutual con- stock appraised at $25,125. The bulk rep. at the RKO exchange, having recovered from a recent operation.
I
sent.
of the estate goes to Mrs. Willkie.
(.Thurs., Dec. 26)
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(SHOCKING?
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IN TECHNlCOLOIt
Anne Revere^JyRsiyiSieOiart
Elizabeth Patterson - Elisabetli Hisdon - Artliiir Shields ■ Charles Kemper ■ Roy Roberts

*'t;D°;ir" GEORGE SEATON • ^'"-«-^» WILLIAM PERLBERG
From a Story by Ernest and Frederica Maas • Music by George Gershwin and Lyrics by Ira Gershwin • "But Not In Boston"
"For You. For Me, For Evermore" • "Sweet Packard" • "Tour of the Town" • "Welcome Song" • "Stand Up and Fight"
"Changing My Tune" • "Aren't You Kind of Glad We Did?" • "One, Two, Three" • "Waltzing Is Better Sitting Down"
"■ Itz Me No Waltzes"- Dances Staged by Hermes Pan • Costumes Designed by Orry Kelly

>^^

f/^^^BoxoSke Hits are Made by
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Cliedter Licensing
i^uiied in Illinois

I kuvenile Segregation
roposed in Detroit
(Continued from Page

jLi^r, where he has segregated the
— Asters in recent weeks in one
lit of the house, near the middle
id front, with due consideration of
acement for those few yoimgsters
ith special eye troubles.
Result has been that they can be
uch better controlled in a group
lan when
scattered
through
the
)use, and are much safer for any
^cessary control in an emergency.
xcessive noise is eliminated; youngers are warned they must be quiet
iring the show, and toy guns and
her noisemakers are checked at the
)or. Bubble
gum
is voluntarily
laced by the youngsters
in wax
laper furnished by the house, and
pother noise source thus eliminated.
t Result is an immediate increase in
tendance of adults at Saturday and
bnday
matinees,
which
formerly
|j:ew almost entirely juvenile attendiice. Children accompanied by an
Idult of course may sit anywhere in
jie house.

(Continued from Page 1 )
kalled
$344,700,000
as compared
(lith $320,300,000 in October, 1945.
For the three months ending in
lictober, 1946, dividend payments
Imounted to $959,000,000, an increase
I? 12.6 per cent over the $851,900,|D0 paid in the same period of 1945.
Extra dividends paid by several
Ji.otion picture companies put the
Itniscellaneous" group into the lead
Jtith a gain of 54 per cent over the
(ftme three months of last year, the
department said.

|.dded Houses for Piatt
Chicago — It is reported that A.
iatt, B & K division manager, will
[.so supervise the Loop Chicago and
Jnited Artist theaters, taking them
fver from Abe Wallerstein, who beomes Great States division manlier.

Lewis Ayers
- Lee iBowman

i

•

•

CUFF NOTES: Page 28 of the New York Times yesterday,
read as though it was a page in the London Times. ... • Century's
Albemarle Theater Brooklyn, will be closed Jan. 6, in preparation for the
first elimination in the 1947 Daily News Golden Gloves tournament that
The ring of course will be erected on the Albemarle's stage.
night
• Didja know that the Jackson Park Theater, victorious in that Chicago
onti-lrust suit, has re-ioined Allied Theaters of Illinois, and the Allied
booking department, effective as of January 1? . . . • The Griffith
circuit, will produce a short for Oklahoma A & M College School of
Technical Training at Okmulgee
The circuit recently produced a
short on Oklahoma waterways in co-operation with the state planning
and resources board. ... • Adrian D. Rosen, owner-mcmager of Detroit's Deluxe Theater, saw a vaguely familiar face among his patrons
the other night
The patron stepped up and introduced himself,
and Rosen remembered that he was the client he had defended on a
charge of murder 12 years' ago
The picture which attracted him
to Rosen's theater was — "Murder In the Big House"!!!
...
• The
phone situation in Miami certainly must be tough
Burton Clark,
manager of the Parkway Theater there, reports a thief entered the theater and took but one item
You guessed
it— the telephone!!!

▼

TV

• THIS 'N' THAT: Theodore Smith, of the MP A A, will participate in a round table discussion on "Science and the Public" tomorrow, in Boston, at the annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. ... • Roland Culver, who was
scheduled to report to Paramount next month, to start a new-term contract, has been given an extension of time to June 1, to permit his ap-

•

pearance on Broadway opposite Dorothy Stickney, in "Little for the
Bottle.". . . • The Composer-Authors Guild is about to launch a
movement enlisting support of leaders in various professional,
political fields, calling for increased attention to musical creativeness
in this country, and the more widespread exploitcction of the home
product. ... • Since Walt Disney already has a similar pic on tap.
Jack Schwarz has dropped plans to produce "Jack and the Beanstalk."
as a combined live-action and cartoon feature. ... • Herb Washburn, National Screen Service of St. Louis manager, is the new president of the city's Cocker Spaniel Club. ... • Barney Gerard, producer of Monogram's "Bringing Up Father." has turned over the ms of
his autobiography "King of Burlesque." to the William Morris Agency.
• First theater employe in Atlantic City to receive a monthly award
of the Atlantic City Hotel Greeters is Kathryn Howard, head cashier of
the Hollywood Theater
The Greeters is composed of hotel managers, operators and "front-desk" men. ... • Twenty-two Vienneseproduced post-war German-language pictures have been booked into

of her performance in Paramount's
"To Each His Own"
is quietly
gathering momentum
The latest urging that she be nominated for
Ihe acting honors is Screenland, speaking through Delight Evans, editor
of the fan magazine

▼

27

▼

▼

•

• • ODDS 'N' ENDS: Didia know that the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, through its Loges (chapters), now is
said to have a total membership of about 450?
And that by next

Marlene Dietrich
Maria Alba
Sam Coslow
28
Frank Butler
Arch
Reeve

Man's
Dec Wrixon
29
Tad Alexander
Harry Cold
Max Graf
Wm. German
Lou Irwin
George E. Marshall
John Thomas Neville
Emory Parnell
yiveca Linfors

•

Detroit's Art Theater by Nick Forest. ... • The movement to have
Olivia deHavillond nominated for the Academy Award on the strength

SEnO BIRTHDAV
GREETinCS TO:
Jackie Pa ley
Sidney Creenstreet
Oscar levant
Dec

Weeh'cnd Reports

•

ctra Film Dividends
imp Corporate Totals

Dec.

(Continued from Page 1)
mitting ticket agency licensing bill.

1)

.rcuit. Rossman bases his proposal
ion sound experiment in his own

I

March, it expects to have enrolled a majority of the nation's film peddlers? You carry the ball from there. ...
• Sixty-four of Loew's
met. area houses will have New Year's Eve midnight shows. . . .
• J. Stewart Fox, who recently opened his own new theater in Hutsonville. IlL, is the new treasurer for Crawford County. ... • With
trained lions and elephants drawing anywhere from $50 to $250 daily,
out H'wood way. Phil M. is wondering just how dumb animals really ore.

Detroit — While there may have
been some justification for employing local clieckers during the war
years, when gas rationing was in
effect, none exists today, in the
opinion of Jack Stewart, Allied Theaters of Michigan general manager.

Bergman, Crosby Head
Rural (Continued
"Favorite
from Stars"
Page 1 )
results of which will appear in the
January issue.
Although Bergman and Crosby
topped the poll by "overwhelming
majorities," the runners-up among
both male and female stars were
closely grouped. Sharing second
place honors among the actresses
were Greer Garson, Margaret
O'Brien and Claudette Colbert.
Among the males, Gary Cooper held
a slight lead over Cornel Wilde, Van
Johnson and Gregory Peck.
The poll's list of 10 best pictures
of the year was offered by the editors
as evidence that "rural audiences
appreciate the best screen fare that
Hollywood can offer." Ten pix
selected tops were "The Bells of St.
Mary's," "The Green Years,"
"Smoky," "To Each His Own," "Anna
and the King of Siam," "Night and
Day," "The Lost Week-end," "Easy
to Wed," "Spellbound" and "Two
Sisters From Boston."
C. G. editors point to frequent complaints from subscribers against the
excess number of "B" pictures in
rural theaters as further proof that
stix audiences are as discriminating
at urbanites.

Tyree Dillard Resigns
From Metro Legal Staff
(Continued from Page 1 )
ments and an adviser to William F.
Rodgers, Metro sales chief. He is the
second in the legal department to
leave the firm within a few weeks,
Herbert Nusbaum having departed
Dec. 20.
Nicholas Chamberlain

Dead

Akron, O. — Nicholas Chamberlain,
77, Akron businessman who introduced motion pictures in Summit
County, is dead. He operated the old
Crystal Maze.

SICK LIST
AMBROSE CONROY, manager of B & K
loop Garrick, Chicago, was kicked in the
leg by a young hoodlum who had crashed
the injury.
gate and is confined to his home by

wHldaily I
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"Murder in Reverse"
"The
Man I Love"
with Ida Lupino, Robert Alda

Warners

96 Mins.

GOOD WOMAN'S
ANGLE YARN:
JHOULD
DRAW
WITH THE SKIRT
/•RADE: DONE

WELL.

Ida Lupino in this one is a handsomelydowned femme fatale. She's a West 52nd
ftreet night club singer who takes a quick
trip out to the Coast to visit with her
sister and brother during the Christmas
holidays. That's at the bottom of it all for
she promptly proceeds to inject a dozen
troublesome situations into their lives, jobs
and romances. In due course of the footage
she manages to restore some semblance of
balance to the various domestic situations
she becomes embroiled in, and even finds
herself a true love.
The tale has all the smoke of night clubs
and about as much ignition. There is a
good deal of attention paid music which
has Miss Lupino, a keen listener of and
appraiser of hot music. She sings, in the
blues style, such standbys as "Why Was I
Born," "Bill," "Body and Soul" and the
title number. Her voice is on the flat side
but she registers.
Miss Lupino sets out to thwart the
wolfish designs of Robert Alda on her
sister, Andrea King. A number of other
people become involved in what transpires
and Dolores Moran, mother of twins and
inclined toward the playful side, dies as
a result of a boozy rendezvous with Alda.
Meanwhile Miss Lupino carries a torch for
Bruce Bennett, sailor-pianist, masquerading
under the monicker of "San Thomas." He
carries a slight smouldering facsimile of
the same thing for his lately divorced wife.
Miss Lupino securely hooks Bennett after a great deal of running around, getting
nowhere. His ship is about to sail. They
vow the usual vows. Finally the many
faceted plot is strung up to manage a semblance of coherence. The affair closes with
normal order and procedure coming into
its own.
The dialogue is pointed up to corral the
attention of women. The dramatic business
captures the directorial intent.
CAST: Ida Lupino, Robert Alda, Bruce Bennett, Andrea King, Martha Vickers, Alan Hale,
Dolores Moran, John Ridgely, Don McGuire,
Warren Douglas, Craig Stevens, William Edmunds, James Dobbs, Patrick Griffin.
CREDITS: Producer, Arnold Albert; Director,
Raoul Walsh; Screenplay by Catherine Turner,
from the novel by Marltta Wolff; Cameraman,
Sid Hickox; Film Editor, Owen Marks; Sound,
Dolph Thomas, David Forrest; Set Decorations,
Eddie Edwards.
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY Good.

Gruenberg to Resume
Depinet Drive Tour
Denver — Len S. Gruenberg, RKO
district manager, will resume his
tour of the company's Rocky Mountain exchanges after the holidays,
as captain of the 1946 Ned Depinet
drive.
Gruenberg will open his meetings
in St. Louis on Jan. 3 and will
cover Kansas City, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Chicago and Detroit the
following week. He will be accompanied by Harry Gittleson, assistant
to Walter E. Branson, RKO Western
division sales manager.
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with William Hartnell, Jimmie Hanley
Continents
80 Mins.
STORY

TWIST

RATES

THIS

IN THE "SLEEPER"
TENTION.

STRANGE

CLASS:

MERITS

AT-

"Stars Over Texas"

with Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates
PRC
59 Mins.
AVERAGE EDDIE DEAN OATER SHOULD
PLEASE THE GENERAL RUN OF AUDIENCES.

Here we have Eddie Dean once more
A man cannot be punished for the same against the western, outdoor scene with
crime twice. That's the idea here. It's a all the required elements of such offerings
good idea, too, and builds up to highly in- in evidence. The piece unfolding with
triguing drama of legalistics and a series little distinction, is a routine tale of
of unique events. Louis H. Jackson, the rustlers and how they are undone.
Dean and the Sunshine Boys have some
producer, must have gone into the lawbooks for his basic story. He found some- good musical numbers that they render
thing distinctly novel which evolves a wry effectively. Roscce Ates makes with the
reflection on British jurisprudence.
comedy. The only novelty in the telling
The crime is established as one cf the is a dual role performance of one of the
passion variety. A workingman in the Lime- leads.
house district of London learns his wife is
Dean and Ates represent the Cattledeceiving him. One night she runs off with
men's Association and they come upon the
her lover. The husband catches up with precarious situation looming on the ranch
them and pursues the man in the case along
f Shirley Patterson. It seems a gang of
the waterfront. The hunted disappears afcrooks led by Jack O'Shea have been
ter diving into the Thames. The husband is rustling
beef in the vicinity. Miss Patarrested and it is proven in court that he
terson's ranch is next to be invaded.
has killed a man. There is no body. The
O'Shea, however, is thwarted by the apincriminating evidence is circumstantial.
pearance on the ranch of Dean, in order
to eliminate Dean from the scene he has
He is sent up for 15 years.
This is established in flashback treatment. some of his own cattle planted in Miss
A London editor is trying to get a young Patterson's corral. He engages a phoney
reporter enthusiastic about the case. In judge to lo;k into the matter. The judge
setting forth the leads he is covering his orders Dean's arrest. Dean makes off to
own tracks. He had adopted the daughter town. Aided by Lee Bennett they locate
evidence.
of the supposed culprit. William Hartnell incriminating
is released after serving his sentence and
O'Shea and his cohorts dash after Dean
he tracks down his past via his wife, who intending to wipe him out. Ates holds
has sunk to prostitution; his daughter who them at bay with recrackers until Dean
unwittingly is helping him and eventually can liquidate most of the attackers. The
to the "dead"' man. By a ruse he arranges gang, what remains of it, is duly brought
to confront the prosecutor of his case with to justice and Dean and Ates once again
the man he was supposed to have killed. He ride off to new adventures.
does so. In a lengthy tirade he shakes the
The story wends its average way invery foundation of his profession. Then he
volving gunplay, fisticuffs, riding and the
shoots the man who was supposed to have other "musts" of westerns. The production by Robert Emmett Tansey is up to par.
been dead all along. It is the murder of a
CAST: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley Patman legally called dead. Hartnell had been
terson, Lee Bennett, Lee Roberts, Kermit Maypunished for the crime. He has furnished
nard. Jack O'Shea, Hal Smith, Matty Roubert,
Carl Mathews, Bill Fawcett.
the courts with the missing body and completed the file on the case. The question
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Robert Emmett Tansey; Orginal screenplay by Frances
posed at the conclusion is: What can be
Kavanaugh; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Art Didone about it?
rector, Edward C. Jewell; Set Decorator, Vin
The story is soundly set forth and played Taylor; Sound, Ben Winkler; Film Editor, Hugh
Winn; Musical Director, Karl Hajos.
out intelligently. While the cast is not genDIRECTION, Average. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
erally known here, they deliver effective
performances. Production details lend sincerity to the plot.
This one has "sleeper" possibilities.
CAST: William Hartnell, Jimmy Hanley, Chili
O'Neill.
Bouchier, John Slater, Brefni O'Rourke, Dinah
Sheridan, Petula Clark, Ben Williams, Marie
CREDITS: Producer, Louis H. Jackson; Directed by Montgomery Tully; Screenplay by
Montgomery Tully based on a story by 'Seamark"; Music, Hans May; Cameraman, Ernest
Palmer; Sound, Harold V. King; Film Editor,
Eve Catchpole; Art Director, R. Holmes Paul.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

N. S. Labor to Request
Anti-Discrimination Law
New Glasgow, N. S. — The Nova
Scotia Federation of Labor has decided to draft and submit a bill
aimed at color discrimination at theaters and other amusement places in
Nova Scotia province. The bill will
be presented at the 1947 session of
the provincial assembly, to open in
February.

SHORTS

"Nobody's Children?"
JEv
20th-Fox (MOT)
Universal Appeal 17 lH^
In the same vein as "Life With
Baby," this latest March of Time
spotlights infants, this time orphans.
Some little known facts are presented: One couple in every seven is
childless; in some sections of the
country there are ten offers for every
parentless child; it sometimes takes
two years to acquire one of these
babies; many people have turned to
the dubious baby "black market."
Rate it a moneymaker with universal
appeal that also is an interesting and
factual accounting of a national
situation.
"A Diary for Timothy"
English Films, Dated
Inc.
40 Mins.
Narrated by Michael Redgrave,
this footage focuses on Timothy Jen- '<
kins, born September, 1944, and tells '
in documentary form some of the
events which preceded his birth, and
accompanies him through the first
six months of his life. The ups and
downs of the war, naturally, have the
greatest effect on the course of his
life and the people around him. The
camera catches a soldier recovering
from a leg injury, a Welsh miner
hurt while working, John Gielgud,
the actor, and pianist Myra Hess, and
flashes back to them several times
during Tim's progression. Presented
at a time when people are thinking
ahead, not back, its production
ocrity.
doesn't help to raise it above medi-

Para. Selling Minority
Interest In Fla. Houses

Leonard H. Goldenson, Paramount !J
vice-president in charge of theater'
operations, announced this week that
Oil City, La., Strand
the company will dispose of the
minority interests it holds in several
Wins Clearance's End
Florida theaters at the end of this
New Orleans — In the matter of year. Houses concerned are located
arbitration here between L. W. in Eau Gallic, Melbourne, Cocoa,
Watts and T. F. Keasler, operators Winterhaven, Lake Wales, Mt. Dora,
of the Strand Theater, Oil City, La., Umatilla and Tallahassee, Florida.
and the five major companies, arbiM. C. Talley and B. B. Garner will
trator has prohibited fixing of any sever their association with Para.
clearance between any theaters but will continue to manage the thelocated in Shreveport, La., and
aters concerned as well as other
Strand.
Florida houses now operated by them
Request of complainant for decree and in which Para, has had no interordering distributors to make product available within 10 days of na- est.Frank Rogers will still be in charge
tional release was dismissed by the
of
Paramount's
theater
arbitrator without prejudice.
interests
in that remaining
state and Fred
H.
Kent is to continue his association
ChL Xmas Day B. O. Does Well
with Rogers. All other Para, personnel are unaffected.
Chicago — Christmas Day business
was good here, with all Loop thei
aters opening new shows with plenty Release "Beast" Feb. 8
of advertising behind them. Theater
"The Beast With Five Fingers"
has been set for national release
managers reported satisfactory re- Feb.
8.
sults.
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Contributing to New Congress Gets Pix Issues

m

Admission Excise Tax Slash is Expected

JReds'
Says Adamson
I
(Continued from Page I)
llhis country
and
castigated
the
llollywood Writers Mobilization.
' Adamson's
annual Red round-up
not yet been approved formally
,||i/L.
M
ihe committee although it was
"^irmted by the Government Printing

^ Office.

Adamson indicated that the comnittee was saving its blasts against
■lleged Red infiltration into Hollywood until next month, when the
ommittee is supposed to open hearevei 'jngs in the film capital.
In his latest report, Adamson said
tail
, ■ he writers' group was one of sevwhich were "conorganizations
fl\ Vral
ributing
to the Communists political
'onspiracy in the United States."
'6fs 6j Qj^ ^ larger scale, Adamson said
l'^ "he Communists were plotting to
'^'T^oment a revolution in this country
fhrough a general strike or by some
^ther means.
Til
ihai
P»
vet:

iliiii

Leverette Sells Oregon
pircuit To Bob Leppert

■ Jen
iteB

(Continued from Page 1)
f ft ijp^y to concentrate on his orchard and
1 jj ,backing business.
House
are located in Medford,
firt
iajAShland, Yerka and Weed, Calif.

il Seveal 23 N. Y. Schools
^ >t^ Demonstration Spots
'^t More

effective

application of the

i,aiii ew tools of learning-visual aids to
Jlims i nstruction — now that they have

(Continued

from

;?.Tproved themselves — was called for
y Edward G. Bernard, assistant to
the deputy superintendent of New
Bctioi i|
]i^ork schools at a recent meeting of
the New York Film Council. Bernard
reported visual aids have speeded up
^he learning process by 35 per cent
and increased retention of information by 50 per cent.
Rita Hockheimer, assistant direcMQUll,jtor of visual education of the New
Education, said PubBoard 69,of Manhattan,
jYorkSchool
,lic
has been
.set aside as an instructional material St. Louis Theaters Open
center. Miss Hockheimer said that in
i answer to the question, "How far can War On Daylight Saving
)C
in the schools?" 23
films beinused
schools
the New York area have
St. Louis— 'Collection of signatures
selected as demonstration cen- of voters to petitions for an election
Dora, 'been
ters.
on repeal of the city's daylight saving ordinance began in motion pic^'^aynor's Father Dead
ture theaters yesterday. George A.
. Cleveland, O. — Nathan Gaynor,
]lO, father of Leonard
Gaynor
of Held, chairman of the board, Jeffer20th Century-Fox home office pubson Gravois Bank, heads the citizens
licity department, is dead here.
committee which is sponsoring the
repeal movement.
leaiei
Some 19,000 signatures are needed
for an election but Fred Wehrenberg,
president of the MPTO of St. Louis,
ir Honorably Discharged -^
said probably 75,000 or more signers
will be secured before the petition is
presented to the Board of Aldermen.
.JOSEPH
COLORITE,
from
Navy,
to assistant
The election will be held early in
>
manager, Alvin Theater,
Detroit.
igers
March if the aldermen fail to repeal
;JACK
SCOTT, from Army, to shipping department, Columbia, Atlanta.
the ordinance prior to that time.

IN CIVVIES

Page

1)

more direct effect upon the industry construction projects were stymied
than the 79th.
during the year.
Early in the year, the House went The Department of Commerce still
along with the proposal by the Trea- awaits Congressional
approval for
sury that the admissions and other its re-organization, with the shift to
excise taxes be cut back to their pre- top leadership leading to some specuwar rates — which would have meant lation that the change may be abandhalving the present admissions rate oned. On the other hand, approval
to 20 per cent. The Senate refused was given the change in the State
to concur, however, and the move Department, creating a new top post
was killed in conference.
of Undersecretary for Commercial
Tax Cut Move Expected
Affairs and thus adding weight to
Later in the year Rep. Harold the
Department's handling of trade
matters.
Knutson, R., Minn., introduced a separate bill to the same end, but his
Twice during the year investigameasure never even received comtors for the House Committee on Unmittee consideration. This will be American Activities were sent to
one of the most important questions Hollywood. The first set of findings
of specific industry significance to were buried in a committee safe
come before the new Congress, and when more responsible members reat this writing it is not possible to
fused to sanction publication of what
say with certainty what the decision one member termed "a baseless
will be. That Knutson, who chairs smear." The studio strike afforded
the powerful taxwriting House Ways an excuse for renewed probing, howand Means Committee next year, will
ever, and it is likely that findings
re-introduce or support the tax cut will be made public.
seems likely.
Shelve Monopoly Inquiries
Sen. William Langer, R., N. D., inThe Senate Small Business Comcroduced a bill calling for ceiling on
mittee finally abandoned its plan to
film rentals and threatened another hold a series of hearings on monopoly in the pix industry, after several
calling for straight-out theater divorcement. The former measure was months of staff work which developed
actually introduced but got nowhere. little that was not already in the
He has promised to introduce both files 'of the Department of Justice.
measures in the new Congress.
The Special Committee on PostIndustry interest was high in such
war Economic Policy and Planning
matters as the British Loan, the recently called officials of the State
Bretton Woods Agreement, housing and Commerce Departments before
legislation, the ending of price con- it, and leaders of the MPA, for introl, the re-organization of the Deformation concei-ning the foreign
partments of Commerce and State. markets for American pix and the
Thus far indications are that the in trade, political and exchange barriers
dustry will profit from its support of faced by the industry. Some recom
the British loan and the Bretton mendation for further action by the
Woods agreement — although it is State Department is to be expected
still to early to say with certainty. early next year.
Construction in Prospect i In general, the 79th Congress was
With the housing program now a a fairly friendly Congress. It is too
dead issue, industry circles are early now to assay the general feelwatching with interest to see ing of the next Congress toward the
whether the building program balked industry — although it is certain that
this year will go forward next year many matters of extreme industry
despite high costs and scarcity of importance, including all those menmaterials. Several hundred theater tioned above — will come before it.

De Luxe, Detroit Nabe,
To Resume Vaudeville
Detroit — Vaudeville policy is being resumed at the DeLuxe Theater,
for the first time in 15 years. This
will be the only Detroit nabe house
offering vaudeville on a consistent
policy. Regular show policy will
begin Jan. 12, running three days
with subsequent shows for the first
three days of each week. A special
show will be held New Year's Day.

Set Stamp Club Meet

First scheduled meeting of Cinema
Stamp Collectors will take place,
seven p.m., Jan. 8, in the Little Theater of the Museum of Science and
Industry. President of the club is
Nat Cohn. Harry Lindquist, publisher and editor of Stamps Magazine, will speak. Club's secretary is
John Wenisch, of Film Classics.

Rentals on Shorts
Quietly Increased
(Continued from Page 1)
garding increased rentals, though all
averred that rising costs necessitated
the move.
Move for higher shorts terms
meanwhile found some exhibition
segments vocally critical. Typical of
the latter was the comment of Max
A. Cohen, Cinema Circuit prexy,
whose houses play duals. Cohen
pointed out that he buys shorts
"more out of good will toward the
distributor than for any other rea"And so," Cohen added, "if there
should be an increase in rental, I
won't buy any shorts at all. . . .
There's been a lot of talk about increased costs, and passing on these
costs to the exhibitor, but not a word
has been uttered about the distribson."
utor absorbing some of the cost."
Cohen cited the instance where exhibitors had to pay higher rentals on
features, no matter what.
"But in the case of shorts, where
an exhibitor shows double features,
we don't have to show shorts, and
we can do without them if necessary,
rather than pay any increase," he
asserted.

$10,000 Advcuice Sale for
"Best Years" in Boston
Opening at Boston's Esquire Theater on Christmas night to a soldout house, iSam Goldwyn's "The Best
Years of Our Lives" yesterday had
registered a $10,000 advance sale.
Pic is playing on a two-a-day, reserved seat policy. Hub papers yesterday gave the pic rave reviews.
"Best Years" also bowed on Christmas at the Beverly Theater, Beverly
Hills, Calif., to capacity biz, it was
reported.
In Chicago, where the pic opened
last week at the Woods, it rang up a
$39,000 first week for a b. o. record.

George W. Bowling Dead
Mason City, la. —
ing, 49, for many
tionist and stage
Cecil Theater, died

^George W. Bowlyears a projecmanager at the
at his home.

REIU POSTS
MURRAY
some

SPECTOR, assistant manager of Century's Community, to the Town in the
capacity.

H. STUART CHERNEY, new assistant manoger
at Century's Community.
LOUIS MOUREAU, manager. El Rancho Theater,
Culver, Ind.
RHODES, manager. Brooks Theater, Brookston, Ind.
WILLIAM
C. STAHL,
sales manager.
Theater
Specialties, Inc., Chicago.
GEORGE
BRESSLER, assistant manager,
B & K
Portage Theater, Chicago.
DAN

FRANK
MILLSPAUGH,
manager.
Roseland, III.
LUTHER
RICHARDSON,
trainee
Lake
Theater,
Chicago.

State Theater,
assistant State

^
II

Edge" Sets 10 New
Highs in 26 Openings

Friday, December 27, 1946 \
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As 1946 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay final tribute
to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the 12-month
Eivalling the record-breaking busi- period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to pass are given
ness at its Roxy Theater opening in with place of death and date obituary was published in THE FILM DAILY.
New York, 20th-Fox's "The Razor's
RKO theater executive. New
Edge" opened Christmas Day in 26 JOE ABRAMSON, secretary to Jack Kirsch. Chi- J. M.York.BRENNAN,
FD: 2-28.
cago. FD: 2-18.
key cities throughout the country to
GEORGE HAMILTON BRIANT, JR., stunt flyer.
MRS. F. B. ALLEN, long-time exhibitor. Farmsmash biz, according to wires reSan Antonio. FD: 10-29.
ington, N. M. FD: 7-17.
ceived at the home office Friday. Of FRANCIS G. ALLEN, sales executive General CARL OTTO BROMEL, theatrical artist. Detroit.
Aniline
and
Film
Corp.
White
Plains,
N.
Y.
the 26, 10 reported new holiday or
FD: 1-8.
FRED L. BRONAUGH, former v-p and general
FD: 2-13.
opening records.
WILLIAM ALLEN, veteran theater man. Toronto.
sales manager of A. M. Karagheusian, Inc.
In Philadelphia, Fox Theater reNew York.
FD: 12-13.
FD: 4-24.
ALMOND, theater owner. Columbus. FD: CLYDE 0. BROWN, theater manager. St. Louis.
ported a new Christmas Day record. BEN 8-27.
FD: 12-4.
H. E. Jameyson of Fox Midwest The- CLAUDE M. ALVIENE, founder Academy of The- VIRGIL
BROWN, long associoted with local theaters, wired that in Wichita, Kans.,
ater and Cultural Arts. New York. FD: 4-26.
ater, operator. Decatur. FD: 10-9.
OTTO BROWER, veteran director. Hollywood.
LOU
ANGER,
v-p
United
Artists
Theaters.
Hollypicture had hung up a "sensational"
wood. FD: 5-22.
FD: 1-28.
gross where Miller and Boulevard
LAWRENCE J. ANHALT, theater manager and CHARLES BRUCE-WINSTON, British actor, producer and scenic designer. New York FD:
Theaters had a day-and-date openproducer. New York. FD: 4-24.
10-1.
ARLISS, famous international stage and
ing. Baltimore's New Theater re- GEORGE
JULES E. BRULATOUR, president J. E. Brulatour,
screen star. London.
FD: 2-6.
ported the pic had topped every
Inc., distributor Eastman motion picture
LOU ARMOUR, Midstates Theater Circuit ex20th-Fox picture ever to pilay the
Films. New York. FD: 10-28.
ecutive. Chicago. FD: 9-4.
house.
RANDALL
R. BRYAN, National Screen Service
SAMUEL ARNOW, veteran talent agent. HollyAtlanta
branch mgr. Atlanta. FD: 8-12.
wood. FD: 11-13.
In Detroit, the Fox had its greatstage and screen star. Holly- HAROLD S. BUCQUET, veteran M-G-M director.
est gross since opening in 1927, with LIONEL ATWILL,
Hollywood.
FD: 2-15.
FD: 4-24.
both a new receipts and attendance FREDERICK wood.GEORGE
JOSEPH BURNS, veteran vaude actor. New York.
AUSTIN, former theater
record assured for the week. Atlantic
operator.
Detroit.
FD: 12-19.
FD: 11-6.
MAE BUSCH, stage ond screen actress. HollyBailey Theater Circuit. Chicago.
City's Apollo experienced its big- JOHNFD:BAILEY,
wood. FD: 4-24.
5-16.
gest Christmas Day in history.
HENRY BUSSE, well-known musician. Hartford,
W. BAILY, prominent in motion pictures.
In four houses in the Pacific North- TOM Hollywood.
Conn.
FD: 2-13.
FD: 8-15.
BUTTERWORTH, featured stage and
west, new holiday records were JOHN BAIRD, United Kingdom television pioneer. CHARLES
screen
comedian.
Hollywood. FD: 6-14.
London. FD: 6-17.
chalked up, with the Fifth Avenue in
ERIC F. CARLSON, Bell 8. Howell Western disPETTUS
C.
BAKER,
veteran
projectionist.
'
DeSeattle; Orpheum and Oriental in
trict manager.
Chicago.
FD: 12-20.
troit. FD: 2-15.
Portland, and the State, Spokane, RAY S. BAKER, official biographer of President ALEXANDER CARR, veteran stage and screen
actor. Hollywood. FD: 9-23.
Woodrow
Wilson,
and
technical
advisor
on
enjoying heavy grosses.
7-19.
G. W. CARR, theater seating pioneer. Detroit.
20th-Fox's "Wilson."

Syracuse and Pawtucket
Dailies Cut Adv. Space
Syracuse — The Herald-Journal has
restricted all theater advertising to
four inches for each house daily iontil Jan. 2, and is not accepting any
advertising from local merchants or
of a national nature. Cause given is
shortage of newsprint.
Pawtucket, R. I.— The Pawtucket
Times has announced a 50 per cent
cut in advertising space available
as of Dec. 23. Rates are based on
space used in week of Dec. 1 Unlimited amounts had been used by
operators in neighboring Providence,
where space had already been cut in
local papers.
Philadelphia — Ely J. Epstein, recently appointed RKO sales manager
in Philadelphia, will be honored by
the Motion Picture Associates at a
luncheon Jan. 20, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.

16mni. Opposition
Tahes Dance Form
Opp, Ala. — Newest competition
exhibitors in tiiis area is the

"movie dance," brought to town by
a veteran for use at student dances
in high school auditoriums. "Name"
bands on 16 mm. film, with extrasized sound amplifiers, are used by
the former theaterman to play for
a three-hour show and donee at
prices slightly in excess
ing movie houses.

E. J. BERGEN, exhibitor. Wilmington. FD: 6-27.
HENRY BERGMAN, veteran actor. Hollywood.
FD: 10-24.
SOL BERNSTEIN, owner Ritz Theater. Mansfield,
0. FD: 3-19.
NOAH BEERY, SR., veteran screen actor. Hollywood. FD: 4-2.
FRANK BETTIS, theater manager. El Paso. FD:
10-10.
CECIL BEVERIDGE, one-time general manager
7-17.
Fullers Theater, Melbourne. Sydney, FD:
ELIZABETH MacDONALD BIGELOW, prominent
5-15.
in theatrical enterprises. New York. FD:

MPA to Honor Epstein

to

Amherst, Mass. FD:

PETER M. BARDESSONO, pioneer theater and
hotel owner.
Timmins, Ont. FD: 3-1.
JUSTUS D. BARNES, silent film actor. Weedsport, N. Y. FD: 2-11.
FRED BARTOW, former Paramount publicity director in Chicago.
Chicago.
FD: 2-8.
CARL BEARD, theater owner. Lewellyn, Neb.
FD: 11-20.
TINA BECHT, member Loew's Newark State
staff. Newark. FD: 9-11.
SAM BENJAMIN, veteran exchange manager.
Hollywood.
FD: 2-13.
BRUCE BENSKIN, well-known to theater trade.
Economy Electric Co. owner. Chicago. FD:
12-24.

of prevail-

CHARLEY BLAKE, former Chicago Herald-American Amusement editor. Chicago. FD: 11-22.
AL BLASKO, veteran WB Theater Circuit manager. Chicago. FD: 8-20.
MOSES PHILIP BOBYS, M-G-M salesman. Washington, D. C. FD: 12-24.
GEORGE W. BONTE, art director WB and Selznick Pictures Corp. New York. FD: 3-14.
ROLLA J. BOOTH, one of the .oldest exhibitors in the Middlewest. Rich Hill, Mo. FD:
11.19.
SERGIVS BOUDEAU, plant mgr. Kroehler Mfg.
Co. Chicago. FD: 11-20.
CHARLES R. BOWES, industry pioneer. Pompton
Lakes, N. J. FD: 11-29.
MAJOR EDWARD BOWES, former v-p Samuel
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., managing director
Capitol Theater, Amateur Hour sponsor.
Rumson, N. J.
FD: 6-14.
FRED BOYD, theater manager. Indianapolis. FD:
10-8.
CLAUDE BRAGDON, well-known stage designer,
author and architect. New York. FD: 9-18.
THOMAS J. BRAGG, Canadian Odeon Companies
executive. Toronto. FD: 10-1.
CARROLL E. BREADON, factory mgr. Zenith
Corp. Chicago. FD: 6-27.
EGON BRECHER, veteran continental actor. Hol-

FD: 7-17.
CARR, Monogram's director of production.
1-23.
Hollywood.'
FD: 8-19.
GERALD
CAMPBELL,
projectionist. Toronto. FD:
TEM

FRANK CASE, owner Algonquin Hotel and host
to industry. New York. FD: 6-11.
EARL CHAMPION, projectionist. Minneapolis.
FD: 10-18.
2-15.
CHARLES K. CHAMPLIN, former playwright and
theatrical producer. Red Bank, N. J. FD:
ELMO CHAPMAN, theater owner. Starke, Fla.
FD: 6-12.
ROY CHARTIER, Variety editorial staff. New
York. FD: 8-6.
ROSE MARY A. CHESTER, secretary to 20th-Fox
exchange mgr. St. Louis. FD: 2-11.
WILLIAM J. CLARK, short subjects and Movie12-24. tone 20th-Fox manager. New York. FD:
DR. HOWARD S. CLEMMER, prominent retired
dentist and pioneer Spokane theater operator. Spokane. FD: 1-9.
JOSEPH
3-21. I. CLOUTIER, chief operator for 30
years Palace Theater. Pittsfield, Mass. FD:
JOSEPH

E. COHEN, associated with various theaters and vending machine companies. Philadelphia. FD: 1-31.
WILLIAM
W.
COLE,
former
mgr.
Cole
Bros.
Circus. Omaha.
FD: 5-17.
WILLIAM CORCORAN, St. Louis Theater usher.
St. Louis. FD: 8-7.
MARK E. COREY, RKO Portland branch mgr.
Portland. FD: 7-26.
GAGES CORGAN, theater architect. Shownee,
Okla.
FD: 2-26.
ARTHUR W. CRAWFORD, general mgr. Tribune
News Syndicate. Chicago. FD: 3-14.
HARVEY CRAWFORD, mgr. F & M Missouri Theater. St. Louis. FD: 11-25.
DANIEL J. CRIGHTON, retired architect for
United Amusement Corp. Montreal. FD: 5-10.
MARIE A. CROCHETIERE, theater cashier. Holyoke, Mass. FD: 5-31.
FRANK CROMER, theatricol decorator, head of
Dallas stage hands union. Fort Worth. FD:
10-15.
EUGENE

CRYSTAL, public relations counsel Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester. FD: 3-19.
JOSEPH G. CUDDOHY, former sales mgr. Michigan Seating Co. Jackson, Mich. FD: 5-31.
WILLIAM H. CURROTT, veteran exhibitor. Cheybogan, Mich. FD: 8-13.
MARIE LOUISE DANA, veteran actress. New
York.
FD: 12-18.
CARL DANIELSON, veteran projectionist. Chicago. FD: 1-1).

(Continued on Page 9)

RKO Has Six Ready
For Spring Release
RKO announces that six major
films are ready for early Spring release and four that are in the final
stages of editing will follow.
Group of six which are schedi
for national release soon are "S\
of the South," "The Locket,"
Best Years Of Our Lives," "The
"mFarmer's Daughter," "It's A Wonderful Life" and "Trail Street."
In the editing stage are the Technicolor "Sinbad the Sailor," the
RKO-Rank "So Well Remembered,"
"The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer"
andPresident
"They Won't
Believe
Me." bases
N. Peter
Rathvon
the "exceptionally healthy condition"
on RKO's sustained program of filming activity, story buying and screen
play preparation. Seven other features are now in production, either
by RKO or by independent companies
for RKO release.

Reader's Digest Adopts
Goldwyn Title for Series

January edition of the Reader's 4
Digest, placed on newsstands yesterday, carried the first of a series of
feature articles entitled "The Best
Years of Our Lives," inspired by
Samuel Goldwyn's new film. The
initial story was written by Dr.
Hai-ry Emerson Fosdick, New York
clergyman. The next five issues of
the Digest will carry similarly titled
stories by well-known authorities in
varied fields.
This is said to be the first time
in which a periodical has adapted
the title of a motion picture as the
basis for continuing feature. The
Digest, with an estimated circulation
of 10,000,000 will provide a total of
60,000,000 readers in the coming six
months who will read articles in- f"
spired by Samuel Goldwyn's new pro- ^f
duction, "The Best- Years of Our

$75,000 Alexander Bonus
Colorado Springs — Holiday payment of bonuses to employes of Alexander Film Co. will total $75,000
Lives."
making a sum of $125,000 since last
June.

Swedish Pic to Bow
First Swedish screen operetta,
"Queen for a Night," will have its
American premiere at the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse, Saturday.

TO THE COLORS!
• ARMY

•

CHRIST
DEMOS,
manager,
Hamilton
Theater,
Chicago,
to the Army.
JOHN
PETERSON,
Fox Theater
staff, Detroit,
and secretary of Detroit Theater Employes
Local
B179
(lATSE),
has re-enlisted
for
three years in the Army.

* NAVY *
ANTHONY KUCINSKIS, assistant manager of
the Martha Washington Theater in Hamtramck, Mich., has re-enlisted for six

lywood. FD: 8-15.

years.
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an'l Get Dislrib.
leal, Says Siritzky
[Despite protestations that a good
Ijc will get a "break" in the U. S.
jiarket regardless of its origin, Leon
[ritzky, head of Siritzky InternaI^L/.a! Pictures, distributors
of
[L—-bh pix here, and operators of a
rench theater circuit, has his
pubts on the basis of what he says
Is own recent experience has been.
I Siritzky, who controls "Baker's
Vile," ' Well - Digger's
Daughter"
,'nd
other Pagnol
kys several
he approached
severalfeatures,
majors

aia

itei

tlie
Fk
dim
loi
six
iniro-

"garding nation-wide
distribution
t tha top French product, but claims
'hat there was no dies on a deal,
Ichough he was politely received.
: The French film man also called
'ittention to the fact that 20 years
go when ha first showed American
alkies in his string of French theters, audiences booed the films; they
ven threw rotten eggs and over-ripe
.jegetables to shjw their dislike for
Lmerican
films.
"But against all
hat opposition, I persisted in showtig American films, because I knew
ihey were good and the people would
like them once they overcame the
language barrier," Siritzky said.
'' S.riozky also decried the timidity
(f the average American exhibitor:
'|They are so afraid to try something
lew, something different, even after
t has been demonstrated that they
jan't lose with a sure thing."
In the meantime, Siritzky continued, he will try to acquire more
ind more theaters here so that he
'lan make certain, at least, that
j^rench films will get some sort of
representation in America. So far,
lis firm has two theaters in N. Y.
rNfegotiations are pending on another.

improved Clearance
For the Loop Monroe?
Chicago — It is reported the Loop
VIonroe Theater's request for improved clearance will be granted by
ilm distributors, moving the house's
slaying time up to three days after
j;he Loop McVickers run. Seymour
Blmons, attorney for Monroe Theater, has other cases pending.

Would Tilt Licenses
To Pay More Cops
Minneapolis — Increased city license fees for theaters, restaurants,
hotels, beer and liquor places, juke
boxes and parking lots has been
proposed to the City Council as a
means of raising money needed to
pay salaries of 70 additional policemen. The recommendati ns were referred to Council sub-committees for
study.
The 53 theaters here now pay license
fees rangng from $38 to $500 a
year. Under the new proposal the
minimum would be raised to $K0
a year.

DAILY
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(Continued from Page 8)
MARY A. DAVIDSON, former owner, operator
Avon Theater. Syracuse. FD: 2-26.
CHARLES DAVIS, WB tronsportotion mgr. New
York. FD: 2-27.
L. HOWELL DAVIS, former chairman Pennsylvania State Board of Censors. Philadelphia.
FD: 8-12.
DAN DEBAUGH, Ringling Bros, executive. Chicago. hD: 6-7.
LOUIS W. DEGAN, theater owner. Marissa, IM.
FD: 8-2.
NEVIN W. DERR, one-time theater manager.
Harrisburg. FD: 8-1.
JOSE/'H DIENER, pioneer independent distributor.
Cleveland. FD: 10-23.
OSCAi^ DIZON, branch mgr. National Screen
Ssrv.ce. Das Moines. FD: 7-11.
RICHARD P. DODGE, manager photo products
of Defender D. vision, DuPont Company.
Chicago. FD: 12-24.
JOHN T. DORAN, production head Film Art Studio. New York. FD: 10-23.
ALBERT DORSEN, B & K staff. Chicago. FD:
11-22.
GEORGE M. DOYLE, editor Springfield Daily
News. Springfield. FD: 6-27.
LARRY E. DOYLt, N. Y. and Hollywood theatrical producer.
Denver.
FD: 12-17.
JOSEPH DRILLING, Universal newsreel cameraman. Philadelphia. FD: 5-19.
ALPHONSE E. DROUIN, former theater organist.
St. Johnsbury, Vt. FD: 9-26.
J. MALCOM DUNN, veteran stage, radio and
f.lm actor. New York. FD: 10-14.
WILLIAM DUNSWORTH, pioneer Miami theater
chain operator. Miami. FD: 7-17.
EVELYN EAGAN, Screen Actors Guild executive.
Hollywood. FD: 7-22.
ROBERT W. EARNEST, JR., former projectionist.
Amarillo, Texas. FD: 6-25.
JOHN EBERLEY, tneater operator. PlainfieM,
N. J.
FD: 9-20.
LOUIS A. EMORY, theatrical man. New York.
FD: 11-27.
JEANETTE W. EMRICH, associated with MPAA.
Framjng.iam, Mass. FD: 5-21.
WINNIE A. ERWIN, ex-theater manager. DuQuoin, III. FD: 1-4.
GRACE FARRELLY, volunteer reviewer. National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures. New
York. FD: 1-21.
GERALD F. FINNEGAN, former house manager.
Springfield.
FD: 10-28.
JERRY FINNEGAN, theater manager. Portsmouth,
N. H. FD: 10-29.
JAMES E. FINEY, sales assistant, Benedict
Bogeaus and David L. Loew Productions.
New rork. FD: V-4.
HAROLD J. FLAVIN, president Harold J. Flavin,
3-12.
Inc., theater accessories. New York. FD:
MAURICE FLECKLES, pioneer film executive.
Hollywood. FD: 6-11.
GEORGE FLEISCHmAN, SR., retired theoter operator. Toledo. FD: 10-4.
IRVING FLEISCHER, established WB H. 0. restaurant. New York FD: 2-27.
JOHN C. FLINN, industry veteran, secretary
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers. New York. FD: 3-4.
1-9.
LELA FLIPPIN, theater manager. Memphis. FD:
WILLIAM FORMBY, veteran trade poper editor.
Kansas City. FD: 10-22.
CLARENCE J. FOSTER, advertising manager for
several theoters.
Sandusky.
FD: U-20.
ALBERT FREEDMAN, former Loew's theater official. Cleveland. FD: 11-27.
LOUIS FRISCH, industry pioneer, partner of
Randforce Amusement Corp. New York. FD:
12-3.
CECIL G. FRY, veteran projectionist. Chicago.
FD: 7-26.
FRANK L. GATES, WB insurance manager. New
York. FD: 1-17.
LOUIS8-13.
GAUMONT, industry pioneer. Paris. FD:
EDWARD S. GAYLOR, v-p Morgan Lithograph
Co. New York. FD: 5-20.
JOHN GILLESPIE, former B & K asst. mgr. Chicago. FD: 1-17.
EDDIE GIRARD, vaude and stage comedian. New
York. FD: 12-12.
JOHN S. P. GLACKIN, pioneer theater operator.
Hartford. FD: 8-27.
FELIX "POP" GOLDFARB, industry pioneer. New
York. FD: 9-11.
LOUIS C. GOLDSOLL, ex -theater operator.
Columbus. FD: 1-4.
SAMUEL GOLDSTEIN, theater owner. Irvington,
N. J. FD: 2-24.
HENRY GOLSON, veteran theater owner. Chicago. FD: 4-30.

MAURICE

GOODMAN, veteran Fox bronch auditor. New York. FD: 4-8.
FRED J. GOODROW, ex-actor. Northampton,
Mass. FD: 1-17.
WILL GORDON, amusement editor. Morning
Tekgrapn. New York. FD: 1-10.
HENRY A. GRAF, veteran with WB Stratford
Theater. Cnicago. FD: 8-19.
I. B. CRAMLING, tneater manager. Alliance, 0.
FD: 4-10.
VINCENT G.'iASSO, asst. theater manager. Newark. FD: U-i.
HENRY M. GREVEN, theater manager. Fort

<

^•(

Wayne, FD: 11-6.
VERNON
3-22. "BUD" GREY, veteran press agent.
Birmingnam. FD: 7-17.
R. L. GRIl-rEN, authors' agent. New York. FD:
JOHN

URUWELL,
theater
owner.
Marshfield,
Wise.
FD: n-20.
SAM S. HANAUER, veteran showman. Beaver
Fa.ls, i-a. FD: 4-24.
EDWA.iD L. HAHN, well-known Iowa and Illinois tneoter exhibitor. Panora, O. FD: 5-1.
LEONARD HALL, motion picture critic. New
YorK. FD: 6-27.
CLAYTON HAMILTON, author, playwright and
formerly English prolessor at ColumOiO University. New YorK. FD: 9-18.
JOHN HA.yIILTON, RKO executive, head of insurance department. FD: 11-6.
BEN HANNABtRG, veteran operator. Chicago.
FD: 6-14.
GUY HARDY, veteran Loop theater manager.
Chicago, FD: 5-7.
VIRGINIA HARNED, actress. New York. FD: 5-1.
D. J. HARRINTON, theater operator. Saratoga
3-13.
Springs. FD: 2-11.
FRANK J. HARRIS, tormer Senator and president Harris Amusement Co. Pittsburgh. FD:
PHINtAj HARRIS, well-known theater builder.
Chicago.
FD: 6-14.
WILLIAM HARRIS, JR., Broadway theatrical
producer. New York. FD: 9-4.
WILLIAM S. HA.^T, silent film movie Western
star. Hollywood.
FD: 6-25.
FRAN,\ HAi<i/:bLL, bastern Ohio exhibitor.
A.liance, O. FD: 6-20.
DR. SIDNEY J. HATFIELD, physician and theater owner. Indianapolis. FD: 7-23.
FREDERICK H. HAFTON, playwr.gnt and screen
actor. Rutland. FO: 4-16.
RONDO HAffON, actor, former newspaperman.
Hollywood. FD: 2-6.
CHARLE:> M. HELLIG, veteran theater owner,
cmcago. FD: 10-Z8.
IRA HELSiEIN, comptroller Lee & J. J. Shubert
Tneaters. New York. FD: 8-8.
FREDERICK HEMLEY, attorney for Late William
S. Hart; law partner Hause, Grossman,
Vorhoaus & Hsmiey. New York. FD: 11-li.
FRED HENDRICKSON, RKO studio still cameraman. Hollywood. FD: 7-10.
GEOR(jc HcNi^r HiNEi, one or country's oldest
snowmen.
Hollywood.
FD: 12-18.
EMIL H. HINZ, projectionist. Detroit. FD: 4-16.
HEKBERF HOAGLAiMD, industry veteran. ChiFD: 4-ii.
MRS. t. S. cago.HOFFmAN,
veteran in Iowa theater
business.
Des Moines.
FD: 4-18.
LIONEL HOGARTH, Snakespenan actor. Amityv.Ue, L. I. FD: 4-18.
WILLIAM HOLDtN, latner of B. & K. district
manager Will Holden. Chicago. FD: 12-26.
MRS. B. B. HOLDRIDGE, theater operator. Shenandoah, la. FD: 11-13.
LEONARD HOLLISTER, stoge veteran. New York.
FD: HOWARD,
12-6.
SIDNEY
British film and stage actor.
London. FD: 6-13.
ISAAC ROLLY HOLYCROSS, owner - operator
Paramount Tneater, Anderson, Indianopoils.
FD: 2-15.
JOSEPH J. HRACH, JR., osst. mgr. RKO Theater.
Newark. FD: 3-27.
RICHARD F. HUGHES, former theater manager.
Tampa. FD: 5-1.
WALTER I. HUGHES, sales promotion counsel
for motion pictures and publishing organizations. New York. FD: 8-7.
FRITZ HUMMEL, music.on. Columbus. FD: 3-27.
HOWARD HUNTINGTON, former B & K employe. Chicago. FD: 10-24.
HAROLD HURLEY, former Paramount producer
and executive. Ventura. FD: 2-20.
HILARY IRELAND, poster artist, M-G-M and
others. New York. FD: 9-26.
WILL IRWIN, odvertising man. Interstate Theaters. Houston. FD: 1-15.
ALFRED P. JAMES, retired character actor.
Hollywood.

FD:

10-15.

(Continued Monday)

MPF Incorporation
In D. C. Proposed
(Continued from Page 1)
Barney Balaban, was designated at
the New Orleans meeting, Dee. 4 to
organize the Foundation in accordance with general plans agreed upon.
Steering committee consists of the
co-ordinating committee and the
chairman of the committees on
scope, finance, organization, promotion and public relations. Reports
are now being digested and prepared
in final form for all those who attended the New Orleans meeting.
Leonard Goldenson, Si Fabian and
Harry Brandt who are members of
the steering
committee's
mittee met yesterday
with sub-comthe aim
of expediting
fore the end ofpreliminary
the year. plans be-

Broadway's Holiday Biz
From Fair to Terrific
(Continued from Page

1)

fair." Gotham: "Normal." Globe:
"Normal." Hollywood: "Tied alltime house record for first day's
business." Music Hall: "Terrific . . .
About $25,500." Palace: 'Very
good." Paramount: "Pretty good."
Park Avenue: "Near capacity. . . .
Advance sales climbing." Republic:
"Normal." Rialto: "Below normal."
Rivoli: "Not so hot." Roxy: "Highest Christmas Day. . . . $23,825."
State: "Pretty good. . . . Just average." Strand: "Not bad." Victoria:
"Terrific." Winter Garden: ' Slightly
Biz barometer on Thursday started
to climb, and holiday week-end
"takes" generally were anticipated.

Mich. Allied Adds
Five New Members
Detroit — ^According to Jack Stewart, general manager, the following
five new members of the Western
part of Michigan are being taken into Allied Theaters of Michigan.
They are: Franklin Theater, H. R.
off." Grand Rapids; Creston
Bolshoven,
Theater, H. C. Himelstein, Grand
Rapids; Kent Theater, Morris Frank,
Cedar Springs; Galewood Theater,
W. W. Fisher, Grand Rapids; and
the Flo, W. H. Ladbetter, Nashville.

Amvets to Operate
Fort Wayne Theater
Detroit — Plans have been made by
the American Veterans (Amvets)
Wayne County Council to operate
the present Army post theater at
century-old
Fort Wayne. The Aming.
vets propose to take over all the
Fort Wayne property and operate It,
using it mainly for veterans' housNeil Holland, Council secretary
said the theater would be operated
for the public and for veterans as
well, on a commercial basis. The
theater itself is inside the fort gates.
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. . . and the same sensational boxoffice grosses in LOS ANGELES, OMAHA,
MILWAUKEE, KANSAS CITY, ST. LOUIS, CHICAGO, SALT LAKE CITY,
CLEVELAND, SAN FRANCISCO, STOCKTON, ATLANTIC CITY, PORTLAND,
SPRINGFIELD, HUTCHINSON, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, DAYTON, SALINA,
OKLAHOMA CITY, PHILADELPHIA and WICHITA!
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TEN CENTS

fOR '47
KCn Builders
R COnSTRUCTIOnClieers

loom THJflT(E
tuMuber
Price Dip Forecast
ABOL'T
TUE TRADE
St Louis, the Tower Theater, located
on the site of the old Florissant at North
pnd and Florissant, re-opened Christmas
iy, adding a de luxe neighborhood house
fnparable to the finest show houses in the
ilintry
Completely re-built from the
bund up, in the interior, house has latest
iind and projection equipment, air-conTioninj, modern seats and scientific light6
Exterior was also re-done in modii vein
First bill was "Two
Guys
bm Milwaukee" and "Home Sweet Homifle." . . . • Wsber Machine Corp.,
Chester, N. Y., manufacturers of projects, soundheads and sound systems, has
jmbined soundhead and projector into their
ifncro-Dynamic
unit
New
unit sucissfully combining the two systems, gives
le exhibitor dependable performance plus
isy operation, maintenance and repair
bart of the Syncro-Dynamic unit is the
rnamic filter which pern-its control of the
kary film drum
Ojcillograph
tests
tve proven this to give smoother,
more

Four Factors Contribute
To
Lumber ofOperators'
Prediction
Spring Drop
Thaater building was given a shot
in the arm by word fr^m lumber operators in the Pacific Northwest that
prices will begin to decline by next
Spring.
Forecast is based on four factors:
Buyers are beginning to show resistance. Big operators have refused
to hike mill prices "more than moderately." Production has reached capacity, and this is likely to continue
— bringing supply nearer to demand
(Continued on Page 5)

Toledo Houses Asked
To Plug Precautions
Toledo, 0. — Toledo theater operators have been asked by City
Manager George N. Schoonmaker to
advise patrons of nearest fire exits
and how to reach them with a minimum of confusion. The city manager asked that the theater owners
and operators make spot announcements informing patrons of fire
exits. He sa'd he preferred the
theater operators to carry out the
safety
rection. program under their own di-

Pittsfield, Mass. — A public hearing will be held shortly by the zoning board of appeals on a petition of
Harry Lazarus who wants to operate
a drive-in theater here — the first
F"cS theater in Berkshire County,
Decision rests with the board, since
the area sought for the theater is
now zoned Residence B, which does
not permit commercial amusement.

By M^INNING CLACETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — G'^vernment experts
increase
theater a building
early
yesterday in
predicted
"considerable"
next year, shooting up to a near
boom in*the latter half of 1947.
Department of Commerce experts
are now preparing a detailed analysis of the 1947 construction outlo-ik for next year. This report, induding a survey of prospects for
(Continued on Page 4)

Schlesinger Returns RKO Introduces New
RCA Announces 1-KW From Coast Survey
Projection Arc Lamp Leonard S. Schlesinger, president Diesel Generators

Camden, N. J. — A completely new of Warners' Service Corp., has returned from a West Coast business
one - kilowatt high - intensity projecsurvey covering
tion arc lamp, for use in small and
all the Western
medium theaters with seating capaWarner houses,
cities up to 800, is now in production
as well as those
'in:tcnt speed
to the f Im drum
at
RCA's
Brenkert
plant
in
Detroit,
reber is in full p^oduc^ion and already has
in Milwaukee and
it
was
announced
by
J.
R.
Little,
II limited number of the new units ready
lir field distributicn.
manager of the RCA theater equipChicago. In a roument section.
New projection lamp, known as the
the
settine
o'
uT)s invending
the checkup
various
(Continued rn Page 4)
iOKAN THEATERS, Kansas City,
Warner theaters,
^* Mo., hive purchased property on
Schlesinger found
candy selling at a
io'Zege St., in Springfield, where they Warners Open New House
brisk pace.
till build a n"iv theater. ... • Royal
listic Co., Kansas City, Mo., is turn- In Washington Xmas Day
Schlesinger dei|T out lucite vnding machine fronts, Washingtnn Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
clined to comsing a recently developed process
ment on the vendWashington
—
The
new
Eberson'■wo painted surfaces can be bonded to- lesigned MacArthur Theater, on
ingnext
situation
ether, vci h the opposite transparent
ing
year durand
S. SCHLESINGER
B'vd., was opened by
(ice pr,:senting an unblemished appear- MacArthur
said that the variWarners on Christmas Day.
I
(Continued on Page 6)
ous companies are sitting back waitThe 1,000-seat house is a semiing for events to shape the course
stadium type theater, with a modern
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Seeks Zoning Change
To Operate Drive-in

fiuge Overall Building
Program is Set With
Theaters in Big Spurt

B & L Producing Trivision Lens
New

Three- Dimensional

Sickles Defers Plans
To Open Maine Branch

Photography Exhibited

Rochester, N. Y. — Bausch & Lomb
is now producing a large, fast, Balcoted lens for a three dimensional
photographic process invented by
Chicopec, Mass. — F. W, Sickle Co., Douglas F. Winnek, University of
manufacturers of component parts Rochester-trained optics engineer.
for television receivers and a whollyWinnek's picture-taking method,
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)

; W<"t Cnast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Six portable dieseldriven generators, the first ever to
be used in the motion picture in-^ustrv, now are being assembled at
^he RKO Radio Studio. They will be
shipped to Mexico for use in filming
the forthcoming Technicolor feature,
"Tycoon," in which John Wayne will
(Continued on Page 3)

^alabcrn Circuit Plans
'$500,000 Improvements
Chicago— H & E Balaban Theater
circuit plan half million dollar improvement program for the coming
vear. Included in the setup is the expenditure of $100,000 for modernizing the Downtown Theater, Detroit,
(Continues on Page 4)

Vodvil Resurrection
Unearths Ivory Cache
Detroit — The

Deluxe

Theater,

managed by Adrian D. Rosen, is returning to vaudeville after a IS-year
lapse. Durin^ the course of housecleaning backstage, Rosen uncovered
a Steinway grand piano in the wings,
hidden behind a pile of scenery,
completely forgotten all these years,
for which he was offered $1,000 by
the man called in to tune the piano.

EQUIPMENT

Cf^^Suiy

NEWS

Nasliviiie Sctiools
16ni's
21 Victor
Buy
Twenty-one
new Victor sound mo-

In two Sections — Section II
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment industry, published every second
weekBroadway,
by Wid's New
Films York
and
Film Folks,
Inc., 1301
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
.\I. Mersereau, Associate Publisher and General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; West
Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood Boulevard.
Hollywood,
Cal., Ralph Wilk, Bureau
Chief.

Eberson Firm Opens
New Mexican Office
Extending their sphere of operations into new countries, John and
Drew Eberson, architects, have recently opened a Mexican branch for
their firm.
The Eberson branch office in Mexico City is manned by staff members of the N. Y. organization, specially chosen for their familiarity
with the Mexican language. In cooperation with outstanding Mexican
engineers, a corporation was formed,
serving the building developed in
Latin America. With American organizational talent and capital, the
Eberson firm has been making surveys of the Latin American market
throughout the war years, when domestic construction was at a deadlock. Finding great developmental
potentialities in the country, company is now reaping the advantages
of their foresight.
Finding splendid co-operation with
Mexican engineers, a policy of leaning on each other's shoulders has
proven outstandingly successful, according to John Eberson.
Returning from an extended survey of their Latin American interests. Drew Eberson, partner, this
week reported progress being made
in a number of developments on the
Eberson schedule.
Eberson's itinerary included stops
at Mexico City, Acapulco, Guatamala, Panama City, Caracas, and
Port-au-Prfnce, Haiti, where the firm
is negotiating with the president on
plans for a complete housing development, including several theaters.

Phillimore Namecl B & H
Lincolnwoocl Manager
Chicago — Charles Phillimore
has
been named vice-president and works
manager of the Bell & Howell Lincolnwood factory. Raymond Longnecker was named assistant manager
for the new dealer's department.

rORT-A-CIDE
THE
"MIRACLE"
DEODORANT
AND
For

Van Theater Destroyed By
Fire Starting in Booth
Van, Tex. — The Van Theater,
owned and operated by J. H. Stagner, was totally destroyed by fire
which started in the projection
booth. The operator, upon discovering the fire, rushed downstairs to
inform the owner and forgot to
close the fire door. Stagner rushed
to the booth and attempted to close
the door but failed. He was badly
burned about the face and arms.
All equipment was destroyed as
was a print of "Night Train to
Memphis." House was well filled and
was emptied quickly with no one being injured. House was not fully
covered by insurance as this town is
yet unincorporated and has no fire
department except a small unit operated by a local oil refinery.

Used Upholstered Opera Chairs
Any Quantity
We have the Cream of the Crop
Write or wire for exact photo
CHICAGO

ODORLESS
DiSINFECTrANT

Hospital
—
Clean
Rest
ASK YOUR DEALER

tion picture projectors were added
to the audio-visual department of
the Nashville, Tenn., city schools recently in a step designed to enrich
the curriculum in all fields of study
through increased use of visual aids
materials. The purchase of the new
16 mm. equipment by the Nashville
city board of education was announced by John Forte, sales manager for the Nashville Audio-Visual
Equipment Co., local distributors for
Victor projection equipment.
Acquisition of the new machines
brings to 44 the number of sound
projectors now in use in the Nashville city schools. Each school in the
system has an audio-visual chairman who supervises the projection
equipment and orders all films from
a central film library maintained by
the city schools.
For the present school year, a
budget of $15,000 has been set up for
the audio-visual department. About
$6,500 of that amount will be spent
in the purchase of films, records,
slides and filmstrips. In addition to
this library, the Nashville schools
also have access to the Yale University Press materials, a $14,000
collection of motion pictures, lantern
slides and books donated by James
G. Stahlman, publisher of the Nashville Banner.

Rooms

USED
MART
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Geveart Gets License
From City Comtnittee
North Adams, Mass. — Pending
purchase of the North mill of the
Hoosac mills, by the Geveart Co., of
Williamstown, for the manufacture
of sensitized photographic products,
moved nearer consummation when
the license committee of the city
council granted the firm a permit
for the storage of inflammable
fluids, solids and gases at the mill.
Approval by the committee of the
application was, according to Frans
Fonteyn, head of production at the
Williamstown plant, one of the more
important factors on which the ultimate purchase of the mill was conditioned.

Cocoa and Chocolate
Near Luxury Stage
Cocoa and chocolate may become
luxury items in the average civilian
budget within the next few months.
Prices of cocoa in the New York
spot market have gone up about 180
per cent in a little more than two
months. Until Oct. 1, the OPA had
held a tight rein on cocoa bean
prices. Brazilian and African cocoa,
which account for most of the U. S.
imports, were priced slightly under
nine cents a pound. Now dealers and
manufacturers are paying 25 ^/^ cents
a pound for these types.
Price jump will inevitably mean
higher prices for cocoa and chocolate
products. The traditional five-cent
chocolate bar is already up to six
and eight cents. World production of
cocoa beans is lower than pre-war
levels and efforts to stimulate production will bring slow results because it takes five to six years for
a cocoa seedling to mature and bear
fruit. Importers believe that the current price rise will be the best
stimulus to increased production. If
it goes too far, though, they foresee
a definite drop in consumption.
Stocks of cocoa in the country are
estimated at a little better than a
two-month supply.

IF YOU
STADIUM.
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829 So. State Street, Chicago 5

Camden, N. J. — Production of
new, highly sensitive vacuum tui
audio voltmeter for use in industr:
laboratory, and radio servicing, df|
signed to measure a-c voltages ov€
ranges of frequency and ar^nlitud
far beyond the limits of |biar
a-c voltmeters, has been ai.-.j^nce
by the RCA Engineering Product
Department.
The unusual sensitivity of the ne
audio voltmeter makes it possible t
measure the electrical conductivit
of switches, circuit breakers, relays
buses and grounds, in addition t
transmission losses in lines and cir
cuits and the response of special fil
ters and compensators.
New instrument is also applicabl
for testing radio receivers and soun
systems and is used to measure gaii
and noise level in power amplifier
and ripples voltages in power sup
plies. Meter is also used to locate
sources of frequency distortion ani
faulty amplifier components in re
ceivers, phonographs, and public ad
dress systems.

Weber Machine Names
Doner Co. to Handle Ads
Detroit — Weber Machine Corp.
the world's largest independent manufacturer of motion picture projectors and sound equipment, has announced the appointment of W. B
Doner and Co. as their advertising
agency. The Syncro-Dynamic Sound
Projector, combining the sound-head
and projector into one unit, is one oi
their feature products.
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' pdeon's $32,000,000
let For '47 Growth
:ii'tI Montreal — Estimating next year's
--*:]i:ost of production at $32,000,000,
' -tlohn Davis, managing director of J.
V-m iJArthur Rank's British Odeon Theiaril&tefjL. puit, announced that 15 new
"f« ijOdeoH^heaters are under actual con'^'^'•''fetruction in Canada at an estimated
,:ost of $6,000,000, with 64 new
houses planned over a four-year
ivitj'period. There are 105 Odeon theriayj.iaters in Canada, now, he said, with
bompletion of the long-range program to bring the total to 169.
j The new theaters include four in
(the Toronto district, five in the Montreal area, and one each in Ottawa,
[London, Victoria, Guelph, West Vancouver and North Sydney.
Davis said the British film indusi|try is in a period of rapid expansion,
,jpointing out that his organization
will have at least 35 features out
jtnext season, compared to 15 or 18
(jfthis year. "But we're not going to
Iforce British pictures down anybody's
fchroat," he said.
I No production schedule is planned
jjin Canada at the moment, he stated,
although they would like to make a
Ipicture with Canadian background of
lorp. fihe type of "49th Parallel."

:Bianirojecj: (New Concession Company
IS an-li!Has Unusual Contracts
W.
:ii\m
Detroit — Allied Concession Co.,
hmX

Eight Brands, King and Regular Sizes
Dispensed in iVeti? Theater Cigarette Vendor
An ail electrically operated cigarette vending machine, particularly adapted
to theater use, is now on the market, according to C-8 Laboratories, Newark,
N. J., manufacturers.
Called "Electro," the new type machine is said to be faster operating and
less complicated than the conventional type coin vending cigarette machine.
New machine operates on either AC or DC current, and dispenses eight
brands, in regular and king sizes. Considerably smaller than standard vending
machines, Electro weighs 200 pounds, stands 44 inches high, 24 inches wide,
and 12 inches deep.

Smith Switches Credit
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet
Co. and C. H. Masland have announced that the credit and accounts
receivable departments have been
moved from Chicago to their New
York office at 295 Fifth Ave. Departments will continue to be under the
direction of Carl N. Jolliffe.
Henceforth all invoices to dealers
in Chicago, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Louisville, Milwaukee, Kansas City,
Omaha, St. Louis and Dallas territories-are^opayable at the New York
<
office, the company
states.
Dealers in the Denver territory
will be served by the credit and accounts receivable departments at
the Alexander Smith office in Los
Angeles.

i

W. B. Greenwald, to service theaters
in this area with all types of popcorn and candy.
Unusual feature of the Allied contract is said to be a guarantee to
maintain a minimum stock of merchandise at all times in each theater
serviced. A 50-30 plan is being put
into operation which includes a 50
per cent deal on popcorn and 30 per
cent on candy.

Radiant Presents
New Mini, Screen
Radiant Manufacturing Co. has announced the "Little Theater" projection screen, a nine by twelve inch
"Hy-Fleet" beaded screen in a
heavy cardboard miniature theater.
Outside the theater is 27 inches
high and 24 inches wide, and the
screen is in a shadow box 1 1 inches
deep. It is intended for showing
films in brighter light than is possible for the usual flat screens and
may be knocked down for storage of
transport.

(Continued from Poge 1)
design motif used throughout.
An
interesting decorative motif is pro-

Mishawaka, Ind. — The Temple
Theater building, 102 Lincoln Way
East, has been sold to Thomas L.
and Ruth E. Peers, who plan eventually to locate their news stand and
depot there. The building is now
leased to Superior Theater Corp. of
'South Bend, until 1951. No changes
in the building now are being planned
by the new owners.
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(Continued from Page 1 )
be starred. The generators, which
represent a cost of approximately
$150,000, will be mounted on trucks
and trailers. They are equipped vdth
Maxim silencer-type mufflers and
will be completely sound-proof.
According to Earl Miller, head of
the studio electrical department, under whose supervision the generator.- are being constructed, they will
pr. duce approximately 30,000,000
cai lie power, or enough electricity
to iperate 30 large sun arcs.

Tom and Ruth Peers Buy
Mishawaka Theater Bldg.

^i^

n'/^
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RKO Introduces New
Diesel Generators

vided by the general's five star insigne duplicated in the facade.

PutlGreafer Showmansiiip
into Your Marquee with

located at 2911 Myrtle St., is a new

National Theatre Supply recently
received notice that effective immediately, all theater tickets have increased in price, approximately 15
per cent. The 100,000 lot, formerly
priced at $24.25 will now be $28.00.

Warners Open New House
In Washington Xmas Day

Dep't From Chi. to N. Y.

i-teac'j
one of yconcession organization, headed by

NTS Announces Ticket Hike
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Wave of Fires Spots
New Safety Measures
Recent disasti'ous hotel fires have
spotlighted the nations' attention on
the safety of theaters and other public gathering places. The National
Fire Protection Association stated
this week that approximately 4,500
fires occui-red during 1946 in theaters and amusement halls, averag-

DUTY
R'Slittle
j After OWNE
serving
more than
three years of a 12-year sentence,
Burnett Welansky, owner of the
Cocoanul Groie night club where
490 perished in a holocaust in
1942, was recently freed from
prison after doctors testified that
Welansky had less than nine
months to live. Recorded as one
of theters, nation's
the Boston worst
night fire
clubdisasfire
ivas started by a match lighted by
a bus boy who was attempting to
replace a light bulb removed as a
prank by a patron. Welansky was
charged with criminal responsibility because he allegedly failed
to provide adequate safety equipment and created actual fire hazards as in 'the case of cloth
ceilings.
ing 12 a day. Theaters alone checked
up property damage of nearly $5,000,000.
As a result of constant vigilance
on the part of theater oviTiers and
local fire departments, holocausts
such as Boston's Coconut Grove in
1942 have become fewer through the
years. But the danger of fire, panic
and resulting loss of life remains a
nightmare haunting most thoughtful
exhibitors.
Because such vigilance is maintained and the majority of fire hazards are removed or corrected when
discovered, the number of fires starting within a theater have been
steadily reduced year by year. Today, a large percentage of theater
fires originate outside the building,
according to the Construction Research Bureau of New York. These
come from chimney sparks or embers from nearby burning structures,
lightning and similar causes. Unless
the theater has a fire-resistant roof
and a non-imflammable barrier between the roof and the auditorium,
a major disaster frequently results.
Lack of adequate fire-stops within
walls is also listed by the Bureau as
a danger point which few theater
owners recognize. Hollow walls not
properly fire-stopped become natural flues through which flames
sweep within a matter of minutes.
The National Bureau of Standards
has repeatedly recommended fire-resisting mineral wool thermal insulation as an effective fire stop in walls
and ceilings. Bureau tests have
jiown that a wood-lath
wall com'^etely filled with mineral wool will
>op the passage
of fire for one
our.
Made of rock, ore-smelting slag or
tnd, mineral wool is widely used

CF ■Vbary

Miltvauhee Patrons Enjoy Juke Box Jive
While Waiting for Pic Breahs in Lobby
To entertain patrons waiting for seats at the Wisconsin Theater in Milwaukee,
the Wisconsin Coin Machine Co. installed a Seeburg Music System. Placed in
the theater lobby, the colorful juke-box also provides music for patrons in
smoking and rest rooms, through specially designed wireless selectors. Set-up
has proven popular with patrons, and the music distributed at conversational
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RCA Announces 1-KVi
Projection Arc Lamp
(Continued from Page 1)

Brenkert Radarc Lamp, is not a moc
ification of a low intensity type ar
level doesn't intrude upon conversation or the screen presentation.
lamp, but was especially designe
for high-intensity operatio *i- th
one-kilowatt
range .'id
adaptable forpower
installation
in a i
standard types of 35 mm. motion pic
ture projectors. The Brenkert Ra
Huge Amount is Set For Theater Construction dare
Lamp will operate equally we
(Continued from Page 11
with motor generators, copper-oxid
rectifiers, single or three-phase tub
theater and other "amusement" con- estimated six - and - one - half billion type rectifiers, and with either doubl
struction, will be released next week, dollars which will be spent on re- shutter or single shutter projectors
The Film Daily was told.
pairs and replacements. Theaters without any alterations of the pro
Although complete details are not generally have suffered from lack of
now available, officials said restric- repairs during the war years and
Only one control is necessary fo
tions in force during this year will the post-war "restriction" era.
jector.
adjusting the speed of the automati
keep new theater building below
Meanwhile, the Office of the Hous- carbon feed which is controlled by
boom rates until the last half of
ing Expeditor and the Office of Tem- non-slipping ratchet and pawl to in;
1947.
porary Controls were still busy on sure smooth and accurate operation
orders
outlining new schedules for The position of the carbons ca
"There is little doubt, however,"
one official said, "that there will be non-housing construction. The weekly easily be adjusted by means of fee
considerable increase in theater con- approvals lor commercial and indus- control knobs located on both th(
trial construction are expected to be positive and negative carbon jaw as
struction inthe early months of next
upped to at least $50,000,000. In ad- semblies. The negative carbon cai
dition, many other restrictions which be adjusted both laterally and ver
John L. Haynes, chief of Commerce's construction division, pre- have kept non-housing construction tically to insure perfect alignmen
dicted that all construction next year to a minimum are due to be either with the positive crater. The jaw:
year."
will
be nearly 22 billion dollars.
which hold the carbons are made o;
Included in the huge figure is an eased or lifted.
a new type of metal which is highlj
resistant to heat, and operate easilj
to facilitate installation and remova
Sickles Defers Plans
Balabon Circuit Plans
of carbons.
Servicing Made Easy
To Open Maine Branch
$500,000 Improvements
A wide door on each side of tht
(Continued from Page 1 )
(Continued from Page 1)
housing makes it easy to reach al
and another large program for the owned subsidiary of General Instru- parts for servicing and replacements
Adams, also in the Detroit district.
ment Corp., has deferred, for the A combined ventilation control an€
The Des Plaines Theater, Des
chimney provide the correct draft
Plaines, 111., will be reseated and present, plans to open a branch fac- of air through the lamp house to
tory in Portland, Me.
renovated in all departments, while
off gases and carbon dust and
The decision to withhold action on carry
the Esquire Theater of the circuit
insure stable operation.
will be recarpeted and painted. The the Portland plant, which would emA lens system is provided to produce a large, bright image of the arc
Bryn Mawr will get a new air-conploy
800
persons
and
solve
a
longditioning system and the Pickiwick
on an arc vision screen which can
standing
problem
of
increasing
ltd
will receive Push Back seats as soon
easily be seen by the projectionist.
working force, was reached, officials The large mirror provided to reflect
as they are available.
said, because it did not know whether the maximum amount of light to the
Circuit has also changed the heatthe concern was justified in attempt- projector aperture can be easily and
ing systems of the following theing to expand in the face of another
aters from coal to oil: Des Plaines,
quickly
removed.
Though
of comparatively small
Surf, Windsor, EAR, and Milford. round of wage increase demands.
size and low power consumption, the
Other improvements will be made as
Fire Prevention Abuses
soon as materials are available.
new lamp is comparable in quality
and
to RCA's
Close Michigan House
knowndependability
Brenkert Enarc
lamp, widely
which
RKO-Reade Hamilton Has
is used in many large theaters
Robert L. Arnold, assistant at- throughout the country. The snowGala Xmas Day Opening
torney general for the State of white light produced by the Radarc
Michigan, has ordered the newly- is brilliant enough for projection on
The RKO-Reade Hamilton Theater, constructed
Legion Theater, opened
in Hamilton Township, Trenton, N. last May, closed, because it does not screens, up to 18 feet in width. The
J., was opened Christmas Day, with conform to the safety laws. He overall dimensions of the Radarc
lamp are: 34% inches long; 17%
special dedication ceremonies mark- called attention to a number of the
ing the occasion. Situated on the cor- outstanding violations: Inside ramps inches deep and 20 inches high. The
chimney takes a pipe six-inches in
ner of Broad iSt. and Murdock Ave., too steep for safety, panic doors in diameter.
new house is a suburban community- a wrong location, improper location
type theater. Featuring Colonial of a 500-gallon fuel oil tank under
architecture throughout, theater em- the stage, and structurally unsafe
bodies the latest safety and comfort construction with cracks showing Smith Plans Drive-in
features.
through the cement blocks.
For Indianapolis in '47
for insulation purposes. Surveys Announce New Carbon Air F^ter
Indianapolis, Ind. — G. Everett
among theater owners who have inSmith is planning a drive-in theaters
stalled the material show that savA new purifier for air-condition- Southeast of Indianapolis at the in- .
ing systems that makes use of a tersection of 96th St. and State
ings in cost of heating and air-confiltering
unit containing a special Route 431, to be completed in time
ditioning paid for the insulation
within two to three years. Savings grade of activated carbon is an- for the 1947 season. An application
nounced by Carbide & Carbon Chem- for a change in zoning restrictions
in human life are, of course incalicals Corp.
culable.
to permit construction is pending.

Boom Building Seen For 1947
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%odu(tion Budgets
I lor 1947 Analyzed

THE SOUnO TRACK
By

Production budgets next year for
iijjine theater industry and many other
: ar:ijllied industries
provide
for three

!:"p'Labor, and 3. Materials.
These inV ,'reases will force further increases
industries,
many
in
prices
selling
J}
1,^1
nev said, but these are expected to
ije moderate in amount.
They will
j™"" !e offset by increased competition in
' ''"^■Merchandising
in some
fields
in
^^j?hich distribution shelves have been
, (lied, spokesmen said.
2 ??; Because of the need for greater
, . I'jccuracy in production planning and
, V theduling,
sales
forecasting
and
'".""^aarketing, a major new policy has
„™'ieveloped to consult company purtj**'|hasing officials for surveys of trends
., ^'p. prices and delivery schedules of
™'jaw material and equipment before
"^^etting future production estimates,
"'^'"pokesmen declared.
I '"': A strong trend has developed to
™° J^rmulate
production
policies
and
■f": 'flans on the basis of surveys sup•f^f_'»lied to sales and production execueasil;
" Sves by purchasing
officials.
The
movalf■j>urchasing department has become

production

ll .lively stymying the theater con-'
^ffl'truction program so ambitiously
""^itarted when CPA greenlight was
Y^Jfiven. This has resulted in a partial
™rJ Uowing down of the rate of new the'™l' iters being built, and postponement
•f expansion and remodeling on exsnowisting houses. It was pointed out
^ai(|>
hat in planning budgets for 1947
on
or increased theater expansion, in
. M fnany
cases they have been con'Jfjr'ronted
with three
unpredictable
ex'''pense
factors:
1. Increased
costs due
Ilea
.0 higher prices, 2. Further scarci,ies of construction materials, and
I. Shortages of engineering personlel capable of supervising construction.
There is, however, a substantial
eeling of optimism concerning 1947
jxpansion plans. It is felt that it
lA^ill probably toe a good thing for the
Dusiness world as a whole to get
oack to a realistic basis of figuring
5;osts, deliveries, qualities and maricet conditions instead of haphazardly producing for buyers who are
overwhelming their suppliers with
excessive buying orders.

Its 111

•

5

Dip in Lumber Price
Forecast For Spring

KUBIT

•

• THE NEW wave of enthusiasm in motion picture circles following the latest developments in the construction setup is being bolstered

almost daily by reports from Washington. It's a cinch that something had
to be done about the almost hopeless snarl in the building program, and it
wasn't until the resignation of former housing expediter Wilson Wyatt, that
the laundry was really brought out to air. Abandonment of the Wyatt program has brought forth critical remarks from its supporters, including some
veterans' spokesmen. But economic conditions had already made that program unworkable some time before it was finally given up.

j
!

• • • WITH THE appointment of a new housing expediter,
Frank R. Creedon, new directives are speedily being whipped into
shape for removing and relaxing many controls over the building industry. Now the only obstacle on the horizon is the prevailing shortage
of some basic materials, but it is believed that condition will be
ameliorated shortly when a definitive building program
is adapted.

I
[

"increasingly
responsible
iaanagement in
forecasting for
the aiding
avail. , Lbility of future needs in materials.
' ™'^'
Prices Uncertain
iall
I
Uncertainty of prices is a serious
actor to all top executives and they
)l m'
!!hink it is important to emphasize
liat increased production costs are
M:'
lie to:
italic), •assed along in higher sales prices.
Uncertainty of delivery dates on ;
taaterials is another
factor
which
D proserious problems for mantie att Creates
Recent price increases in conrektlt'
truction materials have throw^n aciothtirual
construction costs out of line
^ vith previous estimated costs, eff ce-

ADRIAN

NEWS

(Continued from Page 1)
•

■ s'lEMemej'^s of increased costs, indusr f|tial
bkesmen
have
disclosed.
:J: 'iiigher^estimates are included for:
Hj, Machinery
and
equipment,
2.

h cacp"igement
in 1947.
planning
chedules for
ijniit

EQUIPMENT

: wKlSuIY

• • • COUPLE OF MONTHS AGO John Eberscn, well known
theater architect and bon vivant, received in the mail a letter that ordinarily
would have caused no more than the usual routine inspection. But this
note was adorned with script that Eberson had seen, perhaps for the last

will stabilize prices. Fear of competition from steel, aluminum and
other metals if lumber prices get too
far out of line will increase the industry's attempts to force prices
down.
The present helter-skelter price
situation both worries and embarrasses long -established producers.
They are being blamed for raising
home building costs, already skyhigh because of the high cost of
labor and other materials.
As examples of the astronomical
these: the industry cites prices like
prices,
Word comes from the East of $&5
a thousand board feet, plus freight,
for No. 1 common two-by-fours. The
OPA ent mill
ceiling
price was
is $55$40,
andand
up. the presHard-ito-get flooring is selling as
high as $150 a thousand, at least $60
above the top OPA price. Boards,

sufferers, with seemingly fire-proof buildings falling victim to flash fires
which gutted the buildings with blow-torch intensity. Seems as though a
careful check-up on fire exits and fire resisting materials is in order from

ranging from one-by-fours to one-bytwelves, have risen, in some instances $70 above the previous $40
ceiling. Plaster lath has gone from
$9 to as much as $15.
In some instances,
however,
the
situation
is somewhat
different in
the East where Southern lumber is
being shipped in large quantities.
Small Operators Blamed
Large operators blame the small
operators (producers of about 100,000 feet or less daily) for some exorbitant increases. These small-time
operators are reported by their big
brothers to be "out to get all they
can" with no worries about the
future of the industry.
High prices and the war-born demand for lumber caused a tremendous expansion of mills in the timber
areas from the Canadian border
down into iNorthern California. In
Douglas County, Ore., before the
war there were 20 sawmills. Now
there are 200.
Lumbermen insist that many price
increases made at the mill are long
over-due. That is especially true of
clear lumber, used for finishing
work. Under OPA ceilings, they explain, producers could not make a
profit. Production of clear lumber
also was hindered by OPA subsidies which diverted logs of this type

an exhibitor's viewpoint. In the light of the still-remembered, tragic Atlanta
hotel fire, in which 120 lives were lost, it is in order for the theater industry
to voluntarily set up a policing of safety measures. A number of cities are
carefully checking their existing fire regulations with a view to revising

to plywood mills.
H. V. Simpson, executive vice-president of the West
Coast1946
Lumbermen's
Association,
believes
production

time, in his early childhood. In a fine Spencerian hand, reminiscent of
quality engraving rather than anything by human

hand, the letter was

addressed with painstaking neatness. His artistic instincts piqued and curiosity about the sender's personality aroused, Eberson checked up on the
sender and found her in an office in Alexandria, Va. ... "a charming young
lady . . ." as he put it. Thus was born an idea of which- John has finally
seen fruition, when he asked the amazing calligrapher to write some Christmas Cards for his list. Results which we saw last week are truly amazing
and give one pause in this age of technology. We went home flexing our
elbows and promising to at least recover some of our childhood gyrations in
the Palmer method.
▼

• • • THE
28 cents a roll.

GOVERNMENT

T

▼

is getting rid of its red tape— at

The War Assets Administration, omniverous peddlers of assorted
curiosa, recently advertised among the surplus items for sale:
"76 rolls tape, red, cellulose, unused . . . 28."
Which prompted this memo to our painstaking government agencies :
"You mean you have some left . . . ?"

•

•

•A

WAVE

of disastrous fires has been sweeping the country, with

death tolls running into alarming figures. Hotels have been among the chief

them to insure the utmost in safety precautions. Building codes are being
given a fine-tooth treatment to 'ferret out any possible weaknesses. With
so many old theaters in operation it is imperative that the industry shoulder
its responsibility to its patrons and protect them with all the resources they
have in their power. If the Atlanta fire is to serve as any sort of an
object lesson — as it most certainly should — the urgent inspections being
carried on now will be a positive action towards insuring public safety and
preventing any recurrence of a needless tragedy.

T

▼

▼

t.

will hit six million board feet with
the expectation that it will be even
greater in 1947.
According to Administrator Major
General Philip B. Fleming, head of
the newly-created office of temporary
controls, there will be enough building materials in 1947 to start 1,200,000 houses, to complete 1,000,000
units, with enough lumber left over
for $8,000,000,000
residential building. worth of non-

,
'
1
|
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(iilesinger Returns
From Coast Survey
(Continued from Poge 1)
they would have to follow. With the
current sugar and cocoa market in
so uncertain state, Schlesinger said
that prediction would be pretty much
a waste of time since so many factors could drastically alter the situation. He attributed the rising labor
costs partly responsible for the price
rise on most candies.
Warners will undergo a mass expansion policy in regard to candy
counters as soon as construction and
supply are on a more stable level.
He cited the recent Strand installation in New York as a typical example of Warners' custom built installations which are proving so
successful.

Paint Price Climb Seen
Through '47 Say Makers
■ Paint prices, which have risen between 50 and 55 per cent since removal of OPA controls early in November, will continue at high levels
throughout the greater part of 1947,
according to leading paint manufacturers.
With a huge backlog of unfilled
orders and rising raw materials
costs, manufacturers could foresee
no decline before the end of next
Summer, and even then, price drops
would be slight, they said.
Reporting some buyers resistance
at retail levels, it was not expected
to affect wholesalers.
Further rises in raw materials
costs may cause another five per
cent rise, but the trend throughout
the country is to do everything possible to hold prices down.
New
West

Para. Periscope Finder
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

ABOUT

THE
(Continued from Page

ance. ... • The annual Xmas dinner
and get-together of the Arcus Ticket
Co., Chicago, was held at the Lake
Shore Athletic Club, with J. S. Arcus
the honor guest celebrating his halfcentury in the business. ... • Erwin
G. Frederick, architect, is preparing
plans for the enlargement of the Arcade
Theater, in Gas City, Ind., operated by
the Kalafat circuit
Frederick
has
seeral other theater projects on the
draiving boards, to be announced when
completed and ivhen materials are available ... 9 In Detroit, Milton H.
Aronson and William B. Greenwald
have dropped organization of the National Dispenser Corp., which was recently established to manufacture a new
type popcorn vendor, because of shortage of supplies. ... • Milton S. Carstens, Chicago theater architect, says that
plans for new houses in the Chicago area
are being rapidly developed
Plans
for the new Great States 2,000-seater in
Decatur, III., are being prepared and
tests are being made there for foundations. ... • The television tower proposed by W'^BKB station of the Balaban
& Katz circuit may be moved to the
Northwest corner of State and Lake St.,
which is owned
by the circuit
Plans still in preliminary stages.
STATE

THEATER CORP., Jess Day, district manager, plans erection of a 600seater on Ninth St., Fort Dodge, la
The one-story, 70x137 foot building will
cost about $200,000. .... .Wetherell & Harrison, of Des Moines,
are the architects.
• RKO Circuit, John D. Redmond, division
manager, Minneapolis, Minn., has awarded
a contract for a 1,000-seat house to be
built on East Main St. to Svensson & Edstrom, Inc., Minneapolis. ... • In Joplin, Mo., the Joplin Little Theater, Inc.,
with George A. Spiva chairman of the
financing committee, is raising $15,000 for
a 300-seat little* theater
* playhouse.
♦

nOY HANSON has reopened the El
'^ Rancho Theater in Culver, Ind., after
extensive renovation. . . . • John N.
Allison will reopen the Sioux Theater,
in Carlisle, Ind., during the Christmas
week. . . . New screen, seats, and projectors have been recently installed.
. . . • Cedar Theater, Cedar Hill, Tex.,
has been reopened following a shutdown of several weeks due to an estimated $1,000 damages resulting from
a fire which broke out in the projection
booth. . . . House owned and operated
by W. A. Shaw. . . . 9 In Pear sail,
Tex., a new $17,000 theater, with seatThe Lincoln to Interboro
ing capacity of 478 is now being built.
Samuel Strausberg, prexy of the . . . House will be owned and operated
Interboro Circuit, bought the Lincoln by S. Silva and will be known as the
Theater in Brooklyn. Included in the Silva Theater. . . . 9 As part of the
transaction is an adjoining one-story expansion program of K. Lee Williams
garage. Title was insured by Home Theaters, Inc., of De Queen, Arkansas,
Title Guaranty Co.
headquarters ivill be housed on the
second floor of a building leased here
Leases North Troy House
. . . According to Williams, president of
Troy — The Lansing, a 500-seater the circuit, future plans do not include
in North Troy, has been leased to theaters in Texas. . . . • Norma Feth
Joseph Farnam, a former Marine has been named assistant director of the
Corps theater operator, by Charles Bell & Howell payroll department, at
plant, Chicago. . . .
Wilson, Troy, owner of the Lansing the Lincolnwood
and Bijou in North Troy. Farnam
• Also in Chicago, Robert W. Northhandled film showings at Cherry way was made sales manager of Randolph Laboratories. . . , • Wallace C.
Point, a Marine base.

Hollywood — Paramount's camera
department, headed by James R.
Wilkinson, has developed a telescopic
periscope finder for cameras which
provides cameramen with an adjustable height-finder for low-angle
shots. Up to now periscope finders
have lacked the telescopic feature.
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Sanford Back From
Coast Altec Confab

Corp.
Johnson netv sales manager of Admiral
Bert Sanford, Altec's Theatric.
Sales Manager, has returned from
month's West Coast business surve
L. J. DUNCAN, general manager of the
during which pei
Al-Dun Amusement Co., has ansiderablt ^le a ,
nounced purchase of a 50x100 lot on Lanier
iod he sr "■+. con
St., Lanett, Ala., as site for a new theater
as soon as materials are available. . . . Present plans call for a seating capacity of 850
on the main floor, and 400 in the balcony.
. . . House wilt have a stage large enough
to accommodate big name bands which
Duncan expects to feature. . . . Duncan
said he would remodel the bowling alley
on the purchased site into an arcade flanked
on each side with small shops, and a facade
in modern style. . . . • Peter B. Poulos,
owner of the new Griffith Theater, Griffith,
Ind., says the house will open this month,
with seating capacity of 600. . . . • Great
States Theater Circuit plans a new 2000seater for Decatur, III., and tests are now
being made for the foundation of the projected house. . . . Milton Carstens supplied
the blueprints. . . . Circuit now has Lincoln and Empress theaters, in Decatur.

the
plantAltec
and iJa'nsin;
was ii
conference witl
A. A. Ward, vice
pr e s i dent an
general
of Altec manage
Lansinj
Corp.
Sanford anc
Ward discussec
future plans fo]
sale and distribu
tion of Lansing

products througl
qualified
dealers
and
co-ordinatinj
details between Lansing and Service
Visting a number of dealers dur
ing his trip, iSanford found interes
in Altec speaker systems high. H(
said that extensive plans are nov «
lA^ CHICAGO, the Terminal Theater
under way to provide promotional
* of the Balaban & Katz circuit, will material to the dealers in the fom
soon have new Kroehler seats. . . .
of direct mail, as well as trade pape]
9 Belpark Theater will soon have a advertising to help bolster sales.
new Whiteway electric sign for the
front of the house. . . . 9 A Christmas
party and celebration of the 50th anniversary of J. S. Arcus in the theater
ticket business was held at the. Lake
Shore Club recently, with more than
San Antonio, Tex. — Cornerstone
100 present. . . . Gifts were presented
was
made
here
on a'
to Arcus by his employes. . . . 9 In dedication
Wheatcraft, Ind., Holt and Allen closed $1,000,000 international trade buildtheir Wheatcraft Theater. . . . House
ing to be known as the Casa de Mexico. Project is being built by G. A
was completely dismantled and all
equipment stored. . . . 9 Redecoration
Lucchese, president
International'!'
As partof of
the build
of the Lanett Theater, Lanett, Ala., and Enterprises.
installation of new seats has been com- ing there will be a Latin Americaii^
pleted by the Al-Dun Amusement Co., language theater to be known as the'
\
owners, at a cost of $12,000. ... 9 In Alameda.
Lucchese owns and oper-*
of Latin
American
Pepin, Wise, the new Time Theater is ates a group
scheduled to open soon. . . . Under con- language houses here.
struction for the past eight months,
house will cost about $45,000. . . . Jack
Retinger is the owner. . . . 9 The New Coin Counting Machine
Ace Coin Counting Machine Co.^
Revilla Theater, in Renville, Minn., has
been destroyed by fire. . . . Loss is esti- offers a completely new design with{
mated at $30,000. . . . 9 In W^icomico, simplified mechanism. New counting'^
Va., the Abington, 1350-seater, built in machine is guaranteed for a year,'
the middle of a corn field between the and comes complete with carrying sj
town and Lee Hall, opened on Christ- case and money tubes.
mas Day. . . . House has RCA sound.
BERT

SANFORD

Latin American Theater
For International Building!

*

MAX

*

*

CHECHIK, owner of the Bay Theater, Vancouver, B. C, has obtained
Dominion rights for the Korn-King Popcorn
machine, and Is at present in Eastern Canada organizing distributors. ... No popcorn machines are operating in any B.C.
theaters to date, none being approved by
the fire warden up to now. . . . • Concessions Supply Co., Toledo, has recently
moved into its new quarters, a $15,000
buiUing at 3916 Secor Rd. . . . • Bradford Brockway heads the firm which sells
popcorn and candy floss machines, caramel kettles, ventilating fans. . . . Front
of the modern one-story structure is red
brick and glass block. . . . • Altec Service
in Detroit claims an all-time high for the
number of amateur radio station hams in
one office. . . . Edward Miller, W80WK;
Carl Bacon, W8MPX; James Day, W8NJY,
and Fred C. Dickeley, W8AB.

NEW

THEATERS

It's the David Crockett
Gatlinburg,
Tenn. been
— Gatlinburg's
new
theater has
named the
David Crockett.
Carver Opens in Waycross
Waycross, Ga.— The $75,000 Carver Theater, a first-run house for
Negroes, has been opened by Georgia Theaters.
Shelby Bows in Logan
Logan, la. — Robert Johnson will'
open the Shelby Theater here Jan.
1. He recently purchased a building here.

1^
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Armstrong Cork Ups
'rices on Linoleums
Price changes on several individjal types of linoleum and floor cover[ig have been announced by C. N.
I'ainter, vice-president and general
'pe: jianager of the floor division of
Cork Co. He asserted
OOIi .rmstrong
pat^L. .new price list involves no
;* ! J
iene.r^=rmcrease for the Armstrong
ne.
'is i i
Zone price of 3/16-inch battleship
vices;'|noleum is being increased approx""hiately 15 per cent, and the zone
cm] rices for %-inch plain linoleum are
"leing raised by approximately 5 per
'jt>nt. These increases are being made
p partially offset the added cost of
ail
lurlap which is being reinstated as
he standard backing for all heavy
ifOl
jauge material, according to Painter.

".a.H:

towne, UA Showcase
leopens After Renovation

Milwaukee — The Towne Theater
^as formally opened here on Christinas Day as a first-run showplace
United Artist features.
House
* "Dfi/as completely renovated from its
vaudeville features, with boxes
lonn; ieing completely
removed
and the
P^P^Jtaterior being re-decorated, erasing
(.11 traces of the theater's former
iresentations.

lieres ;
i B lor
1

f The new marquee, new sound and
projection equipment, new seats, and
j: completely revised aisle spacing
ystem which will provide patrons
rstoni I,jasy clearance between the aisles
Jmd insure utmost in safety, have
baili jnade the house completely modern
'Hex- p every respect.
G, All Towne is run by Andrew Spheeris
;:ional( .nd Connie Pappas.

;[Jf«lkron's
Buildingfor Code
oper- -'Being Revised
Safety
jricanp'

Akron, O. — Akron s proposed new
juilding code, to be submitted to
tlouncil early in January, after being in preparation for two-and-aijalf
years, will permit use of newly
eCo.
rirteveloped post-war materials and is
' junctional,
any material
or
inethod for i.e.,
construction
which can

! the

j)e demonstrated to be safe can be
|ised, according to James A. Easton,
)uilding inspection head. He said
he code is likely to have the first
provisions of its kind designed to
)revent disastrous fires of the type
;hat claimed 120 lives in Atlanta, Ga.

Popeye Fans Biote:
Record Spinach Crop
Here's bad news for some kids,
but Popeye fans will cheer. The
Department of Agriculture reports
this year's spinach crop is one of
the largest on record. Harvesting
will start next month on an estimated 7,550,000 bushel crop, with
103 carloads a month leaving Texas
during the height of the season, the
department states.
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B & L Producing Trivision Lens Assembly-Line Plan
New Three- Dimensional Photography Exhibited
For Studios Devised
(Continued from Page 1)

known as Trivision, was developed
after several years' experimental
work. Photographs are taken with
a single lens and do not require the
aid of viewing glasses to bring out
their depth or relief.
The lens is a 14% -inch f:2.2 portrait-type lens. In size, it closely resembles the headlight on a locomotive, measuring eight inches in diameter when mounted. One factor in
the success of the picture-taking
process is the lens' large diameter.
Winnek maintains that a camera
lens, like human vision, can see
partly around any object. Thus, the
wider the lens, the better the depth
perception.
Trivision's inventor points out that
this property of a lens is wasted in
an ordinary camera beca^use all the
light reflections focus on a flat surface. This is actually the remainder
of Winnek's secret for he devised a
method of embossing any standard
film, black-and-white or color, on the
side opposite the emulsion, with
microscopically small ridges or lenticulations.
These ridges take the shape of
simple piano convex cylindrical
lenses numbering about 200 per linear inch. Each tiny ridge acts as
a separate miniature lens and divides
its portion of the image into two
parts, thus converting the film into
an optical surface which supplements
the action of the large Bausch &
Lomb lens.
To obtain maximum depth or re-

lief, the camera is designed to that
it'moves across or scans the subject
laterally. The film, too, is moved
during exposures. For example, objects in the foreground appear to
move in relation to objects in the
background. Foreground objects also
appear to project out in front of
the photograph or mount itself. If
a pencil point is placed on an object
in the picture, such as the center of
a flower, the flower appears to project out and beyond the pencil point.
|
The possibilities opened up by Trivision are obviously great. Not only
in portraiture, but in aerial reconnaissance, motion pictures, x-ray
and clinical work will the effects be
of great value, it is claimed. Its inventor says additional work is under
way to adapt it to lithographs for
use on billboards.
Governmental recognition of the
value of Winnek's idea was granted
early in the war and much progress
toward its perfection came about
through special grants of money and
facilities. The Navy invested large
sums developing the process and also
worked out a photo-engraving process to nick up the depth perception
of the Trivision camera. Latest version of the camera was built by the
Aero Photographic Experimental
Laboratory, Philadelphia Navy Yard
The young optics engineer, who
visited Bausch & Lomb in search of
a lens that could meet requirements
for the Trivision camera, reportedly
has sold an option on movie rights.

Big Expansion Seen For
Hawaiian 16mm. Sales

650-Seat Village Theater
Bows on Christmas Day

Chicago — F. Jebens of the Motion
Picture Enterprises of Honolulu,
of which E. J. Young is president,
was a business visitor here this
week, meeting the equipment trade.
She reported the company had
opened one of the finest photo equipment stores in the Islands at 655
Kapiolania, Honolulu, in addition to
the headquarters store at 121 S.
Beretanca St.
Company has built up a large
rental business for 16 mm. films and
projectors to show films in homes
and business houses, throughout the
Islands. The rental fee is based on
a feature and three shorts for each
show at an evening charge of $17.50
to $20 per evening.
Both territorial and private schools
are buying 16 mm. projectors to show
films to their students.
Miss Jebens says there are several
thousand 16 mm. projectors in use
in the Islands and many more will
be purchased within the next year.
Company plans extensive expansion
of the business which will include the
opening of a branch in Shanghai,
China, in the Spring.
The company has the agency for
Victor equipment lines for the
Islands and also acts as distributor
of other leading lines, both for
equipment and films.

Faribault, Minn. — The new 650seat Village Theater has been
opened by Will J. Glaser. Erected
by the Faribault Theater Co., house
has provision for the use of television, a Grecian-style stage with
steps leading up from the seating
floor, a plastic screen, self-lifting
seats with extra space for individua]
comfort, and heating pines set in the
concrete sidewalk which will melt
snow, keeping clear the front of the
theater.

New Cineffects Process
Claims High Pro Quality

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Various studios are
showing a keen interest in an assembly-line studio plan invented by
Fred Pelton, labor relations advisor
for AMPP and formerly studio manager for M-G-M.
He has already prepared "conversion" plans for pail of UniversalInternational and Republic. Pelton
has also blue printed five new stages
for 20th-Fox. RKO, Columbia and
Paramount are also interested in
Pelton's plan, as is Alexander Korda.
Pelton plans to make a trip to England in the Spring. Eagle-Lion and
Enterprise will consider plan if they
build new studios.
Pelton will be paid on a royalty
basis by studios that use his plan.
He claims that a six-stage "Pelton
Studio" would cost no more than 12
regular stages and be equal in capacity to 18 regular stages.
His plan would conserve stages by
using them only for shooting pictures; stage floors would be movable
and could be shoved around on platforms on railed streets and propelled
by a pusher vehicle.

Harriman, Cripps Agree
On Tech. Data Exchange
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In a joint statement.
Secretary of Commerce W. A. Harriman and Sir Stafford Cripps, president of Great Britain's Board of
Trade, announced yesterday an
Anglo-American agreement for exchange of German technical informasince tion
V-Eacquired
Day. by the two nations
Hundreds of thousands of German
scientific and technical documents,
including many important to the mo':ion picture field, have been uncovered by British and American investigators. Heretofore, exchange of
'hese documents between U. S. and
Great Britain has been imperfect,
but under the present agreement
representatives of each nation will
be
able to ofselect
the other's
storehouse
reportsfrom
the films
which
they find valuable. Copies will be
obtained on an exchange basis.

Decorating Astaire Studios

Mrs. Richard Bai'thelmess, wife of
movie star Lt. Comdr. Richard BarTime and cost economies are the thelmess, and Mrs. Creever Cowdin
result of a new technique developed are doing the interior decorating for
by Cineffects, Nat Sobel, general the new Fred Astaire Dance Studios,
manager announced.
located at 487 Park Ave., N. Y. C.
Special effects like freezing, double
framing, skip frames, reverse action,
fades, dissolves and wipes can be
Utiliphone New
accomplished on 16 mm. Kodachrome
Office Intercom
by single process of optical printing
Electronic Laboratories, Inc., In"B"
contact
printing.
instead
of the
customary "A" and

Altec Elects Thomas
At the Altec Lansing board meeting held in New York Dec. 5, 1946,
P. F. Thomas, now treasurer of Altec
Service Corp., was elected assistant
treasurer of Altec Lansing Corp.

dianapolis, Ind., offer a new "Utiliphone" for two-way inter-office
communication systems. Consisting
of two speaker units controlled by
a pushbutton, the instrument makes
use of a three-way wire set-up.

He creates reality.
• Only a wo</c/ wreck . . . but intensely
real on the screen , . . thanks to the
director of special effects.
Because of his ingenuity and inventive art, pictures are made that without
him would be impossible. And when
audiences exclaim, laugh, or sit in
silence before stark drama, it's often
an unknowing tribute to his imagination and technical skill ... to his power
to create reality.

EASTMAN

But if he is to exercise this creative
power to the full, he naturally requires
superior film, perfectly adapted to the
particular problem at hand. That's the
reason why so many directors of special effects prefer to use Eastman Background-X, Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Negative, Eastman Fine Grain
Duplicating Positive, and other members of the large and well-known family
of Eastman motion picture films.
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Tl€ inDUSTRV fUTURCJO nCUl TRflDC PACTS
Warners Net for '46 Doubles
to $19,424,000
MPAA Brief Backing International Trade Organization

Equal to $2.62 per Share;
$158,613,000 Gross Shows
Increase of $16,822,000

Net profit of Warners and subsidiaries for the year ended Aug. 31,
1946, was $19,424,000, equal to $2.62
a share, compared with the preceding year's profit of $9,901,000 or
$1.33 a share after giving consideration to the recent two-for-one stock
splitup.
Gross for year amounted to $158,613,000, an increase of $16,822,000
over the prior year. Provisions for
(Continued on Page 6)

MPAAHilsCrilksof
'Dope' Code Changes
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — MPAA Friday lashed
out at critics of its narcotic code
changes, terming such criticism,
"pre-judgment" and a "discriminatory denial to the screen of traditional freedom of expression."
Denying that relaxation of the
narcotic code would maan a wave of
narcotic pictures, the spokesman said
(C nHnued on Page 8)

Michigan City Liberty
To File Anti-Trust Suit
Chicago — Attorney Seymour
Simon, counsel for the Liberty Theater, Michigan City, Ind., is preparing to file an anti-trust action in
the Northern Indiana Federal District against major distributors. Action will charge conspiracy. Liberty
claims inability to secure product to
re-open the house which has been
closed for modernization.

Down State Illinois
Booking Co-op Talhed

Chicago — Establishment of a cooperative booking organization to
serve down state exhibitors is under
discussion, according to Film Row
reports here. Early developments are
anticipated.
Allied Theaters of Illinois for
some time has maintained a booking department, in charge of Ed
Mager and Art Gould. Department
now has the largest theater membership since its establishment.

Stresses U. S. Government Has Several "Special Interests" in Fostering and Preserving American Industry
By MANNING

CLAGETT

Washington Bureau of THE

Reagan Sets 8 Para.
Iteleases Tliru April

Sydney (By Air Mail) — The
operators section of the Theatrical
Employes Association has voted by
resolution to decline to show any
slide or film dealing with the Liquor
Referendum to be held next year.
TEA action is the first move by a
theatrical union here to invade the
province of management.

DAILY

International Trade Organization, it
was learned yesterday.
MPAA's official position outlining
the numerous foreign trade restrictions on U. S. motion pictures is contained in a lengthy brief filed with
the important Committee for Reciprocity Information, which opens
hearings here on Jan. 13. The committee, made up of representatives
(Continued on Page 6)

Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
distribution head, announced release
dates for eight new productions
which, coupled with "Two Years Before The Mast" and "Blue Skies,"
comprise Para.'s product for the
1946-47 season through April of the
Charles L. Glett, who recently re- latter year.
The eight films and their releasp
signed as vice-president and general
manager of the David 0. Selznick dates are: "Cross My Heart," Jan.
organization fol10; "The Perfect Marriage," Jan. 24;
"Ladies' Man," Feb. 7; "California,"
lowing the comLima, Peru (By Cable) — Peruvian
pletion of "Duel
Feb. 21; 'Easy Come, Easy Go," exhibitors have presented demands
in the Sun," will
Mar. 7; "Suddenly
It'sPage
Spring,"
Mar. on U. S. distributors, via the Film
(Continued on
5)
join Story Prods,
Board of Peru, for free shorts, newsin a similar capareels, accessories and trailers.
ci ty, it was
Neal Named Republic
Coupled with these demands are
nounced over anthe
others that the distributors assume
Caribbean
Supervisor
week-end by Ar(Cntinued on Page 8)
mand S. Deutsch
and Hal Home,
Jack R. Neal has been appointed
Caribbean supervisor of Republic Charles Skouras Rewards
Story's heads.
Glett assumes
Pictures' International Corp. after Men in FWC, National
his new duties
having served as manager of the
immediately in
company's
branch at Puerto Rico West Coast Bureau of THE FILM PAIIY
for two years.
connection with
Los Angeles — As a reward for the
Neal was formerly with Warners, part they played in building up the
Story's first pic,
CHARLES L. GLETT
"This Side of Inat their Denver and Seattle ex- circuit, Charles P. Skouras has ischanges. He was also branch mansued seven-year contracts to George
Glett, industry vet., before joining
ager for M-G-M in Panama, and Bowser, general manager of Fox
nocence."
Caracas, Venezuela, for 10 years. ! West Coast; Richard Spier, FWC
(C:nt;nued on Page 8)
(C ntinued on Page 8)

Glefl Joining Story
in Executive Posts

Ho Cliarge for Sliorts,

10 SRO Offices Now Operating

£. L Scanlon Takes Over as Board Head
Aussie Projectionists
Would Censor Screen

FILM

Washington — Future of the U. S. motion picture industry
"hangs in the balance" of successfully concluded trade treaties,
MPAA has stated in a strongly worded document backing the

RKO Opens Reisman
"Four Seasons" Drive

Selznick Releasing Organization,
formation of which was announced
by David 0. Selznick on Dec. 11, has
already established offices in 10 U.

The 1947 Phil Reisman "Four Seasons" Drive began Saturday with
RKO announcing that cash prizes
and trips to the United States to men
in the foreign sales field are being
(Continued on Page 5)

S. cities, and will open "many more"
in this country, Europe, South America and the Near and Far East, it
was disclosed Friday. All personnel
for the first 10 offices will be named
within a fortnight, it was said.
Simultaneously, officers of the
(Continued on Page 6)

Eisenherg Succeeds
Dillard at Loetc's
Jay Eisenberg, with Loew's legal
department, has been appointed successor to Tyree Dillard, Jr., as liaison
between the Metro legal and sales
departments and ad adviser to William F. Rcdgers, Metro sales chief.
Pincus Sober, who has been engaged
in legal work involving Metro exchanges, moves up as aide to Eisenberg, replacing Herbert Nusbaum
who left Metro recently.

^

IJntfortn Censorship
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Sydney (By Air Mail) — Reps, from
all State Governments met here to
consider drafting uniform film censorship legislation on the lines of
the Victorian Act. This follows a
decision by the Premiers Conference
when uniformity was agreed upon
in principle.

TBA Honors De Forest
At Luncheon on Jan. 7

Nathan Joins Sarazan
Public Relations Firm
FILM

DAILY

Washineton — Robert R. Nathan,
former WPB official, will join Bert
M. Sarazan, Washington publicity
expert, in the formation of a new
nation-wide public relations firm.
The new firm is expected to enter
the motion picture field, it was said.
Nathan will continue as president
of the Washington economic consulting firm. Meanwhile, reports
persisted here that Fred Polangin.
low with Enterprise, will join the
Nathan - Sarazan firm. Polangin
could not be reached for comment.
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Helen Hayes Aids "Dimes"

Helen Hayes will serve as chairman of the Actors' Section of the
Theatrical Division of the March of
Dimes, according to an announcement made Friday by Emil C. Jensen.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, producer, left Southampton Friday aboard the S. S. Queen Elizabeth,
New York-bound.
BEATRICE LILLIE, stage and screen star, en
route to New York aboard the S. S. Queen
Elizabeth.
RAY BRUNT, operator, the Windsor Theater,
West Orange, N. i. is vacationing in Bermuda.
JERRY CRUZ, Paramsunt Building, bootblack
leaves today, via Pan American, for a two-week
visit with his parents in Puerto Rico.

Appeal Pelrillo Dismissal
Chicago — Government attorney?
vesterday filed notice of appeal in
■■he Federal criminal action against
■Tames Petrillo, AFM prexy. Case
'vas dismissed h^ Judge Walter
Labuy. Appeal will be talcen direct
tn Supremo Court, according to As=:is*-ant District Attorney Leroy
Klein.
Mrs. Pauline Stem Dead
Chic^n'o — Mrs. Pauline Stern is
dead. She was the mother of Lawrence and Herbert Stern, theater
financiers. Two daughters also survive. Burial will be at Rosehill
Cemetery.
W A N T 13 n —
THEATRE
MANAGER
Manager for small Brooklyn theatre
oreferablv one who has been assistant
in a chsin theatre operation. Good
salary. C^an'-" for s''v'n'-pment Write
Box No. 107, THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway. N^w Y-rk 18 N. Y.

York over the week-

C. J. LATTA, Warner Theoters' zone manager in the Albany area, was a week-end visitor
in New York.
NORMAN
AYERS, WB Southern division
sales manager, returns to his office today from
Washington.
HARRY L. NACE, SR., of Paramount-Nace
Theaters, Phoenix, Ariz., is in town for conferences with Leonard H. Goldenson and EdCorp. ward L. Hyman of Paramount Theaters Service
SID CAESAR, arrived from Hollywood over
the week-end
to open at the Copacabana on
Jan.
3.

Wellington, N. Z. (By Air Mail)-i
The Kerridge-Odeon Circuit is meet
ing much trouble in its plan fo
Sunday screenings to aid the Foo
for Britain fund. Invercargill ar
Palmerston North, Masterto- n
Wanganui Councils have all r^ .permission. Joint meeting of En
ployes and Projectionist Unions de
cided against work on Sundays fo
any project.

]\. Y. THEATERS
■r-RADIO CITir MUSIC HALL-^
Rockefeller Center

"TILL THE
CLOUDS ROLL BY"
With 13 BIG STARS
in Technicolor
GREAT

"U" Switches Personnel
In Australia on Jan. 1
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Here McIntyre, Universal's chief down under, has made the following executive changes, effective Jan. 1; Tom
Caldwallader to be divisional sales
superintendent, Southern division;
Brian Casey to be Melbourne branch
manager; Sid Sinclair, Northern
States divisional manager; Ray
Groves, Queensland branch manager, and Owen Knowles, West
Australian manager.
Kalmenson

30, 1946

Oppose N. Z. Sun. Shows
To Aid Food for Britain

COminG and GOIHG

JANIS PAIGE left New
end for the Coast.

Television Broadcasters Association will honor Dr. Lee de Forest,
the "Father of Radio," at the luncheon session of their annual meeting
on Jan. 7 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
De Forest will be presented with a
scroll commemorating the 40th anniversary of his invention of the
"Audion," which opened the doorway
^o radio broadcasting. In response,
de Forest will offer his views on the
future of television and electronics.
TBA's all-day meeting is open only
to official representatives who will
elect three directors. A special meeting- of affiliate members will take
place in the afternoon.

Wa^hinaton Bureau of THE
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to Coast

ROBERT lAYLOR

Ben Kalmenson, vice-president and
general sales manager of Warners,
left over the week-end for the Coast.
In addition to holding meetings at
several Western exchanges, Kalmenson will visit the Burbank studio
for conferences with production executives.
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fine Revere^AllyfflyrffiieBPart
Elizabeth Patterson - Elisabeth Risdon ■ Arthur Shields ■ Charles Kemper ■ Roy Roberts
•"■S£=i::.r
From a Story by Ernest
"For You, For IVIe, For
"Changing (Vly Tune"
"Waltz

>^^

GEORGE

SEATON

and Frederica Maas • Music by
Evermore" • "Sweet Paci<ard"
• 'Aren't You Kind of Glad We
Me No Waltzes" • Dances Staged

• ^----^^^ WILLIAM

PERLBERG

George Gershwin and Lyrics by Ira Gershwin • "But Not In Boston"
• "Tour of the Town" • "Welcome Song" • "Stand Up and Fight"
Did?" • "One, Two, Three" • "Waltzing Is Better Sitting Down"
by Hermes Pan ■ Costumes Designed by Orry Kelly

^ Boxoffke Hits are Made by;

Century-Fox

V^
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ikhey Finds Western
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Weitman fo Sponsor
Cinema Lodge Drive

' Exhibs. Opiimislic

»

H. M. Richey, M-G-M public relations head, back from a tour of
OkJahoma City, Omaha, Kansas City

ahi." jrs
Minneapolis,
reports
exin those areas
look that
optimisiically upon prospects for the coming
year.
"Almost
everyone
I spoke
to,"
Richey said, is primarily interested
n building a new theater or remodelng existing houses. They impatiently
await the lifting of Government restructions
on building and an upsurge in the flow of materials."
The Metro exec, found few exhibs.
disturbed by the falling off of business in some isolated spots, but they
did feel that admission prices had
reached their maximum. Richey
found no situations, however, where
admish scale had been reduced.
Although there is much speculation upon when the final decree from
the New York Equity Court will be
forthcoming and what provisions will
be embodied in the manifesto, many
exhibs. are convinced that its provisions will provide "more freedom
of opportunity to buy."

Robert M. Weitman, managing
director of the New York Paramount,

PHIL M. DALY
|
,
j
j

the drive's conclusion.
Drive committee chairman is Robert K. Hawkinson, assistant foreign
manager. Four members of the RKO
home office staff will serve as drive
supervisors
during
the successive
seasons.
They
are:
Ned
Clarke,
Latin-American manager; Bev Lion,
United Kingdom, Near Eastern and
Australasian
manager;
Jack
Kennedy, Far
Eastern
manager;
and
Fred Gronich, assistant to Hawkinson. Various geographical areas will
be headed by field captains.

i
j
;
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I
,

'
j
•
:
!
;
i
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Dec. 30
E. W. Aaron
Laurence Weingarten
Nancy Coleman
Robert Mclntyra
Henry Blanke
John Litel

H. Levin, Cinema
nounced. has anpresident

doesn't the Department of Commerce undertake a thorough survey of
that phase of film biz?

A goal of $25,000 has been set

M.'s old chapeau to S. Barret McCormick of RKO Radio for the unique
od campaign, utilizing comic strip style ads. devised for "The Farmer's
Daughter.". . . • Phi Delta Epsi'.on. honorary medical fraternity, at
its meeting here over the week-end honored Bob Hope, in absentia, with
its annual Award of Merit for his war work
Unable to appear.
Hope's acceptance was via a special short film made by Paramount

Baltimore — The New
increased its admission
permanent basis. The
are 35 cents, 50 cents,
70 cents, replacing a
figure.

SERD BIRTHDAV
GREETinGS TO:

Morning Memos

• • • THE QUESnON BEFORE THE HOUSE: With the importance
of the 16 mm. field in these United States growing so rapidly, why

of "The Path of Science." just published by John Wiley and Sons
Material in the tome is based on the Hitchcock lectures given by Dr.
Mees in 1943 ctt the University of California. ... • Donald M. Nelson, SIMPP prexy, goes to Chicago Feb. 17 to address the World Trade
Conference held under auspices of the Export Manogers Club there. . . .
• Maurice SegaL ex-20th-Fox, joining Century circuit, will concentrate
on a new house organ, doubling as exploiteer. ... 9 G. W. Koerner,
Film Delivery topper, is the new president of the lUinois-Indiana-Iowa
Freight Lines, with headquarters in Chicogo. ... • A doff of Phil

Baltimore New Ups Prices
Theater has
prices on a
new prices
60 cents and
60-cent top

man ofannual
the fund
seventh
raising campaign
of Cinema Lodge,
B'nai B'rith, Jack

campaign
with
for
this year's
the funds
to be
raised through

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Eastman Kodak
vice-president in charge of research and development is the author

RKO Opens Reisman
"Four Seasons" Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
offered in the drive which extends to
Jan. 3, 1948.
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign head,
said that the extended drive was being held in order to equalize the differences between the "best seasons"
in various areas of the world.
He
added that there would be quarterly
prizes at the end of each season and
major prizes for the best records at

Monday

has been appointed sponsoring chair-

publication
of
the Cinema
Lodge
Year Book in conjunction withtoa
theater party
be held March 20. Martin Levine, general manager of Brandt Theaters, is
chairman of the Cinema Year Book
committee and George Gomperts is
co-chairman.
R. M. WEITMAN

Money to be secured through the
Year Book Drive which is Cinema's
only fund raising activity of the
year,
will beundertakings.
used for the Lodge's
B'nai B'rith

Reagan Sets Eight Para.
Releases Through April
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

CUFF NOTES: Is Carl Lesermon slated to become Enter-

prise's Eastern rep.?
Enterprise reps, won't comment on the report. ... • Didja know thot G. Hollis Kennahan, former FILM DAILY
staffer, later with Warners, purchased and is operating a dairy farm
near Concord. N. H.? ... • Herb Steinberg. PRC trade contact, is
now also contacting the New York dailies for Eagle-Lion. ... • "Henry
V" will stay on ot the Civic Theoter, Chicago, if the lease can be extended Pic starts its Milwaukee engagement Jan. 2 at the Pabst.
• The Northwest Variety Club will establish an "Art Anderson Room"
in the Heart Hospital now being erected on the University of Minnesota
campus to honor the Club's retiring chief barker
T
▼
▼

21; Hope Enterprises' "My Favorite
Brunette," April 4 and "The Imperfect Lady," April 25.

VIEA Elects Gyles
Melbourne (By Air Mail) — Harry
Gyles has been elected president of
the Victorian Independent Exhibitors Association and Graham Slobom, vice-president. General Man'Wm'X
ager Vaughan Marshall was re-appointed.

• • • THIS 'N' THAT: New York Herald Tribune raises its daily
price today to five cents and Ian. 5 will advance its Sunday price to
15 cents. ... • Closing of the Hotel Sherman's famed College Inn
in Chicago is expected to make more "name" bands available for
Windy City Loop theaters. ... • Add Things I Never Knew Before
Dept.: Spain has 3,013 film theaters to 270 bull rings, an 11 to one
ratio. ... • Hilton Hotel chain, of which Y. Frank Freeman is a director, has added the Neil House, Coliunbus, O., as its 15th hostelry. . . .
• Australia's National Film Board is being urged to consider the
country bounded by the MacDonald Ranges as a potential Hollywood.
• Famsworth will display two new tele receiver models at the January Furniture Mart, opening in Chicago Jan. 6
One cabinet is in
transparent lucite
Table model has 22 tubes, 10-inch direct view
tube. ... • With the newsreels refusing to pay for film rights to the
Davis Cup tennis tournament in Australia, the Lawn Tennis Association

THERE'S

sold them to Arthur Co'.lins, former Warners' assistant director in
Hollywood
CoOns paid $1,150 against 25 per cent of the profits.
• The Brunswick Balke Collender Co. has obandoned p'.ans to moke an
overhead projector and will concentrate on bowling equipment in 1947.

▼

▼

▼
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Reunations tnofted • Walter Jacob*
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Warners Net for '46
Tops $19 Million
(Continued from Page 1)
Federal taxes were $18,500,000,
against $16,700,000 the year before.
Payments on funded debt during
the fiscal year amounted to $16,242,000 thereby reducing total ot
funded and other long-term debt as
of Aug. 31 to $28,010,000. Inventories were increased to $47,104,000,
a rise of $3,916,000 over the previous
year.
In his message to stockholders accompanying the financial
report,
Prexy Jlarry il. Warner said in part:
"Both
attendance
and boxoflBce
of your during
company's
theatersreceipts
increased
the
year as compared with the preceding year. While attendance
in your company s theaters since
Aug, 31 has been approximately
the same as compared with last
year, box-office receipts have
been larger than during the
same period a year ago.
"Receipts
from film rentals
arising from the showing
of
Warner
Bros, pictures in the
United States continue to show
increases.
Notwithstanding a
decrease in film rentals in England during recent months, total
foreign film rentals continue
larger than during the corresponding period
last year."
Warner also
revealed
that there
are now 29,300 Warner stockholders
compared with 24,200 a year ago.

Ugast Appointed To
20th-Fox Cuba Post
Edward Ugast, formerly associated with Uniced Artists and Paramount, has been appointed 20th-Fox
International manager in Cuba.
Ugast replaces Herbert White who
will return to the home office for a
new assignment.
Ugast has been in the film industry
for the past 22 years and much of
this time was spent in the foreign
field. The appointment was announced over the week-end by Murray Silverstone, president of 20thFox International and Inter- American Corp.

"U" Promotes Wakeham
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Clive
Wakeham has been promoted to secretary and public officer of Universal
here it is announced by Here McIntyre, "U" managing director.
Wakeham succeeds Frank Holdaway
who held the job for 26 years.

fEmmE TOUCH
EVELYNN
McMULLER,
contract
deportment,
20th-Fox, Omaha.
ALYCE
MASTERDOMISCO,
house
staff, Bellevue Theater,
Montclair,
N. J.
BETTY
HARDING,
cashier.
Palace
Theater,

Orange, N. J.

Tie Pix Future to Trade Pacts
MPAA

Brief Cites
Gov't 'Special Interest'
(Continued from Page 1)

-rom various Government departments, including the State Department and the Commerce Department,
vvill make recommendaiions to the
J. S. aelegation to the conference of
Me Unicea islacions on the Internaaonal Trade Organization.
**The vital interests of this
country's motion picture industry uniquely coincide with the
purpose stated in the draft
charter for an international
trade organization of the United
iNations,' tne Mt'AA brief
states, "particularly ihose wftich
aim to bring aooui action of the
nations tor 'the reauction of
tanas and other tratle barriers
and tor the elimination of all
forms of discriminatory
treat-

NO PIX CENSORS
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

(Fashing.on — tiep. Eugene Worley, lex., Friday emphatically
denied that he proposea to introduce legislation culling for Government censorship o) jUtns going
abroad.
"I am most definitely opposed
to Government censorship in any
jorm," he said. "The American
film industry has done a good
regulatory job itstlj. This should
be extended — but only on a selfregulatory basis, not by Government censorship."
Worley
is chairman of the
Foreign Trade sub-committee of
the House Committee on FoslWar Economic Folicy which last
week heard industry and Government pix experts discuss film
problems.
ment

in

international

com-

"The stake of the motion picmerce.'
ture industry in the achievement
of the charter aims and ox successfully concluded trade treaties in the turtherance of such
aims is large. It is not too much
to say that the future of the industry hangs in the balance."
Pointing up the strong nationalistic influences which came into being
before the war, the brief warned that
"well-grounded apprehension is present that, ttiey will be even enlarged
andThe extended
in that
post-war
brief stressed
the U. trade."
S. Government has several "special interests" in
"fosteriniT and preserving our motion picture
Tbese "special interests" include the
industry."
U. S. picture indutitry's impact on tli'.g
country's domestic economy and tlie
"fact tliat the motion picture is a medium of inter-communication of the liigliest social importance between people
of the world."
"It should appear patent," the brief states,
"that the commercial success of its motion
picture industry has been beneficial to our
nation's domestic economy. Its studios annually disbursed large payrolls, the diminution of which would have a grievous effect."
The brief ali^o stressed the "significant"
quantities of nuterials and manufactured
products purciiused by the picture industry and the "stimolus" to increased foreign

trade by films picttiring U. S. made products.
Economic Impact Cited
Emphasizing that this country has been
the "most important source ot moiiOn pictures lur tueaieio thiouguoui tue world,
tne brief aiso points up tne important impact 01 the u. S. industry on tne ecuuomu:^
of other countries.
"In many of the countries," the briei
states, "motion picture tneaters would nobe built or maintained to the extent nuv.
existing were the American motion pietuic.
nut available for their operation. In adUi
tion, tney piovide stimulus lor imitatiui.
and peiiection oi the tecuuiciue of me mu
lion pictuie as entertainment and aa an lu
formation
Ine oriefmedium."
uo^es the U. S. Government im
poses no resiiictions on the entry of mo
lion pictures from other countries other thai,
tue uoual customs duties and inspections
■liDerally applied."
"Our luoiion pictures," the brief
states, "dcptfudent as tUey are on free
flow to foreign couutr.es and revenues
frum abroad are vulnerable to foreign
governmental restrictions and discriminations, lue industry requires its Uoverument's protection to insure that as
long as
American
mot.on
pictures
maintain their
universal
appeal
to peoples
of otner nations, discrimmatory barriers
do not
exclude
la
listing
tne them."
numerous restrictions on
U. S. and other foreign pictures by otner countries, tne il±'AA brief mentions several cate
gories: 1, import duties and other charges.
'Z, tarifi preferences; 3, quota and quota restrictions; 4, import licensing requirements;
5, excnange control; ti. Government monoUnder the first MPAA lists Australia.
polies.
Brazil, Canada, Cuba, India, New Zealand.
Union of South Africa and United Kingdom.
Under tariff preferences the brief mention:
the British preferential tarifi, Canada, in ad
dition to giving tariS preferences to British
hims, extends such preference to French anu
Polish films.
MPAA saves its most telling blasts for the
quota restrictions.
"A great many markets," the brief states,
"have been contracted by quotas or restrictions in the nature of quotas. Only rarely
does the quota single out American motion
pictures by name. Always the aim is thi
exclusion of the competition of our films.
There is always present, too, in the ultimate
logic of the practice, the threat of total
exclusion
of our films." MPAA said, are enThese restrictions,
countered in Czecho-slovakia, France, India.
Netherlands, New Zealand, The Union ol
South Africa and the United Kingdom.
Commenting on the British quota, the
brief said, "the approaching expiration of the
British
Quotaof Law
appears to be
much
in the mind
the Government
of vei-y
the United
Kingdom and prominent persons in its mo
tion picture industry. With the increased distribution of British pictures in the U. S..
the industry looks with hope to the accomplishment of an agreement which will mark
the lapsing of the British Quota System and
the quota systems of other countries which
have
been (4)
somewhat
by it."
Under
MPAA fashioned
listed India,
Union of
South Africa and at least the threat in the
Netherlands.
Under (5) MPAA listed Brazil and the
Netherlands.
Under Government monopolies or other
forms of state trading, the brief listed Czechoslovakia, The Netherlands, Norway and
Russia.
Commenting on the Russian situation, the
brief said :
"The USSR has been practically hermetically sealed against our pictures. Artkino.
the Russian Government film trading monopoly in the U. S. only very occasionally
contracts for the importation of an Amermotion picture
to Russia."
Theicanbrief
also listed
special taxes, such
as the remittance taxes in several countries.
"A tax on the total of monetary remittances is considered grossly unfair by the
industry and discriminatory as to motion pictures since taxes of a like nature are not
placed
on other commodities."
Representatives
of MPAA are expected to
appear before the special committee next
month and present oral argument in favor
of the ITO and the reduction of world-wide
trade barriera.
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SRO Has 10 Offices
Now In Operation
(Continued from Page 1)
newly formed
distributing comn^y '
were announced Friday, the/ |e
differing from the original L.^p
contained in the Dec. 11 SRO press
icatement.
E. L. Scanlon, who originally was
identified
SRO's executive
vice-presiaent and treasurer,
has been
elected
ooard chairman and treasurer. The
joard chairmanship originally was
allotted
to Danieltakes
T. O'Shea.
Neil Agnew
the presidency,
as scheduled, and other corporate
posts are filled this wise:
Leonard R. Case, assistant secre.ary and assistant treasurer; Robert
d. Dann, assistant secretary; Richard Greenlee, assistant secretary.
The board in addition to Scanlon
comprises Selznick, O'bhea, Agnew
and Greenlee.
The 10 cities in which otEces of
SRO already are in operation selling
"Duel in the Sun," include New York,
Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, San
I'^rancisco, Atlanta, Seattle, Kansas
City, Cleveland, and Boston.

State LRB Action Due
On CBA Managers Vote

Action by the N. Y. State Labor
Relations Board is expected this
week on recent balloting by striking
managers of Combined Bronx Amusements, Inc., which was challenged
oy the M. P. Theater Operating Man- i
agers and Assistant Managers Guild. !
m recent voting 16 ballots were cast.
Thirteen were challenged by the
Guild.
Theaters involved are the Park,
Graft, Melba, AUerton, Beach and
Alpine. Managers who struck eight
weeks ago are still picketing the
houses. The state board has ruled
.hat managers
and assistants are
covered by the Wagner Labor Act.
It is expected this ruling will be
offered for final judicial determination.
Ted Alpert, manager of the Park,
has been arrested and released in
Jl.OOO bail following an indictment
which alleges he caused violence and
destruction at the theater. It was
indicated by a Guild spokesman, that
Alpert's arrest and the circumstances that brought his indictment,
will be brought to the attention of
City Hall authorities for possible
investigation.
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MPAAHitsCrilksof
'Dope' Code Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
that on the contrary it "will only
mean that for the first time the public can understand the narcotic problem and the international efforts to
wipe out illegal traffic in drugs.
First picture expected to be made
under the new code provision is
Columbia's ' Assigned to Treasury."
Critics of the code changes, the
MPAA said, "should at least wait
until they see this picture before
they deny to the motion picture industry the right to discuss this international problem."
MPAA quoted a letter from H. J.
Anslinger, Commissioner of Narcotics, which said in part:
"At no point in the story, 'Assigned to Treasury,' is the traffic of
drugs and the trade therein dramatized or referred to. On the contrary,
the story concerns itself with the
efforts by which international cooperation of law enforcement agencies prevent the possibility of traffic
and trade.
"This script has my whole-hearted
endorsement and that of my bureau,
as well as the Secretary of the Treasury and his predecessors, Chief Justice Fred Vinson and Henry Morgenthau, Jr."

Oriental Hearing Jan. 7

<

Chicago — Master in Chancery
Joseph Elward, Friday postponed the
Oriental Theater hearing to Jan. 7.
Eighty-five hundred pages of testimony already taken, and Elward expects 10,000 pages before conclusion.
Contempt hearing and petition of
theater ground owner for lease cancellations will be heard after present
hearing is concluded. Judge William
Campbell will make final decision in
case.

No Charge for Shorts,
Newsreels, Peru Idea
(Continued from Page 1)
all advertising costs for first-run theaters, and that the maximum rentals
be fixed at 40 per cent for first and
second-runs, and 30 per cent for
third and fourth-runs.
With the Film Board failing to
fall into line, 45 members of the
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors have singled out Paramount
as a target for a threatened boycott,
probably because Osvaldo Urrutio,
its top exec, here, currently is president of the Film Board.

STORK REPORTS
Syracuse — Max Rubin, manager of
the RKO-Schine Empire, and Mrs.
Rubin have a new son.
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3n ilemoriam— 1946
ARTHUR
JAMES,
industry
veteran.
Baltimore.
FD: 5-27.
MAUDE JEFFRIES, well-known actress. Formerly
of Memphis. Sydney, Australia. FD: 10-1.
JOSEPH
JOHANN,
partner in theater.
Detroit.
FD: 5-29.
MARGARET R. JOHNSON, Republic film inspector. St. Louis. FD: 4-16.
EDWARD
W.
JOHNSTON,
Floodwood
theoter
owner. Duluth.
FD: 12-9.
JOHN LeROY JOHNSTON, International Pictures
advertising
and
publicity
director.
Hollywood. FD: 4-17.
NICHOLAS
ANDREW JONES, pioneer exhibitor.
Rehoboth Beach, Del. FD: 8-28.
STEPHEN
A. KAIMAN,
motion
picture theater
chain founder. St. Louis. FD: 4-26.
JOE
KALLISON,
former
general
mgr.
Marks
Brothers Theaters. Chicago. FD: 1-22.
AL KARLSON, former "U" snipper. Minneapolis.
FD: 8-29.
MAURICE
A. KASHIN,
pioneer showman.
New
York. FD: 1-3.
ALBERT
P. KAYE,
veteran actor. Washingtonville, N. Y. FD: 10-9.
JOSEPH
KEATON,
old-time
vaudeville
actor,
father of Buster. Hollywood. FD: 1-16.
M. C. KELLOG, veteran manager. Leads, S. D.
FD: 11-21.
JAMES KENDIS, head Kendis Music Corp. New
York. FD: 11-19.
JAMES
0. KENT,
industry
pioneer,
20th-Fox
salesman.
Saginaw.
FD: 2-8.
ADAM KESSEL, pioneer film producer. Keeseville,
N. Y. FD: 9-24.
MERLE
KESSEY, theater owner. Victor, Colo. FD:
11-19.
DALY

KIEL, head
of RKO Radio typing dept.
New York. FD: 11-6.
HENRY W. KIRSKE, stagehand. Seattle. FD: 11-8.
'*"'"iUST
A. KLUG,
tneater
owner.
Zumbrota,
Minn. FD: 6-7.
WILLIAM
J. KNAFFLA,
M-G-M
exchange shipper.. Minneapolis. FD: 8-22.
EDMOND
KOELIN,
pioneer
mid-west
theater
owner. St. Louis. FD: 4-9.
CHARLES
W.
KOERNER,
executive
v-p RKO
Radio in charge of production.
Hollywood.
FD: 2-4.
HARRY
KOPLER, associated with Skouras Bros.
and St. Louis Amuse, Co. St. Louis. FD: 7-5.
MORRIS KUTISKER, pioneer film exhibitor. New
York. FD: 2-26.
FERNLEY
W.
KUTZ,
silent film director
for
M-G-M. Pottstown, Pa. FD: 9-16.
ED KUYKENDALL,
pioneer
exhibitor
for over
35 years, president of MPTOA.
Columbus,
Miss. FD: 10-21.
CHARLES
LAIDLOW,
theater operator.
Dayton,
Wash. FD: 7-10.
EDWARD JAMES
LANE, founder of Showman's
Association
and pioneer exhibitor.
Sydney.
FD:
9-9.
HARRY1-16.LaPEARL, circus clown. Hollywood. FD:
ALBERT
LARKIN, theater manager. Oneida, N.
Y. FD: 1-4.
SAMUEL J. LASS, WB New York story department. New York.
FD: 6-11.
VINCENT
LAWRENCE,
playwright,
scenario
writer. New York. FD: 11-26.
G. RUFUS
LAYTON,
part-owner
of theaters.
Childress, Tex. FD: 9-5.
HENRY
LEHRMAN,
veteran
producer,
director
and writer. Hollywood. FD: 11-11.
MAR(.tL
LeMANS,
World
War
I flying oce,
former actor.
Lyons, N. J. FD: 1-15.
TONY
LESBERG,
exchange
elevator
operator.
Chicago. FD: 9-18.
RAYMOND
"TOBBY"
LETTCH, actor-producer.
Bremerton, Wash. FD: 5-10.
BENJA,<>MN LEVIN, industry pioneer. New York.
FD: 10-22.
ETHELREDA
LEWIS, author of "Trader
Horn."
South Africa. FD: 8-5.
FREDERICK
G. LEWIS, stage actor. New York.
FD: 3-22.
MARY
A.
LEWISHON,
playwright,
dramatic
critic.
New
York. FD: 4-10.
GEORGE LIMERICK, veteran Griffith Amuse. Co.
manager. Enid, Okla. FD: 4-1.
FRANCES
LIPPS,
owner-operator
Liberty
Theater. Alexandria, Ind. FD: 2-26.
ENOCH LOBB, veteran "U" H. 0. employe. New
York. FD: 3-27.
A. R. LOWERY,
Plazo Theater owner.
Dallas.
FD: 12-24.
ARTHUR N. LOW, theater treosurer. New York.
FD: 11-29.
JOSE LUNA, theater monager. Crystal City, Tex.
TOM

FD: 12-3.
LYONS, Associated Circuit auditor. Cleveland. FD: 5-5.

JEANIE
JOHN

MacPHERSON, scenario writer. Hollywood. FD: 8-28.
E. McAULEY, equipment manufacturer.

Chicago.
FD: 8-26.industry pioneer, Sydney.
PERCY
McCALLUM,
FD: 12-4.
WILLIAM McCALLUM, veteron director-writer.
Hollywood. FD: 7-25.
FRANK MCCARTHY, former holder of theoter
interests. San Antonio.
FD: 11-8.
JOHN McDonald, veteran theater manager.
Barron, Wise. FD: 8-15.
WOOD McLEAN, ex-prexy United Scenic Artists
of America. Miami. FD: 5-29.
JOHN J. McMANUS, manager. Loop Blackstone Theater. Chicago. FD: 12-26.
COL. STEWART McMOROlE, former mayor of
Prince Rupert, and FPC manager in Vancouver. Vancouver, B. C. FD: 1-9.
H. L. MANDELBAUM, Plaza Theater manoger.
Cleveland. FD: 2-15.
MILES MANDER, British actor, playwright, director and author. Los Angeles. FD: 2-13.
DAVID MANHEIMER, pioneer Brooklyn exhibitor.
New York. FD: 5-14.
FRANK MANN, theater operator. Rockville,
Conn. FD: 1-14.
CHARLES T. MANLEY, popcorn king. Kansas
City. FD:
1-22.
W. MARTIN, B & K city manager. South
Bend. FD: 10-10
DOMINGO MARTINEZ, general manager Trelles
y Martinez Circuit.
Cuba.
FD: 6-24.
NANIE MAE A. MASON, Paramount theater employe. Montgomery. FD: 11-8.
RAY MATHIS, theater owner and former mayor.

GUY

Granby, Mo. FD: 4-22.
DONALD MEEK, stage and screen actor. Hollywood. FD: 11-19.
ROSE MELLVILLE, former actress. Lake George,
N. Y. FD: 10-9.
PHILLIP MERIVALE, veteran stage-screen actor.
Hollywood.
FD: 3-14.
A. CARL MILLER, former president ATO of
Indiana, president Citizens Theater. Brazil,
Ind. FD: 2-5.
MICHAEL
MINDLIN, originator of movie "little
2-19.
theaters." New York. FD: 9-16.
EARL MITCHELL, retired actor. New York FD:
VINCENT MOLLICA, theater owner. Ubonon, N.
H. FD: 8-7.
MICHAEL A. MONOHAN, stage manager. Providence. FD: 11-29.
MARTIN L MOORE, pioneer theater operator
in Texas since 1904. Fort Worth. FD: 2-19.
ALBERT E. MORGAN, theatrical manager, treasurer Lambs Club. New York. FD: 3-22.
EMANUEL MORICI, veteran exhibitor in Manhattan, Bronx and New Jersey. New York.
FD: LANGDON
10-4.
FRANK
MORGAN, veteran Variety
amusement editor. Chicago.
FD: 2-18.
HOWARD MORIN, local exhibitor. Brookville,
Ind. FD: 9-17.
MILES MORRIS, formerly Wyandotte asst. mgr.
Detroit. FD: 12-24.
EDWARD MOYSE, president Peerless Film Processing Co. New York. FD: 10-22.
KARL R. MYERS, plant manager DuPont Photo
Products. Wilmington. FD: 6-26.
GUY F. NAVARRE, Varsity Theater owner. Portland. FD: 12-5.
JACK NEDROW, manager Massillon Outdoor Advertising Co. Massillon, 0. FD: 3-27.
ROY WILLIAM NEIL, pioneer producer and director. London. FD: 12-18.
LOUIS NELSON, veteran exhibitor and charter
member of ITOA. New York. FD: 10-11.
WALTER NEWHALL, projectionist. East Greenwich, R. I. FD: 1-28.
RALPH NEWLAND, prominent Michigan exhibitor. Detroit. FD: 10-30.
WILLIAM M. NICHOL ("The Great Nicola"),
magician. Monmouth, III. FD: 2-5.
DENNIS F. O'BRIEN, partner in law firm,
O'Brien, Driscoll and Raftery; closely associated in film industry. New York. FD: 10-4.
JACK

O'BRIEN,

with B 8> K

electrical dept.

Chicago.
FD: 12-17.
DENNIS O'CONNOR, established Palmer's first
movie house. Palmer, Mass. FD: 4-17.
NORINE C. O'CONNOR, RKO branch cashier.
Kansas City. FD: 8-26.
VINCENT J. O'DONNELL, veteron RKO salesman. Philadelphio. FD: 11-18.
THOMAS
J. O'HARE,
prominent
projectionist.
Baltimore. FD: 10-8.
5-16.
BELLE O'MEARA, RKO inspectress. Detroit. FD:

(Continued tomorrow)

Mayer's Educational
Plan Is Jap Suaess
Classes in the appreciation of t^
American film have been institute
in Japanese
schools and
univp'sHti';
by
Charles Mayer,
Motion
( Jnii
Tokyo.
Export

Association managv-«r

These classes have grown fro:
previous endeavors along these lim
which recruited instructors, critic
and journalists who explained tl
merit of U. S. product to the Jai
anese public via radio, exhibits an
publications.
The movement is not confined 1
the Tokyo area but is also planne
for all of Japan's key cities.

Charles Skouras Rewards
Men in FWC, National

t

(Continued from Page 1)
Northern California division mai •
aeer; Cullen Espy, FWC film buye:
W. H. Lollier, real estate deparment head; M. A. Lundgren, head c
FWC film statistics; George Toppe
FWC treasurer; 0. A. Collins, FW
comptroller; Andrew J. Krappmai
head of merchandising for Nations
Theaters; R. H. McCulough, direc
tor of television and pre-f abricate
theaters for National Theaters; Wnt
Lyris, head of National's candy an
popcorn department.

Mrs. Will Holden, Sr. Dies
Chicago— Mrs. Will Holden, Sr
mother of Will Holden, B & K the .
ater supervisor, is dead. His fathe
died a week ago.

British Pic Into Rialto
"Murder in Reverse," British pi
being distributed on this side by Da
Frankel,
follows ' The Overlanders
into the Rialto.

Glett Joining Story
In Executive Posts

i

(Continued from Page 1)
Selznick,
filled Electric
executive subsidiarj.
posts fo'
the
Western
Eastern
Service
Studios;
Service Studios, and the talent Genera'
agenc.

headed by the late Myron SelznicV i
He also has headed his own indi ,
producing company as well as pre
ducing at RKO.

UJEDDIHG BELLS
Cason-Chancellor
Colambus, 0. — Announcement i
made of the marriage of Harr
Chancellor, co-owner of the Arcanur
Theater, Arcanum, to Bertha Caso
of New Haven, Mo., the ceremon
taking place in Newport, Ky., o
Dec. 3.
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'm probably the Only baby ever to win a prize, FOR
JZRYIN' OUT LOUD

. . . BUT . . . that's because my TIM-

SENG'S good . . . and my DELIVERY is ''on the beam".
ppai Trou

see . . . instead of WAKING

THE NEIGHBORS

...

231 ,1

"Sn the middle of the night ... I direct my EYE-OPENING
':;Witi3EDLAM
... to entertoinment-seeking-patrons . . . who
uiyaij
■.SK I

WANT to know what the SHOUTING'S ABOUT ... and
are pretty sure to drop in ... to SEE and HEAR what
itkiset me off!
fatlioi

I guess I've been heard from coast to coast . . . from
^ipf'border to border . . . and they still encourage me to
"^^eep up the DIN . . . because . . . instead of keeping
* iExhibitors AWAKE at night ... I put them to sleep with
Happy Box Office Smiles on their faces . . .
They know that as long as I'm CRYIN' OUT LOUD
y. . . their patrons will keep on coming back ...

,N

<

m^^giand you'll admit ... a fellow's got to be in
pretty fine voice to do this job . . . which
3

MUST

be the reason they call me

s

The PRIZE Baby!
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.OHdnaw CHICAGO
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"'THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES'
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TEN CENTS

•pnCRCSS TBflPt PACT HCLP WITBL TO PiK
^9 Film Arbiiration Cases Filed During Year
idvance of 17 Over 1945;
\of Awards Handed Down
Uring Year Favor Exhibs.

NEW OPERATING POLICY FOR PARA.
Mid-Eastern and Western Sales Divisions to Operate
from Field Bases as Reagan Tests Plan

Forty-nine demands for arbitrain were filed in the various motion
Cture tribunals during the fiscal
Transfer of the operation of two
kr ended Dec. 1, 1946, an increase
of
Paramount's four divisions, Mid17 over the preceding year when Eastern
and Western, to the field,
complaints were placed in the
tket.
on an experimental basis, eftThe increase of the past year refective immedy-ses the trend toward less comiately, was an.{lints which had established itself
nounced yestertring the first four years of arbiday by Charles
(ConHnued on Page 7)
M. Reagan, vice— Happy New Yearl —
prexy in charge
of distribution.
Reagan, who
described the
changes in operating policies as
a further step in
the development
ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of an over-all
Washington — Great results from
plan to maintain
ti-trust enforcemeai activities
CHAS. M. REAGAN
the closest posjst be dependent largely upon insible contact with
eased funds for the Federal enrcement agencies, a special sub- Para, accounts, said that if they work
ramittee of the House Small Busiss Committee reported yesterday.
A staff report issued by Rep. Estes
(Continued on Page 4)

rust Enfonemenl
leeds $s For Teeth

— Happy New Year! —

^,94L000 in Retroactive
sy Going to lA Members

Detroit Carriers
Strilce Tlirealens

Failure to Hold Foreign
Markets Would Result in
Industry's Retrenchment
By MANNING CLAGETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Future of the U. S.
successfully, the new plan will be motion picture industry in the interexpanded and the new operation
national market during the critical
year ahead lies in the dubious hands
made permanent.
Hereafter, Earle Sweigert, Mid- of the new Congress.
With the firm backing of the State
Eastern sales manager, whose division comprises the Detroit, Cleve- Department now clearly established,
land, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Phila- the picture industry must look to
delphia and Washington branches, the Republican-controlled Congress
will base in Philadelphia. George for legislative assurance that American films will not be frozen out of
Smith, sales manager of the Western division, will operate from Los important foreign markets.
Shorn(Continued
of all political
implicaAngeles, comprising these branches:
on Page 4)
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle,
\Portland, Denver, Salt Lake, Omaha,
— Happy New Year! —
Kansas City, St. Louis and Des
i Moines.
The Eastern and Southern division,
under Hugh Owen, and the Central
division, under James Donohue, will
continue to operate through the home
office.
Reagan also announced a re(Continued on Page 7)

Materials Sliortage
May Limit Building

H. Y. Film Critics

Pick
"Best Years"
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years

of Our Lives" was selected as the
best film of 1946 yesterday by the
New York Film Critics, and William
Wyler, who directed that pic, Celia
Johnson, for her performance in
"Brief Encounter," and Laurence
Olivier, for his interpretation of
(Continued on Page 6)

— Happy New Year! —
Detroit — Strike of film carriers in Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Cinema Service and Exhibitors ServWashington — Revision of mater- SMPE Convention Opens
ice, handling prints for all city and
?st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ials supply estimates by some Gov- In Chicago on April 15
ernment experts have taken the edge
Hollywood — Retroactive pay total- metropolitan area houses, is threattoday, when present contracts off predictions of a 1947 boom in
ly $9,941,000 is going forward to with ened
Chicago — Semi-annual convention
drivers union run out. commercial construction, it was in'Out 15,000 members of lATSE. There truck
of the SMPE will open at the Drake
have been discussions in the
dicated yesterday.
(Continued on Page 4)
past two weeks, but sentiment of
These experts, mostly from the Hotel here on April 15, with the
Midwest section hosting the con(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
clave.
Section, which
has 6)600 mem(Continued
on Page
$350,000 Tax Slash

Obtained

by Warners

Settlement of the Warners' Fed[| eral tax accounts for the fiscal years
F; 1934 to 1940 with the exception
of those relating to a few subsidiary
companies has resulted in a net reduction of $350,000
in estimated
provision for taxes for the year endAug. 31, 1946,
the discloses.
company's
latested financial
statement
These settlements were made
in
the past fiscal year, with the returns for the years from 1941 still
to be settled with the Treasury.

MPEA

Operates in 12 Countries

Deals with Yugoslavs, Bulgars Pending

Associated British,
Jachson Deal Closed

SRO Planning Offices
In Four More Cities

London (By Cable) — Lou Jackson continues as chief producer for
British National under the deal

The Motion Picture Export Association since it began operations last
May of this year, has concluded deals
and begun operations in an even
With SRO already set in 10 cities, dozen of the countries originally announced in its joint marketing
additional offices are reported
planned in Milwaukee, Detroit, Min- agreement with the major companies. The exception is the Union of
neapolis and St. Louis, it was reSoviet Socialist Republics.
ported yesterday.
Already a sizeable staff is in the
Selznick representatives denied a
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)

which he has just finalized with Associated British.
Associated takes over AngloAmerican, thus getting all British
National pictures. Anglo-American
distribution continues unchanged.

tE^o tije €nttre 3nbu6trj>: ^ ?|appp anb l^rosperous! 1947!
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20th-Fox To Exhibit Ad
Art At Metropolitan

A special exhibit of art in film advertismg will be opened to the public by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Jan. 7. In co-operation with the
20th-Fox advertising and publicity
department headed by Charles
Schlaifer, museum authorities have
selected representative works by
Dean Cornwall, John Falter, Robert
Benney and Douglas Crockwell for
exhibition in the American Wing.
The collection also includes works
used in the creation of advertising
They include Norman Rockwell's
work for 'Song of Bemadette" and
his portrait of Tyrone Power for
"The Razor's Edge." Other artists
Detroit was the leader with $43,- who will be represented by drawings
J93 for "Razor" compared with $33,- and sketches are: Russell Patterson,
/43 for "Leave Her To Heaven." Sol Tepper, Arthur William Brown,
ohicago rolled up $31,700, compared Richard Taylor, Gilbert Bundy and
.vith $:d9,813. Ocher key spots and Constantin Alajalov.
figures follow: San Francisco, $27,— Happy New Year! —
jiO against $26,165; Baltimore, $13,i36 against $lu,b7i:; Portland, Me., Eagle-Lion Talent WiU
.j7,19o against $4,294; St. Louis, Attend Austin Premiere
^l/,265 against $10,732; Philadelpnia, $27,^92 against $26,262,
Kenny Delmar, who stars in the
— Happy New Year! —
pic, and June Lockhart, who has the
Two More Circuits Join
romantic lead, will head from New
York for Austin, Tex., for the preMarch of Dimes Drive
miere there on Jan. 21 of EagleTwo more circuits have been added Lion's first release, "It's a Joke.
Son." Plain-load of E-L talent will
.0 the growing list that will coilecc
^or the March of Dimes at every fly to Austin from Hollywood for
the opening festivities, tied in with
performance Jan. 24-30, according to :he inauguration of Gov.-elect Beauan announcement made yesceraay by ford H. Jester. Openings in San
Emil C. Jensen, director of the mo- Antonio, Houston and Dallas will
.ion picture division of the National follow at daily intervals.
foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
With the holiday week-end providing impetus, 20th-Fox's "The Razor's
Edge" rang up a gross of $126,726.41
in the first five days of its sixth week
at the Roxy, with Irving Lesser yesterday forseeing a $190,000 record
■take" for the full sixth week.
A comparison for the first four
Jays following Christmas week openings of "Edge" with last year's
"Leave Her To Heaven" in seven key
^pots throughout the country rezeals the former to be well out in
^ront.

— Happy New Year! —

Vermont Appointed To
20th-Fox Shorts Dept.

— Happy New Year! —

Appeal Filed in Trust
Case of Goldman-Erlanger

Philadelphia — An appeal was filed
Boris Vermont, former chief of
the 20th-Fox foreign versions, has by all the defendants in the Goldman-Erlanger, Loew's, Inc., et al,
oeen
to the company's
onort appointed
suojects departments.
Under anti-trust case today.
the supervision of Edmund Reek,
— Happy New Year! —
— 1
producer of Movietone News, Vermont will supervise production of a Chi. Lab. Technicians
Net
special series of shorts. Vermont, Win 15% Wage Jump
Chg.
prior to his association with 20th/ox, was a producer of documentary
Chicago — A wage increase of 15
films in Europe. During the war he
—
V2
per cent, retroactive to Dec. 1, has
+— % was associated with the OWL
been secured by Dean Allen, presi— Happy New Year! —
—
— 1/8%
dent of Laboratory Technicians'
— % "Duel in the Sun" Bows
Union, Local 780, lATSE. The new
contract
also calls for another five
— 21/4
-f
Before Press on Coast
per cent increase next September.
Gene Atkinson, lATSE business
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
—
I'i
agent, has completed negotiations
Hollywood — Selznick's "Duel in for a two year contract covering
the Sun" had its official press pre- workers in 20 classifications in the
miere at the Egyptian here last film laboratory field.
night following ics world premiere
— 43/4
Vs
Sunday night for 2,000 war vets,
Va patients in Birmingham Hospital in
suburban Van Nuys.

431
6

ASH
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Mr. Exhibitor Invcttigotrl

Detroit — The Michigan Catholic,
official organ of the Detroit Archdiocese, attacks the showing of
"Open City," first-run, at the Cinema
Theater, here. Objections are based
on excessive brutality of torture
scenes, a narcotic sequence and scene
showing execution of Catholic priests
in detail.

Filmock's NEW Prcvu* Trailer Service before signing any ,

"Open City" Under Fire

trailer contracts. Write, wira '
or phone Filmock 1327 S.'
Webosh. Chicege 5. Ill mnd
receive hiH deteib.

COminG and GOIHG
STEVE BROIDY, president of Allied Artis
and Monogram, leaves Jan. 8 to attend met,
•■g 0+ all company's branch managers oa
franchise holders in St. Louis, Jon. 11.
VALLI, Italian actress, signed b/ David (
SelznicK to a long-term contract, arrives on f,Queen Elizabeth tomorrow and leaves immed
ately for Hollywood.
SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant • B>tatic
manager of 20th-Fox, is in Boston ^.onne(
tion
with Miss
the Pilgrim."
exploitation
gn 'on 'Jti
^nocking
He campo
is accompanied
BOB KAUFMAN.
MAX WEINBERG, of M-G-M's short subjei
department in New York, has orrived on U
Coast to discuss coming shorts product wi|
studio
executives.
|j
MARK GOLDMAN, heretofore PRC branc
•nonag^r in Pittsburgh, arr vsd in CLve an
yesterdoy
to take over the management of tf
local excbonge.
BILL BUOui^S, recently advanced from Pare
Tiount booker in Pittsburgh to sal;sman oi
jf Washington, is spending the holidays i
Cleveland. He reports to his Washington po;
on Jan. 6.
A. K. VEACH, of the St. Charles Amusemer
Co., Cleveland, is spending the holidays in h
old stamping grounds, Lexington, Ky.
IRVING ALLEN leaves early next year fi'
England to film "Oliver Twist" in color.
MILTON SPERLING trains out from the Coa;
today for New York.
IRVING MARKS, Columbia salesman, MIh
neopolis, is vacationing in California. |
BOB WOLHEIM, Columbia salesman, Miri^
neapolis, is vacationing in Hot Springs, Ark.
JOE LOEFFLER, Paramount sales manage
Minneapolis, is in Cleveland.
BILL MUSSMAN, Pa.'omount salesman, Mir
neapolis, is in Chicago.
DUANE BECKER, Paramount salesman, Mr
neapolis, is vacationing at his home in Moj
son, S. D.
HY CHAPMAN, Columbia branch manag;
Minneapolis, is vacotioning in New York.
JULES SERKOWICH, Columbia exploitotio
manager, is at the Minneapolis exchange work
ing on campaigns for "The Jolson Story."
ART ZUELCH, M-G-M office manager. Mill
neapolis, is vacationing in Detroit.
DON LEWIS, operator at the Palms-Stati
Detroit, has gone to Albuquerque, N. M., t
visit his wife.
IRVING MACK, of Filmack, has gone i
Florida for a Winter vacation.
JACK SCHWARZ has returned to Hollywoo
from Indianapolis after making plans for a tei
run of his Screen Guild pic ' Buffalo Bill Ride
Again," at his Shelby Theater there.
GABRIEL FIGUEROA, cameraman shootin
John Ford's 'The Fugitive" in Mexico City, flit
to Paris in February to pick up his Cannes In
ternational Film Award as the world's bei
photographer.
JERRY WALD, WB producer, is in New Yof
from the Coast for two-week business trip.
MAX BAER and MAXIE ROSENBLOOM, puj
turned comics, are starting a personal appeal
ance tour in Detroit, and later continuing t
New Orleans, Jacksonville and Mioml.
ARLINE JUDGE, film star is in New Yor
from Hollywood.
MRS. JOEL HALPERN, the former Priseill
Nathan of Paramount s art deportment, i
back from a Lake Placid honeymoon.
PRODUCER
WILLIAM
PINE
and
PRODUC
TION MANAGER L. B. MERMAN
have left Hoi
lywood for Sedona,
Aril., to select a locatio
for filming Clarion Productions' "Albuquerque.
— Happy New Year! —

1 P. M. Closing the Rule

Home offices of all major conj
panies close at 1 p.m. today.
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ROBERT
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BOBERT FLOREY
Directed by

Screen Play by CURT SIOOMAK
From a Story by
WILUAM FRYER HARVEY
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Trust Enforcement
Needs $s For Teetli
(Continued from Page 1)

Kefauver, Tenn., reported that
whereas the Department of Justice
was able to assign only 10 lavv'yers
in all, over many years, to the New
York equity suit, the defendants had
50. Other cases where the discrepancy was even ■wider were outlined:
For instance, the Madison Oil Case,
where the Government had five lawyers against 103 for the defendants.
In general, the report hit the halfheartedness of the Federal Trade
Commission, the Department of Commerce, the RFC and other agencies
in attempting to combat the growth
of industrial monopoly.
In addition, it stressed a warning
that victories in the court need not
be actual victories — that it is equally
important to see to it that the findings and recommendations of the
courts are carried out in good faith.
— Happy New Year! —

$9,941,000 in Retroactive
Pay Going to lA Members
(Continued from Page 1)
Avei-age retroactive check is about
$743.50. Of 14 lATSE unions, only
cameramen and sound men unions
have failed to sign new contracts.
Their signatures will add another
§1,212,000 in retroactive pay. About
§2,500,000 will go to members of
Film Technicians, Local 683, now at
odds with parent organization. Only
two-thirds to three-fourths of members now working will get checks,
Brewer of lATSE said.

Sweigert's Mother Dies,
Funeral Rites Friday
Mrs. Catherine S. Sweigert, mother
of Earle Sweigert, mid-Eastern division sales manager for Paramount,
died yesterday at her home in North
Wales, Pa. She was 78 years old
and is survived by three sons and a
daughter.
Funeral services will be held at
the Hartzell Funeral Home, North
Wales, on Friday afternoon. Interment will be in the Lutheran Cemetery, Perkasie, Pa.

SEnO BIRTHDAV
GREETinCS TO:
Dec. 31
Harold Wirthwein
Gaston Class
H. A. Friedel William ). Fadiman
)ason Robardi
Cep Evans
Harry Mandel
Irving Moross
loan McCracken
Julian Sehtierman
Jan. 1
William
Fox
Bernard 1. Krelsler
William
Haines
R. K. Hawkinson
Charles
Bickford
Robert Montgomery
Al Martin
Dona
Andrews
J. Don Alexander
Carole Landis
Boris Morros
Maxine Doyle
Jock Rescher
Jane Wyman
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BEViEuis Of ncm fiims
"Duel In The Sun"
with Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten, Gregory Peck, Lionel Barrymore, Herbert Marshall,
Lillian Gish, Walter Huston and Charles Bickford
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Selznick Releasing Organization
138 Mins.
DARING ROMANCE, THRILLING ACTION, OPULENT PRODUCTION, MASTERLY
DIRECTION, STERLING ACTING AND TECHNICOLOR AT ITS BEST MAKE THIS
ONE OUTSTANDING BOX OFFICE.
It has been a long wait, but exhibitors can be assured it has been worthwhile. David
0. Selznick's production has daring romance, thrilling action, masterly direction by
King Vidor, sterling acting and Technicolor at its very best.
The love scenes between Gregory Peek and Jennifer Jones are among the most torrid filmed since the inception of talking pictures and will create mouth-to-mouth publicity that should mean heavy shekels at the box office.
Vidor has guided the love story and the action with a masterly hand, while Selznick has
given the production showmanly values and flawless casting.
For both Peck and Jennifer Jones, "Duel" is a change of pace and they enhance
their histrionic stature with their performances. Joseph Cotten is splendid, although at
times he appears to be underplaying his role. Lionel Barrymore and Lillian Gish furnish
unforgettable
characterizations,
Walterparts.
Huston, as an evangelistic "sin-killer,"'
and
Herbert Marshall
make much while
of smaller
Butterfly McQueen, Scott McKay, Charles Bickford are importantly cast, and Sidney
Blackmer, Harry Carey, Otto Kruger, Charles Dingle, Tilly Losch and Joan Tetzel, a
newcomer, are among the principals.
Selznick wrote the screenplay, based on a novel by Niven Busch. Oliver H. P. Garrett furnished the adaptation. The splendid photography was handled by three veteran
cinematographers, Lee Garmes, Hal Rosson and Ray Rennahan, with additional photography credited to Charles P. Boyle and Allen Davey.
The music, an important factor in the production, was written and conducted by
Dimitri Tiomkin.
Herbert Marshall kills his Indian wife, Tilly Losch, a dancer, and her sweetheart, Sidney Blackmer. Before he is hung for his crime, Marshall sends his ha'f-breed daughter.
Jennifer Jones, to live with his former sweetheart, Lillian Gish, who is married to
Lionel Barrymore, despotic ruler of "The Spanish Bit," a vast Texas ranch.
Barrymore and Lillian Gish have two sons — Peck, wild and spoiled by his father;
Cotten, studious and his mother's favorite son.
Cotten fails in love with Jennifer, but before he can tell her of his love. Peck works
his will on her. She is anxious that he announce their "engagement" and he promises
to, but his father, who can never forget his old rival, her father, interferes.
Barrymore fights against the invasion of his landed empire by a railroad, and when
Cotten, who is for advance and progress, sides with the railroad representatives, Barrymore orders his son from his home.
When Peck throws her aside and refuses to marry her, Jennifer agrees to marry
Charles Bickford, a foreman, although she tells him she does not love him. However,
Peck, maintaining she is still his "girl," slavs Bickford.
Peck hides out from the law, but when he learns that his brother, Cotten, has returned and has tried to befriend Jennifer, he shoots him down in co'd blood.
Peck takes to the hills, but Jennifer learns of his hiding place. She has great affection for Cotten, who has always been her friend. She is determined to kill Peck, and
when she soies him in the hills, she fires on him.
Wounded, Peck shoots Jennifer. Dying, he tells her he wants her in his arms, and she
comes to him. He tells her of his love for her. She has also been fatally wounded and
they die in each other's arms.
CAST: Jennifer Jones, Joseoh Cott°n, Gregorv Peck, Lionel Barrvmore, Herbert Morshall,
Lillian G'<;h, Walter Huston, Charles B'ckford, Harrv Carey, Buttprfly McQueen, Otto Kruger.
Charles Dingle, Tilly Losch, Scott McKay, Sidney Blackmer, Don White, and Introducing Joan
Tetzel.
CREDITS: Producer, David 0. Selznick; D'rector. Kino Vidor: Screenolav, David 0. S°IznickSuggested by novel by N'ven Buschr Adaotation, OI'ver H. P. Garrett; Cameraman, L'-e Garmes.
Hal Rn<:?on, Rav Rennahan; Art D'rector. Jomes Bas^evi; Associate John Ewing: S'in»rvising
Film Editor, Hal C. Kern; Film Editors, Will'om Zicgler. John D. So'ire: Production De'iiqner.
J. McMillan Johnson; Interior Decorator, EmMe K"ri: Tecl'nicolor D'rector, Natalie KalmusAssociate, Morgan Padelfnrd; Special Photcoraohic Effects. Clarence L'fcr, Jack Co^grove- General Manager. Charles GIptt; Costumes, Wolter Plunkett: Music written and conducted by
D^m'tri Tirmkin: Music Editor, George Emick; Assistant Production Scorer, A'jdrey GranvilleAssistant Film Editors, Wavland N. Hendry, Noal Coorl^man: Soun-I. Jam's D. St'?wart; Solo
dances created bv Tilly Losch; Group Donees by Lloyd Shaw; Song 'Gotta Get Me Somebody to
Love" by Allie Wrubel.
DIRECTION, Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Hannibal Votes Tax
On Theater Receipts

Cox Asks Particulars
In Percentage Fraud Suits

Hannibal, Mo. — The City Council
has voted to levy a tax against
motion picture theater and other amusement receipts and on cigarettes,
and to raise the license fees of taverns and merchants. The city needs
additional revenue to pay a $10 a
month increase to city employees.

West Coast Bnreau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

tfOS Angeles — Maintaining that
T>ercentage fraud charges against
him are unfounded, unjust and untrue, William E. Cox, owner of the
Forum at Barsto'w, has filed motions
in Fedpral Court asking for a bill
of particulars. Paramount, 20th-Fox
and Loe'w's are plaintiffs.

Congress Trade Pad
HelpVitalToPix
(Continued from Page 1)
tions, this fact stands clear and
undenied: the U. S. picture industry must have foreign outlets
or undergo the most radical retrenchment inthe history ^"^he
industry.
( •
At the present time, the loreigi
market represents close to 40 pei
cent of the total revenues froa
American films. Of this huge for
eign total, nearly 60 per cent Ldra-wn from the United Kingdon
alone.
American film industry, now confronts
with a growing: list of foreign film indns
tries backed by their Governments, must lool
towards Congress to make effective the back
inr of the U. S. State Department. Thus fa:
the State Department has been hig-hly ef
fective in assisting- the American industr;
in their foreign problems because this conn
try has been pledged to a policy of free flo»
of trade between nations. The question nop
is whether we shall continue this policy o;
throw up trade barriers which in turn wil
inspire more and tougher restrictions oi
trade by foreign countries. This questioi
will soon enter a critical stage as the new
Congress meets and as the preliminary dis
cussions looking- towards the formation of ai
International Trade Organization begin hen
on Jan. 13.
MPAA for Reciprocity
Althoug-h many American industries hav«
already submitted briefs to the Committei
on Reciprocity Information calling for tarU
protection, the picture industry, in the font
of MPAA, has firmly hitched its star to th(
State Department's reciprocal trade prograii
and the formation of the ITO.
While the State Department has plugget
the program. Republicans who will assumf
leadership in the new Congress have at leasl
expressed skepticism and in many cases havt
come out in flat opposition to the free tradt
It is patent that unless Congressiona;
backing
is assured. U. S. delegates to the
plan.
rro will be nnable to make any pledsres oi
agreements which can be taken seriouslj
by representatives of foreign governments.
In addition to vocal GOP opposition to the
general trade program, there appears to be a
growing belief by many Congressmen thai
the content of American films going abroad
should be more carefully watched. There is
'ilso considerable opposition from both Conservative and Left Wing circles of the possible use of U. S. films being used abroad as
political weapons.
From tb"» standniint of the U. 8. cor"
merclal
film
Industry.
howeTer,
the
prime problem is one of flnanci^il arithmetic; take away
even a snbstantlal
part of the foreign market and the picture indnstry, already plagued by h'Rh
costs, will have to retrench.
In a year
when the accent Is on longer rtins and
fewer
add'tional
outlet hnt
in
foreign pictures,
countries the
is not
only needed
cr'tic<<l to tho existence of the U. 8. film
no-w known. thought
ItIndustry
was as
withIt isconsiderable
that
MPAA. in its brief filed with the Committe*
in Reciprocitv information, flatly stated that
the future of the industry hangs in the balance.

SICK LIST
ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied States board
chairman, general counsel, yesterday was
reported recovering rapidly from a broken
ankle, suffered more than a week ago.
W. C. GEHRING. Central sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, entered the Millard Fillmore Hospital, Buffalo, for ulcer
treatment, while in that city on business.
He is expected to remain there for one
week.
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THESE UNITED STATES CRITICS

AND RADIO'S FILM COMMENTATORS

i3a

HAVE

BEEN PICKING THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF
1946 IN THE FILM DAILY 25th ANNUAL
THESE

CRITICS
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READING

OF

MORE

AND
AND
THAN

COMMENTATORS

POLL.
HAVE

LISTENING

AUDIENCE

SEVENTY

MILLIONS!

fAs usual, as has been the custom for the past 25 years, the names
FILM DAILY TEN BEST poll are available for inspection

and ballots of participants in the
for the next thirty days.
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N.Y. Film Critics
Pi(i( "Best Years

in iWemormm— 1946

rr

(Continued from Page 1)
"Henry
V," were chosen
as the
year's
outstanding director, actress
and actor.
"Open City" was picked as the best
of the year's foreign language films
over
Well-Digger's Daughter"
after "The
a hot contest.
"Best Years" was chosen on the
second ballot with 12 votes. "Henry"
received five ballots, and "Stairway
to Heaven" one on the first count.
Miss Johnson was selected on the
sixth ballot when she received 11
votes to Olivia de Havilland's seven
for "To Each His Own." Runner-up
to Olivier for male acting honors
was Frederic March for his performance in 'Best Years."
Wyler, only winner to be chosen
on the first ballot, received 12 votes,
Olivier
fourcast
forfor"Henry,"
and
one
eachgotwere
Powell and
Pressburger ("Staii-way to Heaven")
and Frank Capra ("It's a Wonderful Life").
Eighteen of the groups 21 members participated in the voting, a
2/3 vote being necessary for selection unless the balloting reached six
rounds when a simple majority
ruled. Archer Winsten, chairman,
presided.
Scrolls will be presented to the
winners at the annual awards party
to be held sometime in January.

SMPE Convention Opens
In Chicago on April 15
(Continued from Page 1)
bers in 21 states, has affiliated with
the Chicago Technical Societies'
Council. Next section meeting is set
for Jan. 9 with Capt. Will Eddy, of
Station WBKB speaking on television.
— Happy New Year! —

EDWARD OLSZESKI, theater owner. Dillonvale,
0. FD: 5-21.
FRANK OMICK, over 20 years with Great States
Circuit.
Chicago.
FD: 12-20.
2-5.
E. PHILLIPS
OPPENHEIM, novelist. London. FD:
ORRIL O'REILLY, operator of outdoor free movie
shows. Houston. FD: 11-19.
MICHAEL J. O'TOOLE, former president of
MPTOA. Scronton. FD: 6-18.
SAM PARISH, pioneer exhibitor in Southwest.
Huntsville, Texas. FD: 3-27.
ARTHUR H. PAUL, former assf. sales manager
Eastman Kodak. Rochester. FD: 3-5.
EARL PEPPER, veteran local theatermon. Columbus. FD: 7-3.
ANTOINETTE PERRY, stage director. New York.
7-1.
J. C.FD:PETERS,
theater owner. Ashville, N. C.
FD: 12-3.
FRED A. PLESS, ex-manager Lincoln Theater. Oes
Moines. FD: 1-15.
LEW POLLOCK, popular song composer. Hollywood. FD: 1-22.
WILLIAM H. PRIESS, pioneer radio and television engineer. New York. FD: 6-6.
AL FROZEN, veteran m.p. theater operator.
Chicago.
FD: 12-20.
WILLIAM PRYNNE, Cinecolor director and secretary. Hollywood. FD: 5-23.
2-4. PURCELL, former actress. Columbus. FD:
ETHEL
JOHN

"RAGS" RAGLAND, comedian, Hollywood. FD: 8-21.
RAIMU, internationally famous French film and
stage actor. Paris. FD: 9-23.
HARVEY F. REDDISH, i.ndustry executive. Baltimore. FD: 11-1.
CLIFFORD REDFORD, theater owner-manager.
Auburn,
III. FD: 1-14.
ALFRED REEVES, personal representative for
Charles Chaplin. Hollywood. FD: 4-9.
JAMES F. REILLY, Reilly Theatrical Transfer Co.
New York. FD: 7-1.
HARRY REINHART, widely known theater owner.
Canton. FD: 9-25.
HENRY RICHARDS, theater operator. Newark.
FD: 6-25.
CHARLES M. RING, Cincinnati projectionist.
Miami. FD: 12-10.
J. M. RIDGE, Altec-Lansing representative. Hollywood. FD: 1-11.
JOSEPH E. ROBIN, president of Robins Imperial Electric Co., and pioneer of m.p.
equipment. New York. FD: 12-24.
MORRIS A. ROME, executive of theater chain.
Baltimore. FD: 3-14.
B. ROSE, theater owner. Cleveland. FD: 1-22.
AL ROSENBERG, v-p Evergreen Theaters, Inc.
Seattle. FD: 10-22.
JACOB ROSENBERG, head of Local 802, American Federation of Musicians. New York.
FD: 8-5.
LEON ROSENBERG, Barnes Printing Co., proof
reader for THE FILM DAILY. New York.

M. A. Rosenberg Retires
Due to Heart Ailment

FD: 5-8.
HARRY ROTH, one time exhibitor. Morristown,
N. J. FD: 8-8.
MIKE ROTH, ex-theaterman, recently in popcorn business. Kansas City. FD: 1-30.

Pittsburgh — M. A. Rosenberg,
president of the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania, and former national
Allied prexy, has retired from operation of his circuit, due to a heart
ailment. His son, "Bud" Rosenberg,
takes over.

GEORGE

UJEDDinC BELLS
Buike-Andler
Cleveland, O. — "Pat" Burke,
switchboard operator at the RKO
Palace, has announced her engagement to Bob Andler, with a wedding
to take place during the early part
of 1947.

Clare-Snow
Chicago — Will Snow, secretary to
Nate Piatt, B & K district manager,
was married to Helen Clare, winner
of Civic Opera singing contest.

ROTSKY, gen'l mgr. Consolidated Theaters, Ltd. Montreal.
FD: 6-26.
CHARLES M. ROWE, industrial picture pioneer.
Rochester. FD: 4-18.
JAMES STANLEY ROYCE, song composer. Pontiac. FD: 5-22.
REV. HENRY SCOTT RUBEL, radio and screen
writer. Los Angeles. FD: 12-9.
FRANCIS H. RUDOLPH, UA sales rep. Atlonto.
FD: 4-3.
DAMON RUNYON, newspaper columnist and
writer. New York. FD: 12-11.
IRVING SAMUELS, president Automatic Devices
Co. Allentown, Pa. FD: 3-1.
DAVE SANDLER, theater manager. Roxbury,
Mass. FD 2-19.
WILLIAM D. SCANLON, co-theoter owner. Lincoln, FD: 4-8.
PETER SCHNITZER, veteran theater owner. York,
Neb. FD: 9-9.
PHIL SCHOCKET, theater operator. Newark.
FD: 1-7.
WILLIAM SCHOELLER, technical director Bucks
County Playhouse, actor. Trenton. FD: 9-16.
HENRY
SCHOENSTADT,
picture pioneer,
prexy
Schoenstadt Theater Circuit. Chicago.
FD:
2-13.
ALBERT SCHULTZ, Loew's Newark State Theater
operator. Newark. FD: 10-1.
IRA SCHUSTER, song composer. New York. FD:
10-15.

WILLIAM E. SCHUTTENHELM, retired ttieater
manager. Hollywood. FD: 10-22.
SAM SCHWARTZ, pioneer exhibitor career of
nearly 40 years. Hollywood.
FD: 11-22.
AL SELIG, veteran publicist. New York FD: 7-30.
LOUIS SENFT, Capitol Theater staff. Miami.
FD: 1-24.
LOUIS SERECKY, studio executive. Hollywood.
FD: 3-20.
JAMES R. SHANNON, former composer end orchestra conductor. Pontiac. FD: 5-31.
ARTHUR SHAW, actor. Washington. FD: 3-26.
MARION J. SHEA, projectionist. Baldwin, La.
4-2.
FD: 9-11.
EDWARD SHELDON, dramatist. New York. FD:
GEORGE

SHENKER, veteran theater owner. Cleveland. FD: 4-9.
VIDA CROLY SIDNEY, former actress. Yonkers.
9-26.
FD: 9-19.
MOE SILVER, former vaude actor. Miami. FO:
MANFRED E. SIMAN, SR., Monogram branch
manager. Atlanta. FD: 6-21.
JOHN SIMMONS, local tneater usher. Richmond.
JOHNFD: W. 10-4.
SITTERLY, co-owner old Cinema Exchange. Buffalo. FD: 7-17.
ALICE SLIWINSKI, office staff of Wisper and
Wetsman Theoters. Detroit. FD: 1-15.
LOUIS SMILANSKY, theater operator. Detroit.
FD: 3-28.
BUFORD LEE SMITH, local theater owner. Quinton, Okla. FD: 3-19.
IRENE P. SNOOK, theater owner. LaGrange, Ky.
FD: 8-29.
PHILIP CARR SNOW, president Globe Ticket
Co. Philadelphia. FD: 1-29.
ALFRED SONNEBERG, osst. theoter manager.
Jacksonville. FD: 11-13.
THOMAS SORIERO, industry veteran, managing
director UA Theater, Los Angeles. Hollywood. FD: 10-8.
SERGE SOUDEIKINE, theatrical designer. New
York. FD: 8-14.
THEODOR SPARKUHL, veteran cameraman, Hollywood. FD: 6-14.
PAGE SPENCER, character actor. New York.
FD: 9-23.
GEORGE ALOYSIUS SPRING, former owner ond
theater operator; concessionaire in recent
years. Columbus. FD: 9-18.
ARTHUR SPRINGER, RKO Providence Albee
1-15.
lobby artist. New Bedford. FD: 9-12.
ENID STAMP-TAYLOR, actress. London. FD:
W. A. "AL"
CHARLES

STEFFES, exhibitor veteran. Minneapolis. FD: 6-20.
STEINER, pioneer exhibitor. New York.

Detroit Carriers
Strike Tlireatens
(Continued from Poge 1)
Film Row appears to be that mei
may walk out if some major efFor
to settle situation is not reachec
Representatives of all principal cir
cuits in the city are meeti- ij^da;
to try to mediate or otherwi. ^.andLthe situation.

Eastman Names Pevear
Assistant Sales Chief
— Happy New Year! —

?f^

Rochester — Eastman Kodak announced yesterday several new ap
pointments
to executive
position^
with the company, chief of which ih
the upping of Theodore Pevear t:)
the post of assistant general sale i
manager.
Thomas M. Connors wil
succeed the retiring Edward T. Mci
Dermott
as manager of Kodak's Ne-v
York
branch.
Other new assignments are Wil

liam S. Allen
as manager
th '
company's
Amateur
Accessoriesof sale
division in Rochester;
Martin H
Donahue, Jr., manager of the Ama
teur Still Camera sales division an<^
Richard D. Lorbach, manager of thi|.|
'ri!-:
Chemical sales division.
iu
All appointments
are
effectivi
Jan. 1.

SRO Planning Offices
In Four More Cities
—

HappY New Year! —

(Continued

from

Pa^e

f
|J
»-

II

published report that SRO would usi'I;.
the physical facilities of Film Clas;';"'
sics
Chadwick
Again.
Heads
— Happy New Year! —

'"f
''

FD: 7-1.
ALAN N. STEYNE, State Dept. official, wellknown In film industry. Washington, D. C.

Indie
West CoastProducers
Bureau of THE Ass'n
FILM DAILY

FD: 5-24.
C. V. "TOBY" STEWART, theater exhibitor.
Shenandoah, Iowa. FD: 8-2S.
GEORGE STEWART, Empress Theater owner.

Hollywood — I. E. Chadwick waiMSre-elected president for the coming j;
year at the annual meeting of th(,,.

Nordegg,
Alberta. theater
FD: 3-29.
WAYNE
P. STRONG,
manager. Kingsley,
la. FD: 5-2.
DR. WILLIAM STRUNK, professor emeritus of
English, Cornell University; consultant 1935

ducers Association.
Independent
Motion Picture Pro,J'fju
Steve Broidy, Harry H. Thomat^

film production of "Romeo and Juliet."
Ithaca. FD: 9-30.
EVERET D. STUTZ, a'^st. manager in several
theaters. Toledo. FD: 9-17.
ANTHONY "TONY" SUDELUM, industry pioneer,
prexy Crescent Amusement Co. Nashville,
Tenn. FD: 4-30.
THOMAS A. SULLIVAN, theater owner. Denver.
FD: 4-26.
WILLIAM SULLIVAN,

actor - director. Great

Neck, L. I. FD: 5-29.
GEORGE "SLIM" J. SUMMERVILLE, actor, Loguna Beach, Calif. FD: 1-8.
EDMUND F. SUPPLE, former editor of M. P.
News. New York. FD: 1-8.
FAUD "FRED" A. TABAH, co-founder of Confederation Amusements, Ltd., ond pioneer
exhibitor. Montreal. FD: 9-10.
BOOTH TARKINGTON, author and playwright.
Indianapolis. FD: 5-21.
LAURETTE
12-12. TAYLOR, stage star. New York. FD:
HENRY

TELLER: B & K musical director. Chicago. FD: 8-7.
TELLER, veteran theoter manager for
Balaban Circuit. Chicago.
FD: 12-6.
BLANCHE TELLIS, publicity director, Civic Opera Co. Chicago. FD: 3-15.
HARRY THAYER, theater owner. Farmington,

SAM

N. H. FD: 10-29.

(Continued Thursday)

and Johnny Jones
were aschosen
a!|;'
vice-presidents,
as well
ex-oflacit.C

members of the board of directors ';
Rest
the board
consists
Free''
Steele,ofBelmont
Gottlieb,
Karl ofHittle-=
man, A. W. Hackel, Sam Katzman ,

William
EdwardStephens.
Finney was re-electec '
secretary - treasurer. Slate as proposed by Ray Young as chairman oi
the nominating committee was
unanimously approved.

STORK REPORTS
Toledo, O. — Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Teschner have a second son, bom in
Mercy Hospital. Father is manager
of Loew's Valentine.
Wills Point, Tex. — A son, the second, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Lybrand, Jr. The father is manager
of the Majestic and Ritz.

M^*
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aterialsShoriage
ay Limit Buiiding
(Continued trom Page 1)

partment of Commerce, have canned that a too sudden end to
Ihtrols over commercial building
11 h"'ng the supply situation in
arj
Dalance.
!rop government leaders, however,
ing with industry representatives,
U insist that materials will be in
fficient supply to carry the burden
a real boom in commercial conruction by the latter half of 1947.
~ if/Several Government building ma^\ srials specialists ai-e pointing out
'^jat
unfinished
construction
be
rried
over to the
new year.must
Shoii;•es which held up completion of
'any
will
imain projects
critical infor1946,
mostthey
of say,
the new
lar.
These new figures will be prented to top Government officials
fore
weekly
authorizations
for
mercial construction are upped
$50,000,000.

■I

Ij.,

— Happy New Yearl —

9 Pix Arbitration Cases
Ued in '46 Tops '45 by 17

MPE A Operates in 12 Countries Para's New Saies Pian
Deals with Yugoslavs, Bulgar$ Pending
To Operate From Fieid
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued fro^m Page 1)
alignment of the districts in the
Western division. Instead of three,
as in the past, the 10 branches will
be divided into two districts. Hugh
Braly, formerly in charge of the
Denver district, comprised of Denver, Salt Lake and Omaha, has been
transferred to the West Coast district, succeeding Del Goodman, resigned. In addition to the four Coast
offices, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle and Portland, he will retain
supervision of Denver and Salt Lake.
The Omaha branch will be added
to Ralph Libeau's district, which will
be comprised of Kansas City, St.
The deal with the Bioscoop Bond Louis, Des Moines and Omaha.
In making the announcement,
of Holland was concluded in The
Hague Sept. 11. It goes into effect Reagan said that "With single picture selling to individual accounts,
the first week of the new year.
we believe we can further improve
Latest deal is with Film Polski, re- our operation, to the benefit of both
SAG, Inter-Faith Group
cently concluded in Warsaw by Irvand ourselves, by having Maas, vice-president and general our customers
fo Meet on Labor Peace
ing our division managers operate in
manager of MPEA, who is at present
winding up a survey tour of MPEA the field so they will be able to mainlitest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tain close contact with rapidly-changbases of operation in Europe. Maas
Hollywood — A meeting on a pro- is due back around Jan. 10.
ing conditions and make on-the-spot
posal of the Inter-Faith Council to
In seven months of operations,
settle difficulties arising from the
current studio strike will be held spearheaded by the Netherlands East Felix Marshick Dead
Indies agreement, the MPEA has decisions."
shortly by that organization and the
Detroit — Felix Marshick, orchesplaying time for U. S. projoard of directors of the Screen secured
duct in 12 of 13 countries listed on
tra leader at the Avenue Theater for
Actors Guild.
its original prospectus.
about 15 years, died suddenly.
A permanent settlement is sought.
It was indicated that all participants
in the strike will be urged to end
.he dispute by arbitration and nego:iation.

field, and the newly opened European and Asian markets have been
sui-veyed and supplied with films
both of pre-war vintage and others
made during the v/ar.
The first deal completed by MPEA
n August of this year was with the
Dutch Government of the Netherland
East Indies. It was concluded in the
Summer and called for the immediate
iispatch of product. The deal runs
until next May.
In four of the countries in which
MPEA operates, deals were consummated with various state authorities
and exhibitor organizations. These
include Czechoslovakia, Holland,
Poland and the aforementioned
Dutch colony.
In Hungary, Rumania and Austria
MPEA has taken over branch opera.ions of its member companies. Aus-

(Continued from Page 1)
ation under the decree. In 1941,
ere were 148 demands;
in 1942,
.6; in 1943, 83 and in 1944, 45.
Forty of the cases filed during the
146 fiscal year involved clearance
implaints under Section VIII of the
|!cree. Of the thirty-four awards
inded down, 22 were decided in
Meanwhile, Herbert K. Sorrell,
ivor of the exhibitor, while 12 upCSU
prexy, answering the inter;ld the contentions of the distrib- raith council,
which is urging settle;ors. Eighteen cases were withment of the studio strike, wrote, in
:awn before any decision was made.
part, "as for matter of jurisdiction,
— Happy New Year! —
we contend that producers, with support of CSU, have it within their
oseniield Joins Goldwyn
power to establish workable arbitration machinery to settle questions of
".^ [ Isidro Rosenfeld
has
been enwork allocation, by inclusion of such
'•j- 'aged
Samuel
jecial bysales
rep. Goldwyn
for the Prods,
Northernas
ilf of the South American terri- provision in all union contracts."
— Happy New Year'. —
>ry. He will make his headquarters
:;:i
I Mexico City. Before joining Gold- Korda Buys Wilde Play;
■^- -yn, Rosenfeld was a Warners rep. Gives Pact to Beaton
"■"* Chil
e.
Sir Alexander Korda has bought
Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal Husband."
Pic will be shot in Technicolor at
Universal Hatches
Korda's London studio next Summer.
Slich Chich Contest
iJXl
The British producer also announced that he has signed Cecil
Chicago — The Poultry and Egg
National Bsard tomorrow greets the
Beaton, photographer-artist and designer as an associate producer.
New Year by launching a nationwide hunt for Miss Slick Chick of
Beaton sails on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth on Friday to supervise cos1947, alias "the Most Beautiful Hen
tume-design for "Salome," starring
in America," to be so acclaimed at
Orson Welles and Eileen Herlie. Beathe world premiere of Universal's
ton
will
also
do similar chore on
"The Egg and I." Contest closes
March 10, with final judging of
"Husband."

II

regional winners to follow in New
York. Owners and winners will attend the opening. "Miss Slick
Chick's" owner will get $500 and a
gold egg; five regional winners will
get Orry Kelly fur-lined nests.
P. S. Universal gets the five
hens for its studios.

tria is a partial case of this nature
for the American Military Government acts in a supervisory capacity.
Deals are pending with Yugoslavia
and Bulgaria. MPEA already has
representatives in these countries.
In Japan and Korea, the same situation as in Germany and Austria prevails— AMG supervises. Great progress in operations is reported in
Japan where Charles Mayer is managing director.
The deal with Czechoslovakia was
signed here by a representative of
the Czech Film Monopoly Sept. 13.
It took effect a month later, Oct. 15,
with son"
anin Prague.
inaugural showing of "Wil-

FIVE HUNDRED
AND FIFY NINE
(559)
CRITICS AND COMMENTATORS
HAVE VOTED IN THE 25th
FILM
DAILY
ANNUAL
POLL
FOR
rr

THE TEN BEST PICTURES" OF 1946

— Happy New Year! —

Rogers Plans Bernhardt Pic
IVeit Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers is
negotiating with Tallulah Bankhead
to play the title role in "The Divine
Sarah," based on novel "The Real
Sarah Bernhardt" by Basil Woon,
which Rogers acquired 10 years ago.

T As usual, as has been the custom
names
X,

for the past

and ballots of participants in the FILM

poll are available for inspection

25

DAILY

years, the
TEN

BEST

for the next thirty days.
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"THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' IS THE
YEAR'S BEST FILM. OUR VOTE FOR THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR."

«^,

- Marion Glendining, BOSTON RECORD

s

"'THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' IS ONE
OF THE BEST PICTURES OF ALL TIME."
-Marjory Adams, BOSTON GLOBE

" THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' IS THE
BEST PICTURE TO COME OUT OF HOLLYWOOD THIS SEASON."

**

-Peggy Doyle, BOSTON AMERICAN

" THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' IS ONE
OF THE VERY BEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR."
- Prunella Hall, BOSTON POST
" THE

BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' IS WITHOUT ANY QUESTION THE TOP-NOTCH
AMERICAN FILM TO BE PRESENTED DURING 1946."

- Elinor Hughes, BOSTON HCRALD
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